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:bEPAH.TME='\T OF THE !NTlmiOR, BUREAU OF EDUCATION~ , 
Washington, D. C., June 30, 1883. 
SrR: I have the honor to submit my thirteenth annual report. 
So large a number of systems and institutions of education have been able to bring 
-their reports up to the end of June, 1883, that this report is closed at that d~te. It 
-will aid this Office greatly if this date should prove convenient for all those who are 
.coworkers with it in the preparation of data included in these annual .reports. Sc 
far little space has been given to the work of the Office itself. 'fhe Teports have been 
·devoted to the briefest summary of the vast amount of educational data in hand, 
but anything like a full representation of the work of the Office any year would fill 
:a volume larger than this. It woulu contain the latest discussions of a variety of 
·topics touching education the world over, based on the latest statistics, in which these 
would appear incidentally only. This part of the work of the Office comes and goes 
with the daily mail. Not infrequently single connnunications require months of re-
•search, and the results :find their way into educational literature and thought and 
-action, but are not known to have had any connection with this Office. One uivision, 
having three clerks, Teports :fifty-six days devote.d-to work of this character. 
'fbe communications sent out numbered 30,745 an!l those received 67,875. At the 
·cost of great labor an entire rearrangement of the document division has been effected, 
which adds much to its efficiency. 'l'he documents distributed numuered 323,592 and 
·were usually mailed in separate packages. Many-of these were sent in response tu 
individual requests. One document was asked for by as many as ten thousand per-
,sons, requiring the writing of as many addresses. 'l'his distribution of documents bas 
favorably affected. many educational methods and appliances. 'fhe teacher~:~' insti-
tutes have been much more freely supplied than before. Circulars and bullt~tins were 
,sent to 406 institutes held in twenty-three different States. Seventy-eight of these 
teachers' gath(\rjngs in a single State were furnished these publications. So far the1·e 
is no means of ascertaining the number of teachers thus supplied with valuable in-
formation. 
'l'hc following circulars of information have been printeu and distributed since the 
enumeration iu the previous report: 
No. 1, 1882. The inception, organization, and management of training schools for 
nurses. 28 pp. 
No.2, 1H82. Proceeuings of the Department of' Superintendence of the National 
.Educat.ion:~~ AF! ociati?n at_its meeting 3.t Washington, March 21-23, 1882. 112 pp. 
No.3, 1So2. The Umverstty of Bonn. 67 pp. 
No. 4, 1882. IlHlustrial :utin schools, by Charles G. Leland, of Philadelphia. 37 pp. 
No. 5, 1 82. Matemal school~:~ in France. 14 pp. 
No. 6, 1882. 'l'ecbnical instruction in Prance. 63 PJ;l· 
No. 1! 18 3. Legal provisions re~;pecting the exammation and licensing of te.ach-
·ers. 4b pp. . 
No. 2, 1 83. Coeducation of the sexes in the public schools of the United Stn.tcs. 
30 pp. 
No. 3, 1883. Proceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the National 
.Educational Association at ite meeting at Washington, February 20-22, 18B3. Sl pp. 
'fhe following bulletins have also ueen issncd: 
Inst:uction in morals and civil government. 4 pp. 
Natwnal Peuagogic Con15rcss of Spain. 4 pp. 
Natural science in seconuary schools. 9 pp. 
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High schools for girls in Sweden. 6 pp. 
Planting trees in school grounds. 8 pp. · 
Comparative statistics of elementary, secondary, aml superior education in sixty 
principal countries. Sheet. 
In addition to these publications a special report of tllree hundred and nineteen 
pa.ges on" Industrial Etlucation in the United States" 1 was prepa1·ed and printed in 
compliance witll a resolution of the Sehate. 
The nnmller of copies of each circular or bulletin issued has been increased to sup-
ply the correspondents of tlle Office, and severalof those most in demand have been 
reprinted. 
AMERICAN OFFICIAL COR-RESPONDENTS OF TIIE OFFICE WHO :FURXISH STATISTICS. 
The follQwing sumnlary gives tl1e mmtll'er Of ·correspondents of the Office at the head 
of systems and institutions of education ih our country who fnrn~sh tlle official in-
formation containe·d in these rep or~: 
Statement of: eaz~cationaZ system'S a11d insWutions in c<nTesp'0;1dC11Ce 1vith thoe B1treau of l!-'du-
cutivn in tke yem·s nanwd . . 
1872. \ 1S73. 1874. 1875. 1876. [ 1877. 18'78. t87!l. 1880. l881. 1882. 
-----------1---, -------------------
·States and Tenitories... ..•. ••. 44 1 48 48 48 48 \ 48 :ts 48 48 48 48 
Cities . _. Y. _ ................... · 325 533 127 241 23!) 2U 258 33ll 351 301 312 
Normal schools.... ............ . 98
1
111 124 140 152 166 379 '242 252 ~73 278 
:Busines!l collep;es.......... ... .. 53 112 12G 144 150 157 16<: 191 197 280 305 
Kindergarten .. _... . .. .. . .. .. • . . .. .. . 42 55 !l5 149 177 217 322 385 456 535 
Academies . __ .. _.. . .. _........ 811 944 1, 031 1, 467 1, &50 1, 650 
1
1, 6G5 1, !148 ' , 869 2, 113 2, 3G3 
Preparatory- scl10ols.. .... .. • .. . .. .. .. 86 91 105 114 123 l:t5 138 146 158 178 
Colleges for wom u ... .. ....... 175 205 200 249 252 2G4 277 294 297 290 290 
Colleges and universities ...... _ 2!)8 323 343 385 381 385 389 402 402 396 394 
Schuols of science . . .. .. . .. .. .. 70 70 72 7G 76 77 80 86 88 !ll 91 
Schools of theology............ 104 140 113 123 125 127 129
1 
146 15G 158 166 
Schools of law . _............... 37 37 38 42 42 45 50 53 53 51 53 
Scl1ool!! of medicine __ .......... 87 !l4 99 104 102 lOG 112 125 126 137 143 
Public libraries.----··-·--··-- _! 306 377 676 12,200 2, 275 12,440 2,578 2,678 2,874 3,031 4,067 
1t1u!l ums of natural llistory .. _ 50 43 44 \ 53 54 1 55 55 57 57 57 
Jt{n enm!l of nrt·-----.......... ...... 22 27 27 31 ·-·--- ..... _ 37 37 37 37 
Art !lchools .. ---·-· -----· ----·- ........... _ 20 29 30 ..... - ...... 37 33 38 38 
Training scboola for m1rsPs .. _ ............................. __ . .. . .. .. .. .. 11 








In titutions for tb blinu . ... . . . 27 28 28 29 29 30 31 31 31 31 31 
cbools for the fe bl -mind d . . •••.. - 71 9 9 11 11 11 13 13 15 15 
Orphan a. ylums, &c ___ -........ 77 180 26!) 408 533 540 638 041 G51 604 \ 016 
Rform chool ..... - ..••....•. ~~~~~~~~ __:_~1 77 
IG, 443 IG, 750 17,135 17, 86!) 8, 2;;1 18, 774 110,1:!8 
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they are to be address~d, are sent otl.t. These blanks are :filled a.s far as fqund to be 
expMient by th~ head of each system or institmtion addressed. When received in the 
Offic~ they are sent to the statistical divisio11; there the data furnished are drawn off 
11pon large sheets to correspond in beadings and fori:il with those thus filled by the 
respective educational officers, and this form of copy is used by the printer. 
It is gratifying to know that this voluntary system of statistics is constantly im-
pro\'i:tlg in completen~ss ahd exactness. The only return this Office is able to make 
for all this great 1abor an1ong its friends is to supply them with its publications. It 
is cleat that all of those who hllive tl1U!3 contributed to the report should in equity be 
furnished a copy of the dMument. Moreover, it should be noted that au additional 
lHltllbet is needed to supply requests from writers, teachets, professors, school officers, 
the press, public libraries, and other worthy sources of aid; There should be printed 
of the report :uot less than 20,000 extta copies for distribution by the Office. · 
This system of 'Voluntary statistical infortnatjon, instituted and cartied forward by 
thes~ colaboters so widely scattered, is believed to be the most complete of the kind 
in existence, and shows that the objects and methods as well as the publications of 
the Office are very acceptable to the eductttors of the country. The usefulness of the 
Office is of course chiefly determined by the benefit to be derived by the people from 
its publications. These should, therefore, Mntain ihforination not only about what-
ever of good or ill occurs in the experience of our own people, but also about what is 
happetiing or observed abroad, and particularly as to the re~t1lts of till scientific and 
cateful investigations respetting matters cot1Mtt1ing the nurture, education, and train-
ittg of the young .for the best pe1fortnance of ~heir duties as the citizens of the future. 
So fat as the limited funds at the disposal of the Office have allowed, I have sought to 
secure the results of these labors, domestic all.d foreign; but those tequirirtg the e1:-
pendit'tire Of any consitlemble ilth<hlnt of' 1tHmey have been practically beyond my 
power for lack of ·means. The salaried assistant's in the Office l.tre :tlot able to do all 
the W<ltk reqult•ecl by the Office in its various relations to the public aiid the funds now 
appropriated and avallable for outside help amount only to $2,200, 
fHE LIBRARY. 
The provisions of the statute establishing this Office and expressing its general 
duties have always been preBent to my milid when considering and choosing methods 
for accomplishing the results desired. The collection of H statistics and facts showing 
the condition and progress of education in the several States and Territories" is one 
of the duties mentioned in this law, and tlJe due performance of it makes the collec-
tipn and care Of a library contoining the e<lncation11l reports, pamphlets, catalogues, 
school journals, and othet pedagogic publications of the whole country one of the first 
necessities of such an office. · the statute also provides that the Bureau is to diffuse 
1
' information respecting the organization and management of schools, school systems, 
and methods of teaching" of rmch cllaracter as may promote " the e::~tablishment and 
maintenance of efficient school systems," as well as "the cause of educatioB" in gen-
eral. These provisions of' the law, brief and without much detail as they are, cannot 
be carried out witllout collecting printed matter, foreign aud domestic, respecting the 
theory as well as t.tw practi ce and l't ·sn1ts of pedagogics. Nor, since the school in 
modern society hM been modified or amplifi ed in numerous ways to prod nee numerous 
r esults never demanded of it in earlier t imes, has it been possible to comprehend or 
to exhibit tho nature, fnnctiODS1 aud problems of nlOllern edncation without some col-
later~! knowledge and study of other social and educational forces. Thtls, applying 
the g,pproved alld universal rules of modern scientific research to the fulfilment of this 
official dtity, it was llecessary to iuclu<le enough material in the scheme of the Office 
library to enable those nsing it to study, histoi'ically alid comparatively, the develop-
ment and the environment of e1luc~tt:lon as a whole. 
The practical beginning uf the collection couformed to the necessities of the Office 
work i the "statistics and facts showiug the condition and progress of education in 
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the ~eve.ral States and Territories," annually collected and compiled, constitute the 
greater p~rt of the yearly reports of this Office transmitted to Congress like other ex-
ecutive documents. To prepare these reports it became necessary to establish a regu-
lar exchange of documents with all State and local educational centres that published 
them. The yearly pulllications of this kind in the Union number several thousand, 
most of them published in small editions only; if not obta.ined soon aft.er publication, 
copies disappear into public or private libraries and the edition becomes exhausted. 
The library, since 1870, bas gathered these documents, reports, bulletins, catalogues, 
circulars, announcements, programs, &c., and has preserved them carefully. In addi-
tion copies of earlier editions or series have been sedulously sought ancl obtained, 
never :il·t g1·eat expense of money, but often by much expenditure of tim~ and manage-
ment. In this way the collection of State reports, city reports, college catalogues 
aml publications, academy catalogues, and programs and circulars of professional 
and special schools now in the possession of this library is far superior, in quantity, 
quality, and interest, to any other general collection in the world, and in most cases 
more complete than the series belonging to the offices and institutions in correspond-
ence with the Bureau. Unlike most libraries, this part of tp.e library of the Bureau is 
arranged, shelved, and indexed geographically as well as topically, so that any docu-
ment in its possession can always be found in the same relative place and consulted 
without loss of time whenever required. This system, originating like the library 
itself from the necessities of the work to lJe done, has been more than a dozen years in 
successful use and lms proved enth'ely capable of successive enlargement and sub-
division without causing loss, confusion, or delay. Indeed, since the annual reports 
of this Office from 1870 to the present time arrange the facts aml statistics contained 
in them in accordance with the same g~ographical and topical system, these reports, 
in addition to their public use, may be considered as classified subject indexes of the annu.aZ 
accessions to the library. 
Another part of the co)lection, which began also in necessity, has now assumed an 
important and valuable position, viz, the periodical literature of American education. 
The value of such publications, as preserving the very "age and body of the time" 
in which they appear and recording countless facts, opinions, names, and dates that 
woul<l otherwise be lost beyond recall, is conceded in all othe1· branches of study and 
must, of necessity, be allowed in this subject also. By exchange, subscription, pur-
chase, and gift, the library now possesses and is daily adding to a collection really 
unique in the world; by no means complete, for there are important lacunm that 
may never be :filled, but, despite these, mo1·e full, various, and valuable than that in 
tho possession of any corporation or individual. These journals also have been indexed 
by author or title and subject, and this part of the index, if printed (though covering 
a field almost entirely distinct from that occupied by the great Index to Periodical 
Literat ure 1 recently rei ned l y its vet eran originator, Dr. ·william }". Poole, and his 
industl:ious younger colleague, William I. }"letcher, csq. ), woul~ fill a larger book than 
that magnum opus of the librarians. 
'fh p riodica.ls received are a.l o consulted regularly for facts, allusions, and ideas to 
b n din t h e annual report s or other publications of the Office. Nor is the daily 
pl overlook d: such newH11apers as reach the Office are carefully examined, and 
article., fact., and opinions of pre ent or po ible value are preserved in scrapbooks 
;vith ind x s. 
to. 
THE OFFICE LIBRARY. IX 
The tlnty for doing which this Office was established bas obliged it to gather, grad-
ually, foreign reports, catalogues, and educational treatises. The progress of society 
bas made an interchange of ideas, usages, and customs between nations as inevitable 
as the exchange of material products. Therefore it bas been the practice of this Office 
neither to resist nor to overstimulate this interchange, but to afford to the people of 
this country an opportunity to make a wise choice of foreign ideas, and to recommend 
to inquirers from other countries only such ideas and usages as might be suitable to th(} 
other parts of their social structure. By exchange, purchase, and gift the library 
·thus pos~-;esses a la1·ge collection of foreign educational worlu;, nearly every civilized 
count.ry and its colonies being represented. Magazines and journals in the principal 
foreign languages are also procured, iu order that there may be no delay in obtaining 
and disseminating useful ideas and facts from these distant sources of information. 
The translator attached to this Office is charged with the ~ustody and management 
of the hooks and periodicals in foreign languages. This portion of the library will be 
completely catalogued, both by authors and. subje~ts, as soon as the condition ot the 
Office will allow; parts of this catalogue l1ave already been completed. 
One very interesting portion of this foreign collection i~; that relating to the colo-
nial possessions of the Brit.ish monarchy. These dependencies, the pre~ent hope and 
futnre home of many millions of English-speaking people, are following in school 
matters the exa.mple of the United States rather than that of the mother country. By 
this channel the most vital and useful features of American life are becoming and 
will hereafter constitute the heritage of new nations and peoples yet unborn. 
I have thus described some of the peculiarities pf . this lil.>rary and some of tho cir-
cumstances attending its origin and manner of growth. The unostentatious but un-
ceasing and intelligent labors of Mr. Samuel R. Warren (one of the editors of the 
Special Reporton Lihrariesin the United States) and of Mr. Henderson Presnell (now 
assigned to tlte· custody and management of the collection) should not go unmentioned. 
To their work and care the Office is indebted for much of the convenience and ~om­
pletencss of the collection and the library itself for its useful classification and rapidly 
a(lvau·cing catalogue. 
Bearing in mind tho practical manner in which this library originated and has in-
creased, the flexible scheme on which it is now enlarging may he stated as compre-
11ending the following subjects: 
A. Antique culture, religious, philosophical, artistic, or industrial, so far as it was 
iutlucntial in forming or modifying the mother count.ries of our population: e. g., the 
genesi8 anrl progress of religions, andparticnlarly those deriving tlleir primal impulses 
from tlw Heurews; the genesis and development of art in Egypt,· Cltaldo-Assyria, 
Grecco, Hmpe, ancl modern countries; prehistoric life and inclnstry, particularly with 
reference to the development of useful ideas, implements, and processes among various 
peoples, ancl the investigation of savage and semi-civilized life, beliefs, and customs; 
Gred;, mecliu!\'al, and modern philosophy, &c. 
n. EclucatiOllltl theories, methods, and results in those European COlintries from 
which the population o~thjs country is derivecl: Engln.nd, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, 
:France, Germany, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Sp:;dn, ::1lld other lauds. 
C. 'fhe formation and combination of social forces during the colonial period o£ 
American life; histories, biographies, college publications, town records, and all avail-
able sources of information. 
D. The history aud development of social and educational forces in the American 
Union-for the earlier years, material similar to that last mentioned, and, for the la.ter 
years, in addition, reports of State and city school officers, school journals~ cata-
logues, text books, &c. · 
E. Contemporary educational thought and practice in foreign countries, particu-
larly the study of new or intrusive phenomena, such as Chinese life and thonght, Mor-
mon development and tendencies, the growth and influence of pessimism in society, 
the cause and increase of suiciQ.e and mental disease; and other phenomena bearing 
upon the training of the young. 
The library is organized and shelved in accordance with the classification that gov-
erns the material in my annual reports. It is hoped to h~Lve a complete catalogue and 
index of all accessions. 'l'he Sta.te is taken as a unit, under which the topics a.re 
arranged alpllauctically anu chronologically. For the purpose of illustrat.ion, under 
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t.he State of Michigan t.he following topics appeu.t alpb!tbet.ically arranged, ot, in 







Want of room, however, prevents the carrying out of the plan in many of its details. 
Ih the index catalogue, now in preparation, the same plan is substantially carried out 
whenever practicable, but not to the exclusion of th~ topical method, for t.he cat.alogue 
is distinctively educational, and to render that feature prominent it has been found 
heMssary to subordinate, in some instances, the geographical to the topical method. 
The files of catalogues, circulars, reports, and prospectuses of colleges and universi-
ties,.schools of science, law, medicine, and theology, schools for the superior education 
of women, normal schools, preparatory and secondary schools, &c., are arranged top-
ically, so as to correspond to the plim of the statistical tables of 'the Commissior.e:r's 
report. These files embmce the following topics, in alphabetical order: 




City school systems. 
Colleges for women. 
Colleges and universities. 
College entrance examinations. 












Schools of art. 
Schools of music. 
Schools of science. 
Schools for the blind. 
Schools for deaf-mutes. 
Schools for the feeble-minde'd. 
State school systems. 
Theolo~ical schools. 
ZoOlogical gardehs. 
The index catalogue recognizes this arrangement, and each topic will be found in· 
dexed under its initial letter in the alphabetical arrangement. In further illustration 
of the scheme, the entries under the letter E are given. 
Education: 
Bibliography of. 
Hi. tory of. 
Methods aml systems. 
'cience of. 
Miscellaneous. 
W arks <?D infant, primary, elementnry, second-
aT)', bJjeh scbool, classical, college, nml nni vor· 
sit~· ''dncation may be found under Infant, 
Pnmary, Elem<'ntary, &c.; on education in 
foreign couutric~, under the narue of the 
countr •, 




El m ntar · <lncation. ce, also, Infant 
dncation. 
hlocntion. 




Eu •11 h lan 'll:l~ 










Episcopal Church and education. Sefl 




Etymology. See, also, English language, 
French language, &c. 
Europe. 
Ev: ngelical Lutheran Chnrch and educa· 
tion. ee erman Evangelical, c. 
Evenin choola. 
Evolution. See, also, }Ian, Phy iology. 
E ·hihition : 
~ u a ionnl. 
In ln rial. 
xpo i ion. , industrial. ee Exhibitions, 
ituln tl'ial. 
E:x.atniuatious. 
THE OFFICE LIBRARY. xr 
Thus it will be seen that the object and u'ses of the library have determined the 
form of its organization and the character of its catalogue and in<lex, and it may 
be suggestive to those undertaking to organize educational libraries elsewhere. 
It should be observed that no one of the great general libraries in the country 
prior to the establishment of this Office had begun to make any considerable collec-
tion of educational information, nor could such a collection have been brought to-
gether by ordinary methods of growth. It is largely the result of a well established 
system of exchanges and of contributions, due to the hearty cooperation of the officers 
and friends of education at home ari.d abroad. Its value has ne-v.:er been approxi-
mately represented by the appropriations for its support, which have not exceeded 
$1,000 a year for books and never more than $700 a year for completing sets, journals, 
magazines, &c. The card catalogue of su~jects and card catalogue of authots and titles 
above mentioned, as soon as published, will become specially helpful to all educators 
of the country wbehever searching edncational literature. The publication of this 
catalogue is already earnestly sought, and it iS hoped that it can be ere long under-
taken. The collection now numbers 15,000 volumes and 37,000 pamphlets. 
The question ha,s been raised whether this collection of educational literature could 
not be merged into some general collection, but it should be noted that in many in-
vestigations it is necessary to gather large numbers of books around the investigator 
and to keep them in hand for ' a considerable length of time. No one familiar with 
the requirements of thorough research can fail to understand the difficulty of going 
from one point to another to obtain separate books. Of this the Office has had ample 
and unprofitable experience. It is clear that the time of a clerk competent to make 
researches is too valuable to be wasted in running about or waiting or writing notes 
for books. 
It hardly need be said that a question relating to ventilation, to architecture, w 
the organization of State or city systems, or one relating to methods of instruction, 
or an inquiry as to education and insanity, or education and crime, or education and 
labor will demand in its treatment not merely what comes in the form of current lit-
erature, but will create a demand for the readiest access to all sources of the desired 
information. 
From the foregoing it i~ apparent (1) that the Office bas never contemplated gath-
ering a general library, (2) that its library has grown with its growth and is insep-
arablefrom its daily duties, and (3) that if the present collection should be withdrawn 
from its own rooms and control the efficiency of the Office would be indescribably 
impaired and the value of the collection wellnigh sacrificed. In a large general 
library administration it could hardly fail to be remanded to some out of the way cor-
ner, where it would be lost to the daily use for which it is intended and which is, 
indeed, the only reason of its existence. It is confi(lently believed that placing the 
volumes of this collection in any other than the present close relation to the admin-
istration of the Offico would defeat tl1e economical purpose of any such measure. 
Imperfect as the library of this Office is, I have no hesitation in saying that it has 
become indispensable to the rapi<l and economical tr:.msaction of the official business 
of the Bureau. 
XII REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Statisticalsurnmary of ·im&titutions, inst1··uctori, and students, as collected by the United States 













City schools, ........................................ (a} 27,726 1,564,663 (b) 16,488 976, 837 
Normal schools.................................... 114 887 16,620 124 966 24.405 
Commerllialanclbusiness colleges .•..•....•.... ... 112 514 22,397 126 577 25, 80~ 
Kindergarten...................................... .. ... . . . . .. . . . ... ... . . . . . 55 125 1, 636 
Institutions for secondary instruction............. 944 5, 058 118, 570 1, 031 5,466 98,179 
Preparatory schools............................... 86 690 12,487 91 697 11,414 
Institutions for the superior instruction of women .. I 205 2, DO 24, 613 209 2, 285 23, 445 
Universities a.ndcolleges .....•.••.••••••. ~---····· 323 3,106 52,053 343 3,783 G6,6Q2 
Schools of science................................. 70 747 8,950 \ 72 609 7,244 
Schools of theology ...... ,......................... 110 573 3, 838 113 G97 4, 356 
Schools of law...... .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .... .. . . .. 37 158 2, 112 II 38 181 2, 585 
~:~~:!:~r =~!~~:;~;r::~:~~:: ~~~ ~~-~~~-~~~~ ~ ... __ ~~ .. -~·-~~~ ______ ~·-~~~ ____ ~~ ___ ~·-~~~ .. ____ ~·- ~~~ 
Institutions for the deaf and dumb................ 40 289 4, 534 40 275 4, 900 
Institutions for the blind.......................... 28 545 1, 916 29 52G 1, 942 
Schoolsforfeeble-minded children................ 9 213 758 9 312 1,265 
Orphan asylums, industrial schools, and miscella.- 178 1, 484- 22,107 260 1, 678 26,360 
neous charities. 













Cityscbools ........................................ (c) 22,152 1,180,880 (d) 23,504 1,343,487 
11 ormo.l schools.................................... 137 1, 031 29, 105 151 1, 065 33, 9!:l1 
Commercialand business colleges.................. 131 594 26, 10!J 137 59!J 25,234 
Kindergiirten.......................... ... • . . . •• • .. 95 216 2, 800 130 364 4, 0&0 
In11titutions for secondary instruction ............. 1, 143 6, 081 108, 235 1, 22!J 5, 999 106, 647 
Preparatoryschools . ................................. 102 746 •12,954 105 736 12,36!J 
In11titutions for tl1e supetior instruction of women.. 222 2, 405 23, 7!J5 225 2, 404 23, 856 
niversitie an<l colleges. ......................... 355 3, 999 58, 894 356 3, 920 56, 481 
School of science................................. 74 758 7,157 75 793 7,614 
chools of theology . . . • • . .. .. . . . • • • • . . . ... . • . ... • • • 123 615 5, 2:w, 124 580 4, 268 
• chool of law..................................... 43 224 2,677 42 218 2,664 
Schools of medicine, of dentistry, and of pharmacy.. 106 1, 172 9, 071 102 1, 201. 10,143 
Trnining chool fornurBl\8 .............................. ·•·· ···· ·•·•······· ······ ........ ·········· 
In titution for thr drafand (\nmb........ •. . •. •• •. 41 293 5, 087 42 312 5, 209 
In titntion for the blind.............. ............ 29 49 2, 054 29 5RO 2, 083 
: •lJool fur r ble-minded children ...... -----...... 317 1, 372 11 31 1, '.01} 
Orphan 278 1, 7 o 54,204 385 3,197 47,430 
47 o1s \ 10, 670 I 51 
ta or mor , r port lin 1875 ; th ir aggr j!;at poJ!Ulation 
EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS. XIII 
Statistical s.ttrnmm·y of institutions, instruct01·s, and students, Jc.-Continued. 
City schools •••••••. ~-............................. (a) 
Normal schools •••••••••••••..•••• ~. • • . • • • • . . • . . • • . 152 
Commercial and business colleges.................. 134 
Kin<lergarten...... . • • • • • •• • • • • . • • • • • • • •• • • . • • • . • • . 129 
Institutions for secondary instruction ............. 1, 226 
Preparatory schools................................ 114 





City schools ....................................... (c) 
Normal schools .••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 207 
Commercial and business colleges-•••••••••••••••• 144 
Kindergarten ••••••••.•..•..••.•••••••••••••••••••. 195 
Institutions for secondary instruction .•.•••••••••• 1, 236 
Preparatory schools .••••.•••...••.....••••••••••••. 123 
Instiktions for the superior instruction of women •. 227 
Universities and colleges ••••••.••••••••••••••..••• 364 
Schools of science ................................. 81 
Schools of theology ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• ; ••• 133 
Schools of law ...•.••••••••••...••...••••••..•..• ., 49 
Schools of medicine, of dentistry, and of pha.rmaoy. 114 
Training schools for nurses .•.....•••••.•••••.••••. 11 
Institutions for the deaf and dumb ................ 53 
Institutions for the bliml ••••...•.••••••••••••••••. 30 
Schools for feeble-minded children ..••.•••••••••••• 13 
Orphan asylums, industrial schools, and miscel- 411 
laneous charities. 
Reform schools ................................. ..-••. 67 
1877. 
..; 
"' 0 ~ -a 













5, 961 108,734 
818 13,561 
2, 323 24,605 
4, 241 60,011 
884 10,.919 




379 6, 391 
599 2, 213 
491 2, 234 
4, 004 75,020 



































(d) 29,264 1, 710,461 
220 1, 466 43,077 
162 619 27,146 
232 524 8, 871 
1, 264 6,009 110,277 
125 860 13,239 
227 2, 340 25,780 
364 4,160 ' 59,594 . 
83 953 11,584 
142 633 5, 242 
48 229 3,134 
120 1, 660 14,000 
15 59 323 
56 418 6, 657 
30 532 2, 032 
13 486 2, 472 
430 4, 217 59, 16l 
68 1, 054 11,921 
a 195 cities, of 7,500 inhabitants or more, reported in1877; their aggregate population was 9,099,026. 
b 218 cities, of7,500 inhabitants or more, reported in 1878; their aggregate population was 10,224,270. 
c 240 cities, of 7,500 inhabitants or more, reported in 1879; their aggregate population was10,801,814. 
d 244 cities, of 7,500 inhabitants or more, reported in 1880; their aggregate population was 10,700,800, 
Xl V REPORT OF TilE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Statistical summm•y of institutions, itlstrtiCtlwB, and students, g. c.- Continued. 
1881. 1882. 
.;, ,;, 
rD ... ~ 
... .;, ~ .;, ~ 0 ~ r.:= ~ = 0 Q 0 Q P< 
~ c'.! A ~ c:l d 
Q ~ t:S Q ~ 
rn E-1 p., rn E-1 p.; 
City schools .......••.•••.•••...•.•.•••..•.•••...•.. (a) 30,155 1, 738,108 (b) 31,690 1, 82t, 773 
Nol'lllal!!C\hools .................................... , 225 1, 573 48,705 . 233 1, 700 51,la2 
Commercial and business colleges ................. 202 794 3*,414 217 955 44,834 
Kinclergiirtoo. .... , ................................ , 273 676 14,107 348 814 16,9111 
Institutions for se.con<lary instruction ...•.•.••••• , 1,336 6,489 122,617 1,482 7,44~ 138,384 
Preparatory schools ................................ 130 871 13,275 157 1, 041 15,681 
Instttutiop.s for th13 superior instruction of women. , 226 2, 211 26,041 227 2, 721 28,726 
Universities aml collegefl ........................... 362 4, 301 62,435 365. 4, 413 64,09,6 
Schools of science, .......... • ..................... , 85 1, 019 12,709 86 1, 082 15,957 
Schools of theology ................ , .............. , 144 624 4, 793 145 7t2 4,921 
Schools of law ..................................... 4'1' :!29 3,227 48 241) 3, 071) 
Schools of medicine, of dentistry, and of pharmacy., 126 l, 746 14,536 134 1,946 15,151 
Training schools for nurses ........................ 17 84 414 23 97 47~ 
Institutions for the deaf and dumb ................ 57 431 6, 740 57 455 6,944 
Institutions for the blind .......................... 30 593 2,148 30 599 2,254 
Schools for feeble-minded children ............•.... 14 490 2,490 14 41)7 2,4a• 
Orphan asylums, industrial schools, and miscel- 439 4,211 62,317 472 4,450 6~, 5~9 
laneous charities. 
Reform schools ...••..••• " •.•••••••• , •.•••••••••••• , 71 1,164 15,626 67 1, 224 14,940 
a 251 cities, of 7,50Q inb.a.bitants or more, repo~d in 1881 ; tneir aggregate population was 10,757,645. 
b 263 citic11, of 7,500 inh:,.uitants or more, reported in 1882; their aggregate population was 10,918,638. 
It should never be forgotten in considering these statistics that they are only those 
reported to the Bureau of Education and that totals in every case include only figures 
presenteD.. 










~ .g rn 
Alr.l.Jama. .•• ••••••••••••••••• - •• 7-21 401,002 
Arkansas ...................... . 6-21 28!!, 617 
'nliforni.a ..................... .. 5-17 216,330 
olorado ....................... . 6-21 49,208 
Coune ticut .................. .. 4-16 146,188 
Dtlaware .... .... .............. . b6-:u b37,285 
l'lorirla. ....... ... ... ........... . 21 c!l7, 224 
6-18 507, 8G1 
r,..21 1, 037,667 
21 70 '500 
r .... 21 1, 7:1 
n ......................... \ 
tr y ......... ..... ....... . 
1n .......... ... ...... ., ........ . 
.................................... 
f>-21 :J~ ••• !}21) 
I>:!IJ c~o71.7!l:l 
br ... t c:!71,.14 
4-21 213,007 
a l:'or 
z.Iu 1 1. 
c truited · Cen u.a or 1880. 
CC>ai ~ 
..... .s 0 
~~ g~ 'dai 
~~ ~- .b· :0~ :::lo !l=rn oo ·~ 4l cOl-d ceo 
~-S ~~ ... ~ .-.:1~ ~Q .CC11 4lrn 
4l'd ;...1>-l ..,c 4>'0 
4l<O 4)~ bll~ !:Oo 





:::!~ ~;o-rn :z. <j ~ 
............... 177, 428 114,527 79 
................. 11'1,6!)6 56,291 
............... 168,024 107,177 155.4 
37,716 81,738 18,488 100 
.................. 121,185 a77, 041 179.66 
.............. 1120, 122 c17, 439 1Jd153 
................. 51,945 24, !)23 
............... 256,432 1M, 180 65 
·········-·· 713,431 452,4 5 150 
................. 49. 7!12 I 30:;, fil:J 1:13 
.. ............... 400,947 2~.:!. (j 8 142 
........ ...... 2 i!l, 94& Hi~. CJ17 114 
.. ............. '""~·"' I bdl4!1, ~2G I el112 . ......... ". &6'.!, :no 1'4!i, li26 bJOO 
. .............. 1 7, . 1lJ 1 lf:! 117 
d 1orwbiW oboola ouly. 
e In ll!bO. 
SCHOOL STATISTICS OF STATES AND TERRITORIES. XV 
TABLE L~PAn.T 1.-Summm·y (A) of school a.ge, p.opulation, em·olrnent, q.c.-Cont'CL 
epa) .s ~ 
.... 
~ ~ 1>1) 
0 
't:iai = . 0 "~ 0!1} 
~ """' ~ea B~ ~~ ~ ~0 ..-.o 
0 ~ 
~~ e.a .§~ ,_.'r;:l 
States and Territories. P< ,.c~ 
g..., l:SI:I 






<V<Q IS$ ,.Cw" 
0 ,§ s~ 
'Sp ,_.,.c Q;> ~~ ,:;l pl:l ;:sP< ~ 0 0 ~ol z '!ll w w 
Maryland ......•............... 5-20 a31!J, 201 ............ 15!J, !J45 83,189 199 
Massachusetts .......•....••.... 5-15 321,377 .... ,. ......... 330,421 235,739 178 
:M:ichigfln ..•...•••.••.....••.•.. 5-20 538,356 ............. ' 385, 504 . a263, 775 148 
Minnesota .•.•.•.•••..• •.•••.•. . 5-21 b315, !J48 .............. 196,643 c97, 532 98 
Mis&issippi .......•..•••...•.... 5-21 444, 131 .............. d237, 288 136,315 75.5 
Missouri. ••..•...• . .....•..•••.. 6-20 748,640 ............. 492,749 a260, 540 81 
Nebraska .••..•••.••....••••..•. 5-21 165,511 ..... ,. ........ 115,546 66,027 111 
Nevada ........••••..•••.•••••.. 6-18 10, 483 ..... ,. ........ 8,' 158 5, 286 146 
New Hampshire .•••••••••••••.. 5-,15 a60, 89!J ................ 64,349 43,996 96.27 
New .J ersE~y ••••••••.••••••.•••. 5··18 343,897 ..... ~ ........ 209,526 113,532 192 
New York •••• : ................. 5-21 1, 681, 161 .... , ........ 1, 041,068 569,471 176 
North Carolina. ••••.••••••••• ~ · •. 6-21 463, ~!lO .... , ........ . 233,071 132,546 62.5 
Ohio .••.••••••.••••••••••••••••. 6-21 1, 081,321 827,883 751,101 483,232 155 
Oregon, ........................ 4-20 65, 216 ••••!"'·•····· 37,743 27,847 90.6 
Pennsylvania ..••.•••..••..••... 6-21 a1, 422,377 ...... ~ ........ 945,345 e611, 817 153. 7~ 
Rhode Island ...•.•••••..••.•••. /5-15 55,832 .. . ... , ........... g45, 6~5 g29, 390 184 
South Carolina ..•.••••••.••..••. 6-16 a~62, 279 a262, 279 145,974 101,816 80 
Tennessee ...•.••••.•••..•••••. . 6-21 549, l79 .............. 264,356 d180, 509 73 
Texas .••.••••••••••••••••••..•. 8-14 295,344 •••• f •••••·· 142, 960 60,259 h92 
Vermont ..•.•••••••.••••••••••.. 5-20 a99, 463 .................. 74, 000 47,772 126.5 
Virginia .••..• , •••••••• ~········ 5-21 555,807 383,979 257,362 14-i, 904 118.2 
West Virginia ......••••••••.• : . 6-21 216, 605 168,534 155, &44 96,652 99 
Wiseonsin ...•.••••••••••••••••. 4-20 495,233 ............... 303,452 d190, 878 d175. 6 
----------.. 
Total for States ...•.•••••. ............... 16, 021, 171 .. ................. , 9, 880,28.3 6, 041,833 
::::::;::;:~ f'=== ==::;:::::;::= = === ;:;:;:::;::::= 
.A.riz&na •••.•••••••••••••.•••••. 6-21 10, 283 .............. dS, 844 i2, 84?' i109 
Da:J!:ota., •.. ,, ..•...•••.•••.••.. d5-21 d38, 815 ................. d25, 451 a8, 530 
District of Colulll bia ..• , . • •.•••. f6-l7 a4S, 537 a371 511 d27, 209 d20, 730 d190 
Idaho .••••...•••••.••..••••••••. 5-21 9, 650 ................. d6, 080 d4, 127 d150 
Montana .••.••.••••••••••••.•••. 4-21 10,482 .............. 6, 054 3, 558 125 
New Mexico a .••.•••••••.•.••.. 7-18 29, 255 ............... 4, 755 3,150 
Utah ...........•••••••••.•.•••. 6-18 43, 303 .............. 27, 216 17, 594 139 
Washington ....•••••• , ••••..••. d4-:n d23, 809 ................. d14, 754 a10, 5*6 
Wyoming a .. •••••••• f •••••••• r 7-21 4,112 ............. 2, !J07 l , 920 
Indian: 
Cherokees d ...•..•..••.... .. ~ ' .......... 3, 715 .. ........ , .... 3, 048 1, 792 180 
Chickasaws d ..••••.••••. , ............ ,. .. 900 . ....... , .... 650 270 180 
ChoctawRd .....•..•.•..••. ............... 2, 600 .. .............. 1, 460 1, 260 200 
Greeks d . ...•......•...... .... ~ .......... 1, TOO .. ....... , ..... 799 . .......... ., ... 180 
Seminolofl d . . ••• ,. •••••••. ........... 400 ············ 226 174 180 
Totnl for Tonitori cfl .. == ---;;;,;; ===~---;:;~ --7~ == 
Gl'lmd totnl. .... . . . . ==1 16, 243,822 ·· ··· · ····· ·\ 10, 013, ~26 1 6, 118,331 ~~~  
a United States Census of 1880. 
Q E~tiinat~q. 
e Fer the winter t eFm. 
d. In 1881. 
e Average number of pupils. 
f I ncln&i ve. 
g InQlucl~!! cvellill~ eobool r (lports. 
h In the eo unties; 137 days in cities. 
i In 18.80. 
XVI / REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Legal school ages in the several States and Ten·itm·ies, 1vith diagmrn. 
States and Territories. School age. States and Territories. I 
School 
ago. 
Connecticut ................. ."............ 4-16 
Oregon . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . ... . .. . .. .. . .. . . . 4-20 





New Hampshire.......................... 5-15 
Rhode Island . .. • . .. • •• • .. • •• • • .. • .. • • • .. . a5-15 
Califo1·nia ................. ,.............. 5-17 
New Jersey . . . . . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •• • • .. • .. 5-18 
Maryland:. ............................... 5-20 
Michigan . . •• .. • • • • • . . • • • • • • • •• • • • • .... • .. 5-20 
Vermont . . • . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • • • .. • • •• • .. 5.-20 
Dakota . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . • • .. . • .. ... .. • .. .5-21 
Idaho ................... ,................. 5-21 
Iowa..................................... 5-21 
Kansas . . •. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. • • .. .. . • .. • • .. • .. 5-21 
Minnesota. . • • .. • . • • • • . • .. .. .. . • • .. • ••• .. . 5-21 
Mississippi ....................... ..,....... 5-21 
Nebraska................................. 5-21 
New York................................ 5-21 
Virginia...... .. .. • • .. .. • • .. .. .. • •• • .. • • .. 5-21 
South Carolina ......................... " 6-16 
District of Columbia .................... . 
Georgia .........•........•.••.•.•••...... 
Louisiana ..........••••••.........•...... 
Nevada .......................... .... ... . 
Utah ................................... . 
Kentucky .............................. . 
Missouri. ........... ~ ••..•....•.......••• 
Arkansas ••••••.•••..•••.••••............ 




Indiana ..•..•..•..••.••••••.••. •... .••.•• 
North Carolina ......................... . 
Ohio .................................... . 
Pennsylvania .................... • ..... .. 
Teniiessee ............................. .. 
West Virginia .......................... . 
Arizona ................................ . 
New Mexico ........................... .. 
Alabama ......... v·········--··----· .. . 
Wyoming ............................. .. 

























The following diagram shows that there are sixteen different school ages in the 
States and Territories; the longest, extending from four years of age to twenty-one, 
covers a perioc1 of seventeen years, and the short~t, from eight years of age to.four· 
teen, a period of six years only. 
Diag1·am showing the different school ages in the States and Te1·t·itories du1·ing 1882. 
Nuniber of yea.rs in each school age. 
School years. J--- ------ -------------------ISchool years. 
17. 16. 16. 15. 15. 14. 14. 13. 12. 12. 12. 11. 11. 10. 10. 6. 
::::::::::::: ::r::l:::r::: :::1:::: ::: ~:::: ::::::::I:::: :::: :::: :::: ::::1:::: :::: ::::::::::: : 
7 ......... . .......... ... .......... ....... ................... ............................... 7 
8 ................. .................................................. ......... ............. . 
9 ............................................... .... ..... .................................. 9 
10 .................................................... ........... .... ....................... 10 
11 .................................... ..... ................................................. 11 
12 ........... 
1 
........ ·--· ________________ ·--· ____ ---· ---· .... --·· ________ ···r·· ··-------··, 
r:::~:::: :::: ::::1::::.:::: ::::: ~:: :::: ::::1:::: :::: y:l:::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: ~~~~~~~~~~- ~~ 
:' ::::::::::: ::: I : :r :: ::::\:::: :::: :::: ::::1::::1:::: :::: ::::1:::: :::: :~: :::: :::: ::::::::::: ~ 
~ .. ::::::::: :  ::ci:: : :::~::::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::_: :::: :::: ::::~:::::::::::: 
Iu 11 ndi f he school etati tic tates this diversity of ages 
o ld e k pt in mind. 
SCHOOL STATISTICS OF STATES AND TERRITORIES. ' XVII 
. TABLE I.-PAnT l:-Snm,rna1·y (B) of'the nun~ber of teachers entployed in the public schools · 
and the a·v£rage monthly salary of teachers in ~he respeoti1;e States and Territories. 
States. 
I
Numberofteachers. Average monl.hly 
sal:ny. 
---------------·--------.i~nlo. ·_F_• e_m_n_Ie_ .. _M_nl_e_. - 1~'-n_l_al_e_. 
Alahama .•.... .•.•.. ...•••. ..... ...... .••••• ••• ••. ....... ... 2, 938 1, 626 (a;$21 52) 




Delaware .•....•..•.•••••..•..•.•..••••••..•..•.•••.......... { 
Florida .•..•....•..••••••.•.•.•.......•......•..•..•......•.. 
Geor11:ia ...••••.••••••••••..••......•••• : ..........••......... 
lllinois .......•••••...•...•......•.•..•.•.................... 
Indiana ....••.•.•••.•.......•.•.•..••.••...••••••..•..•.•••.. 
Iowa •.••••.•••.•.••.......••.••.•.•.•..... : ..••••.....•..... 
ICansas .••..•••••••.••.•.•••..•••••••••.••••••••..••••..••... { 
Kentuckye .•..•••••••.....••••••..•••..•......•..•••••••.... 







Missouri. .................................................... { 
Nebraska .•••••••.••.•.•......•.•...............•......••.••. 
Nevada .••..•..••.•••.••...•. .••......................••..... 
New Ha1npshire ..•..•.••.......•...•....•...•.....•..•...••. 
New Jersey ..•..•....•.............••......•.....•...••..... 
NewYork ..••.•.•••••..•.•..............•.•. , .•••....•...... 
North Carolina ..•.••••••.•••...............••....••.....••.. 
Ohio ..••••....••....•..•....•..••.........••••..••.••.••..•• . 
Oregon .••.•••••••..•.....•...••.....•...••.•••••....•••..•.. 
Pennsylvania .••..•.....•...•.•.•.........•......••.••..••••. 
Rhode Island .•••••.••....•..................•.•..•••.•••••.. 















:::::'I .. ,·:::~ 
6, 04-l 16, 037 
:: £1" :: ::: 
773 . 811 
(7, 797) 
1, 220 1 1, 977 
1. 079 I 7, 858 
3, 887 10, 580 
cl, 625 rlil, 338 
(5, 2[)3) ' 
(2~) 
6, 028 5, 77G 
1, 86~ 3, 507 1 
54 148 1 
477 3 117 , I 
911 2, 594 
7,123 24, 110 
3, 586 1, 587 
11, OR6 13,049 
662 750 
9, 051 12,778 
k~5S kl, 052 
1, 040 1,473 
4, 083 1, G04 
} ........ .. 
$79 67 $G4 48 
(b) (b) 
G3 44 35 94 
~ f31 49 f27 p6 
............. . ........... 
gi:O 00 g30 00 
46 86 37 76 
e38 40 e33 20 
as 20 1 27 46 
} 3'1 42 1 24 95 
(1!23 87) 
(31 50) 
37 39 I 22 '40 
i40 00 i40 00 
102 90 34 32 
41 56 27 44 
36 50 28 50 
(29 10) 
} 44 00 . 38 00 
i37 5() i29 34 
101 50 76 73 
36 45. I . 22 36 
!)(j {)(j 33 41 
(43 28) 
(j24 11) 
3o , oo I 20 00 
43 95 31 63 
35 12 28 80 
77 44 43 53 




a For white teachers; for colored teacuers t.he average salary is reported as $21.88. 
b The average salary of malo teachers in graded sr.hools is $100.97; in ungradell~;clJOols, $G4.52; for 
female teachers the salaries aro, 1·espectively, $G7.39 and $50.02. 
c Number employed in winter. 
a Number employed in summer. 
e In 1881. 
f For white schools in 1881; tho average monthly salary of colored teachers for 1881 wa.s $22. 
gIn 1880. ' • 
h For white schools in tho counties; tho average for teachers in graded schools for whiteR· in the 
cities is $71.25; in public high schools, $88.07. 
i Estimated. 
j For wh1te teachers; for colored teachers tho average salary is $19.93. 
k Includes evening school reports. 
E-ll 
XVIII !UJPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE I.-PART 1.-Sum11w·ry (B) of the nuntbcr of teachcrB employed, 9·c.-Continue£1. 
:r • \ A ver:-.g;e monthly 
N um\.Hn· of teacher~. s;ilary. 
States and Territories. 
- Mal~~l;emale . Male. \ Female. __ _,_ ___________________ ---- ----- ----~----
Texas........................................................ 3, 767 1, 2i0 (a) (a) 
Vennont ....................................... ............. 653 3, 72J $:JO 52 $18 24 
Virginia...................................................... 3,181 2, 41G 20 47 25 61 
West Virginia......................... ............... ...... 3, 0~5 1, 315 27 87 30 64 
Wisconsin................................................... 2, 456 7, 631 b38 9t b25 40 
Total for States ....................................... --(200, 028) - ~-:-:-~·~r:~~= 
Arizon&. ..................................................... =34446 I 688:...7' c~43 0060' ' c6286 10:-
D~kotac .... ............................. ............... .... " 
District of Columbia c......................................... 35 425 01 13 61 27 
l<laho...... ........................ ...... ...... .......... .... (200) 60 00 50 00 
:Montana..................................................... 04 I 127 75 74 64 20 
New:Mexicoa ........................... -................... 128 I 36 (30 67) 
Utah .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . 283 296 46 43 I 26 03 
W:tahington c .............................................. --l 14~8\0) 205 \ ~ ... • ........ •• .. • • 
. Wyoming d.................................................. 31 :J9 I (60 23) 
Indian: 
Cherokees ............ , ......................................................................... . 
Chickasaws ..................................................................................... · 
Choctaws ....................................................................................... . 
Creeks ................................................................... ~ .................... .. 
Seminoles ........... . ........................................................................... . 
Total for Territories................................... (3, 266) ................... . 
Grand totaL ......................................... =(293~ 294) - .......... ~ ........ • 
I 
a In the counties the average salary of white male teachers is $38; of whito females, $29; in ~he 
cities the salaries are, respectively, $73 and $40; for colored males in the counties. $32; for colored 
females, $20; in the cities, respectively, $60 and $28. 
b In the counties. 
c In 1881. 
d linited States Census of 1880. 
SCHOOL STATISTICS OJ<~ STATES AND TERRITORIES. XIX 
TABLE I.-PART 2.-Surnmary (A) of annual incorne and expenditm·e, g·c. 
I .Annual expenditure. ~ g18 cii:::l..:: 
~-....., 0 
<D· 00.~":;1 ~~ .a 'drn s t:J.~ :::l "~ 0 <73 Cd:S~ 0 .e -C'l,;; c:: .,: ~.::>~. States. .S rO ~ D 
.._,Cl) 25 0 
~§t~ 
0~ ...... ~ '0 r£0~ :::l oro 
~ .SB:::l~ m~ ~; c:: ~f~~ 
<lJ.., 8'al~~ p .,... :::l -~ ~ ~ ~-~ c:: 1E ~~a a ~ ..... t,.<,::l (.';! ..-<<lJ ~ ~ 0 <!j w rf3A Ul 8 ~ 
.Alabama ..••..... $1!92, 905 ............... --~~':'79 1 $375, 887 a$16, 130 $403, 002 $264,457 .Arkansas .•••••.. 574,543 b$42, 077 388, 016 13, 2fl5 c503,8W 254,218 
California ...•••.. £l3, 791,384 304,768 I 2, 406,781 411,117 3, 122. 6GG 7, 237,669 
Colorado ....••... 6!iJ, 419 249,397 300,128 77,440 . 62G, 965 1, 235,491, 
Connecticut ••••.• 1, 563,750 159, 138 1, 056,268 337, G59 · 1, 553,065 ............ 
Delaware .••.••.. e147, 360 ................. /2,300 /138,819 f64, 472 f.q207, 281 eM50, 000 
Florida ...•••••••. 148,102 ............. ............ 104,240 .. ............ c133, 260 89,868 
Georgia .......... .584,174 . . . . . . . . -... . .. ........ ~ .... ············ ............... 584,174 ! ............ 
nliuois ........... 8, 280,450 1, 252,190 i74, 841 4, 985,770 2, 254,874 8, 567, 675 j17, 994, 176 
Indiana .......... 4, 551, tioo 764,605 , .......... k3, 143:520 885,570 I 4, 793,704 12, 310, 905 . 
Iowa ............. 5, 558,259 658, 913 142,450 3, 075,870 ll, 648, 2161 5, ?25, 449 9, 977,142 
Kansas ........... d2, 547,764 434, 367 ................... rn1, 206, 256 463, 552 2, 104,175 4, 796,368 
Kontucky ........ el, 194,258 ....................... ................ ........................ ................... el, 248, 524 e2, 395,752 
Louisiana .••.••.. e486, 790 en12, 760 e19, 667 e374, 127 e34, 930 e441, 484. o700, 000 
Maine ........... . 1, 168, 463 99, 522 29,918 p952, 394 ..................... 1, 081,834 3, 073,576 
Maryland .. ... ... 1, 618, 030 194, 498 28, 000 1, 146, 558 282,852 1, tl51, 908 2, 900,000 
Massachusetts ... q5, 925,114 842,867 168, 19i' p4, 144,722 432,589 c5, 881,124 <!2, 062,235 
Michigan .••..••. 3, 858,145 951, 900 ................. . rn2, 193,267 644,064 3, 789,291 9, 848,493 
Minnesota ....... 1, 988,190 304,856 33,470 1, 054,523 r510, 515 1, 993,364 3, 947,857-
Mississippi .•••••. 958,221 e68, 327 e12, 607 e644, 352 e32, 472 e757, 758 .................... 
Missouri ......... d4, 277,876 ............... ..... . ........... 2, 226, 610 . ............. ...... .. o3, 753,224 7, 521, 605 
Nebraska •••.••.. d1, 540,952 297,262 27,349 702,127 331, 608 1, 358,346 2, 234, ·i64 
Nevada ........... 182,005 bs2, 581 .................. 870,385 sO, 356 c154, 327 240,137 
New Hampshire . 584, 527 ............. .......... 14,720 417, 016 146,957 578, 702 2, 341,679 
New Jersey ...... 2, 142,385 366, 333 p1, 621,338 ...................... .. 1, 987, 671 6, 270,778 
New York ....... 11, 384,078 1, 752,015 114, 600 7, 986,261 1, 569,717 11,422,593 30,332,291 
North Carolina ... s429, 525 874,712 s18, 732 s374, 009 s42, 283 s509, 736 367,671 
Ohio ............. 8, 763,781 1, 204,589 152,903 5, 376, 087 t2, 087,335 8, 820,914 23, 61q;858 
Oregon ........... 338,307 II 64-,728 8, 5i5 249,378 24,280 346, 961 684,298 
Pennsylvania .•.. 8, 637,934 1, 229,232 80,000 4, 863,718 2, 090,295 8, 263,245 28,341,560 
Rhode Island .... u608, 125 76, 312 10,292 u417, 553 u87, 679 u591, 836 2, 064,693 
South Carolina ... e452, 065 10, 683 18, 507 349,696 .................... q378, 886 407,606 
Tennessee ....... 942,320 56, 263 15,800 718,921 36, 1'70 827,154 1, 186,219 
Texas ............ d858, 363 b21, 903 24, 395 714,207 43,345 803,850 ...................... 
Vermont ......... 491,021 ....................... ................... 381, 608 .. ...................... c476, 4i8 ................... 
Virginia . . . . . . . . . 1, 107, 141 114, 711 44, 577 806, 274 101, 580 1, 157, 142 1, 346, 657 
West Virginia... 976,682 138,730 22,942 G53, 500 v164, 630 879,820 1, 823,987 
Wisconsin ....... ~o2, 870, 897 332, 304 40, 600 l, 437, 3491 316, 554 w2, 132, 807
1 
G, 509, 962 
Total for States 02,587,205 12, ~72, 6~ 1, 128,030 57,138,153 ~502,_89, 504,852 -213,882,762 
a Jncludes ;15,500 spent for normal schools. l Includes salaries of secretaries anll treas-
b Includes expenditure for repairs. m·ers, interest on l.Jon<ls, &c. 
c Itemf! not fnlly reported. rn Includes salaries of snpel'intcn<lents. 
d Inclncles balance on hand from last Rchool n lluilrlingR, repairs, rents, &c. 
~~ ofuW& 
e In 1881. p Includes miscell:meons exponclitnre. 
j In 18f!O. q 'l'otal of reported items. 
u Incluues $1,6fl0 expended for colored schools r Includes total expenditure for high and normal 
outside of Wilmington. schools of $58,000. 
h For white schools only. s Several counties failed to report this item. 
i Salaries of county supetintendents only. t Inolucles interest on bonds. 
j Exclusi>e of tho value of norm11l school u Inclndes evening school reports. 
property. v $50,255 of this are for sheriffs' commissions and 
k Total amount expended from tuition revenue. delinquent lists. 
w Exclusive of cost of normal schools. 
XX REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE I.-PART 2.-Sttmmary (A) of annual inco·me ft.nd expenditure, 4-c.-Continued. 
Territories. 
Arizona .....••••. 









Cherokees b .... 
ChickasAws b •• 
Choctawsb .. .. 
Creelrsb ...... . 
Annual expenditure. 
$101,967 
c363, 000 • • • . . . . .. .. . d.'l\8, 616 • ~ ..................... . 


























a.$!l8, 268 $116,751 
c314, 484 e532, 267 
579,312 b1, 326, 888 
4G, 855 /31,000 
lOG, 688 140,758 
28, !l73 13,500 
185,538 316,462 
/112; G15 1 jlGl, 309 
28, 5Q4' 40! 500 
52,300 ............... 
33, 5!50 ................... 
31,700 .................. 
26,900 ................ 
Seminoles b.... 7, 500 ............ .......... ............ ...... •..••. 7, 500 •••••.•••••• 
-======- ===~=-==-:-=::::z::==-==== 
Tot:~l for Ten 1, 730, 983 ~ 719 27, 496 666, 244 I 125. 787 \ 1, 6.53, 187 2, 679, 435 
Grand totaL 94,327,188 12,403,331 1, 150,526 57,804,397 15,287,289 \ 91,158, 039 1216,562, 197 
a Estimated. 
bIn 1881. 
~ Items not fully revortecl. 
c Value of school-houses only. 
I United States Census of 1880. 
d Salaries of county superintendents onl7 • 
• 
SCHOOL ·STATISTICS 0.1!~ STATES AND TERRITORIES. XXI 
TABLE I.-PART 2.-Sumntary (B) of pe1· capita. exptmditu1'e. 
Massachusetts...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••••. b$15 83 
NevaLla ... . ~ ................................ ·. d14 72 
California .. ~............. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. b13 11 
New Hampshire ........................ x.. 10 55 
.Arizona ............................... · .... .. 
<?onnectieut ............... · ............... .. 
Distl'ict of Columbia ....................... . 
Rhode Islancl. ............................. .. 
Montamt ................................... . 
Colorado ................................... . 
Iowa ....................................... . 
Nebrask:1 ................................. .. 
Illiuois ................................... .. 
Ohio ....................................... . 
Wyoming ................................. .. 
NewYork ................................. . 
Delaware .................................. . 
Indiana ................................... .. 
Michigan .................................. .. 
Oregon ..................................... . 
New Jersey ................................ . 
Minnesota ................................. . 
Maine ................... .t ................ .. 
PennsylV"ania ............................. .. 
Kansas .................................... . 
Idaho ...................................... . 
Missou.rl. ................................. . 
Marylantl. ................................. . 
Wisconsin ................................. . 
West Virginia ............................ .. 
Utah ...................................... . 
Mississippi. ................................ . 
Virginia .............................. ,. .... .. 
.A.rkansas .................................. . 
Louisiana .................................. . 































b$15 40 b$21 59 c$18 30 ................. 
d18 92 d29 20 .. .... .. . .. . . . ................. 
b16 88 \ b2G 46 ......... .~ ..... ................ 
11 17 16 35 ............ ........ ....... 





























e10 18 e$11 96 







b/14 85 .................... .. 
20 05 .................... .. 
b13 34 .................... .. 
12 37 .... .; ............... .. 
15 64 ..................... . 
10 59 ..................... . 
.................. .; ........... ·-- .. . 
6 62 11 02 ................... J... 
710 ............................ ~ .... .. 
9 12 . 17 66 ..................... . 
7 02 ............ ~ ..................... . 
4 75 7 66 4 38 5 0~ 





a In estimat.in~ tl1eso items only the interest on amount expended under the head of "permanent" 
(i.e., for sites, lmiluings, furnitu_re, libraries, anti. [tpparatus) shonlll l>e adtlcu to the current ex. 
penditure for the year. 
b Estimatetl by the Bureau, G per cent. being the rate used in casting interest on 11ermanent 2xpendi-
ture. 
c Total expenditure per capita of population between 5 nnd Hi. 
d .An estimate including per capita of total permanent expenditure for the year. 
e In1881. 
J In 1880. 
g Docs not iuclmlo o:pcn,lit unl r .• t·lwu!.s, 
I 
XXII REPORT. OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
T ABLI~ L-PART 2.- S~mt1na1'Y (B) of pC'I' capita expcndit-zwc- Con tin ned. 
States and Territories. 
Florida. ..................................... .. 
South Carolina ............................ .. 
Tennessee ................................. .. 
G.eorgia. .................... u ............. .. 
North Carolina .......................... - ••. 







New Mexico............ .. • • • • • • • • • • • ... • • .. de99 
Vermont .............................................. . 















a In estimating these items only the interest on amount expen<led un<ler the head of "permanent" 
(i.e., for sites, buildings, furniture, libraries, and apparatus) should be added to the current ex· 
penditure for the year. . 
bAn estimate including per capita of total permanent expenditure f6l' the year. 
cln 1881. 
dEstimated by the Bureau, 6 per cent. being the rate used in casting interest on permanent expendi· 
tUTe. 
eln 1880. 
GENERALIZATION BY YEARS AND BY TOPICS WITHOUT REFEHENCE TO STATES. 
Statistical smnmary showing the school popttlation, em·olment, attendance, income, expend· 
iture, ~c., for ten yem·s, j1·ont 1873 to ltl82, incl1tsive, as collected by the United States 
Burea~ of Education. 




In States I In ~crrito· 
· n es. 
__ _. __ ~~----- -------------------L I-----~----------!----------1--------
1873 37 11 13,324, 797 134, 128 
1 74 37 11 13,735,672 13!J, 371! 
1875 36 8 13, 88!), 837 117,685 
· 1876 37 8 14, 121,526 101, 465 
1877 38 9 14,093,778 133, !)70 
·hool population .............................. . 1878 38 9 14,418, 9'23 157, 2GO 
I 1879 38 9 14,782, 76.) 17!l, 5il 
I 1880 38 15,351,875 ] 4, 40.) 1 1 33 10 1', 6Gl, 213 !!I , 293 1 2 38 10 1G, 021, 171 22:!, G[)l 
e.hool• · · ··········· ·{ 
1 73 3" 10 7, '6~, C2 G!l, !lGS 
1&74 34 11 , 030, i'i2 • !?0!) 
rvll·d In I•Ubllc 1 75 37 11 .Gifl, 7:17 77,922 
1 'i'G 3G 10 8. 29:1, f.G3 I 7U, 175 
SCHOOL STATISTICS OF STATES AND TERRITORIES. XXIII 
st'atistJical swnmary of the school population, enrolment, g-c.-Continued. 
Number re-
pol'ting. 
Year. In States. In Territo-ries. 
I Teni-
- - -
States. I tolles. 
-----
I 
38 10 8, 881,848 72,630 r 1877 
' 1878 38 10 9, 294,316 78,879 
1879 38 10 9, 328,003 96,083 
Number enrollell in public stLools .•. • ••....•... ~ 1880 38 10 9, 680,403 101,118 
I U!fl1 38 10 9, 737,176 123,157 
l 1882 38 10 9, 889,283 
124,543 
I 1873 31 5 4, 106,002 33,677 
I 
1874 30 4 4, 488,075 33,489 
1875 29 5 4, 215, 380 36,428 
N umbo; in d•ily •ttondonoo.... . • • ••••••••••••. j 
1876 27 5 4, 032,632 34,216 
1877 31 4 4, 886,289 33,119 
1878 31 5, 093,298 38,115 
I 1879. 32 8 5, 223, 100 59,237 1880 34 5, 744,188 61,154 
I 1881 34 q, 595,329 69,027 
l 1882 38 
10 6, 041,833 76,498 
( 1873 22 5 472,483 7,859 
1874 13 352,460 10,128 
1875 13 5 186, 385 13,237 
1876 14 3 228,867 9,137 
1877 12 4 203,082 6, 088 
Number ofJ?Upils in private schools.~ •••••••••. 1878 12 4 280,492 6,183 
1879 19 4 358,685 7,459 
1880 21 4 561,209 6, 921 
1881 20 2 564,290 5, 305 
1882 20 2 562,731 5,143 
Toto! numb"'""''""' ••••••••••••••••••••••. j 
1873 35 215,210 1,511 
1874 35 8 239,153 1,427 
1875 36 9 247,423 1,839 
1876 37 9 247,557 1, 726 
1877 37 9 257,454 1,842 
1878 38 9 269,162 2,012 
1879 38 9 270,163 2, 523 
1880 38 10 280,034 2,,610 
1881 38 9 285,970 3,189 
1882 38 9 290,028 3, 266 
1873 28 5 75,321 529 
1874 28 7 87,395 499 
1875 31 8 } 97,790 656 
1876 32 9 95,483 678 
1877 33 9 !J7, 638 706 
Number ofmnle teachers .•••••••.•••••••••.•••. 1878 34 8 100,878 789 
1879 34 8 104,842 985 
1880 35 8 115,064 948 
l 1881 36 7 107,780 1, 018 1882 35 8 105,596 1, 080 
Numb" of fomalo to.'Ob'"· •••••••••••••••••.••. { 
1873 28 103,734 786 
1874 28 7 129, 049 731 
187~ 31 8 132, 185 963 
1876 32 135,644 8!J8 
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Statistical summary of the school populatio11, cm·olmcn t, ~f'c.- Coutiued. 
I ;umh~r re- I I portmg. 1 
YPar. ·----,---,
1 
In States., lin 'fi~~~ito· 
St t Terri-a es. , torics. I 1 
-------·----------;---___ , ______ ! ___ _ 
1877 33 I 9 I 138, 2281 ( 













Amount of oehool funds .••••••••••••••••••••. .. ·1 
l 
1878 34 ·1 8 141, 780 
1879 34 I 8" 141, Hit 
1880 35 150, 351 
1 881 36 7. 158, 588 
1882 35 Hi4,808 
1873 35 10 $30, 081, 583 
1874 37 10 81,277, 686 
1875 37 8 87, G::!7, 278 
1870 38 86, 632, 007 






] , 897 
$844, 606 
881, 21!1 
i, 121, 672 
717, 4lfi 
!l06, 2!18 
942,837 1878 38 1o 86, o35, 264 I 
1879 38 10 82, 707, 815 I 1, 020, 259 
1880 38 10 82, 684,489 
1f81 38 10 80,408,·749 
1882 38 10 92, 587, 205 
1873 30 10 77, 780, 016 
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The repotts of the Office gi Ye gmtifying evidence of the progress towards complete-
D·· in tllC P.c1ncational tatistics of the country. 
• Table I pr · ent . tati tics of the five items of school population, enrolment, average 
daily ntt ndance income and exp ncliture of public schools from all the States a.ud Ter-
ritode , an1l a. more or le accurate statement of the number of teachers, one Terri-
tor aloue failing to 1· port. In some in:tance , as noted in the table, the figures have 
lu· ·n tak •u frorn the nitcd • tat s Census of 1 0, and are therefore two years be-
Jaind th(• da , o th r·port, and iu a. few ca .li estimates only were attainable. On 
. tlu· ·1 ol , Hw flgnr mak ·a r lia'bl ('.·bihit of tb condition of public schools for 
ll nr. 
111c () a) llflllPr I]:. c l'r~ll I ('~lllipg. or tlJl• tab}. show incrca c OVC'r the arne for 
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18A1, which increase, as will be seen by a detailed comparison of the fi.gures in this 
and the preceding report, is well distributed throughout the country. 
School ]JOpnlation, en?'olmeut, a:n(l a?Je?·age attcn(lance.- The tot:tl incre:ule in the it.ems 
1·eported in Table I, Prlrt 1, is as follows: 
School population: States, 359,958; Territories, 4;358; total, 364,316. 
Enrolment in public schools: 1 States, 152,107; Territories, 1,386; total increa.se, 
153,493. . 
Average daily attendance: 2 States, 446,504; Territories, 7,471; total increase, 
453,975. 
Ifth~ enrolment in private s~hools, viz, 567,874, be added to that of public schools, 
10,013,826, we have a total of 10,581,700 youth under instruction in tile schools, 
that is, 65f'per cent. of the legal school population and 21 per cent. of the entire pop-
ulation as given in the United States Census of 1880. 
Legal school age.-'rhe legal school population, it shoulcl be observed, in most States 
is a larger number than would be obtained by the enumeration of the youth in the 
years of the usual period of school attendance. The legal school ages remain the 
same as in 1881, with the following exceptions: In Kentucky the legal school age for 
blacks, formerly G to 16, has been made the same as for whites, viz, 6 to 20. In 
Florida the legal school age 6 to21 has been given in preference to 4 to 21, as in the previ-
ous report. In this State the interest of the school fund and the proceeds of the 1 mill 
tax are disttibuted among the several counties upon the basis of the population 4 to 
21 years of age, but the apportionment to the different schools is made upon the basis 
of the average attendance of pupils between 6 and 21 years of age. So long as the 
present diversity as to age in the enumeration prevails, it is difficult to arrive at con-
clusions entirely satisfactory as to the relative effectiveness of the State school sys-
tems. In the inquiries sent out by this Office it is sought to ascertain the approximate 
number of persons between 6 and 16 years of age included in the school censuses. Only 
5 States and '1 Territory are able to respond to this inquiry, but in 4 other States the 
census of the school age corresponds very nearly to the enumeration desired. It is be-
lieved that school officers throughout the country recognize the desirability of a cen-
sus that shall be uniform with respect to the ages included, but they have not at com-
mand the means of obtaining such ~ census. · 
Dumtion ·oj Bchool te?·m.-Two States only and 4 Territories do not report the aver-
age cluration of schools. The term shows decrease below that reported in 1881 in 
the following: Alabama, Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Michigan, Mis-
sissippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New York, Rqode Islanu, and Utah Territory. 
The Umgth of the term varies greatly, ranging from 199 days in Maryland to G2t 
days in North Carolina. The differences in this respect are more clearly seen by a 
comparison of the different geographical sections. The term is more than 5 months 
in three of the six New England States, in five of the six Middle Atlantic States, iu 
three of-the nine Northern Central States, in one of the two Pacific Slope States, ancl 
in the District of Columbia and Idaho Territory; and it is above 3 months in all the 
Stat~ of the sections named. On the other hand, the sclloc;>l term is Jess than 3 months 
in ull the South Atlantic States, in two of the four Gulf States, in one of the six South-
ern Central States, and does not equal 4 months in any State of the two last named 
sections. These differences deserve the serious attention of those who can affec\ leg-
islation in respect either to the duration of the school term or the funds necessary for 
the maintenance of the schools for the time allowed, since it cannot be doubted that 
the differences in the opportunities for early instruction iudicatetl in the varying 
1 For all the Statns, enrolment js reported by the lobal school officials. Enrolment for tho 'l'erxitories 
is nl>tainc!l from the returns for 1881-'82 and jn two instances from the Cllmms of 1880. 
2 Drlawnre, Michigan, and Missouri did not report average daily attendance. ]'or Michigan ancl Mis-
sonri t11e reDRns fi;;ures were nRed. Avrrnge daily att.en(1lnce for seven Territories was tn,ken from 
reports of territorial superintendents and for tLree others from the Census of 1880. 
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duration of the school period will i1Wmately be the cause of great diversity in the 
average intelligence, enterprise, and worthy ambition of the eitizens. It is true that 
those who have meagre school opportunities may make greater progress than those 
to whom every provision is freely extended, but examples of this kind seldom occur 
outside of communities so fHled with intelligence and enthusiasm that the most ob-
scure individuals cannot escape the inspiri~g influence. 
Nurnbm· and salaries of teachers.- The number of teachers reported is, for the States, 
· 290,028; for 9 Territories, 3,266; total, 29:3,294, being an increase of 4,135 over the 
number reported in 1881. The. sex of teachers is not. reported from Georgia, Maine, 
Mississippi, and Idaho Territory; so far llS the fig:ures are given, the number of male 
teachers is 106,676, and of female teachers, 166,705. Both numbers show increase over 
the same for 1881, 'but the proportion of female teachers is greater than at the last 
report. Even in the frontier States,·the proportion of women engaged in teaching is. 
rapidly increasing. 
There is an upward movement in teachers' salaries, 18 States showing increase in 
the aveTage salaries for both sexes; 4, viz, Massachusetts, Oregon, Peimsylvania, 
and South Carolina, increase in salaries for men, but not for women ; and West Vir-
ginia, increase in salaries for women only. Salaries have also increased in Utah since 
the last report received, namely 1878. 
Finances.- Several of the States include balances from the last school year in the 
statement of annual inc{lme. Where this occurs, attention has been called to the fact 
in the summary, and an examination of Table I of the appendix will show in most in-
stances the amount so included. 
As the figures stand, the SUmmary fDr 1882 shOWS an income of $94,327,188 and an 
expenditure of $91,158,039, against $88,142,088 income for 1881 and $85,111,442 ex~ 
penditnre for the same year. 
Five States and 1 Territory for 1882, against 7 States and 2 Territories for 1881, 
fail in making report of the value of school property. The t~al for 1882 for the 
country'is $216,562,197, against $186,143,45~~, the difference between the figures being 
$30,418,745. Maryland, Massachusetts, and Idaho, non-reporting States and Terri-
tory for 1881, would make up for 1882 $24,993,235 of this excess. Making allowance for 
this sum, there is reported a net increase of $;),425,510 in the value of school property 
in the country. 
In the permanent State school funds there is also a reported increase of over $5,000,000. 
Many of the States show very fair increase in their permanent funds, but $3,500,000 
of the amount of increase ~s made up in Kansas, where the State superintendent re-
ports '13,500,000 as the estimated amount of the fund when all shall be available, 
against 10,000,000, his estimate for 1881. 
A table of the per capita expenditure for the year, based on school population, en-
rolment, &c., has been made up, as in previous years. For 1882 as for 1881, estimates 
have been made in this Office, where it was practicaule, for the non-reporting States. 
AP, the table tand , Ma~ acbusctts among the States heads the list and Alabama is 
at the foot, i. e., Mas achusetts spends annually for each child of legal school age 
over fifteen timeR as much a Alabama. 
The ·onrc of• th public school funds can be ascertained by r eference to the ab-
strac of the everal State reports and to TaJ)le I of the appendix. From the 1:1tter 
i will he en tbat local taxe are the main support of the pu.blic schools in 'a majority 
of th tate , a COIHlition that seems e. ential to a progressive, efficient system of free 
hool . Th'} fl(•ure how increase in the amount realized from local taxes, a. com-
par d \ ith 1 ~1, in Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Kau as, Maine, Mas achnsett~;, 
lichi •: n, Iinne. ota., .. [i. i "ippi, 1i sonri, Nebraska, Nevada, New York, Orcgou, 
l10cle I laucl, T nn . , Vennoot, \V fVir~Yinia, and ·wisconsin . 
• Th favoraul ·iQw of the pnhlic chools of our country presented in tho stati. tic. 
UJconfirme<ll> • the vr·rbal t tem nUl of. npE!rintendents and other officials and accorrls 
itb the imp1e ion I have received froru p rsonal observation in various parts of the 
co nt ·. · 
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Progress is not limited to the increase of scholars, teachers, funds, &c., but appears 
in tJ1e organization of the school systems, in the greater efficiency of the work oorried 
on in the schools, and, what is still more important, in a deeper and more intelligent 
interest on the part of the people. Everywhere there is evidence of a clearer under-
standing of the 'Purposes of the schools, of their relation to our civil rights and liberties~ 
and a readier disposition to adopt measures for their support and improvement. 
Work of supe1'intendents.-The superintendents are a body of earnest and determined 
men, having a clear understanding of the wants of the schools anil of the temper of 
the public whose good will and cooperation they must secure. Upon superintendents 
devolves almost entirely the labor of stimulating, watching, and directing legislation 
in school matters, interpreting the school laws, and keeping teachers and parents 
advised as to their requirements. To these officers more than to any other agency 
must be attributed the two most promising general movements now going on with a 
view to the greater efficiency of the schools, namely, the increase oflocal taxation in 
the Southern States and the effort to abolish small, independent, irresponsible dis-
tricts in the older N ortbern States. 
Hon. H. Clay Armstrong, State superintendent, Alabama, calls attention to the 
fact that in 20 counties of the State the public fund was supplemented by patrons to 
the amount of $66,990, and in 46 other counties by an amount equal, probably, to 
$175,000. He appeals to the general assembly to increase the annual approp~iation 
to $230,000, and recommends a special school tax for the purchase of sites, building, 
and pay of teachers, not to exceed 4 mills on the dolla.r. Hon. D. H. Pope, State 
superintendent, Arkansas, reports the opposition to the school tax as declining in his 
State and that in the towns the public funds have been la.rgely increased by volun-
tary subscriptions. Private subscriptions to the school fund are not officially reported 
from other States, but they have occurred to some extent; meanwhile the advocates 
of the school tax meet with more and more favor. 
Hon. J. W. Dickinson, secretary of the Massachusetts board of education, has bad 
the satisfaction of seeing his efforts to overcome the district system crowned with 
success. The law abolishing the district system and making the township the unit 
for the control of educational affairs went into effect January 1, 1&:!3. Other super-
intendents are indefatigable in their efforts to bring about a like result. While noth-
ing new on this point is elicited in the report of the year, there is au important accu.-
mulation of evidence. Ron. N. A. Luce, State superintendent, Maine, says that 
there are 36 towns in the State so cut up that they average less than 20 scholar~ to 
each district and 79 towns containing 693 districts so small that in summer terms the 
average attendance upon each school is less than 10 scholar~:~. Hon. J. W. Patterson, 
State superintendent, New Hampshire, reports for the year ending June, 1883, 786 
schools averaging 12 scholars or less aJI,d 313 schools averaging 6 scholars or less. 
Ron. C. D. Hine, secretary of the Connecticut board of education, reports for the year 
ending August 31, 1883, the number of districts in which the average attendance was 
between 8 and 18, 548; number in which it was less thau 8, 165; number in which it 
was 5 or less, 94. Hon. M.A. Newell, secretary of the MarylanJ. board. of education, 
instances one county containing 21 schools, the average attendance for each being 
between 1 and 8 scholars. 
Ron. G. S. W. Crawford, State superintendent, Tennessee, observes, in this cdn-
nection: ' 
The school fund should be distributed in such a way as to secure to every child in 
a given district the same number of school days as is enjoyed by the children living 
in the other dis~ricts of the same county. By the present system great injustice is 
done. Two school districts in the same county lying side by side are taxed exactly 
alike; but in one district there are twice as many children as in the other, and the 
one with the greater number has twice as many school days as the other. 
County supervision.- Intimately connected with the abolition of small districts is the 
establishment of county supervision or supervision of groups of towns uniting vol-
untarily in legal organizations for this purpose. In some of the States the county 
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schools are virtually without supervision, while in a number of States in which 
county superintendents are employed the remuneration is so small that it is impos-
siltle to secure the entire service of competent men. 
Efficient county supe1·intendence or its equivalent offers the readiest solution of the 
most perplexit1g problems relllting to the rural schools. The scope of its action :w<l 
the 11ced for its service are thus summed up by Hon .. R. D. Shannon, State superin-
tendent, Missouri, whose views are confirmed by the statements of many other super-
intendents who have conferred with me upon the subject. 
)lr. ~hannon says: 
Tbe greatest of all needs is an efficient, responsible, p::.dd county superintendency. 
Onr s~··stem will never be successful without it. 
if • * * 
We say that no public moneys shall be distributed to a district that has failed .. to 
m~,iutain a public free school, and yet we have provided no mea.us by which the tact 
f-lhall be asccrtuine<l by the officer who makes the distribution. . 
We say that tlle net proceeds of all fines, forfeitures, &c., shall be place~ m the 
public school fnnus of the several counties, and yet the evidence is conclns1ve that 
immense snms which should be placed thus annually are not reported. In my re-
ports I ha,ve frequently estimated the annual loss from this source as not les~ than 
$50,000. In the confirmr.tion of the correctness of this estimate I invite attent10n to 
two fq.cts shown in this report: First, although the year for which the report is~ made 
was not char~ctel'ized by unusual disorder or criminal proceedings in courts-!t w~s 
a notably qmet and peaceful year- the amount of fines realized and placed 1ll tbe 
county funds, as heretofore stated, exceeded the annual average over $40,000. Secon_d, 
the great city of St. Louis reports collections in round numbers of $2,000, ~Jnle 
Bates County reports $6,000. No one will believe that any such disproportion ex1sted 
between the fines imposed in the two localities. 
If I should say that we lose $100,000. a year from this source for the lack of super-
viMion, the statement would not only express a well founded belief but would acco~d 
with the settled conviction of every citizen who is at all familiar with pubhc 
aii'airs. 
How is it poAsible for any system·to succeed without executive agency or sn~e~vi· 
sion ~ We deem it necessary to have our schools in ~ities or towns under supervlslon, 
but the schools of our counties are left without control or superintendency. Success, 
under such circumstances, the prevention of loss, both in time and money, and of ex-
travagance, is impossible. Never did such an anomalous state of facts exist in any 
other department of t.he State government. 
No ~tate in the Union ever expressed more liberal and enlightened sent iments and. 
pnrposes toward public education than are found in the constitution and statutes of 
~liss?uri, _and no St~te ever so signally failed to provide effective means !or e~ecut.­
mg 1ts w1ll. Th~re 1s ouly one possible solution of the problem, and that IS ratrona.l, 
easy, and economical. A failure to solve it- a failure to apply the remedy for the many 
admittc<l and glaring evils arising from our loose methods under the law -is was_te-
fnl, extravagant, and expensive. The solution is the establishment of executive 
ag~ncy, o_r direction, in each county. No business under government or in social or 
:pnvate ltfe was ~vcr ~uccessfullY. conducted without a manager or superintendent; 
1t conhl. not po· tbly, 1~1 the very nature of the case, fully succeed. Yet our school 
Hyst m ~ a.b olnt~ly w1thout any superintending control or management. It rests 
alone wtth the leg1 lature to say how long this state of affairs shall continue. 
Imp1'orcnten t of the teaching jo1'cc.-The means of improving the teaching force of the 
rnral chooJs <mgarres the serious attention of all who are interested in the education 
of our childr u. Effort· are being made in a number of States to raise tho standard of 
tea chen;' examination , and in several States i.t is proposed to do away with the third-
gr:l.(l c rtiticate, for which the requirements are very low. Unfortunately the ex.-
amilling bo li have little voice in appointing teachers, so tha..t the qualifications of 
t acber ar aft r all determined by local influences. Often every other considera-
tion i acriti ·d o the d ire for cheapn s; again, kin hip or :political relations de-
·i<l th ·hoi of a ach r. So long as this loose system of appointment is tol rated 
·ill h dif tcult to maintain high atanda1·ds for tho servic . 
Th , incr ' I f alari 11r viously noted i.s a favorable circnmstn.nce; not only are 
b a ·lJC ther JJy attracted o he schools, but the interest of the districts in 
t acb r i proportiona.t ·ly increa d. · 
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The effect of the revised school law of Michigan, which, as noted in my last report, 
became operative July 1, 1881, has been followed with much interest. The law pro-
vides for· the examination of teadwrs by county boards under re~ulations calculated 
to raise the standard of qualification and m:tke it more nearly uniform throughout 
the State. The law has naturally harl. the effect of diminishing the number of ignorant, 
untrained applicants for positions and attracting an opposite class, with the inevital1ie 
result of increasing wages. The State superintendent, Hon. Varnum B. Cochran, sa~·s 
in this connection: "The wages of men have risen during the year an average of ~4.(51 
per month and of women $4.83 per month in the rural districts, where, of course, the 
effects of the law are soonest and chie:fl.y felt." 
The decline of salaries in Michigan for tl;le past few years has been the occasion of 
regret, as the established reputation of the school system of that State gives pecnl-tar 
weight to its example. It is to be hoped that the advance here noted will be perma-
nent. 
The suggestion of a minimum salary fixed by State law meets wit.h approval in 
many States. Hon. C. \V. von Coelln, State superintendent, Iowa., calls attention to 
the fact that the salaries of teachers of ungraded schools in his State do not average 
above $150 per annum, whereas a common laborer receives $200 with board and is not 
expected to dress well and has no examination or institute fees. Mr. von Coelln adds 
significantly, 11 the salaries of teachers are the only salaries of public employes " wholly 
within the control of the people. 
Inquiries instituted in several States during the years 1882 and1883 have ·elicited 
important . information with reference to the increasing number of t.rained teachers 
employed in the schools and their increasing tenure of office: 
In California 584 districts were reported as employing the same teacher more than 
one year and 568 teachers were graduates of normal schools. 
In Connecticut, of 3,120 teachers employed, 4/0 were beginners. 
In New York, of 31,233 teachers employed in 1882, there were 1,183 graduates of nor-
mal schools. 
In West Virginia., out of 3,045 teachers ~mployed, 1,115 hatl taught the same school 
two or more terms previously; 640 reported the present year their first in the work; 
711 reported having attended one of the State normal schools. 
In Illinois 1,465 teachers were reported as having been trained in the normal 
university, of whom 151 were graduates. . 
In Kansas, out of 8,150 teachers, 214 were normal graduates, 79 hold State certifi-
cates, and 3,953 had attendecl normal institutes. 
In Maine, out of7,599 teachers, 6,402 hatl had previous experience; 601 were grad-
uates from normal schools. 
In Massachusetts 30 per cent. of the teachers have received professional training 
in normal schools. 
In New Jersey the following was reported for the year ending August 31, 1882: 
Number of teachers who have been in the same school 1 year or less, 1,06~; 1-5 
years, 1,30Z; 5--10 years, 635; 10-15 years, 253; 15-20years, 96; 20-25 years, 35; over 
25 years, 22. Average time for teachers throughout the State, 3 years and 9 months; 
average time for teachers in cities, G years and 6 months. 
In New Hampshire for the year ending Jtme, 18~3, the number of teachers reported 
as having no previous experience was 569; number reported as teaching in the same 
school two successive terms, 1,421; number who had been trained in normal schools, 
318. 
Courses of study fm· ?'uml schools.- The excellent effects of graded courses of study 
in tho rural sclwols are admitted wherever they have been introduced, but there is 
an unaccountable indifference to the subject in many localities.• 
Without tltis important aid it seems impossible to maintain systematic progress in 
tho schools and equally impossible to form any clear idea of the attainments made by 
the scholars. With such courses uniyersally employed, it would be comparatively 
easy to find out the number of scholars pursuing the obligatory branches and the 
number in higher and optional branches. This analysis would be of material help in 
the endea'\'or to form union or graded county schools and· in deciding upon the means 
of bringing the common free schools into line with higher institutions, especially with 
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the public high schools, schools endowed with the land grant of 1862, and State 
universities. 
Building cwd apparatu11.- The improvement of school-houses is noticea.ble through-
out the country, provision being made in a numuer of States for 1.be periodical inspec-
tion of the buildings. 
The last thirty years ba.ve somewhat extended our knowledge about the reqnire-
ments for school buildings of different kinds. Thi11 lmowledge is of two kinds, of which 
one, as to the best method of construction undtn· prescribetl conditions of site, size, and 
material, should be possessed by the architect employed ; the ot.her, as to the best 
form and aspect of school rooms, the best modes of heating, lighting, and ventilat-
ing, &c., shoulcl be studied and known by the school authorities, as well as by the 
architect; in this way the public may have some hope of obtaining for its moneyed-
ifices that express, by the most direct and logical style of structure known to the 
building art, tho results of the widest knowledge attainable as to the requirements 
for teaching, for hygiene, for safety against accidents, &c. As 8cience and experiment 
have been accumulating both kinds of knowledge, both should be used and manifested 
in public school architecture. It is a vain wa-ste of money at this day to turn out 
merely a. Gothic or a Greek building from the architect's studio, for we are neither 
Goths nor Greeks; it is equally wasteful to plan good school rooms and class rooms, 
easy stairways, and theoretically perfect heat flues and air ducts, if we ruin them by 
bad con~:~truction or the use of bad material. The literature of building abounds 
in many excellent bookt~; so many, indeed, 'that to merely name the best would fill 
pages of this report. Yet I must find space to mention two: the article published by 
the New Hampshire State board of health on "Suburban school-houses," written by 
Mr. W. R. Briggs, of Bridgeport, Conn., republished as a separate pamphlet, and the 
excellent Handbuch der Schulhygiene of Dr. Adolf Baginsky, of which a second 
eaition is just announced by a Stuttgart publisher. 
In order that certain quest10ns connected with the ventilation and air supply of 
school buildings might be definitively settled for the whole country, I have requested 
R. L. Packard, eaq., translator of this Office, wlio is an excellent practical chemist, to 
institute the necessary investigations and experiments, so arranging them as to se-
cure the cooperation of school authorities and experts throughout the country. His 
re ults and conclusions will be published as soon as they can be properly completed. 
Amortg other matter , I may mention that Mr. Packard is experimenting on the best 
and simplest form of a durable instrument by which teachers can speedily ascertain 
the quantity of carbonic acid gas in the air of their school roomA, this gas serving 
approximately a.s an indication of the quantity of other dissolved impurities. 
Circular of Information No. 4, 1880, republished by this Office more than once to 
supply the great demand for it, ha spread Mr. T. M. Clark's wise suggestions respect-
ing right methods of placiDlY, arranging, COnstructing, lighting, and heating school 
l>uildin" over very part of the country; this pamphlet does not give rigid plans for 
building , from which deviation b com s difficult, but di cusses the difficultlet~ and 
n itie of common chool-hou ·e con truction in a perfectly clear, systematic way, 
illn.-tratiug the point to 1> empha iz •<l by drawings and illustrations. It fol·ms tho 
first part of a plan lon:.t !line matured by this Office for the information of the e<luca-
ional public T .p ctiiw tb g ·neral nbject of ~;cbool architecture. 
The rural Acbool. "Cnerally ar n t well suppli ·d with apparatus, reference uook~:~, 
and illustrati\' mat :rial. Irnprov m n in thi r p ct is brreatly n ·ec1cd . 
• JPt J. ORY , CnOOL LAW . . 
The followhw compilation how th t. tn' of each 't< te :mel TcrTitor~· wtth r f-
rt nee to compul ion: 
TA'II'.S. 
'rJlijOI'IliO, • [ f h 2. 1 71 0 Ct cl th t f YP.ry p;lff'nt, gnnrrlin.n, 01' Other pnr On 
baviug cout1·ol or charg · of ny chilcl or children to 14 yean; of ag must send such 
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to a public school for at least two-thirds of the time during which a public school 
should be taught in the city, county, or school district of such child's residence, unlesti 
the child or children shonld be shown to be 11hysically or mentally disabled, taught 
otherwise t.Le coumJOll school primary branches of study, or out of reach of school; 
penalty, uot to exceed $:?0 for a ilrst proven offence, or $:20 to $50 for subsequent ones, 
with costs of suit. 
Connediont, in loB2, passed a kindred law, requiring that, except in cases where the 
physical or mental conllition of a child made :1tteudance at school inexpedient or im-
practicable, parents or other persons h:1ving control of any child 8 to 14 years of age 
should canse such child to attend a public day school or to receive elsewhere regu-
lar and thorough instruction in reacting, writing, English grammar, geogmphy, and 
arithmetic during at least 12 weeks, .or 60 full school days, in any consecutive: 12 
mont.hs, 6 weeks at least of which attendance or instruction must be consecutive. 
Each week of f~1ilure to comply with this requirement IS made a distinct offence, pun-
ishl1ble with a fine not to exceed $5. No child under 14 years of age that has resided 
in the United St:1tes 9 mouths m:1y be employed to labor, unless such child can be 
sho,-rn by official evidence to have complied with the above requirements, and any 
person that employs a child contrary to these provisions is to be fined not more than 
$60. 
Illinois, in 1~83, required that every person having the control and charge of any 
child or children 8 to 14 years of age should send such child or children to a public 
or pri vatc day school for a period of not.less than 12 weeks in each school year, unless 
such child or children be excused by the school officers of the city, town, or school 
district in which the child or children reside. Such excuse may be given by said 
officers for any good cause shown, namely, a mental or bodily condition that would 
_prevent attendance at school or application to study for · the time required by this 
act, a proven. acquaintance with the ordinary branches of learning usually taught 
in public schools, or a distance of 2 miles from the public school which the child or 
chiluren wonlll have to attend under the provisions of the act; penalty for the vio-
lation of this statute, $5 to $20. 
Kansas, since 1874, has had essentially the same provisions on this subject as Illi-
nois enacted in 1883, except (1) that the attendance requireu of 12 weeks in each 
year must include 6 weeks of consecutive attendance and (~) that the pen~ty for 
violation of the law is made progressive, bt~ing not less than $5 nor more than $10 
for a first offence and not less than $10 nor more than $20 for a second or any subse-
quent offence. 
Maine, in 1875, enacted that every parent, guardian, or other person in the State, 
having control of a child or children 9 to 15 years of age, should be required to send 
such child or children to a public school at least. 12 weeks in each yea1-, unless 
such child or children be excused by the school officers of the town for the reasons 
recited in the preceding laws of California and Illinois, except in cases where a pub-
lic school is not taught for 3 months in the year within a mile and a half, by the 
shortest travelled road, of the residence of a delinquent or is not taught within the 
school district in which the child resides; penalty for a parent, guardian, or other 
person in control failing to send a child or children to school according to this law, 
a :fine of not more titan $5 and costs of prosecution; penn,Jt.y for a child neglecting 
or refusing to attend school as required, unless excused. by the proper school o.fficen, 
not to cx.c ed $5 for oacb offence. · 
Massachu8ctls, since 1873, has required every person having control of a child 8 to 
14 years of .age to cause such child to attend, at least 20 weeks each year, some 
public <lay school m the city or towh in which he resilles, which time is to be 
clividecl, as far as the arrangements of scJ10ol terms will allow, into 2 terms, each of 
10 con ecutive weeks, nnlcss excused by the school committee hecanse of povert.y, b:l.(l 
physical 01' mental condition of tho. child, or instruction elsewhel'e or proviom;ly for 
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a like period in approved schools; penalty for violation of the rule, a fine not to ex-
ceed $20 in each case of neglect. 
To secure still further for all children in the State some fair amount of education, 
the laws of Massachusetts, since 1876, have forbidden the employment of chil<lren 
under 10 yea.rs of age in any manufacturing, mechanical, or mercantile establish-
ment; and also the employment, except during the vacations of the 'public schools, 
of any child under 14 years of age, unless he has, for at least 20 weeks in the yenr 
preceding such employment, attended some public or private day school under teachers 
approved by the school committee of the place where such school is kept, which time 
may be divideu, as before noted, into 2 terms of 10 consecutive weeks each. Since 
1878 no child under 14 who ·cannot read or write may l)e employed as above during 
the sessions of the public schools, even if he .bas attended school the year before; 
penalty for violation of either of these statutes, $20 to $50, to go to the usc of the 
public schools. 
Michi.gan enacted in 1871, repealed in 1ts81, and reenacted in 1883 a law that every 
parent, guardian, or other person in the State having control and charge .of any child 
or children between the ages of 8 and 14 should be requireu to send such chihl 0r 
children to a public school for a period of at least 4 months in each school ye::tr, at 
least 6 weeks of which sending must be consecutive, unless such child or children 
should be excused, for the reasons given. in several preceding cases, by the board of . 
the school district in which the parents or guardians reside. 
;:;till further to secure the education of all children as far as may. be possible, there 
are appended to this reenacted law the follo,ving requirements: (1) That no child 
-qnder the age of 14 years shall be employed by n.uy person, company, or corporation 
to labor in any business, unless such child shall have attended some public or pri-
vate day school, where instruction was given by a teacher qualilietl to i nstruct iu 
suc'h branches as are usua.IJ.y taught in primary schools, at least 4 Iiwutbs of the 12 
months preceding the time in which such child shall be employed; (2) that every par-
ent, guardian, or other person luwing chargo or control of any child 8 to 14 yc:•rs 
of age that has been temporarily discharged from any business or employment 
shall send such child to some public or private day school for the period for which 
the child shall have been discharged, unless the chilli. be excused from such attend-
ance tor the reason~ referred to in section first; penalty for violation of either of 
these provisions, $5 to $10 fine for a first offence and not less than $10 for each subse-
quent one. · 
Net:acla, in 1 73, passed a law with essentially the samo requirements as t he preceu-
ing as to the age of children to be sent to school (8 to 14) and as to the reasons for 
excu ·e in special ca e by the district schvol board; but tho time for attendance at 
school «-a made "at least 16 weeks in each school year, at least 8 weeks of which 
ball be con ecutive." 'pecial provision was also made for informing the school 
board of ach district, through the principal of each school, as to absentees fi·om 
·chool, that t.h y might, inca e of failure to comply with the provisions of the firHt 
·ection of tl.Je law, ~thor obtain from the parents or guardians of non-attending 
children th tine of :GO to 100 imposed for a fir t offence, with $100 to $200 for eacll 
·ub · CJ.U nt off n · , or failinrr t obtain it, in titute proceedi'ii.gs to Recurc it. 
Xell' !lamp hire, July 14, 1871, enacted a compulsory statute reqniring "every 
ar nt, "Uardian, rua ter, or otb r per on having the custody, control, or charge oi 
any child betw en the a res of and l4 years, re iding in any school district in' hich 
a public clwol i annually tan(l'ht for the p riod of 12 weeks or more, witbin 2 miles 
by then ar t travell droad from his residence," to ''cause such child to attend such 
public ch ol for 12 we k. in v ry year," " * .,. 6 we k at least of this attendance 
to b con cntive, unle · · ncb hild should b xcused from such attendance by t he 
proper chool anthoriti for uch reasons a have been indicated in preceding case . 
~otic· of tlli. rerp1ir men was dir cte<l to b given aonna.lly by the chool officers 
by po ting it in three of the DIO!it pnllic place in each school district or by pnbli h-
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ing it for at least three weeks successively in some newspaper printed in their town 
in the month of August.; penalty for violation of the act by parents, guardians, &c., 
$10 for a first oflence, $20 for every subsequent offence. 
Under amendments of 1881, in sections 11 and 12 of chapter 91 in general :taws of 
1878, no child under 16 years of age may be employed in any manufacturing estab-
lishment, unless he has attende(l school at least 12 weeks in the year preceding, and 
none under said age may be so e~ployed ('except in vacations of the school in the dis-
trict in which he resides), unless he p,an write legibly and read fluently in readers of 
the grade usually clas~ed ;s third readers. Nor may apy child under 14 be so em-
ployed unless he has attended school in the district in which he dwelt at least 6 
months in the preceding school year, or during the whole time school was kept in that 
year; penalty for employment except under the conditions prescribed, $20 for each 
ofl'ence. 
New Jersey passed, March 27, 1874, and amended, April 9, 1875, a law requiring 
parents and guar:dians having charge of children 8 to 14 year~of age to cause them to 
attend some school at least 12 weeks in each year, 6 of these weeks to be consecutive, 
or to be'instructed at home at least 12 weeks each year in the branches of education 
commonly taught in the public schools, unless the physical or mental condition of 
such children renders such att~ndance (or instruction) inexpedient or impracti_cable ; 
penalty for failure to comply with the provisions of this act, $2 for a first .offence; 
afterwards, $3 a week for not more than 12 weeks in any year during which, after 
written notice, there has been failure to comply with the provisions of the act. .The 
district clerk of each school district and some person in each city selected by the city 
board of education are to report to the collector of the township or the treasurer ~f 
the city where ~he offence has occurred the names of all persons that fail 'to coni-
ply with the law, and the officer to whom such report is made is to proceed to collect 
the penalties in any court of competent jurisdiction, such penalties to be added to 
the public school money of the school district in which the offence occurred; provided 
that this law shall not be operative in school districts in ~hich there are not sufficient 
accommodations to seat the children compelleil to attend school under the provisions 
of the act. 
New Ym·k passed.in May, 1874, and amended in 1876 "An act to secure to children 
the benefits of elementary education," which requires all parents and those that have 
the care of children to instruct them or cause them to be instructed in spelling, 
reading, writing, English grammar, geography, and a.rithmetic. Every parent, guar-
dian, or other person having the control or charge of any child 8 to 14 years of age 
has to cause such child to a.tte.nd some public or private day school at least 14 weeks 
each year, or to be instructed regularly at home for the same period in the above 
named branches, unless the physical or mental condition of the child should be such 
as to make this attendance or instruction inexpedient or impracticable. 
Amendments in chapter 372 of laws of 1876 put restrictions on the employment of 
children under the age of 14 not instructed as aforesaid, made it the duty of the regu-
lar school trnstees or of officers employed for the purpose to examine all manufact-
uring establishments within their jurisdiction, to see whether these restrictions were 
complied with; and if they should find them violated 1-hey were to report the viola-
tions to the chief :fiscal officer of the city or snpervisor of the town where the violator 
lived, with a view to the collection of the proper penalty, which was made $1 for a 
first offence and $5 for every week, not to exceed 13, iu any year during which, after 
written notice from the proper officer, there should be a continued violation of the 
law. If poyerty should prevent the purchase by any parent or guardian of the neces-
sary text books for a child whom he was willing to send to school as required, the 
~:;chool officers were to provide the text books, to be paid for by the treasurer of their ' 
city or supervisor af the town.. If a child whose parent or guardian is willing to send 
him to school cannot be induced to attend for the 14 weeks required, the school trustee 
or other officer a.ppointed for these cases may, on the written statement of parent or 
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guardian to that effect, deal with such cbi!u as a habitual truant and relieve the 
parent of the penalty incurred. 
Ohio, in 1 77, e tahlisb.ed a kindred compulsory reqnjremont as to sending to 
school children 8 to 14 years of agfl, making the time for such sending 12 weeks in 
each school year, 6 of which should be consecutive, unless the ·school officers of the 
district or subdistrict ju which the parent or gua~lian resides should excuse such 
child from attendance for the reasons indicated in the laws of several preceding States 
or beoause the time and labor of t.he child are essentially. necessary for the snpport 
of an indigent parent, brother, or sister. 
Provision is also made against the employment of children under 14 years of age 
durin f)' the school honrs of their place of residence, unless such . children shall have 
had at least th1112 weeks' schooling above required and have delivered to their em-
ployers a certificate to tlutt effect from the school officers of their place of residence 
or from the teacher of a school they have attended. Boards of education are required 
to look after this maiter of employment of untaught children each February and 
September. Where poverty of parent or guardian prevents t.he purchase of neces-
sary text books for the school stndy required, the proper school officers are author-
ized to furnish tho e. Pena,Uy for parent, guardian, or other person failing to com-
ply with the provisions of this chapter, not less than $2 nor more than $5 for a first 
offence, nor less than $5 nor more than $10 for each subsequent offence. And if the 
clerk of a bol\>rd of edncation fails to prosecute every offence required to be thus pun-
ished be is male liable to a line of not less than $10 nor more th ~m $20 for each case 
of such neglect. Two weeks' attendance at a half time or night school is made, by 
the same atatute, equivalent to an attendance of one week at a full day school. 
Pennsylvania, to secure some instruction for its children, has since 1849 forbidden 
that any children from 13 to 16 years of age be employed in or about any factories, 
unless ucb cbilr1ren have attended school at least 3 consecutive months within 
the year of uch employment; penalty for owners of factories and ewployers of chil-
dren violating the provisions of thia statute, as well as for . parents consenting to or 
conniving at snch violation, ·50 for every offence. · 
Rhode Island, in 1 54, passed a law to forbicl the employment in factories of any 
minor under 15 years of age, unless such minor shall have l}ttonded school for a term 
of at least 3 montbH in the year next precediu~ such employment; nor wal:l any 
such minor to be employed more than !) months in any calendar year- evidently 
to afford an opportunity for 3 months' schooling; penalty for owner, employer, or 
agent of such factorie employing children contrary to the statute or for parents or 
guardians permitting or con euting to such employment, '20 for each offence. 
Vermont po,s ed, ovomber 21, 1 o7, and amended, November 23, 1870, a compulsory 
school law r quil'ing every child of good health and sound mind to attend school 
und r the public chool system , t 1 ast 3 months each year, "unless such child 
ha 1) 11 oth rwis furni hcd with the means of education for a like period or bas 
already acqnir d tho branches of study tau<rht in the public schools." A child neg-
lr.ctin to comply ith thi r c1uir m ntis mndc lil hle to arr st and d livery to the 
chool t a b r of his di trict, n tic of which i!! to bo given in writing to the lJareut, 
guardian, or ma t r of the child, who is to be requir d in said notice to send the 
bild scllo 1 r gnlar!y. If ncb par u , guarclian, or master does not, for 6 days 
aft r r c Ivin' nch notice, cnn e tho chilcl to attend school r gnll rly, having no 
go d r a on tlwr •ft>r, ll i!i mnrlr· li: bl tc, It finf' of .·10 to. ·20, sa.i<l ftnc to go for the 
hen fitofAc:lwol inth , town. 
It i 1 o forlli1lllc·n that a r·hill 1 t ho has rl'sic1ed iu the Stnto 
f. r ·h 1f 1 1 7:3, m . c·cl an a ·t for placing lu truant ·cboola for 2 ~ 111'8 
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children 8 to 17 years of age that were habitually truant, and for enforcing daily at-
tendance on such schools. 
In 1879 a further law was passed, to take effect September 1 of that year, "to secure 
to children the benefit of an elementary education." This required parents and others 
having charge or control of any child or children 7 to 15 years of age to send such 
child or children to a pu olic or private school for at least 12 weeks in each school year, 
unless excused by the school authorities of the school district, village, or city in which 
the parent or guardian should reside for such reasons as have been recited in the case 
of other States. The school di strict board or board of education, as the case might be, 
was required to look after snch children 7 to 15 years of ago in September and February 
of each year, and where any of tl1at age were found not to be in attendance on any 
school a record of each case was to be filed with the clerk of the .board, this record to 
be open for inspection to any elector or taxpayer of the district. To take away from 
neglectful p:uents all excuse for not sending children to school the school officers were 
authorized to furnish free text books, as in New York and Ohio, to parents not able to 
procure such otherwise. If, in view of these provisions, parents or guardians should 
still fail to comply with the provisions of the act, they were to be fined from $5 to $10 
for the :first offence and from $10 to $20 for each subsequent offence. 
TERRITORIES. 
AYizona, which in 1875 (February 9) passed a compulsory la,w requiring children 8 
to 14 to be sent to school for 16 weeks of each school year, 8 of the 16 to be consecu-
tive, and which imposed a :fine of $50 to $100 for a :first violation of the law, with$100 
to $200 for subsequent violations, has dropped this act from its autended school laws 
of 1883. 
Dakota, in its latest school law, of March 8, 1883, requires parents, guardians, or 
others having charge of a child or children 10 to 14 years of age to send such to a 
public school at lea.st 12 weeks in each school year, at least 6 of these weeks to be con-
secutive, unless excused by the school board for the reasons given in preceding laws. 
School officers are directed to ascertain whether any children are deprived of school 
privileges while an accessible school is taught, and are to notify parents, guardians, 
&c., and direct that such children be sent to school. If, after such notice, there is 
failure or neglect to send, complaint is to be made before a justice and the offender 
to be fined $3 to $10. If school officers fail to make complaint in such cases, other 
persons may do so. 
For the District of Columbia it was ordered in 1864, June 23, that every person in 
the District having under control any child between the ages of i:l and 14 years should 
send annually, during the continuance of such control, such child to some public 
school in that part of the District in which he should at that time reside. Such send-
ing to school was to continue at least 12 weeks, 6 of them consecutive. For every 
neglect of such duty the party offending was to forfeit, for school use in that part of 
the District, not to exceed $20, unless it should be made to appear to the justice that 
the party so offending either could not send the child to school, had been sending it 
to some other than a public school, or showed such physical or mental inferiority in 
tho child as made school attendance inexpedient. 
Governor Sheldon, of New illexico, in his report to the Secretary of the Interior for 
1881, says: "Education is compulsory for 5 months of the year." 
1Vashi11{Jton Territ01']1 req uires in its scl10ol law of 1877 that in any city, town, or 
village containing more than 400 inha1>itants every parent, gtwrdian, or other per-
son resifling therein, having coutrol of any child or children between the ages of 6 
ancll6, shall send such child or children to public school for at ]east 6 months in each 
school y ar, at lea t.. 6 weeks of which shall be consecutive, nn]ess the mental or 
bodily condition of the child or children prevent this, or uuless they are engaged in 
Ia.uor nec~ary for their own support or that of others dependent on them, or are 
tauf$ht the ·ordinary school brancl.ws in a private school, or have ah·eady acqnil'Qd 
these; no penalty. 
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Wyomi11.g, in 1873, made it the duty of parents, guardians, or other persons having 
control of children 6 to 21 years of age to send such children to some school at least 
3 months in each year, unless excused on a physician's. certificate of sickness or by 
the district board because attendance would work great hardship; penalty for dis- · 
obedience, not to exceed $25 for each offence. 
COMPULSORY INSTRUCTION :ABROAD. 
Gm·many.- Compulsory elementary instruction is universal in Germany, in some 
parts of which laws on the subject were passed as long ago as the seventeenth century. 
In other European ccmntries, the idea of obligatory instruction was not expressed 
in the form of laws until the present century and in some of them such laws are still 
wanting. 
Denmm·k passed a law making elementary instruction obligatory in 1739, which 
proved inadequate in certain respects, and a new law was enacted in 1814>. 
Switzerland made primary instruction obligatory in 1832 and 1833. 
A law to the sameflffect was passed in Greece in 1834. 
Sweden.- The Swedish law dates from 1842, and Norway followed in 1869. 
A.ust1·ia-H'Ufll,gary.- The first obligatory law was also passed in th~ year 1869 in Aus-
tria-Hungary, making instruction compulsory for children between 6 and 12 years of 
age. The time was extended 2 years by the law of 1882. 
In England, acts of Parliament in 1870, 1876, and 1880 authorized the local school 
boards to compel parents to send their children of school age (6 to 13 years) to school. 
Scotland followed with a law to the same effect in 1872. 
In Italy, where education has received especial attention in recent years, the com-
pulsory law was euu.cted in 1877. 
In Japan education was made obligatory by the law of 1879 and 1880. 
F~·ance.- Oft June 16,1881, the French Assembly passed a law making primary in-
struction absolntely free throughout the Republic, and this was followed by the law 
of :March 28,1882, making it obligatory. . 
Rournelia.-Primary instruction is also compulsory in Roumelia and in the United 
States of Colombia. 
Belgium.-A bill is to be introdu6ed into the Belgian legislature in 1883 making ele· 
mentary instruction obligatory throughout the kingdom. 
BRIEF SUi\11\11\RY OF THE EDUCATIONAL CONDITION OF THE UNION. 
NEW ENGLAND BTATES-1\fAINE. 
Althongh there was again a decline in the number of youth of school age and also a 
con iderable diminution in the enrolment in public schools, there was, if the figures 
given are corr ct, a.n increase of 11,688 in average du.ily attendance, while the aggre-
gate daily attendance advanced so much as to encourage the Sta-te superintendent to 
u •licve that on the whole there wa!'l a healthier condition of school affairs. Of tho 
teachers employed, a much larger proportion had had some previous experience. 
Through ahortening the sessions oft achers' institutes a great increase of attendance 
on them wa s cur d, resulting in better school work. The chief hinderance to prog-
res , the old district system, still held its ground however, only two towns having 
abandoned it jn 1 · for the town system. While it continues, thoroughly goou 
schools out ide of cities eem impo ibte. 
JmW HM!.PSHIR.E. 
An improvem nt over the previous y~ar is noted in 1882. Th~re were 1,114 more 
pupil nxolled, 53 more in a.vera...,e daily attendance, and 713 more in private schools. 
Five more ch ol-hou e are r ported and 7 more were built than in the previous year, 
while those unfit for the purpose for which they were used decreased by 32. There 
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were 21 more fitted out with maps and globes, and the estimated value of school prop-
erty was $227,tl2tl greater t:qan in H-380-'81. An increase in teachers of 9, with 33 more 
who were graduates :from normal schools, is a favorable sign. The average monthly 
pay of men was higher by $3.82, that of women by 59 cents. The income and expend-
iture also increased-the former by $7,039, the latter by $1,680. Decreases, how-
ever, were noted in the number of public schools, in graded and high schools, in the 
length of school term, i-n the number of men teaching, and in the persons teaching 
successive terms. · The State superintendent says that many of the schools are ex-
tremely good, others -the reverse; some cities and towns were inclined to erect and 
furnish school buildings, others hesitated, but a general upward tendency is noted 
in school matters. 
VERMONT. 
There is less advance to be noted here than in some of the other States, but great 
efforts have to be made to build up the district ungraded schools, which six-sevenths 
of the pupils of the State attend. Indeed, the work of the last two years has been 
largely in the direction of' dissipating illiteracy by means of improving the common 
schools. 1'he statistics so far do not show very favorable results, although the school 
term was lengthened about 2t days. The teachers who had attended a Vermont nor-
mal school numbered 17 more, although there were 43 fewer teachers, the average 
monthly pay of both men and women being greater and receipts and expenditures in-
creasing. The public school enrolment, however, fell off 646; the number of schools, 
34; average daily attendance, 1,928; and per cent. of attendance on enrolment, 1.9. 
The attendance in private schools was smaller. 
MASSACllUSETTS. 
In almost all important items there were decided gains. With an increase of 8,697 
in children of school age, ·there were 5,182 more pupils enrolled in public schools, 
3,411 more in average membership, and !,631 more in average attendance; and, as 
the pupils in evening schools, in State charitable u,nu reform schools, in .academies, 
and other private schools amounted to 4,931 more than in 1880-'81, it is evident that 
the increase of children did not equal the increased number brought under some 
kind of instruction. The regularity of attendance in evening schools greatly im-
proved. As the means for instruction in day and evening schools, in funds for pay-
ing teachers, and in the number of teachers employed were fairly up to the addi-
tional demand for them, and the proportion of teachers trained in normal schools was 
considerably higher, the record for the year is an encouraging one; especially as the . 
few surviving remnants of the old district school system were abolished. 
RHODE ISLAND. 
A moderate but encourp.ging advance nearly all along the line appears from a com-
parlsqn of the statistics of 1800-'81 with those of 1881-'82. The fact, however, that 
manufactories successfully compete with the schools in securing the attendance of 
children largely accounts for the absence of 13,826 children of school age (1,087 more 
than in 1880-'81) from the public schools. With 2, 755 addit.ional children, the public 
school enrolment increased 668; there was a larger increase still in th~ average belong~ 
:ing, and 529 more pupils than in the previous year were in average daily attendance 
in State common schools. When we add to these 107 more in evening schools and a 
considera.l>lc number in private and church schools, it will be seen that the record of 
the State was fairly g9o<1, especially as it raised $2!J,160 more for its free schools, 
spent $41,8!)9 more for them, increased by about $1.50 the average monthly pay of 
school teachers, and added 5 to the number of school buildi~1gs, 3 to the number of 
graded schools, and $110,249 to the valuation of school property. 
CONNECTICUT. 
Gain at most points characterizes the year: gain in enrolment out of an increased 
school population, gain in tho average attendance on free schools and in attendance 
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on schools of' all kinds, gain in the annual amount received for. supporting public 
schools, gain in the number and pay of teachers, and ga~n, too, on the whole, in the 
gradation of tho public schools. A reduction of 24 in the number of school districts 
afl'ords a negative indication of the same tendency, as tbe district system, with its 
small schools and ill pn,id teachers, is at present the chief obstacle to effective school 
work. The percentage of gain in enrolment and attendance, however, was a little 
less than in the previous year and public schools were not quite so numerous nor 
maintained quite f:lo long. The State compulsory school law was considerably im-
proved, and, as there is an excellent and experienced agent to enforce it and a grow-
ing public sentiment behind it, it is likely to tell on the general school attend::tnce. 
li!IDDT.E ATLL"\'TIC STA'mS- NEW YOHK. 
The statistics slww an increase for the year of over 19,000 in the y01;th of school 
age and in the number enroiled iu public schools, the latter more than keeping pace 
with the former, while the average daily attendance was over 10,000 greater than in 
1881. There were also over 7,000 more pupils attending private or church schools, 
over 3,000 more in academies, ~08 more in normal schools, and 245 more in colleges: 
the whole number under instrnr.tion beiug 30,fil:llmore than during the previous year. 
The amounts received and expeuded for pnblic schools were each nearly half a mill-
ion more, altuough the average school term throughout the State was 2 tlays less. 
Twenty more public school-houses were reported, but the estimated vali1e of f:lchool 
property was less by $759,:339. Tho number of men employell aa teaclwrs decreased 
by 546, while that of women inL;reaAecl by 953. 'There were 320 more teachers lieensed 
by local ollieers and 88 more through normal schools; 171 more were employed con-
secutively 2 weeks or over, and the average monthly pay throughout the State in-
cr ased by $1.04. 
K&W JERSEY . 
• 
'The report from this State sl10ws that with 343,807 youth of school age there were 
209,526 enrolled in public schools, of whom 113,532 were in average attenchmce, 
besides 44,560 in }>I'ivate and churt'h schools, the increase in youth of school age 
being over 8,000, t ltat of cmolm •nt in the public schools nea,tly 6,000, a11d that of 
average daily a.it udauce 3,480. Fewer public school buildings were reported and 
the valuation of school property decreased, but a larger number of sittings for pupils 
wn providctl. Less money was expended on public schools, but. the average term 
throughont the State was 2 days greater. An improvement iu the teaching force is 
indicated by an increase of 42 in the number of teachers holding State certificates, 
of 0 in those holding from cities, and of 33 in those having first grade county cer-
tificate . 
A the State takes no cen us of the children of school age, the number of such 
children i not known; bu the pnlJlic schools increased their enrolment by 13,596 
and (outside of Philadelphia) th re were 7,Dl4 more in private and academic schools. 
For he whole tate there wa m1 addit.ion of 348 to the number of free schools, of 
555 to the number of grac1 d schools, of 477 to the teachers in free schools, of 
1 68,54 to tl1 xp uditur for them, of 6. 2 days to the school term, and of 
'1, 736,239 to th ·tim· t valn of school property. In the State, exclusive of Phila-
~elphi.a., h re were 264 mor fr 'e schools t1Jat t< uo-ht their pupils drawing, 792 more 
that taurr t th m v ·1l m!Uiic. 4 ' m re that had uniform text books, 119 more 
scb 1-hon for fr ' , chool , 1 , rnore rated as first class, and of the 21,829 teachers 
5 ~ mor tb• h· d had h l>en fi t of normal school instruction. The private schools 
of high r gracl wer f w r than b fore, iho. e of lower grade more numerous by 66
1 
anrl tb t a ·her in th m a1l100 more numerons. The distinction between scho.ols for 
whi and color d pupils was auoli hed by la' , and Philadelphia took a great step 
for a.rd in oou.ring a city superintendent. 
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DELAWARE. 
In the absence of a full report for 1882, no comparisons can be made between the 
school statistics of that and of the previous year. Tho schools for colored pullils under 
the care of the Delaware Association for the E<lucation of the Coloretl People, with 
the aid of a State appropriation, did better than ever b~fore, nearly every locality 
that could support a school having had <?ne. 
MARYLAND. 
Maryland reports a ye~r of successful work, with advance in every important par-
ticular. With 330,500 youth of school age, according to the United States Census of 
1880, there was, in 1882, an increase of 1,036 children enrolled in public schools and of 
3,450 in average daily attendance. There were 19 more public schools taught and 
$47,327 more were expended on them. The report calls attention to · the inadequacy 
of teachers' pay in some of the schools and to the very small enrolment in some of 
the others. 
vm<iiNJA. 
With over ' half a million yout;h of school age (according to the census of 1880), 
Virginia, in 1882, reported an enrolment in public schools of 257,3,62, with 144,904 in 
average daily attendance, an increa-se for the year of 18,316 in the number enrolled 
and ·of 101417 in average daily attendance. The enrolment included over 1721000 
white youth and over 85,000 colored, the total school population comprising nearly 
74,000 more white t.han colored. Of the whole increased enrolment, 9,947 were white 
chil<lren and 8,369 colored, the increase in average attep.danc:Je being nearly equally 
divided between the two races. '!'here were 205 more public schools taught (123 more 
for white pupils and 82 more for colored), the average term throughout the State 
being nearly a day longer. Almost $57,000 more were expen<led for public schools. 
The average monthly pay of teachers increased !)lightly and 205 more were employed, 
Although a large proportion of this inc1·easc was among colored teachers, there were 
,still 438 colored schools taught by white teachers. The superintendent calls atten-
tion to this fact, and says that these schools should be taught by competent colored 
teachers and that many more schools for colored children should be opened. 
SOUTH ATLANTIC ST.A.TEB- NORTH dAltOtiNA, 
Education in 1881-'82 was in a transitional state, an improved school law having 
provided county superintendency. There is promise of a much better state of school 
affairs, but the new machinery is not yet working freely. Partly from this cause, the 
:figures as to Rchool attendance are largely on the losing side: with nearly 5,000 
fewer children of school age, the nnml>er in public schools was 7,645 less and the 
average attendance reported 10,274 less. School-houses were said to be more numer· 
ous by 146, but free schools fewer by 354. The :numbet · of teachers trained in nor-
mal institutes and teachers' pay increased; the decrease reported in receipts for 
schools was apparently clne to incomplete reports and school property was repre- · 
sented as much more valuable. Tl::e aYerage time of schools was 15.9 days longer. 
Great progress was made <luring the year among the gtaded schools. 
SOUTH CA1WLJNA. 
No census of school chilclren bas been taken since 1880. The records show that 
during the year 1882 12,516 more children were enrolled in the State schools; that 
average attendance, now fir ·t reported as the basis for distribution of school funds, 
was fairly proportionate to the enrolment; t.hn.t schools were more numerous l>y 126; 
that the <lumtion of them ave:rage<l 6.66 days more; that teachers increased in hum-
ber apparently ehough to meet U1e increase of pupils, and that average pay, on the 
whole, was about the same as in 18-'0-' ~ 1. School expenditures, as incompletely re-
ported, hardly reached a f:tir ratio of increase with the enrolment, and school-houses 
were 158 fewer, although 105 new ones were built within the year. 
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GEORGIA. 
Georgia reports an increase of 35,757 in youth of school age, ~f 12,235 enrolled in 
public school , and of 14,272 in average daily attendance, a decrease of 1,647 in the 
number of elementary and academic private schools taught and an inc;rease of 2,242 
in collegiate institutions, 296 more public schools, taught by 223 more teachers, and 
5,642 more expended for public schools. 'rhe large additions to the average attend-
ance a.nd to the funds for the supiJort of public schools were especially encouraging, 
and the tiecreaso in elementary private schools, together with the other facts men-
tioned, indicates that the public schools were taking their place. 
FLORIDA. 
The biennial report from this State shows a rapid advance in public schoolinterests 
during the years 1 1 and 18 2. The statistics for 1882 also show advancement in most 
particulars, although the reports are not sufficiently complete to warrant comparisons. 
:More money was spent for teachers' pay in 1882 in almost every county, and this fact, 
the superintendent says, is worthy of note as indicating an increasing demand for the 
public school and an encouraging growth in educational work. · 
GULll' STATES-ALABAMA. 
With about 401,000 youth of school age, Alabama reports 177,428 enrolled in public 
schools and 114,527 in average attendance, an increase for the year of about 13,000 in 
school population and of 1,139 in public school enrolment, the average attendance 
being 789 less. There were 52 more public schools taught, but the average term of 
schools throughout the State was shorter by more than 2 days; fewer teachers were 
employed, at less pay; $7,000 less were expended for public schools; and public school 
property was valued at $21,519 less. The Stl:l>te supei·intendent appeals to the legis-
lature for assistance, showing that with present means only a little over 44 per cent. 
of the children were enrolled in school and only about 28 per cent. were in average 
daily attendance. 
)fiSSISSIPPI. 
There is little information from this Stato for the year 1882, the last biennial State 
.report having covered the years 1 0 and 1881. From a written return for 1882, it 
appears that with an increase of24,168in school population there was a. loss of 17,671 
in average monthly enrolment, of 23,749 in average daily at.tendence, and of 80!> in 
the number of teachers employed, receipts fOl' schools also falling off nearly a quarter 
of a million dollars. 
LOUlBUNA. . 
Although there is no official report from the State superintendent for 1882, it abund-
antly appears from other sources that public school interests were far from satisfactory 
in this State. The poor pay of teachers, the insufficient provision for comfort in rural 
school-bon e , the virtual abolition of taxation for schools and tho utter inadequacy 
of cbool funds r ulting therefrom, together with the want of a definite school law 
corre ponding with the new constitution, combined to make efficient educational 
work almost impossible. 
'l"EXAS. 
It was tat din the r port for 1 1 that in a fire at the State capitol the school re-
turns of that year had been consumed and that efforts made to duplicate them had 
prov only partially succe sful. Hence, comparison of the statistics of 1880-'81 
and 1 l..J Z cannot be made, but the ab olute record for the latter year appears en· 
couraging: 2 ~,344 chool youth, 142,960 brought under instruction in 5,236 schools, 
with an average t rm of about 100 days, under at lea t 5,037 teachers; and, as efforts 
wer b ing made to improv the tate school system and to give it both a body of 
pro~ . iona11y train d t acher and county supervision, it may be hoped that the rec-
ord ill be botter in the future. 
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SOU'l'llERX CKI\TRAL S'l'A'l'ES-ARKAXSAS. 
In Arkansas an .encouraging .condition of public school affairs is reported. Preju-
dice against the system is disappearing and the people are coming to look on the pub-
lic schools as the only means through which the great part of the school population 
can obtain an education. The statistics, though imperfect, afford abundant proofs 
of progress. vyith but 16,776 more youth of school age than the. previous year, 
there was .an increase of Ul,952 in public school enrolment, although only about 
half the sooool districts reported on this point. The superintendent tllinks the real 
increase in attendance was about 40,000, or more than twice as great as the increase 
of youth to be educated. Over $115,000 more were expended for public schools. 
}'ewer school-houses w,ere built, but these were bett~r adapted to their purpose and 
s_upplied with improved furniture and apparatus. 
Under the head of General Condition in the abstract, mention was inadvert(mtly 
omitted of the fact that Arkansas received trom the Peabody fund, in 1882, $5,075, 
$1,700 being divided among the schools of Pine Bluff, Russellville, and Lonoke; $1,700 
given for teachers' institutes, $1,475 for Nashville scholarships, and $200 to an educa-
tional journal. 
KANSAS. 
Very gratifying progress iu school work Is apparent in this State in 1891 ... '82. 
Increases are noted in children of school age, in enrolment, in average daily attend-
ance, in school districts organized and reporting, in districts with three months' school 
or more, in the average length of school term, and in the number of school rooms, al-
though there were 116 fewer school-houses reported. The women teaching received 
$1.4G more montl1ly pay on an average and 33 more teachers in private and church 
schools were reported. The receipts and expenditures for public schools increased, 
the former by $~28,458 and the · latter by $197,839. An increase of $32,109 in the 
amount of available school fund was also reported. · Although the value of school 
property fell off $88,018 and fewer men taugh.t (at an average o($7.46 less~ month), 
the record as a wllole speaks well for the St,ate. 
1\IlSSOUHI. 
The schools of :Missonri seem to be in a very prosperous condition, althou'gh the sta-
tistics are far from complete, as many counties failed to report fully. There were 
18,239 more pupils in attendance at the public schools, ,which were more numerous by 
1~7, the buildings useclfor school purposes by 328, and additional sittings by 11,573. 
Teachers numbered 1,306 more; receipts increased $257.016 and expenditures $601,046. 
Au apparent decrease in nttenllance of colored youth at· school is explained by the 
fact that 32 counties do not report. Eighteen fewer scl1,0ols for colored youth are 
mentioned. School property diminished in value $1,089,319. 
K EX'l' UC KY. 
In ltentucky, where the years 1879-'80 and 1880-'81 afford the most recent basis of 
comparison available, there was ~t decrease of 6,918 white youth in free schools and 
of 8,99'2 in the daily avera.ge attendance of whites. The statistics for colored youth 
are not given, so that no comparison can be made of the two years under considera-
t ion. An advance is noted in every other direction, except in the· decrease of men 
t eaching. 'fhere were 98 more school districts (67 of them for whites), 53 more districts 
having schools for whites and 21 more for colored; 29 more school-houses for white 
youth, valued with their sites at $166,697; and an ~ncreaseof 104private schools of all 
grades. The female t eachers numbered 369 more than i.n the previous year. The 
r eceipts for school purposes are not given for 1880-'81, put the expenditures increased 
i 381,124. 
TENNESSEE. • From 1~.75 to 1880 tbis S! ate, under excellent leadership, showed steady progress in 
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school work; but since that time, .judge<l from its own roperts, there has ueen a 
considerable decline. With a growing number to be taught, there have been fewer 
brought into tho State schools; the average attendance, when last shown, in 1881, bad 
greatly diminished, as well as schools and school-houses. In funds for the State 
schools there was a decline, but these have increased again. 
W Eo'l' VIRGINIA. 
This State reports 216,598 youth of school age (over 208,000 of them being white 
children); 155,544 enrolled in public schools, of whom 151,098 were white and 4,446 
colored children; and 96,652 in average daily attendance. The percenta.ge of 
enrolment and of avera.ge attendance based on the whole number of school age in-
creased. The figures also show an increase in the number of schools taught, in the 
amount of money expended for them, in the value of public school property, and in 
the amount of the public school fund, which materially increased during 1881 and 
1882, the apportionment among the counties being the largest ever made in the State. 
The average school term throughout the State was one day longer than the previous 
year. Superintendent Butcher says the general approval and generous aid given 
educational work by members of all professions and callings has been very gratifyi11g. 
New papers und physicians rare especially mentioned, the latter for instruction gh·en 
to teachers in school hygiene and other subjects. · 
NORTnER. CRNTitAL STATES-OHIO. 
Although Ohio bas not an ideal school system, the goocl work of many exce11ent 
school officers tells well in ita results. For 1881-'82 the :figures of the State report 
show gains with few exceptions in all tile items : $634,455 larger receipts for pu ul'ic 
schools, an increase of 17,9tl4 school cllil<.lren, 6,3!!3 more enrolled in the State sclwols 
and 151091 more in average daily attendance; while, to accommodate these growing 
numbers there were 27moreschool-bouses (including 9G built during the year), 453more 
school rooms, and 165 more teachers, at an average pay of $2 a month more for men 
and $1 more for women. The cost of additional school-houses ($1,123,688) shows that 
they must have been generally good, while all the Stale school grounds and buildings 
were rated 1,506,876 higher than the year ueforc. 'flle only offset to all this advance 
a doubtful decrease of 59G in colored pupil~:! and of 20 in their teachers. 
Th"DIANA. 
The statistic of 1 2 show a falling off of more th::m 5,000 in the number of youth 
of school age and iu th number enrollecl' in public schools, with a comparatively 
small decrease of 7 in average daily attcndan e, fewer districts in which public 
schoolaw r taught, and a sn all r enrolment in private sclJOols. There was, however, 
on the other hand, an increase of :1:~,261 in the incom and of $254,039 in the expen-
ditur for public schools, of i3 06 iu the amount of the con1mOJL school f'um1, of GO in 
thenumberofpnblicscbool-hou es, audof,·~8d,i25 in th · valueofpnl>lic school J~rop­
erty. Th superintend~ut reports, as good evidence of progrel:! , more attention 
giv n t the mental, moral, and pby. ical education of the children, as well as to 
methods of in trnction gr ater fforts made to train pupil to think for tbemselve , 
and more att ntion gi~en to the formation of character and the inculcation of good 
habit . 
ILLl 018. 
Thi . tate reported, n increa. of 35,345 in yonth of school age, of 1 ,034 in. nrol-
m nt in public grad rl cbool· of 15 9:~6 in all public school , and of 2G,G27 in n.wrage 
daily att mlance. There wa. al. o an incrc~aR of 29 in high schools, and of :3 in the 
numl r of cho 1 bnildinrr reeted dnriug tb year. Th rewa~; a, decrease of 2,098 
in att ndanco on ungra ed schools, of 22 in public school-houses, and of 270 in 
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teachers emJ:lloyed. The valuation of all public school property i:twreased by 
$1,220,666, receipts by $358,281, and expenditures by $709,261; the last increase named 
was pat·tly dne to au increase in the pay of teachers, which averaged $2.69 a month 
for men aull $2.27 for women. 
MlCIIIGAN. 
Michigan reports an increase of more than 20,000 in youth of school age and of 
13,761 in the number enrollet.l in public schools, the per cent. of school age enrolled 
being about the same as du'l'ing the previous year; 789 more pupils attended private 
or church schools. There were 153 more public school-houses and 27,331 more sittings, 
the value of school property being $463,792 greater; $371,693 more were expended 
for public schools, which were taught in 242 more districts. Fewer men and more 
women were employed as teachers, the average monthly pay of men being increased 
$4.58; that of women, $1.6(). 
WISCONSIN. 
With 405,233 youth of school age, Wisconsin reports 303,452 enrolled in public 
schools, besides 20,967 in private or church schools, an increase for the year of 3,875 
in school population and of 3,330 in public school enrolment, with a. decrease of 
over 5,000 attending private or church schools. There were also over 41000 in nor-
mal, collegiate, and theological schools. Exclusive of these, counting public and 
private school pupils, a little over 65 per cent. of the school population were under 
instruction during some part of the year. There was an increase in the number of 
high and graded schoolfl, ac well as in the whole number of schools taught and of 
teachers employed, the latter including fewer men and more women. .A. larger num• 
ber of public school-houses were reported, the value of public school property in-
creasing by $47,305 ; the average pay of teachers also increased somewhat, although 
the whole expenditure for public schools was loss than the amount reported for 1881. 
MINNESOTA. 
With 2 0,028 youth of' school age, this State enrolled 196,643 in public schools, an 
increa e for the year. of over 13,000; the average daily attendance in winter was over 
12,000 more and in summer it was 2,577 more. There were $435,070 more expended 
on public schools, the available school fund increasing by $464,238; 159 more school-
houses '~ere reported in use and th~ value of school property was $244,808 higher. 
IOWA. 
The progress made in this Stn.te cannot be accu"rately stated, as the biennial report 
covering the yem·s 18 2 and 1883 J1as not yet appeared. From other official sources, how-
ever, a few facts tne learned. More money was received and expended for school pur-
poses; the permanent fund was increased by over $185,000 and the estimated value 
of school property by $443,649. The ratio of attendance to enrolment was better, but 
the enrolment itself fell off 24,566 and the percentage of enrolment on school popula-
tion wa 5.3 less; average nttelllla.nce was 400 less and the average school term was 
6 days shorter. '!'here were more teachers in the public schools, 502 fewer men a.nd 
807 more women, the average monthly pay of men being $2.70 more a,nd that of 
women 21 cents mol'o. 
NEUUASKA. 
The progress ln edncn.tional affairs js qnite marked in this State: the enrolment 
wa. gr<':lter lty 14,770 ]Htpils, tll.e averag 1 attcn<1:mce by 523; 130 more public school 
eli trict are repottccl, ~21 more with 6 months' school aud 17 more having graded 
schools; and 10 more 1mblic scbool-hooses, increasing the valuation of school property 
'180,415. There were 4 fewer m n employed as instn10tors, but 543 mora women, 
who, however, rcceivc<.l $3.16 let:ls per month on an average than in the year 
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1t! 0-'81. Institutes were attended by 395 more teachers, while 9 more counties held 
such institutes. The compensation of county superintendents was slowly increasing, 
yet much was left to be desired, as the poor pay secured only an inferior class of 
work. Income for public schools htcreased $211,430 and expenditures $201,234. The 
length of term in which schools are held is said to have increased 2 days since 
187~'80. The question of school fumiture receives more attention than formerly. 
COLORADO. 
This State shows an increase of 8,403 in the school population, of 4, 731 in public 
school enrolment, and of 3,839 in average daily attendance. The 11roportion of en-
rolment to school po:rmlation increased nearly 1 per cent., while that of average at-
tendance to enrolment increased2 per cont. An increase also appears in other par-
ticulars. Fifty•six more school-hous~s were reported, affording 6,984 more sittings; 
school property was valued at $258,278 more; 99 more teachers wel'e employed; and 
$69,814 more were expended for the public schools, which were taught an average of 
100 days. The State superintendent reports a steady improvement in the quality of 
the schools as well as an increase in their number. 
STATES ON TilE PACil<IC SLOPE-NEVADA. 
A comparison with the previous year shows that, while the enrolment and daily 8,t-
tendance of pupils decreased both in public and private schools, whHe there were G 
fewer districts voting a district tax, and while the school property diminished $~1,260, 
yet in every other way there was a decided auvance over 1880-'81. There were more 
districts, more public schools, gradeu and ungraded, and more without rate bills, an 
increased school term, more teachers, both sexes receiying better pay, higher re-
ceipts and expenditures, and a larger State school fund. 
CALIFOHNIA.l 
Although an advance is noted in nearly every llirection in the educational affairs 
of this State, yet Superintendent Campbell says that the progress made is not entirely 
satisfactory to those who furnish the means for carrying on the work of education. 
An increase in the number of primary and grammar schools was noticeable. The well 
ventilated and the well furnished school buildings outnumbered by 114 and 126 those of 
the previous year. There were 103 more buildings supplied with apparatus. Nearly 
5,000 additional pupils were enrolled in the public schools, while the average daily 
attendance increased 1,636 during the year under consideration. Tho school property 
reached a valuation of '240,844 more than in 18S0-'81. Among teachers a ma.rked 
difference was noted; 116 more held life diplomas, 145 more educational diplomas, 
and 299 more first grade county certificates. There were also 10 more graduates from 
normal schools employed as instructors. The income for public schools advanced 
'110,568 during the year. The items of decrease were of minor importance. 
OREGON.~ 
Oregon make a very goou showing. With 3,600 more school chilurcn, 3,245 more 
w regather d ipto the tate free schools and 2,151 more held iu averarre attenc1ancc, 
while in other than tate schools th re were 2,571 more enrolled than the preceding 
." n.r. The number reported as not in any school was thus 327 l ss than in 1 .80-' 1. 
• 'chool district organized were 56 additional; the number reporting their stati tic. , 
· more; chool term ·ere lengthened from an average of !::l6 days to an average of 
00 days; school prop rty iucr ·, c1 in value '26,829. Receipts for schools increased 
15 000 and expenditure forth m ·· ",G30 · the permanent school fund, .;222,fi22. In 
addition to a normal d partm ·nt at th university two already well established in&ti-
tutions were adopt d a normal chool . 
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THE TERRITO lUES- ALASKA. 
Educational work in this vast Territ·ory is still entirely dependent on private be-
nevolence. Letters from Rev. Sheldon Jackson, D. D., and Mr. Ivan Petroff show the 
following facts : 
In the southeastern section of the Territory, known as as the Alexander A.rchipel-
ago, there were 7 good English schools, 3 of which had boarding and industrial 
departments. Six of the 7 were maintained at the expense of the board o.f home 
missions of the Presbyterian Church. Six of them were among the Thlinkets and one 
among the Hydah speaking people. Over 500 pupils were reported in these schools, 
200 of them belonging to the school at Sitka. 
In the southwestern section the only schools were one sustained by the Russo-
Greek Church, at Belkovsky, and 3 by commercial companies, one of the latter at 
St. Paul, with 69 in average attendance, and the other at St. George, with 22. No 
other educational facilities are afforded the people of Southwestern Alaska, although 
among them in the principal trading centres are several thousand people of mixed 
blood, who, under Russian rule, had made considerable advance in civilization. 
About 500 of this class out of 8,000 or 9,000, it is estimated, are able to reaq and 
write their own language, and perhaps a fourth of this nu111ber the· Russian lan-
guage also. 
There is perhaps ~o portion of United States territory that stands in greater need 
of national aid for school work than this. Certainly the effort!S already made by 
chUTches and by private benevolence have been and are being amply rewf:~>Jtled. 1 
ARIZONA, 
'!'he statistics from this Territory are too meagre to afford a basis for satisfactor_y com-
parison of the school work of 1882 and previous years. ~ territorial school census 
1 As this report is going through the press, the House of Representative!!, on the 14th· of May, 1884, 
passed the Senate bill providing a <1ivil government for Alaska, which was signed by the President on 
the 17th. • 
This act creates a governor at a salary of $3,000, a judge at $3,000, a district attorney at $~,500, a 
marshal at $2,500, a clerk at $2,500, four commissioners at $1,000 each and fees, and four deputy mar· 
shals at $750 each and fees. · 
These officers are appointed by the President, with tho exception of the deputy marshals, who are 
appointed by the marshal. 
Tho seat of govorm:Dent is established at Sitka. The four commissioners and four deputy marshals 
are to reside respectively at Sitka, Wrangell, Juneau, and Unalasbka. 
The laws of Oregon, so far as applicable, are extended over the district. A term of tho district 
court is to be held each year at Sitka, commencing on the first Monday of May, and one at Wrangell, 
beginning on the first Monday in November. No provision is made for a territorial legislature or a 
delegate in Congress. Tl;le general land laws of the United States are not extended over the country. 
The squatter rights of Indians and others are recognized. Mission stations are continued in the ·occu-
pancy of the 640 acres now clain1ed by them. The owners of mining claims can perfect their titles in 
the usual way. 
The governor is required to inquire into the operations of the Alaska C~ercial Company and 
annually report to· Congress the result of such inquiries and any and all violations by said company 
of the agreement existing between the United States and said company. 
The Secretary of the Interior is directed to select two of the officers, who, together with the gover· 
nor, shall constitute a commission to examine into and report upon tho condition of tho Indians residing 
in said Territory; what lands, if any, should be rcservetl for their nso; what provision shall be made 
for their education; what rights by occupation of settlers should be recognized, and all other facts 
that may be necessary t() enable Congress to determine what limitations or conditions should be im· 
posed when the land laws of the Unitccl States shall be extended to saicl district. 
The importation, manufacture, and sale of intoxicating liquors in said district, except for medicinal, 
mechanical, and scientific purposes, are prohibited. 
The Secretary of the Interior is direct1'ld to make needful and proper provision for the education of 
tho children of school age in the Territory of Alaska, without reference to race, until such time as 
permanent provision shall be made for the same, and the sum of $25,000 is appropriated for this 
purpose. 
Thus, after seventeen years of delay, a government has been secured for Alaska. In respect to this 
successful result this Bureau has endeavored to do its whole duty by obtaining trustworthy information 
in regard to the condition of the inhabitants antl their educa.tional needs, and by furnishing it to the 
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shows 10,283 youth of school age; but tbe num1)er attending schools, 'either public or 
private, i not givPn. More pnb1ic school t eachers were employed than dnring 1880-'81 
and $53,640 more were expended ou the schools. A uniform series of textbooks was 
adopted, which bad faci litated tl1e work of teacl1ers and tbe progress of their pupils. 
The superintendent says tho schools are in need of that general supervision which the 
insufficiency of legislative appropriation prevents him from giving, although required 
by law, and that they also need more local supervision than the probate judge, who 
aot.s as county superintendent, can find time to give. 
DAKOTA. 
Dakota reports a school population of 38,815, with 25,451, or about 65 per cent., en· 
rolled in 41 graded and 9t!1 ungraded public schools, 16 counties having failed tore· 
port in respect to aU those items. No comparison can be made between 1tl81 and1882, 
in respect to these points, in the absence of any report for the former year. The 
insufficiency of reports from this Territory is ascribed partly to the neglect of local 
supervisors and partly to a municipal system quite ·independent of territorial au-
thority, which is rapidly removing the more populous places from the superintendent's 
control. 
DIS'l'RiCT OF COLUMBIA. 
As the statistics of District schools have not been furnished for 1882, no comparison 
of the educational condition of the District between this year and1881, can be made, 
except in regard to the funds received and expende(l for public schools. Each of 
these figures in 1882 amounted to $579,31.2, against $555,644 receivod and $527;312 
expended in 18cll, an increase for the year of $52,000 applieu to public school pur-
poses. 
The city of Washington, with a white school population of 27,142, em:olled 17,306 
in public schools, of whoin 13,168 were in average daily attendance, besides 5,000 in 
private schools. Thepub1ic schools were taught 186 days, in 54 buildings, containing 
Government officers and to the people. In this effort Prof. W. H . Dall, of tho United States Coat;t Sur· 
vey, and Rev. G. H. Atkinson, D. D., of Oregon, were especially helpful. 
The report of this Office for 1870 had a notice of education in .Alaska, and year after yoa.r these no· 
tices were continued as data warranted. 
In 1876 the Commissioner of Education , as representative of tho Department of the Interior, ex· 
ponded a portion of the funds at hili control to secure a r epresentation of native life in A.laska for the 
Centennial E xposition at Philadelphia. 
In February, 1882, a. special report from this Office on education in Alaska, recommending an appro· 
priation of $50,000 for schools, was made to the Secretary of the Interior, and by birn fonvr. rtled to 
Congress through tho President. 
In 1877 Rev. heldon Jackson, D. D. , tmperintendent of Presbyterian missions for the Rocky Mount-
ain Territories, having had his attention called to .Alaska, visited the southeastern por tion, and 
tablished the fir t .American school in that section on the lOth of Augnst, 1877, w ith Mrs. A.. R. Me· 
}farland, as teacher. Lat<'r, he established Rchools at Sitka, Haines (Ch'ilkats}, 13oyd (lloonyahs}, 
and Jackson (Hydabs). Returning to th States, Dr. Jackson commenced au agitation to aroase the 
dormantpnblic sentiment of the country in l>ehnlfof ~~ gov roment and schools for Aln11ka. H e held 
public me tin:z in many of the leading cities :mel many of the promiuent town :~ from the Pacific to 
the tlantic, delivering from 1878 to 18 al>ont nine hundred ndt.lres. cs on .Alaska. He weut before 
committees of the :Forty- ixtb, Forty-.'eventh, and Forty-Eighth Congresilt:S, and wirh unflagging zeal 
aougbt to nli. t the inter t of co11~rr smc:n. He secured the ltenty cooperation of the missionary 
aocicti of th Baptist, Mcthorli~t, CoogTegational, Epi:~copal, J\1oraviao, and Pref!byterian chur hes. 
In 1880 l1e pnhli h(:d a book on .Alnt;ka, an<l on larch 23, 1 82, delivrre<l an a<lllrc·ss l>ofore t he 
D partm nt of . llJJOrintf'n!lPuco of the _·at ion a! J-:!lncationnl .\ <:Roc:intion, whicl1 was priulell b.'' 1 his 
Bnn an in 'irr.nbr of Inforrnatinn ~ ·o. 2, l 2. f this circular threr crlition!'l havo bren called for, 
making an a '!!reg:u CJf GO,OOO rnpit> . I>nring th . nmnwr of 1 :l, he vi itr•l the t wrnty-s<>cond :m-
nnalln Hing f th 'atirmal £r\nr·ationnl A. !lorhtiun of th Unit.-rl ."Inti's, the s contl _ ... ationnl Erln· 
tiona! .A emhly, anrl :l1 ."rotc tr·adu 1 'a oda:J.ms of \r·rmor1t, 'ew llnmJ•~ldJ·e, ~fa>~snrJnHICttR, 
aml Clnnr-c·lil"nt, a h nf wJ,j,•}, p . cl troog rr·~ul1:tion. a>~l-. in"' Cma~r ·q~ tn provirl n. ~IC'hool R.\'· tern 
fur .A 186ka. 
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244 rooms and 14,552 sittings for study, an increase of 115 in the number of seats pro-
vided, of 8'J9 in pupils enrolled, and of 530 in average attendance. 
IDAHO. 
There were 0,650youth of school age reported in 1882, but the number under in· 
struotion was not given. Two hundred teachers were employed in nublic schools, 25 
more than in 1881; men received $60 a month and women $50; $4G,855 were expended 
for public schools, about $2,000 more than the year before. . 
The superintendent complains of embarrassments resulting from defects in the 
school system and lack of funds. Being an ex officio superintendent, with only a part 
of his time for school work and no salary as superintendent, his supervision of school 
interests is necessarily imperfect, and the same is true of county superintendents . 
.Attention is also called to the absence of any provision for teachers' institutes, to 
the small pay of teachers and lack of care in selecting them, and to. thl\ short school 
terms, cov-.ering but 3 months in many districts. 
INDIAN TERRITORY. 
Ar,nong the 262,366 Indians reported in the United States, exclusiv~ of Alaska, there 
are, it is believed, over 44,000 within the school age, of whom upwards of 35,000 be-
long to tribal Indians and over 9,000 to the Five Nations in the Indian Territory. 
There were enrolled in school.a of all kinds 14,394 Indian. youth, or less than"'33 per 
cent. of the whole number, a loss for the year of 544 in the Five Nations and a gain 
of 646 among tho tribalindian.s. With this slightly increased attendance among the 
tribal Indians there was considerable advance in the nuUlber of teachers and mis-
,sionaries employed and in the whole expenditure for In<lian schools. All· the statis-
tics receivell, as also the concurrent reports, indicate a steady advance in Indian 
efluc~ tion. 
• MONTANA • With 10,484 youth Of school age, Montana reported 6,054 enrolled in public schools 
in 1882 and 3,!)58 in average attendance, an increase for the year of over 1,000 iil school 
population, of nearly that number enrolled in public schools, and of 758 in average 
attendance. There were 25 more schools t-aught; the average te.rm increased by 15 
days; more teachers were employ-ed at an increased salary, and $9,577 more were 
raiBed for school purposes, the last being due to the increased value of property, as 
th~ :rat'e oftq,xation was oue-t.enth of a mill less than durbJg the previous year. 
NEW M.EXICO. 
Education ·in New Uexico is far from flourishing. As there is no territorial super-
in ten dent and, ju fact, no system of public free schools, no statistic::~ are reported. 
UTA II. 
There were l1ere over 43,000 youth of school age and over 27,000, or nearly 63 per 
cent., en].'olled in public schools, with 17,594 in ayerage atteudauce, the ·latter being 
over 1,000 less than in 1881. Public schools were taught an a..vcrage of 139 days, one 
less than the previous year, and $13,726 less were ex ponded on them. although 14 more 
teachers were employed. Non-Mormon private schools reported decided gains. 
W ASIHNGTON TEHRITOitY ,l 
Tbe superintendent of instruction reports a prosperons condibon of the schools. 
Scheol distl'icts and school-houses increased in proportioJJ to the increase in polmla-
tion, school buildings were b tter tha.n they l1ad ever before been, and there was an 
incrl'asiug demand for bet.ter t achers. 
wYmnxo. 
This TPrritor.v seucls no report for 1882. Except as to the city of CbcyP1me, the 
latest inf-!1 nuttion rc•specting the schools is from the report for 1881 of the governor, 
Dr. J. W. Hoyt. Cheyenne bad 500 pupils enrolled during 1882 in a graded conrse of 
stndy, comprising 8 years Up to the high School, which offered 4 yearS.m<}l'C. 
1Tho Office is specially indebted to Rev. George H. Atkinson, D. D., for the full information obtained 
of the progress of education in Washington Tenitoq. 
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Table showing ccmtpamtive sclwol popnlation and enrolment of the 1vhite and colored races in 




a, In Delaware, in addition to the school tax collected from colored citizens, which has heretofore 
boon the only State appropriation for the support of colored schools, the legislature now appropriates 
nnnually $2,400 from the State treasury for educ:~.ting the colored children of the State; in Maryland, 
tltere is a biennial appropriation; in the District of Columbia, one-third of the school funds is set 
apat't for colored public schools; in South Carolina, the school moneys are distributed in proportion to 
tile average attenuance, without regard to race; and in the other States mentioned above, the school 
moneys are divided in proportion to the school population, without regard to race. 
bAs far as reported; se;eral counties failed to make race disti:llctions. 
c In1881. 
din 1880. 
e United States Census of 1880. 
JE timated. 
9 Four countie failing to report. 
h Tumber ot colored childr n in Kentucky between the ages of 6 and 20 a~cording to the United 
States Censu of 1880; in 1882 the school age for colored chJldren was changed by law from 6-16 to 6-20. 
i A.ccoriling to return for 1 80; since then the legal school age for colored children has been length-
ened by four yean. 
j For 1881; in 1882 th per capita of the white child of legal school age and the colored child of legal 
&ehool a e waa made the same, thus giving to the c~lored c~dren equal advantages with the white 
children in the common school fund of the State. · · · 
k Thirty-two counti s falling tor port. 
i Fif\tlen counties faili.ng to report. 
EDUCATION OF THE COLORED RACE. 
Statistics of institutions fm· the insfruct~on of the colorocl race for 1882. 
Name. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Rnst Normal Institute ......................... -.. . 
State Normal School for Colored Teachers ..••..••. 
Lincoln Normal University ....................... . 
Emerson Institute ................................ . 
Alabama Baptist Normal and Theological School . . 
Normal department of Talladega Colleg<• ......... . 
Tuskegee Normal School ............ .' ........... .. 
Southland College and Normal Institute .••..•.•... 
Branch Normal College of Arkansas Inunstrhil 
Universit.y. 
Location. 
Huntsville, .Ala ......... 
Huntsville, .Ala ..••..••. 
Marion, .Ala ............ 
Mobile, .Ala ............. 
Selma, .Ala . ............. 
Talladega, .Ala .......... 
Tuskegee, .Ala .......... 
Helena, .Ark ............ 


































Normal department of .Atlanta University ........ .Atlanta, Ga ............. Cong ..... .. .. .. 265 
Normal department of Clark University . • ........ Atlanta, Ga............. M. E . . • . . 7 176 
Haven Normal School ............................. ·waynesboro', Ga ....... Meth ............... .. 
Normal department of Berea College ........... ... Berea, Ky .............. Cong ..... s· 317 
Normal department of New Orleans University ... New Orleans, La ........ M. E ................ . 
Kormal department of Straight University ........ New Orleans, La ........ Cong. ;... 3 61 
Peabody Normal flchool for Colored Students .•.•.. New Orleans, La .••..••. Non-sect.. 2 34 
Baltimore Normal School for Colore<l TeJcbers .... Baltimore, MU. .......... Non-sect.. 6 150 
Centenary Biblir.al Institute....................... Baltimore, Md........ •• M. E .. . .. ab4 a96 
Normal department of Rust University............ Holly Springs. l.fiss . • .. M. E .. . .. 5 7-i 
Natchez Seminary ................................. Natchez, MisA .......... Bapt...... 5 164 
Tougaloo University ............................... Tougaloo, Miss ......... Cong ..... 12 247 
Lincoln Institute .... •• .. .. .. .. . •• .. . .. . ... . .. .. ... .Tefl'erson, Mo........... Non-sect.. 148 
State Normall3cbool for Colorell fltudents...... ... Fayetteville, N. C ...... Non-sect.. 3 123 
State Colore<l N onnal School .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. Franklinton, N. C...... Non-sect.. 4 75 
Whitin :IS ormal School . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. Lumberton, N. C . . • . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. 4 80 
New Berne State Normal School. .................. New Berne, N. C ....... Non-sect.. 4 95 
Plymouth State Colored Normal School. ........... Pl,yruonth, N. C ........ Non-sect.. a3 a91 
St . .Augustine's Normal School.. ................... Ra1eigh, N.C ........... P. E ................. . 
ShawUniver:sity ................................... Raleigh, N.C ........... Bapt ..... . 6 133 
State Colored Normal School ....................... Salisbury, N. U ......... Non-sect .. 2 65 
Normal School. .................................... 'Wilmington, N.C ...... Cong .... . a6 a236 
Wilberforce Univerllit.y, normal dep:ntment . ... : .. \Vilberforcc, Ohio ...... M. E ... .. 1 7 
(nstitute for Colore1l Youth ..................•..... Philadelphia, ra ........ Frlenus .. . 7 257 
Avery Normal Institute........................... Charleston, S. C . .. .. ... Cong ... .. 11 306 
Normal department of Brainerd Institute .....• . ... Chester, S. C ...•.•••••• Pres b ...•. a3 a40 
Normal department of Allen University ........... Columbia, S.C .......... Af. M. E .. 3 200 
Normal School of Clatlin University............... Orangeburg, S. C . . . . . . . M. E . .••. 6 100 
.FairfiE,ld Normal Institute ........................ , W1nnsboro', S.C ....... Presb .... . 5 415 
The Warner Institute ............................. Jonesboro', Tenn . ...... ]'rieuds ... 100 
Knoxville College ................................. Knoxville, 'renn ........ Presh ... . 7 137 
l!'reedmen's Normal Institu te.... .................. Jlfar_yville, 1'enn . .. .. .. Friends ... G 237 
LeMoyneNormallnstituto ........................ MemphiA,Tenn ......... Cong .... . 9 265 
MorristownSeminary .............................. JllorristoWII, Tenn ...... M.E ... .. 3 175 
Central Tennessee Collo,ge, norm:tl t1rpartment . . . . Nas1JYille, Tonn . . . . . . . . M. E .... . 7 184 
Nashville Normal an<l_'l~l~eologi~al I~stituto ....... 
1 
~ashv~lle, :l:rmt ...... -- ~ llapt ....•. 
Normal department of J• JSk Umverstiy ............ 
1
1-i aslrnlle, Icun . . .. .. . . Con« ... .. 
Tillotson Collegiate and Xormal IURtitttte ... ...... Austin, Tex .... ........ 
1 




a In 1881. b FQr i~-11 departments, 
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Statistics of institutions for tltr iustl'lwliou uf the co7or!·cl 1·acc fol' 1H82- Continued. 
X:1me. Location. 
--~----------------------~--l---------------1--------l------
NOilMAL SCHOOLS- Continued. 
State Normal Subool of Texas for Colored Students. Prairie View, Tcx: ...... N'on-sect ........... .. . 
Hampton Normnl awl .J..gricultm·al Institute ti... Hampton, Va...... .. . . . Cong .. . .. b52 b501 
St. Stephen's ,Norlllal ;uul Thcologic:tl School ...... Petersburg, Va ...•.• •• . J>. E...... 8 270 
Virgipia Norma,! aud Co)logiato lustituto .......... l'cterslmrg, Va ......... Non-sect._ .......... .. 
Richmond Nonual Sclwvl. ....•..•..••..••.•••..•.. Riulm10ud, Va .......... - Nou-sect .. 
Stor~r College .... , ................. ...... ....... llm·pcr'8 Ferry, W.Va . ....... : ... . 
Miner Nurrnal SI'IH)Ol ............................... iVa;;hiugtou, D.C ...... Non-sect .. 
Nonulll clepartlllr.IIt of IIow;ml UniYerRity ........ ·wasllington, D.C ...... Non-s(lct .. 









Total .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . • . . . .. . . . . . . • . . • . . .. . . . . .. . . . . • . • . . . 307 8, 509 
l:X"'TI'fUTJOl'i> liOH l'J•:C'O:\DAltY HiSTlWCTlON. 
TrinityN'onualSchovl . ......... .................. Atbens. Al:t ........ ., •. Non-sect .. c2 c216 
Dadeville S~minnry • • . . . • . .. . .. . . . . . • .. . .. . . . .. . .. Dado,· iJle, Ala ................................ .. 
Lowery's Industlial Acat1emy ...................... Huut.svillc, Ala ......... Christian . 4 105 
Talladega. College .................................. Talladega, .A.b .......... Coug... ... 14 200 
Pllilander Smith C()llege................. .... • . .. . . Little Hoel~ • .Ark........ M. E ................. . 
·walden Scmiuar.r ... , ............................ , LittloHock, .A.rk ....... M.E ..... ..... .. 
Cookmaniu. titnto ..... ...... . ..................... .Jacksonville, Fla ....... M. E...... G 1()6 
Florida.Joslitnt.o ................................... Live Oak, Fla ........... Bapt...... 4 117 
.A tlauta Baptist FetnA le Srnd u:try,................. Atlanta, Ga....... ...... Bapt..... .. ........ . . 
Atlanta Bapti~t Seminary ............. , ........... Ath1nta, Ga...... ....... Bnpt...... 4 113 
Storrs Scl10ol .. . . .. .... .. . ... . • . .. .. . . .. ••• •• ... . .. .A.tlanta, Ga.. ........... Con g...... 325 
Howard Normai.II:stitnte ....................... ... CuLJ1bert, Ga ........... Non-sect.. 132 
La Grange Semiuary...... . ... ..• . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. J"a Grange, Ga.......... M. E...... 2 116 
Lewis High School ................................ :Jfacon, Ga .............. Coug...... 4 19() 
Beach ln~tit.nto ................................... S<tvllnnab, Ga ........... Coug...... 6 296 
Freedmen's AcaclPmy ofKn1111ns .............. ..... Dunlap, Kans ........... .Ass. Presb ..... .. 
Normal aml Theological In ·ntute .................. Louisville, Ky .......... Bapt...... 9 102 
LaTuche emlnary ...... ...... .............. : ..... LaT'•che,La . ........... Non-sect.. 295 
Sli . .Joseph's Da.y aud Boarding .A.cademy fm· Young Opelousas, La .................................. . 
La<lics of Color. 
St. Francis' Academy . .•. . . .... .. . . . . . . . . • • • . . . .. . . l3altimore, Md . . . . ••.... R. C . . . . . . .... .. eGO 
MeridiJin Academy ................................ Ueridian, Miss ....... , •. M. E.. .... c2 clOO 
cotia.:eruiuary .................................... Concord, N.C ........... Presb..... 10 224 
Bennett. minary .................................. Greensl10ro', N.C ....... M.E...... 151 
Wasbinwtou School ......... ..... ........... ....... Raleigb, N.C .................................. . 
.A.lbany Ent •rplis Ac.-tdemy ...................... .A.lbany, Ohio ........... No~·sect.. 3 60 
Poly ccllnic nurl Industrial Institute ............... I Blufl'ton, S.C ............ Non-sect.. 10 357 
Wallinrrfonl r:ulcmy .............................. Charleston, S.C ......... Presb..... 7 612 
"Braincrtl In till:to . ................................ Chet~ter, S.C ............ Pros b..... 8 300 
B ncdict In. titnlo ..... ............................ Columbia, S.C .......... Bnpt... ... 230 
P<·nn School ....................................... Frogmoro, S.C ........ .. Non-fleet.. 21! 
B~ w r :o11nnl. rhool. ................ ...... ...... Gr euwoorl, S.C ............................... . 
We. t T nne . c ."cmlinnry ......... .............. .. Mn. on, Tenn .......... ;. M. E...... c2 c15 
.·ew Ilnpl' Al•a<lrmy .............. . ................ .A.Ito, Tex ............... M.E ...... 101 
,, In :vldil inn to IJH· nhl givlln hy tlle Ameriran Mi flionnry AI!I!Oeiation, this institnle is aided from 
tl1 inrnmc ,r Virgiuin':i aurit-nltur<il college laml full(], 
b l:'or alll!l'JIIlr m1·nt:i. 
c In 1 1. 
EDUCATION 01•' THE COLORED RACE. LI 
Statistics of ·i11Stitutious j'o1· tf,c iusl1'lr<:tiou of tl:e colored 1 ace ./lA' 1882-Continued. 
a)~ 
'Co a) 
a:~ .8 2 !\a mo. Location. P;::~ Q c.,. ;::1 
'E'£3 ~ <I) 
;;~ 
'0 
r1) E >::: H H rn 
lNSTITUTIOXS 1<011 SECO~DARl" J~STitUCl'IOX-ConL\1. 1 
--------- 1----- -----
West Texas Conferenr·e Seminary................ t\n tin, Tex: ..... : ...... ....................... . 
J'ones Male and Female Institute .................. I Goliau, Tox: .. ........... Non-sect.. 4 130 
Houston Seminary ............................ .. ... IIouston, Tcx: ......... .. 11£. E ...... 2 151 
Eishot> Baptist Collegu ...... -~..................... Marshall, Tex: ...•.•.... Bapt ...... 8 298 
Wiley University .................................. ~L11·shnll. Tox ........ .. M.E ...... 4 282 
Paris School ....................................... I'ari;;, Tex .............. ~.E ................. . 
SchoolofthoBluestouoMission .................... Abbyville, Va .......... U.Presb.. 4 316 
Thyne Institute ................................... Chase Cit.y, Va, ••....•.. U. Presb .. 4 218 
Richmond Institute ....••••••.••..•........•....... Richmond, Va .......... Bnpt...... "124 
Indian University .••...•..•••••.••••••..••••...... Tahlequah, Ind. Tor .... Bapt.. .... 68 
Total ................................................................. . 
U~lYERSI'l'JES AND COLLEGiiS. 
Atlanta University ..••.•..•.••.....•..•........... Atlanta , Ga . ........... . 
Clark University ...•...••..•••...•..••.•.....•.... Atlanta., Ga . .....••.•••. 
E erea. College b...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Berea, K.Y .••...•••••••• 
Leland University ...........•.......•....•.•...... New Ol'loans, La ...... . 
New Orleans University ........................... New Orleans, La ....... . 
Straight University ............................... New Orleans, La ...... .. 
Rust University ................................... Holly Spring:i, Uiss .. .. 
.Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College ...... Rodney, Miss . ......... . 
l3iddle University .......... ....................... Charlotte, N.C ....... .. 
Sba.w University ......•.••.•.•••..•.•......•...••. Raleigh, N.C ......•.•.. 
Wilberforce University ....•......•.•.......•.••••. Will.Jorforco, Ohio ..... . 
Lincoln University................................ J,incolu Uni~ersity, Pa .. 
Allen University .................................. Columbia, S.C ......... . 
Claflin University and College of Agriculture ..... Orangeburg, S.C ..••••. 
Central Tennessee College ...•.••...•.•.•.•••..•.•. Naslwillo, Tenn ..•...•. 
Fisk University .... .• ... . .• . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Nashville, Tenn .....••. 
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute ...... Hampton, Va .......... . 
Howard University b .............................. Wa~hington, D. C ..... . 
Total ....••...•......••.•.•.•.•.•••..•..•••.. 
SCITOOLS OF THEOLOGY. 
Alabama llaptiRt Normal and Theologieal School.. Selma, Ala .............. 
Theological department of Talladega College ....... Talladega, Ala .......•.. 
lnRtitute for the Education of Colored Ministers .. Tuscaloosa, Ala ........ 
Gammon Theological Seminary (Clark University). Atlanta, Ga ............. 
Normal and Theological Institute ................. Loui~dlle, Ky ..•....... 
Theological departmPnt of Lola.nrl Unl>C'rRit.y .... . Now Orleans, La ........ 
Theological departnwntof New OrlnanR Uuiversily. NcwOrlC'ans, T-a ........ 
Theological dcpartm cut of Straight University .... Nrw OrleanR, La ......... 
Centenary Biblical ln'ltitnte ....................... Raltirnoro. Mel. .• .' ...... 
Nat{}bez Srminary ..... ........... ... .............. Natchez, 1\fiRR .....•.... 
Theological <lepartmcut oflliudle UJliYrrllity ...... ULa.rlotto, N.C ..•..•••.. 








Non-sect .. · 
Prosb ..•.. 
B~pt.. .... 
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b ThiR institution i ;f open to both races, and tlto figures arc known to inclncle some whites. 
cin 1881. 
ci Reported with normal ecbool~: 
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SCHOOLS OF TnEOLOGY -Continued. f 
~ 
Theological department of Shaw Uni~ersity .... ..• : Raleigh, N. C ........... Bapt...... 4 50 
Theological Seminary of \Vilbarforce University ... Wilberforc0, Ohio ....... .Af. M. E . .. .......... . 
Theological department of Lincoln University .... : Lincoln University, Pa .. Pres b..... a5 a14 
:Henedict Institute................................. Columbia, S. C . . .. .. .. .. Bapt...... /JG 33 
Theological clepartment of Allen University ....... Columbia, S. C .. .. . • .. .. .Af. M. E . . 2 
Baker Theological Institute (Claflin University) .. :, Orangeburg, S.C........ M. E ................. . 
Nashville Nol'Dlal and Theological Institute ....... , Nashville, Tcnn .. • • .... Bapt.. .. . . blO 86 
Theological course in Fisk Uni~ersity ... .... ...... ; Nashville, Tcnn ........ Cong .... . 
Theological dop:utment of Central Tennessee Col- : Nashville, Tenn .... . ... M. E ..... . 
lege. 
Theological department of Blshop Baptist College.. Marshall, Tex........... B:1pt ..... . 
Richmondlnstitute .. .............................. Richmond, Va .......... Bapt .... .. 
Theological (}apartment of Howard University . ... Washi11gton, D. C ....... Non-sect .. 
Wayland Seminary................................ Washington, D. C....... Ba1)t ..... . 
Total. ............................. . 
scnoor.s OF J,Aw. 
Law department of Rtraight Uni~crRity. ..• New Orleans, La .................. .. 
Law department of .Allen niver!\it.y.............. Colnm bi:t, S.C ..................... . 
Law devartm nt of Central Tenno11sre College .... Nashville, Tenn ................... . 



















Total.............................................................................. 16 53 
BCITOOLS Oll' MEDICDiE. 
Leonard Medical School (• haw University) ........ Raleigh, N.C....................... 1 
MeharryMedicalD partmentofCentral'.rennessee Nashville, Tenn......... ............ 13 29 
College. 
Medical department of Howard University .•••••.. Washington, D. C....... ...... .... .. 9 ()3 
'CHO:t;~·~:·;,~~-~~~-~~.·~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~-~ .. · .......................... ..••...•.... 231 ~ 
Georgia Institution fortheDeafand Dumb (colored Cave Spl'ing, Ga ............................... . 
department). 
Georgia cad my for tlle Blind (colored depart-
ment). 
::U: ryland ehool for the Colored Blind and Deaf-
::U:nt e. 
Macon, Ga ............................... . c2 
Baltimore, Md • • • • • • . • • . .. • .. • . . . .. . 5 
Mi ~il!. ippiin itn ion for the EducatiCJ1l of the Jackson, Miss.......... • • •. . • •• . . . . .. . . .. a14 
D f and Dumb (colored llep rtmcnt) . 
.. .'ortb Carolina Ins itution folr the Deaf and Dumb Raleioh, N. C........... . .. • . • ... .. . b15 60 
and tb TIIind (colorell tlPpartment). 
Tenne e '<'hool f"r th<· nlincl ( o!or d clepart- Na hville, Tenn ......................... . 
ment). 
Total. ....................................... j ................................ ······1--w: lls 
a In 1 1. bFor all d '(>artments. oin 1880. 
EDUCATION OF THE COI"ORED RACE. LUI 
S1wmwry of statistics of instittttions jo1· the instl'uction of the colored moe for 1882. 
States and Territories. 
Alabama ..............••...•.•••...... 
Arkansas .... .................•....... . 
Delaware ............................. . 
Florida ............................... . 
Georgia ............................... . 
l'uulic schools. 
176, 538 I 60,47!) 
60,113 23, 13!) 
4,152 2, 544 
47, 583 27,012 
234, 88!) !)5, 055 
N onual schools. 
31 1, 050 
2 11 42!! 
7 441 
Kansas ......................................................................... . 
Kentucky............................. !!4, 578 20,223 1 8 317 
Louisiana.............................. 142, 100 23, 500 3 5 !J5 
Marylanu.. ....... .... . . .... .. . .. . . .. . . 74, 102 28, 934 2 10 246 
Mississippi . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 253, 212 125, 633 3 22 485 
Missouri........ ....................... 41, 700 24, 838 1 148 
North Carolina........................ 176,836 88,236 9 32 80S 
Ohio ..• .•......•.....••.••..•.•.• .•. · ....•••.•.•••••.•.•••.••. 1 1 7 
Pennsylvania .......................... . .................... . 7 2G7 
South Carolina......................... 167, 829 80, 575 5 28 1, 061 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . 140, 815 56, 676 8 49 1, 691 
Texas . ••. . . ..... .• . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57, 510 37, 781 2 50 
Virginia..... .......................... 2-10, 080 85, 328 4 62 820 




4 20 611 
2 ............ . 
2 10 313 
7 
·--"r~~~~ 1 
. !l 192 
2 6 255 
GO 
2 100 
...... ...... ······ 
15 375 
3 60 
....... ......... ........ 
6 40 1, 722 
1 75 
7 1!! 9G2 
3 13 G58 
District of Columbia........ .......... . 13, 945 0, 583 14 284 ................. . 
Indian Territory .... ..•................ .:..:..:.:.:.:..:..:...:..:.:. :..:..:..:.:.:.:..:..:..:. .:..:.:.::.:.I.:..:..:.:.:.:. I:.:.:.:.:...::..:..:. __ 1 ___ a_ ~ 
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 94~, ~72 802, 082 1 5G I 307 I 8, 509 I 43 167 6, 632 
States. 




ogy. Schools of law. 
--------- - - - ----.---1- -..,.-----;---
rn ~ r.ri ~ ~ ~ 'C ~ rn 0 
0 .n <P rn ~ 
~ 
0 .g s 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 
·p, c::: c:s ~ <3 <P "' .g <P ~ 0 U1 E-1 H U1 E-1 P-; U1 E-1 P-; 
------------- - - --
80 ................. . 
Arkansas ................................ . ......................... . .... .. ....................... . 
Delawaro ....................................................................................... .. 
Florida ........................................................................................... . 
Georgia. • • • .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . 2 i 50 1 . .. • .. . .. • • . . .. • .. .. • . .. . .... . 
Kansas ........................................... . .......................................... ······ 
Kentucky................................. 1 104 1 9 10 .......... .. 
Louisiana .. . .. • . . • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. 14 345 65 4 20 
lliryland .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 4 30 ................ .. 
Mi!sissippi.............. ...... ............ 2 12 5:!G 5 30 ................ .. 
~Iissouri ........................................................................................ .. 
~-orth Carolina............................ 2 21 306 2 8 106 ................. . 
Ohio .................................... .. 
P ennsylvania .................... _. ....... . 
South Carolina . ........•.................. 











...... ......... . .......... 
....... ........ . ..... 
1 3 8 
1 I 5 
LIV REPORT OF 'l'IIE COMMISSIONER Ol!, EDUCATION. 
· Summary of statistics of institutions for the i11struction_ of the colo1·ed mce f()i·· 1882-Cont'd. 
I 
Schools oflaw. Unb·er>~itics and Scltoolli of theol-collcges. ogy. 
Stalo~ aiJt1 'rel'l itorirs. 
~ ,; ~ 
~ :~ g ~ s 
Statc·s null 'renitod~s. 
~ ;::.. ..Q g 'P. 
~ ~ w ~ ~ 
Geor.,.·n I -... -... -...... - 2 =~-~ . ,..! ................................................................ . 
Mnrylnud ......................... :. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . .. . . . . . . • . • . • • • . . 1 5 32 
M!ssi~~ii'Pi..... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •• . . . • . .. . . . . •. •. . 1 14 
North Caroliua..... .... ... . . ... .. . .......... ...... .••••.. .. . .. . 1 1 15 60 
Tenn ~!leo........ ....... ...................................... 13 20 1 8 
Dl!!trictofCohuuh!a ........................................... __ 1_l __ o_~=~ ~=._:. 
Total. ........................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . 31 23 I 125 I 6 20 116 
Table slwu:i119 tlw 111Wtbe1· of schoolq jo1· the colored ?'ace awl em·olment in them by institn· 
tioniJ, 1ritlwut 1·ejerence to States. 
------ -------
Class of in!!litutious. 
Public . chool. 
Nonnalach ol11 ............ _ ............................................... . 
In tlttition fo1· · ronllary instruction .................................... .. 
Univer iti<· ancl coil ~es .................. ................................ . 
Schools of lhcolo •y ....................................................... _. 
boo! of law ............................................................ .. 
bool ofm<•clkin ...... ......... ................... ...................... . 



















Total ................................................................. --16,086 ---821,3 0 
CONDITION OP EDUCA'l'ION IN THE SOUTH. LV 
"" 
:From the table of comparative tstatistics of education in the South it appears that 
tho white sehoul population of 16 States and the DisLrict of Colnin hi a is 4,046,956 and 
enrolment i11 pnl1lic schools 2,249,26:~, the increase over the same as reported in 1881 . 
ueiug, t08lJocti.vely, 92,:~56 :111<.1 14,386. The colored school population is 1,944;572; 
enrolment, 80:Z,V82; the increase, respectively, 1!5,385 and fi10. 
For Delaware, Kentncky, Loaisiaua., Mississippi, and the District of Columbia the 
ilgurC:'s for euro1mcut are the same as in 1881; Alabama,, Floriua, Georgia, Missouri; 
South Carolina, Virginia., an•l ·west Virginia report increased enrolment for both 
race!!; Arkansas and Notth Carolina, increase for the whites only; Maryland, for the 
colorerl. only; .while in 'l'exas and Tennessee. the enrolment for both races is less than 
tha~ reported in 11:l81. In the latter State marked. .vrogress a.ppears again in 1883. If 
we turn to the report for 18713-;77, the first year in which the table under consideration 
was attempted, we shall see clearer evidence of the remarkable work that has been ac-
complished in the Southern States: as compared with the numbers reported in 1876-'7'7, 
white school population shows increase of 13 per cent.; enrolment, of 23 per cent. Col- . 
ored school population shows increase of 28 per cent. ; enrolment, increase of 40 per 
cent. Dming the same time the expe111liture for public schools in these States and 
the District of Columbia has been steadily increasing. For the successive years since. 
1878, tho first year for which a separate statement of t.he amount was given, the 
expenditure has been as follows: 1878, $11,760,251; 1879, $12,181,602; 1880, $12,475,044; 
1881, $13,359,784; 1882, $14,8~0,9'72. ' 
1'he increase in enrolment and funds corresponds to a radical change in the sen4 
timent of the people. A free impartial system of education is recognized as indispen-
sable.to the future prosperity of the States, and there is a very geneml disposition to 
establish schools and to make like provision for both races. I1ouisiana appears now 
to be the only one of the States under consideration in which the prospect is in the 
main discouraging. · 
By reference to the table it will be seen that both races now sbare alike in the 
school fund, excepting in Delaware, Maryland, and the District of Columbia, in which 
special provision is made for the colored race, and in South Carolina, where the basis 
of apportionment is the same for each race but the amounts realized depend upon the 
extent to vrhich the people avail themselves of the provision by absolute attendance 
upon tho schools. Since ·the date of my last report, Kentucky has abolisbed all dis-
crimination uetween. the ra.ces in respect to the ' distribution of the school funds, th~ 
act to that effect bearing elate April, 1882. In view of this action in Kentucky, it is 
to be hoped that the disposition manifested in some other States to adopt similar 
invidious distinctions will yield to better counsels. 
While the disposition to deal impartially with both races in respect to school pro-
vision is so general in the Southern States, it will be noticed that the proportion of 
the colored school population eurolled in the schools is very much less than that of 
thew !Jite school population. The reasons are apparent to every one pertionally famil-
iar with the situation of affairs in this section. There are few school buildings for 
the use ()f the colored people, the supply of teachers is extremely limited, while the 
poverty of the people, their irregular habits, an(l capricions moods interfere withJheir 
school attendance, especially in the country districts. These are, howe,fer, all minor 
difficulties, the most serious ob ta.cle to the pmctical fulfilment of the school laws in 
the Southern States being the want of funds. 
It is unnecessary to repeat here the proofs of tl1e s1 ::ttement that tl1e Southern 
States cannot of +,hemselvcs bear the whole bmuen of the instruction and develop-
ment of the freedmen: the fact is admitted; the responsibility of the nation in the 
matter is admitted; there ~ppcars to he an overwhelming sentiment in the country 
in favor of n.ppropriations from the Natioonl Treasury to meet t.he emergency, and 
a determined effoJ.·t will be made to secure from Congress at its next session the 
measnre of relief clesire(l. 'l'he preparation of teachers for tho colored schools is at 
present the lllost important eml to be acc(;m:plished. The special prov .is ion for this 
LVI REPORT OJ!' THE COMMISSIONER OJ!' EDUCATION. 
training is set forth in the tallle of normal schools, which gives a total of 56 schools, 
having 8,509 stuclents and 307 instructors, as against 47 schools, with 7,621 students 
and 258 instructors, in 1881. The schools for secondary instruction, colleges, univer-
sities, and schools of theology also contribute to this work of preparing teachers. It 
will be seen that all classes of schools for the colored people above the elementary 
grade depend largely for their support upon the various religious denominations, 
whose zeal and liberality in the cause of the elevation of the freedmen COJ\Itinue with. 
out abatement. ' 
Schools of law number 4, with 16 instructors and 53 students, as a.gains't 3 schools, 
with 12 instructors and 45 students, in 1881. One additional school of medicine is re-
ported, with a total for the 3 schools of 2~ instructors aud 125 students, as against 18 
and 116, respectively, in 1881. The total number of schools of all classes reported is 
16,086, a.gainst 17,375 in 1881. The en.rolment is greater than that reported in 1881, 
·'Viz, 821,380, as against 818,365. 
Since my last report two notable benefactions llavo been made to promote ednca-
tion in the Southern States: 
In March, 1882, John F. Slater, of Norwich, Conn., gave $1,000,000 to several gentle-
men in trust for the education of the freedmen of the South. Dr. A. G. Haygood 
, was 'appointed general agent for the distribution of the fund, and entered at once 
11pon a careful investigation of the :field. Although his first report llas not yet been 
:published, lle has already given some indication of the action he will recomn1end. 
The need of provision for the industrial training of the freedmen is especially empha-
sized by Dr. Haygood. 
In June, 18 2, Mr. Paul Tulane, of Princeton, N.J., executed a trust deed convey-
ing to certain persons incorporatecl under the name of "Tlle Administrators of the 
Tulane Education l!'nn<l" certain real est a to in the city of. IS" ew Orleans, La., for the 
promotion and encouragement of intellectual, moral, and industrial education among 
the white persona in the city of New Orleans, and for the advancement of letters, the 
arts, and sciences therein. In 1883 this gift was increased by a further donation in 
casll, stocks, and llonus. The total value of the benefaction is placed at $701,926. 
PEABODY FUND. 
Table showing the amo'Unt ancl disposition of the sums <lisbm·sel1 front the Peabody fund from 




North Carolina .... 
ljl4-, 750 
2, 700 
1~9· -~ ~~ ~ 1873. ~~5._ 
$12,700 $10, 300 
6,350 7, 650 
7, 800 3, 050 
9, 000 6, 000 
1, s.so 6, 950 
5, 700 5, ()50 










$3U, 700 $31, 7GO $23,350 
9,750 14,300 16,900 
1, GOO 200 100 
13,750 6,500 9, 750 
7, 700 9, 900 1, 800 
6, 000 9, 700 2,200 
6, 800 6, 700 5,4-00 
PEABODY FUND. LVII 
Table shorrittg the amount antl disposition of the sums c1isburseclfl'Orn the Peabody fund-
Continued. 
------~~~~~~- -~~~--1880. ~~~~ Totul. 
Virginia........... $17, 800 $18, 250 $15, 350 $0, 850 $G, 800 $5, 150 $3, 234 $241, 634 
North Carolina.... 8, 050 4, !100 4, GOO 6, 700 3, 050 4,125 6, 485 112, 46<i 
South Carolina.... 4, 150 4, 300 3, 600 4, 250 2, 700 4, 050 5, 375 47, G25 
Georgia .... ,......... 3. 700 4, 000 G, 000 G, 500 5, 800 5, 300 8, 590 103.252 
Florida............ 1, 000 G, 500 3, 900 3, 000 ·2, 6oo 2, 000 3, 725 63, 675 
Alabama . •. . . . . . . . 5, 500 3, 700 1, 100 3, 600 1, 200 1, 800 5, 075 68, 225 
Mississippi........ D, !)50 5, 000 600 4, 000 4, 200 3, 950 4, 275 75, 60i 
LoniHiana.. .. . . . . . . 2, 000 2, 000 8, 000 7, c;:;o 4,,2~ 1, 700 5, 000 83, 300 
Texas . ... . . . .... .. 4, 450 10, 800 8, 550 7, 700 27, 500 10, 800 17, 500 90, G50 
Arkansas.......... 1, 000 6, 300 6, 000 5, GOO 7, 200 J 4, 000 5, 075 88,475 
Tennessee......... 10,100 · 15,850 14, 600 12,000 10,900 11 5, 500 12,800 247,450 
West Virginia..... 8, GOO 6, 810 5, 050 4, 000 2, 000 2, 000 2, 300 123, 060 
~rotal. ....•.. ----;~ -;~ -;~2-; ----;,-;-·,---;~~~ ~;,; ~~~~~ 
The disbursements from the Peabotly fnnd amount for 1882 to $80,334~ a larger sum 
than has been reported in any single year since 1877. In addition to the substantial 
aid afforded by the money an immense impetus has been given to the cause of educa-
tion by the efforts or'the general a.gent, Hon. J. J.1. M. Curry, LL.D. Legislation has 
been stimulated by his eloquent appeals, while his counsel has determined many prac-
tical details of school organization an.d his vigilant supervision has been felt through-
out the States participating in the benefit of the fund. A striking evidence of the 
estimation in which the service of the board of trustees and the personal influence of 
the general agent are held is furnished by a memorial of May 3, 1883, addressed to 
tho trustees of the Peabody fund by certain citizens of Louisville, Ky. The memo-
rialists pray that Kentucky may henceforth he included in the operations of the board 
and that the general agent &hall be auth01·ized to address the Kentucky legislature 
on the subject of education, " laying before them the results of his reflection and ex-
perience on this great subject." 
The prosperity of the Normal College, Nashville, Tenn., seems to be permanently 
a sured. Dr. Curry reports th~Lt- · 
The Normal College seems to be acquiring, by its excellence of instruction and m:tn-
agement, a stronger hold upon the people of 'rennessee. " * " Tho State board of 
education., at their meeting in June, assured the Peabody trustees of their hearty 
cooperation iu efforts to promote the success of the college ancl to elevate the sta.ndard 
of education, and they memorialized the legislature to appropriate $10,000 to the 
Normal College and $2,500 to the Colored Normal Institute. 
The State board petitions the trustees of the Peabody fnnd to grant scholarships to 
Tennessee on the same footing as they a.re granted to other States, which request Dr. 
Curry advises the l>oanl to gra.ut whenever ancl so long as Tennessee shall give an-
nually to the college $10,000 ii·ee from all incumbrances. The amount of the Peabody 
fund devoted to. Na ·hville scholarHhips for the year ending October 1, 1882, was 
'18,525, in addition to which sum $9,000 were appropriated to the college. 
The course pursued by the trustees and the agent of the Peabody fund in concen-
trati ngthe money upon the training of teachers has accomplished more than any other 
single agent in creating throughout the South a just appreciation of the paramount 
importance of this part of public school work. 
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o cc : 8 
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~ 3 ~ w i--~---:-~~~~1 
! d § ! ~.:t:wi ~ I'! ; :. 
~ ~c ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ • ~ ~ 
'2 ~--· g. ~ ~ ~ ;;: ~] "'~ 
8: ,::, ~ ~ ] ~ j II ~] ~n] 
~ [o ~ -~ g ~ § .:< ~ 
Pupils. 
E-1 H riJ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ .,q 
l----1----l--2 3 4 ----;---6----;-·-;1--9-- 1.0 
::::: ~:: ::::: -:: :: ~: I :: j::: I ::::: ::: Little nook, Ark* .... . I.os Angt-l€1s, Cal* ... .. 
Oakland, Cal ......... . 
4 San Francisco, Cal ..•. 
5 San J os6, Cal. ....... .. 
6 Stockton, Cal.. ....... . 
Denver, Colo., n of city* 
8 Lead dUe, Colo* ...... . 
Bridgeport, Conn ..... . 
10 Danumy, Conn ....... . 
11 De1by, Conn* . ....... .. 
12 1 GrlleJiwich, Conn .••••. 
13 1 Hartford, Conn ....... ~ 
14 I Meriden, Conn ....... . 
15
1 
Middletown, Conn .... . 
16 Nnw Britain, Conn ... . 
17 New Haven, Conn ... .. 
18 X ew London, Conn* .. . 
1!J Norwalk, Conn* ....•.. 
20 Norwich, Conn* .••.... 
21 Stamford, Conn .••••••. 
22 I Wat~tbnry, Conn ... .. 
23 Windham, Conn .... .. . 
24 Wilmington, Del* .... . 
~5 Jrpy West, Fla e .••••• 
26 .Atianta, Ga ......... .. 
2'/ Augusta, Ga• ....... .. 
28 Columu;.~s, Ga. ........ . 
29 ),fac~n. Ga. .......... .. 
30 :avannah, Ga ........ . 
31 Bellc>ille, I I ........ .. 
32 Bloomlngton, Ill ..... ·I 
23 Chic a o, lll ......... .. 
34 D~atur. Ill .......... . 
55 Elgin, Ill w ............. ~ ... . 
:lG :Frel'port, Ill ....... .. .. 
37 .:ralP. Ulll'l!, lJit ...... .. 
3a Jack OD\'ill~>, Ill" .... .. 
~9 Juliet., IU' ............ . 
34,555 5-17 8, 608 ]6 6, 347 136 20() 7, 262 5, 033 
233, u;;o G-17 5G, S8o 70 ....... ·. 687 (2o8 40, 752 30, 827 
12, 567 5-17 3, 323 6 40 ;195 2, 422 1, 590 
10, 282 5-17 2, 310 8 1, 858 34 192 2,187 1, 390 
35, 029 G-21 a5, 700 7 3, 000 67 
1
186 . 4, 087 2, 730 
I 
14, 820 G-21 
20,148 4.-HI 
11, 606 4-16 
11, 650 4-16 
7, 892 4-16 
42, 551 4-16 
18,340 4-16 
11,732 4-1il 
13, 979 4-16 
61,388 4-16 
10, 537 4.-16 
13, 956 4-Hl I 
21,113 4-16 
l1 ,297 4-16 
20, 270 ,4-16 
8, 261 4-16 
42,478 G-21 
10,940 G-21 
37, 40!) ()..18 
21, 8!Jl ()..18 
10, 123 I {)..)8 
12,740 0-18 
30,709 ()..18 
);), 40l I {)..21 
17, 180 ()..21 
5u3, 1 .j I ()..2t 
0, 547 ()..21 
8, 787 1 ~21 
8, 516 C-21 
11,437 C-21 
10, !i27 1 ()..21 
16,14!) ()..21 
~ :: --~~ .. -~:-~~~. :: j'<O 
~:~~: ----~- :::::::: :~ 1' ~~~-
9, GOO 16 6, 365 (l152 .... 
4, 515 13 2, 583 53 19G 
2, 712 ..... . ........ d46 
3, 528 10 1, 8/3 36 186 
15, 374 31 10, 182 252 200 
2,0()0 ...... ........ 41 ... . 
3, l:lG ...... ........ 42, .. .. 
5, 073 ...... ........ d08 ... .. 
2, 730 .............. . d351--· 
5,144 ...... ........ d581 .. .. 















19 5, 864 116 11!)3 
*G 20 151 
4, 800 G4 196 
391178 
7 ], 282 27 178 
8 1, 420 35 178 
*~: ~~~ I :~ ~~ ~: 
10 3, 100 67 J7:j 
(!7 54, 785 1, 032 11!)7 
6 1, 784 31 175 
7 1, 256 25 1180 
6 2, 000 33 , .... 
7~(), 11, 001) 35 177 l, G30 37 l188 

































































•]- rom Report of the Cow~i 'lioncr of 
Education fot· 1881. 
a Tn 1880. 
11 Assessed valuation. 
CITY SCHOOLS. LIX 
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a400 b$5, 34 0, 000 
518 7, 574, !)26 
1, 239 28,289,650 
5, 912 b222, 336, 400 
600 9, 000,000 
246 ab6, 000, 000 
a500 46, 000,000 
100 ......................... 
503 bell, 820, 127 
!>2 b5, 358,496 
36 12, 000,000 
161 bc3, 63!), 027 
1, 453 b4G, 991, 833 
850 b9, 251,717 
526 b6, 226,345 
*817 b'i, 669,354 
1, GOO b44, 189, 728 
40 bG, 450,028 
465 b5, 306,506 
385 b13, 349, 295 
557 b6, 920,103 
596 bc8, 315, 041 
485 bc3, 800, 810 
23, 500,000 
*450 1, 396,194 
1, 000 22,000, 000 
a1,236 22, 834,620 
275 4, 500, 000 
400 b8, 000,000 
600 *b15, 242, 329 
675 bl, 721,400 
10,786, 140 
32,000 b 125, ass, 537 
7, 500, 000 
676 7, 982, 21() 
460 *4, 883,553 
.. ;: ;~~ '] 5, 393,878 3, 000, ooc 




















































































































































































I:!CS per cavita 
Expenditures. of daily aver· age attend· 
anco in pub· 
li0 schools. 
~ Q;, w ~ ~ ,J; Q$ 
8 <lJ .... '::! ~ 
P< -~ E >l • <ll ~.~ P< .§2 ~ 




~ .. l, -~ A +''-< 
~s ~ <.l<ll ~ 
c:: 0) <ll ~Po <ll 
s ..Cl 3 ~ ~ 0 .... c: 0 
<lJ 0 0 :::< ;;l p., E-i E-i H 
---------------
16 1'i lS 19 20 
---------------
7, 355 $16,681 $31,872 $10 82 $3 77 
2, 735 23,930 37,403 19 87 7 19 
1, 212 128,565 150,504 26 02 4 83 
24, 887 526, 968 735,474 22 35 2 83 
............... . 33,4.47 51,276 -.a••···· .......... 
2, 070 28,931 38,972 ............. ............. 
·sa, 982 42,938 131, 157 16 82 4 81 
. .................. 18, 000 26, 000 ............ ........... 
11, 193 44, 95() 68, 105 ($15 55) 
13, ()88 18,776 40,130 . ..... ·I· ....... 
2, 436 21, 315 31,501 ........................ 
.. .............. 10, 563 13, 574 . . ~~ -~~ .! ... ~.~~-52, 183 111,404 224,106 
632 26,600 42,493 (16 42) 
1,135 19, 666 30,096 .. ........... .......... 
200 16, 580 23,325 13 38 4 95 
10,829 144, 76!) 269, 593 18 79 4 74 
200 16, 030 22,795 . ......... ........ 
160 21,120 26,772 .. ... . .... . ....... 
23, 003 43, 420 84,817 ......... . ....... 
11659 18,452 23,132 .. .......... .. · ...... 
12, 386 27,703 58,424 . ........ ........ 
534 10,747 14,788 ............. . ........ 
15,790 49, 599 73,580 11 66 5 09 
234 5, 832 7, 068 8 61 ......... 
14, 500 44,810 73,710 10 04 . ........ 
f.J, 238 /15,761 /32,480 .......... ........... 
77 10,647 13,932 10 66 1 40 
lOG 19,074 22,382 17 43 1 08 
............ ..... 37, 000 3!), 900 ............ .. ........... 
420 18,994 36,133 ............... .......... 
3, 30!) 29,768 67, 989 12 71 6 40 
257,133 637, 054 1, 229,435 14 52 381 
52 15, 379 23,867 10 87 3 81 
3, fJ29 10,119 1S, 236 1110 3 58 
200 1~, 021 20,417 12 11 4 75 
50 15, 021 20,395 11 75 2 63 
2, 287 20, 000 33, 887 ...••.•..••...•. 
7, 09() 17,100 31, ooo I 10 o4 . 2 57 
e Including Monroe County. 








































LX REPORT OF THE COM.MISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 







6 ,. 1 s ? 10 • 
40 Moline, Til* .•.•••.•.••. --7-, !l-00- -6--2-1 --2-,0-16- --~ ---;;1175 ~; ~ 
1 3 4 
41 Ottawa, Ill............ 7, 83~ · 6-21 3, 2G4 8 1, 850 37 196 1, 597 a1, 239 
42 Peoria, Ill* .... ... .... • c30, 251 6-21 9, 516 15 4, 306 84 196 4, 915 3, 674 
43 Quincy,m............. 27,268 6-21 9, !l93 3, 221 GO 196 3, 801 2, 363 
44 Rockford, Ill.......... 13, 129 6-21 4, 658 *10 2, 500 55 195 2, 289 2, 166 
45 Rock Island, Ill....... ll, 659 6-21 3, 590 11 1, 986 39 176 2, 233 1, 575 
46 Sp1'ingfteld, Ill*........ 19,713 6-21 6 2, 300 
47 Evansville, Ind*....... 29,:! 0 6-21 
48 Fort Wayne, Ind...... 26,880 6-21 
49 Indianapoli8, Ind...... 75, 0:>6 6-21 
5p La Fayette, Ind*.. . • . . 14, 860 6-21 
li1 Logansport, Ind....... 11,108 6-21 
52 Madison, Ind . .... ,... . 8, !l45 6-21 
53 Richmond,Intl ........ 12,742 6-21 
54 South :Bencl, Incl....... 13, 21!0 6-21 
55 Terre Ha.ut , Ind...... 26,042 6-21 
56 Vincennes, In!l . . .. .. . 7, 6 0 6-21 
57 Cedar Rapid , Iowa . . . 10, 10-! 5-21 
58 Clinton, Iowt~ . . . . . . . . . !J, 052 15-21 
59 Council :Bluff's, Jowa .. 1 , 063 5-21 
GO Davenport, Iowa...... 21, 31 1 5-21 
G1 De.'IMoinee (westside), g22,40 5-21 
Iowa. 
62 Dubuc1ue, Iowa ....... . 
63 Keokuk, Iowa. ...•..••. 
64 Mu. a.tine, Iowa" ..... 
ttumwa, Iowa .....•.. 
2:?, 2:)4 5-21 
12,117 S-~1 
8, 295 5-21 
0, O<H 5-21 
1.3,105 S-21 
• 510 i>-21 














• ~9. :J09 
4, 412 
10, 531 















12 I 1, 680 
13 4, 264 
::!, 414 





























82 1~3 1 
51 187 
72 198 































(;..2() 10, 519 4, 000 07 190 3, 442 
6-20 4,961 ...... ········ ...... 238 2,182 
6-20 .32, 92 3C 359 !204 20, 186 
6-20 6, 715 2, 510 4.3 202 2, 825 
6-:!1 2, 096 {)65 15 205 979 
6-18 61, 456 5:! 402 ,181 24, 976 





























rom P..eport of the Corumi loner of Elluratiou c Population of the township; townehlp and city 
ror 1 1. ar ·unit d in on ·hool tli'ltrh;t. 
d Iuclucle cost of upet·vi ion. 
CITY SCHOOLS. LXI 
















]~ ~s ~~ c: .:: :::.... ] . :::~ 
d;~ 




2i3 $6, !)75, 588 
1, :)80 18, 915, 333 
1, 7j() 18,000,000 
780 e4, 004,418 
650 7, 674,006 
.......... 20,000,000 
........ ..................... 
3, 200 11,547,805 
1, 053 e51, 455, 965 
1, 200 20, 000,000 
900 e3, 800,000 
750 *e4, 000, 000 
700 flO, 600, 000 
*570 15, 500, 000 
1, 000 el5, 000, 000 
700 5, 500,000 
300 5, 500, 000 
300 6, 000,000 
200 12,000,000 
1, 200 18,000, 000 
1, 000 13,000,000 
2, 620 h12, 885, 310 
300 113,234,935 
400 3, 302,496 
200 6, 788,823 
1, 022 41, 500,000 
100 e2, 000,000 
1, 405 10,000,000 
250 8, 000,000 
2, 500 14,500,000 
640 e4, 964,005 
............. 70,029,724 
7il0 12, 000, 000 
200 I •. ooo. 000 
5, 000 tl03, 975, 662 
25 e5, 2eo, ooo 
e Asse!lsed valuation. 
fln 1879. 






































210, 900 6. 4 . 59, 925 13 '407 












227, 500 2. 6 151, 593 6 '()72 







350 103, . 
134, 000 2. 5 
930 3. 4 229,. 






































































179,8 00 9. 5 j33, !J07 3, 497 






































$8,827 $19, 909 
14,700 22,877 
d38, 169 54, 683 
28, 814 55,636 
24,276 39,675 
18,683 32, 082 
25,714 36,181 
59,660 97,705 
40, 6l0 ()5, 373 
140,048 258,975 
26,958 46,818 
*13, 800 *29, '058 
16,155 25,358 
25,680 37,600 
15, 100 28,864 
43,357 60,543 
*d9, 850 *11, 185 
16, 272 33,54.2 
16, 000 36, 150 
22, 585 52,950 
cl53, 418 68,000 
no, 223 59, 217 
35,770 60, 243 
24,206 34,111 
14,883 21,197 
11, 8!JO 54,470 
16,750 24,712 
10,380 20,686 
16,' 655 i25, 306 
20,055 i33, 834 
35,949 48, 93!) 
.............. . ............... 
168,274 261,930 
20,388 29, 355 
6, 075 8, 953 
229,006 279,316 
14, 859 19,140 
A •erage expen-













>:l.r. <I) .... 
~~ E 
::~A § 
~ ~ <I) 




$10 53 . ... . ....... 40 
b12 83 b$5 57 41 
10 39 3 66 42 
12 86 3 44 43 
11 20 2 06 44 
12 18 4 02 45 
11 43 .. .......... 46 
. ......... . ........... 47 
17 46 3 88 48 
15 63 4 78 49 
18 60 488 50 
~'12 fi8 *4 01 51 
16 29 5 78 52 
16 90 4 82 53 
11 01 4 36 54, 
13 98 3 59 55 
............ ............. 56 
11 51 4 35 57 
12 50 2 25 58 
17 90 6 06 fi9 
15 26 3 66 60 
17 7() 7 32 61 
14 06 6 78 62 
............. ............. 63 
.............. ............ . 64 
9 30 3 95 65 
8 08 ............ 66 
7 92 2 52 67 
8 76 2 70 68 
9 33 3 73 69 
(bl5 42) 70 
............... .. ........... ·n 
13 15 4 07 72 
9 86 1 99 73 
8 45 ........... 74 
15 32 2 77 75 
........ ..... ............. 76 
iExclusive of amount for indebtedness. 
iExclusive of receipts ou the interest and bond 
fund, amounting to ~26,892, 
kEstimatm\, 




TABL1~ II.-Snrmnm·y of school 
e (Jml!lml of 1881. 
/111] l. 
u Total of rrporle<l itrnHI onl.v. 
Pupils. 
h Amount rai. eel uy ta.·cs f'or wages of teacher. 
1Joard, fnel, and care of fires and school1·oom . 
i.Avorage wl10lo number. 
CITY SCHOOLS. 
statistics of cbties, J·o.- Con tinned. 
I 
~ 
I ~ ~ 
Pupils. ~ 
(+..c ~ .. 
o.'.:: 
<> 
~~ ---..,. p • 
c::>~ ~ -~ :::o 
~~ ..::~ ~~ 1-<Q 
"'"' "A ~<!> re8 ~..., 







200 $4, 768, 828 
"'l-50 9, 931,231 
50 ...................... 
'400 6, 000, 000 
500 b10, 338, 160· 
1, 200 32, 642, 755 
0 3, 462,990 
14,500 247, 000, 000 
280 .......................... 
60 b/4, 934, 941 
52 b/8, 613, 650 
7, 000 b672, 497, 0( 2 
......... b6, 100, 000 
150 b24, 842, 800 
1, 752 b50, 575, 130 
400 b15, 761, 537 
1, 032 6, 870, 587 
100 4, 076,424 
831 b30, 650, 761 
0 b10, 113, 536 
75 13, 000, 000 
60 bj10, 787, 088 




400 blO, 928, 350 
336 * b3, 562, 563 
40 7, 588,270 
40 bj4, 620, 044 
............ bj4, 055, 066 . 
328 b27, 115, 322 
2, 002 b7, 417, 608 
······· 26,335, 718 
12 b·l, 543, 834 
1::!0 7, 851, CG8 
30 I bO, 813 800 
jin 18 0. 
2 I~ ~ ~ . 
A <ll;... 
e~ ~~ 
"'t5 c;s P'":l c....::. 0;... 
0;., rn<:.> Oj 
4)A ;;.Po. 
::: orr. '2g E-S 
~~ :::2 
_.:;, "'I o::rn ,;, 
9)~ g§ ... ~ ~ 
~~ '8 -::::~ 0::.> ~ -"' c8~ s~ ;., 
:;;: ~ ~ 




·~ e 0 ;... E A 
2 . $ ;s 
•M~ ~ ~ +>>:I <l) 
::~a. -"' A ~a .;., H 
a;) C) s '3 ,g ;... c3 
Q) <l) 0 
P-4 E-1 8 
---
13 14 
$60,000 2. 25 
122,000 ............ 
50,300 ........... 
95, 000 2. 9 
174,700 1. 93 
336,240 '2. 5 
50. 000 2 
1, 809, 124 ............ 
28, 650 ......... 
............. . ........... 
.................. ............ 
7, 751,250 .......... 
97, 580 .. ......... 
121, 800 1.48 
j590, 000 .......... 
308, 000 3. 6 
78,750 4. 3 
98,000 .......... 
................ . ......... 
191,4 0 3. 9 
119, 600 5. 75 
j269, 275 ........... 
167,892 3 
285,787 2. 8 
5!)4, 131 2. 0 
520, 500 3. 0 
184,100 3. 4 
65,300 6. 0 
106,500 I 4 
........... ....... .. ........ 
.. ................ ........... 
... ............... .. ......... 
07, 500 ........... 
430,000 3. G 
10'1, 500 4 
ll8, 700 a 33 

















































12, 927 h18, 500 g32, 963 
415 h16, 765 gl9, 325 
109, 642 c1, 109, 636 1, 708, 728 
2, 816 19, 136 28, 628 









179, 010 . 12, 079 
.......... 
23, 703 236 



















































































18,7:10 27, ;,:!."> 























$15 34 ........ 
............ . ......... 
14 56 $3 31 
14 32 4 83 . 
13 60 3 63 
8 06 1 55 












-······- ·••••••• 88 
-······· ···-···· 89 
($29 52) 
18!}!) 
15 11 4 07 
20 16 7 82 
11 02 4 01 
15 13 4 46 
11 64 3 77 
16 60 3 96 
13 08 3 61 
16 80 7 84 
14 48 5 37 
19 68 4 20 
10 81 3 34 






















0 50 3 54 111 
112 
113 
k 1~xcln1'i\·e of tlH' rxpen!le of ronchlrling P\'l' l1-
1ng :mel imlnstrial Rchools. 
o For 1l1c !-nmmcr term. 
pIn high , sehool, 197 clnya. 
l Includes cost of superviaion nlHl salaries of 
secretaries and other ofliccrs. 
rn Appropriation for day schools, 1880. 
q .Amount .paid for tuition only. 
LXIV REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
T A.DLE II.-Summary of school 
~ 
~c 
0 .s 00 Pup:ls. 00 
~ a) ,..; ai ... ..... .-::: <:> 0 1::.0 
~ 1::: ~ 
.::; 
0': .-::: 
:;:1 .., 0 
<=I ::l .s ai ~ 
I 
Q;) 
6 .... Cities. ~ .::> (f) ... " ci Cl 1::.0 Q;) Q.) :::l ·o 0 
~ :2 
.g "' ;_; 2~ ~ to :;; ~ ~ " d ~ 2 .::>· ~" ~ Cl ~ .-::: I E~ '0:::1 I '3 0 A ..... ..... ..... ,.... ;:>..-< " A ..:l 0 0 0 0 0 >l"5 '0 0 ;; A .., ... 8 ... ;... OQ A a) a) a) t.co 
Cl .::> .::> .::> ,.0 ~ c:.-
.;3 'd 0 s s s 
I~ 
0 2l to ..:l 0 ::I ::I ..q >-0 CJ <:> ;:::: t-1 H 00 z z z ~ 
----- -;-I • ---1 ~ 3 4 5 6 9 10 
-----------
114 Pittsfield, Mass* ...•.. 13,364 5-15 2, 611 27 2, 313 
~~ ~~~~-
2, 783 1,774 
115 Quincy, Mass'" ........ 10,570 5-15 a1, 948 ...... .......... 2, 097 1, 562 
116 Salem, Mass ...•....... 27, 563 5-15 d<, 000 1 •••. 94 1- ... 3,464 2, 884 
117 Somer'l'illo, Mass ..•.. . 24, 933 , 5-15 5,102 19 5, 203 101 191 5,576 4, 005 
11 Sptiuldield, Mass ...... a3, 340 
1 
5-15 6, 452 26 5,78L 12-t i200 6,626 4,664 
119 Taunton, Mass .•...... 21,213 5-15 3,867 31 3,801 81 195 4, 331 2,973 
120 Waltham, Mass ..•••.. 11, n2 I 5-15 cl2, 283 a12 a2, 238 54 ..... 2, 392 1, 707 
121 Westfield, Mass ...... 7, 587 1 5-15 dl, 389 ....... ............ 54 ...... 1, 591 1,1~3 
1~2 Weymouth, Mass ..... 10. 570 , 5-15 d2, 040 ........... ............. 61 ..... 2,175 1,630 
123 Woburn, MaRs ........ 10, 93l 5-15 2,3(10 20 2, 750 53 200 2,428 1, 940 
124 w·orcester, Mass ...... 58,291 5-15 12,286 40 10, 328 222 195 11,837 8, 235 
125 Adrian. ~-rich ......... 7,849 5-20 2, 605 5 a!, 613 29 190& 1, 446 974 
126 Ann Arbor, Mich ..... 8, OGl I 5-20 2,721 6 1, 630 37 1!l8 1, 992 1,422 
127 Bay City, Mich* ....•. 
20, "' 15-20 5, 953 7 2,600 48 194 2, 991 1,803 128 Detroit, Mich ......... 116, :JJO 5-20 40,210 28 ''13,110 h271 196 17, 99! 12, 182 
129 Ea Sa~iuaw, Mich ... 19, 016 5-20 ·7, 040 11 3, 011 64 189 3,476 2, 650 
1;';0 1-'lint, Mich ........... 8,400 1 5-20 2,443 7 *1, 770 ll8 195~ 1, 897 1, 28!'i 
1:n Gran<l Rapids, Mich ... 3~, 016 5-20 11,298 17 5, 512 97 1193 6, 576 4, 210 
1::2 Musl!a,gon, M~ch ...... 11,262 ~-20 4, 007 9 2, 500 47 1196 2,360 1,4 9 l:J3 Port limon, ~ich ..... s,ss:: 5-20 3,300 5 1, 500 27 106 1,875 ............ 
13! 1 aginaw, Mich ........ 10, :;25 5-20 3, 577 6 1,665 31 102 2, 072 1,450 
135
1 
Minn apolis,Minn •..•. 46, 887 I 6-21 17,700 15 6,100 142 
1
185 I 7,750 I 4,958 136 St. Paul, Minn ....•... 4J, 473 G-21 .•....... . 17 I 6, 060 I 129 '198 6, 723 3,840 
137 Winona, Minu .... . .. . ! 10,20 5-21 I *2, a6o 3 1, 826 38 196 1,805 1,353 
138 Vir:k hur", Mi il •••••• 11,814 5-21 1 3, 671 2 1, 100 21 177 1, 220 900 
n Hanni hal, Mo" ••.••••• 11, 074 6-20 3, 796 8 1,590 29 ,190 2, 095 1, 337 
HO Kana. 'ity, Mo ...... 5:i, 7 ;:; G-20 I 20. 018 13 6,400 103 1176 8,442 5, 055 
141 t . . To ·ph, "lfo ..••.•. 32,431 G-20 10,837 17 3, 610 67 1197 4, 332 2,947 
142 t. Loui , Mo ..•.••... 3-iO, 518 G-20 101,372 95 46, o:to 1, 047 192 56,350 37,600 
143 .'cdalia, ~Io .....•...•. :l, :iGl 0-20 I 3,664 5 1, 790 26 .179 2,492 1, 549 11, Lim·oln, • 'ehr"' ........ 13,0 :1 5-21 2,965 12 1, 750 30 176 1, 772 .......... . 
145 Omab., ·"hr ......... 30,:.18 f>-21 8,110 10 4, 278 83 201 4, 118 2,906 
lt6 Yir2inin City .• -ev .... 10, !)17 G-21 2,207 4 .......... 27 204 1, 85-! 1, 201 
1j,l1 '7 5-15 2, 329 1 18 2, 042 45 lti7 2, 029 1, 437 
32,1i30 5-15 a5,4GO 24 3,645 92 182 4, 539 2, !l76 
l3,:m7 ;)..]:; ... ...... I 17 a2,140 52 1 •••• 2, 606 h1. 051 
CommiA iouer of .E\lnca- e In 1881. 
/Total of reported items only. 
y Amount miRed by taxeR forwnges of teachcril, 
bo:trcl, fuel, and caro of iircs anu s ho?l 
rOOIOS, 
I 
CITY SCHOOLS. LXV 




:0 ~ d 
1-1 ~ 
~~ J>upils. .e e~ .... ~ ~., ::. 
c.~ 
0 z: ..... ~ <.) 0;... 
<~>o ;:I "'~ 













-':,1 1~ 13 14 1a ---$7,414,405 $78,300 ........ $35,154 
65 b7, 560,381 cll!J, 000 ......... 33,241 
1,220 be23, 767, 67!J ................. ..... ... .. f83, 500 
500 b23, 162, 300 344,432 3. 25 103,539 
475 b34, 282, 786 552,500 2. 9 101,169 
126 20,291,797 220,000 3. 25 k45, 683 
12 be9, 280, 264 a19U, 800 ....... .f34, 839 
65 he5, 036, 008 .......... .. ...... ...... /26,535 
20 be5, 591, 542 ................ ........... /42,400 
50 8, 073,271 182, 500 ·····- 38,636 
1, 500 45, OGO, 558 007,872 3. 81 173,720 
575 bB, 890,818 10~, 000 ........ 31,860 
200 4, 7U8, 850 141, 500 4. 3 34, 059 
500 Iii, 773,310 146, 000 4. 7 42,072 
'1, 219 87,629,695 811,742 2. 87 289,349 
475 *7, 699,655 207,000 .......... 61,551 
127 4, 290,550 123,000 6. 3 39,060 
1,000 b18, 181, 779 425,000 7 130,116 
500 b4, 543,989 100,539 ......... 43,528 
300 3, 715,975 90,000 ........ 20,098 
500 4;404, 630 103,000 5. 58 35,911 
800 *46, 782, 000 440,378 4 176,091 
a, 610 90, 000, 000 379,100 5 250,712 
220 8, 000,000 "'· .. , I •.• 40, 032 
500 5, 000,000 14,400 4 12,000 
300 b2, 780,000 38,700 5 21,253 
........... bcS, 100, 000 356,055 4 237,616 
635 16,000,000 174, 225 6 70,068 
2 1, 000 255, 030, 733 3, 079,699 5 935,280 
300 b2, 371,640 84,000 7 31, 005 
100 6, 000,000 69, 000 ....... 40, 438 
1, 234 21,577,740 441,833 .......... 165,741 
342 .................. 35, 575 5 45,350 
90 11,363,070 140,300 3 2·i, 648 
3,200 b19, 175,408 310,075 2. 7 60, 413 
20 b9, 169,414 236,891 ....... 34,066 
h Exclusive of evening school reports. 
i Includes cost of supervision. 
jlncludes $10,000 loa.ned to city council. 
E-V 
Average expen-1 
ses per capita 
of daily aver-Ex;ptmlitnros. age at tend-] 
ance in public 
schools. 
c5 ~ "' 1>- ,;, ,;, "' ~ 0 .... ~ .... ~ 
A ·;:: E 'd ~ ;:I • 
.§ l1i P< .s ;a r.~:§ :.< ..., ..... ~ ::I ;::~-;j C!) 
@8 ~ o-"' -w ~ ::3t "' ;;s .... ).'1 "';:; C!) <!) 0<!) 
.§~ C!) a .g ':j 
F-1 "' 2 ~ 
'8 
P:; <!) 0 ;:I ~ ~ 1--1 
--- ----------
16 17 lS :t9 ~0 
l 
-------------
$375 $23, 1G5 $32, 265 ......... ........ 114 
....... · ...... 23,119 B:!, 401 . ........ ........... 115 
1, 953 gUU, 288 jBJ, 784 ............ ............ 116 
17, 800 65,037 103, 539 $16 70 $5 17 117 
150 73,791 101,169 1G 46 5 22 118 
500 38,387 52,!JH 13 50 3 50 119 
150 g29,560 f3i,631 ........... .... ...... 120 
259 g18, 522 /20,982 ......... . ........ 12t 
10,332 g26, 000 f40 , 908 ........... . ........... 122 
............. 25, 053 38,292 13 84 5 88 12U 
11,254 Ul7, 983 183,652 17 15 3 78 124 
704 12, 347 30, 099 14 10 5 21 125 
3, 4!!0 18,766 32,899 14 11 4 52 126 
832 16,205 35,079 9 58 3 05 127 
50, 364 161,447 267,259 13 48 4 94 128 
10,756 27, 129 58, 175 11 67 4 33 12!! 
1,02!1 13,574 30,207 11 40 3 78 1il0 
36,604 55,873 127,210 13 45 5 02 131 
2, 226 
18,062 1 
34, 508 13 14 3 87 13:3 
1, 450 9, 960 16,135 ............ . ........ 133 
215 13,289 26,210 10 27 3 61 134 
14,845 i81, 532 143,596 ............. ........... 135 
56,899 74,494 216,003 19 90 471 HU 
.............. 16, 913 j35, 491 13 60 3 68 1:.:7 
........... ............. /1,880 . ......... .. .. . .. .. .. . 138 
96 13,919 17, 323 10 22 2 60 139 
47, 177 54,779 184,911 .............. . .......... 140 
8,371 37,290 61,426 13 32 3 69 141 
20,887 5~5, 111 806,155 16 32 5 06 142 
............ 10,493 17,148 7 63 1 65 143 
11,210 13,124 36,919 13 09 . ....... 144 
23,458 46,823 131, 17~ .. ........... ........... 145 
1, 240 22,750 34,203 20 73 671 146 
418 17,178 24,616 13 16 3 84 147 
4,188 k41, 171 55,782 Z13 44 l3 53 148 
............ .......... 33,992 .. ....... ........... 149 
k Includes total cost:of evening schools, amount. 
ing to $1,415. 
ZPer capita. in da.y schools, based on average 
nu:mb~r beloup:ing. 
LXVI REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE U.-Summa1·y ojBchool 
~ t:n 
0 ::: 
00 _g Pupils. 
i ~ a:i t>. ~ 't r;j !:>D 
~ 
a:> 
I rn .s 1::: ;;; r;j rn :;:; ... ~ I ~ ::: ..;; 
~ 
0 a:> ,.0 rn ~ ~ 
.p 
I 
Cities. .2. .l ...... t:.O a:> <!I ~ 45 0 ~ ~ 0 :E 
,.<:l rn 
0 bJ) ,.<:l 0 h ~ t>,. c; <1) ,.....<!) :.3 C\1 ..:l iii ·;;; .s ~ 'E~ 
• .., Q c; 
~ j] ~e ~ ::: ""' "-' "-0 A :::~ ..:; A ,.<:l 0 0 0 0 0 iii A .... .... ;.; ~~ <l)~ A <1) C) a:> t:(e:> 
~ ~ ,.0 
I 
,.0 ,.0 ~a ~ «""' ~ .... 0 s s s 0 a:> b.O ,.<:l ,.<:l 
0 a:> 0 ::: ::: ::: ::: ~ 
I> 
8 H UJ. z z ~ z <j ---------- --- - ------
1. 2 3 4 li 6 , 8 . 9 ~I 
150 Portsmouth, N.H ...•. 9, 690 5- 2, 260 ]3 .......... . 34 ....... 1, 910 *1, 111 I 
151 Bridgeton, N. J b •••••• 8, 722 5-18 2, 292 6 1, 500 28 192 l, 542 9631 
152 Camden, N.J ...•.•••. 41,659 5-18 12,558 13 6, 505 125 ·-·· 8, 466 4, 512 
153 Elizabeth, N. J ..•.•••. 28,229 5-18 7,858 5 2, 569 57 198 4, 01!:! 
... -~·-~~~- 1 154 Hoboken, N.J ..•..••. 30,999 5-18 10,398 ........... ........... . 
. -~~~ -~~~~ 
5, 504 
155 Jersey City, N. J .••••. 120,722 5-18 47,552 22 H,443 /15, 010 13, os5 1 
156 Millville, N. J .••••••. 7, 660 5-18 2,494 12 .......... 35 205 1, 600 1, 280 I 
157 Newark, N.J* ..•..•.. 136, 508 5-18 41, 801 32 15,600 281 205 18, 626 
"·"'I 158 NewBrunswick, N.J. 17,166 5-18 6, 305 6 2,175 45 201 2, 531 1, 743 159 Orange, N .• r .......... 13,207 5-18 3, 8()0 4 1,373 32 200 '·"'I 935 160 Paterson, N. J ........ 51, 031 5-18 16,022 30 8, 710 187 106 11, 180 5, 742 161 Plainfield, N. J ........ 8,125 5-18 2, 248 4 *1, 000 24 200 1, 278 8J5 
162 Trenton, N. J ......... 29,910 5-18 7, 776 11 2, 632 69 ...... :::,838 2, 263 
163 Albany, N. Y ..••.•••. 90,758 5-21 35,411 26 12, 145 233 199 13.984 9, 350 
164 .Auburn, N.Y ......... 21,024 5-21 7, 389 11 3,375 66 193 3, 238 2, 284 
165 Binghamton, N. Y .... 17,317 5-21 4, 778 9 3, 011 75 195 3, 000 2,3 2 
166 Brooklyn, N. Y ....... 566,663 5-21 ci181, 083 *57 62, 742 ·1, 498 202 97,603 58, 156 
167 Buffalo, N.Y .••••••••. 155,134 5-21 ci56, 000 43 /453 ...... . j20, 687 jl5, ORO 
168 Cohoes, N.Y .......... 10,416 5-21 8, 624 8 1, 983 55 203 3, 671 1, 004 
169 Elmira., N. Y •••••••••• 20,541 5-21 6, 233 8 3, 825 " I"' 3, 059 2, 374 170 Hudson, N. Y .•.•••.•• 8, 670 G-20 3, 260 8 1,416 23 203 1, 620 795 171 Ithaca., N. Y .......... 9,105 5-21 2, 780 6 1, 724 
:: I'~ 
1, !,)46 1, 377 1 
172 Kingston, N. Yt ...... m18, 344 5-21 2, 779 7 1, 663 1, 687 1, 1061 
173 Lockport, N. Y ..•...•. 13,522 5-21 c4, 185 7 2, 667 44 194 2, 610 1, 448 
174 LongislandCit.y,N.Y• 17,129 5-21 5, 717 7 ............... 70 201 3, 837 2, 179 
175 Newburgh, N. Y* ..... 18,049 5-21 c5, 897 6 2, 500 64 1200 3, 325 2. 120 
176 New York, .. T. Y ...... l, 206,299 5-21 307,000 130 150, 48! 3, 514 202 202, 7GG 136, osz 
177 Oswego, N.Y ......... 21,116 5-21 7, 096 ,14 3, !ilO ---~~- ~~~~-
3, 8()0 2, 577 
178 Plattsburgh, N. Y• .... 8, 283 5-21 2,160 1, 371 .............. 
179 Poughkeepsie, N.Y ... 20,207 5-21 n6, 002 10 2, 770 62 
1
108t 3, ouo 2, 046 
180 Rochester, N. Y . ...... 80,366 5-21 37,000 27 13, 030 270 106 13,7 1 8, 788 
181 Rome, N. Y ---···----- 12,104 5-21 3,129 8 2, 000 31 107 1,836 1 1, 206 
1 2 aratoga. prings,N.Y* 8, 421 5-21 2, 639 12 1, 726 32 200 1, 668 1, O!l7 
1S3 Syracuse, N. Y ..•..... 51,792 5-21 10,710 23 8, 653 187 
107 1 
9,447 7, 224 
184 Utica, .T. Y ........... 33,914 5-21 12,521 18 4, 600 117 190 5, 578 3, 542 
l&i Raleigh, .... T. c• ........ !), 265 G-2l oi, 388 o5 o23 ol96 o1, 778 ol, QOO 
163 Akron, Ohio ...... ..... 10,512 6-21 I 4, 710 8 · ·;:~~;·, sa 1o4 I a, 1!15 , 2, 4 5 
• From 1Wport of the Commi ioner of Education d Includes State tax. 
e Assessed valuation. for 1 1. 
4 Includes co t of sn pervision. 
b 1'heae statistics are from a return for 1881. ,:m J.SaO. . 
f A.verage whole number. 
g Includes cost of supervision and salaries of 
secretaries and other officers. 
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etatistics of cities, ~c.-Continued. 
C!) to 'd 
~ ... g) C!) ~;; 11 ~ 
Pupils. c;S 
0 • w.;s 
""' 1'<172 ~~ p.a> ..... _& w ~"0 0 o .... ""A o._ 
C) 01'-c rn<t> 
C!lC!) :::! ~A d~ C!lA 
""' ...... ""' =- om ~ . ~.s ~j A~ C!)rD ~·s s'Cl ..d.t' " ~I ,.....o c;rn 0..:::1 :~ 0~ 172 I'<Q ., ... 15. ~172 "~ ~'<,S Oo 
i~ 
0 ,.q .... '(5 
~~ 'd"' 'd'd C) _sP< .2S<t> C!) ..Ppo ce j~ ~~ ~ l& ] 3 ~ 
-~ r4 cil 0 ~ ... ~ ~ ~ -----
1.1 1~ 13 1.4 1:i 
150 $10, 000, 000 $82,600 ....... $21,924 
170 4, 598,664 38,000 1.8 15,868 
771 c22, 000, 000 246,300 ....... 93,089 
2, 850 12,000,000 79,600 d3. 6 44,774 
1, 487 e15, 065, 800 132, 500 ...... .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. ~ 
13,200 90,000,000 615,500 ....... 198,220 
30 ....................... 45,000 ....... 23,215 
h6, 596 eh82, 140, 700 910, 000 ......... 208, 040 
1, 200 10,832,000 125,200 2. 54 43,809 
1, 000 10,000,000 100,000 1 28,285 
1, 500 27,000,000 304,800 .......... 84,601 
300 8, 000, 000 63,750 6. 6 25,770 
1, 002 h20, 000, 000 150, 000 ....... 66, 575 
5, 000 55,410,152 768,510 ........ 295, 836 
1, 200 13,129,289 167, 300 4. 36 47, 698 
528 10, 239, 916 204,367 .......... 48,570 
50,000 8283, 738, 317 5, 108,552 3.12 1, 287,476 
c9,Jl28 c89, 2a7, 320 690,385 ......... 327,601 
600 11,042,757 93,000 7. 58 61,365 
631 11, 46!, 312 316, aoo 4. 63 64,473 
680 6, 321,425 as, 5oo 2. 5 18,005 
75 6, 000,000 66,700 6 30,147 
e197 c5, 475,440 c148, 500 ....... a6, 860 
500 7, 018,287 105,000 3. 9 40,433 
...... -. eM, 681,847 65,000 ........ 46,003 
701 17, 000, 000 192,000 4. 2 47,787 
40, 000 1, 644, 635, 197 11,783,700 2.84 a, 558,304 
1, 318 t:B, 806, a33 173,880 3.8 48,954 
80 3, 000, 000 57,000 7 18,246 
*828 e12, 151, 425 128,005 2. 2 52,304 
3, 500 85, 000, 000 501,039 3. 58 214, 609 
365 7, 500,000 71, 000 3. 05 16,012 
319 19,201, MO 69,300 4 35,027 
1,176 36,603,241 761, 000 3 142, 4~5 
1, 700 24,000,000 654,980 3.4 94,169 
o250 o10, 000, 000 o5, 000 1. 2 o10, 732 
750 10,000, 000 208,200 6 88,457 
hln 1879. 
i Estimated. 
j For the term ending December 22, 1882. 
k Includes pay of janitors. 
A ver;tge expen-
ses per capita 
of daily aver-Expenditures. age attend-
ance in public 
schools. 




-~ 'd A §g 4) 8 . p. 
~ 'd M .,..rn ~ ~·~ 4) rm <t> 'd ~111 p. 0''"' .... p. 
§S ... M· ""'I'< ] <t> <t> QC!) 
~ 
-§ 3 ~p. :g ell 
<t> <t> 0 ~ 
C) 
Pot ~ ~ ~ 
--------------..-
16 1'1 1.8 1.9 ~0 
-----------
. ......... a$16, 576 $21,833 . .... ..... ........ 150 
$424 10,245 13,022 $10 63 $2 88 151 
1,330 56,781 81,152 12 78 4 91 152 
177 24,925 39,839 12 97 4 40 153 
........... ................... . .......... ........ ········ 154 
878 gl59, 580 198,220 ......... ......... 155 
5, 575 13,350 23, 215 10 77 2 96 156 
9, 504 a158, 657 217,424 13 06 4 06 157 
............ 19,125 39,750 12 98 2 76 158 . 43 al9, 237 26,122 20 57 7 31 159 
5, 216 49,486 84,601 10 31 3 50 160 
292 12,306 22,481 16 92 4 02 161 
8, 560 33,010 49,082 14 81 3 10 162 
22,510 144,450 208,788 15 72 4 21 163 
6, 594 28, 510 45,183 13 31 3 62 1M 
7, 957 29,653 47,482 12 45 414 165 
83,155 646,146 1, 148,387 14 81 .......... 166 
1, 526 k297, 842 316,115 ......... ..... ... 167 
3, 279 22,447 35,286 14 49 4 50 168 
363 39,025 63,677 14 28 4 72 169 
2,165 8, a63 13, 181 11 54 2 33 170 
7, 508 14,834 30,015 12 22 2 92 171 
l1, 832 18,054 36, 86(l 16 60 3 08 172 
1, 789 .21, 467 30,513 16 28 3 48 173 
2,026 26,385 39,697 ......... .. ....... 174 
6,198 29,206 44,757 i4,42 3 69 175 
244,063 2, 735,222 3, 558, ao4 19 97 4 23 176 
2, 747 28,177 47,741 1124 6 25 177 
259 9, 742 21, 143 .......... ......... 178 
2, 596 25, 543 35,853 13 10 3 10 179 
15,499 129, 78a 214,179 14 76 7 65 180 
434 11,739 16,012 10 73 2 78 181 
2,439 1a, 691 22,222 14 99 4 39 182 
22,993 85,895 142,425 12 88 364 183 
4, 085 54,110 70,403 15 93 4 49 184 
............... ............ . ............ ............... ........... 185 
7, 495 27, 826 86,228 12 00 6 80 18G 
Z These statistics are for the Kingston school dis· 
trict only. 
m For the entire city. 
n Census of 1877. 
o In city and county, 
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rt; "' i:: ~ ~ "' ;... 0 :::1 ~ 
"" = ~ ~ Cities. ~ ~ ~ "' 1l '0 to :::1 ci .Sl .::: ,.:J 
:3 1:0 0 Q rn c:s ~ ] ~ 
~ ,..., .s ~ c: '0 000 
~ 0 P. ..... ... ..... ..... 
A ,.,. 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ~ A ~ ~ ~ ... A <!> <!> <!> "" '0 ~ .0 ~ ~<e .5 0 § s s a bll ,.q p p !:::1 0 <!> Q 
~ - H rn z z z z -·------ -- - - -
l. ~ a 4 ii 0 6 ,. s 
----
187 Canton, Ohio .••••••••. 12,258 6-21 5, 561 7 . 2, 750 55 194 
188 Chillicothe, Ohio •••••• 10,938 6-21 :1,471 5 1, 91G 45 187 
189 Cincinnati, Ohio .•••••. 255,139 6-21 83,812 53 3-!, (i!)3 726 200 
190 Cleveland, Ohio* •••••. 160,146 6-21 52,412 42 22,4!)8 445 195 
191 Columbus, Ohio .•••••• 51, 647 6-21 16, 531 26 7, 980 1ti6 193 
192 Dayton, Ohio .......... 38,678 6-21 12, 16G 1~ I 6, 760 137 195 193 Fremont, Ohio* ..••••. 8,446 6-21 2, 351 1,100 19 185 
194 Hamilton, Ohio .••.•••. 12,122 6-21 5, 212 5 2,175 371 .... 
195 Newark, Ohio* .••..••. 9, 600 6-21 3, 880 6 2, 024 40 183 
196 Portsmouth, Ohio ..•.. 11,321 6-21 b3, 734 6 2, 320 43 188 
197 Sandusky, Ohio .••.•.• 15,838 6-?1 6,340 10 2, 840 51 192 
198 Springfield, Ohio* ..•• . 20,730 6-21 6, 352 11 3,186 01 193 
199 Steubenville, Ohio .•.. 12,093 6-21 6,435 7 2,150 43 196 
200 Tiffin, Ohio ••••••••••. 7,87!) 6-21 3,195 5 1,457 31 195 
201 Toledo, Ohio ••••...••. 50,137 6-21 17, 579 *23 *7, 000 134 195 
202 Zanesville, Ohio• •••••. 18,113 6-21 5, 930 17 ........... 71 197 
203 Portland, Orog .•••••• . 17,577 4-20 6, 021 6 2, 900 62 200 
204 .Allegheny, Pa .••••••. 78,682 6-21 ·········· 18 b10, 500 206 196 
205 Allentown, Pa ........ 18,063 6-21 b4, 500 9 3, 700 57 194 
206 .Altoona, Pa. . .......... 19,710 6-21 ··-······· *11 3, 010 51 187 
207 Bradford, Pa. .......... 9,107 6-21 ·········· 4 . ........ 26 219 
208 Carbondale, Pa ....... 7, 714 6-21 2,500 8 *1, 470 24 190 
209 Chester, Pa ........... 14,997 6-21 ···.;,.······ 10 2, 400 51 195 
210 Columbia, Pa ......... 8,312 6-21 ............ 3 .. .... . ...... 24 104 
2U Dan-nile, Pa •••.•••••• 8, 346 6-21 ........... b1 b1, 794 211 . ... 
212 Easton, Pa• .......... 11,024 6-21 .............. 9 .......... 52 . ... 
213 E ·, Pa .............. '%7, 737 6-21 D, 319 16 4, 800 10!) 105 
214 Harrisburg, Pa. ....... 30,762 6-21 ·········· 16 5, 701 111 197 
21.) John town, Pa ........ 8, 380 i-21 ·········· 9 ········ 31 ...... 
216 Lan aater, Pa .•••••.•• 25,769 6-21 ........... 19 . ....... 'iO . ... 
217 Lebanon, Pa .......... ' 778 6-21 2, 425 8 ........ 30 187 
21 cK esport, Pa ...••.• 8, 212 6-21 ·········· 4 .......... 23 ·- ·· 
219 ville, Pa . .• • .•••• 8, 60 6-21 ............ 5 1, 830 37 157 
220 ~ew CasU , Pa ........ 8,418 6-18 ........... 4 1, 700 31 166 
!!21 ... '"orriatown, Pa .. . .... 13,063 C-21 4,050 6 2,210 43 ,200 
m Philadelphia, Pa• .•••. 8H, l70 6- .......... 232 102,185 
2,113 1208 
~ Pitta burgh, Pa• ....... 156,389 .. ...... ............ 55 . ........ . 505 .... 
~4 Po vill , Pa .. ....... 13, 253 6-21 g4, 500 13 2, 500 50 200 
• From Repor of the Commie ioner of Educa-
tion for 1881. 

















2, 029 1, 681 
37,969 28,657 
24,836 17, 017 
8, 433 6, 542 
6, 970 5, 063 
1, 040 718 
2, 043 1, 525 
1,853 1,305 
2, 262 1, 649 
2, 565 2, 026 
3,134 2, 348 
2,380 1, 768 
1, 323 958 
7,826 5, 641 1 
3, 061 2, 203 
3,258 2, 516 
12,561 8,358 
3, 583 2, 314 
3,126 2,697 
1, 581 1, 037 
1,780 1, 358 
2, 509 1, 691 I 
1, 51/i 1, 077 
1, 700 1,123 
2, 2()1 1,688 
4, 658 3,138 
5, 795 3, 758 
1, 605 1,148 
4, 500 2,584 
1, 673 1,175 
1, 434 890 
1,800 1, 356 
1,560 1, 096 
2,238 1, li48 
102. "'I h91,8~ 26,816 17,1 0 
2, 817 1, 9 
eln 1878. 
<tIn 187D. 
CITY SCHOOLS. LXIX: 
etatietics of cities, 9·c.- Con tin ned. 
!' I "g I !A vera.g~ expen-
~ 
1
1 gj ;.; I ses per capita. 
e en ~..S E:s:pen<litures. of da.ily aver-
P<~ ~'0 age attencl-
.... ~ o ~=~~ I anceinpublic 
0 ·03 0 E' ~ :;, schools. 
~a) I ~= ~Pt -::;- ~~ ~~ 8.~ cP i . u ;f . 8 "" I -~ ~ I ; I 
]; ;r; !l ]~ 1 !~ I : . ~ :~ ~ 
~.~ j P< ~ g; ~~ ~ :s.J I ~ ~ g ~ ] 
-~~ :.:3 ~ ~ .g 8 d :s ~ :s 
~·~ ~ I ~ H H p. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
1;-·-12 -~:--·~-;-·-1 ~" ---;;---~~---;:;-1-~~-;~ 
1---~------ -------
600 I a$5, 185, 426 1 $112, 250 5 $71, 488 . . . . . . . . • . $25, 900 $55, 507 1 $13 13 • • • • . • • . 187 
16, ~~~ I a1~~: ~~~: ~~~ 1 2, ~:~: ~~~ :. 75 8::: ~~~ !~: :!~ 4:~: :~~ 0~~: ~~: ~: :: $: ~: ~:: 
9, 865 I b220, 941, 582 1cl, 663, 035 4. 5 399, 030 70, 126 276, 316 420, 219 16 83 3 38 190 
1. 800 
1
, 50, ooo. 000 781. 784 5. 5 245, 103 83. 682 110,759 266, 538 17 72 6 25 191 
2, 027 40, ooo, ooo 360, nno 6 185, 512 14, 490 95, 665 160, 198 20 08 5 96 192 
450 3, 000, .000 54, 000 7 17, 610 50 9, 334 14, 950 15 09 4 82 193 
1, 000 i 9, 000, 000 226, 000 5. 5 51, 302 0 20, 200 36, 211:! 14 39 7 14 194 
300 ! . . .. . . .. . .. . .. 95, 350 4. 5 45, 656 . • • • • • • • .. 16, 881 22, 865 . . • . . . . . . . . .. . • . 195 
b200 I b5, 000, 000 b180, 000 ..• ... b49, 108 . .. ••• . • • . b18, 590 b31, 397 bl2 40 b2 60 190 
900 I 12,000,000 I 180, 000 7 64,010 4,140 22,172 48,132 l1 93 2 75 197 
d800 i dl5, 000, 000 I 119, 819 5. 5 84, 648 19, 862 35, 022 68,739 15 68 4 10 198 
632 I a4, 729, 460 I 129, soo a. 5 44, 012 997 20, 098 28. 236 12 27 3 13 109 
700 4,'500, 000 75,000 5 29,227 ....... ... 13, ,541 18,554 15 31 4 06 200 
3, 000 100, 000, 000 580, 000 4. 5 268, 831 17,701 58, 574' 179,479 10 80 4 90 201 
500 a7, 418, 810 200, 000 5 57, 409 • 7, 226 33, 878 52, 840 15 92 3 31 202 
3:!5 . . 16, 000, 000 206, 000 5 180, 307 84, 780 51, 676 194, 966 21 32 8 74 203 
2, 000 ! ab46, 000, 000 820, 000 4. 7 131,489 1, 685 e111, 285 /126, 978 13 :u 1 68 204 
b500 a7, 574, 990 450,000 6. 5 63, 132 5, 399 20, 196 56, 544 9 15 2 11 I 205 
9oo 1 6, ooo, ooo 101, 62o 2o 45, 8o3 2, 872 18, 911. 36,813 I 1 -*fi 2 4i 12o6 
400 a2, 272, 9ll 35, 366 17 50, 285 9, 992 14, 703 38, 602 14 18 5 43 207 
150 2, 220, 000 25, 200 15 11, 803 . .. • • • • • • . 8, 362 12, 879 . . . . . . . . 208 
300 a6, 436, 133 111, 000 4. 5 34, 189 .. • • • . .. . . 19, 489 28, 907 . • .. • • • . . • • • . • .. 209 
•• . • • . . a2, 717, 050 ' 28, 100 3. 5 12t687 429 8, 607 13, 273 •••.•••. . •• • . . .. 210 
b75 b2, 090, 883 60, 000 10 11, 792 . • • . . • • • . . . • • • • • • • .. 11, 6()2 . • • • • • .. . • • • . . • . 21'1. 
• • • . . . . ad9, 201, 624 219, 200 . . • . • • 57, 509 . • .. • . . . • . .. • • • . . • .. 40, 443 ~ 212 




17, 385, 900 
a12, 000, 000 
330,973 13 
100, 000 ..•••• 




350 4, 500, 000 75, 200 10 17, 630 
250 a3, 782, 030 53, 000 4 29, 301 
1!15 7, 500,000 !)5, 000 14. 5 30, 656 
40 a3, 000, 000 45, 000 4. 5 30, 085 
300 a6, 533, 880 159, 200 5 35, 336 
....... a543, 669,129 6, 003, 084 . ..••. 1, 438,849 
dg12,000 a96, 721, 883 1, 900, ooo 1· ..... 590,754 
200 10, 000, 000 200, 000 8 36, 267 
e Includes cost of supervision. 
f Exclusive of amount paid for iulleutednoss. 















14 38 2 43 214 
215 
.••..••..••... .. 21G 
8 42 1 4·1 217 
10 72 5 30 218 
219 
220 
256 20, 495 34, 070 13 60 6 12 221 
71, 818 1, 033, 638 1, 503, 052 11 24 4 32 222 
8, 076 272, 170 468, 524 ($20 86) 223 
261 Hl, 667 34, 2()6 ........ 1........ 224 
[J Estimnted. 
h In primary anti grammar schools only. 
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1 3 6 9 10 
1---------1- ---------------------
225 Reading, Pa* ••• ,...... 43,278 6-21 13, 697 26 7, 551 153 189 6, 911 
226 Scranton, Pa .•• ••• . • • . 45, 850 6-21 a15, 000 30 7, 823 227 220 10, 696 
227 Shamokin, Pa......... 8,184 6-21 2, 917 6 1, 860 28 181 1,817 
228 Shenandoah, Pa. .... • . 10, 147 6-21 a3, 400 4 2, 010 28 184 2, 182 






230 Wilkes-Barre, Pa ..... 23, 330 6-21 . • • . • . • • .. 16 .. • .. .. .. 77 190 5, 001 ........ .. 
231 Williamsport, Pa...... 18, 934 6-21 4, 985 25 3, 485 66 186 3, 480 
232 -;ark, Pa......... ••••• 13, 940 6-21 2, 650 10 2, 600 52 176 2, 559 
233 Newport, R.I......... 15, 693 5-16 3, 473 11 2, 241 57 194 2, 471 
234 Pawtucket, R. I •••••• 19, 030 5- e3, 202 18 2, 760 48 196 3, 116 
235 Providence, R. I...... 104, 85.7 5-16 22, 062 *49 . • • .. .. .. 295 181 14, 542 
236 Warwick, R.I........ 12,164 5-16 2, 537 18 1, 608 36 . . .. 2, 050 
237 Woonsocket, R.I..... 16,050 5-16 2,173 14 2,185 37 102 2, 824 
238 Charleston, S. C....... 49, 984 6-16 i12, 727 6 . • • .. . • • . 94 200 5, 904 
239 Chattanooga, Tenn.... 12, 802 6-21 3, 408 7 . • • . . . • • . 38 164! 2, 580 
240 Knoxville, Tenn .... .. 9, 693 6-21 3, 044 5 1, 360 30 189i 2, 137 
Z41 Memphis, Tenn . ...... 83, 592 6-21 11, 200 11 3, 200 67 165 3, 948 
2-12 Na.ehville, Tenn....... 43,350 6-21 13,160 13 6, 000 99 185 6, 045 















243 Galveston, Tex........ 22,248 6-18 5,108 9 2, 000 41 
1
184 2, 150 
245 Burlington, Vt*... ....... 11, 365 5-20 .. .. ... ..... .. .. . . . . .. .. . .•. .. .. . .. .. 33 .. .. .. . 1, 425 ............... . 
246 Alexandria, Va. ...... 13,659 6-21 4, 582 8 1, 350 25 193 1, 570 
247 Lynchburg, Va........ 15, 959 5-21 4, 007 6 1, 600 34 106 2, 182 
248 Norfolk, Va............ 21,966 5-21 6, 917 7 1, 600 28 180 1, 524 
249 Poter bur", Va• ...... . ·21, 656 5-21 7, 203 G hl, 808 28 185 2, 083 
250 Port moath, Va....... 11,390 5-21 3, 210 3 .. . .. .. . . J4 198 1, 040 
251 P.ichmond, Va.. ....... 63,600 5-21 21,536 15 6, 809 148 173 6, 950 








253 Appleton, Wis........ 8, 005 4-20 3, 108 7 2, 000 32 .. .. 1, 815 .... • • • • ·-
254 Fond duLac, Wis .••. 
1
, 13, 094 4-20 5, 076 17 2, 800 40 200 2, 039 
255 .Janesville, Wis....... 9, 018 4-20 3, 632 6 1, 815 35 180 1, 638 
256 La Croll. e, .Wis ....... 14,505 4-20 4, 627 11 1, 950 46 196 2, 666 
2.J7 Madi on, Wis*. ... . ... 10,324 4-20 3, 517 9 3, 480 36 180 1, 925 
25 Milwaukee, Wis .. .. .. 115, 5 7 4-20 42, 094 26 15, 224 j321 198 20, 222 
2V9 Oshko h, Will......... 15,748 4-20 6, 37ii 9 3, 000 54 195 2, 392 









2~ Geor:.:1-town, D. C k. · ~ 108 Z6-17 27, 142 54 14 552 203 186 17 306 13, 168 
21il WartoWll,\i,• ..... 7,883 4-20 3,4Ci2 5 1 1,100122106 1,0841 
2C3 r hlo tun,D.Ck .. ~ ' ' ' 
To aL ........... 10,91 ,r,a 1~12,8::i!l, 287 1a, !J58 ~ ~ 31, 600l~;l,821,773 jl,2o4,7ii3 
•]!'rmn Rc}lor of the ommis- c A f!eSS!eu valuation. 
lone or Education for 1 81. d:E;,;clnsive of evening schools. 
a E imated. e In 1&80. 
b B on enrolment. 1 Incluues cost of supervision. 
g Exclos1ve o.t' expenditure for 
permanent objects. 
h In 1879. 
\ Census of 1877. 
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$25, 000, 000 
50, 000, 000 
1, 673,475 
3, 000, 000 







c16, 291, 300 




9. 33 125, 737 



























$50, 768 $100, 453 $9 59 •••••••• 225 











12 36 3 18 227 
7 98 3 19 228 
·••·•••· ........ 229 
55, 872 b7 83 b3 35 230 
38, 310 11 27 5 44- 231 
30,320 ................ 232 
45, 786 d25 44 6 35 233 
12 14 6 33 234 









































9 27 78 236 73 c10, 000, 000 36, 913 






















c12, 672, 193 
25,000,000 












6, 000, 000 
c62, 271, 935 
1, 011 12, 205, 258 
1, 061 8, 333, eo 
800 3, 000, 000 
5, 000 83, 782, 736 


























125, 310 6. 09 











8. 5 38,549 
4 29,008 






























........ ••••·••· 238 
11 38 1 90 239 
8 93 1 43 240 
12 08 4 03 241 
89, 264 13 35 2 62 242 
3 28 243 
1 35 244 
26,174 12 71 
















8 58 2 76 249 
·••·· ••..•... ··- 250 
11 27 2 17 251 
10 07 2 53 252 
................ 253 
10 30 254 
10 38 .••..••• 255 
13 58 4 79 250 
16, 135 22, 129 -- ...... --...... ~57 
174, 722 g221, 529 d15 09 d3 01 258 
28, 255 259 
107, 000 3. 24 35, 832 2, 126 24, 778 34, 365 12 72 4 39 260 
36, 000 6. 5 16, 311 1, 657 8, 018 11, 757 8 40 1 60 261 
943, os5 ...... 579,312 176, o79 317,229 "·579, 312 15 12 a oo{ ~ ~~~ 
94,294,153 , ...... 130,181,6'75 12, 889,156 117,784,687 27,894,4271==!== 
jSome duplicates here included, many of the teachers in evening schools being also employed in day 
schools. 
kThe receipts and expenditures here given are for all the schools, white and colored, in the District 
of Columbia.; a.ll other statistics are f~r the white schools of Georgetown and Washington only. 
l Inclusive. 
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TABLE !I.-Average expensespm: capita of daily avm·age attendance in city public school11. 
Cities. 
Oakland, CaL................... $26 02 
Newport, R. I...... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. a25 44 
San Francisco, Cal. ............. . 
Portland, Oreg ................. .. 
Virginia City, Nev ............ .. 
Orange, N. J' ................... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ............... .. 
Chicopee, Mass ................. . 
Dayton, Ohio ...... ~ ........... . 
New York, N.Y ............... .. 
St. Paul, Minn ................. .. 
Los Angeles, Cal ..••.•.•••••..••. 
Malden, Mass ................... . 
Medford, Mass .. · •••••.••..••••••. 
Cam bridge, Mass ............... . 
New Haven, Conn .............. . 
La Fayette, Ind ................. . 
Council Bluffs, Iowa . .......... .. 
Des Moines {west side), Iowa ..•. 
Columbus, Ohio ................ .. 
Fort Wayne, Ind ................ . 
Macon, Ga. ...................... . 
Baltimore, Md .................. . 
Worcester, Mass ... - ........... . 
Plainfield, N. J' ................. .. 
Richmond, Ind ..... ·- ........... . 
Cleveland, Ohio ...... ........... . 
Denver (five-siitlJs of city), Colo . 
Lowell, Mass ..................... . 
Somerville, Mass ... .••....•.••••. 
Holyoke, Mass .................. . 
rings ton, N. Y ........... : .... .. 
, pringfteld, Mass ............... . 
St. Loui, Mo ..................... j 
:?.Iadi on, Ind ................... . 
Lockport, N. Y .................. . 
tica,N. Y .................... . 
2:\lnesvllle, Ohio ....•..•...•...•.. 
.Albany, N. Y ................... . 







































IwHanapolis, Ind .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. 15 G3 
Bangor, :U:e .. • .. • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. 15 34 
4·ew Orleau , La ................ . 
Tiffin, Ohio ... .............. : .... . 
annport, Iowa ...... ....... ... . 
~·oon o<:l' t,R. I .............. .. 




















4 74 1 
4 88 





Georg.etown, D. C.} ..... · ....... $15 12 
Washmgton, D. C. 
Chelsea, Mass......... ........... 15 11 
Fremont, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . 15 09 
Milwaukee, Wis...... ........... a15 09 
Saratoga Springs, N.Y .....•••••. 
Trenton, N . .J ................... · 
Brooklyn, N. Y ..... ~ .......... .. 
Rochester, N. y· ................. . 
Biddeford, Me .................. . 
Chicago, Til ..................... . 
Cohoes, N. Y .................... . 
Lynn, Mass ..................... . 










Hamilton, Ohio .. .. .. .. .. . .. • • • .. 14 39 
Chillicothe, Ohio .. . .. . . . • . .. .. . .. 14 39 
RanisbUl'g, ra .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. 14 38 
~~=~::~~-~~~~~~~~:~~::~~~~~:::.·~ ~:::I 
Braclford, Pa....... .............. 14 18 
Ann Arbor, Mich .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. 14 11 
1 08 Adrian, Mich ......... , ........ .. 14 10 
14 06 
13 98 
3 82 I Dubuque, Iowa ................ .. 
3 78 Terre Haute, Ind .............. .. 
4 02 Woburn, Mass................... 13 84 
4 82 Winona, Minn .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 13 69 
3 38 Erie, Pa. ... .. . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 13 61 
4 81 Norristown, Pa....... . • .. •• .. . .. 13 60 
7 84 Portland, Me .. .. . .. .. . .. • .. .. • .. 13 60 









Taunton, Mass ................... 113 50 
Greenwich, Conn ..... ........... J3 49 
Detroit, 1Iich .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 13 48 
Grand I~pids, M. ich ............. I J 3 45 
Manchester, N. TI ................ u13 44 
New Britain, Conn............... l3 3!1 
Nashville, Tenn.................. 13 35 
St. .Joseph, Mo .. • • .. • .. • .. • • .. .. . 13 32 
4 21 Auburn, N.Y.................... 13 31 
4 10 Alll'gheny, Pa . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. 13 31 • 
' 78 Dover, N.H...................... 13 16 














































Mn11ke~:(ln, :\Hell.. ....... ........ 13 14 3 1 
Uanton, 011io........ ........... .. 13 13 1 .. • .. · .. 
I 
Poughkee~sie, X Y..... ... .. .. .. 13 10 3 10 
Lincoln, Nebr .................... . 13 09 ...... .. 
Lawrence, Mass.. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. 13 08 3 61 
II E:xcltaive ot ev Din~ ·boo lJ Per capita in day schools ba ed on average num bcr belongir.g. 
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TABLE H.-Average expens~s per capita of daily avemge attendance, ~c.-Continued. 
't:l ~ ~ M § ~ § ~ 
§§ 3. =~ ·.ce 





·~ ~ =~ ..... ..,H .... .... 
0 0 0 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Newark, N. J ..........••••••.... $13 06 $4 06 Marlborough, Mass .............. $10 81 $3 34 
New Brunswick, N.J ............ 12 98 2 76 Toledo, Ohio ..................... 10 80 4 90 
Elizabeth, N.J . ............ ~ •.... 12 97 4 40 Millville, N. J .................... 10 77 2 96 
Syracuse, N. Y ................... 12 88 3 64 Rome,N.Y ...................... 10 73 2 78 
Norfolk,Va ...................... 12 87 384 McKeesport, Pa . ................ 10 72 5 30 
Quincy, Ill. ...................... 12 86 344 Columbus, Ga .................... 10 66 1 40 
Ottawa,m ....................... a12 83 a5 57 Bridgeton, N. J .................. 10 63 2 88 
Ca.mden,N.J .................... 12 78 4 91 Moline, Ill .............. - ....... 10 53 ········ 
Racine, Wis ..................... 12 72 4 39 Peoria, Ill. ....................... 10 39 3 66 
Bloomington, Ill ................. 12 71 6 40 J anesviJle, Wis .................. 10 38 ......... 
Galveston, Tex .................. 12 71 3 28 Paterson, N. J ................... 10 31 3 50 
Logansport, Iud ................. 12 GS 4 01 I Fond <lu Lac, Wis .. ••.. - •....... 10 30 
Clinton, Iowa .................... 12 50 2 25 Saginaw, Mich ................... 10 27 3 61 
Binghamton, N. Y ............... 12 45 4,14 Hannibal, Mo .................... . 10 22 2 60 
Portsmouth, Ohio ................ 12 40 2 60 Wheeling, W. Va ................ 10 07 2 53. 
Shamokin, Pa. .................... 12 36 3 18 Joliet, Ill ........................ 10 04 2 57 
Steubenville, Ohio ............... 12 27 3 13 A.tlanta, Ga ...................... 10 04 
lthaua., N. Y ..................... 12 22 2 92 Newport, Ky .................... 9 86 1 99 
Rock Island, Ill .................. 12 18 4 02 North Adams, Mass .............. 9 59 3 54 
Pawtucket, R.I .................. 12 14 6 33 Reading, Pa ..................... 9 59 
Freeport, Ill ..................... 12 11 4 75 Bay City, Mich .................. 9 58 3 05 
Memphis, Tenn ................... 12 08 4 03 Topeka, Kans .................... 9 32 373 
.Akron, Ohio ............. !' ....... 12 00 6 so Ottumwa, Iowa .................. 9 30 3 95 
Houston, Tex ................... . l1 98 1 35 Warwick, R. I ................... 9 27 78 
Sandusky, Ohio .................. 11 93 2 75 Allentown, Pa ................... 9 15 211 
Gales burg, ill . ........... ....... . 11 75 2 63 Knoxville, Tenn . ................ 8 93 1 43 
East Saginaw, M.ich ..••.••..••••. 11 67 4 33 Leavenworth, Kans ..••••.•••••.. 8 76 2 70 
Wilmington, Del ................. 11 GG 5 09 I Key W est, Fla ......•••••.•.•.•.. 8 61 
Gloucester, Mass· ................. 11 64 3 77 Pet.ersburg, Va .................. !l 58 2 76 
Hudson, N. Y .................... 1154 2 33 Paduc.ah, Ky ..................... 8 45 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa .............. 11 51 4 35 Lebanon, Pa ..................... 8 42 1 44 
Flint, Mich .. ... ..... .••......... 11 49 3 78 Watertown, Wis ................. 8 40 1 GO 
Springfield, Ill ..... .............. 11 43 Atchi~on, Kans ... ..••.• ......... 8 08 
Chattanooga, Tcnn .............. 11 38 1 90 Rocklantl, Me .................... 8 06 1 55 
Williamsport, Pa ....•........•.. 11 27 5 44 Sheuandoah, Pa .................. 7 98 3 19 
Richmond, Va. ................... 1l 27 2 17 Lawrence, Kans .... ............. 7 92 2 52 
O:nvego, N. ~ .................... 11 24 6 25 I Wilkes-Bane, Pa ................ b7 83 b3 35 
PLila.tlelpbia, Pa . ................ 11 24 4 32 Seualia,Mo ...................... 7 63 1 65 
P.ockford, Ill ................. .... 11 20 2 06 Altoona, Pn ...................... 7 451 244 
Elgin, Ill ..... .................... 11 10 3 58 Brookline, Mass ................. ($29 52) 
Clinton, Mass .................... 11 02 4- 01 Pittsbtll'gh, Pa ................... (20 86) 
South Bend, Ind ................. 11 01 4 36 Meriden, Conn ..... .............. (16 42) 
Decatur, Til . ..................... 10 87 3 Sl Bridgeport, Conn ................ (15 55) 
Scranton, Pa ..................... 10 86 2 51 
1 
Co'Vingt@, Ky .... ............... (a15 42) 
Little Rock, Ark ..... .......... .. 10 82 3 77 
a Based on average enrolment. b Based on enrolment. 
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School population and accommodation.- Table II presents the school statistics of 263 
cities having a population, according to the Census of 1880, of 10,918,638. Diminishing 
this population by that of the 24 cities in the table for which school population is not 
reported, we have for 239 cities a total population of 9,474,730, the ~rresponding 
school po:pula;tion being 2,859,287, or 31 per cent. of the total. 
A glance at the column of school ages will show that the reported school popula-
tion must be larger than the number of youth of the ages included in the usual 
period of school attendance. This latter number, which for convenience we may des-
ignate as actual school population, would bear a ratio to total population varying 
in different sections; for instance, in Massachusetts, where th~ legal school age cor-
responds with the ordinary period of attendance, and consequently legal and actual 
school population differ but slightly, if at all, the scbool population of the cities tabu-
lated ranges from 16 to 20 per cent. of the total population. In some of the frontier 
States the prop~rtion of school population would be even smaller, but on thew hole the 
ratio that obtains in Massachusetts would be too low for the country at large. The 
ratio which the children between 3 and 13 years of age in England are found to bear 
to the whole population (viz, 23 per cent.) may be employed as affording an ample 
estimate of the actual school population in our country. Using 23 per cent. as a 
basis of reckoning we may arrive at a more correct idea of the school provision in our 
cities than can otherwise be formed. 
Theschoolpopulation and school accommodation of 196 cities that report both items 
are, respectively, 2,473,317 and 1,114,560, or an accommodation for 45 per cent. of the 
legal school population and for 13 per cent. o'f the entire population of these cities. 
The deficiency of accommodation when represented as equal to 55 per cent. of the 
legal school population seems enormous, but if actual school population be reckoned 
at 23 per cent. of the entire population the deficiency of accommodation is then seen 
to be equal to 10 per cent. of the entire population, that is, 811,940 places. This num-
ber is still, however, larger than the true deficiency, as will be seen when provision in 
private schools is taken into account. 
For 187 cities reporting the items previously considered, together with estimated 
enrolment in private schools, we have a population of 7,92S,S(j9; school population, 
2,411,414; sittings in public schools! 1,087,210; estimated enrolment in private schools, 
371,92'2, Ol' a total school accommodation of 1,459,132. Reckoning the actual school 
population at 23 per cent. of the total population, as heretofore explained, 364,507 
places would be required to meet the deficiency. 
For the supply ofthi lleficieucy there still remains the provision in institutions for 
special cla ses, viz, orphans, deaf-mutes, &c., besiues which, allowance must be made 
for childr n permanently incapacita.te(l by reason of mental or physical infirmity. 
Upou the mo t favorable interpretation of the figures, the deficiency of accommoda-
tion in a number of cities occa ·ions, and properly, great solicitude. The table indicates 
v ry plainly where the deficiency is exce ·sive. In the southern cities the evil is 
attrilmtable to the recent date of fr e school ; in northern cities, to the rapid increase 
of population. It is evident that in the rreat commercial and industrial centres ap-
propriations rnu~t be allowed ancl provision made for anticipating this increase in 
th chool accommodation. 
1 cltool enrolment.- As point d out in former reports, the statistics of enrolment in the 
chool ' ill lead to fal e conclu ion unl the <litl'er uce iu the legal sch<fol age in 
he citi be k pt in rniud. Th following computations show for a c rtain number of 
c1 1 the perc ntage nrolm n is, 'fir. t, of cho 1 p pulation; second, of total popn-
la ion· I o, th dift'erence xpre: e<l in percentage lJ tw en the perc •nta.ge of enrol-
men on total popula ion atHl 2 ver ·nt. of tb total population. It wm bee i-
lleu fr m an xawination of the· fi rurc. tha nrohu nt 1) ar a. much larger ratio to 
~·· p r •nt. of th l'opulation than i do· to th 1 ral school population, or, in other 
wortl , the r cord of enrolment appears much more atisfactory when compared with 
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the estimated number of youth in the ages of actual school attendance than when 
compared with all those enumerated in t,he legal school population. 
Location. 
----------------------------- ---------
Little Rock, Ark ...•••••.••••............•..••••..•••....•..........•.• ······~ 44 
San Francisco, Cal. ............................. . ...................... • · • · · · · 73 
New Haven, Conn ......................................................... ··· 86 
Key West, Fla .................................................... · ·····•• .. •· 31 
Atlanta, Ga .................................................................. . 45 
~~~:::~~l~~.i ~~-d ~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~:: ~~~ ~ ~ :~~:~ ~ ::~:: ~ ::~:::: :~~:: :~ ~ ::~ :: ~ ~~ ~ ~: ::~: ~: 47 43 
Des Moines, Iowa ................ . .......... : •..................... • · • • • • • · · · 65 
Leavenworth, Kans ......................................................... . GO 
Louisville, Ky ................ · ............ . ....................... • • • • • • • • .. · · 38 
New Orleans, La ......................................................... - ·- · 40 
Portland, Me ............................ ' ............ ' ........... • • • • • • · · · · • · ()1 
Baltimore, Md ...................... . ............................... · • • · · · · • · · 41 
Boston, Mass ........................ . ................................... · • · · · 85 
Springfield, Mass ................ , .................................. • • • · · · · ·, · 100 
Worcester, Mass .......................................................... · · · 96 
Detroit, Mich ............................................................... . 44 
Minneapolis, Minn .............. . ........................................... . 43 
Vicksburg, Miss ............................................................. . 33 
St. Louis, Mo ................................. : ....... , ...................... . 52 
Omaha, Nebr .............................................. ~ ................ .. 50 
Virginia City, Nev ........................................................... . 84 
Manchester, N. H .......................................................... .. 83 
Newark, N. J ............................................................... . 44 
Brooklyn, N. Y ... . .......................................................... . 53 
New York, N.Y ........................................................... .. 73 
Raleigh , N.C ..................... . ............... .. ................. ~ ....... . 45 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . ............................. . .... . . . . : ................... .. 45 






Nashville, Tenn ............... . ................................. . ........... . 46 
Galveston, T ex ................................ .. .. . ...................... .. . . 42 
Richmond, Va ............... .. ........... . ................................. .. 
Milwaukee, Wis .. .......................................................... .. 











































































The following table will ser ve to indicate t he importance that attaches in England 
to exact statements of t h e condition of school accommodation and enrolment. The 
school boards of the larger cities of England go furth er than our own city boards in 
anticipating the growth of population; at the same time the enrolment is kept well 
np to accommodation and in many cit ies exceeds it . lt is assnmed by the educational 
department of England that six-sevenths of t h e populat1on are of the class whose 
children ought to be found in the public elementary schools. Making allowance for 
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unavoidable causes of irregular attendance, it is caiculatecl that school places shoulcl 
be provided for one-sixth of the population. The table here given is based on that 
estimate. 
City or town. I
. Efficient schools, 1883. 
· population. Accommoda· Roll. 
tion. 
~ercentage Percentage 
of ~ccommo- Of roll on oue· 
d?-t.lon on one· sixth of pop· 
Slxth of pop- ulation. 
ulatwn. 
One-sixth of I 
-----------,---J_--2·.:.~·· ---1-----1-----1·-----1----
Bolton ........................ 17, 569 27,411 22 .. 306 15G. 0 126.9 
Blackburn .................... 17,336 24,400 21,500 140.7 124.0 
Bradford .................... .. 30,505 40, 889 38,289 134.0 125.5 
Salford ........................ 29,372 34,722 30, 97t! 118.2 105.4 
Leeds ................... ,. ..... 51, 520 GO, 733 58,151 117.8 112.8 
Manchester ................... 56,902 66,466 G2, G64 116.8 110.1 
Leicester .............. : ....... 20,396 23,040 23,785 112.9 llG. 6 
Oldham ...................... . 18,557 19,453 18,950 104.8 102.1 
Sheffield .. ~ ................... 47,418 48,499 52,587 102.2 110.9 
Newcastle ... .. ................ 24,226 23,,878. 22,355 98. 5 92.2 
Nottingham ................... :n, 096 30,073 35,485 96.7 114.1 
liull .......................... 27,542 25,228 27,422 91.5 99.5 
llinuingham .................. GG, 796 GO, 866 71,332 91.1 106.7 
Bristol ........................ 34,432 31,362 31,180 91.0 90. 5 
Liverpool .... ................. 92,071 80,666 80,851 87. G 87.8 
Brighton and Preston ......... 17, 039 15,317 15,237 85.3 M. 9 
Sood.,land ..•.•..••.••• : ••••• ·1 19,4241 15,906 18,412 81.8 94.7 
Port11mouth ................... 21,331 I li, 412 1'7,447 81. G 81.7 -
School attendance.-School attendance. is a matter'aerrianding even more serious .con-
sitleration than accommoda.t.ion and enrolment. There are certain uncontrollable 
cn.uses of irregular attendance, as epidemics and extremely bad weather; but in gen-
<'lral it may be said that if the provision made for the instruction of youth is not mado 
nse of it aTgncs culpable indifference on the part of parents or poor schools and 
defective at1ministratiou, all of which conditions are opposed to the pnblic welfare. 
The following shows for a certain number of cities selected from the ta.ble the enrol· 
lllcnt, average attendance, and percentage of average attendance on enrolment: 
City. . ~E-nr_o_l::n-en_t_. I-----I 
an Francisco, Cal . ............ .. ................................ --~ 40, 752 
A.vern.ge 
attendance. 
Washington and Georgetown, D. C................................ 17,306 
Atlanta, Ga........................................................ 4, 752 
Chicago, 111...... .... .. ... ... .... . . .... . . ...... .... . . . ..... ... .. . . . 73, 015 
.. ~ ·w rleans, La ............................. < ................... .. 
B.ltimore, Md .. .............................................. .. .. . 
Boston, Mas .................... .. ............................... . 
~:~::;'~:. ;;  ; :: ~::::::::::.:.::: ~: .. :.:.;: .. :::.::;:: .. : J 
PhiladelphiA, Ps. .................................................. . 
Cb rl lll ton, . C . ........... , . ..................................... . 
Y mpbis, T nn ................................................... . 
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The foregoing figures would seem to indicate very unequal results in. the several 
cities from the endeavor to maintain rogularity of school attendance. In a measure 
this difference may be attributable to the different social classes represented in the 
schools. Wherever the lawless classes or those who are driven by necessity or av-
arice to profit by the labor of children are in great numbers it becomes difficult to 
secure a high average of ;.tttendance. · The remedies for this evil are obligatory laws, 
attractive schools, instruction adapted to the practical demands of the community, 
and perpetual -vigilance in the use of these corrective agencies. The following state-
ments are from the reports of cities in which unusual attention bas been given to the 
subject of attendance. 
In Boston the schools are taught forty weeks in the year ~:tnd the law compels 
attendance twenty weeks. Any child who has complied with the law in this particu-
lar nray obtain a certificate, which protects the child and his employer during the 
period of allowed absence from school. With reference to tbe·operation of this sys-
tem the r:mpe~intendent, Ron. E. P. Seaver, says; 
In some of the schools the work is much broken in upon by the constant departure 
and return of this class of 'pupils. * * * · I would therefore recommend that the 
committee on truant officers consider the propriety of making it the duty of the prin-
cipal of each grammar school to keep a record of the names, ages, and residences of 
all holders of the certificates of twenty weeks' attendance, together with the dates of 
issue and ,expiration. It would be well, also, to record the names of their employers, 
so far as these could be ascertained. . * * * When such records have' been kept a 
year or two information may be gathered from them, in the light of which anotl1er 
important question may be considered, and lhat is w bether the needs of children who 
must work a part of the time while getting an education would not be better served 
by a system of so-called half time schools, or half time classes, than by the present 
system. W~>nld it not be better if these children could go to school half the time 
throughout the year instead of going all the time th1·ough only half the year f The 
practical aspects of this question I am not now prepared to consider; but I am con-
vinced of its importance, and suggest it now, trusting that I may receive the benefit 
of all the practical wisdom which can be brought to bear upon it. From the prin-
cipals of the grammar schools especially this aid is expected. 
In view of the showing of the censuA with reference to the-number of children in 
Baltimore who do not attend school and are in danger of growing up in ignorance and 
vice, the superintendent, Ron. H. A. Wise, ~ays: · 
I think it is advisable to try the experiment of establishing a number of half da.y 
schools in the city for the benefit of this class of children. 
Some discussion having arisen with reference to school attendance in Cincinnati, 
the superintendent of schools, Ron. J. B. Peaslee, made a careful analysis of the sta-
tistics bearing upon the subject with the following results, as given in his own lan-
guage: 
By careful estimates ba:setl upon the school statistics for 'the past year, there were 
in Cincinnati 8,809 children between the ages of six and fourteen years who were not 
enrolled in school. (Fourteen years i~:~ the average age at which pupils COD;lplete 
our course of study below the high schools, and is practically the limit of school 
age in most of our cities.) Of these f.hildren under fourteen years not enrolled, 
many are from well-to-do families, wb'ere the parents do not believ-e in sending 
their little ones to school before they are seven or eight, and, in some cases, even 
nine or ten years of age, preferring to give them instruction at :Qome. Again, a 
large part of this nnmber left the intermediate schools (6th, 7th, and 8th year~!~), some 
of them after having completed the entire grammar school course; another large 
part left the district schools (first five years) at the completion of t)le course, or after 
an attendance of from three to nearly five yearsi· and some, of course, after an attend-
ance for a less time. Again a lar~e percentage eft church and private schools after 
a corresponding attendance. It 1s evident, therefore, that there are comparatively 
few children (the first class referred to above excepted) between the ages of six anu 
fourteen years who never attended school, and many of these belong to the physi-
cally or mentally unfortunate. In my opinion the actual number of children over 
ten years of age, born and brought up in our northern cities, who never attended 
school at all and who are physically and mentally able to do so, is but a small per-
centage of the youth of school age; certainly not many of this class can be found in 
Cincinnati. The number who cannot read and write is still less. 
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Upon the question of truancy, Hon. Joseph O'Connor, deputy superintendent of 
public schools, San Francisco, gives the following opinion, quoting the section of the 
rules of the board respecting truancy : 
"Habitual truancy shall constitute good cause for suspension or expulsion of the 
pupil from school." For many years I believed this a most inadequate punishment, 
for the reason that it sentenced the pupil to undergo the idleness he enjoyed. I con-
sidered that the unreassonableness of the act and tlJe wasnt of governing power in 
the parent made it incumbent upon the teacher to work upon the pupil's fears, and 
hence that corporal punishment was tho proper corrective. I am slowly changing my 
mind on this snbject. My experience tells me that the fi·ee enjoyment of a bath in 
the surf, a stroll among the hills, or a ramble along the sea wall is often sufficient to 
overcome the fear of a whipping; that the tendency to trnancy is often inherited; 
that the parents frequently detain their children ast home for the most frivolous roo-
sons, thns disposing them to consider trnasncy a trivial offence; and th_at pasrents 
often not only give expression to this sentiment in the presence of their children, but, 
also in their presence, misinform the teacher as to the cause of the absence. I be· 
lieve the parents are to hlasme for at leasst 80 per cent. o~ the truasncy. Why, t.hen, 
should boys who are ~llowed by their parents to persist in the vice be permitted to 
continue in schools where they are li~ely to exert a bad influence upon their weak 
classmates 7 
Upon the same subject, Hon. J. M. B. Sill, s~perintendent of schools, Detroit, Mich., 
says: 
We have at last, through the efforts of many friends of good order~ and especially 
through the judicious per istence of the Hon. John Devlin, of this city, a law which 
puts it into the power of this board to place some restraint upon the ,juvenile disord-
erly persons who infest certain localities of Detroit, and to do something- towards 
correcting the evil of truancy and youthful incorrigibility. * * -r This law em-
powers boards of education in cities like Detroit to establish ungraded schools for the 
instruction and, if possible, the reformation of the class of children under considera-
tion. It also empowers the 1>0arcl to compel the attendance of such children upon 
instruction, under penalty of confinement in one of the State reform schools. . 
As soon as the finances of t.he board will justify moderate expenditures for tlus 
purpose there !:!hould be no further delay in the establishment of a central ungraded 
school, such a this law contemplates and authorizes. 
For the present, a sincrle room, "' * * equipped with suitable school furniture 
and apparatus, made as comfortable and attractive as possible, and presided over by 
a firm, but humane and intelligent teacher, wm meet wants and conditions. 
I hope the board will see its way clear to the estab1ishment of such a school and 
to the opening of the same early in the next school year. 
The board of education of New York City has made the enforcement of the compul-
sory law one of the duties of the city superintendent, who has at his disposal in car-
rying it out the service of twelve assistants, known as agents of truancy. With ref-
erence to the operation of this department, Hon. John Jasper, the super·lntendent, 
says, in his report for 1882 : 
That the efficiency of the department grows with time and experience is shown in. 
the great sucee attending the work done in this direction during the year. The 
whole number of non-attendants placed in school was 882, an increase of 480 over the 
year 1 1 ancl an increase of 5f> over 1 0. 
It e m proper to stat that 356 of the 882 were children of Itali[tn birth or parent-
age, and that t~ attendanc in five primary departments and Rchools and six cor-
porat sch~ols mcrea eel 1,156 durh1g tho y<'ar, thi increase consisting of the 356 
alJove ~ ntwnr.d and of nearly 00 other Italian children, whose parents, aroused by 
the a twn of the department, voluntarily complied with the law. 
* * 'If • * 'If * 
Truancy i another evi1 which the efforts of the agents abate. During the year 
21~05 ca •, of truancy called for and r •ceivecl attention at the hands of the officers of 
tn1 departm~nt. In the al!cR of 1,li17 a r formation may be sail to have been ef-
f .e rcl, a a ~10n ~~.: tb :w ·nt. wa · fonll(liJ c·c· ·. ary ouly one . In the remaining 87 , 
th truant d1 po. ItiOll ~·n too. tro11g to h thu . eabi1y overcome for 229 were r port <l 
wic ·, 77 thre tirnr , 2-l four tilllf'. 1:~ fiv • timPs, 1 six time , a~cl 3 ten times during 
th y • r. '1 h !llmJlw r ~3-1:; that micrlJt h callccl more or I e .. incorrigible is thu seen 
to h alJout 1 per PUt. of the total numhcr a large <lecrt>ase when compared with 
the r turn. of the pr viou. y ar. ' 
Tb fa t and opinion her pr· nted are sufficient to show that the school officers 
of our ci ies arc fully ali e to the importance of maintaining a high average of school 
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attendance, and that they will accomplish everything possible in thi's direction with 
the Pleans at their disposal. 
Location of Cities.-Table II indicates very plainly a difference in the distribution 
of the population of the various sections of the country that should be kept in mind 
in discussing the conditions affecting education. Of the 263 cities enumerated, 222 are 
in the New England, Middle, and Northern Central States. The ratio of the popula-
tion of these 222 cities to the entire population of their respective sections is as follows: 
For the New England States, 44 per cent.; for the Middle States, 37 per cent.; and 
for the Northern Central States, 17 per cent. In other words, a large proportion of the 
youth of tlie New England and Middle States come within the operation of the city 
school systems, which is the case only with a small proportion in the remaining sec-
tions. Not only is it true that a very large pro.portion of the youth of the New England 
and Middle States is found in the city schools, but, on account of the compactnE¥3s of 
the population and the facility of communication in those sections, the influence of the 
city schools is readily extended to the rural districts. 
Tendencies.-As centres: of wealth and population, cities, it must be allowed, possess 
great advantages for the work of public education. At the same time the magnitude 
of the undertaking, whether considered in reference to the number of youth collected 
together or the money and material m:nployed, calls for the :rp.ost thorough organi-
zation, and organization implies what is often termed machinery. Machinery-
schemes, regulations, tests, tabulated representations, &c.-has, it is well known, an 
undue influence over minds of a ~ertain order. To them routine is progress, and they 
believe in nothing that cannot be formally reported. Education becomes mechanical 
and fruitless when such men have authority to order its condupt or to pass final judg-
ment upon its results. 
It is important to know as exactly as possible the conditions of attendance, punct-
uality, and classification in our schools; it is important to have periodical investiga-
tions and reports upon the condition of school buildings, the use of funds, the progress 
of classes, the results of particular methods, &c.; but a large part, and that the best 
part, of the teacher's work must be taken on trust. The great end of a year's school 
effort is accomplished when the average intelligence, aspiration, and moral character 
of the scholars have ~een advanced, results that cannot be exactly measured and tab-
ulated. 
"The work of a teacher," says Professor Laurie, ''is intellectual and moral, or it 
is a fraud on society. You cannot measure moral forces by a foot rule." The ten-
dency to apply the foot-rule measure, once so strong among us, is· giving way to the 
exercise of a higher and nobler judgment. Methods of instruction, the spirit that 
pervades the work, the means of adjusting the schools to tho ends and uses of com-
mon life, and of drawing to th~m the interest of the best minds of the community, 
eugage more and more the attention of school officers. 
Ins work so vast and so complicated as a system of city schools, progress involves 
constant change. Methods of organization, instruction, and discipline will be adopted 
at one time that from their very success assume exaggerated importance and come 
eventually to be more regarded than the ends to which they were originally subsidiary; 
a reaction takes place and the method is discarded; subsequent experience discloses 
the fact that the evil was wrought through the a.buse of that which was inherently 
good, and there is a counter-reaction. 
Measures are approved in one city and condemned at the same time in another, be-
cause in the one place judgment is determined by their moderato and in the other by 
the effects of their excessive applicatiou. The interchange of information between 
the school authorities of the different cities is desirable, as thereby the experience ac-
quired in one city may be utilized in another. For this reason I endeavor to embody 
in my annual reports the statements of superintendents and othflr school officers with 
reference to what may chance to be prominent subjects of interest. Some difficulty 
arises in the comparison of such statements from the different terms employAd iu il.if-
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ferent cities for the same grade of schools. It would be an advantage, in m~ny ways, 
if the grading were expressed uniformly by numbers or letters and each grade corre-
sponded to one school year. · 
The following extracts are from reports for the current· year: 
From the report of the school committee of Boston for 1882 it appears that the aver-
age nuwber of p~pils belonging to the primary ~chools was 24,428; to gra:p:J.ma.r schools, 
26,69i. Out of a total of 51,331 children in the schools June, 1882, there were in the 
pdm~y grades 24,239; of this number 23,453 were between the ages of 5 and 10, in· 
elusive. Three years are included in the primary schools and 6 years in the grammax 
schools of this city. The nun;lber of primary scholars in the schools of Baltimore, 
1882, was 15,521 out of a total of 35,649. In this city also primary schools cover 3 
years. The total enrolment in the public schools of Chicago, June, 1882, was 68,614, 
of which nm1;1ber 55,488 were in the primary departments, the course in which occu-
pies 4 years. In Cincinnati t,he schools are classified into district, 5 years; interme-
(liate, 3 years; and high, 4 years. Out of an average enrolment in all the schools of 
27,809, the district schools :!;lumbered 22,201. Allowing for differences in classification 
the figures show plainly enough that, so far as the number of children affected is con-
cerned, the primary and lower grammar grades represent the most important part of 
t}le school work. 
The efforts made within a few years to change the methods of instruction and 
discipline in th~ primary schools have been closely followed in my annual reports. 
The present aspect of this department in the citi611 generally may be well summed 
np in the statement of Ron. Samuel 'r. Dutton, superintendent of schools, New Haven, 
Conn., in his report for 1883: 
The reformation begun some years since in methods of ~rimary teaching has taken 
strong hold during the past year, and the prospects were never better for the whol/3. 
some, healthful treatment of little children during their jirst year in school. Tho 
school sessions have been materially shortened during the summer months, and by 
the introduction of physical drill and other forms of activity life in the school room 
is made le8s fatiguing and more attractive. Number tables are being supplied as fast 
as teachers are prepared to make a good use of them. A consi«;}erable sum has al!!o 
been expen<).ed for supplementary reading matter. The benefits of this provision are 
too obvious to need explanation. 
The following new Jeparture is noted in the report of the Boston school committee 
for 1882: 
For the first time within the knowledge of this committee, a uniform and systematic 
examination of the fhst classes of the primary schools was succel:lsfully carried out 
last June. 'rhe method adopted was in the main the Harne as that under which the 
~aduating clas es of the grammar schools are examined. The papers were prepared 
by the board of supervisors and appro-ved by the committee on examinations. The 
examinations were conducted at the same time in each study R nd with the same quPs-
tions. There n1ts of these examinations were recorded in blauks furnished for the 
purpose, inspected hy the supervisorsi who added their ow u xecommendations, and 
ubmitt d to the committee on exammations; and the promotions to the grammar 
schools were made in accordance with the decision of that committee. 
It should be ob erved that thi experiment occurs at a time when there is in many 
quarter a decided protest against the prevailing system of annual e,xaminations, as 
will be een by the following statements, the first of which is from the report of Ron. 
Joseph O'Connor, d puty superintendent of common schools, San Francisco, Cal.: 
In a largE chool department attempting to give a practical elementary education 
to more than 40,0 0 children, the system of written examinations in vogue is, iu 
mauy re pect , po itively injuriou untl is totally inadequate as a test of the labor of 
tlle tee cb rs and of the progre s and standing of the pupils. The course of study 
vroYid tha rtain books must bestudi d to certain uages and paragraphs, mention-
in r 1 n , articl ·, and, in many in tances, the very~ ords to be omitted. It is uu-
d r. ood that the d pnty up rint ud nt hall prepare que tions for the examinations, 
taking care not to go out ide of the "COlli e" in a single word. The children are 
Jlrorn t d upon p rcentage ohtain u in th ir written answers to these questions, :1111l 
th avera.ae director ratea the d gre of succe&~ or failpre of the teacher by the pro-
'{X>rtion of her pupile so promoted. The natural result is that the great majority of 
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the teachers (and I do not consider them to blame) spend nearly all their time in 
drilling and preparing the pupils for the annual examinations. . · 
Under this plan the crammed pupils will appear to best advantage and the cram-
ming teachers are likely to have the highest reputation. The entire department will 
follow the idiocrasy of the question maker. There will be no correct measure of in-
tellectual advancement in the student or of pedaO'ogic skill in the teacher. 
When I add thatfrom the time the pupils enter1he sixth grade (often sooner) until 
they leave the senior class of the high school-a period of at least nine years-they 
are subjected not only annually and semiannually, but monthly aud often weekly, 
to the temptation of copying, and otherwise improperly obtaining ·credit to which they 
are not honestly entitled, I think there cannot be much argument in favor of the 
moral aspect of the written examinations plan. * * * Any person possessing 
even a slight appreciation of the wear and tear of mental strain must see that the 
labor of condnctin~ the usual annual written examinations is something' fearful. The 
teachers must not nave charge of their own classes. The pupils sit scarcely a foot 
apart; each one eagerly hoping to obtain the required percentage. The teacher, by 
a cat-like vigilance, is required to enforce honesty upon :tifty .or sixty persons whose 
undeveloped judgment often recognizes the advantage in the opposite ,course. Then 
commences the work of poring over quire upon quire of nervously. hurriedly written 
answers which, when deciphered, reflect.lines of t,hought just as different from those 
of the examiner as the reasoning and motives of the child are from those of the adult. 
If there be a doubt as to the intended meaning, the child is not present, as in oml ex-
aminations, to explain. When the papers are marked and returned to the class ex-
amined the objections of pupils, parents, and teachers to the crediting come thick and 
fast. 'l'hese troubles settled, the credits must be entered upon the proper records, the 
percentages calculated, and certificates made out and issued. When one considers 
what it must bo to hold fourteen examinations, with attendant difficulties as described, 
between the 9th and 25tll of the month-a period embracing thirteen scllooldays~he 
must certainly be amazed at the power of endurance possessed by the average San 
Francisco teacher. I am happy to state that with the assistance of the inspector and 
of the late deputy, Mr. D. C. Stone, who was engaged with ns (luring sixteen days 
of our busiest time, we were enabled _at the close of our last school year to reduce the 
number of written examinations to seven (including French and German, which were 
given in the cosmopolitan schools only), and these were scattered over a period extend-
ing from Aprilll to May 31. The rules also allowed the promotion by the principals, 
upon evident fitness, of not "more than 50 per cent. of the pupils of any class." 
I have made the foregoing digression to show: 
(1) The necessity for a better system of examination; (2) some of what has already 
been accomplished by the appointment of one inspector. 
On the basis of Mr. Leggett's oral examinations in 1873, one inspector working 
steadily can examine 107 grammar classes in half the school year. Primary classes 
can be examined ·more quickly. Mr. Leggett was a rapid and able examiner. He 
was and is an jndefatigablo worker. Hence I think from 120 to 125 clr.sscs, one-third 
of t.he number grammar and two-thirds primary, would be as many as any person 
could thoroughly examine twice a year. * * * 
Some of the advantages, then, of a proper system of inspection and oral examina-
tion would be: 
(1) A large direct money saving. 
(2) A very much larger indirect saving by preventing loss of valuable time. 
(3) Au improvement of the moral tone of our children by doing away with their 
greatest stimulus to falsehood and cheating. 
( 4) The improvement of the methous and teaching power of tho instructors, under 
the sn,ggestion and advice of the inspectors. 
(5) The deliverance of both teachers and pupils from the periodical overexcite-
ment consequent upon written examinations. 
l1:om report of Hon. Sylvester Brown, superintendent of public schools, Quincy, 
Mass. : 
It was formerly the custom to promote pupils from grade to grade, provided they 
attaineu an average of a stated percentage of correct answers on au examination or 
a serles of examinations. More recently those pupils have been promoted whom 
their teachers named as being qualified for advancement. Experience bas shown 
that there will be a percentage of good and studious pupils whose names the honest 
teacher will be forced to omit from the list of those qualified to go on to the next 
higher grade with their classmates. The aim of the common school should be to do 
the ~reatest good to the greatest number, and teachers should never overlook the 
fact that the schools are exclusively for the children. The question to be ans~·erod 
in ruakiug promotions is not "Has this child as ~ood and clear a mind as his class-
mates?" but "Will this child be less fitted for the unties of life if he goes on with 
the pupils of his class and works with them the succeeding year¥" 
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After giving a good deal oftbQugbt to this subject, I have come to the conclusion 
that promotions should include the whole class, with very rare exceptions, after the 
first two years of the child's school life, until be reaches the first class in the gram-
mar school. If children are left in the same grade for two or more years they be-
come discouraged, and the benefit derived from this repetition of studies is not at all 
commensurate with the time that is lost. It must be understood, however, by par-
ents and children that no one is entitled to promotion unless his teacher can con-
scientiously recommend him as a pupil who has worked according to the best of his 
ability. · 
From report of Hon. Samuel T. Dutton, superintendent of public schools, New 
Haven, Conn.: 
In order to relieve the pressure upon both teachers a.p.d pupils, a simpler marking 
system bas been devised which, if used intelligently, takes only one-fourth the time 
of the old method and does not demand that the teacher shall sit while teaching with 
pencil in hand to record t4e percentage value of recitations. 
The annual examination as a basis of promotion in -primary and grammar schools 
has been dispensed with, and, while occasional tests, both written and oral, are applied, 
principals an.d teachers are urged to use them as a means rather than an end of 
teaching. 
Grammar grades.-Tbe examinations here referred to affect the grammar schools 
chiefly, the department of the public schools which just now stands most in need of 
attention. 
The age of pupils is a. matter to be carefully considered in the arrangement and con-
duct of studies for this grade. The cO'Ilsideration 1s forcibly presented in the follow-
ing obserration by Hon. J. L. Brewster, superintendent of schools, Lawrence,Mass.: 
I cannot contemplate without deep solicitude the operation of the factory law in 
diminishing the numbers in our grammar scbooll:l, because many of the common 
branches of study, which all agree arc necessary to inteUigent citizenship in all the 
walks of life, cannot be taught in schools of lower ~rades, where, of necessity, tbe 
time is spent upon work of a much more fnndamental character-largely abstract-
training the perceptive faculties and tbe like, without which no common school e<lu-
cation can be of much value. The criticism is often made that pupils do not make 
the progress in the city schools that they do (or rather did forty years ago) in the 
country schools, where the terms of school are much shorter. 'l'he fact is that the 
pupils in those schools were much older, possessed of more mature minds, inhabiting 
the bodies of young men and young women, not those of small boys and girls. One 
of the hindrances of tbe city schools is that, influenced as we are by the shortness of 
the school life of a majority of the pupils, we hav-e drifted and are still drifting too 
far in the direction of crowding in quantity, forgetting quality, in attempting to do for 
children between nine and twelve years of age what ought not to be attempted for 
the average child until three years later, between twelve and fifteen. It is true that 
some few can do the work as now attempted, with profit, but not so the average; and 
it is tho average child who must be the standard in any: scheme of public education. 
Physical and mental maturity-the product of time-is necessary to the successful 
pro ecution of mo!t of the work in tbe grammar school course. An additional com-
pulsoYyyear, extending the limit to fifteen years, would do much to aid our grammar 
schools, or rather to aid the children to prepare for usefulness in life. 
Memoriter and cramming processes are sure to be resorted to whenever the chief 
aim in a cour e of instruction is to carry the pupils through a given quantity of work, 
irre pective of their ability to comprehend it. Temporary results may thus be ob-
taineu, which are the more hurtful the more they are showy and imposing. A case in 
poin is furnished in the report of the superintendent of Quincy schools, Sylvester 
Brown: 
In thp, s nuy of arithmetic we rarely ee results attained at aU commensurate with 
the tim and en r 'Y expend cl. This i because teachers, committeemen, and 
s-perint n(l nt , who w reeducated at a time when arithmetic was the almo t uni-
wr al hobb ·, canu t rid tb m. ·1v of the idea that pupill:l must get as much knowl-
.cl(r of tbe ubjec now a pupils fonnerly did wbo were several years older. So it is 
not often that a 1 .. on i given or an xamination made that does not contain some 
1i a ure in a<lva~ of tb hnmatur mind of the pnpila. Perhaps I cannot make plain 
t you my meamnu b ·tt r than hy th following illustration: While insprcting a B 
gr..tmmar room I ·a v his prohlem placed upon the board, which tbe pupil. w re x-
I ct d .to p ·rform: "A groc 1 s quart m asnre ovas too small by half a rrill. How 
muchd1dhetbus d1 hone tly make in ellingfour barrels of cider, averaging 34 gall ., 
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2 qts., 1 pt., each, jf the cider was worth 24 cents a ga.Ilon ~" Thjs is not an isolated 
ca~e; it is only one of the many proulems which teachers continually give and exam-
iners require that are wholly above the beads of children and can only be solved by 
an adult with a pretty clear bead for reasoning. Such problems are not on~y usel~ss, 
but are positively pernicious, by pntting ou;,tacles in. their way that it is rmpossi?le 
for them to overcome, thus causing them to become discouraged. I confess to haVIng 
seriously misjudged children as to their powers of logical reasoning, and shall here-
after in my examina.tions confine myself to those topics in arithmetic in their simple 
form which children should know and are able to comprehend. 
Another cause of partial failnre in the teaching of this subject is the tendenc.y of 
teachers to crowd too many problems, embracing a large number of principles, into o~e 
lesson. An examination ::;hould include problems containing all principles the pupils 
have been taught; bnt one principle is usually sufficient for the daj}y le~:>son. Teachers 
should bear in mind that it. is a good quality rather than a large amount of work that 
is to be desired, and that it is better to have one principle thoroughly understood by all 
members of the class than many principles imperfectly comprehended. Our successful 
teachers of arithmetic insist that a diagram shall be drawn by every pupil to illustrate 
each problem before a solution ofit is attempted. When all teachers insist upon this 
in each case, according to the instructions they have received, they will find it a great 
h elp to their classes in gaining arithmetical knowledge. -
Much bas been said in a generaJ:-way against the forcing process here illustrated, 
but it is not likely to be preventecl until tho observation and statements of particular 
instances have brought about a clear understanding of the nature of the evil. 
G1·ading.-Grading is a feature of our city schools that excites more or less criti-
cism, yet it is by no means peculiar to public elementary schools. On the contrary, the 
absence of grading (i. e., distinct classification based upon standards of~scholarships) 
is noticeable where funds are meagre and there is a general want of the requisites for 
an efficient educationa.l work. Grading is an evil only wbep. it is treated as an end 
in itself, a tendency which has not been sufficiently controlled in the past. The 
subject has been very thoroughly discltssed in recent conferences of teachers and 
supervising officers, with results that promise a better regulation of grading in the 
future. 
The plan of dividing each grade into two classes pursuing the same studies but 
reciting alternately has been tried with good results. This ar~angement gives every 
child a chance to work by himself and in school, insures greater diligence on the 
part of the child in school hours, and decreases the hours of mental effort by requir-
ing less time tt> be spent in protracted recitations, whereby the number of hours of 
home study is virtually diminished. 
With reference to the principle of classification to be observed in this arrangement, 
Hon. A. P. Marble, superintendent of public schools, Worcester, Mass., makes the fol-
lowing recommendations: ' 
(1) In too first place do not put the boys in one class and the girls· in another. 
(2) It will be harmful to sort out the nervous, brilliant reciters of lessons for one 
class and the slow and dull for the other. The nervous, high strung, ambitions boys 
and girls are not the ones to be pushed forward in advance. It is better in many 
cases for them to go along moderately, and to :fill up the spare time by broadening 
the range of what they learn, than to push them forward or allow them to rush for-
ward too rapidly in the school curriculum. This broadening may be done by directing 
their reading and turning their attention to what goes on around them, in the shops, 
on the street, and in the business which they may happen to know about. Instead 
of adding to the set and formal lessons of this class of pupils, they may be allowed 
to set down in writing what they know of any subject or any process of manufact-
ure. They thus get ease of expression and a definiteness of thought which less 
practice d~es ~ot give the other pupils. The iJ?-te~·est of this class of pupils in the 
lessons which It takes only a sm~U part of their t1me to master may be kept up by 
incidental attention to correlative su hjects. It is notal ways best to hurry a bright a.n<;~, 
active pupil into the next grade. So much by way of suggestion as to these smart 
pupils. 
(3) Again, in each of the rooms, there is a class tolerably well graded; they are 
never exactly graded; if they are subdivided, the classes will not long remain exactly 
graded. It is not necessary and not desirable that they should be kept exactly graded. 
Now, by dividing th~ room into two classes, the matter stands about where it did be-
fore-no more difficulty, no less. If it hap:pens that, the two classes keep on, neck 
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and neck, no matter. If it turns out that one class gets along fast,er than the other, 
no harm in that. But the bright division, if there be one, should not absorb the teach-
er's time; and pupils are not to be put from one to the other as a reward of merit or 
a punishment. In either case, the two divisions will go on together to the next room 
just the same as if there were but one class. 
The experiment has been found to work well. It should be observed that this 
practice of double divisions in the same grade has always been maintained in certain 
cities. 
From the usual organization of the systems of city schools the duty of instruct-
ing and disciplining the scholars of the grammar grade falls largely upon women. 
There are serious objections to the exclusion of men fi·orn a due share of this work, 
much of which seems to require t,he strength, force, and endurance characteristic of 
tllo sterner sex. In a number of cities measures are proposed for bringing the gram-
mar schools more directly or more largely unuer the in:fiuence of male teachers. 
With examinations subordinated to instruction, gra(ling made properly flexible, 
an<l the teaching force judiciously constituted, the gramll?-ar schools will be in con-
dition to realize tho hopes of those who have labored so earnestly for their •improve-
mont in recent years. Already the good results of changes that have been introduced 
within a few years are apparent. The quantity of arithmetic and technical grammar 
required has been considerably diminished, while better methods of teaching com-
putation and language have effected a freer exercise of the reasoning powers and a 
more correct use of language 'on the part of pupils. Drawing has been very generally 
introduced in the grammar grades, and much attention has been given to tho develop-
ment of taste and sensibility. Among the exercises that ·particularly conduce to 
this end must be mentioned those of authors' day and arbor day. Although twese 
exercises are not confined to the.grammar schools it is here that their influence is most 
positive and beneficial. • · 
Tho feature of the work in our city schools just referred to is noticed particularly 
by the foreigners who from time to time visit this country to study our institutions. 
The following statement is from a report suumitted to the minister of public iustruc-
tion, France, by Mademoiselle Marie Loizill(\n. 1 Referring particularly to impressions 
derived from her inspection of the schools of Cincinnati, she says: 
It appt>ars that instruction is considered almost everywhere as a means towards an 
end; that is, education pure and simple is tile goal to be attained. On all sides thE:' 
aim of teaching is to elevate the mind and to improve tile moral tone. Therefore 
reading and literature enter largely into tho course of study. Pupils of all gradefl 
participate in such work according to their ability; in the higher classes they famil-
iarize themselves with the most celebrated authors, quotins- readily from tileir best 
kndwn works and often reciting the master pieces of Enghsil and American poet . 
Many times tile pupils write whole poems or essays on the blackboard. 'l'hey are 
never at a loss. Should poetry from Longfellow, Bryant, or Shakespeare be called 
for at any time it would be given, so great and so highly cultivated is the taste of the 
Am rican child for literature. 
up rintendent Pea leo lately inaugurated in the schools P.o-called anniversary day 
of gr at men, such as prominent citizens, statesmen, poets, artists, &c. Those "da s" 
tak place quite often and are veritable tournaments. The pupils prepare themselves 
car ~ully beior lHmd, and, i!l their rea.dincrs or recitations on the subject takt\n from 
he ~tfe of the c lebrity selected, without ~akin<Y any pretensions, they ofttimes how 
c~nstd rable talent. These fete days are almost fike family festivals, and the authori-
tc pr ent add much to the success of the day by their well timed marks of appro-
ua i nand encourarrement. 
1 In the fall of 1882 Mll . M. Loizillon, inspectrice g6nerale des ecoles maternelles, and Mlle. M . Coutu· 
rier, Paris, dir ctrice de l'Ecole pro~ sionnelle du Havre, visited this country to study education. 
The fact that tho two ladi s, commi ioned 'by the French minister of pu'bHc instruction, came by 
thc:m11 h·e11 wa inter ting Am rican educators in itself. Tho eminent ability and character of the 
ladic:s and the great work. they bad already accomplished in education gave r. special value to any 
opinions tb Y migb form. They expre d tbom elves in many ways appreciatiT"e and grateful for 
f! court i xt nded them by our teachers and school ofiicers. After their return a. very cordial 
not of thanks wa communicated to thi Office by a repr 8 ntative of tho ]french ministry, expr s-
in in rn rms appreciation ot the court si08 and opportunities eJttended to these ladiee in th ir 
ia1 amon our choola. 
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Evening schools.-The extent of the provision maa.e in evening schools for sc?-olars 
who have not the chance to profit by the day schools will be seen by reference to 
Table II, appendix. It is with great satisfaction that I am enabled to 1·ecord the final 
triumph of the Evening High School, Boston. After uncertainty and protracted dis-
cussion, the school was reopened January 3, 1882, under satisfactory conditions. 
Finances.-From the financial summary, Table II, it appears that the total receipts 
for education in 1882 were $30,181,675, four cities not reporting; total expenditure, 
four cities not reporting, $27,894,427. The receipts do not represent the whole amount 
raised in the cities for the support of public education, as many cities contribute 
mncb, more to the State school tax of their respective States than they receive , from 
that source. 
School system of Wasltington, D. C.-I am indebted to Hon. J. 0. Wilson, super-
intendent of schools, Washington, D. C., for the following outline of the organization 
and conduct of the schools under his supervision. It is a brief but precise exposi-
tion of one of the most carefully planned and efficient systems maintained in' our 
country : 
The public school system includes the elementary schools, the high school, and the 
normal school. The courses of study are arranged as follows: The course for the ele-
mentary schools is divided into eight grades, and, beginning with the lowest and 
proceeffi.ng to the highest, they are designated by the terms first grade, second grade, 
and so on to the eighth grade. A year is required for doing the work Of each grade, 
from the first to the seventh inclusive, and two years are allowed for the work of the 
eighth grade. SomG of the stronger and more capable pnpils do the work of the 
eighth grade in one year. As one-half or more of the pupils who enter the eighth 
grade leave the schools on completing its course, it is thought best to make the 
treatment of the studies as thorough and broad as possible, and two years are allowed 
for this purpose. Arithmetic is thoroughly completed, so that it need not be reviewed 
by those who pass on. to the high school; the elements~f algebra are studied; geography . 
and the history and Constitution of the United States are reviewed and studied with 
a higher and more scientific treat.ment; English grammar, including abundant pr~ctice 
in writing, business and social forms, reproductions, transpositions, compositions, and 
essays, receives much attention. A few of the standard works of the best English 
authors are critically read and studied. 
Promotions from grade to grade are ordinarily made only at the beginning of the 
school year." They are made at other times whenever the best interests of a pupil 
justify or require it.. The exceptions to the rule have not been 1mmerous or trouble-
some. Under a system of yearly promotions, while the course of study' for each pupil 
is the same in length it need not be so in breadth, .and there are very obvious and 
weio-htyreasons for not making the several periods of tuition in a graded course of 
stud'y (each requiring a change of teacher) so short that the teacher has time to learn 
but little about the pupils individually. 
Written examinations are held in the .fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, usu-
ally designated grammar schools, as follows : In the fifth and sixth grades monthly 
and in the seventh and eighth grades bimonthly, commencing with October and 
ending with May. 
In most schools the examinations are divided and distributed over the period of 
study included, so that only one study is taken up at each examination. This part of 
the school work, unattractive alike to teachers and pupils, is thus distributed through 
the year as equably as possible. Each teacher prepares his or ber own questions, su-
pervises the work, examines the papers, and marks and records the results. There is 
no attempt to make these examinations uniform in all the schools. By means of a reci-
tation card, devised for the purpose, a note is made of the daily recitations. From 
these two sources combined a yearly record of the scholarship of each pupil is made. 
An annual written examination covering all the work of the year is held just before 
the close of the schools in June. In this examination the questions are prepared by 
the school officers, and no teacher has charge of the work in his or her own school. 
Promotion from grade to grade below the high school is not based upon any speci-
fied percentage attained by the pupils. It is left to the best judgment of the teacher 
who bas instructed them in the grade from which they are to be promoted, and who 
bas, as aids to a correct decision, the record made through the year, the record of the 
annual examination, and a personal knowledge of the pupils. 
At the close of the year each teacher makes out, on a prescribed form, a list of the 
pupils who have satisfactorily completed the work of the grade, certifies the same · 
over his or her signature, and the promotions are made accordingly. This plan of 
making promotions gives general satisfaction. Mistakes are made but seldom, and 
then are easily corrected. 
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Duri,ng the past few years there bas been no change in the list of studies pursued 
in the elementary grades, but the methods of teaching these studies have been con-
stantly changing for the better. Tlley are much more objective now than formerly. 
Moulding, map drawing, pictures, and specimens of productions and manufactmes aro 
all brought into use in teaching geography, and in fagt they are considered imlispen-
sable to effective teaching. The simple elementary facts of natural science arc taught 
with the aid of visible illustration: botany is taught ti·om plants, zoology from ani-
mals, minera1ogy from minerals. Physiology and hygiene cannot be illnstr~ted so 
readily, but a fair degree of success b~ts attended tho efforts in this direction. :More 
than one hundred pieces of apparatus, simple and inexpensive, have been devised and 
made by teachers and pupils for experiments in physics. Drawing is a regular study 
in all the grades, and no study is more popular with teachers and pupils. It gives a 
training of band and eye that is of great general value to all and of special practic~l 
value to many who engage in occupations requiring knowledge and skill in th1s 
subject. 
TABLE III.-NORl\fAL SCITOOLS. 
The following is a comparative summary of normal schools, instructors, and pupils 
reported to the Bureau for the years 1873 to 1882, inclusive: 
1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 11877. 1878. 1879.1 188<l.l1881." 1882. 
Number of institutions . . • . . 113 124 137 151 I 152 156 207 220 225 233 
Numb" ofinotruoton .•.•.. l 8871 966 1, 031 1, 065 1, 18!) I 1, 2:!7 1 1, -122 1 1. 466 1 1, 573 1, 700 
Number ofstudents ........ 16, 620 24, 405 29,105 33, 921 137, 082 139, ij(j!) 140, 029 143, 077 148, 705 51,132 
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TABLE III.-Gene1'al stunrnary of statistics of public and p1·ivate norrnalschools. 
Number of normal schools supported by-




California .............. . 








96 •••••. ··•••· •••••• ·••••· ·••••· .•• ! •. 
548 1 140 










1 ........... . 
Connecticut ........... . 9 
5 
123 .............................. ······ ......................... .. 
Florida ................ . 40 .............................. •••••• ................. . 
Georgia ....................... . 













9 223 .•••..•••••••••••• 








Louisiana............... . . • • . . . . . . . . . ... ; . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . • • • . .. . • • • • . 3 
Maine . . . . . . . • • • • • • •• • • . 4 21 498 . .. • . . . .. .. • .. • • • . 3 9 c2 
Mar~land............... 2 20 278 •••••. .••••• ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 
Massachusetts.......... 6 57 904 ...... ...... •••••• 3 16 117 3 

























Mississippi .••••••••••.. 2 
Missouri ............... . 
Nebraska .............. . 2 











New Hampshire ....... . 
10 
4 51 ................ .. 1 1 ······ ................. . 
New .Jersey............ 20 233 .••••• ...... •••••. 1 10 28 
New York.............. 107 2,620 ...... •••••• ...... ·2 48 1,477 
North Carolina . • • • • • • . . 10 87 1, 211 . • .. • • . • • • .. • • • • .. . • • • • • . • • • • . . ..... 






96 a, 562 
Oregon ................ . 2 
10 
1 
11 61 ..................................................... . 
Pennsylvania .......... . 140 3,154 . ..... .••• •• .... •• 1 28 965 7 32 «2 
Rhode Island .......... . 8 159 .................................. .. 
South Carolina ............................................................... .. 
Tennessee.............. 1 . 9 175 ................................... . 
Texas-----·-········· 














Virginia . . . .. • .......... d2 52 442 • • .. • • . • • • • • • • • .. • 1 2 49 2 12 73 
West Virginia.......... 6 19 423 ...... ...... .••••. •••••• .••••. .••••. 1 8 230 
Wisconsiu.... •• • •• . . • . . 4 59 I, 088 .. • • •• . .. • • . . .. .. . 1 2 14 2 14 79 
Dakota................. e1 17 ..................................................... . 
District of Columbia..... . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . ...... ... ••. ...... 1 3 15 4 15 138 
Utah .•.. .. . •••••• .... . . e1 4 41 .................................................... •• 
Washington............ e1 . .. . . . 7 .•......••...•.•...•...........•.••........••.•. ·••••· 
---------- --------------- ------ ---
Total .•••••. ~--·· 97 882 17, 9G4 9 223 21 154 3, 109 114 655 15, 043 
a This summary contains the strictly normal students only, as far as reported; for total number of 
students, see the preceding summaries. 
b A. department of an institution endowed by the national ,trant of land to agricultural colleges. 
c Receive an allowance from the State. 
dOne of these institutions is partially supported from the :proceeds of the national grant of land tG 
agricultural colleges, the normal school being part of an ills titution so en dowell. 
e Territortal appropriation. 
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T AllLE III. -PART 1. - Sunt1/la1'Y of 
~ Numlmr of stuuents. Grarlnates in C.) 
tbe last year. ' i.S ,;, 
.s ;.; Number of nor- Number of § .E "' <:,) rual students. other stndentA. ~ bb 'C 
~ ~-~ ~d StMcs and Territories. ~~ "' 
.q-§ 
.s Ill 0~ .,_.w 
"""' ~ ~+> 0 0 p 1:::~ 
~ t <:) a3 ~ ;.;'"" II)~ .c:> ~ 
~ "2 ~ 
?. ~ ~II) s 6 .s ~ s 0 E! bO ;::: ;::: 
~ 
~ ::::~ 0 Ql Ql 
~ ~ ~ 8 Fi ~ Fi ~b.O 
------ ---· ---------------
Alabama ............ .' .... 19 677 2Hi 168 HiS 13[; 20 18 
.Arkansas ................. 7 201 79 17 65 40 1 
California. ................. 20 740 96 592 9 43 200 120 
Colorado .................. 1 17 10 ............ .. ............ ............. ............ 
Connecticut .............. 123 120 ........... ............. 39 22 
Floridn, .... ............... 155 23 17 w 56 
Illinoh! ................... 35 1, 885 291. 592 456 
. ---~~~- ! 
75 02 
Indiana .. ................. 16 577 222 355 58 58 
Iowa ..................... 399 111 281 
I 8~ 21 
65 45 
Kansas ................... 11 455 103 150 122 48 44 
Kentucky ................ 2 ..... . ..... ............... ............ .............. ............. ........... 
Maine .................... 24 739 135 372 135 97 92 86 
Mar.vland ....... .......... 2 20 406 31 247 40 88 38 35 
Massachusetts ........•... 73 1, 035 216 805 1 13 282 146j 
Michigan ................. 1a 582 ,~I 234 (181) 85 Minnesota ................ 34 1,102 277 499 146 1 180 76 71 
Mi11sissippi ...•.. .....• : . . 15 383 126 66 95 96 
Missouri. ..... ............ 54 1, 468 iHlO) (101) 122 53 645 524 33 35 
Neura!ika ........... ...... 10 339 130 209 ............. ........... 45 45 
Kew llam}tsllirc .......... 51 49 . .......... . ............ 10 10 
New Jersey ...... ........ 
,: I 
30 261 35 22Ci ............ . ......... .. 67 65 
New York ......... ....... , 155 5, 832 (461) (tjl) 218 112 640 2, IJ96 
'" I 
923 
North Carolina .......... . 87 1, 388 599 612 87 !JO 11 
Ohio ...................... 4 29 282 31 130 ()3 58 103 75 
Ore~on ................... 2 11 61 2!) 32 .............. I ............ 3 
J>tmu:~yl;ani:~ .......... ... 11 1()8 5, 258 1, 777 2, 3-12 598 1 un 501 413 
Rhode Islunu ............. 1 8 15!l 13 146 ............ ............. 23 21 
Teunessee ................ 1 175 75 100 ................ ............... 41 41 
Texas .................... 1 225 ()3 102 35 25 73 ()!) 
Vermont. ................. 16 517 (122) 22 21 77 70 ll!J 2:l3 
Y irginia .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. 3 54 5:'50 282 209 35 24 69 55 
West irginia ............ 1 G 19 515 249 174 48 44 35 19 
Wi ron in . .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. 61 2, 056 408 694 430 524 65 59 
Dakoi .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. 3 35 3 14 8 10 ........ ...... .. 
District of Columbia ..... ·1 1 3 15 o 15 o 0 15 15 
T, tnb ...... . . .. . .. .. . • . .. . 1 4 I 41 23 I J o 0 16 ........ I 
Vashiogton .............. 
1 
__ 1 ~ ------~- _ _2_{-~t3)~~ia~-)··::_:: ·;··::.:::::.:=; 
otal • .. .. .. . • .. . • .. 119 1, 04;:.. 2 ' 711 7, 22v 113, 357 3, 2GO I :J, 713 52, 568 1, 836 1 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
statistics of public nonnal schools. 
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1 ............. ............. 
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TABLE III.-PART 2. -Summary of 
..d Graduates in 
~ Number of students. the last year . 
States. 
. s ~ . .B Numberofnor- Numberof ~ ~~ 
~ <:> • mal students. other stuuents. .... 
g~ ~ ~] 
~~ ] '• ~ ~j 
o ~ ~ ~s 
fi) ~ Q ~ ~ ~"" 
s s .s $ s $ s e ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
"' "' .., ...... - "'!II 
Alabama.................. 4 20 537 91 81 149 216 a2 au, 
Arkansas ••• • • . • • • • • • • • • • 1 5 284 13 23 127 121 0 ..•••••. 
California • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • . 2 5 30 . • .. • • • . 30 . • .. • • • . . • • . • • • . 30 15 




























































13 30 321 f 
(204) 
16 J 9 
























133 61 Mississippi • •• •••••• •• •• • • 3 17 238 20 24 7 














Nebraska................. 1 16 99 .. .. .. .. .. • . .. • . 55 44 .............. .. 
New York................ 3 ........ 19 •••••••. 19 ........ ........ 6 6 
North Carolina........... 5 16 b449 113 53 25 22 7 ....... . 
!~;~~=~~~:~~~~~~~~~: ~ :: ··=: {.:·.~~r:·.~~- l ·: .. ~ ·:: ... :~- ~ 
South Carolina............ 5 28 1, 061 ~ lfJ40) 171 } 315 381 40 32 1 
~::::~:~.-.-:::::::::::::: ·: ~ •. s:: ·:: ·:: •• , '" .. . .... -~ I 
Virginia. .. .. • ..... •• ••• . .. 2 12 323 43 30 100 150 1.0 ........ 
1 West Virginia............ 1 8 230 • 120 110 10 8 
Wisconsin . • .. . .. .. • .. .. .. 2 14 381 58 21 197 105 11 11 I 
n;,m::~c·t:'~::::::l~-;;-;;;;-Qj\:r:::Jj\:-l•· ,:: ---;;j 
a One in tHu ion reports 10 of la!lt year's graduates as engaged in teaching, but fails to give the 
tutal DlllllUUr CJf gradu te for tbe year. 
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statistics of p1'ivate nm·mal schools. 


















.... ··----· ................. -.......................................................... -........ -.......... -- ........................................... . 
.... ······ ........... 1 .............. ... ........... .. ......... ............ ............. 
7,100 550 4 5 5 2 6 
12,820 805 .8 7 'r 1 10 
2, 750 430 7 4 7 8 8 8 ....... : 7 
3, 320 120 2 1 1 2 2 2 
4, 090 530 2 1 4 4 1 1 3 
830 50 1 2 1 ........... .............. .. ............. ............. 2 
871 70 2 0 ............. 2 2 2 1 1 2 
...... ··-· .............. 1 1 .............. ........... . .......... ............ . ............ 1 
1, 500 150 1 2 1 .1 ............. . ····-·· 2 3 
........... 4 1 ' 1 2 ............. 1 3 
400 50 2 . ...... ...... ........... .. ............ 2 
······· .... .......... . ........ . ........... ............ .. ........ .. ........... 1 
40 20 1 0 
............. ............ 2 ............ . ........... .. .......... 1 1 3 
2, 675 43 2 3 2 1 2 2 
7, 600 100 5 3 6 8 6 1 7 
4, 391 241 2 4 2 3 4 2 4 5 




























3, 200 1 , 0 1 
.......... ........ 2 2 
1, 790 12 3 2 3 4 
-;;----;,;;---;- --26- -·--; --73- ---; ~~~--;,-~,---; 
b Classification not reported in all cn.sos. 
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App1·opt·iations for 11orrnal schools. 
Name of school and location .. 
State Normal School, Florence, Ala ... .. ............•• ..• •••••..••••••. •••··· 
Normal School for Colored Teachers, Hunts>ille, Ala .••..•••.••••••.•••..• ·· 
Lincoln Normal University, Marion, Ala ....•••.•••.•••••••..•••••••.• ••···•· 
Tuskegee Normal School, Tuskegee, Ala ..•..••....•...••... ~ •. .••......... · · 
Normal department, Arkansas Industrial Universit-y, Fayetteville, Ark.···· ·1 
Branch Noli.Dal College of Arkansas Industrial University, Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Los Angeles Normal School, Los Angeles, Cal. ..•....•......•••.•••••.•... ··· 
Normal tlepartment of Girls' High School, San Francisco, Cal •••..••.•••.•••. 
California State Normal School, San Jose, Cal ...... .. .....••••..• ~ •.•••••.•• · 
N ox:mal department of the U ni vcrsity of Colorado, Boulder, Colo .••.••••••••. 
Connecticut State Normal School, New Britain, Conn ......•..••••••••••••••. 
East Florida. Seminary, Gainesville, Fla ........•.•.••••••••••••••••••••••.... 
Normal department of Atlanta University, Atlan,ta, Ga ..................... . 
Normal department of North Georgia .Agricultural College, Dahlonega, Ga .. 
Southern Illinois Normal University, Carbondale, Ill ....................... . 
Illinois State Normal University, Normal, Ill ............................... . 
Cook County Normal and Training School, Normalville, Ill* ................ . 
Training school department of public schoois, Fort Wayne, Ind .•••.•••..•. . 
Indianapolis Normal School, Indianapoli~;~, Ind .•.•..••..••.•••••.•••••.••..••. 
Southern Indiana Normal School, Paoli, Ind .. • ...••••....•••••.•.•••.•• ••••••• 
Indiana State N onnal School, Terre Haute, Ind .•••••..•.••••••.•••.•••••..•. 
Burlington City Training School, Burlin~ton, Iowa .•.•••.•••••.••••..•..•..•. 
• Iowa State Normal School, Cedar Falls, Iowa ...••.......•.••.••.•••.•.••... •. 
Normal department of the high school, Davenport, Iowa . .•••••..••••.••..... 
Chair of didactics, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa .••.••....•• •. •• 
Kansas State Normal School, Emp ria, Kans .••.........•.••......•••..•..... 
Normal department of University of Kansas, Lawrence, K:tns .•...••......... 
Normal department of Agricultural and Mechanical College, Lexington, Xy . 
Peabody Normal School for Colored Students, New Orleans, La ..••....•..•• . 
Peabody Normal Seminary, New Orleans, La .......••••••.•••••••••••.••..••. 
Eastern State Normal chool, Ca tine, Me ................................... . 
• tat ""ormnl and Traininp; School, Farmington, Me ...... ................... . 
Madawaska Training School, Fort Kent and Van Buren, Me ...... .......... . 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
aExclu ive of appropriations for permanent object.s. 
b 500 of this amount from th Peabolly fund. 
$7, 500 ................ 
b2, 500 $9 21 
4, 000 22 32 
2, 000 17 00 
(c) (c) 
dl5, 000 15 00 
e58, 000 .................. 
/4,000 . .............. 
30,000 55 00 
(c) (c) 




20,290 45 56 
25,974 54 57 
i15, 000 ' j27 50 
(k) (k) 
(k) (k) 
f500 . ............ 
20,000 37 00 
(k) (k) 
8, 850 20 00 
(k) (k) 
(c) (c) 
l8, 952 . ............ 
1, 500 .............. 
.............. ............. . 
ml,OOO .......... .. 
n4, 700 naG 40 
6, 000 19 00 
~: :~ !.. ..... ~~-~~ 
c Appropriation in common with other departments of the university; see Table IX. 
dlnclDll co t of n w bnildinrr. 
e '0,000 from tb tate for the erection of buildings and$8,000 rais cl by subscription for site. 
/Ci y appropriation. 
0 ,hool i suppotted from inter t of fund d riv d from sal of unds donated by the United States. 
It Partially up ported from tho proceet111 of th national grant of land to agricultural colleges, tbis 
:wnuol cbool bcin part of an institution o endowed. 
· ounty appropri tion. 
jConnty appropriation per capita. 
l:Appropri tion in common with other public schools of tbe city. 
lincome from (lndowm nl 
1/lFrom be Peabody fund. 
11 From local contribution and the Peabody fund for a period of 16 n:~~Pnths ; the amonnt per capita 
1a tLe au.ount of tL two !11nd . 
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A.pprop1·iations for normalBchools- Continued. 
Name of school and location. 
State Normal and Training School, Gorham, :Me .. ...............•.•.••..••••• 
Normal department of ,Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield, Me ...•.•.••..••.•. 
Normal Training and Practice Class, Portland, Me ...... . ...••..••••••.•••... 
Normal department of Oak Grove Seminary, Vassalboro', Mo ............... . 
Baltimore Normal School for Colored Teachers, Baltimore, :!\Icl. ............ .. 
Maryland State Normal School, Baltimore, Md .••.....•.••••••..••.••.••..• ~. 
Boston Normal School; Boston, Mass ........................................ . 
Massachusetts State Normal Art School, Boston, Mass ...................... . 
State Normal School, Bridgewater, Mass* ................................... . 
Training School for Teachers, Cambridge, Mass* ..•...•••••.••..•..••.••.•••. 
State Normal School, 1.Framingham, Mass* ..•...•......................••.•... 
Gloucester Training School for Teachers, Gloucester, Mass ..•••...•.•••..•.. 
State Normal School, Salem, Mass .......................................... .. 
"\Vestfielu State Normal School, Westfield, Ma~s ............................. . 
Massachusetts State Normal School at \Vorcestor, Worcester, Mass ........ .. 
Cour&e in the science and the art of teaching (University of Michigdu), Ann 
Arbor, Mich.* 
Michigan State Normal School, Ypsilanti, Mich ...................... ...... .. 
StateN ormal School at Mankato, Mankato, Minn ........................... . 
State Normal School at St. Cloud, St. Cloud, Mimi .•.•••.•••••.•..••••.••..... 
State Normal School at Winona, Winona, Minn .... •.....•. · .......... .•.•.•.. 
Mississippi State Normal School, Holly Springs, Miss ..........•...•.. : ..... . 
Tougaloo University, Tougaloo, Mlss ....................................... .. 
Missouri State Normal School, tbiru district, Capo Girardeau, Mo .......... . 
Normal College of the University of the State of Missouri, Columbia, Mo ... . 
Lincoln Institute, Jefferson City, Mo . ....................................... . 
Missouri State Normal School, first district, KirksYillc, Mo ................ .. 
St. Louis Normal School, St. Louis, Mo ................................. .... .. 
State Normal School, seconu ilistrict, Wanensburg, Mo .................... .. 
Chairofdidactics, University of Nebraska, Lincoln , Xcbr .................. . 
Nebraska State Normal School, rcru, Nebr . ............................... .. 
Manchester Training School for Teachers, MancbcRter, N.H ...•••.....•...... 
New Hampshire State Normal School, Plymoutll, N . .II ..................... .. 
Newark Normal School, Newark, N. J ....................•....•••....•.... .•. 
New Jersey State Normal School, Trcn to11 , N. J ............................ .. 
State Normal School, .A.lbaily, N. Y* ......................................... . 
State Normalanu Training School, Brockport., N.Y ... . . ..... ..•.......•..... 
State Normal School, Bn!l"alo, . Y ......................................... .. 
State Normal an<l Training School, Cortland, N. Y ......................... .. 
State Xormal an<l Tra~n~ng School, Fredonia, N.Y . .......................... 
1 
State Normal an<l Tramlllg School, Geneseo, N. Y .......................... .. 
NormalCollcgc, New York, N.Y ....................... : ................... . 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Euucation foP 1881. 
a.Exclusivc of appropriations for permanent objects. 
bCity appropria.tion. 




















































































dAppropriation in r.ommon with other departments of the university; see Table IX. 
e$6,000 for buildin~s and app!iuatus and $10,000 regular appropriation for two years. 
f City appropriation for 1882-'83. 
g$1,200 from Plymoatb, and $1,750 appropriation for special objects. 
., 
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Appropriations for nonnal schools-Continued. 
Name of school and location. 
State Normal and Training School, Oswego, N.Y ...•.•.••..•••••....•••..•.. 
State Normal and •.rmining School, Potsdam, N.Y ...•••••..••.••••...••..... 
Syracuse Training School, Syracuse, N. Y ...........••• ~-- ·- • • · ·- • • · • · • • · · • · · 
Uni.T"ersity Normal School, Chapel Hill, N.C ............................... ····-· 
Elizabeth City State Normal School, Elizabeth City, N. 0 ................... . 
State Colored Normal School, Fayetteville, N. C ·········-··················· 
Franklin Normal School, Franklin, N.C .....•.....••..•••.••••.•.•..••••••••. 
State Colored Normal School. Franklinton, N.C ....•••..••••••••.•••••••.••.. 
New Berne State Normal School, New Berne, N.C ....•••..•••••••••••••••.•. 
Newten State Normal, Newton, N.C .....•....••.••.••.•••••••••••.•••••••••. 
Plymouth State Colored Normal School, Plymouth, N. C ..•••••••••.••.•••••• 
State Colored Normal School, Salisbury, N. C .....•..••.••..•.•••••.•••.••••. 
Wilson State Normal School, Wilson, N. C~ .....•••.•••.•.••.••••...••.•••••. 
Cincinnati Normal School, Cincinnati, Ohio ..•..•••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••. 






























Dayton Normal and Training School, Dayton, Ohio .................................................. . 
Geneva Normal School, Geneva, Ohio......................................... hl, 112 9 36 
.Ashland College and Normal School, .AshL'Oncl, Oreg* ................... •••••• 0 
Oregon State Normal School, Monmouth, Oreg............................... 0 
Pennsylvania StateN ormal School, sixth district, Bloomsburg, Pa..... •••••• 1, 605 
Southwestern State Normal School, California, Pa*. .•..•.•. ••. ••.•••••••••••. 2, 500 
State Normal School, Edinboro', Pa. .... .• .....• .... •• .••••• .••.. ••..••. •••••. 5, 1!00 
State Normal School at Indiana, Indiana, Pa . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • . j9, 000 
Keystone State Normal School, Kutztown, Pa ............................... . 
Central State Normal chool, Lock llaven, Pa ................................ . 
Pennsylvania State Normal School, fifth uistrict, Mansfield, Pa ............. . 
Pennsylvania. State Normal School, second district, Millersville, Pa ......... . 
Phila1lelphia Normal chool for Girls, Philadolphia, Pa ..................... . 
Cumberland Valle.Y State Normal School, Shippensburg, Pa* •••••••••••••••. 
West Chester State Normal School, West Chester, Pa. .•••••.•.•.•.••••••••••• 



















Fairfield Normal Institute, Winnsboro', S. C ................................ . 
Warner Institute, Jonesboro', Tenn ......•..•.•.•...••.•••..••..•••••.••...•. 
?}.850 •••••••••••• 
ol62 •••••••••••• 
• From R port of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Exclusive of appropriations for permanent objects. 
b Appropriation in common with other public schools of tho city. 
clnclndes 200 from Pe body fund. 
d 100 of thi from tbe county and 220 from Peabody fond. 
e I!' or 1 1; include 205 from Peabody fond. 
f "0 of thi3 from tbe county. 
g 100 of this from the conn y and $200 from Peabody fund. 
h 'ity appropriation. 
i Fifty ent a w ·k for Mrmal pupil and $50 to each graduate agreeing to teach two years in the 
t(•. 
j :For r duction of deb re tinrr upon prop rty. 
k ,700 to Atud1·n and -,000 to schooL 
l Oi y appropriation for 1 0. 
m · UOO oft i are p ar ntly for speci l purpo 
n }'rom and connly. 
o} rom county. 
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Appt·opl'iations jot• norma·lschools-Continued. 
Name of school and locat.ion. 
Morristown Seminary, Morristown, Tenn ........................ ·•••••••·•·· b$200 ........... . 
Normal department of Central Tennessee College, Nashville, Tenn.~......... 550 ........... . 
State Normal College, Unive1·sity of Nashville, Nashville, T enn............. 7, 500 $28 00 
Sam Houston Normal Institute, Huntsville, Tex............................. 18,000 80 00 
American Normal School, Kelleyville, Tex................................... 150 ..... ~ ........ . 
State Normal School of Texas for Colored Students, Prairie View, Tex ............................. . 
State Normal School, Castleton, Vt ................ ...... ............ ........ c2, 056 23 50 
Johnson State Normal School, Johnson, Vt. ..................... ...... ...... 1, 784 14 61 
State Normal School, Randolph, Vt .......................................... *d2, 266 ........... . 
Hampton Normal and .Agricultural Institute, Hampton, Va ................. e10, 329 20 02 
Virginia Normal and Collegiate Inst~tute, Petersburg, Va ................... /100,000 ........... . 
Richmond Normal School, Richmond, Va . . . .. .. • .. • • .. .. • .. • .. • • . .. .. • .. .. .. g1, 720 ........... . 
Concord State Normal School, Concord, W.Va............................... 1, 450 35 00 
Fairmont State Normal School, Fairmont, W.Va............................. 2, 000 9 00 
Glenville State Normal School, Glenville, W. Va* ............................. !• 1, 333 -~·-- ..... . 
£torer College, Harper's Ferry, W.Va....................................... 630 ........... . 
Marshall College (State Normal School), Huntington, W.Va................ 1, B33 ........... . 
Shepherd College, Shepherdstown, W . Va................................... hi, 300 i3 50 
West Liberty State Normal School, w ·est Liberty, W.Va..................... 868 26 25 
Milwaukee Normal School, Milwaukee, Wis................................. j4, 688 2 15 
St<tte Normal School, Oshkosh, Wis.......................................... 17,720 26 00 
Wisconsin State Normal School, Platteville, Wis*...... ... .. .. • • .. .. • .. .. .. .. 22, 703 30 66 
State Normal School, River Falls, Wis....................................... 14,756 36 77 
::)tate Normal School, Whitewater, Wis...................................... 18, 682 34 00 
Dakota Normal School, Springfield, Dak .... .. .. •• .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. k800 .......... .. 
Miner Normal School, Washington, D.C ............................................................ . 
Normal department of Howard University, Washington, D.C............... (l) (l) 
Washington Normal School, Washington, D. C ...................................................... . 
Normal deparlment ofU~iversity ofDe!!eret, Salt Lake City, Utah.......... 2, 500 60 97 
Normal department ofU niversity of Washington Territory, Seattle, Wash. Ter. (l) (Z) 
*From Revort of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a E xclusive of appropriations for permanent objects. 
bFrom county. 
c Includes $120 from r ent of land. 
d l ncludes $120from county. 
e R eceived annually from the State, being onc-thircl of the income in this State from the congre&o 
sion al grant of land to agricultural colleges. 
f A ppropriated by the legislature of1882 for site aBd buildings. 
g$1,400 from the city and $320 from the State. 
h Part r ctnrned t o State treasury according t o law. 
iPermontlt. 
jFrom' tate, county, and city. 
k llrom Spr ingfield; also twenty sections of land from the Territory. 
l A11proptiation in common with other departments of the university; see Table IX. 
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Table III presents a summary of the provision for training teacherR in public nor-
mal schools, private normal schools, and departments of other schools, colleges, anu 
universities. The total number of public institutions reported is 119, with 1,045 in-
structors and 28,711 students, viz, 21,296 normal ~?tudents and 7,415 other students. 
These schools comprise 97 supported by State, 1 by county, and 21 by city appropria-
tion. The private normal schools number 114, with 655 instructors and 22,421 stu-
dents; of these 15,043 are reported as normal and 7,049 as other students, the classi-
fication of 329 not being specified. 'I'he number of graduates from public normal 
schools in the last year was 2,568, and the number who have engaged in teaching, 
1,836; the corresponding numbers for the private normal schools are 1,034 and 70 . 
The appropriations for normal schools, exclusive of the sums for buildings, siles, 
&c.,, are a trifle in excess of the same for 1881, including appropriations for building; 
the amount reported in 1882 is about $60,000 in excess of tJfat reported in 1881. Tbo 
six States making the largest appropriations are New York, $138,256; Virginia, $112,0<19 
(including $100,000 appropriated· by the legislature for site and buildings for the Vir· 
ginia Normal and Collegiate Institute, for colored stndents, at Petersburg); Ma ssa-
chusetts, $85,899 (exclusive of appropriations for the Boston Noi'mal School); Penn-
sylvania, $79,054; California, $62,000; and Illinois, $61,264. 
The increase of normal schools in the Southern and Western States is a noteworthy 
feature of progress. 
Delaware, Georgia, South Carolina, Lonisiana, and Nevalla make no public provi-
sion for normal Sl~hools and Ohio has no State normal schools. Oregon appears for 
the first time in the table of States reporting pulJlic normal schools, the legislature 
of 1882 having passed an act providing for the establishment of two State normal 
schools. 
Since December, 1882, the Peabody Normal Seminary, New Orleans, La., has been 
continued as a private institution, the educational authorities having failed to make 
provision for either of the normal schools in New Orleans. 
In the discussion of the general subject of the training of teachers three important 
questions arise: (1) What method of training will lJest fit young people for the work 
of primary instruction so largely intrusted to . them~ (2) Shall the professional 
training in normal schools be distinct from the academic or shall both be carried on 
together 'I (3) What means shall be employed to inculcate a true educational phi-
losophy ~ 
'l'he66 are matters to be determined by experiment, for which reason I have given 
much space b,.t previous reports to detailed statements of the courses of study atul 
methods of procedure characteristic of the leading normal school·, and to the re· 
ults of their work as displayed in the progress of elementary schools under the con-
duct of their graduates. In the endeavor to draw practical suggestions n·om the x-
ample of the e institutions we are further assisted by noting, from time to time, the 
impression tha they make upon the minds' of experienced and impartial observers 
from abrf>ad, who have no other object in view in their examinations than to accu-
mulate information for the ultimate advantage of their own institutions . 
.A. report of unusual interest, iu this respect, is that made by Dr. McLellan, in-
spector of high schools in Ontario, who, in the fall of 1 1, was deputed to examine 
into onr normal schools and certain other features of our system of public educa· 
tion, for the purpo e of comparing the same with corresponding departments in the 
proYinc . The whole of his report is well worth the attention of all interested in 
th ·e subject · ; pace will only 11ermit IDe to make a few extracts embodying his 
olr rvation upon certain of our normal school . 
With r ference to tho city normal school, Boston, MastS., which Dr. McLellan styles 
11 a. r ally pro~ ional chool," he observes: 
~ limit of tb _P~wers of cbildr n, the physical condition of effective mental 
actwn, and ~h co~ ttwn of gro' th and bealtll, th n cessity for rest, air, sl~ep, an<l 
the mean of ecunn'• these, the means of guarding childr u ao-ainst draughts of olu 
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air, a.gainst ,excessive heat, &c., all these and many other details are considered .and 
discussed for a special purpose, giving to the Rtudent a special knowledge acq~ure.<l 
for application to a particular cn,lling. It is justly assumed that phy~i~al educatwn JS 
of paramount importance- that the corpus sanum is ~L lleces.sary cond1t10n of ·the mens 
sana. 
Dr. McLellan dwells particularly upon the observation and practice exercises ac-
complished in the training school connected with the Boston Normal School, which 
were desc1·ibed quite fully in my report for 1880. • 
·with reference to the State Normal School, All;>any, N.Y., after stating the admis-
sion -requirements, he says: 
It may thus be seen that the literary attainments required for graduation are quite 
extensive, perhaps too extensive ifthoroughness be takeninto account. The students, 
however, receive a thorough drill in all the subjects of the public school course, while 
they are instructed in the branches as carefully as time permits. It is justly assumed 
that the minimum course for the public school pupil should not determine the maxi-
mum course for the public school teacher. · 
The appliances for teaching science are very good and methods of instruction are 
excellent. 
(1) Professional tmining.-The profeRsional training, it will be noticed, is not dis-
tinct from the academic (or "general"); they are carried on simultaneously. Dr. 
Alden is of opinion that, under present circumstances in that State, the two courses 
must go on together. Teachers (candidates for the teaching profession) must acquire 
correct habits of thinking, must learn how to think and how to acquire knowledge 
with the, best results in discipline. If the modes of instruction in academic work 
have not been such as to secure this in the student he will inevitably follow wrong 
methods of instruction when he himself becomes a teacher. The force of habit will 
prove too strong for him, aml he will teach as he has been taught, not as he bas be.en 
• told how to teach. Under the vicious influence of bad teaching in the public school, 
strengthenecl by bad .teaching in the high school, the student becomes, as it were, 
satma.ted with wrong methods. These will be followed in spite of a theoretical lect-
uring in a brief normal school course on different and better methods. 
(2) In the teaching of all the professors the ultimate calling of the student8 is kept 
in view. 'l'bey teach subjects not merely to impart litera.ry and scientific facts and 
principles, but so as to give them the highest educational value and leave upon the 
mind the impress ofthe best educational methods. In theirownmethodstheyreveal 
and illustrate the true methods which, in· all essentials, the students are afterwards 
to observe in the work of the school room. Students become habituated to the true 
path by being constantly kept in the true path under the guidance of those Fho are 
familiar with it; they learn to think correctly by being constantly taught to think 
correctly; they learn how to acquire knowledge in the best way by being constantly 
trained in the best methods of acquisition; they learn the value of subjects as instru-
ments of discipline, as well a~:> the best methods ofmaking them efficient instruments, 
because they are perpetnally under the influence of mathods designed to secure clisci-
pline and the development of power. Each professor, too, keeps in view any modifi-
ca tiona of his method which might be necessary in dealing with children. In a word, 
each professor is expected to be himself a true teacher, by precept it is true, but ~s­
pecially by example. And thus philosophical instruction, not so much formal as ma-
terial, is given at every recitation in every branch. 
(:3) A course of instruction in mental philosophy and its application in education is 
given by Dr. Alden. 'fhere is no attempt at metaphysics, nor time wasted in fruit-
less discussions of unsettled problems of philosophy. But a simple course is fol-
lowed-a course having special and practical reference to the teacher's work. Dr. 
Alden pursues-and trains his students to pursue-the inductive method in the study 
of philosophy, approaching the study of mind as we do the study of nature, ob-
servin~ particular facts in order to arrive at the general laws which regulate the men-
tal activities. Having treated of the human mind in the usual threefold division oi 
intellect, emotions, will, he proceeds to show tho bearings of the knowledge thus ac· 
quired on the work of education. 
With reference to professional training in the State Normal School, Worcester, 
Mass., Dr. McLellan says :· 
(1) Though the professional aml the general training are carried on together here, 
Princi~~l Ru e~l ~ of opini.on that the proper func~ion of a normal scho?l is to. gfye 
profes wnal trannng exclnslYely, or ~Lt all events ch1efly. If the schools wtth whteh j t 
rests to giveth~ required scholarship are really efficient- capable of giving a thorou o·h 
general training-it would seem that there ought to be no difficulty in c2n:fining n;;r. 
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mal schools to professional work. Efficiency on the part of such schools for general 
training is, however, essential. Sound knowledge must be given, and in a sound 
way; that is, the methods of instruction followed must be thoroughly rational. This 
means skilled and trained teachers in theee schools. If this condition fail, a short 
course in a normal school will not correct the defects of.general education. The nor-
mal school course would have to be extended so that the general work imperfectly 
accomplished by these schools might be completed. In fact, if the work is badly 
done in these academic institutions, the work of the normal schools is made more dif-
ficult than would be the entire education of the !>tudent. For not only would they 
have to give the necessary scholarship, they would also have to eradicate the bad hab-
its of a previous training. 
In any case, the normal school course ought to cover sufficient time to enable the 
professors to supplement the previous training, to give a connected view of the vari-
ous branches as departments of science, and to secure facility and power in specially 
important subjects, as science, drawing, and elocution. 
(2) Here, as in the Albany Normal School, the faculty, in all their teaching, keep 
constantly in view the fact that they are teaching those who ·intend to become teach-
ers. Every professor endeavors to be, not by occasional teaching merely, but espe-
cially by the example set in his own daily teaching, a teacher of didactics. Hence 
the students are trained in the direction of philosophic methods of education, inas-
much as they are constantly subject to the influence of right methods of instruction 
and education. 
(3) A course of instruction is given by Professor Brown on psychology, with special 
reterence to applications in education. 
In addition to this course in psychology, lessons are given by Principal Russell in 
the history of education and educational methods and in the practical and definite 
apr-lication of the principles of education. From what I saw of these coun;es and 
the practical, commonsense way in which they were given, I have not the slightest 
doubt that they are of great value in tl1e training of the teacher. The Socratic 
method followed by the professors clearly revealed the intelligence of the students 
and the undoubted worth, in a professional point of view, of the educational psychol-
ogy and history, which the skill of the instructors made constantly interesting and 
profitable. 
There is a special teacher of methods, a lady who appears to be thoroughly qu.ali-
fied for her task. This teacher of methods gives well digested lessons and practical 
illustrations of the best methods of teaching readin~. writing, arithmetic -in fact 
every branch which the student will afterwards be called upon to teach. 
In the general summary of his observations, Dr. McLellan, having enumerated the 
conditions which to his mind make it seem desirable to separate the academic and 
professional courses, says : 
Under the e conditions I have no doubt that the plan of separating the academic 
from the profes~ional cour e can be made entirely successful. 'l'he Boston Normal 
chool affords a satisfactory example of this. Some of the best teaching I bad the 
pleasure of witnessin.g ~uring my visit, I might say some of t.he best I ever saw! 'Ya~ 
~one by .grn.dua~es of th1s sch?ol. They had been subject to a long course of tra:unng 
1~ the City pubhc schools; th1s bad been followed by a full course of four years m the 
h1gb schools, and this again by one year's sound professional training under earne.-t 
a~d capable teacher . The result were eminently good. Nature, inueed, had con-
tnbuted omething to these re ult , for na citur, non fit, which is so often applied 
the true po t, may, at lea t in a mea ure, be affirmed of the true teacher. Here wa. 
natural aptitude trained to high perfection. The teacher bad learned to play on the 
"harp by }llaying on the harp," but evidently' every touch of her finger had been di-
rected by one who was killed on the in trument. 
In the lowe t p~mary grade I awl ssons given in reacling, number, color. form, 
m' ure (the metnc sy tern), and all were given with the educative power of the true 
teach r. The fundamental maxims of education, from the concrete to the abstract, 
from the known to the unknown, from the iclea to the word, n·om the thourrht to the 
xpr ~o~ ~.,which ar ft n glibly repeated and as often mere dead vocable with-
out a hvmtr 1nflu 11 · , had ent red thoroughly into the teacher' conception of her 
work and pontanPon.ly governecl ov ry act and 1 ment in her teaching. h did 
no "c~mmunicate" ~nowl dg ; , b h ·lp cl her pupils to acCJnire knowlcd,re. h 
n~ver d.ul. £ r the pnp1l w_hat t~wy could clo for them elves: th development of th~ir 
.If Ivtty :t her tnch cl a1m. h emed to know exactly just what the pnptl. 
c.onld do f r th m 1_ R: n<l wl1. t they ·onld not do, and with admirable taet lecl th 
h 1 n . to r cogtuze m tb<~ nukno' n that was befor th m th familiar featnr ol 
th kno n. he knew that elf ex r ·i • n tb par of b r pnpil wafi the 11 c ary 
condition of, the acqni ition of kno' ledg and the de elopment of power, and th re-
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fore both the senses and the intellect were kept in const.ant activity; the children s~w 
with their eyes, they heanlwith their ears, they wrought with their hands; and there-
fore they "understood with their hearts." 
* * * * * * "* 
The Americans [observes Dr. McLellan] are a progressive people; their inventive 
genius has become proverbial, but they have never been able to discover a royal road 
to learni11g, nor to invent a means of annihilating time ae a necessary condition in 
producing enlture. 1'hey have not in any State, I believe, devised a means of giving 
all the teachers of the public schools a fair measure of professional tmining, so that 
many teachers are to be found with little scholarship and little skill in teaching. But 
the teache1·s whom they do educate and train professionally, in general, do credit to 
their training and are worthy of their ca,lling. Anfl this is dne to the fact above 
referred to: they consider that a long coti.rse of literary and professio11al training is 
indispensable to the turning out of1·eally efficient teachers. I cannot now enlar~e upon 
this point, bnt I have no doubt of its impo1·tance. I observed everywhere evidences 
of the goot.l effects of a long course of training under able and enthusiastic teachers. 
The following extracts are from the report of Mademoiselle Marie Loizillon to the 
French minister of public instruction, previously alluded to in these pages: 
The normals are splendidly l10nsed, either in separate special establishments, as at 
St. I.ouis, Ol' in edifices containing schools of different grades, al:! in Boston, Now York, 
and :?hiladelphia. The furnishings are very complete, many times even very luxuri-
ous. :r,ine libraries, rich collections, &c., aid greatly in both theoretical and practical 
instruction. · 
* 
All tho :nore noticeable characteristics of the public schools-such as order, disci-
pline, fine bearing, activity, ambition, and enthusiasm- arc fonnd in the highest 
degree in the normals. The regular ouward march towards progress in the instruction 
in })edagogy is particularly interesting. 
The practice or model schools deserve special attention. The pupil teachers work 
under the watchfnl eye of in~:~tructresses who make notes of their general bearing! of 
the language used, the clearness of the explanations, the tone employed, tlle vmce, 
manner of asking questions, use of blackboard, discipline, &c. 
* i4 * • * It if 
Notwithstand.ing this flourish in~ condition of things matters do not remain dormant. 
Each year suggestions are made ny the principals of the different schools iu 1·egard 
to poi~ts of impro:ement, and* such impro;emen,ts are*generally c~n·ied out. if 
In order not to multiply details it is sufficient to say that tlH~ end and aim of the 
boards of education and principais is to study the needs of these schools, to corr_ect 
abuses, to increase the powers of the teaching force, and to thus assure increasing 
prosperity to the public schools. 
Dr. McLellan's observations, it will be seen, were confined to tho States bordering 
upon the provinces. Those familiar with the whole country are aware that equally 
favorable impressions might be formed from an examination of the normal schools in · 
the interior, the far West, aucl even the Southern States, in which, although the school 
systems are of recent growth, the training of teachers has received much attention. 
The position of Washington, upon the border line of the South, naturally causes 
southern school officers to look to that city for example and suggestion in their en-
deavors to develoJ:' the public schools of their own cities. Like the Boston Normal 
School, the Washington Normal Schoolls strictly professional. Superintendent J. 0. 
'Vilson furnishes tho following account of the system of training pursued : 
Th~ normal school takes a limited nnm her (at present twenty-five) of graduates from 
the htgh school and gives them a one year's course of 1)rofessional training, the study 
of the theory and the practice of the art of teaching. 'l'hc candidates admitted are 
selectc<l by competitive exa.mina,tion, which secnreA to the school a hjgh stand-
ard o~ aca(l •tuic Acholarship as a starting point for each class. 'l'ho normal school bas 
pt·a<)tlCe schools of the first nud second grade, nndcr the exclusive control of the prin-
cipal of the school. The teachers of the practice schools rank as allHistants in the 
norm?-lsch~ol. Schools of tile hi~ her gmrlP.s are alr;o made nr;e of for olmervation and 
prac1.1Co. Tho fundamental prinCiples of education can be studied best in connection 
wi h .the.ir .application in t aching young .children. Hence tho greater rmrt of the 
practJCe 1s m the lower graue schools espeetally assigned for this purpose. 
'Vhile certain of our normal schools are thus ahly fulfilli~g the purposes for which 
they aro established, it must be aumitted that others fail of any specia.l results as 
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tmining schools. Some are embarrassed by the low and unequal attainments oqheir 
scholars ; others, by the lack of efficient training teachers. Some are dragging along 
with the courses of study a.nd practice that were adop~ed twenty years ago and some 
are hindered by the influence of selfish or narrow minded politicians, manifesting 
itself through legislation. To guard against such conditions it is necessary that the 
schools shonlll be conducted in accordance with weH defined requirements as to stand· 
an1s of admission and graduation and courses of study and practice. They must main-
t:.tin the character of efficient and progressive institutions, or they will not justify the 
cxpen e incurred in their behalf. This character, howeyer, cannot be maintained 
un<ler the depressing effects of ruen,gre funds and adverse legislation. 
Teachers' institntes.- Few gradnates of normal schools teach in the small district 
schools, as they readily command more lucrative and permanent positions elsewhere. 
Unllcr existing circumstances, teachers' institutes and summer normals are indispensa-
ble as a means of imparting to the great body of rural teachers some knowledge of ap-
proved methods of instruction and of school organization. Each year affords new 
evidence of the importance of these agencies, and the superintendents and other officers 
who are responsible for their conduct use every endeavor to increase their efficiency 
and extend their influence. 'fhe expense of these institutes and summer normals is 
comparatively smalJ, and it is desirable that action should be taken in every State to 
place them upon a sure :f:in ancial basis. It would be well if attendance upon these 
traiuing classes shoulcl be made one of the requisites for obtaining a teacher's license 
in the case of candidates who have had no other preparation for the work of teaching. 
Particular accounts of the institutes held during the year will be found under the 
beading 'fraining of Teachers in the abstracts. . 
'fhe instruction of common school teachers was made a part of the work of the 
regents ·of the University of New York as early as 1834, when the legi~lature passoi 
an act authorizing the regents to distribute to such. academies as they might select a 
portion of the surplus income of the literature fund, estimated at $3,000 per annum, 
to be expended in educating teacllcrs of common schools in such manner and under 
such regulations as the regents shonl(l prescribe. Up to 1881 the fitness of candidates 
for membership in teachers' classes had been determinecl by an examina.tion, usually 
informal, made by the principal of the school. At this time the standard for admis-
sion to the classes was made a regents' preliminary certificate, where it now remains. 
The neces ity for more careful and personal supervision of the teachers' cl31Sses had 
long lJecn felt. The classes nnder instruction during the fall and winter terms of 
1 · 1-' 2 were accordingly visited by special inspeetors employed by the regents. The 
rc ·nlts of thrse visitations plainly indicated the value of such personal inspection 
and examination of the classes. By legislative enactm.ent of June, 1882, the regents 
were autbori7.ed to mak permanent provision for the due supervision and inspection 
of the e cla s, in accordance with which enactment the appointment of the present 
in ·p ctor was made, ancl he entered upon his duties in July, 1882. By the provisions 
of the a,me act the e classe were placed under the official visitation of the school 
comm~sioners in their respective districts, who are to assist in the organization and 
manag m nt of the class s and in their final examinatiou, and to make to the 
re •ents of the nniverf!ity a report in regard to the instruction of the classes and 
th C!Ualification of thr.ir members. Each scholar instructed in a teachers' cla . 
who bold a recrr.nt.' preliminary certificate and who passes the final examination of 
tb cl thP.r by b com R entitled to the ~cgents' testimonial, which, when indorsed 
l,y any school commis. iou r, lJ comPs a vali<llicense to teach in the schools of his di ·-
trir. for on year from the cla e of tlw inclorsemont, and the testimonial may receive 
nh · ·qncn in(lor mf!nt. at the eli oretion of the commissioner. 
'mne clifficnlty ha be n exp rionced iu maintaining the standard for admission to 
llo cl~ e , i. o., thor 'ent }'reliminary c rtificate, on account of the fact that many 
chool commi sioner ver. d iu li.censin~ the cheapest teachers they can procure or in 
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using jhe license as a means of favoring relatives, politic:tl supporters, &c. ; never-
theless the regents' action is a step in the right direction, and if persis-ted in, as it 
undonbtedly will be, may assist materially in putting an end to the abuse of t,he license 
power. 
The following interesting particulars with reference to the teaching force of the 
State are derived from the returns of commissioners to the regents' inquiries. The 
commissioners' reports from 26 schools show that the total number of licensed 
teachers in their districts is 2,653, of whom 1,833 had attended academies and 861 
hn.(l been members of teachers' cll}.sses. In reports from 32 schools, the. total num-
Ler of licenscU. teachers is 3,435, of whom 2,318 had attended academies. From 
this the fact appears that in the commissionor district fri';m which these 1-eports are 
received, 60 per cent. of all licensed teachers have been inst.ructed in th~ academies 
or higb scboolH and 32 per cent. have received the benefit of instruction iu teachers' 
classes. The commjssioners have shown a very earnest cooperation in the efforts 
made to benefit the common schools through the instruction given in these classes, 
and freely express their appreciation of the work attempted by the regents in ad-
vancing the standard of admission and instruction. 
While the importance of all a,ge:!lcies for the tmining of teachers is recognized, it 
must be admitted that no training is so fruitful in results as that which is accom-
plished in the normal schools, with a class of students who have made a. satisfactory 
record in a well ordered course of instruction in the elementary and high schools. 
The multiplication .of public normal schools, with a due provision· for the appoint-
ment of their graduates in the public schools, is the surest and in the long run will 
prove the most economical means of raising the standard of education throughout 
the country. · 
Pedagogics in universities and colleges.- Chairs of pedagogics or didactics have .be~n 
established in the Universities of Michigan, Missouri, Iowa, and Nebraska, and an 
effort is being made to establish the same in th~ Mississippi State University and 
jn the Agricultural and Mechanical College of that State. Johns Hopkins Univer-
si~ maintained, during 1882, special 'Saturday classes for the benefit of teachers of 
Baltimore. The public lectures given under the auspices of the university have 
also been largely attended by teachers. They included a course in psychology by 
G. Stanley Hall, PH. D., univorsiby lecturer on p~lagogics, Harvard University. It is 
probable that Dr. Hall will a,ccept a permanent appointment as lecturer upon psy-
chology in Johns Hopkins. The following announcement appears in the prospectus 
of the Lawrence Scientific School: Harvard UniYersity: 
The school offers facilities to teachers, and to persons prep~;tring to be teachers, who 
desire to qualify themselves in the modern methods of teaching scicnee by observa-
tion and experiment. A one :')ear's course of study, adapted to this purpose, may be 
selectecl from the elements of natural history, chemistry, and physics, including any 
~f the followin~ supjects: Ph.ysica~ geography and. elementary geology, g~neral chem-
lStry and qualitative analys1s, mmeralogy, physics, botany, comparative· anatomy 
and physiology, zoology. 
This course is flexible and comprehensi;ve; .the instruction, is mainly given in the 
laboratories and museums of the university, and is of the most practical character, 
every student·being taught to make experiments and study specimens. 
Dr. Barnard, president of Columbia College, again, in his report for 1882, urges 
upon the trustees the importance of est::tblishing a department "to train young men 
to education as a profession." 
ProvisiO't~ in other countriesjo1· t?·aining teache1's.- The provision made in other ~coun­
tried, especially English speaking countries, for training teachers should not escape 
our attention. 
The public school system of Ontario includes an effective plan for testing the lit-
erary and &cientiiic attainments of all candidates for the teacher's profession. 
In Great Britain the training of teachers is a subject that engages the intereet of 
many importaut bodies. In addition to the inspected training colleges 1·ep01·ted in 
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the foreign snmlllary, the Office has iuforma.tion of provision for training or ~amin­
ing teachers. as follows: In 18~0 Camuridgc U11h·ersity inaugurated examinations 
in pedugugy for t.caebcrs of secouclary scl.wols. The uni\'C I'~ity bas also fouudeu :t 
chair of peclag(\gy. The l .nivt·rsity of London ltas institntetl ;1 teacher's diploma, 
tho Hrst oxaminat.iou for which was held in .1\Ltrcb, 1 8"l~1. Practical teaching is an 
iutegraliJUrt of tbe examiuatiou, whid.1 iH ope11 only tu gnuluates. 
'rbc College of Preccpton>, LouJ.on, maiutains a training class for teachers and an 
examination of teachers for the college diploma. In 1~83 H>O candidates entered for 
this examination. 
The Skinner Street College, Bisbopsgate, Londoi1, was established for the especial 
purpose of training women for the position of teachers in secouJ.ary schools. Candi-
dates for a1lmis~;iou must be at least seventeen years of age and mnst pass an entrance 
examination. Tho stn<lents are dividetl into two classes: the first includes those who 
enter for one y~:u; the second, those who eu'ter for two years. The courses are pur-
sue« with a view to tbe exu.minations in pedagogy of Cambridge University, Lon-
don UniversHy, University of St. Andrews, and the College of Preceptors, in all of 
which examinations the students of this college ha,ve gained great tlistinction. The 
council of the college has also instituted a diploma, whicil. is only obtained by a severe 
examination,· to ·which no student under twent.y years of age is aJ.mitted. The col-
lege foo is 2GZ. per annum. Forty scholars entered for the session of 1882. That the 
college meets a. recognized want is sbown by the dem~md for its graduates to fill re-
sponsible po ·itions in .second:try schools. 
The Unive1·sity of St. Audrcws includes pedagogy in the subjects of examination 
for the degree of L. L. A. (literate in arts). Edinburgh and St. Andrews Universities 
have uoth founded chairs of pedagogy.' 
The best method of pn·pal'i11g teaehcrs to give instruction in elementary science 1M 
a subject of earuest cm1 ·h.leration by leading teache1·s and scientific men in England. 
On accotmt of tlte system of examinations and grants administered by the scienco 
and art department elementa1·y teachers find themselves directly interested in the 
matter. A union of teachers of ciencc and arts was efl'ected in June, 1 3, whoie 
object aro, fir t, the at1vm1cem ut of the 1n·ofesKion; econd, the redress of griev-
ances. Tb' presitleucy of the, a · oeiation for one year was accepted by Professor 
Huxley. 
TA13LF. IV.-CO:'IJ:\mHCIAL AXD BUSIXF.SS COLLEGES. 
Tilt: following- iH a com parMi vo exhibit of col leges for business training, 1873-1882: 
1879. 1880. 1881. 1"'· 
144 1G2 202 217 
1i9!l I uGS 52i 535 619 '" I o,; 21, 0 Ill 22, 021 27,146 34, 414 44, 83-l 
I 
COMMERCIAL AND BUSINESS COLT.JEGES. CIII 
T ,\BLB IV.-Stmwtary of statisl'ics of commc1·cial and businvss colleges • 
Number of students. . s 
States. 
----------------1-----------------------
Alabama .................................. . 
Arkansas ............ ': ..................... . 
California ................................. . 
Connecticut .............................. .. 
Georgia ................................... . 
Illinois ................................... .. 
Indiana. ................................... . 
Iowa. ...................................... . 
Kansas ........................ ... . . ....... . 
Kentucky ................................. . 
Louisiana ................................. . 
Maine ..................................... . 
Maryland ................................ .. 
Massachusetts ..................... ....... . 
Michigan ................................ .. 
Minnesota ................................. . 
Mississippi. ............................... . 
Missouti .................................. . 
Nebraska. ................................ .. 
New H ampshire ........................... . 
New Jersey ......................... ..... .. 
NewYork ................................. . 
Ohio ....... ~ .............................. . 
Oregon ................................... .. 
Pennsylvania ............................ .. 
Rhode Island ............................. .. 
Tennessee .................. .. ............ .. 
Texas ..................................... . 
Vermont .................................. . 
Virginia .................................. .. 
West Virginia ............................. . 
Wisconsin ................................ .. 
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116 4, 050 25 
73 1, 932 222 
178 1, 170 50 
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609 
443 7, 000 
154 539 14 
• 50 1, 200 25 
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40 ·••••••· ........ 
408 
281 
2, 624 56 
500 ....... . 
Total.. ......... • .... ••·•••·•···•··•·· -;;I-;;--;:;;-~;-~;;~-;;;!--;:-;; · 
a Not reported of 80 whether they are in chy or evening scl10ol. 
bNot reported of 106 whether they are in day or ove11ing- school. 
cNot reported of 560 wl1 tl1er they are in clay or evenipg 11c hool. 
dNot reported of 350 whetl1er tbey are in tlay ot· evoning S(:hool. 
e Not reported of 251 whetl1er they are in day or c>eniug school. 
/Not reported of 833 whether they nre in tlay or eVl'llilJ!!; scl10ol. 
gNotreported of 221 whether they are iu day ot· eveniug ~clwol. 
k Not reported of 250 wbrther they are in day or e\·enin!!; ~chool. 
iNot reported of 1,075 whether tltey are in day or eveuiug schl)ol. 
jNot reported of 52 whether ihl'~' are in day or eveuiug school. 
kNot reported of 3,778 wht>.thor they are in day or ov euiug schonL 
ll,061 attend both day aud evening school. . 
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It must be confessed that, up to the present time, one among us who seeks a com-
plete business education mnst, as a rule; go outside of the courses of study estabJ.ished 
by the pu1lic schools or the endowed institutions for secondary and superior instruc-
tion. This want has been met up to the present mainly by certain able and cultured 
teachers who have seen the great public demand and come forward and out of their 
own means and energies furnished the required instruction. Instead of disparage-
ment from those engaged in other departments of education, they should have sym-
pathy and support in all these meritorious efforts. An iucreasing consciousness of 
the imperative necessity for t,his training ::mel of its value to the young is manifested 
among school authorities. Arithmetics have an increasing amount of business forms 
and text books on l)ook-keeping are frequently studied. 
It is not amiss to notice here two objections raised against these efforts with con-
siderable force. One is that the character of the instruction by tl!e teacher or text 
book is so unlike anything in practical afl'airs that it is worse than useless. The pupil 
that has thus been taught banking or exchange or business forms, it is affirmed, when 
be takes his place in a mercantile house, has to free himself from what he has thus 
acquired and learn the methods in practical use. 
The· other objectian, which pertains more exclusively to b-usiness education, is that 
nrgcd by a class of business men who despise learning. They are ignorant; they 
treat all questions in a selfish or narrow or ignorant light. They would not have a 
boy in trncted; in their language, "the school would spoil him," teachers are fools; 
and they do all in their power to keep mercantile aff'airs iu the han<ls of those like 
themselves and to make the pnrsuit distasteful and offensive to the youth of noLle 
aspirations. 
These obj ections will not stand investigation, however available they may be for the 
purpose of the opponents of a sound and thorongh prevaration for business and of 
those who would ~eep this instruction out of the hands of teachers and out of school . 
'l'he more this instruction is made fit the more its rightness and expediency 'vill be 
seen, the greater the number of youths who will resort to it, and the faster will it 
elevate and ennoble the vocation. 
On the continent of Europe various forms of special instruction have been carried 
further than with us. Schools for business may be found aided by the public funds. 
Their appliances are sometimes elaborate and expensive. The conrse of stmly. at the 
commercial school of Antwerp is worthy of note. It embraces two years, and the 
students are eighteen or twenty years old. They are thoroughly traine<l :ln the mer-
cantile offices connected with the school . 'l'he program embraces trausactions of a 
general bu meA. house, commercial aritltmeLic, invoices, accounts of sales, accounts 
current, commercial cal~ulations anu Yaluations, exchange Ol)eratious, public fund , 
book-keeping, bill oflading, foreign and international commercial law, general his-
tory of commerce and industry, commercial and maritime legislation compared, cu · 
toms legislation, the tariff schemes of different nations, ship building and fitting out, 
commercial and industrial geography, political economy and statistics, and corre-
spondence in foreign language , the pupil receiving instruction in French, Dutch, 
erma.n, Spani h, Italian, and English, and being required to examine and draw 
in~ r nces from newspapers published in nearly ali the business centres of the worl<J. 
The education of 1Jusiness men is especially demanded in this country. All the 
power and attainments and manhood of tho Amedcan merchant are laid under con· 
trihution in every direction. The tide of affairs rnshes a.ronnd him; everythino- is n.t 
hi h pr ure; hi '·alk, his manner, are in£ cted by it. "\Vho shall ~ay tha he of 
all men does not n d a hi rh and far-reaching purpose, an po sible preparation, a 
clear calculatiou of tbe 11eril ~tlong hi ·om!> , ~-;nr and ready command of him lf 
and hi for , p w r to go and stop at will, ha.hi ls of rest as well as labor, time for n. 
lmppy home and a. plac for rccrea.tiou-tbat his youth may be renewed and pro-
long d-an wisdom, tba. l1 may admini ·ter ou his own estate f 
KINDERGARTEN INSTRUC'l;'ION. cv 
TABLE v.-KINDERGXRTEN. 
The following is a comparative summary of Kindergarten, instructors, and pupils 
reported to the Bureau from 1873 to 1882, inclusive: 
----------1-18_7_'· 187~ 11875.11876 . ..'_"::._ 1878.11879. 11880. ~~
1
2. 
Number of in,stitutions... 42 55 95 130 129 159 195 I 232 273 348 
Number of instructors .... ~ 731125 216 364 1 336 ! 376 452 1 5241 676 I 814 
Number of pupils .••...•.. 1, 252 1, 636 2, 809 4, 090 
1 
3, 931 4, 7!J7 7, 554 8, 871 14, 107 1C, 916 
TABLE V.-Summary of statistics of Kindergiirten. 
States. States and Territories. 
---------1---1--- -~--11----------1---------
Alabama ................ . 
California ............... . 
Connecticut ............. . 
Delaware .............. ~. 
Illinois .................. . 
Indiana .•••••••••••••.••. 
Iowa .•••••••••••••••.•••. 
Kansas ................. . 
Kentucky .............. .. 
Louisiana ............... . 
Maine .................. .. 
Maryland .••••••••••••••.. 
Massachusetts .•••••••••. 
Michigan ............... . 

































New Jersey .•••.•••.••.• 
New York ............. . 
North Carqlina ....... .. 
Ohio ................... . 
Oregon ................ . 
116 Pennsyh·ania .•••••..••. 
20 Rhode Island ......... .. 
94 Virginia ............... . 
58 Wisconsin ............. . 
93 Arizona ........•... , ... . 
724 District of Columbia ... . 
193 New Mexico ........... . 
7 23 243 
1 .............. .. 





































The statistics of Kindergarten show a noticeable growth the past year. 1'be in-
crease is due both to the establishment of Kindergarten in States which did not 
report any for the previous year and to the multiplicrLtion of them in .large cities. 
Kindergarten existing in Nevada and New Hampshire in 1881 have disappeared and 
others have been established in Kentunky, Missh>sippi, Nebraska, and Oregon, States 
which were not credited with any in my last report. A Kindergarten has also been 
establishedin New Mexico. Theprincipal growth has been jn theverylargest of our 
cities, in which the Kindergarten methods are most demanded. More than one-half of 
these enterprises have started in the cities of Boston. New York, Philadelphia, Wash-
ington, Chicago, and San Francisco. They are supported by the wealthy for the sake 
of their own children and by the philanthropic for the benefit of the poor by whom 
they are surrounded. 
The charity work of the Kindergarten is one of its most pleasing and attractive 
features. Its beneficent influences and instructions are carried into the poorest and 
most forbidding sections of our large cities, and seeds are sown in fresh soil that show 
immediate growth and promise future harvests. issociations are organized for ex-
tending and supporting this work. Among them are the Public Kindergarten Society, 
the Jackson Street Kindergarten Association, and the New Silver Street Kindergarten 
Society, in San F1·ancisco; the Free Kindergarten Associatiou and the Frobel Kimler-
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garten Association, in Chicago; the Kindergarten Association in Cincinnati, and the 
Sub-Prim:1l'y School Society in Philadelphia. Their purposes may be illustrated by 
words used in the report of the Chicago Frobel Kindergarten Association, as follows: 
This charity is J.esigued by the association for the benefit oflittle children too yonn~ 
to be admitted to tbe public schools, who in winter are often locked into their comfort-
less homes while their mothers are out at work and in summer are locked out of thew, 
exposed to all the corrupting inftnences o£ the streets and alleys. 
The Chicago Free Kindergarten Association has for its object the maintenance of a. 
class for training teachers and the promotion of free Kin<lergiirten in the city. The 
society sprang up as a remote consequence of the terms on which a lady, Miss Matilda. 
H. Ross, accepted the invitation to become the princip?-1 of a new Kin<lergarten de-
partment in the Cook County Normal School, namely~ that she might associate with 
her duties at the normal school the organizing of free Kindergiirten for neglected 
children in Chicago. Her work became widely known through efforts to have its 
headquarters removed into the city, and an association for the establishment of a free 
training school and of free Kindergarten resulted. The first Kinclergarten was organ-
ized July 5, 1881. Nine others have been opened by the association, and the numlJer 
is increasing. The average daily attend:J,nce of children is about 600. 
The Cincinnati Kindergarten Association has three Kindergi.i.rten in successful op-
eration and nearly 200 children in attendance. The first one was opened in March, 
1880. 
In Boston there are 24 free Kindergii-rten, supp~rted by Mrs. Q. A. Shaw, and super-
intended by Miss L. B. Pingree. 'rhe condition of these charities in 1882 was given 
by Miss Pingree as follows : 
There are at present 31 free Kindergarten for poor children in and near Boston, 0nr-
ried on by the private charity of one lady. Four of these Kindergi.irten began their 
work in 1877; during 187 anu 1879, 14 others were started, and in 1880 the ~·emain­
ing 13. Twenty-three of these Kindergi.trten receive 50 children, each under the 
charge of two trained teachers, a principal and an assistant; anu 8 receive ~ 
children, with one teacher in charge. Nineteen of these occupy school room~:~ or balls 
the u e and care of which are kindly given by the city or town where they are placed; 
the remainder are in bou es where day nursery work i1:1 also carried on, or in suitable 
r~oms hired for the purpose. 1f * * No Kindergartner is engaged until she re-
ceives a diploma from a competent trainer, and great care is taken to engage only 
those who seem to have special fitness and ability for the public work among poor 
children. · 
In Philadelphia the Sub-Primary School Society has undertaken a movement on 
behalf of neglected chiluren under school age and for the prevention of crime and 
pauperism. With these objects in view 17 free Kindergarten have been esta.b· 
li bed, in which care is taken of abont 500 children. Other schools are to be pro· 
vided a soon as funds will permit. The society has cooperated with the charity 
organization of soveral of th wards. An offer of one-third of the teacher's salary 
and an outfit for the Kindergarten made to any ward association which would e tab-
li h a fr e Kinderga.rt n ha b n accepted in numerous instances. In an Francisco 
the three KindergaiteB societi(>s already mentioned have carried forward their char-
itabl work with energy and sncce . , cvcnteen free Kindergarten have been estab-
lished and 11 rep rt an attendance of 624 chilLlren. These little ones come from 
moth r of all nationalities and religion , from homes of the most varic(l character, 
and from surroundings of poverty, woe, and cl'im ; and all that can be is done to 
pr mot tb ·ir moral, phy ·ical, and in tell tnal growth. In the report of the Jackson 
'tree Fr Kind rgart n As. ociation, Mr . arab B. Cooper says : 
Tb . ·ork of at .a ·h r i,~ the .fre · Kind rgarten i a distinctive work; it doe not 
end w1th ·chool h ~tr . Ih ch1ldr n are so young and. the home life is oft n o 
·r teb a to r qnn · the b : r ri . of the faithful te:tcher wh n tlte work of the 
ho 1 r m ~ v .. Th ·r i. mu ·h vi. ita.tion to b done to look up abHeut childr n · 
and ~h r tcknP. mvacl!· hf! t ac·h r i often allc·d npon to 1mpply m <lica.l aid 
a!! 1oth ·r ue · ary h ·lp; awl wh n• <h·ath come th re i!i sotuetiwes uo o~;e but the 
Kmdergartcn helper to · the little one deceutly untied. 
KINDERGARTEN AND 'rHE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. CVII 
The infl nence of these free Kindergarten upon both children and parents is every-
where acknowledged to be excellent. The ·report of the women's corps of visitors of 
the t·weuty-nluth ward in Philadelphia says: 
The1·e is a noticeable improvement in the children in a short time. At first they are 
somewhat nneasy, and perhaps a little afraid, at their novel surroundings; but, find-
ing themselves so kindly cared for and their welfare so evidently sought, they soon 
brighten in to natural. and happy children, showing by their intelligent readiness to 
adapt theroselves to their new conditions how hopeful is work for the children. A 
visible effort is made by the mothers to send them as tidy as their circumstances 
permit. 
The following quotations from a published letter by Miss L. B. Pingree, superin-
tendent of the Boston free Kindergarten, are of interest in this connection: 
When these Kindergarten began their work it was interesting to see the mixtlfre 
of curiosity and indifference among the parents whose children were found in the 
streets and asked t.o come to thorn. It was difficult to secure regular attendance, even 
in the most crowded localities, bnt gradually an interest and some appreciation of 
what was being doue for their children began to be manifested among them; but this 
we feel was greatly duo to the faithful vhliting in the homes by the Kindergartner, 
where after a little time she gains the confidence of the mothers and is able to make 
useful suggestions about uleanliness, proper food, clothing, &c., but more than all 
to learn something of the children's lives there, their temper and dispositions, for, 
even in their ignorance about any right ways of guidance or control, these people 
are often intelligenb about the general characteristics of their children and able to 
give an earnest Kindergartner much help. Then the interest manifested ih the chil-
dren and fa,milies does much to encourage the parents to do something for the chil-
dren tl1emselves and to make them feel more responsible for them. The impression 
made upon the mothers by the patience and gentleness of the teachers is a deep one. 
The little ones often corue to us so degraded and almost depraved from constant 
association with vice of every kind, bwless ~mel defiant, using profane language with 
the ease of fnll grown men, nutruthfnl, sullen, and unhappy; but gTadually, in the 
most hopeless cases, habits of honesty, truthfulness, and obedience have been formed, 
impure language hushed, and some degree of gentleness ~nd kindness tow~rd others 
bas been gained; and oh! how often wa.n, sad faces and lives made happy and glad! 
A truant officer in one place told me, without knowing I was intere~;~ted in the 
work, that the Kindergarten had made a great change in that neighborhood ; there 
was less swearing and rudeness among the older children; he often heard the little 
ones reprove the older for using bad wonls and for unkind treatment. 
KINDERGARTEN AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
The school board of Milwaukee appointed a special committee in January, 1882, to 
visit St. Louis for th~ purpose of examining the Kindcrgiirten of that city which are 
connected with the public school system. The committee performed their mission 
and made an elaborate report, in which the difficulties attending the maintenance 
and operation of these sphools were fully explained and discussed. Yet the commit-
tee felt thoroughly satisfied of the practicability of establishing a Kindergarte:q. sys-
tem in Milwaukee. They advised cautious movements, the exercise of great care in 
the selection of Kindergartners, and the exclusive control of the Kindergarten by 
the school board. The important question seemed to be whether one teacher could 
conduct two separate classes a <lay. If this could be done the expense would not 
be such as to prevent the successful establishment of the system., The hoard came 
to the conclusion that the experiment was worth making, and that, if prudently con-
ducted, it would probably solve the problem of infant instruction for the city. Rules 
were adopte l for the regulation and government of the system w hieh exhibit the prin-
cipal features of tho plan adopted. 'l'hcy are as follows: 
(1) It shall be the clnty of the director of Kindergi.i-rten to give all the instruction 
in the training school for Kinders-nrtnors and to supervise the public school Kinder-
garten of the city, and she shall be director of the Kindergarten in connection with 
the training choo1. 
(2) The director of Kin<lergiirteu shall be responsible for the training school for 
Kindergartners and the Kindergarten iu connection therewith in the same manner 
and to the same extent as principals are for their schools, and a.llreports relating to 
said training school and Kinclergtnten sba.ll be made to the superintendent and secre-
tary in accordance with the rules of the board. 
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(3) The course of study in the training school for Kindergartners shall_ embr~ce 
thorough inst.ruction in the philosophy and practice of Frobel's system, mclnumg 
the gifts, occupations, plays, and songs, and actual training as assistant in the central 
!lnd local Kindergarten, the leading. principles of bodily hygiene, the element~ of men-
tal and moral science in their relations to child education, and the general h1sfory of 
educational methods. 
( 4) The training school for Kindergartners shall be open to such persons as are able 
to pass' an examination as to education and personal qualifications for Kin<le~gart~n 
work, to be helcl by the committee on Kindergarten; the superintendent of public 
schools, and the director of Kindergarten. On entering the training school,. the ap-
plicant shall be put on one month's probation, and if at the end of that time she 
gives assurance of becoming a successful Kindergartner she shall be made a regular 
member of the class. 
(5) No person shall be certifi.ed as director until she has passed a satisfactory ex-
amination in the studies prescribed for the training school for Kindergartne~s ancl 
has by actual service proved herself proficient in the management of classes m the 
various gifts, occupations, and exercises of the Kindergarten. Certificates shall be 
good while the holders remain in the service of the board. Paid assistants who haye 
attained sufficient experience to act in that capacity shall be selected from the pupils 
in the training school, and certificates shall be i3sued to them which shall be good 
for the school year during which they are granted. . 
C?) All persons admitted to the training school. for Kindergartners sha~l, dun!_lg 
theu attendance upon the same, be required to act as assistants in the local Kmdergar-
tcn for one session each day, without compensation, unless ·when uetailed to act as 
paid assistants. • 
(7) The daily session of a Kindergarten shall be 3 hours. No pupil over 7 years of 
age shall be received, and no pupil shall be permitted to attend a Kindeq~arten and 
a class of a higher grade at the same time. 
(8) Each Kindern·arten shall be entitled to a director and 1 paid assistant for 60 
pupils and an additional paid assistant for each 30 pupils over 60. No Kindergarten 
shall be opened unless an enrolment of 60 pupils can be secured. . . 
(9) Directors having charge of two Kindergarten classes in one day shall begm_ 'Yith 
the same salary and shall receive advancements ou the same terms and conditiOns 
as teachers holcling the A certificate [the highest grade], and assistants sh(tll receive 
$20 per mouth for a full day's service. Directors and assistants employed for one 
class per day shall receive one-half of this compensation. . 
(10) The Kindergarten shall constitute the lowest grade in the course of mstn~c­
tion of the public schools and shall be treated as a department of the primary or dis-
trict school in which it is located. Except as to such matters pertaining to ~he pr~­
gram, the details of work, and the duties of local directors as are under the Immedi-
ate supervision of the director of Kindergarten, the Kindergarten shall be subject to 
the control ofthe principal of the school in which it is placed. 
(11) No Kindergarten shall be organized or couuucted in any school. unle s upon 
the recommendation of the committee on Kinderg~i.rten and the order of tho board. 
(12) The Kinclerl?iirten shall be under the same general supervision by the super-
intendent of chools as are the other schools, and t.hey shall be governed by the reg-
ulatiot;ts of the schools established by the board, except as these are modified by the 
foregomg rules. 
A. l!'IlEXCII VIEW 01•' Al\IEIUCAN KI~"'DERGARTEN WORK. 
Tl1e following paragraphs, translated from the report of Mlle. Loizillon on primary 
in ru ·tion in the nited States, are of specialinterest to American readers: 
The e tahli bmcnt of the Kindergarten in the United States of America W:l.S a 
tbor ughly ~·min e work, which does not date back more than a dozen or :fifteen 
year. !J * " 
It i to be f ar d that on account of the reception of children from the wealthier 
cla -~'"hom· ny time have be n fa.voredandspoiled at home -certain conce sions 
·ill b maclc in the 1\iudergart n which may be oppo ed to the principles of the sys-
t ·m, and, by introdu ·iu~ di tnrbing conditions, may have an unfortunate influence 
on th pnpil1each ·rs. " » 
At 13 ton aucl • t. Loui the mo. t inter ting Kindergarten for study are to be 
!"ound not on]· on acc:ount f th ir IJtuuber and origin, bnt on account of their organi-
7.~tion and the uui v of their direction. * .4 * 
The .. a~J1J Juneu -. all' not. worthy becan e of the buih~ings, fnrnishing , __ &c_., 
~j 1t he retJl"lD'' r oxo ·forth ch1ldrcn ar not ananged accorumg to the best hygtemc 
ul n . * 
Tb. ~ . nl of t~ x rei _{u drawing n la,t s, in constructing olid ftO'ure , _in 
comhmrng color , m the weavmg of palH!rs is very rcma1kn.ble, The children acqmrc 
• 
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great dexterit.y, combined with quick powers of observation, but the work should not 
be carried too far, as in one school where children of four years of age sew, cut out 
dolls' clothes, and even mend garlJ_lents. Little folks of that a.ge are too delicate to 
we:1r the thimble, hold the needle, and give ,the strict attention required in such 
work. * if if 
The teachers only have three hours' class work each day, but the amount accom-
plished in this short spa.ce requires ::;ncb tension·of mind, so much vigilance, that the 
m:rve force woulclnot suffice for a longer period. One source of fatigue is caused by 
the different nationalities present at the Kindergarten [Mrs. Shaw's apparently]. 
The Euglish tongue bas to be ta,nght to the pupils. * "" * 
The disposal of the diJli1rent objects made at the close of each year awakens ambi-
tious instincts at the beginning of the new term, as each child wishes to help inre-
decorat.ing the school room. Then curiosity and enthusiasm are both excited. Even 
the colored children show as much amour propre ~n this matter as the whites. * if • 
The experiments macle iu St. Louis and Boston have given rise to many more or 
less successful attempts ·to establish similar schools elsewhere. ;. * * 
· Notwithstanding the hopes that this interesting movement has awakened, it is 
impossible not to feel that the establishments due to private sources are quite in-
sufficient. What are 232 Kinderg~i.rten (with 8,871 pupils) to a population of more 
than 50,000,000 persons ? Public generosity is inexhaustible in the United States of 
America, especially in the interests of education; yet, even.if the numbel! of Kinder- , 
gti.rten be doubled in a dozen years, the situation will remain the same: there will 
he too few Kindergti.rten for the public need. 'fbere is one point in the education of 
children in the United States which 'may be called a fault of the organization. As 
the school only admits pupils at the ages of 5 or 6 years it happens many ti~es where 
the families are out at work that the children are left with(.)ut any one to care for 
them, so that they run on the streets and acquire bad habits at an age when the 
powers of reasoning cannot be 'broug:Q.t to bear. Even the Kindergarten does not 
suffice to prevent grave errors, as the little folks are only there three hours a day:· This 
rn·oblem will only be solved when the state · takes charge of the education of chil-
dren from infancy upward. All efforts made by private parties will only have a lim-
ited value. General measures are better. * * .,. 
The project of connecting the Kindergarten 'With the public school has been mooted 
(in Boston it was attempted, but found too onerous a duty), but insurmountable finan-
cial difficulties seem to stand in the way. Notwithstanding the wealth, generosity, 
and devotion of the American people the Sta.te governments cannot impose the neces-
sary taxes to form a budget for Kindergarten instruction in addition to what is re-
quired for the actual organization. * * * Nothing is impossible, however, in a 
country where suggestions so soon become facts. 
But if the work of protecting little folks is to remain isolated from the rest of the 
school systetn it will suffice at least to glorify the American women who wete the 
means of founding the schools. 
SECONDARY (INCLUDING PREPARATORY) INSTRUCTION. 
T.A.BLJi: VI.-INSTl'rUTIONS FPR SECONDARY L'IBTRUC'J.'ION. 
The following is a comparative summary of the number of institutions for secondary 
instruction (exclusive of high schools, preparatory schools, and J.epa.rtments of normal 
schools and of institutions for superior instruction) making returns from 1873 to 1882, 
inclusive: 
1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 1881. f 1882. 
---------------------------
No. of institutions. 944 1, 031 1,143 1, 229 1, 226 1, 227 1, 236 ], 264 1, 336 1, 482 
No. ofinstructors. 5, 058 5,466 6, 081 5, !)!)9 5, 963 5, 747 5, 961 6, 009 6, 4.89 7,449 




108, 734 110,277 122,617 138,384 
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TABLE VI.- Summm·y of statistics of 
----------------~----7---------~-------------------
Just rnctors. NurulJer of stm1ents. 
·--:r--,-1-----~---1. .; 
,;, I g ~ ~ 8 ~ ;... ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ g Q ;3 
,.... Malo. Female. Total. Male. Female. ..., ~ 
0 
~ m ·~ a - frJ ~~ rO 
~'j ~ ~ 0 s f';:1 0 s 
~ .:; ~ ~ 
Alabama ........ ~ 21 --43----;8~1,;4~--:m9 a1,148 235 87 
Arkansas . .............. 15 b22 19 bl, lOG 507 551 843 103 101 
States and TeiTitories. 
California............... 37 b125 208 4, 76! 2, 057 2, 707 3, 100 578 845 I 
Colorado................ 3 4 14 458 165 293 161 14 42 
Conl!ecticut. ....•• .• . . . . 38 47 111 1, 668 5!l9 1, 060 1, 020 363 458 
Delaware........... ...... 11 26 18 713 428 285 551 128 30 
Florida................ .. 10 11 32 829 258 571 096 87 71 
Georgia . .. .. ..•. •••..••. 142 173 211 b11, 465 5, 866 5, 534 8, 666 1 2, 120 774 
Illinois.................. 48 116 23! 7, 010 2, 989 4, 021 4, 709 398 1, 048 
Indiana. . . . . . . . •. . ••. . ••. 18 22 40 b2, 341 723 1, 242 552 98 49 
Iowa····................ 40 85
1 
82 b4, 677 2, Z22 2, 127 2, 561 421 532 
Kansas.................. 4 8 7 350 123 227 150 10 40 
Kentucky............... 61 90 223 bi, 684 1, 892 2, 5413 2, 894 771 521 
Louisiana................ 15 27 44 1, 178 601 577 751 130 376 
Maine ........... ~....... 23 43 56 2,161 1,060 1,101 952 416 248 
Maryland . . . . .. • • . • ••• .. 41 106 -l)2 2, OO!l 1, 4!ll 1, 463 1, 810 456 784 
Massachusetts . • • • ••• • •• 51 89 164- b3, 167 1, 1f16 1, 930 1, 43!l 718 738 
Michigan................ 10 23 35 b 1, 154 200 721 702 126 95 
Minnesota .... ....... ••. 14 34 48 1, 476 875 601 592 94 173 
Mississi}Jpi.. ............ 37 55 81 b3, 283 1, 554 1, 620 1, 800 477 104 
Missouri .............. •· 36 86 170 b4, 083 1, 894 1, 937 2, 671 408 732 
Nebraska............... 14 21 32 b1,264 472 702 639 95 41 
New Ha.mpshire . . . ..... 32 49 48 b2, 089 1, 094 945 1, 214 433 234 
New Jersey............. 55 119 150 b4, 309 2, 344 1, 975 2, 945 589 1, 287 
New York . .. . ... . • .. • .. 188 541 723 b18, 440 8, 737 9, 571 11, 785 2,-0:32 3, 600 
North Carolina.......... 01 98 84 . b4, 793 2, 719 1, 927 3, 543 86() 227 
Ohio.................... 42 8() 137 u3, 618 1, 604 1, 9U4 c~l, 641 513 588 
Oregon.................. 17 ~G 47 1, 619 705 914 1, 347 210 I 185 
Pennsylvania. .. . . • •• . • • . 113 b:JOO 380 b!l, 824 5, 121 4, 222 a5, 801 1, 418 1, 587 
Rhode Island . . . .. •• . • •. 6 20 35 502 347 245 481 108 188 
South Carolina........... 10 40 56 b2, 883 1, 325 1, 508 2, 640 304 91 
Tennessee............... 73 135 146 b7, 580 .
1 
3, 854 3, 565 5, 400 1, 053 259 
Texas .. .. . . .. .. • • .. • . • .• 41 88 82 b4, 900 2, 612 2, 288 2, 8G7 242 613 
V rmont . . . .. • .. .. • .. . . . 25 48 8~ b2, 826 1, 200 1, 455 1, 513 733 2:!6 
Virginia................. 33 54 77 b2, 368 1, 155 995 1, 873 484 370 
West Virginia ........ •. 5 40 b573 116 402 282 60 20 
Wisconsin .. . .. .. . .. . . .. 20 91 95 2, 247 1, 043 1, 204 1, 445 391 639 
~~;~~~-~~;~~~~:::: 1~1 35 7420 .... ~:~754·~· ··--~3; 80 .. · ···~2~~- ··--;4~26 •. ----~~28 .. ·---~~5~- 1 
Idaho ........... ........ "' 
Indian Territory........ 8 10 0 b571 2 -; 204 3HI 30 ....... . 
Montnn:l....... .. .•. . .. . 2 . ·•· . --1 12 1 135 . .... . .. 135 100 I 20 15 ' 
.. ew Ie. ico ............ 8 27 Jf. 1,427 810 Gll 7UC 18 2:i I 
• ...... • •• .......... . ~s 23 7G I 2, ntG 1, 3;:;5 1, G88 2, 2ns 01 101 
Wa hin~t<>n.. .• • .. .•. • .. 6 11 14 553 27!) 274 376 11 71 
Wyomin" ............... ! 1 ........ ! 4 110 50 GO ....... . ..... ... , ~ ...... . 
TotaL. ............ ~1bi.'m14. 373' bl3 , 3 1 65, 55ol 69.3GZ ~Bi5flO,o2lf18, 3.1 
a-Ula sllication not reported in all cases. 
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tnstUutions for secondary i·usfnu:fion. 
Libraries. p, operty, income, <'i:.c. 


































21 2 10 
6 1 5 
69 38 30 
5. 2 3 
13 3 24 
23 3 8 






















25 ~ 27 
15 29 
1 ...... 6 
41 4 9 








































































13 9, 063 488 $164, 650 
10 1, 403 501 62, 200 
31 17,014 2,160 
2 500 50 
24 15, 500 474 
7 4, 450 








90 15, 502 2, 423 505, 350 
31 17, 508 830 1, 057, 490 
6 7, 089 135 
1il 9, 087 1, 633 
2 2, 000 100 
44 18, 478 945 
9 4, 630 116 
16 12, 649 315 
24 174, 845 1, 098 
22 23; 707 1, 251 
5 5, 300 458 
13 4, 170 618 
23 11, 044 201 
29 24, 190 2, 760 
7 3, 791 260 
12 12, 020 356 
















130 121, 208 5, 170 3, 586, 936 
29 16, 838 340 301, 900 
31 26, 265 1, 031 
15 3, 960 280 
63 71, 946 3, 402 
4 9, 574 468 
9 6, 234 387 
51 14, 306 1, 072 








$26,350 $1, 318 
55, 000 2, 000 
34, 400 1, 720 
7, 000 500 
40, 000 2, 800 
88, 100 7, 500 
49, 978 7, 000 
67, 000 4, 950 
85, 432 5, 580 
7, 000 490 







56, 900 5, 020 




























































233 67 48 10 17 16 24 17,715 275 421,500 241,650 16, 052 27, 191 
117 22 43 7 13 17 16 20, 640 727 298, 000 . .. .. • . .. • . 4, 250 49, 461 
• • • • • • 1 .. .. .. .. .. . • 5 6 6 9, 700 .. .. .. . 230, 000 10, 000 500 1, 300 
175 121 17.2 8 14 16 14 23, 905 847 42~, 000 9, 000 480 58,727 
.. .. .. .. • . .. 0 .. . . .. 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 5, 000 0 .................. . 
125 79 24 12 12 8 11 4, 650 . .. .. . . 6, 600 . . .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. . 9, 919 
•• • • .. ... • •• 0 0 0 1 1 25 25 20, 000 0 0 875 
10 10 2 ...... .... .. 2 4 2,150 200 160, 000 10, 000 .. •• ...... 367 
•• • • .. . . . . . • .. •• .. . . . .. . 1 2 1 214 25 19, 000 800 .. .. . . .... 10, 000 
27 15 13 3 4 7 1 6 5, 120 631 70,500 .. .... . .. • .......... 28, 650 
27, 39 56 9 1 7 10 10 4, 222 413 109. 800 500 40 26, 885 
491 30 . .. .. . . . . .. . 3 51 31 3, 075 120 31, 500 . . . .. . • .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 13, 284 
~ cii ~ ~~  Ol~t9:~ ~~ ~::~~ 13,9ll~227 1, 191, 649 2, 140, 09i 
b Sex not reported in all cases. 
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TAliLE VII.-PREPAUATORY. SCHOOLS. 
Detailed statistics of preparatory schools will be found in Table VII of the appendi.L 
The following is a comparative statement of the statistics of these schools as reported 
to the Bureau from'l8i3to 1882, inclusive: 
18i3. I 1874. 1 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1870. 1880. 1881. 
-------- ------
Number of institut.ions .. .. . 86 91 102 105 114 114 1~3 125 130 
NuJU_ber of instl'Uctors ..... 690 697 746 736 796 818 818 860 871 
Nlllllber of students ........ 12,487 11,414 12, 954 ,1~ 369 12, 510 12,538 13, 561 13,239 13,275 














Colorado ...... . ....................... . 
Connecticut .......................... .. 
Georgia ...... .... .................... .. 
illinois ................................ . 
Indiana .............................. .. 
Iowa ........................ ,. ..... .... . 
Maine ............ ... .................. . 
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TABLE VII.-Snmrnary of statistics of preparato1·!f sclwoTs-Continued. 
Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
.p 





~ :;::lcri ::l "'"" cri .::::l 'd -<!)(,) 0 ~ Q) ,.Q+> ::l · 
] ~~ ~~ 
.... 
~§ 'd · P.,; 
St::,tos and Territories. 0 ..... <!) ~p. ..... 'd ......~ 0 h ~ s:=~ c...·a p. g~ o.E 
""' 
::l- ~] ,:2+-> .,., 0 "''d ~<!) 0 0 
~§ a>g .... <!)..=l .p p. 
~ 
wa § a~ c..~ =<12 ]~ Q) ......... !j• 0 0 Q)d ::l ~-S s (,) (,)<!) ~ ~ ~ 1::1 ~p., ~ 
California ................................ 2, 140 ---···-· $133,000 ............. $500 $4,900 
Colorado .......................................................... : .... , .......................... . 
Connecticut............ . . . . . ........ ... . . 14, 100 100 523, 141 $194, 329 10, 361 7, 700 
Georgia.............................. .... 250 100 42,000 50, 000 3, 500 1, 800 
Illinois........ . . .. .. .. . . . .. . • . .. .. . . . . .. . 2, 100 98 107, 500 . • • .. • • . .. .. • • • • ••• . 18, 500 
Indiana.. . .. .. . .. • • .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. . • • .. .. . 400 50, 000 . • .. • • .. • • • • • .. .. • • . 5, 000 
Iowa................ .. • .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . ioo 100 3fi, ooo 11, ooo 900 644 
l!{aine .................. ·... ........ .... .. . 1, 2GO 100 93, 000 52,000 3, 100 5, 588 
Maryland................................ . 3,125 150 95,000 ............ ........ 24,300 
llfasl!nchusetts........ ... .... ..... .. . .... 24,275 5()0 I, 160,200 fi03, 383 30,314 60, 871 
Michigan................................ 500 60,000 ............ ........ 35,000 
Missouri................................................... 75,000 ............ ........ 25,000 
New Hampshire .............. ·............. 9, 940 330 490,000 376,000 19,856 133,387 
New Jersey............................... 3, 050 136 221., 000 21, 000 2, 460 15, 875 
New York................................ 22,227 1, 823 1, 620,242 164,000 9, 550 175,008 
Ohio...................................... 10, 800 ~00 307,000 ............ 1........ 7,197 
Pennsyh·ania.. ... .. ...... ........ ... .. .. . 18, 825 400 382, 000 155, 000 8, 550 72, 164 
Rhode Island...... .... . .... .... .. .... .. . 1, coo 2u 222, 000 100, 000 5, 600 24, ;wo 
South Carolina ..........•...................... .. ......... . 9, 000 .. • .. .. .. • .. 1, 700 300 
Tennessee............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ii30 450 16, 000 .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • . 4, 450 
Vermont.................... ............. 2, 200 114 45, 000 10, 000 1, 400 1, 200 
~~~~!:~~-:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::~~ ~~~ 1~~:~~~ ..... ;;:~~~ - :::::::: !:~~~ 
~~:~::::~~_;:;_;;~;~::_._:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_~ :::::::: -1 ·. ::: .. ::: . . :::::: :::::::::;: :::::: ~: . ··~: i~ 
Total. .............................. il:30,002J5,8i5 5,9s;:o831,673,712j97,791 645, 12~ 
E-VHl 
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General. statistical summary of pup~ls 1·eceiving seco.ncla1·y inst1·uction. 
g § ] In preparatory depart· 
:~ ..c< ments of-
~~ . ~~ . ,:_ .. 
.... ....:. ... ~ rt:l;.<:;:l>lt::l rt:Jg'$. :_.<D 
.S·~=~ .S d) 8·3.~ d)H -~ b.C~ ~;Q 
. E ~~ ~:a ~ ~13 ;> ::~~ ~~ 
~2:; ~H :~~8~$ ~g:Q ,.r:s; . 
States aud TPnitoril::s. 
..... H P. rt:~o'"'+-<H . .-::lH ..<l'"~ ..:l 
.:lo~ .:1 ~,... ... o_ ~~- r}5<D • ~ 
~ ";l = ~ - I.., .. ~ ~ ~ 'd ~ g <.> ,:_ c; 
-----------·1----1---------~-----------
Alabama ............................. .. 
.A.rkansa.s ...................... 68 
California...................... 1, 652 
Cqlorado........... ............ 132 
Connecticut . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .t, 319 
Delaware . . • .. • . . .•• . .. . ... . . . . 110 
Florida ............................... . 
Georgia. ............. ,.......... 781 
lllillQis ........... r.... . .. .. .. . 2, 294 
Indiana........................ 1, 294 
Iowa ............... ,........... 484 
Kansas • .. . . .. . .. . • . . .. . . . .. • . . 420 
Xent~cky ..................... 974 
Louisiana...................... 218 
Maine .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. 1, C33 
Maryland...................... 1, 570 
Massachusetts................. 8, 030 
Michigan . • • . .. . . • .. • • .. .. .. . .. 2, 634 
lfinnesota. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 89 




















1, 833 j .. ·. . . . . . 267 208 41 3, 007 
1, 196 . . • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . 547 2, 1M 
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203 3, 308 71 14,670 
45 1, 655 219 6,965 
199 1, 9u7 21 
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New Hampshire............... 498 2, 089 736 184 
New Jersey ..•.... _............. 1,139 ........ 25 4,399 563 
New York..................... 4,295 
North Carolina ........................ . 
Ohio........................... 4,555 
Oregon........................ 196 
Pennsylvania................... 2, 382 
:Rhode I land . . .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. 233 
South Carolina ........................ . 









Vermont .......................... '·... 43 
Virginia . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 654 309 
West Virginia ................ ........ 92 
Wisconsin..................... 680 1,256 
Dakot ........................ ........ 18 
Di trict of Columbia.......... 208 145 
Idaho ......................................... . 
Indian ..... ........................... . ...... . . 
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1fYyomin,......... ••. ... ••• •• . .. ... . .. .. . .. . ... . 110 . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .... • . .. .. • • • .. . 110 
Total.. ................. -139, 581 14, 464 13 , 384 115,681 ----a,2s4131, 838 1 3, 381 I ~51, 613 
!J- In 150 citie~~. b Strictly normal Btud nts are not included. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. cxv 
Application of the term seconcla1·y instructi~F~.- Tho e4pres.::Jon second~~y hlstnwtion, 
as I have frequently h 3td occasion to observe, is not en.1ployed in my· annual ropo:rt to 
designate institutions of exact and uniform grade. It has, ho.wever, proved & con-
venient term of classification, serving as a means of bringing toge.thm: a,ud iu aome 
degr~e systE,m~tiziug a mass of information that co_ulu not well be 1·ef~rred to any 
other he.ad. The data tht1S collated afford a very fair coneep.t.Jon of the eutleavor 
made. in our country to continue education beyond the elementary stage. 
Schools. ana em·olment.- Secondary iustrnction is the s.peci(\c wHrk of three classes 
of insiitutions: puMic high schools, represented iu the sta.hstical Sltmmary o£ pupils 
::receiving secondary instruction by city high schools, that emi'~ll, so f;~r as reporte(l, 
39,581 pupils; institutions for sec011dary instruction, Table VI, numbering 1,4,82, with 
an enrolment of 138,384; preparatory s€hools, 'fable VH, nnmhedng 1G4, enrolment, 
15,681; or a total enrolment of 193,646. '.l'o this mnst l)e ~bdtlo(l tlt.e students in amJ,-
demic courses of not·mal schools, 14,464; in the prlilparatory llep.m:tm<'l-\1.1 s of institu-
tions for the SUpe:ldor il1strnction of WOlnen, 8,:ab4 i prepamtory tle}l(l d IIICI,ltS of uni-
versities and colleges, 31,tl38; and preparatory depa:rtfncnts of schools of soieuoe, 3,381; 
making a total of 251,613 pupils receivin~ secoudary instrnction.. 
Distributilm of schools and sclwlaTs.- 'l'he dist:ributio.n of tl1e various cl4.sse~ of in-
stitutions engaged in the work is worthy of notice. More thn,u two-thinls. of the 
pupils iu pre:p:,trato;ry schools are repo:rte<l in the Now Eog~and a1,1d Mid~lle St3ttes, 
while about the s.ame p1·op01;tion of tbose in tbe Pl'('p:u·ato1·y departments of superior 
institut~ons ~rein the Southern and Western States. '1 he ratio to tlw ept.ire popula-
tion of the pupils receiviug secon<laTy ~ustnwtion is, for the wlwle com\tQr11 jn eve:Fy 
199; fo.r the New England States, 1 in 13.0; for tb;e Mitldle St3ttes: 1 in 196; anq for 
the Northern Central States, 1 in 238. 
Courses and standa1·ds.- The varied character of t.he schools rellrcsented iu T~tble VI 
will be seen by examination of the exteo{led hLl)lc i~ the H})peudix, w.hich ~ts forth 
very plainly the determining conditions, viz, denominational affiliations, ~xteu.t c;>f 
patron~ge and reso1~rces, as fun(ls, apparatus, and teaching force. 'rhese s~hool~ are 
responsible for the instruction of more than half tl;le entir~ uuruber of scholars. in the 
secondary grade, ~ud t\leir labo:~; is about equally divided betwee~l. gi:d~ and boys, 
the former numbering 65,5;)9 and the latter 69,362. Tlnee-:fi.nhs of the stnclen.ts. are 
in the English course and less than one-twelfth (viz, 10,753 ont of~ tot~l of 138,384) 
are preparin~ for college. · 
The schools':~;ep:oosen.tcd in,. Taule VII are ~uore uniform in character tl)a:o. tlle p.re-
ceding. While less thu,n one-thil·d of their students are pro.fes1:1e(1Jy prepu,l'iug for 
college,' it is understood that the co1.u:ses and st~ncl~rds for all sclwla.rs are chiefly (le-
termined by the requiremeuts of the college entra.Jl,ce cxamill<\tio·n:;~. The conlp~:ra­
tively small number of scholars preparing for college in the school[)} repol'ted 1u T~b1es 
VI and VII and the small number a.n:r;mally reportQd as proceediJ;Jg f~:om the~ to col-
lege warrant the inference that 'both classes of scl,wols are in the m~iu finisb.ii;Jg 
schools for their pupils. As such it is imp~rtaut that they shonld l;uwe at coi~lll\and 
all the agencit~s by which students are stimulated to the highest exertion, ~nd that 
they should give to the communities iu which they are place(l reliable g\Wt~ntoos of 
their capacity to impart sound knowledge. The :pnrp<;>se of preparing stn<lonts for 
matriculation in snpm:ior institutions haA provef1 a great st.imnlns to tl1.e sohools 
undertaking that work. The effect llaA uot been confinecl to tho stndents who con-
templated entering college, b\1t all the students 11n,ye experienced. the a.dv~utagc of 
working in a Aystematic manner toward a high and <leflnite resnlt. 
The endeavor of certain eastern colleges to arrange for lWi form co nr~es has resn 1tecl 
iu a substantial agreement as to the :reqniremel1ts in :.tll onlina.ry subj.ect~.l The 
degree of uniformity secured is sufficient to facilitate the wo:~;k o{ secon,dary schools 
that must prepare pupils for severa,l of these colleges at the same time. 
1 The institutions represented in the agreement are Harvard, Yale, Brown University, D;trtmouth, 
Williams, Trinity, Amherst, Wesleyan University, Tufts, and Boston Univcrsit!. 
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The standard at which many candidates pass the entrance examination and their 
Bubsequent record in the college course indicate the need of a better adjustment be-
tween the courses of secondary instruction and the college courses. This is even 
more apparent in the case of scholars who enter the higher schools of science. 
The desire on the part of the graduatee of secondary institutions to secure some 
authoritative indorsement of their work is evidenced by the fact that numbers who 
!lave no intention of entering upon a college course annually pass the college entrance 
examinations. The opinion is quite general that standards differing somewhat from 
those represented in these entrance examination~!!, and applied by some independ-
ent representative body, would be a better means of testing t~ attainments of 
graduates from secondary schools. The idea is illustrated in the regents' examina-
tions in New York, which have proved of great service in maintaining high standards 
in the secondary schools of that State. In 1882 the board adopted resolutions amend-
ing the conditions on which charters would be granted to academies and on which 
academical departments of union schools would be received under visitation, to the 
end that·the standard of the academies might be raised. The terms hereafter to be 
rcq uircd for coming under the visitation of the regents and enjoying the advantages • 
of sharing in the distribution of the lit-erature fund are shown in the following 
resolution : 
That the ordinance of th~ regents in regard to the incorp<r.ration of academies be 
amended so as to require as a conclition precedent to such incoryoration the pos-
session of property amounting to at least $5,000 over and above allmcumbrances and 
that the debts shall not exceed the one-third part of said property; and that, besides 
thE> buildings (wl1ich, as required by law, must be of the valne of at least $2,000), 
Haid property shaJ.l include a library of suitable books worth at least $500, and ap-
paratus aud collections suitable for instruction in physics, chemistry, and natnral 
history, worth at least $500; and that l'easonable assurances exist of a sufficient in-
come for phe suitable support of said acade1ny and of the attendance thereat of at 
lea t twenty-five scholal's who are qualified to :pursue the proper studies of an 
academy. 
A second resolution extends the same requirem<'nts to"u~ion schools which seek to 
participate in the benefits of the fund. 
The whole number of academies and acaden:1ical departments now carried on the 
regents' lists is 279. In 1881-'82 reports wel'e received from 257 of these, having an 
enrolment of 34,171 scholars. The total amount distributed to these from the liter-
ature fund was $40,000. 
In the preliminary examinations which determine what scholars are to be counted 
in the distribution of the funa, certi-ficates are issued when the candidates pass satis-
factorily in arithmetic, English grammar, geography, and spelling. In 1881-'82 the 
number of these certificates issued was 4,202. The advanced examination for the 
academic diploma is recognized throughout the State as a valuable standard of scholar-
ship. In the university convocation held July, 1882, these examinations were the 
snbj ct of earne t discussion, and many suggestions were made that promise tore-
aul t in practical measures for increasing their scope and force. 
Effects of recent morcments.-The movement for the higher education of women ha 
had a favorable effect upon secondary instruction. During the past few years a nuru-
1> r of excellent chools have been established for the pupose of fitting girls for the 
coll ge open to them, schools previou ly existing have shown the beneficial effect 
of the higher standards and more definite aims in woman's education, while coeduca-
tion ch ols havo been relieved somewhat from the embarrassing necessity of arrang-
in~Y p cial courses for girls without lowering their general standard. 
I have also to note incr a ing provi ion for those courses and method of trainin 
hy hich nd n are properly prepared for the higher choola of science. Progre in 
thi re pect i hinder d by two conditions: the cost of laboratories and apparatu 
and the difficulty of finding competent teacher . Only schools w 11 endowed or iu 
r c ipt of pnhli appropriations are able to incur th neces ary expen e. 
HIGli SCHOOLS. CXVII 
High sc1wols.-The tabular representation of p~1blic high schools is less complete 
than is desired, being confined to city high schools/ · representing 29 States and 
1 Territory. The reported enrolment in these, viz, 39,581 pupils, is equal to 1 in 
every 286 of our urban population as given in the cemmsof 1.880. Neither this average 
estiinate nor the larger ratio of attendance which is shown by the records uf particular 
cities 2 warrants the notion that the .high schools render any considerable portion of 
our youth either visionary or averse to industry. The cau.se of such tendencies must 
be sought in our social and industrial habits rather than in our schools. 'fhe I'equire-
ments for admission to the high schools are such as to insure a class f pupils well pre-
pared for the work of this grade, a very im]_ll)rtant consideration; since, if on the one 
hand it be urged that these schools .are a public expense, op the other it would be 
found that they are eng,aged in the training and culture of minds whose development 
is likely to prove a public advantage. · 
In the Northwestern States the policy of making high school 'courses preliminary 
to the courses in the State universities is pr{)ving doubly advantageous. It promises 
on the ·one hand to relieve ' the higher institutions of the burden of preparatory work 
and on the other it greatly improves the quality of instruction in the high schools. 
In 1881 the legislature of Minnesota enacted a. law for the encouragement of higher 
education, in accordance with which appropriations are lllade to high schools con-
ducted according to specified regulations and passing final inspection in the visitation 
of the State high school board and in the report of the examjner. '!'he conditions of 
admission to the list of schools entitled to aid are as follows': 
There must be a well organized graded school, having not less than three .distinct 
departments J.?elow the high school, and including not less than eight years of element· 
ary and grammar school instruction. 
The school must be provided with suitable rooms, furniture, and apparatus for good 
work. · 
The school shall hold sessions of not less than eight months each year. Each depart· 
ment shall be supplied with a teacher whose quali:fications have been certified to 
upon examination by an authorized examiner of the district, county, or State. 
The high school department shall consist of at least twenty pupils, who shall be en-
ter~ upon examination as provided for in the regulations . . Not less than five of this 
department shall pursue the entire university preparatory course, and shall be known 
as the university preparatory class. 
Others of the high school may omit Latin, in the discretion of the principal. 
The high school shall be open, free of imition, to all non-resident pupils upon pass-
ing the examination required. ' 
High schools not receiving aid under this statute, yet desiring to avail themselves 
of the advantages of the State examinitions as in lieu of the entrance examinatiom1 
io the univer~:~ity, as provided by the board of regents, shall, upon application, be 
accepted and be entitled to the same privileges as those receiving aid. 
The course of study shall include as its minimum the. following course, to be known 
as the university preparatOl'y course : 
First year. Higher arithmetic; elementary algebra,, E11glish grammar (including 
analysis), geography, and United States 'historyrcviewecl, Latin grammar and reader. 
Second year. Natural philosophy, physiool geograph:v, elementary astronomy, gen-
eral history, plane geometry, physiology, Cresar (first three books in 1882-'83), Cicero 
(first oration against Catiline). 
Third year. Ele~entary chemistry, geometrical drawing, botttny, ancient history, 
algebra to quadratic equations, solid geometry, Cicero (last three orationR against 
Catiline in 1882-'83, with an examination for both years in Cicero), Virgil (first four 
books in 1882- '83 ). 
In Indiana the certificate of the supc1'iut endent of schools setting forth that a 
pupil has completed a prescribed course of study in a commissioned high school en-
1 See statistical summary of pupils receiving seconuary instruction, p. cxiv; for more extended in· 
formation, see Table I of the appendix, and the abstracts of State reports unuer the head of Secondary 
Instruction. 
2 :Boston r eports 1,802 in 1Jigb schools, or 1 in every~Ol of the population; Baltimore, 1,570, or 1 in 
every 211 ; Cincinnati, 1,342, or 1 in every 190 ; Chicag,o, 1,377, or 1 in every 265; S:m Francisco, 1,200, 
or 1 in every 100. 
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titles the hoh1er to admission to the State universi.ty or to Purdue University. The 
foHowiug is the miuimu:m course: 
Reading, wri~iug, orthograpuy, geography~ English ~mmmar, word amLlySl~ Uuited 
States history, physiology, arit.hmetic, elementary aucl higheT algebra, geometry {first 
four books), Latin gnummtr, Latin r~u.lcr, Latin prose composition, C::esar (two 
books), aud Virgil (t.wo books). 
It has sometimes been represented tpat the hip;h schools are too larg·ely devoted to 
the W{)rk of prep'al'ing students for coBege,'and must therefore be rcga.nletl as serving 
a particular cl:as• rMiher than the ge'r:reral public. The objection is not well taken, 
as the supGrior education of a few is in itself a means of public good. Bnt while tbe 
high schools have achieved aiil <ewiable reputation for their success in prepa\'ing can-
didates for college, an examination of tibeir c-ourses of study and of the snbscqnent 
careers of th~>ir gr·auuates will show that this is by no means their chief we'l:i t. 
The high S"Chools o:ffet· the o-nly ptovi:si-ou a!Cccssiule to the majority of our teachers 
fGt that cxtend·ed cu.lture whose R(.tvautag~s are nowhere mote needed or more directly 
-exercised f"Or the l_)ubHo ·advantage tha·n in t.l1e pla.ces which these teachers fill. 
Great ca~ has also been tak~n oo indnd~ in the courses of the high school those 
branches of study that pre;t~are men for the inte!Ugent conduct of tht~ pu.blic duties 
which may devolve upon u.uy citieam of a republic. Political econ.omy, civil govern· 
ment, mental science, and ethics are featm.'es in the curricula of n1any high scbo{)IS. 
Science oocupi~ ·a pil'omint>~lt place il!l most of th~ courses, and the appliances for 
"teaching the same are in gentel·al very good. The need of ·a specific bnsi11ess conrse 
in the high schools is recoguized in a number of cities, and in a few instances provi-
!lion has been hi~Hle 'for the s-ame. • 
In this connection the foliowing statements from current reports are interesting: 
fExtract from tho rcpoTt of Hon. A. J·. Moulder, supel'intcndent of public schools, San Franci!!OO, 
Oat, 1883.] 
At a veJ;y ~arly da~ it Mame apparent that the nsefuh1css of the boys' high sch{)ol 
oould be greatly incl:lcasea by t.lle aduitibtl. of a co'r.nmercial or business course to the 
'three (}O'ttl'Ses already establi he-d. It was believed tl1l1t such n.n :.tdrli tion would -tend 
to popularize the 1nstitution a.nd remove many of tho objections heretofore urged 
against it. The auperintendent therefQre introduced such a measure, and it was 
unani~a~ly adoptecl by tlte board of edncation, to take effect on the reopening of 
the school in July. The new Murse is i11'bended to prepare younCT men not simply to 
become book-keepers, but to fit them for practical business in almost any vocation. 
It embritces all ifue branches usnrully taught i11 a ftrst class busiucRs coJlege, besides 
instrnction iu th ol'diuary English stndies and in the natnraJ sciences. 'The full 
•conrse is of qnal <liJrnity with the other three courses in the school and extends 
through a. pe1·io<l of tln-e y-ears. In it will be taught business penmanship, busines 
arithmetic, book-k epiug, lJusiness form , commercial law, geography, with special 
reference to its use in commel·ce and trade. 
'.rhe youth who graduat~s in this~ourse ought not onlv to be a fair Engli h cbolar, 
~ith som know ledge of the science , bnt he should be· competent to ent r at once 
mto any bu ineas ent rpris . His abilities and his attainm nts will undoubtedly 
ren.der hi~ ryices ?f immediate a,ntl practical value to any employer seeking a skilled 
a 1stant m h1s busme s. 
I have alr lldy recei'V' cl sn{;h aMsnrances from parents and teachers as to sati fo me 
tbat be n w course will 1r1eet a long :!Ht want and that over one hundred studen 
will nte.r it a.t th u riouing of the n .x.t cbool term. Shonld there be a sufficient 
d manu for it, I a.m in favor of est:tblishing a similar course for the benefit of b pu-
pils iu tbe •irl hicrh school. 
rE ·tra ·t 1ft Til 1 h r JlOI t (If II u. • orruan Drillge, president of the Chicago board of edncat ion.J 
The 11. u: •1 ·1· of pnpil nttc·Jl(1iw; tl1 • hi ,.h. hool. during th yen,r wa 1,436 r 1.9 
per .,.n . of th · '!11 le ntlluh·r of pnpil (72 5()(J) atteudiug all the school. Of th 
1,436 pupils, 4U:3 were boy and 1,033 were g'irls. 
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The following table shows the number of pupi~s of each sex iu the liiev-eml ~·ctt.J:s 'Of 
the high school cot'lrse ~ . 
High schools. 
FirRt yPar of 
the course. 
SN·ond ypa.rof 
1 T~1itu yPar of I F<~ttt·tltyearof 
the eour:se. , t1le cour~e. -tlw cot<l'!i'C. 
:Boys. Girls. Boys. ] Girls. · Boys. 
1 
G ids. Boys. 'I Ghis. 
--------~~~-t--------·--.~~-~~-~ 
North division .•.• •• ••• ••. .•. • . . . . 48 6G 25 1 GS 10 '31 - 4 33 
Souih dhisiml.~-···. •••. •••• •. . ••. 71! a-15 · :M 108 8 41 il7 24 
West division .•••••.•.•... ······-·· 99 240 61 1<62 J2 u!J HI 47 
Total ••...••..• _ .............. 221j--ill-120J-i381_3o_ill -31-104 
Thns it happens that, \vhile the boys a1·e in tbe mh10rHy at begilmin~, most of thelill 
drop oat before the end of the c.oursc. This is gr.e~ttly to he . !regretted : ther-e ought 
'to be a larger uumber of' boys, ·exclnsive of tihose att<'J1di1~g ot·her institn·tioltls of 
lea.'rning, in a. city of over half a milli0n pe-opJe w1to can and wm pursue to oom-
pletion the high school comse of stndy. 
Many of the b0~"s. who leave tl~e high schoC>ls befnre the encl of the couil1se oo so he-
ca.use obliged to lg(') to work; ot)w:rs, uecm~se the unstle :.vncl promi.ses of business are 
more alluring th:t-n school a~~d they prefer to go to woJ:k. Ca-M ithe oonrse not be 
made more inviting oo them without lessening, bnt with inc'!:easaaJg, its u!lefulness for 
them ¥ Most nnd.oubtedly :tl1e a.ddition of a course in mauual trai!!iing and bnsiness 
methods would acoomplish this end. The exr~erieuce of the schoo1-s of matmal tr.ain-
ing is that constant care must pe exercised lest t.he pupj.ls neglect their literary 
studi-es for the drawing and the shop, the t<t6ls n.nd the things. The addition of some 
short -eonrse of this kind- even tentatively and in a small way- to ou;r high ·scbool 
curri<m!Lum, for such boys as elect to take it, wouM at on:oo, if we mar juclge b,y 
the experien<Je of otheTs, iucrease the charm and asefulness ef these .schMJ6l for a V&rf 
consid-erable number ef pupils, mauy of whom now ;receive little or no instruction 
after leavin~ the grammar school. 
I know it IS said that there is no room in our high school course for industrial studies, 
and that theTefore the sug~stion. is impractieable.. But snch ·a positi-on. as a-bsurd, 
sinoe th-e manual :training sanools are no'thing but high schooils with tlte prillct-ical ;part 
added and some or all the studies of the dead languages cut off. lt (}annot be im· 
possible- it ought not to be difficult- to ingraft a department of manual · training 
upon onr high school course; nor need tM ttr5al step be oostly. it is 1ny b~lief itbat 
the time lhas come for an innovati{)n in this <Iirecti01~, and that the boaird ought to 
,take up the conside-ration of the subject with this end in view. • 
The Washingten High, School a:ffol'ds .an example of an institution of this _g;rade 
conducted with special rererence to the mental discipline ~wc1 <Jnltn,re of the scholars, 
the demands for business trainh1g !Jcing pal'tia.lqy met ur tb:C p'l:an of study in the 
gra.cle preceding. The work of the high school is thn.s outlined by Superintendent 
WilBon: 
The high school course . or courses of study cover a period of three 3''Ca1'S. 'The 
standa'r'd for admission and a.vent~e age >Of pup1ls are about Ol'le )'ea..r lin advan~e of 
those usually required, and the full course one year less. . 
The following statement, p:oo1imiuary to the courses of study, bniefily explalills the 
plan of organization: 
The stadi:e of the ihigh sohoml embrace mathematics, physics, c-hemistry, natnrM 
science, busin{}88 trainiug, English, German, F:rellcb, Latin, G11eek, hist<0ry, politic&<l 
0ience, and d1·a.wiug. For convenie nce of cl.assificatio.n three lear1ing courses of study 
a:re otttUned, but no one of these is iu eve-ry -pn.rt compulso1'y. Subject to the •require-
ments of tbe hour plan of recit ations, a pupjJ, acting ~ith the a.pprovail of alis ~·ents 
oc glUlrrclia-n, may determine his own oour. e of study. As an aid in the putsnit-of the 
diftere t studieB, whenever pra.cticable, a s~·ll~bus as prepared and fm:n4shed ito the 
pu il, containing au .a.na.1ysis of topics and giviill~ rt:-fel'encet~~ boltb general and spe-
cial, to works in the school library which the pupil is expeotea to .o0nsnlt. 
The studies are made as fully elective as any plan of recitations in such 'a scho'O'l 
wtll allow; each teacher has a special dep3irtmenj; of work; physics, chemistry, and 
botany each has it~:~ laboratory fitted up and furnished appi'opriately. 
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The opposition to high schools is renewed from time t.o time in different quarters, 
but generally resu1ts in establishing them more securely in the confidence of the 
people. Such promises to be the outcome of a recent experience of this kind in De-
troit, Mich., concerning which the president of the ·Detroit board of education, Hon. 
E. C. Warner, reports as follows: 
In view of a report of a committee of the old board of estimates made to that body 
and of a resolution adverse to the support of the high school from ''money raised by 
taxation for the maintenance of free common schools" adopted by the common coun-
cil of the city, a special committee was appointed to consider and report upon the fol-
lowing propositions: . 
(A) Whether, in view of the established character of the high school as an existing 
institution, there are sufficient grounds for its discontinuance. 
(B) If not, whether a certain fee or charge ought, to be made to those seeking its 
privileges1 with suitable provisions against excluding any not t easonably able to comply w1th the requirement. 
(C) Whether foreign languages ought to be eliminated from the regular course of 
study, and, if not, whether a tuition fee ought to be charged for instruction in them. 
The committee appointed to consider these propositions was composed of able and 
intelligent members of the board, who brought to the deliberations of the committee 
extensive research, mature judgment, and a conscientious desire to determine the· 
question fairly and justly, with due regard to the rights and opinions of individuals 
npon the one hand who believed that the high school should be eliminated from our 
public school system, and to opinions of those on the other who believe in maintain-
ing the present policy of free liberal education in advanced or high school grades. 
The question receiYed deliberate and careful consideration, and the worthy chair-
man, In pector Griffin, submitted an able and exhaustive report, which was concurred 
in by the entire committee, wherein the State legislation was reviewed, arguments 
pro and con weighed, sta.tistics cited, and logic brought to bear, and wherein the com-
mittee unanimou ly reported that, "in tHe best judgment of the committee, impressed 
with the grave responsibility which rests upon them, and enlightened by every source 
of information reasonably accessible, and carefully weighing all suggestions in oppo-
sition to their present conclusion, conceding to all who may differ from them sincerity 
in their convictions, the high school ought to be maintained with substantially its 
present course of study. 
Hon. Robert Graham, State superintendent of schools, Wisconsin, gives the follow-
ing comprehensive view of the operation of the high schools in his State, established 
by the law of 1875: 
By this measure a new and important class of schools have been brought into ex· 
istence; a class of schools with a clearly defined course of study, prescribed by, or 
having the approval of, the State superintendent, and in charge of teachers qualified 
by holding diplomas or some form of State certificate or by special examination in 
the branclies included in the course of study. More than that, these schools have 
aft'orded a field for ob ervati01:, a scope for·experience, which ought to prove of great 
value in considering and determining the features to be insisted upon in such school , 
and their r al value and function in our system of schools. This observation and 
experience leads to inquiry in two directions: l!""irst, tho relat.ion of these and similar 
schools to higher education; second, their relation to the elementa.ry or common dis-
trict schools. 
No words can so clearly and emphatically answer these inquiries as the statistics 
relating to the e schools. 
(1~ They meet a demand that is felt in nearly every community and are highly ap-
preCiated wherever e tablished under fair conditions for success. This is indicated by 
the fact that in 9 free high chool reporting the present year there was an enrol-
ment of 6,5 pupil , an average of 66 pupils to each school
1 
who attended an average 
of 116.6 days, or nearly 6 months of 20 days each; and by the further fact that 10,337 
was collected · tuition fees from uch a were not entitled to attend them without 
charge-an avera~e of more than 100 for each school. Eighty-seven of these sch<>?ls 
had an average ru.ly attendan ·e of more than 25, while but 11 had an average daily 
attendance of le than that number. 
(2) These scho 1 , notwith tanding the efforts and inducements to secure their or· 
ganization and. mauag J?l nt in organic relation to collegiate and university cour 
of study, and due tly tnbutary to higher in titutions of learning, are largely attended 
by snch k for a better equipm nt for immediate and active bu iness than the 
common ~b ol afford, and not in any great numbers by those seeking :fit preparation 
for collewat conr of tndy. Of the 6,528 enrolled in these scboors last year, but 
367 -a little more than 5 perc n . -completed either course of study. During the 
ven y ar the ho I h ~ ve hMn in I?tO!!I'e , but 2,41 have ompleted a con~ e of 
• udy. Furtbermor , wb1l both Engll hand classical courses of study are proVIded, 
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and while German is an optional stmly .in the English course, the number of pupils 
instructed in English branches only during the last year was 5,546, while the number 
instructed in other than English branches, which, of course, includes such as chose 
German a~ong the elective studies of the English course, was but 982, about one-
seventh of the number enrolle<1. 
1f * * * ii· * 
If the statistics were attainable, there is ~o doubt but that another very important 
waj in which these schools exert a useful and wide reaching influence woulU.bc found 
in the opportunity they afford young people to prepare themselves in sQholarshiJ? f~r 
the position of tea.chers in the elementary schQols. From the repor-ts that mcl-
dentally reach the office of the State superintendent, it is presumable that between 
5 and 25 persons are found in each of these schools every year who are intending to 
teach and are there to :fit themselves for so doing. If the medium m1mbcr of the 
extremes mentioned is assumed to be the average number which each school thus 
yearly sends out as teachers in tlw con1mon schools, then we have a n1ea,sure for esti-
mating their value and influence expressed by more than 1,500 such teachers. 
It will readily be seen that the possibilities of these schools as helpful factors in 
improving the common schools are very great and far exceed any result hitherto 
realized. It gives me pleasure to be able to state that the attention and interest of 
some of the principals of these schools have been awakened, and inquiry bas been 
. stnrted whether, in addition to scholastic equipment, they may not do something 
directly in training these embryo teachers in the schools under their charge in the 
theory and art of teaching. Some tentative experiments are already being made in 
the direction indicated.· · 
Finances.- It is impossible to present a statement of the funds available for second-
ary instruction in our country, since the appropriations to public institutions of this 
grade are reported in totals with other funds. 
The funds invested in the schools in Table VI, including value of grounds, build-
ings, apparatus, and productive funds, are 'reported as $34,412,034; in those of Table 
VII, $7,606,795. The income of the former schools for the year, including \Pterest 
on productive funds and tuition fees, was $3,.331, 743, or $24 per capita of reported 
enrolmeJ;J.t; that. of the schools in Table VII, $7 42, 9i6, or $47 per capita of reported en-
rolment. These funds, as the tables show, are very unequally distributed throughout 
the country, and are not reported in all cases. 
SECONDARY INS'l'RUCTION IN GREAT BRITAIN. 
In 1865 the British schools inquiry commission instituted a special examination 
into the condition of secondary schools, which gave an impetus to measures for the 
extension and improvement of tho means of secondary instructio~; A brief notice of 
whaL is now going on in Great Britain will not be out of place here, lll,Ore especially 
as the conditions affecting secondary schools in that country are very similar to those 
existing among ourselves. 
Nearly all the universities maintain examinations for secondary schools and schol-
ars. The examinations under the auspices of the two older universities are naturally 
most generally known and most extensively employed. · 
The report of the Oxford local examinations show that for the year 1882 the num-
ber of girls examined was 777 ;- number of boys, 1,360; numbers passed: girls, 473; 
boys, 810; total examined, 2,137; passed, 1,283. Thus far, 1,889 candidates have pre-
sented themselves for examination in 1883. 
The total nnmber of candidates who presented them~mlves for the Cambridge local 
examinations in 1882 was 7,640, viz: 4,574 boys and 3,066 girls. The tenth annual re-
port of the Oxford and Cambridge schools examination board ;for the year ending 
October 31, 1883, gives a total of 60 boys' scho()ls and 27 girls' schools examined dur-
ing the year. 
The College of Preceptors is doing a great and important work in the examination 
of secondary schools. 
In 1883 it examined 14,000 candida.tes, coming from some 2, 000 schools; in 1879 the 
number of pupils examined was 7,000, representing about 700 schools, so that the 
work of tl10 society was more than doubled in fonr yea,rs. 
· The schools of the Girls' Public Day School Company enrolled about 5,400 pupils in 
1883. The success of these schools has led to the formation of a Boys' Public Day School 
Company for the promotion of intermediate schools for boys. 
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It is admitted that private endowments a11d denomillntional zeal are not sufficient 
to accomplish all that is required in this department. "No .edncationa,l systeln," says 
Mr. Mnndella, "is complete which does not provide what we call the lad del'. It is uo 
use relying on an elementary system which does not bridge over the gulf lwtween the 
public school and the university." In accordance with these views variom! plans 
have been adopted for establishing a connection between the elementary schools and 
the higher institutions of learning. The school boards of the principal cities of Eng-
land have scholarships at th<Jir disposal that enallle successfnl competitors from the 
elementary schools to enter one or other of the great public schools, and in anum-
ber 'Of cities "higher board schools," corresponding to high schools in this country, 
ha.ve been established. 
Sheffield, Manchester, Leeds, and Bradford have tarkcn the lead in this work. 
In his attempt to reform educaticm in Scotland :Lord Young saw the importance ot 
giving distinct recognition to three grades of institutions, elementary, secondary o'r 
higher class schools, and universities. The act in which his views were embodied 
specified the schools whi<Jh should be regarded as higher class schools and the m-oans 
of testing their efficiency in the branches requited, viz: Latin, Greek, modern lan-
guages, mathematics, and natural science, with a view, asthe actcxpresslystated, "to 
promote the higher education of the country." 
Eleven such schools were otiginally designated, which number ha~ increased to 
eightoon, ituated iu the laTger towns. To thel!emust be added a number of elementary 
schools with flourishing secondary departments. These -schools arc uot, however, in 
number or resources adequate to the end in view, namely, "snpplyi11g the whole of 
Scotland with secondary education," a work which it is acknowlctlged cannot be ac-
oompli~e<l. 
"Tho Scotch feeling," say Pt·ofessor Laurie," is entirely dift'eront from the English 
on this point. The Sooteh people do not wish to see tlreir secondary schools a.nd uni-
V$'Sitioe in<lependent of the state, and they believe, with the Germa~s, that it is the 
duty of the state to render them as complete as they can be made." Great hopes are 
entertained that the commi sion created by the educational endowments act pa sed 
in 1 2 will be able to do much for secondary education by bringing to its service 
many endowments now running to wa~te. 
In all these movements in Gl'eat Britain the importance of science instruction and 
the means of adjusting the secondtny schools to the requirements of industrial and 
business life are made prominent. It is gratifYing to observe that in this respect Eng-
lishmen acknowledge that we have made greater advance than themselves. 
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attention is called to certain dangers arising from overwork to which school children 
are liable. This circular leaves the total number of weekly school hours unchanged, 
but introduces some changes of arrangement calculated to lighten the labor of the 
scholars. 
The Saxon decrees are dated March 4 and March 10, 1882. They refer' to the ear-
nest discussions in the Laud tag on overwork in schools, and state th{tt the go"V"ernment 
is fully in accord with those members of tho Landtwg who believe that there is a 
necessity for regulations which shall reach the question of overwotk, and then give 
particulardirectionsaffectingthescopeandmethoclofinstruction, butwithonttouchin~ 
the subjects of home work, the number of school hours, and other mattets. It is in-
teresting to obsetve that the Saxon government is of the opinion that the object and 
scope of instruction in the classical languages ate exceeded in the Gyrnnasien; that de-
voting special attention to philological sciences is detrimental to the unity atnd harlll'oily" 
of gymnasia! instruction, and that in many cases instruction in ancient languages is 
turned into teaching philology as a profession instead of giving a genera,lintellMtual 
training. Be2ides being the cause of overwork, therofore, the ssrst~m of instruction in 
ancient languages, which takes up most of the time in Gymnttsien, is faulty in othet' 
respects. Indeed, the Saxon decree goes further and declares that the requirements 
in other departments, in natural history, mathematics, and history, are too hi1gb., 4nd 
that anticipation is often carried to such an extent that little is left for the tmi~ersity. 
The -expressions of this decree with reference t·o essays on giV>efi subjects whi.ch the 
students translate into a foreign language on dictation and write down Without 
prepatation are also very important. These essays ( extemporalia) :holcl a "'tery im-
portant position at present in gymuasial instruction, so that in ma,ny of these insti-
tutions conclusions as to the progress, ability, ::mel in·clustry of students a;e drawn ' 
solely or almost solely from their success in preparing the. papers in qa.estion. Thef!e 
would be some ground for this if the subje(Jts were invariably so arranged as to present 
no special difficult.ies to students of modem to talents and somewhat slow ruinds. !But 
this is not always the case. According to the decree uuder consideration the essayl3 ih 
question are often mere collections of qnestions in syntax, whidt produoe in the s:tu.den:t 
a feeling of anxiety and vexation iuste~td of an agreeable consciousness of k'nowiedge. 
This is the kind of evil to which the Saxon ministry objects and the retno\'"a/1 of which 
is of the greatest necessity, because nothing is more likely to produce nel'vou:s excite-
ment and the intellectual langnor following it than the frequent writing of difficult 
compositions which the students know will have an effect on their :rank. 'fhis state 
of things did not exist thirty years ago. · 
The decree of the Wii1'ttemberg goverumcut ou the subject of overwork appea-red in 
1883. No medical men took part iu the deliberations \Vhich preceded its publication, 
and yet the necessity of limiting the requircmeuts :iu certain branches and of changi3S 
in several particulars iu the methods of instruction was as cleady recognized as in 
the Prussian dec:recs. It seems hardly necessary t9 enter iuto details conoe:rniug it 
at present, but it should be said that a commission composccl exclnsi vely of teachers 
acceded to the recommendations. 
The Baden ministry pub]ished an outline of a. decree on l\brch 18, 1883 (:fina11y 
issued January 17, 1884 ), which had lJeen preparedLy the board of health in concert 
with a number of teachers. It takes up the qnestion oftlle number ofschool hours a 
week, home study, the method of instruction, gymnn.stics, and cel.1.tain neMssary 
hygienic arrangements of school buildings. In Baden the difterent classes of the 
Gymnasium have hacl30, 31, ::S2, aucl34 hours of study a week without counting elective 
studies and gymnastics. 'l'hey have now been ch::tngecl to 28 and :H hours for the two 
groups of classes below am.l above the secunda. This cuange will be especially bene-
ficial to students of the tertia clasH, whose time of life renders them peculhtrly sus~ 
ceptible to injury to health from overwork. Before 18G9 the total number of hon.rs of 
study was 269 a week for a Baden Gymnasium of 9 classes, after 1869 it was 286, and 
it is now 268. Each study hour is to be limited to 50 minutes. The amount of h<)me 
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. study is also definitely fixed and the method of instruction has been modified in 
some points. That these changes were necessary is shown by the fact that in the 
lowest class of a Gymnasium 1,300 Latin words have to be learned the first quarter of 
tlle year, aud nearly a.s many the second, which makes a daily ~Lverage of about 
twenty wonls. It is impossible to expect that young st.m1ents can re.member all 
those words, because some of them are not met with in any author read by the 
students until they reach the upper classes, and are also special expressions of an-
cient life, which a nine-year old boy knows nothing about and of whose Gennan 
eqnivalents even he is .ignorant. This is pure parrotry and is certainly without 
value. Learning by rote-committing to memory-is good enough in its way, but 
not when applied to things which are not understood by the learner. The in1ellect-
ual effort required to memorize in this way leads to bad mental effects on account of 
the excessive brain effort the young students are compelled to make. 
The HesBian government issued decrees about home study as early as 1877 and 
again in 1881. Nevertheless complaints were still made about the overwork of 
young scholart~. In order to determine how just these complaints were, a commis-
sion, consisting of 8 school directors, 4 physicians, and 7 members of the chamber of 
deputies, who were also fathers of students in secondary institutions, was appointed 
to investigate the matter and report. In December, 1882, this commission published 
from the stenographic records a complete report of its proceedings. The ministry 
a<lopted a large part of the recommendations and embodied them in two decrees of 
February 23, 1883. One of these is devoted to regulating the quantity of home study, 
and establishes a maximum which amounts to an hour a day for the lowest classes, 
and gives particular directions to prevent exceeding the lllirit. The other makes such 
changes ~n the system of teaching as will lessen the amount of study bestowed on 
Latin and Greek; It is worthy of note that these decrees. absolutely prohibit all tests 
of the student's progress which require much reviewing, beca.u se. the work demanded 
of him in this way is regarded as injnrious to his bodily and intellectual health, and 
they expressly command that the day and holll' for these test exercises shall not be 
announced to the students more than twenty-four hours before they take place. These 
decrees will also have the effect of lessening the amount of memorizing. 
The decree of the Stadtholder of .Alsqce-Lorraine ou the subject of schools is based on 
the well known report of tlle commission appointed in April, 1882. This commission 
was composed of 9 physicians and 2 members of the superior school board. The 
report recommended a maximum number of hours a week of home study, a certain 
amount of physic'al exercise, precautions to be tak~m to protect tho eyesight, and 
some improvements in the arrangements of the school rooms. A restriction of the 
hours of labor and of home Rtudy was desirable, because it was found that the children 
were suffering from overwork. The following is a summary of the conclusions of the 
report of the medical commission: 
(1) Scholars should not be occupied with school duties more than the following 
number of hours a week: 
Ages of scholars. Class. 
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(2) Between ev ry two honr of instruction there should be an intermission of ten 
minute . If more than two hour of work follow each other, there should be an in-
tenn· ion of fifteen minn ,s between the second antl third and of twenty minutes 
between the fourth and fifth. 
(3) There should be a half holiday in the middle and at 'the end of the week. 
(4) ·o work houl be done between tll for noon and afternoon hours of the same 
day and no work hould h done on 'unday. 
(5) The autumn vacation should begin on the .first of Augnst and la t until the 
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middle·of September. No school work should be done during the Whitsuntide and 
Christmas holidays. · 
(6) The practice of giving hot weather half holidays is advisable and should be 
maintained. . 
(7) The greatest number of scholars which should be permitted in one room shquld 
be determined according to Pettenkofer's rule. [Pettenkofer's calculation of the 
amount of ventilation needed for each individual was based on the assumption that 
the proportion of carbonic acid gas, including that due to respiration, should not 
exceed .7 in 1,000 parts of room air. Starting from this basis he estimated that 60 
cubic metres, or 2,119 cubic feet, of fi'esh air are needed for the use of a male adult 
eYery hour.] 
(8) Restriction of competitive exercises and avoidance of partial accentuat.ion in 
ex tempore exercises, and of all excessive efforts in preparing for examinations are· 
recommended. 
(9) Studies which make severe demands on the reflection and memory should be 
confined to the forenoon. 
(10) Besides the obligatory instruction in gymnastics, swimming exercises, open 
air sports, excursions, and skating are strongly recommended. Eight hours a w~ek 
should be devoted to bodily exercise. , . 
(11) New bnildings for secondary schools where the class rooms are less than :five 
meters wide should be lig-ht.ed by a single row of windows on the left of the scholars. 
Where the rooms are wiHer the windows may be placed on both sides and in e;x:cep-
tional cases light may be admitted behind the scholars. · . . . 
(12) When light is admitted on one side only, care must be taken 'o select the east, 
west, or north side for that purpose. 
(13) In school buildings already existing those rooms which are lighted from the 
south entirely should not be used as class rooms-: 
(14) Where rooms do not have a surticient amount of light more must be provided 
by bevelling the edges of the window apertures and making new windows in the upper 
part of the walls between the windows. 
(15) Badly lighted rooms, especially those in the corners of quadrangular court-
yards, should uot be used as class rooms. · 
(16) Every school room should be provided with window shades and means for 
supplying sufficient artificial light. 
(17) The desks should be placed so that light can fall directly on each. Therefore 
where the spaces betwe~n the windows are wide the floor shaded by these spaces must 
be kept free from desks. 
(18) Surfaces which reflect light strongly, such as white walls and the like, should 
not be permitted in the neighborhood of school buildings. 
(19) All wrongly built seats should be removed from the schools forthwith andre-
placed l>y others made on rational principles. -· 
(20) The school books, maps, and atlases should be examined with reference to the 
size of the type, form of letters, nud their spacing. All books, &c., not answering 
tke requirements should be gradually excluded from the schools. 
(21) The plan of studies shonld be ananged so that a regular alternation may take 
place in the occupations of the scholars as far as possi~le, and particular care should 
be taken to avoi<l studies requiring reading during several successi.ve hours. 
(22) · Near-sighted scholars should be placed in the best li~hted seats and be ex-
cused from all work which taxes the eyes. Drawing line lines m maps or geometrical 
figures should be avoide1l. 
(23) Standard regulations with regard to t.he constl'llction, regulation, aud endow-
ment of secondary schools should be published. 
(24) Proposals for altering a school building of the secondary grade or building a 
new one should be examined by a medical expert or medical officer to see if they con-
form with the regulations. 
Signed by Von Hofmann, president, ancl Drs. Boeckel, Hoppe-Seyler, Jolly, Kest-
ner, Kussmaul, Laqueur, Neubauer, Ruhlmann, and Wasserfuhr. 
TABLE VIII..- SUPE RIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
Statistics in detail of schools for the superior instruction of women will be found in 
T..able Vlii of the appendix. The following is a comparative summary of institutions, 
instructors, and pupils from 18i3 t o 1882, inclusive: 
1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 
No. of institutions. 205 209 22 
N o. of instructors . 2, 120 2, 285 2, 40 








2, 305 2, 478 
23, 022 I 23, 639 
1879. 11880. 1881. 1882. 
--------- - -
227 227 226 227 
2, 323 2, 340 2, 211 2, 721 
24,605 25, 780 26,041 28,726 
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T.t~lll.J<~ VIII.-Sum.mary of statistics of iflstitu 
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.Alaban1a. .................. . ........................ . 11 02 20 72 15 267 
Ca.liforoi~t ... , ·~--- ............................... . 4 57 14 43 25 494 
Conne~ticut ...................................... .. 30 10 20 2 52 
Georgia ............................. ~., ........... . 14 b125 44 73 24 629 
IlliDois ..................................... , ..... .. 12 151 38 113 3~ 203 
Indiana. ........................................... . 33 32 4.5 
Iowa ............................................. .. 40 38 199 
Kausa.s. ........................ -- ......... -- ..... ·-- •1 21 4 17 56 
K&utaoky ......................................... . 20 16.7 53 114 33 864 
Louisiana ......................................... . 4 32 9 23 1 110 
Maine ............................................. . 18 9 1 16 
Maryland ............... ...... ................... .. 6 59 11 48 1 44 
Massachusetts .......... ··.: ...................... .. 10 195 51 144 80 
Michigan ............................... , .......... . 2 b13 1 6 14 
llhuleeota ........................................ . 2 21 18 4 28 
Mississippi. ....................................... . b66 14 47 12 -370 
Missouri .......................................... . 102 19 83 8 479 
1\evada. ........................................... . 1 6 26 
New Hampshire ................................. . .. 3 35 14 21 8 184 
New Jertey ...................................... .. 3 33 15 18 25 
NewYork ......................................... . 16 230 45 185 55 1, 776 
North Carolina .. .................................. . 10 84 21 63 7 363 
Ohio .............................................. . . 13 173 4.3 130 4 325 
Oregon ........................................... .. 13 13 25 
Pennsylvania. ..................................... . 14 133 43 oo• 21 141 
South Carolina .................................... . 6 50 14 36 11 313 
Tennesseo ......................................... . 18 ]57 33 124 27 533 
~~#~L::::. __ :· .. ··:~ ~:.:: .. ::.::·.··· .J 7 37 10 21 25 167 1 9 4 1 42 14 bl:lO 31 71 10 242 
3 2:> !) 20 2 39 
Wise~n in ........................................ . 43 40 233 
--------------Total. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . ...................... _ 237 I [;2, :3 .6 I 506 
o Cla~!lifl,·ntion rwt ff'll' rl PI! iJJ all Clll'IPS. 
9 · ) llllt n•portt tl in n!l tlii!P ~. 
1, 743 8, 284 
SUPERIOR I~STRUCTION OF WOMEN. CX:X:Vll 
tions jo1· tlw superior iustructio?t of women. 
Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
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1, 200 45, 000 
165, 000 192,745 12, 678 5, 100 
140, 000 . • • . . • . • • . . • • . . • . • • . 5, 000 
1, 775, 941 31, 981 2, 083 74, 31i'l 
161, 00~ ~ .••. . . -.. . • • • . • . • • . 23, 500 
946, 000 51' 000 4, 360 52, 901 
60,000 ·••····• •. ••••·• ............ . 
11, 188 140 431, 000 1, 600 90 19,415 
2, 007 1 400 107, 000 0, 100 500 8, 600 
27, 175 8:>3 5()(), 500 30, 000 1, 800 26,760 
1, 178 2()0 51, 000 10, 000 1, 000 16, 470 
1, 000 0 85, 000 .•••••• -.. . . • . . • . . • . 2, 700 
10. 400 I 100 300, 500 . _____ •.... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 45, 655 
10, 000 .•.....•...•• ' . • • • • . 3, 000 
5, 5!)0 317 175, 000 9, 000 670 2, 000 
ll, 6!)4. f2. 23~ I 262 I a:!S, 7~() - H:3 n7, 408 ;· 7, 601 f 10,017,441};-li6,2111-53-;o63 740,584 
----~---~--------~------------~----
c Iuduuc~ ~1,450 from rcut~:~. 
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Drgrees couferred by iustiiutions for the superior instruction of women. 
-----------------------------------~-----------------r---.... 
States: 
Alabama ...................................................................................... . 
Georgia. ••..•••..•••...•.•.•••••...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.••.. 
Illinois .......•••••......••..•••..••...•.. ·.•••••• •••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 
Indiana. ...................................................................................... . 
Kcntuc'ky . ..••.•.•....••••••••• : ............................................................ .. 
Louisiana ..................................................................................... . 
Maine ........................................................................................ . 
Mnssacl.msctts ..............•......••.•••••••. •· ....••••••••••••••••..••. • • ·• · • · • • • • • • · · • • · · • • · 
l:llnnl.'sota. ......••••••.•••.••..•••••••••.••.•••••••••••.•••••.•.••••••••••••••••..•.•••••.••••. 
Mississippi .................................................................................. .. 
Missouri. ..................................................................................... . 
New Hampshire ...................................................... ....................... .. 
Now ;r ersey .................................................................. .. ............... . 
NewYork .................................................................................. .. 
North Carolina ............................. .................................................. . 
Ohio ........................................................... · .............................. .. 
P nnsylvania ................................. • ................................................ . 
South Carolina .............................................................................. .. 
Tennessee .................................................... : .............................. .. 
Texas .............................. ..; ......................................................... . 
Vermont ..................................................................................... .. 
Virginia ........................................................... ~ ............... ,. .......... . 
West Virginia. ................................................................................ . 
'Visconsin .......................................... . ......................................... . 
Total ............................................ ~ ..................................... .. 
0• 
~i 




























Statistics in uetail of schools for the superior instruction of women will be found 
in Table VIII of the appendix. The summary here. presented shows a total of 227 
in titutions, with 2,721 instructors and 28,726 stuuents, as against 226 institutions, 
with 2,211 instructors and 2G,041 students, in 1881. Five colleges for women in New 
York Stat , which on account of their relation to the University of Now York are 
included in Table IX, r port 12 students; 1 coeduca_tion colleges and Rchools of science, 
Tabl sIX and X, ~;J10w an emolment of 10,869 women students, making altogether a 
total enrolment of 40,407 women in institutions for superior instruction. Of this 
number 16,106 arc reported in the preparatory departments and 18,047 in collegiate, 
sp cial, and post graduate courses, the classification of the remainder not being 
p cified. · 
The item of prop rty \aluation is very fully reported for schools of Table VIII, 
amounting in th whole to :1 ,017,041. The amount of productive funds reported is 
. 1,116,211; income from tho same, . 3,063. Tuition fees, it will be seen, are the cbiC<f 
ourc of support for chool of thi class. The total number of these institutions 
authorized by law to confer collegiate degrees is 142, of which 111 are in the Southern 
and outb rn Central tat a. The total number of de!,rrees conferred in 1882 wa 
904, of which " are report d fro!ll the two sections just named. 
Every ~ear bow. a sligh increa in the number of women brought under instruc· 
tion in h 1 that maintain hi«h taudards and an increase in tho enrolment of 
women in 11 gi~~t cours . ,.o unmmal progress in this direction has been apparen 
since my lru t r port. ThP a<l\ocat s of •qual provision for both exes in the Ea t l1avo 
lah r <l witJ1 nndiminishcd ardor to bring about that arrangement. The West ba 
!il n new vid nc f the liberal policy that has led in the past to identical provi ion 
W 11 , :Efmira l'tmnle, Rutg rs Female, and Vassar, nnd Inghnm 
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for both sexes in the leading colleges, and in the South the demand is arising for more 
satisfactory guarantees from so called superior schools for girls of their fitness as re-
gards resources, equipments, and standards. The need of a well endowed college for 
girls at some central location in the South is urged upon the. attention of those who 
are known to be ready to devote money and influence to the public good. The prefer-
ence of the South is for separate institutions for the two sexes. A young southern 
girl recently completed with distinction the _full A. M. course of Vanderbilt University, 
obtaining her degree when just passing out of her teens. · 
No change has taken place since my last report in the attitude of any of the older 
eastern colleges with reference to the admission of women, but the sentiment in favor 
of equal and identical provision for both sexes has undoubtedly become deeper and 
more extended. This is due in part to the statements of the presidents of coeduca-
tion colleges as to the excellent results of the policy, but more to the effect produced 
by the subsequent careers of women graduates. Wherever they have been called on 
to exercise their attainments, whether in the domestic circle, in society, or in busi-
ness, the value of their training has been demonstrated. 
Movements for improving the living conditions of our communities, for the relief 
of the poor, for the control of the lawless, for the care and instruction of neglected 
children, owe much to the efforts of women who have brought to the discussion of : 
these practical problems the force and method of trained minds. One of the best 
outcomes of the higher education of women has been the formation~of societies of ' 
women for the promotion of that interest. At the first public meeting of the Asso- ' 
ciation for Promoting the Higher Education of Women in New York, the' following 
resolutions were presented by Dr. ·william H. Draper: 
Whereas the progress made by women in the prosecution of the studies usually 
taught in the higher institutions of learning in this country and abroad has conclu-
sively shown that women are not incapacitated by any supposed physical or mental 
inferiority from taking their part on an equal footing with men; 
A.nd whereas there are inany women who, without the aid of systematic training, 
are unable to develop their natural capacity for literature, science, and art, to some 
of whom the advantage of a collegiate education is of vital importance and who can-
not rest satisfied with any instruction short of the best; 
Ancl whereas the opening of colleges to women cannot fail to improve the general 
system of school education from the primary to the final grade, giving it a th01·ough, 
practical, ancl uefinite standard by which to regulate the ordinary instruction of girls: 
Resolved, That it is the undoubted right of women to have as complete and unfet-
t6red an opportunity for developing and training their mental faculties as men now 
have; that this meeting therefore c'ordially approves the objects of the Association 
t'or Promoting the Higher Eclucation of Women in New York, and considers that it 
,, ·ould be most desirable that the higher institutions of learning should open their 
let ·tures and examinations to properly qualified women on the same terms as to men ; 
that this meeting expresses its obligations to President Barnard, of Columbia Col-
lerre.. for pointing out, in his recent annual reports, how an ancient and nobly en-
dcfw't ·d institution like Columbia College can increase its field of usefulness by adapt-
ing it. 'ielf to these requirements. 
The ;nosition of Columbia College with reference to the admission of women was 
thoroughly discussed and the following petition was approved: 
Yve, the undersigned, residents of New York City and its neighborhood, beg leave 
to presen\" our respectful petition: That, in view of the present state of public opinion 
both here and in other countries touching the justice and expediency of admitting 
women to t.he same educational advantages as men, a state of opinion especially evi-
denced by f.~\e recent action of the English universities of Cambridge and London, aU!l 
in view of the influential position of Columbia College as among t.he oldest aud most 
richly endowt:d educa.tional institutions in the United States and preeminently rep-
resenting the i 1tellectual interests of the city of New York, you will be pleased to cotl-
sider how best ;to extend, with as little delay as possible, to such properly qnalificcl 
women as may c1~sire it the many and great benefits of education in Columbia College 
by admitting the1n to lectures and examinations. 
The last report of the Massachusetts Society for the University Education of Women 
contains the following announcement : 
In union there ¥ strengtlJ, and we :::.re glad to number a.moug signs of progress and .· 
guarantees of per.mancnce the formation in Boston, January 14, lt!82, of an associa~. 
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tion of collegiate alumni. They organized with 65 women, graduates of Oberlin, 
Vassar, Smith, Wellesley Colleges, and Co:mell, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Boston 
Universities. The po>Yer of this association, with its branches, to .advance the .cause 
of t.he higher edncation of women can scarcely be overestimated. They have issued 
so far twa circnhtrs of information, one relating to opportunities for post graduate 
wo.rk: a.nd the other an earnest appeal for the physical education of women. Their 
ol ject and, their methods call for a hearty Godspeed from every man and woman who 
realizes that tbe possibilities of a people are measured by the position and condition 
of its women. 
Th13 Women's Education Association, Boston, has accomplished a great work in 
extending provision for the fWecial training of women and in assisting struggling 
students through their graduate and post-graduate courses. The need of such assist-
ance is universally recognized and has been generally accomplished for men by means 
of scholarship funds. The amount of such funds at the disposal of women is ex-
tremely limited. An increased liberality in this direction is one of the most urgent 
needs of the time. 
lllGHER EDUCATION OF WOMEN ABROAD. 
In consideration of the interest manifestecl in the United States with refere:uce to 
provision in foreign countrieta for the education of women, I deem it advisable to 
present a summary of information dmwn from the files of this Office, designating with 
some degree of fulness the superior institutions engaged in the work, the standards 
they maintain, and, so far as possible, the number of students who avail themselves 
of the privileges offered. 
UNIVEB81TY EXAMINATIONS OPEN TO WOMEN IN GREAT BRITAIN. 
L Cambridge: Examinations for individual scholars. 
A. Local examinations for girls and boys. Junior examinations for young pc9ple 
not more than 15 years of age. Senior examinations for young people not above 18 
years of age. 
B. Higher local examinations for men and women above 18 years of age. 
II. O:;:ford: · 
A. Senior local examinations. 
B. Oxford University examinations of \V'Omen over 18. 
III. University of Dt~rham local. examinations- corresponding to those of Cam-
bridge and Oxford. 
IV . .Edinburgh University: Local examinations. 
V. Aberdeen University: Higher certificate for women. 
VI. The University of St. Andrews has founded the degree of literate in arts f01: 
women, which is about equivalent to the master of arts. 
VII. University of Glasgow: Superior examinations for women. / 
VIII. Dublin University: Examinations for women. 
IX. College of Preceptors: Admits women to examination for diplomas of assocb.te· 
ship, licentiateship, fellowship, and certificates of special proficiency. 
The following schemes at Cambridge and Oxford will give an idea of the rru 1ge of 
studies and the standard that the e examinations present to womon : 
1. Cambridge examination of senior students, in two parts. 
Part :fir t include reading, writing, English grammar and analysis, and ar:.thmetic. 
Part econd is divided into nine sections, and every student must at.'.sfy exam-
iner in three at least of sections marked A, B, C1 D, E, F, G, or in two o'f t.hem and 
in one of ctions marked H, I. 
A. R li"ions knowledge. 
B. (a) Engli h hdory; (b) pl1ysical, political, ancl commercial p-,eograpby; (c) 
• h. ke p are, a trag ·!ly or comedy; (cl) the outlines of political ecov.omy. The ~an­
dida.te mn t choo ·o at least two subjects from B. 
C. Latin and •re k; ither langnag is enough for a pas . 
D. French and German ; either suffice · for a pass. 
E. Geom try, Euclid, I, II, III, IV, VI, and XI to proposition :.n, inclusive, and 
a.lgelJra. Th~e suffice for a pass; but questions are also ~iven (a)_.in plane trigonom-
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etry and analytical geometry of two dimensions, and in (b) the elements of statics, 
hydrostatics, and astronomy. 
F. Natural philosophy: (a) Facts and general principles of chemistry,; (b) chemi-
cal analysis, practical experiments; (c) statics, dyna,mics, and hydrostatics experi-
mentally treated; (d) heat, laws and elementary principles; (e) electricity and 
magnetis~. Every student must satisfy examiners in a and in one of the three, 
c, d, e. 
G. (a) Zoology and elements of animal physiology; (b) botany and elements of 
vegetable physiology; (c) physical geography, with geology. 
H. (a) Drawing from flat, (b) from models, (c) in perspective, and (d) imit.ative 
coloring. 
I. Music, elements ofharmony, and musical composition. 
2. Cambridge University higher local examinations .for men and women. 
This examination is open to all who are above 18 years of age or who have obtained 
a first, second, or third class in the senior local examinations. 
Henor certificates: (a) Candidates who satisfy examiners in group A and in ele-
mentary arithmetic and in two of groups R, B, C, D, E1 I!,, obtaining a first or second 
class in two of these seven groups, will receive honor certificates; (b) candidates wbo 
have obtained a first, second, or third class in senior local examinations, and who 
obtain a first or second class in two .of groups R, A, B, C, D, E, I!", receive honor cer-
tificates. • 
Ordinary certificates: Candidates who satisfy examiners in group A and in ele-
mentary arit,hmetic and in two of groups R, B, C, D, E, F, receive certificates to that 
effect. 
Subjects of examination : 
G-roup R: The specified scripture s.ubjects and one of the threel subjects, Butler, 
Rooker, Paley, are necessary for a pass. For a first or second c]Jl.ss, one other of the 
three is also required. Scriptural subjects (1882): Old Testament- historical parts of 
Jexemiah, Ezra, Nehemiah, Psalms XLI; LXXII. New Testament-Luke, Galatians, 
Ephesians, St: James. Credit is given 'for knowledge of the original Greek. Butler: 
Analogy, introduction and Part II. Hooker: Ecclesiastical Polity, Book V, 50-68. 
Paley: Horm Paulinm, Chapters I, VI-XVI. 
A .. (1) English History; (2) English language and literature; (::l) early English; 
(4) essays on English literature. 
B. (1) Latin, (2) Greek, (3) French, (4) German, (5) Italian. 
C. (1) Arithmetic, (2) Euclid, I, II, III, IV, VI, and XI to proposition 21, inclusive; 
(3) elementary algebra; ( 4) elements of plane trigonometry; (5). elements of conic 
sections; (6) elements of statics; (7) elements of astronomy; (8) elements of dynam-
ics; (9) elements of differential and integral calculus. 
D. (1) Political economy; (~)logic; (3) constitutional history of England. 
E. (1) Elements of chemistry, physics, and biology; (2) theoretical and practical 
chemistry; (3) physics ; ( 4) botany; ( 5) zoology; (6) physiology ; (7) geology and 
physical geography. 
F. Theory of music. 
:3. Oxford Univer~ity local examinations for women over 18. 
The :first examination includes the following subjects: (1) English composition; (2) 
two of the following languages, the choice being left to the candidate: Latin, Greek, 
French or Italian, German; (3) arithmetic; (4) (a) Euclid, the first two books, or (b) 
algebra through equations of the first degre ·. In marking account is ta.ken of orthog-
raphy, pnuctnation, and correctness of expression. 
The second examination is in two parts, pass examination aucl honors examination. 
The following is the outlino of subjects: 
Pass examination.-'rhis examination consists of six sections: (a) Two la.nguages; 
(b) ancient history, Greek and Roman; (c) modern history; (q) mathematics; (e) 
physics, chemistry, with, optionally, elementary biology and geology; (/)logic and 
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political economy. The candidate may take section a and ·one of the other sections 
at the first trial and defer the remaining subjects till the next year if she prefer. 
Exan~inatiqnfm· honors.- This examination consists of eight sections, and the candi-
date can only take one, or, at the most, two sections in a single year: (1) English; (2) 
Latin and Greek; (3) German, :E'rench, Italian, and Spanish; ( 4) mathematics, pure and 
applied; (5) ancient history, with Latin and Greek texts; (6) modern hi tory, with 
the original texts; (7) philosophy; (8) physical sciences. 
Rudiments of faith and of t•eligion.-A separate diploma is awarded the candidate who 
satisfies the examiners in the last named subject. It may be presented at the same 
time as the subject of the second examination or later, at the option of the candidate. 
The following universities admit women to the same examinations as men ancl con-
fer upon them the same degrees and honors: London Univ.ersity, Victoria University, 
and Royal University, Irebnd. 
INSTITUTlONS liOR THE SUPETIIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN OR TO WHICH WOMEN AUE ADMI'.I'TED, 
England and Ireland. 
Loodon: 
(A) Umversity College ad..r!ts women to n ea.rly all courses. 
(B) Bedford College, for women. 
(C) Queen's College, for women. 
(D) Crystal Palac'3 School of Arts, Science, and E9gineering, ladies' division. 
(E) Birkbeck Literary and Scientific Institution. 
(F) College of Medicine for Women. 
(G) Holloway College for Women, founded 1881, completed 1883. 
(H) Department of King's College for the higher education of "WOmen. 
Outside of the metropolis: 
Cambridge: Girton College, Newnham Han: 
Oxford: Somerville Hall, Lady Margaret Hall. 
Bristol: Bristol University College. 
Birmingham: Mason Science College. 
Manchester: Woman's College, annexed to Owen's College. 
Leeds: Yorkshire College. 
Ireland: 
Dublin: Queen's College; Alexandra College. 
The Oxford .Association for Promoting the Higher Education of Women reports that 
in 1882 the number of women attending the lectures of the association (which are 
delivered by Oxford professors and tutors) showed considerable increase. In Decem~ 
ber, 1881, 8 women went in for the first examinations and 4 passed. In June, 1 2, 
out of 15 candidates for the same examination 10 were successful; while for the 
second (honors) examination there were 5 candidates, of whom 3 gained first class.e 
in their relative subjects, one a second, and the fifth a third. 
}rom the twenty-fifth annual report of the Cambridge local examinations syndicate 
it appears that examinations were held at 114 centres for girls. Number of girls 
entered, 3,066, viz, 1, 793 juniors and 1,273 seniors. Number of junior girls examined, 
1,140; percentage passed, 71.5; percentage failed, 28.5; number of senior girls examined, 
1,238; passed, 56 per cent. ; failed, 44 per cent. The twenty-sixth Cambridge Univer-
sity local examinations (i. e., December; 1883) obtained a larger entry than ever be-
fore. Out of a total of 8,287 candidates there were 3,277 girls against 3,066 in 1 
From the ninth annual report of the Oxfortl and Cambridge schools examination 
board for the year ending December 31, 1 2, it appears that examinations had been 
h ld during the year uncler the authority of the board at 23 girls' schools. 
At the fir t matriculation examination of tho Royal University of Ireland, held De-
cember 6, 1 1, the number of women presented was 31, of whom 25 passed. At the 
second matriculation examination, October, 1 , 48 of the candidates were women; 
of these 44 pa ed. 
The roll of s ud nts in Girton College in 1882 numbered 68. The number of stn-
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dents who have been in residence in the college since its commencement is 137. Of 
these, 62 have obtained honors according to the Cambridge University standard (22 
in classics, 17 in mathematics, 1 in mathematics and moral science, 10 in natural 
science, 7 in moral science, 4 in history, 1 in theology) and 20 have passed examina-
tions qualifying for the ordinary B. A. degree. 
The College of Preceptors is the oldest boarq for the examination of middle cJass 
schools and pupils in England. Its operations are very extensive, the number of 
schools which from time to time make use of the examinations being 2,400. From 
the report of t.he examinations of this board for the half year ending Christmas, 1882, 
it appears that out of a total of 8,125 candidates examined 4, 750 were girls; of the 
84 candidates who presented themselves at the examination of teachers for the col-
lege diploma, 40were women. The following statement is from the dean's report for 
the year ending Christmas, 1883 : 
Girls. Entered. Passed. Failed Per cent. · of passes. 
----------------------/----!---------
Entered for first class ....•••••..•••••.••••••.••••..••.••..••. 
Entered for second class .•.•••.••••••••.•••..••.•••.•.••••••. 













The examination of teachers for the college diplomas took place on the 1st of Jan-
uary and four following days, and was attended by 91 candidates, of whom 40 were 
men and 51 women. The subjects of examination included the theory and practice of 
education, scripture history, English language, English history, geography, Latin, 
Greek, French, German, arithmetic, algebra, Euclid, trigonometry, analytical geom-
etry, natural philosophy, experimental physics, animal physiology, chemistry, draw-
ing, and music. . 
The Oontinent. 
The following information is derived from the inaugural addresses for 1882 and 1883 
of M. L. Trasenster, rector of the university at Liege, and from other documents in 
the files of this Office: 
In Austria-Hu.ngary the entrance of women in the university courses, which was 
permitted for a while, has been forbidden. Now the education of women is limited to 
that obtained in the common and burgher schools, in normal courses, and in the 
weibliche Arbeitschule. In the last, instruction is given in female handiwork in 
general, in making clothes, machine sewing, straw work, and hat making. 
Germany.- Women have never been admitted to the Prussian universities. At Leip-
zig a few women followed the courses between 1871 and 1880 and two or three passed 
the e1:aminations; but the authorities of Saxony soon forbade their admission. In 
Munich scientific courses were inaugurated in connection with the Academy of Sci-
ences in the year 1878. Many secondary schools for young girls are reported. 
In Belgium the question of admitting women to the universities was first brought 
up in 18-75, by a dispatch from M. Delcour, minister of the interior, to the different 
universities of that country, in which he asked for the opinion of the various facul· 
ties as to the admission of women. Liege and Ghent saw no special reasons for ex-
cluding them, but the latter felt inclined to await the result of the trial in other coun-
ties. In 1891 the University of Brussels admitted women, and 3 women followed the 
course in natural sciences. In 1882-'83 there were 7 in attendance : 5 in natural 
sciences, 1 in pharmacy, and 1 in philosophy. Five registered themselves for the ex-
aminations: 3 in sciences, 1 in pharmacy, and 1 in medicine. .At Liege 6 women at-
tended in 1882-'83 : 4 in pharmacy, 1 each in medicine and natural sciences. On the 20th 
of October, 1883, there were 17 students (women) in the sciences; that is, in medicine, 
pharmacy, and natural sciences. One room is specially reserved to be used for study 
and recitation by the female pupils during the hours between recitations. One woman 
has already passed through a 2-year course and received the highest honors in phar-
macy. Ghent had 1 woman in the course in natural sciences in 1882-'83. A law of the 
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l~th of J nne, 1881, stipulated for the establishment of at least 50 secondary schools for 
girls and for normal courses as preparatory to the position of directress or regent. The 
examinations of those profiting by these courses and intending to be teachers were . 
ext1·cmely successful. Women have pursued higher branches before the professors 
of the athenreums at Brussels and Liege. Language, literature, history, and math-
em~tics seem to be the subjects of attr~ction. The courses in the normals cover morals, 
psychology, pedagogy, methods, the history of pedagogy, the mother tongue (with 
its literature and history), either French, Flemish, or German (according to locality), 
Belgian history, geography and cosmography, elementary mathem.a1i.cs, elements of 
natural sciences, hygiene, some knowledge of arboriculture, agriculture, and horticult-
ure in the normals for males and domestic economy in the course for women, penman-
ship a.nd booJ;:-keeping, element.s of constitutional, administrative, and commercial 
law and of social econorr,y, drawing, vocal music, gymnastics, ~lements of the Ger-
man or English l:wguage (with the object of interesting pupils to still further pursue 
these branches a.ftcr leaving the normals), industrial training for men and needle-
work and cutting and fitting for women. 
In France a law of December 21, 18d0, provided for the establishing of institutions 
for the secondary education of girls. The course of instruction is similar to that given 
above for Belgium. (See Report oftheCommissionerofEducation for1881, p. ccxlvi). 
A law of Jnly 26, 18tH, provided for a normal school to furnish female professors for 
the secondary grades. The Societe pour l'enseignewent professionnel des femmes 
reports as follows for 1883: There are 535 pupils distributed among 4 schools under 
charge of this society in Paris. In addition to the general courses tho uwjority of 
these girls pursue either bu11iness courses, drawing and design, cutting and fitting, or 
the courijes in which drawi11g is ~1pplied to some industrial occupation. Pupils are 
fitted to be teachers and have been very successful in their examinations for pro-
fessorships in drawing in the lycccs for girls and in the common schools. Sixteen 
were admitted to the exhibition of fine art.s. Eight passed fo1· the above professor-
ships. The administration of the Academy of }'ine Arts baH created a diploma of 
superior graue for drawing (brevet superieur de l'tmseignement Ull dessiu) and 
the necessary courses leading to such diploma have jnst been organize<!. In two 
schools free courses in English are given. Arithmetic and accounta, chemistry, bygiene, 
and botany are al o taught in these professional schools. Wome11 are admitted to 
the conr es in the. different faculties of the University of France, b~t it is only in 
Paris that th y carry on the complete courses. The Fuculty of Medicine in Paris 
numbered 50 lady students in 1882-'8:$. Siuce 1868, at which date women were first ad-
mitted, the tnedic11.l ftLculty lH1S conferred :22 diplo111as of 1\I.D. on ·women and1 as health 
officer. The faculties of cieuce an<llitcmtnre have given to women 49 diplomas of 
B. L., 33 of D •. , !las liecutiale iu litomtme, and :.!9 diplomaf.i (brevets de ca.paeite) for 
special oudu.ry instruction. The que tiou of the cuucation of women it> still being 
agitated in the asaembly and in tho newspapers, n.ucluJttny ~·oung girls come forward 
to the .·a.minations who do not look forward to making any n~e as teachers of the 
knowl dcre acquired. 
In Italy the higher education of women dates ceutnril's ba . The University o£ 
Padua ia proo<l of the names of Corn, ro Piscopia and Novella d'Andrea.. Tbe ni-
ver ity of Bologna hn.d Clotilde 'l';~mLroui as professor of Greek lit ratnre up to 1817. 
A re nla ion Clf the 11th of Octobor, 1 75, autborized the admission of women into 
the univ r iti . , providing they had obtained the lyceum certifica.te e::i.actcd from men 
who gr cluu.t from those schools. As there are few establishment for girls leading 
t such an cxamiut tion, the nnmb ra entering the lmiversiti s are limited. In 1 2- , 
tb re was llad u<lent at the University of Turin, 1 at Pavia, 3 at Padua, 4 at Rome, 
and pr bably tl1 arne at Bologna. The followin~ diplomas have been conferred 
npou women: D ctor of medicine a.t 'rurin, Pi sa, and Bologna; doctor oflaws at Turin 
and B lo~,rua · doctor of pbj}o ophy and letters at Turin, Padua, and Bolo&>'lla, and 3 
doctorat of natural cience at Rome. In Turin 3 girls are following the cour s in 
the Lycee CavoUl'. These course succeed to tho e of the gymnasia. and include 
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t'hetori{} and 2 years in philosophy. Infcmnati.on obtained in the early part of 1883 
is to the effect th11t institutions for the higher edueation of women are to be organized 
a,nd put under charge of the ministry of pubJic instruction. They- a,re t0 be placed on 
a similar footing to the universities. The three institutions for girls at preseut exist-
ing in Turin have been found quite insufficient, so t'b.at the officials ha,ve already 
been obliged tu open advanced schools for such graduates of t1te eler:ue1:1tary gracles .as 
desire to c011tinue their studies. 
Sw·itzel'land outranks othcr.coutimental cotmtriesirrpojut .ofwomen students and the 
number of diplomas· given. Iu 1882-'83 there were 52 women at the university in 
Geneva, 36 at Berne, ancl24 at Ziirich. Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Ru~;sia, Ron-
mania, the United States of America (4 in medicine), and South America were rep-
resented in the 24, 17 of whom were medical students, the others pursuing a philo-
sophical course. Formerly many Russians were present, but their government has 
interfered to prevent such attendance, as too much liberty of action antl too great polit-
ical exaltation were found among such >Yomen. The conditions of adtnission at Zurich 
are quite severe, as the st,udent who desires to pursue the regula.r course must have 
attended a high grade of school and must have sufficient knowledge of mathematics, 
natu·ral sciences, and three lai1guages (German being one, Latin and French or Italian 
and English the others) to be able to take up the proper stui;lies. Most of t.he 
women students in the universities either go as H bearers" or hltend to obtain a bac-
calaureate. The doctors' diplomas given to women up to the present daf ane 41 ,for 
medicine at Berne, 25 at Zlirich, and 1 at Gene; a (where i;he medical faculty has been 
but lately established; for philosophy (PH. D.), 4 diplomas at Berne apd7 at ZUrich; for 
1aw1 1 at Berne. Women fvoquently obtain the highest points at the ex:aminations. 
At Geneva the two upper classes in the highest secondary school for youpg g.irJs, cor-
·responding :to the philosophy classes in the Fre11ch lyoees, had147 pupils in 1882. 
Spain formerly admitted women to some of the universities, but this is now pro-
hibited. By decree of May 17, 1882, the authorities added a fourth year to the oomlSe of 
the Central Normal School for Female Teachers, and several decrees were promul-
gated in 1882 in regard to the primary instruction of girls. 
In Portugal the subject is being canvassed. The rector of the university at 
Coimbra has been charged by the government to present the basis of a university re-
form which will allow the admission of women. Two women, authorized by royal 
decree, have passed the examination for pharmacist, one in 1860 the other in 1872, 
but without having followed university ccmrses. 
The Netherlands report 14 higher burgher schools for girls in 1881-'82, with 1,089 
pupils in attendance. The instruction in the secondary schools for .girls covers religion, 
arithmetic, natural sciences, mathematics, chemistry, botany, zoology, scie,nce of gov-
ernment, geography, history, Dutch, French, Englisl1, Gt-rman, book-keeping, needle-
work, drawing, resthetics, and psychology. · 
.The secretary of the senate of the University of Leyden writes to this Office that 
there are no ena.ctments to prevent women from attending university lectures or tak-
ing degrees the same as male students in that university or :in any other university 
in the Kingdom. The director of the University of Ghent writes that a young woman 
passed the :first examination in natnral science last July. During the present aca-
demic year the faculty of scienr.e has 5 young women students: 1 in natural science, 
:first examinm;ion; 1 in natural science, second examination; 2 in pharmacy; and 1 
applied for the degree of doctor of sciences. The secretary of the senate of the Uni-
versity of Groningen writes that this year the names of 16 women are upon the rolls 
of the university. Of the number, 6 were admitted to the faculty of letters, 9 to the 
faculty of mathematics and physics, and 1 to the faculty of medicine. In 1882-'83 
there were 18 women studying at the University of Amsterdam, 11 at Groningen, 4 at 
Leyden, and 7 at Utrecht. 
In 1 78 women commenced to study in the "hoogescholen," and the :first to en"ter 
Leyden were in 1882. Most of the students follow the courses in modern languages in 
order to get a "diploma of capacity" as teachers in secondary schools. A.t Amsterdam 
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15 out of 18 were classed as follows: 1 in psychology, 1 in French literature, 1 in Eng-
lish literature, 1 in Greek art, 5 in geography, 2 in the Gothic tongue, 2 in old Dutch, 
and 2 in botany. One woman student in medicine is mentioned at Utrecht, 1 at Am-
sterdam, 1 in mathematical sciences and physics at Amsterdam, and 6 in natural 
sciences at Groningen. This last university gave one woman a diploma in pharmacy 
in 1878 and a medical diploma to another in 1879. 
Denrnw·k reported 6 women entering the university at Copenhagen in 1883. 
Nonvay.-The Norwegian Un:lversity at Cllristiania has allowed women to attend 
its lectures for two years past, and it has now obtained tlle right from the Odel-
thin~s to place women students on the same footing with men as far as examina-
tions anu scholarships are concerned. 
Sweden hns between 60 and 70 girls' high schools, in which are taught religion, the 
Swedish, French, German, and English languages, geography, history, mathematics, 
the natural sciences, calligrapl1y, dra,-ving, fancy work, singing, and gymnastics. 
Studies of an aclvanced nature have already been added to this curriculum in order 
to meet the needs of adult young women. Normal courses are also reported, and tt 
woman has lately received the degree of doctor of philosophy at Upsala University. A 
royal decree of June 3, 1870, opened the career of medicine to women, and the Caro-
linian Institute in Stockholm :Las a special cour.se in anatomy for them. Other 
courses are taken up at the University of Upsala. After passing tbe requisite exam-
inations in medicine the women are allowed to practise. At Stockholm the Wallin 
School and the lycee for girls have a section leading to a kind of !Jacca.laureate de-
gree, the same studies being taken up as i'n the lyceums for boys. Fifty young 
women have passed this examination since 1870. Som·e continued their studies at the 
university, others became teachers. 
Finland had one woman in the philosophical course of the university at Hclsingfors 
in 1881-'82. 
I:e. Russia women are excluded from university courses, but at St. Petersburg, in 
addition to the school of medicine, there is avery prosperous institution where young 
girls take up higher courses in literature and the sciences. 'rhis establishment was 
organized in 1878, ana at a later date (probably in 1881-'82) there were 938 pupils re-
ported. The course covers four years, and in 1882 there were 163 pupils ready to re-
ceive diploma~:;: 9U in tho li tcra.rv department 64 in that of sciences. In 1870 a spe-
cial course for women waH opcne.d at the medlcai acMlemy. This course was osten-
sibly for midwifery, but really gave an extenued knowledge of medicine. A four-
year course could be attcJH1ed by those who had followed tho regnlar lyceum course 
prior to coming up for e:x:unination. Later, another year was added to the course. 
During seven years UG9 women came up for examinations ancl 718 ~ore received. Po-
litical reason caused the cessation of the course, but students were allowed to finish 
their studies, although no more were to be admitted. 
In Roumania 4 wom 'n aro studying at the university in Bucharest; they are scat-
t r d through the deparlmenls: 1 in philosophy, 1 in phHology, anu ~in m{dicine. 
ervia reports a. scltool fvr the higher education of young girls, with 2[10 pupil · 
'l' h rei a pedagogical section attached to this school. 
TABLE IX-- U~'lVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. 
The following ia a statement of the aggregate number of this class of in , titutions, 
with instructor an!l studc11ts, as reported to this Bureau each yen.r from 1 7:3 to 1882: 
1873. '~ 187.). ]876. 1877. 1878. 1879 '~I ~_':_ 1882 
• "ntoborofin titutione 32.) I 343 355 3&6 351 358 "" I "' '" "' • ·umberofinstructors . 3, 100 3, 783 3, 999 3, !l20 3, 9!}8 3 , 885 4. 241 4, J(j() 4, 301 4, 413
.. ."umberofstudents ... s2, os3 I 5G, o!l2 53,894 56,481 57,334 57, 987 GO, 011 
1
59, 5J~ lfi!! , 43.J i4,J. 
--
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TABLE IX.-SU'mma?'Y of statistics of universities mul colleges . 
.z ~ """ ~ ~ ~ $ 00 Years in course. 0 ~ t; 0 0 .g 1 ·g o'd Q) p. Q) ~ • I ,. ..,. Q) ""' Q) ~ """ c::l ... ~ "0 ... ~ 0 ~ 0 "' p. ·bn ol ~ E ~ ~ Q) CSrn I> gs bb Q) bl) :.-,. ~ Q) Q) 0 a) ~ :§. ~$ bll""' bll b.() b:C .... ,.. ·~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ "' .t> ~~ "0 0~ Q .... o ~ :§ ~ ::l Q) ~ ....... Q) .,..._, ::3 i §en States and Terri- ~2. bl) Oct> b£"0 bd ~_g ~ ... ~00 ... ... ~11) ~! .8 ~ p.+> i~ :§5 0 0 0 11) 8~ tol'ies. .... 0 a;>H ~"' p. ~ p. ~ ... "t:..- H~ ~roo H'+-< <) <!> ~~ ,.c:l~ Cll -~ g 
"""' 
0 ..,.o Op., ..,o H H H -~ 8 ~8 
,.:l~'» 
Q) p. 0 P.H §< ... ..,. ..,. ~~ dl<:.> """bll Q) ~ ~.s 0~ 0 0 0 ,.c:l~ Oa;> H H 1=10 1::1 ~ 1::1 
~ ~ ~- H .... ... H ... . H H H ... ... H ~:a Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) 
,!:) ,!:) ,!:) ,!:) 'S ,!:) 'S ,!:) 'S 'S 
,!:) 'S 'S a 8 s s ~ 
8 ~ ::l ::l ~ ;:! p l:l p ::::: ::! ;:! ;:! 
~ z z z z z z z z z z z 
----- - -- - - __J ------------· 
Alabama .•••••••••. 4 4 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 
Arkansas .••••••••. 5 4 1 0 2 3 0 1 1 3 1 0 0 
California .••.•••••. 11 11 0 1 9 1 0 0 2 !) 0 0 0 
Colorado . ..•••••••. 3 3 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 
Connecticut .••••••. 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Delaware .••••••••. 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Georgia ...••...••.. 7 7 0 0 6 1 0 1 2 5 0 2 0 
Tilinois . ..•...•.••.• 28 28 0 1 26 1 0 2 0 26 0 2 0 
Indiana ............ 15 15 0 J. 14 0 0 0 1 13 0 1 0 
Iowa ..••••.••• : .•.. 19 18 1 0 18 0 1 1 0 1~ I 0 0 0 
Kansas .••••••••... 8 8 0 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Kentucky •••••••••• 15 15 0 0 12 3 0 -~ 1 8 0 3 a 
Louisiana .••••••••. 9 ~ 0 0 7 2 0 1 2 3 1 2 1 
Maiue ............. 3 3'\ 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Maryland .••••••••. 1l 11 
1\: 
0 11 0 0 1 1 8 ...... 1 4 1 
Massachusetts .•••. 7 7 0 7 0 0 2 ·o 7 0 0 0 
Michigan •••••••••• 9 9 2 ' 7 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 1 
Minnesota. ......... 5 4 1 0 5 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 
Mississippi •. ~·· ••• 3 3 
~ 
0 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 
Missouri .•••••••••. 17 16 2 12 3 0 1 2 12 0 3 0 
Nebraska •••••••••. 5 5 2 2 0 1 0 (). 4 , 0 1 0 
Nevada ••••••.•••.. 
1 
1 ...... 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
New Hampshire •.. 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
New .T ersey . ••..••. 4 4 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 
New York ......... 28 26 2 0 27 1 0 1 2 21 0 5 0 
North Carolina ••••. 9 9 0 0 
I 
!) 0 0 0 0 7 0 1 1 
Ohio .•••••••••••••• 35 35 0 11 30 2 2 4 2 31 0 2 0 
Oregon .•••••••••••• 7 7 0 0 1 7 0 0 0 0 6 0 1 0 
Pennsylvania .••••• 26 26 0 1 11 24 1 0 1 3 22 0 1 0 
Rhode Island .••••• 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
South Carolina .•••. 9 8 1 0 7 · I 1 2 1 7 0 1 0 
Tennessee ......... 19 19 0 0 17 1 1 1 1 14 0 1 a 
Texas .•••••••• - ••• 10 10 0 0 7 3 0 1 1 7 0 2 0 
Vermont .•••••••••. 2 2 0 ·o 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Virginia ••••••••••. 7 7 0 0 1; 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 4 
W eat Virginia .•••. 3 3 0 0 3: 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 
Wisconsin ...... . .. 7 7 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 
District of Columbia 5 5 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 3 0 2 0 
Utah .•••••••••••••. 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Washington ••••••• 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
---------- __....._ --I'--~
2881-21321 6 Total-...... 365 357 8 15 317 2~ 8 24 2'i 
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TABLE IX.-Sutrnmary of statistics of 




0 StudeJ?.tS. 1 
~ I 
States and Ter- j ~ ~ ~ L 
ritories. '!ii o "' >=l ~ 
~ ~ d tl) . ~rn~ .e: ~ C3 d ·~ ~ 
~ ~~ ~® ~ 
r:s.S .sg <S~"' 
~ 'l:J ~DO ~g § 
------~---[1 li ~ ~ J } ! J 
.Alabama .••••• •. 4 208 208 125 63 
Arkansa"s ....... 5 20 a547 48 62 ........•...••.. 
Califorllia. • ••• • . 1 61 al, 541 1, 2'93 145 123 397 16'!3 · 
Colorado . - .•• • . 3 5 323 175 148 127 98 80 
Counecticnt ..••. 
Delaware ....... .1 ................................. •••·• 
Georgia.......... 16 a132 108 d30 20 
Illinois .......... 28 76 a-3, 398 2, 156 , 03 d644 707 569 
Indiana. ......... 15 40 a1, 655 961 390 d591 223 :no 
Iowa ............ 19 36 a1, 907 1, 094 652 d486 356 504 
Kansas.......... 8 12 881 570 311 119 98 280 
Ken tuck~ ..••••• 15 22 544 490 54 195 164 30 
J.ouisiana.. .••••. 9 25 837 741 96 d126 48 200 
Maine ........... 3 ..................................... . 
Maryland ..•••.. 11 15 366 348 18 d198 35 75 
Massachusetts . . 7 6 172 172 05 1 
Michigan . • •. • • . 9 25 al, 688 468 400 208 155 
Minnesota . • •• . . 5 10 489 278 211 208 79 
Mississippi...... 3 4 483 407 76 159 92 
Missouri ........ 17 22 til, 358 982 364 444 424 
Nebraska ....... 5 10 a504 389 69 d49 
Nevada .......... 1 a40 ......................... .. 
Newllampshire. 1 
New Jersey ..... 4 2 08 G8 
NewYork ....... 28 104 3, 026 2,768 258 
North Carolina .. 0 11 a359 284 10 
22 415 
704 326 3' /4 
















40 207 56 
20 57 1 ...... ······ 
74 939 b8 
8 5I! n an 
52 392 I b2GO 





1113 1, 307 b714 b78 
172 1, 639. 
(j!) 46'1 
b509 b226 
b166 21 86 
120 1, ?AJ6 HiS T1 144 
50 / 319 b132 83 
377 347 20 3 
1, 292 b270 64 26 
1, 929 1, 065 39 14 
173 45 124 
402 130 28 08 
241 71 10 74 
1, 881 175 77 127 




















b281 O:iO 80 
70 786 72 :JO 
Ohio ............. 35 ,92 a3,575 2,530 985 1,106 1.,040 463 '271 2,611 bl , 154 b31!! 309 322 
Oregon.......... 7 12 a692 200 123 d194 129 ' 1 279 38 425 b107 b8! :n 30 
Pennsylvania .•. 26 52 a1, 990 1, 556 363 580 31J? 221 276 
1
2,438 ul, 204 8!! 479 16 
:o~t~0~~:~~~ ~ ~ ~~- ----;~~ - --~~~- t ;; -;;; ;;: ----- ~: !:~ ::: • I ,: r-- ;- ~ 
Tennessee ....... 19 28 a1, 500 1, 048 320 204- 2'i5 (12 130 1. 441 • 208 ·o I 89 , 2 I 
Texa .•••••.•••. 10 35 a1, 467 802 , 435 261 f,o2 308 70 02!1 b3!l2 b'>:l:J lH ,· 43 1 
Vermont ........ 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 o o 22 !J7 82 -12 ........... . 
Virginia ......... 7 5 GO 
1 
60 . .......... , ..... ..... GO 8 7 bl8G 2 .... -. 
est Virginia... 3 6 07 1 52 15 00 10 . . . . . 27 211 38 18 ~2 1 2 
Wisconsin ....... [ '24 aS.1'3 577 1 138 2.'1 251 1 373 1 83 603 21 G 42 l'' <i I G5 
Dl tofColnmbia 5 10 317 304 13 f.38 :JG 
1
.. ... 41 156 112 ...... 
1 
33 ···---
Utah ............ 1 4 193 108
1 
85 0 0 Ul3 . ..... ...... ...... . .... . ... . ... .. 
Waahington ..••. 2j... a.218 ...... .. ... 8 32 73 12 2G 3 ...... 1 21·- -- . .I 
Total...... 65~-~  21,5GsJ~ ,d7.mjs.m;~,~~32,2'i;bv~ b~. r:l~,3.tiO:J ~ i 
a Sex not reported in all e . cincludcs 30 f!Cx not giY<·n. 
bA small number of scientific atudenj.; included here. d Classification not reponed in all ca es. 
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Volumes in libraries. P1·operty, income, &c. 
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0 
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~ s ... s ~ 0 0 <I) en <I) Q '<;! s Q 0 as~ :::5 ~ "" blJ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p. o<lj .:1 p:; p:; o<lj H ----- - ------
••'-••• 3 16,200 4.50 3, 500 $300, 000 $312, 000 $24,600 $2, 000 $0 $0 
...... ..... 2,620 75 .............. 111, 000 8, 000 750 7, GOO .. .............. 1, 500 
62 8 52,451 4,367 5, 860 1, 300,200 1, 725, 000 101, 650 54,, 050 14, 000 .................... 
12 ...... 4, 300 90 200 250, 000 17,934 1, 282 366 17, 000 .. ................. 
45 44 157,155 10,546 25, 000 472,884 1, 904,483 8G, 517 111,461 - ............... 187,880 
1 1 6, 000 25 3, 500 75, 000 83, 000 4, 980 500 0 .................. 
3 ..... 29,800 640 14, 500 682,300 345,967 17, 500 500 8, 000 .................. 
276 46 120,841 2, 259 15,889 2, 423,400 1, 366,816 99, 000 105, 589 ............... 65,354 
175 14 86,188 3, 704 16,774 1, 220,000 925, 477 47, 215 18,517 25, 000 10,000 
189 9 59,974 3,122 8, 850 1, 197, 000 836,410 57, 549 52,749 25, 000 16,052 
128 a 28,378 2, 537 3, 617 559,500 223, 500 13, 100 13, 775 30,477 3, 500 
38 3 50,626 3, 929 15,794 850, 500 878,227 50,133 46,262 ............... 40,580 
...... 5 37,600 1, 342 2, 000 777, 000 328,313 15, 156 31, 000 20,000 . .............. 
7 ...... 58,146 1, 969 1, 600 813, 500 712,105 43,404 26,232 .............. 120,859 
40 79 54,400 200 2, 850 1, 369,500 3, 027,600 220, 734 73, 975 20, 665 6, 290 
47 
761 
303, 126 12,853 41, 645 1, 310,000 6, 290,257 291, 812 166,533 ............... 633,648 
65 18 65,412 5,049 5,000 1, 296,451 1, 1Q9, 36G 78,819 81,458 88, 000 1, 100 
14 1 24,750 1, 558 1,100 539,410 801, 407 51,456 29, 421 23, 000 12,604 
....... 7 8, 600 348 3, 400 435,000 552,000 33,440 8, 746 10, 500 . .................. 
105 11 111,197 3, 360 7, GOO 1,404, 000 1, 116, 600 74,440 98, 960 ............. 45,450 
1 ...... 13,821 272 250 209,000 34,425 3, 762 8, 078 28,000 .. ............... 
...... .... ..... .... .... .............. ................ ..................... ..................... . ................ . ................ .............. ......... '" ...... 
....... ..... 55,000 -.......... .1,450 125, OQO 500, 000 25, 000 16,000 1, 000 100, 000 
18 55 60,700 3, 300 21, 5CO 1, 210,000 1, 511,819 93, 015 28,770 ............. 116, 3lp 
214 W · 313,346 15,848 22,600 8, 080,187 8, 07{), 347 469, 317 495, 287 150,385 487,565 
76 7 36,927 810 23, 550 630,000 200, 120 17,824 25, 050 5, 000 15,300 
273 19 161,902 3, 235 44, 075 /3,192,840 2, 748,124 202, 510 125,382 296 149,510 
··--··· 1 9, 620 182 1, 050 248,450 226,074 19, 282 16, 103 1, 875 55, 000 
64 14 184,353 11,128 73,408 3, 939, 350 4, 001,772 242, 822 228,875 ............. 37, 000 
....... . ... 53,522 598 0 1, 250,000 641, 217 40, 157 33,756 . ........... 137,468 
18 ....... 20,600 395 6, 700 337, 000 5~8. 333 23,040 10,625 2,100 65, 400 
2 15 53,580 1,324 10,421 1, 532, 249 1, 288, 584 82, 387 48, OD3 4, 515 4, 410 
ll7 4 11,206 1, 097 1, 921 390, 000 27,000 2, 700 55, 500 180 .................. 
3 .. ..... 34,853 607 ............. 305,000 240,000 14,000 14,358 8,130 ~o. ooo 
18 5 105,000 250 14, 500 1, 450, 000 380,000 23, 700 15,100 ............. 5, 000 
17 2 5, 600 150 200 220,000 140,000 8, 400 5, 700 15, OOb 1· ...... , .. 
106 5 48,450 2, 058 2, 000 839, 600 807, 090 62,780 53,741 44, 700 19, 000 
...... 11 54,587 165 300 ] ' 800, 000 18, 900 7, o;;o 7, 251 10, 0,0 17, 007 
······ ..... 2, 826 63 0 30, 000 0 0 3, 001 2, roo 0 
·-·· .... 1, 026 1, 526 ............... 1] 5, 000 6, 000 GOO 5, :iOO ], 250 ................ --52212, 514, 585,101,431 
1
403, 204 (43, 485, 330 riG, 0~0, 257 
---------------
2, 134 2, 661, 692 2, ] 20, 66! 56~, p'i3 2, 394, 870 
'-- ' 
elncludes 74 sex not given. g Includes 110 sex not g1 van. 
JThe productive funds of one college incluued here. 
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Statistical summary of students in classical and scientific preparatory courses. 
States and Territories. 
N~~~~~afre~~~~~ f~ Number preparing for scientific 












____ , _______ !-----------------~--
Alabama ........................ . 
Arkansas ........................ . 
California ....................... . 
Colorado ......................... . 
Connecticut· ..................... . 
Delaware ................... ~- .••. 
Floriun. .......................... . 
Georgi:\ ................ : ........ . 
lllinois .......................... . 
Indian:J. ......................... . 
Iowa ..••••.•••••••••..•••••• .' ... . 
Kansas .......................... . 
Kentucky ...................... .. 
Louisiana ....................... . 
Maine .......................... .. 
Maryland ........................ . 
Massachusetts ...••...••..••...•. 
Michigan ........................ . 
Minnesota. ....................... . 
Mississippi ...................... . 
Missouri . ........................ . 
Nebraska ........................ . 
ew Hampshire ................. . 
71 ,. ....... 125 
122 ··•··•·· ....... . 
109 12 123 
101 127 
91 259 ....... . 
63 ............... . 









































.,.. cw .T ersey . . . .. • .. • . . .. . .. • . . . .. 237 110 22 
JTew York........................ 1, 018 C80 704 
lforth Carolina.................... 433 131 
hio.............................. 213 119 1,106 
Oregon . .. . . • • .. .. .. . •• .. • . .. • .. • . 93 19·1 
Pennsylvania...................... 438 1 255 580 
Rhode !&land........ . • .. .. .. .. . .. 51 179 . ...... . 
South Carolina .. .. ... .. • • • . . .. .. . 9 I 2 1 122 
Tennessee . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . 333 95 294 
T cxa.s ............................ 146 . . . . • . . . 261 
Vermont ... ........ ....... ..... .. 233 1 14 0 
Virginia........ ................. . 117 90 
We t Virginia.................... .. .. ... . . . .. . . . .. 20 
Wiscon in........................ 175 1 99 211 
Difrtrict of CollliDbia.. •• ••• •••••••. 125 40 238 
Indian . ........................... 10 ...... ... ..... . . 
..: w Mexico-.................... 27 0 .••••• .. 
Utah............................. 27 o 
Wa.shlnzton. •. . •• .... .... • • ..... . 49 8 
25 63 41 325 





23 397 34 
98 ...... .. 
90 .............. .. 





















































55 1, 049 243 
79 120 20 
120 155 302 1, 133 
2 14 1 ........ ········ 
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Statistical summa1·y of students in inBtitution-~t fm· Bupcrio1' instt·uct-ion (not including students 
in p1·epamto1·y departments). 
States and Territories. 
Alabama.-~- ............. , .............. ·- .......................... . 
Arka.nsas .............................. o .................. ...... : .. . 
California .• : ..................... ; .................................. . 
Colorado ............................................................ . 
Connecticut ......................................................... . 
Delaware .......................................................... .. 
Georgia. ............................................................. .. 
Illinois ............................................................. . 
Indiana ............................................................. . 
Iowa ................................................................ . 
Kansas ............................................................ .. 
Kentucky ............ : ........... - ............................... .. 
Louisiana ...... ·-................................................. .. 
Maine ............................................................. .. 
Maryland ........................................................... . 
Massachusetts ...................................................... . 
Michigan ........................................................... . 
Minnesota ............. . ............................................ . 




























































































~ ::~~~~:~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... ;~: I· ... ;~~. 44 301 
274 New J e;sey........... ... .. .. • .. • .... ... • .. .. • • • • . • • .. .. .. . . .. . • .. . .. 650 264 
New York........................................................... 3, tl20 
North Carolina...................................................... 786 
Ohio ................................................................. 2,611 
Oregon.............................................................. 425 
Pennsylvania ...................................................... .. 
Rhode Island ..................... : ................................. . 

























































T ennessee .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • . • . . .. • .. • .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. • • . .. • .. • . . . . . . • . 1, 441 1, 596 3, 037 
Texas................................................................ 929 258 629 1, 81tl 
Vermont............................................................. 97 42 51 100 
Virginia • .. .. • . • • • .. . . • .. .. • • • • .. . • • • .. .. .. • • • • • • • • .. • .. . .. • • .. • • • • .. 887 592 1, 080 2, 559 
West Virginia ............................................. : .. :...... 211 180 391 
Wisconsin.................... . .. . • • . . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 603 95 204 902 
District of Columbia. ... • .. . .. . .. .. .. . • ... .. . . .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. 156 .. •• .. • • .. .. .. .. 156 
Washington........................................................ . 26 _....... ........ 26 
Total .. • . .. • .. • .. .. .. . • • • • • .. .. .. • • .. • .. • • • .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • . 32, 258,12, ·576 20, 442 65, 276 
It is difficult to make such a presentation of the progress and condition of college 
education as the importance of the subject demands, because few of the institutions 
make any descriptive reports. .Accounts of the tentative measures of the leading 
universities are in some cases published annually. Most colleges report only as they 
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are connected with some benevolent or educational society, or are a part of the State 
system of education, or have been through some unusual experience. .A.n instance of 
the first kind is afforded by the institutions connected with the American College and 
Education Society. It aids ancl makes a report of one college in each of nearly all 
the Western States: Michiga:q, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Ne· 
braska, Colorado, Oregon, and Washington Territory. 
The State systems of education usually include a . university, and as it is a public 
institution a report to the legislature or to the chief executive is made of its condi-
tion and needs. The governor's messages frequently commend the State university to 
the people and urge them to g1ve it a generous 'support. Hon. Edward .A.. O'Neal, 
governor of Alabama, said last year: "The university was founded by our fathers, 
the :first great statesmen of Alabama, and it has been a source of blessing to the young 
men of the State since its organization.'' Governor Pitkin, of Colorado, says of the 
State University: "I believe the president and faculty giye to the institution ~10t only 
large abilit~es but great enthusiasm, and that the character of the educational work 
is such as to commend it to the confidence of the people of the State." Governors 
Jackson of est Virginia, Jarvis of North Carolina, and Nance of Nebraska report 
the universities of their respective States as increasing in usefulness and prosperity. 
Governor Hugh S. Tho~pson, of South Carolina, speaks of tho State college in the fol-
lowing terms : 
Results have proven the wisdom of the policy which guided the councils of the 
college in the past, the eamest purpose to send forth thorough scholars : men fit~ed ?Y 
severest classical discipline to lead the senate, the pulpit, and the bar. Let th1s sttll 
be the policy of the college, but let it alRo aspire to do something more, to hold a fore-
most place in the march of ~:~cientj:fic discovery, and to send forth young men 
equally as well fittec\ by thorough technical training to lead in the development of 
the resources of the St.ate: its fields, mines, and quarries, its railroads and water 
power, its mann factures and commerce. · 
Examples of the kindly mention of colleges and universities by pu ulic officers might 
be indefinitely multiplied, but enough has been quoted to show the prevailiug senti-
ment toward institutions providing for a liberal education. 
Among the current events of note are the organization of the Uui verility of Texas 
and the destruction of the buildings of Iowa College by a cyclone. 
The act for establishing a university in Texas was approved. March, 1881, and a 
board of regents soon afterward appointed. Buildings are in process of erection, 
a faculty bas been selected, and'' the university will be open eel ou the 15th of Sept.ember, 
1883, for the reception and instruction of students." The intention anu spirit of its 
regents are expressed by their president, Hon . .A.sbbel Smith, as follows: 
The means to carry their will into effect lie idle in the treasury, anu their use for 
this noble purpose will not a.du one cent to the public taxes. Tbe peopl~ will take no 
educational starveling, no institution hig in name but meagre in performance. They 
demand a univer ·ity to bo now organized in a manner and on a basis soon to be ue-
yeloped in .o an institution on the high level of the foremost institutions of knowledge 
m the ntJre world; a university whose instruction, a.bsolutely free, shall offer to 
every child in the ··tat , poor or rich, that knowled<Ye which is power to tho individ-
ual and, in the aggregate, power inherent and indefoa~Sible to the magnificent im-
perial State of Texas. 
Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa, was swept into ruins by a tornado on the 17th of 
June, 1 2. The pecuniary lo s was estimated at $81,645. The efforts of the offi.~rs 
to put the in ti ntion into shape for r suming work in the fall were successful, the 
coJlege finclin~ many friends in the time of Hs necessity. Its needs are yet un up-
plied in many particulars, notwitbstant1ing tho .nohle ofi'orts of its students, officer, 
alumni, anrl fri nds. 
Among the fJUC tionR which have lJecn nnc1er discussion <luring they ar have been 
admi ion req11ircmeut , oJccti vc stncli s, atllletic sports, gradtuLto studies a11d degree , 
and he selection of profef! ora . 
.AD.H. Sl ~y TO COLLEGE. 
The move\nents modifying the conditions of admission to colleges and universities 
have consisted in more frequently receiving on probation graduates of high school 
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and academies upon the strength of their diplomas, the holding of entrance e~mina · 
tions at different centres of population, and attempts of associated colleges to ado •t 
uniform 1equirements of admission. An account of a movement of this kind is gi vt,n 
by President Eliot, of Harvard College, as follows : 
As tl\e result of several debates and conferences within the past two years conrJ1d-
emble changes have been made in the statements of the requisitions for admissioa to 
the following colleges: Harvard, Yale, Brown University, Dartmouth, Williams, 
Trinity, Amherst, Wesleyan University, Tufts, and Boston University. The object in 
view was to make the requisitions of these different institutions the same, on Y?aper 
at leAst, for all common subjects; and this object has been measurably accom~tshed, 
so t)lat the work of a school which is required to prepare boys in the same cia. es for 
se~ral of these colleges has been much facilitated. The same quantities oft .e same 
authors in Greek, Latin, and English, the same topics in arithmetic, the same wmounts 
of. algebra and geometry, and the same descriptions of'what is required as to -teading 
Gr-eek and Latin at sight will be found in the official statements of the requisitions 
for admission at all the abovementioned institutions, with some excepti ms in· the 
single case of Yale College. At several of the co1leges, however, there is a , older and 
perhaps easier set of admission requisitions which is maintained as an ltt~rnative. 
Some of these colleges, moreover, require candidates to o1fer subjects w dc'h are not 
demanded at the otllers; and no attempt has been made to bring all the Jolleges even 
approximately to the same standard in conducting examinations on t te same paper 
requisitions. In spite, however, of all the diversities which remain, th degree of uni-
formity which has been secured by the negotiations of the past two ye~rs is~ gain for 
the secondary schools, and, therefore, for the colleges as a whole. ~ . 
'l'he "Association' of the Colleges of Ohio," an organization form Jd a~but twenty 
years ago to improve the standard of the colleges in the State, is at pr sent com-
posed of the following institutions: Ohio University, Athens; Western R ,serve Uni-
versity, Cleveland; Kenyon College, Gambier; Denison University, Gran dlle; Mari-
etta College, Marietta; Ohio Western University, Delaware; .St. Xav} r's College, 
Cincinnati; Wittenberg College, Springfield; Otterbein UniversityL Westerville; 
Oberlin College, Oberlin; Antioch College, Yellow Springs; BaldWim University, 
Berea; University of Wooster, Wooster; Hiram College, Hiram; Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus; Buchtel College, Akron; and the University of CincinnllJti, Cin-
cinnati. 
STUDIES. } 
Electives.-Arguments for and against elective studies have beell( presented, as in 
former years. Those for electives are now being drawn from experience, while oppo-
nents of the system defend their position by reasoning and precedent. 'fhe appa-
rently gratifying results of the system were stated at considerable lrmgth in my last 
annual re'port. The objections were presented strongly by Ron. M. E. Gates, in hi& 
inaugural at Rutgers College, June, 1882. The follow i!lg sentenco$ are taken from 
this address : ' 
Experience has proved that in developing mental power certain /studies have a far 
greater effect than do others. Herbm·t Spencer holds, in his treatise on education, 
that the knowledge which is of most practical value is uniformlJ' pleasarttest in the 
act of acquiring and gives the student most mental power in the (;~Lining . The judg-
ment of the ages and. of the wisest men of this age is against hi.t:l view, and analogy 
is not for it. 
There is another equally serious objection to this system. It makes an appeal to 
that natural love of doing the easiest thing which is subversive of all self disciplj;ue, 
of that mastery of the inclinations which all sound methods of education foster. 
"No way bas been founcl of making heroism easy, even for the scholar," says Er,ner-
son. "The most valuable result of all edncatiou is the ability to make yourscljf <.lo 
the thing yon have to do ·when it ought to be done, whether you like to do it or not." 
This is a sound ma,xim of Hnxley's, and strikes at the central idea of elet!tiveri. A 
system of education which snbstitntes for all the disciplinary work of the cbllege 
course a seductive and cliscmrsive :field of elective studies, whore a youth at ei/~hteen 
is told to wander, selectin~ at his own sweet will, with a view to "unfolding J;iis own 
individualities to the fnll m all directions," I submit, is utterly subversive o~1all self .discipline, and will not develop manly fibre, or give tone and symmetry to ilntellect 
or character. 
One of the institutions which have recently introduced a partially elective system is 
Dartmouth College. A :fixed number of recitations is required each week; a part of 
them may be chosen by the student after the second year. The required recitations 
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diminish in number in the senior year, that the student may take optional studies. 
Such an arrangement, with opportunity at the outset of choosing a particular course, 
gf.ves a. wide latitude of choice to the student. 
\Jionor studies.-A system of honor studies, adopted by the University of Rochester, 
is ~ascribed :ln the annual report of the regents of the University of the State of New 
Yo~as follows: 
Ir the University o~ Rochester a system has been for some time in operation by 
whi h young men of more than average ability, found in every class, may have the 
oppo unity to pursue, under the care of a professor, studie's in advance of their class. 
These are termed honor studies, and at the commencement those of the several classes 
who liave successfully completed the work undertaken receive appropriate recogni-
tion. Only those who give undoubted evidence of being able to accomplish more 
than tl e regular work of the class are permitted to enter upon these honor studies. 
In this way, without interfering with the general curriculum for the class, which 
mw~t b~ "Qased on average ability, its best members are afforded an opportunity to 
pursue ih n systematic way the higher studies for which they have a special aptitude. 
A successf •l experience of several years has proved, what is of great importance, that 
this syste is perfectly practicable for a small college, with a small but scholarly 
faculty. 
Original res ·m·oh.- Original research is becoming more recognized as a part of col-
lege work. 1e following extended notice is taken from the notes to a paper read by 
Prof'. J. H. Wn~ht, of Dartmouth College, before the National Educational Associa-
tion: 
Information as to original work clone at Johns Hopkins by the students (~ostlr, 
however, post-gra.dnate) is given in the University Circulars and is snmmariz~d m th~ 
Annual Re~~ister. Professor Gildersleeve's Greek seminary probably approaches t~1e 
best Germa t ideal<g more nearly than any other American institution of the kind ~~ 
the range, :10thod, and quality of work done in aml through it. The Latin semi-
nary uncler rofesso1· Warren well maintains the high st~nda.rd set by its director and 
by the unive .~ity. Professor Sylvester's mathematical seminary is without doubt 
unsurpa sed in.., the world. 
At Harvard there is much activity in this direction. Mr. George Bendelari, lately 
au instructor, w.l:ites: 
"In history, certain of the courses are in original work. The original work is 
of two kinds: First. The men select a subject for a thesis, and are then turned 
loose into the library among the original authorities, so that the results, althoug.h 
they may not be new are certainly oricinal so far as the work of the student JS 
concerned; econd. The history of Engittnd, for example, is worked. up without 
~text book, the men using only the original authorities, under the guidance of the 
mstructor. The best work, of coun;e, is done by men who are candidates for honors; 
but there are plenty of others in the courses. In mathematics and physics work oi 
this sort islikew~se done; part of it consists in fmdino· known results by new methods, 
part in obtaining absolutely new results. Some of th~ work iu physics appears in the 
Journal of ~hysics, the resu.lts of original experiments by undergraduate student~. 
In natural h1s~ory the same IS true; the results appear in the bulletins of the Aga 1z 
Mus~um and m tho ·e of the Boston Natural History Society. if if 11 I know that 
com11dera.ble work of this kind is done in classical philology. "" if * In some oi 
the G:erma.n and French course in modern languages these a1·e required. I am inclined 
t~ t~nk, howev ~'that t~ey are mainly in the nature of literary criticisms or of co~n­
pilation . In :Middle lligh German and Gothic, original work was done; for m-
ta.nce, on th grammar of particular authors and works. In my old French com e 
the s wer r ·quired, and if t.hey were mainly compilations the fault lay chiefly with 
th~ . car?itJr: o!' material in the library. The effort , as constantly made to obtain 
ongmalmd.indual work from the student. In all these cases, so far as the undcr-
gradua.t are concerned, I doubt whether the results are ever very startling. A n. 
means ofp~eparing men for work after they leave college, however, and ofteachiu" 
t~em to think f~r th .ms lves, not to tru t blindly to book., and not to be too much 
frig~ten &, I consider It the very best work done in college.'' 
W1th r g~d to Y~le .Colle~ , ~rof. T. . mour writes: "Profe sors Packard 
and Peck rgn pec1al1nv st1gatwn to their graduate students, but do not :find tho 
undergraduates r ady theywonldd sireforsuchwork. * .., • Occa ionn.llya tu-
nt is ready t undertake an ind pendent investigation. He ls alway ( uppo ill:! 
his :fitne for the work) n~urag d and aided. In oth r departments th optional 
work of h la t two y a.r 111 a.rgely indep udent. In metaphysics, for .·~mpl , a ·I.J. 
s u~ent loo~ up th. sy t ~of O;ffie philo opher, which he is to study at;tcl critici i~ 
alll rela.t1 n : H1 th -~s on this subject take th place of an examinatiOn. ,. • 
Mr. Packard nes the semmary work occasionally." 
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Political science.-The study of political science has recently been attempted to an 
enlarged extent. The 'school established for this purpose in Columbia College has 
commanded a fair attendance, so as to "ju'stify the belief that the power of the school 
for good is justly appreciated by the public." The School of Political Science estab-
lished in l881 at the University of Michigan has been attended by interested classes, 
and there seems to be no obstacle to its successful care~r. At Cornell University a 
course in history and political science was opened at the beginning of the last college 
year. A full professorship of American history has been established. The purpose 
of the course is stated by President A. D. White as follows: 
The purpose of the new department of history and political science, I again remind 
yon, is to send a considerable body of young men out into the world :fitted to discuss 
political and social que.stions thoroughly and intelligently. All tendency to party 
views, as such, has been and will be carefully avoided. Though it ·is clear that.men, 
whether educated ~r not, will continue to view political and social questions to a con-
siderable extent from party standpoints, we may fairly hope that a beginning has been 
made here and elsewhere in :fitting men to discuss the ma,in questions involving our 
social and political well-being with a large know ledge of their historical development 
and of the best ascertained bases for healthful action. 
ATHLETICS. 
The subject of college sports has attracted much attention recently. It includes 
questions whose discussion cannot be outlined on a single page and which require 
a multitude of facts on which to base correct conclusions. It is my purpose to have 
these facts collected and prepared for the public. Doubtless all college authorities 
have opinions on the profitableness and on the dangers of boating, ball playing, and 
similar sports. The action of the Harvard authorities is stated as follows: 
Since the beginning of the current year the standing committee of the faculty have 
made regulations which forbid college clubs to play or compete with professional 
clubs, and provide that, after the current year, no student shall belong to a boat crew 
unless he can swim and that no student shall engage in any athletic contest until he 
has been examined and pronounced :fit by the director of the gymnasium. The com~ 
mittee have also denied to professional "trainers" · access to the grounds and build-
ings of the university, except by special permission of the committee. The influence 
of the committee has been successfully used to reduce the number of match games of 
ball and to confine them to Saturdays. These variout restrictive measures have, on 
the .whole, commended themselves to the judgment of the whole body of students 
and graduates; for even the young men most active in athlet-ic sports hacl perceived 
that the college competitions were running to excess, and that the ball ~ames, boat 
races, and some of the sports technically called athletic were in danger of losing that 
amateur quality which should always characterize the bodily exercises and sports of 
young men who are in training for intellectual pursuits and for modes of life in which 
satisfaction and power of usefu]pess come, not from great muscular strength or· 
special skill in any sport or exercise, but rather from a well proportioned bodily de-
velopment and good general alth. When games are made a business they lose a 
large part of their charm; and college sports cannot approach the professional stand-
ard of excellence without claiming the almost exclusive attention of the pln.yers antl 
becoming too severe, monotonous, and exacting to be thoroughly enjoyable. The· 
most devoted college athletes have repeatedly rebelled against what they thought too 
strict or too prolonged training. Moreover, a high standard of excellence tends to 
make the number of persons who actually take part in athletic sports very small, the 
considerable number of tolerably good players being driven from the :field and re-
duced to the unprofitable position of mere lookers-on. 
GRADUATE STUDIES AND DEGREES. 
The custom of granting degrees without examination or the pursuit of a course of 
study is gradually being discontinued. The master's degree is earned in·many insti-
tutions by the completion of a; required amount of study. The regulations of the 
time and place of study are not alike in the different institut.ions. Some require 
merely the passing of an examination and set no limits as to the time and place 
of doing the work. For example, the Illinois Wesleyan University offers courses of 
study to non-resident students, upon the completion of -which such degrees as bache-
lor of philosophy, doctor of philosophyl and master of arts are conferred. Exami-
E-x 
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nations are held semiannually by persons accessible to the student ancl acceptable to 
the university. The examination papers are furnished by the university. The Uni-
versity of Michigan offers its graduates a similar privilege, but the examination must 
not occur until more than two years after graduation. A second class of institutions 
are those that do not so much require time as the completion of a certain class or group 
of studies ancl attendance at the institution during study. The University of Vir-
ginia giveR the master's degree to those who complete the courses of eight of its 
separate schools -Latin, Greek, l!,rench and German, pure mathematics, natural phi-
losophy, general chemistry, moral philosophy, and historical science -and who 
have been subjected in the last year of their candidacy to a special examination in 
any two schools of their own selection in which they have graduated in a previous 
year. A third class of institutions fix the minimum limit to the time of study andre-
quire the accomplishment of a course of study prescribed by the facnlty or by certain 
of its members. The earned degree of master of arts in Columbia College is given 
after a year's study and an approved examination upon one at least of five specified 
groups of stndies. Lehigh University requires either one year's study at the uni-
versity or two years' study elsewhere. The preparation of essays is frequently required 
iu connection with the examinations. 
PROFESSORS. 
The selection and qualifications of college professorlj have called out some com-
ments in recent reports. President Andrew D. White, of Cornell University, says: 
In calling 'J)rofe sors it is not always advisable to select the men whose reputation 
is already made and who have passed the active part of their lives. A certain num-
ber of such are indeed useful, but the main strength of the faculty must always re-
side iu younger men who have their reputation to make and who can make it. With 
care, discretion, and fair treatment of our instructing body we shall at no distant 
day realize the most ardent hopes of our friends as regards our faculty; but it can-
not be done in a sin o-le day or in a single year, nor can it be done by indiscretion of 
any sort; it demands thoughtful study of needs and of men, weighing of testimony, 
a wide look over the whole field concerned, and great judgment in making selec-
tions. 
President D. C. Gilman, of .-v>hns Hopkins University, says: 
The disciplinary method of a college calls for men of high social, mental, moral, 
and religious character, for they are to be concerned in mouldin~ the dispositions of 
youn~: men and in forming their habits at a critical period of hfe, when the parent 
bel>ins to relax his authority and the youth has not learned to govern himself. It re-
qrures as professors those who were born to be teachers, who delight to act upon 
youthful minds, to inspire them with lofty motives1 to train them by the best meth-
ods, to emancipate them from the slavery of sloth, to sot before them noble example , 
to cheri h their faith. The lessons to be inculcated ring a college course include 
obedience to recognized authority, the p rformance o appointed tasks, punctuality 
in meetin~ all encragements, and attention to physical development. To acquire 
knowledg , to mast r tho art of clear r a oning and :fit expression, to test the capac-
ity for differ nt kinds of intell ct11al exertion, to d v~lop a desire to ma. tcr difficul-
tie , and t~ form intell ctual friendship and as ociatious are among the cuds to be 
sought in college life. 
TABLE X.- SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE. 
The follovdng tatement hows the number of institutions and dopa!'bmcnt of tbi 
cl , with in. tructor au lstud nts, a reported to tbi Office each y ar from 187:3 to 
1' 2, inclu. iv . The e numher in ·lnd the Tational Military and Naval Acad rutc : 
SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE. OXLVTI 





~ ] ~~ 
0 b cl) ~-~ 
Preparatory depart· 
mont .. 
~ 8tudcnts. ~ Students. ~ ~ o~ 
] i I j ~~ ~n~ I ~. ~ I t~: ill ~l 
~ t ~ ~ p. ~ ~ ~::l ':3~~ s s 
----------·--~- ~ _!_ I ~ -8 ~1" 8 1~~~ ~_!___ 
Alabama ............... 
1 
1 41 0 8 1 81 3 0 0 
Arkan~:~ns... .. .. . . . .. . • . (ct) (a) (a) 3 4 661 60 
Cali fomia . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 0 33 58 24 0 
Colorrttlo................ 0 4 81 ............................. . 
Connecticut . . . . • • . .. . • . 0 27 181 6 19 27 3 
Dela.wat·e.... . •• . • .. . . . . . 3 3 24 3 30 0 
Florida ............... . z.,o ....... .... .... ...... .......... . ........ .. ......... 
Georgia .......... ... ... . 16 
(120) 
45:.1 Hi7 l!J 
103 ······ ........ . ......... ···"'···· 
Illinois ................ . 1 60 11 23 202 10 !) 0 0 
Indiana ..... .. .. ...•.••. 
low: ........... ...... . 
Kanlli\R .••••.••••• •.. •. 
Kt>ntncl<;r ............. . 
Loni~iana. .............. . 
12 48 10 184 ............ 
18 238 19 0 0 
14 307 5 ......... ........... • •• o~ •••• 
11 c321 .......... .......... 400 0 
3 52 0 4 
1 142 77 
1 1 3 16 5 
~ ,--··;· :~~~~~:~~: :::::: 
1 (a) (a) (ct) 
J\Ialne · ................ . :) 81 4 0 0 
Marylaml ... .... ...... . 6 .••••• 7 40 ......... ........... .. .......... 
Malll\ac h n»ctt s . .••.••••• 04 209 305 22 0 21 
Michig.1n . ............ .. 
Minnesota ............ .. (a) 
13 200 17 2 0 0 
(a) (a) (a) 0 0 (a) 
Mississippi ........... .. 
Mi~~ouri . ............•.. 
13 276 15 ........ ......... ......... 
15 36 0 0 
.274 
45 15 
NebraRka ............. . 14 3 12 ............................. . 
Nevatll\ .. .. . ........... . (a) (a) (a) ..... .. ............. ····•·· ........... .......... 
New Hampsltire . ...... . ...... .......... ...... 11 43 1 12 22 
New J~rscy .•.......... 10 4 ........ .. .............. -· -··· 14 40 40 0 
New York . ............ . o· 53 !JO 2 128 0 
N•n·th Carolina . ....... . 0 15 77 47 96 2 
Ohio . .................. . 4 213 30 l!J 110 0 0 
Orc1sron .... .... ·: ... ... . 
PcmJf<.Yh-:mi:t ........ . 
4 20 4 60 
1 41 12 13 42 
60 
50 0 . 
Rboilu I~l11r1d .•.•.• . .•. 1 . .......... ................ (a) (a) 
Sonth Cttroliw~ ........ . 2 30 10 127 24 2 ...... .. 5 
Tonutlsso ............. . (a) (a) (a) (a) 275 
Texa . . .. .. . . . . . • .. . . . . 1 . . .. .. . • • . • . . . . 258 . • • • . • . .. .. . • . !J3 
\"ermont................ 1 0 22 0 0 17 
Yirginia.......... •. . .. . . 2 1 16 145 7o &3 418 12 200 61 
~;--~u:::·~~~~~~:::::::::: ~ ·(-~)- ·---~~)···· .... ~. (il (a~5 (a) (a) 0 65 10 
Total. ............ -~~--;- {:4~&20 ) 300 }524' ~155 504 -;;----;-;;~~ 
U.S. Militnt·.v r:.Hlemy. -- 1 o ~=-- 0 ~- 0 = 45 =242 . 0 = 0 = 0 = 0 
. Nav 1 .Ac:ulcmy... 1 0 0 0 57 247 0 0 0 0 -----------·-------------~-
0 1 t t l 4 
5 1129) 1 rnn1 o a . . • • . • • 8 60.
1 
~ l, 499 I 390 S 626 4, 644 504 102 2, 321 1!J5 
a Inclutled in summary of l!tntlijtie~ of n11iversitles nnd colleges (Table IX). cNumber of students 
b Colle~e not established at last report,I880. in all departments. 
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T.AllLE X.-PART l.-Sumrna1·y of statistics of schools of science-€ontiuued. 
Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
. s "" .s .,:, 4) 4) ..... .... . l1J :;::lro ~ ~ "'"' "'~ l1J. ~ If). oj<:l ,:Sci! p:;l -~ 4)11l 4)11l ,.0~ 0 0 «>~ ~-~ 4) S-~ c p «>~ ~~ ~~ ,a-& rd rd ~:3 .Ceil 0 0 ....... States. ~:S ~:S .§ ~ F-<ri; ... . ~] rn 4) ·A"t:! AW ~ ~ 
... - .EP.., ......... ...,c s~ ~~:3 
0'd 0 ot- ..,.ra o<S e~ ""'a ~De 11)0 ~~·C """" 4lO F-<4) '+<c..: ..., .... ct>4l ~.g .,. ..... 0 - ~ 0 ~J:: ,.OI=l 'S~ 4)1TJ ~ 8 ..... ,... .eo~ g. S" ~"' ~~ 0 0 <llc:~ 8o;.. c~ 0 p c:.s s ~ 
<::>o 0~~ c ~;..., ~ H ~ l> ~ ~ 
Alabama ............... .............. ............ 2,500 $100,000 $253,500 $20,280 
--,--
$0 $0 
Arkansas .............. (a) (a) 150.000 130,000 10,400 1, 500 7,500 
California. .............. (a) (a) . (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 
Colorado ............... 50 ............. ........... 50,000 ..................... ... . ... ......... . ... . ....... 16, (100 
Connecticut ....•••..•. . 5, 000 ............... ............. 200,000 665,000 35,711 16,145 . ....... 
Delaware .............. 6,21t0 200 (a) (a) 83,000 4, 980 (a) 0 
Florida. ................. ............... ............ .......... ............ ...... 121,400 10,004 . ........ ... .... ... . 
Georgia. ................ 3,500 500 180,000 242, 202 16,954 ............. ............ 
Illinois ................. 13,000 800 400,000 319, 000 19,010 9,900 14,150 
Indiana ................ 2,730 404 300,000 340, 000 17, 000 1, 609 20,000 
Iowa ................... 4,920 352 1, 000,000 637,806 48, 136 0 24,000 
Kansas ................. 3,500 667 300 109,109 361,206 28,424 467 16,000 
Kentucky .. ............ ................ .............. ............. 110,000 l!i5, 000 9,900 2, 000 17,000 
Louisiana .............. 17, 000 242 .............. 350,000 318, 313 14,556 0 10,000 
Maine .................. 4,200 53 ............ 145,000 131,300 7,700 2,187 l, 000 
Maryland .............. ............. ......... 1,500 100,000 112,500 6,975 825 6, 000 
Massachusetts .••.•.•.. 5,200 400 522,745 507,045 23,834 57,761 
Michigan .............. 6,135 400 338,472 339,058 23,734 33, 082 
Minnesota ............. (a) . (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 
Mississippi ............ 1,350 700 218,000 227,150 11,679 131,000 
Missouri ............... 2,500 100 130,000 279,000 13,950 800 7,500 
Nebraska. .............. .............. ........ .......... .................. ........... ........ .. . ......... . .......... . ········ 
Nevada. ................ .............. ............ ........... (a) (a) . ............. ········ (a\ 
New Hampshire ....... 2, 000 800 100,000 80,000 4,800 ......... ........... 
New Jersey ............ (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 6,960 
New York ........ ~ .... (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (rt) (a) 
North Carolina .•••• . ... 2, 000 50 1, 000 b6, 000 125,000 7,500 (a) 5, 000 
Ohio .................... 2,400 337 400,000 537,868 31,622 5, 096 20,000 
Oregon ................. 500 50 500 4, 000 60,000 5, 000 0 
Pennsylvania .......... 3,500 2,350 451,616 5\JO, 000 30,000 0 
Rhode Island ........... (a) (a) (a) (a) 50,000 ................ ...................... 
South Carolina ......... 27,000 2,200 200, 000 191,000 11,500 1, 800 I 12, ;)()() 
Tenne ee .............. (a) (a) (a) (a) 405,000 24,410 (a) 0 
Tx.n ........................ 1,100 .. .. ....... ......... 260, 000 204,000 14, 280 7, JOO 
V nnont ............... (a) (a) (a) . ................... 8,130 (a) 1 ........ 
Virginia ................ 2,432 1,167 150 507,011 432, 000 25,000 o I 10, :t. 
We tVirdnia. ......... (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 
Wiscon In • ..... • •• .. •• (a) (a). (a) 200, 000 267, 000 15, 322 .............. .. 
Total............. 116,211 ~2210,9oof6.531.053 , 8, o84, 348 500,791 1oo, o93 ~~ s:!t 
U .. lfilitary.Acad my. 2 ,GOO 401 1 ........ 1 c2,500,000 1===~ ~~-0 dJ2!!,435 
U. . Na.val.Acad~my... 22,297 . ... .. . . 0 1, 357, 390 0 0 0 0 
Grand total ....... 167;-i23f7.22:i-~ 10, 900 1 10, 389, 343 1 8, 084, 348 500, 791 100,093
1 
~~ 
a Included in eummary of stati11tics of univer-
l!iti nnd ll · (Table IX). 
b Valueofbuildinrr only. 
cL Congressional appropriation. 
c Value of grounds and buildings. 
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TABLE X.-PART 2.- Snrnma.ry of statistics of schools of science. 
Preparatory depart-
ment~ Scientific department. 
<P ~ 
d .;: 
00 00 ~.,; 
Students. ~ Students. ""':8' ~-~ 
00 ..... ~ 0 ~ 0~ 
. ~ ~ .s ~ c: d ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ 
~ b ~ os ~ g ~ ~ ~ 3 8 ~] ~] 
,.Q e . ~ rn;:; bl):.. ~"" ,.c._;~· ,.Q <.> ,.Q <.> 
States. 
] t;; ~ s E'a> ~ g ~ g a ~ E § r1J a oo 
~ ~ ::>:1 ~ 8 ~ <.> ~ <.> ~ ~<11 ~ ~ 
~-~-~f}-r:-~-;--~-----~-:-::-:-::-:-::_:_:_:1---2 .... ~. =-~~- =--~ :- ~ :: ::::::::::::::::1:::::::: 
Connecticut............ ...... ........ ........ 4 20 ............................ .. 
Georgia ................. 1 ............................ ········ ............. .. ............. .. 
Indiana ................ . 1 
......... .............. .. ............ 
........... ............. ......... 
1 (249) 













New Hampshire .••..••. 
New .Jersey .•.••.••.•... 2 ............. ............ ............. 32 204 5 17 
New York ............. . 5 ........... .............. .. ............ 79 4, 287 19 I 3 ............... . 
Ohio .........••••••••••. ........ ............... ............. 15 ...... ........ ........ 12 
Pennsylvania .. :........ 8 4 780 300 91 1, 937 59 1 .... ; .. . 10 
Vermont................ 1 . .. .. . . • .. • • .. . .. . .. • . 10 20 ............................. . 
Virginia . . . . . .. .. . • ..... . . . • . . ... . • .. . . . . • .. . . 19 161 1 50 9 
Distri~:::l~~~~~~~~~ ~~: --;-~ ~~iijl::;; ~~~~(:::;,:1=:;: ~::;; 
Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
States. 
"" -~ .-d "' ~ai ~ w• ::l::l 
s-~ ,.0-+" ep.· .0: .<:<8 rn~-o 
·~~ "0~ ....a:> ~:::>. h p~ 
.So p.~ oc: 
~~ 
~b ~~ 
~.~ ~~ 2w ,t:l<J <I) rn· 
1-o so = bfJ 0 ;::~"' 
~-~ ~ ~ H 
---------1--------- - ---- --------
California ............. . 




150 ········ $50,000 ······ ............... . 
Connecticut ........... . 100 ....... . 20,000 ..................... . 
Georgia. ..................................................... . 
Indiana................ 900 . . • . . . . . . . . . . • .. 135, 000 
Massachusetts......... 6, 025 100 160, 000 
Michigan . .. • .. . ... . .. . (II) (in (b) (b) 









New Hampshire....... 2, 100 . .. . . . . . . .. . . ... cl, 700 200,000 11, 000 
Now .Jersey............ 5, 000 100 . . • • . • . . 300, 000 500, 000 30, 000 
New York............. 25, 1!JR 870 . .•..••. 2, 000,000 150,000 43,495 
Ohio . • • . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 350, ooo 
P nnsylvania ... . .. .• .. 47,046 2, 650 . . . .. .. . 505,000 130, 000 11,000 · 













Vermont. .............. 4, 000 . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . 20, 000 . ... . . . .. . .. ....... ... 1, 000 
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 5, 500 500 500 300, 000 20, 000 1, 200 7, 000 30, 000 
District of Columbia .............................................................................. . -------------1-----·1----·1--·--1--
Total ..... .". .. . . . !l7, 009 4, 470 500 3, 401, 700 3, 984, 357 181, 677 84, 104 50,200 
a Not yet orgllnizcd. c Value of apparatus. 
b Included in summary of statistics o.f universities and colleges (Table IX). 
CL REPOR'J.' OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Continued interest in industrial and scientific education is shown by largely in-
creased attendance at schools of this class., lly tho extension of their facilities for in-
struction, and by opinions expressed in public and in privat~ gatherings, in personal 
letters, and in printed clocuments. The progress of tcclmical education in this coun-
try is looked upon with surpl'ise by foreign educators and nHtnufactnrers. Our own 
people are alive to the n'ecessity of cultivating the arts of peace an'l are inquiring for 
methods of education directly preparatory to the common indnstries. Men, E:minent 
as leaders in technical education, are studying the S~,Jhools of EnrQpe and introducing 
valuable features from them into our American schools. Among tbose who l1ave re-
cently undertaken thit~ work or are nowenga.gcd in the examination of foreign meth-
ods are Prof. J. M. Ordway, A. ~r., of the Massachusetts Institute of 'l'eclmology; C. 
0. Thompson, PH. D., president of Rose Polytechnic Institute) and H. T. Fuller, A. :r.r., 
president of the Worcester l!-.ree Institute. Such results are expected of our technical 
institutions as Ron. R. )Y. Thompson, formerly Secretary of tho Navy, attributes to 
those in France. He recently said : 
They have enah1N1 l1er engineers to occupy positions in tl1e front rank among the 
mo~:~t distinguished in the world. 'l'bese, by thorough explorations, have succeeded 
in mapping ont wit.h great p:ntioularHy all her material and na.turalresonrccs. By 
this meaus and by the scientific classifientlon of he1· soils and her mineral and vege-
table products, she bas b'wu enabled to understand t.be nature and extent of her own 
resources and to shape ber policy and industries so as to develop tl1em to the utmost. 
Her wonderful success in thi:~ is ~een in the facti!\ th~t wealth and the means of anb-
sistence are more equally distributed iu France th\Ln in :-wy othet· Enropean state, 
u,nd that almost every foot of earth is made to contribute to the prosperity of a peo-. 
ple to w1wm emigration is not necess:~1·y, as in noighhol'ing nat,ions, in order to better 
their material coudi tion. · 
PUIOPAitA'fiON li'Oll l~DU&TlUAL ARTS. 
Two circulars of information were issued by this Office in 1Fl82 in I~esponse to this 
popular feollng aud demand. One prepared by Charles G. Leland, esq., of Philadel-
phia, discusseu the subject of iodust1·ia1 art in schools from u. practical standpoint. 
The experience of the autlior enabled him to "Speak clearly on the topics presented 
and to engo,ge the attention of readers to an ,l nusua.l extent. About 50,000 copies 
have been distributed to correspondents and a,pplicauts and l1ave produced tnarked 
result . The circular has been reviewed and warmly commended by educators in 
foreign countries. 1 
The other circular relating to i})(1 nstl'ial education was the preliminary report of a 
commission appointed by Queen Victoria to inquire into the iustruction of the indus-
trial clns e of certain foreign countries in technical and other branches, and the in-
fluence of the instruction on industrial pur nits. The :first report of the commission 
was on manual and technical instruction in France, with a description of the system 
of elemeutary in truction in that country. A representative of the commis ion, Mr. 
William Mather, vi. ited this country for the purpose of examining our metho<ls of 
techui al. instruction and the institution in which this department of education is 
prominent. He ob rved f:utllfully and obtained much correct and valuable knowl-
dg of our tecbui al and iuun trial schools for the use of the commission in preparing 
a :finnl r port. His report come to banu as this is going through the pre and it 
J Karl W rn r , •uvernment inspector of eohool at Salzburg, presented a review of Mr. Leland's ci~ 
cut r anll OJJ ontline of iodu hial tfforl>l in European R hoals in the Literarische Beilage der Montag 
R vu , Vienna, ~Ptil 23, 188:!. IIo iotroduc sin the beginning of his article the following sentence : 
Whil Jl oplr wen• f'ont nteclnt !In f'&rlif'r pt>riod with gi>ing in schools only 11uch bl'llnchf'R of knowl· 
{'(l~f' n tui~ht forrn tl1 ha I of u 11101 l'xh•tult!d cnlture, the rcqnircments of lif drmnndetl prn.cticnl 
fr;tinill!: fen 1hf• l' "111 , and lnlln trlnl c•tltt ·ation. Tho child , ltould, in addition to reading, wTi in~. 11nd 
1\ntllltll·lk, nl o lr nrn I ho thilw11 \1 ldch r:xf'rd~ a df't 1111inin~ infln<'nce on lift<, and knowlt>dge de-
ti\· ··I lr••lll uatm. 1 l'i~ur·e • .I!'I'O!..'l':lpb ·, 11nd hi~tory should give the futuro citizen broader view to 
CJII lit~· h 111 Ow ht·tll'r tu fnllil hi mi sion. . . , 
Hnt. h · tr:H·lwr (lirl not tl'~>t h .r ·, l t was d!'RlrPd to introduc work its If to the school, and th1s ts 
wba '" tn·uiNl 11f iu n pamJth~ I. h~· Chnrl Codfr('y Lf'lnnd , dl:rector of an industrialschoo.l in :Pbila· 
dt:II•hl . !Jo c ru . to ba~ ptactically olved n problem for which Europo is yet ha.rdly prepared. 
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION, CLI 
ably presents the conclusions and facts obtained during his tour of five months. I 
take from it some opinions a.nd expressions that will be read with great interest: 
The preeminence of the American~ in m.any branches of mechanical industry r~n­
ders it necessary to give a general vww of the character and scope of the educatwn 
in the public schools as well as to discover what provision has been.and is being made 
for technical and industrial training. The provision made for science teaching in 
the many universities and colleges not directly technical in their character, in ~he 
various States, has also required my attootion for the reason that a large proportwu 
?f the graduates of these institutions pass at once into the industrial arts after leav-
mg college. • · 
In Ame1·ica, where all institutions are founded by the people for the people, there 
is not a school or college in which may not be found the sons and daughters of the 
working classes. Not unfrequently have I found young workingmen spending a year 
at college in scientific studies, who intend to resume their manual employment after 
leavincr it. * * .,. , . 
Disappearancf! of app1renticcship.-The old system of apprenticeship bas almost ceased 
to exist in America. .,. .,. .,. The whole tendency is to engage boys as they do men, 
only for what they are worth. The evil of this will be severely felt in the future, if 
not mitigated by great changes in education, for the I't~ason that many boys are 
obliged to leave school at 14 or 15, and if they are not allowed to enter ·the skilled 
trades they will be thrown upon casua,l employments or unskilled pursuits for tem-
porary gain and a livelihood. Thus a mass of incompetent and unskilled laborers would 
grow up, incapable of going out West, and would become a drug upon tb.e l~bm; mar-
ket in the East. It is undoubtedly a shortsighted policy on the part of employers to 
discourage the employment of boys without aiding those movements which, in the 
f~m of industrial schools, would enable a boy to qualify for service at 17 years old at 
a higher rate of wages than he could probably get at that age but for this training. 
* * ~ ~ . .,. * * 
The existence and ohm·acte1· of technical institutions.-There exists in America a certain 
numl>er of high class institutions for technical and scientific training in mining, and 
civil and mechanical engineering. I am of opinion that in these branches, judging 
from my own observation, there is nothing better of the kind, though such institu-
tions ar!:l more numerous at present, in Europe. The ad vantage of the training in the 
best of them is its JJracticalness. The students feel that careers are open to them if 
only they have acquired the art of applying their knowledge; hence their ambition 
is excited and every one of them appears to be working for a definite purpose. * .,. * 
The act of Congress in conservating forever a large portion of the territorial wealth 
of the nation for the purposes of industdal and Boientific education is a )'lagacious 
scheme of statesmanship. There is providell. in eveJ<.y State at least one centre from 
which all the knowledge necessary to instruct the youth of tlJ.e State in scientific in-
dustry may radiate. That many of these colleges have drifted from the original in-
tention of the authors of the act is only a temporary evil. The tide has set in the 
other direction now, and the marked success of those colleges, such as in New York 
State, Michigan, Illinois, Missouri, Massachusetts, &c., in the direction of technical 
instruction, is gradually leading to the conversion of all. * * * 
It is probable that within a short time a,ll these institutions will become the great 
technical schools of the country, while still retaining facilities for general literary 
education. * " * 
To make the best use of a given quantity of material requires a sound knowledge of 
its properties and of its dispoHal in the a'rts and manufactures by scientific methods. 
In tltis direction the technical and science schools already instituted have accom-
plished muclr iu providin~ foremen and managers, chemists, miners, and intelligent 
employers in the engineenng and manufacturing industries. +. * .,. 
Graduates.-Many hundl'eds of younO' men have been furnished from these sonrces 
for the snperintendonce of railway works, mining operations, machine shops, and the 
textile ind·ustries, besides chemical works, glass manufactories, building operations, 
a~l'iculture, &c. I have met iu almost all tl1e manufactories I have visited-from 
nnuing, iron an(l steel manufacturing, through all the mechanic arts up to watch 
making and sewing machine manufacturing-evidences of the influence of the tech-
nical schools. 
'.rhe graduates of the various technical schools are in good repute among the iron-
masters, and employment is readily offered to those who have studied chemical and 
ruetallnrgical science. 
Deficienciles in technical education.-It is remarkable that in the great centres of the 
minin~; and iron producing districts, where also a large amount of mechauica.l con-
etructwn i carried on, as, for instance, iu Pittsburgh, Pa . .; Chicago, Ill., Detroit, 
Mich., Cleveland, Ohio, and Philadelphia, Pa., so little lias been done l>y the 
owner of large establi hments or by the town or State authorities in the direction of 
technical schools or evening science schools. These industries represent a large pTo-
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portion of the working population in those large cities, and yet the owners of works 
luLve to rely upon the scientific knowledge obtained through many institutions re-
mote from these districts. ;;. * * . 
I have not met ·with a,uy institutions for technical training having any bearing upon 
the textile in<1nstries. Tho knowledge of chemistry acquired at the various institu-
tions which I Jwve described is of course utilized more or less in dyeing, print.ing, a.nd 
blcacbiug; hut there are no schools in which the knowledge of the nature and qualities 
of Jibres anu of the vnrions processes in working up the raw material-silk, cotton, 
or il::tx- are taught. ln all the manufactur{)s into which taste and design enter the 
Americans have to rely almost entirely upon European aid~ * * * · 
Possible ?'Ctmlts of inclztsirial tmining.-If industrial training, however, is adopted 
1.Jn·oughout tbe country, the capital and labor of the future will find profitable em-
ployment without protection in tltc vast regions now opened up l1y the railways in 
a1J directions. The true source of wealth, in the resources of nature, may be drawn 
npon to supply all the comforts and necessaries of life at greatly reduced prices, so 
that the purcbasiug power of wages will be increased. ·when America abandom; tbe 
s1Jadow for the substance, her national wealth and prosperity mus~ be augmented, 
while ]Jer inclnstries will develop upon the solid and sure foundation of freedom in 
trade as in JIOliticul institutions. It is to meet her under such couuitions in friendly 
rivalry and comyctition that we must prepare ourselves. 
A re1>ort on ind nstrial education in the United States 1 was calleJ for in December, 
ll:l82, uy the Scnn.te. ;I:ts resolution was as follows: 
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior is directed to furnish to the Senate 
tho latest and fuilrst information in the possession of the Burean of Education in 
relation to technieal or i.udu!ltrial educati.on in the schools and colleges endowed in 
whole or in part by the Government of the United States, and also in other scho~ls 
in the country reporting instruc.tion in industry for either men or women. 
'l'he resolution was immediately complied with, and a report made of the objects, 
condition, and work of ins.titutions endowed by the national land grant of 1862, of 
similar :;chools not so endowed, and of enterprises for the industrial education of 
women. Many of the institutions interested had furnished accounts of their concli-
tion and work, amlin some instances plates for the illustration of their facilities and 
metJwds of instruction, so that with the material in the Office it was possible to pre-
sent a full survey of the field of industrial education. Some advances in this direc-
tion have occurred since, and they form the principal part of the subject matter of 
the subsequent pages. 
EDUCATION ;IN AGRICULTURE. 
Agricnltnral education has made perceptible ad vance during the time covered by my 
report. The indu trial colleges of the South especially have been improving their 
course of study in agriculture. Through the Northern States the number of students 
taking such courses is still small. Ron. George W. At1terton, A. M., president of the 
P nnsylvania tate College, refers to the reason for t,his, in his report for 1882 to the 
board of trustees, as follows: 
o .far a the almost uniform experience of this country goes, the market demand 
for h1gl1ly edn ated scientific men is not eo great in a,griculture as in many other em-
JJlorm. nt ·. I a71 ''market (lemand," and mean that alone. There is no field of la?or 
ll1 w[t~ch ed_ucat10n and knowledge can be more usefully and productively apphed 
than m arrnculturo i and if young men starting in ]He hacl sufficient capital they 
' ·ould ~ft n Ilr~fer. tne life of the farm to any other occupation. But the present st~te 
of our mdu. tnes JH ncb that a young man whose only capital is a good educatiOn 
fiud ha. he can use it with greater certainty of immediate returns in other pursnita 
I" ther than iu fa.rminr'. 
AGRIOULTURAL INSTRUCTION. OLIII 
thorized the purchase of a lot n.nd the erection of buildings for the station. This was 
done during the summer, and the work of the station was transferred to the new quarters 
in September. lts investigations have hitherto been mostly in the field of chemistry. 
The station at Rutgers College, New Jersey, was established in 1880, and is distribut-
ing the results of its investigations and experiments among the farmers of the State. 
'l'ho stations in Ohio and Wisconsin are more recent in their origin. The work of the 
former is classined under the four heads of grain raising, stock farming and dairy 
Jwsbandry, fruit and vegetable culture, and forestry. Preparation is made for an-
u,Jyzing fertilizers, examining the qpality of seeds, identifying weeds and other 
plants, investigating the habits of insects, and making other inquiries of a similar 
nature. The Wisconsin Agricultural. E;x.periment Station proposes to investigate ques-
. tions of special inter~st to the farmers of the State in such a manner as to make the 
results of general value. "Its S')le purpose is the discovery of new truths and laws 
which may he of benefit to agriculture." 
The experiments in practical agriculture on the farms of agricultural colleges have 
been conducted with much profit and are being more frequently undertaken. '!'hose 
mentioned in my last report as going on at the Houghton farm, Orange County, New 
York, have been continued, and instruction is being giveu in connection with them. 
Mr. Henry E. Alvord, the director, writes the following: 
One feature of Houghton farm not shown by our pamphlets is that we keep three 
ot· four young men constantly with us as farm pupils, recehing practical instruction, 
on a scientific basis, to .fit them for conducting farms of their own or managing the 
estates of others. We have had pupils from Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, 
Virginia, North Carolina, Wisconsin, England, Island of Jersey, Germany, anclJrupan. 
The courses of study in the State Agricultural and Mcchanic~tl College of Alabama 
have recently been remodelled, in order that they may include more branches imme-
diately connected with the industries of the State. A special professor of agriculture 
has been addeu to the faculty and the State agricultural experiment station has been 
established at the college. The legislature has 1nade appropriations for improving 
the farm and supplying apparatus and books. A short course in 'agriculture has 
been established for young men who cannot afford the time and expense necessary 
for the completion of the regular course of four years. An agricultural museum con-
tains nearly 700 specimens, illustrating vaJ;ioties of soils and products, and a museum 
of mechanic arts bas been commenced. 
The M1,ssouri Agricultural and Mechanical College is being conducted with renewed 
vigor by Prof. J. W. Sanborn, B. s., who was recently called from the New Hampshire 
College of Agriculture and the .Mechanic Arts. Professor Sanborn has added ·to the 
announcement for the coming year some general remarks of inter·est. Of the p;rogress 
of agricultural investigation he gives the following outline: . 
In 1804 the King of Prussia put Von Thaer in charge of tbe estate of Mregelin, of 
1,'200 acres, where tlte science and art of agriculture were taught. In H:!06 Fellenberg 
founded a school of agriculture in Switzerland that trained :3,000 students, while 
:E ranee devoted the royal palace at Grignon to agriculture. It was not, however, un-
til the three grand ch}tracters, Liebig, Boussingault, and Laws, came almost simul-
taneously into the field, about 1840, that agricultural investigation took on it.s 
present broad proportions. · Liebig's masterly genius opened up a wide field for in-
vestigation, while the latter·two gentlemen had both the genius and the talent for 
research. The former (Boussingault) has devoted a lifetime to farm research on his 
estate at Bechelbron, France, while the latter (Laws) has devoted his English estate 
to the cause of definite agricultural knowledge. Chemists, botanists, :field hands, are 
in his constant employ in a work that began in 1840 and involves an annua.l outlay of 
:15,000, and $500,000 are devoted by him to its continuance. In 1852 the first public · 
experiment station was founded at Leipzig, and this work, inaugurated by the Ger-
mn.ns, has extended until the world borLsts of 11early 150 stations, employing from 
2 to 5 scientific men each constantly. To these workers must be added hundreds of 
investigators connected with agricultural colleges or carrying on private inquiry. 
Professor Sanborn speaks of the functions of agdcultural colleges as follows: 
To familiarize t..be student with the science of farming is not the only function of 
an agricultural college. 'When properly managed, each operation of husbandry is 
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taught by field work from hot-house propagation through planting, budding, JHUB• 
ing, and the general management of horticultural products. Upon the fnnu proper, 
laying out and construction of drains, selection, management, and breeding of animals, 
grading of wool, rotations, tillage operations, and crop growth are taught by practice, 
and every attempt made to .tlx the habit of observation. Regular labor on the farm 
serves to retain a taste for farmingt especially as it is used to illustrate some princi-
ple or law involved. The intellect being called in play, farm work is divested of its 
monotony and robbed of the repressive influence -cleri ved from it when viewed as mere 
physical labor. 
The Storrs Agricnltnral School, at Mansfield, Conn., ~wes its existence to a gift of 
a farm of 170 acres, with commodious school and farm buildings, by Mr. Augustus 
Storrs, and of $6:000 by Mr. Charles Storrs, of which $5,000 were for fitt.ing the institu-
tion for work and $1,000 for drainage. These gifts were accepted by the State and an 
institution was established for the instruction of boys in the State }' in snch branches 
of scientific knowledge as shall tend to increase their proficiency in the business of 
agriculture." The full course of study requires two years of three terms each, the 
terms being twelve weeks in length. Students receive instruction both in the class 
room and on the farm. In the class room they study those branches of natural science 
which have a directly usofnl bearing on New England farming, such as general·and 
agricultural chemistry, natural philosophy, farm mechanics, surveying, botany, zool-
ogy, geology, animal physiology, niineralogy, and theoretical agriculture, stock-breed-
ing, and composition. The general principles of these sciences are taken up firstl and 
afterward their special applications to practical agricultUJ;e. Elementary English 
studies, simple ca1·pentry, am1 agricultural practice are also taught. This last sub-
ject includes the improvement of the soil by tillage, drainage, manuring, ancl irriga-
tion; the culture and handling of the various :field, garden, and orchard crops of New 
England-grass, grain, roots, vegetables, and fFuits-fi·om planting to market; the 
use, care, and repair of ftuming tools, implements, and machines; the breeding, rear-
ing, training, feeding, and use of live stock; the best methods of dairying; the busi-
ness and management of the farm in all its details; keeping accounts, inventory, 
capital, labor, rotation of crops, and systems of farming adapted to various circum-
stances, and the history of foreign agricultural methods. 
The Hampton (Va.) Normal and Agricultural Illstitute is the lea,ding institution in 
which the industrial education of the colored race is undertaken. It adopts a course 
of instruction in mechanics less expensive and more productive than those of most 
northern and western institutions. It has extensive farms on which produce for the 
school and for the markets is raised by the help of student labor. During the last year 
133 young men were employed in farming. The mechanical department of the insti-
tute affords instruction and practice to colored and Indian apprentices in carpentry, 
wheelwrighting, blacksmithing, tinning, painting and glazing, shoemaking, and har-
ness-making ; and to colored students in the operations of a knitting factory, in 
sawing and wood working in the Huntington Industrial Works, and in printing. The 
Huntington Industrial Works are employed in manufacturing lumber, mouldings, 
windows, door frames, and other building material. Two periodicals are issued from 
the printing office and mnch miscellaneous work is done. The young women of the 
institut find employment in sewini, tailoring, and making shirts. The amount earned 
atHampton by the stud nts in 1&32-'83 was $35,2 .93. Student labor is estimated 
to be 25 per cent. more expensive than common labor; but the value of training the 
hand, of indu trioua habit , and self reliance and the effect of labor on character are 
uch as to ju tify the present system. Yet the mechanical department is considered 
the mo t difficult problem of Hampton Institute. The employment and paying of 
skilled foremen and mechanics, the purchase of material, the pre-vention of wa te in 
it manufacture by apprentices, and th~ sale of products r quire persons of the hiih-
eat busine qnali1lc tion . A r ent examiuing committee, consisting of Rev. f. E. 
trieby, D. D., an J. ,f. Ward, of New York, Mr. George A. Walton and Mr . E. .L. 
Walton, of We t "ewton, Ia.<i ., and Henry W. Foote, of Boston, reported that in the 
very limitC'd time at their disposal enough "was seen to show that manual labor, a 
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a means of mental and physical training, is an essential. * * The students make 
long days, but with the varied employments little fatigue is experienced and good 
health is the rule. Thus, in addition to the knowledge and discipline received in the. 
school proper, every student lea-ves the institution with the ability to support himself 
by some useful employment." · 
PROGRESS OF~INSTRUCTION IN PRACTICAL MECHANICS. 
A course in shop practice was introduced into the Colorado Agricultural College in 
1882. Students give to it two hours a week during the winter terms o:f their prepara-
tory, freshman, and sophomore years and the same amount of time during the entire 
senior year. The kinds of work undertaken and the time assi~rned to each were as 
follows: Bench work in wood, 12 weeks; machine work in wood, 4 weeks; pattern 
making and foundry work, 12 weeks; vise work in iron, 10 weeks; iron forging, 14 
weeks; steel forging, 4 weeks.; and machine work in iron, 20 weeks. The mechanic 
shop consists of a main buildil1g 25 by 56 feet and two stories in height, with a one-
story wing 20 by 62 feet for the forge shop and its accessories. The whole is fitted up 
with an engine, wood and iron working machinery, and the proper tools and benches 
for work by hand on iron and wood, including wood carving. It is intended that 
this department of practical meehanics shall give ''a systematic and progressive edu-
cation in the use of tools and materials, combined with as much theoretical knowl-
edge as shall be deemed necessary to properly explain tho principles involved." 
A report in regard to the better development of the mechanical depru:tment of the 
Illinois Industrial Univero1ty was made to the trustees in March, 1882, by the regent, 
Selim H. Peabody, PH. D., who is himself professor of mechanical engineering and 
physics. It contains a concise statement of the condition of that department and 
the lines along which its extension seems most uesirable. He considers the province 
of the &hop to be, like that of the laboratOJ;ies, to give instruction, but finds it difficult 
to arrange the time of shop work so that the students may gain the maximum ben-
efit from it without interfering with otbe1· etudies and exorcises. The class of be-
ginners in the machine shop numbered 17 at the time of the report. The limited 
supply of tools and the distribution of room necessitated an illogical and inconven-
ient arrangement of work. The e1_ulpment consisted of 6 sets of bench tools in 
the pattern shops, 8 vises and accessories at the il'on-workers' benches, 3 fires and 
anvils in the blacksmith shop, and 8 machine tools in the machine shop. Dr. Pea-
body recommended,Jn addition to these, a supply of elementary tools: 9 sets of car-
penters' bench tools, for the pattem shop; 7 vises, with hammers, files, &c., for the 
machine shop; small lathes for wood turning; and small engine lathes, for the machine 
shop. The trustees approved of the recommendations and the department of me-
chanics is much aided by the provision for its wants. 
Purdue Univers_ity, Indiana, has been advancing its department of practical me-
chanics and perfecting its course in shop work. The important appliances added to 
the shop in 1880-'81 were 5 sets of carpenters' tools, 4 wood-turning lathes, and a 
scroll saw; in 1881-'82, 1 small machine lathe, 1 speed lathe, 3 iron-working vises 
with tools for them, 3 sets of carpenters' tools, and a circular sawing machine; in the 
summer of 1882, a large machine lathe, a set of standard gauges, and miscellaneous 
tools. Three classes of students are instructed: regular, agricultUl'al, and special. 
The agricultural students take an abbreviated course, occupying one hour a day during 
the middle term of two years. Special students enter the shops with the view of taking 
some one or more selected branches. A number of young ladies have been among the 
special students, and "they have done the same work as tbe young men, and, though 
progressing much slower, have been nearly as successful." The .special work of the 
department is separated into three distinct divisions: the "supplementary course of 
instruction," consisting of recitations and lectures; class work in the shops; and work 
in the shops outside of classes. The supplementary course of instruction occupies 
an hour daily for three terms and includes the presentation and discussion of working 
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drawings and a consideration of the uses and operations of tools and machines. 
All necessary directions are given and explanations made in regard to shop work. 
The shop exercises require two hours daily throughout the fin:~t two years of the col-
lege course, and the elementary principles of construction are involved in tbe opera-
tions performed. The students receive compensation for work done outside the regu-
lar cl:;tss hours. The quality of this work has been good, and the remuneration for it 
has aided in the payment of the expenses necessarily incurred during a college course. 
At Cornell University, the Sibley College of Mechanic Arts has received substan-
tial additions to its equipment. A foundery recently provided is being used in train-
ing men in the practical duties of the master mechanic and mechanical engineer. A 
large collection of models to illuRtrate mechanical construction, prepared under the 
eye of Professor Rouleaux, director of the Imperial School of Arts and Manufactures 
at Berlin, enables the professors to illustrate every important form oi. machine connec-
tion and mechanical movement; and many combinations and contrivances which 
would be only imperfectly understood by' the most complete drawings are shown 
clearly by these models. Specimens of American tools and machinery a.re being col-
lected with a view to setting before students examples of excellent workmanship. 
The method of instruction adopted is a combination of the constructive ancl the Rus-
sian systems. The graduates of the coll~ge are sending in gratifying reports, and 
President White, commenting on their success, says : " 'Ve shall see more and more 
of such results; more and more the State and the nation will have cause to thank the 
benefactor who has provided so liberally for the application of science to the great . 
mechanical industries of our country." 
The Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas is making commendable efforts 
to improve its department of mechanics, in which one-half of its students are re-
quired to be instmcted. Six hours of shop practice a week are required, with three 
hours of mechanical drawing. Students are taught the use and care of tools and the 
kinds of work for which each is intended. They apply their knowledge in a regular 
course of exercises and in the construction of articles for practical use a.nd the repair 
of buildings. The faculty have recommended that $4,500 for buildings and $2,800 for 
equipment be applied to the mechanical department out of a recent legislative ap-
propriation. 
MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS. 
Manual training schools have been established in connection with the Massachu-
setts Institute of 'rechnology at Boston and Washiugton University at St. Louis. 
The establishment of a school of this kind is being discusse!l earnestly in Baltimore 
by members of the city school board :tnd others and is urged by leading daily papers. 
lu Chicago an association has been incorporated for· the purpose of providing a manual 
training school in that city. The object of the school is stated in the articles of in-
corporation to be- · 
in tnwtion and practice in the use of tools,· with such instruction u.s may be deemed 
n:ce sa.ry_ in matl?-mnatics, drawing, and the English branches of a high school course. 
'Ih toolmstructlon as at present contemplated shall include carpentery, wood turn-
ing, 1Jattern makiog, iron chipping and filing, forge work, brazing and soldering, the 
11 f machine sltOJJ tools, and such other instruction of a similar character as it may 
b d me(l ad vi able to add to the foregoing from time to time, it being the intention 
to divide the orking Jwurs of the students as nearly as possible equally between 
ma.onal and mental ex rei es. · 
A fund of 100,000 has Leen secured, a suitable lot of land purcha ed, an architect 
nrraged to complete plan: for buildings, and a director chosen. The board of trnste , 
'ith Hon. E. W. Blatchford as its president, is such a body of men as will not allow 
any failure in th nterpt'i e committed their care. 
'!he succes of the 'chool of ~fecbauic Arte of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech· 
nology and of the Man al '!raining School of Washington University hn.s be n 
lOalk tl, and is becoming more vident as operations and results of the schools are 
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better known. Testimonies to their efficiency and value are given by those who 
have been in a position to observe their methods and work. Three quotations with 
regard to the St. Louis Manual Training School are given below, the first from Gov-
ernor T. T. Crittenden, of Missouri; the second from Prof. C. M. Woodward, director 
of the school; and the third from Ron. William G. Eliot, D. D., chancellor of Wash-
ington University. Governor Crittenden says: 
Th~ old system of apprenticeship is about at an end, and it is necessary, if we p~o­
pose to protect the interests of our indnstrie"s and consult the welfare of our youth, 
to devise some means for their proper training. In our ordinary and more advanced 
schools the only vocations aimed at and in which positive interest is aroused m;e 
commerce, buying and selling, banking, reckoning accounts, keeping books, and the 
so-called "learned professions." The ordinary school boy gets the idea that it re-
quires no education to be a mechanic; hence. he aspires to what is called a higher 
profession, a higher avocation, and fooli.shly l13arns, from vicious sources, to despise 
both craft, and craftsman. If this pernicious tendency can be corrected and the 
dignity of skilled labor and skilled workmen be maintained by the introduction of 
manual training into grammar schools of high. grade, great good will be accomplished. 
I have no hesitancy in directing attention to this manual school as one of our edu-
cational ornaments, worthy ot the patronage of our sons and the respect of our 
citizens. · 
Professor Woodward says: 
The zeal and enthusiasm of the students have been dev~loped to a,most gratifying 
extent, extending into all the departments of work. The variety afforded by the 
daily program has had tbe moral and intellectual effect expected, and an unusual 
degree of sober earnestness has been shown. The wholesome moral etl:'ect of a course 
of training which interests and stimulates the ardor of the student is most marked. 
Parents observe the beneficial influence of occupation. The suggestions of the dp,y 
fill the mind with healthy thoughts and appetites during the leisure hours. Success 
in drawing or shop wvrk has often had the effect of arousing the ambition in mathe-
matics and history, and vice versa. . 
The following is from Chancellor Eliot: 
. One other feature of our young institution (and thus far, as I believe, peculiar to 
it as a university) must be dwelt upon with emphasis, though very briefly. It is the 
manual training school, which now has a hundred student workmen busily engaged 
in acquiring the elements of a sound mental education at the same time with practi-
cal training in the use of tools, to fit them for intelligent application of skilled labor 
in whatever direction the growing industries of manufactories and workshops may 
require. Old-time edqcators doubtless smile at tb.e idea of a university saddling 
itself with a workshop as altogether beneath its di~nity, but we think it high time 
for the clear recognition of the equal dignity of skilted industries with the so-called 
professional pursuits. Let education go into the workshops and it will so dignify 
them. T)le educated mechanic is the peer of the statesman, and from the union of 
his bead and hand work comes a large part of the civilizing agencies of the nineteenth 
century. .. . 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. 
A course in elecprical engineering is to be offered by Cornell University at the be-
ginning of the next college year and one was. established last year at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology., This movement is in response to "a real demand 
for men educated to take part in the great interprises called into being by the develop-
ment and application of ele'ctrical energy." The course in the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology is an alternative course in physics, differing from the one previously 
existing chiefly in the continued study of electricity, instead of a pursuit of other 
branches of physics, and in the introduction, in place of chemical analysis, of a con-
siderable amount of practice in mechanical engineering in the laboratory and the 
workshops. It is intended to impart a knowledge of the theory of elecricity suffi-
ciently extensive to prepare for ordinary electrical work and advance~ ~:~tudy. In-
struction will be given in the various methods of electrical testing, and particularly 
with regard to land and submarine telegraphy, the telephone, electric lighting, the 
electrical transmission of power, and acoustics as involved in telephony. The study 
of electricity is being given special and increased attention in several other scientific 
institutions. 
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A NEW POL YTECllNIC INSTITUTE. 
A technical school of a high order was opened a.t Terre Haute, Ind., in March. It 
received Hs generous endowment from Mr. Channcey Rose, and was named in his 
honor the Rose Polytechnic Institute. The steps taken preparn,tory to opening the 
institute were stated by the secretary of the board of managers, SamuelS. En,rly, A.M., 
. and I insert from his paper the paragraphs relating to the proceedings immetliately 
prior to the organization. of the school: 
Finding themselves, by the receipt of the specific legacy, possessed of funds -which 
yielded an income of about $25,000, the managers felt tha.t the time had come when 
they might take the necessary measnres for opening the institttte. Their :first im-
portant step was the election of Dr. Cilarles 0. Thompson, of Worcester, Mass., to 
the presidency of the faculty. This occurred on the 20th of February, 1882, and the 
president of the board, with t.he secretary anfl General Charles Croft, visited Wotcester 
for a personal conference with Dr. Thompson. Toward the end of March he accepted 
the appointment, and immediately began the work of selecting a faculty and prepar-
ing a detailed plan for tile organization of the school. Professors of chemistry, of 
elementary and the higher mathematics, ancl of drawing and the superintendent of 
the machine shops were chosen and accep~ed. Those whose services were necessary 
reported for duty as soon as their prior engagements admitted, aud by. the end of 
the summer of 1882 great progress had been made in the work of preparatiOn. It was 
found that a small claM could be provided for by the beginning of March, 1883, and 
in August of 1882 circulars· were published inviting applications for admission . 
.An opportunity for the purchase of the apparatus and library of the late Dr. John 
Bacon, of Harvard College, was availed of by the board, and a most admirable col-
lection of instruments and of scientific books was addecl to the resources of the school. 
Power, machinery, and tools for the shop were purchased by Mr. EdwardS. Cobb, 
the superintendent, under the sanction of a committee composed of Messrs. Peddle, 
Nippert, and Cox; cases for the mineralogical spe.cimens were construc~cd after the 
plans of Pro£. Charles A. Colton, of the department of chemistry, and the elegant collec-
tion was mounted, la1Jelled, and stored under his skilled labors. Shelving for the 
library, designed by Prof. Clarence A. Wa.ldo, the future librarian, was provided, and 
the early purchases c,>f the board and the Bacon library were catalogued by the secre-
tary and arranged by members of the faculty. Large additions to the library and 
apparatus were made by President Thompson, who had sailed for Europe, in July of. 
1ti82, for study of the methods and progress of technological instruction in the more 
advanced schools abroad. Tables, easels, models, in brief, all the required appliances 
for the department of drawing were procured upon the suggestions of Prof. William 
L. Ames, of that department, and by the time anticipated everything was in readi-
ness f01: the opening. On the 6th of March candi(lates for admission wel'e examined, 
and a class of twenty-five members selected from the most proficient. 
The condition of the school is shown by the following clauses from a proliminary 
announcement by tpo president, Charles 0. Thompson, PII. D.: 
In accordance with tile directions of the founder, the institute offers a good 1'5duca-
tion based on the mathematics, physieal sciences, living languages, and drawing, and 
familiarity with some form of applied science or of haudicrafli. The course of study 
is so planned that every stndent spends a fixed portion of his time in learning the ~le­
ment of the bu inoss or profession that he designs to pursue after gmdnating; this 
part of his work is called practice. 
Recitations, lectures, laboratory work, and drawing are of uniform kind and amount 
for all students; exercises in practice are wi<lely d itl'erent, depending 1tpon tile de .. 
partment elect d by the scuden . The general course of study does not differ e en-
ti Uy from that pur ned in other polytechnic schools. 'l.'be practice is offered in the 
following d partwcnts: Iecbanic , civil engineering, chemist:J.;y, physics, drawing, 
and dcsi ~n. The cboic of a department is ruade by each student soon after cnterirJg, 
under the ad vi ·e of the facnlt. . A department of mining engineering wlll be or-
ganized a soon a po. ihl , an<l duly aunouuc d. 
In the hop i an as. i'D1blagc of rooms in which iron aml wood working tools and 
mach in ry, arran,cc1 ·ith rc f 'tf>ncc to inst ruction hy means of construction, are pro-
vided for he u: e f tb atnc1 nt. 'lhc wood-room, boi1er uncle1wine rooms, ur i.u 
order; the iron-r om audforg~ . hop will be in order hefore ptemb~r 1, 1 3, n a.ll th 
r ~qui. ito tool 'r nov nnd r ontra t. · tb!Lt stud nts in mechanics 'ill onjoy the 
~dvau.ta( of practi ing in large, wcli lighted, manufacturing machine shop, wllich 
eqUipped w1th the b ·.t mod ·r11 tools and machinery. 
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INSTITUTIONS NEEDED FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 
The accomplishment of the industrial education of a nation can c;mly result from 
a system of instruction begun in the elementary schools and carried up to the most ad-
vanced institutions. Prof. Robert H. Th1v-ston, A. M., c. E., of Stevens Institute 
of Technology, Hoboken, N.J., hns propared an outline of the reqnirements of such 
a system, which shows bow much remains to be accomplished in this country for 
technical education. He says: · 
Such a plan to be satisfactorily complete must comprehend-
(1) A common school system of general edueat.ion whichsbnll give all ymmg children 
tuition in the three studies which are the foumiation of all education, and which 
shall be administered under compulsory law, a,s now generally adopted by the best 
educated nations and states on both sides the Atlantic. 
(2) A system of special adaptation ofthisprimaryipstruction to iheneedsofchildren 
who are to become skilled artisans or who are to become unskilled laborers in de-
partments which ofter opportunities for their advancement when their intelligence 
and skill prove their fituess for such llromotion to' the position of skilled artisans. 
Such a syst.em would lead to the adoption of reading, writing, and spelling books in 
which the terms pecnliar to the trades, the methods of operation, and the technics of 
t.he industrial arts shonlcl be given prominence, to the exclusion, if necessary, of 
words, phrases, and reading matter of less essential importance to them. 
(3) A system of trade sclwols,in which general and special instruction shoultl be given. 
to pupils preparing to enter the several leading industries, and in which the princi-
ples underlying each industry, as well as the actual and essential manipulations, 
should be illustrated and taught by practical exercises until the pupil is given a good 
knowledge of them and more skill in conducting them. This series should include 
schools of carpentry, stone cutting, blacksmithing, machine work, &c., ·weaving 
schools, schools of bleaching and dyeing, schools of agriculture, ¢c. 
( 4) At least one polytechnic school in every State in the Union, in which the scieilces 
should be taught and their applications in the arts indicated and. illustrated by 
laboratory work. In this school the aim shonld be to give a certain number of stu-
dents a thoroughly scientific education and training, preparing them to make use' of 
all new dis~overies and inventions in scie11ce and art, and thus to keep themselves in 
the front rank. 
TAllLE XI.-SCIIOOLS 01!' THEOLOGY. 
The following is a compara.ti ve statement of the number of school~ of theology (in-
cluding theological departments) reporting to this Bureau each year from 1873 to 1882, 
inclusive, with the number of professors and number of students: 
1873. 187.4. 1 1875. I 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 1881. 1882. 
----------~----- -.--
Numbor ofinl!titntions ..... 110 113 123 124 124 125 133 142 144 145 
Number of 1nstructors .. .... 573 579 615 580 564 577 600 633 624 712 
NumlJer of students ........ 3, 838 4, 356 5, 234 4, 268 3, 965 4, 320 4, 738 5,242 4, 793 4, 921 
·-- --- --
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Statistical su1nmary of schools of theology. 
Denomination. 
:Roman Ca.t.holic ............................................................... ~ ... . 
Baptist ............................................................................ .. 
Protestant Episcopal ............................................................ .. 
Lutheran ........................ ~ ............................. ~ ................. . 
Presbyterian ..................................................................... .. 
Congregational. .................................................................. .. 
Methodist Episcopal .................. : ........................................... . 
Christian .................. , ....................................................... . 
Reforme<l ................................... ~ .................................... .. 
Universalist ..................................................................... .. 
United Presbyterian ............................................................. .. 












German Methodist Episcopal . .. .. . • .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. .. .. 2 
New Church . .... • • ................................................................. 2 
Free-Will :Baptist ............... · ......................................... ... ...... . 
Methodist Protestant .................... .' ........................................ . 
.African Methodist Episcopal . .. .. .. .. . . • .. . .. • .. • .. . . .. • .. • .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . • . 2 
Unitarian1 .................................................... 1 ........... ......... . 
M~thodist Episcopal South ....................................................... . 
Reformed (Dutch) .................... , ........................................... . 
Cumberland Presbyterian ........................................................ .. 
Wesleyan' ........................................................................ .. 
United Brethren .................................................................. . 
Evangelical Association ....................................... . ........ . ......... . 
























































Total........................................................................ 145 712 4, 021 
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TADLE XI.- Summa1'!J of statistics of schools of theology. 
Students. Libraries. Property, income, &.c. 
States. 
-----;-----1--1--~ ----------------------
Alabama ......... . 5 
California ..•...••.. 13 3 
Colorado........... 1 4 
Connecticut. .. • .. . 3 32 11 
Gt>orgia............. 2 2 1 
89 .. .. ...... ...... 2, 284 175 $17, 000 $5,000 $3,450 
12 6 6 10, 000 2, 300 104, 000 149, 230 6, 370 
177 13 123 39 46, 000 8, 000 540, 000 321, 031 27, 714 
13 .......................... . ......... ..... . 20,000 ....... . 
Illinois . . .. .. . . . .. . 20 94 19 554 8 134 75 41, 950 1, 000 558,710 1, 041,181 62,370 
Indiana ........... . 
Iowr .............. .. 
Kansas ... ....... .. 
Kentucky ....... .. 
Louieiana ..•.....•. 
Maiue ........... .. 
Maryland ......... . 
Massachusetts ... .. 
Michigan ........ .. 
Minnesota ... •••••• 
Mississippi ...... .. 
11 




2 9 5 
6 31 




Missouri........... 4 19 2 
Nebraska.......... 1 2 
NewJersey........ 5 38 18 
New York ......... 14 75 26 
North Carolina .. .. 2 8 
Ohio .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 13 52 19 
Pennsylvania...... 14 84 23 
South Carolina..... 2 
65 .......................................................... .. 
57 2 6 .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • . 14, 049 48, 611 4, 075 
0 0 0 .......................................... .. 
174 16 4 19 29, 900 154 65, 500 362, !!95 31,809 . 







17 18, 500 375 105, 000 193, 000 12, 000 
4 76, 000 2, 045 145,000 ................. . 
241 48 75 76,350 
49 3 3 2, 000 
1,649 
200 
731, 835 1, 612,972 98,397 
55, 000 3, 700 
41 5 ............... . 40,000 
20,000 
50,000 4,000 
30 . .............. . 300 
197 40 13, 250 
8 0 0 50 
294 204 101 89, 988 





2 2, 500 
74 40,100 
537 113 94 102, 593 
33 .... ...... ...... 1,300 




2, 734 938, 586 1, 673, 571 89, 368 
3, 115 1, 668, 000 ~. 215, 012 129, 823 
200 ........................... . 
200 317,000 415,000 22,100 
1, 281 410, 870 1, 000, 628 58, 400 
70 25, 000 22, 000 
'l'ennessce . .. .. . . .. 6 38 227 16 9 23 3, 500 . 58, 000 2, 500 11, 549 
Texas ............. 2 20 ............ .................... ....................... . ... . 
Virginia. . -... . . . • • . 4 18 162 39 34 26, 300 1, 100 255, 000 250, 000 15, 000 
Wisconsin... .. .. .. 4 30 1 166 6 23 21 16, 900 · 862 238, 250 57, 000 2, 400 
Dist. of Columbia.. 2 1 75 9 .. • .. . .. ..... . .. 40,000 25, 000 
Total .• : ....... i45 m 164 4,781 lAO 1,228 771720,576- 25,68016,ill,sooj~ 582~ 
TADLE XII.-SCIIOOLS OF LAW. 
The following is a statement of the number of schools oflaw reporting to this Bureau 
each year from 1873 to 18 2, inclusive, with the number of instructors and number of 
students: 
1873. 1 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 1881. 1882. 
------------------
~umber of institutions ...... 37 38 43 42 43 50 49 48 47 48 
Numb r of instructors ....... 158 181 224 218 1 175 106 224 229 229 • 24!) 
Number of sLuucnts ......... 12, 174 2, 5851 2, 677 2, G04 1 2, 811 I 3, 012 1 3, 019 I 3, 13i I z, 227 3, 079 
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TABLE XII.-Summary of BtatisticB of Bchools of law. 
States. 
Alabama .•••.•••. 










Connecticut ••••. . 
Georgia.......... 2 
Illinoia ........... 4 
Indiana.......... 2 
Iowa ............ . 
Kansae ......... .. 
Kentucky ...... .. 
Louisiana ....... . 
Maryland ...... .. 
Mae!l&<lhusette ••. 
Miohlgan .•••.•••. 
Miseilll!lppi. .... .. 
lli8110uri ....... .. 
Nebraska ....... . 
NewYork ....... . 
North Carolina .. . 






Students. Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
• ~ ~t I ~£ • i § ~ ~ !i 
.g ..,~ s ~~ ~ :: ~ ..g 't:l ;e~ 
(j ~ 1l! -~ ~ ~ ; .e § ~ ~.,; ~..; ';; ~ 
~ "' 'tl a~ ... o ~..: e.3 't:l --= :;~ : 1 ~ -~ ; ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ j ~ e 3 
o ~ -P ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c~ ~ o "[§ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 'S ~ ] g ~ ·z ~ 
0 :e ~ ... .a r- ~ ;:1 Q ~ 8 ~ g 
0 ~ ~ C5 ~ ;j p. ~ H ~ 
--3 ----; ==~=======r~~== 
2 136 20 30 .. .. . • .. ... .. . . .. .. .. .. $100, 0(!0 $7, 000 ........ 
16 85 55 21 8, 000 .. .. .. . . .. • .. .. . 10, 000 GOO $i, 333 
8 12 7 7 ..................... ... .................. ...... .. 
21 194 42 75 . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. • .. • . • .. . • • .. . • . . . . .. . . .. . 8, 500 
11 72 















135 3, 000 300 .................................. .. 
30 ...... .......... .......... ........ 175 
20 ................................................ .. 
11 26, 000 .. .. .. $10, 000 ............. ... .. 
30 ........ ..... . 20,000 . ................ .. 
,:: 1':: ::: ·~~~: . "~'~ :::':·:::: :::·:~:~: 
45 4, 043 45 30, 000 10, 000 ........ 
220 13, 650 
800 
50 30,000 ................ .. 
100 .......................... .. 










TABLE XIII.-SCHOOLS OF 1\IEDICem. 
Thefollowin ia a comparativ-e tat ment of the unmuer of schools of merlirin , den· 
tistry, and pharmacy reported to the Office each year fl'Om 1 7J to 18d2, ilH;ln i vo, with 
the numb r of in tractor and students: 
---------- 1873. 1 1874. 1 1675. 1 1876. 1877. ~ 1870. 1880. 1~ 18~. 
Number of institntions .... J 94 99 106 102 106 106 114 120 1 126 134 
... ~ombrofintructor ...... l 1,l4 J,121 1 1,172 1 1, 201 1,278 1,337 1,405 1,660 1,746 l,Ol6 
Number of stud nt . • • .. ... 8, G81 , 9, 005 9, 971 10, 143 11, 225 11,830 113, 321 14, OOG 
1
14, 536 , 15, 151 
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TABLE XIII.- Su.mmary of statistics of schools ()f 'ntedioine, of dentistry, and of phat·macy. 
1. R egular. 
Alabama ....... .. 
Arkansas ...... .. 
California ....... . 
Colorado ......... . 
Connecticut ..•... 
Georgia ........ .. 
Illinois .......... . 
Intliana ......... . 
Iowa ............ . 
Kentucky ...... .. 
Louisiana ..•.•. _. 
Maine .......... .. 
M. ryland ...... .. 
Massachusotts .. . 
Michigan ...... .. 
Minnesota .....••. 
M issonri. ...... .. 
N curaska ...... .. 
New Hamp~:~bire .. 
NewYork . . ...... 
North Carolina .. 
Ohio ........... .. 
Orl'gon ........ .. 
P r·JITI!l,Ylvnnia ... . 
Svull1 Car. limt .. . 
Tennc!<eeo ...... . 
Vermnut. ..... .. 
Vir~inia. . ....... . 



















































































Libral'i es. Property, income, &o. 
21 500 .. .. .. $150, 000 $0 .... •••. $3,500 
5 ............ .. 
27 1 ............ .. 
12,000 
130, 000 















































4, 037 200 
0 
1, 420 50 
20 
125, 000 .......... -..... 5, 000 
240, 000 .. • .. • .. . . • .. • .. 62, 252 
4, 500 . -...... . . .. • • • • 3, 697 
50, 000 .. • • • • .. .. .. • • .. 11, 700 
162, 000 . • • • • • • . . • • . • • • . 13, 963 
so. 000 I 0 21, 405 
1~~: ~~~ . -~·- ~~~ ..... ~~~. 2:: :~~ 










6, 000 335 
307, 000 50, 000 
40, 000 
160, 300 1, 000 
12, 000 



















Total.. ••••. ~ 1,:"!14 1 0,5~3-sr,] 13,017 4o,o57 J,Oll 2,7l:!,SOO :li!J,21'3 ""l8.2u0 I 41i6,000 
== ===,==== = === ==--====== 2. Eclect ic. 
Cnlif.,111ia... ..... . 1 JO 32 4
81 
13 . . ...... ... • . . 20,000 . .• • •• . . . . • ..... 3, 500 
G1wr~ia... . ....... ll 01 24 'i , ooo . . • .. . .. ... • • • • • 2, 700 
IllilJ{)i.B....... .... 1 J4 157 43 41 . .. . • • • . . ••• • . 75, 000 . . . . . .. . . .. . .. • . 7, 500 
~::::~~_::-:: ::::: : I ::1:: ::: : ~ ::-::: _ :: :~: :::::: _ :::: ::::::::: ; ::· ~~~: :::::::: ::1.:::, 
li nmi . ........ 1 
1
. 10 12f\ ........ 40 100 0 .......... ........ 0 G,OOO 
N ·w rorlc ...... 2 30 230 25 87 1, 300 200 46, 000 ........ ........ 12,107 
Ohio ...... ..... .. 1 8 272 .. • .. • .. 100 ...... •. .... .. 80, 000 0 ........ 
1 
30, ooo 
TotJll.. ..... , 1o 1 100 ~ -, 8~ a12 1, 400 2oof228.6oof3.ooo (:-~~= 62,807 
-.--=1---:--1~ -~ ~  --==· -
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TABLE XII!.- Summary of BtatiBticB of Bclwo7B of medicine, 4"c.-Continued. 
Students. . Libraries. Proport.y, income, &.c • ,, 





'"' c!) ,Q 
s = 
~ 
I. MEDICAL 'AND 
SURGICAL-Cont'd. 
3. Homreopathi1. 
llllnois .••••••••. . 2 38 501 42 H6 400 . • • • • • $125, 000 $22,500 
Iowa....... • . . . • . 1 8 44 3 34 300 20 . • • • • . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • . l, 000 
Massachusetts . . . 1 29 110 34 - 1, 800 110, 000 •••.••••••••••••••• · •••. 
:::~:;~. :::::::: 1 1~ ~~ 3 ~: : ~::::::j:::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ···;.-~~~ 
NewYork" •••••••. 2! 45 1!13 4 i 4~ I 30 9 ·········- ~· ······· ~ ········ ~ 2,100 
Ohio . . • . • . • • • • • • . 2 28 188 . • • . • • • . 95 . • . . . . . . . . • • • . 25, 000 .••.•••••••••••..• .' .• • · · 
Pennsyh'ania . • • . 1 20 145 . •• . • • • . 57 2, 000 •••• •• 50, 000 . • • . • • • . . • •• • ••. 12, 0<'0 
Total ••..•. . lills8 ---;:3o9 --64 437 4, 530 29 "3iD.O"Oof~-:l=~f4o:5oo 
===~==== -====:% ===·=::z::::====== 
II. DENTAL. 









0 8 20 20 
15 ............. . 
1, 50() 
1, 500 
$0 $0 4,240 
•• 513 
••• • • a • •• ••••• • "'•• • • • • • • • • • • • '"'• •• •• • •• •• •• • •• • • • •••• ., • • • • ••• • •• •••• • ••••• • • • 
39 89 10 47 . • • . • • • • • • • • • • 10, 000 • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 8, 000 
36 83 2 21 64 • • • • • • 8, 000 0 • • • • • • • • 11, 000 
Michigan . • . . . • • . 1 8 75 32 .•••.••••.••••... •.••••••.••. ••••• _. •••••. • • • • · • • · 
Mi11sonri. . • • . • • • . 3 42 25 4 6 • • • • • • • . • • • • • . 1, 000 . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 2, 558 
"'ow York....... 1 22 138 7 30 . ••••••. •••••. . ••. ...• •• •••••••• 0 12,832 
Ohio............. 1 1 13 1 70 ~-- ······ ~ 38 ~ ····· ••. •••••• 15,000 .••••••. ········1 7, 000 
l'ennl!.vlvania .... 3 52 216 ..•.•• ; . 100 4, 000 .•••••..• ..••.....•.••• ..••. ,... 19,657 
T nne1111 o........ 2 33 65 1 26 2, 000 3 50, 000 . • . . • ••. 1, 568 4, 200 
Total.. ..... _1~1 2i~_l 82~~--2~1 323 1 6, o~l 23- 87, ~~ ...... -:-:-1 1, 568 I 74, o~ 
III. PIIAIDIACI\1 • -~-----=------ r---------~---
Com .. ::::": . . . . • . 1 I < 47 15 . • • . . • • . • • . • . . a, ooo .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, '" 
Illinoi~.. .•. •. .. . . 1 168 27 .• .. . ••. ••••.. 3, 000 300 12 . ••• · ··· 
l{ eu tn <'ky.. . .. . . . 45 14 1W 13 7, 000 . • • . . •• . ••••••.. 1, 700 
JAni!liana . • • . . • • . . . • • . . • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • . 9 .• •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • · .. 
:M:.r_,· l:md........ 9R 17 300 25 8, .000 ••••• , ••.•••••.. 4,060 
da~":whu . tt11... 4 102 12 3, 400 100 6, 000 5, 000 300 5, 000 
Mkldt:nn . .. . . .• . 13 100 40 · ..•.•••..•.••..••. .. .........•...••••• .. ·••••• ·· 
)li, nnri .. . . .. .. . 1 
1 
4 102 27 ..•..••. •••••. 3, 500 . ....•.. ......•. 4,500 
··t·wfork ........ 2 1 10 3i3 70 1, 145 100 71,000 1,500 60 15, 
Ohi() . • . • . • . •• • • . . l I 3 !Jii 23 450 25 ] , 000 2, 
1' ·un ~lvanin . . . . 2 407 158 .••••••. .•.• .• 75,200 0 0 1,100 
~i.0~of olo!JJbi~ . 1 ! ~ :::::::: ~ ····;~~t:::: : ····;:~~- ······~t·····~· ···~~~~~ 
Total •••••.• . .!_5 68 1, 592 ~~  5, 69:! 263 - ~ 180, 200 6, 80~~ 37!:,!2 
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Stnuents. Libraries. Property, income, &c. 
-------:,------------------------------
TOTALS. 
Medical and sur· 
gical: 
Regular...... 80 1, 314 10, 523 851 3, 617 40, 057 1, 011 $2,713, 800$321, 283$18, 209 $456, 600 
Eclectic...... 10 100 907 80 312 1, 400 200 228, 600 3, 000 . • • . . • . . . 62, 89'i" 
Homooopathic 11 188 1, 309 64 437 4,530 29 310,000 ........ ...... •. 40,500 
DentaJ. . • . . . • . . . . . 18 276 820 24 323 6, 084 23 87, 000 • . • • • • • • 1, 568 74, 000 
Pharmaceutical.. 15 68 1, 5!l~ I 2 427 5, 695 263 180,200 6, 800 372 38,219 
Grand total •. mll,946fi5.rnj~15,ii6 57,7661,526 3~;600 331,083 20,149 672,216 
REVIEW OF PROGRESS IN 1\IEDICAL EDUCATION. 
The course and progress of medical education since the date of my last report, ·like 
many other objects of human effort, are partly cheering and partly depressing. If, 
indeed, we look too long at the temporary hindrance~:~ in the way of many laudable 
endeavors we are apt to become discouraged; yet the point that we have reached 
already is the net result of many past advances and retrogressions, nor is there any 
worthy end to which ,we may not hope in time to attain by wisdom, perseverance, and 
courage. 'fhe history of medicine in this country when written will exhibit many 
illustrations of this truth; one of these, for the comfort of desponding .medical edu-
cators, is here mentioned. In our day, when medical men endeavor so scrupulously 
to conform to tlie requirements of medical associations and to the dicta of professional 
"codes of ethics," the condition of affairs sixty-five years ago, as described by the 
venerable Dr; J. L. Atlee in a recent address, ~eems barbarous: 
In my day, previous to the establishment of medical societies throughout the coun-
try and the organization of the American Medical ·Association and the general adop-
tion of \he code of ethics, I sa' many disastrous effects from the want of brotherly 
conside1·ation and kindness. '!'he medical men of that day were often in difficulties; 
patients woulrl be taken fi·om one ph~rsician to another without ceremony; and so 
great wa~:~ the jealousy existing between Jphysicians] that for more than twenty yean 
after my grad nation it was impossible to form a medical society in my native city and 
county [Philadelphia], uecause there were so many aspirants for the honors. Here 
lot rup, speak of some of the clifficnlties I bad to encounter in my early professional 
life. Insteau of being taken iu hanu by the older physicians, every obstacle was thrown 
in my path: consultations were refused and the treatment of my patients unfavorably 
criticiso<.l. Dy tbe establishment of medical societies and the adoption of the code of 
ethics a wonderful change has been effected.l 
The future of medical education will show au improvement as great as the past has 
shown in medical ethics and demeanor. '!'he necessity and the advisability of educa-
tional reforms must be argued patiently and their personal advantage m~nifested 
without possibility of error; the more widely these efforts are made the more surely 
and speedily the incredulous and the indifferent will be convinced. Reform in med-
1 The Medical Gazette, New York, June 5, 1883. 
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ical education can be attained only by compliance with the laws of human nature; in 
this as in ev!3ry other subject of public interest the minority before prevailing must 
become the mnjority. 
When analyzetl from the standing point of historical development, all the cnrrcnt 
questions relating to medical education may be grouped under four genera1 heads: 
(1) those relating to qnalifications for the stmly of medicine; (2) those resprctin~ 
the quantity and method of medical instruction; (3) those respecting the licensin;.r 
of practitioners; and ( 4) those respecting the number, government, auu support of 
medical schools. 
CO:KDITION IN COLO~IAL TIMJJ:S. 
During the colonial period of our history medical education received only the scant 
attention that might be expected from a people of vigorous physique, occupied in 
clearing and settling an enormous territory and free from most of the diseases that 
afflict humanity of lower vitality and under less favorable conditions. The thinly 
settled coast between the Kennebec and the Savannah Rivers contained, in 1776, 
about 3,000,000 inhabitants, for whose medical service there were about 3,000 prac-
titioners. Perhaps 500 of these were in possession of a medical or surgical degree. 
There were exactly 51 graduates from the two medical schools then existing in the 
country; the others were graduates or licentiates of Edinburgh, Aberdeen, London, 
Leyden, Paris, or Padua. Persons desiring before 1765 to study medicine were forced, 
in most cases, to content themselves with the instruction of a "preceptor;" few were 
able to incur the expense of a long absence in Europe. It is obvious that the stand-
ard of medical education as it is understood now was not high; yet the absence of 
medical schools, societies, dissections, and text books was replaced by an almndance 
of practical instruction: indentures usually ran for five or six years; students prepared 
the forms of medicine now common in apothecaries' shops and compounded their pre-
ceptors' prescriptions; they were obliged to bleed, cup, pull teeth, dress WIJumls, 
spread poultiees, gather herbs, and perform a great part of the work now divided be-
tween the physician, the druggist, and the nurse; they visited invalids in company 
with their preceptors and often treated cases under their supervision. Yet more than 
this, they were often obliged to become flu ut Latinists, because tc_· t books, lectmes, 
and studentR' notes wer chiefly iu tlJat lauCTuage as 13.te as 17f>0; t1ms it happened that 
young men oft u studied the cla. sics at the same time that they studied medicine, or 
were pretty thoroughly trained to r ad and speak Latin hcfore t.hey began their pro-
fcMionalstU<U . The early colonial physician often combined other functions with 
tho e of he ling: ometime he was a minister of the gospel, sometimes a farmer, a 
hopke p r, or a mechanic; iod <l, he may have combined all tlJese duties. While 
the progrc s of events has endowed the American rural and villa.ge practitioners with 
somewb· t better chances for medical training, it is still true that many of them are 
farmer8 or drurrgi ta. The le t1 w althy, less populous, and less educated parts of the 
nati n . till bound in m dieal m n ... ho lHtve nev r entered the doors of a medical 
cboolor atth mos have contented th m elve with one course of lectures. 
Tit, arl~· conc1Wou of American life al o fostered two ot.her halJits in tlJe pul>lic 
minrl , ' hi h hav re ult din rion vil , : private person recommend favorite r ru-
edir . m· 1 tnlln. t 11 ir fri n<l!i and" pa 11t medicin s" are bought and swallowed in 
1· c - . profu ion. Th ·ntortalit. resnltingfromthefu··t mention •lhauitprobablydoe 
1wt c· ~c · ~l. hnn<lred· annually, butthef< tal results ofthe other propensity number 
thon . anrl. ~-, •ry y ar. When th number f proft ed and r pon ible m di u.l prac-
titiouc·r wa . mall and their g n ral qualifi cations were low, such practice w re 
·x ·n . hJ :n.rl in m· ny ca lle 011 voidabl , lmt at tlte pr en tim tbi gn rrillamocl 
of 1i~hl ilw ll i. t•a · with ,. ·n.p n of uu1m wn rang · an mis iles of secre compo ition 
boulll <li · ·ourag < h · nlig t ned public utim n . 
TADLJ llllfli "'I ..t..·n GRO" TJ! OF )II:IJJCAL SCHOOLS. 
'1 hP. 1 f•k f 11 p ·r ft ·iliti f. r m i al ucati n in arly tim a at lnRt {'ll!'Onra 'f'd 
tlte e tablibhment of medical school in the colonies: one as opened in Philadelphia 
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jn 1765, now called tl1e medical department of the University ofPennsylvania; another. 
_in connection with King's (now Columbia) College in New York, in 1768. The revo-
lutionary war suspen~lcd both these enterprises. There were four other Hclwols begun 
before 1800. Of the si..r, ouly the University of Pennsylvania anu the mouicalschools 
CQnnected with Harvanl (1782) and Dn.rtn10i1th (1796) Colleges now exist. The estab~ 
1ishment of schools bus kept pace with the iucrease of popnlation n.ud the extension 
of tho settled ~rea of tho Uuion; indeed, the increase of medical ~clJonls and t'nedical 
men bas been double that of the actual necessity. '!'his is a great evil, but its causes 
run far back in onr social development. . 
Our earliest schools tried to preserve a distinction between the bachelor and the 
doctor of medicine; circtllust:tnces·induced them to abandon the effort, but the low-
6ring of purpose was significant of the social confusion and lowered moral tone that 
foHowed the revolutionary war. The .newer colleges followed the older in failing to 
require nny educational qualifications in their IU:1triculatcs, and all followed Dr. Cul-
len, of Edinburgh, in his innovation of lecturing in Englit;ll im;tead of Latin. Neither 
social nor political ideas had so far advanced that either women or colored men sought 
to become physicians. Thus any white man who could pay the fees might attend 
medical colleges and, if he passed a rathet· easy examination, become a doctor of 
medicine. · Yet the graduates were, us a rule, the beRt of the medical profession, the 
most enlightened, the most far-seeing, and a small proportion of them were graduates 
of literary institutions, so that the upper grades of the profession still had a tincture 
of letters. But the btllk of the profession at the beginning of this century and for 
many years afterwards did not possess any mc1lical degrees. 
Th~ natural consequences of this irrational free~lom aJ~er a time came to pass. Men 
of lively fancy, 1mtraiHed reason, awl natural boldness revolted against the frequent 
ignorance and numerous errors of ph~·sicians and became followers and advocates 
of special medical doctrines rather than students and practitioners of the medical art 
as a whole; thence arose the once wiuely known "botanic" school of practic~, which 
has succeeded in hnpressing some of its ideas on the class of physicians who call them-
eeh·es "oolectic;" from the same cause the novel doctrines of Halmemann received 
their earliest couverts in this country; and t.he vu.garies of hydropathy, physiop-
athy, vitopathy, electropathy, and other "medical heresies" in later days derive 
much of their support from the smne cause. Simultaneously w.ith the early rebel-
lions against the preten!'lions of the regular medical profession "the New York Re-
formed" Medical College wa.s opened in 1826, "the Worthington Medical College" 
(1832), and "the Physio-Medical College" (1836) in Ohio, and other schools at Peters-
burg, Va., Macon, Ga., and other places. 1 Of course this revolt was seized by design-
ingmen as a good opportunity for the furtheni.nce of their own purposes, and "diploma 
selling" in America began as early as 1t!33 nuder the auspices of a ''Christian Col-
lege," which was contained in the house and bounded by the person of a man named 
Bennett, who lived in New Albany, Ind., but sold his wares as far east as New York 
City.~ 
After a while some women wished to study medicine. The idea was intensely un-
pleasant to the profession, composed as it was entirely of men. If entrance to the 
medical SChools lla<l uepenfle<.l on SOllie adequate previons training in letters the 
female aspirants for. medical training might have been turned aside to make a pre-
liminary attack on the schools and colleges of classical and literary character; but 
since sex bad ht.!CD th~ ouly qualification for admission conservators of the old order 
of things ,..,.ct·e put to great labor and plunged into vexatious and fruitless disquisi-
tion about the nntmal unfitness of women for the healing art. This position, being 
fal e in fact and uuteua.lJ1o in argument, faileil, nnd the ·woman's Medical College of 
Pennsylvat~ia was opened at Pldladclphia in 18;,0; a hommopathic school for women 
was also begnn at Boston in 1848. 
1 See Transactions of tbe National Eclectic Medical.Assoc.iation, vol. V, pp. 44, 45. 
2lli.nutea of New York Coimty Medical Society, 1833. 
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Again, some colorc<l people wisheu to study medicine, a.ncl colleges for their 
instruction in this subject began shortly after the late war. Even the dextrous 
John Buch:111nn, of diploma-selling fame, was attmcted by the eagerness of some to 
practise medicine, anu kindly organized his "Philadelphia University of Medicine 
and Surgery," wherein colored medical men were m~nufactured with great speed 
and in coositlcrable numbers. Schools of a more reputable. character and with 
iutcl1cctual :tud scholasLic requirements quite up to the average of American med-
ical schools have also been organized for them in Washington, D. C., Lincoln, Pa., 
atHl other places. 
'flte old qualification for becoming a physician having been thus gradually ren · 
dered inopemtive, the history of medical education for the last fifteen years shows a 
very rapid increase in the number of medical schools and students, so that the Union 
has now more physicians in proportion to its population than any other part of the 
globe. So great, indeed, has the number of pbyRicians become and so alarming is 
the annual increase that a very inte1ligent medical journal of recent date remarks 
as follows: 
The recurring commencements of medical schools have added their annual quota 
to the great army of medical men. Though a time worn and hackneyed topic, the 
Gazette cannot 1·efra.in from a repetition of some well known facts that these many 
graduates may have heard before, but which are perennially true and fresh, and will 
therefore bear repetition. 
These hundreds of medical men are coming into a profession which is greatly over-
crowded. What knowledge or what talents have {hey which will fit them for the 
struggle before them 1 for to the majority of them it must be a struggle :tnd to many 
necessarily a.n nusuccessfnl one. They will have to contend with those who have been 
specially favored by educat.ion, or ability, or opportunity, as well as with those whoso 
only claim for the }Hl.tronage Gf their fellows is unlimited self assurance. 'fhcy must 
practice among people who are becoming more and more intelligent as regards medi-
cal knowledge, and mnst contend against widespread skepticism as to the value of 
medicine and the nece sity for their existence as physicians. What are the qualities, 
what the accomplishments, which will enable them to rise superior to the flotsam and 
jetsam of scoffing criticism and to establish their ri:;~ht to be the advisers of their 
feflows on such supremely important questions as tile physician is called upon to 
solve T1 
INADEQUATE REQU111EMRNTS FOR PHACTISUiG MEDICINE, PAST AND PRESF.NT. 
In plain English, the time has now come (the profession being so crowded and the 
increase of candidates for employment being so much greater in proportion than the 
increase of population) when the medical student pays to the medical college money 
for which he receives no calculable equivalent.; he :tsks for bread and receives a stone. 
The really capable graduate is jostled, crowded, shouted down, and trampled upon 
by a horde of unwieldy behemoths, who not only intercept most of the work that ho 
only is able to do satisfactorily, but who supplement their scant incomes by arts and 
devices that his nature and training forbid him to join in. Having overcrowded all 
other departments of medical employment, many of these physicians by the grace of 
a diploma have lately taken up the work of opening and conducting medical college , 
much to the wrath and confusio:J. of the older'ochools who would dea1·lylike toretain 
their monopoly of oversupplying the market with medical "spring chickens." The 
p itiou assumed by these older schools is exquisitely illogical: they do not like to 
stabli b effectual entrance examinations (which might force some candidates to defer 
th tudy of anatomy and chemistry until they had mastered the simpler mysteries of 
rt~a11ing a.nd writing) because they do not want "to limit the number of doctors by 
artificial regulation ." This phrase, quoted from a recent address by a widely known 
and much re pected medical teacher and author, teaches us that "artificial regula-
tion " m an all rules or u ages that may or can hinder any young white man from 
paying 1 on y twice over forth privilege of hearing the same courseofl~ctnres dur-
ing two cours of in truction. 1'he ((regulations" that forbid the faculty from re.-
c ·i viug the mon y of a white 1V0111an or that of a black man, we learn by inference, are 
not 'artificial." 
1 T ho Mouical Gazette, New York, May 10, 181!3. 
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This same medical professor and author says that "t.he law of supply and d~mand 
will properly control the professional expansion." Assuming that this is true, let the 
same rule be applied to the schools that supply the human integers of "the profes-
sional expansion:" the establishments that do not try "to limit the number of 
doctors" IJy long, complicated, and difficult courses of study obviously should become 
the most frequented and best attended, because the law of prompt and cheap supply 
is as much an axiom as the one quotecl by the learned professor and author. When, 
however, "the law of supply and demand" is thus supplied, the professor expresses 
his disapproval of the result in the following words: 
Many of the new colleges which have sprung up so abundantly over the country 
have really no right to exist. Tbl'y are unprovided with the materials for teaching, 
and the fees are insufficient to procure them; they bave 110 hospitals or dispensaries 
to which they can resort for clinical instruction; the faculties are without reputation 
or experience; the building in which the college bas its habitat is some temporary 
structure little suited to the purpose. The lectures are mere recitals of text books. 
which the student could better read for himself. " * ;. 
These medical schools get, into such desp.erate pecml.iary straits that they must em-
ploy every possible expedient to obtain students. One hears of personal solicitations, 
of promises, of sen~ling out drummers to intercept students on the trains and at hotels, 
of practices in short which seem to touch at the lowest' point of degradation. The 
"advantages" of these institutions, besides their proximity to the homes of studeuts, 
are the low fees, or no fees at all, how highsoever the nominal price, and the cer-
tainty' that a diploma may be obtained on a minimum of attendance on lectures. .Such 
institutions are, indeed, little more than "diploma mills." These medical shops hurt 
our position before the public immensely. They unite with tlte reputable medical 
schools to for.m a national association of medical colleges. After a time they put on 
a severely virtnous air and are disposed to snub newer colleges organizing in t.4eir 
vicinity, stigmatizing them as unnecessary, crude, and inferior. Having thus ac-
quired :t quasi-position and assuming a tono of l(,fty pretension, they carr.v on a 
traffic in medical diplomas the profits of " ;hich enable them to maintain a bn.lefnl 
existence. The moat l1eneticent reform which can uow be undertaken is ~o close the 
doors of these institutions engaged in flooding the country with unqualified doctQrs,l 
Denunciations like the foregoing are of little value, for they ,fl.Ccomplish,notbing; 
when analy7.ed di spassionately they are reduced to complaints that newer competi-
tor~ are underselling "the old and. well known stands." Of course the customers at 
the cheaper shops will get an article of inferior quality; that also is a ' " law" of trade. 
Even if the respected professor could have his wish and he could "close the doors of 
these institutions engaged in fioodiJJg the coun.try with unqualified doctors," the. evil, 
so injnrious to the profession at large and to the guild of higher-priced medica.l col-
leges in particular, woulcl not be corrected. If the cheaper schools are closed their 
clients "will enter some diploma shop and. secure such training as its meagre re-
sources afl'ord," togotber with the coveted diploma. In · tl1is direci.,iou there is no 
hope of relief. Gazing on th~ 1)rospect before him, the profestwr can well adopt 
Satan's melancholy words: 
In the lowest clcl:'p, a lower tlccp, 
Still threatening to tlevour me, opens witle. 
Some medical schools and many medical educators have chcsen a much better ex-
pe<lient. : they have 'adopted a preliminary examination to test the wonlcl-lH' medi~ 
cal student's gen eral intelligeuce and knowledge. I am sorry to say that iu several 
cases this preliminnry test is a "humbug," but in most of the colleges 1-hat have 
auoptell tLe expedient it has been applied in good faith. Into these schools a per&on 
s yling l1illl se1f in writing" a Naclmral Practishuner'l 2 can no longer enter for the 
pnrpo~e of beiug crammed with metlical lore. '!'here is little dollbt that, either by 
gener al con sent or the passing of State laws, it will not be many years before au 
entrance examination will be required of alf persons desiring a medica.l training. 
An other antiquated and obsolescent practice in Ameri can medical education is also 
doomed to an early death; I mean the practice of rcqnil'ing lm;s than the ustutl excr-
1 SeC\ 1hc :i\fm·_y1nw1 M c1l ical Jomunl, vol. VIII, pp. G05-512. 
2 S:;o tho Do:>lou .Acln:l"tioi!I' of July 1, 1882. 
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tion.in order to obtain a diploma from the man who, without previous lecture courses, 
bas dared to trifle with the lives and health of his fellow creatures during some 
"years of reputable practice," so called. Formerly it was quite common to offer a 
man of this kind a degree at the end of one course of lectures, while young men 
wl10se records and consciences were entirely clear of professional manslaughter were 
ohliged to pay for t~oo courses, exactly like each other in ~ubjcct, lc;ngth, and cost. 
This practice of selling tlie same article twice is also falling into deserved disrepute, 
although still followed and defended by many flourishing medical schools and "de-
manded" by the large body of young men who always want to become physicians in 
the easiest way that is considered respectable. These clients crowd the aruphithea-
tres of the schools alluded to, well knowing that, if public sentiment were once 
thoroughly informed as to their unwritten bar~ain with the schools they attend, such 
haste and imperfect preparation for their solemn responsibilities wpul<l not long be 
tolerated in a civilized community. Does this language seem harsh and ill-natured 7 
Let me relieve its effect by quoting the following wise and witty remarks of Surgeon 
JohnS. Billings, u. s. A., at a recent medical college commencement: 
Being unable, ae I have just explained, to remember what was said to me by wny 
of valedictory and never having been present at a similar ceremony from that. cln.y 
to this, I thought it would be prudent to consult the literature of the subject and fi ud 
• out what is usually said upon such occasions. For tlds purpose I have exawined 
abont a hundred valedictory addresses, and have obtained from them a vast amonnt 
of instruction and some little amusement. From them I gather that this is an epoch 
in your lives, that you are entering ·a remarkable age of the world's history (it js cus-
tomary here to allude to ste3tm and electricity), that you live in the most wonderful 
country under the sun, and that the eyes of the world are upou you. All are agreed 
upon these points, and also as to the importance and dignity of the science and :1l't of 
medicine and the necessity of continued study on yom· part to keep pace with i tR nd-
vances. But the addresses are not equally harmonious on aU points. Some of tltcm 
assert that the condition of medical education in this country is not altogether sati81'ac-
tory; that there are some medical colleges (not, of course, the college of the grudnn tes, 
but some other medical college) which might be spared; th:1t there are too many doc-
tors now and more coming, and that some of these not only have not as clear ideas 
about the precession of the equinoxes or the authorship of the book of Job as a mem-
ber of one of the learued professions should have, but that there are even gra<luat· s 
in medicine (of other schools of course) to whom the addition of vulgar fractions is a 
stumbling block and correct spelling a vexation of spirit. On tho other hand, I find 
some who assert, first, that the above statements are unfounded; second, that it is not 
necessary to know how to spell correctly in order to cure 1.he chills or set a broken 
leg; and, third, that the demand for higher medical education is essentially a perui-
cious, aristocratic movement, calcnlatl'd to oppreBS the poor and prevent them from 
obtaining the sheepskins so desirable to cover their nakedness. As, however, I am 
sure that all of you are just now strongly in favor of higher medical education (with-
out regard to what you may have thought about it a few weeks ago, or what you may 
think about it a few years hence, when you get a little steam hatching machine of 
your own), I feel that I shall most contribute to the harmony which this occasion 
demands by-entirely agreeing with you.l 
NEED OF Ull'ROVED STANDARD 11( MEDICAL INSTRUCTIO!i. 
The more thoughtful anclless elf seeking members of the medical profession unite 
with Dr. Billings in hi desire for a higher and better medical training than bas 
hitherto been ~ommon in America. The venerable American Medical As ociation ha , 
almost since its foundation, tried to produce a better condition of sentiment on this 
subject in the profession, and learned committ es of its members l1ave reported at 
different times important recommendations. My first annual report, fourteen years 
ago, contained an article on medical education as it was aud as its writer'l thought it 
should be. Some of the recommendations in that paper have been almost literally 
carried out by the recent reforms instituted; others, which I believe to be as usefnl 
and indispensable to oth public and pTofessional welllleing, are not accompli hed yet, 
but soon may be. The pecial form that reformed medical education should a 
1 Tho Medical News, March 18, 1882. 
1Cbarles Warren, lL D., of this Office. 
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pointed out in that article and it was recommen(1ed that the lecture courses be 
gmded and extended through thTee years, preceded by an entrance examination and 
terminated by au examination conducted under the auspices of the State. When that 
article was published only two medical colleges in the country provided a graded 
course of lectures occupying three winter sessions, the Chicago Medical College and 
· the Womap's Medical College of theN ew York Infirmary. Now, although the Chicago • 
school has not yet made such a course compulsory, many others have done so u:oder 
the leadership of the medical departments of Harvard University and the University 
of Pennsylvania. 
Harvard for 1871-'72 announced an extended and graded course of in~ruction. 
The University of Pennsylvani~, laboring besid.e a formidable and vigorous rival 
school, was obliged to proceed more slowly: a university hospital was opened in 
1874; three professors of the medical faculty and three lecturers appointed by that 
faculty, together with five professo:rs appointed by the trustees, became the teaching 
staff of the hospital. April4, 1876, four of the hospital teaching eorps became per-
manent members of the medical fn culty in the university. In 1877-'78 a compulsory 
graded course of instruction comprised three lecture cpurses, each five months long. 
Early in 1878 a generous woman endowed :the university chair of surge~y with a gift 
of $50,000, and a like endowment of the other chairs in the medical faculty is prQ-
gressing, so that in time the pay of the faculty will not depend on the size of the 
attending class or the number graduated. The entrance examination, still of a 
rudimentary character, was instituted in 1881. The lecture term was lengthened from 
five to six months in 1882, and a further prolonging to seven months is announced 
for the session of 1883-'84. Moreover a fourth year of more advanced study, recom-
mended and advised, but not as yet required, has been arranged to begin at theaame 
time. The graded scheme has thus been tried for six annual sessions, at which the 
attendance of students has varied from 378 to 363, with an average of 367.5 per 
session. The graduates from 1878 to 1883, ~ix years, have been 670, an average of 
111.66 annually. For the six years before the adoption of the grad~d course the 
annual attendance was 388 . .33 and the average number of graduates was 108.33. 
Thus, while the university has substantially preserved its attendance, the quality, 
character, and attainments of the students have improved immensely. The longer 
time, ·more thorough teaching, harder work, and greater expense have attracted a 
better class of men while frightening the superficial, the lazy, the badly prepared, 
and the "crammers." The advance in general intelligence and education is very 
manifest and the proportion of students possessing literary and.scientific diplomas 
ha-s doubled in six years. 
Harvard, as I have said, adoptec1 an excellent scheme Gf three lecture courses prop-
erly graded in U371, and candidates foil' degrees were l'Cquired to spend at least the 
last entire year under its instruction, besides passing the oral and written examina-
tions in the studies of the two previous yea.rs. Of late, like the University of Penn-
sylvania, a graded course of fouryea.rs h[:ts been provi<Wti and is strongly recommended 
by tbe faculty, though it is not yet obligatory. Men graduating in three years at 
Harvard receive the degree of M.D.; those who study the fourth year .and pass the 
examination with credit receive the degree cum laude and, on proper ~tpplication to 
the university authorities, may also receive the degree of M. A. I have not space 
here even to mention the numerous other schools of medicine that have obligatory 
or alternate grn.tled courses of instruction. 
The greatest security for the permanence of this improvement would be the endow-
ment of the medical chairs with sums sufficiently large to afford, by inY~stment, a 
' decent income to the incumbents. I wo~U not recommend paying .an absolutely 
fixed sum per annum to university professors of any faculty, but would compons3.te 
them by a fixed minimum salary (which wonl<l prevent the p1·ofe OTB' minds from 
being harassed and weakened by fmancial worry) :tlH1 an additional amount, depend-
ing on the number of students who should study in that faculty. The very great 
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importance of endowing the medical chairs is well set forth by Dr. Oliver Wendell 
Holmes in the following remarks: · 
Medical science is only a special province of biology, the science which deals with 
the laws of life. It borrows much from the other divisions of this great realm of 
knowledge. It levies contributions from other realms, from physics, from chemistry; 
it accepts a useful hint from whatever source it may come. A medical school has to 
teach much that is incidental to medical practice, but only in this way can it send 
forth fully equipped practitioners. It begins with chemistry, anatomy, physiology, 
and thus prepares its students for study at the bedside and in the operating 1·oom. 
All this takes time and the cooperation of different experts, each of whom should be 
a. master in his special department. There is a general tendency in this country to 
hurry through a student's medical education. Young men are impatient to be at 
work, and they will fiock to a school which will giye them a <logrec after a short 
period of study and a slight examination which they arc almost certain tlwy can pass 
successfully. In this way great multitudes of practitioners arc scllt forth not thor-
oughly fitted for their w01·k, and the community has to suffer the consequences. '* * * 
A school which depends fer its existence on the number of its students cannot be 
expected to commit suicide in order to satisfy an ideal demand for perfection. Any 
institution which is essentially depenC.ent on tho number of paying students it ca.11 
draw must be tempted to sacrifice its higher aims to popularit.y. No high standard 
can be reached under such circumstances, an.d the only way to insme the independ-
ent action of a . school which aims at teaching- the whole country hy example is to 
endow its professorships so that the very best and highest grade of instruction, and 
not that which is popular because it is easy and superficial, may always be given 
from its chairs, whether tl1e classes be large or small. A smallnmuberofthorough1y 
accomplished medical graduates, their knowledge based on sound scientific acquire-
ments and made practical by assiduous clinical observation an<l teaching, will .be 
worth more to the country than twice or thrice the number of half taught, hastily 
taught practitioners. A series of such classes will, in the course of a single genera-
tion, elevate the whole professional standard, as they go forth, year after year, mis-
sionaries in the cause of health, soldiers, and, if need be, martyrs, in the unending 
battle with disease and its cause.l 
I am obliged, for want of space, to paf!s without comment the interesting ques-
tion whether a course of three years is long enough for the education of general 
practitioners. At present I am inclined to believe that it is, but that the fourth year 
should be kept up for the benefit of those students who desire to pursue some parti-
cular department further than usual and for those practitioners who find the general 
training already received by them insufficient for their entire qualification. In this 
connection it is pertinent to add that abroad the requirements for prautising medicine 
are much higher even than those here advocated. 
MEDICAL LICENSES AND TilE CO:liTUOL Olo' MEDICAL SC HOOLS. 
Having reviewed some topics connected with the preliminary qualifications of per-
son desiring to study medicine and with the amount and method of the medical 
in truction demanded by the nature and conditions of our present life, I pass now to 
the consideration of the best way to license persons desiring to practise medicine. 
The old and common way of allowing any one yvho chose to announce himself as a 
physician or surgeon is fast passing away. The later habit of being satisfi d if the 
c ndidate for public favor could show his "diploma" bas been fatally injured by the 
labors of John Buchanan and other prop1·ictors of medical "steam hatcl.J.iug ma-
chines." The device of throwing the responsibility of licensing npon volnntary a o-
cia.tions of physician called "medical societies" has succeeded ouly on tho condi-
tion that homreopa.thist , hydropa.tbi ts, eclectics, &c., are not numerous or noi ' 
•nough to make an effectiv re istauce. The State of Illinois seems to have solved 
the problem of prot ctio, the Jlllblic without assaning the 1-ight of per oual medical 
judgment by th tabli hment of its tate board of health. This board contain 
repre entative of at 1 a t thrc sy tems of meclical doctrine and practice and two 
l y member ; i me bod of procedure has been to ascertain not what sy t m or 
doctrine a candida b li v or w1shes t practh;e, but whether he hcs tndied th 
human body in health and eli ease and has investigated the action and results of 
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medical interference with sufficient thoroughness to enable him to act understand-
ingly ~hen he uses a scalpel or administers a, remedy. Under such a, rule, it is ob-
vious that men of inferior attainments "ill be forced to prosecute their studies till 
they have acquired a sufficient amount of knowledge to satisfy the requirements of 
the board, that medical colleges in the State and in surrounding ·commonwealths 
will be stimulated to increased exertions in order to prepare their students for the 
ordeal, and that <I,uacks, pretenders, and rascals will be gradually forced out of the 
State. Such have been the results; and if the board had done nothing else for public 
health in Illinois it would deserve the gratitude and hearty support of every good 
citizen; its severer labors about questions of public hygiene, prevention of epidemics, 
and similar subjects are additional reasons for public gratit~de, but cannot here be 
discn88ed.l 
Passing now to the questions respecting the regulation and control of medical col-
leges, I would remnrk that the experience of the last decade is enough to warn any 
sensible man of the dangers attending entire absence of public control over the con-
duct of these corporations. We have seen unscrupulous and infamous men unhap-
pily in control of the charters of American medical schools, advertising and selling 
their wares in three continents, disgracing the profession of medicine, and soiling the 
reputation of the country which sheltered them. We have seen even -the officers of 
justice conniving with these scoundrels to shield them from punishment for some of 
their guilty deeds. We hnve seen tardy justice at last overwhelm the most eonspjc-
euous of these offenders, the charters of his schools impeached nnd repealed, himself, 
a pretended suicide, fleeing from justice to a neighboring country and eve:q then and 
there finding dupes stupid enough or rascals vain enough to buy his worthless wares. _ 
We have seen him captured and inadequately punished for his long career of knavery 
by a short imprisonment. We have seen the shortpauseofbewHderment and dismay• 
that overtook the diploma selling industry at this blow succeeded by renewed fl.ctivity 
in another State, the laws of which permitted them to hope that medical colleges 
might be chartered in · sufficient numbers to supply the diploma market. We have 
seen the new crop of medical mushrooms sprouting up in the State of Massachusetts, 
while th13 law seems inadequate to deal with the offenders. The correction for this 
condition of affairs is quite evident, but it will be difficult to attain it at once. 
}:Jvery State and Territory, and Congress for the District of Columbia, should pass 
a law ordering every school teaching medicine or surgery in any fashion whatever 
to furnish unquestionable bonds or other like security for the speedy acqmrement of 
a fund amounting to not less thnn $300,000; the laws should direct that this sum, as 
fast as any part of it is collected, shall be invested in United States bonds or produc-
tive real estate or interest bearing loans on real estate security; the laws should also 
prescribe that the corporations so endowed shall distribute the income derived from 
such investment equitably l)etween at least ten professors; that these professorsshall 
teach, didactically or clinically, at least one hundred hours apiece in each calendar 
year, the instruction by each professor to be progressive in subject and character; 
that no students shnll be admitted to these courses of medical instruction before pass-
ing a satisfactory examination in the elements of language, mnthematics, physics, and 
biology; that no candidates shall be finally examined for degrees by a State board 
till they hnve studied throe years, during each of which they must have stmlied at 
least one-third of tho course of instruction provided by the ten professors and the 
thou!"!and hours of teaching above mel'ltioned, and, in nddition, performed such an 
n.monnt of dissecting, laboratory work, and hospital attendance as the faculty shall 
deem necessary; two or more schools desiring to unite their forces under the provisions 
of the acts should be nil owed to do so, retaining one of the charters nnd names already 
in existence if they choose, but surrendering the others; aml all charters not thus 
fortified and regulated withjn two years after the passage of the acts should be 
declared null and void. 
1 The name of Dr . .John H. Rauch, its wise, courageous, and efficient secreta.ry, deserves specia.l 
montion whenever the labors of tho board in any direction are described. 
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Under a. law like this, any ten gentlemen who possessed a sufficient quantity of 
the pttblic confidence could begin a new medical school whenever and wherever it 
was thought best, the public would be protected from charlatans, and medicalstu-
clellt!:l would have some assurance that the money and time they spent would be of 
some value to them afterwards. Tlle plan is perfectly practicable; and it is absurd 
to say that it is unjust to vested interests, &c. The higher courts of New York found, 
a few years ago, that admission to the bar in that State had become so easy and that 
the number of young men desiring to become lawyers was so much in excess of the 
legal business and legitimate increase of the legal pr:)fession that they must take 
measures to restrict the supply; and they did this by a prearra.nged order that only 
gradn!ttes of specified law schools should after a certain date be eligible for exami-
nation. The other law schools in the State promptly closed their doors, and the pro-
fession cheerfully upheld tbe courts i~ this wise but certainly unusual exercise of 
their authority in this matter. Medical men, unlike lawyers, are not, ipso facto, 
officers of n. department of the State government; but they are, or should be, equally 
guarded by the State govemments from the competibion of incompetent men and from 
the injurious o.fl'ects of oyerproduction by the ruedicalschools. 
MEDICAL SCHOOLS FOR TilE COLORED RACE. 
I trust that the foregoing observations will not lead any reader to believe that I am 
opposed to a -wide difl'nsion of nwclical knowledge or to tho imposition of any but 
eduoatioual restrictions on the production and liceusing of medical men or womeq, 
white or black. Ou the contrary, I welcome every ho11est attempt to supply a thorough 
and systematic training to every p(•rson properly pr!"pared to rece~ve it and properly 
endowed to use it for the public good. Therefore. I am glad to mention that the 
Shaw University, in North Carolina., felt justified in opening the Leonard :Medical 
SchoolibrCo1ored Students in Novelnber, 188l,n.nd tbattho State legislature has given 
the school an excellent site, whereon private gifts have enn.uled the university to 
erect both a dormitory all(l a bnildi ng for teaclling purposes. 'l'he Bchool has adopted 
a. graded scheme of instruction ext nding through four yea.r·s and comprehending four 
lecture courses of five months each. 
Howard University MtJicnl School, in this cit·r, continues to give instrnction, with-
out regard to race or sc.-, to snch persons of good moral character as clloose to JU :l.-
tricnlu.te. 
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to be either teaching or preaching and some began to inquire whether it was not 
possible for them to have a medical training. As the difficulty of securing proper 
medical attention for the colored was very great and .the mortality among them 
alarming, the necessity for educated physicians became apparent. In 1875, about 
ten years after t,he opening of the primary school, the medical department was or-
ganized, and in 1879, through the munificence of Rev. Samuel Melmtry and his-
brothers, Rev. A. Mcbarry, 1. D., and Hugh Mcharry, e ·q., t,bc bcantifnl anti com-
modious four-story brick building now occupied by the Meharry 1\fedico,l Depart-
ment was erected. This school bas conferred the degree of M. D. on 23 you'ng 
men. Nearly all of them are engaged in the successful practice of their profession. 
CLXXVI REPORT OF THE COMMISE:;IONER OF EDUCATION. 
They have been kindly received by the white physicians, whose uniform testimony 
is that these colored physicians, sEmt out by this school, give evidence of very 
thorough and intelligent preparation for .their work, the practice of medicine. This 
is the ouly thoroughly organized medical school in the Mississippi Valley south of 
the Ohio River where colored pereons can pursue this study; and, when it is re-
membered that in this same territory there are over four millions of colored people, 
there is great reason that this school should be rendered most efficient by liberal 
endowment aucl thorough equipment for its important work. 
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First floor. 
The uilding is constructed of brick, is 40 feet wide and 60 feet in fength, and is four 
stories in height, including the basement. The ground floor will be used as a labora-
tory for practical work in chemistry; the second story, for office, museum, and dwell-
ing apartment ; the third contains a lecture room of sufficient size to accommodate 
one h nod red tudent , recitation room, and cabinet of materia medica; the fourth 
tory is fitted up ford rmitories. 
An additional building has b en erected for practical demonstrations in anatomy. 
Th colored graduates from Howard, Lincoln University, and the Meharry chool 
are doing good work in many parts of the Union and are well received by the medi-
cal profession in gen ral. 
MEDICAL EDUCATION. CLXXVIJ 
IMPROVED MEDICAL SCHOOL BUILDINGS, 
C~!latera.l to the improved methods in medical education are the improve(l build-
ing!! in which it will hereafter be presented. The forrper senseless adhesion to somo 
outward architectural form invented in other ages and adapted to purposes abso-
lutely alien to modern materials an(l requirements is gradually but surely giving 
way to architecture· wherein the purposes of the structure determine its arrangement 
and the necessities of its construction dictate its artistic form. 'l'he most recent, as 
it is the most perfect, of these medical buildings is that recently finished for the 










The building is for the most part 122 feet from east to west and !)0 feet from north 
to south; its walls are brick, with cut stone caps and sills antl terra cotta panels; 
warmth and -.entilation are secured by steam radiators, which heat the air befc>re it is 
distributed throughout the building, an<l by a series of flues which carry the vitiatctl 
air into a heated central shaft having a strong upward current. 
The perspective view an<l floor plans, kindly supplietl by Messrs. Houghton, Mi ftli ll 
& Co., of Boston, will affortl a goorl idea of the structure. lt is four stories high 
above the basement; the principal entrance is on the nortll side from Boylston street, 
E-XII 
CLXXV!II REPORT OF THE C01\UIIS8~0NER OF EDUCATION. 
nncl lcn.lls directly into a qtuHlrangnlar hall, wlliclt, with the main stairway, extends 
to the fourth story. In the plan of the fln;t floor, A represents tile janitor's rooms; 
B, a coat room; C, the readiug room; D, couvertmtion. room; E, the anteroom to F, 
a lecture room; G, the library; autl H, the faculty room. 
Tho second floor is cntil'ely devoted to instruction in chemistry and physiology. A 
is tho pbyf!iologicalla.boratory, 40 l1y 30 feet, with instructors' rooms at the right; A' 
is tho room where mechanical repairs n.nd contrivances for this laboratory are made; 




seat , smaller rooms opening inio A; the cuemic~tl anteroom is at C, with in trur-
tors' rooms nlljoiuing; D is tho laboratory for medical anll E tliat for general 
cliemi try; F i a laboratory for sp cial analy ·cs; over A' aml F arc simila.r l'OOJU 
in tho half torv, 11. c<l as library n<l experiment room . . 
Tbe third floor ontain!\ A, bo Warr n Anatomi al Mus nm room, 40 by 0 f t · 
N, tl.Je cur tor·~ ollice; R', tl.Jo ante ro m ton, the anatomical an<lsnrgicn.l amphi-
tlicatro, with ats for 300 auditor ; C and C', offic of the prof s or and <lemon-
·tra or of ~matomy; D nud E, other 1 oture room , betw<:en wliich D' is a storn 
room for wall cl.Jart and otl1 r illustration . Ro m mn.rk d A' an<l B' nro nmlur 
the lJigller pu.rt of tll ampllithcatrical SO:lts iu B, shown in B, fourth floor. 
MEDICAL EDUCATION. CLXXIX 
The fourth story, besides the upper part of the amphitheatre B, bas A, the labo-: 
ratory of pathological anatomy and histology; A', the laboratory of experiuiental 
pathology; C, anteroom to D, the operative amphitheatre; and E, the room for 
practical anatomy; the small rooms between E and A are for use in special anatomi-
cal or pathological studies. 
E 
Fourth :floor. 
The stail'wa.ys to the a.mphithcatrcs and laboratories are entirely separate from the 
main or central staircase, eo that all crowding, confusion, and ·delay are avoided. 
The building will he snppliecl with a profusion of tho best cases, instrmnents, 
materinls, a,nfl fa.cllilies for nse in Lhe lectures, e.x:11eriments, demon~;tratious, and 
practit:~d work. 
CLXXX REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE XIV.-UNITED STATES MILITARY AND NAVAL ACADEMIES. 
Iu Table XIV of tho appendix will be found the statistics of the examinations of 
candidates for admission to t),le United States Naval and Milit:uy Acadt~mies for the 
year 1882. 
TABLE XV.-Statisticals1Mnma1·y of all deg1·ecs conferred. 
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AUBAll:.l.... •••• •• • ••• •• •••••• e119 3 55 .••• M ~ .... ~ 1/~ ~ -l 21 ~ 15/ 2 
Claasical and eoientiflo eel- -42 313= 14 ~ = ~:: ~ = 1 ~:: 15,-2 
leges. 
Colleges for women........ eliO • • • • 42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .............. · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Professional schools . • • • • • • 21 . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . . • . • . • • • • . • • • . 21 ••.••...•. 
==t======z::=========== 
ARKA1f8A8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 27 3 21 1 1 • • . • • . . . . . . • . • • . • . • . 5 1 . • • . . 1 
Classical and soienti:6.o col-~~-3 ~ -1~--1: = ::~~ = = --5 l =1 
legee. I 
CALIFORNIA.................... 184 2 4l .•• ·I 18 1~136: ~~: 4 ~- 48: 86 .•• 
Cla.ssical and scientiflo col- 155 2 41 . • • . 18 1 36 . . 1 .. · • • · 1 23 •· 861. · · 
P~:e::"wnal schools . • • • . • • 2!1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 • • • . 25 •••••• ..•• 
COLORADO ••••••••••••••••••••. = 5 1 ....•...•..•.••• 1 .... ~~~ .... .... 5 ~~-···· !· ·· 
Cia ical and soionti.fio col- -5,1 = = = l=::: ~ = = --5 :1=1-:: 
leges. 
Co;:~:~~~~;~,;~;:~,:- :;1 : ::: :: :~, =~,q :: : :,15-: 
Du~;:~:::~;~~--~~;;,~;:~,:- :: r: : l::Wilf::p:::: ]::::1: : 
==·=1===.=.=.=.=.=-j--,---~ 
a Include 361 d grees not specified. 
b t of tb were ordainefl priests during the 
year; thur wero alao 552 J;l'nduates in schools 
of tlwolog.r, upon \'hom, in mo t cases, di!>lQ-
m w<m: ·onfe;:;ed, 
c Includes 147 degTees not specified. 
a Includes 214 degrtles not. sp citied. 
e Include::! 13 degrees not S!>ecifie<l, 
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'!'ABLE XV.-St~tistical aurnptm·y of all degreea conjen:ed- Continued-
u:i 
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1 
__ M_"_5_6I·-I ~ = --6 ~ = ~ ~ ~ = ~, I52 ~ --7!~ 
Classical and scientific col- - b'SO :1 ~ :-::-=-: ---6 :-: =: ~ :-: = T--I ""23-:-:- --7~  
leges. I 
Colleges for women........ ci47 ..•. I18 .••. ···~·· ··~r··· .. 3 ...•••.•••••••••..•••..•.• 
Professional schools........ I2!J . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. • • • • . ._... • , . . . . . • • . • • • • I29 . . . . • • . . .. 
= = =========-=====I=== 
ILLINOIS .................. ~ •••• ,_d941) ~~  I? ~~~..:~~~~~ _:1_2~1-~ 
Classical and scientific col· e397 38 I72 I2 89 1 36 2 2 . . I4 I8 39 . . 22 5 
legee. 
Colleges for women........ /52 . .• . 27 .••.••••••...••.•. I5 •..•..•••..••••...••••...• 
Professiona.Ischools. .. •• • • • 500 2 • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • I8 . . • . 429 2 53; ... 
========~========== 
rm:,IAN.A. • • • • • • • • •• •• ••• • • • • • • • • u2uo 35 Io7 I9 37 2 8 2 . . . . . . . . 6 I35 2 II 4 
Classical and scieJific col· - 222 ~ -o8 19 ---a; 2 B 2:-::-: = ~ ~ :-: --1 4 
legee. 
Colleges for women........ y11 . . . . 9 •••.•••••••••••• •••••••••.••••••••••• : •••••••. 
ProfeBSionalschools........ 57 2 .••... ..•. •••••. .. .••. •. .. .. .••. ..•. 57 2 ..•....• 
X: ow:............. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . h543 25 93 4 85 ~ I6 2J~ ~ sw I84 =1I35J-1 
-----·---- --:----..------. -
Classical and scientific col- M21 23 93 4 85 . . I6 21.. .. . 5 I6 62 . . I35i I 
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Professional schools ....••.• = 122 ~ . .. . ... . .. =-:_ ,;,;, .... ~,;,;, ;;,i~;;;;;, I22 ~F-... ;;,~ 
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• • • • 331. · • · 4 • • I · · · · · · .. · · · • • · · · · · · • · · · • • .... · 
Professional schools........ 2481 1 .•• • .. . .•. .•••.. .. .... .. .. .. . ... .••. 228J I 20
1 
.. . 
LOUISIANA .................... = 117 3 38 .... a~ .... ~~~ .... -2 65 ;~1 Ill I 
c~:~s::~~ and scientific col- -94 = ~~= --3 ~=:-::-::-:==~~:-:~-Ill~ 
Collegoo '"'women .••••••• =~ 3 23;;;.; ••.••• ;;, .••• ;;, ;;,;; •••· 2 ••••• t ...... _ _' 
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C~~!;:·s for women ........ -~.... 10 .•.. G ,;,;, ~,;,;, ,;,;,,;,;, ........ ·--··:~ .... ~ .. . 
a Includes 48 degrees not specified. 
b Includes 22 degrees not specified. 
c Includes 26 degrees not specified. 
dlncludes 33 degrees not specifietL 
•Includes 23 degrees net specified. 
1 IncludesiO degrees not specified. 
g Includes 2 degreca not specified. 
h Inclutlcs 25 degrees not specifietl. 
i Includes 41 degt·ecs not specified. 
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TABLE XV.- Statistical sum.trlla1"Y of all deg1·ees conferrcd-Continue'd. 
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a Inclndes18 degre s not specified. 
lilncludes 9 degrees not specified. 
cincludesll degrees not specified. 
d Inclull s 4 degrees not speci.fi d. 
elucludes 7 degrees not specified. 
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TABLE XV.-Stat-isticalsummal'!f of all degrees co·njel''l'ell-Continue<l . 
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Colleges for women .....•.. 11 .... 7 .... ...... .. 4 ............................. . 
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=======-==-=-= =======~======= 
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RHODE Isr,AND ................ 63 59 3 ...... .. 4...... .... 2 ........ ..... 4 
Classical and scientific col- --63 9 ~ 3 ~-:-:-4 -:-:-~-:-:-~ = 2 = ~ = 4 
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aincltules 17 degrees not specified. /Includes 7 de~ees not specified. 
b Inclnues 18 ortlaine!l nl! priests during tbe year. g Includes 21 <legrees not ·specified. 
c Includes 23 degrees not SIJecifled. h Inclmles 11 ue_grees not specified. 
d. Includes D degrees not specified. i Includes 19 uegrees not specified. 
eincludes 13 degrees not specified. 
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TAnLE XV.-Slatislical surnrnal'y of all deg1·ccs conje1-red-Continued. 
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Colleges for women........ b5G .... 20
1
.... 11 ................................. · · · 
WRSTVlllGUilA................ c4G a 16).... 7: .... :~::~-~ 2 ...... :~~ 1 
Classical and scientific col- 25 a 161.... 7 .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 2 .. .. . . . • 2 1 
lt~ges. 
Colleges for women........ d21 .......... ~--- .......... ... .......................... · ·· 
WI~~:.~~;:~;i~~:l~;~;l: ·:~ :: :: : : ~ :r;; .J ; ~:~;~ :~~ : 
Colleges for women....... . e7 .... 6 .......••... ····1-- ........ ! ............ , ..... 1. · · 
Professional schools ..•••.. --~ .:...=..:..:..:.:..:.:..:.:. .:..:..:..:. .:.:..:.:..:.:. .:..:. .:...=..:..:. .:..:. .:..:..:..:. _2!.:...=..:.:..:.:..:.:..:.:..:..:. ~~ .. . 
DISTUICT OF COLU?t!BIA........ i3J: --7 H r-J --4 ]~~ ~ =] 51 1 a;:; ] 7:1-.: 
Classical and scientific col- 75 7 141 3 4 ··1·... . . .. 1 Gl 11 !!8 . ·1 241 2 
P~:;:~ional schools . . •• • . . 50 .............. ~-.... . . .. .. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 7 .:..:. ~~ .:..:..:. 
WABUINGTON TERRITORY •••••• ==;;.... 4 ..... a[l ···· j: : :~~~~~T~---- = 1 ----J~ 
c~:;~alandscientificcol- 7 . ••. 4 .... a, .. , .......... ·--·j···t--··· ·t···t--
a Includes 7 degrees not specified. 
b Includes 25 degrees not specified. 
c Includes 21 degrees not specified. 
a Degrees not specified. 
t Includes 1 <legree not specified. 
In connection with the summary of degrees conferred in 1882 by tho very numerous 
institutions empowered to do so under the Jaws of tho several States, I would refer to 
a correspondence between this Office and an accomplished young American lady, Mi 
Florence Kelley, who ho..s been studying at the University of ZUrich. It appe:trs that 
several persone practising medicine in the United ta.tes a sert that they are gran-
nates in medicine or. surgery from that university, and, in fact, that some of th 
are nrumcc fnl candidates for tho e degrees. I am also informed that the worthy 
11 Pedell" of the nniver ity, err . Henke, bas in press aud shortly to appear a com-
plete and authentic li t of rector , profc ora, instructors, a,nd graduates in all facul-
tie of the uni;ersit y ince jt foundation in 1 33 to and including 1 ~ 3. Attention 
i also invited to my r mark under tho head of Rcdew of Progress in Medical Educa-
tion, pp. clxv et q. 
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TABJ"E XVI.-Su'ln-nta1'Y of statisti~s of additional publ-ic libm1·ies fo1' 1882. 
States ancl Tenitories. 
·\ 
Alabama ..••.••.....••. 



















New Hampshire .•••••• 
NewJersey .•.••••••••. 
New York ......•••.••. 
North Ca1·o!ina .••..•• 
Ohio .................... . 
Oregon ••••.•.••••••••• 
Pennsylvania .••••••••. 
Rhode Island •••••••••. 
Tennessee ....••••••••. 
Texas ..••••••••••••••. 
Vermont .••••••••••••• . 
Virginia ..••.••••••.••. 
Wisconsin ..•••••...•.. 
District of Columbia . .. 
Idaho .•.•..•..••..•.•.. 
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••••••.•.. a50 d224 a5 
350 200 100 
a 50 a200 1!l0 a 50 
al, 675 0 c141 101 el2 
0 ................. ............. 0 
a300 • • • • • • • • • • e55 dl55 .•••••.••• 
0 •••••••.•..••.••.•...•.••••... 
Indian................. 1, 500 400 •••• •• • • • . ••• • •• • • • . . • • • • • • • • . 500 12,500 
0 New Mexico . . . . • • • • • • . GOO l!:iO 0 • • • • . • . • • . 100 
Washington........... 2 1, 70.3 555 a 25 a3 a25 
Total .••••••••••• 1311 !50, 436 I ·m21, 472 1 n49, 787 . j38, SOOI ol6, 678 p8, 6~9 -qls, 253 
a1 reporting. 
b 5 reporting. 
c 3 reporting. 
d4 r eporting. 
e 2 reportiu g. 
! 21 reporting. 
u 6 l'Cporting. 
h 12 rep01·ting. 
i 1G reporting. 
j 10 reporting. 
k 9 reporting. 
7 reporting. 
m 10~ reporting. 
n 17 reporting. 
o 42 reporting. 
p 63 reporting, 
q 34 reporting. 
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A<ltling the totn.ls oi tho precedinp; summary to those of the smumaries of 1881, 1SBO, 
1879, 1878, 1877, 187G, and oC tho Special Report on Pnblic Li!Jr:tries pnhJishecl by'tbis 
Bureau in 187G (see aJ:.m the Report of tho Commissioner of Education for 1f:l75, p. tvii), 
we have the following aggregates for the libraries uow reported: 
Total number of public libraries reported, each having 300 volumes or 
upwards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . ...•................... 
Total nu1nbor ofvolumes ........................••••.....••........•.. 
Total yearly additions (1,851 liLraTies reporting) ..... • ......•........... 
Total yearly use of books (900 libraries reporting) ............•.•....... 
Total amount ofpcrmaneut fun(l (1,775lil.n·aries reporting) ..•••••..... 




9 UG2 547 
$o:sn:457 
1,491,263 
Total yearly expenditm·e for books, periqdicals, aud binding (98G libral'i, ·r! 
T~:fio;~~nrYi -~~P~~dit~;e~-fo·r· ~;i~~i-~s- ~~-<i i~~i(t~~t~i · ~~P~;;s~; ( 8o7 · iyn·~-- 645' 233 
;:::::~~~o~~~'-~~~::~~~: ~~: ~~~ ~~~:~~ ~~:-~~;;~ -i~~~; ~;: l~: ~~prox::~:~; 
true for the libraries of the country, inasmuch as they do not include the very con-
siderable incrlase of the 3,647 libraries embraced in the Spec}al Report on Pub~ic 
Libraries or the increase of the 341 libraries em braced in the Reports of the Commis-
sioner of Education for 1876, 1877, 1878, 18i9, 1880, ancl1881, from the dates thereof 
to the ·present time. 
·The foregoing statistical summaries show that this report contains statistics respect-
ing 131 li!Jrades not mentioned previous1y in my reports, and that the number so 
reported since and including the annual1·eport for 1875 has been 4,119. 
The reports of other countries can s}low no parallel to this voluntary and uniform 
method of collecting and communicating information respecting these establishments, 
so graphically called the universities of tho people. If circumstances permit, I de-
sign to take up the subject of public libraries again in a special publication, reprinting 
such parts of the special report on ruulic libraries (now quite out of print) as have 
permanent value; another publication projected is a fresh statistical tabulation re-
specting all the libraries of public or semipublic character in the United States; but 
these designs are as yet work for the future chiefly. 
During the eighteen months covered by this statement several matters of much in-
terest have agitated the library world. Tho proper selection of a plan for the Library 
of Congress is one of these. Respecting this I would only suggest that in the consider-
ation and adoption of plans for library buildings anywhere the judgment of experts in 
the storage and management of books is as important for the best success as the judg-
ment of experts in building, and that special care seems requisite in the case of the 
Library of Congress, because the building when erected will be expected by the public 
to embody the best appliances, armngements, aud ideas about library construction.1 
Amoni the important gifts to libraries <Juring the year, the transfer of tho private 
library of Dr. Joseph Meredith Toner to the Library of Congress requires special 
mention. This valuable medical and surgical collection numbers about 27,000 books 
and 12,000 pamphlets, the results of Doctor 'l'onm·'H personal collection and purchase 
during his whole professional life; it is tl1e :first free gift of a large library to the nation, 
and, as sncb, de crves that, like th Library of George III in the British Museum, it 
be kep toge her for the future and de. iguated by the donor's name. 
The Bo ton (Mass.) Public Library also, since the date of my last report, bas received 
an imp rtaut ace ion by gift of the library of J. Montgomery ears, c q., which 
include the fa.mon book coli ctiou ofF ·tllin:wd Freili~rmtlt, the German poet and 
poli ician; his valuable present llnmher ·d G,OOO volnm . This gTeat city library 
the friendly rival of our n tiona.l ollccti•JU in its unwuer of volumes, ha also been 
preparing to er ct a new lmildin..,. on the land given lJy tho , tate. For some time 
an effort wa made to adapt th hbrh a nil Latin school lmilding to the purpose of the 
library, but thi proje t 1liu not m ·et with any cordial support amoug library e:s:.perts 
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or the public press; so that the site on Dartmouth and Boylston streets will doubt-
less be occupied ina few YNLrs with a library lmilding in which the utmost care, 
skill, safety, handiness, aml wjso economy of 15pace will Le shown. Meanwhile a now 
branch library at the north end of the city has been opened. 
Philadelphia, though possessing admirable libraries, particularly that of the Li-
brary Company, has been discussing the formation of a free public library. In these 
matters, and especially when the need of books can be supplied at small personal cost, 
it may be well to make haste slowly, lest the public lose what it already possesses 
without gaining any adequate substitute. 
New York City, great and rich and busy as it is, seems to have little time to thinlr. 
about tho culture of its people. Not the Astor Library with its 200,000 volumes, the 
Lenox Library with its priceless Americana and its bibliographical treasures, the val-
uable possessions of the Historical Society, the Young Men's Christian Association, 
the Mercantile Library, nor the united resources of the rest of the collections seem 
to satisfy the needs of the city. Probably a scheme of reading, prepared and encour-
aged by the school authorities, would be the proper beginning for the great collection 
that such a city as New York ought to have. The future public trained to need the 
library and the library itself would thus grow up together, and before many years 
the average tone and intelligence of New York in relation to books and reading would 
be modified greatly for the better. 
Yet another noble gift to libraries is the collection of 12,000 volumes, once owned 
by the late Hon. George P. Marsh, LL.D., formerly our minister to Italy and one of 
the greatest and most modest scholars that this c(')untry has produced. The Hon. 
Frederick Billings has purchased and presented these volumes to the library of the 
University ofVermont, to which at one time Mr. Marsh, beforehis longservicetohis 
country bad made him poor, designed giving his boob. It is fortunate that the col-
lege has thus received the books without impoverishing the family of the collector. 
Rochester, N.Y., has been offered by Mr. Mortimer F. Reynolds, one of its worthiest 
citizens, real estate now producing an income of $40,000 per annum, on condition that 
the city shall release all taxes thereon when it is conveyed to a free public library 
association. Doubtless this generous offer will result in auother large library founda-
tion. 
The village of Fredonia, N.Y., has been given property by Judge Darwin R. Bar· 
ker in order to endow a free public library. George M. Pullman, noted for his good 
works as well as for his sleeping cars, bas given 5,000 volumes to the town of Pullman, 
Til., as the nucleus of a free public library. Beaufort, S. C., has been given 800 
choice books by the Hon. Edward L. Pierce, of Milton, Mass., and a book room to 
contain them by Mr. R. K. Darrah, of Boston; the charge for using this library is 3 
cents a week. Mr. John Carlovitz, a teacher, of Milton, Fla., has collected a library 
of2,500 volumes, which he designs to present, together with a natural history collec-
tion, to some institution of learning in the town, of permanent character and properly 
chartered. Meanwhile the library and museum are handsom(.lly cased and deposited 
in the custody of the Masonic fraternity, in whose building a room for their safe 
keeping bas been set apart. Surely the generosity aucl self denying labor of such 
men deserve commemoration among a people who h:w~ abolished all hereditary dig-
nities and allow a man to leave his children only the property he has accumulated. 
The Public Library of Chicago, having outgrown its present quarters, is now mecli-
tating the construction of a new building on a new site. Iu addition to Dr. Poole's 
many labors in this direction and on other subjects, this indefatigable worker has 
lately begun a labor designed to bring the public school and its teacher into more-in-
timate relations with the public library and its custodian. He invites a single school 
or class, with its teacher, to visit the library on a Saturday morning designated in 
ad van e. Here they :find Dr. Poole surrounded by all the books in the library that 
treat of tbe subject intended for tlw morning's conversation. By showing how in-
teresting that subj ect is us a department of human thought and industry and how 
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rnuch the contents of the library may help·the student to a know ledge of the subject, 
be has succeeded in producing a profound and beneficial effect on the upper grades 
of the school system. This connection between library and school, both in Chicago 
n.nd elsewhere, is the true solution of the whole matter, the school training the 
reader to use the book for his own information, and the library training him to use 
the book he reads for the bene:9-t of himself and others. 
TABLE XVII.-S·nmntaMJ of statistics of training schools fo1' nurses. 
•· ... C'i ...... Q 
~ <I) ~ 0~ 0 ,IZl .e >:l 8 . ...... ~ ~ . ' '+-4~ .e C2):3 p$ .0~~ 
0.£ .-·s. "' §·:~ rncil Name. ... g ~ Q .$·~ -<"P; 1e ~~.~ a:§ $~ ~~ .§ ~ §'~ :::1 bQ S"' "'k 
~ 
Q cil 0 P;b.Cl fo ... ... .. ~ Poi t1l 8 t1l ~ 
1 Hartford Rospita.l1'raining School for Nurses ...•..••..••..••. 16 4 42 26 
2 Connecticut Traini.n.g School for Nurses, New Raven.. 7 23 11 200 70 
3 lllinois Training School for Nurses, Chicago........... 10 30 ......... ........ -..... 6 
4 Boston City Hospital Training School for Nurses...... 9 50 9 159 21 
5 Boston Training School for Nurses (Massachusetts ....... . 45 15 222 89 
General Hospital). 
6 Training School for Nurses (New England Hospital), ....... . 16 7 150 55 
Boston. 
7 Training School for Nurses (Northwest ern Hospitalfor ...... .. • . ........ ........ .......... 
Women and Children), Minneapolis. 
8 Tl·aining School, Orange (N.J.) :M~morial Hospital. .••. I> 1 7 0 7 0 
0 Brooklyn Training School for Nurses (Brooklyn Hos· ...... .. 17 .......... 24 7 
pi tal). 
10 New York State School for Training Nurses, Brooklyn 6 7 7 54 54 
11 Training School for Nurses (Brooklyn Homreopathic 7 12 1 24 8 
Hospital). 
12 Buffalo General Hospital Traini.ng Schoolfor Nurses.. 8 18 6 45 11 
13 Charity Hospital Training School, New Yofk. . . . . . . . • • 15 42 30 166 120 
14 Mount Sinai Training School for Nurses, New York ......... .. 28 0 37 ~ ......... 
15 Training School for Nurses (Bellevue Hospital), New 6 64 20 168 168 
York. 
16 Training School of New York Hospital................ 8 26 9 115 61 
17 Rochester Hospital Training School for Nurses ............................................... . 
18 Rouse and Hospital of the Good Shepherd, S,Yl·acuse ......................................... . 
19 J Training School for Nurses (Cincinnati College of 
:Medicine and Surgery). 
20 Nurse Training School of the Woman's Hospital, Phil- 7 26 5 169 80 
adelphia.. 
21 Training School for Nurses (Hospital for Women), ........................ -···· .. ....... . 
PhilAdelphia.. 
22 Mary Fletcher Hospital Training School for Nurses, 6 21 ...................... .. 
Burlington, Vt. 
23 Washington (D. C.) Training School for Nurses ........ 7 23 0 40 3 
TotaL ............................................. -97'-4751--rn- 1,022 ---;;7'9 
In addition to the 23 training schools for nurses mentioned in the accompanying 
amnmary of Ta.ble XVII, I am informed that nutses' training schools are contemplated 
in connection with hospitals in Worcester, :fass.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; 
Dotroi , 1ich.; Paterson, J.; Cincinnati, Ohio; Philadelphia, Pa.; Providence, 
R. I.; an Charleston, S. C. 
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Perhaps a little care should be exercised lest the support and enthusiasm which en-
courage the ueginniug of these schools should wane and the enterprises fall through 
from after lack of interest. Still, the need of trained :m.urses is so very great, even 
in private cases, that all qualified persons now living can find remunerative work, 
aml a judicious increase in the number of schools for their instruction will meet with 
public support and approval. 
In connecthm with this subject, it is timely to invite attention to the propriety of 
cst:tlllishing ~e directories" for nurses, such as those in Boston, Philadelphia, Washing-
ton, and other cities, where families and physicians may apply for them and where 
unemployed nurses may leave their addresses and references. 
Nor should the importance of nurses' homes be forgotten. The women engaged in 
this laborious, monotonous, and almost sacred duty must of necessity be ehiefly drawn 
from the unmarried and unprotected portion of their sex. A home, where they can 
find peace, rest, cheerful company, and healthy regimen during the intervals between 
their engagements, and where pupils may lodge while under instruction, is of the 
grea.test value to them and to the community they serve. I am happy to report that 
the ·washington Nurses' School has at last been able to open a "home'' of this kind 
at 1321 H street n. w. This school has gradnated its second class of thoroughly trained 
nurses, and with the increased facilities now at its command will doubtless extend 
its work and usefulness. 
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Alabama ........................................ . 
Arkansas ....................................... . 
California ....................................... . 
Colorado ........................................ . 
Connecticut ........................ . .......... .. 
Georgia ......................................... . 
lllinois........................................... c2 
Indiana.......................................... ·1 
Iowa ............................................ . 
Kansas ......................................... . 
Kentucky ....................................... . 
Louisiana........................................ 1 
Maine ........................................... . 
Maryland ....................................... . 
Massachusetts ...... : ........................... . 
Michigan ....................................... . 
Minnesota ...................................... . 
Mississippi ..................................... . 
Missouri ........................................ . 
Nebraska ....................................... . 
NewYork ...................................... .. 
North Carolina ................................. . 
Ohio .......................................... . 
Oregon ........................................ .. 
Pennsylvania ................................... . 
Rhode Island ................................... . 
ooth Carolina ................................. .. 
Tennessee ..................................... .. 
Texas ......................................... .. 
Virginia ....................................... .. 
West Virginia ................................. .. 
Wiscon in ...................................... . 




























































Nnm ber under instruc-








































































































































































Total.. ..................................... --;-,~~~ ~~ 3,0Gl l 2,983 --;;,0!11 
a D af-mnte!l. 
b One i. ad af-mate. 
c One of the e repre ents tbeChir,a~o sys m of 
d af-mate school , to whicL b long, besides 
the af. nte Hi h School, four primary 
chools. 
d FiYe of tlJcse arc deaf-mutes. 
e A dcaf-m nt . 
f This includes tl1e "'ntional Deaf-Mute CollC,!!I', 
an organization within the Columbia Iu titu-
tion. 
u Teo arc de. f-mutos, 
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TABLE XVIII.-S1wwwry of stcttistics of institutions for the deaf and dnmb-Continued. 
Liural'ios. 
Sta tcs aml 1.\~nitorics. 
New York..................... 87 








































Oregon .. ..................................... . ....... . 
Pennsylvania.................. 14 5, 100 SO 
Rhode lslanu . . • .. . .. • • • . . • • . . . 0 250 ...... .. 
South Carolina. ........................................ . 
Tenncs::;ce . . . . . .. . . . • .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. 300 50 































Virginia ..................... .. 500 
632 
10 a250, 000 
West Virgin ill. ................ . 50 aBO, 000 
Wiscousiu .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 600 150 124, 000 
Dakota. ............ . ............... .. 5, 000 
Di11trict of Cohlnt bi:~............ 36 S, 000 100 700,000 
Total .. --~ ............... --;;-~~8, 291 1,4931 6,912,381 
Property, income, &c. 
§ ;.: 
..;:; ~ 1;, 
2 <D d./.; ~ 
~-~ ... 




12 ~ <D 
0 ~ <.) 
~ ~ 
H ~ 
a$15, 000 ....... ... a$18, 848 










27, 000 0 















220, 680 c102, 45S 


















































ainclmlin)! department for the blind. d Valuo of apparatus. 
11 Ful' ~alnries; $150 11er c:~opita. for support. e Congressional appropriation. 
c Include.! aomo appropriations from countio3. 
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'l'lle condition of deaf-mnte education is satisfactory and llas not been affected by 
any unusual occurrences dnring tile year. An instit-ution has been established in 
New Jersey. ,Increased attention is ueiug paid to giving faci~iiies for e<lur:ttion to 
colorc<l deaf-mutes. Provi::;ion 'vas made for them in Ntn·th Carolina as e~n·Jy as 1867 
amlin Marylau<l iu lt:72. Dcpnrtments for the colo reel pupilr:! exist in tho Tennessee 
and Mississippi institutions. Gnorgia and South Curoliua Me more recently asstuu-
ing their burdens of this character. 
The one hunuredtll anniversary of 1ho uirth of l~ev. Thomas H. Ga1laudet occurs 
in 1887, and it is proposed that the dcu.f-mutes of the country erect a statue to the 
man whose life aud family have been closely identified with .their education. Phila-
delphia and Washington (Kendall Green) have been suggested as si.1itaule places. 
A new featnre of the Neuraska Institute is the attempt of its principal, Mr: J. A. 
Gillespie, to cultivate the power of hearing in cases where there is any to bo developed, 
so that semi-deaf persons may llistinguish sounds and even spoken language. 
METHODS OF DEAF-MUTE INSTRUCTION. 
The different methods of instruction in language are often mentioned and dis· 
cussed, but are rarely dcfmed so as to be intelligible i;o the common 1·eader. Prof. 
Edward A. Fa.y, editor of the American Annals of the Deaf and Dumb, has stated 
tho essentials of each method with unusual clearness, antl the following defini-
tions of the manual, oral, a.nd comlJijlCd methods a-re taken from one ofhis editorials: 
By the maTwal method is meant tbe conrse of instruction which employs the sign 
language, the maunal alphabet, and writing as the chief means in tho education of 
the deaf, and lws facility in the comprehension and Ul:le of written language as its 
principal object. 'fbe degree of relative importance given to these three means 
varies in different schools; but it is a difference only of degree, and the end aimed at 
is t.be same in aU. If the pu-pils have some power of speech before coming to school 
or if they possess a consideraule •legree of hearing, their teachers usually try to im-
prove their utterance by practice; but no special teachers are employed for this pur-
pose and comparatively little attention is given to articulation. 
By the o·ral method is meant that in which signs are used as little as possible; the 
manual alpbauet is generally discm·ded altogether, and articulation and lip reading, 
together with writing, are made the chief means as well as the end of instruction. 
Here, too, there is a difference in different schools iu the extent to which the use of 
sign is allowed h1 the early part of the course; but it is a difference only of degree, 
and tho end aimed at is the same in all. 
'l'he combinecl method is not so easy to define, as the term is employ eel with reference 
to several distinct methods, such as (1) the free usc of both signf:l and articulation 
with the same pupila and by the same teachers throughout the course of instruction; 
(2) th general inf:ltruction of aU the pupils by means of the mannal method with 
the specin.l training of a part of them in articulation and lip reading as an accom-
pli bweut; (:3) the instr11ction of some pupils by the manual method and others by 
theoralrnctbud in the same inatituti~n; (4)-though tbisisrather a comuined systen~-
lw employm nt of the manual method and tile oral method in separate schools under 
the ·ame g 11 ralmanagement, pupilR being sent to one establishment or the other, as 
·e1ua be t with 1·eganl to each individual case. 
Eltmcula1'!J i11stnwliou.-Alexander Graham Boll, PII. D., has made an interesting 
au<l bncc ful experiment in the instruction of a congenitally deaf boy five years of 
f!lre. Th plan adopt d was to fn.miliarize the child with written language by means 
f play. Tl1 cbilcl's school room was turned into a play room, and language les ons 
w r · giv n throngh tllo instrumentality of toys and games. Words were taught fir t. 
Tl! · n:nn ·s of plavthings were put on them and a search instituted for their counter-
part. inn. ollc-ction of nam sou card . Aftcrwanl the child was 1·equired to a k for 
] lay thing. :11ul food Ly presenting card. , with. the proper names on them. ' oru 
ignif) inrr a ·tiou w r ad•lcd later. ·ntcnce exerci ·cs wcro soon berrun in the form 
of illlproUJptu convcr ation a,u(l rC'gular ent uces. Tho impromptu conversation 
wt·r writt u ou a blackuoard with the words which should ue empl1a ized in ~:~peak­
in' written larg . .After l1 wri ing, pautowime was 11sed sparingly to explain 
it. Thor ruJar s nt IJC excrci. cs consisted of imp rative St>lltcmc.:; ,,·riiten u th 
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board, and their commands obeyed first by the pupil, afterward by the teacher, when 
the pupil pointed to a sentence. The child soon wished to write as well as point 
out the sentence, and instruction in writing was commenced. At first partially erased 
sentences ~ere traced over. Then copies of sentences were made. The need of spell-
ing was soon felt, and a glove with the letters located upon it was put on his left 
hand. He was soon taught to find particular letters and to point out in order those 
that formed individual words. Professor Bell soon could communicate with him by 
touching the places on his hands corresponding to those on the glove where letters 
were located. From this time onward the child was required to communicate by 
language, and progressed rapidly in its skilful use. He was afterward ad,mitted to 
the primary department of the Columbia Institution and was distinguished for free-
dom and accuracy in the use of language. It is thought this trial will afford encour-
agement and aid to parents in giving home instruction. "If pupils could commence 
their school course," says Professor Bell, "with even an imperfect and rudimentary 
knowledge of English, the labor of the teacher would be enormously reduced and 
the progress of the pupil imr.uensely accelerated." 
Preparation for college.-It is important for the instructors of deaf-mutes to be well 
informed as to the nature of the preparation they should give pupils intending to 
pursue a higher course of studies, and such information is suggestive to many who 
are brought into other relations with such pupils. Prof. A. G. Draper, A. M., pre-
sented a paper ·on this subject at the tenth convention of American instructors of the 
deaf and dumb, held at Jacksonville, Ill., in August, 1882. He says that the first 
and foremost requisite is the ability to use and to understand tho English language. 
This may be increased by substituting, as far as possible, the use of connected lan-
guage in place of sign language. Proficiency in arithmetic is a second essential, 
because its principles underlie all mathematics and its study develops the power of 
attention and ideas of order, value, and proportion. 
Lip reading should be familiarized before entering college, as afterward the required 
work does not allow leisure for the acqu~rement of elementary skil1, though constant 
opportunities for intercourse exist. A trade should be learned, as a resource against 
misfortunes that may deprive one of other fields of labor. The use of tobacco should 
be prevented, as it is an obstacle in the path of mental and physical improvement. 
Bodily exercise should be taken, for by strengthening the muscles of the deaf-mutes 
"we shall store up the energy, courage, and temper without which their best gifts 
will be of little worth." Finally, moral instruction should be fait4fully imparted, 
especially by personal efforts and example. 
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TABLE XIX.-Smnmary of statistics of schools for the blind. 
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dumb (s e Table ·vnr and summary). 
b For both departments. 
c Instructcr only. 
h In ·ludes incollle from other sources. 
; i Tempora.rily closed. 
d • cbo 1 not op ned as late as October, 1882. 
e Total of items r ported. 
j For two years. 
The nbject. which appear to have recently elicited especial attention from eclu-
cators of the blind are the indu trie most suitable to their :pupil , the adoption of a 
ingle kind of printing, the re •ulation of the association of the exes, th m dical 
are t be b tow d, and the removal of :prejudices against sending chilclr n from 
home to an in titution commonly but rroneou ly called an as lnm. Th y find the 
am n ed of the cooperation of :parents, of prompt and re<Tnlar attendance, and 
of an appropriate arrangement of studies which is folt by teach rs in ordinary pub-
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lie schools. The mind of a blind child is developed by the usual methods of educa-
tion, but these must be employed by patient, skilful, and sympathetic teachers in 
order to produce immediate and permanent results. 
The atten'dance upon schools for tho blind is much smaller than it should be. The 
Michigan school had 73 pupils in 1882, and its superintendent, Mr. J. F. McElroy, 
estimates the number of blind persons in the State who are of proper age and condi-
tion to be educated at 350. 
It is estimat d that only 25 per cent. of the blind in Arkansas who are of suitable 
age to be admitted t.o the State school are or have been in it. The reasons given for 
this are the ignorance of the people as to the existence of the school, the supposition 
that the school is not free but expensive, the idea th:ht the school is a sort of poor-
house, the reluctance of parents to be separated from their unfortunate children, 
and the failure of the State to supply full accommodations and to enable the officers 
·of the school to offer its privileges to all those who are deserving of them. 
It seems to be always in order to urge those having the care of young blind children 
to treat them in such a way as to prepare them for school duties when they are of 
sufficient a.ge to leave home. The age at which they should enter a school of the 
usual character dep~nds much upon the circumstances of the family .. ~rule given 
by a good authority is that, if they can be under goocl influence at home, can have 
the care of mother or sister, can exercise fr.eely in the open air, can be taught ele-
mentary studies, it is better for them to remain at home until they are twelve years old; 
but, if they cannot receive proper care and be taught to some considerable extent, they 
should enter at the age of nine or ten. Dr. S. G. Howe was emphatic in cautioning 
parents against too much indulgence of sightless children. His ideas are shown by 
the following quotation: 
Do not prevent your blind chilu from developing as he grows up, in courage, gener-
osity, self reliance, and manliness of character, by excessive sPlf mdulgence, by spar-
ing him thought and anxiety and hard work, by giving him undeserved preference 
over others. Mnch m~hY be done for his advantage by judicious firmness, by reso-
lutely insisting that he shall learn to do everything for himself and for those about 
him which it is possible to do without actually looking at things. 
Keep him out of doors anu running about as much as possible. Bear in mind that 
he is exercising for health and strength, and that his object is to be in the open air 
and to keep warm by exercise, not by extra clothing. But the benefit accruing to 
your blind child from such continued exercise ancl work in the open air is not con-
fined to his bodily growth ancl health; for the effort to do something useful, to bestir 
himself and to keep himself warm, is goocl exercise for his moral nature; for every 
habit of meeting and overcoming little difficulties increases courage and self reliance. 
Hon. F. J. Campbell, LL. D., principal of th~ Royal Normal College and Academy 
of Music for the Blind, Upper Norwood, London, Eng., puts great emp}lasis on phys-
ical training. In his report for 1881 he says: 
By careful examination it will be found that the blind men who are leading lives 
of usefulness are those who have not allowNl their blindness to debar them from 
physical activity. Professor Fawcett in his able addresses on blindness has rep«~.tedly 
borne testimony to this fundamental truth. Tho pupils of the Royal Normal College 
who have been most energetic in regard to their physical development ha.ve achieved 
the b st results when they have gone forth to test their value in the open market. 
Owincr to tho lack of phy~:~ical training, yolmg blind persons come to us awkward and 
helpless, although they have been several years umler mechanical training. 
The di position to give blind children suitable medical attention aud opportunities 
for physical culture is manifest in many schools. The strength and vigor of bliud 
youth are not up to the average. The same causes which operated to produce blind-
ness have o.l o resnltctl in other evils, sometimes scarcely less deplorable. 
The object of physical culture is to increasu tho strength and fortify the health, 
The aim of the medical efforts is to r move pain and disease, and in some cases to 
restore sight. Tho trustees of the Iowa Collcrre for tho Blind appointed two physicians, 
expert "ophthalmologists," to examine and opero.te upon tho eyes of the mom bel'S or 
the college. They reported that none hacl been made worse by their interference 
and that many successful operations hacl been performed. They found over 40 per-
sons needing their special attention, half of them for increase of vision a.nd ha,lf for 
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the purpose of personal comfort and for relief of pain. Nearly as many more could 
be benefited by medical treatment and the adjustment of glasses. The regular course 
of instruction pursued in the literary, mu~ical, and industrial departments has not 
undergone any marked change. The studies in tho literary departments are like 
those of elementary public schools and are graded as closely as circumst~tnces will 
allow. The instruction in music is coutinued with profit to pupils and with pleasure 
to their friends. Occasionally it seems necessary to neutralize the effect of some un-
fair criticism of the blind in their work as tuners of instruments by stating their pe-
culiar fitness for that occupation and the success the;y have obtained iu it. The loss 
of sight seems to quicken the senses of feeling ancl hearing and to bestow faculties 
peculiarly serviceable to tuners, so that manufact,urers and eminent musicians have 
frequently shown preference for blind tuners. The industrial departments include the 
trades mentioned on page 76 of the abstract, and new occupations are being sought 
by the beads of these departments. Broom making and caning still appear to give 
the best results. ·The proii.ts from the former industry to the Kansas institution for 
the two years ending June 30, 188:!, were $820.06, besides $815.25 paid the boys for 
labor. Silk culture has been tried at the Arkansas school. The superintendent, 
Mr. Otis P61>ttoo., reported results as follows: . 
Two things are proved by our experiment i. :First, tha·t silk culture can he carried 
on by intelligent blind persons directed by the seeing where sight is indispensable; 
and, second, that they can do it without' special instruction in the institution. An in-
telligent blind person can tako the manuals preparecl for tb.e purpose, and with a see-
illg person to read for him can get a knowleuge of the subject. I would not advi e 
anybody to embark in the business who has not the proper food on his own grounds. 
Some of our girls who were in the class mentioned iu the essay intend to pursue t.he 
business when they go horne. We do not think it necessary to repeat the experiment 
in our institution, but will read to our girls enough to interest them in silk culture. 
'!'he introduction of Kindergarten methods or t,he addition of the Kindergarten itself 
is advocated earnestly by many 6f those in charge of the education of the blind. It 
is argued that a large part of these unfortunates a,re among surroundings of vice and 
destitution and should be removed from them at the earliest moment practicaule, 
before corrupt tendencies and vicious propensities are hardened and crystallized into 
permanent habits. Mr. M. Anagnos, superintendent of the Perkins Institution and 
Massachusetts School for the Blind, would haYe a separate school for this purpo e, 
with suitable grounds, ample endowment, and nothing to compromise its edncationn.l 
character. The pupils should be received when from five to nine years Of age, "re-
tained until tlle age of twelve, and taught and trained objectively according to the 
simple and rational methods developed in Frobel's Kindergarten." The trustees of 
the institution favor such a school. '1'hey say in their annual report for 1 82: 
For such children the Kinderg:uten system, with the genial warmth of kindne s 
radiating from its principles, with its methodically arranged gifts and game , it 
block building, weaving, ewing, and modelling, aft'orcls tl10 best and most efficient 
means of training. It 1s calculated to awaken
1 
strengthen, ::mu regulate their facul-
ties of imagination, volition, and action, whlCh are weakened by their infirmit -, 
depre ed by the wretchedness of their surroundings, and benumbed by t.ho frost of 
th ir privations. It promises to rai e them up from a state of misery, slot].;, and tor-
por, to that of comfort, activity, and diligence. It will create a new era in the hi ~ 
tory of the education of tb i.Jlinu by laying the foundations and increasing the po i-
bilitie of a higher standard of attainments than has hitherto been reached. 
Mr. B. B. Huntoon, superintendent of the Kentucky institution, speaks of hi ex-
perience with the Kindergarten as follows: 
The Kindergarten department, under th charo-e of a skilled teacher from Mr. Hail-
mann' training school in troit, has an wered every expectation formed of i 1rr at 
practical u fulne in a chool for the blind. In training- the sen es, in stimulating 
thoocrht , and in developing- the mind, it sc ms to furni h the method needed to make 
broad and strong the foundations of an education. 
· me of the r ult of the ducation of the blind are shown jn the following quota-
tion from the r •port of r. William Chapin, supcriutendent of the Penn ylvauia in· 
stitution: 
f the a2 in t.itu ions ii r th ulind in America snstaincd mainly by the ta • 
10' ere origina eel by bJind gtarlnato : 4 from the Pennsylvania insti ution, 5 from 
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the Ohio, and 1 from the Massachusetts institution. This is a gratifying record of the 
talent, energy, and perseverance of these persons under trying difficult~es. . 
Referring to statistics reportecl to a convention of Am~ri(mn supen~l.ten~1en~s m 
1878, of the graduates of these institutioi1's 16 becam~ su.pel·mtendents .of mst1tutwn_s 
for the blind and 5 of orphan asylums; instructors m literature, musw, and llandl-
craft, 502; clergymen, 34; piano tuners an~ repairers, 125 ; student.s .and ~radnates 
of colleges, 36; agents and lecturers, 71; ed1tors, lawyers, ancl physiCutns, ,·30; store-
keepers and traders, 277. Cla!;sifying these and others, it appeared that the number 
engaged in literary or mental work was 710; in musill and tuning pianos, 527; in handi-
craft, 1,111; total, 2,348. 
These 1mmbers would be considerably enlarged up to the present time. 
Mrs. Asa D. Loru, matron of the New York State institt-ition, reviewed the work of 
institutions for the blind in an excellent paper before the convention of instructors of 
the blind held in August, 1882, at Janesville, Wis. A few clauses from her remarks 
givo a concise view of the situation: 
The coming year, the first of the last half of the century [of instruct.ion for the 
bliud ], will mark a new era in the progress of the edncation of the blind. We stand 
on high vantage ground. Our buildings in the main are nmpl<·, well furnished, and 
well adapted to their uses. \Ve have improYed and vastly increased appliances to 
facilitate our work, for which, I trust, we are truly gra1;eful. Our pupils, as in the 
past, are the beautiful, the deformed, the strong, the weak, physically, morally, and 
intellect.ually. · 
It is our work to take these contrasting and widely diversified powers and develop 
from them men and women who shall be fitted to take honored and useful places in 
society, not only in the estimation of men, but in God's sight. 
VISIT OF DR. WILLIAM 1\IOON. 
The intention of Dr. William Moon, of Brighton, Eng., to visit this country fo.:.· the 
purpose of extenuing his work for the blinu, was announced in my last annual report. 
Au authoritative account of this visit has been published, from which tpe following 
paragraphs are t~Lken : 
In the month of April, 1882, at tlle request of Sir Charles Lowther, Dr. Moon, ac-
companied by his daughter, paid a visit to several cities of the Ul'ited St.ates to see 
what could be done by way of est~Lblishing home teaching and free lelldiug libra-
ries for their blind. '£he visit was most successful; throughout the whole of his tour 
Dr. Moon was warmly received by the various authorities of the institutions he visited, 
and at Philadelphia the Bible Society displayed the deepest interest in ci.l'cnlating 
copies of t.ho Bible in his type, throngh the agency of home. teaching and free libraries. 
Mr. Rhoades, the treasuter of the BilJle Society, through a re(jnisition si!l"ned by lvh. 
Chapin, principal of the School for the Blind, Mr. Hall, superintendent of the ·work-
shop for the Blind, and Miss Lloyd, president of tho Home for Blincl Women, convened 
a public meeting wllich was held at the Bible Society House. At this meeting a home 
teachino- society was formed anu a committee appointed for arrangin" the details of 
the work. Teachers were shortly afterwards appointed, and Dr. Moonltad the pleas-
ure of seeing the work progressing before his retum to England. 
At Mr. Chapin's institution, as soon ~ts tl10 books arrived which had been pre-
sented by Sir Charles Lowther, they were clistr.ibuted among the "inmates, and as m:tuy 
as 114 were aule to read them in the slwrt space of ~ days. Thirty of these readers 
were adults accustomed to work and unable to rea(l any of the books embossed in the 
United 'tates. '£his, it may be remarked, was not owing to any defect in the em-
uossing, for the books are beautifully pdnted, and sufficiently raised for the use of . 
·hildren, both at the American Printing Honse at Louisville an<l at Boston, but 
owing to the complex form of the letters, which is avoided ·iu Dr. Moon's simplifLecl 
alphabet. At the Workshop for the Blind and the Home for Blind Women, good prog--
re a was. soon made wheH the books were presented to those institutionA, and l\1r. 
llall, the admirable superintendent of the workshop, who is himself blind and wlw 
could never read the American embossed books, was among the early readers of Dr. 
Moon's type. Sir C. H. Lowther has kin(1lymade a present of the entire Bible to this 
10 titution, and it wa. · most gratifying to hear Mr. Hall's warm and grateful expres-
sions in reference to the benefits the inmates would receive therefrom . 
At Chicago Mr. 'N. H. Bradley and hi s son manifested great interest in the w0rk of 
home teaching, and callecl a number of friends together ancl laid the matter hefore 
them. Twelve married gentlemen nml their wives immediately gave their 11ames ns 
members of a committee and a. sufficient amount was sub cribed for a complete set of 
Dr. Moon' books to form a free liurary. A teacher was expected to be soon appointed, 
and the names and addres es to be obta,ined of the entire blind of the city. Before Dr. 
Moon left Chicago he had the gra.tificatiou of knowing that several of the blinu had 
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learned to l'en.d and were anticipating with much pleasure the use of the bo&ks of the 
new library. 
At Boston :w<l Xnw York promises ·were rcceivc1l frolll friends tl1at in tbe antumn 
of tho year they would u::;c th~ir endeavors•to cauy out tho Hallie means for the l>lmu 
of these cities. 
The success of Dr. Moon's efforts is in<lica.tccl by the following extract from a letter 
from ~Ir. J. r. Rhoades, of Philnt1e1phi'a, throngh whdm mach has been done to ad-
v::wce tho interests of the adult blind and the introduction of Dr. Moon's s;ystem of 
printing: 
I am glad to say that the results of our efforts to reach theadnlt blind who caunoi learn 
to read by tJJC old s~·stem are highly eucoul'aging. I have I'cceivecl numerous applica-
tions from the l>linllliving in various })arts of the United States, aml bave mn.iled to 
them the alphabet and elementary reading cards. Many of these l1ave informed me 
that after a few weeks' stndy they have learnetl to read and are now using the books. 
·we arc reaching those who nre isolated from nll other efforts in their behalf, and who 
have no acee. s to in::>titutions designed for their benefit, and who never supposed it 
possiblcto learn to read. 
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a Instructors only. 
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The education of feeble-minded children is undertaken by public authorities not so 
mncb as :1 charity as a means of increasing the productiveness of a large class of de-
fective citizens and decreasing the prooability of the transmission of their defects to 
another generation. Many children of undeveloped intellect are in popular estima-
tion included among those almost hopelessly idiotic. While the latter class may be 
improved by the careful trai~ing of their muscles and their habits of life and action, 
the most satisfactory results have been obtained with the more intelligent. Their 
training is painfully slow and must provide for the gradual increase of physical 
power, the stimulating of the senses, and the application of the mind to tasks judi-
ciously assigned. Their education cannot come from instruction in the branches 
taught to stronger youth so much as from simpler exercises calling will power into 
play and withdrawing the attention from personal feelings and wishes. Still, thq 
.classification of feeble-minded youth fot· purposes of school work is very complete in 
several institutions. This is necessary in order to accomplish the most possible in 
this difficult work at the smallest expense. The English schpols pay less attention to 
formal educational efforts than do ours, and some American instructors are inclined 
~o imitate their example. Certainly the health of these youth is of primary impor-
tance, as it is frequently on an equality with their mental condition. Recreation and 
labor are the means for strengthening both body and mind. The recreations must be 
of the simplest kind, and the labor adapted to the abilities of the child. The demand 
for farms and agr_icultural employment is made by institutions having only small 
tracts of laud. Massachusetts has provided a farm to which the school can send a 
portion of its inmates who n.re best fitted for farm work. The Ohio institution finds 
its large tract of laud of great value to its pupils. · There are some simple trades 
that ma.y be follo·wed by tllc feeble-minded, but their comlition of mind and body di-
minishes their ability to do farm work less than it does their efficiency in shops. 
The usefulness ofinstitutions is increased when they are enabled to extend care to 
feeble-minded adults, for whom no provision exists outside the poor-house . . It is pub-
lic economy to remove such from a life whose probable tendency is toward an ulti-
mately increased burdening of the community. It has been said that" the helpless 
condition and prospective fate of these children of misfortune, after they have received 
all the training, both mental and physical, that any school can give them1 appeal 
strongly and constantly to the same spirit of public charity that founded the p1·esent 
asy lams, for further protection." 
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TABLE XXI.-Smnmary of statisticf! oj'1·ejorrn schools. 
Nmnber of ~ ~;.; 
ai teachers, ~ ~ ;... <:~ 
Present inm:ttes. 
~ ofticers, and '§ ;:', .~ ~ I 
w assistants. r: <1l g <1> Sex. P..ace. 
~ ---- 8 ~ ;a~ ---...,-----Slates. 
·~ ~ ] u u ~ 1 · ~ i <1) I :.. ell :.. ell I I >d ----------:-~-- ~ I ~ -~-- -~----~-- --~-_____ o__ 
Califomia. ............•........ 
Colorado .................... .. 
~onnecticut .................. . 
Illinois ....................... . 
Indiana ...................... . 
Iown. ........................ ;. 
ICansas.......... .. ............ 1 
Kentucky..................... 1 
Maine . ....................... . 
Maryland..................... 4 
Massachusetts ................ 14 
Michigan . • • . • • • • • • • • • . .. . . .. . 2 
Minnesota .................. .. 
Missouri...................... 1 
Nebraska..................... 1 


























































































New York .................... . 13 180 194 3, 468 3, 322 3, 942 1, 913 





















525 , 52 
b5, Jtl7 b157 
b743 b62 
~ 49 50 s 
Pennsylvania . . .. .. . • .. . . .• . .. 2 42 33 531 503 719 203 b531 b144 
Rhode Island.................. G 8 148 179 138 0 12G 12 
Vermont...................... 1 7 9 15 38 70 16 85 1 
Wisconsin.................... 2 34 24 166 232 324 101 416 9 
District of Columbia.......... 1 21 8 99 94 143 55 88 
Total .................... ,-;·1 f 593<~2 > 599 -r;,-168 -;,379 11,135 --;,-805 1 bll, 84·1 ~ 
a Of those commilted !.luring the year. c These figures arc for two years. 
b This distinction not r cpol'ted in all cases. 
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TABLE XXI.- Summary of statistics of reform schools- Continued. 
Present inmates. rod~ Libraries. ~ ~ . ~~ 1'-<>l .;:1 a!O ·~,.=> ct)~ 
See Q).-< "" ..-~E s~ . 0 0 • Nativity. ,.<:~0 t;_~ ~·...-4 00 1:- ...,o ;:l-"' 
States. 0 "" ~..<:I o .... ~~ 
I 
.... <:) 
o.,; -~ ~ <:.l::;j ~ ..... 
~ 1'-<Q) ~~ c:e .... 0 oo..P Q)s ~-: ~ 0 bJl ..=>~~ g .~ 'C) 'S;:l ~~ ~ .... ~-~ s 1'-<~Q) 0 ::l ~ ..... .., R 0~ z R z z <l 8'"' 
---
California ..................... al61 a29 3,1211 400 $44, 900 
Colorado ...................... 77 3 ~ 80 0 12,785 $38 
Connecticut ................... 561 26 4,174 3, 200 300 97,400 19,500 
illinois ....................... 354 39 1, 373 1, 600 238 33, 807 4,476 
Inrliana ..•...•••••..•...•..•.. bl35 b9 . 2, 210 500 100 44,125 2, 600 
Iowa ......................... 180 90 945 650 40 32,000 
Knnsas ...•.•.•••••.•..••..•• . 71 1 102 12, 000 
Rontncky ..••••.•••••..•.. : .. 240 7 1, 508 600 100 20,158 6, 604 
Maine ....................... . 106 4 1, 711 1,600 14, 600 5,400 
Maryland .••••••.••.••..•.... . 673 21 5, 039 1, 900 100 80, 573 13, 500 
Massachusetts ........................ b633 b92 11,359 6,465 150 118,210 15,220 
Michigan .............................. 327 71 2, 740 1, 275 75 35, GOO 8, 601 
Minnesota ................... . c8 c98 573 1, 070 37, G79 
Missouri. ..................... ... ............ ............... 4, 715 600 100 34,000 6;743 
Nebraska. ..................... ............... ............. 43 ............. ····---- .. --- .. -.-- ..... ............. 
New Hampshire ....•...•.••.. 107 4 1,100 300 100 17, GOO 5,000 
New.Tersey ................... 397 180 1, 904 970 67,583 21,541 
New York .. : ................. bl, 778 b380 74, 308 10, 5!J4 702 825,883 rl222, 631 
Ohio .......................... ..... ........... .............. 11, 182 5, 836 5!J4 163,659 d37, 121 
Pennsylvania. ................. b016 b35 17, 901 30,323 80 . 142,482 21,128 
Rhode Island ................. 125 13 3, 273 300 0 _17, 500 8,495 
Vermont .••.........•..••..... .............. ................ 646 -..... -..... -~ ............. 18, 338 4,196 
Wisconsin .................... 411 14 2,326 1, 255 50 62, 602 1, 418 
District of Columbia .......... a85 a14 812 600 50 34, 38!) 1, 739 
a Of those committed during tlH3 year. c These figures are for two years. 
b This distinction not reported in all cases. d Includes total income of one institution. 
One of the questions natural1y asked about the inmates of reform schools is as to 
their antecedents. Statistics bearing on this inquiry are collected by nearly all the • 
schools. They show that the offender has almost always been idle; that he has very 
frequently been the child of parents born in foreign countries; that a large propor-
tion of the boys have p.o father living; and that, contrary to the prevailing opinion, 
their parents are not usually intemperate. The statistitls of different States vary 
greatly as to the social condition of parents, and an equal dissimilarity exists be-
tween city and country schools. After giving percentages of children coming from 
specified classes of surroundingA, Mr. Israel C. Jones, superintendent of the House of · 
Refuge on Ra,udall's Islan(l, near New York City, comments upon the statistics as 
follows: 
It does not appear from the foregoing that intemperance is a prevailing vice with . 
the parents, nor that the delinquel'lcy of the children is chargealJle to their being 
orphans, for about 86 per ccut. of the fathers and 94 per cent. of the mothers are 
fonnd to be temperate people, and correspondingly few of the children have lost both 
parents. A noticeable feature that probably contributes to their delinquency is the 
thriftlessness of the parents, as indicaterl by the character of the homes and the 
lack of forethought in la.ying np any portion of their earnings against want. From 
75 to 0 per cent. are knrnn1 to live iu crowded tenement ho11ses, and about the same 
proportion are po::~scssed of Ho property except their furniture, which is often scanty. 
CCII REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
The reform school of t:he present is a decided improvement on those which were 
first established, some sixty years ago. The changes effected have been stated as fol-
lows in a pamphlet issued by the Colorado State Industrial School: 
In the earlier history of these schools all inmates were classed together. For their 
safe keeping it was thought necessary to fasten them in cells at night; strong iron 
uurs gn::trded the windows; heavy doors, constantly locked ancl bolted, closed the 
passages; and the. premises were surrounded by high stone walls. Great improve-
ments have marked the progress of reform schools. In the modern reformatory 
neither high walls, cells, bolts, nor bars are found. Nothing in the surroundings dis-
tingnishes them from first class public schools. Neat fences inclose the grounds, 
which are ueauti:fied by trees, shrubs, lawns, and flowers. Well kept roads and walks 
lettd to the various places of interest, and thus the very grounds are used to teach 
important lessons. 
A descri11tion of some of these institutions shows them to be inviting in appearance 
and attractive in.surronndings. For example, the Ohio Reform School is a village of 
itself, excellently l::tid out and provided .with conveniences. · 
The buildings consist of the main building; the Ohio, Hocking, Muskingum, Cuy-
allOga, Scioto, IIuron, Miami1 Erie, Maumee, and Union family buildings; shoe, brush, 
blacksmith, tn.i1or, paint, carpenter, bake shops; carriage, meat, ware, engine, gas, ice, 
corn, anfl green houses; water tower, hospital, mending room, knitting room, cham-
ber of reflection, laundry, two horse barns, a piggery, cow ba.rn, and numerous out-
buildings. 
The family buildings :tre arranged in a segment of a circle around the main build-
ing, with the exception of a double building, called the Ohio, for the use of the very 
youngest boys, which is separated from the main and other builtlings nearly half a 
mile, but.is connected with the rest of the institution by a good boanl walk. These 
family buildings are named for the rivers in the State. The building f-or the young-
est boys h;ts three stories above the basement. On the :first floor are two rooms for 
tho elder brother and his family, two school rooms with folding doors between, 
which, ·when open, throw both into a sitting room for the boys in the evening. There 
is a wide hall separating the elfler brother's rooms from the school rooms. On the 
second floor are rooms for the teachers and two dormitories. On tlte third floor are 
rooms for the employes and two sma,Uer dormitories. The basement serves as a play 
house and a place where the boys prepn,re themselves for school or detail. This build-
ing accommodates about one hundred boys under twelve ye;Lrs of :;t.ge. There is con-
uccted with it a kitchen, dinil1g room, and workshop, so the boys ltavc no communi-
cat,ion with the hn·gc boys, only comiHg over to chapel on the Sabu::ttb. 
Of the other family buildings, four are 57 feet loug l)y 36 wide all(l are three steries 
high above the ua ement. Tile remaining :five are like tbe fonr, with the exception 
or being bnt two tories high above the basement. Eacl1 of these nine buildings 
mttkes a good, comfortable home for :fifty boys. 
The treatm nt of the inmates of reform schools lws improveil as much as the build-
ings iu wl1ich they are accommodated and the methods of instruction. Home life 
mor attractive tban tl1ey have P,ver known awaits many of those committed. Kind-
111' s UJHl pati 'nee awaken hope and confidence in many a dark and suspicious mind. 
·The fntnre welfare of thr inmates is primarily rcp:arded by most institutions, not only 
in the stndies aml labor'! required, hut also in the attention given them. Thi is 
indicated in a chcu1ar i. Rued recently by tb boara of managers of the Connecticut 
• tatC' Pform • ehool. 'l'he wcthods and advantages of the institution are descrilJed 
in tlt following terms: 
Th institution is not a prison lmt a school of detention and reform, where the in-
.ll:lft>. r ,c ive ~nch instnwtion ancl training afl arc best adapted to form and perpe u-
at a virtnon cltara ·ter, to e. tauli.-h bn.hit1-1 of iJJdnstry, and to ad vane them in tho e 
hran ht> of knowlP1l~c whi h are ta11p:ht in the c0mmon schools of tl1c tate. They 
n.1·:- Jwr provitif·cl witb a hotn in ev :ry way pleasant and comfortaule; are furui h d 
w1tl..t sl••ad.r ·rnployment that wiU aid them in earning au honest living after they 
l!·;~w th • . f:ltnol. They lHt\:e ~tppropriate H nHons for recreation and pln;y, ar well 
Jt·•l :uH1 clotlH·Il ntul ·IH·n wk have tlt • hPat of care aucl mcdica.l attenclanc . 'Ih y 
attPJtil school r•·gnlarl~· ix: d:t~·· of thew· ·k, are taught hy expl'rlen •tl aud .ffici ut 
tP:tehH .• ~uHl on ."t1111la: l"ujo;v tlw pdvil <res of the , abbath Hchool :.111<1 one r gular 
elt:q~t·l ·or }re over w.ltirh :om· mini tf'I nf 1be gospel from one of the city chnr h 
)ll"P. HIP'~. I he 'a.rlwlw hoy. of the scl.tool receive one hour of iustructiou each Sab-
bath from the isters of Mercy. 
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.Mr. J. J. Barclay, president of the board of manage1·s of the House of Refuge at 
Philadelphht, describes the life of inmates there as follows: 
Great care is bestowed on the training, health, :tnd comfort of the inmates. The 
discipline is pa.rental and calculated to prepare them for the duties of life. When 
sick they are placed in an admirable infirmary aud attended by experience'd aud 
skilfnl physicians and an excellent nnrse. 'l'hey are employed about seven hours a 
day in the workshops or household duties, are engaged three hours in the school rooms 
under excellent teachers, and strenuous efforts made to instruct them iu the elements 
of a good education. · 'l'hcy are allowed ample opportunity for exercise in the open 
air and in the recreations snitable for the young. They are provided with a well 
selected library, affording them the means of acquiring valuable information and 
mental enjoyment. 
The daily routine of these schools is so planned as to avoid too rigorous exactions 
and to secure the full value of their time and strength to the inmates and less di-
rectly to the institutions. A division of the day between study, la.bor, a.nd recreation 
is effected so as to give a suitable proportion to each. An example of thls and of the 
attention paid to other minor details may be taken fro1n the report of the Girls' In-
dustrial Home, Delaware, Ohio. The matron says: 
The work hours are from 8 to 11 A. M., the scl10ol hours from 1.30 to 4.30 P. l\L In 
the work and school room, the schedules require prbruptness to the ruiuute, as incli-
cated by the central bell. The time for recreation is so arranged as to allow all a 
liberal amount of exercise. Special attent.ion is given to the housekeeping and laun-
dry departments, so as to have the girls, if possible, when discharged from the home 
second to none in this very important branch of woman's education ; also, the work in 
the sewing room is carefully watched, so as to secure both neatness and promptness 
in the use of the needle. To secure harmony and equality in the kitchen instruction, 
as well as to secure an economical va.riety of food, we have provided a regular bill of 
fare, by wl1ich all are equally governed. 
Mr. W. C. Sampson, superintendent of ·the Colorado State Industrial School, says 
that the course of industrial, mental, moral, and religious instruction in that institu-
tion "is ananged to correct the bad and vicious habits already p~trtially formed; to 
induce the love of system, regularity, aml cleanliness in heart and person; to create 
a thirst for knowledge and habits of industry as a meaus of earning a competence, 
comfort, and happiness; to elevate the low moral and religious standard to the Bible 
standard; and to thoroughly instil the love of country and goo<l citizenship." The 
necessity of not only industrial instruction but also of comparatively uninstructive 
labor is understood. The constant use of the head and the hands is effective in crowd-
ing out and keeping ont of a boy's mind the thought and desire of wrong doing and 
deprives him of time for accomplishing mischief. ''An important auxiliary in the ref-
ormation of boys, at least," as is said by Mr. J. Hood Laverty, superintendent of the 
Phila.delphia House of Refuge, '.'is regula.r, steady, concentrated work. Neither 
idle boys with dishonest tendencies nor girls with lewd inc1inations can ever be re-
formed until they 'are ta.nght to love and a.dapt themselves to steady, continuous work 
of some kind, a.nd to understand that all honest labor js not only respectable but 
yields pecuniary advantage." COilSequently, as much of the work of a reform school 
as possible is performed by the inmates, whether boys or girls; with the latter, house 
work is given most prominence. The future of girls who a.re qualified to enter f<~mi­
]ies, and do so, is much more secure than that of girls passing from school life into 
shops and factories. The trust es of the State primary and reform schools of Mas-
sachn etts, in a recent report, say : 
The house work, at first irksome to a. girl who has been leading a lazy life of self 
indulgence, becomes interesting when carried ou with companions. Recogniziug tl1e 
difficulty which seems to belollg to a.Il institution life, the contrast of its shelter a.ud 
security a.s compared with the unexpected trials and insecurities of a life of honest 
s lf support, it is the constant study of the trustees to make the family system of the 
school a preparation for family life outside; to train the girls uot only to submit 
to rules, but also to ohoy conscience when ruleF! are wjtbdrawn. They are tan~ht 
the economic neces. ary to gootl housekeeping, they see the little vexations resultmg 
from carele sness, and lca.r11 what is meant by "duty" and "individual responsi-
bility" as they could nob under the restraint found necessary for a more hardened 
class of offenders. 
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The now acknowledged principle that industrial education should be a part of every 
system of reformatory training is stated by M:r. Z. R. Brockway, superintendent of 
the New York State Reformatory, at Elmira, as follows: 
No reformatory system is complete that does not train each snlJject for a specific 
industry for which he has natural adaptation, and actually induct him into it, main-
taining supet·visory control long enough to insure a go~d ~legr~e of. perma~ence an~ 
snecess. In spite of all our efforts and because of the bunts of t.he mclu.stnal orgam-
zation here, we are obliged to send men, naturally qualified for somet.hmg better, to 
menial or cheap employment, with which they will not aml onght not to.b~ content. 
There is a ruo:;t intimate connection between the conduct of reformed cr1mmals and 
the readiness with which they can suitably support themselves. 
The shop work of the Connecticut State Reform School is reported by tbe superin-
tendent, Mr. George E. Howe, as follo:ws: 
We now have three shops where cane seating i~ done, two being in the main build-
ing and one at the cottage building. The whole number of boys employed in these 
shops averages about one hundred and seventy-five in the wintCl' season. In the sum-
mer time there is a less number, as the boys are taken from these shops for the farm, 
ganl n, ancl other out-of-door work. 
In the manufacturing room, where overalls are made, we employ about ninety boys. 
Seventy-five boys, seated at as many sewing-machines, at active work, with a large 
class of the little fellows sewing on buttons, folding the .goods, l eeping the ~ecor~s 
of work, &c., makes a pleasant ancl interesting sight to beholfl. 'l'he boys m this 
departm nt soon become experts at the machines, ancl a knowleflge of this manufact-
urillg p1· pares i.hem to obtain rea1ly employment after leaving the school. Weh~ve 
a tailor shop in which twelve boys are employed in the manuf~tetnre of the cloth1~g 
worn lJy the boys. The mendinO' is also done in this shop. Only two boys wo~k. m 
the sl10e shop. We manufacture but few of the shoes worn, but all of the repamng 
is properly attenued to in this shop. 
The Toledo (Ohio) House of Refuge has introduced knitting as one of its industries, 
and the superintendent, Mr. A. A. McDonald, contrasts it with other employments 
very favorably. lie says: 
In the [knitting] industry each boy .bas his mac.biue; he takes it apart, cleans it, p~ts 
it together, rep:.urs it, and pritlcs himself on keeping it in perfect order. It to h1m 
i a machine, and in vie,ving its p:trl~:~ his miJl(lrroes out to stronger and more com-
plicated ~achiuery i be discusses its beauty mHl il'ower; lle i~; improved and ben~fitec~. 
In operatmg a "kmtter" every mu clc of the lwdy is lm>nght in to play, the mmd IS 
ttctive in calculations and watchful in giving proper dimeJtsions to articles manufact-
ured. In every iustance, without exception, each boy who goes into the knitting 
factory comes out of it in hett r· h a1th and strong r mentally aud physically. In 
the latter indu try [brush makiug] nineteen-twentieths of th boys never can reach 
beyoml the l10pe o.f hein~ al>le to sit in cramped positiow; alHl till little perforated 
boards with bristles, in wuich "tracl "110 iw-renul.ty is awakeuct1, no lively interest 
manifested. 0 
The u~;efulncss of reform 
ur ·. 
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THE CONTRACT SYSTEM. 
A committee .recently inquired into the truthfuln~ss of charges that cruelty was' 
shown .to the inmates of the State Reformatory at Elmira, N.Y. They found the 
charges unwarranted; they added to their report some remarks on the administra-
tion of such institutions. They objected to the contract system of labor for the fol-
lowing reasons : 
(1) The contract system introdnces into the management of the prison the factor of 
private pecuniary interest. The State enters jnto a contract with private parties to 
furnish them with a specified number of laborers at a fixed price per day for each 
laborer. The contract is likely to be, and in fact is, one requiring, in order to its 
financial success, the employment of a la.rge number of men, and. at the ruder, heavier, 
less intelligent, and less desirable forms and kinds of mechanical labor. The prison-
ers have been employed in the manufacture of shoes of the coarser grade, brushes, 
stoves, and various other forms of hollow ware. These contracts must be strictly 
carried out. The pecuniary interest of the contractor mnst be a controlling considel'-
ation in connection with the discipline and treatment of the prisoners. No legal 
skill or adroitness can so frame the contract as to exclude from it the element of private 
interest and include in it a paramount regard for the well being and reformation 
of the prisoners ; and, jf a contract could be so framed, no sane business man would 
take it. No contractor, not even the very jntelligeut and estimable gentlemen who 
have contracts with the State for prison lauor at Sing Sing and Elmira, some of 
whom appeared before u~ and testified concerning the operation of the contract 
system, would enter in~o a contract with the State for the labor of prisoners upon 
any other basis than that of their own financial advantage. 
(2) Under the contract system the prisoners are brought under a divided control: 
the control of the State on the one hand and that of the contractors on the other 
hand; and these will not always agree. The control of the State is, in theory, pa-
ternal and reformatory; that of the contractors is, in theory and in fact, purely legal; 
and looks alone to their business success. Such a con:l:lict of interest and purpose 
cannot be otherwise than prejudicial to the discipline of the prison and to therefor-
mation· of the prisoners. The interest of the contractor and the terms of his contract 
may require that certain prisoners shall be employed at a particular kind of work as 
long as practicable, while the interest of the prisoner and the proper conditjons of his 
reformation and transformation into an industrious and worthy citizen may require 
that J1e should be put at a different kind of labor, or even that he should be dis-
charged from his imprisonment altogether or upon his parole. 'The interest of the 
contr:10tor requires that his agents aml subordinates in the prison should be selected 
with reference to their fitness and skill in supervising and directing the particular 
kind of work to ue done under the contract, while the interests of the prisoners and 
the reformatory ends sought by the State require that the men who are put in imme-
diate supervision of the prisoners s1JOuld possess other aud higher than mere mechan-
ical and business qu[Llifications. 
(:3) A proper classification of the prisoners as to their moral and intellectual status 
and as to their fitness for particular kinds of la,hor cannot be made under the con-
tract system. The contract calls for several hundred men to be employed, for in-
stance, in the manufacture of hollow ware. Among the hundreds so employed there 
must be a large percentage of men whose love of honest remunerative labor will never 
be stimulated or stren·gthcned by such employment. 'l'hey will feel their work to be 
onerous and degrading, and will never voluntarily engage in it after their discharge. 
If put at employmen·t suited to their capacity and peculiar adaptations and, so far 
as practicable, to their taste and pTeferencc, their self respect might be restored, their 
love of honest work cucoumgc(l, and their purposes of reformation confirmed. In-
stead of smarting coutinnally under a sense of injustice and spuming all induce-
ments to the amendment of thejr livos, as is now too often the case, they would be made 
to feel that the State cherislJes a. genuine, kindly interest in their welfare; and unless 
they can be made to feel that the State whose laws they have violated is benign and 
ma-gnanimons, as, well ~s great and powerful to punish, no genuine desire and purpose 
to lead a better life can "be awakened in them. Mere power cannot subdue and reform 
the human will, ancl an exhiuition of mere vindictiveness only begets the like spirit in 
its victims. 
( 4) In order to secure the best reformatory results in prison management, it is im-
portant that the State should maintain its proper immediate relations with the crimi-
nals therein confined. The prisoners should be led to see and feel that they are in 
direct contact with the sovereign power· which they have disobeyed. This may hum-
ble, but cannot degrade them. 'rheywill respect the majesty of the law. They can-
not c1 spise, though they may defy it. But the contract system introduces an inte.r-
mediary power, and that a purely self interested or mercenary one, between the pris-
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oner and the Stn.te. The labor of the :prisoner is let or sold by the State with a view 
to the largest pecuniary profit to the State. The :prisoner thus :finds himself in the 
.situation of a hireling, not to say a slave, t,o serve mere mercenary ends: :first, the 
:pecuniary adv::tntage of the State, and, second, the pecuniary interest of the con-
tr:wtor; and the reformatory design of the prison becomes necessarily a subordinate 
and scarcely appreciable factor in the management. 
(5) The inevitable result of the contract system must be and is to :prevent the 
introduction into 11rison management of those reformatory methods and influences 
which are required in order to carry out the design of this institution. Mere labor 
is not in itself and irrespective of other agencies reformatory in its nature. Nor is 
it rendered so by making it remunerative, especially if the remuneration is to some 
one other than the laborer. And yet the great State of New York, after proposin~Yto 
itself the grand moral and benevolent purpose of reforming the younger class of its 
criminals and establishing a magnificent prison npon this r eformatory basis, and after 
timidly experimenting for the short periou of :five years on the plan of employing the 
prisoners on its own account, sndtlenly and apparently from mere pecuniary considera-
tions reYer~;es its policy, abandons its ~reat humanitarian purpose, and by the act of 
1881, ~md against the earnest protest ot the superintendent and managers, adopts the 
contract system as a partr of its reformatory scheme and resolves to transform this great 
charity juto a money making inf:ltitution. It may be clajmecl that the State was wrong 
in founding this prison for reformatory purposes; but H, as we believe, the State was 
right in its originn.l purpose, then, in our j ndgment, that purpose should be consistently 
carried out wlth all the energy and resources whiol1 the State is accustomed to bring to 
th execution of its will. The question of pecuniary profit or loss in the management of 
this pri ·on sboulcl be in all cases treated as a matter of secondary consideration, and 
snll enient. to o11e controlling end of reforming the prisoners therein confined. And 
we are gmtiiicd to find that some of the best authorities on prison management iu 
this country have given expression to similar views. 
PROTECTION OF FOREIGN-DOnN CIIILDREN. 
Connected wibh the general subject of juvenile protection and care is the preven-
tion of the traffic in foreign children, and especiaJly in children from Italy, by 
padroni, who gain a livelihood out of the earnings, beggary, and moral ruin of the 
children whose time and labor they control. Congress in 1874 passed a,n act making 
the importa.tiou or holding to invpluntary service of persons kidnappccl or inveigled 
in foreigu countries, or guilty consent to such impo1·tation or retrntion, a felony 
punishable hy .fine and impri:soument. Almost at the same time the legisla.tme of 
Pennsylvania passecl a law whereby persons hiring, giving, or employing minors under 
eighteen years of age for public minstrelsy, begging, or other mendicant business, and 
persons sharing in any way iu the profits of such business, a1·e guilty of a. misde-
meanor punishable by :fine and imprisonment. 
The State of Maryland has passed an act similar in purpose to that of the State of 
Pennsylvania; it is an excellent example for all other States to follow, for, though 
driven out of Pennsylvania and Maryland, there is nothing to hinder these cruel and 
lazy child-owners from carrying on tbeir business in other par.ts of the country, and 
particularly in those places where neither a federal judge nor an Ita,lian consul is to 
be found. This traffic deprives Italy of the civil labor and military service which 
that government under its laws has a right to e_-pcct from nutny of these dcporteu 
youth; it deprives the children themselves of tL.cir home, their na,tive country, and 
:tll regular instruction in morals, behavior, and lett rs, exposing them in a foreirru 
land to all tho moral and physic: l dang rs of a strange limate, of exhau tinrr aml 
no improving toil, of bad au din nfficient food, and offoullodgings among immoral as-
sociate , while jealously preventing them from acquiring suDlcicntly tho speech, the 
habit , or tbe elf r 1ia~ce th. t tb y could so easily obtain by a nitable li£ in thi 
country· :finally, it fllicta the cities and large towns of this nation with nuru rou 
ill-u d childr n, 'Yh often h com thieves, desp radoe , and paupers as th y grow 
old r: the nly p r ons ben :fit d by all tbis sn:tr riner, iJJjn ti c, crime, aml ·qual r 
bein, th ruthle en or' omen who import these children, live on their earning, 
and keep th .m from all hope or desi ·e of auything bctt ·r. 
ORPHAN HOMES AND ASYLUMS. CCVII 
TABLE XXII.-Sztmma?'Y of statistics of homes and asylnrns fM' 01'phan or dependent chil-
dren, infant asyl~wts, ancl industrial schools. 
States and Torrito-
l'ios. 
Present inmates. Libraries. 
--------1--1----------- -----------------




California ............ 17 
Connecticut . • . . . . . . . . 7 
Delaware............. 2 
Georgia ••••••..•..... 8 
Dlinois .•••........... 12 
Indiana ..••.•.•••..... 19 
Iowa................. 4 
Kansas............... 2 
Kentucky . . . • . . . .. . . . 12 
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . • . . 8 
Maine .....••......... 
Maryland............. 13 




Missouri..... . . . . . . . . . 13 
Ne"\"ada . ........... :.. 1 
New Hampshire ..... . 
New .Jersey ........... 8 
New York ......•..... 80 
North Carolina....... 2 
Ohio .•......•....••••. 34 
Oregon .............. . 
Pennsylvania. . ........ 52 
Rbodelsland . ........ 5 
South Carolina........ 2 
Tennessee ........... . 
23 1, 280 122 47 75 200 •••••. $6,187 $5,917 












6, 'i04 a1, 158 
4, 373 404 
634 117 
1,244 259 
7, 513 1, 170 










57 6, 037 704 
183 54,780 al, 632 
!Jl 0, 610 1, 010 
7 390 a68 
18 770 114 
124 4, 815 879 
1: I ~:~ I ~: 
41 3, 730 448 
918 155,281 alO, 587 
13 715 
'518 37, OG9 
3~0 





27 3,120 368 
15 2,154 150 

































































350 5, 143 6·!7 48,782 
755 829 41 187,707 
748 2, 100 625 
10 ........ ·••••• 
































208 2, 135 270 37, 841 32, 141 
5, 068 29, 632 1, 180 1, 180, 415 1 1, 099, 671 
126 500 50 15, 6~2 14, 883 
1, 883 9, ~71 276 371, 971 387, 423 
9 92 0 4, 075 2, 035 
2, 170 20, 836 1, 448 1, 612, 4ti5 1, 146, 825 
191 855 85 29, 818 29, 300 
20 893 67 29, 999 31, 836 
117 200 40 10, 783 9, 657 
Texas................ 11 ........... . ..................................................... . 
Vermont.............. 2 25 2, 367 162 86 76 380 26 20,898 20,898 
Virginia.............. 2\J 1, 436 l73 57 116 335 100 9, 700 6, 782 
Wisconsin............ 13 73 4, 208 594 314 280 2, 555 17 30, 620 36, 050 
District of Columbia.. 5 1 5+ 1 4, 06:! I 511 I 254 257 649 35 24,348 35, 105 
~~e~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~: ~ ~: • -~·. ~~~. ~:: ••••• ~~ .••••• ~~ •.••• ~~~- •••• ~ ••• -~~~~~-~- •• --~~~ ~~~ 
Total ....•...... 370 3, 3fJO 375,584 1ct34, 077 18,075 16,380 101,427 5, 763 4, 535, 862 3,'874, 759 
·====I==============· 
PART 2.-Injant «8!}· 
lums. 
California .....••..... 
lllinois • • • . . • . . . . • . . . . 2 
18 





12 ·••·•••· .••••• 
18 ........ •••••• 
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lums- Con tinned. 
Kentucky .•...•..•••. 
Louisia11a .. ••......... 
Maryland............. 2 
Mass-achusetts ..•..... 
Michigan ............ . 
NewYork ......••.•.. 15 
Pennsylvania ..•.•.... 
Wisconsin .•.....•••.. 








.... -.. ~ 
!6 
Present inmates. Libraries. 
780 200 200 ! ...................... . $5,000 
a200 
3,400 138 
1, 316 a157 
2,251 41 
48, 030 I a3, 404 
946 a138 
·····:~r···:: :::::::: :::::: ·;:::::: ····::::: 
2G 15 . • • . . • . . • • . • • . 3, 800 3, 7!l1 
1, 229 1, 189 . • • . • . • . .•• . . . 514, 510 513, !!83 
28 6 ·••·•·•· .••.•. 4, 277 3,127 
............. a39 . • • . . . . . . - - . • • . . . . - ..• - . • • • • • . 2, 966 2, 9GG 
1, 773 115 65 50 ..•.......•... 5, 000 
TotaL......... . 37 458 61, ~96 a4, 907 1, 468 1, 585 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 584, 222 572, 256 
=======---==== ====:-======= 
PART 3.- Indttst?·ial 
scltoola. 
C01mecticut .•........ 40 103 103 300 ........... 18.004 14,347 
illinois .. .•••...•.•••. 33 4, 012 554- 195 359 600 ......... 58,193 57,750 
Indiana .................. 22 560 105 25 so ........... ........ . .............. ............... 
Kentucky •••..••..... 37 3, 240 206 0 206 ............. ............ 175 175 
ll'!aine .......••..•.•.. 2 14 1, 330 214 214 700 125 7,295 4,910 
Maryland ................... 3 21 2, 092 563 411 152 1, 632 212 35,495 55,371 
Massachusetts .....••. 4 31 660 777 410 3G7 200 23, 339 22,242 
Michigan . .••••••..... 3 a75 ····-·-· .............. ............... ............ G, 000 6, 000 
Minnesota. ..•.••••••.. 1 23 20 20 ............ ............. . ........... . ................ ................... 
Mississippi .•••••••••. 175 ............ ............ .. ........... .. --~-· ................ ..................... 
Missouri .... . ···-···-- .. 4, 000 a96 06 .. ............... ............ 4, 227 3, 972 
New York .••••••••••. 17 337 230, 734 24,029 10,420 G,907 7,478 130 204,565 289,100 
Ohio ..••••.•••••.•.••. 11 1, 650 203 66 137 300 225 13, 606 10,516 
Oregon ••••••.•••.•••. 1 . 180 150 90 60 150 50 ............... ................. 
Pennsylvania ••••.•... 4 2:> 1,220 647 379 268 805 460 121,189 121, !!iS 
Tennessee .•.••..•••.. 4 a480 ................ ... ........ ............ ........... 1,426 1,426 
Vjrginia .•..••••••••.. 8 126 100 100 ................ ............. ...... 65,000 95,000 
Wisconsin .••••....... 4 395 07 0 07 .............. ............ 0, 795 9, 715 
District of Columbia. .. 5 936 81 51 30 300 150 5, 682 4,402 
New Mexico ....••.••. ........... ................ ................. ................. ................. .. ............ ........... .. ............. 
Total. -• •..•.••. W 602 251, 158 a28, 675 12,167 9,07612,465 jl, 352 ass, 991 ~ 
!============ 




3, 300 375, 58~ a34, 977 18, 075 16, 380 101, 427 15, 763 4, 535, 862 3, 874, 759 
Total, Part 2... .. •• . 37 458 I 61, 906 a4, 907 1, 468 1, 585 . •• . . . . . •••• .• 584,222 572,256 
Total, Part 3........ 56 602 
1
251, 158 a28, 675 12, 167 9, 076 12, 465 1, 352 663, 901 696, 204 
Gran<l total ..... ,m-1~. 450 1ass, 738 a68, 550 31, 710 27, 041 113, 89217, 115 5, 784, 075 5,i4J,2i9 
a Sex not r ported in all cases. 
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States and Territories. 
<1> 
Q :::l t>. · o Q bl) " Q ·o 'd g• 0 '0 ~ ~ " -~ 0) <::> CIS Q :S ~ a if) "' Q;> ..... ..... ..... ..... ~ 0 0 0 0 ·::o cr. ~ "' rn 5o. '0 '0 <::> '0 
-~ 0 0 0 0 ~ .d .d .d 
" Q . Q Q 0 p r:n r:n r:n r:n 
At large........................ $1, 000, 000 ••••••••••••••••••••••••. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • · • •• 
Alabama ....................... . 
Arkansas ...................... . 
California ...................... . 
Colorado ....................... . 
Connecticut .................... . 
Florida ......................... . 
Georgia. ••••.•••••••••••••• ·····• 
lllinois ........................ .. 
Indiana ........................ . 
Iowa ........................... . 
Kansas ......................... . 
Kentucky ...................... . 
Louisiana ..................... .. 
Maine .......................... . 
Maryland ...................... . 
Massachusetts ................ .. 
Michigan ...................... . 
Minnesota ..................... . 
Mississippi ..................... .. 
Missouri ... .................... . 
Nebraska ..................... .. 
New Hampshire .............. .. 
New Jersey ................... .. 
New York .................... .. 
North Carolina .............. , .. . 
Ohio ........................... . 
Oregon .... ..................... . 
Pennsylvania .................. . 
Rhode It~land ......... ......... . 
South Carolina ........... ...... . 
Tennessee ............. ........ . 
Texas ............ . ........... .. 
Vermont. ...................... . 
Virginia ......... .............. . 
West virginia ................. . 
"\Visconsin ............ .......... . 
District of Columbia .....••..... 
Idaho .......................... . 
Indian ......................... . 
















































$1,300 ................... . 
.. • .. • • .. .. • 56, 000 • .. .. .. .. . $100, 000 
$l,OOO ............ ~····· ............. .. 
500,175 11,938 .................. .. 
154, 369 $175 125 
137,396 .......................................... .. 
24,250 ........................................... . 
53,374 15,000 ................... . 




300 1,500 .................. .. 
1,650 600 .................. .. 
::: ~~~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::1::::::::: ... ... ; .. ~~~ 
70o.l I 













75,044 ................... . 
40, 000 256,:!33 ................... . 
............ ............ .......... 20,000 
25,200 .......... .... .... .. 
5, 200 10, 000 .••.••••••••••••.••• 
01, 3:JO 25, 000 .................. .. 
47, 078 . .. .. • .. • .. • 5, 287 ................... . 
41,000 .......... ............. .................... . 
Utah.... .. .. . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45, 088 ....................................................... . 
Washington.................... 15,000 3, 000 ........................... ... ............. . 
Total..................... a7, 141, 363 1 3, 522,467 ,- 03!!, 055 ,-637, 471 ~- 175 -125, 1;5 
ainclucles a benefaction of $1,000,000 to "schools ofhiguer grade in the South" for the colored race, 
no special class of schools being designated. 
E-XIV 
• 
CCX REPORT OF 'l'HE COMMISSIONEij. OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE XXIII,-Statisticalsum?nary of benefactions for 1882, by States-:-Continued. 
States aml Territories. 
.A.labarna .............................................. .. 
Arkansas ............................................. .. 
Califorxria....................... $2, 500 $4, 520 
Colorado· ........................................... ... .. 
Connecticut ........................................... .. 
Florida_ .............................................. .. 
Georgia...... . . • • • • .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 189, 500 ........... . 
Tilino~s .......................... . 6,112 ........... . 











Kansas.·-................ .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . • .. • . . . . 3, 800 
Kentucky.:....................... ...... ...... ............ 15,000 
Louisiana-..................... 400 . ........... 1, !JOO 
Maine............................. 20, 000 .. .. .. .. • • .. 13, 420 
Maryland . .... . ......................... ........... .... ..... ....... . 
Ma~~sachuf!etts. .•.•••••••• ..•••. 56,000 26,620 13, 600 
$1, 000 $13,000 ......... . 
1, 020 $316 
1, 215 .................... .. 
3, 300 ............ 306 
Michigan._ ....................................................................................... . 
Minnesota_ ........................................... . 
Mississippi- ................................ .... ...... .. 
Missouri.............. • •• • • • • • . . 4, 300 .......... .. 
Nebraska ............................................. .. 
New Hampshire................ 1,100 17,000 
NewJersey-................... ............ 400 
New York...................... 500 7, 425 
North Carolina. .... ................. ..... ... ....... .... . 











800 ........ .. 
10,324 ......... . 
Oregon ............................................... ~ ........................................... .. 
Pennsylvania............................... 20,000 36,018 155 ......... . 
Rhodoisla.nd................... ............ ............ 1,000 ............................... . 
Sooth Carolina........ .. .. .. .. .. . . .. • .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 25, 200 ............................. -.. 
Tennessee...................... 4, 000 160 7, 050 .............................. .. 
Texas .......................... . 





Virginia...... .. • . • . .. . .. . .. . . .. 3, 000 ................ A. ••. ................................... 
West Virginia.. ... ........... ... . .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. 2, 500 ............. ........ ........ .. . 
Wisconsin...................... . 250 84, 020 30 ........................ ....... . 
District of Colombia ....... ,. .............. ................................................... ... .. . 
Idaho.................................................... 5, 000 .............................. .. 
Indian ........................ .................... ..... . 
New ex.ico...... .... .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10,400 
Utah ................................................. .. 
Wash in rton ........................................... . 





025,408 21,184 I 25,200 
EDUCATIONAL BENEFACTIONS. CCXI 
TAULE XXIII.- Statistical BtlriH~W1'Y of benefactions fo1' 1882, by institutions. 
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Schools of higher grade in $1, 000, 000
1 
.................................................... $1, 000, 000 
the South for we colored 
people. 
Universities and collcgts . . 3, 522,467$1, 844, 145 $742,215$324, 738 $81, 604 $10, 975$150,938 367, 852 
Schools of science . . . • . . . . . '639, 655 525, 224 48,7201. ....... 161 658 7, 309 958 40, 786 
~:::~: :! ~~:~~~-~~: ::::::: 637, ~~~. --~~~·- ~~~. - --~~~-~~l ~~~~-~~~ 63, ~~~ .. -~·- ~~~ ---~·-~~~ ·--~~~~-~~~ 
,Schools of medicine....... . 125, 125 25, 000 100, 000 . . • .. • . . 125 ......................... . 
Institutions for superior 373, 412 234, 550 45, 035 215 9, 085 54, 000 10, 200 20, 327 
instruction of women. 
Preparatory schools . . . . . . . 170, 545 126, 120 1, 325 ........ 26,040 ........ . 475 16,585 
Institutions for secondary 
instruction. 
Institutions for the deaf 
and dumb ond the blind. 
Training scb.oolsfornnrscs 
l.nstitut,ions for feeble· 
minded children. 




1, 215 4, 000 ....... . ....................... . 15,969 
7, 488 13,000 .••••••. 60 •••••••••••••••• 4, 751 
622 .. • • • • • • • . - • • • • • • . • -.- • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ••••••••• 
----------------------
Total .... .... . ••• . . . . 7, 141, 363 3, 234, 870 1, 103, 185 491, 671 215, 611 79, 584. 170, 799 1, ?45, 643 
• I 
TABLE XXIV.-Sumrnary of the numbe1· of educational publ-ications. 











1\fissouri ..•.•..•..•.••.••• _ •....• 
New J ersey .•.•.•••....•••••••••• 
New York ...•••.••••.•.•••.•••••• 





















Archroology, fine arts, and music ... 
Bibliography and literature ..••••. 
Dictionaries and encyclopmdias .•• 
Education ....•••••.•••••.•..••••• 






Mechanics and physics .••••••••••• 
Medicine and surgery .••••...••••• 
N atural 'history .....••••••••••••.• 
Philosophy and logic .••••.•••••••• 


















Virginia.......................... 2 Total ..•.•.••••••....••.... 1,058 
m strict of Columbia .••••. .••••• :. __ 2 r 
'l'otal . . • . • . . . • • . . . • • • . • • • • • 192 
CCXII REPORT OF TilE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE XXV.-Summm·~1 of11ate11.tsjor improvements in schoolfumitU1·e. 
The following summary shows the patents granted by the Government for inven· 
tions of school furniture and appliances during the year: 
From Alabama ••••. .••••. •••••• .••• 1 From New Jersey................... 10 
California.................... 4 New York.................... 36 
Connecticut • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • . 3 · Ohio ... ... •••• •. . •••• •••• •••• 11 
Georgia .. . ••• .•• ••. . . . ... ...• 1 
Illinois . . . • . • • • • • • • . . • . • . • . . • . 10 
Pennsylvania................. 8 
Rhode Island .••.•.•... -;,. .•.•.• 
Indiana .. ...• .... •..• .. .... .. 3 Vermont ... . . . ••••. ••.••... .. 1 
Virginia...................... 1 
'\Visconsin ....•••.•.••.•..•••• 
Iowa ........... ,............. 2 
J{ansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . 3 
Kentucky . . • ••• . . . • . . . • • • . . .. 3 Dakota ....•..•...••.•..•.•••. 
1tfaine... •• . •. . . . • . . • . . . • • . . .. 4 Washington .••........••••••• 
Maryland..................... 5 
Massachusetts . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . 6 
Wyop1i11g ..•. ! .............. . 
Foreign •.•..••••.•••••.•.••.• 
Michigan . . . • • . . . • . • • . • . • • . • . . 2 
Minnesota • • . • • • • • .• • • • • • • . • • • • 1 
Missouri...................... 1 
Total ...•••..••••••.••.. 12G 
Improvements in-
Adding machine ..•.•..••••...•••.•• 
Air cooling apparatus ...••.••••••••. 
Air cooling and purifying apparatus. 
Alphabet blocks ...•...•.........••. 
Improvements in-
7 Desk, school •••••••••....••••••••••• 
2 Desk, tracing ...•.•••••.•••••.•••••• 
1 Easel, adjustable .•••••••••..••••••. 
1 Ellipsograph ...••••••••••••••••..•• 
3 
Apparatus for heating and ventilating Eraser, blackboard.................. 1 
buildings.... . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • • . • • • . 1 Globe, educational. ..•••••••••.•.••• 
.A.rithmeticalframe ..•......••••••••• 
Arithmetic, apparatus for teaching ..• 
Artist's box .......••.•..••...••••.•• 
Artist's case and easel combined ...•• 
Artist's easel. ......•.•••...••..••••. 
Automatic siphon ...•••.•.•••••.•••• 
Blotter ••••••.•••••.....•.••••.•.••. 
Blotter, rotary ..•..........••..•.••• 
Book, copying ...................... . 
Book, letter· copying ............... . 
Book protector .............•.•••••• 
Book-rest attachment ....••.•.••••.• 
Book support ..•.....•..••••...•••.• 
Calipers .•.•••.•...••...••.........• 
Calipers and di"ider ............... . 
Clip for holding books open ........ . 
Compass alidn.de ................... . 
Cyclometer ........................ . 
1 Gymnastic apparatus...... • • • • . • . • . . 1 
2 Hydro-carbon burner . . . • . . . . • •• . .. . 1 
1 Ink fountain and pen holder combined. 
1 Inkstand •..••.••••..... .'........... 5 
1 Inkstand calendar . . • ••• . . • ••• . • • ••• 1 
1 Inkstand bracket .•.•.•...•..••••••. 
1 Ink well............................ 1 
1 Lead and crayon holder...... • . • . . . . 7 
2 Lead-pencil......................... 3 
1 Map rack .•.•.•.. ···-4· ... :.. ....... 1 
3 Music, apparatus for teaching....... 1 
1 Music holder . • . • • • • . • • • • . • . • • . . •• • • 2 
1 Mnsicleaftnrner...... ..•• .••••. •••• 5 
5 Pantograph ..•••. .•••.. •.•••• •••• •• 1 
1 Pen................................ 2 
1 Pen cleaner and paper weight com-
1 bined.... •••••. ..•... •••••• .• •••.. 1 
2 Penholder . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • 5 
De k an eat, school .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . 1 Pencil sharpener... .. .. . . .. • . . • . • • . . 3 
De k, attachmentforraisinrr and low- Pencil harpener and holder corn-
ering .... ... . . ... ... ....... . , . . • . . 1 I lJined .................. • • • • • • • · • • 
I:D UCATION IN :FOREIGN COUNTRIES. CCX Ill 
Polyscope ..••..••.••••..•...•.••••• 
Pyrometer .....•.•..•.•..••......•.. 
Ruler, parallel .•.•.......••..••••••• 
Siphon .........•..••••..••....••.•. 
Setting retorts for heating sulphuric 
acid ........••.•••••......••••••. -
Sla.tr, folding ..••...••...... ~- ••.••• 
S 1 ate, school. . ~ ......••...•••.•••••• 
1 Tell uri an . . • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
1 Thermo-electric battery.... • • • • • • • • • 1 
2 Ventilator ..... ·..•.....••••••••••••• 6 
3 Writer's hand support............... 1 
Writing, device for holding the :fin-
1 gers .• _ • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
1 Writing implement . • • • • • ••• • • • • • ••• 1 
1 Writing tablet ..• ~.. • • • • • • • . • • • • •• • • 5 
Spring back for books . . . . . • . • . . • • . • 1 
Stenographic machine . . . • . . . • • ••• •• 1 
Surveying instrument.... . • • • • . •• • • • 2 
Total. . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 126 
EDUCATION IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 
I.-EUROPE . 
.A.l:STRJA-HUNGARY.-a. A usTRIA, constitutional monarclly: .A.rea, 115,903 square miles; popnla.tion 
(December 31, 1880), 22,144,244. Capital, Vienna; population, 1,103,857. Minister of public instruc· 
tiori, S. Comad von Eybesfeld. 
The following information is taken from the Oesterreichische Statistik-Statistik 
der Unterrichts-Anstalten in den im . Reichsrathe vertretenen Konigreichen und 
LaudernftirdasJahr1881-'82; bearbeitetvon derk.-k. Direction der administrativen 
Statistik. 
Higher inst1·uction.-The number of teachers of all kinds at the different universities 
of Austria in 1881-'82 was as follows: At Vienna, 319; Gratz, 122; Innsbriic.k, 89; 
Prague, 203; Lemberg, ·60; Cracow, 96; and Czernowitz, 38-total, 927. Of this num-
ber 328 were regular or ordinary professors, 138 were extraordinary, and the rest were 
Docenten, assistants, special t eachers, &c. Seventy of the 927 teachers belonged to 
the theological faculty, 134 to the law faculty, 342 to the medical, and 381 to the phil-
osophical faculties. The students attending the universities numbered 10,594 in the 
winter and 9, 766 in the summer semester. Of these, 11.8 per cent. attended the theo-
logical faculty, 52 .. 5 per cent. attended the law faculty, 23.8 per cent. the medical, and 
11:9 per cent. the philosophical faculty during the summer semester. As to religious 
belief, 76.3 per cent. of the students were Roman Catholics, 2.9 Greek Orientals, 
3. 7 per cent. Evangelicals, 16.6 per cent. Israelites, and 0.5 per cent. belonged to other 
faiths. These r.eligions had somewhat different proportions in the population at 
large. Thus, in 1880, the Roman Catholics formed 91.35 per cent. of the total popu-
lation, the Greek Orientals 2.23, the Evangelicals 1.81, the Jews 4.54, and other con· 
fessiona 0.07 per cent. Classified as to native language, 48.9 percent. of the students 
were Germans, 15.~ per cent. Czech-Slavonians, 15.7 Poles, 4.8 Rnthenians, 1.8 Sloven-
ians, 2.8 per cent. Servians and Croatians, 3.2 per cent. Italians, 1.6 per cent. Rouman-
ians, 4.5 per cent l\{agyars, and 1.2 per cent. belonged to other branches. 
There were six higher institutions for technical instruction, with 337 teachers and 
an attendance of 2,699 students in 1881-'82. The attendance on these institutions has 
been decreasing in the last few years. The superior agricultural iftstitute in Vienna 
had 16 professors and 23 teachers and Docenten and 511 students in 1881-'82. The 
two mining academies at Leobcn and Pribram have shown increased activity in the 
last f~w years. They had 29 professors and 188 students in the academic year 
1881-'82. 
Secondary and special instruction.-There were six commercial academies, with a total 
at tendance of 1,2t!4 persons at tho close of the collegiate year. Between the year 
18i7-'78, when the academies were increasell to their present number, and the year 
1881-'82 the number of students increased 18.8 per cont. The academies of art at 
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Yienna and Cra.cow had 36 professors :wd teachers and 430 students in the academio 
year 1881-'82. The 46 theological seminaries had 247 professors aml teachers and 
1,591 students during the same period. The Gymnasien numbered 129, the Realgym-
nasien 35, the Realschulen 80, institutions for training male teachers 42, for females 
21:!, making a total of 314 secondary schools in the year 1882. These institutions had 
5,599 teachers, of whom 3,192 were in the Gymnasien and Realgymnasien an 1,412 
in the Realsclmlen. The students numbered 75,565, 50,291 of who1Il were in the 
Gymnasien and Realgymna~1ien and 1G,251 in the Rcalschulen. There were 15,788 
public elementary schools, with 51,171 teachers and2,506,118 pupils Juring the scho-
lastic year 18H1-'82. During the same pedod there were 52 commercial schools, 345 in-
dustrial schools, 191 singing and music schools, 68 agricultural and forestry schools, 
5 mining schools, 4 veterinary schools, 14 schools of midwifery, 3 naval schools, 28'2 
work schools for women, and 342 other special institutions. These various institutions 
had, in all, 5,917 teachers and 82,674 students in the year 1881-'82. 
b. HUNGAnY, constitutional monarchy: Area, 125,039 square miles ; population (December 31, 1880), 
15,642,102 (including Croatin.-Slavonia, with military frontier, 1'ransylvanb, flD(l t.M town of Fiume). 
Capital, Budapest; population, 360,551. Minister of public instruction, Dr . ..d.ugust von Trefort. 
Prima1'y education.- According to Dns ungatiscbe Unterrichtswesen, · 1882-'83, the 
number of children of school age in 1882 was 2,215,387, of which number l,G97,984, 
or 76.7 per cent., attended school. The review schools were not so well attended, 
the attendance reaching only 55 per cent. of their school population. Classi-
fied as to nationality, 44.87 per cent. of the children of school age were Magyars, 
14.60 per cent. were Germans, 17.66 per cent. were Ronmani:ws, 15.88 per cent. 
Slovakians, 2.56 per cent. Servians, 1'.87 per cent. Croatians, and 3.06 per cent. Ruthe-
nians. As regards school attendance, 49.56 per cent. of the pupils wete Magyars and 
15.49 Germans, showing a larger proportion of these two nationalities attending 
school than would be expected fro:tn their proportion to the school population. The 
other nationalities showed a smaller proportion in attenda.tlee thCLn in school popula-
tion. The total attenda.nce was far frotn being that required by l::tw, school attend-
ance being obligatory from the beginning of the eighth to the enu of the thirteenth 
year. The 'number of elementary schools was 16,000, made up of 22,661 cla,ss rooms, 
of which only about three-fifths were in the condition required by law. In the last 
twelve years a great number of fine school-houses (nearly 300 a yenr) have been built 
of stone or brick at the expense of the state, n.nd these and many others compare 
favorably with the school buildings of any other country. But in many small vil-
lages, especially in Roumania, the school-houses are mere huts, totally unsuited to 
the purposes for which they are used. The regula,r teachers, male and female, num-
bered 22,396, and the assistants 3,054. The expenses for primary education in 188~-'83 
r ached 11,755,625 florins ( 4,714,006). 
Secondatyinstruction.-There were 150 Gymnasien and 28 Realschulen in tho kingdom 
in 1882, with 37,876 students. Of these '71.34 per cent. were Magyars, 15.37 per cent. 
Germans, 6.4 per cent. Roumanians, 1.80 per cent. Servians, 0.44 per <!ent. Croatian , 
and 0.8 p r cent. Rutheniaus. The proportions of these nationalities to the pop· 
ula.tion of be country w re different from those just given, and were as fol1ows: 
Magyars, 45.11 per cent. ; Germans, 13.15 per cent. ; Roumanians, 16.98 per cent.; 
Slovakian , 13.0 per cent.; ervians, 3.01 per cent.; Croatians, 1.97 per c nt., and 
Rutbcnians 2.50 ~r cent. The outlay for sccondaty education was 3,46G,Wi florins 
( 1,389,865). Tho average annual exp nse of a student of n Gymnasium supported by 
the state was 9 .7 florins ( 40), and 76.3 .fiot'ins ( 31) in a Gymnasium beloucring to a. 
religions denomination. The cost of pri1:IIaty education per child was 6 1lorin , 40 
kreutaers (about 2.6 ). 
Superior instruction.-' ork on the buildings of the University of Budapest was 
oontinu in he y ar 1 2-' 3. Th re w re 160 professors, of whom 63 were ordinary, 
20 extraordinary, an the rest o nten and special teachers. They d liv red 59q 
lectures during h schola. tic year 1 2-' 3. At the University of Klan enburg there 
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were 60 professors, 43 of whom were ordinary or regular, who delivered 250 lectures 
during the year. The appropriation for the University of Buda,pest was 520,804 
florins ($208,842), and for the University of Klausenburg 189_,275 florins ($75,899). 
Special instt·uct-ion.- The central drawing institute at Budapest had 108 students 
in 1882-'83. It has recently opened a practical course in painting. A superior nor-
mal school of drawing is annexed to this institute, which granted17 certificates for 
teachers of drawing in Gymnasien, &c., in 1882-'83. 
BELGHm, constitutional monarchy: Aten., 11,373 square miles; population (December 31, 1880), 
5,520,009. Capital, Brussels; population, 388,781. Minister of public instruction, P. van Hum· 
Meek. 
The following information is taken from the Annuaire statistique clo la Belgique . 
for 1882. 
Normal and ptimm·y instJ'ltetion.-Up to December 31, 1881, the six normal schools 
for male teachers had 767 students and the eight normal sections had 785 students, 
. making a total of 11552. The six normal schools for young women had an attendance 
of 8'23 and the seven normal sections an attendance of 727; total, 1,550. The num-
ber of diplomas issued from the schools for male teacl1ers was 325 and from the schools 
for female teachers 311; total for the year, 6:36. 
There were 174 students in attendance at the normal schools and sections for sec-
ondary instruction during the scholastic year 1881-'82. Si:x:ty-three of these were 
young woruen. 
The number of primary schools in 1881 was-
Schools. 
~~~~~:!~~:: ~~ ~~: :: ~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 









Total .............•••.......... _. ..•.....•••. .•.. •............. 1, 511 1, 430 1, 759 4, 706 
The number of pupils was-
Schools. Boys. Girls. Total. Gratui- Paying tous. pupils. 
____ ___.__;. _______ ---".:.....;;.-'--~'--1-----~ ·------------
Communal.. ........... ........................... 188,484 150, 833 330,317 303,239 
Adoptcu . • • . • •• • • • . . . • • • • • •• • • . . • . . • . • • . • • • • • • . . . . G5 746 801 60!l 




For these schools there were 5,307 male autl 2,900 female lay teachers, no male and 
31 female teachers belonging to some religious order; total, 8_,:328. 'rhe number of 
protective schools for infants in 1881 was 701) with an attentlance of 2,142 children 
(only three provinces recorded). The schools for adults numbered 2,445, of which 
1,9:.~:> were for males and G12 for females, 8 being mixed schools. They were attended 
by 59,26 males atlll 17,650 females, 76,918 persons in all. Of these only 575 were 
1•aying stud uts. There were 1 schools under the supervision of the tlepartment of 
justice (asylums, prisons, &c.), with a total of both sexe. of G,39:3 persou8 under in-
truction. Of conscriptR for the army 19.3:3 per cent. could ucither read nor write in 
1 1. In 1 2 the proportion was 19.09 per cent. 
On June 30, 1882, a bill was introduced into t.bc Belgian cbttmbcrs by the gover,n-
ment making elementary eclucatiou obligatory thron~hout the kiu(rtlom. 
Secondary instruction.- Institutions for secondary instruction uumbcrcd 130, divided 
jnto royal athenreums, 22; secondary schools for young men,. 65; the same for young 
women, 26; and 17 subsidized communal colleges and athen::enms for young men. 
The secondary schools were attelllled by 22,947 stuuents in 1881, 3,427 of whom were 
yonng women. 
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Superior and special inst?·uction.-At the state universities, viz, Ghent and Li6ge, 
there were, in the scholastic year 1881-'82, 706 and 1,203 students, respectively, and at 
the independent universities of Brussels and Lou vain 1,341 and 1,592 students, respect-
ively. The Royal Academy of Fine Arts at Antwerp was attended by 1,792 students 
in 1881. Besides the Antwerp academy there were 80 other academies and drawing 
schools in the kingdom in 1881, with a total attendance of 10,488 persons. The royal 
conserv:1tory of music at Brussels had 515 students in 1881; that at Liege had 1,105 
and that at Ghent 584 students. Besides these royal conservatories there were 87 
other conservatories and schools of music, attended by 8,405 students. 
There were five agricultural, ho~ticultural, and veterinary schools, with an attend-
ance, in the year 1881-'82, of 225 students, and 33 industrial schools, with an attend-
ance of9,198 students. To these should be added the industrial and mining school 
at Mons and the superior commercial institute at Antwerp, with 84 and 119 students, 
respectively. The apprentice workshops numbered 52, with 1,029 pupils, of whom 
7.48 per cent. were illiterate. The number of workmen turned out in 1881 was 541. 
DENMARK, constitutional monarchy: Area, 14,553 square miles; population (Febrmtry, 1880), 1,!JG9,039. 
Capital, Copenhagen; population, 234, 850. 
Very little information is obtainable respecting the schools of Denmark for 1881-'82. 
It is stated, however, that the educational system is especially well organized. Yet, 
notwithstanding this, there is a vast amount of ignorance among the people, as was 
shown by the examinations in reading, writing, and orthography of the recruits in 
1881. Only about one-third could read correctly, one-third could read a little, while 
the other third read very badly. About one-fifth of the recruits were reported as able 
to write Danish- yet not in a very correct manner- as orthography seemed to be a 
great stumbling block. The university statistics, however, speak well for the higher 
education of the people. According to the Aarbog for Kjll)benhavns Universitet 
for 1881, there were 1,057 students in attendance in the autumn of 1880 and 867 in 
the early term of 1881. Among the number were a few graduates of previous years 
(1 63-1 0), who were continuing certain branches of study. Connected with the 
university are the polytechnic institute (107 and 69 students in the terms mentioned), 
school of pharmacy (61 anu 52), the agricultural, botanical, and forestry departments 
(9 students each term), and a normal school with 11 pupils in 1880 and 9 in 1881. 
The courses iu the university cqver theology, jurisprudence, political science, medicine, 
philology, philosophy, mathematics, and natural sciences. At the entrance examina-
tions in 1881, there were 2'23 students from the lower Rchools of Denmark who passed 
succe sfully. Of these 1.41 obtained first class certificates, 54 the second grade, 21 
the third, whilo 7 were classed as "remarkably successful." Six students entered 
he uni er ity who had not taken the lower school courses, flO that there were 229 
eeking university instruction. 
Copenhagen University is well endowed and has a :fine library of nearly 300,000 
volumes and 4,000 manuscripts. 'fhe surgical academy, two observatories, a botanical 
rrarden, and a museum furnish students with varied opportunities for getting an ex· 
cellent education . 
l<' rxr.A:u, ad ·p~ndoncy ofllussia.: Area, 144,222 square miles; population (December 1, 1881), 2, 081,612. 
Capital, Helsingfors; population, 43,142. 
A 1nr17 majori y f the people of Finland are Lutherans. In the year 1 1 the 
numu r tood a follows: Lutherans, 2,040,535; Greek orthodox, 38,757; Roman 
'a holic , 21320. Tb population of Finland is made up of Finns, 1,756,381 (in 1 ) · 
• ' w des, 2 4, 7 · · ussians, 4,195; Germans, 1,720, and 3,610 with no nationalit 
giv n. Th an<l • wedish tongues are both taught in the schools. Statistic 
f bool. t'< r 1 2 ar,e pr sen ted in the Arsbok for Finland. The primary grad 
number 11 '6 , teachers r: , pupils a7,1G6, or an average of 43 to each teacher. Seven 
lower eleruentn.ry chools areal o reported, with 21 teachers and 266 pupils. Tber 
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were 4 seminaries for instructing teachers of the primary grades, with 43 teachers and 
479 pupils. Schools for girls numbered 41, teachers 404, and pupils 3,169. The 19 
Realschulen had 868 pupils, under charge of 135 teachers. Four preparatory depart-
ments, with 14 teachers and 201 pupils, lead up to the 23 lyceums. These had 3, 713 
students and 298 teachers. The Polytechnic Institute at Helsingfors reported courses 
in architecture, engineering, constructing machines, surveying, and chemistry. There 
were 26 teachers and 95 students at the :first term of 1883. The university a'li Hel-
singfors has four departments, those of theology, law, medicine, and philosophy. 
The professors and lectmers numbered 67 in the early part of 1883, the students 
present 725 (including one woman., in the philosopical course); those on the rolls, 
1,330. The receipts for the university were 980,700 marks; the expenditures, 839,300 
marks. 
FnANcE, republic: Area, 204,177 square miles; population (December 1S, 1881), 37t672,048. Capital, 
Paris; population, 2,269,G23. Minister of public instruction, Jules Ives Antoine Duveaux, August 
7, 1882; Jules Ferry, February 21, 1883. 
No statistics of education in France later than those given in the Report of the 
Commissioner of Education for 1881 have been received. 
The law making primary instruction compulsory was :finally passed March 2Cl, 1882. 
GERMANY, constitutional empire: Area, 208,692 square miles; poJ:7Ulation (December 1, 1880),45,234,061, 
divided among the followin~ 26 states, constituting the German Empire: Prussia, ·kingdom, 
27,279,111; Bavaria, kingdom, 5,284,778; Saxony, kingdom, 2,972,805; · Wilrttemberg, kingdom, 
1,971,118; Baden, grand duchy, 1,570,254; Hesse, grand duchy, 936,340; Mecklenburg-Schwerin, grand 
duchy, 577,055; Saxe-Weimar, grand duchy, 309,577; Mecklenburg-Strelitz, grand duchy, 100,269; 
Oldenburg, grand duchy, 337,478; Brunswick, duchy, 349,367; Saxe-:M:einingen, duchy, 207,075; 
Saxe-Coburg, duchy, 194,716; Saxe-Altenburg, duchy, 155,036; Anhalt, duchy, 232,592; Schwarzburg-
Sondershausen, principality, 71,107; Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, principality, 81J,296; Waldeck, prin-
cipality, 56,52:l; Reuss-Greiz, )ll'incipality, 50, 782; Reuss-Schleiz, principality, 101,330; Schaumburg. 
Lippe, principality, 35,374; Lippe, principality, 120,246; Lilbeck, free city, 63,571; Bremen, free city, 
156,723; Hamburg, free city, 453,869; Alsace-Lorrine, imperial territory (Rcichsland), annexed from 
France in 1871, 1,566,670. Ca.pital of the empire, Berlin; population, 1,122,360. 
Taking' the various states in alphabetical order the following are the latest avail-
able educational statist-ics of the German empire: 
Alaace--Lon·aine.- After the annexation of this territory to Getmany in 1871 great 
attention was paid to education by the imperial government. The University of 
Strassburg was opened on May 1, 1872. In 1882 this institution had 104 teachers (64 
of whom were ordinary or regular professors) and 849 students. The library, which 
was destroyed in the bombarclment of August 24 and 25, 1870, was replaced as soon 
as possible by a new one of about 400,000 volumes. Higher and lower schools were 
established on the German system, but open to pupils of all religious beliefs without 
distinction. When General von Manteuffel became governor on October 1,1879, the 
management of the schools passecl to a department of the ministry of the interior. 
Since then a series of regulations creating supervisory officers of education in the 
different districts, organizing local school boards, and reorganizing Kinderg~~rtcn 
and elementary schools has been issued. In 1882 a superior school council was es-
tablished as the supreme supervisory body respecting educational affairs, presided 
over by the secretary of state. This superior council busied itself in 1H82 with the 
"overpressure" question, in which Alsace-Lorraine took an equal interest with other 
German States. According to Seyffarth's Chronik des Volksschulwesens, in 1881 
there were 214,657 pupils in the public elementary schools, 6,137 in the free schools, 
37,976 in infant schools, 2,607 in the review schools, 6,368 in the higher girls' schools, 
and 913 in the middle schools (higher element.ary schools), making a total of 268,6t8. 
These pupils were instructed by 2, 725 male and 2,853 female teachers. Of the female 
teachers 61 per ceut. and of the male 1.7 per cent. belonged to some religious order. 
Thirty-two per cent. of all the teachers (male and female) were clerical. There were 
6 teachers' semiuaties for males antl 3 for females, and 4 preparatory schools, with 872 
students in 1880. There were 12 Gymnasien, 3 Realgymnasien, 1 Oberrealschule, 
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9 Realschulen, and 5 Realprogymnasien. In 1878 these instit.utions were attended by 
6,213 students and had 324 teachers. . 
Anhalt.- 'rhe appropriations for the salaries of teachers increased 200 per cent. in 
ten years and amounted in 1883 to 665,376.64 marks ($158,360). ln 1882 there were 
100 teachers at the Gytnnasien and Realschulen, 1 female and 15 male teachers at the 
seminary, 30 male and17 female teachers at the four higher schools for girls, and543 
male and 91 female teachers at the elementary schools, a total of 797 persons. In 
1881 the number of scholars in the primary schools was 37,147 (an increase of 8 per 
cent. in seven years). In 1882 two Realschulen of the first grade were opened. The 
higher schools for girls were raised in grade and the programs of the "middle" 
schools (burgher schools) were also enhttged. 
Baden.- The central authority on. school matters is the ministry of the interior, 
which also directly administers the two universities at Heidelberg and Freiburg and 
the Polytechnic Institute at Carlsruhe. All other educational institutions Me under 
the supervision of a superior board or council of education, which deals immediately 
with the secondary schools, as the ministry does with the universities. There were 
iu 1882 7 Gymnasien, 5 Realgymnasien, 6 complete and 3 incomplete Progymnasien, 
30 higher burgher or city schools modelled after the Prussian system, 37 industrial 
schools, 8 higher schools for ~hls, 3 teachers' seminaries for men and 1 for women, 
1 seminary for teachers of gymnastics, 2 institutions for the deaf ancl dumb, and 1 
blind asylum. The primary schools numbered 1,592 and bad 3,238 teachers and 
2~,650 schol~rs . 
.Bavaria.-Mr. Joseph W. Harper, United States consul at Munich, prepared ar13port 
on the school system of Bavaria in 1882, which was transmitted by the Department of 
State to the Bureau of Education. The following is a summary of it: School attend-
ance is compulsory in Bavaria, and non-compliance with the law on the part of parents 
ot guardians or of persons of school age themselves is :punished by fine and imprison- , 
ment. Teachers of elementary schools pass through a 3-year course in a preparatory 
school after leaving the elementary schools, then attend a teachers' seminary for 2 
years, and finally have a 4-year course of practical training and study, after which 
they are :~;equired to pass an examination. The minimum amount of pay for male 
teachers of elementary schools ranges from 857.20 marks ($204) a year in districts 
or communes of 10,000 inhabitants to 600 marks ($142.80) in communes of less than 
2,500 persons.' An assistant gets a minimum of 342.90 marks ($81.61), of which he 
must pay 205.80 marks ($48.98) for board and lodging. In addition to their salaries 
teachers recei'Ve a quinquennial advance of 90 marks ($21.42), beginning with the tenth 
year after leaving the seminary. Female tea.chers receive a minimum of 514.20 
marks ( 122.40) and have an increa~e of pay for long services, like the men. In the 
elementary schools both sexes receive instruction in common where there is only one 
teacher; where there are two or more the government decides whether the separation 
of the school shall be made by class or sex. Where there are more than three teaohets 
the highest clas is divided according to sex. In all the larger towns a complete 
separation of the sexes bas been effected. Children of poor parents are educated 
at public expens . The school age is from 6 to 13 years, inclusive, for elementary 
schools, after which there is a further compulsory attendance of 3 years at the Sun-
day schools. 
The prepara ory schools for teach rs ha.d an att ndance of 2,464 and the teachers 
etninaries 1, 29 tu ents in 1 2. The agricultural r view schools numuered 1,0 
with 1,412 t ach and 14,633 scholar . There w re 296 industrial review school , 
wi h 2'2,269 s udents and 1,160 teachers; 4 superior industrial schools, with 309 
tud nt ; 5 Rea.lgrmnasien, with t , and 46 R lschulen, with 7,065 student . The 
technological in ti nte bad 741 stud nts. The univ rsitie had an attendance of 3,664 
students. Ther er 1 ins it tiona for tb deaf and dumb, with 63 t ach rs and 
5i3 pupils. The avariau te• ch r ' union numbered 10,0 member . 
Bremen.- The city po, ases a high school, which comprises a Gymna inro, Real-
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gymnasium, and a common prep am tory school for both; and 2 Realschulen, besides 1 
each in Bremerhaven and Vegesack. 'rhe higher schools for girls are private institu-
tions. The elementary schools are partly under church control, supported and super-
intended by the state, and are partly state institutions; of the latter 5 are public com-
mon schools, with 3,500 scholars, and 6 charity schools, with 4,000 scholars. There is 
a teachers' seminary for men; also, a private institution of the same character for 
women. 
Bt-unswick.-Brunswick had in 1882 1 superior institute of technology, 5 Gymna-
sien, 1 Realgymnasium, 1 Realschule, 3 private schools of the grade of a burgher school 
(2 of which were Jewish), 1 school of agriculture, and 1 school of construction. There 
were two public superior schools for girls combined with seminaries for female teach-
fits. The elementary schools were under the supervision of 44 superintendents and 
had a teaching force of about 700 persons in 1882. There were 3 seminaries for train-
ing teachers, 2 reform schools, several orphan asylums, 1 institution for the deaf and 
dumb, and 1 institution for the care of idiots. 
Hambm·g.-From the report of the boa,nl of education for the year 1882-'83 we take 
the following figures: In that year Hamburg had61 public elementary schools, with 
34,847 scholars and 540 male and 247 female teachers. Of the 34,847 children 33,819 
were Lutherans, 352 Reformed, 148_Catholic, aml29 Jews. The teachers' seminary 
for men had 102 and the teachers' seminary . for women 66 students; there were 2 pre-
paratory schools for teachers, with 111 male and 94 female students: giving a total of 
~73 individuals studying the profession of teachiug. The Wilhelm Gymnasium had 
203 students, the Realschule 531, the higher burgher school 388, and the Johanneum 
school 633 students. Preparatory schools for these higher institutions ha<l a total 
attendance of 534 scholars. The poorhouse school had an attendance of 95; the 
orphan asylum school, 462; the institute for the deaf and dumb, 65; and 47 other pub-
lic schools had an attendance of 6,623 in all. The total public school attendance wae 
44,381 persons. There were 27 church, foundation, and association schools, with 7, 780 
children in· attendance. There were 129 private schools of all kinds, with an attend-
ance of 14,453. The total of all persons receiving instruction was 66,614. 
Liibeck.-At the close of the year 1881-'82 Lubeck and its suburbs had 76 schools, 
with 11,478 children and 211 male and 163 female teachers. This number includes 
the Catharineum, tb.e higher burgher school, the business school, the navigation 
8Chool, the industrial art chool, all the public elementary schools, church and charity 
gchools, and private schools of all kinds. 
Mecklenbu1·g-Schwm·in.-This duchy bad 6 Gymnasien, 6 Realgymnasien, 1 Progym-
nasium, 1 Realschule, and 4 higher burgher schools in 1882-'83. In 1877 the number of 
public elementary schools was 1,389, together with 55 burgher and city'schools. There 
was 1 institution for the blind, 1 for the deaf and dumb, and 1 for the feeble-minded. 
The business review schools numbered 45. The University of Rostock had 42 teach-
ers and 236 students in the winter of 1882-'83. 
Mecklenbu1·g-Strelitz had 3 Gymnasien, 2 Realschnlen, 2 higher schools for girls, 1 sem-
inary, and 233 county and 12 city schools. 
Prussia.-The number of elementary primary schools in Prussia in 1882 was 33,040. 
Sixty-nine per cent. of these schools had only 1 teacher each. As to religious belief 
22,821 schools, having 2, 723,911 children and 39,106 teachers, were evangelical; 9,452 
schools, having 1,405,989 children and 17,429 teachers, were Roman Catholic; 250 
schools, with 10,037 children and 310 teachers, were Hebrew; and 517 schools, with 
199,792 children and 3,072 teachers, were schools where children of different beliefs 
received instruction in common. The total number of children in school was 4,339, 729, 
and the number of instructors 59,917. For preparing teachers there were 103 seminaries 
for males and 8 for females in 1882-'83 and the attendance was 9,955. In 1870 the 
number of seminaries was 79 for males and 3 for females, with an attendance of 5,000. 
Prussia had 249 Gymnasi~n, 33 Progymnasien, 89 Realgymnasien, 12 upper Rcalschulen, 
78 Realprogymnasien, 1G Realschulen, and 23 higher burgher schools. The Gymnasien 
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and Progymnasien enrolled 77,260 students in 1b79, all the Rea]schulen about 50,000. 
Of the 1277260 over 90,000 were evangelical, about 22,500 were Catholic, and 13,000 
Jews. There were in 1882 17 agricultural schools of ail intermediate or secondary 
gratle (below tlie agricultural institutes connecteti with the university), and 53 of a 
lower grade. 
The statistics of the Pl'ussian universities for the year 1882-'83 are as follows: 
I 188 - 8 . Summer 1882 
Winter, Summer, 





teachers. Total Students. Other Students. Students. hearers. hearers. • 
Bc1·1in ............ 68 241 3, 900 
'·'" 1 
41995 4, 678 41062 
Bonn ............. 55 110 1,061 41 11102 973 11165 
Brcslau .......... 55 123 .1, 532 150 1, 082 1,495 1,559 
Gottiugon ........ 59 119 1, 083 13 1, 096 1, 003 1,104 
Groifswa.ld ....... 35 66 659 11 070 662 741 
Halle ............. 49 107 l , 377 37 1, 414 ]1410 1,414 
JGel .............. 39 72 381 18 399 354 . 447 
Konigsberg ...••. .(4 91 863 13 870 856 929 
Mru·bncg ······---~ 47 78 776 8 784! 756 I 848 
M'iinster a ........ 17 33 320 10 336 304 328 
Brauns berg a ..... 
71 9 ··-·······-· ............ , ....... ~ .... , ............ , ............ 
a Academies having faculties of Catholic theology and of philosopby only. 
In 1881 there were 51 institutes for the deaf and dumb, with 301 teachers and 3,629 
atutients. 
Saxony.- In 1881 the number of schools in Saxony was 2,205, with 6,551 teachers 
(only 350 of whom were women) and 488,680 scholars-16.4 per cent. of the total popu-
lation. The review schools numbered 1,832 and had an attendance of 71,114 persons. 
There were 12 Gymnasien, with 355 teachers an<15,098 students ; 11 Rcalschulen of the 
first order, with 216 teachers and 2,779 students; 22 Realschnlen of the second order, 
with 236 teachers and 3, 023 students, and 19 seminaries, with 271 teachers anti 2,596 
students. 
'l'he University of Leipzig had 177 professors and teachers ancl 3,317 students. The 
Polytechnic urn a.t Dresden had 51 professors and teachers and 371 students. There were 
557pensioned teachers, including 4 women. The mining academy, at Freiberg, hati 19 
teachers and 122 students, and the 2 mining schools had 8 teachers and 87 students. 
These institutions, together with the forestry school, are under the minister of :finance. 
Under the minister of war are the cadet school at Dresden, with 21 teachers and 160 
students (in 1 1-' 2); the subaltern school, at Marien berg, with 13 teachers and 400 
students; the school for soldiers' sons, at Struppen, with 2 teachers aml80 scholar , 
an 5 gan·ison school , with 6 teachers and 106 students. The minister of the inte-
rior has control of the art acatiemy at Dresden, with 23 teachers anti 123 student ; 
the art industrial school, at Leipzig, with 13 teachers and 196 students; the art 
industrial school at Dresden, wi h 19 teachers and 212 students; tho technological in· 
stitnte at Chemnitz, with 40 t achers and 447 stntients; and 44 intiustrial and review 
schools, with 309 teach rs and G,127 acholars. 'rhe conservatories of music at Leip· 
zig and Dresden wer att nded by 985 students anti had 101 teachers in 1 81-' . 
Be ides these in titutions there w r lG fitting sch0ol for trade, with 94 teachers 
Mti 1,536 students, aud schools £ r preparing boys for specio.l vocations, such as sea-
faring nrchitecture, agriculture, c. 
JViirll mbcrg.- n January 1, 1 ... 2, thero were 4,15 primary school teachers iu 
\"\ Urttemberg, ofwhom2, UO wero vangelical and 1,2G Catholic. ln 17 cities there are 
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so-called elementary schools, which receive boys of six years of a.ge and give them in-
struction until they enter the Gymnasien. These schools numbered 18 in 1881 and had 
58 teachers and 2,482 scholars. There were 11 higher schools for girls, with 3,299 pu-
pils, 106maleaud98femaleteachcrs. Thenumberofpublic secondaryschoolsnumbered 
9-2, of which 4 were lower evangelical theologicn,l semina~ies, 12 were Gymnasien, 8 
lyceums, and 68 lower Latin schools. These institutions had 406 established principal 
teachers and 9,257 students. Of t,he latter, 6, 716 were evangelical, 2,1:34 Catholics, and 
396 Jews. There were 74 public Realschulen, including the burgher school at Stutt-
gart, with 268 teachers and 6,629 scholars. The seminary for teachers of higher 
schools for girls at Stuttgart had 41 students and 14 teachers, 12 of whom were men. 
The art school at Stuttgart had 11 teachers and 69 students in 1881, and the con-
servatory of music had 610 students at the same time. The Polytechnikum in Stutt-
gart had 6:> teachers and as::~istants in 1881 and 410 students. The school of archi-
tecture at Stuttgart had 41 teachers n,nd assistants and 448 students. There were 
153 industrial review schools, with an attendance of 9,600 scholars and 735 teachers, 
and 28 industrial schools for girls and women, with a total attendance of 3,182 per-
sons. The agricultural institute at Hohenheim had 21 teachers and assistants in 
1881 and 72 students. 'l'he veterinary school at Stnttgart had 13 teachers and assist-
ants and 60 students. The farm schools at Ellwangen, Ochsenhausen, and Kirchberg 
had 12 students each. The school of viticulture at Weinsberg had 15 students, 5 
agricultural winter schools had 89 students, and the various other evening and win-· 
ter agricultural schools numbered 883 and had an attendance of 20,100 persons. 
The University of Tlibingen had 106 profc sors and assistants and 1,401 students in 
1882. 
The Knabenh01·t.- The Prussian minister of the interior, in a circular dated April '10, 
1883, ca.Ued the attention of the provincial authorities to an association called the 
Knabenhort which has existed in Munich since 1881. Tho object of this association 
is to place boys of ~chool age who are sons of poor parents in charge of suitable per-
sons during part of the time they are not in school, and give them some useful occu-
pation, such as wood working, &c., or amuse them in a way to stimulate and develop 
their understanding and sensibilities. The boys in this way become accustomed to 
habits of obedience, ol.'der, industry, and cleanliness aml are kept from the in:fiuences 
of bad company. Of the objects of tho association, the first report says: 
The homes of many poor people are left deserted on work days until evening, and 
when their children como out of school there is no one to take care of them, so that 
they are exposed to t'he dangers which come from 1>ac1 company or from being left to 
themselves. So also many poor widows heroically devote themselves to work for their 
own and their children's support. They are compelled for tl1e most part to work far 
from home during the day, and they return at night filled with anxiety lest some 
bodily or moral harm has come to their children during their absence. The conviction 
is constantly spreading that indifference to these circumstances on the part of the 
public will tend to aggravate the social evils which spring from them, and it is from 
such considerations as these that the Knabenhort was established. 
Notwithstanding its recenp origin this association has received such support as to 
enable it to open two places for its purposes in Munich. 
In his circular the minister points out that the Kindergarten and simila.r schools 
exercise a very salutary in:fiuence, but that their scope is limited to infants not yet 
old enough to attend the public elementary schools, while the danger of leaving 
pupilB of the latter schools to themselves after school hours is equally to be avoided. 
Moreover, the expenses of such a society as the one at Munich are small, the subscrip-
tion in that city being only one mark, and yet the Knabenhort has been able to take 
care of over a hundred boys in less than two years. The minister recommended 
the formation of similar societies whenever local circumstances made it desirable. 
The circular also states that the boys are admitted at 2 o'clock Wednesday a.nd Sat-
urday afternoons and at 4 on other work days. 'l'hey only get bread to eat in tho 
Munich Knabenhort, because the popular schools of that city hrtve kitchens attached, 
where the poor children can get both bread and soup. 
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Simi1a.r institutions have since been started in Hanover, Fiirth, a.nd Bamberg, 
while Nuremberg also reports in favor of a Knabenlwrt. As far back as 1829 Darm-
stadt undertook to look after her boys out of school hours, and now between 400 and 
500 boys are oared for. Erlangen, Baiimcnheim, Auge~lmrg, and Dresden have had 
like establishments under way in past years. In some of these "refuges for boys" 
soup and meat are given at noon. At Hanover eacb boy is given a plot of ground to 
cultivate. At present 25 boys are learning, umler charge of 2 instructors, ~o hoe, 
chop, plant, water flowers, keep paths clean, &c. The fruits or vegetables raised. 
may be carried off for home consumption. In wet weather indoor industries are 
taught, and already a straw matting has boen ma(le for the shop floor. Wheth.er all 
tbese institutions are called "Knabcnhort" 1 is not sta.ted, but the plan is said to be 
the same. 
GREAT BnrrAlN AND IRET,AND, constitutional monnrclJy: .Area, 120, 832 square milce; population, 
35,241,482. a. ENGLAND .AI'ill W .ALES. Population, 25,974-,439. Capital, London; population, 4,766,661. 
The following information regarding elementary education is compiled from the 
report of the committee of council on education for the year ending August 31, 1882, 
signed by Lord Carlingiord and Mr. M undella: 
Day schools.- Nmnber of dn.y schools inspected, 18,289; number of certificated 
teachers, 35,444, wit.h a largo number of assistants antl pupil teachers; accommocla~ 
tion for 4,538,320 scbolare; enrolled, 4,189,612; average daily attendauce, 3,015,151; 
present on the d~y of inspector's v)sit 3,542,742; qualified by attendance for exam~ 
inatiou, 2,!)4:3,114; presented for examination, 2, 780,430, viz, 661,056 (being under 7 
years of age) for collective aud2,119,37lt (7 and above) for individual examination. 
Of these last, 1,378,175 passed t110 prescribed test wi,thout failure in any one of the 
three subjects, viz, reading, writing, and arithmetic. 
These figures show improvement npon the returns quoted in 1881, as follows: While 
the increase of tl1e population during the year is est.imated at 1.35 per cent., the ac-
commodation has increased by 148,687 school places (or 3.39 per cent.); the scholars 
on the registers, by 144,250 (3.57 per cent.); the average attendance, by 151,616 (5.29 
per cent.); ~tnd tho number of children individua11y examined, by 123,676 (or 6.2 per 
cent.). • • · 
Since 1870 the provision in schools visited by tho inspectors has risen from l,A78,584, 
or 8.75 per cent. of the population, to 4,508,320, or 17.24 per cent. of the population. 
Of this total increase of 2,659,736 school scats, no fewer than 705,868 have been required 
to meet tho growth of the population. The rest, or nearly 2,000,000 seats, may be 
taken a tho measure of the deficiency which existed at the passing of the education 
act. 
Night schools.- Number examined, 1,015; average attendance, 33,135. 
T1·aining college8.-Number, 41; attendance, 3,121. 
Income and exjJendil1tres.-The total income of day and night schools was 5,566,8047. 
The total cost of maintenance of day and night schools was 5,572,8201., an increase of 
235, H. over the same for 1881. 
SchooL accommodation ancl attcmdance.-On the usual assumption that six:~seveut.hs of 
th population are of the cln s whose children ought to attend public lementary 
fl hools, one~ fifth of th whole population might be found in the regiBters of the schools, 
and ats shoulc1 be }lrovhled for one-sixth of the population, which seats ought to be 
daily occupied. With the estimated population for 1H82 (viz, 26,325,376), this woulu 
give5,265,075 on the chool r gisters and 4,387,562in average daily .attcmdaoce, where-
a there urns how 4,1 9,612 children on the rl.'gistera and 3,015,151 in attendance. 
The actual provision of school places, while somewhat in xcess of the number re~ 
q nir d, is not v n1y <lifltributed, so that in .several counties there is marked deftoieuoy 
of ace mmodatio.n. 
1A n rlin socioty is to b tarted early in 11381 for tho :xpt'ess p•1rposo of establit~hing similar plar..e& 
for gjrls: that is, Madch nbort. 
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The average daily attendance, it will be seen, fall,s below the required number by 
above one and a quarter million. Improvement in this respect will, it is thought, be 
very rapid under the new code, which makes it, more than eyer, the interest of all con-
cerned in the efficiency of e;1Ch inspectecl school to increase the average yearly attend-
ance by diminishing daily irregularities. 
Infants.- Of the day scholars on the school registers 416,126 were under 5 years of 
age and 898,483 were between 5 and 7. The provision which in many dist:ricta wa& 
specially needed, and has been supplied of late years, for the separate accommoda-
tion of infants, will, it is to be hoped, materially increase the number of this latter 
class of scholars. The methods of instruction for children over and under 7 years of 
age are very different, and cannot be efficiently carried on in the same room. Every 
school, therefore, except the very smallest, requires a sepa.rate department for infants, 
and the new code contains special provisions for securing that proper arrangements 
are made for the purpose. Of the ~63,817 infants in ayerage o.ttendance during the 
last year, 565,224 were found in infant schools, 139,746 in infant classes of mixed 
schools under schoolmistresses, and as many as 158,847 in similar classes under the 
very unsuitable charge of male teachers. 
Scholars over 7 years of age.-The following table shows the classi:fi.ca.tion of children 
over 7 for ea~h standard; 
Standard. 
• t h' h Scholars of 8 b 1 A.ge a w 10 this age gn reg- <? o a~s ex- Number over 
standard should isters of aide(! ammeil. m the lOyea:~;aolq~:~;· 
be passed. schools. standard. amined. 
I ................. ~·····~,.··········· 7. 499,082 569,717 50,338 
II .. "., .... ,.., .... " ................ ,. 8 489, U5 50:>, 859 146,808 
m .................................. 9 486,475 444, 76~ 274,241 
IV ........................... .' •••••• 10 456,822 346,539 338,927 
v ········-···-·············-······· 11 415,406 184,093 183,915 
VI ................................ -. 12 322,950 68,397 68,396 
Wheref.l,s, ·out of 2,11.9,374 scholars e;x:amined individually, as many as 1,062,625, 
being over 10 years of age, ought to have been presented in st(llndards IV-Vl, only 
591,238 were so presented, while 471,387 (or 44.36 per cent.) were presented in stand. 
ards suited for children of 7, 8, and 9 years of age. 
There has been, however, a gradual improvement in this respect, which is due partly 
to the more regular attendance and increased proficiency of the children between 5 
and 10 years of age and partly to the greater attention paid by teachers to the prog-
ress of individual scholars, in consequence of a provision of the codes of late years 
which made the payment of certain grants depend upon the proportion of scholars ex-
amined in the three upper standards. That proportion hflrS risen from 17.96 in 1872 
to 28.26 per cent. 
Class subjects and specific subjects.-For class subjects grants were made in respect of 
an average attendance of 1,878,987 scholars, of whom 1,514,446 were paid for passes 
in two subjects. 'rhe number examined in specific subjects was 185,157, of whom 
137,671 passed successfully, 50,953 of them in two subjects ancl1,287 in three subjects. 
In this class were comprised 59,812 girls examined in domestic economy. 
Miscellaneous.- Military drill is systematically taught to th.e boys attending 1,157 
day schools. Cookery i taught in 347 schodls, or in 48 more than in 1881. Savings 
banks have been established in 1,:176 and school libraries in 2,603 schools. Singing 
is taught in 26,681 departments of schoolsJ the instruction being given by ear in 
22,352. 
With the view of encouraging the study of scientific subjects in training colleges, 
it has of late years been arranged that success in the examination~ in science held by 
the Science and Art Department should be taken into account in determining the 
students' places in the class list of candidates for teachers' certificates. From the 
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record of the Christmas examinations it appears that 1,357 male students were examined 
in one or more subjects, the total number of passes being 1,915; the number of female 
etudents was 1,245; number of passes r~ported for them, 511. 
Languages now enter into the course of study in all the training colleges for masters 
and in several of those for mistresses. At Christmas last 1,122 papers were worked 
by male students and 465 by female students. Of the papers presented 1,122 were in 
the French language, 463 in the Latin, and 2 in the Greek. 
Salm·ies.-The average salary of a certificated master, which in 1870 was 951. 12s. 
9d., is now 119l. 15s. 6d.; that of a schoolmistress was 57l. 16s. 5d. in 1870 and is now 
72l. Os. lld. In addition to their other emolnmentA, 6,194 ~mt of 14,255 masters and 
5,393 out of 20,094 mistresses are provided with residences free of rent; these av-erages 
are calculated upon the whole of the certificated teachers, whether principal or assist-
ants. 
The number of female pupil teachers in 1869 was 7,273; they now number 19,433, 
an increase of 167 per cent. The male pupil teachers, who numbered 5,569 in 1869, 
have increased. to 8,852, or by about 59 per cent. 
Pensions.-'l'he education department has received during the school year 140 ap-
plications on behalf of teachers in England and Wales satisfying the required condi-
tions, and has awarded 5 pensions of 25l. and 5 of 201., together with 12•gratuities to 
the amount of 360l. 
Education in London.-From the annual statement of the chairman of the boarc1, Mr. 
Edward North Buxton, it appears that the number of places required in efficient ele-
mentary schools, December, 1882, was 641,428, while the number provided was 539,044. 
A practical proof of the deficiency here indicated, Mr. Buxton observes, is found in 
the number of children who are still refused admission in the growing districts. He 
recommends, as in previous years, the purchase of sites for school-houses in anticipation 
of the demand in rapidly growing districts. The report of the by-laws committee for 
the half year ending midsummer, 1883, gives as the total accommodation 557,984; av-
erage number on the roll, 530,697; average attendance, 431,467. As compared with 
1871, these figures show that in all efficient schools the number of school places bas in-
creased by 295,725- that is, by 112.7 per cent.; that the number on the roll has increased 
by 308,179-that is, by 138.4 per cent.; and that the average attendance has increased 
by 257,166-that is, by 147.5 per cent. Attention is drawn to the fact that the percent-
age of average attendance as compared with the average number on the roll is higher 
in this report than in any previous report, not only for the whole metropolis, but also 
both in board and voluntary schools. 'rhis percentage for the whole metropolis is 
81.3; for board schools, 82.0 per cent. ; and for voluntary schools, 80.2 per cent. The 
committee, however, would point out that the board must not expect this proportion 
to be maintained in future, for the following raason: The board schools have been in 
the habit every woek of clearing their rolls of children who have been absent for two 
weeks. A regulation of the education department, which the boards have been com-
pelled to follow, lays it down that the roll of all public elementary schools ~:~hould 
only, except in certain specified cases, be cleared of children who have been absent for 
six week . In future, therefore, the number on the roll as compared with the av rage 
a tondance will, at all events in the board schools, al.Jpear to be greater than has 
hi herto been tho case. 
The whole namb r of chools nuder the board, viz, 324, shows tho number of chil-
lren in ach tandard in the week ending March 22, 1 3, as foDows: 
Total nnmh r iu and p rcentage of each tandard, tbe ennm ratjon being taken 
just l;eforo th Easter llolidays, when the attendauce is always ]ow: 
13 •low I. L I n. m IV. I 
v. VI. I :Beyoncl VI. 
74, 5 '·"' I 50, 2 43, Of>6 32, 7~1 I 20,415 '·"' 1 2, 22~ 25 . 1 21:8 J7 14.4 1 11 6. 81 3. 2 . 7 
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The report of the government examinations for the year ending March, 1883, shows 
for 110 schools the following results: 
Petcentage of passes in reading ..••......•.....•••••••••••••••• ···-:-·· ....••.• 91.9 
Percentage of passes in writing .................... ~- .. --.- •••••••••• -- ..••. -.. 89. 3 
Percentage of passes in arithmetic ..••.••.••.•• - •.....•.•••••••• - •.• - •.. . • • • • . . 86. 0 
The incomc.of 120 schools, for which the .reports of the government inspectors were 
received for the same year, was 226,824l. lOs. 7d., all of which was absorbed in the 
expenditure. · 
The gross average cost per child in average attendance in 110 schools reporte(l upon 
for the entire year was 2Z. 15s. lOtd., and the net cost ll. Us. The fees charged in the 
schools average about 2s. 2d. per week. The gross amount collected from this source 
for the year ending September 29, 1882, was lOO,OOOl. The expenditures of the board 
for the fiscal year 1881-'82 were 921,642l. 2s. lld. The rates for 1881-'82 were 6.15d.; 
for 1882-'83, 5.93d. · 
For the year ending September 29, 1882, there were in the service of the board 8~7 
head teachers, 2,821 assistant teachers, 1,07R pupil teachers, and 468 candidates. The 
1 
average salary of head teachers was 202l. 2s. 9d.; that of assistants, 102l. 15s. 4d . . A 
proposal of the scl10ol management committee recommending that the teachers be 
paid fixed salaries will undoubtedly be adopted by the board. 
The number of blind children on the rolls 22d of March, 1883, was 105. They re-
coiyed special instruction in 33 classes, which included from 1 to 13 children each. 
The number of deaf and dumb children on the rolls was 191 and their average 
attendance was 128. ·with reference to their instruction the superintendent observes: 
The oral system, which teaches all deaf children speech by means of speech, to the 
enti.re exclusion of manual signs, is undoubtedly the best system, and efforts are now 
being made to carry it out to its fullest extent iu all the classes. It has been consid-
ered desirable under the present arrangements to make the average as near as possible 
ten children in each class, and to keep the classes separate and distinct. The diffi-
culty of obtaining qualified teachers in the oral system still continues, the few who 
are tra:Wed at the Ealing College being eagerly sought after as private governesses. 
Twenty-three cookery cenires were open during the half year; · all girls in stand-
ards V and VI in schools where domestic economy is taken as a §pecific subject have 
been required to attend a course of twenty lessons in practical cookery; also, girls 
over twelve years of age, not in the upper standards, have to make twenty attend· 
ances at a cookery centre. 
The superintendent of method in infants' schools points out the need of increased 
material and better accommodation for the training of young children. 
The l'eports of the instructor in drill and the superintendeP~ of the physical edu~ 
cation of girls show progress in both ·thel:!e departments. 
In 1882 the number of schools saving penny banks in co•,,nection with the post office 
was 30. 
IndUBtrialsohool ca8es.-Under this head Mr. Buxton observes1: 
Since 1 iO 7,566 children and during the past three years 2,231 children have been 
sent to i.ndustrial schools. The convictions for juvenile crime are now only half what 
they were in 18i0. The obvious connection between these figures jnstifies me in 
placing them together. It is now difficult for a child in the company of thieves, or 
otherwise likely to adopt a life of crime, to escape the knowledge of one or other of our 
indu trial school officers; and if, on investigation, his case is found to be a suitable 
one, he is removed from a position where he 1s in danger himself and iikely to become 
dangerous to the community, and placed where there is a reasonable chance of his 
l1ecoming a useful member of ~:~ociety. During the past three years 4,580 of such cases 
baYe been considered by the committee, 3,675 have been take1,1 before the magistrates, 
aucl 2.2:n have been sent to industrial schools. * * * The appointment of a royal 
c;ou nuist~iou to inquire into the whole subject of industrial schools is a satisfaction to 
n ll of ns,. as wo may confidently hope that the weak points ot the system will be ex-
po. cd Without the destruction of so valuable an aid in arrestinO' the sources of crime. 
1 a.l!io tm t t!J::tt ouo result will be to giye more prominence tg the educational and 
le~:~~:~ to tho penal side of those institutions. 
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b. SCOTLAND: Population, 3,735,573. Capita.!, Edinburgh; population, 2315,002. 
The following summary is compiled from t.he report of the committee of council of 
education in Scotland for the year Ul82, signed by Lord Carlingford and Mr. Mun-
della. 
Day schools.- Number of day schools inspected, 3,073; number of certificated teach-
ers, 5, 728, with a large number of assistants and pupil teachers; accommodation for 
61!),086; enro1led, 555,660; average daily attendance, 421,265; present on day of in-
spector's visit, 490,372; qualified by attendance for examination, 413,266; presented 
for examination, 374,957, viz, 54,207 (under 7) for collective and 320,750 (7 a.nd 
over) for individual examination; of these last, 243,814 passed the prescribed test 
without failure in any one of the three subjects. 
Since 1872 the provision in aided schools has risen from 281,6681 or 8.3 per cent. of 
the !JOpulation, to 619,086, or 16.4 per cent. of the population. 
Of the total increase of 337,418 seats, some 63,260 have been required to meet the 
growth of the population during the last ten years. The rest, or upwards of 274,000 
seats, may be taken as the measure of the deficiency in inspected schools at the pass-
ing of the education act. · 
Night schools.- Number examined, 221; average attendance, 11,904. 
Tmining colleges.- Number, 7; attendance, 850. 
Income and expenditu1'e.- 'rhe total income of day and night schools was 878,5061. ; 
total cost of maintenance of day and night schools~ 873,918l., an increase of 11,1441. 
over the same for 1881. ' 
Schoot accommodation and attendance.- It is stated that, when the outstanding build-
ing grants have been paid and several schools now in the course of erection without 
such aid are o.ccnpied, the school supply of the count.ry will be virtually complete. 
School attendance is still far below t.he required number, for, whereas there might 
b 755,072 scholars on the registers and 629,227 in average daily attendance, there-
turns show only 555,660 children on the registers and 421,265 in attendance. 
This defidency in school attendance has caused the department to make sp~cial in-
quiries as to the manner in which the school boards car1;y out their compulsory pow-
rs. They have also presented a bill in Parliament with a view offacilitating the ex-
ercis of those compulsory powers. 
Infants.- Out of a total of 114,267 children from 4 to 7 years of age enrolled upon 
tbe school registers, there was an average attendance of 81,087; of these, only 
25,!} 7 w re instructed in infant schools proper, 10,454 iu the lower classes of mixed 
schools under schoolmistress s and as many as 44,646 in similar classes under male 
t ach r , who, unless assisted, as they sometimes are, by_ competent female teachers, 
ar obviously quite unsuited for such a charge. 
chola1·s abot•e 7 yea1'B of age.- Whereas, out of 320,750 scholars examined, as many 
as 162,057, b ing over 10 years of age, ought to have been presented in standard 
IV- I, only 114,699 (or 70.7 perc nt.) were so presented, while the remaining 47,358 
w r pr s nt din standards suitecl for children of 7, 8, and 9 years of age. 
pecific subj cts.- Of 5 ,210 scholars pr sentecl in subjects beyond the standard ex-
am in· ion, 2, 0"' pa eel in three subj cts, 24,190 in two subjects, and 23,0 8 in one. 
1n tbi clas ' ere compris d 25,367 giJ:ls examined in domestic economy, of which 
nmn h r 20,07 pas d. 
Miscellaneous.- Military drill is systematically taught to the boys attending ~ 
school. ; ookery is tan ht in 40 cho 1 ; savings banks have been established in 94 
• nd ell ollior. ri in 13G school . In 3,082 d partments of schools in which singing 
i. tangl1 , th in. l'tt tion is giy n by ear in1,222, or 39.65 per cent. 
'l'earhing power.-Th unmh r of student in training co)] g s who pre. nted th m-
tdv ·t h ·.-aminatiolJ ofth~ ,'· i u e.ndArtDepartmentwas:men,29 ;w m o, 
217. or be form r, pa at l'f~port d; forthelatt r, 5 . The extent to which 
th training coll ges ha.ve contrilmted to the existing snpply of ce1·ti.ficated teachers 
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in Scotland is shown by the fact that, of 3,211 masters employed in schools rep.orted on 
last year, 1,929, or 60.08 per cent., had been trained for two years; 323, ar 10.06 per 
cent., for oue year, and 98, or 3.05, for less than one year, while 861, or 26.81 percent., 
were untrained. In like manner, of 2,517 schoolmistresses, 1,734, or 68.89 per cent., 
had been trained for two years; 122, or 4.85 per cent., for one year; 8, o:v .32 percent., 
for less than one year, and 653, or 25.94 per cent., were untrained. Of the teachers, 
however, who, from whatever cause, have not attended a training college, a consider-
able proportion cannot, except in a technical sense of the word, be classed as un-
trained, having under the superintendence of some of the best teachers satisfactorily 
completed the pupil teachers' course and served as assistants in large schools before 
passing the examination :(or a certificate and undertaking independent charges. 
The system introduced by the code of 1873 of combining attendance at university 
classes with the efficient course of practical professional training provided by the col-
leges under inspection, is now producing very satisfactory results. All the training 
colleges for masters are now availing themselves of this provision of the code. 
Sala1·ies and pensions.-The average salary of a certificated master, which was in 
1870 llOZ. 16s. 7d., is now 136Z. as. 7d.; that of a schoolmistress was 55Z. 14s. 2d. in 
1870 and is now 67l. lOs. 10d. During the year the department has received 11 appli-
cations for pensions on behalf of teachers in Scotland. Since the practice of granting 
pensions was resumed in 1875, 117 Scotch applications have been dealt wit.h, and the 
department has granted 5 pensions of30Z., 19 of 25l., and 26 of 20l., and 18 gratuities 
to the amount of 650l. 
IuELAND: Population, 5,174,836. Capital, Dublin; population, 249,602. 
From the report of the commissioners of national education in Ireland it appears that 
the number of schools on the operation list on the 31st of December, 1882, was 7,705. 
During the year 72 schools were dropped or ceased to exist as independent schools 
and 129 were brought into operation, giving a net increase of 57 schools as compru:ed 
with 1881. · 
The total number of pupils on the rolls between the 1st of January and the 31st of 
December who made at least one attendance was 1,083,298·; the number of pupils 
on the rolls who made at least one attendance within the last fortnight of the results 
period was 678,970; the average daily attendance was 469,100, an increase of 15,625 
a.s compared with that of 1881. · 
School accommodation, allowing 8 square feet for each pupil, was adequate for an 
attendance o£670,178. · 
Mixed schools.-The total number of mixed schools under Roman Catholic teachers 
exclusively was 2,750, attended by 358,342 Roman Catholic pupils and 22,458 Prot-
estant pupils; the total number of mixed schools under Protestant teachers exclu-
ively was 1,283, attended by 24,316 Roman Catholic and 128,812 Protestant pupils. 
The number of mixed schools under Roman Catholic and Protestant teachers con-
jointly was86, attended by 10,331 Roman Catholic pupils and 10,069 Protestant pupils. 
Total mixed schools, 4,119; total attendance, Roman Catholic pupils, 392,989; Prot-
estant pupils, 161,339. 
Umnixed schools.- Of :1,501 schools showing an unmixed attendance, 2,907 were in 
charge of Roman Catholic teachers and attended by 462,481 Roman Catholic pupils 
aud 594 were in charge of Protestant teachers and attended by 65,9fJ2 pupils. 
Modelschools.-The number ofmodelschools reportedis26, having an average daily 
attendance of 8,692 pupils. 
Workhouse schools.-The number of workhouse schools in connection with the board 
on the 31st of December, 1882, was 160, having an enrolment of 14,382 and an aver-
age daily attenflance of 7,709. 
Exarninations.- The total number of distinct schools exn.mined for results during 
the year was 7,648, including 64 evening schools. The number of pupils examihed 
was 491,44q, of whom 115,370 were infants. The number passed was 372,967, includ-
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ing 104,752 infants. The number of pupil1:1 examined and passed iri extra subjects 
was as follows: Music, examined, 53,474; passed, 40,099. Dmwing, examined, 23,210; 
passed, 17,028. Other extra subjects, viz, mathematics, physical science, language, 
domestic economy, &c., examined, 2i,782; passed, 17,950. 
Compamtive view.-The percentages of passes gainefl in reading, . writing, and 
arithmetic in Ireland, as compared with England and vVales and with Scotland, are 
set forth in the following tabl\3: 
Reading ......................................................... . 
Writing ...............•. ~ ....................................... . 
















Schooljm·nts and ga1·dens.-TJ~e total number of school farms in connection with the 
board on the 31st December, 1882, was 73, of which 71 were examined during the 
year, anti special results fees for agriculture w~re granted upon the answering of the 
pupils. The total number of rupils examined in agriculture in this class of schools 
was 965, of whom 709 passed in the agricultural program. 
The commissioners had also 19 schools having school gardens attached, for the 
management of which and for the agricultural knowledge displayed by the pupils 
special agricultural fees were granted upon the reports of the district inspectors. 
'rhe number of pupils examined in the school g::mlens last year was 257, of whom 118 
passed. 
The number of pupils examined in agriculture by the district inspectors in the 
ordinary national schools at the results examination was 44,493, of whom 21,135 
passed. The total . number of pupils examined in agriculture during the year 1882 
(including the pupils of ordinary agricultural schools and school gardens referred to 
above) was accordingly 45,715, of whom 21,962 gained passes for their proficiency in · 
that branch. These figures show that a larger number of pupils were brought under 
instruction in agriculture in 1882 than in 1881. 
Teaching lJower.-There were in the service on 31st December, 1882, 7,497 principal 
1,eacbers and 3,035 a sistants, making in the whole 10,532 classed teachers, ofwhorn 
3,491 were trained. In addition to these there was a large number of paid monitors, 
temporary assistants, &c. The total number of teachers and students trained in 
1 2 was 161, viz, 70 males and 91 females. 
The total number trained from the commencement of the proceedings of the-com-
mission rs up to :31st December, 1882, was 10,875. 
Tlw tota.l income of the teaching sta:ff from all sources for the year ending March, 
1 . , amonnted to 746,586l. 4s. 9d., viz, 600,293l. 15s. 7d. from the board, 11,906l. 7s.1d. 
from the rat , and 134,' 6l. 28. 1d. from payment by :rmpils (including portion of 
mod 1 cbool fres), nbacriptions, and the estjmated value of free residences, &c. Ot 
tho total sum 1 .6 perc nt. was locally provided and 80.4 per cont. was derived from 
the parllam ntary fund. 
Pensions.-The numb >r of teachers cohnected with the pet1sion fund in the year end-
ing tb 31st c ml1 r, 1 , was 4,927, and the amount paid in pensions wa 9,5<i2l. 
lis. !Jd. ancl in gratniti 8,13!.1Z. . Sd. 
In come and e.rp n£1iture.-The funds at the dispo al of the commissioners for the year 
t'll(ling 31 t f Iar 11 1 ,3, amounted to 829,93 l. 28. 5d. The expenditures by the 
·omrnia ioners for b same imo ·were 03,109l. 8a. 3ll.J leaving a balance on 31s of 
March, 1 '3, of 26,' · l. 14s. 2d. 
Prog1'eM of national ducaticn.-The per cent. for all Ireland of children 5 ears 
old an upwards who could n ither read nor write was, in 1 1, 25.2, being a re-
duction in illiteracy of .2 as compared with the y ar 1871, the greatest reduction 
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attained in any consecutive decade. The commissioners submit that this improve-
ment affords the most satisfactory evidence of the progress of national education 
within the last ten years. The percentage of illiteracy of those who were 15 and 
under 20 years of age-a section of the population for whose education the ~ational 
system might, to a certain extent, be held responsible-was, in 1861, 27.3; in 1871, 
17.5; and in1881, 12.4. 
Science and m·t depm·tinent.-The following information is dorivetl from the rcpo ·t of 
the S<5ience and Art Department,. whose operations embrace the United Kinguom: 
The numbers of persons who, during the year 1882, have attended the schools and 
classes of science and art in connection with tho department are .as follows, viz: 
68,581 attending science schools and classes in 1882, as against 61,177 in 1881, and 
909,216 receiving instruction in art, showing a decrease upon the previous year of 
481. 
At the Normal School of Science and Royal School of Mines there were 39 regular 
and 173 occasional students; at the chemical department science schools, 78 studeD.ts; 
at the metallurgical laboratory, 31 students; at the Royal College of Science for 
Ireland there were 24 associate or regular students and 61 occasional students. 
The lectures delivered in the lecture theatre of the South Kensington Museum were 
attended by 5,207 persons; the evening lectures to workingmen at the Royal School 
of Mines were attended by 1,732 persons, being 260 more than last year; and. 256 
science teachers attended the special courses of lectures provided for their instruction 
in the new science schools at South Kensington. 
The various courses of lectures delivered in connection with the department in 
Dublin were attended by about 766 persons. The total number .of persons who, 
during the year 1882, attended the different institutions and exhibitions in conneetion 
with the department has been upwards of 5,015,217. This total, compared with that 
of the previous year, presents an increase of 203,959 persons. . 
The expenditure of the department during the financial year 1882-'83, exclusive of 
the vote 'for the geological survey, which was 18,536l. 17s. 4d., amounted to 326,826l. 
178. 3d. 
GREECE, constitutional monarchy: Area, 19,941 square miles; population, 1, 679,775. Capital, Athens; 
population, 63,374. Minister o~ education, Lombardos. 
No educational statistics a;re at hand for the year under consideration, but the. fol-
lowing items, from the pen of Professor Pio, of Denmark, give an insight into the 
school life of Greece. 
A great stumbling block to learning is said to be the use of modern Greek in eonversa-
tion and ancient Greek in official and social correspondence. Even adults find that this 
creates a difficulty, and for children it is especially hard to overc.ome. Compulsory 
education for children between 5 and12 years of age is a feature of the law since 1834. 
Yet even the fine of 50 francs for any infringement of the law has no material effect, 
and it practically remains a dead letter on the statute books. The people will not vay 
the fines, and the officials omit to enforce the penalty. Certain studies are required 
by law, but theory and practice seem to differ. The law specifies the following sub-
jects for common schools: the · catechism, elementary Greek, writinff, arithmetic, 
weights and measures, linear drawing, singing, and,'' when convenient,' the elements 
of geogra~hy, history of the country, and the elementary training most needed in 
natural sc1ences. For boys there are these additional branches: gymnastics, practical 
agriculture, horticulture, arboricnlture, beekeeping, and silk culture ; for girls,' prac-
tical instruction in handiwork. In reality no instruction is given in ~ymnastics, at 
least the writer of this article has seen nothing of the kind, either in ihe common or 
higher schools. In the district schools many of the abovementioned branches are 
taught; in the village schools the limit is reading aud writing (not very correct chi-
rography either) and the fundamenta-l rules of arithmetic in atldition, subtraction, 
mtiltiplication, and division. After 1 34 many of the schools were subdivided into 
scilools for girl's and schools for boys, yet many mixed schools existed. As the years 
went on the people revolted against the coeducation of the sexes, !:!O that by Ja,w of 
1852 a. separation took place, and a philanthropic society took charge of' educating 
girls. In Greece, the connecting link between the common (elementary), middle 
(Hellenic), and higher schools (gymnasia) is au established fact. In tho HeUenic 
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schools, which are similar in grade to the lower Gymnasien of Germany, instruction 
is given in ancient Greek, b~blical history, ancient Greek history, with short exercises 
in more modern history, in geography, arithmetic, and geometry. French is taught 
from the second school year, w.bile pupils :fitting for the gymnasium take up Latin 
f!·om the third year. The course of study in tho gymnasium includes rea.dingirom 
Greek authors, with grammatical instruction (12 hours a week), Latin (4 hours ;1 
week), French, history, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and mathematica.I geogl'a-
plly; also, natural history, physics, psychology, logic, and religious instruction. Ac-
cording to the school law of 1836, German,.drawing, painting, and music a:re aJso to 
be taught, lm~ they- do not enter into the course. In theory: the Hellenic (mic;ldle) 
schools require a good deal of their pupils, but, on account of the scarcity of scholars, 
this course of study is rarely carried out. In a gymnasium the pupils are expected to be 
very thorougll, and the requirements are considerable, but the culture of the teaching 
force is defective. Tuition fees are the order of the day in the lower gradest but in-
struction is free in the middle and higher schools. In the matter of punishment a 
very humane course is pursued, the law forbidding corporal punishment. Unfortu-
nately this phase of law does !J.Ot seem to be appreciated by the school children, for 
they are reported as lacking greatly in discipline. According to official statements 
the illiteracy among the people, estimated on. the basis of those supposed to attend 
the lower public schools, is as follows: In the district of Thebes, as in the Peloponne-
sus, the percentage of population regarded as illiterate is 90 to 95 per cent.; in other 
districts, 75 to 90 per cent.; and where more favorable reports are received-as in 
Attica-55 to 60 per cent. can neither read nor write. 'fhe contrast in the ed,ucation 
of the sexes is quite noticeable. For instance, in Attica and Ithaca, -where more than 
half of the men have some education, there are few districts in which more than 30 
per cent. of the women are educated, while often only 1 to 2 per cent. have been m-
strqcted. As an offset to the statements of a lack of education mentioned above, re-
ports indicate that private schools are flourishing. The philanthropic society asso-
ciated in the work of providing a suitable education for girls has developed many 
private institutions. These are laying a foundation for a higher order of culture 
thll!n is folUld elsewhere. 
Favorable reports are received from the American school of classical studies at 
Athens, which was under the charge of Prof. William W. Goodwin, of Harvard Col-
lege, during its first year. 
lT.ALY, constitutional monarchy: .Area, 114,296 square miles; population, 28,452,039. Capital, Rome; 
populatiou (at end of 1880), 300,467. :Minister of publiu instruction, G. Baccelli. 
The latest avail~ble statistics published by the Italian government give some in-
teresting information respecting public instruction in that countri. 
Cost of education.- From these statistics it appears that only aoout 12,500,000 lire1 
(, 2,412,500) were expended for public instruction d,uring the :first year of the existence 
of the kingdom. From 1867 to. 1870 ' the average annual expenditure was about 
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The amount a. present expendel for public instruction by the commune an<l g v· 
ernm nt togeth r is about 87,000,000 lire a year. 
1 The lira=l9. 8Mnts. 
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Tlie Italian appropriations for ednoation are small compared with those of some 
other states of Europe, as i~ shown by the following table : 
Countries. I Years. I Franc::;. I Couutries. I Years. .Francs. !---
France- ............ 1873 41,000,000 114,000,000 France . _ . __ . • • . . . . 1882 
England . _ ......... 1873 65,000,000. England .......... 18B2 110,000,000 
Russia--·········· - 1873 43,000,000 Russia .•••••.•.••. 18t32 72,000,000 
Belgium ......•.... 1873 10,000,000 Belgium ....••.... 1882 20,000,000 
Italy .•••...••...... 1873 19, ooo, ooo I Italy .......••..... 1882 
I 
32,000,00() 
Primm·y instnwtion.-Bcfore the unification of Italy primary instruction was . only 
organized in Piedmont (law of 1848). The :first general organic law dates from Novem-
ber, 1859. This law makes instruction compulsory and grl.ttuitous for all children 
from 6 to 12 years of age. It should be remarked, however, that its provisions were 
not carried into execution. It should also be noted that under the law the com-
munes were to bear ~be expense of establishing new primary schools. For this 
reason the increase in the number of these schools was not very rapid, as is shown by 
the following table: • 
Schools. Schools. 
Yen.rs. Yea.rs. 
Public. Private. Public. Private. 
-------
1861-'62 ••••••.... ···-·· 21,353 7,137 1872-'73 .•.• - -- .•...•.. .34,786 7,392 
1862-'63 •••••••••.•..•.. 23,340 6,082 1873-'7 4 .• -•••• -•••• --. 35,683 7,637 
1863-'64 • -••• -- •...•.•• - 24,999 6,805 1874-'75 .•••••..•.•••.. 38,062 8,952 
1865-'o6 •.•••••• __ •••..• 25,682 5,4:35 1875-'76 .•••••..•••••.. 38,255 9,156 
1867-'68 ................. 29,909 6,414 1877 -'78 .•. -•••.•..• - -- 39,702 7,906 
1869-'70 ... - •••• -•••••.. 31,225 7,075 1878-'79 . -- .•• -.•. -.•. - 41,108 7,422 
1870-'71 ...• -- •••••••... 32,782 6,876 1879-'80 - ••••••••• - -. -. 41,862 --------
1871-'72 ••••••••• - .••••• 33,556 8,157 1880-'81 .••••••••••.•.. 42,510 --·· ···-
The number of scholars attending these schools was: 
Public schools. Private schools. 
Totalnum-
Years. ber of 
Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. scholars. 
1861-'62 . -.••••••••••• -... 527,729 357,423 51,821 71,701 1,008,674 
1862-'63 .. - .••... --. . ..... 574,421 40R,915 52,1G8 73,720 1,109,224 
1863-'64 •.••...•....••.... 597,202 440,627 57,366 79,54~ 1,174,743 
1865--'66 .• -.- •.•..... - •••. 630,230 468,491 56,068 59,081 1,213,870 
1867 -'68- ....• - . • . . . . • • -•• 806,349 543,717 63,128 71,338 1,484,532 
1869-'70 ••••.......••..... 825,249 602,940 64,959 80,211 1,573,359 
1870-'71 ...••....... ·- .. -- 843, 7~4 614,850 64, 888 81,506 1,604,978 
1871-'72 .•.....••... ·----- 81,371 (3()4,4'1.9 79,116 98,041 1,722,947 
1872-'73 .........•.•...• ·- 913,073 708,846 80,247 95,630 1,797,796 
1 73-'7 4 •.••.•••...•. - . - .• 931,911 725,877 77,246 106,946 1,841,980 
1 74..J75 .........•.. ······ 949,939 74!-3,861 88,756 113,198 1,895,754 
1875-'76 ·····• ••....•••••• 967,317 755,352 87,152 121,796 1,931,617 
1 77..J78 .•.•••••••••••..•. 1,006,41lj s~4,3:n 73,509 98,451 2,002,709 
1878--'79 .•.. - ...•...••••.. 1,048, 801 853,479 63,4G9 92,228 2,057,977 
1879-'80 ••.•• - ........•••• 1, 035,715 864,100 ·----· ---- ---- ·----· 1,899,815 
1880-'81 .•.•••....... - - - .. 1,048,781 8i9,925 --·· ·----· -- ...... --. 1,928,706 
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The number of pupils nearly doubled from 18tH to 1876, but 28,000 shoultl be de-
<lucted from the total for the annexed :provinces, Rome and Venice, and the general 
increase of population of the kingdom should also be taken into account. Dnriug the 
same period (1861 to 1876) the number of primary school teachers increase<l frotn 21,050 
t.o 37,623 in the public schools and from 7,123 to 9,462 in the pri,·ate. On Jnly 15, 1877, 
the law on primary instruction \vas passed. It went into effect in1877-'78 anu requires 
all communes ofless than G,OOO persons to have at least one teacher to 1,000 inhabi-
tants; communes of from 5,000 to 20,000 population, one teacher to 1, 200 inhabitants; 
and all the more important communes, at least one teacher to 1,500 persons. In 
all other communes the law had to be applied gradually. At the end of the school 
year 1877-'78, 7,53:3 communes out of a total of 8,279 were complying with tQ.e ht\Y 
making instruction obligatory. In 1881 about 700 additional communes came under 
thenewlaw. The progress which resulted from the appli.cation of this law was slower 






1876 . --- . ---- •.. --- ..... - . . .... -- . -- .. - . - - .•. - .. - - --. --. - ---- 38,255 ... -..... . 
1878 .. - - ..• -- .........•.... -.......... - ---- -- .. -.... - ... - - --. 39,702 1', 447 
1 79 ... - • - - - -- ... - -- ....... - - -. - ... - ... - -• - - ....... -- -- . - - -- - 41,108 1', 406 
1880 .... -•••.• ---. -•... - ... - •• -. -.. - • -- •. -.- • --- • -.- - • -- •• -•• 41,862 754 
1 81 ... - ••••. ----. --.- -- ....... --.- -. ---- • --- ---- ----- .• _.-- •. 42,510 648 
The private schools decreased during the two years1878 and 1879 from 9,156 to 7,422 
and the total number of primary schools increased only from 47,411 to 48,530. 'fhe 




Boys. Gi1·ls. Boys. Gi1·ls. 
1877-'7 1,006,418 824,331 73,509 9 ,451 
1 78-'79::: ::~:: ~:::::::: :::::::::::: 1, 048, 01 853,479 63,469 U2,2: 
The e .figures represent the enrolm nt, not the actual attendance. The number 
of children who gradually absented themselves from school, especially in summer 
time, amounted to a third of the enrolment. 
The following figure bowing the number of cholars in the primary school to 
10,000 inhabitant gi e some jnstructive information in this regard: 
B fore the law of 1 77 .. 5 1866-'67 ------------- ............ ----.-- ---- .......... ~~ 
~ 1 75-'76 ..• --- -- ---- ---- • - •• -. -- - •• ---. --. - -- ---- --.. t2 
Afterthel w of 1 77 ... 51 77~~ -----------------------·-------·-----------·· r~i 
~ 1 78- ,g ____ -··· ·--····-·-- ------ •. ·-·- -------- -··- .. 
It boul be added that 7r per c nt. of the population cannot profit by the primarr 
schools on account of tho difitance of the schools from their dwellings. 
There were, in 1 7 7 , 11,161 chools for adult males, 472 for femal ; 592 uuda:v 
cltools for mal and 5,979 for femnl . These schools were attended by 460, 1 male 
an<l 207,30 female . The ceiUlu of 1 1 hows that in1 principal towns th numb r 
of person from 12 to 1 y :n'8 of age 'who could neither read nor write ari d between 
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82.55 ana 51.15 per cent. of the population. In 145 chief towns there were only 32 where 
the percentage of illiteracy was less than 30; in 13 the proportion was 80 per cent.; 
in 12, 70 per cent.; in 18, 60 per cent. ; and the rest v~ried from 50 to 30 or less. There 
is considerable improvement in this respect in children between 6 and 1! years of 
age, for the lJroportion of them unable to read or write has declined to 72 per cent. in 
the pontifical states and to 20 per cent. in Lombardy. Ten and twenty years ago 
the percentage was as follows: 
Age .• 1861. 1871. 
----------~~~----~--~------·--------~~--~-7-------r--------.---
6 to 12 .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ..............•...........•......••...•.. ~ ••• 
12 to 19 ................•••••...•. ........•••••...••.•.....• -- •••• ---. 




The proportion of all persons over 5 years of age who could neither read nor write 
declined from 75 00 69 per cent. during the decade 1861 to 1871. , 
Classical and technical insf1'1.tction in secondm·y schools.- Secondary classical instruc-
tion lasts eight years, the first five of which are paFised ii]- the gymnasia and the re-
maining three in the lycees or colleges. The number of these institutions in 1880-'81, 
with the-ir enrolment, was as follows: · 
113'govern19ent gymnasia ................................ · •.•••••• ·-·~·· •.•.• 12,876 
157 commun:tl gymnasia.................................................... 7, 822 
57 endowed ~yrnnasia.. .... • . • • .. .. . • . • .. . .. . . • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . 2, 996 
230 ecclesiast1Cal gymnasia . . • • • . • • • • •• . • . .. . . . • .. . . . . . • . . • • • .. . . . • • • . . • • • • . 11, 141 
144private gymnasia .......•.•••....•...••..••.••••.•....••.••••••..•••...• 6,289 
701 gymnasia ......••.••.....•••••••••• ___ . :. • ••• • • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . ••• . . . 41, 124 
The number of teacbe1~s employed in these various institutions was 3,674. 
The nu:n:ber of colleges or lycees in 1880-'81, with enrolment, was as follows: 
83 government •..••••..••••••. ~ • • . . • . . • . . • • • • • • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 5, 989 
34 con1munal ..••..•••••••••.••••.. ~--··· ••.. •••••• •••• •••. •••••. .••. ••.••. 1,121 
13 endowed·............................................................... 326 
111 ecclesiastical ......•.•.••.•......••...••.......... _.. • . . • . • • • • • • • . • . . • . . 2. 004 
57private .........•.......•...••...•..............•....•.....•.........•.• 1,693 
298-. -- ....... - ....• ~ .......... -. -.. - ....• - •. -.... - ..... - ...... -.•. -. -- .. -- 11, 133 
The number of teachers was 1, 601. 
The technical schools in 1880-'81, with enrolment, were as follows: 
63 government schools ...................•.••........••••...............•.. 
210 communal schools ..............•..•.........•.••••.....•.•••..•.....•.. 
4 provincial schools ...•............•......................•.•••••...••... 
24 endowed. schools ........................................................ . 






• 3 3 schools ......................... _ •.••...•....................•..... ·. . . . . . . 22, 120 
These schools had a total teaching force of 2, 704 persons. 
There wei·e also 79 technical institutes, public and. private, with 6,878 enrolled stu-
dents and. 1,169 teachers, and 2u naval schools (merchant marine), with 816 students 
and 1 :3 teachers. There were therefore in 1880-'81 a total of 1,487 secondary insti-
tutions, with 9,331 teachers and 82,071 enrolled students. 
Supe1·ior ancl Bpecial. i11si1'11ction.- The 17 royal universities of Italy are those at Bo-
logna, Cagliari, Catania, G~noa, Maccrata, Messina, Modena, Naples, Padua, Palermo, 
Parma, Pavia, Pi a, Rome, Sassari, Sienna, and Turin. The total enrolment during 
the scholastic year 1 uO-' 1 was 10,592 students. The largest numbers were enrolled 
at the nnivPrsiti<'s of Naples a,nd Tnrin and were 2,tl51 and 1,651, respecti-v-ely. Then 
came Paduu. with U7:J, Rome with 7G4, llologuawith 743J amlPaviawith 714 students. 
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Pisa, Genoa, and Palermo had between 500 and 600 students each, and "the rest 
a much smaller number. There are 4 independent universities in the kingdom, at 
Cameriuo, Ferrara, Perugia, an<\ Urbino, which had a total of 265 students in 1880-'!:!1. 
Besides these there were 21 superior institutes, academies, and special schools, w.ith 
1,948 enrolled students. This makes a total of 12,805 enrolled students in the higher 
institutions of learning in Italy in the year 1880-'81. 
MALTA .ANU Gozo, British colony: Area, 111 square miles; population, 149,782. Director of e<lucation, 
S. Savona. 
The fo!lowing information is derive from the report of the director for 1882: 
The department includes (1) the primary or elementary schools in Malta and Gozo; 
(2) the lyceum and the female secondary or intermediate school at Valletta and t}1e 
Gozo secondary school; (3) the university. 
The primary schools are entirely under the management of the director of educa-
tion, assisted by an inspector, who examines each school twice a year and visits the 
same at least once in every quarter. In the administration of the lyceum, the direc-
tor of education is assisted by the speical council of the faculty of arts and scienees, 
and in all important matters connected with the university the director of education 
is advised by the special councils of each of the four faculties, of which he is the pres-
ident. The principal of the university is intrusted with the general supervision a11d 
the maintenance of discipline in the several schools of the university and ly<;eum. In 
the director of education, under the head of the government, is vested the supreme 
control of the education department, for which he is responsible to the governor. 
The government of Malta thus makes provision for the educational requirements of 
all classes of the people. ' . 
Gratuitous elementary schools are open to the children of the poor in all t]Je towns 
and in almost every village in Malta al)d Gozo. The lyceum of Valletta and the sec· 
ondary school of Rabato, Gozo, prepare the sons of the middle and higher classes for 
the superior professional studies pursued iu the university, for the civil service, the 
army, government and other appointments, and for commerce. The university com-
pletes, in the arts faculty, the studies pursued in the lyceum; prepares studen~ for 
the degree of M. A. and for e.ntering upon their professional studies in the faculties 
of theology, law, or medicine; and, aftor an academical course of 4 years in any one 
of these faculties, confers upon successful students the degree of D. D., LL.D., or 1\I. D. 
Primary schools.- 'l'he rolls of the primary schools for the month of October, 1882, 
showed 9,891 pupils r gistered and 7,158 in average attendance. The unsn.tisfactory 
results accomplished in the primary schools led to the appointment of a special com-
missioner to inquire into the causes. These were reportecl to be, in the main, want of 
trained teachers, adoption of Italian as the medium of communication, and inefficient 
and badly paid assistants. With reference to the first of the causes specified Mr. Sa-
vona says: 
The chief cau e of the unsatisfactory condition·of 01ir primm·y schools, as pointed 
out by ir P. Keenan, was tlJe want of trained teacherA, suitably r rnunerated for the 
important work intrusted to them; and, before that want is adequately upplied, it 
is vain to exp ct n.ny real and perm an ut improvement in our elementary schools. ' 
Not only wa the training of the t nohers employed entir ly neglected, bnt the rate 
of paym nt offer d to them from the beginning was most inadequate to secure the 
s rvices of p r ons pos sing the literary qualifications re<:Jnirecl to teach, hesid s 
o h r branch , the two for irrn lananage (Engli h and Italian), through which it 
wa attem t d to i e instructi n to the children of the poor. Eleven pounds a year, 
ri ing to a. maximum of • Z., wa the a1ary offered in 1851 to the schoolmistre,· 
and 1 Z., rising to 45Z., was a ign d to the schoolmasters that were cn.Ued np n to 
d vote hour a ay to the du ation of the p ople. The e minimtult rate. wer iu 
1 61 rai e to 2ll. and 38Z., nd th maximum to 4~Z. and 65Z., respec i.vel . A tho 
time of my appointment, little more than two year ago, there were 8 choolmi -
tresses rec iving 21l. , y ar and 11 with a salary of 251.; whilst 7 schoolmas~rs re· 
r ceiv d 3 Z. a year and 16 from 41l. to 45Z. a year; this, too, at a tim wh u poli ·e-
men w re pai a he rate f 30Z. to · l., ancl cl rlts in the public service receiv d 
60l. a year on first appointment, with the prospect of rising to 250l. and even to 500Z. 
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a year. As was natural, none but young men, who were unable, because not quali-
fied, to obtain better situations, oft'ere<l themselves to perform the duties of element-
ary tea,chers, and to these teachers, without a11y attempt being made to train them 
for the duties of their p1·o£ession, was intrusted the anluous task of developing the 
mind and heart and of moulding the character of the risiug generation, besides 
teaching them the English and Italian languages, arithmetic, writing, p;eography, 
the catechism, and the other subjects enumerated in the programs of the scl:iools. 
Arrangements luwe beeo made by which a certain number of promising pnpil teach-
ers ·may be sent to England annually to be prepared for their work in some one of the 
inspected training schools. The first company sent under this arrangement, viz, four 
in 1881, will not return to Malta before January, 1884, and the result of this excellent 
measure will not be felt for some years yet. 
Sala1'ies.-Teachers' salaries have also been materially increased since the 1st of De-
ceml)er, 1881. The lowest salary now paid to principal teachers is for men 50l. a year, 
for women, 401. a year; average salary: for men, 64l. ; for women, 53l. 'l'he teaching 
staff numbers 77 principal teachers and 225 assistants. The director reports that the 
increase of salaries has had a most salutary effect on the schools. 
NETHERLANDS, constitutional monarchy: .Area, 12,648 square miles; population (December 31, 1882), 
4,172,971.. Capital, The Raguo; population (December 31, 1882), 127,931. 
The following figures are taken from the Verslag van den staat der hooge-, middel· 
bare en lagere scholen in bet Koningrijk der Ncderlanden over 1881-'Cl2. 
Su1Jerio1· inst1·uction.-The number of students at the three government universities 
in 1881-'82 was as follows: 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. 
Leyden···-·· •... ·----··---·· .......• ···-·· •... ····-· .•.. -····-·-·· 514 520 
Utrecht .•. _- ..• -- •.••• -••..•••.... __ ......••• -.. _. _.. . . . . . • • . • . • • . • 385 434 
Groningen ··--·· ••.• ··---- ••.• ···-·· ·-·· ..•••.••.• ··--·· ··-··· ••••• 251 274 
Total .. - .••• - •. ."- _-- ..•.• __ ••• _. __ •••••. ·_. __ . _ ..... ___ ..• __ . . 1, 150 1, 228 
In the figures for 1881-'82 students attending the universities gratuit·ously are not 
included. They numbered 179, of whom 101 were at Leyden, 44 at Utrecht, and 34 at 
Groningen. . · 
The number of students at the communal university of Amsterdam was637inl881-'82, 
against 632 in 1880-'81. The independent university at Amsterdam had 15 students 
in 1881-'82. There were 24 Gymnasien and5 Progymnasien, w.ith 3~4 t~achers and 
1,911 students. 
To these Gymnasien should be added 13 private institutions intended to prepare 
young men for superior instruction. These institut,ious were attended by 613 students 
in 1881-'82. Besides these there were also 114 seminaries of various denominations, 
which have theological and literary courses combined. These institutions had an at-
tendance of 1,323 students. The total ontlay for the univer. ities in1881 was 1,339,870 
florins ($538,62 ). For the Gymnasien, Progymnasien, &c., there were expended dur-
ing the same time 332,361.52t florins ($133,609). The total amount expended by the 
state and communes for the universities, Gymnasien and Progy111nasien, Latin schools, 
and seminaries was 1,918,391 florins ($771,193.) 
Seco11dary inst?-uction.-Tbore were 36 bnrgher FJC]tOols and similar establishments in 
1 1, with 3,871 stndents against 4,034 tlie prcvions year. The teachers nnm tiered 369. 
There were, besides, 46 draWillg, industrial, al)d professional schools, with 252 teachers 
and 4,842 students, aud 59 higher lmrgher school~, with 4,653 pllpils. Twenty-one o:f 
these schools were open to girls and had an at.teuclance of 150. Tl: e number of higher 
burgher school attem1ecl hy both sexes WM increased by 2, while the number of 
female stud uts diminished hy 5, compared with the previons year. The inc1·ease in 
the number of male stn«lents over 1880 was 144. The teachers of t.lte higher burgher 
schools numbereq668. Besides the mixed burgher schools above mentioned there were 
14 schools of the same grade for girls exclusively, atLended by 1,089 pupils in 1881 
against 1,002 in 1880. The teachers numbered 165, of whom 106 were women. This 
grade of schools received 992,704 florins ($399,067) from the state, the t9tal ex:pendi-
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ture being 1,965,11~ fl.orina ($789,977). The Royal School of Midwifery had 11 stu-
dents chuing the year 1~81-'82. The Royal Veterinary School bad 53 students during 
the same year. 
Prima1'y ·insf1'netion.-The primary schools showed an increase of 47 over the year 
18~0, and numbered 3,927. Of these, 2,799 were pi.1blic schQols, 86 were private sub-
sidized schools, and 1,050 were private schools not subsidized. .A comparison of the 
attendance in January, 18i:ll, and January, 1882, results as follows c 
Public schools ......................... . 
Private subsidized schools .. .......•.•.. 
Private non-subsidized schools: •....••. 









Girls. 'fotnl of both sexes. 
1882. 1881. 1882. 1881. 
--- ------
182, G74 181, 510 409, 340 407,807 
2, 399 2, 985 4, 037 4, 989 
77, 336 72,782 138,555 131, 819 
------------
262,309 257, 277 551, 982 544,615 
The number of cWldren of school age who did not 'receive in~truction during the 
year 1881-'82 was 71,658, of whom 30,725 were boys. In 1880 the number of children 
receiving no instruction was 70,085. The school population in 1881-'82 was 528,827 
children between the ages of 6 and 12 years. The previous Y'-'ar it was 517,259. Non-
attendance at school was due in great measure to the want of suitable school accom-
modations in the large communes, and this defect will be soon remedied. It is ex-
pected also that a salutary effect will be felt from the general interdiction of infant 
labor, which was forbidden in only 115 communes in the year 1881. The numba- of 
pupils attending evening schools exclusively was 10,866, of whom 8,610 were boys. 
This does not include 7,601 pupils of the review schools. The mimber of teachers 
in the year 1881 was 15,123, of whom 3, 747 were women. The previous year the nuiD-
ber was 14,174. The normal courses were attended by 829 persons, 588 of whom were 
men. The state appropriation for primary instruction in 1881 was 4,665,228 fl.orins 
($1,875,422), an increase of 2,224,237 florins over the amount granted in 1880. The 
communes contributed 5,533, 715 florins ($2,224,553). 'I'be total amount expended in 
18 1 for educational establishments, except military, prison, and protection schools for 
infants, was 14,168,734 fl.orins, or $5,695,831. · 
These infant schools and asylums numbered 802 in 1881, with 87,728 infants in 
attendance and 2,710 teachers: These figures, however, do not include many private 
institutions of this character, about which the government has no information. 
N Ol!WAY, constitu tionnl monarchy : .A.rea, 122,869 square miles; population in 1870, 1, 916,000. Capital, 
Cl1ristian:ia; population in 1875, 76,054. Minister of public instruction and worship, N. C. E. 
H rtzberg. 
The latest information with reference to the schools of this country is to be found 
in the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
.A catalogue of the famous Latin school of Norway, the .Aars og Voss's latin- og 
real kole, presents the following statistic : This school is a private establishment 
11ituated at Christiania; in 1883 it entered on its twentieth year of existence. In 
1 ' 3 there were 47 male iustructors and 3 women teachers connected with the 
school. Thre division are rep rtod: the common, with 5 classes; the Latin, with 6; 
and the real, with 5. The pupils in regular attendance numbered 578 in 1873-'74 
arul 7 2 in 1882-' 3. Of th 7 2, 620 resided in Christiania, 50 came from other Nor-
wegian towns, 107 fr m the rural districts, and 5 from other countries. There 
wer , in the last y ar me tioned, 22'2 students in the Latin classes and 187 in the 
''r al" clas e . During tbe twenty years 2, 777 pupils were reported, 2,022 in the la i 
t n year . The studies for the common or lower division were xeligion, Noxwegian and 
German, history, geography, uatnml soiences, arithmetic, writing, and drawing. In 
th Latin and "real" divisions th studies enumerated are religion, Norwegian, Ger· 
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man, Latin and Greek '(or English and drawing), French, history, geography, natu:ral 
sciences, mathematics, and writing. 
PORTUGAL, constitutional monarchy: Area, 36,510 square miles; population, 4,160,315. Capital, Lis-
bon; population, 253,496. Minister of the interior, Barjona Freitas. 
Ron. John M. Francis, minister resident and consul general of the United States 
to Portugal, addressed a communication to the Department of State on the progress 
of education in Portugal, under date of December 29, 1883, which was forwarded to 
the Bureau of Education by the kindness of t.he Ron. Secretary of State. Mr. Fran-
cis's account is as follows : 
Portugal has made conr:;iderable and commendable progress in educational achieve-
ment during the past :fifteen years. · 
A stimulus was given to this paramount interest of the state in 1869 by the testa-
mentary appropriation of a large sum-150,000l., I am informed- by the late Count 
Ferreira, of Oporto, for charitable and educational _purposes in this kingdom. This 
included provision for the construction of 120 school-houses in needy districts. Then 
the government directed its efforts wj.th more efficiency than ever before to the im-
portant duty of making additional provisions for the education of the children of 
the state. · 
Pri1na1·y instn.wtion, as now existing in Portugal, is based upon 'the decree of May 2, 
1878, n1odified somewhat by subsequent legislation. The primary schools are intended 
tor the instruction of both sexes and are divided into two classes, namely, primary and 
advanced primary. They are, for the most part, under district control and sustained 
by district contributions. 
Attendance at the primary schools is obligatory, un~ess evidence is adduced that 
the children receive instruction at home or reside at a greater distance than two kilo-
metres [about a mile and a quarter] from the public school. In case of non-attend-
ance without the above valid excuses, parents or guardians are subject to :fine. 
The primary schools are intended for all children from 6 to 12 years of age. As a 
rule, every parish must have an elementary school; but in cases where the children 
of adjoining parishes do not exceed sixty in number, then one school may be organ-
ized for two or more parishes. 
The parochial authorities are required to furnish house, books, and furniture for 
the school and residence for the teachers, and to pay the latter 100 milreis annually 
in rural districts, L20 in towns, and 150 in Lisbon and Oporto. In addition to this 
compensation the teacher is ~ntitled to 5 cents monthly for each pupil under his in-
struction, 2 miheis for each pupil passing successfully the :final examination in the 
elementary branches, and, further, for every six years of acceptable service, an advance 
of 25 per cent. on the salary. There is also a pension system of small allowances for 
"retired" teachers. 
In the primary schools Q9YS are ·taught reading, writing, arithmetic, elements of 
grammar of the metrical system, rudiments of drawing, and "moral and Christian 
doctrine,;, the last excepted in the case of children not Catholics ; the same tuition 
for girls, with the addition of needle work. Mixed scho.ols are to be instructed by 
married teachers, a lady to teach needlework. Boys may be taught by teachers of 
~ither sex. 
In ~ach district there must be an advanced primary school, to be sustained by the 
municipality thereof, teachers of these schools to be paid at least 180, and in Lisbon 
and Oporto 200, milreis per annum, receiving also 2 milreis for every pupil passing 
into a higher school. 
The "advanced primary" teaching for boys includes (1) reading and. recitation iu 
prose and verse; (2) writing and written exercises; (~) arithmetic and elementary 
geometry; (4) grammar; (5) legal system of weights and measures; (G) elements of 
cosmography, geography and Portuguese history; (7) sketching; (S) moral and sacred 
history; (9) elements of hy~iene; (10) elements of agriculture; (11) gymnastics; 
(12) choral singing; (13) rig.nts and duties of citizens. 
For tho female sex, same as above from 1 to 9 inclusive, with lessons on the duties 
of a mother; also, embroidery, making patterns, taking measures, and lace and flower 
work. 
There ron t be a regular assistant for every 60 pupils. The municipalities are to 
appoint the teachers and pay them. 
'1 !1ere shall be in Lisbon and Oporto two normal schools for qualifying teachers 
of either sex. Each school shall have 40 pupils of either sex, who shall be entitled to 
7 milreis monthly for maintenance, the same to bo pa.id by the district. There shall 
be in other districts normal chools of tho secoud class to the number of ten. 'fllo 
State will appoint and pay iuspccto1·s and subinspectors. 
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In towns having more than one school, the municipality is "authorized to establish 
"central schools," with three or four teachers for each one. The establishment of 
evening and Sunday schoolH for adults is enjoinefl upon the various municipalities as 
a dut.y. Iu every district there shall be a school committee to aid the municipality, 
and in every parish a parochial delegate. 
TlJere slJall be conferences of teachers in each district annually. 
TU.e government will give annually prizes of 100' and 200 mHreis to. students; it 
will proviue books by public competition every five years. It will aiu the parochial 
assemulics in the creation of a school fund to as~;ist the municipalities in the payment 
of teachers, in the establishment of evening and Sunday schools, in the establishment 
of Kindergiirten for clJildren, to enlarge educational institutions, o establish libraries, 
and to bestow prizes upon deserving teachers and worthy pupils, to secure pensions 
for poor scholars who may enter the normal schools, to provide proper instruments 
for instruction in the natura.l sciences, &c. 
Seoonda1·y iust1·uotion is given in institutions of three classes according to the decree 
of June 14, 1880, namely, central lyceums, national lyceums, and secondary mu-
nicipal schools. There hl a central lyceum in Lisbon, in Oporto, and in Coimbra; in 
each of the capitals of other districts there is a national lyceum. All these are sup-
ported by the state . . Other municipalities may, llpon petition, open secondary mu-
nicipal schools, they paying two-t.Q.irds and the state one-third of the cost of their 
support. The object of these lyceums is to prepare pupils for admission into schools 
of superior instruction. 
The course in the central lyceum embraces (1) Portuguese language; (2) French 
language; (3) Latin; ( 4) geography, cosmography, universal and natural history; (5) 
architecture, geometry, algebra, book-keeping; (6) elements of physics, chemistry, and 
natural history; (7) elements of civil legislation, of Portuguese law, ancl political 
economy; (8) drawing i. (9) national literature; (10) natural and moral philosophy and 
laws of nature; (ll) a gebra, geometry, and trigonometry; (12) physics and chemis-
try; (13) Latin; (14) Greek; ( 15) English ; (16) German. 
There are taught in the secondary schools (1) Portuguese; (2) French; (3) arithme-
tic and geometry; ( 4) drawing; and there may be one or two professional chairs. 
No pupil under 10 years of age is to be admitted to the lyceums. 
No school for private instruction by individuals can be opened without informing 
the supervisor of the district. 
The teachers of central lyceums receive an annual sa.lary of 600 milreis; of the na-
tional lyceums, 500; the rector of the central lyceums, 200; of national lyceums, 150; 
the teachers of secondary municipal schools, 200, with some additional fees for schol-
ars and upon the successful examination of the latter. 
Superior instruotion.-'fhe centres of superior education are Lisbon, Oporto, and 
Coimbra. The university at Coimbra has faculties of law, theology, medicine, and 
philosophy or natural sciences. 
In Lisbon there are the polyteclmic school, the army, navy, and medical and sur-
gical schools, school for the superinr course of literature, commercial and industrial 
school, general institute of agricult1rre, and an academy of fine arts. 
There exist in every diocese of th~ kingdom institutions for ecclesiastical learning. 
At Oporto there are a polytechnic academy, an agricultural college, and an acad-
emy of fine arts. Near Cintra there is also an agricultural college, with an experi-
mental farm. 
I have presented an analysis of the laws on the subject of education in Portugal. 
The system embrace a wide and extended field, with a great deal of machinery for 
its working, and, thouo-h it is imperfectly operat.ed in many cases, the fact is con-
ceded that decided educational advancement has been made in this kingdom since the 
nactm nt of these laws. 
~or liable. statistics of the attendance of children at the public primary schools 
au b ob ain d. I have seen a stat ment that in 1 75-'76 (before the adoption of. 
he ~i tin law enforcing a tendance) there were in the kingdom and adjacent 
isl< nds 141,466 children attending school. 
This, I am assn red, was incorrect, and to my inquiries in regard to the number now 
in a.ttendan I · m t ld in th proper official department that no statistics can be 
ftuni h d llich would be other thf n vague estimates. It is a truth, however, that 
the waut of sch ol-honses is Rev rely felt throughout the kingdom, that thoso exi t-
ing are un omfortably cro>vcl d, and that in the cit.y of Lisbon th want is pain-
fully fi 1 . B w ver, gtadually, but too lowly it is feared, uuildings al'e provi ed 
for this purpo. e, t mre th growing neces ity. · 
h ri i ·ism I heY h arrl-pr nounc d npon tl1e erl.ncational sy tem of Portugal i 
th. i xp nd it grrat st forces UJIOU high r education, u.ud fails to provi leas g d 
school!~ as bould b nu~inh i11 ·cl for eleru nt:try instnwtiou. 
A to xp n litnre. for dn ·at.ion Ly the gov rnment (uot in h1ding th lnr r l cal 
contribut ions fo this pnrpos ), it may be stated that under the head of ' Public in· 
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Bttnction" t)lere were appropriated in the budget of 1883-'84 934,759 milreis for 
the following purposes: 
Primary instruction (district schools and teachers) ...........•.•...••.•.••. 190,177 
Secondary instruction (certain specified advanced schools and teachers) .•••. 179,649 
Special instruction (galleries of :fine arts, opera house) . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . • . 59, 941 
Superior instruction (universities at ()oimbra, Oporto, and Lisbon) ......... 257,999 
Academies (Academy of Sciences, School of Fine Arts, Government Printing 
Establi~hment, &c., all of which are specified in the budget) .••••••••.... 246,993 
/ 
RoUMANIA, principality of Europe: .A.rea, 48,307 square miles; population, 51876,000. Capital, 
Bucharest; population, 221,805. 
In 1882-'83 there were 2,459 primary nual schools for ~oth sexes reported. The 
pupils numbered 83,076, 8,544 of whom ·were girls; teachers, 2,101 males and 358 fe-
males. In the cities were 146 boys' primaries, with 475 teachers and 23,882 pupils; 
also, 125 schools of like grade for girls, where 12,989 pupils were taught by 342 teach-
ers of their own sox. Among the higher grades there were 7lyceums, with 160 pro-
fessors and 2,108 pupils, and 19 Gymnasien, with 180 professors and 2,077 pupils. Nine 
seminaries had 1,512 pupils, ltnder ill~ care of 99 professors; 8 primary normals, with 85 
professors and 741 pupils; 5 commercial schools, with G6 professors and 772 students, 
while in 12 secondary and professiona.l scl10ols for girls there were 1,316 pupils, taught 
by 144 instructors. The specia.l schools numbered :n; prof~ssors, 217; students of both 
sexes, 2,316. The 2 universities, at Bucharest and Jaffy, had a total of 693 stu-
dents and 87 professors. At Buclta.rest there were 4 women studying, 1 in the philo-
logical department, 1 in the pltilosophica.l, a.nd 2 in the medical department. In acl-
dition to these public school~ there were 205 private schools, with 1,120 male and 
female teachers ancl 1:3,124 pupils. 
Russu., absolute monarchy: .Area, 8,387,816 square miles; population, 100,872,558. · RussiA IN EUROPE: 
Area, 2,088,419 square miles; population, 85,058,415. Capital, St. Petersburg; population, 667,926. 
Miniilter of public instt•uction, Delyanoff. 
The state of education is such in Russia that but little information can be given ill 
reference to the country as a whole. At St. Petersburg there were 105 primary day 
schools and 8 schools taught on Sun clay at the commencement of the year 1883. The 
pupils numbered 4, 66. A handiwork school for uoys was also reported. Generally 
speaking, educa,t.ion is at a low eub h1 H.ussia.. The upper classes are said to be at fault, 
and they are upheld by the clergy, in preventing tbe spread of popular education. 
Still there is a teudency towards progress in certain directions. For instance, a proj-
ect is on foot to estaulish a number of superior primary schools for girls. Among the 
lower or middle classes in the cities are many young girls who earnestly desire an 
elementary ccluc:ttion. A few parents send their «laughters to the Gymnasien and ·Pro-
gymna ·il'u, but tbo conrses there are said to ue to·o long and quite unsuited to these 
girls, who must uccesHarily labor for a 1ivelihool1. The plan at present is to have 
elementary gn~tles especially adapted to the wants of this part of the population. In 
October, 11; 2, a beginning was mal1e, and tile first superior primary' school was es-
tabli~;lteu i11 St. Pt1tcrsbnrg. The course of ·stndy covers 4 classes, and pupils are 
admitted lJct,wecu 0 aud 11 years of age. The program of studios is as follows: 
religion, the Rus~in u tong·ue, arithllletic, geograplJy, ca.lligraphy, natural and national 
history, drawing, g 'ometry, siugiug, and needlework. These primary grades are to 
be attached to the so-called EmproRs Mada institntions. In Russian Gymnasieu 
aud R<>alschul 11 soci:tlist.ic doctrinPI'l prevail to such an extent that the Russian an-
thorities have ta.l{6ll the matte!' in band. A circular of the minister of education, 
DPljanoff, states that. in 13 Gymnasien, 1 Progymnasium, aurl16 Realscltuleo evid noes 
of the illfluonce of nihilistic ideas a1'e noticeable. For this reason many new reg-
ulations have beEJn wade, so tha.t directors and teacher!:! way have betlor control ot 
the pupils nuder their charge. Out of school, too, a certain watch is kept in regard 
to the movement ·of pupils. The police, parents, and teachers ~re expected to aid 
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the minister in his efforts to crush out revolutionary ideas. The only informat.ion 
obtainable for the year under consideration in regard to Russian univei·sities is that 
reported on the foundation day of Dorpat University, which was celebrated on Decem-
ber 23, 18t!3. Statistics at that date were as follows: In the theologi~al faculty there 
were 191 students; in the law departme~t, 242; in the medical, 711; in the histori-
co-philologica.l, 180; in the physico-mathematical, 109; total, 1,433. In the preced-
illO' year 1 331 students were repol'ted. The increase of 102 students in the year 
sp:ai{s well for the college. Most of the chairs are :filled~ a statement which does not 
hold good in many of the Russian universities, as quite a number of professors have 
been called to professorships in other countries. 
SEIWIA, principality: Area., 18
1
787 square miles; population (December 31, 1882), 1,810,606. Capital, 
Belgrade; population, 36,177. Minister of puhlic instruction a.nd worship, G. Panteli.tch. 
The mi~ister of public instruction and worship is at the head of educational and 
church affairs in Servia. A director has immediate supervision of the school system. 
'fhere is also a council of education composed of 12 ordinary and 20 "extraordinary" 
members; the :first of whom are appointed by the minister for 2 years and the second 
for 1, they being also eligible to reappointment. This body is recruited from the 
teaching force of the country. The council formulates school regulations and laws 
and, as a consulting body, aids the minister in executing the laws pertaining to schools 
and in deciding all literary and scientific questions. 
The library and national museum are considered a part of the educational system; 
a director has charge of each at a salary of 18,031 francs ($3,479). In1883themuseum 
was placed under charge of the professor of archooology at the university. 
Tho university has a rector and 27 professors. Iu. the budget there is an item of 
214,229.30 francs ($41,346) for the university. Of this amount 2,000 francs ($386) 
are for scientific excursions, 5,052 francs ($975) for a botanical garden,and 46,500 
francs ($8,974) to buy books, &c. The university of Belgrade has faculties of philos-
ophy, arts and trades, and law. It does not, however, grant doctors' degrees, but 
simply prepares young gentlemen for liberal careers. 'l'he number of students ranges · 
from 150 to 200. 
The theological seminary, with 4 courses, 14 professors, and 186 pupils, is in the 
budget for 4 ,290 francs ($9,320). 
A school of pedagogy reports a director, 12 professors or instructors, 97 pupils, and 
93,970 francs from the budget. About 15,000 francs {$2,89~) are to be used for the in-
struction of young teachers who are insufficiently prepared, this instruction to take 
place during the vacations. At the close of 1881 • a school of pedagogy was to be 
opep.ed at Nich. This normal school was to be dividecl into two sections, one section 
to instruct pupil teachers for the Servians in Turkey. 
The Belgrade Gymnasium has a director, 22 professors, and 455 pupils, and an in-
come of 81,710 francs annually. The Gymnasium at Kraguyewatz has a director, 18 pro-
fessors, and 225 pupils; annual fund, 59,770 francs. A similar school at Nich, which 
is still incomplete, reports a director, 5 professors, and 73 pupils; annual income, 
16,20 francs from the state. Two Progymnasien in Belgrade, each under charg~ of 
a director, have 7 or 8 professors and over 150 pa,ils. The annual budget provides 
30,790 and 27,750 francs, respectively. Eighteen Progymnasien, several of them 
still incomplete, with but two or three classes, receive 202,420 francs annually. A 
Progymnasium at Oujiza, having 7 professors, 73 pupils, and funds amounting to 
16,909 francs, was to be changed into a. Rea.lachule. These Progymnasien have, by 
a rec nt law, courses of study very similar to the courses in the lower classes of the 
Rea.lschulen. The special instruction commences with the upper divisions. The 
Real chule at Belgrade has 5 higher classes (the two lower classes have the same 
studies as the Gymnasien), 12 professors, and 47 pupils; funds, 35,540 francs ( 6,859). 
A school for the higher education of young gjrlB has a pedagogical section. There 
is a directress in charge ; then there are 7 instructresses and 10 professors from the 
middle schoo.llJ of Belgrade. The pupils number 250; funds, 49,428 francs. 
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Primary education is given in 614 ~choo1s, with 705 men and 112 women teachers. 
Pupils: boys, 24,000; girls, 4,000. For teachers' salaries the budget provides 760,000 
francs annually. All other expenses.are paid by the commune; indeed, teachers are 
paid in part by the communal authorities, but under state direction. 
SPAIN, constitutional monarchy: Area, 195,767 square miles; population (June 1883), 16,858,721. Cap· 
ital, Madrid; population, 397,690. 
Education in Spain is passing thro11gh a period of reform, the object of which is to 
reorganize the system of public instruction so that it may compare favorably with 
educational methods iu other countries. The present government is eager to break 
loose from precedent and has already taken the first steps in that direc~ion. Its 
first general measure was the publication of the royal decree and ministerial circular 
of March 3, 1881, which set forth the ·views of the government on public instruction 
and reinstated the professors who had been removed from their chairs in 1875. Before 
carrying its projected reforms of educational methods into execution the government 
sought to find out the opinions of teachers ou the subject, which 'was done by means 
of the decree and circubr of July 15, 1881. In order to enable the public to form a 
correct idea of the legislation and other measures taken in other countries in regard 
to public instruction, the royal decree of September 12, 1881, supplemented the pre-
ceding decree by creating a special library under departmental direction. 
Then came the decree of M:uch 4, 1882, reorganizing the system of inspection of edu-
cational institutions. 1'he number of inspectors was increased, and they were re-
quired to visit all the institutions in their districts and report on them. Following 
this came measures of a more special character and particularly those affecting pri-
mary instruction, which has always been in a lamentable condition in Spain. The 
only innovation worthy of praise made in this branch of education during the last 
twenty-five years is the establishment of the Frobel school at Madrid, by decree of 
March 31, 187G. Other attempts at reform, although supported by offi.cial decrees, 
have been unsucccssfnl. 
.A. notable evil, which has always affected ·priwary education,· is the practice of al-
lowing the small salaries of teachers to remain unpaid. The arrearages amounted to 
such a large sum in 1S81 that the King himself took the initiative, and provision was 
made for paying salaries promptly when clue. This was effected by the decree of 
June 15, 1882. 
On May 6, 1882, au educational mnl'r.mn was established, embracing collections of 
models and drawings of Spanish and foreign primary schools, furniture, and appa-
ratus, scientific apparatus and material, objects and charts for illustration, and a 
library. On August 13 of the same year a fourth year was added to the course of the 
central normal school for female teachers,. and on May 17 provision was made for the 
care and training of very young children in "maternal" schools. 'The necessity of 
providing better educated teachers for primary instruction is recognized in Spain, 
and this necessity is greater there than in many other countries, because the propor-
tion of children whose education ceases with the primary grade is larger. 
Little chango bas as yet been made in secondary education. By a decree of July 8, 
1881, an industrial school was established at Toledo and a veterinary school at San-
tiago. 
Four new professorships were cstabli ·heel in the univcrsWes during the period 
1 1-'o2, and the salaric f the professors were raised. 
In addition to tho decrees mentioned above there were t'~o, of March 17, 1882, and 
February 23, 1 83, which, if carriccl ont, will lead to great educational reforms. TllC 
substance ofthem is as follows: Thepuhlic primary or inf~mt schools al'C to be placeu 
in charge of women, who are to be aideu by assistants, according to the number of 
pupil. . For more than GO pnpils at least one other teacher is to 1Je employed, with 
title of professor; 111111cr 60 pupils the directress is allowed to designate one of her 
own sex to aid her. 
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These schools are to be free; the school age is from 3 to 7. In 'benevolent institu-
tions, in charge of sisters of charity or of any religious body, children up to 4 
years of age are to be cared for. Above that age they are to be placed in the public 
schools. Directresses who are obliged to hay:e au assistant are to receive extra com-
pensation: not less than 275 pesetas (peseta=19.3 cents) in schools where the salary 
is less than 1,650 pesetas, 325 pesetas ·where it amounts to that, and 375 when the 
pay is greater. To be a head teacher tho proper qualifications must be shown as 
required by law and tho proper certificates obtained. There are to be bQards of 
directors of primary schools (l:'atrona.to general de las escuelas cle parvulos), com-
posed of a presillent aurl eight mombors1 appointed by ihe minister of commerce and 
agriculture. Among the members are to be the directress of thc.central normal 
school, one other woman, and several professors already connected 'vith the corps of 
primary school instructors. One of these profet>sors is to uc secretary of the board. 
Tho regulations of the board are to be considered uy authorities, officials, and cor-
porations as orders from tho minister, while the board may act without referring to 
the minister. • An annual report is to be published by the board. A special course 
for preparing primary school teachers, principals, or assistants is to ue opened at the 
central normal school at the beginning of the next academic ~rear. Professors for 
primary grades are to be appointed by the minister in accordance with a1Jy sugges-
tion from tho board of directors as a whole. According to the decree of February 23, 
1 83, local boards of primary instruction (juntas locales) are to publish each Decem-
ber an annual census of all children of the ages specified by the law of September G, 
1 57, who are found within their districts. The provincial committees and the hoards 
of direc'tors are to receive copies. In April and October of each year teachers of 
primary grades are to send in to the president of the local board of their commune, 
or district, a complete list of the boys and girls in attendance at school during the 
preceding term. This list is to cover scholarship, conduct, and general bearing of 
pupils, &c. Inspectors of primary grades are to be advised of the :fines imposed 
in executing the law of 1857, and justices of the peace are also to forward the 
• decisi~ns pronounced during the year according to the provisions of the penal code. 
The inspectors are to give the board of directors, in June and December, a list of the 
children of school age, attendance, or reasons for non-attendance, with suggestions 
as to negligence of local anthoritjes. Inspectors not attending to their duties and 
offering no good excuse are to be dismissed. The hoard of directors is to report to the 
minister any negligence on the part of the authorities in warning parents of the pen-
alties attached to non-attendance of children at school. Teachers of either sex who 
increase attendance in their schools from term to term, keep their lists up to the 
maximum, show good reports as to punctuality, scholarship, &c., are to be rewardccl 
as follows: by receiving a sum of money in proportion to their salary and to the 
report made; by honorable mention; with right to an earlier promotion; with great r 
increa e of salary than would naturally follow; ancl by report of their names to tho 
to the minister for some honorary distinction. 
'p cial meetings are to be held annually by local hoa-rds to decide as to tho compen-
sation of teachers. 'fh miuist r is to rewa.rd teachers according to the re1n·e cnta,-
tions made l'y the general and provincial boards. Allown,uco is to ue made in th 
g ncr 1 bndg t for uch p cuniary rewards, anrllocal and provincial committe r 
l>Oards are r que t d to add whatever funds seem necessary and to distribute a few 
priz s to poor parents who lwve made sacrHices in order ~ sell(l th ir children to 
chool at the prop r hour ea ·h day. rrovincial and local boards and primary school 
in. p tor who how E:.'Te~ t z .al in nforcing the att ndancc of pupils arc to b . pr-
cially and honorably m ntion <l by tb government. All ymhli fnnctionn.ril'R of th 
trtat , pr vincc, or mnni ·i:paJi y, with ~1 salary not _-cee<ling 1,500 pc. ta a year 
1nu t &h w t their imm cliat ·hi f that their chilclr n over (j y ars of age h::w r'-
c iv <1 tb uncation re(JUir ·cl by t ho law in either public or private .-chools. L< hor-
rs oflow ~ra<l , living at such di "ta:qccs as to rua.ke att nuance at school almo t 
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impossible for the ehildren, may be excused from this rule if their employers recom· 
mend it. Officials already in service are to show within three months after the pub-
lication of this decree that they have carried out the provisions of the law of 18f)7. 
Employes carrying out the above to the best of their ability are,not to be dismissed 
for any apparent fault until they have been allowed a hearing. Heads of depart· 
menta may recommend dismissal if they deem it advisable. 
SWEDEN, constitutionarmonarchy: Area, 170,979 square miles; population, 4,579,l15. Capital, Stock· 
holm; population, 185,325. Minister of education and ecclesiastical affairs, Carl Gustaf Ha.mmars· 
~ili • . 
The latest e~ncational statistics from Sweden were given in the Report of the Oom-
missioner of Education for 1881. The subject of industrial education is one of great 
interest in Sweden, as elsewhere, and the following items give the latest newa in 
regard to this matter. At the ninth meeting of the Swedish Common School Teach-
ers' Association, which took place at Upsala, in August, 1883, about 1,300 teachers 
were present. The subject of industrial training was earnestly discussed, and it was 
stated that handwork had already become a part of the course in 500 schools of 
Sweden. There is also a seminary at Naas, where manual training is carried on to 
perfection. The object of such instruction is to produce orderly methods, skill in use. 
of the hands, close attention to business aud to inculcate habits of industry and produce 
a general interest in work for the work's sake. Certain methods are adhered to very 
closely. Work in wood is a specialty, and 100 models are used in the different steps 
leading up to the end of the course. In connection with the teachers' meeting, there 
was a display of articles made by different schools. The finest specimens came from 
Stockholm, in which city about 370 boys receive industrial training three times a 
week, 2t hours each time. What Sweden is doing. for the education of woman .may 
easily be learned from the following: 
Until the early part of this century the education of women had preserved an ex-
clusively private character in Sweden. The rich families of the aristocracy intrusted 
the education of their daughters to governesses and the middle classes in easy cir- • 
cumstances had recourse to private schools established in the cities or the country. 
These schools were always in charge of women and were ordinarily combined with 
accommodations for boarding a greater or less number of pupils. A certain number 
of women r('4leived in this way a relatively good education, considering the demands 
of the times, but the great majority, even among the educated classes, were content 
with very elementary instruction. According to the ideas then in vogue it was a 
waste ·of time for women to devote themselves much to study; it was enough for them 
to know how to manage their domestic affairs properly and to appear ~ll in society. 
In the private boarding schools the principal aim was to enable the scholars to carry 
on a conversation in foreign languages, especially French. ·Music, painting, and 
fancy work held a subordinate place. Religious instruction was generally given by a 
clergyman and embraced as a minimum the knowledge necessary for the confirma-
tion of catechumens. The study of history, geography, and mathematics was of the 
most elementary kind and no attempt whatever was made to include natural sciences. 
Between the years 1B20 and 1830 the need of public establishments for young girls 
began to be felt. In J.826 a merchant of Goth·enburg, M. Jonas Kjellberg, be-
queathed to that city the sum of 50,000 crowns (about $13,500), in memory of his 
wife, for the establish.ment of an institution for the higher education of women. 
That institution was opened in 1835; it has received additional gifts at different 
times from the Kjellberg family, and is still in operation under the name of "'l'he 
Kje1lberg , chool." In 1831 there was opened at Stockholm, through the efl'orts of 
Bi.liop Wallin, a new school for the education of women, which was designed to en-
able young girls to acquire the same serious and substantial instruction boys received 
in the public schools. This establishment is still in existence, under the name of 
"The Wallin School." It is a strictly private institution. All the measures tending 
to elevate the instruction of women could not, however, attain their complete devel-
opment without government aid in providing capable teachers. A vigorous impulse 
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in this direction was given by a number of professors and men of learning interested 
in the education of women, who organized n.t Stockholm h1 the winter of 1858-'59 a 
conrsc of higher instruction for adult females. Many of the Rcbo]ars were already 
teachers and otheri wished to prepare t.hemselves for that vocation. From that 
moment tl1e government took the movement in haml. The first normal schools for 
female tca~hers of primary RchoolA were opened in 1860, and the normal school for 
female teachers of secondary schools was opened at Stockholm in 1861. Now there 
are 5 government normal schools for female ten.chers of primary schools and 7 for 
mn.les. • More than half the teachers of the primary schools are women, who, for the 
most part, have charge of the lower primary schools. The principal object of the 
snperi or normal school for female teachers is to train private teachers, that is, go vern-
e sos, as well a.s mistNsses of higher girls' schools. At present it gra<lnates twenty or 
twenty-five snch teachers annually. 
The tot~tl number of girls' high schools in Sweden is now between 60 and 70. Only 
one belongs to t-he government, namely, the practice school attached to the Superior 
Normal School for Female Teachers. The object of thiA school is to. serve as a model 
for other high schools and to give an opportt;tnity to the scholars of the normal school 
of attending the school exercises and of taking part in them, so as to get practice iu 
teaching. Nearly one-half of these girls' schools are municipal institutions to a 
o-roater or less extent. In localities where the district or community has not estab-
li. hed snch scoools intelligent and educated or tolembly wealthy private individu-
als have ,joined together for that purpose. Generally they contribute a considerable 
snm at the outset to start tlle institution and guarantee additional amounts in case 
of nc<>d. 'l'he greater part of these schools receive aid from the district in which 
tq.ey are placed or from business .concerns in tbe 11eighborhood, and some from the 
o·cneml council of the province. It is probable that they will gradually become 
purely community OJ: district schools and will eventually be taken in charge by the 
municipalities. The other half of the girls' high schools are exclusively private and 
• are established wherever t.hey can be supported by the tuition fees. With the excep-
tion of the Kjellberg school at Gothenburg, all the institutions for the superior edu-
cation of women receive tuition fees. In this respect they differ from all the other 
educational institutions of tho country. 
An hlea of the scope of the eclucn.tion given in these girls' high schoojs in Sweden 
may be obtained from the following program of subjects taught in one of them, 
which is sul)stantially a representative one. The :figures of the table give the num-
ber of hours de oted weekly to each subject of study by each of the classes. 
Classes. 
Snbjects. 
1 3 4 6 s 
Religion -················ ..................... 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 20 
.w di h langua~"e •• ---········---············ 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 2i 
}'r nch language-··-····--- .. ······-·······- G G 6 5 5 5 5 5 4:J 
Grnnan language .• -·····-········· .. ····~·- ...... ... ... . ..... 3 3 2 3 3 14 
.Bogllilh 1a.ngnage -.......... ................... ........ ... ... ... .... ...... ......... 3 3 3 9 
(} ograpb .............. -............................ 2 2 2 2 2 1 ·-·· ..... ............. 11 
IIi~t-ory -·--·· -······-···-····--··········-- 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 18 
!atb maticB-----·--·····-··-············ ... 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 2.1 
.r'"atural 8 i nces- ••••••..••• ················- ......... 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 12 
('alligra.phy · ······-·· ······~···--··--····-· 2 2 1 1 1 ........... ............ . ....... i 
Drawing-------·--····-· ····--·············· 2 2 2 1! lt 2 2 2 l:J 
Fancy ork .••.••. ·--··········-······· ······ 3 3 3 2 2 2 ........ ......... 1;) 
• ·ioging -----······-·········-·--·· .. ·······-· 1 1 1' 1 1 1 1 1 
C:ymnn~tics ····-·-··· ··········-············- 1~ 1! 1f li li li 1~ li }~ ------------------
otaJ. _____ ···-··----·-----·-···-···-···· 27~ i 2f!A 20 20 30~ 30~ 3!l1 2=11 
-- - -- -- ----~--
/ 
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These studies are all obligatory in the three lower classes; in the fourth, :fifth, and 
sixth classes fancy work is optional; in the seventh and eighth classes one of the foreign 
languages may be dispensed with, as well· as geometry and drawing; singing and 
gymnastics are electives in these two classes. French is the foreign language ;most in 
demand. In the western part of the country, however, and in some cities, the schools 
commence with German, and one of them gives English a prominent place. The fact 
that German occupies the leading place in secondary schools for boys may account for 
its cemparative popularity in girls' schools, but in the majority of them French holds 
its sway and has increased in popularity in the last few years. 
The age for admission to these high schools for girls is generally :fixed at 9 years, 
as in the boys• schools. Most of the girls' schools have a preparatory department, 
which embraces three classes for children from 6 to 9 years. It appears ±:rom the 
program of studies that obligatory instruction is, strictly speaking, limited to the :first 
six classes; consequently, obligatory studies are confined to a period ending with the 
fifteenth year of the pupil's age. 
SWITZERLAND, federal republic : Area, 15,992 square miles; population, 2,8!16,102. Capital, Berne; 
population, 36,000. 
Educational s~atistics of the different cantons for the year 1881 were not received 
in time for the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. They are herewith 
presented. 
The totals, according to the Statistik iibe~ das Unterrichtswesen in der Schweiz, 
show that in the whole of Switzerland there were, on March 31, 1882, 434,080 pupils 
in the 4,386 primary schools. Of these, 14,892 were natives of other countries. German 
w~.s the mother tongue of 311,271; French, of 97,113; Italian, of 19,864; the Romance 
tongues, of 5,832: There were 2,021 feeble-minded children not attending school and 
7,876 children free ft·om school attendance. In tbe4,386 schools there were 8,362 classes, 
6,462 of them mixed. About half the schools employ one teacher only. The teaching 
force numbered 5,840 men and 2,525 women, an average of 1 teacher to 52 pupils. 
Among the male teachers there were 15 belonging to some religious order and 30 lay 
brothers; among the femil'le teachers, 299 belonging to an order. The age of male 
teachers was between 15 and 80 years. Over 80 years of age there were 2 teachers; 
between 71 and 80 years, 40; between 61 and 70 years, 306. The 12 oldest women 
were between 61 ·and 70 years of age. There were 90 between 51 and 60 years. 
Between the ages of 15 and 20 'vere 250 men and 335 women teachers. Two inen had 
taught 60 years, 32 from 51 to 60 yea.rs; 294 men and 8 women had taught between 41 
and 50 years. There was 1 teacher to every 340 inhabitants. For teachers' salaries 
(males) 7,608,694 francs ($1,468,478) were expended; for women, 2,074,560 francs 
($400,390). Added to this there were 686,775 francs' worth of produce for the men and 
179,270 for the women, an average of 1,419 francs in value for each man and 901 for 
each woman. The canton of Borne paiu out the largest amount for the support of 
teachers, viz, 2,375,214 francs; ZUrich, 1,381,258; Vaud, 1,200,395 francs . The high-
est average salaries were paid in Ziirich, 2,228 francs for men, 1,805 ft·ancs for women. 
There were 17 teachers who are graduates of universities, 63 from Gymnal:lien, 6,971 
from normal schools, anu 85 from primary schools. 
The annual expenditure for the schools was 14,781,616 francs ($2,852,852); the value 
of school property, 137,534,597 ft·aucl:l ($26,544,177). 
· In the 413 secondary schools (283 of which were mixed) were 11,155 boys anu 8,976 
girls; men teaching, 1,216 (958 lay teachers, 14 belonging to some order, auc1244 lay 
brothers); women, 232 (200 lay, 32 sisters). The teachers' salaties amount annually 
to 2,370,180 francs. The expenditures were 2,136,514 francs; the school property 
amounted to 9,077, 720 francs. There were 102 middle schools, including Gymnasien, 
technical indtlstrial schools, normal schools, and those for girls. The pupils in at-
tendance numbered 9,492 boys anu 2,0!)3 girls. 
The ''high schools" (universities), located at Zurich, Beruoe, Baslc, aud Geneva, re-
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ported 2,512 students. At Ziirich are also a polytechnicum and a veterinary school; 
at Lucerne, a theological institute; at Freiburg, a law school; and at I_Jausanne and 
Neufchl1tel, academies. 'l'here were 104 women pursuing higher studies in connection 
with these ten schools. 
In the Kindergarten (which are obligatory only in the canton of Geneva) there were 
10,864 boys and 11,242 girls; in private schools, 6,057 boys and 4,834girls. The Fort-
bildungsscnule (or review school) is only obligatory in two cantons, Thu:rgo-via. and 
Soleure. • 
A total of 516,925 children was reported on March 31, 18S2, in sortle grade of 
school. The funds for school purposes vary in the different cantons; in certain can-
tons there is no school fund; in others the taxes leave a large amount abo-ve expen-
ditures; in others still, private parties and communes raise from fourteen to fifteen 
million francs annually for school purposes. 
Ron. M. J. Cramer, minister resident and consul general of the United States in 
Switzerland, forwarded a communication on the Swiss school system to the State 
Department in December, 1882, which, by the kindness of the honorable Secretary 
of State, has been transmitted to this Bureau. In this communication Mr. Cramer 
gives the following translation of Article 27 of the present federal constitution of 
Switzerland in regard to public instruction: 
The several canto:o.s will provide for sufficient primary instruction, which shall 
be under the exclusive supervision of the state. It is to be obligatory, and in the 
public schools gratis. The public schools shall be so conducted that they may be 
attended by the children of all confessions (denominations) without thetr liberty of 
faith and conscience being encroached upon. Against cantons which negh'lct to fol-
low these provisions the confederation is to take the necessary steps. 
Mr. Cramer also quotes the following resolution of the Federal Assembly in regard 
to the preceding article, adopted o~ June 14, 1882: · 
The federal council is instr-qcted to cause the department of the interior to collect 
without delay such information concerning the public schools in the several can-
tons as is necessary for a. thorough execution of Article 27 of the federal constitution, 
as well as for the adoption of laws in relation to it. In order to enable the depart-
ment of .the interior to carry out the provisions of this :resolution, that department 
may appoint a secretary (of education) with a salary of 6,000 francs, whose duties 
shall be prescribed by the federal council. 
This resolution gave dissatisfaction in many quarters, on account of the apparent 
abridgment of the rights of the individual cantons which it saootioned. Accord-
ingly a petition was drawn up against the resolution, as allowed by the Swiss con-
stitution, and signed by 180,000 persons. When the vote was taken on November 
26, 1882, the resolution was defeated by a vote of 316,852 against 171,970. 
ll.-ABIA. 
:BRITISH INDIA: Area, 1,383,504 square miles; population, 253,906,449. 
The following information is from the report of the director of public instruction 
for the Bombay presidency for 1881-' 2 and 1882-'83: 'rhe total number of all schools 
and college aided and in pected by government was, for 1 81-' 2, 5,704, having on 
the rolls March 31, 1 2, 35 , 91 pupils, 1.57 per cent. of the estimated population 
(22,928,851). }'or 1882--'83 the number of sc.hools was 6,138, having on the roll Ma11ch 
31, 1 , 389,9 pupils, or 1.6 per cent. of the estimated population (23, 1R4 35 ). 
The income of the department in 18 1....J 2 was, from provincial fund , 1,128,14 ru·. 
pees (rUI>ee = 38.3 c nt ) ; from lo al funds, 1,295,109 rup es; total, 2,423,257 rup e . 
The total exp nditur on school aud in titutions connected with govemm nt, in-
cluding the expenditure from private fund on aided schools and the co t of chools 
belonginrr ton ive tate an<l in pecte 1 by the education department, w 3 407,50 
rupees. The corre pondin, figur s £< r 1 2-' 3 are: in com from provincial and local 
funds, 2,61 ,091 rupe s; exp ndi nr s, 3, 11,22"2 rupe . 
Schools j()r girls.-The total numb r of schools for girls is uow 3261 ·w i lh 19, 1. 7 
pupils, but the director of public instruction has given these fignr as e.·clu. iv of 
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28 schools of the high aml middle class and of many girls, whose number shoultl 
have been stated, ·attcndi11g boys' schools. In 1882-'83 schools for girls numbered 
339, with 23,5f:i6 pupils. 
In 1 1-'82 the night schools numberccll34, -\vith 3,919 pupils; in 1882-'83 the num-
ber was increased to 176 schools, with 4,826 pupils. 
In 1882-'83 the number of pupils learning English was 26,732. The total number 
of Mussnlmans at schools was 46,167. It is statad that the employment of special 
Mahometau deputy inspectors has produced good results. . 
Physical training receives much attention. Most of the high schools are furnished 
with gymnasiums, and in some cess schoolst a beginning has been made in providing 
the means of physical training. In some villages small op~u places near the school-
hou es are hedged round for the gymnasium, and soft earth or sand thrown over the 
levelled ground. 
University examinations.-'fhe number of candillates sent up for matriculation ex-
amination in 1881-'82 wa~ 1,374; number passed, 389, of whom 26 were Europeans: 
For the various degree emminations u43 candidates were sent up, of whom 221 
passed, including 3 Europeans. The corresponding report for 1882-'83 gives the 
number sent up f(,r matriculation as 1,600; passed, 572, including 30 Europeans. Num-
ber sent up for the various degree examinations, 683; passed, 308,•inclucling 6 Eu-
ropeans. 
From report on public instruction in British Burmah for the years 1881-'82 and 
18 2-'83: . 
The total number of children of school age ( 4-19) in British Burmah, according to 
the recent census, is 11327,080. . The total number of schools under inspection in 
1881-'82 was 3,286, having 89,050 pupils, a number equal to 2.~5 per cent. of the whole 
population. The primary schools numbered 3,238 an cl were attended by 87,750 pupils, 
of whom 6,677 were girls. Tho large majority of pnpils at primary schools, namely, 
81,334, were Burmese. In 59 of the schools English was taught; the rest were ver-
nacular schools. In 1882-'83 the total number of schools unuer inspection was 3,863, 
having 107,0~7 pupils, a number equal to 2.8 per cent. of the population and to 10 
per cent. of the children between 5 and 15 years of age. 
Primary education was provided for in 3,857 schools, having an average attendance 
of 105,387 pupils. The average number of girls attending English schools was 
1,050; the average number attending vernacular schools was not shown; but it is 
observed that of the total number of pupils on the rolls at the close of the year 8,196, 
or 7.8 per cent., were girls. 
Secondary instruction is carried on in high and middle schools that nuinbered 39 
in 1881-'82, having 1,074 pupils, vlz, 981 boys and 93 girls. In 1882-'83 the number 
of secondary schools had increased to 43, attended by 1,074 boys and 115 girls. All 
these schools are classed as English except one. 
Under the head of special and technical schools au account is given of the three 
normal schools for training teachers, which, in 1881-'82, numbered 99 f!tudents, ancll45 
in 1882-'83. In 1881-'82 an extension of this branch of education was undertaken by 
establishing a normal class for Burmese schoolmistresses in connection with the Ameri-
can Baptist mission school at Rangoon. Out of a total of 5 higher grade and 71 
lower grade certificates granted to· normal students during 1882-'8~, 3 of the higher 
and 10 of the lower were awarded to candidates from the girls' class. 
The government high school at Rangoon is the only institution with a college de-
partment. Seventeen undergraduates studied in this department in 1882-'83 and two 
pa ed the first arts examination of the Calcutta Univel'sity. 
In summing up the information with reference to the education of girls in 1882-'83, 
the chief commissioner says: 
From the statements it is observed tl1at the number of institutions devoted to the 
education of girls increased from 21 in 1881-'82 to 26 in the year under review. Oi 
the e 2 are classed as high, 8 as middle, and 16 as primary schools. There are besides 
1 Schools supported partly or wholly by local tax. 
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many schools which admit boys a;nd girls. Of these the number is not stated in tho 
report. The number of girls under instruction is shown as 8,394, as compared wit~1 
6,770 in the previous year. One hundred and forty~fi.ve girls passed various exami-
nations as compared with 121 in 1tl81-'82. 
The chief commissioner has been much struck by the great success which has at-
tended the opening of separate classes for girls under female teachers at several 
of the municipal schools which he has visited in the course of his recent tours. At 
Henzada he found 70 girls attending a class which had very recently been opened. 
'l'he number had become far too large to be properly mana&ed by the single teacher in 
charge of the clasu. At Yandoon, also, he found a capital girls' department under ~L 
female teacher. It is evident that, if only good female teachers can be provided, the 
Burmese are ready and anxious to send their daughters to school. The training of 
schoolmistresses is accordingly a matter which the chief commissioner would specially 
commend to the attention of the director. An excellent example ha"B lJeen set by 
Miss Rathbun at the American Baptist mission school in Rangoon, one of 'vhose 
pupils is mistress of the Henzada school. 
·The expenditure on education in 1881-'82 was 497,794 rupees and in 1882-'83 594,892 
rupees. 
ClllNA proper: .Are:t, 537,500 square miles; popula\ion,350,000.000. 
Edncation is considered of the utmost importance in China, as it leads to rank, 
wealth, and influence. Even many of the literati become teachers. Self supporting 
day schools are universal and primary instruction is found in the remotest village. 
The government appoints state examiners, btit does not otherwise assist ·in educating 
the ma e . There is an n.bsencc of statistical publications in regard to public instruc-
tion, yet 1\f. Martin, director of t!ie university at Pekin, estimates the proportion o£ 
illit rates for the whole empire above 10 years of age as 1 to 6, and for the countries 
of Northern China as 57 to the 1,000 or 1 to 18. The governmental examinations admit 
about 2,000,000 candidate each year, and 1 or 2 per cent. of these pass successfully. 
The public examinations take place in October, and persons of all ages thl'Ong from every 
pal't of the empire to the large eities to attend them. They many times bJjng their own 
t nts and uten ils, as each person must be in a sepamte establishment, without commu-
nication with the outside world, during the period of the examinations. Each per on 
is to show by an essay that he comprehends the ancient authors, that he can expre. s 
himself with poetical elegance, and write a fi.ue hand. History and geography are 
not taken np. The laureates are admitted to the presence of tho Emperor, which honor 
is f lt in the fa.mily for generations, and the most distinguished receive employment 
under the administration. Others who ar successful become licentiates (hsiu ts'ai). 
Each lie ntiate may open a school, aml be is allowed to arrange the tuition fees. 
Tho pupils who cannot pay him 6 tiaos (about half a. dollar) a month a.re not con id-
ered worth t aching. There are many private schools. There are a1 o public school , 
for which the Emperor furni hes the bun dings and pays the t achers' salaries. The e 
imperial profe or receive from 12 to 1 ta";ls (tael=about 1.35) a month and two 
meals a day. In pectora have the care of uch schools, each of which consists of one 
cla , with only 15 pupil as the maximum. If a private individual wishes to open 
a chool for adults hi salary is to be limited to 20 ta'>l and only 6 pupils are to be 
allowed at time. Preliminary in truction is very long in Chine e schoolsJrom 
the lack of alphabet, declen ion , conjugations, and grammar; in fact, with nothing 
but word or haracter , which must be memorized in a certain order, with all 
the affixe and pre.fL es which throw light on the phrase or word. A tumbling block 
in ducation is that h language of the school is different from that of the people. 
\Vhen a young man kn w abou 12,000 characters and can compo e literary or po ti-
cal y he is r ady to go up to the examination for licentiate. The university n.t 
P kin, found about 20 · ars alTo, ·ontains about 150 pupils who enter for the pnr-
p . of acq iring , knowledg of foreign branches, and who are paid for o doing. 
ProfeJ o from o h r countrie ach l! r nell, English, German, Ru sian, geography, 
hi tory, physic , chemistry, a. tronomy, c. 
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COCHIN CHINA, French colony in Asia: Area, 21,630 square miles; population of French provinces 
proper, 1,5()3,130. Capital, Hue; population, 100,000. 
Educatimial affairs are under the direction of a primary school ]nspector. As the 
]Jeople are moi:itly Anamites, primary teaching differs from that in the majority of tho 
colonies. The primary schools number 443, with 473 instructors aml 13,2U9 pupils 
(boys, 13,172; girls, 127). In these the Anamese tongue and the elements of E'rench 
are taught. I11 the schools of first grade (so called) the children are taught to re:tll 
and write in French, and also receive their first lessons in grammar, arithmetic, and 
geography. These schools number 7, with 47 professors (13 Europeans and34 natives) 
and 1,062 pupils. They are located where the population is thickest. In the second 
grade schoo~s the instruction is yery similar to that of the E'rench primary school; a 
3-year course is given. Only two establishments-the College Chasseloup-Laubat at 
Saigon and the college at Mytho-have adopted this method . . The professors number 
35; the pupils, 279. Evcntnal1y these two colleges will be considered u.s the first two 
ye:trs of secondary instruction. Private schools are fonnd in many viJlages. The 
pupils are taught to read aJ1(1 write the Chinese or Cambodian characters. These 
schools are kept up by gifts from in eli viduals or the pupils pay a modest sum towards 
tbe expenses. About 414 private schools are reported, with 417 professors givi1lg hl-
strnction to 6,008 pupils (5,928 boys and 80 g irl.·). The mission schools number 64; 
profesl:lors, 97; pupils, 3,384 (1,839 boys auu 1,545 girls). 
JAl'AN, ausolute monarchy: .Area, 156,()04 square miles; population (1883), 36,700,118. Capital, Tokio; 
population, 823,557. Minister. of public instruction, Fnkuoka. 
According to a report on the Japanese school s~·stem, there were 5,615,007 children 
of school age in the monarchy in 1881, as a census Qf that date states. · The school age, 
since the school law was revised in 1879-'80, is 6-14. Attendance is obligatory in the 
common schools, which in 1881 numbered 28,001, including private schools organized 
like the public ones. There are 3 grades in these common schools, a 3-year course in 
the first two and a 2-year course in the last. The. studies are: first year, morals, 
reacling, writing, aritbmetie, singing, and gymnastics; second year, elements of geog-
raphy, :Uistory, drawing, natural history, and sewing <.for girls); third year, elements 
of chemistry, physiology, geometry, national economy, or, in t.he school for girls, 
uomcst ic economy. In certain sections of the country the elements of an agricult-
ural, industrial, or commercial education enter into the course, which in that case is 
somewhat modified; but in any case instrnctfon must be given in reading, writing, 
and arithmetic. · 
The program of studies in tbe midule scl10ols varies somewhat according to the 
needs of the youth of the quarter. There were 172 middle schools reported, with two 
divisions, one for elementary, the other for higher instruction, in each school. The 
studies at the school in Osaka. serve as a model, viz: Lower course, mor:tl teach-
ings, Japanese and Chinese literature, English, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, geog-
raphy, history, physiology, .zoology, botany, physics, chemistry, national economy, 
hook-k eping, calligraphy, drawing, singing, and gymnastics. This course lasts 4 
years. The higher course, lasting 2 years, continues morals, literature of China a.nd 
Japan, English, book-keepio<T, drawing, singing, and gymnastics, and adds tl·igononw-
try, mineralo<Ty, .Japanese code oflaws, physics, and chemistry. 
The normal schools, 74 in number, have a threefold course, covering 1, ~-, and 4 
years. There are itlso model schools connected with these teachers' seminaries. The 
one year course embraces morals, reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, physics, 
pedagogy, school superYision and school practice, singing, and gymnastics. In the 
2-t-year grade the same studies are continued, and history, drawing, physiolorry, nat-
nra.l bistory, chemistry, geometry, and book-keeping are added. In the 4-year conrse 
nrc fonnll the additional urauchcs of algebra~ nntio11al economy, ,Japanese legal1ore, 
antl 1 sycho1ogy. This plau of ~>tndy may he cll:lllgr•<l at:conling t,o the wants of au 
industrial, coHmlcrt:ial, or agricnltnral ctlneatiou. 
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The normals for women follow ont the same com·ses, only that instead of national 
economy aud law they take up (lomcstic ecouomy aud needlework. In Tokio there 
are two model institutions for men and womeu desiring to uccowe teachers. The 
one for males has two sul>divi~>ions, a 4-year course for those iutending to teach in 
the coUJmon schools and another course (wl1ich is now undergoing some ch~mgcs) for 
those who wish to be teachers of the midclle grades. These courses take up the 
studies 11amcd above. The other, for women, which allows graduates to teach in 
any grade, ltas a 4-year conrse, covering mora.1s, reading, narration, writing, arith-
metic, geography, Japanese history, natural history, physics, chemistry, drawiHg, ped-
agogy, practice in teaching, needlework, etiquette, domestic economy, singing, and 
gymnastics. A six-class school for girls- a lower grade school-serves for a practice 
school; a five-class higher grade is also connected with it. A school for children 
from 3 to() years, similar to the Kindergarten, is also a part of this teachers' seminary. 
Seven of these infant schools are now in existence. 
A ce1·tificate of graduation, showing how much oft.he course the normal pupil has un-
dertaken, ent.i tles the holclm· to a teacher's posi t.ion in some of the grades according to the 
branches pursued. This certificate is good for7years, uut may be extended 7years or for 
life. Examinations are also held £or persons of 18 years of age or more who desire to take 
the position of teacher but who lHwe not followed the normal courses. A successful pass· 
ing of such examination uefore the proper authorities entitles the candidate to a grade 
of certificate equivalent to (;he studies examineu in. The teacher is then allowed to 
:fill a po ition within the district for a longeor or a shorter period, in any case not 
upwards of 5 years, although then a renewal is permitted if the position has .been ac· 
ceptably ftlled. · 
The university at Tokio aml the pol~'teclmic school represent the highest grade of 
instruction, in addition to some special schools. The four faculties embrace law, sciences, 
medicine, and literature. The lcgai studies include English, French, and Japanese 
law, but not the Roman law. The sciences include mathematics, physics, chemistry, 
biology, fl.Stronomy, geology, civil and mining engineering. The medical department 
graduates physicians, pharmacists, and apothecaries. '!'he literary course has four sec-
tions: philosophy, politics, national economy, s.md Japanese and Chinese literature. 
Each course takes 4 years excopt the pharmaceutical, which requires 3 years, and the 
higher medical, which occupies 5 year.. Two preparatory schools have special courses 
for the university. One, with a 3-year course, leads up to the legal, scientific, and 
literary departments; the other, four years in length, to the medical school. .As· 
tronomical and meteorological observatories, a botanic garden, a chemical and a 
natural history museum, and two hospitals are all connected with the university. 
The technical high chool, or school for engineer , has' a 6-year cour ·e, two of which 
are pr parn.tory. The English languuge, geography, the elements of mathematical 
mechanics, and phy ic , ch mistry, and geometrical and machine clrawiug are taught 
a pr paration for the special conrRes in the construction of machiues and ship , in 
t legraph , architecture, practicnl chemistry, surveying, and mining. The instruc-
tion is uo h theoretical (two y ars) and practical (two years). Museums, labora· 
torie , £ undri s, &c., aid greatly in ren lering the students proficient. 
p cial hools are scu.tter d among the cities and districts of Japan. Accor<l-
inrr to the need of the p pl arouou, there are either medical, pharmaceutical, 1 gal, 
agricultural, or commercial institution , or, perhap , scho ls for students of natura, 
ci nc s, math mn.tic , literatur , drn.wiug, architecture, senmanshir, &c. Far m ra 
schools a.r d vot tom dicin han to a11y other branch. A 4-year coursel nd totb • 
d re of ~I. D.; a 3-year course prodnc physicians of the s cond clas . Ther ar 
. imilar course for tbo de irin t u come drnggi ts, hut the studies ar limit 1 
t 2 and ·ear.. Tb r ar 2 Ftp cial s bools- on for ]augnages and one fo:r 
ch r of rYmnn tics-in Toldo. Tb first, in a 5-year conrse, give in truction 
in Fr uch, crrnao, Rn ian, CbincRe, Bnglish, and the Cor n.n tongues. Th c nd 
pays more attention to physical development, yet it incluues Japtlille ·, Chines , au 
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English literature, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, ana.tomy, physiology, physics, hy-
giene, and drawing. The course is of two ye:.n·s' duration. There are also army and 
navy institutes; schools of agriculture, forestry, and veterinary science; 3 co~nner­
cial or trade schools; many private establishments; a school of technology (especially 
for chemical and mechanical branches); various institutions for the deaf, dumb, and 
blind; so-called" Japanese" schools, where the history, literature, p~etry, and ancient 
art of Japan are taught; German schools; schools of etiquette and for woman's handi-
work, needlework, &c. 
The school system is benefited materially by the numerous libraries, pedagogical 
museums, and collections of apparatus which are fonnd in the capital and in the 
provinces. Students are sent at government expense to foreign lands to study edu-
cational systems. Conferences are held in different dist.ricts, so that ·there may be an 
exchange of thought on school matters, and the minister of education gathers his 
aids around him from time to ti~e for a lik~ purpose. Japan is divided into 44 school 
districts, with the prefect at the head of the educational system in each, but each of 
these districts is subdivided and under supervision of an inspector, all of these offi-
cials being subject to the commands of the minister of education. There are also 
school boards having certai,n duties in the communal departments. Religious orders 
have nothing to do with schools in Japan. With the exception of .the governmental 
schools, the different sections are supposed to furnish funds for their own immediate 
schools; still help is given if the district funds do not hold out. When new school 
buildings are to be erected, the government furnishes the ground, if possible; all 
school grounds are free from taxation. . . 
The Japanese school system is not yet fully developed and some reforms are soon 
to be made, but the prospects are said to be excellent. The greatest trouble so far 
seems to be in the lack of money in a few districts and in the lack of cultivation 
among the teachers. This last, it is thought, will be done away with as the teacher 
realizes more fully what is expected of him. 
III. ..,......A.FJUCA. 
Eon>T, a dependency of Turkey: Area, 1.406,250 .. quare mileR; population, 16,952,000. Capital, Cairo; 
population, 368,108. Miliistcr of vublic instruction, Rhai'ry Pacha. 
For the latest educational. statistics, see the Report of the Commissioner of Educa-
tion for 1879. 
C.APE o~· Goon HoPE, British colony: Area, 239,305 square miles; population, 1,155,168. Capital, Cape 
Town. Superintendent general of education, Langham Dale. 
Since 1860 the aided school system has been extending its operations in this colony. 
Theoretically it presents a very elaborate and complete gradation of schools, extend-
ing from the elementary schools _to the university and adapted to all the classes and 
races that make up the population ofthe colony. Practically, the results accomplished 
have not proved satisfactory, and in 1882 Donald Ross, previously well known as one 
of Her Majesty's inspectors in Scotland, was appointed inspector general of colleges 
and schools, with instructions to investigate and report in fnll upon the educational 
affairs of the Cape. His preliminary report gave an interesting survey of the field 
and evinced a wonderful power in the observation, analysis, and classification o1 
practical details. His death, which followed almost immediately upon the comple-
tion of this report, brought to an end one of the most promising investigations ever 
undertaken in the interests of education. For reasons that may be readily inferred 
from the condition of the colony, it is not easy to gather reliable school stn.tistict~. 
1r1r. Ross concluded that one-sixth of the children of school age in the colony attend 
schools with beneficial results, while five-sixths are still outsi<le tlJC govemmeut 
system; of the latter number he estimated that about 6,500, mostly cbiltlreu of the 
superior classJ were under private instruction. 
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Of the total population the Europeans number abont 250,000. It is estimated that 
one-half the children of this portion of the community are under instruction. Mr. 
Ross dwelt particularly upon the want of competent teachers, ·which the superin-
tcnde~t general had also long recognized as a great obs:tacle to the progress of the 
schools. The most ~:~atisfactory feature in the system at present seems to be the sup-
ply of gooll builtlings and apparatus, in which respect Mr. Ross was of the opinion 
that the colony surpassed what England had accomplished np to 1870. 
Tho following stn.tistics are from the report of ~he superintendent generalfor 1882: 
Number of aided scbools, 960; annual enrolment, 75,314; daily attendance, ::37,316; 
govemment expenditure, 88,822Z. (this includes grants to university and colleges); 
local expenditure, 119,91 l. 
IV.-NOUTII AMERICA. 
DOlJJXJOX 01• C.AXADA: Area, 3,470,392 square miles; population, 4,324,310. Capital, Ottawa; popula· 
tion, 27,412. 
Each of the seven provinces forming the Dominion of Canada has power to regulate 
its own local affairs, including education, so far as may be done without interfering 
with the policy and action of the central adlllinistmtion vnder the governor general. 
Public instruction in most of the provinces is under the control of a council of edu-
cation and of one or more superintendents, according as the religious element is or is 
not recognized. Pull information upon this point is embodied in my annual report 
for 1876. 
a. BRJTJBll COLUmnA: Area, 341,305 square miles; population, 49,459. Capital, vtctol'ia; population, 
4,540. Su.verintendcnt of education, C. C. McKenzie. 
The report for the year ending June30, 1883, gives total enrolment in common schools 
during the year as 2,632; avernge attendance, 1,345. Enrolment in high school, 61; 
average daily attendance, 38. Number of teachers in all the public schools, 62. Cost 
of education for the year, , '60,758.75. .Average monthly salary of teachers on perma-
nent staff in 1 82-'83, $60.86. Highest salary paid, $110 per month; lowest, $45. 
b. Nxw Brm:\BWICK: Area, 27,174 square miles; population, 321,233. Capital, Fredericton. Chief 
supcl'intcullent of education, Theodore H. Rand. 
Prom the report for the year ending October 31, 1 82, it appears that the total 
nnml). r of lifferent pupils iu attendance on the schools within the year wa. 64,267; 
increase, 1,644. The proportion of the population of the province enrolled at the public 
chools in the ummer t nn, according to the census of 1881, was 1 in 6.18. The aver-
a~e monthly pcrcenta ere of pupils daily present uuring the term was 72.44. The pro-
portion of the populn.tion at school during the winter term was 1 in 6.58 (census of 
1 1). 
The number of teach rs employed during the summer term was 1,453; during the 
wint r term, 1,371. The average rate of teachers' salaries per :tnnum from all source 
compil d from the returns of tho winter term of 1 2, was a&. follows: male teachers of 
the fir e cla:;s, ·:;o · f, male teachers of the first class, $3!38. 70; male teachers of the 
· ·cond ·la , . ·:n5.40; fi male teach rs of the second claf>S, ,;230.27; male teachers of 
the thir<l cl· , .:·2:{5. 0; female teacher of the third class, $H35. 71. 
Th r were in : ttendauc at th uorrnal school! '8 student teachers, of whom 2 be-
t long d to th · Fr n h ]>reparatory department. 
c . .. ·on. · O'fU: At n, !!0 !l07 quar miles; population, 440,572. Capital, IIalifax; population, 
~li,lliO. .'ni><:rlnt ·ud nt of education. David .Allison. 
Th following in1i rmation ia from thor port of the snn rintendent for the year end-
ing Oct b r 31, 1 
T tal 1111mber of cho 1 in operation, wint·r t rm, 1, 44; summer, 1,943; total 
lJUtub r of r ri t r d pnpi Is, winter term, 79,091; summer, 81, ,63; average daily 
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attendance, winter term, 4 2,508; summer, 43,165. Total number of teachers and 
licensed assistants employed, winter term, 1,911; summer term, 2,011. Total gov-
ernment expenditure for education, $186,087.62. The total number of pupils re-
ported in institutions for secondary instruction, viz, county academies and specinl 
academies, wa,s 1,130; average daily attenda-nce, winter term, 616; summer term, 517'. 
In the normal school125 students were enrolled, of whom 75 remained throughout 
the whole session .. The number of diplomas awarded was 8~. The number of teach-
ers employed, 5. The total expense of the school wa.s $5,132.83. The model school in 
connection with the normal enrollell in the winter term 711; in the summer term, 
779; average daily attendance, winter term, 515; summer term, 452. Number of 
teachers, 12; expeuse of the school, $6,807.50. 
The number of pupils enrolled in the public schools of Halifax, exclusive of the high 
school, for the term ending October 31, was 5,128; avera.ge daily attenllance, 3,925; 
nnmuer of teachers employed, 98. 
d. ONTAJUO: Area, 101,733 sqnare miles; popnl:ttion, 1,923,228. Capital, Toronto; population, 
86,415. Minister of education, George W. Ross. 
The following information is derived from the report of the education department 
for 188:3 and the statistical feport for 1882: 
Roltool.lJOpulation and attendanoe.-The number of children between 7 and 13 years 
of age reported as not attending any school for 110 days dnring the year is 87,444. 
The number between 7 and 13 not attending any school whatever was 8,086, or less 
than 2 per cent. of the whole school population. By the school act of 1881, now in 
force, the parent or guardian of every child 'between the ages of 7 and 13 is required 
to cause such child to attend a public school for 11 weeks in each of the two terms 
of the public school year, and the attendance must be during the whole time in each 
week, except in cases where half time is allowed. 
The average a~tendance, viz, the aggregate daily attendance divided by the number 
of legal teaching days in the year, being 222 days for rural and 211 for urban schools, 
was 214,176. The percentage of average attendance, as compared with total number 
attending school, is, for rural districts, 43; cities, 58; towns, 53; province, 45. The 
percentage of pupils under 5 to the total number attending school is 0.28; for pupils 
between 5 and 16, 96.96; for those between 17 and 21, 2.66; and for those ov~r 21, 0.10. 
Nine per cent. of the pupils attended for less than 20 days during the year, 17 per 
cent. from 20 to 50 clays, 25 per cent. 51 to 100 dnys, 2~ per cent. 101 to 150 dnys, 23 
per cent. 151 to 200 days, 4 per cent. 201 days to whole year. 
Teaching force.- In the 5,203 schools reported, 6,857 teachers were employed, of 
whom 3,062 were male teachers and 3, 795 female t eachers. There were 733 more fe-
male than male teachers. Highest salary paid to a male teacher in a county was $900; 
the lowest, $120; in a city, the highest, $1,100; the lowest, $400; in a town, the 
highest, $1,000; the lowest, $240. The average salary of male teachers in counties 
was 385; of female teachers, $248 ; in cities, of male teachers, $7 42 ; of female teach-
ers,. 331; in towns, of male teachers, $576; of female teachers, $273. 'l'he number of 
teachers who had attended'the normal schools at Toronto or Ottawa wa.s 1,873,..an· in-
crease of 7 4. · 
High schools.- Number of schools, 104; number of pupils, 12,473. The a,mouut re-
ceived by the high school boarcl from legislative grant for the salaries of teachers 
was . 4,304; increase, Sl,016. The amount of municipal grants in support of high 
~o~chools was $196,438; decrease, $4,375. The amount receiveu for pupils' fees was 
'29,269; decrease, $1,621. Bala,nqes of the preceding year and other sources, $63,137; 
increase, $6,882. Total receipts, $373,150; increase, $1,900. Expended for snlaries of 
rna ters and teachers, . 253,863; decrease, $3,354; for bnilding, rent, and repairs, 
19,361; decrea e, $4,341; for fuel, books, contingencies, $68,673; increase, $5,905; for 
ma;p8, prize books, apparatus, and libraries, $1,821; decrease, $339; total expendi-
ture for the year, $343,720; decrease, $2,129. Tho cost per pupil, based. on total ex-
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pPnclitnre, was, for collegiate institutes, $29.30; high schools, $26.61; collegiate in· 
stit.utes antl high schools, $27.56. Thirty-seven high schools charge fees, 67 are free, 
aut! 51 arc nnitcd with pnblic schools. 
Receipts twcl expenditure.-The total receipts for all public school purposes for tha 
year 1&32 amouutetl to $3,469,990: showing an increase of $210,751 over the total re-
ceipts of the yt>ar 1881. Total expenditure for all public school purposes, $3,026,974; 
increase, $18:l,702. The average cost per pupil, based on total expenditure, was $6.03 
for rural districts, $8.81 for cities, $6.86 for towns, being for the whole province $6.42. 
Normal schools.- The report of the normal schools for the school year 1882-'83 shows 
that 200 pnpils were admitted to the Toronto normal school, of whom 84 were men 
and 11(5 women. Certificates were granted to 60 men and to 95 women. The teach-
ing staff numbers 8 persons. The Ottawa norma.l school admittec1138 students, viz, 
65men aml 73 wowen. Certificates. were granted to 53 men and 60 women. The 
teaching st:tff numbers 7. Each of the schools has a model school attached. The 
expenditure for 110rmal and model schools for 1882 was $44,904.36; for 1883, 
$45,340.40. 
e. PHI~CE EllWAJW ISLAND: Area, 2,133 l<CJUlll'C miles ; population, 108,891. Capital, Charlottetown; 
population, 8,807. CLicf superintendent of education, I. Montgomery~ . 
According to tlle report for 1882 the number of pupils enrolled in the public schools 
was 21,269; average daily attendance, 11:285; number of teachers, 468. Total ex-
penditme for education, $130,446.96; rate for each pupil enrolled, $6.13; rate for 
each pupil in aventge daily attendance, $11.56. 
The average salary for teachers ranged for male teachers from $228.64 for teachers 
of the third class to $465.16 for teanhers of the first class; for female teachers, from 
$165.56 for tho third class to $360 for the first class. 
The Prince of Wales College and Normal School was attended by 93 students, viz, 
33 non-professional and 60 in training for teachers. 
f: QUElll(C: .Ar1·a, 188,688 square miles ; popnlation, 1,359,027. Capital, Quebec; population, 62,446. 
Superintendent of '[)Ul)lio instruction, Gedeon Ouimet. 
Accorclinrr to the report of the superintendent for the scholastic year 1881-'82 the 
numb r of schools (nuder control) was 4,457; numl>er of pupils, 236,699; average at-
teudance, 1!:!0,463. 
Th followiiJg table shows the classifiC[Ltion of schools in the p1~ovince, with the 
teaching force and enrolment: 
Schools. Professors. Pupils. 
---------------------------------
Univ •r iti s ...................................................... . 129 1, 075 
'cbools of the second dogr e. ................................... ... 231 1, 349 36,022 
Normal school .............. ....... .....•... ...... .... ... ......... 3 20 323 
fl ci, I :I<'IJools.............. .. ............................ .•..•.... 20 113 1, 351 
Primar • 11 hoots ................................................... II 4, 609 5, 600 200,354 
Tot!. ....................................................... . 4,866 7, 211 239, 125 
Gt:ATJ;l!ALA, r •public: .A rea, 4l,830 square miles; population (1883), 1,276,961. Capital, Santiago de 
nat mala; 'POpulation, 55,728. 
Th followin(T information is takf'n from Anales stacHsticoR de la R pt1hllca d 
:uatem la for 1 2, , o oflicial publication i Hu <l l)y tbe Hecr tary of the bur an o 
f!tatistics of 'nat mala: 
h law on pnhlic instruction in 'natemala d clares that p1-imary in trnction ball 
bligatory for 11 childr n lJ twe n six ancl fourteen years of arr ·. Tll hn fur-
ther vrovidcs hat f n annual return shall be m' de of all children of school age and 
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of their attendance at school. The following table shows the number of children of 
school age and their atten(lance at school for the year 1882 in ea.ch departmel\t of 
the country, together with the }>opnltLtiou of the department. The total nnmber of 
primary scho~ls w:~s 811: 
6 0'+-1 
' A ,._; ..,o 
.:oo Clliltlren of school age. ~~!J -~:.0 :::;...-< 0~ ~ 
Departments. 0 - :.sQ= :;:~ ;...,P:-1;: 
-2'S 8.'"~ 
~<D 
Boys. Girls. Tot.n.l. 8~·~ oo p,:;;. p, 
Guatemala .••.•••...•.•••..•.••••.. 129, 564 8, 793 7,621 16, 414 1 to 8 
Amatitlan ••••..•••••..••••••..••••. 32, 387 2, 902 2,538 5,440 1 to 6 
Escuintla ....... ................... 29,890 1,739 1,494 3, 233 1 to 9 
Sacatepefluez; ..•••••..•..•.•••••.... 38, 020 3,230 2, 854 6, 093 1 to 6 
Chimaltenango .................... . 52, 650 4, 301 3,980 8, 281 1 to 6 
Solola .............................. 79,445 6, 265 5, 609 11,874 1 to 7 
Totonicapnm •••.•••. .. ••..••.•••... 143, 102 10, 80(1 9,153 19, 962 1to 
Suchitepequez •.••..••...•..••..•.. 39,109 1, 452 1,330 2,791 1 to 12 
Retalbuleu .... · ••••.••••.•••.. ~ •..•• 22,837 1. 239 1, 029 2,268 1 to 10 
Queza.lteuango , ...... .............. 95, 503 3, 967 2,843 6,810 1 to 14 
SanMa.rcos •.••••••••.•.•••.•••••••. 73, 217 3, 992 2,728 6, 720 l to 11 
Huehuetenango •••••••••••.•••••• .. 121, 2.'i6 5,885 4, 321 10,206 ~to 12 
Quiche ............................. 75,979 5, 381 3, 949 9, 330 1 to 8 
Baja Vera paz; ...................... 44,875 3,614 3,424 7, 038 1 to 6 
Alta Vera paz; ...................... 9:2, 515 . 2, 956 2, 897 5, 853 1 to 16 
Peten .............................. 8, 229 621 505 1,126 1 to 7 
Izabal .............................. 5, 232 313 209 522 1 to 10 
Zacapa .•••.••.•.••..••••••...•..••. 38,256 3, 486 2, 946 6, 432 1 to 6 
Cbiquimula ........................ 56,083 4, 760 3, 641 8, 401 1 to 7 
Jalapa ............................. 31,492 2,447 1, 931 4, 378 1to 7 
Jutiapa ............................ 41, 878 3, 630 2, 938 6, 5r;8 1 to 6 
SantaRosa ......................... 31,352 3, 202 2, 630 5, 832 1 to 5 
------------ -·-------
Total ............... , ........ 1, 276, 961 84,903 70,579 155, 572 1 to 8. 2 
~sm 
0' • 
Attending the public :;: ... Not attending school. 
~~e 
schools. =~~ ~t:l~ 
D epartments. :3~~ :3~~ 
f::.S~ ~0~ 0 ..... 0 
Boys. Girls. Total. ? ~a Boys. Girls. Total. §'11 ~ ~:;:p ~..,.,o 
---------------------
Guatemala ......................... 5, 558 2, 475 8, 033 lto 2 3, 235 5,146 8, 381 1 to 2 
Amatitlnn ......................... 622 ~15 1, 037 lto 5 2, 280 2,123 4, 403 1to1 
Escuintla ........................... 6G7 203 960 1 to 3 1, 072 1, 201 2,273 lto 1 
Sacatepequez; ... ................... 1, 65i 1, 101 2, 755 1 to 2 1, 585 1, 753 3, 338 1to2 
Cbimalteuango .....••.•••..•••.... 1, 054 633 1, 687 11 to 5 3, 247 3,347 6, 504· 1tol 
Solola ............................. 528 210 738 1 to16 5, 737 5, 300 11,136 lto1 
Tot{)uicapam ...................... 488 101 67!J 1 io29 10,321 8, OG2 10, 283 ltol 
uchit pequcz ..................... 720 805 1, 034 1 to 3 723 1, 034 1, 757 1 to 2 
ReWbuleu ........................ 256 151 407 1 to 6 083 878 1, 861 Ito 1 
Quezaltcuango ... ... . .............. 2,100 420 2, 538 1 to 3 1, 858 2,414 4,272 lto2 
StnMarcos ........•..• •..•... ... .. 1, 414 8G3 2, 277 J to 3 2,!'i78 1, 8Ci:i 4, 443 1 to 2 
Huelmet.onango .••. ..... ............. 1, G50 2GO 1, !JIO l to 5 4, 235 4, OGl 8, 206 J to 1 
Qui eM . 1, 051 :m J, :162 1 io 7 4, 3:30 3, 6:l8 7, !!68 1 to 1 ................................................. 
llaja Verapaz ......... ............. 1,0,.! 452 1, G4G 1 to 5 2, fi20 2, 072 G, 492 1 to 1 
Alta. Verapaz; . .•. • .••..•.... .•... .. 1, 003 40i 1, 500 1 to 4 1, O!i3 2, 4'10 4, 3fi:! 1 to 1 
Peten .............................. 484 119 6Q3 1 to 2 137 3S6 &23 1 to 2 
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Dl'p:'IJtmcnts. 
.A-ttending the public 
schools. 
·noys. Girls. Total. 
Not attending school. 
Boys. Girls. Total. 
-~----------1--------------------- ---
Jzabal. •... .. . . ... . . .•. . . . .. . . . . .. . 171 102 273 1 to 2 142 107 249 1 to 2 
Zacapa . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 769 177 946 1 to 7 2, 717 2, 769 5, 486 1 to 1 
Chiquimnla.......... •.. . . . . . . . .. . • . 1, 887 402 2, 289 1 to 4 2, 873 · 3, ~3!l G, 112 1 to 1 
Jalapa............................. 1, 349 439 1, 788 1 to 2 1, 098 1, 492 2, G90 1 to 2 
Juliapa......... .. . . . . . . . • • . . . .. . . . 1, 278 500 1, 778 1 to 4 2, 3521 2, 438 4, 790 1 to 1 
Santa Rosa . . . .. . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . 958 371 1, 329 1 to 4 2, 244 2, 259 4, 503 1 to 1 
------·------------------
Total. ....................... 26,773 10,696
1 
S7,469~~to4.1158,220 1 59,8831118,103 lto1.3 
JAMAICA, British colony: .A..rca, inclutling Turk's Island, 4,362 square miles; population, 585,536. Cap-
ital, Spanish Town; population, 6,000. Inspector of schools, Thomas Capper. 
The following information is derived from the ammal report of the inspector of 
schools for the year ending September 30, 1882: 
Number of schools in peflted, 677; number receiving aid, 627; number of pupils 
registered, 53,366; average attendance, 29,894; amount of grants in aid, 18,225~. 
With respect to school attendance the inspector says: 
The regulation requhing all schools receivi:qg government aid to be open for at 
least 1 0 days in the year has been very generally disregarded. The proportion of 
scholars on the bool;:e of schools under government inspection to the whole number 
of children in the island between tho ages of 5 and 15 is almost exactly 30 per cent. 
But low as this percentage undoubtedly is, it must not be inferred from it, as some 
suppose, that 70 per cent. of tbe children in the island go withont any eclucatiou. 
The flgures woul1l be the same if every child in the island attended school regularly 
for three years, which, unfortunately, is far from being the case. To put it in another 
way, the children of Jamaica have on an average three years each in an·elementary 
school, which, if they attended regularly and were well taught, wonhl be quite suf-
ficient to give them a better edueation than the great majority of them actually ~et. 
In the course of those three years, however, they only attend on an average five-
ninths of the school days, broken up in most cases into detached portions, so as to 
produce the smallest possible good results. 
As a means of improving the teaching force, regulations were published in August 
last nuder which certificates will be granted, on the results of an examination to be 
held annually, to teachers, and, after a probationary period of two years, to outgoing 
students of training colleges. To holders of these certificates an annual bonus will be 
paid of 5l., 10l., or 15l., according to the class of their school at the annual inspec-
tion. Pl'ovl ion is also made for the payment of a sum of 1Gl. to such Toluntary 
training college as apply for examination, for every resident student who pa ses. 
The standard to be attained i such that nearly all capable teachers in the island 
houlcl be able to. ecuro n certificate within two or three years. 
J~.'JCO, federal republic: Area, 7 43,048 sqnare miles; population (1882), 10,046,872. Capital, Mexico; 
population (1882), about 300,000. 
Th re are no stati tics of primary education covering the whole country of :MPxic 
Ja.t r than 1 75. •r uch gcntl man, M.A. Dupin de Saint Andre, has mad a r -
port to the Fr nch minist •r of public in truction on education in Mexico, from which 
th f, llowing d tail are taken: 
Th r organization, or ra1h r tJ1e organization, of primary instr~1 ion in ~I xico 
wa ffi t din1 61 ine whichtim. onsiderableprogres hasbeenmadeandnumeron. 
Hchools h:w ·be n st~t-bli he(l. In 1 7~ instrnc ion was made obHgatory in 19 ut 
f 2 states, ·viz, in Agnascalieo tc. 1 Chiapa.<J, oahuila, Campecht·, tntnajnato, 
uerr ro, Jalisco, Michoacan, forelo , :rll vo-L on, Oaxaca, Pucbla, inalon "'onorn 
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San Luis Potosi, Tlaxca.la, Vera Cruz, Dist,rito federal, and Baja California. In 
some of these t:~tates (Aguacn.lientes, Campeche, Michoacan, Jalisco, ~orelos, Nuevo-
Leon, Oaxaca, Sinaloa, Vera. Cruz, San Luis Potosi, and Guerrero) parents and guar-
dians who do not send their children to school nre fined nml may be sent to prison. 
In others (Ptiebla and Coahnila) the delinquents nrc bronghtbeforethepolicemagis-
trates, while in Sonora, the federal district, aud Lower Cn,lifornia children who go 
regularly to school receive a rewanl, and all puulic employment is refused to the 
f:'lthers who neglect to comply with tho requiretueuts of the law. 
The program of primn,ry insLrnction embraces reading, writing, Spanish grammar, 
nrithmc1,ic, weights and. measures, momls, and politeness. In most of the schools 
iustrnction in geography, drawing, and mttur:tl history and in the rights and duties 
of citizenship are :Hldetl to these obligatory snlljee1s. Girls are taught sewing. In 
the City of Me,·ico t.l1c school pr(•grnms :ne of widn scope and include geometry, 
algebra, gcucral history, :wd Fro~ ell. 
In 1 75 (date of the latest statistics) there wero 8,103 primary schools in Mexico, 
conducted by the government, the municipalities, or by corporations and individuals. 
They are subdivilled as follows: government schools, 603; municipal, 5,240; main-
tained by corporations or private parties, 378; by the clergy, 117; private schools, 
1,581; unclassified, 184. Instruction is gratuitous in all, except some of the private 
schools. The schools llelonging to the clergy, as shown a.bove, are not numerous. 
Clericalism is powerless in Mexico. This fact is all the more extraordinary ·because 
the country is Roman Catholic and the Indians are still the humble servants of the 
padres. But sangre azul Mexica,ns dislike the priests. They are anxious to rescue 
the country from their influence and hope to succeed in their project by increasing , 
the number of governmental or communal schools. 
Divided as to sex and age, the Mexican schools are classified as fo~lows: Primary 
schools for boys, 5,567; for girls, 1,594; mixed schools, 548; adult male, 124; adult 
female, 21; unclassified, 249; totai, t!,103. The number of pupils in the 8,103 schools 
was 349,000. This is not a large number in proportion to the 800,000 children of 
school age in the country. But, although the Mexican Republic is three times as 
large as France, the population is scattered, the schools are not nearly so numerous 
as they should be, and the illiterate Indians have no conception of the value of edu-
cation. These causes sufficiently account for the ignorance of which so much com-
plaint is made and for which there is no remedy except the establishment of schools 
in all the remotest villages. In 1!:375 the confed~ration, the states, the municipali-
ties, and the corporations expended $1,633,436 for primary _education, of which nearly 
$417,000 ca:t;ne fi·om the confederation, the corporations giving $173,000. 'l'he rest 
came from State funds and municipalities. 
The number of secondary and professional schools in 1875 was 54, with 9,337 pupils. 
This is exclusive of the ecclesiastical seminaries, which numbered 24, with 3,800 stu-
dents. There were also 15 secondary schools for girls, with an attendance of 2,300 
students. 
YucATAN, Mexican state: Area, 20,567 square miles; population, 302,319. Capital, Merida; popula-
tion, 9,727. . 
From a report presented by the president of the council of public instruction of Yu-
catan to the governor of that state we obtain the following statistics: The number 
of primary schools in 1882-'83 was 227, an increase of 37 over the previous year. Of 
these, 170 were boys' and 57 were girls' schools. The total attendance was 8,216, and 
of this number 6,041 were boys and 2,174 were girls. The previous year the attend-
ance was 9,600, composed of 7,500 boys and 2,100 girls, thus showing a decrease. The 
annual expenditure was 71,220 pesos ($63,671), of which sum 43,068 pesos were ap-
propriated from the public treasury and 28,152 pesos were contributed by the vari-
ous municipalities. 
There are a normal school; a literary institute for girls, which had an attendance of 
177 pupils in 1882; the Literary Institute"of Yucatan, which gives both priruary and sec-
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ondaryinstruction and was attended by 174 students in 1882; a public museum; and a 
library of 1,340 volumes. The literary institute of Valladolid, which gives primary 
instruction, had an attendance of 57 pupils in 1882. The medical school at Merida 
had 50 students the same year, while the law school had 53 students. 
v .- SOUTH .AMERICA • 
.AUGENTJNI~ REI'Ul3LJC: .Area, 515,700 square miles; population, 2,830, 000. Capital, Buenos .Ayres; 
population, 295,000. Minister of justice, worship, and public instruction, Dr. Eduardo ·wnde. 
The following information is taken from an official report on the condition of edu-
cation in the Argentine Republic in 11;82 by Dr. Benjamin Zorrilla, president of the 
national commission on education. The commission was established in 1882 for the 
purpose of examining and reporting upon the condition of education in the republic 
during that year. 
The :first act of the commission was to take a school census of the city of Buenos 
Ayres, so as to determine the number of children of school age ( 5 to 14 years) in that 
city, the number attending the public and private schools, those receiving instruc-
tion at home, and those who receive no instruction whatever. The census showed 
that there were 44,170 children of school age whose parents are required by law to 
send them to school, ana 19,543 children enrolled in the public schools in May, 1882, 
with an attendance of 16,958, which figures rose in October to 21,698 enrolled, with 
an attendance of 17,885. 
There has been a gradual increase in school attendance in the last few years. To go 
back twenty-five years, there were 6,427 children at school in Buenos Ayres in 1856, 
according to information in the · possession of the department of education. The 
census of 1 69 showed that the total population of the province of Buenos Ayres, in-
cluding the city, was 495,107, and that 28,373 children attended the public and private 
schools. In tho city alone in 1882 there were 21,698 children enrolled at the public 
and 11,493 at tho private schools, making a total of 33,191, or 4,818 more than at-
tended school in the whole province in 1869. The population of the city in 1881 was 
280,925, while in 1869 it was 177,790. 
A comparison of the enrolment· and attendance in the years 1880, 1881, and 1882 at 
the public schools shows a constant increase. Thus in 1880 the enrolment was 16,637 
and attendance 13,422; in 1881 the corresponding :figures were 18,023 and 14,714; and 
in 1 2, 21,698 and 17,885, which shows an increase of 5,000 children in the enrol-
ment during those three years. The number of schools in 1882, besides normal schools, 
was 168, divided into 5 graded, 94 elemental'Y, 53 infant, 14 night, 1 Sunday school, 
and 1 Kindergarten. ';I'he total number of teachers was 437. The sum of $137,000 was 
paid for the rent of 150 buildings for school purposes, including that occupied by the 
national educationn.l commission. 
The number of private schools in Buenos Ayres was 118, of which 46 were for boys, 
10 for girls, and 53 mixed. The attendance in September, 1882, was 6, 777 boys and 
4,716 girl , a. total of 11,493. The number ,enrolled in the public schools at the 
sam time was 21,69 , so that the entire number of children enrolled in the schools 
wat~ 33,101. There were, besides, 607 pupils of the public normal schools, 225 student 
at the national college in the fust and second yel:l.rs (who still belonged to the chool 
population), and 1,323 children who received instruction at home, making a total ol 
35,4 6 childr n rec iving instruction out of the 46,000 of school age in the city. 'fhe 
numb r 4 , r pr sents the number of children of school age better than th cen u 
figure, 44,170, b C' use many per ons did not give the number of their own childr nor 
of other living in their hou . who were of scho..ol ago. 
'fhe law of · ptemb r 25, 1 71, organizing public instruction, had g ne into ffi ct 
in all he province of the r public by the end of 1 · . Under thi law school coru-
mi ion rs are appointed in ach provinc , who are independent of tho local gov rn-
lllent an who a mini t r h fund appropriated for school pnrpo · a. The la 
pccifi the source& QOl which the appropri· tion shall be made. 
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In the province of Buenos Ayres 70 new school buildings were in course of con-
struction in 1882. The total number at the close of that year was 324, with 276 male 
and 29' female teachers and 22,498 pupili! (of whom 12,102 were boys and 10,396 
girls). The average attendance was 16,742. The number of schools in 1881 was 248 
and of pupils 18,451. · 
The province of Santa Fe made no returns for the yea'!' 1882, and ther<:lfore had no 
share in the national subvention for education. 
The census of 1869 showed 7,188 pupils of both sexes in the public and private 
schools of the province of Entre Rios, out of 27,709 children of school age. Since 
then the school attendance has not increased, while the number of cl1ildren of school 
age has kept pace with the increase of population. The number of children attend-
ing the public schools in 1882 was 3, 777; the enrolment was 4,217 (2,399 of whom 
were boys and 1,818 girls). There were 64 schools, with 64 male al}d 57 female teachers .. 
The average monthly pay of all the teachers was 44.64 pesos fuertes (about $45). 
The total school attendance did not exceed 7,000. 
The province of Corrientes, like San Luis, Santa Fe, and others, has passed excel-
lent laws on primary education, whieh have not been rigidly enforced, on account of 
the apathy and indifference of the public. In 1882 there were in that province 101 
schools, with 151 teachers (88 male and 63 female) and an enrolment of 4,928 childien 
(of whom 2,977 were boys and 1,951 girls). The attendance was 4,420. The total 
paid for salaries was 2,680 pesos fuertes a month. In 1869 the school attendance, pub-
lic and private, was put down at 6,569. The returns for 1882 only give the public 
schools, but it is probable that there has been no increase in the attendance at private 
schools since the earlier date. 
Cordova is the second province of the republic in population. It has no law upon 
primary instruction but the legislature votes a certain amount of money for that 
branch of education every year. Its university and the Colegio de Monserrat receive 
much attention from the legislature and the public, but primary education is neg-
lected. In 1872 the city of Cordova had 2 public schools, with 42 pupils; in 1882 the 
number had increased to 20 schools, with 1,698 pupils. 'fhe province has a population 
nearly equal to that of the city of Buenos Ayres, so that it may be assumed that it 
contains 46 000 children of school age. In 1872 the province had 39 public schools, 
with 1,559 pupils. In 1882 there were 10~ schools, with 6,611 pupils. More children, 
therefore, attend tho private schools of the city of Buenos Ayres than are taught 
in all the schools of Cordova. In the 102 schools there were 147 teachers (76 ma.le 
and 71 female), the number of pupils enrolled was 6,611 (3,976 boys and 2,635 girls), 
and the attendance was 5,692. 
The legislature of the province of San Luis passed a new law on public primary 
education on March 14, 1883, some of the principal features of which are as follows: 
It makes primary instruction obligatory and gratuitous. An anl:mal census is es-
tablished to determine the number of children of school ago and a fine is imposed upon 
the parents or guardians for non-enrolment and non-attendance of such children at 
school. A provincial educational commission is established, with a president, council, 
and other officers, and district inspectors are appointed under the commission. The 
duties and powers of the commission are to administer the school fund, appoint and 
discharge employes (discharges are to be made for sufficient reasons only), take 
the school consns, draw up regulations and programs for the schools, visit and in-
spect the schools twice a year (and oftener if necessary), suggest improvements to the 
executive, prepare au annual report, appoint and remove teachers, build or buy 
scbool-houses, propose new taxes to increase the school fund, receive gifts OI' lega-
cies, deman<l llispoi!F!Ossiou of Jan<lnecessary for school pnrposcs, draw up annuaDy 
a general bu<lgct for all school districts and iorwar<l it to tho exe<'ntive, keep an 
account of the r ceipts and expon<litures of tbe comrr1ission, recommend the estab-
lishment of public libraries, deposit the fu :mls it receives in the national bank, 
collect the subsidies granted by tile general and provincial governments for school 
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purposes, receive and distribute books and apparatus, &c., for educational pur-
poses, and arrange for collecting taxes destined for the school fund. The members of 
the commission are responsible for the property administered by it. The commission 
has the right of representation in court. The president has control of the employes 
of the commission. His powers and duties are to preside over the commission, and he 
may vote in case of a tie. His signature, together with that of the secretary, legalizes 
the acts of the commission, and he communicates such acts to the proper functionaries. 
His duties are, further, to draw up and submit to the commission the regulations affe~t­
ing the powers and duties of tb.e employes thereof; to authorize payments and col-
lect, distribute, and advise upon the various appropriations; to execute the disposi-
tions made by the commission for distributing school furniture, books, &c. ; to inspect 
the schools of the capital and to recommend improvements in instruction; to conduct an 
official journal containing decrees, &c., on primary inst1;uction; to superintend school . 
inspection; to prepare an annual report and a budget; and to become a party to any 
suit or action involving school funds or property. The duties of the inspectors are to 
inspect and report upon the competency of the teachers, prevent them from using other 
text books than those adopted by the commission, notice the attendance of the teach· 
ers and verify their returns of attendance of the pupils, keep the commission informed 
of the hygienic conditions of the schools and the condition of the buildings, furniture, 
&c., and attend to the fulfilnlf','1t of the regulations of the commission and to the collec-
tion of taxes for the school fuud in each district. 'rho law then specifies the sources 
from which money is to be uerived for the school fund. They include certain nnos and 
penalties, a pe1·centa.ge of gifts and legacies and of property left by persons dying intes· 
tate, proceeds of the sale of public lands, taxes on wills, the income from certain 
rights and privileges, and the subffi.dies from the national and l)rovincial legisla· 
tures. The receivers of these moneys, appointed by the executive authority, render an 
account thereof to the commission of educatio:o, and they act in concert with said 
commission on all matters affecting the disposition of such moneys. 
The salaries of the officers of the centra.l commission, of t.he inspectors, and other 
employes are to be determined annually by the budget for that year and be paid by 
the commission itself. The teachers are required to present their pay estimates to 
the district inspectors every four months, and the latter send the same to the com-
miBBion. Every person who bas established ·or desires to establish a prlvate school 
must prove to the inspector of the district that the branches which are required as a 
minimum in the public school are taught in his school. This is to permit the chil-
dren in private schools to be exempt from attendance at the public schools. Pri-
vateschools are required to give the statistics demanded by the inspectors and the com· 
mi sion and to be subject to supervision and inspection by the inspectors as far as 
the morality of the instruction and the hygienic conditions of the school are con-
cerned. 
The commis ion will establish two endowments for boys and girls in the norma.l 
schools of each chool district. Tho beneficiaries of these endowments are bonnd to 
rve four years in the school of the province. The number of su bshlized . chools in 
the province of an Luis at the end of 18 2 was 78, with 116 teacher (55 male and 
61 female) and 4,047 enroll d pupils, of whom 2,298 were boys and 1,749 were girl . 
The attendance was 3,653. The average monthly pay of the teachers was 27. 7 pe os 
fu rte (about · ). The census of 1 69 showed 2,216 children attending the public 
and private chool , so that the sub idized schools now have an attendance which i 
n arly double th total number of children who went to s9hool fourteen years ago. 
The province f Mendoz, passed a law on public instruction on November 30, 1 O, 
which is like ho e nact d by oth r provinces in the last few years. The chool ta-
tistics for 1 h w 61 public sub idized schools, with 64 male and 55 female t acb r 
and 4,458 enroll d pupils (2,665 boys and 1,793 girls). The attendance was 3, 3. In 
18()9 the tot;,~.l a.ttendance at public and private schools was 2,132. The provin of 
San Juan enacted a law on primary education in 1873, and as considera.ble atteution 
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js paid to the subject in that province many improvements have been introduced into the 
eystem which was adopted at that time. A proposed new law provides, among other 
things, that a school shall be established in every locality where there are 30 children 
of school age; that public schools shall be open to both sexes; that whenever the mean 
at.tendance at a school exceeds 30 pupils an assistant teacher shall be engaged ; that 
private schools shall submit to inspection and supply the statistical information re-
quired by the general council within specified p~riods, under penalty of a fine. An 
additional fine will be imposed for refusing to supply the information desired or for 
giving false returns. Teachers will be reqriired to obtain diplomas from a normal 
school or from the general council. b 1882 San Juan had 4t! public subsidized 
schools, with 41 male and 77 female teachers and an enrolment of 5,031 children. 
In 1869 the census showed an attendance at all schools of 5,091 children. 
The province of Rioja is in an isolated situation, its soil is barren,' and its mineral 
resources have only recently begun to be developed. It could hardly be expected, 
therefore, to contribute much to educational purposes. Nevertheless its legislature 
passed a law in July, 1882, which is in conformity with the national school law. It 
appropriated 16,000 pesos fuertes, to be deposited in the national bank subject to 
the order of the school commission. The latter was created by the same law and 
was also intrusted with the money of the national subvention. In 1882 there were 
69 public subsidiz~d schools in the province, with 40 male and 45 female teachers and 
an enrolment of 4,120 pupils, of whom 2,295 were boys and 1,825 girls. The attend-
ance was 3,796. The average monthly pay of the teachers was 14.92 pesos fuertes 
(about $15). In 1869 the attendance was 3,000. 
The group of the four provinces San Luis, Mendoza, San Juan and ·Rioja presents 
a more satisfactory state of things, as far as public eleme;ntary instruction is con-
cerned, than the littoral provinces, except Buenos Ayres. 
The province of Catamarca was one of the first to respond to the national law by 
enacting one in conformity therewith, appointing commissions in the capital and 
the country districts and appropriating money for public instruction. But primary 
instruction made little progress under the original law, and l1 new law was passed in 
December, 1882, which reorganized the system of instruction and made additional 
appropriations to support the same. The number of public subRidized schools in 
the province in 1882 was 37, with 29 male and 21 female teachers and an enrol-
ment of 2,443 children, of whom 1,601 were males and 842 females. The · attendance 
was 2,077. The monthly pay of the teachers was 18.84 pesos fuertes. The public 
and private school attendance in 1869 was 2,622. 
None of the requirements of the law of September 25, 1871, bad been complied with 
in the province of Santiago up to the beginning of 1882. No school commission had 
been appointed and no funds had been raisecl for educational purposes. But this 
state of things will not last long, and a law has been proposed which is fully in ac-
cord with the circular of April 10, 1882, and makes appropriations for school 
purposes. In the early part of 1883 there were 34 public primary schoois in the pro-
vince, with 26 male and 16 female teachers. The enrolment was 1,117 boys and 566 
f,rirlB. The attendance was 1,679. 'l'he average monthly pay of the teachers was 
26.42 pesos fuertes. 
The province of Tucuman had not adopted a g~nerallaw on primary education be-
fore 1 2. It regulated its schools in its own way, without reference to the national 
law on elementary education. The governor of the province, however, in his annual 
message to the provincial legislature, called attention to t.he importance of accepting 
the conditions of the law providing national aiu for elementary instruction, and the 
province will, in all probability, shortly join in the general movement which bas given 
an impulse to that branch of education in the Jast few years. In 1882 there were 64 
public elementary schools, with 58 male and 62 female teachers and an enrolment of 
3,186 boys and 2,912 girls. The attendance was 5,118. The avera.ge monthly pay of 
the teachers was 20.35 pesos fuertes. In 1869 there were 3,219 children altending the 
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public and private schools of the province. The legislature of the province voted 
23,563 pesos fuertes for primary instruction in 1882, and the municipalities 34,440 pesos 
fuertes additional. 
The constitution and school laws of the province of Salta provide for an annual 
school tax, "'!'hich equalled the general estimate of the province in 1883. A periodical 
representing the interests of education is published under the auspices of the council. 
In 1882 there were 64 subsidized elementary public schools in the province, with 43 
male and 56 female teachers and an enrolment of 2,335 boys and 2,123 girls. The 
atte:q.dance was 3,990. The average monthly pay of the teachers was 35.82 pesos fu-
ertes: In 1869 there were 2,885 children i~ the public and private schools of the 
provmce. 
·In 1882 the province of Jujuy adopted the ()Onditions of the national law on ele-
mentary educatron, made suitable appropriations to supplement the national aid, ap-
pointed a school commission, created a system of school inspection, and, in short, 
complied with all the re'l_uirements of that law. The number of subsidized public 
elementary schools in the province in 1882 was 28, with 19 male and 14 female teachers 
and an enrolment of 626 boys and 414 girls. The attendance was 1,03~. The aver-
age monthly pay of the teachers was 18 pesos fuertes. There is no record of the 
school attendanc~ of 1869. · 
The following table gives a summary of the foregoing information, together with 
some additional figures showing the condition of primary education in the colonies 
and the average monthly co~t of each scholar in each province : 
Number of teachers. Enrolment. 
Provinces and colonies. No. of schools. 
Male. Female. Total. :Boys. Girls. Total. 
---------------
:Buenos Ayres (city) ....•.•... 107 158 337 495 10, 010 11,688 21,698 
Buenos Ayres (province) ..... 290 246 273 519 11,134 9, 848 20,982 
Cordova (province) ..•.••••••. so 59 49 108 2, S55 1, 711 4, 566 
Cordova (municipality) ••••.• 22 17 22 39 1,121 924 2,045 
Corrientes ................... 106 99 64 163 3, 334 1, 906 5, 300 
Catamarca ................... 37 29 21 50 1, 001 842 2,443 
Entre Rios ................... 64 04 57 121 2,399 1,818 4,217 
Jujuy ........................ 28 19 14 33 626 414 1, 040 
Mendoza ..................... 61 64 55 119 2, 665 1, 793 4, 458 
La Rioja. ..................... 69 40 45 85 2, 295 1,825 4,120 
San Luis ..................... 82 50 64 120 2,235 1,885 4,120 
'an Juan .................... 48 41 77 118 2,648 2, 3&3 -5,031 
.lta ......................... 64 43 56 99 2,335 2,126 4, 461 
antingo del Estero .......... 34 26 16 42 1,117 566 1, 683 
anta.]'6 ..................... so ................. ............. .. ............... .... ............. . .............. 4,585 
Tuc\liilan (province) ......... 44 33 17 50 1,769 1,174 2,943 
Tucuman (municipality) ..... 10 17 39 56 952 1,524 2,476 
Tucuman (monteros) ....••••. 10 8 G 14 465 214 679 
Caroya (colony) .............. 2 2 3 5 134 95 229 
Ohubut .(colony) .............. 1 2 1 3 12 22 34 
General .Alvear (colony) ..... 1 1 2 3 25 14 39 
General Mitre (colony) .•••••• 1 1 1 2 44 46 90 
Martin Garcia (i land) ....... 1 .............. 1 1 16 16 32 
R conqui ta. (colon ) ........ 2 1 1 2 75 45 120 
R sistenci~ .................. 1 1 1 2 35 21 56 
au J~vier (Patagonia) ...... 1 1 1 2 31 19 50 
Vi 1lrna ...................... 1 1 1 2 46 63 100 
Villa :E or' sa (Chaco) ..•..•.... 2 1 2 3 88 62 150 ---
~I 2,256 5D.OG7!43.1o4f97, 756 Total. ........... . ...... 1, 309 1, 030 
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for· each 






teachers. a teacher. a According Accor<lin .~ 
to .enrol- to :;tt t(lllU· 
ment.a ance.a 
Buenos Ayres (cit.)) ................................. 17,885 l!l, 520 39.43 0. 89 1. 09 
.Buenos Ayres (province) .•••••••••••.••. Hi, 698 22, 252 42.87 1. 06 1. 33 
Cordova (province) ............................. .. . 3, 969 2, 638 24.43 0. 57 0. 66 
Cordova (municipality) .•••••••••.•••... 1,'723 1,155 29.61 0. 56 0. <i7 
Corrientcs ......••••.........•...••••... 5, 212 3, 667 22.49 0. 69 0. 70 
Catamarca ...•••••••••.•••••••••••.•..... 2, 077 9!2 18. 8<l 0. 38 0.<!5 
Entre Rios •••..••••••••.•••.•.••••.••••. 3, 777 4, 464, 36.89 1. 05 1.18 
.Jujuy •.••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••. 1, 035 594 18.00 0. 57 0. 58 
M endoza ............. .......... ......... 3, 843 2, 090 n.5G 0. 46 o. 54 
La Rioja ••••••••••••••••.•.•.•••••••.... 3, 7!J6 1, 269 14.92 0. 30 0. 33 
San Luis ................................. 3, 906 3, 224 26.86 o. 7S 0.82 
SanJuan .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 3, 979 2, 036 17.25 0. 40 o. 51 
Salta .................................... 3, 990 3, 547 35.82 0. 79 0. 88 
Santiago del Estero .••.••••••..••••••••. 1, 679 1,110 26.42 0.66 0. 67 
Santa Fe ...................•............ 3, 997 .. .................... .................... .................... ................... 
Tucuman (province) .•.•.•••••••.••..•• . 2, 558 1, 072 21.44 0. 36 0. 41 
Tucuman (municipality) .•••••.••.••••.. 2, 062 1,155 20.62 0. 4G 0. 56 
Tucuman (monteros) .••••••••••••••••••. 498 2GG 19.00 0. 39 0. 53 
Caroya (colony) .•••••••••••••••.•••••••. 161 135 27.00 0. 58 0. 83 
Chubut (colony) .................................. 32 130 43.33 3. 82 4. 06 
General Alvear (colony) ••••••••••••••.. 19 130 43.33 3. 3G 6. 84 
General Mitre (colony) .••••••••••••••••. G7 100 50.00 1.11 1.49 
Martin Garcia (island) .••••••••••••••••. 32 60 60.00 1. 87 1. 87 
Reconquista (colony) ...••.•••••••••.•... 120 100 50.00 0. 83 0.83 
Resistencia .............................. 34 100 50.00 1. 78 2. 94 
San Javier (Patagonia) .••.••••••••••••. 42 100 50.00 2. 00 2. ::l8 
Viedma ••••••.•••••.•••••..••••••••••••. 78 100 50.00 0. 91 1. 29 
Villa For' sa (Chaco) ..• , •••••••••••••••. 89 140 46.66 0. 93 1. 57 
-------------------
Total •••••. ·-····················· 83,358 72,096 33.43 1. 02 1. 33 
a The figures r~present pesos fuertes. One peso fllerte=$1.013. 
The population of tbe foregoing provinces and territories in 1 2 was estjmated to 
boas follows, according to the Almanach de Gotha: 
Buenos Ayres (city) ...................•................................. 
Buenos Ayres (province) . . . . . . . . . . • . . .........•••....................... 
Cordova (province) ..................................................... . 
~~~i:~i~s <r~~~~~~~~) ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~: ~:::::: ~:::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::: 
Santa Fe (province) .•••.......•.........................•............... 
Tucuman (province) ................•.....•....••••• ... :' .. ............. . 
• alta (province).... . . . . • . ..•...•.........••...................... _. _ .. . 
antiago (province) ...•.................••.••.•......................... 
Catamarca ...•....... __ . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • • • . . . . • . . . ............• 
?tfen doza .••••••...•..•..•••.•...•••••...•....•...................••..•.. 
an Juan.. • • • . . . • • . . • • • • • • . • . • • . • • . . . . . . . . • ••••.................•.•.... 
La Rioja .•.•. _ •...... ~ . • • • . . • . . • • • • • • • . ............................... . 
San Lui . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . ....•...... _ . _ . . ..•......••••......... ___ .• _ .. 
J uj ny ....••••••••••• __ .•••••• _.. • • . • . • • • __ •••. _ •••.. _ .•.••• _ •••• _ •• _ ... 

















Total .............................................................. ·2, 942, 000 
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Secondary education.-From a report pi·esented to the national congress in 1883 by 
Dr. Eduardo Wilde, minister of justice, public worship, and instruction, the fol-
lowing statistics of secondary instruction are taken. In the report regrets are ex-
pressed that in consequence of insufficient appropriations the efficiency of the teach-
ing force in the national colleges and normal schools has been seriously diminishea, 
both as regards the number and permanence of the force and its energy and enthu-
siasm. Attention is also called to the insufficient number of school buildings and 
tLeie lJatl condition. 
In the 14 national colleges of the country there were 1,116 students in 1881 and 
1,G29 in 1882. In the 0 normal schools for l;)oys there were 228 students in 1881 and 
306 in 1882. There were 6 normal schools for girls in1881, with 272 pupils, and in H382 
the number had increased to 8, with 335 pupils. 
Complaint is ma,de that many students of the secondary schools do not complete 
their elementary education before entering them. Some of the teachers of the girls' 
normal schools are foreigners. An idea of the character and scope of the instruc-
tion given in the colleges may be obtained from the program of the National Col-
lege of Corrientes : 
First year. The native language; reading; writing; grammar; geography; arithme-
tic (including decimals, powers and roots, &c.); sacrecl and ancient history; French. 
Second year. Native langnage; arithmetic (including elementary algebra and loga-
rithms),; practical ~eometry and lineal drawing; geography and history (Argentine 
Republic and Amenca); English and French. 
Third year. Exercises in composition, &c.; al~ebra; book-keeping; French, English, 
Greek, and Roman history; geography; drawmg. 
Fourth ye::tr. Literature and rhetoric ; geometry; trigonometry; Latin and Greek 
grammar; physics; history; gt:meralreview of geography. 
Fifth year. Literature and Thetoric; topography; physics ; inorganic chemistry; 
natural history; mental philosophy; Latin and Greek; review of history. 
Sixth year. Spherical trigonometry and cosmography; organic chemistry; natural 
history; phy-siology and hygiene; moral philosophy; Latin; general review of his-
tory; civic mstr1;1.ction; elements of political economy. 
Some te::tchers complain of the inadequacy of scientific teaching and of the insuffi-
ciency of apparatus and material. 
Superior education an(l apP-cial institutions.'-The National Academy of Sciences was 
founded in 1870, un dcr President Sarmiento, as a faculty of mathematical and physical 
sciences at tho University of Cordova, but that institution manifested so much op-
po ition to the plan that the faculty was reorganized under its present name. It 
was afterwards reunited with the university. It publishes reports a,nd other works 
audits members give instruction in the university. 
The university at Bncnos Ayres had 40 professors and 761students in 1882. Ofthe 
professors 15 "'ere in tho medical faculty, 8 in the faculty of la,w and social science, 
and 17 in the faculty of pbysics antl mathematics. Of the students 36~ were in the 
m dical, 215 iu th law, ancl1 1 in the physical and mathematical fa,cnlt.ics. There 
WPre 2, 4 modi ·allectnres, 4 5 on law, and 1,629 on rhysical and mathematical sub-
ject dudug th your. The library contained 6,834 volumes. 
'fhe UmvclJit~· of Cordo~·a had :MO students in 1882. The miucraJogicn.l mu ·eum 
contained !>,00( l)peciru us. There were, besides, a zoologicalmu eum, a c:tbinet of 
plly. ical a.ppur· tns, :1 chemi ·al laboratory, an anatomical museum, twd lJi:t(llogical, 
phv. iologic. 1, ancl pharma .. utical laboratories. The library c ntain d a,lJout ,000 
V"olnm s. CowpJ. iut was m:J.de of the want of books. 
be ng'inecrinrr bool at, 'an Juan gra.dun,ted 1~: student in 1 2. 
Beside· tb' e pnruly educa.ti nal institntions, the national ol>s rva.t ry at Cordo>a. 
c:~.n-iecl on n tronomi ·al oh n" ti us, incl'nding celestial photography, and the 10 t or-
ologi ·al bureau on inu tl it ob rva.tion ; both wer nnder the director ·hip of th 
m rican astronom r. B. A. Ooultl. The report of t11is fficer f r 1 ... z contain. he 
re ult of oil erva io11s taken at eight stations in clifrer-ont lHLI'ts of the c uut y, from 
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Salta, latitude24° 461 south, to the mission of Ushuaia, in Tierra del Fuego, latitude 
54° 53' south, and from Concordia, on the east, to Villa Argentina, at the foot of the 
Andes, on the west. 
BRAZIL, constitutional empir~: A"rea, 3,287,964 square miles; population, ' 9,930, 478. Capital, I·Uo de 
.Janeiro; population, 274,972. ' 
No later information than that furnished by the Report of the Commissioner of Edu-
cation for 1881 is at hand in regard to education in this country. 
UNITED STATES OF CoLOMIJI.A, federal republic: Area, 504,773 square miles; population (in 1870), 
2,951,323. Capital, Bogota; population, .00,000. 
The latest information in regard to the educational system of this country is to be 
found in the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
VEXEZ.UELA, republic: Estimated aren., 439,120 square miles; estimated population, 2,075,245. Capital, 
Caracas; population, 55,638. Minister of publi·c instruction, Dr. A.. Dominici. 
The following account of the Venezuelan school system was prepared by Mr. 
Horatio N. Beach, United States consul at Puerto Cabello: 
Until recent years there has not been in Venezuela anythi11g that could properly be 
denominated a school system. Prior to 1879, the period of the incoming of the pres-
ent president, there were no public schools. There existed in the larger towns a few 
private schools, having a very restricted attendance. President Guzman Blanco, 
since his last advent as chief magistrate, has inspired the establishment and mainte-
nance of public schools. 
The principal school is the university at Caracas, the capital of Venezuela, a spacious 
a:p.d well arranged edifice, with a large and able faculty, the institution giving a 
classical education. It receives government .aid. 
Aside from the university named there are no buildings erected for school purposes 
in the country. The school system will be best; explained by saying that the country 
has seven states, each state divided into two le,:dsln.tive or judicial districts. Each 
district bas a chief, who, together with the municipal officflrs, administers the city and 
village governments; he also administers the governent of the rural population and 
manages the schools. The expense of conducting the schools is shared between the 
national government and the district governments. 
There being no public school-houses, the plan bas been adopted of giving a teacher 
a stipulated price J:lCr quarter, the compensation to include instruction and a furni!:!hed 
school room. The ''furniture" is often ·quHe scant in the school rooms, there being 
nothing more than miscellaneous sized boxes and kegs that are utilized as seats. 
Nearly all the schools are conducted under this system. In some of the cities a par-
tial exception is made, a portion of the scholars being provided with inskuction rooms 
leased for the purpose. The teachers in these schools are paid a monthly sum for in-
struction alone. These leased school rooms are provided with blackboards, wooden 
benches with backs, and ordinary tables for writing. 
The teachers who provide school rooms are paid from$40 to $80 per quarter. Those 
teaching in rooms provided by the authorities are paid from $15 to $40 per month: 
The school hours are from 8 to 11 in the forenoon and 2 to 5 in the afternoon. In 
the cities the sexes are educated separately. There are no restrictions or distinctions 
on account of race or color. As before indicated, tuition is free to all scholars. There 
are no rate bills and no school tax. 
The language generally taught is the Spanish and the books in use are intended 
to impart only a rudimentary education in reading, writing, spelling, grammar, and 
geography. 
At present only about one-tenth of the adult popu1ati~n can read or write, which, 
however, is a much better percentage for education than a few years ngo would have 
shown. Of course literature is very circumscribed. In the cities the public journals 
do not have more tl1an one subscriber to each 300 population, and in the villages and 
more rural communities the proporLion of subscribers and readers is much less. In 
the cities there ar many highly educated people, who in the main received their edu-
cation in the United States and Europe. But the cause of education is J:lrogressing 
slowly, like nearly everything else in the way of advancement, yet in the right di-
rection. 
VI.- OCEANICA. 
lliWAIJ, constitutional monarchy: Area, 6,677 square miles; estimated population (in 1882),. 66,.'39:>. 
Capital, llonolulu; population, 7,000. President of the board of education, Hon. C. R. Bishop. 
From the biennial report of the president of the boa.rd of education for the two 
years ending March 31, 18 2, it appears that there were in the kingdom 201 schools of 
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all cla~'<ses, employing 314 teach~rs and having an enrolment of 8,046 pupils. Three-
fourths of tbe cl1 ildren in the country were being educated in the public schools, while 
ahout one-fourth were cared for in the private schools. Considerably more than half 
of the chilthcu of the nation were under training in the EngHsh language, while the 
rcmaiudcr were instructed in the Hawaiian language. • 
The tables show an excess of 1,010 boys over girls in attendance upon the schools. 
This is in part accounted for by the tendency to early marriage in the case of the 
girlH, hut the president observes that it is in a measure attributable to unknown 
causes. Progre ·s is noted in almost every particular: enrolment and average daily 
attendance are greater than in. any previous report, many new school-houses have 
been built, a.nd school accommodations and equipment have been greatly improved 
and increased. A teachers' association bas been formed that promises good results in 
awakening enthusia ·m and extending the knowledge of the best methods of instruc-
tion and di cipline. Progress is also shown in the growing interest of parents and 
the publjc generally. 
During tbe y ar 1882 the inspector general of schools, by direction of the board, 
prepared a course of study for the government select schools. The course comprises 
twelve grades, each correspouding to one year, beginning with the entrance of the pu-
pil to the primary and progressiug with easy gradations each year until the pupil is 
prepared for college, for teaching, or for business. Promotions are based on annual 
and term examinations. 
The amount of school tax paid over to the several school agents throughout the 
ldngdom for 18 1 was $46,872; the amount of school fund in the Hawaiia.n treasury 
March 31, 188'2, bearing 12 per cent. interest pe1· annum, was $44,629.38. 
NEW SOUTH W AJ,Es, British colony: Area, 316,320 square miles; estimate!! population, 8171468. Capital, 
Sydney; population (1881), 220,627. Minister of public instruction, G. H. Reid. 
The following information is from the report of the minister for 1882: 
Means of eclucation.-(a) Provided at the public expense: The Sydney Grammar 
School, 1; public schools, 1,229; provisional Rchools, 168 ; half time and third time 
school , 1; evening schools, 36; certified den om inationa1 schools, 124; orphan schools., 
21 and industrial schools 2. (b) Provided at private expense : School for the deaf and 
clnmb mHl tho l>lind, 1; ragged schools, 3; private sclwo1s, 4!>1; total number o£ 
schoolH, 2,158. 
Number of children from 4 to 15 years of age, December, 1882 (estimated), 222,426; 
net enrolment in the schools of tho department, 167,989; nnmber of children receiving 
iw:~trnction through other agencies, so far a!'l can be ascertained, 38, 90. 
With re~ renee to these figures the ministe1· oLscrve, : That in any community 
206, 9 ont of a. population of 17,4Gt! (i ., one iu every fonr persons) can be under 
in truction in ordinary ~;c:hools or at hom , s ems well-nigh irnpossilJle, aud such a 
ph nom non, it i helicvc·d, has never y t b en observed in any conntry. Thi. point 
cannot b definit ly cl ar d up, however, until some more effective mode of obtain-
illg compl t ducn.tional st· ti,ticr; tbau that now existiiJg' has be u clevis d and 
brought int 01 ration. 
\ hil th rrcord of enrolment is j]a.tteril1g to the colony, the mini ter xpre ses re-
gret that such a limited proportion of tbe children atteud school for a nfficient length 
of time for the in truction to bo ell' ctive. Thus, in 1c 2 the numb r of pnpil nrolled 
in the day chools wa : For th whol year, 76,554, beinfl' 45.% per cut.; for thre 
quarter only, 23,542, being 14.13 per cent. ; for two quartnrs only, 34,004, being 20.41 
per cent.; for one quarter only, 32,504, b ing 19.51 per cent. 
The average attendance for tho year wa 90,944; total number of tea ·her , 2, 
number of person, coustitui ing th iusp ctorialstaff, 26; the 11umber of pnpil enrolled 
in th tr. inilw chool for the y ar, 04, viz: 40 men and G4 women; total ~;nm avail-
able fi r b operation of the department, 648,810l. 9s. 2d. ; total expenditur f r the 
year, 61 ,800l. 88. 9d. 
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NEW ZEALAND, British colony: Area, 105,342 square miles; populat,ion, exclusive of aborigines, 532,000. 
Ca.Pital, Wellington; population in 1871, 7,908. Minister of education, Thomas Dick. 
The following information is from the report of the minister for 1882: 
Number of pupils on school rolls at the end of the school year, 87,17D; average daily 
attendance, 66,145; number of teachers, exclusive of teachers of sewing, emplo~ed 
during the last quarter of 1882, 2,143; total number of students in the four training 
schools, December, 1882, 147; number of children attending the Ma;ori village schools, 
2,024. 
The deaf and dumb institution was attended. by 31 pupils; the articulation method 
is employed to the exclusion of all others. The course of instruction includes reading 
and writing in the first instance, followed by English composition, arithmetic, geogra-
phy, history, drawing, elementary science, &c. The girls are also instructed in sew-
ing, knitting, and other useful domestic accomplishments. The pupils, who are all 
resident boarders, under the watchful supervision of Mr. and Mrs. V:1n Asch and the 
assistants, occupy three separate dwellings, situated at convenient distances from one 
another. There is also a detached school-house. Besides the gardens attached to the 
residences, there are ample playgrounds and abundant facilities for recreation pur-
poses. The locality is salubrious. The institution is subject to regular medical in-
spection, and it is visited, from time to time, by the minister of education and officers 
of the department. 
The number of children on the rolls of the industrial schools December 31, 1882, 
was 1,040. The colony is well suppliecl with secondary schools, twenty of which 
made report to the government for the year. 
Provision is also made for superior education in the University of New Zealand, 
University of Otago, the Canterbury College, and the University College at Aucklancl, 
which last was established by act of t:ue general assembly in 18~2. 
VICTORIA, British colony: Area, 87,884 square miles; population, June, 1883 (estimated), 91~,948. 
Capital, Melbourne; population (1882), 291,464: Minister of public instruction, ,James Service. 
Enrolment in public clay schools, minus estimated duplicate enrolments, 184,402; 
average attendance, 11G,414; net enrolment in night schools, 2,988; average attend-
ance, 1,865. Enrolments in 647 private schools, no allowance being made for dupli-
cate enrolments, 41,479; attending industrial school, 371; reformatory, 146; number 
of pupils who obtained certificates of being educated up to standard, 9,G46; total 
1873 to 1882, inclusive, 58,226. 
There are at present 51 state school exhibitioners attending the Melbourne Uni-
versity and the public grammar schools and colleges; number of head teachers and 
assistants employed, 2,555. Expenditure of the department for yea:· ending June 30, 
1883, including the cost of buildings, G14,27GZ. 8s.; excludiug the cost of buildings, 
532,051l. 6s. 3d. 
The number of students attending Melbourne University in 1882 was 307; number 
of graduates, 80. 
Schools of design have been established at twenty-five places in Victoria, in con-
nection with a royal commission for promoting technological and industrial instruc-
tion. / Each school receives 2s. oll. fl'om government for every pupil who attends at 
least eight times in one quarter, besides which, fees varying from 2s. to lOs. per qnn.r-
ter are paid by pupils. The number of pupils on the rolls December 31, 1882, was 
2,172, of whom 1,698, or more than three-fourtbs, had attended eight or more times 
during the quarter ending with that day. · 
Among important educational n.gencics may be mentioned the Melbonrne Public 
Library, which has cost 111,604Z. and is still unfinished; the National Gallery, con-
taining, at the end of 1882, 13,228 works of art; and tho Iudusti·ial n.nd Tecbnologicn.l 
Museum, opened in 1870. 
I 
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TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION IN EUROPE. 
The invaluable Report of the Royal (English) Commissioners . "n Technical 
Instruction comes in while my report is in press, and it seems best to substitute the 
conclusions of the commissioners for other subjects. T~ey are as follows: 
PROGRESS OF MANUFACTURE .ABROAD. 
It will have been seen from the preceding pages of this report that we have at-
tached considerable relative importance to that portion of our ccmmission which di-
rected us to inquire into the condition of industry in foreign countries;· and it is our 
rluty to state that, although the display of continental manufactures at the Pari~:~ 
International Exhibition in 1878 had led us to expect great progress, we were not 
prepared for so remarkable a development of their natnralresonrces, nor for such perfec-
tion in their industrial establishments as we actually found iu France, in Germany, in 
Belgium, and in Switzerland. Much machinery of all kinds is now produced abroad 
equal in :finish and in efficiency to that of this country, and we found it in numerous 
instances applied to manufactures with as great skill and intelligence as with us. 
In some branches of industry, more especially in those requiring an intimate ac-
quaintance with organic chemistry, as, for instance, in the preparation of artificial 
colors from coal tar, Germany has unquestionably taken the lead. 
The introduction by Solvay, of Brussels, of the ammonia process for the manufact-
ure of soda and the German application of strontia in sugar refining constitute new 
departures in those arts. In the economical production of coke we are now only 
slowly following in the footsteps of our continental neighbors, whHe t,be experiments 
which have been carried on for nearly a quarter of a century in France ft>r recover-
iJ?g the tar and ammonia in this process have o,nly quite recently engaged our atten-
~on. . · 
The ventilation of deep mines by means of exhausting fans was brought to perfec-
tion in Belgium earliertlum with us, and although our methods of sinking shafts served 
for many years as models for other countries, improvements ther·eon were made abroad 
which we are now adopting with advantage. 
The abundant water power in Switzerland and in other mountainous districts is 
utilized for motive pnrposel:l by means of turbines perfect in design and execution. 
The construction of the dynamo-machine by Gramme gave the first impulse to the 
general use of el ctricity for lighting and to the various new applications of that 
force which appear likely to exercise so great an influence upon the industry of the 
world; .and in all these ar1plications at least as much activity is exhibited on the 
continent as with us. 
In the construction of roofs and brid,.es, more especially in Germany, accurate 
mathematical knowledl;?e has been useftJly applied to the attainment of the neces-
sary stability with the 1east commmpLion of materials. 
Certain printed cottons of the highest class, produced at Mulhouse from Parisian de-
signs, are not excell d, and rarely equalled, in this or ill. any other country, although 
the distance between our general productions in this department and those of Alsace 
i no longer so ~reat as it was ten or twenty yearl:l ago. The soft, all-wool fabrics 
of Rheims and Roubaix are scarcely equalled as yet on the average by those of 
Bradford, especially as respects the dyeing. 
ilk dyeing and finishing is still as much the specialty of Lyons as is the produc-
tioJ?. of the beautiful silk fabrics on its hand looms, for which it has so long been pre-
emment. 
~he export from Verviers to Scotlancl of woollen yarns, carded and spun by ma-
chmery made in England, from South American wool formerly pnrcl1asecl in Liv r-
:pool and London, but for which Antwerp is now becoming the chief mark t, is·an 
msta.nce of an intelligent, careful, and per evering attention to d ·tails having estau-
~ish d a SJ?ecial trade which the cheaper labor of the Belgian factories now as,·i 
m preservmg. 
The ribbon trade ofBa 1 , that in velvets andsilks of every kind at Cre£ ld and in 
mixe~ fab~c at Cbemnitz, are examples of recently established or transform din-
dustries whtch ha e rar·ely b en exc lled in boldness of enterpri e and in succe by 
anything of the. arne kind accomp]il:lhed in our own country. And it may not b im-
prop~r to m .nt10n here that in whateYer degree the technical instruction of our 
?Ontm ntal nvals may ha trajned them for competition with oml:lelv in t~eir own, 
m neu r!l'l, an~ to some ex~ent m our home markets, much of th ir ucce lS cln. to 
~ore pamstakm ~, mor phancy, and gr ater thrift; and also to th general cultLva-
tiOn, the knowl dge of mod rn languag s, and of economic gengraphy u ually po -
ae d by continental manufacturers. 
P.W DEPAltTUlUl AT llOME. 
But great as has een th lJI'Or,ress of foreign countries and keen as is their ri,·alry 
with us in many important branch s, we have no hesitation in stating our conviction, 
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which we beli~ve to be shared by continental manufacturers themselves, that, taking 
the state of the arts of construction and the staple manufactures as a whole, our peo . 
ple still maintain their position at the head of the industrial world. Not only has 
nearly every important machine and process employed in manufactures been either 
invented or perfected in this country in the past, but it is not too much to say that 
most of the prominent new industrial departures of modern times are due to the in-
ventive power and practical skill of our countryme1,1. Among these are the great in-
' vention of Bessemer for the production of steel in enormous quantities, by which alone,, 
or with its modification by Thomas and Gilchrist, enabling the commonest descrip-
tion of iron to be used for the purpose, steel is now obtained at one-tenth of the price 
of twenty years ago; the Weldon, Hargreaves, and Deacon processes, which have 
revolutionized the alkali trade; the manufacture of aniline colors by Perkin; the new 
processes in the production of sHk fabrics by Lister; the numerous applications of 
water pressure to industrial purposes by Armstrong; the N asmyth steam hammer; 
the compound steam engine as a source of great economy of fuel; and the practical 
application of electricity to land and submarine telegraphy by Cooke, Wheatstone, 
Thomson, and others. 
Machinery made in this country is more extensively e ·ported than at any former 
period. The best machines constructed abroad are, in the main, and with the excep-
tions which we have named, made, with slight, if any, modifications, after English 
models. A large proportion of the power looms exhibited and used in the continental 
weaving schools has been imported from this country. In the manufacture of iron 
and steel we stand preeminent, a.nd we are practically the naval architects of the 
world. Our technical journals, such as those of the Institutes of Civil and Mechanical 
Engineers·and oftbe hon and Steel Institute, are industriously searched and their con· 
tents assimilated abroad. • 
In those textile manufactures in which other nations have hitherto excelled us, as 
in soft, all-wool goods, we are gainiug ground. We saw at Bradford merinos manu-
factured and finished in this country which would bear comparison in texture and in 
color with the best of those of the French looms and dye houses, and in the delicate 
fa brice of Nottingham and Macclesfield (thanks, in great measure, to their local schools 
of art) we no longer rely on France for designs. 
In art manufactures proper, notably in porcelain, earthenware, and glass, as also in 
decorative furniture, our productions are of conspicuous excellence. It is possible 
that this may be due in a certain degree to the employment, in somo branches, of 
skilled workers trained in foreign countries, and we cannot do otherwise than ac-
knowledge the preeminence, in the main, of our French neighbors in design as applied 
to decorative work or disregard the eiforts which they are making to maintain that 
preeminence, and those made in Belgium and Italy to emulate them. 
ORIGIN OF MODERX INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM. 
The beginnings of the modern industrial system are dne, in the main, as we have in-
dicated, to Great Britain. Before factories founded on the inventions of Watt, of 
ArkwTight, and Crompton had time to t.ake root abroad, and while our own commerce 
and manufactures increased from year to year, the gre~1.t wars of the early _part of this 
century absorbed the energies and dissipated the caplt:1.l of continental Europe. 
For many years after the peace we retained almost exclusive possession of the im-
proved machinery employed in the cotton, woollen, and linen manufactures. By va-
rious acts of the last century, which were not repealed till 1825, it was made penal' 
to enlist English artisans for employment abroad; the export of spinning machinery 
to forei~n countries was prohibited until the early years of Your Majesty's reign. 
Thus, w.nen less than half a century ago continental countries began to construct 
railways and to erect modern mills and mechanical workshops, they found themselv-es 
face to face with a full grown industrial organization in this country, which was 
almost a sealed Look to tl,lose who could not obtain access to our factories. 
FOREIGN TECTINICAL SCIIOOLS. 
To meet this state of things abroad, foreign countries established technical schools 
like the ::gcole Centrale of Paris and the polytechnic schools of Germany and Swit-
zerland and sent engineers and men of science to England to prepare themselves for 
becoming teachers of technology in those schools. 
Technical high schools now exist in nearly every continental state and are the 
recognized channel for the instruction of those who are intended to become the tech-
nical directors of industrial establishments. Many of the technical chemists have, 
however, been and are being trained in the German universities. Your commissioner& 
believe that the success which has attended the foundation of extensive manufact-
uring establishments, engineering shops, and other works on the continent could not 
have been achie'Ved to its full extent in the face of many retarding influencei, had it 
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·not been for the system of high technical instruction in these schools, for the facil-
ities for carrying on original scientific investigation, and for the general al?precia-
tion of the value of that instruction and of original reseaxch which is felt m those 
countries. 
With the exception of the ~cole Centrale of Paris, all these schools have been created 
and are maintained almost entirely at the expense of the several states, the fees o£ 
the students being so low as to constitute only a very small proportion of the total 
income. Th~ buildings are palatial, the laboratories and museums are costly and 
extensive, and the staff of professors, who are well paid according to the continental 
standard, is so numerous as to admit of the utmost subdivision of the subjects taught. 
In Germ11ny, as we have stated in a previous part of our report, the attendance at some 
of the polytechnic schools has lately fallen off, chiefly because the supply of techni-
cally trained persons is in excess of the present demand; certainly not because it is 
held that the training of the school can be dispensed with. The numerous young 
Germans and Swiss who are glad to find employment in our own manufactories have 
almost without exception been educated in one or other of the continental polytechnic 
schools. 
Your commissioners cannot repeat too often that they have been impressed with 
the general intelligence and technical knowledge of the masters and managers of in-
dustrial establishments on the continent. They have found that these persons as a 
rule possess a sound knowledge of the sciencf'>s upon which their industry depends. 
They are familiar with every new scientific discovery of importance and appreciate 
its applicability to their special indoustry. They adopt not only the inventions and im-
provements made in their own country, but also those of tho world at large, thanks 
to their knowledge of foreign languages and of the conditions of manufacture prev-
alent elsewhere. 
The creation abroad of technical schools for boys intending to become foremen is of 
much more recent date than that of the polytechnic schools. 'fo this statement 
the foundation during the First Empire of the three French Ecolt>s des Arts et 
Metiers, at Chalons, .Aix, and Angers, is only an apparent excepti •. n, because they 
simply vegetated until their reorganization within the last twenty-Jive or thirty 
years. Mining schools were, however, established in Prussia in the last century and 
in France about 1817. Among the examples of schools for foremen are those of Win-
terthur in Switzerland, Chenmitz in Saxony, and Komotau in the Austrian dominions, 
principaJly for engineers, and the Ecole des Mines at St. ~tienne, the latter more 
especially for mining and metallurgy. '£.he theoretical instruction in these schools is 
similar in character but inferior in de$ree to that of the great polytechnic schools. 
On the other hand considerable attentiOn is devoted in these schools to practical in-
. struction in laboratories and workshops, which is not the ease in the polytechnic 
schools. In Prussia, as will be seen from the ministerial report found in the appendix, 
a be~inning has been made in the establishment of such secondary technical schools, 
but, m the words of the report, "its execution will be tedious and costly." In Bavaria 
the Industria- ehulen, which are technical schools of a grade inferior to the poly-
technic school, give both theoretical and practical instruction, the· latter in some 
cases highly specialized, in preparation either for direct entrance on an industrial 
career or for further study in the polytechnic school. In France technical schools o£ 
a somewhat lower type are being established all over the country. The one at Rheims, 
previously de cribed, is an excellent example of these schools. The boys from the 
Rheims school either enter the Ecole des Arts et Metiers at Cbalons or go into man-
ufactories or into business, in each case with a fair knowledge of theory and manipu-
lati n, as mechanics or as chemist . 
It is important to bear in mind that the French schools of the type of that at Rheims, 
though virtually advanced schools, now rank as superior elementary school , to which 
the pupils are consequently entitled to claim admission without the payment of any 
fee. 
Up to the pr sent time, however, although a few foremon.have recei eel some th o-
retical in -£ruction in schools of this kind, fureign foremen have not generally been • 
t~chnically instructed, but, as in England, are men who~ uy dint of steadine. , int 1-
]Jgenc , and aptitude for command and organization, have miaed themselves from 
tlie positi n of or<lina.ry workmen. 
Tb contin nta.l w aving schools may, on the whole, so fnr as their influence on 
trade is con erned, be ranked in th fir. t and second categori . ; tha.t 1s to sa. , they 
ar ~Lttencled by those who pro1'oso to b come mercha.nts, m1wnfactnr rs, mana' r , 
or forem u. ' h y ar h ld in the highest stimation l>y some of the mo t int lligeut 
and su ·c saftll con inental m; nnfa tnr rli; of this ther can he no h ttcr proof than 
~be r c ion, jn nh tjtu ion for h on already xisting, of tho spl •nclid n.' w ,._ 
mg sch ola at r ~·ld, pr bahlyth most ilourishiug centre of the general 1lk tra~c 
a h joint xpen f th atat , the locality, and the conun rcial body. "\ avwg 
school :ti r workm n, lilc th vcning and 'unday chool of Chemnib;, which mu 
not be conf und d with tho superiol' w aving school of that town, ax poorly att nd d 
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and can have had no sensible influence on the progress of textile manufactures. But 
there are in many places lectures on weaving and pattern designing largely attended 
by workmen. 
The French and German schools for miners, and the one which has been quite recently 
founded in Westphalia for workers in iron and steel, differ from the preceding schools 
for foremen, inasmuch as they are reserved for the theoretical instruction of men who, 
having already worked practically at their trades, have distinguished themselves by 
superior intelligence and goocl conduct. Most of the German schools of this kind are 
f9unded or maintained by the manufacturers, and will, we feel confident, repay the 
trades which have had the foresiio-ht and public spirit to create ~hem, by training 
youn~ men to become foremen and eading hands, willing and able to cany out with 
intell1gence the instructions of their superior officers. 
SOCIETIEf! AS TEACHING BODIES. 
For the technical education of workmen, outside of the workshop, the resources of 
continental countries have hitherto been and are still very much more limited than 
has been supposed in this country to be the case. In several of the more important 
industrial centres of the continent there exist societies such as the Soci6Ms indus-
trielles of Mulhouse, Rheims, Amiens, &c.; the Societe d'enseignement professionnel 
du Rh('}ne, which has its headquarters at Lyons and the Niederosterreichischer 
Gewerbe-Verein of Austria, one of the chief objects of which is the development of 
technical education among workmen aud other persons engaged in industry, by means 
of lectures and by the establishment of schools and museums of technology. These 
associations are supported mainly by the merchants and manufac, 11 rets of the district 
to which their operations are restricted. In many cases they are founded and sup-
ported or are greatly assisted by chambers of commerce. These bodi~s abroad being 
incorporated, and having in :F ranee considerable taxing powers ov-er their members, 
are generally wealthier and mote influential than those in our own country. In addi-
tion to these sources of income the associations receive help from the municipality 
and sometimes from the state. In Mulhouse, besides promoting education, the Bo-
ciety sees to the material wellbeing of the workmen by erecting on a laro-e scale 
laborers' dwellings (Ia cite ouvri ro) and by organizing savings banks and other eco-
nomic arrangements, undertaking in this respect on a smaller scale what is done in 
this country by self sustaining associations like building ann cooperative societies 
of the workpeople themselves. The society in Lyons has established numerous even-
ing classes for elementary and technical instruction, which are attended chiefly by 
workpeople; and the South Austrian Trade Society, which has its central office in 
Vienna, has organized several technical day and evening schools for operatives of 
every grade, which are now under state control and receive subv~ntions from the' 
government. But although these societies, under different names and with varied 
objects, are very numerous, their sphere of action is limited, and the facilities they 
o1fer for evening instruction in science and technology are inferior to those which 
are at the disposal of our own workmen. No or~anization like that of the Science 
and Art Department or of the City ann Guilds Institute exists in any continental 
country, and the absence of such organizations has been lamen.ted by many compe-
tent persons with whom we came in contact ab1·oad. 
EDUCATION OF AU'fl8ANS ABROAD. 
In two very important reap cts, however, the education of a cert:tin proportion of 
per ·ons employed in incltlstty abroad is superior to that of English worlnllen: first, 
as regards tlle syst matic instruction in dmwing given to adult art.isaus, more espe-
ially in France, Bel~ium, and Itn.ly; and, secondly, as to the genel'al diffusion of ele-
mentary education 1n Switzcrhtml a.nd Germany. In some parts of these lat.ter 
countries great attention is paid to drawing in the elementary l:whools. In Ft•ance, 
too (where elementary education has hitherto by no means been so general as in the 
two former countries), in the case of those workmen who have ,Pad the benefit of reg-
nlar elementary school training, more attention ba been paid to elementary drawing 
than is the case in t.IJis country. There are also in all large towns in Franco, a11d to a 
more limited extent in other countries, numerons evcni ng ':conferences" and '' conrs" 
on almost every subject of interest in art, science, aucl literature which workmen have 
the opportunity of attending, as they are entirely gratuitons. Among these the 
most remarkal1le are the lectm·<•fi given by P-miuent men at tho Conservatoire cle:; Arts 
et .Metiers of Paris. Most of these are of the nature of lectnres rather 1.han of prac-
tical instruction. There aro, however, iu wany plaecs e.·colleut and num ronsly at-
tended evening and Sunnay technical chtsses, more es}1ecially in Belgiu1n and Anstl'ia., 
and there can be no cloubt th~Lt the instrtwtion tlms given is alreac.ly exortiJ1g a con-
siderable influence on the cap1tcity and intelligence of the workmen, and that this 
influence will be increasingly felt in the future. 
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In the evening schools of North Germany (Fortbildungsschulen) the studies of the 
ordinary elementary school are continued, the further instruction being confined 
mainly to book-keeping and rudimentary mathematics, with some notions of natural 
philosophy. In the evening schools of the same class in South Germany the instruc-
tion given is of a more teclmical character than in the North. 
For instruction in drawing, as applied mainly to decorative work in France, and 
to both constructive and decorative work in Belgium, the opportunities are excellent. 
The crowded schools of drawing, modelling, carving,• and painting, maintained at the 
expense of the municipalities of Paris, Ly<ms, Brussels, and other cities-absolutely 
gratuitous and open to all comers, well lighted, furnished with the best models, and 
under the care of teachers fnll of enthusiasm- stimulate those manufactures and 
crafts in which the :fine arts play a prominent part to a degree which is without par-
allel in this country. Instruction in art applied to industry and decoration is now 
pursued with energy in South Germany and in several of the northern Italian towns, 
and the influence of this instruction on the employment of the people is becoming 
very conspicuous in those countries. The government schools of applied art in France, 
under the decree of 1881, of which the Limoges Decorative Arts f:lchool is the earliest 
example, and which, like the abovementioned schools, are gratuitous, should be 
mentioned in this connection. * * * 
HOME INDUSTRIES. 
Home and villa~~ industries have been in some cases initiated, in others improved 
and extended, in aistricts where, from the poverty of the population and the scarcity 
of capital, special aids were essential, notably in Baden, Bavaria, and the Tyrol. In 
the schools established and maintained for this purpose, wood carvin~ and inlaying, 
clock making, nlagree work, basket making, and other simple trades tor which there 
were local material and'aptitude, have been taught with consiuerable success. In 
some oases these industries have been so firmly and permanently established as to 
render unnecessary the further maintenance of tho special schools. In the primary 
schools of the Black Forest, straw plaiting is taught to the girla. Discriminating 
regard is paid to the capabilities of each sex. In " women's work" schools on the 
Reutlingen model and in the professional schools for girls which have been estab-
li heel in France and the Netherlands, instruction is successfully given qualifying 
girls for many useful occupations, though these are scarcely of the .kind usually un-
derstood under the term of manufactures. 
REPORT ON THE UNITED STATES. 
The report of Mr. William Mather to your commissioners on hi's six months' tour 
throuahout the United States of America and Canada for the purpose of studying the 
schoo~ and factories of that continent deserves the most careful perusal. It will be 
seen that Mr. Mather assigns greater influence on American manufactures to the aen-
eral education of the American people derived trom their common schools than to their 
technical schools, the importance of which latter, however, in the training of civil 
engineers has been experienced for some years, though it has only more recently become 
recognized by those who are engaged in mechanical engineering and in metallurgi-
cal and manufacturing establishments of various kinds. This recognition is, how-
evert now becoming univer al. A decided preference is being given in the United States 
for tne pos:itions of managers and head of departments to persons who have received 
a scientific training in a technical school, and the plan is followed in these school 
of combining instruction in "application" with instruction in pure science. Al-
though the conclitionR of American industry differ in many respects from our own, 
there can be no doubt that we may derive areat advantage from a careful study of. 
what is being done in the ·way of technical instruction in the United States, as, to-
gether with the elementary education of Canada, it is so graphically described by 
Mr. Mather. We may add that the accuracy of his statements and conclusions i 
generally confirmed by the accounts of technical instruction in America which e 
have received from other competent judges. 
'EED OP TECilli"ICAL INSTRUCTION. 
ot many years have pas ed since the time when it would still hav been a matter 
for argament whether, in order to maintain the high position which this country ha 
attained in the indu trial arts, it is incumbent upon us to take care that our manarren; 
our forem n, and our workmen should, w the degree compatible with their circum-
stances, combine theoretical instruction with their acknowledgecl practical kill. o 
ar~ument of ~s kind is ne~de?- at the pr~sent day. In nea,rly all the rrreat indu. -
tl'lal centres, m be metropol1s, m Glasgow, m Manchester, Liverpool, Ol~am, Lee , 
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Bradford, Huddersfield, Keighley, Sheffield, Nottingham, Birmingham, The Potteries, 
and elsewherf', more or less :flourishing schools of science and art, of various grades, 
together with numerous art and science classes, exist, and their influence may lle 
trar,ed in the productions of the localities in which they are placed. 
SPECIAL SCHOOLS ESTABLISHED l.IY l\IANUl'ACTUREUS. 
The schools established by Sir W . .Armstrong at Elswick, by the London and North-
western Railway Company at Crewe, an<f those of. Messrs. Mather and Platt of Sal-
ford, in connection with their engineering work~», testify to the importance a.ttacbed 
by employers to the theoretical training of young mechanics. The e:tforts of Messrs. 
Denny, the eminent shipbuilders of Dumbarton, for encouraging the instruction of 
their apprentices and for rewarding their workmen for meritorious improvements in 
details applicable to their work, are proofs of this appreciation. The evidence of 
Mr. Richardson, of Oldham, and of Mr. Mather, of Salford, is emphatic as to their ex-
perience of its economical value. 
Without more particularly referring to the valuable work in the past accomplished 
by the numerous mechanics' institutes spread over the country, many of them oflong 
standing, we may point out that they are now largely remodelling their constitutions 
in order to bring up their teaching to the level of modern requirements as regards 
technical instruction. The example of the Manchester Mechanics' Institute may be 
studied in this connection. , 
Moreover, as evidencing the desire of the artisans themselves to obtain facilities for 
instruction both in science and art, we must not omit to mention the classes estab-
lished and maintained by some of the leading cooperative societies. The Equitable 
Pioneers' Society of Rochdale bas led the way in this, as in so many other social 
movements. It is much to be wished that the various trades' unions would also con-
sider whether it is not incumbent on them to promote the technical education of 
their members. 
The manufacturers of Nottingham speak with no uncertain voice of the important 
influence of the local school of art on the lace manufacture of that town. Without 
the Lambeth school, the art productions of Messrs. Doulton could scarcely have come 
into existence. The linen manufacturers of Belfast are becoming alive to the neces-
sity of technical instruction if competition on equal terms with foreign nations in 
the more artistic productions is to be rendered possible. The new generation of en-
gineers and manufacturers of Glasgow has been trained in t.he technical schools of 
that city. The City and Guilds of London In.stitute owes its existence to the convic-
tion of the liverymen that technical instruction is a necessary condit.ion of the wel-
fare of our gr£lat industries. 
TEACHING OF NATURAL SCIENCE. 
Natural science is :finding its way surely though slowly into the curriculum of onr 
older English universities and ofour secondary schools. It is becoming a prominent 
feature in the upper divisions of the elementary board schools in our large towns. 
There are ~:~carcely any important metallurgical works in the kingdom without a 
chemical laboratory in which the raw materials and products are daily subjected to 
careful analysis by trained chemists. The attainments of the young men who have 
been trained in the Royal Naval College at Greenwich recommend them for remuner-
ative employment by our great shipbuilding firms . . 
l3ES1' MODES OF ADVANCING TJWIINICAL INSl'lWCTION. 
In our relations with public bodies and individuals in this country during the progress 
of our inquiry, the greatest anxiety has been manifested to obtain our advice as to 
the mode in which technical instruction can be best advanced, and we have to ac-
knowledge the readiness of the Education and Science and Art Departments to receive 
and act upon suggestions in matters of detail from individual members of the commis-
ion which it would hav-e been pedantic to delay until the completion of our task. 
Among the suggestions which have thus boen made was that of an exhibition of 
the school work of all nations, which His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales bas 
consented to add to the health exhibition of 181:34. This exhibition will be an appro-
priate illustration of tho account of foreign schools contained in the previous parts 
of this report. Your commis ion rs, during their continental visits, received from 
the authorities of technical schools numerous assurances of their cordial support 
and cooperation in such a display. 
Thus, there is no necessity to "preach to the converted," and we may confine our-
elves to such conRideratiom~ as bear upon the im}>rovemcnt anu more general diffu-
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sion of technical education at home in accordance with the conditions and needs of 
our industrial population. 
In dealing with the question of technical instruction in this country we would, at 
the outset, state our opinion that it is not desirable that we should introduce the 
practice of foreign countries into England without considerable modification. As to 
the higher education, namely, that for those intended to become proprietors or mana-
gers of industrial works, we should not wish that every one of them should continue 
his theoretical studies till tho a..,.e of twenty-two or twenty-three years in a poly-
technic school, and so lose the aavantage of practical instruction in our workshops 
(which are really the best technical schools in the world) during the years from 
eighteen or nineteen to twenty-one or twenty-two, when he is best able to profit by it. 
We have, also, in the science classes under the Science and Art Department (to the 
intelligent and able administration of which it is our duty to bear testimony) a sys-
tem of instruction for the great body of our foremen and workmen, susceptible cer-
tainly of improvement, but which in its main outlines it is not desirable to dis-
turb. 
MoreoYer, in considering by whom the cost of the furtl1er development of technical 
instruction should be borne, we must not forget that, if it be true that in foreign 
countries almost the entire cost of the highest general and technical instruction is 
borne by the' state, on the other hand, the. higher elementary and. secondary instruc-
tion in science falls on the localities to a much greater exi;en·b than with us; while, 
as to the ordinary elementary schools, the cost in Germany aod Switzerland is al-
)nosb exclusively borne by the localities; and this was also the case in France and 
Belgium until the people of those countries became impatient of the lamentable ab-
sence of primary instruction on the part of vast numbers of the rural and in some 
instances of the town population, an evil which large state subventions alone could 
cure within any reasonable period of time. With the exception of France, there is 
no European country of the first rank that has an imperial budget for education com-
par·able in amount with onr own. In the United Kingdom at least one-half of the 
cost of elementary education is defra.yed out of imperial funds, and the instruction 
of artisans in science and art is almost entirely borne by the state. Hence it will be 
necessary to look, in the main, to local resources for any large addition to the funds 
required for the further development of technical instruction in this country. 
In determining what is the best preparation for the industrial career of those who 
may expect to occupy the highest po&itions, it is necessary to differentiate between 
capitalists, who will take the general as <listinguished from the technical direction of 
large establishments, and those at the head of small undertakings, or the persons 
mor especially charged with the technical details of either. For the education of 
the former, ample time is available and they have the choice between seve1·al of on.r 
modernized grammar schools, to be followed by attendance at the various colleges in 
which science teaching is made an essential feature, or the great public schools and 
universities, provide<.l that, in these latter, science and modern languages should 
take a more prominent place. Either of these methods may furnish an apprl)priate 
ducation for those persons to whom such general cultivation as will prepare them 
to deal with questions of administration is of ..,.reatervalue than an intimate acquaint-
, n with technical details. It is different in regard to the smaller manufacturers 
nd to the practical managers of works. In their caRe, t!Onncl knowledge of scientific 
J>rinciple has to be combined wibh the practica1 training of the factory, and ther -
for the time which can be appropriated to the former, that is, to theoretical instruc-
tion, 'Will generally be more limited. 
How this combination is to be carried out will vary with the trade and wit.h the 
circum tance. of the in(lividun,l. In those cases in which theoreti<!al kuowled..,.e and 
scientific tr~ining ar. of pr eminent importance, as in tho case of the manufacturer 
of 1iu. chemicals1 or m that. of the metallurgical chemist, or the electrical engineer, 
th lugh r te hm nl educatiOn mtty with advantage be extended to the age of twenty-
on r tw nty-two. In the ca es, however, of those who are to be, for exampl , 
manag rs of chemical work in which complex machinery is u ed, or manager of 
1' Jlincr mill , or chanical en..,.ineers, where e:uly and prolon,.ed workshop exp -
ri. uc i all-important, th theoretical training should be completed at not later than 
nm te n y ar of ag , when the work must be entered an(l the scientific education 
carri d furth r by private study or by such other means a do not interfere with th 
pr cti a.l work oft eir call~ngs. Many coJleg 8 of the cl~ss tow hich e ha e r f rr d 
hav alread rrang d their cours 8 to meet these r qmrement , and som of them, 
will app : r from ur reports of vi itf!, have workshop!'l for the purpo e of familiar-
izinrr th tud ut with the u e of macltin and hand tool8. 
It is to l regr t d th t 11early a.ll of these very useful institntion3 suit r mor or 
1 . from the. want of adequate funds to enable them to provide for such a taft' ol 
pro~ or 1 ~ c · ary for the proper subdivision of tho various snbj ct taugh 
and forth qu1pment of museums, apparatus, and laboratori s of the variou kind 
essential to the practicalinstruction of the student. In this respect the pro ision in 
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t:ais country compares most unfavorably with that in the universities and polytechnic 
schools of the continent, even in spite of recent munificent benefactions like those of the 
late Mr. Charles Beyer of Manchester, the late Sir ,Josiah Mason of Birmingham, of the 
Baxter family at Dundee, the late Mr. Harris of Preston, the liberal gifts of Mr. 
Crawford to the Queen's College at Cork, all(l others. In speaking of benefactions, 
we do not overlook the noble endowment of Sir Joseph Whitworth for the enconraO'e-
ment of engineering by affording to able and promising young men, especially of tbe 
class of artisans, the means of obtaining theoretical combined with practical train-
jug, the former in institutions of the kind we have referred to. 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS AS A PltEP.ARATION FOR 'l'ECIINlCAL SCHOOLS/ 
The best preparation for technical study is a good modern secondary school of the 
types of the Manchester Grammar School, the Bedford Modern School, and the Allan 
Glen's Institution at Glasgow. Unfortunately, our middle classes are at a great dis-
advantage, compared with those of the continent, for want of' a sufficient number of 
such schools. The transfer of the functions of the endowed schools commissioners 
to the charity commissioners has not had the effect of increasing the rate of progress 
in the reorganization of our secondary schools. We consider it to be essential that 
steps should be taken to insure that this work shall be carried on with greater vigor 
in the future than it has been hitherto. We learn that there are still endowments 
available for education, amounting to upwards of 200,000l. per annum, which have 
not been dealt with by the commissioners. In the schemes for the new schools the 
subjects of science and modern languages should form a very prominent part ; and it 
would be desirable in some of these schools, especially in large towns (where classical 
schools are not wanting), in order to provide for the fuller teaching of these subjects, 
more particularly of mathematics, that the classicallan~uages should be altogether 
excluded from the schemes of instruction. But the existing endowments are very 
unevenly distributed over the country; in many of the l::t.r~e manufacturing centres 
no resources of the kind exist; private enterprise is clearly madequate to do all that 
is required in establishing snch schools, and we must look to some public measure to 
supply this, the greatest defect of our educational system. It is to be desired th~t, 
in the proposed reorganization of local government, power should be given to im-
portant local bodies, like the proposed county boards and the municipal corpora.tions, 
to originate and support secondary and technical schools in conformity with the public 
opinion for the time being of their constituents. 
Intelligent youths of the artisan classes should have easy access to secondary and 
technical schools by numerous scholarships, and the more promising students of them 
again to the higher technical colleges. 
SCIENCE 'fEACJIING IN TilE ELEMENTAitY SCHOOL. 
For the great mass of our working population, who must necessarily begin to earn 
their livelihood at an early age and from whom our foremen will be mostly selected, 
it is essential that instruction in the rudiments of the sciences bearing upon industry 
should form a part of the curriculum of the elementary schools, and that instruction 
in drawing, and more especially in drawing with rule and compass, of a character likely 
to be useful to them in their future occupations as workmen and artisans, should receive 
far greater attention than it does at present. The importance of the first of these sub-
jects bas so far been acknowledged by the education department that in all infant 
~:~chools simple lessons on objects and the more commonly occurring phenomena of 
nature have been made obligatory. This systemofinstruction, ifproperlyillustrated 
by the exhibition of the object itself, or of diagrams or models of the same, or by the 
simplest kinds of experiments, is an excellent foundation for the subsequent teaching 
of elementary science. 
When, however, the child enters the elementary school the teaching of science prac-
tically ceases until it reaches the upper division, inasmuch as the arrangement of the 
class subjects in the lower division is founcl in practice to exclude science from that 
division; only two subjects being allowed, of which ''English" must be one and 
"geography" nu•y be another, this latter being generally preferred to the alternative 
subject of" eJementary science." It appears to us that geography, if properly taught, 
is a branch of elementary scieoce which need not be separated from science generally, 
and can well be taught along with the other branches of science by means of the 
object les ons which are described in the code. 'fhus there would be only two class 
subjects instead of three, and in this way the connecting link which is now wanting 
betw en science as taught in the infant school and in the higher division of the ele-
mentary school would bo supplied 
lllGilElt J<:LE~1ENTARY SCHOOU3. 
·we could hardly overstate our appreciation of the value of the piau of giving instrn0-
tion in natural science b;y s.pecial teachers, as carded out in the boarq schools of l4iv-
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erpool and Birmingham, where the employment of a well qualified science demonstrator 
insures the sound character of the instruction, while the repetition of the lesson by 
the schoolmaster enables him to improve himself in the methods of science teaching. 
This should, however, be supplemented by the establishment of higher elementary 
schools, like those of Sheffield and Manchester, into which the more advanced pupils 
of the primary schools may be drafted, especially if the parents of those children 
should be able to keep them at school up to the age of. fourteen or :fifteen unassisted, 
or, if they are unable to do so, assisted by scholarships taking the place of the wages 
which they would otherwise earn. In these latter schools it is possible to provide 
efficient laboratories in which practical work is performed by the pupils, while this 
cannot adequately be done for the ordinary primary schools. Youths having the ad-
vantage of such instruction will be well prepared to avail themselves at a later period 
of the classes of the Science and Art Department and of the technical classes under the 
auspices of the City and Guilds Institute, which are now so numerous, and many of 
which are under excel1ent teachers. 
'l'he evidence given before us leaves no doubt that the directors of both these institu-
tions use every effort in their power to secure sound and practical teaching in these 
classes, so far as that can be effected by assistance in training the teachers and by careful 
testing, in their examinations, of the results of the instruction given. In regard to 
the first, much is to be hoped for fTom the increasing number of teachers who are now 
able to take advantage of the high scientific instruction given in the Normal School of 
Science at South Kensington, as well as from the pecuniary assistance offered by the 
Science and Art Department to science teachers desirous of attending the courses and 
laboratories of various provincial colleges, while for teachers of technology a great 
step in advance will be made-when the Central Institution of the City Guilds is in 
operation. As to the latter-that is to say, the thoroughness of the instruction given 
in the classes-more close and frequent inspection than at present is much to be de-
sired, a higher payment for the more advancecl grades of several subjects should be 
made than is now the case, and practical laboratory work in the higher grades in 
science shou.ld be more generally demanded. 
An important point to which the attention of the inspectors should be more partic-
ularly directed is to ascertain that proper apparatus and appliances are provided 
for practical work in these classes. 
ART SCHOOLS FOR .AltTISANS. 
With reference to the eubject of drawing, we cannot too often call attention to the 
extraordinary efforts which are being made abroad for instruction in art, more espe-
cially as applied to industrial and decorative purposes, and to the important influence 
of this instruction in furnishing employment for artisans on the continent. Without 
depreciating what has been done in this direction by the schools and classes under tho 
auspices of the Science and Art Department in this country, and while fully alive to 
the importance of tho organization which tends to the diffusion of art instruction 
over a wide area, your commissioners cannot conceal from themselves the fact that 
their influence on industrial art in this country is far from being so great as that of 
~imilar schools abroad. This is due, no doubt, to some extent to the want of prop r 
and sufficient preparation on the part of the students, owing to the inadequate in-
struction they have received in drawing in the elementary schools. 
DUA WHIG AND liiODELLJNG. 
Your commissioners are aware that the number of children who n,re suppo ed to 
learn drawing in elementary schools is considerable, but it is small compared with 
the total number in attendance, and it is, we have reason to believe, dimini bing-. 
We have ascertained by in p ction that the instruction is in far too many cases of 
Jittle value. Instead of a mass of inferior drawings being eent up once a year to 
South Kensington for examination ther , it is necessary that tho instruct.ion in Maw-
in~ iJ?- elementary s~hools s~ould be as carefully supervised on he spot by the Whit r-
halllnspector a IS that m other branches of pTimary education. In nearly all 
the places abroad which your commis ioners have visited they have foull(l tb:tt 
drawing i an oblirratory subj ct of in truction in the prima1·y school and tha.t it 
is r gard c1 a of equal imp rtanc with writing. The nnmber of hour which th 
chil<lr n devote to 1 ssons in drawing ahroad is frequ ntly a.s many a tbr p r 
week, wh reas in En land the subject i. not only not obligat01·y, hut in about three-
fourths of our elementary sch ols no mstruction whatever is given in thi ·nbj ·t, 
and in those chools in which drawing is taught the time devoted to it rar ly x · d · 
on h ur per we k, and even that not always regubrly. Tbitt want f atteuti n to-
gether with tbe abs nc of comp tent acher , proper models and methofl . and ade-
quate insp ction, fully accounts for the inferiority to which we have ref ned. 'l'lw 
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training of teachers tor the Irish national schools includes special instruction in draw-
ing, and a grant for drawing is made to primary schools in Ireland by th~ commis-
sioners of national education. The drawing in some of the schools of the Christian 
Brothers and in some of those under the board of intermediate education is good. 
Your commissioners are of opinion that sound instruction in the rudiments of draw-
ing should be incorporated with writing in all primary schools, both for girls and 
boys, by which, also, according to the experience of competent authorities, the writ-
ing would be much improved. Something in this direction has already been d.one in 
many good infant schools, where children of the age of six draw triangles, squares, 
oblong~:~, &c., on their slates. This exercise is repeated on the day of inspection, and 
is taken into account in estimating the valu~ attached to "appropriate occupations." 
We ha.ve observed with satisfaction the recent circular (Al't Form, No. 1194) of 
August, 1883, prescribing the new exercise of drawing.to scale. We believe the prin-
<:iple therein laid down to be excellent, and we trust that the school managers and 
teachers will avail themselves of the advantages offered to them in this alteration in 
the first grade work. The permission recently accorded to teachers 'to give instruc-
tion in drawing and modelling to the children of the elementary schools out of the 
ordinary school hours is also likely to prove very advantageous. 
We are of opinion that more attention than has hitherto been devoted to it should 
be directed to the subject of modelling in the elementary school. We notice that by 
a recent addition to the art directory small classes in modelling may now claim a 
local examination; we believe this to be a most salutary regulation. Modelling is 
au exercise of great importance to the future workman, and its rudiments can well 
be taken up, as in continental schools, at the earliest age. 
Assuming su.ch preparation in the infant and eleme:Atary school as we have• here 
suggested, the pro~.;..ess of subsequent instruction in art classes would be immeasur-
ably more rapid. whether the attendance in any ~iven locality will ever be so great 
in this country, where the instruction has to be pa1d for, as in France, Belgium, and 
elsewhere, where it is gratuitous, is a matter for grave doubt. However this may be, 
there are two point.s in connection with the instruction in art schools and classes as 
bearing on industrial pursuits whicb. require careful attention. The first is one 
which we are glad to perceive is now fully appreciated by the Science and .Art Depart-
ment, viz, the advantage of substituting practice in rapid but correct execution in 
place of the method of stippling, which was formerly not sufficiently discouraged in 
art schools and classes; ~Teater attention also than hitherto should be given to mod-
elling. The second pomt relates to industrial designing. This, for a variety of 
reasons, the chief of which are the want of sufficient knowledge of manufactures 
on the part of art teachers and the absence of sympathy evinced by the proprietors 
of industrial works, has, with some notable exceptions, not received sufficient at-
tention iu our art schools and classes. In fact, there has been a great departure in 
this respect from the intention with which the "schools of design" were originally 
founded, viz, "the practical application of (a knowled~e of) ornamental art to the 
improvement of manufactures." Large grants of pubhc money for teaching art to 
artisans in such classes can scarcely be justified on any other ground than its indus-
trial utility. 
.Al'l'LTED .ART WORK. 
On the subject of the teachitJg of industrial design, we are of opinion that the 
Science and Art Department may with advantage depart from their principle, as at 
first laid down, of granting encouragement to design only, so far as to award grants 
for specimens of applied arl; workmanship in the materials themselves, as a test of 
the applicability of the design and as a reward for success in overcoming the tech-
nical difficulties of the manufacture. 
It seems scarcely fair that well executed art work by a student, say a richly chased 
piece of silver plate, ~:~hould obtain only the same recompense as ·the desi~n for the 
arne object on paper. We are aware that special vigilance would in th1s case be 
required in order to prevent the use of such rewards for trade or for other than edu-
ca.tional purposes. 
It appears frQm the evidence, with which we include a remarkable letter from M. 
Willms, the eminent designer of Birmingham, that it would be well if persons prac-
t ically acquainted with the application of design to industrial manufactures were 
more extensively consulted in the award of prizes for industrial design. We are 
aware that tbis is now done in some measure, but, however eminent may be the gen-
tlemen whom the department has been in the habit of cousulting, it is unlikely that 
the small number of these should be sufficiently familiar with the vast varieties of 
applicatipn to have the special knowledge requisite for judges in the large number 
of trades in which design forms an important element. 
DIDUSTniAT, .AltT MUSEUMS. 
Among the most important means of stimulating industrial art education and of 
spreading a knowledge and app1 ed ation of art throug;ltout the country is the foun-
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dation of local museums of applied art of such a character as is best adapted to ad4 
vance the industries of the districts iu which they are situated. 
Stimulated by the ot<lvice and influence of the director of the South Kensington 
Museum, and with the liberal aid of private benefactors, such collections have been 
provided in the local art museums at Sheffield, Derby, York, and elsewhere. In Man-
chester also, steps have been taken to found ail industrial museum, and the corpora-
tion has acquired the famous Bock collection of textile fabrics for this purpose. The 
Manchester, J3irmingham, Stoke, and other galleries are open on Sundays, and are 
visited by increasing numbers of orderly W'Orking people. It is very desirable that 
similar facilities should be provided for the inspection of our metropolitan museums 
and collections. "\Ve are of opinion that the connection between these museums and 
the local schools of art should be of an intimate character. Indeed, in this respect 
much may be learned from foreign countries, where many such museums exist and 
exert great influence on manufactures. Purther, we must express strong approval, 
in which we merely repeat the opinion offered by competent witnesses both at home 
and abroad, of the system of circulating amon~~the local museums collections of works 
of art from the national collection at South Kensington. The value and utility of 
these collections are greatly enhanced by suitable manuals and guide books well illus-
trated and sold at a cheap rate; these serve to explain to visitors of the artisan 
classes the features most worthy of notice-. 
While we fully admit the force of the contention that the contributions of the 
state to the foundation and maintenance of museums will be of the greatest service 
to the country at large, if applied mainly to central institutions like those of the 
metrqpolis, of Ed in burgh, and of Dublin, we highly approve of the grants to provin-
cial museums of reproductiotis, either gratuitously or at a very low price. Those 
grants may even, in the case of typical museums situated in some of the chief indus-
trial centres, be extended with advantaue to original examples of art and of manu-
factures calculated to increase the knowledge and improve the taste of those (more 
especially of the artisans) engaged therein. 
GOVERNMENT BUILDING GRANTS. 
Your commissione1:s believe that the grants now made in aid of the buildings for 
local schools of science and art and for industrial museums in connection with them, 
limited as they are to a maximum of 500l. for art schools and the same sum for science 
schools, coupled also with the requirements that they shall be given only for build-
ings under the free libraries act or in connection with schools of art require revision, 
and t.end rather to discourage local effort than otherwise, inasmuch as they give an 
erroneous impression of what is really required in order that suitable buildings may 
be provided. 
Your commissioners highly approve of the recent foundation of scholarships to promis-
ing students in the science classes of the Science and Art Department, enabling them to 
continue their education at various higher schools. The limitation of the available 
funds appears to have rendered necessary in consequence of this step the abolition of 
the Queen's prizes, given for success in the elementary 1\tages, and the substitution of 
honorary certificates in place of them. We find there IS an opinion prevalent that 
these certificates will not afford sufficient stimulus to certain students. It is to be 
hoped, however, that a small addition to the customary local prize funds will be readily 
subscribed to supply this deficiency. 
But all these institutions and measures will not alone accompliRh tl1e object aimed 
at. For this the localities must rely far more than has been the case hitherto on their 
own exertions. Teachers should know that they labor under the eye of those who are 
interested in the work being thoroughly and conscientiously done. The organization 
an<l effici nc of he cience schools at Oldham and Keighley are conspicuous examples 
of what ma be done in regard to the cientific and technical instruction of artisan , 
wh r local employers take an active and intelligent interest in the work. The Old-
hnm chool of Science and Art may, so far as science teaching is concern d, be re-
g nl d as the type and example of what evening schools should be; and th& eri tence 
of imilar efficient and flourishing schools in all our industrial towns would greatly 
contribute to confirm our industrial position. The reumncration of teach rs honld 
not dep nd to o great an extent as at present on the grants from head 1uarte ·. 
~ chool boar s !ihould be ::mtborized to establish and conduct science and art cla e 
for artjsan , and wher no school boards exist power should be giv u to he lo al 
g verning bo ies to stablish or support such schools. If the teaching is not entirely 
gra uitous (and the r gulari y of attendance in the art cia es in the :Pr nch and B ~­
{Pan ci ies and in tho cion cla ses in Liege, eraing, and elsewhere how tha 1t 
111 a pr Judice to snppo ·e that p oplc only appreciate what they pay for), tho fi 
ou~bt to be on he lowe t possibl scale. 
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TEACHING AND APPLJANCEF.l. 0 
Your commissioners have bad before them deputations of representative working-
men who have expressed their views on the wants of the working classes with re-
spect to the teaching of science and art, and who have stated that the assistance 
afforded by the department is not sufficiently directed towards the requirements of 
their several trades. We believe that many workmen are disposed to attach too little 
value to the importance of acquiring a knowledge of the principles of science because 
they do not see their application. We are ofthe opinion that whenever it is possible 
persons engaged in the trade taught and having scientific knowledge should give in-
struction to workmen, and we have ascertained that a large numberofsuch teachers 
are registered under the examination scheme of the City and Guilds of London Insti-
tute. We visited classes of this character at the Polytechnic Institllltion in Regent 
street, at the Manchester Technical School, the Lyceum at Oldham, and at other places, 
some of which were excellent. . 
The city guilds are trying a most imporbnt experiment in their practical classes. 
If empiricism be avoided, :t great point will be gained by the attraction to working 
men and women of a mode of instruction in which the direct application of scientific 
principles is the means by which a know ledge of those princi pies is conveyed to their 
minds. As to this point, we refer to the almost unamimous expression of opinion 
contained in the letters of eminent manufacturers in reply to our circular asking 
their advice as to the best means of promoting technical instruction. 
We cannot dismiss this branch ohhe subject without ca1ling attention to the edu-
cational value of the museums of natural objects now found in many of the modern 
elementary schools of. the continent. Probably the best examples of such colle.ctions 
are those of the Normal School of Brussels and of the elementary schools of Ziirich. 
Collections of natural objects, pictures, and diagrams are of the greatest assistance 
for illustrating object lessons in rudimentary science to children of the earliest 
years. 
Many persons who have paid attention to the working of free libraries in our large 
towns are of opinion that the bene£ t of these might be extended to elementary 
schools by placing at the uisposal of such schools bool<s of a character calculated to 
interest children of school age. Among these books some suitable technical works, 
especially ilJustrated ones, might be included. These school libraries would be of the 
nature of the branch libraries which are now attached to many of the free libraries 
of our large towns. 
Your commissioners, after having hail the opportunity of further considering the 
value of manual work as a part of primary instruction and aJter having seen such 
work introduced into eleme11tary schools of various grades in otl!er countries besides 
France, are able now to express a stronger opinion in its favor than at the time of 
their flrst report. They do this with greater coufldence because, in consequence 
partly of the suggestion contained in that report, the experiment of introducing 
manual work into primary schools has been successfully eifect.erl by at least two 
school boards in this country, viz, those of Manchester and Slteffielcl. 
MANUAL WORK. 
Your commissioners have hau the opportunity of inspecting the JHnnua,l work of the 
pupils, both at the Manchester board schools :111(1 at the centml school in Sheffield, 
and they are satisfied that such work is very beneficial as a part of the preliminary 
education of boys in this country who are to be subsequently engaged in industrial 
pursuits, even though it should not, as however it probably will do, actuallJ shorten 
the period of their apprenticeship. 
Your commissioners see no reason why, .since grants are made on needlework in 
girls' schools, they should not be made on nutmutl work in boys' schooiH. 'l'bis in-
sti·uction may be giveu so as not to interfere with the ordinary work of the school. 
It has been proved that this can be done, the bo~; s 1Jcing most eager to 1'etn'l'n for 
handicraft teaching after school honrs. 
Whenever more attention shall be given to <lrawi11p:, n.utl espccin.lly to mocha.nical 
and geometrical drawing, in the ordinary anti tlw higher elemcntn.l'y schools, it will 
be proper n,nd desirable that the work execute<l in the sl10ps attnchetl to these school~ 
should be made from drawi11gs preparecl by the children t11em~elvcs . 
.AT'l'RNDANCE .AT ELJmEXTAI!Y SCilOOT.S. 
We neecl scarcely say that the success, not only of technical, bnt of the ordinary 
elementary instruction of our working population depends upon the regnlar attend-
ance of the children at school and upon their remaining there su.fficie11tly lono· to 
insure that the knowledge ac11.uirecl shall leave some lasting impression. ou t'beir 
minds. As will have appeared from other p:trts of this report, the children of tho 
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workpeople of Germany ned·Switzorland, with few exceptions, remnin at school till 
the age of fourteen years, and in some of the German States nre required to continue 
their elementary instruction two years longer in evening alHl Suu(l~LY schools, if their 
examination at fourteen bas not been satisfactory. The wages of the pa.rents in thm;e 
countries are generally lower anu the sacrifice of their children's earn ings i!:! conse-
quently f lt more than with us. The efficiency of the .American workmen is mainly 
attributed., by all who have inquired into the subject, to the primary e(lucation ac-
quired by'them during a prolonged attendance at school. In onr o'Yn country great 
diversity prevails as to the standard authorizing the employment of children as full-
timers. In Scotland this will be remedied by the act of last session. After ue.x:.t year 
no child under the aO'e of fourteen years can be employed on full time in Scotland, un-
less it has passed the fifth standard. vVe have no doubt that all claRses interesteu in 
industry will quickly reap the benefit of this amendment of the law, :md we see uo 
reason why this regulation should not be extended to England and Wales, so far as 
it applies to factories and workshops. . 
COLI,EGES AND THEm TEACHING. 
w·e have avoided in the foregoing statement making special observr.tions on t.bc 
merits or defects of the va.rlous scientific and technical colleges and schools which 
are at work or in course of establishment in this country, but we tbink it due to those 
who have founded and those who are conducting these excellent instituti()nS to state 
that all of them, in each of the three divisions of the United Kingdom, are, in spite 
of limited mean , producing O'OOd results. It is most praiseworthy on the part of the 
profes ors and teachers that they devote themselves to the important work of tuition 
for salaries so small as those which they as a rule receive, when many would, by em-
ploying their scientific and technical knowledge in private enterprise, obtain much 
larger pecuniary remuneration. We may remark concerning the colleges that it is 
not nece!:!sary that a.ll of them should be of the highest type. To enable the rela-
tively small number of persons capable of occupying the highest industrial positions 
to acquire the most complete education of which modern science admits, only a few 
well equipped institutions of high rank are needed. It is, however, of national im-' 
)Jortance that these few should be placed in such a position of efficiency as to enable 
them to carry out successfully the highest educational w01·k in the special direction 
for which circumstances, particularly of locality, have fitted them. Your commis-
sioners believe that no portion of the national expenditure on education is of greater 
importance than that employed in the scientific culture of the leaders of industry. 
Your commissioners fear tl.Jat the belief in the efficacy of training of this highest 
character is, in England, at present small amon~ those whom it will ultimately 
benefit; and yet there are few countries in wh10h so many investigations have 
been mad the practical bearings of which were not at the outset apparent but 
which hav in the end 1 d to the most important practical results. The discovery l.Jy 
Paraday of magneto-el ctricity and by Joule of the mechanical equivalent of beat 
at once occur a~ exampl s. The Englishman is accustomed to seek for an immediate 
r turn, and bas yet to learn that an extended and systematic education up to and 
including the methods of original research is now a necesRary preliminary to the 
fulle t devel pment of industry. It is, amon(T other elements of progress, to th 
gradual bnt sure growth of public opinion in this direction tl1at your commissioners 
look for tb means of securing to this country in the futme, as in the past, the bigh-
t po ition as an industrial nation. 
We desire to express our satisfaction at the recent establishment of weaving and 
dyeing school in the north of England, and of mechanical laboratories in everal 
localiti s. The utility of weaving schools to proprietors and managers of factories 
and tom rcbants who desire to become acquainted with the processes of the manu-
fa tru:e of the goods in which they deal, has been so clearly demonstrated on the 
continent that wo need adduce no further arguments in their favor. The weavin<Y 
and dyeing chool of Leeds have been established and are maintained entirely by 
the Clothworker 'Company of London. We regard this as one of the most useful 
and appropriate purpos s to which a portion of their funds could have been devoted. 
The mechanical laboratoriesand mechanical drawing schools at Nottingham, Shef-
field, Hudders:fi ld, and elsewhere wm be of the greatest service in enlarging the 
knowledg and experience of young artisans who are kept continuously at one branch 
jn their daily work. 
The teaching of art and cience ·nbjects in the training colleges of Great Britain 
fo elementary school teacher i very defective. The inBpection on the part of th 
• cience and Art D partm nt hM until lately been gr<"atly neglected, owing to th 
divid r sp n ibilityfor tbecoll geE' of the Education Department and the K :n ingtou 
authorlti . . The answers r c iv a lJy the examiner to such qu t.ioos as the foll w-
jng: "Write out th h a. s of a 1 cture to an eiementary class on the chemi al a111l 
physical properties of water, m ntioning the experiments which you would show and 
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your object in showing them," prove conclusively that lli.e students have no idea as 
to how such a simple matter ought to bfl brought before a class. It would greatly 
conduce to sound and efficient traininf? in science, and particularly in the methods 
of teaching, if those students in traimng who have shown an aptitude for science 
work coulct be sent annually to the Normal School of Science at South Kensington or 
to other approved efficient institutions. The provision for art teaching in most of th~ 
training- colleges is inferior even to that at present made for science, and an entire 
reform m this respect is urgently needed; and similar measures should be taken for 
s.vstematic instruction in art as in science. Considerable attention is, as we have said 
elsewhere, paid to drawing in the Normal School in Dublin, where it is taught by a 
competent art master. 
The school boards of our great citie~ are fully alive to the defective character of 
the instruction of pupil teachers. In London, Liverpool, and elsewhere they have 
endeavored to apply a partial remedy by introdueing joint instruction, under special 
teachers qualified in each subject, instead of having each headmaster to instru~ the 
pupil teachers of his own school in every subject. The Education Department has 
also taken a small step in the right direction by somewhat limiting the number of 
hours that the pupils may be employed in 'teaching, so as to give them a little more 
leisure for learning. No considerable improvement can, however, be expected until 
the great school boards are authorized to establish colleges for training teachers. 
These colleges would be day schools and need not receive from the State enormous 
capitation grants like those now given to the English denominational training col-
leges, but only small allowances like th~se granted to the day students in those of 
Scotland. · 
CITY .AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTI'l'UTE. 
In concluding this part of our subject, we deem ourselves justified in giving, at the 
risk of repeating some of the statements we may have made in the earlier parts of 
our report, a short review of the work initiated, controlled, and contemplated by the 
City and Guilds of London Institute, inasmuch as this important organization bas 
been created in order to promote the technical instruction of persons of eve:~;y grade 
engaged in industry. 
'l'he institute had not been in existence very long when your comm1ss1oners were 
appointed, and consequently they have scarcely had the opportunity of estimating 
the value of the work it is doing in some of its branches. Even now that work is 
in many parts of the kingdom unknown, and this is particularly the case in Ireland. 
In Dublin, Cork, and in many other Irish towns nothing was known at the time of 
our visit of the encouragement to technical instruction offered by the institute's 
scheme of technological examinations, whereas in Belfast advanta~ehas been taken of 
it, and the establishment there of a technical school for instructiOn in the weaving 
and dyeincr of linen and in mechanical engineering is largely due to its action. 
Central Jnstitution.-The Central Institution, which is not yet opened, is intended by 
the institute to fulfil functions resembling those of the great polytechnic schools of 
the continent. Your commissioners have examined the proposed scheme of instruc-
tion embodied in the report of the institute, and they have also inspected the build-
ing, which is nearly complete. They consider that, as the number of technical classes 
and technical schools increases, as it is likely to do, the want of such an insLitution as 
that in Exhibition road for the training of teachers will be more and more felt. It 
will be of great advantage as a technical high school for the metropolis, which is in 
fact one of our greatest industrial centres. It is intended to afi'ord additional facili-
ties for the prosecution of original research in science. In order., however, that the 
institution may effect the purpose for which it is intended, it should be well endowed, 
both for the provision of adequate special instruction and also for the establishment 
of exhibitions to defray the cost of maintenance of poor students while pursuino-
their studies. Without expressing any positive opinion as to the amount requirea 
for this purpose, your commissioners fear that the annual sum at present subscribed 
by the livery companies is inadequate to the future requirements of the institution. 
Finsbury Techmical College.-As regards the Finsbury Technical College, your com-
missioners believe that the evening classes connected with it are giving valuable 
technical instruction, such as is greatly needed by the artisans of the district in 
which the school is situated. The practicallaboratoryinstrnctionin the applications 
of electricity to trade purposes is worthy of special mention. · 
The program of the day school is well devised, and the offer of scholarships to the 
principal middle class schools of the metropolis, which enable select pupils there-
from to continue their education at the Fins bury College, is a good featlll'e in the 
scheme. Considering the want that is generally felt of~ood trade schoolsinto which 
promising pupils from the upper standards of the pubhc elementary schools may be 
drafted, your commissioners are of opinion that a more intimate connection of the 
day department of the Fins bury Teclinical College with the elementary schools would 
also be desirable. 
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We think that similar trade schools, in which the curriculum consists mainly o:f 
practica,l science teaching, workshop instruction, drawing, aml modern languages, 
might with advantage be established in other parts of London. . 
Sottth London Technical :At·t School.-Yom: commissioners examined with great m-
terest tho work of the South London Technical Art School. The teachi.ng of this 
school has had a direct bearing upon the important manufacturing works of Messrs. 
Doulton, and in few cases have we been able more definitely to ascertain the extent 
to which technical instruction has benefited a local industry. In many other branches 
besides that of the manufacture and painting of pottery, the teaching of design in 
connection with the material to which it is to be applied would be undoubtedly ad-
vantageous. In this school practical instruction is also given in wood engraving, and 
a class is about to be formed in enamelling; the City and Guilds of London Institute 
might usefully extend this kind of teaching in other directions. 
Technological classes in the countt·y.-By means of the institute's scheme of techno-
logical examinations, classes have been formed in all the large manufacturing towns, 
in which the instruction is more specialized, according to the requirements of persons 
engaged in different industries, than has been thoug·ht desirable in the state-aided 
classes which are held under the direction of the Science and Art Department. It 
will be seen by the collection of letters from eminent manufacturers, that classes of 
the former kind are greatly valued and regarded as deserving of continued encour-
agement. 
'£he regulation of the institute which restricts the payment on results to the case of 
candidates engaged in the industries to which the examination refers, is a good one; 
and the introduction of practical tests and the importance which the institute attaches 
to preliminary science knowledge and to skill in drawing are to be commended. 
From the rapid increase in the number of candidates for these examinations during 
the last four years (the number in 1879 having been 202hand in 1883, 2,397), it may be 
assumed that, as they become more generally known, t at number will still further 
increase, and that much larger funds will be required in payment to teachers on 
results. 
We consider that the institute has rendered efficient serviee to technical education 
by means of the contributions it has given to t,he establishment of technical schools in 
the great centres of manufacturing industry, where they are even more necessary 
than in the metropoHs. The institute appears to have uistributed its grants with 
judgment and discretion, and in many cases, notably in Nottingham, Manchester, 
Sheffield, and Leicester, its contributions have had the effect of stimulating local effort 
in the establishment of new technical classes. 
Your commissioners are 'able generally to inuorse the several schemes of technical 
il1Btruction now in operation or about to be carried on by the City and Guilds of Lon-
don Institute, and in view of the efficient and permanent working of these schemes 
we should be glad to see the funds of the institute macle fully adequate to the effi-
cient carryin~ out of the objects it has in view, which, in our opinion, is not yet the 
case. We thmk it. is of importance that the grants made by the contributing livery 
companies should be placed upon a permanent basis. 
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION IN IRELAND. 
While the preceding remarks apply to the United Kingdom as a whole, including 
thos portions of Ireland, and more especially of the province of Ul ter, in which the 
factory system is fully developed, oth r portions of the latter country require to be 
separately considered. In saying this we refer more particularly to the poor and 
remote districts of the west. • 
Dublin.-Before proceeding to this part of the subject, however, we would refer very 
shortly to th question oft chnical instruction uitable for foremen and workmen iu 
pnblin. While ~cience and art classes, many of them very successful, are to be found 
1n several of the 1mportant towns of Ireland, th re ar scarcely any sci nee cia es a 
work in Dublin. Varion rea on wer as igned to u. for this state of thing , some of 
them of a kind into which it is not exp di nt that we should eut r. At the arne time, 
there i in Dublin th Royal College of cience, with a staff of cornpet n profe or 
an admir ble ecbni al museum, and laboratories fairly well equipp d f, r 1 ra.ctical 
work. It appears from th evidence that, of the small number of stndent who folio • 
a c mplete cou e of in ruction in thi institution, about one-l:talf are Eo liahm n, 
holders of the royal exhibiti ns of th cience and Art Departm •nt, ear 1 any of 
hom b come teachers of sci nee in Ir land. Th re are no short snmm r our· a 
the coil g , like ho e t the normal chool at outh Kcnsin!!ton, for th in trn tion 
of science teach ra. There ar w are aware, orne cor:rses of v ninrr 1 tn 
b t, alt ongh th la or tories of the coll ge are the only OilCS in Dn blin a vaiJabl f, r 
practical v nin in trn tion, su h in traction in sci n e and in m chnnical dr winrr 
forma no part of the arrang menta of the colleg . It appem·s that by tb. rnl of th 
Science and Art Department the professors of the college cannot earn grants on the 
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results of instruction in science, as would be the case if they were ordinary science 
teachers. We are of opinion that so long as the effective work of the college in pre-
paring associate students, and more particularly ITish students, is so limited in area 
as at present, eveni11g classes with practical laboratory work should form a part of 
the regular college courses, and that the remuneration of the professors should depend 
in part on the success, or at any rate on the regular attendance, of students at such 
classes. 
Irish intermediate schools.-We would also remark that we have received evidence 
of a very contradictory nature as to the teaching of science in th,e Irish intermediate 
schools. We believe, however, that it is engaging the attention of the board of in-
termediate education, and we only deem it necessary to state in reference to this sub-
ject that efficient instruction in science will not be possible in those schools unless 
they are provided with proper laboratories, which in most if not in all of them are at 
present entirely wanting. 
But the most important part of our task with regard to Ireland is to consider the 
possibility of improving the industrial conditions of the poor and remote districts of 
the west by means of technical education. · 
Books used in lt·ishnationalschools.- By the courtesy of Sir Patrick Keenan, K. c. M.G., 
the resident commissioner of national education in Ireland, your commissioners have 
been furnished with what they .understood to be a complete set of the books used in 
the Irish national schools. They find that these books are well adapted for the liter-
ary instruction of the children of various ages in those schools, and that they contain 
much interestin~ information on the natural features and resources of Ireland. But, 
except as to agncnlture, they do not afford adequate assistance towards graduated 
instruction in industrial processes or in the rudiments of the sciences on which those 
processes are founded. As the Irish national education commissioners are hy their 
re~ulations mainly responsible for the selection of the books used in the schools, this 
detect should receive their early attention. . 
Home indust1·ies and manual dexterity of Irish people.-There is a general consensus of 
opinion on the part of persons of all ranks in that country, whatever may be their views 
on other subjects, that the prosperity of the poorer districts of Ireland may be greatly 
promoted by technical instruction in handicraft and in home industries. There is a 
conviction not less genera!, and it is one which our visits have fully confirmed in our 
minds, that the children and young people of Ireland of the laboring class possess 
great manual dexterity and aptitude, which .only require to be developed in order to 
be useful to themselves and to those among whom they live. As evidence of this 
we need only to refer to the remarkable success of the Christian Brothers and to that 
of the ladies of religious orders in training children and young persons for handicrafts 
in industrial schools and institutions of a like nature. There appears to be no reason 
why similar instruction to that which is given in these schools should not be given 
elsewhere if the necessary funds and teachers are forthcoming. We have shown 
that instruction of this kind given on the continent to persons in remote districts, 
who would otherwise be idle, has added materially to their resources, both directly 
and by training them for employment in larger industrial concern's~ and we have as-
certained that no great expenditure of public money has been required in order to 
produce these effects. 
Not only is instruction of this kind deemed to be desirable, but we have found that 
there is a willingness on the pa:I:t of benevolent persons in Ireland to assist its pro-
motion by subscriptions and in other ways. It is true that by soine it has been pro-
posed that the government should itself initiate; if it did not entirely charge itself 
with, this work, but we were happy to find there were others who would be quite 
satisfied if its utility received the imprimatur of the government and if the state 
oft'ered rewards for the ascertained results of instruction of this kind. We are of 
opinion that successful work of this nature, whether it be conducted by individuals 
or societies or by religious bodies, deserves the recognition and reward of the gov-
ernment. We think it no part of OlU duty to state which are the borne industries 
best adapted to the conditions of different parts of Ireland. Each locality will be 
able to form its own judgment in regard to this, and due weight should be given by 
the government to such local expression of opinion, payment in all cases being de-
pendent upon the results obtained in the schools or classes. We do not think it would 
be possible for the government to train teachers for a variety of home industries, but 
it might contribute to the payment of such teachers appointed by the localities, and 
it woUld be expedient to establish a class of itinerant teachers for service in districts 
where resident instructors cannot be maintained. • • 
These suggestions apply even in a greater degree to the il1struction of girls than of 
boys. 
Imtruction in the use of tools in I1'ish primary schools.-We need scarcely point out 
that, if it be deemed desirable to introduce manual instruction in the nse of tools in 
elementary schools at all, this would apply in an eminent degree to the primary 
schools of Ireland. It was statecl in evidence before us that in some parts of Ireland 
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ordiua.ry handicrafts, like those of the mason, have become absolutely extinct. 
Whether the children remain in their own immediate localities or migrate to other 
parts of the country or emigrate to our colonies or to foreign countries, such instruc-
tion leading up to their apprenticeship as skilled laborers, instead of their fulfilling, 
a:; is now too mu ·h the case, the part of mere hewers of wood and drawers of water, 
would be of the greatest value to them. We are happy to find that the authorities 
of the national board of education in Ireland appreciate the importance of introduc-
ing instruction in manual work into their schqols. They have already begun to give 
instruction of this kind to some few of their teachers, with a view to qualify them for 
imparting it to the children iu the schools; but, h1 order that this instruction may 
be satisfactory, it is important that the training ofthe teachers themselves should be 
systematic and thorough; and, obvious as this might appear to be, we do not hesi-
tate to impress it upon the rnlnds of the authorities of the national board. Until the 
teachers are able themselves to give the instruction, it might be given by skilled and 
intelligent artisans. We have reason to, believe that, whenever efficient teachers can 
be found, the national boarcl will be prepared to pay for the results of manual teach-
idg in the primary schools. It is scarcely necessary to say that our statement with 
regard to draw~~' in reference to schools generally, applies with equal force to the 
Irish schools. we may remark that the progress of children in learning home trades 
will be much more satisfactory if they have been trained at school in the use of the 
ordinary tools for working in wood. and iron and in drawing. 
· "\Ve shall deal with instruction in agriculture in Irelandm the succeeding subsec-
tion, in which we review the separate report of Mr. Jenkins and the evidence which 
we personally received in Ireland on that special branch of the subject. 
Compulsory attendance in Irish p1·'imm·y schools.-While dealing with Irish education, 
we cannot refrain from expressin~ our satisfaction at having found that public opinion 
among all classes in Ireland is m favor of some measure for gradually making pri-
mary education in that country compulsory. The subject is one surrounded with diffi-
culties of a nature which appear to us :to place the discussion of its details beyond the 
scope of our commission. We consider, however, that we should not do onr duty if 
we did not express our decided opinion that no marked progress in the direction of 
technical education can be effected in Ireland until primary education in that country 
has been placed on a proper footing. • 
AGRICVLTURAL EDUCA'riON. 
As stated at the comm~ncement of this report, your commissioners did not think 
that an inquiry into the instruction of the industrial classes would be complete unless 
it included some notice of the instruction of the large and important class of agri-
culturists. 
We were unable ourselves to conduct this branch of the inq·uiry, except partially 
in regard to Ireland, but we trust that those who read the report on agricultural 
education of our subcommissioner, Mr. H. M. Jenkins, the secretary of the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England, submitted herewith, will think that we have been 
well advised in placing the inquiry in his bands. As supplementary to his report, 
your commissioners refer to the Irish evidence in the appendix and to the narrative 
of their visits to the Royal Albert College, at Glasnevin, to the Munster Dairy School, 
and to parts of the south and west of Ireland. We have not inquired into the state of 
agriculture, as an art, abroad and at home; to have done this would have lengthened 
tlie :inquiry beyond measure, and it was the less need'ed, as this branch of the question 
has been incidentally treated in th~ recent report of the royal commission on agri-
culture. It will, however, be seen from the report of our subcommissioner that those 
beat able to form an opinion attribute a great and beneficial infl.uence upon the prog-
ress of agriculture to the agricultural schools of various grades of the continent, and 
ruor especially to those like Hohenheim and Grignon, in which practice :is combined 
with s ientitic teaching. 
At a timb like th present, when cheap railway and water conveyance of agricult· 
u.ral products from di taut countries has completely changed the economical con<li-
tJOns of succe ful agriculture in Great Britain, it is of the greatest importance that 
those .who are interested in the cultivation of the soil, whether as proprietors or as 
[armers, should not simply be familiar with existing practices at home, important as 
JS such a familiarity, but that they should understand al o the rea,sons "tVbicb have 
caused these practices to prevail, m order to be able to decide to what extent they 
should continue to b pur ued. They should likewise be acquainted with the natUI 
and mode of c ltivation of crops, the rearing and feeding of cattle, and the dairy 
practice of other countries.l · 
1 The practice of growing bt>et roots for the manufacture of sugar has been attended with mo 
beneficial changes in contlnentnl agriculture. This cultivation is carried on in countries varyin re· 
mar~ ably in tb conditions of Jimate in regard to heat a.nd moisturo. Should th recovery of a.m· 
mon1~ iu tha mnnnfa tore of coko and from the raw oal us d in the blast-furnace be attended w1tll 
th11. ucc ; ~ wbi h tb ro is every r1!nso11 to anticipate, the cheapening of nitrojZenous manures may 
1o.t11cate some considerable changes ln tho agricultural practice of our own country. 
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Higher agricultural schools.-To impart knowledge of this description is the proper 
function of the agricultural school. In Great Britain the agricultural department of 
the normal school of South Kensington, the Royal Agricultural College of Cirencester, 
and the College of Down ton are the only institutions for higher agricultural education, 
the former principally for training teachers, the two latter for the education ofland own-
ers, land agents, and farmers. The :first of these has been so short a time in existence 
that no definite judgment of its results can be formed by the test of practical success or 
failure. Bnt we agree with our subcommissioner in thinking that the complete course 
of four years at the normal school is inconveniently and unnecessarily long, that at 
least all students who propose to become associates should on entrance prove that they 
possess the amount of practical knowledge of agriculture which can be acquired by a 
year's residence on a farm, and that visits to farms and factories connected with agri-
culture during the recElss should be encouraged and rewarded by scholarships to those 
who have profited by them. Our subcommissioner considers that colleges like those 
of Cirencester and Downton do not require "propping" by the state, but that schol-
arships tenable at those colleges might be given by the government to deserving stu-
dents in the agricultural divisions of county schools. 
Sccondm-y agricultural schools.-These agricultural divisions which are intended by 
our subcommissioner to provide secondary agricultuml instruction have still to be 
created. Mr. Jenkins proposes that farms should be attached to county schools, in 
which the pupils in the higher forms should be taught the principles and practice of 
farming and should take part in farming operations and the management of stock. 
The experience. of schools of this kind on the continent and of some isolated attempts 
in this country shows that they cannot be self supporting. He proposes that the lo-
cality (the county) should equip the school and, we suppose, the farm attached to it, 
and that the government should contribute as liberally to the buildings as to those 
of schools of science. We can see po objection to the latter proposal, and we approve 
of the suggestion that the governing bodies of cpunties should have the power of es-
tablishing and maintaining agricultural schools or contributing thereto under proper 
conditions; we should be glad to see this power conferred on them by the proposed 
measure for reorganizing county government. But it would also appear to us that 
an active participation in the encouragement of secondai·y agricultural schools would 
be an object well worthy of our great national agricultural societies. Their funds 
have hitherto been devoted mainly to the encouragement by premiums of improve-
ments in cattle breeding and in agricultural machinery. The commercial demand 
for animals .of a high class and for implements of the best construction is now so 
great that any other than an honorary recognition of merit seems to be no longer re-
quired; and, if a portion only of the money now distributed in prizes were offered in 
aid of local subscriptions for the addition of an agricultural department to the existing 
and in many cases flourishing county schools, it is probable that so desirable an ex-
periment as that proposed by our subcommissioner would very soon be carried into 
effect. 
We are aware that the fact of the number of competitors for the ~oyal Agricultural 
Society's junior scholarships 4aving been small may not encourage that great society 
to increase its efforts in the direction of agricultnral education, but we believe with 
Mr. Jenkins that the fault lies in a great measure with the want of competent teache1·s, 
a want which is now in the course of being supplied by the Nor mal School of Science 
and otherwise. With respect to the classes in the ''principles of agriculture" in 
connection with the Science and Art Department•, wb ich properly come under the 
head of secondary instruction, Mr. Jenkins is of opinion that "the attempt to teach 
the principles of a subject without :first teaching ita facts and phenomeua is very 
much like trying to build an actual castle in the air." Wo quite agree in this opinion, 
and we consider it esAential, even if it should involve some change in the program 
of the department, that the examiners should so arrange their questions as to as-
certain as far as pos~ible from his replies that the student is acquaintecl with facts 
to which the principles are applicable, just as in chemistry, for instance, the examiner 
would not be satisfied with a mere knowledge of the htws affecting t]Je comurna.tions 
of chemical elements and compounds, but would expect the stn«lent to be acquainted 
with the nature and properties of the substances entering into combination. Un-
fortunately, there is not the same room for a practical examination in agriculture as 
that which is now very properly req_uired by the departm nt in other sciences. Oil 
the whole it may be expected tha.t young men following t.he profe~Ssion of farmers 
and acquainted with farming practice will derive advantage from the cl~sses iu the 
the01:v of agriculture which are held in county towns. 
Farn~ apprentice solwolB.-Of our subcommissioner's suggestions in regard to lower 
agricultural education in Great Britain, that which recommends the apprentice hip 
of youths to selected farm rs is very important if it can bo carried. out. There ca.n 
be no doubt that, if competent farmers can be found willing to receive l>Oys and girl1; 
as apprentices ( the girls in ihc dairy), and to allow a part of their time to be spent 
in continuing their Hchool instruction, as is suggested by Mr. Jenkins, there could 
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be no better training for the pupils. The French fermes-ecoles and German Acker· 
banschulcn are examples of tlus kind of training. 
Inst1'tt.etiOJl i1~ aoricuUm·e in nwal elementa1·y schools.- His recommendations in ref· 
erence to elementary schools in nua,l districts are more definite. We agree with 
him in thi ulting that iustrnction in the theory and practice of a,griculture should, 
in Great Britain, as it already does in Ireland, ttfter suitallle introductory object 
lessons, form in tllo upper standards a part of the ordinary elementary subjects 
of rnra.l schools, and should not be relegated to "class subjects;" and that, if time 
cannot otherwise be found for them, ·which we scarcely anticipate, some of the ele-
mentary snbjects, such as the higher branches of arithmetic, should be transferred 
from the former to the latter category; and, further, that encouragement should be 
given, Ly ·way of grants, to pract~cal work on plots of land attached to such schools. 
One good result of this would probably be that children, takinl)' a more intelligent 
interest in farm work, would be less anxious to migrate from the country into the 
larger towns. 
It is probable that, if a demancl existed for a practical knowledge of agriculture 
on the part of teachers in rural schools1 some of the farmers' sons who at present un-
healthily increase the competition for farms would qualify themselves to become ele-
mentary teachers. 
A.g1·icnlt111'al aclucation in I1·elancl.-The subject of ~~ricultural education, which is of 
national in t o1·est in Great Britain, is a question of li.;fe and death for Ireland. We are 
happy to find tlu•t this is thoropghly felt both by the government and by the people. 
There is progress in all directions. The Albert Agricultural Institutio.n at Glasnevin, 
near Dnblin, no longer confines itself to the instruction of young men who intend to 
become farmers or land ao-ents, but is training teachers who will disseminate a knowl-
edo-e of sound theory aud likewise of successful practice throughout Ireland; for the 
Glasnevin farms, the 6-acre as well as the 100-aCI·e, are pecuniarily successful. The 
Munster Agricultural and Dairy School, especially its dairy department, as will appear 
from the evidence given before us, is ascertained and ackriowledged.by all classes to 
be rendering· eminent se1·vice to the farmers of the county of Cork. Every elementary 
teacher in Ireland is required to pass an examination in agriculture, and the science 
and practice of agriculture are taught to all boys in the three upper standatds (or 
classes, as they are called in Ireland) of all rural schools. Last year nearly 45,000 l)oys 
were examined in this subject. Small farms arc attached to some of these schools, 
and special grants are made for proficiency in practical agriculture as 'tested on 
those farms. What is most encouraging is that the authorities of the national board 
themselves are not satisfied with what is being done. They are anxious that more 
encouragement should bs given to the patrons of schools to furnish them with small 
example farms; they admit that when this is done results cannot be effectively 
ganged by their single agricultural inspector, Mr. Carroll, in aclclition to his duties 
as head of the Gla nevin institution. Your commissioners believe that the board 
would ~ladly see the successful experiment of the Cork Dairy School repeated in other 
parts of Ireland, each such school being established, as at Cork, by local effort, oon-
ducted by local managers in accordance with the wantsj>f the locality, and supported 
in part by local subscriptions. Your commissioners trust that the treasury would see 
it way clear to encourage and aid such schools by grants out of imperial funds. 
The evidence shows that the members of some boards of guardians are not satisfied 
with the prevailing absence of agricultural instruction for the children in tho Irish 
workhouses. They desire that the plots of land attached to the workhouses should be 
more generally u ed than they now are, for this instruction . 
.At the same time the faults of the past are acknowledged. It was stated in evi-
dence before us that the failure to introduce the cultivation of flax in the south of 
Ireland wa due in a great measure to the ignorance of the instructors and to their 
having per uaded tho people to grow it on unsuitable land, with the result of stunted 
crops, badly prepared, and scarcely fit for the commonest tissues. 
That some of th instructors were ignorant we cannot doubt; but the xampl of 
F~anders and other countries shows that flax can be grown on the poore t soils, pro-
Vlded that th y are lib rally manured and receive such painstaking and as iduou 
cultivation a the p a ants of those countries b stow on them. .lt'ailur , howev r, 
like that of flax cultur in the outh of Ireland will induce tho promoters of ao-ricult-
ural edu ·ation in that country to proceed with caution, and not to rai · a pr judie 
a .. a.inst it by scheme· for which the teachers are not qualified and the learners are 
not ripe. 
Following this ummary the commi sioners make a number of r commcn<la.ti 
Of these the foJlowiug paragraphs give an account suffici nt for pr<'seut pnrpo in 
this country. The bo rd recommends for "public el mentary schools" tha rudim nt-
ary drawing be in(){)rporated with writing as a single el mentary snl j ct, and b t 
instruction in elementary drawing be continued. throughout the standards (cla ) • 
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that drawing from casts and models be required as part of the work, and that model· 
ling be encouraged by grants; that a school shall·not be deemecl to be provided with 
sufficient and suitable apparatus of elementary instruction unless it have a proper 
supply of casts and model~:~ for drawing; that proficiency in the use of tools for work· 
ing in wood and iron be paid for as a "specific subject," 1 the work to be done, when 
practicable, out of school hours; that the collection of objects, casts, and drawings 
for school museums bo encouraged; that children under f·onrteen in England, as al· 
ready in Scotland, be prohibited from working "full time" in factories and work· 
shops; and that, for the rural schools, instruction in agriculture be made obligatory 
in the upper grades. 
The commissioners also Ncommend that the Science and Art Department should 
make instruction in science more practical and systematic, should admit artisans to 
the science and art classes without payment of fees, should insist on the applica· 
bility of artistic designs to the material in which they are to be executed, and should 
supply local museums of industrial design with original examples tenclingto improve 
the industries of the districts in which the museums are situated. 
As to the "training colleges" (normal schools), they recommend that the teaching 
of science and art be made efficient and, for the most promising pupils, more extended. 
Respecting public libraries, they advise that localities having less than 5,000 in· 
habitants be put en tho same footing as those having moce, aud that ratepayers be 
given the pow&· to increase the expenditure for librarie" in their localities when 
desirable. 
The remarkable document from which I have made these extracts was prepared 
under the direction of Messrs. B. Samuelson, H. E. Roscoe, Philip Magnus, John 
Slagg, Swire Smith, and William Woodall, the board of commissioners, of which Gil· 
bert R. Redgrave, esq., was the secretary.z 
TilE PUBLIC INDUSTRIAL ART SCIIOOL OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA. 
This school was established under the direction of Charles G. Leland and opened 
on the first Tuesday in May, 1881. It was maintained by an appropriation from the 
funds of the school board, under control of the art committee, Messrs. William 
Galagher, Wright, Sbeddon, and Cooper. This appropriation for the first two years 
was 1,500, but only half the sum was spent by the school, the rest being devot~d 
to teaching drawing in other schools, to an exhibition, &c. . 
The school began with 150 pupils of from 12 to 16 years of age, all sent from the 
public grammar schools, each teacher of which was allowed to select a limited num· 
ber of applicants. Nine·tenths, if not more, of these were from 13 to 15 years old. 
They were divided into two classes of about 75 each, one attending on Tuesdays fro~ 
3 to 5 P.M., the other on Thursdays at the same hours. A class in brass repousse was 
held on Satutday afternoons from 2 to 5. 
All the pupils were obliged to begin wi1ih lessons in design, according to Mr. Le-
land's method of simple outline decorative work in curves. As soon as a boy or girl 
could make a design fit to be "put in hand," he or she was allowed to take up any 
branch of work taught in the school. 
These other branches were embroidery, wood carving, modelling in clay with color and 
glaze, and rudimentary decorative oil painting-subsequently increased by carpenters' 
work, cabinet making, mosaic setting, inlaying, scroll sawing, and sheet leather work. 
There is no definite limit, however, as to the branches taught, the principle tested. 
ueing this, that any pupil who can design and has learned to model in clay can turn 
his or her hand almost at once to any kind of, decorative art. This has been fully 
1 The government grant to schools in England is distributed pro rata on "results" of inspection. 
2 This invaluable document, the Second P.eport of the Royal Commission on Technical Instruction, 
comprised in five octavo volumes, numbering .about 550 pages each, may be purchased through Mr. 
13, F. Swvene, Uniteit States dispatch agent, No.4 Trafa.lgar square, London, 
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tested, as there is no pupil in the second year who cannot turn his hand successfully to 
anything. The seeing others work, the being in an atelier. where many kinds of work 
are going on, teaches them to regard them all as one. 
The business of the school (i.e., purchasing art materials, paying all bills, keeping 
the accounts, calling the roll, and looking after the children) was in the hands of 
Miss Elizabeth Robins, who was also treasurer of the Ladies' Art Club. 
The general direction of all branches of study, excepting design, was under charge 
of Mr. J. Liberty Todd. Both of these assistants gav-e their services gratis the first 
year. . 
The teacher of brass repousse was Theo. Heustis; that of wood carving, Bernard 
Uhle; of embroidery, Miss L. Moss, who also gave her labor gratis for more than a 
~-ear. Being obliged to leave on account of ill-health, her place was filled by Miss 
Annie R Springer. Mr. Liberty Todd teaches modelling, painting, mosaic, and pot-
tery. Carpentry, scroll sawing, cabinet making, and inlaying or marquetry are 
taught by Eugene Bowman (colored). 
The school was from the beginning an experiment to ascertain what children could 
do, not an in!ititute to teach art. A want of appreciation of this fact on the part of 
the public has been the only source of the only troubles which the school :tlas experi-
enced. The general outcry has been, teach boys while at school a practical tmdo, 
by which they can get a living. Tho Leland experiment was made solely to find out 
what boys and girls are c:tpable of learning. The result has been to prove beyond 
doubt that all children taKing one or two lessons a week in an atelier can in two years' 
time learn not one but several arts so well that they can obtain paid situations. On 
one occasion the head of a factory offered to take forty of tho designing class at once 
into paid employment. 
No effort was made to sell the work of the pupils, but much valuable and beautiful 
glazed and colored pottery was made which bad a high market value. The panels 
produced by the wood carvers, owing to the ability of the teacher, Prof. B. Uhle, are 
decidedly superior to the average work seen in cabinet making. There are 30 boys 
and girls in this class (3 colored), and there is not one who could not earn $!J a 
week. All of the pupils can design a piece of work, model it in clay, and then carYe 
it. All the wood carvers are encouraged to make their work up in the carpenter 
shop. · 
Orders are sometimes received and executed: These are for uesigns~ re_ponsse, &c. 
It has been fully proved that, if the builcliug or rooms can be provided with an outfit, 
such a school can be made to pay its expenses, as is the case with the Midhat Pa ha 
school in Damascus. This would require, however, a special out-of-door agent to 
solicit orders and sell goods. 
A close study of the pupils themselves 'by the director dE)veloped these facts: 
(1) That one or two afternoons' work in the week at the art school, far from inter-
fering with the regular school studies, seems to aid them materially. This is the 
opinion of the teachers in the grammar schools. 
(2) That the pupils in the art school began to take a greater interest in reading of 
all kinds, and that in visiting exhibitions or when seeing art work or tasteful manu-
fa ·ture th y cri icize what is before them with more ability tha,n grown persons di · 
play who have not been trained to understand design and its applications. 
(' ) ha the chil<.lren all r garcl the art work of the school as being as attractive a 
any amus mont· noel as tha drawing is not mere copying, ·but original d ·ign, they 
r garrl i also as , gr able mployment. If the b 11 d..id not ring to summon them to 
ccas , be pupils would apparent!· never leav-e off de igning modelling, and wo d 
carvinu. In one school of 87 pupil every one entered his or her name for a place Jll 
the in lustrial school. 
• -onE. E A.ro EXHIBITIO .. : . 
Th fa iii ie afl'orcJed at int rnational congre · a all(l exhibitions for the exchaiJrr 
of ilea., processes, an 1 protlucts have been so horoughl d monstrated in 'he pa ·· 
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that I need not dwell on this topic. The number and variety of such meetings are 
increasing year by year. Among those lately held, now in progress, or announced fo:r 
the near future are the following: 
The Central German Committee on Handicraft and Household Industries opened 
an exhibition in June, 1882, at Leipzig, of handiwork done by pupils in manual l~bor 
and industrial schools. In July, 1882, a Congress of Schools for the Blind was held 
at Frankfort-on-the-Main, at which Dr. Arends's ingenious system of stenography 
for blind persons was specially exhibited and advised as a subject of tuition. In 
May of the present year, the General German Teachers' Congress has been held 
at Bremen, and the exhibition of material illustrative of its researches was classi-
fied under twelve heads, viz: literature; geology, mineralogy, and biology; phys-
ics; chemistry; . technology; geography; history; religion; elementary instruction ; 
drawing; mathematics; and collective exhibits of schools and societies. A fine-ly 
organized and most instructive exhibition of colonial development at Amsterdam 
was also opened in May and will continue till October, 1883, at which provision 
has been made for displays relating to schools and systems of elementary, secondary, 
middle, and higher education; to books and apparatus of instruction ; to drawings 
and models of school buildings; and, finally, to the results of missionary labors on 
colonial populations. The International Fisheries Exhibition at London is attract-
ing crowds of visitors and immense scientific interest. The government of Brazil 
announced an elaborate educational congress at Rio Janeiro for the summer months 
of the year 188:J (which, of course, are pleasantly cool in the southern hemisphere); 
the president of the congress is the Count d'Eu, son-in-law of the emperor, and the 
government has expressed a special desire that the education of this country should 
be exhibited on this occasion. The groups are school architecture, school furniture,.· 
apparatus and material for class room instruction, text books, and educational treat-
ises and reports. 
In order that the desires of the Dutch and Brazilian governments might be mad~ 
known as widely as possible to Americans interested in these matters, I have taken 
special measures to place information relative to the exhibitions at Amsterdam and 
Rio Janeiro before the educators of the country. . 
An interesting exhibition for competitive designs and models of school architecture 
has just closed in Paris, and a Congress of Provident Institutions tsuch as school sav-
ings bauks, &c.) is open there while I write. Without specifying minutely other in-
ternational meetings announced for the fu.ture, I cannot close this brief enumeration 
before inviting special attention to the International Health Exhibition to be held at 
London in 1884, at which school hygiene will be fully represented, and to the Inter-
national Prison Congress at Rome in the same year. 
If this Office were put in possession of a small sum annually for the purpose, it 
could make effective and useful displays of American education on these occasions, 
and thereby largely increase the knowledge of other communities respecting the most 
unique feature of our national life. 
Among domest.ic exhibitions every one will recall the excellently managed cotton 
exposition at Atlanta, Ga., during the winter of 18.32-'83; the very large and well at-
tended exhibition at Louisville, Ky., now progressing (in which this Office bas mado 
a sma1l but typical exhibit); and the coroprchemive and interesting display of her 
mineral resources that CQlorado presented at the Denver exhibition. Interesting feat-
ures in the future are the two large exhibitions during the coming autumn in Boston, 
one chiefly of foreign articles, the other chiefly domestic, at which North Carolina will 
make an unequalled display of her agricultural and mineral resources, as also the 
p opo8ition to hold a great international exhibition in 1884 at New Orle:ws, with spe-
cial reference to the development of trade between the United States and the Spanish 
blain. 
E-XIX 
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FORESTRY. 
The interest in forestry is increasing in extent and intensity as the injurious effects 
of the diminution of our wooded areas are more fully realized. Societies for the pres-
ervation of forests and the cultivation of trees are being organized and their· gath-
erings attract much attention. The meeting of the American :Forestry Congress at 
Montreal, August, 1882, was attended by many representative men from the North-
ern and Western States. The objects of this association are to discuss matters relat-
ing to arboriculture, collect forest statistics, advance educational, legislative, and 
other measures tending to the promotion of forest culture and preservation, unify the 
plans for work, and diffuse knowledge ascertained. A State -Forestry Association ex-
ists in Ohio. It has a committee on arbor day. An extract from a circular issued by 
Ron. John B. Peaslee, of Cincinnati, chairman of the committee, will give an idea of 
the purposes it seeks to accomplish. After urging the importance of instructing youth 
in the valne and utility of forests and the cultivation and protection of forest trees, 
the committee says: 
The most impressive way of imparting the instruction and of intereRting the pupils 
in the subject is through the celebration of tree planting. We therefore earnestly re-
quest you to have the pupils under your charge plant trees on arbor day, the fourth Fri-
day of April, with appropriate ceremonies. We suggest that the trees be planted in 
the school grounds, by the roadside, or in parks or commons, and that they be planted 
in honor and memory of American authors, thus "making trees monuments of history 
and character." 
We suggest also that the exercises consist of reading compositions on the importance 
aud u~:~efulnes8 of forests, of recitin~ selections on trees from various aruthors, of giving 
extracts from and sketches of the hfe and writings of the particular :wthor in whose 
honor or memory each tree or group is planted, of singing, of the ceren;ony of throwing 
the soil-each pupil in turn-about the trees, and of appropriate talks by trusteet>, 
teachers, and others. 
In other Sbtes school authorities have encouraged the planting and protection of 
trees. lion. B. G. Northrop, formerly secretary of the Connecticut State board of edu-
cation, inaugurated a movement which i's improving the surroundi11gs of schools iu 
rural districts almost beyond recognition. In West Virginia the State~:~uperiutendent, 
Hon. B. L. Butcher, has made successful efforts to celebrate arbor day and otherwise 
to promote tree culture. The 27th of April, 1883, was recommendeu as a suitable 
occa ion for planting trees for the adornment of school groundH, and was very gener-
ally celebrated in that way. This Office has published a letter, written by Dr. :Franklin 
B. Hough, on planting trees in school grounds, which contains directions as to time 
and place of planting. 
The study of forestry is :pursued in the agricultural colleges of many tates, eSTJOci-
nlly in the West. Forest culture is under the charge of a separate professor of horti-
culture and botany in the Ohio State University and it is one of the junior year 
studies in the agricultural course of Purdue University, Indiana. Pomology and 
forestry are included among the special studies in hor iculture in the Illinois Industrial 
niv rsity. Forest plantations, wind breaks, hedges, and ornamental trees are dis-
cu · din the Iowa Agricultural College, and its grounds are an object le on in tree 
pl n ing and cultivation. The study of arboriculture in the Minne1:1ota State Univ r-
ity in lode the consideration of the rea ons for planting forest trees, kinds to be 
chosen for planting, methods of propagating, care in the nursery, and special culture f 
ea h peci s. 
Th cbool of Political cience of the niver tty of Michigan has an attractive 
c nr of in . trncti u in for stry. Tbe hi torical deYeloprr.cnt of the cjence, the in-; 
flu nee f fore t on human affair ·, tLe c ntrol of wood lands, and foro~:~t logi lation 
in Enr p anl America are subjects consid red. Prof. C. K. Adam , dean of the 
ch 1 ys: 
. Th c ur e on fo~ st ry bas naturally attracted much att ntion; and it i n t n li tl 
mgular that a sul J ct of ~o;o much importance h hith rt b n ntirely n gl ct 
by our ·oll ge · and uuivor iti ·. Within h past few years the neces ity of ome 
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care of onr forests has impressed itself upon the people of our country as never before. 
Their mpiu disappearance in some part.s of the land i<s a . matter of the gravest con-
sequence. Not only are vast economic questions directly-involved in the destruction 
of timber, but, what is, perhaps, of even greater importance, if this destruction is not 
prop rly guarded against or counterbalanced by tile judicious planting and care ?f 
tret>s, even our climate is in great da.nger of being permanently changed, In th1s 
,'tate our forests are a great source of wealth, and there is no one of onr industrial 
r sources that is worthy of more careful study. We have r ecently had painful admo-
nitions that the unwise cutting away of our forests may be attended with the most 
appalling consequences. The mere statement of these facts is enough to show that 
the subject is entitled to the most careful consideration. In the Old World schools of 
fon' try have long devoted themselves to a systematic study of the various ways in 
which the questions that now perplex us in regard to the care of forests are !Jest to be 
met. As the fruit of stnrlies earried on in these schools, and the consequent wise 
management of forests, Germany is much less likely to suffer in the near future from 
thr want of the different kinds of the useful woods than is the United States. An 
important literature on the subject has grown up; and although it is not to be sup-
posecl that the methods adapted to European requirements can be transferred to 
.America without essential modifications, yet it is certa in that great advantage may 
be gained from a familiarity wit.h the results of E uropea,n study and experience. 
Prof . . J. T. Rothrock, of tho University of Pennsylvania, has given from fourt een 
to <'ighteen lectures annuall y on bo tany and tree culture for some years past in Hor-
ticultural Hall, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. I am indebted to Hon. Eli K. Price 
for the following account of the origin 0f this course of lectures: 
Tho history of t ho free lectnres in the Fairmount Park by Professor Rothrock is this: 
.Andre Fra.nc;ois Michaux, of Vanrcul, near Pontoise, France, by his will, dated 4th 
, 'eptomber
0 
11355, gave the income of his estate to .his widow for life, and after her 
death '12, 00 to tLe American Philosophical Societ.y of Philadelphia and $8,000 to 
the Society of Agriculture and Art of Boston, Mass. By an enrlier will, revoked by the 
la t, his chief pmpose was to promote the culture of trees, which himself and father 
had so much loved, am1 to that pnrpose the American Philosophical Soci ety have de-
voted all the income of tl1e legacy since the death of the w idow, directly or indi-
rectly. 'fhe direct mode is the gift of half the income in tho purchase and planting 
of tree seeds and trees, a11d thence making distribution into our park and to other parks, 
the city, institutions, and individuals, and' es pecially to chnrches and schools, meet-
ing houses, cemeteries, and graveyards. The indirect mode is by applying the other 
balf of tho income in support of the lectures on botany, R,Jlvicnlture, and forestry, 
as a basis to effect the further purpose of the testator, namely, by tree culture to 
promote agriculture; both as a protection from high winds and severe cold and as at .. 
tracto~: of rain and the prevention of droughts, and also by the preservation of natu-
ral spnugs. . 
SUBJECTS RESRIWED FOR SPECIA L TREAB1ENT. 
Teacl1ers' insti tntcs, city school systems, instrnction in shorthand, instruction in 
physics, tl1e detection and measurement of impurities in t he air, the study of hygiene,1 
and c1ecisiOllS Oil (jUOStions of scltoolla\Y are among tho subjects now being investi-
gated under the direction of this Office. The resu lts of these studieR will be pub-
lisbetl as they are completed by the persons undertaking them. The appropriation 
and expenditnre of money, tho length of session, the plans of management, andre-
sult-, are topics to be discussed in relation to teachers' institutes. The plans and 
diff,·rences of administration of city schools, thei r courses of study, methods of gov-
errH••Ont, and the management of details will be presented from a practical stand-
point . 
Jn-,trnction in shortha.nf1 hns increased rapidly for a few years past, and the scbo0ls 
in '"hich it alone is taught or is a prominent feature are becoming nulllerons. The 
stati ·tics of the study are being collected in a most thorough manner and a bib-
liography of English and American works on the subject is being prepared. The 
growth of this study and the call for those skilled in the practice of the art indicate 
the interest now taken in the provisions made for instruction and in its litemtnrc. 
The object of the inquiry re pecting instruction in physics is to ohtain a full dis-
cussion aud comparison of views with regard to the sy tematization of the study of 
this branch of scicuce, so that different classes of school shonM give instruction of a 
di:ffc1ent kind, according to their grade. This is made desirable because at pre ent 
• 
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the same ground is passed over in colleges that has previously been covered by the 
course in high schools. and academies. 
'l'he inquiry into tlie study of hygiene is to cover the most practical ground, ascer-
taining the examinations of candidates for admission into various classes of schools, 
both as to their knowledge of the laws of hygiene and as to their physical condition; 
the gymnastic exercises or military drill required or expected of either sex; the 
provision for medical attendance upon students; the character and equipment of 
gymnasiums; the management of athletic sports and intercollegiate contests; and 
the opinions of experienced men on t:!::te efrects of special forms of exercise. 
The decisions relating to school law will be obtainecl by an examination of the 
ca es which have been decided in tho highest courts of the various States in recent 
ears. Such points are to be selected from these as have a public bearing upon edu-
cational interests, such as the constitutionality of measures, the manner of conduct-
ing school meetings, the formation of school districts, and the administration of 
their affairs, the duties and liabilities of officers and teachers, and the discipline of 
the school. " 
RECOMMENDATIONS. 
I recommend the publication of twenty thousand copies of this report for the nse 
the Office. This will only enable it to supply its correspondents, and whatever may 
be deemed best to distribute under the personal direction of members of the Senate 
an.d House of Representatives should be in addition to this number. 1 
The organization of the educational museum in connection with this Office, which 
I have had the honor to recommend, now constituting a collection of great valae 
and more and more visited and stULlied by teachers and school officers, should have 
a sufficient appropriation to enable it, by exchange and otherwise, to supply similar 
collections in the offices of the several State superintendents and the leading cities 
when desired. A new and important additional demand has been made upon the 
collection for supplying exhibits wherQ educational collections are presented in 
tate and other expositions. There can be no question of the effective a.id t.bese 
.collections would renuer to the progress of education. Through this Office the best 
illustrations of improved appliances should be collected and distributed to all parts 
()f the country. 
The reports of efforts to educate the youth of 30,000 Alaskans continually disclose 
t he embarrassments arising from all absence of local administration of law. It is said 
the parents are disposed to have their children taught and the pupila learn readily, 
-but it is clear there can be no satisfactory success, that the entire youth cannot be 
~.:cached, until some form of law is provided for the organiza.tion of society. Tbe 
pledg s of the past and the honor of the nation would seem to permit no delay. Some 
inexpensive form of organization can lJe devi ed, and an appropriation of $50,000, it 
is believed, would give tlle work of education au excellent start, and is earnestly 
cecommended. 2 
I r new most earnestly the following recommendations: 
(1) I recommend that the office of superintendent of public insliruction for each 
Territory be created, io be filled by appointment by the President, the compensation 
to be fixed and paiu a in the case of other federal appointees for the Territories. 
(2) In view of the large number of children growing up in ignorance on account of 
be irnpoveri hed condition of portions of the country, and in view of the special diffi-
ultie in the way of e tabli hing and maintaining tb rein schools for univer al du-
<Cation, and in consideration of the imperativ need of imm eli ate action in this r CTard, 
1 recommend that the whole or a portion of the o t proceeds arising from the a! , of 
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public lands be set aside as a special fund, the interest of said fund to be divided an-
nually pro rata among the severalStates and Territories and the District of Columbia, 
under such provisions in regard to amount, allotment, expenditure, and supervision 
as Congress in its wisdom may deem :fit and proper. The returns of the last census 
emphasize the importance of this recommendation. The per cent; of illiteracy of per-
sons 10 years of age and upward has decreased from 20.05 in 1870 to 17 in 1880, but 
the numuer of illiter~tes over 10 years of age has increased from 5,658,144 to 6,239,958 
in the same period. 
(3) I recommend the enactment of a law requiring that all facts in regard to national 
aid to education and all facts in regard to education in the Territories and the District 
of Columbia necessary for the information of Congress be presented through this Office. 
( 4) I recommend an increas.e of the permanent force of the Office. The experience of 
the Office indicates clearly that the collection of educational information and publica-
tion of the same, as required by the law regulating it, cannot be properly done with 
the present limited clerical force. 
CONCLUSION. 
I take pleasure in acknowledging my indebtedness to the faithful laborers in the 
Offtce and to all others elsewhere who have contributed to the success of its work. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN EATON, 
Commissioner. 
Hon, HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Intet·ior. 
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The following abstracts of education in t,he States and Territories are derived from a great variety 
of sources. First among these come reports of State officials, such as State boards of education and 
State superintendents of instruction; next, those of county and city superintendents, school com-
mittees, acting school visitors, and principals of State institutions. From these are derived nearly all 
the information given 1·especting elementary and special instructionhcity school systems, and nor-
mal schools, and much of that relating to secondary schools as the igh schools of the St-ates and 
cities. What concerns private secondary schools is almost wholly from retm:ns made by the princi~ 
pals of these to. the Bureau of Education, supplemented by catalogues and other documents. 
For the matter relating to universities, colleges, and scientific and professional schools, depend-
ence is placed on the annual catalogues of such institutions, on occasional circulars issued by them, 
and on special returns, made .usually in the autumnal and winter months, in reply to circulars o! 
inquiry sent them by the Bureau. 
In every instance, official authority only is relied npon for statements distinctly and definitely 
made, the printed catalogues and reports being chiefly used for this purpose, though sometimes an 
item of interesting information from other than official sources may be given, with a reference to 
the quarter from which it is derived. In such cases, however, the effort is always made to verify 
the statement before it is committed to the prefis. 
The mattet derived from the v~trious sources above indicated is formulated, in the abstracts of 
education for each State, substantially in accordance with the schedule given below. 
GENERAL PLAN OF THE ABSTRACTS. 
(b School districts and schools. · 
1. STATISTICAL SUMMARY ......................... ,. ...... (al School population and attendance. 
(c Teachers and teachers' pay. 
(d Income and expenditure. 
2. STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM .....•.... .., ..................... (a} Officers. 
(b Other features of the system. · 
(c General condition, marking specially anything 
new and noteworthy. 
3. CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS ................................. (a) Offj.cers. 
(b) Statistics. 
(c) Other particulars. 
~. TRAINING OF TEACHERS .............................. (a) Normal schools and normal departments. 
(b) Teachers' institutes. . 
5. SECONDARY INSTRUCTION ............................. (a Public high schools. · 
(b Other secondary schools. 
(cl Educational journals. . 
6. SUPERIO:Jit INSTRUCTION ................................ (a Colleges for men or for both sexes. 
(b) Colleges and high grade schools for woJnen. 
7. SCIE'NTIFIC AND PROFES$IONAL INSTRUCTION .. (a) Training in scientific Scl}oolsand agricultural col-
leges. 
b) Training in theology. 
c) Training in law. 
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION ........... , ....................... a Deaf, dumb, blind, &c. 
ell Training in medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy. 
/) Industrial and reformatory training. 
c Instruction in oratory, music, art, &c. 
9. EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS ......................... a) Meetings of State associations. . 
b) Special meetings of teachers, school principals, 
10. NOTEWORTHY BE'NEFACTIONS, 
and superintendents. 
11. OBITUARY RECORD ....................................... (a) Brief memorials of teachers, superintendents, 
and other promoters of educat,ion who have 
died during the year. 
12. CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER .................... . (a) State superintendent. 
The statistics furnishe(l the Bureau in answet' to its circulars of inquiry, for convenience of refer-
ence and comparison, are given in tables following these abstracts, while summaries of these sta-
tistics may be found unuer similar headings in the report of the Corumissioncrpreceding . 
. For the general courtesy with which his circulars have been answered, alike byRtatc and city offi-
Cials, by college presidents and heads of schools, as well as for docurueuts addit.io)1al to these repliesi 
the Commissioner of Ed11cation here tenders his cordial thanks to all concerned. 
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ALABAMA. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of. chool age (7-21)--
Colored youth of school age __ -----
Whole number of school age ____ .. 
Whites enrolled in public schools __ 
Colored enrolled in public schools __ 
Whole enrolment ______ _ ---------
Average attendance of whites-----
Average attendance of colored ____ _ 
Whole average attcnJauce _______ _ 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts _______ _ 
Public schoolsforwhites _________ _ 
Public schools for colored ________ _ 
Number of public schools reported_ 
Pupils in spelling _______________ _ 
Pupils in reading _______________ _ 
Pupils in writing _______________ _ 
Pupils in arithmetic _____________ _ 
Pupils in geography--------------
Pupils in grammar__-------------
A verag~ length of school in days __ _ 
.'chools for whites-----------
'chools for colored __________ _ 
Valuation of public school property 
TEACIIERS AND THEIR PAY. 
White teachers in public schools __ _ 
Colored teachers jn public chools __ 
Whole number of teachers _______ _ 
White male teachers _____ _______ _ 
White female teach rs ____ _______ _ 
olored male tea ·hers ____ _______ _ 
olored female teachers __________ _ 
Av rage monthly pay of teachers 
in bite · ·hool . 
In coloreJ chools ___________ _ 




































































































































These are (1) a tate superintendent of ducation,.elected by the people; (2) a. superin-
tendent for ea ·h county, appoin by th tate superintendent; (3) a. township superin-
tendent of schools, appointed by the ounty superintendent; and (4) acountyboard in each 
county, compo · of the county superint ndent aml 2 teachers of his appointment, to 
examine tea ·h ancl or anize in titut . The • 'tate, c unty and township superin-
tf'mlcnts r. · them mlwrn of th county ho::ml, 1 year. 
ALABAMA. 5. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are sustained from the following sources: 6 per cent. interest. on 
the proceeds of sales oflandsgranted by the United States; 4 per cent. interest on United 
States surplus revenue deposited with the State; net proceeds of a poll tax of $1.50 on 
every male inhabitant over 21 and under 45 years of age; an optional local tax in each 
county (except Mobile) of not more than 10 cents on $100 (not less than one-half to b~ 
used for pay of teachers in the county thus taxed); the annu::tl proceeds of the sales of 
lands that may be given for the support of the public schools; an annual appropriation 
of $130,000 from any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated; and all sums 
accruing from escheats and licenseR required by law to be paid into the school fund of any 
county. School moneys are distributed according to the number of children 7 to 2l.years 
of age. No denominational school is to share in the :ftmd; while separate schools for 
whites and blacks must receive their pro mta shares and the amount of poll tax paid in 
by each race. All children ofschoolage are entitled to the benefits of any public school 
for their own race in their district or township. Public examin::ttions must be held in the 
schools at least once each year; at~d students who have completed the course of studies 
required receive from the board of education a certificate to that effect. 'rhe school 
month is 20 days, of not less than 6 hours each; the scholastic year extends from October 
1 to September 30. Teachers must be duly licensed, and they must make the required 
quarterly reports to the county superintendent before .receiving their pay. They must 
attend at least one of the three annual institutes held in each county. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The State superintendent regaTC1s the public school system of the State as a well de-
vised and good one, adapted to the wants and condition of the people, the only necessity 
being an adequate fund to properly administer it. 
The statistics for 1881-' 82 show an increase of 12,999 in school population over the pre-
vious year, while. the school income was less by $4,574, with a decrease in expenditures 
of $7,088. Contrasting the two races, the figures show that while the white school popu-
lation increased 3 per cent. the colored gained 3} per cent. In nearly all other respects 
the contrast is largely in favor of the whites. Both had about the same proportionate 
increase in enrolment, while in average daily attendance (nearly 65 per cent. of the en-
rolment) the whites gained G41 and the colored lost 1,330. Schools for whites increased 
by 77, those for blacks decreased 25; the number of white teachers was increased by 3, 
thn.t of colored teachers was decreased by 137. In the grades of spelling, ren.diug, writ-
ing, geography, and grammar there was a large increase of pupils, while in arithmetic 
there was a decrease. The appeal of the State superintendent to the legislature, show-
ing that with present means only 44.25 per cent. of the children of the State were enrolled 
and only 2 .56 per cent. were in average daily attendance, it was hoped would secure 
the necessary aid, especially as the reduction of the school fund was made when the 
Sta.te was overburdened with debt and taxation, and now the time had come when the 
State could do tardy justice to her children.-(State report.) 
.AID FROl\1 THE PEABODY FUND. 
In fulfilment of the promise made the previous year, $5,000 of this fund were appro· 
printed to Alabama for the scholastic year 1882; the sum was disbursed as follows: For 
10 ·cbolarsbips in the normal college at Nashville, Tenn., $2,000; for 16 scholarships in 
the ._tate .eormal School at Florence, $2,000; the Temn,ining $1,000 was divided equally 
b etween the colol'ed normal schools at Marion and Huntsville. In addition to this 
timely aid to the normal schools, which gTeatly enlarged the sphere of their usefulness, 
2;) Peabody medals were offered for the highest degree of attainment in scholarship and 
deportment; after a lively contest, they were about equally divided between white and 
colored pupils in the normal and leading city schools.-(State report.) 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Aontgomery and Selma. are the only cities calling for notice that have city school sys-
t em. separate from those of the counties of which they form a part. Each has a city board 
of education and a superintendent of city schools. . 
• Iobile, reported under thi. head in preceding years, has neither city board nor city 
superintendent separate from tho. e of the county of which the city is a part, and makes 
no report of city schooLs as distinct ii:om the very numerous ones of the county. It is 
therefore omitted here. 
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STATISTICS. 
Population, Children of Number of Enrolment Average Number of Cities. census of school age. schools. in public daily at- teachers. 1880. schools. ten dance. 
Montgomery ........ 16,713 3, 793 13 1,205 985 14 
Selma .................. 7,529 2,021 14 736 622 18 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
!Jfontgomer.7J reported 2,054, or 54 per cent., of its school population as colored. There 
were 376 whites enrolled and 829 colored, with 360 whites in average daily attendance 
n.nd 625 colored. In the white schools there were 47 whites to each'teacher; in the colored 
schools, 1:~ . The nserage length of schools for both races was 180 days as against 160 
the year before.- (State report.) 
Selma reported a ebool population of 863whites and 1,158 colored; but, unlike Mont-
gomery, had a preponderance of school attendance on the white side, 424 whites being 
enrolled against 312 colored, and 382 whites appearing daily in the schools against 240 
colored. Two school-houses were reported, which, with other property, were valued at 
$10,000; there were 8 schools for white and 6 for colored pupils. With the same num-
ber of schools as in 1 80-'81, there was an additional school building reported. Enrol-
ment, however, ·was less by 151. The average time of school was 206 days, against 195 
the year before. There were 12 teachers of white and 6 of colored schools, while under 
each of the white teachers there were enrolled 35 pupils and under the colored 52, the 
average monthly pay of the white teachers being $85.40 and that of the colored $73.-
(State report.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
In 1881-'82 there were 4 normal schools under the care of the State, 1 for white teachers 
and 3 for colore<l, all reported to be doing good work, their graduates being called for 
from all part of the tate. 
The Slate Normal School (for whites of both sexes), Florence, had 164 students in the 
school year 18 1-' 2, of whom 76 were normal, a gain of 8 over the previous year. The 
senior cla s of 7 received certificates of gm.duation, and 5 engaged in teaching, accord-
ing to contract with the State. The school year opening September 6, 1882, promi ed 
still better results, the pupil in the first term numbering 12 moTe than in the previous 
sc ion, l 0 more beincr noTmal, and the cl •. for graduation having 20 more members. 
Grateful mention i made of the help given to the school from the Peabody fund, by 
which 2 tud nt · have been able to complete and 14 othem to undertake the normal 
course. Appropriation by State for payment of the faculty,, '7,500.-(. 'tate report.) 
The Normal Hcltool for olored Teacher.s, Huntsville, with the aid of the tate and the 
Peabody funcl purchased, before the opening of the session of 1 81-' 2, a de hable chool 
huildinrr in the city for '3,000. It had, fol' the ession, 3 teacher and 227 pupils in all 
d parbnent~ G of them normal, of whom 4 were graduated. The next ses ion opened 
with 150, again t 130 at the same time in the previous year. It cour:e of tudy ove1 
4 yem.. Tb •r i. ·a model chool for practice aching. Music, vocal and in trumental, 
iK tan~ht. The ·hool had a library of 217 volume , 150 of which were added during 
they ar with 10 peiliwogical work . There were al ·o 4 educational journal and maga-
zin ta.k n.-(. ·~ te r port and return.) 
Lincoln Kormal Univ tsity (for colored student ), Marion, for the chool year 1 1-' 2 
r port 5 in tructors and 174 student, 128 being normal, of whom 9 graduated from 
it 4- ear · urse and encra!ted in teaching. A falling off of 50 from the attendance of 
th pre"\iou year was attribut d to short crops and competition with other . chools. 
Ther wer -00 v lum in th library. There were the u ·unl facilities for the tudy of 
drawing v ·aland iru trumental music, chemistry, physics, and natural hi tory.-( tate 
r ·port and return.) 
Tu k ger To,.,llal Rcltool (fir lor d teach rs), Tuskege , provided for by the le!risla-
tur f 1 0 open d .July 4, 18 .1, with :3 irutructors aml 30 :tuden , clo in i~ first 
fl · ion of :~G w • kJ with 11.... Th r gular 4 y ars of tudy in ·lude all the branch 
laid c1 "''11 in th , tate law, with som other. . The town public 11 ·hool, beina on be 
n-ound of th normal hool, i · d a, m del ·hool for tl1e normal tud n . Tb 
f!<•hool h. • fnrm of 100 ncr u d by pupil studying Uf~ricultur to defray a, pmt 
f h it xpen . n thil farm wru r · d a. 3-. tory building <' ntainin 1 itation 
rooms, a. chapel, a t·eading room, an office, and dormitories for girls. To meet various 
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expenses the people of Tuskegee and friends at the North mlscd ~;5,52~ and the Stnte 
gave $2,000, while 600 volumes for a library, a cabinet o1·gan, and many other valn:tb1e 
articles were donated by friends. This prosperous beginning, it iii ~<;aid, is owin~ largely 
to the hearty cooperation of the white and colored citizens of 'l'u:' kegcc.- ( Shtte report.) 
OTHER NORMAL SCHOOLS OR DEPARTMENTS. 
RttSt Narmal Institute (for colored), Huntsville, under the care of the Freedman's Aiel 
Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, had 2 instructors and 111 :students iu 1880-'tH 
and reported steady growth. · 
Emerson I 'nstitute (for colored), Mobile, conducted by the American 1Hissionary Asso-
ciation, for 1881-'82 reported 9 instructors; 22 normal :mel 2:)0 other pnpils; a 4-yea.r 
course of study, of 32 weeks each year; 100 volumes in t,he library, 25 of them pet1agogical 
worke, and 2 educational journals. Gradu::ttes receive diplomas, but are subject to ex-
amination as teachers in th~ State. The school building, having bmned clown a see-
ond time, was rebuilt on an enlarged scale, but at an expense not n1uch above the 
insurance money.- (Return and American Missionary, 1882.) 
Alabama Bapftist Normal and Theological School (for colored), Selm.:'l, is reported to 
have been the first school of its kind established and managed by the colored Baptists 
in America. It aims to educate colored teachers and supply the colored. clmrches wit,h 
an educated ministry; has a 3-yeat course, inCluding vocal and instTUmentf,i,l music; and 
in 1882 had 7 instructors and 151 students, normal students not <.lesignated.- (American 
Baptist Year Book.) 
In the normal depart'rnent of Tallud~ga College, 1'alladega, the course of 4 years is in-
tended to prepare students to teach in the most advanced schools in the South, and to-
meet the demand for better teachers special attention is given to strictly normal work. 
A teachers' institute is held at the close of the spring term. In 1881-'82 there ·were 36 
normal students.-(Catalogue and American Missionary, 1882.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The State superintendent reported that 122 teachers' institutes (voluntary organiza-
tions of teachers) W@re held in 1881-'82 in the different paxts of the State and that the 
expenses of tlle same were a tax on teachers which he regarded as unfair. 'rhe insti-
tutes, he thought, should be sustained by public funds. He would have one held yearly 
in each county, for each face, during one month, to be conducted by a thoroughly com-
petent instructor. The present law, while it provides for holding at least three institutes 
annuaJly and requires teacher. to attend one of them, fixes no penalty for non-attendance 
and forbids ihvolunrory assessments upon members. The superintendent would have 
the law changed in this respect also, as county superintendents complain of the non-
attendf\nce of teachers and the want of power to enforce attendance.-(State report.) 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The Alabama Progress, a weekly educational journal edited and published hy George 
P. Keyes, was established at Montgomm·y, April, 1882, under the auspices of the depart-
ment of ellucation, of which it is the official organ. The State superintendent speaks 
of it as stea<.lily growing in popularity and circulation, and thinks it should be liberally 
supported by the friends of .U·ee education.- (State report.) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC IIIGII SCHOOLS. 
~o provision for schools of this grade appears in the (latest) schoollatv of 1879 and ho 
mention of . u 'h sc:hools is made in the State report for 1881-'82. 
OTHEH. SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For information concerning bu. iuess eolleges, private academic schools, and preparatory 
d pnrtments of colleges,. ee Tab leg IV, VI, IX, and X of the appendix, anu the summaries 
tllereof in the report of the Commi sioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG 1\IJ.l:N OR IrOR BOTH SEXES. 
T11c Uttiver. ity of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, was reported in 1880-'81 to have extended its 
curriculum and raised its . tandard of graduation. There were 2 general departments 
of irurt:ruc1ion, acaclelJlic and professional, but no preparatory department. The academic 
· mprised scientific and classical courses and was arranged under 9 schools. Candidates 
for the degree of B. A. were required to take either the full classical or full scient~ 
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course, each of 4 years. Students unable to complete all the studies of one of the regular 
courses are allowed to select a course of study from the 9 schools, and upon completion 
of the course of any school are entitled to a diploma of graduation in that school and 
:1re enrolled as alumni of the university. The session of1881-'82 opened with 14 resi-
dent professors and instructors, 173. undergraduate students, the above mentioned col-
legiate courses of 4 years of 36 weeks each, and 6,000 volumes in the library. Students 
in the academic department are subject to military discipline and are required to reside 
in barracks.-(Catalogue of1880-'81 and return for 1882.) 
Southern University, Greensboro' (Methodist Episcopal South), reported in 1881 the 
presence of 69 students, under 6 instructors, with 2-year preparatory, 4-year classical, and 
3-year scientific Qourses, arranged under 7 schools. To the 4-yaar classical course was 
appended a master's course of 1 year, the completion of which, after pursuing the 
regular comse, was required for the degree of M. A. A return for 1882reports a tempo-
ra,ry suspension, but with a prospect of early reOI·ganization.- ( Ca.talogne and return.) 
Howard College, Marion (Baptist), continued its courses of study in 11 schools, in-
cluding the usual classical and scientific studies, with a business school and a school 
of rtrilitary art and science. For the degree of B . .A.. 4 years of classical study are re-
quired. Certificates of distinction are given to undergraduates for distinguished at-
tainments in any class of any school. A certificate with title of ''distinguished under-
graduate" is conferred on a student who secures high standing in any three schools 
within one session. There were 8 resident professors, 103 students, 20 of them prepara-
tory, with 7 graduates at the end of the year.-(Catalogue and return.) 
A return from Spring Hill College, Mobile (Roman Catholic), gives a total of 20 in-
structors and 168 students for the year ending October 1, 1882. 
For full statistics of colleges reporting, see Table IX of the appendix; for summary of 
their statistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WO:L\-IEN. 
l"or information regarding the colleges for thi.s sex alone, reference is made to Table 
VIII of the appendix. A summary of this table will also be found in the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The State Ag1icultural and Mechanical College of Alabama, Auburn, lk'tS four reg-
ular degree courses, each covering 4 years of 39 weeks, viz, a course in agriculture, 
with degree of B. s. A. ; in engineering, with degree of n. E.; in literature, With degree 
of A. B. ; in general science, with degree of B. s. The studies are the same in all for the 
first two years and the full course is followed by a graduate comse of 1 year, on the com-
pletion of which the graduate in engineering receives the degree of civil and mining 
engineer and the graduate in agriculture, literatme, or science the degree of master in 
that course. There is also a department of military science and tactics, in which every 
able-bodied student is subjected to strict milit.ary discipline nnd training. There were 
9 professors and instructors and 122 students, 81 in the scientific and 41 in the pre-
paratory department. ince its organization 901 have been ma.triculatcd, while only 94 
have graduated with degrees, owing to the large number of young men who, after two 
years' study, leave the college to enter business. To accommodate such students, a 2-
year special course lk'tS been established. Since 1879-'80 the increase of the re!rlllar 
college classes tudying for degrees had been from 67 per cent. in that year to 83 per 
cent. at the clo e of 1 2. There were 2,500 volumes in the library, college property 
was valued at $100,000, and the productive funds· were ~253,500, affording an income 
of ~20,280.-(Report of trustees, catalogue, and return.) 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Tlzeological.-The Alabama Baptist Normal and Theological School, Selma, for 1881~ 
' 82 reported 1 in tructor; 45 students; a 5-year course of 32 weeks each including pre-
paratory and literary tudies; and 400 volumes in library. ' 
The th ological department of Talladeo-a College (Congrega.tional) had 2 instruc-
tors and 14 students. Itc; full course of study was 3 years of 34 weeks each· it had 
1,000volumes in the library, propertyvaluedat '5,000, a productive fundof$5 000· and 
received during the year $5,000 for scholarships from the estate of R. R. Grav~, olMor-
ristown, . J. 
The Institute for Training Colored Ministers, Tuscaloosa. (Presbyterian Church South} 
reported 30 studen , und; 2 ~ctors; a 3-year course of study of 43 weeks each· 
about a thousand volumes m the library;propertyvalued at $2,000; and an income from 
contributions of.the churches amounting last ye.:1-r to e;3,200, besides .a gift of $100 from 
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t1w late Edmund H. Payton, of New Jersey. All these schools require an examination 
for admission.- (Returns.) 
Lega.!.-The law department of the University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, reported 3 in-
structors; 25 students; 15 graduates; 2 years of 36 weeks each in the full course of study. 
Instruction by a weekly lecture was given in international and constitutional law; in 
common and statute law and in equity jurisprudence, by lectures and recitations.-
( Catalogue and return.) 
The law department of the Southern University, reported as having been suspended in 
1881, sends no report of resumption of studies in the ensuing year. 
Med1:cal.-The Medical CoJlege of Alabama, Mobile, for 1881-'82 reported 11 in-
structors; 60 students, 2 of whom had received degrees in letters or science; graduated 
16 with degree of M. D.; required 3 years' study, of 20 weeks each; and had college prop-
erty valued at $150,000. As many medical colleges have extended their courses of lect-
ures and made instruction in the different departments more thorough ·n,nd practical, the 
college announced that it would keep up with other institutions in every step to elevate 
the profession and raise the standard of medical educa~ion.-(Catalogue and return.) 
The medical department of Southern University, said to have been suspended in 
1881, has sent no report. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The Alabama Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, 'l'alladega, was reported 
in 1880-' 81 to have had a complete corps of instructors in both departments, the ordinary 
branches of a practical English education being taught. There was training in shoemaking, 
cane seating, mattress making, printing, plumbing, gas fitting, and agriculture. Articu-
lation was not taught. The Annals of the Deaf and Dumb, published at Washington, 
D. C., gives an attendance of 48 fortheyear1882-males 28, females 20-but there is no 
distinct statementwheilher these included the deaf-mutes alone; instructors, 5, 3 of them 
mutes; value of buildings, $60,000; expenditure for support, $10,886; pupils from .the 
beginning, 175 . .:_ (Annals of the Deaf and Dumb.) . 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF COLORED SCHOOLS. 
The colored teachers and white teachers of colored schools, from all parts of the State, 
met in convention at Selma, April 6 and 7, 1882, when 60 members effected a permanent 
organization of a State Teachers'. Association, adopted a constitution, and elected officers. 
Papers, which are said by the State superintendent to have indicated remarkable advance-
ment by the colored ra~e, were read on "The teacher and his work," by Prof. Martin, 
of Montgomery; on "Text books," by Prof: Silsby, Selma; "The Quincy method," by 
Prof. Patterson, Marion; ''Model lessons,'' by Miss Holmes, Selma; '' How to secure 
the cooperation of parents and guardians,'' by Prof. Miles, Marion; followed by dis-
cussion of the school law of the State, by Hon. H. C. Armstrong, State superintendent, 
and others. Prof. D. T. Washington, of Tuskegee, a colored graduate of Hampton, 
spoke with much force, it is said, on ''Industrial education." Entire harmony and the 
best of spirit are saicl to have prevailed, and the association adjourned to meet again at 
Montgomery the first week in April, 1883.-(Journal of Education and Present Age.) 
STATE ASSOCIATION OF WHITE SCIIOOL TEACHERS. 
The white teachers met in convention at Birmmghnm, July, 1882, for the first time in 
ten years, having about the same attendance as the colored convention. State Super-
intendent Armstrong was elected president. Among the papers read and the addresses 
made were ''The schoolmaster,'' ''Graded schools,'' '' Educational wants of the pres-
ent time," "Industrial education," "Text books: what they are and what they 
should be," "Normal schools," " Technical education of women," "How much and' 
what mathematics should be taught in our common and high schools,'' ''Educational 
literature,'' '' Institutes, and how they should be conducted,'' ''How to teach Eng· 
lish composition," '' 'tudy of the classics," and " English grammar." The association 
adjourned to meet at Talladega, Jwy 5, 6, and 7, 1883. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. H. CLAY Amr TRONG, State superintendent of education, Montgomery. 
[Second term, December 1,1882, to December 1, 1884.] 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULA'riON AND ATTENDANCE. 
Wl1ite youth 6 to 21 reported-----,------ 199,109 212,940 13,831 ----------Colored youth 6 to 21 reported __________ 65,206 69,113 3,907 _ __ ..,. ___ ._ __ 
Whole number of school age __ ·-:--------- a272,841 a289,617 16,776 ----------
Whites enrolled in public schools------- ---------- 76,598 -r-------- ----------Colored enrolled in public schools _______ ---------- 23,139 
_ ___ ._ _____ 
----------
Total enrolment reported-------------- 98,744 a117,696 18,952 ----------Average daily attendance _______________ ---------- 56,291 ---------- ----------
Studying higher branches-------------- 1,480 1,453 
--------~-
27 
SCHOOLS AND DISTRICTS. 
Public school districts----------------- ----------- 2,839 ---------- ---------·-Number reporting ________ .: ____________ ---------- 1,401 ---------- ----------School-houses built during the yen,r ______ 204 129 ---------- 75 Number of school-houses reported _______ 1,172 1,286 114 ----------Estimated value of all school-houses ____ $283,125 $254,218 ---------- $28,907 
TEACHERS. 
Men teaching reported iu public schools __ 1,688 1,977 289 ----·------
Wornen teaching reported in public schools 481 441 ---------- 40 Whole number teported ________________ •21169 b2,G01 332 ---·------
L·cmiE AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts for public schools __________ ___ _ $710,4()2 $574,543 ---------- $135,919 Expenditures for public schools--------- 388,412 503,857 $115,445 ·---------
I 
(~ Includes roces not reported separately. b Includes thOF;e whose sex is not reported. 
(li rom r port of Ron. D. H. Pope, State superintendent of public instruction, for 
th years 1 1 and 1882.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
• OFFICERS. 
These are a State !i~Uperintendcnt of public instruction, lect d for 2 years; a Sta;te board 
of comroil ioners of th mmon chool fund; an e.·aminer for each county, appointed by 
th county oour ; and eledive boards of 3 district directors, 1 to be changed each year. 
OTIIER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Pu hli ·chool. arc . upport cl from the income of' a State school fund, a tax of 1 on men 
over 21, with nch ther appropriations ru the legislature may mal- , and optional dis-
trict tax which may no exceed 5 mills on '1. Theapportionment of public funds · 
on the b is of r ·dent youth 6 to 21. If in any di trict the public mon y, with the <li1Y 
trict ta." voted Phould not suffice to sn tain a chool for month.CJ, <lirectol's ma deter-
mine tha no s ·hool . hall lJC taugl1t ,lurin~ . uch year. Repotts of school tati ti~ must 
be mad annually by all . chool offi ers. The law forbid th use of. ctarian book in 
public schoo.C commrmrls th , epara.te im:tru :tion of white and olored and proYid ~for 
teachers , tate certificates, ·valid during liie, a.<; well a.<; for lim-ited on of 3 gradel , an 
for teachers' institut , to be held by examiners in each county and by the tate sup r· 
intendent in each j udi.cial district. 
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GENERATJ CONDITION . 
.An encouraging condition of public school affairs is reported. Prejudice against the 
system, engendered by unwise legislation and ·waste of school fimds, was disappearing, 
and the people were coming to look ou the pubJic schools as ih0 only means through 
which a large portion of the school population coultl obtain an education. The statistics, 
though imperfect and unsatisfactory, furnish abundant proof of progress. With but 
16,776 more youth of school age than the previom~ year, tbr stated increase in public 
school enrolment was 18,952, although only about h:1.lf the school c1 istrkts reported on this 
point. The superintendent. thinks the real increase in attendance was about 40,000, or 
more than twice as great as the increase of youth to be educated. More mone. was ex-
pended on the public schools. More teachers were employed, and the standard of qual-
ification for them was raised; county examiners wel'e more careful in granting certifi-
cates, and the consequence was better teaching. Although the num her of school-houses 
built was less than in 1880-'81, those erected were better adapted to their purpose; many 
were more attractive in appearance and were supplied with improved furniture and ap-
paratus. Several school districts had no schools during the year, preferring to use their 
funds to provide school-houses. The public schools in cities and towns were rapidly in-
creasing in number and importance. Some of the more important towns failed to ret)ort, 
but such reports as were received showed increased attendance on schools and larger 
expenditures for them. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF LITTLE ROCK. 
OFFICERS. 
A law of 1869 provides for the election of 6 directors for the supervision of city 
schools, the ditectora being authorized to employ a superintendent, who. may also be 
principal of a graded or high school established by the board. 
STATISTICS AND ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Little Rock had in 1880 a population of 13,138~ and in 1882 reported 5,533 youth of 
sQhool age, with 3,066 pupils in public schools and 1,742 in average attendance, a gain 
in enrolment of 428 over the previous year, with 2 more teachers. 
The public schools are classed as primary, grammar, and high, each comprising 4 
grades. The improvement effected during the year was as great as could pe reasonably 
expected, considering the crowded condition of the lower grades. Two additional rooms 
were opened, making seats for 120 more pupils, but this is not sufficient, even for the 
present, and the school population is constantly increasing. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMALS. 
The State continues its training of teachers in a normal department belonging to 
the .Arkansas Industrial University, FayetteYilJe, and in a branch normal of the same at 
Pine Bluff, the former for white students, the latter ior colored. Each of these schools 
in 1881-'82 offered 400 free scholarships, 63 more than the previous year, the university 
trustees having authority to decide as to the nnmber. They are divided among the 
counties according to population. Of the 400 open to white students, 385 were vacant 
in 1 1-' 2. The literary requirements for admission were not high, but they em-
braced a thorough knowledge of the four fundamental rules of arithmetic, with decimal 
fractions, ability to read well in the fourth reader, a knowledge of primary English 
grammar and geography, the mdiments of penmanship, and the ability to speJl ordinary 
words of the grade of the fourth reader. The course of study, covering 4 years in both 
schools, in addition to instruction in the branches taught in the public schools, includes 
training iu methods of imparting instruction, in organizing and goYerning schools, and in 
the legal duties of teachers. The school for white pupils reports 56 in normal studies; 
that for colored pupils, 40 during the year. 
OTHER NOR fAL TRAINING. 
By arrangement with the general agent of the Peabody fund, the St.'tte 'vas entitled to 
S Peabody sc:holarships in the _ ormal College of. the University of ~Mhville, which 
holarships are filled hy appointment upon competitiw examinations . 
. ltlarianna ollcgrand Normal InMifttfe, .Marianna, rcor•r:.mized ~cptemhcr 15, 18R2, under 
the supeni. jon or tbe school board of .Marinnua nud pnrtly sn:'ltainc!l hy the pnhlic school 
funds, offered tuition free tore. idents of the district, the pducip:tl being allowed tore-
ive paying pupil from outside. What normal training or norltlal students there were 
does not appear. 
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During the year, too, a normal department was added to the public ·graded school 
sy~tem of Russellville. . 
Normal instruction is given to colored students in Southland College and Normal Insi1-
tntc, Helena, under the direction of Friends, which, besides 248 other pupils in 1882, 
reported 36 under training for teaching. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Twelve normal institutes were held in the several judicial districts under the personal 
snpcrvision of, tate Superintendent James L. Denton, assisted by Prof. 0. F. Russel!, 
whos~ . <llary and travelling expenses wert3 paid out of an appropriation from the Pea-
body fund. , ' tn,te Superintendent. Pope sttys too much importance cannot be attached to 
the~e migratory schools for teaching teachers how to teach, but that the shortness of the 
sessions has prevented the attainment of the best results. According to a recent rule 
made by the agent of the Pca.body fund, the sessions of all institutes aided by that fund 
must henceforth be longer. 
SCIIOOL JOURNAL. 
The Arkansas School Journal, the official organ of the public school system, continued 
to be published at Little Rock, under the editorship of the late State Superintendent 
Denton, until the death of that oflicer in October, 1882. · · 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
In several of the principal cities and towns, public high schools formed a part of the 
graded system in 18 2. Little Rock, Bentonville, Searcy, Fort Smith, Russellville, and 
Lonoke had such chools and other towns were proposing to establish them. Little Rock 
reports 2, one for white and one for colored youth, the average enr('llment in the former 
being 69; in the latter, 20. Thel'e were 1, 453 in the State studying the higher branches, 
a .slight decrea.se during the year. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and preparatory depart-
ments of colleges and universities, see Tables IV, VI, ·and IX of the appendix, and !or a 
s-a.mmary, see corresponding tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Four out of 5 collegiate institutions in this State reported statistics for 1881-'82, viz: 
The Arkansas Industrial University, Fayetteville; Ark;ansas College, Batesville; Cane 
Hill College, Boon boro'; :md. Judson University, Judsonia. All these were open to both 
sexc.", as was al o t. John's College, Little Rock, at last accounts; but no report from it 
has come since 1 79. 
The latest catalogues received from the 5 colleges show that all had preparatory and 
cla ical and that 3, the Arkansa College, Judson University, and St. John's College, 
had scientiiic and commercial courses; that all except Arkansas College report provision 
for instruction in music; that Cane Hill College oftered a ladies' course of 3 years, and that 
the State U ni ver ity and St: John's College made some provision for the training of teachers. 
~e whole numb r of young women availing themselves of the privileges offered them 
uoes not appem·. Only the two universities distinguish as to the sex of students, the 
Sta~ UJ?iv rsi:tJ having 17 young women in the regular collegiate classes and Judson 
Umvers1ty 62m all department . None, except the, ta.te University, reports the number 
belonging to th colle!!iate classes. In Arkansas College, no spe ial line are drawn be-
tween clas e · there is only a pr~ ·cribed cour. c for degrees, which may be completed in 
more or 1~ time, according to the ability and industry of students. In Judson Univer-
sity and t. J obn' olle,.,.e also class distinctions wer.e not ohserveu, the courses being 
arrang '1. in independent s ·hools. 
The Arkansa.~ In.dustrial nil: rsity o!I'crs nine courses of study: classical, Latin letters, 
modern languag~ , English, normal, and 4 scientiiic courses. A preparatory department 
gives the necessary training for admi sion, which in Latin includes only a mastery of 
the principles of the grammar and two bool{s of Cresar's Commentarie . Military in-
struction forms a part of the ·ours for youn,.,. men, and a department of music affords 
opportunity for thorough drill during the four years in vocal and instrumental music, 
including piano and violin. Evidence of substantial progress during the last few years 
were found in m re student."! and ch , more buildings, an extended curriculum and 
more exactinO' standard. The o,verage annual attendance during the lru:.'ii four years was 
42S, aga.inst 2 6 in 1 77- "' , althou h the enrol men during the Ia t year fell consid rably 
below the average for the four, owing to various tran ient causes. ThenU:mber Qf professor· 
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ships increased, during the same period, from 11 to 16. The State superintendent says the 
~uence of the university has begun to be felt. Some of the graduates had obtainedpro-
fessorships, three or four were elected to the legislature, and many had turned thei-r 
attention to teaching. 
In addition to previous ones, three colleges-one forwhites and two for blacks-seem 
to have begun at Little Rock in 1881-'82. The college for whites, Little Rock Univer-
sity, under Methodist influences, secured thirteen acres ofland in the city and began its 
instruction in the fall of 1882. The institutions for blacks, Philander Smith College 
(Methodist Episcopal) and Edward Smith College (Congregational), took the prelimi-
nary steps towards organization by securing sites and preparing to build. The site for 
the last included fourteen acres, overlooking the city, purchased and fenced through funds 
furnished .by Mr. Edward Smith, of Enfield, Mass. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Provision for scientific instruction is made, as already noted, by the Arkansas Indns-
trial University in 4 distinct courses, all extending over 4 years, one being in general 
sciellce, one in agriculture, and one each in civil and mining engineering. These courses 
are nearly identical during the :first and second years, the principal differences being in 
the last two years. Students receive the degrees of civil engineer, mining engineer, and 
bachelor of agriculture on completion of the corresponding courses. There is a small 
farm connected with the institution, on which labor is paid for at 8 to 10 cents an hour. 
Cane Hill College, Boonsboro', presents a department of engineering, with a course • 
extending over 4 years, while at St. John's OollPge, Little Rock, and Judson Univers'ity, 
Judsonia, general scientific courses are outlined. 
PROI<'ESSION AL. 
The medical department of the Arkansas Industrial University, organized in 1879...:'80, 
reports its third annual course oflectures commenced October 5,' 1881, and continued 5 
months. There were 36 regular matriculates, 5 of whom were graduated. Among the 
requirements ior graduation are 3 years' study of medicine, including attendance on 2 
courses of lectures of 20 weeks each, and a satisfactory examination on the studies of the 
course. 
There is no information of any other institution or department for professional in-
struction in the State, although it appears that there were 3 students of theology in 
Judson University, Judj;onia, during 1881-'82. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION~ 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Arkansas Deaf-Mute Institute, Little Rock, is for the free instruction of children 
too deaf to be taught in the common schools. Pupils from 9 to 30 are received and may 
remain 7 sessions of 9 months each. Substantial improvements had been made in the 
erection of buildings and the introduction of trades. Printing, shoemaking, agriculture, 
housekeeping, and dressmaking are now taught. besides the common school branches. 
Attendance during the last 4 years has var\ed from 57 to 76. A proper appreciation of 
educational advantages would, it was believed, bring it up to 150 or 175, for there were 
on the books of the institute the names of 250 mutes, residents of the State, of proper 
age to be in school.- (Report of principal in State report.) 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Arkansas School for the Blind, Little Rock, gives instruction in all the branches 
of a good English education, besides training in music and in various handicrafts, with 
the hope of making many of them self-sustaining. The institute is reported as prosper-
ing jn its work, notwithstanding want of room, limited means, and other drawbacks. 
During the two years ended September 30, 1882, more new pupils were ·admitted than 
ever before for the same length of time, the whole number under instruction reaching 67. 
The great want was more room.- (Report of superintendent :in State report.) 
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
ARKANSAS STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The annual meeting of the State Teachers' Associat ion was held at Hot Springs, June 
2o-22, 1 2. President C. P. Conrad, in his opening address, touched on the educational 
progress made recently in the State and spoke of the necessity existing in the South for 
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aid from the General Government in the maintenance of schools. The second day came 
a paper on "What ought parents to do for their children?" one on the "Necessity of 
primary education,'' and one on ''Make the children talk.'' All gave evidence of seri-
ous thought and were discussed at length by members of the association. In the after-
noon papers were presented on ''A graded course of study for the primary a.nd preparatory 
schools of Arkansas," on the "Relation of the public schools to higher schools," and on 
"The Bible's place in our schools." In the evening a letter fi·om Ron. J. L. Denton 
was read, expressing regret at his inability to be present and occupy his place on the 
programme, and a paper by H. 0. Hammond on ''Compulsory education '' was discussed 
at some length. The subjects on the third day were '' What are correct habits of study 
and how can we form them in our pupils?" "The profession of teaching: how can it be 
made more attractive, remunerative, and prominent?" "Expositions. for our schools," 
"The county examiner: his duties and responsibilities," "Natural sciences," "Elocu-
tion," and "Value of teachers' meetings." 
Among the resolutions adopted was one that in future each member who reads a paper 
before the association shall append to it such resolutions as shall call out the action of 
the body; another made it the duty of the executive committee to represent the pub-
lic chool interests before the legislature of the State and to memorialize Congress in 
regard to an appropriation in aid of public education in the Southern States; and still 
another called for the passage of a compulsory education law to secme the attendance of 
every child between 6 and 14 for at least 4 months of the year. The association also 
expressed approval of educational exhibitions and appointed a standing committee to 
make arrangements for them. 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
J. L. DENTON. 
James L. Denton, late State superintendent of public instruction of Arkansas, was born 
in Johnson County, Arkansas, July 6, 1836. While still young be showed a great fond-
ness for reading and for public speaking. The foundation of his education was laid in 
the country schools and academies of Washington County. At the age of 18 he taught 
school in that county and in Benton. Before attaining th~ age of 20 he was licensed to 
preach, and soon afterward was admitted to the conference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church outh, and appointed to the Clark.;ville circuit. In 1857 he was elected chap-
lain of the lower house of the State legislature. In 1858 he was stationed at Van 
Buren, and, in addition to his ministerial duties, assisted in teaching in the Wnllace In-
stitute, and continued his studies in the ancient languages at the same time. In 1859, 
he was stationed at Helena, where he remained until driven out by the Federal forces in 
1 62. In 1 69 Mr. Denton was stationed at Little Rock, but was recalled to Helena in 
1 70, where he remained in charge of the same congregation for four years, after which 
he became interested in the insurance business, which he conducted for seven years. 
He was one of the ablest pulpit orators of the South. His sermons were practical, 
forcible, and inspirinr., and always attracted large audiences. 
In the fall of 1 7 Mr. Denton was elect~d State superintendent of public instruc-
tion, and entered upon the duties of biB office November 2. Besides attending to the de-
tail of office work, he delivered stirrincY addre es on education in the towns and vil-
lage , awakening public sentiment on the ubject to an unusual degree. He then held 
a ·eri of normal in. tifutes, which erved the double purpose of giving instruction and 
new energy to tea ·hem and p ople and of str ngthening the school system. He was en-
ga17ed in this work at the time of his de<Lth, October 9, 1882, having been reelected with-
out oppo ition in 1 0. 
It would be but an indi:ffi rent comment on the earnest and devoted labors of this u-
perintend nt to say that he faithfully discharged the duties of his office. He a umed 
dutie and respon ·ibiliti not imposed on him by law and gave all his time and ener-
gies to th work of building 11p the school interests of the State. Ac·tive and ener etic 
he devoted all hi powe . to th ca,n. e of popular education, creating in every part of the 
ta.te a new intere1;t in it, whi ·h was followed by better schools and by a general desire 
to be in l1armony with the progre: ive spirit of the age. 
CIIIEF , TATE , CIIOOL OFFICER.1 
Ron. W. E. Tno)I~O., 8lrr.te 8Vperi11lendent of public instruction, Little Rock. 




1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. , I• 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age ________________ 211,237 216,330 5,093 . Total enrolment in. public schools --- 163,855 H:i8, 024 4,169 --------
Children of school age enrolled------ 149,870 152,217 2,347 --------
Average daily attendance_---------- 105,541 107,177 1,636 --------
Enrolled in private schools __ -------- 13,898 14,572 674 -------· Not attending any school ___________ 47,469 49,541 2,072 --------
DISTIUCTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts __________ 2,124 2,177 53 --------Districts with good accommodations __ 1,765 1,902 137 --------With sufficient grounds _____________ 1,827 2,021 194 --------
With well ventilated school buildings_ 1,822 1,936 114 --------
With well furnished school buildings_ 1,030 1,156 126 --------Well supplied with apparatus _______ 592 695 103 --------
Number of grammar schools -------- 1,129 1,134 5 --------
Number of primary schools --------- 1,823 1,902 79 --------
Whole number of schools-·--------- - 2,952 3,036 84 --------
School-houses built-------·--------- 114 111 ---------- 3 .Average time of school in days------ 151.6 155.4 3.8 --------
Valuation of school property-------- $6,996,825 $7,237,669 $240,844 --------
TEACIIERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ______ 1,198 1,156 ---------- 42 Women teaching in public schools ___ 2,539 2,621 82 --------
Whole number of teachers---------- 3,737 3,777 40 
Number holding life diplomas _______ 663 779 116 --------
Numberholdingeducationaldiplomas_ 470 615 145 --------
Number holding first grade county 1,816 2,115 299 --------certificates. 
Number holding second grade county 1,229 1,218 ---------- 11 certificates. 
Teachers who are graduates of nor-
mal schools. 
558 568 10 --------
Average monthly pay of men ________ $79 50 $79 67 $0 17 --------Average monthly pay of women _____ 64 74 64 48 ---------- $0 26 
IN '01\!E AND EXPE DITURE. 
Whole income for public schools _____ $3,680,816 $3,791,384 $110,568 --------
'\\~hole expenditure for public schools __ 3,047,605 3,122,666 75,061 --------
STATE • C'HOOL F ND. 
Amount of available fumL __________ $1,990,400 a$1,989,400 ---------- $1,000 
a Besides nearly $300,000 not immediately available. 
(From report of Hon. Frederick M. Campbell, State superintendent of public instruc-
tion, for the years indicated.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the State there are a board of education of three members and a State superintend-
ent of public instruction, whois itssecretary; for each county, a superintendentofpublic 
schools and a board of education for ·the examination of teachers, prescribing of text 
books, &c. ; for cities, boards of education, with generally a superintendent of city schools 
and a city board of examination; for each school district not otherwise provided for, a. 
board of 3 trustees, chosen at first for 1, 2, and 3 years, and subsequently one each year 
for 3 years. The State and ~county superintendents hold for 4 years. Women are eli-
gible to school offices. 
• OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The State system provides for a free school to be supported in each district at least six 
months in every year after the first year in which a school h~ been established. It in-
cludes primary and gmmmar schools and such high schools, evening, normal, and tech-
nical schools as may be established, but the entire revenue from the State school fund 
and the State school tax must be applied exclusively to the support of primary and 
gra.mmar schools. Local boards and county superintendents of counties which may not 
have county boards of education adopt text books, to continue in use not less than four 
years, and also examine teachers for certificates. 
Sectarian doctrine may not be t..1lught in the public schools and no public money may 
be apportioned to any school district, town, or city in which denominational or sectarian 
doctrine is taught in any of the public schools. Teachers must be eighteen years of age 
and must have a certificate of qualification before assuming charge of a public school. 
In cities having graded schools beginners must be ta.ught for the first two years by 
te chers who have had at least four years' experience, and such t,eachers rank in point 
of salary with those of first grade. Instruction must be given in manners and morals, 
in patriotism and good citizenship. The school day is of six hours; the school month, of 
twenty da.ys. 'fhe public schools are sustained from the proceeds of a State poll tax of 
$2 on each male inhabitant over 21 and under 60 years of age, except paupers, &c., to 
be used for paying teachers; a county tax, not to exceed 50 cents on $100; and a dis-
trict tax, not to exceed 70 cents on $100 for building or 30 cents on $100 for other school 
purposes. · 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The report of the State superintendent of public instruction indicates a decided ad-
vance in the public schools during 1881-'82, as will be seen from the statistical summary. 
Among evidences of progres is the fact that a large majority of the district school-
houses were supplied with ample accommodations for the pupils, had good ventilation, 
&c., and were generally surrounded by sufficient grounds. There was a decided im-
provement in the force of teachers, the number holding first grade county certificates 
having increased from 1,816 to 2,115. In other points there was a slight decrease: 3 
fewer school-houses built, 42 fewer men teaching, and 26 cents less in the average 
monthly pay of women. 
'uperintendent Campbell says that, though highly satisfactory, the advance still falls 
short of the reasonable requirements and expectations of the people who fnrnish the 
means for c..1.rrying on the work of free public education. After visiting sixty-nine 
county t achers' institutes and conferring with teachers and hearing them discuss the 
educn.tional problems of the da.y, the superintendent of the tate st ys that, taken as a 
whole, tb teacl1ers of ali1ornia are a body of earne t, thoughtful, educated men and 
wom n doing good and thorough work. He . trongly advocates a return to State uni-
formity in text books aml ur"'es that the legislature submit to a vote of the people an 
amenltncnt to the con ·tituti n embodying this change. His only objection to the 
pre nt sy tern is the great variety of books upon the sarue subject, imposing heavy ex-
p nsc upon parents who r move from one eli. trict to another. The change retards the 
pro~r ~· of the ·l1ildrcn of such families and is a ource of embarra ment to teachers 
t.al;mg har·re of new schools. 
L Y. TE •' F CI'IIE WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Th . hool officers of each city are a board of education, a board of examination, anrl 
a .·ui ·rin end nt of public schools. Each city having over 30,000 inhabita-nts is allowed 
a deputy superintendent. 
Cities. 
Los Angeles ........ . 
Oakland .......... .... . 
Sacramento ..... , .. . 
San Francisco .... .. 
San Jos6 .............. . 












Average Number of E pe di 
te~~n~;. teachers. ~ure~ • 
3,617 8, 608 ..••.. ······7:'2[/t ············;.;,·033' 11,183 34,555 
21,4..~ 
233,959 ··········55:-fiso· ··········4o,.75i. ··········so;s-z;;- ·············~537· ··········735;475 
12,567 3, 323 2, 422 1, 590 40 51, 276 
10, 282 2, 310 2, 187 1, 390 b34 38, 972 
a Including principals, teachers in evening schools, and one teacher of music. 
b Includes one special teacher of writing. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Los Angeles city schools had, as above shown, 43 teachers, the rapid growth of the city 
requiring the employment of eight more than in the previous year. Three school-
houses were built, and, still lacking room, the board rented seven rooms for the city 
high school and three primary classes. The grades appear to have embraced, as before, 
5 primary, 3 grammar, and 4 high school divisions, covering 12 years. A commercial 
course, apparently of 2 terms, is also offered. 
Oakland shows.by a return the continuation of its graded system of schools (which em-
braced primary, grammar, and high) in 16 buildings, with sittings for 6,347 children. 
Music and drawing still entered into the instruction given, there being special teachers 
of these branches. The ~vening school before reported was also continued, with 1 teacher. 
The estimated enrolment in private and church schools increased 239. For the only fur-
ther information available; see Seconda.ry Instruction, page 18. 
Sacramento, according to the Rules and Regulations of the City Board of Education, in-
cludes in its system some ungraded schools, with the usual primary, grammar, and high 
schools. The last three cover 11 years, 4 each in the primary and grammar grades and 
3 in the high. Evening schools are also provided for, to afford the means of an elementary 
English edur.ation to boys and girls that cannot attend the day .. schools, as well as to 
adults who may wish to avail themselves of this means of remedying past neglect of train-
ing. Beyond this there is no information for the year. 
San Francisco, with 765 more census children, shows ~ increase of 565 in public school 
pupils; a per cent. of attendance on the average number belonging higher than for two 
preceding years; an increase of 343 in the average daily attendance in all the public 
schools; and yet 14, 189 children of school age that had not attended school at any time 
during the year, an increase of 1,216. This number did not include Chinese. In addi-
tion to the ordinary English studies, German was taught in two primary schools; French 
and German, in two grammar schools; and Fre::1ch, in the Boys' High School. Twenty 
substitute teachers and one teacher of music were ·employed. One school-house was 
built, at a cost of $4,449, while four rooms were added to another school. Evening schools 
were growing in favor and were reported to be the most useful and prosperous schools 
in the city. There were 3 such schools, with 905 young men and women in attendance, 
under the instruction of 21 teachers. Classification and promotions occur at the end of 
each term and as nearly as practicable the same course of study is pursued as in the day 
schools. The valuation of school property in San f'rancisco was $3,137,000, including 
$12,000, value of school libraries. The enrolrp.entin schools other than public was 5,91'2. 
San Jose shows a decrease in the city population, in children of school age, in enrolment 
in public schools, in average attendance, and in number of teachers, but a slight increase 
in the school expenditure was noted. The estimated enrolment in private and parochial 
schools was 600. 
~'Ilockton presents an increase of 106 in children of school age, of 51 in enrolment in 
public schools, and of 64 in average daily attendance, with the same number of teacheTs. 
There was a decrease of $6,622 in school expenditure. There were 246 pupils enrolled 
in private and parochial schools. Estimated value of school property, $145,137. There 
were four grades in the primary and two in the grammar schools; the studies of the high 
school occupy three years, with business, normal, literary, classical, and scientific, be-
sides graduate, courses. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The attendance on this school, located at San J os6, had increased about 60 per cent. 
1n the yearsl880-'81 and 1881-'82. Out of216 applicants for admission, 177 succeeded 
2E 
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in entering. The highest number present at one time was 532. The average attendance 
for the term, exclusive of the training school, was 506, and the average daily attend-
ance 495. A well organized training school is connected with the normal school and in 
this the pupil teachers find opportunity to apply practically the instruction received in 
methods of teaching. The legitslatnre appropriated $100,000 to rebuild the normal 
school building destroyed by fire in 1880. This, with the $50,000 insurance on the former 
building, was deemed sufficient, and the cost not only came within the appropriation 
but left a margin of $1,063, which the trusteBS ret·urned to the State treasury. 
A building for a branch State normal school wus erected at Los Angeles in 1882. Out 
of 82 applicants, 64 were admitted; 10 more afterwards entered, making a total of 83. 
A tra.ining school was organized, numbering 145 pupi1:o, divided into three classes, whose 
teachers were graduates of the San Jose Normal School. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
The normal department connected with the Girls' High School at San Francisco was 
established in 1 76 and since that time has graduated 374 pupils. By resolution of the 
boa;rd, June, 188~, this department was restricted to one class of 50 pupils; the gradu-
ates now receive only !Second clli8S certificates. Mr. Swett, the principal, strongly urges 
the erection of a building for the normal school. 
Normal classes are formed towards the close of the collegiate course each year in Pierce 
Christian College, Collebl'e City, atl.d Hesperian College, Woodla.nd, while the normal 
class ih Pacific Methodist College, Santa Rosa, constitutes a regular department of the in-
stitution . 
.A.t San Frahdsco there were in 1881-'82 at least two Kindergarten normal schools, one 
under Miss Emma Ma.:rwedel, the pioneer in Kindetgarten training on the Pacific Coast; 
the other under Mts. Kate Wiggin, one of her graduates. The fb1'mer had between 40 
and 50 pupils in Kifidetgarten ancl prim!lry departments, under 4 iustructors, and gradu-
ated 15; the latter, not teportingthe number of students in 1881-'82, graduatecl15, all of 
whom engaged in teaching. Drawing and vocal music were taught in bath schools, and 
that of l\1iss :Marwedel had a gymnasium and a ri:mseum of natural history. 
TEAC1tERS' INSTITUTES. 
Superintendent Campb~ll state:s that teachers' institutes have been held in most of the 
coilnties of the Stl:tte and have been productive of mu~h good, not only to the teachers, 
but, through them, to the schools, and hllve awakened in the community a more lively 
interest in the public schools and in the cause of education generally. The number of 
institutes held during the year was 48; number of teachers attending, 3,298. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The , tate board of education in 1877 designated as the official organ of the school 
department The Pacifl. · School J ournu,l, etlited by Mr. Albert Lyser. It has since con-
tinued to be an imp<>rtaut medium of educational information, not only for CaJifo~, 
but for all th Pacific , lope. 
The new Callfornia Tea<!her is understood to have been since adopted as the organ of 
the board. 
SECONb.A.RY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGII SCHOOLS. 
The tater port shows au enrolment in 1881-'82 of 3,848 in high schools, but does not 
give the number of uch ·hools. 
nn Francisco had 2. The one for boys had an enrolment of 327, of whom 34 gradu-
ated; while the girls' school had 930 and hrraduated 1'70. The total number in both 
schools, 1,2~7 wa an increase of 2. 
The number of pupils in the high school at Oakland was 296 ancl the graduates 24, 
7 men and 17 women. The an Jose high school graduated 12 young ladie . 
Stockton high school, numbering 99 students, at the last exercises graduated 14, 9 
youn la i and G -oun m n. 
The Pa ifi ' ho l Journal shows the e:rlstence of a high school in Los Angeles, which 
graduate a ·lru of ~ in June and was to be transferred to the new normal chool 
bn.ilcling in th autumn. 
OTIIER SECO. -DARY SCHOOLS. 
For stati t:i f busin colle es, private academic s ·hools, preparatory chools and 
preparatory departments of coll ges or universities, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX f 
the app ndix f llowing, and the um:mari th r of in the report of the Comm' ioner 
preceding. B Wes the s arnte busin colleges, a number of the college in Table I ~ 




U'Nl'VEESITIES AND. COLLEGES FOR YOUNG 1\:IEN OR FOR BOTfi: SEXES. 
The University of California, Berkeley, continued its departments of :in.strttctio:n, com-
prising the ~liege of letters, which inchtdes the customary classical oourse, while scien-
tific studies Were presented in the colleges of agriculture, mechailics, mining, ciVil en.-
gin~erlng, and chemistry. There were · in addition a literlliry course, a coll1'Se ih letters 
and science, and certain irregular cours~, besides prOfessional courses, noticed elsewhere. 
The general futtds of the university ate devoted to the -colleges of letters and science. 
The tmde.rgtaduate colleges of letters, a~iculture, mining, mechattics, civil engineer-
ing, and chemistry -wen~ the only ones included in the original orga,nization in 1868. The 
professional colleges have since been added. State students receive free tuition. Those 
from other States n,re admitted to equal privileges on the paymefit of a stnall fee. All 
courses ate opeh to both sexes without distinction. In both the scientific and literary 
colleges German, French, and Anglo-Saxon enter into the courses of the freshman and 
sophomore years. Provision is also made for the optional study of Spanish, Hebrew, 
Chaldaic, and SyriM. Latin up to 4 books of Cresar, 6 otations of .diceto, and 6 books of 
Virgil and Greek up to 4 books of Xenophon and 2 of Homer are requited for entering the 
classical. course. The total number of students in 1881-'82 in the college of letters was 
142, including 3 graduate students. . 
The number of other colleges continued to be t-welve, California College, at Vacaville, 
suspended in 1881, not reporting and supposed to be still closed, and the College of Our 
Lady of Guadalupe returning to the list, but with uncertainty yet as to its collegiate 
standing. Five of the above colleges were under Roman Catholic influence, 3 lln.der 
Methodist Episcopal, 2 under Christian, 1 under Protestant Episcopal, and 1 non·secta .. 
rian. Nearly all gave courses of fair standard and of four yeats' duration in their clas .. 
sical departments, with three or four years in the scientific and two or t~ree in the pre-
paratory departments. All gave instruction in music and modern languages. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOl\:IEN. 
Opportunity for the higher instruction of women was found in seven of the above named 
colleges and returns show 3 institutions designed for this sex alone: the Young Ladies' 
Seminary, at Benicia, with 12 professors and teachers; Mills Seminary, at :M:ills Semi-
nary P. 0., with 16 instructors; and the College of Notre Dame, San Jose. Music was 
taught in all these; also, Fxench, German, and Spanish. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL !NSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The University of California continued its scientific courses of four y~rs. each in the 
colleges of agriculture, mechanics, mining, civil engineering, and chemistry. In addi-
tion to these 4-year courses, the colleges of mechanics and mining had graduate courses, 
where advanced instruction was given in such studies as were necessary for the profes· 
sional degree. 
Upon recommendation of the faculty a diploma from the university entitled the holder 
to a teacher's certificate. The University of the Pacific gave a 3-year Latin-scientific 
course. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
The only distinctively theological schools in 1881-'82 were the two that have been re-
ported in preceding years : (1) The Pacific Theological Seminary, Oakland (Congrega-
tional), with a 3-year course of study and a preliminary examination of candidates for 
admission that do not present evidence of sufficient scholastic preparation, and (2) the San 
Francisco Theological Seminary, San Francisco (Presbyterian), with the same length of 
course and the same rule as to examination. iSome theological instructiott was also given 
at the Franciscan College, Santa Barbata (Roman Catholic), at Pierce Christian College, 
College City, and at Hesperian College, Woodland (both Christian). In the University 
of Southern California, Los Angeles (Methodist Episcopal), students preparing for the 
ministry were offered instruction in Hebrew and in historieal and systematic theology. 
During the year under review the Pacific Theological Seminary received $56,000 for 
endowment, Mr. Moses Hopkins, of San Francisco, giving $50,000, and Mrs. Whitin, of 
Whitinsville, MMS., $5,000 of this amount, while 944 volumes were given the library 
by the sons of the late Dr. E. Pond, of Bangor, Me. Five students were graduated from 
the seminary, two more than in any previous year. 
For legal instruction the Hastings College of the Law, San Francisco (the law school of 
the University of Calliornia), continued in 1881-'82 to require from candidates for its 
3-year course of 40 weeks yearly preliminary evidence of literary training sufficient to 
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warrant their admission. It also required, as before, an examination at the close of the 
first and second years for an advance to the class of the suc~eeding year, as well as a final 
examination for graduation. Moot courts were held for the argument of causes and the 
discussion of legal questions. Instructors for the year, 4; students, 136. 
For study in medicine, the medical department of the University of California, San 
Francisco, provided a 3-year graded course, with 20 weeks in each year (attendance on 
the preliminary or spring term of 12 weeks not being compulsory), and examinations at 
the end of the first and second years for promotion and final examination. The course of 
studies comprises clinical, didactic, and laboratory teaching, with dissections. Cooper 
Medical College (originally the medical department of the University of the Pacific) also 
gave a 3-year course of 20 weeks in the regular term each year, with annual examinations 
as above and a preliminary examination. The California Medical College (eclectic), Oak-
land, offered and recommended a 3-term graded course of instruction and required for 
graduation a course covering 2 years of at least 24 weeks each. The Woman's Medical 
College of the Pacific Coast, opened in 1881, with a course of 20 weeks each year, has 
thus fur sent no further information of itself or of its work. 
The dental department of the University of California, San Francisco (organized 1881, 
opened 1882), required for graduation two full lecture courses of 20 weeks each, a satis-
fadory final examination, a thesis, and approved cases of operative and mechanical den-
tistry. There is no preliminary examination till 1883; then it is to be required of all 
except such as present evidence of graduation from a high school or college. 
California College of Pltarma~;, San Francisco (a branch of the University of California), 
requires 4 years of pharmacal service, three and a half of these before graduation, with 
attendance on two full courses of lectures. Besides examination and additional profes-
sional service, there mmt be a joint recommendation fl'Om the faculty and the examining 
board before a diploma will be conferred. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DE.AF .AND DUMB .AND THE BLIND. 
The California Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, Berkeley, still con-
tinued its useful work. The increase of pupils indicated a healthy growth. The number 
on the roll June 30, 1880, was 128, which had increased to 136 June 30, 1882, while 9 
more were admitted during the year. The teaching force of the institution consists of 
the principal, 7 teachers of the deaf and dumb, a teacher of articulation and one of draw-
ing, 2 teachers for the blind, and a teacher of music. The course of study embraces what 
is usually taught in the common and high schools of the State, and a limited number were 
prepared for college. Two deaf-mutes were in the university at the date of the 1·eport 
and held good po ·itions in their respective classes. A new school-house was erecyed dur-
ing the year, which combined the requisites of light, heat, space, ventilation, and facility 
of exit. 
EDUCATION OF THE CHINESE. 
Th American Missionary Association reports 15 schools for the education of the Chinese, 
with a total enrolment of 2,567 pupils, an increase of 935 over the preceding year. At 
the clo e of the year there were 31 teachers, 11 of whom were Chinese. Eleven of these 
schools were sustained during the entire year. The Mission Home at San Francisco, 
under the au pices of the Women's Foreign Missionary Society (Presbyterian), had in 
1 2 an enrolment of 39 young women and girls, who were taught housekeeping, clean-
liness and order, writing, reading, &c. There had been admitted to the home in the 10 
years of its exi tence 129 women and girls. Two Sunday schools and one evening school 
were organized under the same influence, the former instructing 150 pupils; the latter 
140, of whom 60 were boys under 17. Another mission school at San Francisco, con-
ducted by the same . ociety, had 12r: pupils, of whom 20 to 30 were boys. The Women 
FQreign 1:i ionary ociety also had classes at Oakland, San J os6. and other cities. The r ion of the,~ Iethodist Episqopal Church, founded in 1868, had schools in San Fran-
Cisco, an J ', akland, Mramento, and Chico. Schools, 5; teachers, 13, with 
pupils and an average attendance of 1 . 
ED' TIO.~ OF RPH.AA•ED .A.-D .ABANDONED CHILDREN. 
There were 21 in m.tutions for the care and maintenance of minor orphans, half orphans 
and abandoned children receiving aid from the tate to the amount of 190,4 G. o 
child i entitled to ai from th:iJ fund who is over 14. The course of study embraced 
the ual bran ·h , with .. om instruction in morals and religion. 'I he girls were taught 
plain and ornamental o dlcwork, ·e. 
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EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The State Teachers' Assodation held its sixteenth annual session in San Francisco, 
December 27-29, 1882, President J. B. McChesney in the chair. The meeting is ~id to 
have been one of the most interesting and valuable ever helcl. There were present nearly 
170 members, including a large proportion of the representative educators of the State. 
President McChesney read an interesting address, devoted to the discussion of the func-
tions of professional organizations like this association. Superintendent J. L. Shearer, 
of Napa, presented an able paJ?er on "Our school work." Papers were read during the 
session by Professor Cook~ of tlie State University, on" English in our public schools;" by 
Mrs. S. B. Cooper, on the question ''ShaH the Kindergarten be a part of the public 
schopl system of the State;" by Ex-Superintendent Mann, on "Arnold of Rugby;" and 
by Prof. Ira Moore, on " Graded schools." An address on " Physical, intellectual, and 
moral training" was made by State Superintendent Welcker, and there were also ad-
dresses by Governor Stoneman and Superintendent Campbell. 
The discussions formed one of the important features of the meeting and general in- -
terest was manifested in all the proceedings. The subjects under discussion were "A 
proper course of study for our schools,'' '' Free text books,'' '' State publication, of text 
books," and "Home and school study." A committee on spelling reform was an-
nounced by the president, and was instructed to report at the next annual convention. 
William White, of San Francisco, was elected president for the ensuing year. 
SUPERINTENDENTS' MEETING. 
The second Biennial Convention of County School Superintendents of California was 
held in San Francisco December 27, 1882, State Superintendent Campbell presiding. 
Albert Lyser, editor of the Pacific School Journal, was chosen secretary. Thirty counties 
were represented during the entire session. A large amount of work was done and many 
subjectc; were discussed; much time was given to the subject "Should the State print its 
text books and should it furnish them free?'' the report of a committee of five on this 
subject being in the negative. 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
MRS. MARY ATKINS LYNCH. 
Born in Jefferson, Ohio, July 7, 1819, Mary Atkins studied in the public schools and 
academies of the State. In 1835 she beca.me a teacher in the public schools of New York. 
Six years later she entered Oberlin College, graduating with distinction four years after-
ward and becoming assistant principal of the ladies' department of the college; the fol-
lowing year she was principal of the girls' high school at Columbus, and then of the · 
Woodward high school, Cincinnati, remaining till 1854. Called to the head of the Be-
nicia Seminary for Young Ladies! Cal., which had been organized two years before, she 
infused her vigor and energy into the school, and for eleven years so managed it as to 
make it the leading seminary for young ladies on the Pacific coast. Disposing of her 
interest in the school she spent a few years in travel, to restore her impaired health, and 
then, at the in,c;tance of Superintendent Rickoff, resumed work, this time in the Cleve-
land (Ohio) high school. In 1869 she was married to Mr. John Lynch, of Louisiana, 
going back in 1877 to the Benicia School, with which she had been so honorably identi-
fied. She died September 14, 1882. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. FREDERICK M. CAMPBELL, State superintendent of P'lil?lic inst-ruction, Sacramento. 
[Term, January 5,1880, to J:muary 8, 1883.] 
This term was one year shorter than the regular time, because of a 1·equircment to that effect in 
the constitution of 1879, which shortened by so much the terms of all officers chosen at the first elec-
tion under it, that subsequent elections might come in the years of even number3. 
In November, 1882, William T. Welcker was chosen to succeed Mr. Campbell. 
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
COLORADO. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. . 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
YQu.th of school age (6-21)-~------- 40,804 49,208 8,404 ----------
Enrolled in graded State schools _____ 13,198 17,929 4,731 ----------
Enrolled in ungraded State schools __ 12,802 13,809 1,007 ----------
Whole number in ~ta.te schools _____ ._ 26,000 31,738 5,738 ----------Average daily attendance ___________ 14,649 18,488 3,839 
-----~----Per cent. of enrolment on school pop- 63.7 64.5 . 8 ----------
ulat~on. 
Per cent. of average attendan,ce on 
enrolment. 
56 58 2 ----------
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
School districts reported ____________ 454 511 57 ··--------, School-houses. in these _____________ 314 370 56 ---------· Sittings for pu.pils _________________ 19,486 26,470 6,984 ----------Volumes in school libraries _________ 5,037 5,680 643 ----------Valuation of school property ________ $977,213 $1,235,491 $258,278 ----------
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teachers in graded schools ______ 32 43 11 _____ J ____ 
Women teachers in graded schools ___ 184 242 58 ----------Men teachers in ungraded schools ____ 213 227 14 ----------Women teachers in ungraded schools_ 372 388 16 ----------Whole number of different teachers 801 900 99 ----------employed during the year. 
Number of teachers at one time ______ 633 721 88 ----------
Average monthly pay of men in $103 33 $100 97 ---------- 2 36 graded schools. 
Average monthly pay of women in 62 87 67 39 $4 52 ----------graded schools. 
Average monthly pay of men in un- 53 68 54 52 84 ---------· graded school . 
Average monthly pay of women in 47 43 50 02 2 59 ----------ungraded schools. 
General average pay of men a month_ ------------ 61 88 ---------- ----------General average pay of women a ------------ 55 10 ---------- ----------month. 
I ~co~IE AND EX:PE~DIT RE. 
Whole receipts for publi chool~---- $591,366 $661,419 $70,053 --------·--Whole expenditure for them ________ 557,151 626 965 69,814 ----------
I 
(Fr m biennial report of Hon. Leonida , . Cornell, State superint ndent of public 
instruction, for the years mentioned. ) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFF! 'ERS . 
. These are (1) a , tate board of education; (2) a ta,te superintendcn ofpubliciustruc-
ti.op.; (:3) a sup rintend nt fpublic chools for each county; (4) di tric:t boards of 3 or 6 
directors, according to population; (5) a committee of 3, with the county superintendent 
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88 presiclent, fm· any union high school formed by tlniting districts to establish one; (6j 
a board of 6 regents of the St11te University; and (7) a board of 4 commissioners of 
public lands. Women are eligible to district offices.- (Constitution and sohooll:lw.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are sustained from the income of a State fund n.nd a co1111ty tax of 
2 to 5 mills on the dollar. An additional district tax may be levied for school buildings 
and furniture, and another, not to exceed one-tenth of a ~ill on the doll11·r, for the pur-
chase of a school library. The public schools, except the high schools, are to be open at 
least 3 months in each year for the instruction of youth 6-21 1·esiding in tl1e districts, 
the district board having power to admit others, if thought pest. Instruction must be 
given in English, though German or Spanish may be taught when demanded by tl).~ 
parents or guardians of 2,0 or more pupils attending any school. The district board must 
employ teachers, fix the course of study and the exercises and text books to be used, 
procure books for indigent children, require aU pupils to be furnished with the books 
prescribed, exclude from school and school library all reading of a sectarian charl¥Jter, 
and require teachers to conform to the laws. School funds are apportioned acco.rdipg tQ 
the youth of school age in each district; and a school to receive i'fi; share must l}~:~ry~ 
been taught by a duly.licensed teacher 60 school days. The constitution forbids lfflCt~­
rian instruction in the State schools, as well as a distinction or classificatiop. of pupils 
by race or color. Teachers must have certificates of qualifiQation, and, besides the ordi-
nary one, the State board issues certificates, good througlwut the State, to teacp~s of twQ 
years' experience who are highly qualified. The public sc:Pools are organjzed as grtW.ed 
and ungraded, the graded having high scho0l courses, open to all.- (School law.) 
GENEnAL CONDITION. 
The yea,r en'ding August, 1882, presents a L1rge increase of sc.hool populjl;tion ~md eor· 
responding work on the part of Stn.te school officers. During two years the school yo"\lth 
had increased 13,642, and in the last year 8,404. rro provid~ schools for these there 
were organized during the two yen.rs 97 new districw, 57 of them in 1881-'82; 78 IJ.ew 
school-houses were provided and furnished, affording 9,910 additionf1l sittings Nld 
increasing the value of school property $553,08l, of which $258,278 were for the last 
year; 222 more teachers were employed, 99 of tllelll the increase of the last year. Only 
2,471 of the school population in 1882 could neither read nor write. The S4tte supe:r-
intendent speaks of this growing and organizing period aa of great import~nce, though 
attended with the dn.nger of giving more attention to securing school privileges than to 
having these of the best quality; still, he reports a steady improvement in the quality 
of the schools as well as an increase in number. In all the other items the statistics 
show a corresponding increase. Schools were taught an average of 100 days. The ex-
cellent school system of the State is ascribed to the charfl,cter and intelligence of the 
people, a large per cent. of whom, from the earliest settlement of the State, have come 
from the best educational centres of the East.- (Sta,te report.) 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS IN CITIES OF 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Denver and Leadville have school boards of 6 directors, elected by the people for 3 
yeaTS, with annual change of 2, each bofl,rd appointing a superintendent of schools.-
(State report and calendars.) · 
STATISTICS. 
Population, Children of Enrolment Av~ro.ge I Number of Expendi-Cities. census of school age, in public fea~~k,11~~~ tcucllers. ture. 1880. schools. 
Dcn,·er (sr.hool 35,629 
dis~rict ·o.1). 
7,300 4,820 3,084 a67 8255,~86 
Leadville ............ 14,820 2,075 2,000 1,700 28 ..................... 
a Number reported lust year. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Denver report'3 only the statistics of district No. 1, including five-sixths of the city 
there being also one ward west of Cherry Creek and a district beyond the Platte, in eacl~ 
of which there wn.s an independent school authority, making ample provision for public 
instruction. Enrolment aud average attendance were greater in 1881-'82 than in any· 
precedinO" year. 
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Hon. J. D. Philbrick, long the superintendent of schools in Boston, Mass., speaks as 
follows of the Denver schools, which he visited in the ·spring of 1882: 
"In the latter part of April I made a thorough inspection of the school syRtem of 
Denver, especially the division constituting the first district, which comprises the bulk 
of the schools. In the fiTst place the school-houses were visited while occupied by the 
pupils, and their qualities, mechanical, economic, hygienic, and pedagogical, noted in 
detail. Superintendent Gove then, with documents -in hand, went over to me, at great 
length, the organi:tation and practical mana,gement of the system with respect to admin-
istration, supervision, instruction, and discipline. 'l'hus instructed I applied myself to 
the inspection and examination of the classes in the school rooms, beginning with the 
lowest pTimary and ending with the graduating class of the high school, in the hands of 
,Mr. Principal Baker. In this survey I observed carefully the methods of teachers, the 
proficiency of the pupils, and the spirit in which teachers and pupils were working for the 
ends in view. Finally, I had the privilege of meeting the teachers in a body and conversing 
with a considerable number of them. 
"In the progress of this study of the system I could not but be impressed with the 
accumulating evidence of its efficiency and excellence. The result may be summed up by 
saying that I found the Denver school system to be admirable in all respects. Although 
its origin dates back scarcely more than a decade, its development has beensowisely and 
energetically conducted that already it fairly belongs to the front rank of city systems. 
It is pretty safe to say that the creation of a system of schools on so laTge a scale, of such 
exceptional merit<;;, and in so brief a space of time, is a phenomenon to which the history 
of education affords no parallel.'' 
LeadviUe is as remarkable for its progress in education as for its growth 1n material 
prosperity. Its public schools, begun in 1878, are primary, with 2 grades of a year each; 
intermediate, with 4 grades; grammar, with 3; and a high school of 4 grades. For these 
there were 4 school buildings, 2 of brick, costing with their furniture $102,000, and 2of 
frame, costing $11,000. The buildings contained 22 schools, with 1,500 sittings, and 
were valued at $150,000. To provide for the rapidly increasing school population 2 of 
,these, 1 of brick and 1 of frame, were erected during the year. Of the school population 
in 1881-'82, 82 per cent. were in average attendance. There were 26 regular and 2 special 
teachers (of German and music) employed at an average monthly pay of $92.13; the 
superintendent received $150. The superintendent thinks the school system of Lead-
ville so complete that it offers in its fourth year as good facilities for public cduc.:'ttion as 
any city of its size in the United States. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NOR:fl•IAL SCHOOLS. 
The University of Colorado, Boulder, has a definite normal course of 3 yeats. Applicants 
for admission to it must be at least 16 years of age, must declare their intention to become 
teachers, and must pass a satisfactory preliminary examination in elementary English 
studies. There were 17 normal students in 1881-' 82. Three completed the normn-1 course, 
2 of whom were teaching. 
Colorado CoUege, Colorado Springs; had, at the lastadvices, a normal course of 4 years, 
requiring for admittance a satisfactory knowledge of the elementary English branches. 
It sends no report for 1881-'82. 
The University of Denver provides a special course of studies for those who wish to pre-
pare for teaching in the public schools. 
Denver Oity has also a normal and training class, with examinations, for such as desire 
to teach in the city schools. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
No information has reached this Bureau regarding teachers' institutes l1eld during 
1881-'82, and probably there were none, owing to the reason mentioned in the Bureau 
report of 1880--'81, viz, the great extent of territory in each county, and the consequent 
difficulty of gathering at any central point a sufficient number of teachers to lll!l,ke an 
institute successful. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUDLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Denver and Leadville in 1 0-'81 were reported to have fair high school studies, the 
former having 3 courses, each of 4 years. The course at Leadville was also of 4 yeaiS. 
OTHER SECO ~D.ARY SCHOOLS. 
According to the information nt hand, there appear to be 4 church chools of ac.:'\demic 
1Xallk,...2 of them, Jarvis all, for. boys, and Wo1ie Hall, for girls (Prot tant Ep· opal), 
) 
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at Denver; 1, St. Mary's Convent Academy, for girls (Rom~n Catholic), also at Denver. 
and Trinidad Academy (Congregational), the last believed to be open to both sexes. 
Five other Roman Catholic schools in different parts of the State are reported as acad-
emies in Sadlier's Roma.n Catholic ·Directory, but without such statement of courses as 
to indicate ac.'l.demic rank.- (Year books and Report for 1881.) · 
For statistics of business colleges, private or church academic schools, preparatory 
schools, and preparatory departments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, IX, and X of 
the appendix; for summaries of their statistics,. see corresponding tables in the report 
of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN AND FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The Universiiy of Colorado, Boulder, is a part of the public school system of the State 
and is governed by a board of regents elected by the people. It aims to complete the 
work begun in the public schools by affording facilities for education in literature, sci-
ence, and the arts. It has full preparatory courses of 3 years, leading to classical, scien-
tific, and Latin-scientific courses of 4 years each, with special courses for students not 
candidates for graduation. '£he normal course has been already mentioned. Males and 
females are admitted on equal terms. 
At t.he close of 1881-'82 there were, in all departments, 113 students: 72 in preparatory 
classes, 18 in collegiate, 17 in normal, and 6 special students; 19 completed the prepar-
atory, and 6 who completed the full classical course were graduated in June, 1882.-
(Calendar and State report.) 
Colorado College, Coloracl_o Springs (non-sectarian), has a preparatory, a classical col-
legiate, and a normal course, each of 4 years, and one of undefined length in mining and 
metallurgy. French and German are elective studies in the freshman and sophomore 
years, and Spanish in tbe junior year. There are also special lines of studies for such 
as cannot pursue full courses. Both sexes are admitted to all the courses. Two wings 
were added to the college building; the property of the college was valued at $75,000. 
The met~Lllmgical department was in operation and scientific work was made more effi-
cient by the addition of suitable rooms and apparatus. 
The college held its first commencement in June, 1882, when two young men gradu-
ated and President Tenney was formally inaugurated. 
The Un,iversity of Denver (Methodist Episcopal) had, in 1881-'82, preparatory, classical 
collegiate, scientific, music, and mining engineering courses, each of 4 years, a medical 
course meant to cover 3 years, and normal and mt courses not fully defined. There 
is also provision for commercial instruction when desired by 5 students. Instruction is 
given in French, Italian, German, and Spanish. Both sexes are admitted.-(Calendar.) 
For statistics of 1881-'82, see Table IX of the appendix; for a summary of such sta-
tistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Up to 1881-'82 no institution of full collegiate rank exclusively for females had been 
established, but the 3 above mentioned colleges admitted them on equal terms with 
males. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The University of Colorado, Boulder, provides a scientific course . . The well ~rranged 
courses of the University of Denver lead to the deg;ees of bachelor of science and mining 
enginef1r, while Colorado College limits its scientific instruction to mining and metal-
lurgy. The State School of Mines, Golden, near Denve~ works in the same direction 
through courses which in the first two years deal with the general elements of'lscience and 
in the next two prepare especially for mining engineering, civil engineering, and metal-
lurll'y. The Colorado Agricultural College, Fort Collins, beginning also with general 
elements, branched from these in 1882, as previously, into studies relating 1p scientific 
agriculture: hortic1;1ltnre, bot..'tny, zoology, geology, and chemistry. A part of its teach· 
ing is also directed to preparation for practical mechanics, including the use of tools and 
m aterials, with the principles underlying the various trades. All these institutions, e:~:­
cept the tat e School of Mines, offer instruction preparatory to the collegiate scientific 
cou rses presented. 
For statistics ofthese schools, see Tables IX and X of the appendix; for summaries of 
t heir st..1.tistics, sec corresponding tables in the 1·eport of the Commissioner preceding. -
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PROFESSIONAL. 
Tlteological ir}struction was given in 1881 by the Protestant Episcopalians in the Cathe-
dral Theologi~l School, in Denver, by 4 instructors, but apparently to only 4 sttLdents. 
The required course is 3 years.- (Protestant Episcopal Almanac.) 
There was also some ecclesiastical instruction given under the auspices of the Roman 
Catholic Church, ~ 12 ecclesiastical students were reported in 1881-' 82t- (Catholic Year 
Book.) 
Medical.-The only medical course reported in 1881-'82 was offered by the College of 
Medicine of the University of Denver, with a faculty of 17 professors and instructors. 
This college followed jn its instruction the graded course recommended by the American 
Medical Association, although the completion of that course, which embraced 3 annual 
lecture terms of 20 weeks each, had not yet been made obligatory. Applicants for admis-
sion must pass an examination in the ordinary high school studies or give other evidence 
of fitness. 'l'he conditions of graduation were 3 years of study, attendance on two courses 
of 20 weeks, instruction in practical anatomy and chemistry during two sessions, the 
presentation of a medical thesis, and the passage of an examination before the faculty on 
tbe sevf;ln principal branches of medical science.- (Calendar.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF !1UTES AND THE BLIND. 
The Colorado Mute and Blind Institute, Colorado Springs, is a State institution, 
founded in 187 4, with a course intended to cover 7 years. The State report disclo&es the 
presence of no blind pupils, and as to mutes only states that during the year there bad 
been 49 in attendance, under 3 teachers; that in the domestic department some of bot4 
sexes were employed in the printing office; and that some girls were taught fancy work, 
dressmaking, and general housekeeping.- (State report.) 
INSTRUCTION IN ART. 
The University of Denver, in its College of Music and Art, presents a course of 4 years 
in music; also, one in painting, the length of which depends on the ability and diligence 
of the student. 
In 1881-'82 there were in the former 49 students, under 2 instructors, and in tbe latter 
17, under 1 instructor. Both courses appear to be thorough.- (Ca:lendar.) 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
T~Colorado State Industrial School, Golden, incorporated Febru~ry, 1881, was opened 
in July, 1881. During the year additions were made to the buildings, and the grounds 
were graded and improved, mainly through the work of the boys. Beginning with 3 
boys, July 11, 1881, in November, 1882, there were 80 enrolled, most of them under 15 
years of age. Of those received, 48 were committed for incorrigibility; 53 had been habit-
ually idle and only 9 regularly employed. The board of control reported the school 
under thorough discipline, with energy and good management manifest in. every depart-
ment. It is made a principal object to teach trades involving the use of tools. Within 
two years, it is thought, the school will be required to care for 250 boys and 60 gids.-
(State report.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
COLORADO STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
This body held its eighth 1\nnual meeting at Pueblo, opening Wednesday, December 
27, 1882. For the first time in the history of the association the entire State was repre-
sented, delegates appearing from every educational institution, including the colleges and 
univ rsities. On Thursday the president, James S. McClung, of Pueblo, addressed the 
convention, and this address, a.'!l well as ea.ch paper rend, was followed by a general dis-
cussion. ne rend by rof. Copeland, touching the work of teachers jn the formation o! 
character, led -to much debate. uperintendent Gove held that there is no character worth 
having but Christian baracter, and earnestly ol)j ected to the least shadow of an inference 
that the schools of this country ar not forming good character, saying that a purer, better, 
trner, and more noble body than our public school teachers does not exist. In the even-
illg Prof. Paul u.s, of the , u te University, gave a lecture on "Growth" to a large 
audience. After the election of officers, the association adjourned.- (Journal of Edu-
cation.) 
ED C TION.AL CONVENTION. 
At the call of the tate uperintendent a convention was held at Denver June17, 1 
to consider the need of a uniform course of study in the State public schools. The leading 
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educators of the State werep:;:esent. Committees were appointed to report courses for the 
different grades of schools. The following resolutions were adopted: ( 1) That in all towns 
of sufficient size we deem it important that a 3-year high school course be established as'· 
soon as possible if not already in existence; (2) that so far as practicable the course 
of study in the high schools of the State should meet the requirements .for admis~on to 
the State University .; (3) that we recognize the necessity of encouraging a uniform 
course in both the graded and ungraded schools of the State. The superintendent was 
instructed to have full reports of the committees printed in his report to the governor, 
giving the courses of study for each grade.- (State report.) 
CHiEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. LEONIDAS s. CoRNELL, State superintendent of public instruct·ion, De~ver. 
[Term, January 13,1881 ,to Jan\lary 9, 1883, then to be succeeded by Hon. Josepl1 Q. Sh~ttuck, former 
State superintendent, for a term l"eaching to January ,1885.] 
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CONNECTICUT. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Inel'J:ease. DP-crt>ase. 
' 
POPULATION .AND .ATTENDANCE:\. 
Youth of school age (4-16} -~------· 143,745 146,188 2,443 _J._ _______ 
Total enrolled in public schools _____ 119,381 121,185 1,804 ----------
Per cent. of enrolment to school pop- 83.05 82.90 --- ~-- ---- 0.15 
ulation. 
Average attendance in winter _______ 76,028 77,041 1,013 ---'-------
Average attendance in summer ___ -_- 69,050 69,836 786 ----------
Attending other than public schools_ 12,475 12,899 ' 424 ----------
Attending schools of aU kinds ______ 131,856 134,084 2,228 ----------Per cent. in schools of all kinds _____ 91.'73 91.72 ---------- 0.01 
SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts __________ 1,471 1,447 ---------- 24 
Public schools_-------------------- 1,634 1,628 ---------- 6 
Number of these graded----------- 314 313 IL--------- . 1 
Departments in public schools------ 2,627 2,649 -----··---- 22 Departments in graded schools ______ 1,314 1,340 2G ----------
Sclwol-houses built _____ ----------- 16 17 1 ----------School-houses in poor COf!dition _____ 208 217 9 ----------
In good or fair condition----- -- ---- 1,446 1,41G ---------- 30 Average public school term in days __ 179.98 179.66 ---------- 0.32 
TEACHERS. 
Men teaching in winter--------·--- 680 617 ---------- 63 Women teaching in winter ___ .:, _____ 2,120 2,213 93 ----------Men teaching in summer ___________ 349 2, ~~~ , _______ 7i- 33 
Women teaching in summer-------- 2,432 ----------Continued in the same schooL ______ 2,144 2,183' 39 --- .. ------Teaching for the first time __________ 454 470 16 ----------Average monthly pay of men __ _____ $60 69 $63 44 $2 75 ----------.A. verage monthly pay of women _____ 35 37 35 94 57 ----------
-----~----
INCOME .AND EXPENDITURE. ----------
Receipts for public schools ---------
Expenditure for public schools ______ 
$1,482,024 $1,563,750 $81, 726 c =======: 
1, 476, 69'1 1,553,065 76,374 ----------
PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of tateschool fund ________ $2,021,346 $1,997,549 ---------- $23,797 
(From reports and returns ofHon. B. G. Northrop, , ecretary of State board of education.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A Sta.te board of education of six members has general clmrge of the school y tern. 
For current work it appoints a secretary to serve during its :pleasUie as general S1l:perin-
tendent, and also an agent to enjoin the ob ervance of laws respecting the etPploymenh 
of children. Towns choose boar of school visitors of 3 to 9 members, except where any 
have abolished their petty districts and been reconstructed as town district ; then they 
have school committees of 6, D or 12 members. Districts that continue to be only part of 
towns have such committees of mem ers, save where they succeed former school soci etie ·; 
then they choose boards of education of 6 or 9 members. All the e town and di trict 
school officers are liable to partial annual change. 
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OTHER"FEATURES OF THE"SYSTEM. 
· Public schools must be taught for at least 30 weeks each year in every school dis-
trict in which the school population numbers 24 or m01·e, and for at least 24 weeks in 
other places. All children 8 to 14, unless disqualified, must attend some school at least 
3 months each year or be taught at home for an eq1~allength of time, and such chil-
dren may not be employed in any business unless they have been taught at least 60 days 
in the year preceding. School funds come from local taxation, the income of a State 
school fund and of town or district funds, and from a State appropriation of $1.50 for 
each child between 4 and 16, which ages are the basis of apportionment of all public 
school moneys. No district m.ay receive its share unless schools have been taught therein 
the required length of time, nor unless an annual report has been made to the town board 
and satisfactory school accommodations are furnished. Towns neglecting to provide for 
support of schools forfeit to the State a sum equal to the amount which they were required 
by law to appropriate. Teachers must hold a certificate of qualification from the school 
authorities and must keep a register and report to school visitors, who, in turn, are 
required to report annually to the State board. The system comprises public school libra-
ries, graded and high schools, a normal school, a reform school, and an industrial school 
for girls. Text books are furnished free of cost to pupils unable to pay for them. 
AMENDMENTS TO THE SCHOOL LAW. 
Among additions to the school law passed du~g the legislative session of 1882 are 
noted the following: Any town or school district failing to make the required annual 
returns of statistics by October 15 shall forfeit of the $1.50 State money for each census 
child 1 per cent. fm: the first week of such delay, 2 per cent. for 2 weeks, and 5 per 
cent. for four weeks, after which the loss is to be 10 per cent. The compulsory educa-
tion law was modified by reducing the penalty for employing a child illegally from $100 
to $60 and by making each week's failure on the part of par~nts to send their children to 
school a distinct offence punishable by a fine not exceeding $5. It was also made the 
duty of parents or others having control of children under 14 to furnish the employer 
of such children certificates from teacher, school visitor, or committee showing that the 
law as to attendance has been complied with; and it was also made the duty of employers 
to keep such certificates at their place of business and exhibit them to the proper officers 
on demand. Parents making false statements or causing children to make them, with 
intent to ev'ade the law, are to be fined not more than $7 or imprisoned not more than 
30 days. - Members of district committees and janitors of school buildings were made 
eligible to appointment as special constables to arrest for truancy and certain other 
offences. School visitors are authorized, on petition of 12 adults, to order that instruc-
tion be given in the public schools concerning the effects of intoxicating beverages on 
individuals and the community. If any persons feel aggrieved by such action, on petition 
of 20 legal voters the question must be submitted to the next annual town meeting, which 
has power to decid.e it for one year. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics show that with 2, 443 more children of school age 1, 804 more were enrolled 
in public schools; that there was a larger a\rerage attendance both in winter :md summer, 
a small increase in the average monthly pay of teachers, and $76,37 4 (or about 5 per cent.) 
more expended for public schools, almost two-fifths of this being for teachers' wages. The 
sum raised by town and district taxes was 8 per cent. larger than the previous year and 
the receipts from all sources were $81,726 more, although a decline in the rate of interest 
on investments (with the increased enumeration) considerably diminished the amount 
per pupil received from the school fund. The secretary of the board of educ..'l.tion con-
siders that the increase in attendance about kept pace with that of school population, the 
number of school age reported as attending no school being slightly less th:m it was the 
previous year, although in regard to the latter he says there is always some uncertainty, 
for two reasons: first, reports from private schools are more or less imperfect, school 
officers having no authority to require them; second, the enumeration of scho.ol popula-
tion is made on the 1st of January, while the reports of attendance cover the year ending 
with August. That so large a proportion of the children between 8 and 14 attende.d some 
xhool during at least a portion of the year is ascribed to the influence of the compulsory 
law and to the efforts of the secretary and agent in securing its enforcement. Of the 
teachers employed 470 were beginners, about the average number reported for each of the 
past five years. Only a small fraction of these, it is supposed, prepare themselves for teach-
in" by study, observation, or apprenticeship. The result is tfu!,t~y schools are poorly 
taught, particularly small ones in the rural districts, although the evil was not confined 
to these. The remedy pointed out is in a public opinion that shall demand a special 
preparation for tea<:hing corresponding to that required in other employments, which, it 
is believed, would very soon create a supply of competent teachers. 
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The compulsory education law continued to work well and to be approved by· the people. 
Of the 26,100 youth of school age reported in no school, only 2,858, or less than 11 per 
oont., belonged to the period of required attendance ( 8 to 14), a proportion largely ascribed 
to the systematic efforts made to diminish abs.enteeism arid to the labors of Mr. Potter, 
agent of the board. This officer repOFts that he found less neglect and carelessness of 
the right of children to an education than in any former year since his employtnent! that 
patents were more mindful of their duty and t.hat employers generally demanded the 
cettifica,tes which the law requires. The WiJlimvntic Linen Company posted notices that 
after July 4, 1883, ability to read and write would be a condition of employment in their 
service. The managers adopted this rule purely on business principles, believing that 
ignorant labor is expensive abd that the amount and quality of work, as a rule, are pro-
portionate to the intelligence of the laborers. The compulsory law was amended by the 
general assembly of 1882 and much improved; the penalty for its violation is made leSs 
severe, but its provisions are more easily executed a tid mote effective. During the year 
8 parents were prosecuted a.nc1 filled for not sending their children to school, and one 
person tor pei'Sistently employing children who had not attended. A father who defied 
the law, (tnd could not pay the fine nor ftunish bonds, was sent to jail, where he remained 
three weeks, the first case that has occurted in the 8tate of the imprisonment of a parent 
for not sending his child to school. This case bad the desired effect, breaking up a kind 
of conspiracy to resist the law. No prosecutions are ever made until person2.l efforts to 
secure compliance by persuasion and admonition have failed. 
During the year the public school~ lost the services of Secretary Northrop, who in 
Octo bel' resigned the position he had held for 16 years of chief ((Xecutive of the board of 
education. The State board ascribes the great advll.ncement in school interests during 
thi period largely to his influence. In 1868 Connecticut was the only State in New 
England which had not established free schools by la.w. The proposition to make them 
free met with strong opposition and was carried only by the persistent efforts of men who 
were ready to sacrifice popularity for the public good. 'l'o Roil. James E. English, then 
governor of the State, ancl to Secretary Northrop, m6re than to any other two men·, bel6ngs 
the honor of securing the passage of the free school law of 1868. The reestablishment 
of the State Notmal chool, suspended in 1867, was another important measure secured 
through the secretary's influence, and many others followed. Among the results of his 
labors may be mentioned an increrused n.ttend::t.nce on teachers' institutes, improvement 
in school-houses and villages by 'the planting of trees, a repression of the sale of injuri-
ous 1·eading and a dissemination of information regatcUng good books, the ena,cttnent of a 
cotnpulsory law through which public school attendance wa-s enforced, and other provis-
ions for the care of neglected children ::md the repression of truancy. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
The 5 Kindergarten noted in Table V in the report for 1881 as existing at Bridgeport, 
Hartford, New Britain, New Miliotd, atid Statnford appear to have been continued, one 
at New Haven being added in 1882. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS IN CITIES OF 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERs. 
These are boards of school visitors in some cases; in others, boards of education, and 
usually city school superintendents. 
Cities. 
~~ir~l~uf;~::::: :::: ::::::::::: ::: 
D rby ............................. . 
Gre n vich ...................... . 
Hartford ......... ............... .. 
1\I rid ........................... . 
Middletown .................... . 
• ~'Britain ................... . 
• w I ven .................... . 
·<·w udon .................. . 
!=~~~:1~~:::::::::::·.:::::::::::::: 
tamford ........... .. .......... .. 
~ i~clhb~~~::::::::·:::::::::::::: l 
STATISTICS. 
p~~~~t!o~f Children of Enrolment Av~rage Numberof Expendi-
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The Br,idgeport report shows a prosperous educational condition on the whole; enrol. 
ment and avera()'e attendance increased, as well as the number of youth of school age; 
but the percent~ge of attendance fell off slightly, tardiness increased nearly6 per cent., 
and truancy did not diminish. The training school for teachers, a department of the 
public high school, sent out 11 teachers, all of whom received appointments in ~he vari-
ous schools. Attendance on the evening drawing school was larger than durmg any 
previous winter, reaching 137, of whom almost all wete :tnechanics and 80 beginners. 
The oldest student was 40, the YQUngest 16. 
Greenwich reports an increase of interest in the public schools and a slight advance of 
average daily attendance, although only about two-fifths of the youth of school age, or 
54 per cent. of the number enrolled, were in average attendance. In respect to attend-
ance Greenwich ranks among the lowest 20 towns in the State. The reason given for 
non-attendance is not, as in many other towns, the e:tnployment of children in mills, but 
a lack of general interest in the schools. ·. 
In Hartford, the school work is said to ha-ve been systematic and thorough. No mate-
rial c1.anges were made in the system of instruction or the list of teachers. The' only ma-
terial drawback to an otherwise successful year was the loss by :fire of the high school 
building, in January, 1882. Measures were i~mediately taken for the erection of a new 
one, which at date of the report was well under way. It is to be fite-proof, of two stories 
only, 236 by95 feet, to cost, with fmniture, $230,000, and will be one ofthe best struct-
ures of its kind in the country. The work of the high school for the year was especially 
satisfactory, considering the disadvantages under which all had to labor in the loss ofthe 
building. The evening schools were as successful as usual, but the question is being 
considered whether it would not be better to make 14 the minimum age for admission, 
instead of 12. 
The Meriden school officers and teachers found truancy the most perplexing problem 
with which they had to deal, the chief cause of it being the carelessness of parents on the 
su~iect. More thorough work thun ever before was done in the inspection of factories 
with reference to the employment of children under 141 and most of the employerS 
showed a readiness to obey the law. The high school, established in 1881, was emi-
nently satisfactory during its first year. Among other results of its in:.fiuence was the 
arrangement of a course of study for the lower schools. These are now classed as pri-
mary, intermediate, and grammar, the whole course up to the high school comprising 9 
yem-s. 
The Middletown report shows an advance in public school enrolment and average at-
tendance, U:uancy decreasing from 143 cases in 1881 to only 50; also,.a decided improve-
ment in discipline and in the moral tone of the schools, the latter ascribed to the dis-
continuance Of corporal punishment. 
In the school affairs of New Haven the most important event of the year was the resig-
nation, on December 31, 1881, of Mr. Ariel Parish, who had filled the office of school 
superintendent with great ability for more than 16 years. During that period public 
school attendance much more than doubled and the ratio of attendance to the enumera-
tion increased by about 30 per cent., an advance much assisted by his conscientious and 
thorough management. Since the lnst report a portion bf East Haven was, by act of the 
legislature, united to the city school district and placed under the care of the school 
board, thus increasing the need of school accommodations. Good health and good attend-
ance helped to make the year a prosperous one in the schools. During the latter half of 
it a successful effort was made to have the '' new methods '' in primary teaching more 
univemally understood and adopted. 'l'he evening schools were taught for 5 months 
and accomplished in many instances great good, the nnmber enrolled being 5'"/5; average 
attendance, 150. An additionalspecialschoolfor neglected children was opened, 194 being 
transferred to such schools and 46 promoted from them to their own. Truants to the 
number of 417 were arrested and taken to school, and 14 boys were sent to the State 
Reform chool. There were 3,018 visits made to families with reference to non-attend-
ance, and 15U children were reported not in any school. 
The school of Norwich prospered, on the whole, with no marked changes in the man-
agement or methods of instruction. Irregular attendance continued to be the greatest 
evil experienced, and this increased during the year without the unusual sickness which 
exeused it the year before. The only adequate remedy is thought to be the arrest of 
truants by civil authority and their return to school. In discipline an effort was made 
to develop the capacity for self government. The result was very general good order, only 
a. few cases of insubordination calling for more severe treatment. Tea,chers' monthly 
meetings were well attended. An evening school, taught 14 weeks, accomplished a good 
work for the 1cw who continued until the close of the term. 
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TRAINING. OF, ·TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, NEW BRITAIN. 
About 175 pupils were connected with the school during the year and 39 were grad-
uated. Nearly all the latter engaged in teaching, and the principal received calls for 
more teachers than he was able to supply. Little change took place during the yea.r 
in rL1e teaching force or in methods of discipline and instruction. The course covers 
2 years. Applicants for admission must pass a satisfactory examination in the common 
English branches; they must also be at least 16 years old and of go?d moral character. 
Tuition i'3 free to persons preparing to teach in the schools of Connectwut; the use of text 
books, too, is without charge. 
NORMAL DEPARTMENTS. 
Provision is made for the training of teachers in classes or departments of the publk 
high schools in some of the larger cities, especially at Bridgeport and New Haven. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Nine institutes were held during the year, each for a single day or for two evenings and 
a day. The attendance and interest were such as to encourage these short sessions. 
Time enough is given in them for many ·practical hints as to mistakes to be avoided 
and the best met.hods to be adopted. Efforts were made to adapt the instruction to the 
needs of beginners without normal school training by giving special attention to the every 
day work of the schoolroom. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
All towns in this State are authorized but none are required to establish public high 
schools; if established, they receive nothing from the State. Statistics of those in opera-
tion do not appear in the report for 1881-'82, but that for the :pJ:evious year gave a list 
of 51 having claims to be considered such. 
The high school in Hartford enrolled 345 students in its classical and 89 in its English 
department. There were also 6 engaged in graduate studies. Of the 72 graduates 45 
were girls. 
The New Haven high school had 597 pupils registered and 350 in average daily attend-
ance, with 14 teachers; 58 graduates during the year (37 of them girls); a classical depart-
ment, which prepared for the academical department of college; and an English depart-
ment, which prepared for scientific study, for commercial and general business, and tor 
teaching. There is also a special class intended particularly for those whose health is 
imperfect .. Its members are required to be present only at recitation; they may,if they 
choose, take a single study at a time and eventually graduate with the same honors as the 
others, if as well prepared. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For tatistics of business colleges, private academies, and preparatory schools report-
ing, ee Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix, and summaries in the report of the 
Comlkissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Yale College, :rew Haven, as he~etofore, provides departments of theology, law, and 
medicine and one of philosophy and the arts, the last including graduate and under-
graduate academical and scientific departments and a school of the fine arts, each with 
a distinct organization. During the year there was a total attendance in all depart-
men of 1,096 students against 1,041 in 1 81. In the academical department there 
wa · an increru e of students and officer , although the number had been larger the pre-
vious year than ever before. The proportion of students who were non-residents of the 
State continued to increase. From the required examinations for the admission of 
tudentsto this department, the subjec of geography and English grammar were omi 
ted. Entrance examinations may hereafter be held at Andover, Mass. Provi ion baa 
been made by which tuden of the academical department may hereafter receive su h 
instru<.:tion in the general principle of jurisprudence, a.<s well as in constitutional and 
international law, as all ought to obtain before receiving the degree of bachelor of art . 
Plans for the projecred phy ·cal laboratory, for which funds were given in 1 1 had 
been nearly matured; the legacy of $10,000 left in 1881 by the late Lucillil Hotchkiss, 
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for the aid of needy students, had been paid into the treasury, and a gift of $10,000 was 
receivedi n 1882 from Hon. Elias W. Leavenworth, of the class of 1824. 
The schcol of the :fine arts, the only department of the college open to both sexes, has in 
view thec11ltivation and promotion of the arts of design, viz, painting, sculpture, and 
architecture, through practice and criticism. The exhibition of the year's work con-
tained 516 studies, includingdrawings from the antique and from the nude living model, 
portrait studies, anatomical and perspective drawings, architectural designs, pen and 
pencil sketches, copper plate etchings, compositions and studies in oil and water colors. 
During the year the college library was increased by 4,400 volumes and 20,000 pam-
phlets; the Peabody Museum received important additions; and gifts to the observatory 
came from various friends, amounting to $4,420, besides funds for the purchase of an 
equatorial telescope from one who withheld his name. 
Trinity College, Hartford, reports 84 students in 1881-'82, a decrease for the year, and 
17 degrees of B. A. and 10 of M. A. conferred, besides 2 honorary of M. A. Gifts were 
received from Col. C. H. Northam, of Hartford, amountingto$155,000, ofwhich$50,000 
were for the endowment of a professorship, $30,000 for a new "Quilding, and $75,000 for 
the general fund. 
Wesleyan University, Middletown, the only one of the 3 colleges of this State which 
offers equal privileges to both sexes, continued to provide 3 regular collegiate courses of 4 
years each, classical, scientific, and Latin-scientific. Of 170 students reported in regular 
undergraduate classes during the year, 14 were young women. One of the 6 graduate 
students and 3 out of 8 special students were also women. 
INSTITUTIONS J!'OR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
For statistics of institutions of this class, see Table VIII of the appendix, and the sum-
mary of it in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College, besides making ample provision for 
graduate study in the higher scientific branches, presents a number of undergraduate 
courses, extending over 3 years and comprising instruction in chemistry, civil and me-
chanical engineering, agriculture, natural history, biology (preparatory to medical stud-
ies), and studies prep:natory to mining and metallurgy and to other higher studies. These 
courses all lead to the degree of PH. B., but the degrees of doctor of philosophy and 
civil and dynamic engineer are only obtained after at least two years of graduate study. 
The progress of the school during 1882 was eminently satisfactory. A constantly in-
creasing :pumber of students were taking the course of instruction in biology, with a 
view to future medical study. The number in chemistry so increased that accommoda-
tions for all couldnot be furnished, and it was found necessaryto givenoticetothe agri-
cultural experiment station of Connecticut that the rooms occupied by it in Sheffield 
Hall must be vacated. These, when fitted up for laboratory work, will, it is hoped, fur-
nish sufficient space for a few years to come. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
The schools for theological instruction in this State, as reported, are the Theological 
Seminary of Yale College (Congregational), Berkeley Divinity School, Hartford (Protes-
tant Episcopal), and the Theological Institute of Connecticut, Hartford (Congregational). 
All have courses of study covering three years and demand a collegiate or equivalent 
preparation for admission, while the Seminary at Yale and the Institute at Hartford also 
make provision for graduate study. Of 97 students attending the Seminary at Yale, 7 
were pursuing advanced studies in a graduate class, the work of which was carried for-
ward with success even beyond that of the previous year. The new library building, 
completed in September, 1881, was made a memorial of Dr. Leonard Bacon, in whose 
death the department sustained a great loss. The Theological Institute also reports a 
new building, Hosmer Hall, recently erected at a co t of about $100,000, a gift of the 
late James B. Hosmer. 
Legal instruction was given in the law department of Yale College to 73 students, 
including 5 of the senior class of the previous year jn a graduate course, which, like t.he 
undergraduate course, extends over two years. Applicants for admission to the depart-
ment must be at least 18 years old, of good moral character, and, if not college grad-
nates, must pass an examination in history of England and of the United States and in 
the Constitution of the United States, unless they have already passed the examination 
for law students prescribed by the Board of Regents of the University of New York. The 
condition of the department is reported as satisfactory, having been advancing since its 
3E 
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reorganization in 1869. Prior to that period it graduated 194 persons in 27 years, and 
during the 12 subsequent years 248 were graduated and 21 degrees in a graduate course 
were granted. ' 
In the medical school of Yale College attendance has decreased since the standard was 
raised in 1879. Since then an examination has been required for admission and the time 
of attendance has included the entire academic year. Notwithsw.nding this decrease, 
the wisdom of the change is not doubted. Other causes besides this elevation of the 
standard tended to lessen the attendance, among them an increase in the cost of attend-
ance. This was again reduced in 1882to an extent which it is hoped will result in bring-
ing in a lar~er number of students. During the 3 years since the new plan of instruction 
was adopted there has been a steady increase in the number of hours given to instruc-
tion by the faculty, amounting in 1881-'82 to a gain of 144, not including the time spent 
in dissections and autopsies. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The American .Asylum for· the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Hartford, gave instruc-
tion during the year to 219 students, of whom only 62 were from Connecticut, the others 
being from Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island. The 
greatest number of students pxesent at any one time was 183; average attendance, 180. 
No change has been made in the method of instruction already reported, which includes 
the manual alphabet, writing, articulation, and signs, the common school branches being 
taught, besides t:liloring, hoemaking, and cabinet making to the boys. Although there 
wa · an unu ua.l number of beginners in the shops, a gratifying interest was shown and 
very creditable work turned out. 
Whipple Home 8chool jo1' Deaj-Mntes, nen.r the villa.ge of Mystic River, is a family 
school, owned aud conducted by Jonathan Whipple, its founder. The system of in-
struction is by articulation and lip reading; the methods employed are Whipple's nat-
ural alphabet, oral speech, and natural signs. As the pupil improves in spea.king, th.e 
igns are discarded and speech becomes the medium of communication. Eleven pupils 
were under in truction during the year in the common English branches; also, in farming 
and gardening for boys and housework and sewing for girls.- (Circular and return.) 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
Connecticut has no institution for the blind, but provides for their instruction in the 
schools of other tates. 
STATE REFORM SCHOOL, 1\!ERIDEN. 
This s ·hool report a great improvement made during the last four years. Although 
the nul1l.ber of pupils has increased during this time ii:om 240 to 380, better influences 
have o far prevailed tha.t for more than three years no boy has been sent to the lockup or 
subject cl to any of the s vere forms of punishment formerly in vogue, and corporal pun-
i hment is . eldom inflicted. It ha been clearly demonstrated tha.t the law of kindn s 
has a greater power for good than any coercive restraints. 1'he boys have shown their 
appreciation of the new , y tern by a. uuiiorm regard for all the requirements of the school, 
quiet, respectful behavior, and willingn s to do as required. 
ON ECTI 'UT h D STRJAL SCllOOL FOR GIRLS, MIDDLETOWN. 
Thi ·hool a private charity with ~'tate aid, receives girls from 8 to 16 years of age, 
b towing on them like care to that given boys in the State Reform chool. The comli-
tion ·of ·ommitm n are trua.ncy, vagra.ncy, and mani:fest danger of falling into vice. The 
c·ommon Engli ·h branches are ~1.ught, including history and vocal music, al o general 
h u: work, paper-box making, flower gardening, dre. making, and fan ;y work. After 
)pavinrr the in. titution a correl.lpondence is kept up with former pupil , who are also vi·-
H fl hy an 1:t<• nt. bout 6 · per cent. of those discharged are known to ba.ve b come 
rc.l rly and u ful members of soci ty. There were 181 under in ·tru tion during 
1 1- :.., of •h m 1 w 1·e colore and 12 foreign-born.-(Retnrn.) 
TRA 1 J 0 FOR NURSE.'3. 
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EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
CONNECTICUT STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The thirty-sixth annual meeting of the State Teachers' Association was-held at New 
Haven, October 26-28, 1882. After singing by a chorus of 128 members from the high 
school, showing superior musical training, President ·warren delivered an inaugural 
address, after which a message was read from Mr. Ariel Parish, temporarily residing in 
Colorado. The address of the evening, by W. T. Harris, LL.D., of Concord, Mass., was 
on the theme ''Do the public schools educate children beyond the position which they must 
occupy in life?" The speaker said, among other things, that we should consider what 
education ought to be as a whole; that in this country people make the laws as well as 
obey them, and that, therefore, education should not be wholly one of business. He 
opposed the idea that the common laborer ought to be contented with the lot in which he 
is placed by the accident of birth and said that no contented race has ever accomplished 
.anything for which mankind are the bette..·, that our civilization rewards the workman 
who is looking beyond the machine he is using to a better one that he has conceived in 
his mind, and that invention keeps pace with educated intelligence. The :first exercise 
of the following day was on the Grube method of teaching n.umbers. Following the 
discussion on this was an illustration by a class, dressed in costume, of a method of cal-
isthenics taught in the schools of Milwaukee, Wis. "The relation of the puhlic library 
to the public school" was considered in a paper by H. F. Bassett, of Waterbury, and, 
after a discussion as to the character of reading matter which should be provided, it was 
resolved that a committee be appointed by the chair to consider the subject and report 
at the next meeting. Exercises were given in map drawing, in teaching language in the 
lower classes, a~d in giving :first lessons in script. A paper was read by Charles G. 
Leland, of Philadelphia, on the question ''Should hand work constitute a part of all 
education?" He claimed that the elements of hand work should be taug:Q.t in the 
public schools, but not special technica.l instruction ; certain arts, but not trades i that 
simple outlines of decorative art require but little time and may be properly introduced, 
one lesson a week being given. Mr. I.. H. Marvel, of Boston, presented some perti-
nent facts, growing out of his experience in the supervision of a manual tra~ing school 
at Gloucester, Mass. A spirited discussion followed, participated in by Messrs. Beech 
of Windsor, Sheldon of Boston, Kellogg of New York, and others. An address by Rev. 
Newman Smyth, D. D., of New Haven, on "The art of thinki.ng," called out a large 
audience in the evening. The opening paper of the third day, by E. Sawyer, A. M., 
was entitled '' Less hours per day, more days in the year,'' advocating shorter vacations 
and longer school terms, embracing 45 or 48 weeks, with only three hours a day for study. 
A paper by T. I. Briggs, of Waterbury, on "The examination of teachers by the State," 
advocated the enactment of a bill before the legislature concerning a State board of ex-
aminers. After the adoption of resolutions and the election of officers ior the ensuing 
year, the association adjourned.-(Journal of Education a.d State report.) 
CONNECTICUT COUNCIL OF EDUCATION. 
The ·State Council of Education met at Hartford, June 17, 1882, I. N. Carleton in the 
chair. The principal business before it was a consideration of the report of a committee 
appointed at the annual meeting to present the merits of the bill to secure the appoint-
ment of a State board of examiners to the State legislature. From the committee's re-
port it appeared that the bill failed in consequence of the opposition of a few men from 
some of the large cit-ies in the State, who feared that the measure might interfere with 
the operation of their city boards of education, although they acknowledged that it must 
do good iu the sparsely settled districts for whose benefit it was especially intended. It 
was decided by the council that the bill, being in the line of true progress, must not be 
abandoned, and a new committee was appointed to bring the .subject before the next 
legi ·bture.-(Journal of Education.) 
The sixth semiannual meeting was held December 29. A paper was read hy Mr. M. 
, . rosby, reviewing Dr. W. T. Harris on "The church, the state, and the school.'' 
Oth ·r papers, on the improvement of the present system of school supervision, on the con-
dition~ of growth iu teaching power, and on the question whether there are too many 
st,udlC in the public schools, were also presented.-(New York School Journal.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
J. E. SllEFFIELD. 
JoR ph Earle Sheffield, found r of the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale. College, was 
born in ,'outhport, Conn., June 19, 1703. His early education was obtained in the com-
mon schools, which he left in 1808 to become a clerk in a business hou~e .at New Berne, 
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N. C. In 1813 he formed a partnership with a house in New York, though continuing 
to live in New Berne; but afterward he tmnsfe-rred his business to Mobile, Ala., and soon 
became one of the largest shippers of cotton in the country. Returning to the N ort.h in 
1835, he established himself in New Haven. A sagacious and successful business man 
as well as a generous giver, he was the chief projector of two railToads, was largely en-
gaged in the construction of another, and was prominent in banking circles. 
Mr. Sheffield's principal donations to Yale College were Sheffield Hall, twice enlarged 
and fitted up throughout; a, fund of $130,000 for professorships; a library fund of $10,000, 
increased to $12,000; the Hillhouse Mathematical Library, costing $41,000; $2,700 to 
the Collier cabinet; North Sheffield Hall, erected and equipped at a cost of over $100,000; 
and numerous contributions to current expenses, amounting for ten years to $10,000 
annua.lly, to the Scientific School, :1.nd during 1881 to $20,000, this additional sum being 
intended to increase the pay of professors. He also made large donations to Trinity Col-
lege, Hartfo~d, and to the Theological Seminary of the Northwest, in Chicago. He 
e. tablished a parish home, costing $75,000, in connection with Trinity Church, New 
Haven, and gave liberally to a great number of public institutions of various kinds iu 
New Haven and elsewhere, the aggregate of his educational benefactions alone exceed-
ing $650,000, to be probably more than doubled by his :final bequests for such purposes. 
Mr. Sheffield was a prominent member of the Episcopal Church. His manner wa~ 
that of the proverbial gentleman of the old school, gracious, gentle, charming, with the 
simplicity of the highest breeding and the kindliness of a noble heart that was always 
moved to helpfulness by a story of need or suffering. Until within the last two or three 
years he enjoyed good health, and even after eighty years of age his handwriting was as 
perfect and legible as that of a young man. He died February 16, 1882. 
HENRY A. YARDLEY. 
Henry A. Yardley, professor of Christian evidences and homiletics in the Berkeley 
Divinity School, at Middletown, Conn., born in Philadelphia December 20, 1834, died 
on Sunday, April 2, 1882, after a long illness. He was graduated at, Yale in 1855, taking 
high rank as a scholar.- (Philadelphia Evening Telegraph.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. BIRDSEY G. NORTHROP, secreta1-y of the State board of education, Ha1·tjord. 
[Since January, 1867, 1\:Ir. Northrop has served for four successive terms, the last closing Janunry 




1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age-------------- 33,133 ---------- ----------~----------
Colored youth of school age_____________ 4,152 ---------- ---------- -----··----
Whole number of school age____________ 37,285 ---------- ---------- ----------
White youth enrolled in free schools--~--- 26, 578 
Colored enrolled in free schools__________ 2, 544 ---~3,-459- ::::: :==== ===- ------
Total enrolment in free schools__________ 29, 122 ---------- ---------- ----------
Averageattendanceofcoloredpupils ______ ---------- 2, 282 ---------- ----------
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
School districts reported _____________ ---
Free schools for white youth in these----
Average time of white schools in days ___ _ 
Valuation of white school property------
Schools for colored youth ______________ _ 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Teachers in free white schools ____ ______ _ 
Male teachers in such schools-----------
Female teachers in such schools---------
Average monthly pay of men, w bite schools. 
Average pay of women, white schools ___ _ 
Teachers in schools :for colored youth ___ _ 
Average monthly pay of colored teachers __ 














Whole receipts for free white schools. ____ $144,840 ---------- ---------- ----------
Receipts for colored schools _____________ ---------- $5,329 ---------- ----------
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of permanent school fund _______ $495,749 
Amount annually allowed the schools____ 28, 870 
a Highest emolment in any one month. 
(From the report of Hon. James H. Groves, State superintendent of free schools, and 
the report of the Delaware Association for the Education of Colored People.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS • 
• The officers of the State system are a superintendent of free schools, with an assistant, 
both appointed annually by the governor, and a State board of education, composed of 
the secretary of state, president of Delaware College, and the State superintendent. The 
president of Delaware College is president of the board, and the assistant superintend-
ent, secretary. In eacll district, for schools for whites, committees of 3 members are 
elected by the people for 3 years, with change of one member each year. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTE~I. 
The State superintendent is required to report in writing to the governor annually the 
condition of the public schools and make any recommendations he may think proper. 
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The State board determines what text books shall be used in the free schools. The schools 
are sustained from "the school fund of the State of Delaware" (which cannot. be used 
for academies, colleges, or universities) and from a local tax which, in each school dis-
trict of New Castle County, amounts to $150, uf Kent County to $125, and Sussex County 
to $60, yearly, to be applied to the support of !;ichoo1s in the district in which the tax is 
raised. In addition, under SlJecial aetH, other needed sums are authorized to be rai:-;ell 
either annually or for a limited time in various school district-:; of the State. Two or 
more school districts in any county may unite in supporting a free school for their com-
mon benefit. The State superintendent is to hold teachers' institutes of 3 days' session 
in each count.y once a year, which the teachers are required to attend in their respective 
counties. Teachers are required to submit to the proper authorities a quarterly report; 
otherwise their pay will be withheld. 
For the instruction of colored chilc~rcn the Delaware Association for the Educ.'ltion. of 
Colored People bus in charge two separate funds, one of $2,400, annually appropriated 
n'Om the St'lte treasury since 1881; the other, a tax of 30 cents on the $100 of real and 
personal property and poll of colored persons, levied annually in aid of colored schools. 
The $2,400 is divided equally among the.schools of New Castle, Kent, and Sussex Coun-
ties, no school receiving its pro rata unless it is sustained at least 3 months of the school 
year with an average attendance of at least 15pupils. A body politic, called the "Indian 
River school districts for a certain class of colored persons,'' is exempted from the regular 
taxn.tion and establishes schools of its own, voting the sum required, not to exceed $-'200 
for the two subdistricts it embraces. Each school is to be open to the children of the 
persons specified, n.nd is to receive a pro rat..'l share of the school fund fgr colored people, 
provided that $25 have been raised by taxation for each school during the year and that 
the schools are taught at least 3 months in the year with an average attendance of 20 
scholars. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The schools for colored pupils under the care of the Delawn,re Association for the Edu-
cation of Colored People, with the aitl of a State appropriation, have done better than 
ever before, nearly every locality that could support a school hn.ving bad one. New 
Castle County, including 2 schools in Wilming+v0n, bad 6 more schools and 327 more 
pupils; Kent County, 6 more schools and 357 more pupils; and Sussex County almost 
doubled the number both of schools and pupils. The teachers are said to have been 
prompt, energetic, and competent. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF WILMINGTON. 
OFFICERS. 
Wilmington-theonly city in the State with more than 7,500inhabitants-hasa board 
of public educ.1.tion composed of two members from each of its 11 wards. These mem-
b rs appear to be elected for 2-year terms, with change or reelection of 1 each year. The 
bonrd employs a superintendent of schools, who has not been changed tor many years. 
STATISTICS. 
'!'he popul:t,tion of the city, according to the school report, was 45,000; youth of school 
age (6-21), not given; enrolment in 1881-'82 in public schools, 7,123; average number 
belongi~g to th e school , 5,191; avemge attendance, 4,600; teachers employed, 117; 
exp nditure for current needs of schools, $73,581; for new building.~, $15,791; total, 
9,372. 
ADDITIONAL P AR1'ICULATIS. 
The schools were held in 1 1-' 2 in 19 buildings, with 116 rooms and5,9~0 sittings; 
thre new buildin were in course of erection, which it wns believed would accommo-
date all lil~cly to attend. The grade:, probably only covering half n. school year each, 
w rc .10 pmn. ry. and 6 gramm..'lr, beyond which were 3 high school years. Industrial 
<1.rn.wm~ enL rs mto the studies of the grammar grades and geometrical drawing is con-
tinued m th fi t high chool year. Four pupil teachers are reported as in training 
!Wd on trial in, ·many division oftbetraining school. These•receive no salary. 
Th normal cl 
dropped. 
TRAINI :rG OF TEACHERS. 
N R !AL TEACHI.~: G. 
formerly taught at the State College, Newark, seem to have b n 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
In l>lac of the tea 'h rs' institute at Wilmington, formerly b ld for city tea ·b rs of 
all grad , 'upertendent Harlan writes that he now holds grade meetings, includin0 
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only teachers of one grade at each meeting, for suggestions as to their special work. 
These are held afoor ·school homs about eight times a. year. The training school f~r 
candidates for teachers' places is continued. 
Of the county institutes helclunder the State law there is testimony from an unofficial 
source tending to show that the interest and enthusia::;m _of preceding years have not 
abated. 
SECONDAH.Y INSTRUC'l'ION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
No specific provision for this class of schools appears in the State law, but 2 have long 
been sustained at Wilmington, 1 for each sex, with 3-year courses, which include at 
present only advanced studies in English. These schools had 5 teachers in 1881-'82, 
with an enrolment of 110 and an average attendance of 83. A return from Dover shows 
also 2 high school rooms there, with 1 male and 1 female teacher and sittings for 96 
pupils, but does not give the statistics of attendance. 
OTHER SECONDARY TRAINING. 
Fourteen academic institutions report from this State, most of them giving instruction 
in the classics and about half ofl:'ering also modern languages. The Wesleyan Female 
College, Wilmington, has an acauemic preparatory course for such as intend to take the 
English collegiate course, adding Latin for those expecting to enter the classical course. 
For statistics, see Tables VI and VIII of the appendix; for a summary, corresponding 
tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
STATE COLLEGE. 
Delaware College, Newmk, first opened as a preparatory school in 1830, then for some 
years known as Newark College, and finally chartered under its present title in 1867, has 
admitted both sexes since 1872. It has no preparatory department; it'3 collegiate work 
is embraced in 3 courses: classical, scientific and agricultural, and lite:~.:ary. 'l'he last 
mentioned is open to all, but is more cspechtlly intended for young lady student"!. It 
embraces English studies, with German or French and Latin, as required parts of the 
course, Latin being optional in the senior year. The faculty includes 5 professors, be-
sides the president; the students in 1881-'82 numbered 54, of whom 9 were graduated, 
4 of them from the litemry course, none from \he classical. Students in the first session 
of the next year, G2. 
COLLEGE FOR WOl\rEN. 
Wesleyan Female College, Wilmington (Methodist Episcopal), was cl1mtered in 1841 
as the Wesleyan Collegiate Institute and in 1855 under its pre8ent title. It is the 
only college for women in the State; it has primary and preparatory as well as colle-
giate classes, and permits in the collegiate a choice between a 3-year English and a 4-
year classical course. The former embraced at the last accounts English studies only; 
the latter added to these French, German, and Latin. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The scientific and agricultural department of the Delaware State College offers to stu-
dents that can sustain an examination in the ordinary English school studies a well 
arranged course covering four years and leading to the degree of B. s. This includes 
Latin, French or German, civil engineering, the natural sciences, laboratory practice; 
some training in tillage, stock breeding and feeding, fruit and cereal culture; and the 
elements of veterinary science. Military drill is obligatory in the fall :mel spring terms. 
Selection of studies is allowed, but the full course is strongly recommended. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
No strictly professional schools appear to have been establi. hed. The State board of 
health examines candidates for medical practice who do not present diplomas from 
aAX:redited medical schools. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF DEAF-MUTES, BLIND, AND FEEBLE-MINDED. 
Unfortunates of these classes continue to be either cared for by the authorities of their 
respective counties and by parent'3 and friends or are sent for training'to institutions in 
Pennsylvania and elsewhere. One feeble-minded youth from Delaware is reported in an 
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institution in Pennsylvania., and 13 deaf-mute pupils a1e in the Columb~:1 Institution for 
the Deaf and Dumb, District of Columbia. 
EDUCATION OF ORPHANS .AND FRIENDLESS CHILDREN. 
In a Home for Friendless and Destitute Children, Wilmington, about 700 in all had 
been under care and training up to the close of 1882, and out of about 70 inmates of the 
home some 50 were in the school connected with it. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. JAliiES H. GROVES, State superintendent of j1·ee schools, Smyma. 
[Mr. Groves, appointed in 1875, has held by successive nnnunlren.ppointments since. Mr. Thomas 




1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth 6 to 21 in 1880-------------- --------- -- ·· 97,224 ---------- ----------
Enrolled in public schools---------- a30,548 b51,945 21,397 ----------Average daily attendance ___________ a19,729 a24,923 5,194 ----------
SCHOOLS. 
Number of schools taught_---------- c1,165 d1,239 74 ----------Average length of term in days ____ __ 76 ------------· -------- -- ----------Estimated value of school property __ e$31,510 j'$89, 868 $58,358 ----------
TEACHERS. 
Number of men teaching __ __________ g654 678 ~4 ----------Number of women teaching_-------- g328 448 120 ----------
Whole number of teachers - --------- g982 71,1,126 144 ----------
PUBLIC SCHOOL EXPENDITURE. 
Amount expended for schools------- i$83,532 lt$133,260 $49,728 ----------
a 12 counties not reporting. 
b 3 counties not reporting. 
c 6 counties not reporting. 
d 1 county not reporting. 
e 25 counties not reporting. 
flO counties not reporting. 
g 8 counties not reporting. 
h 5 counties not reporting. 
i 13 counties not reporting. 
(From biennial report of Hon. E. K. Foster, State superintendent of public instruction, 
for the years named.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The system ofpublic instruction continued to be administered by a State superintend-
ent, a State board of education, a board of public instruction and a county superintend-
ent for each county, local school trustees, treasurers, and agents. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The· law provides that public schools shall be taught for at least three months each year, 
and any district neglecting to maintain them for that length of time forfeits its share of 
the common school fund during such neglect. They are sustained from the interest on 
that fund, a special tax of 1 mill on $1, and a county tax of not less than 2t nor more 
than 4 mills on $1. The interest of the school fund and the proceeds of the 1-mill tax 
are distributed among the several counties according to thenumberofyouth4to21years 
of age, but they are apportioned to the different schools in proportion to the average at-
tendance of pupils between 6 and 21. The census of youth 4 to 21 and 6 to 21 must be 
taken every 4 years by the county tax assessor atthe timeofassessing taxes. Teachers' 
certificates are of three grades, the standards being :fixed by the State superintendent. They 
are granted by county boards on examination and are good in the county for 1 year; 
they are also granted by the State superintendent, good in any part of the State during 
the time specified in them. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
State Superintendent Foster reports that the cause of education advanced rapidly 
during the two years ending September, 1882, the number of public schools reported for 
that year being higher and the total enrolment greater than for 1879. The statistics 
for 1881 and 1882 also show advancement in most particulars, although it should be 
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noted that the reports are notsnffteiently complete to render a comparison of much value. 
Thus, iu 1881, 12 counties out of 39 failed to report the number of pupils eurolleu, aucl 
in 1882 only 3 failed to gi ,-e thi' item, while in both years 12 iidled to report the num-
ber in a.v-erage attendance. Still the amount spent for teachers' pay was greater in 1882 
in almost every county; aud this fact, the superintendent ~:;a.ys, is worthy of notice as 
indicating a,u increasing demand for the public school and an encouraging grQwth in 
educational work. IIe hopes, however, that the time will come when teachers shall be paid 
according to their capacity and the character of their work, rather than on the basis of 
average attendance. He also suggests that the legislature enact a law with penalty 
attached requiring county superintendents to keep proper records and make fun reports. 
PEABODY FUND AID. 
The trustees of this fund appropriated $1,900 for 1881-'82 in aid of graded schools at 
Gainesville, Starke, Quincy, Pensacola, and Tallahassee; with $1,825 for State scholar-
ships in the Normal College at Nashville, Tenn., to prepare teachers for Plorida schools. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
There is no sep~mtc city school system in this State. City schools are controlled by 
county school officers and no separa.te reports are made. 
STATISTICS. 
Key West, including Monroe Coun~y, with a population of 10,940, reported 3,416 youths 
oflegal school age, ancl1,069 attending pubHc schools, under 20 teachers; public school 
property was valued at $12,500, and about $7,000 were expended dming the year for 
public schools.- (Retnm.) 
.Jacksonmlle continued at the last accounts to ha.ve the primary, grammar, and high 
schools reported in 18 1, but no stati: tics of them lw,ve been received up to the time at 
which this goes to print. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
East Florida Seminary, Gainesville, organized in 1880 as a State normal school, is 
supported from the proceeds of the congressional land grant and gives free tuition to one 
student fTom each legi. l ati ve district. 'rhere were 155 enrolled during 1881-' 82, of whom 
40 were in a normn.l course of study. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The State has long anthodzed the holding of teachers' im;titutes, but it appearn that 
none w re held in 1 ~1-' 2. 'l'he let,risbtore is s::dd to have since ma<le an a.ppropriation 
for them. 
SECONDARY I TRUCTION. 
PUBLIC lliQU SCHOOLS. 
Little information as to the public high school of Florida, for 1 81-'82 has reached 
thi Office. That at Jacksonville reported in18 1 a 3-year course, in which im;tmction 
wa.c; given in the usual high school branche , the school . erving for Duval County as 
well as for the city. Th 're i al o high school training at Tallahassee, in the Wet 
Florida, minary, and at a.in sville, in the East Florida. minary. 
OTHER E ONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For Rta.ti."'ti •. of any acn.d mic schools reporting, ee Table VI of tl appen lix, nnd fot 
a umru:n . ee the r 'port of the Commi. ion r pr ceding. 
R,, CIK TIFIC, A TD PROFES IONAL IN, TRUCTI N . 
. TATE U 'IVER ITY. 
The, ta n titution m. ke it the duty of the legislature to eRtabli. h n., bt unh·<>r-
ity bnt as far a has he n learned no st p l1ad b en tak n inl to estab!Lh more tlw.n 
the agtjcultural and mec·hanical department. of it. Provision for in. trnction in th pro 
fi ion~ of tea ·hing, mPdi ine, and l:tw is dir cted to b made in this ulli.versity, ant.l t 
least one m di al · ·hool i likely to a ail it elf of thil:!. 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND, DE.AF, .AND OTIIEHS. 
The cous!J.tutiou of 18GB says tlmt ''it it; the paramouut duty of the State to 111ake 
ample prov~on for the edncation of all th0 children Tesiding within/ its borders, without 
distinction or preference." But thus fi.~r tlw blind, deal; ieel>Je-miuded, and children 
needing reformatory training do not appear to have had any benefit from this provision. 
Superintend'ent Foster now suggests tl1at, as the census shows 119 <ieaf-mutes in the State, 
78 of them within the school age, some institution should be provided in which they may 
be taught the mute language. Nothing is said as to provision for the other classes indi~ 
cated, though there were 215 blind and 369 feeble-minded also shown by the census. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS' 1\:IEETINGS. 
The school law makes it the duty of the State superintendent to call meetings of 
county superintendents and other officers for obtaining and imparting :,nformation on the 
practical workings of the school system and the means of promoting i,ts efficiency :~nd 
usefulness. No information has been received of such meetings i.Or 1881-'82. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. E. K. Fos'rER, State s·uperintendent of public instru,ct·ion, Tallahassee. 
[Term, January 1, 1881, to Januaty 1, 1885.) 
Information has come that 1\'Ir. Foster, choseu for a second term, retired before its close and waa 
succeeded by l\Ir. A. J. Russell. · 
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GEORGIA. • STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6-18) ________ a229,872 261,884 32,012 ----------
Colored youth of school age (6-18)------- a231,144 234,889 3,745 ----------
Whole number of school age--··--------- a461,016 b496,773 35,757 ----------
White youth in public schools---------- 153,156 161,377 8,221 - ---·-- ----Colored in public schools _______________ 91,041 95,055 4,014 ------ ----Whole number in public schools _________ 244,197 256,432 12,235 ----------
Average daily attendance _____ ---------- 149,908 164, 180 14,272 -------- --Youth in elementary private schools_. ___ 33,493 33,304 --------- 189 
Youth in academic private schools _______ 7,841 6,383 ---------- 1,4G8 
Youth in collegiate schools _____ --------- 2,040 4,282 2,242 -- -- -_,_ - - -
Whole number in private schools ________ 43,374 43,969 595 ----------
SCHOOLS. 
Public schools for white pupils __________ 4,053 4,297 244 ----------Public schools for colored pupils _________ 1,704 1,815 111 -------- --
Public schools under local laws--------- 298 239 -- --- ----- [j!J Whole number of public schools _________ 6,055 6,351 296 -------- --Public schools reported as graded. ______ _ 163 ---------- ---------- -- ---- ----Public schools reported as high schools ____ 10 ---------- --------- ·- ----- -----Private elementary schools. _____________ 1,080 931 ---------- 149 
Private academic schools--------------- 119 99 ---------- 20 Private and State collegiate schools ______ 15 ---------- ---------- --- ... ---- --Whole number of private schools ________ 1,214 ---------- ---------- ----------
TEACHERS. 
Number of teachers employed .. --------- 6,128 6,351 223 ----------Teachers in private elementary schools ___ 1,183 1,005 -- -------- 17 Teachers in private academic schools ______ 227 198 -- -------- 2!J Teachers in collegiate schools----------- 98 224 126 ----------Whole number of teachers in private schools 1,508 1,427 ---------·· 81 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts for public schools ______________ $498,533 $584,175 $85,642 ----------Expenditure for public schools __________ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
11 Census of1880. 
b Including some corrections, and estimates for four counties not reporting, the superintendent 
mnkes tbi total 5<Y7,861. 
(From r port of Hon. Gustavus J. Orr, State commissioner of common schools, for the 
tw years indicat d.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICEllS. 
For tbe ta.te tber is a board of education composed of the chief State officers, with 
the governor as pre ident; there is also a tate chool commis ioner, appointed by the 
governor every two y a ·, who is the chief executive officer of the tate board; for each 
county there is a board of ducation of 5 freeholder , holding office for 4 years, which elec 
a secretary,' hoi x officio school commissioner; for each subdistrict into which a conn 
may be divided 3 trustees arc appointed by the coun y board for local up rvision. 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The St. ..Lte school fnnd is derived from a poll tax of not more than $1, from a special 
tax on shows and exhib-it,ions and the sale of spirituous and malt liquors, from the half 
rental of one railroad and dividends on stock held in another, from the proceeds of com-
mutation ttfi.Xes for military service, from a tax on dogs, and from S"\lCh other sums as 
may be authorized to be raised by general taxation. High schools are not provided 
for except in districts chartered belore 1877, as the constitution since then provides 
for the elementary branches only. The schools are free and provision is made for the 
separate instruction of white and colored children. Each county board of education 
prescribes what text and reierence books shall be used, provided it does not introduce 
any books of a sectarian or sectional character or exclude the Bible. Ambulatory and 
manual labor schools are provided for in the school laws, as well aa evening schools for 
such youth over 12 years of age as are unable to attend the day schools; but thus far none 
have peen reported. Teachers, to receive their pay, must report to the county commis-
sioner at the close of each term; he to the State commissioner, who reports annually 
to the general assembly. Primary schools, free to all, must be taught at least 3 months 
of the year to entitle a county to its proportion of the State fund. But when from 
sparsity of population a county cannot maintain a school for that time, the board may 
provide schools of at least 15 pupils, to continue 2 months, in places convenient to a 
majority of the children, the terms of which niay be so arranged that the same teacher 
may serve in more than .one of said schools. Each county commissioner examines can-
didates for teaching; he must also visit the schools in his county twice a year, enumerate 
the school population quadrennially, distribute the school fund on the basis of such 
enumeration, and report annually to the State superintendent. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The condition of the public schools seems to have improved, the enrolment of pupils 
increasing by 12,235, the average daily attendance by 14,272, the number of teachers by 
223, and the receipts for school purposes by $85,642. For obvious reasons, the large addi-
tions to the average attendance and to the funds for support of schools are especially en-
couraging. As the reported attendance in elementary private schools continued to sensi-
bly diminish, the number of teachers in such schools falling off still more, it looks as if 
the free State system would eventually absorb the private pay schools. 
AID FROM THE PEABODY FUND. 
The proceedings of the Peabody fund trustees at their meeting in New York City, 
October~' 1882, show that for 1881-'82 Georgia received from the fund $8,590, of which 
$3,700 went for normal scholarships at Nashville for Georgia students ; $800 to the public 
schools of Americus; $1,500 to Atlanta University, for normal training of colored stu-
dents; and $2,590 for State teachers' institutes. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
The report of the meeting of the State Teachers' ·Association indicates that there were 
at least 12 children under Kindergarten training in a school of . the · Misses Chase and 
Thornbury, at Albany, Dougherty County ; but no report from it has been received. 
A prospectus of the Atlanta Female Institute, Atlanta, for 1882-'83, shows that a Kin-
dergarten department was to be established in t.hat seminary in the autumn of 1882, 
under the charge of a young lady trained at St. Louis, Mo. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Cities of over 2, 000 inhabita-nts may have independent school systems under boards of 
education or trustees of schools, mayors of cities and judges of courts sometimes being ex 
officio members. Augusta, Macon, and Savannah combine county and city systems, 1 and 
each city employs a superintendent. 
Cities. 
Atlanta .. ...................... 
Augusta ... ...... ............... 
olumbus ..................... 
~lacon .... ............ .. ......... 
Sn.vo.nnah ..................... 
STATISTICS. 
Population/ Children of Enrolment Average Number of Expendi-
~~us 0 school age. ~~rfo~~~~c tea~~:c~: teachers. ture. 
37,4.09 10,5fi4 4,752 
26,874 6,056 3,026 
10,123 3,655 1,548 
12,740 3,413 1,831 







44 27 ...... .... 13;933 
35 22,382 
57 39,900 
1 Only statistics of the cities, however, are given in the table. 
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ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Atl(tnta, for 1881-'82, reported 10 schools, 7 for white children and 3 for colored. The 
total enrolment was, in high schools, 221 girls and 111 boys; white pupils in grammar 
schools, 2,943; colored, 1,477. 'l'here was still a lack of room in all grades, and there was 
room for only half of the colored children of the city. The employment of colored teach-
ers for colored pu plls is said to be a success. Private and parochial schools enrolled 1, 000 
pupils. ' 
Augusta bad a graded system of schools, classed as primary, intermediate, grammar, 
and high schools, the studies in the primary grades occupying 3 years; in the interme-
dia.te a.nd grammar, 2 years each; and in the high school department, 3 years. There 
were two normal classes, one for white teachers and one for colored. 
Col,urnbus had 7 school-houses, with 1,282 sittings, valued, with grolmds, buildings, 
&c., at $39,700. In the primary schools 992 pupils were enrolled and in the grammar 
556. The estimated enro~ment in private and parochial schools was 275. 
Macon reports 8 school buildings, with accommodations for 1,420 pupils; value of 
buildings, including grounds, &c., $55,500. The primary and grammar courses cover 7 
years and the high school 2. There were 2 normal classes gratuitously instructed by the 
superintendent. The graduates of the high school for 1882 numbered 18 girls and 14 
boys, 7 more than ever before graduated during one year. The superintendent repo:rte, 
too, tha~ a much higher proportion of the graduating class were trained in the public 
schools exclusively; also, that there had been a steady advance in a,ttendance and deport-
ment. The enrolment in private and parochial schools was 400. 
Savannah had 7 white schools and 2 colored, with an enrolment of 1, 658 girls and 1, 497 
boys. Two high schools had an average daily attendance of147. Below the high schools 
there are 8 grades, beginning with the lowest elementary studies. Although the esti-
mated value of school property was $105,500, the city was in need of more school room 
to accommodate the growing enrolment. In private and parochial schools thete were 600 
pupils. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NO~MAL DEPARTMENTS. 
There is no school under State direction especially devoted to normal training, hqt 
State Commissioner Orr earnestly recommends that a State normal school be established. 
This he does on the ground that the constitution requires a thorough system of common 
schools; that to such a system thoroughly prepared teachers are necessary, and that these 
can only be secured by means of a normal school. 
The Peabody fund, by means of an appropriation of $3,700 for scholarships, provided 
for a number of specially selected white students from this State at the Normal College 
at Nashville, Tenn. 
The )}fiddle Georgia Military and Agricultwral College, Milledgeville, and the No,rth 
Georgia Agricultural Colle,qe,, Dahlonega, both offered free normal instruction to students 
of either sex who wished to become teachers. Certificates of proficiency granted by the 
faculty enable their holders to teaeh without further examination. 
Atlanta University (for the superior instruction of the colored race) presented a 4-year 
normal come, in which were 61 students, of whom 10 (young women) were graduated 
in 1882. 
Clarlc University, Atlanta, gives a 4-year course of normal training for colored teachers . 
. The Ha en Normal School, Waynesboro', for the in truction of colored teachers, as-
lSted by the Freedman's Aid Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, presented a 
4-year cour:;e of study. There appears to have been an enrolment of 80 pupils, under 2 
instructOI , be same a reported the preceding year. . 
orne normal in truction was given to the teachers of public schools in Augusta and 
:Ma n by the uperintendents, classes being held so as not to interfere with school 
duties. 
TEA HERS' INSTITUTES. 
• up rintendent rr r ports that, failing to obtain an appropriation from the general 
assembly for holding tea{!hers' institutes, he applied to the agent of the Peabody fund 
for the n ary m an , and had $2,000 put at his disposaJ. With thi sum h on-
c1n d 8 institntl'fl, a, A mericns, in, 'outh · rgia; Milledgevil1 , in :Midcll Georgia.; and 
'lo · oa in orth ne rgi.. • ' v ral emiu •nt gentl men visited the institnl and deliv-
ered Jp turf's. Thf'y w r hehl during the entice month of A ngust. The one ft.t Ameri-
<·n. ) . H. Haker,Sn}X'rint ~nd nt, had an attendanc of41 '\hitet ach rsand41 ·olor d 
r r nOug ~:t r·onnti ·s. Daily instruct.ion was 6ri.ven in ·ommon Encrli ·h bran ·h · 
and ii_J the pradi :a1 work ofteac!Ung. The institute h 1d at filledgevill ,B. A. 7. ttler, 
supCTintendent, nrolJ d 6 wh1te teachers and 47 ·olored, with an average daily at-
tendance of 71 during the session of 4 weeks. In addition to the regular exercises, each 
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Priday was given to the discussion of questions relating to difficulties and matt.ers occur-
ring daily in school. The institute held at Toccoa, H. C. Mitchell, superintendent, had 
in attendance 45 white and 10 colored teachers and 15 county commissioners, representing 
30 counties. The common branches were taught, with instruction in the hygiene of the 
school r·oom and analysis of English poetry. The institutes arc said to have accomplished 
much good for the educational interests of the State. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The proceedings of the Georgia Teachers' Association for 1882 show that~ periodical, 
entitled the '' Music[tl Eclectic and Journal of Education,'' was established in the spring 
of that year at Macon. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
No provision is made in the constitution of 1877 for high school instruction in the 
public schools, but in a few cities and counties under local laws high schools are sustained. 
Atlanta, Augusta, and Savannah in 1881-'82 had each 2 separate high schoolsforwhites, 
with courses of 3 and 4 years. Augusta had also one for colored youth. Those at Atlanta 
had 332 pupils, of whom 40 were graduated in 1882. 'l'he one for whit.e girls at Augusta 
reported 11n enrolment of 100; that for white boys and girls, an enrolment of 22, under 
3 tea-chers. 'fhe full course was 3 years. The cost for each enrolled scholar is reported 
to have been only $2.17 a month. Statistics of the third school (for colored boys and girls) 
are not given, but the school is said to be thoroughly taught. Macon Central High 
School, for white boys and girls, had 3 teachers and111 pupils, of whom 32, the highest 
number ever reached, were graduated in 1882. At Savannah there was a high school for 
boys and also one for girls, with courses of four years and an enrolment of 186 pupils, 
under 5 instructors. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of commercial schools, academies, special preparatory schools, and pre-
paratory departments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the appendix, and 
the summaries the:seof in the report of the Commissioner precejling. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The University of Georgia, Athens (non-sectarian), had for 1881-'82 collegiate, law, 
and medical departments. In the collegiate department there were 10 schools, but in-
str~tion was given~in scientific and literary courses of four years each. The total num-
ber of students in all the departments, including four branch colleges, was 900. 
Seven other institutions of different grades, but all claiming collegiate rank, present 
themselves, namely: Atlanta University u.ncl Bowdon College (non-sectarian), Clark Uni-
versity and Emory College (Methodist. Episcopal), Methodist College (Methodist Church 
South), Mercer University (Baptist), and Pio Nono College (Roman Catholic). These all 
had classical courses of four years, some of them beginning at a low point, and all but 
Mercer did some preparatory work. College Temple, Newnan (non-sectarian), presents 
preparatory ann collegiate courses, but not of high grade. Atlanta steadily advancing 
and Clark beginning full collegiate instruction, gave some industrial training to both 
sexes, teaching the young men the element,s of mechanical trades and farming, and the 
young women cookery, nursing, sewing, and housework. Pio Nono offered graduate in-
struction, but bad no students beyond the sophomore year. Clark University presented 
an English classical course. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Atlanta and Clark Universities, Bowdon College when last heard from, and College 
Temple gave equal instruction to ypung women. There were 16 institutions reported f{>r 
young women alone, all giving instruction in music, drawing· and painting, and modern 
languages. For statistics, see Table VIII of the appendix. 
,' 1ENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Th , 'lu.t 'oll ge of Agriclllture ancl the Mechanic Art.s off<'rccl comses of 4 yea1·s in 
agriculture, horticulture, and natural history; engineering ; and chemistry ; with a cour10e 
in building and architecture of undefined length. To aiel in the instructic'n in chemistry, 
the citizens of Athens gaYe a 3-story building, 100 by 50 feet, costing $25,000, and the 
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legislature added $15,000 to equip thls with requisites for chemical and physical work, as 
well as with aids to instruction in engineering. Some scientific training was offered also 
in the four branch agricultural colleges and in the courses of Atlanta and Clark Unive~i­
ties · while at Mercer University, Emory College, and PioN ono College there were special 
scie~ti:fic courses, of 3 years in Mercer and Emory and of 4 at Pio N ono. . 
For statistics, see Tables IX and X of the appendix; for a summary of them, hke tables 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
Of the 9 schools for superior i,nstruction of young women mentioned on page 45 of 
the report for 1881 as having laboratories and apparatus for illustration of instruction in 
chemistry and physics, all but 3 continued to report these (Andxew College, Cuthbert, 
and Monroe College, Forsyth, not beard from, and Georgia Female College, Madison, said 
to have lost its buildings by :fire). College Temple, Newnan, and Wesleyan Female Col-
lege, Macon, are to be add-:.d to the list of those with such aids, and Columbus Female 
College, Columbus, reports considerable additions to its means of training in science. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction continued to be given to some extent in Atlanta University (Con-
gregationalist), Atlanta Baptist Seminary, and Clark University (Methodist Episcopal), 
all at Atlanta and all for colored youth, as well as at Emory College, Oxford (Methodist 
Episcopal South), and at Mercer Universit¥, Macon (Bapt.ist). Theological class at Atlanta 
University, 4 in 1882; at the Baptist Seminary, 44; at Mercer, 13; at Clark and Emory, 
some theological students in the courses, though not separately indicated. 
Legal training, covering a collegiate year, was given at the University of Georgia and 
at Mercer University (the former recommending two years of study). Graduation admits 
to practice in any of the courts of the State except the supreme court. For men of busi-
ness, there is at the former a course of instruction in legal forms and mercantile law to 
which seniors in some of the college courses are admitted. Professors and lecturers at 
the University of Georgia, 6; at Mercer University, 3. 
Medical instruction has been brought under control in this State by an act of Septem-
ber 27, 1881, to regulate the granting of medical diplomas, which forbids the granting of 
a medical diploma to any person that has not attended two or more full courses of study 
in s6me regularly chartered medical college in good standing and passed an examination 
satisfactory to the professors of said college in all the branches usually taught in such 
colleges. A further act of September 28, 1881, regulates medical practice by requiring 
that no one shall practise medicine in the· State without legal authority to do so, evi-
denced first by a diploma granted by an incorporated medical college, medical school, or 
wriversity, and next by registration in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the 
county in which he practises. 
The "regular" schools for instruction were in 1882, as in 1881, Atlanta Medical Col-
lege and Southern Medical College, both at Atlanta, and the Medical College of Georgia., 
Augusta, a department of the University of Georgia, the :first with 12 instructors, the 
second with 11, and the third with 15. All required the customary 3 years of study un-
der a medical preceptor, with attendance for at least 2 years on the regular lecture 
courses, which are stated to be of only 19 weeks each at the Southern College, of 18 at the 
Atlanta College, and of 17 at Augusta, all 3 below the standard of the American Medi-
cal Association. The Savannah Medical College is reported to have suspended in 18 0. 
The College of American Medicine and Surgery, with 6 professors, and the Georgia 
Eclectic Medical College, with 8, the only schools other than the ''regular'' schools 
above mentioned, both had the same general requirements as tho e above referred to, 
but the annual lecture course at the latter was 20 weeks; at the former, only 16 weeks. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUl'lffi. 
The Georgia. Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, at Cave pring in 
1 2, had 6 pupils, 17 of whom were only semi-mute. There were 5 in tructors; 1 of 
them was a deaf-mute and 2 were semi-mutes. The method of instruction was manual 
the common Engr h branches being taught, with shoemaking as the leading indo trial 
occupation. 
There is no official r port available respecting the education of the blind in Gco gi:l 
during 1 2. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
'l'EACHERl31 .ASSOCIATION. 
The sixteenth annual · ion of the Georgia Teachers' Association con ven d at Augu ta 
May 2, 1882. Ther wer 60 m mbers present, Pre iclent G. M. Dews in the chair. 
The first day was given to addresses, and in the evening session there was an interesting 
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discussion on ''Methods of increasing the interest of the 'teachers in the association and 
its objects." There was a notab1e increase of members and visitors on the second and • 
third days. Text books and the common English branches were discussed, and some of 
the methods of Kindergarten instruction were illustrated by Misses Chase and Thorn-
bury, with 12 little children from their school at Albany. The members were encour-
aged by the result of the meeting and adjourned to meet at Athens in May, 1883. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
lion. GusTAVUS J. ORR, State school commissioner, Atlanta. 
[Fifth term, January 1, 1883, to January 1, 1885. 1\Ir. Orr has been reappointed for_ another term.] 
4E 
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ILLINOIS. 
STATISTICAL SUMMAH.Y. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (6-21)----··- 1,002,222 1,037,567 35,345 ----------
Enrolled in graded public schools 277,586 295,620 18,031 ----------
Enrolled in ungraded pnbhc 419,909 417,811 -- ------ ---- 2,098 
schools. 
Whole number in public schools_ 697,495 713,431 15,036 ----------Average daily attendance in them 425,858 452,485 2G,B27 ----------
Pupils in private or church schools 59,924 67,380 ,7,45() ----------
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts ______ 11,598 11,529 ------------ 69 Number with 5 months' school 11,398 11,:339 ------------ 59 
or more. 
Districts with schools of less 87 113 26 ----------
than 5 months. 
Districts that had no schools ____ 113 77 ------------ 3G Districts reporting libraries----- 879 895 16 ----------Volumes in these libraries------ 58,133 59,855 1,722 ----------
Public school-bones----------- 11, 936 11,914 ---- --- .. ---- 22 
School-houses built in the year __ 266 304 38 ----------
Whole number of public schools_ a11,962 a11,918 ------------ 14 Graded schools, excluding high __ 948 976 28 -------·--Number of high school grade ____ 115 144 29 ----------Average time of schools in days __ 149 150 1 ----------Valuation of public school prop- $16,773,510 $17,994,176 $1,220,666 ----------erty. 
Private or churoh schools---- --- 628 706 78 ----------
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools __ 8,438 8,076 ------------ 3G2 
Women tca~hing in public schools 13,695 14,225 530 ----------
Whole number, male and female 22,133 22,301 168 ----------
Number of these in graded schools 5,164 5,464 300 ----------
umber that attended in titutes_ 7,638 6,657 ------------ 9 1 Whole number of different teach- 19,919 19,649 ------------ 270 ers. 
Average monthly pay of men ____ $44 17 $46 86 ~2 69 ----------Average monthly pay of women _ 35 49 37 76 2 27 ----------T cher in private or church 
school . 
1,547 1,789 242 ----------
1. ·c liE : D EXPE "'DIT RE. 
Wbol r eipt.· for public , chool· <":'7,9:..2,160 $ 2 o,4ro '3.) '2 1 ----------\ hole xp .udi re for them ____ 7, 5 ) 414 '567, 675 709,261 ---- ---··--
STATE ~WIT OL F NDS. 
monn of.'n<:h fnuclsrep rl d __ .:o, 2·17, 2 1 $9,372,751 .,' J:..:j, 47:~ -- --------
rt-Huilding-'1 o<·cupi d by school!!. 
(Fr m ptint d r port ofH n . .Jam f'l P., lad, Stn.t superiulenrlcnt ofpublic instruc-
tion for the wo y ar indica.t d, wi h written re urn from him for tl1e former year and 
from his successor, Hon. Henry Raab, for the latter year.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A superintendent of public instruction has the supervision of all the common scho?lB 
of the State, and it is his duty to report their condition biennially; a county supe:m-
tendent visits the schools in each county to note the methods of discipline and teachmg, 
and to assist teachers and school officers in improving them; while in each township a 
board of three trustees of schools bas charge of public school-houses and sites, and under 
certain restrictions may divide or create districts, in which districts, however, when 
created, boards of 3 school directors1 have supervision and control. All these officers are 
elected by the people, the State and county superintendents for 4 ye,ars, the others for 
3 years, with annual change of one. By act of 1873 women ~remade eligible to any 
school office in the State and several have proved efficient county superintendents. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The common schools of each district are free to all of school age (6-21) residing therein, 
irrcspecti ve of color. The studies to be pursued and the text books to be used are de-
termined by the local school authorities; but no sectarian instruction is allowed and no 
change of text books may be made oftener than once in four years. The minimum 
school period which will entitle districts to a share of the school fund embraces 110 
days of actual teaching in one year. The required studies are spelling, reading, writing, 
arithmetic, grammar, and geography; also, for higher classes, the elements of the natural 
sciences, United StQ.tes history, physiology, and the laws of health. Other branches 
may be introduced at the discretion of the directors or voters of a school district. .Free 
instruction is given in two State normal schools and in a State University. Persons un-
dert.'l.king to tea9h in any public school must prove their qualifications, moral and edu-
cational, before the proper officers, and must obtain certificates from them to secure em-
ployment; teachers must report, in legal form and time, to receive pay for their work. 
Towards this pay lor teachen; Illinois appropriates $1,000,000 annually. To prolong the 
yearly instruction to D monihR the directors of districts and .the authorities of villages 
and cities are authorized to levy any year a tax on property not to exceed 2 per cent. 
for educational and 3 per cent. for huilding purposes. 'l'he State appropriation goes to 
townships, villages, and cities in which schools are t.'tught 110 days, according to the 
number of persons under 21 years of age, as ascertained by an annual census. Any 
surplus of district, village, or city school funds ma.y be expended for libraries and appa-
ratus, and the statistics of the preceding ta,ble show that 895 districts haveava.iled them-
sehes of this permission. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
In Illinois, with an increase of S5,345 in children of school age, there were fewer 
public schools reported by 14, fewer school-houses by 22, and fewer teachers by 270; 
notwithstanding this, 15,936 more pupils were in the State schools and 26,627 more were 
in average daily attendance. In new buildings for public schools there was an increase 
of 38 and public school property was rated $1,220,666 higher. Of the schools 1,120 were 
graded and 144 of these were high schools, an increase of 57 graded schools in all. In 
the graded schools 295,620 pupils were enrolled ( 41.4 per cent. of the whole public school 
enrolment), an increase of 18,034 pupils, or of more than 12- per cent., while attendance 
in ungraded schools fell off 2,098. Receipts were $358,281 greater than in 1880-'81 and 
expenditures $709,261 higher, the latter partly due to an increase in ilhe pay of teachers, 
averaging $2.69 a month for men and $2.27 for women. 
IllfPROVEli:IENTS RECOJUIIIENDED. 
While speaking well of the State school system as a whole, Superintendent Slade 
sugo-ests and urges improvements at . . some points. As to text books, he says that, not-
with ·tanding an explicit law for uniformity, many school boards do not prescribe the 
books for use within their districts and that in many other cases the books prescribed are 
not nsed because of the opposition of parents unable or unwilling to procure them. 
From this and other can. es several different books are frequently in use in the same 
da , embarrassing the t.eacher and hindering effective work. He therefore urges the 
pas..<;age of a law by which school boards shall be authorized to purchase the text books 
for use in their respective Rchools nn<l to fnmiRh them to pupils wit1Jont chnrge, except 
for mi:n~; tJ1e xpense of this wonlcl he much 1 ss to a whole fli strict t,han t,he ]W0sent 
plan of individual purchase, nncl the nclvantngc to the teacher and pnpils from unifi)J'm. 
ity of books woulcl b vcr.v grent. 
· to c·ounty superintendency, he repeat<; his recommendations (1) that only men 01 
1 Di~t ri ·t · with 2.000 or more inhabitants arc exceptions ns to the number and title of the school 
board. · c • 'chool 'ystems of Cities with 7,500 or 1\!orc Inhabitants, p. 52. 
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women whose qualifications have been carefully ascertained should be made superin-
tendents; (2) that superintendents be required to inspect the schools of their counties, 
being allowed assistan1.sforthispurposein thelargeTcotmties; and (3) thatthepayof &~uch 
officers be increased. The experience of the last two years bas convinced him of the 
necessity of these amendments. As the present law leaves it to county boards to say 
whether county superintendents Rhall inspect the schools or not, only about one-third of 
the schools were visited by them in 1882. The amount paid county superintendents in 
1 72 was nearly double ($123, 730) the amount paid in 1882 ($74,841), although the 
number of schools was smaller. In 1872, 9,243 schools out. of 11,396 were visited once 
and 2,250 more t.han once; in 1882, 4,434 schools out of 11,9L18 were visited once :mel 
941 twice. 'I'he pay has been so Teduced that in mOTe than two-thirds of the counties 
the be t paid teachers coold only accept the office of county superintendent at a pecun-
iary loss unless they failed to give their whole time to their work. 
Compulsory cduc."'.tion of chHdren 8 to lG years of age is also urged; and it is under-
stood that the legisbture to which the report embodying these suggestions 'v-as pre-
sented enacted a la,w to Recnre it. 
IUNDERGARTEN. 
More than 20 of these means of instruction are reported h1 IJJinois for 1881-'82, for 
statistics of which, see Table V of the appendix. 
At Cook County Norma.! School 8 Kindergartners were gmduated in December of the 
school year 1 81-' 2. 
Under the auspices of the Free Kindergarten Association of Chicago, a new impulse 
wa. given to this class of instruction and its adva.ntages were brought within the reach 
of a much larger number of children., 'l'he association seeks to extend these ad vantages 
to 1.he poor as fa. t a: funds and teachers can be secured. 
RCIIOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITII 7,500 Oll MORE JNJTADITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Chicago, under a speciallaw for cities wjth more than 100,000 inha-bitants, has a board 
of education of 15 m mbers appointed by the mnyor, wHh the all Yice and con ent of tbe 
common council. Cities and school districts with 2, 000 or moTe inhabitants not governed 
by special law have elective boards of education of G members till the population reaches 
12,000, when 3 more members arc added, ancl F'O on for every subsequent addition of 
10,000 inhabitants. One-third of each board is Jiahk io chanp;c caeh year. In mot 
cases these boards employ superintendents and cl legate to them the supervision of 
schools. Chicago has al o a deputy superintendent. 
f'ltirs. 
B llevill ............................ . 
~~~ ~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Decatur .............. ......... ....... .. 
Elgin .................................. . 
Fre port ............................. .. 
ltnwa ... .... .. ... ............ ........ . 
uincy ................................ . 
Ro ·kfonl ... .......................... . 
Ro klland ......................... . 
, 'pringfield .......................... . 
STATISTICS. 
Pop11lation, Children Enrolment Average N 1 • f Expendi-censuR of of school in public tlttily ni- tm (~1 0 ture. 
1880. age. . chools. icndan e. eac lers. 
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ADDITIONAL P.ARTICULARR. 
nrora airo, DanvilJ , 
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pupils. It was from superintendent of schools in this city that Mr. Raab was promoted 
in 1882 to be State superintendent. 
Bloomington shows for 1881-'82 an increase in youth 6 to 21. School property was 
rated at $300,200; the sittings for study numbered 3,100. The schools were held for 175 
of 180 school days of the year in' 10 different buildings, one. of which contained 3 high 
school rooms. To aid in preparation for the various manufacturing pursuits open to 
pupils in the place, industrial drawing formed a part of the school course. 
Chicago, reporting fully, both in print and by written return, indicates for 1881-'82 a 
growth of 18,131 in youth of school age and an additional enrolment of 5,473 in its day 
schools, with an additional daily average attendance of 3, 462~ under 54 more teachers. 
'.rhere were also 1, 057 more enrolled in evening schools, with 98 more in average attend-
ance. It seems fi·om these figures that, with 7,038 additional pupils 1·eported in private 
and church schools, more than 7 4 per cent. of the 18,131 new school youth were brought 
under instruction of some kind. One of the evening schools was ahighschool, in which 
advanced mathematics, book-keeping, chemistry, mechanical drawing, and stenography 
were taught. · This had 274 pupils on its roll, most of whom were to attend only on 
alternate evenings; average attendance, 65. An evening school for newsboys was also 
held under city teachers at the Newsboys' Home, with an enrolment of 105 and an 
a~erage attendance of 37. In the day schools instruction in German made considerable 
progr~ss; two more schools began the language and the pupils studying it increased from 
4,827 to 5,332; many of the most successful teR,Chersofit were graduates of the city high 
schools. The 5 city schools for deaf-mutes were continued during the year under the 
same teac~e!'s, with 2 more pupils (57 in all); instruction in the articulation method was 
given to such as desired it, and instruction in mora,ls and manners once a week. In the 
schools generally discipline is said to have been improved under the milder system of 
the last few years. Instead of teaching pupils to memorize merely, an attempt was 
made to teach them to observe and think. Drawing was prosecuted with new interest, 
especially in the higher grades and as a preparation for industrial and mechanical pur-
suits. Singing, under the interval system, is reported to have made great progress. 
Five new srhool-houses, with accommodations for 4,347 pupils, were completed at a cost 
of$232,639, school property advancing ii·om $2,763,396 to $3,456,810. Other buildings 
were in process of construction. 
Decatur gave all its· teachers better pay; with 49 more children of school agc, .104 more 
were enrolled anc1101 more were in average wttendance. The estimated value of school 
property was $106,000. 
The increa ed emolment h1 the public schools of Elgin almost equalled the increase 
in youth of school age, and with only two more teachers there were 191 more in average 
daily attendance. The valuation of school prope1'ty was $12,170 higher than in 1880-' t3l 
and accommodations were afforded for 136 more pupils. 
Freeport, enrolling 60more children in public schools, had{) more in n,verage attendance 
under 2 more teachers. In schools other than public there were 2GO more pupils than 
in the previous year. 
Lake and Hyde Park (townships in the ::mlmrb::; of Chicago, with a tot::~.l population ol 
34,096) are reported together by the superintendent of the Cook County schools. 'l'hey 
included 7 districts, with 24 schools, all graded and 3 of them high. Out of a school 
population of 11,403 these schools enrolled 7, 680 pupils, under 134 teachers. There are 
grades below the 'high school. Drawing and music were taught, the former up to the 
sixth grade, the latter througbou t the whole eight grades. The high school comses beyond 
these were of 3 years. The Cook County Normal and 'l'mining School prepared teachers 
for all the county schools, and was to have i.bc author of the Quiney methods at its 
head in 1 83. Sehool property h1 La.ke and Hyde Park was valued at $495,205. 
Ottawa reports for 1881-'82 :3 fewer teachers. School property was rated $1,110 
hlgher. Estimt~tcd number in private and church schools, 273. 
Quinc.IJ, with an increase of 452 in youth of school age, enrolled in its public schools 
204 more and had 75 more in average daily attendance, under 3 addit.ional teachers. 
The superintendent says that of children 6 to 16 yea.rs of age 54 per cent. attended 
public schools and 25 per cent .. private or church schools. Seven additional rooms in a 
new building were occupied in December to accommoa.ate the inereased attendance, which, 
however, was afterwards diminishecl by an outbreak of dioease. To this loss in attend-
ance a de ·ision of the supreme court of the State that colored children must be admit-
ted to all s ·hool.· equa.lly with whites also contributed, many of the colored children 
being withdrawn fi·om their own schools, although there was no aceommodationfor them 
in the schools for whites. 'l'he grades below the hlgh school were changed fi·om 7 to , 
the high school retaining it'3 4-year course, in which Germ~'ln, Greek, and Latin are 
optional. DrawinO' aml mu ·i run Lhrongh the 12 year . 
While Rockforrl'8 puhlie sch'>oh; enrolled rcwer pupil::; hy :~5G, notwithst1.nding an ad-
dition of G .• u to the ;youth or ~:;chool age, tlw city inc1·ea~:;cd .its average attendance by 
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170 and its enrolment in other than public schools by 320, gave its teachers better pay, 
and added 210 new sittings to its public :;cbool aecommod:.ttions, tbe V<tlnationofschool 
propm-ty advancing $11,159. Grades, primary, grammar, and high. · 
Rock ]~land, in returns for the 2 yean; ending J nne 30, 1t>82, reports the school pop-
ulation and number of teachers unchanged, with a decrease in t.be latter year of 15 in 
enrolment and of $2,700 in valuation of school property, but an increase of 11 in average 
attendance on public schools and of 144 in the enrolment in other schools. 
Spr·ingjielcl enrolled 138 more pupils in1881-'82, and had 66 more in average attend-
ance, with 3 more teachers. The schools were uncomfortably crowded but the work 
of the. year appears to have been successful. There are 8 school grades below the 
high school, the courses in which were of 4 years. Drawing and music formed a part of 
the instruction in primary and grammar grades, and the former was continued through 
the high school course. A teachers' institute, held every month during the school ses-
sion, appears to have been of great practical value. 
TRAINING OF TEACHEHS. 
STATE, COUNTY, AND CITY SCHOOLS FOR NORMAL TRAINING. 
The llz.inois State Normal Unive:rsity, Normal, and the Southern lllinr.ris Normal Univer-
sity, Carbondale, both under State· direction, continued in 1881-'82 their work of pre-
paring teachers for the public schools, with incidental instruction of many others. 
The Illinois Normal, with 14 regular instructors and 136 pupil teachers, hacl474 dif-
ferent normal students in its 3-year course, 2 graduate students, 8 in special science 
studies, and 288 in the model school, which contains primary, grammar, and high school 
grades; total for the school year 1881-' 82, deducting 40 counted twice, 732. In a special 
summer normal term for teachers, held in August, 1882, 261 were pre~ent at least 6 days 
each, of whom 171 had never been in the regular normal classes. 
The Southem Illinois, which had 12 regular instructors and 22 pupil teachers, reported 
for the same period 184 different normal students in its 3 and 4 year eourses, with 223 
in the preparatory training school, 407 in all. At this school there was also a vacation 
summer institute in 1882, at which 59 were present. 
Cook County Normal School, Normalville, prepares teachers for the schools of that popu-
lous county in a regular course of 3 years, of 3 terms each year, and in a special profes-
sional course which may be completed in 4 terms by graduates of high schools and persons 
with equivalent preparation. Its training school of primary and grammar grades exhib-
its and affords opportuni~y for practising the best methods of teaching, discipline, and 
classification. There was also a Kinde1-garten department, from which, at the close of 
1881, 8 Kindergartners were graduated. Pupils in 1881-'82 in normal department, 202, 
under10instructors; in preparatorydepartment, 162; in training school, 183; total, 547. 
Graduates of the year, 40. 
A ren~wal in some form of the work of training teachers to supply vacancies in the 
Chicago city schools has been recommended by successive superintendents since the abo~ 
lition in 1878 of the training class at the city high Achool, but the reports of the school 
board and superintendent for 1881-'82 give no indication that such a renewal is contem-
plated. 
At Springfield a monthly teachers' institute for discussion of improved methods in all 
school work appears to serve the purpose of a continuous training school for the teachers 
in that city. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
Fourteen academic schools offer instruction in school law, school studies, method of 
discipline, &c., to persons desiring teachers' certificates or a better preparation for chool 
work, and in 13 collegiate institutions normal training was continued. In addition to 
these means of normal training outside of the State normal schools and the Cook County 
Normal chool, s veral private summer normals were in operation. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Of t.J:is impo~tant class of aaencies for improving teachers alreacly in the hool an~ of 
prepanng candidate for effective future school work, 147 were held by county. uperlD: 
tenden and 17 by other perdOns in 1 1, covering 1, 5 days in all and nrolling 7,6' 
teachers, at an expense to th counti of only $673. B . ides these, 676 oth r meetings of 
teachers in t ' hi and school districts were held for mutual improvement. In 1 2 
there were 151 ill! titutes reported as b ld by county up rintend ntl and 62 by ot~ r 
persons, covP.ring 1,577 day an enrolling 6,657 teachers, at an xpen to ihe unties 
of only '742. Of oth r teache ' m etings in town hips or districts 519 wer r ported. 
Thi r cord for both years bows a deer ase from 1 0 in th numh r of in titutes h 1d 




Of these vu,lnable aid~ to teachers there were 11 in this St:1te in 1882: the Norn1al 
Journal Cai'llli in its first volume and tllc beginDing of the second, which seems also to 
have pr~ved its'Iast; the Pmctic~tl 'Tea~her, Cl1icago, in ~ts fifU~; t~1e Pr~sent Age, Chi-
cago, in its first; the Western EducatiOnal Journal, Chicago, m Its thud; the Sch~ol 
Herald Chicago in its first; the Schoolmaster, Chicago, in its second; the Normal Mu-
ror, Da'nville, in' its .first; the American Educator, Lockport, in its seventh; the Normal 
Worker, Morris, in its third; the Illinois School Journal, Normal, in its first; and the 
Iapi Oaye, or Word Carrier, published at Chicago, in Indian and Englisl~, f?r the Dakota 
Mission at the Santee and Yankton Agencies, Nebraska. All are monthhes except the 
Present Age, which is a weekly. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Superintendent Slade, in his excellent Teport for 1881-'82, gives statistics of 144 high 
schools belonging to the State school system, such only being in the list as had cottrses 
of 3 years or more. Of the 144 reported, 81 had courses covering 3 years; 3: courses be-
tween 3 and 4 years; 4, courses that might be of either 3 or 4 years, as students and 
parents should desire; 55 had 4 years in the Tegular course; and 1 had 5 years. One of 
these high schools. had a session of only 6 months; another, of 7 ·monthsj 42, sessions of 
8 months; 12, sessions covering more than 8 tnonths but not Teaching 9; while 62 Qad 
9 months; 1, 9~ months, and 25 had 10 months. The enrolment in the schools thl1s 
enumerated reached 11,004 within the year; the average attendance, 9,060, or 82.4 per 
cent. of the enrolment. The teachers employed numbered 370, at salaries ranging from 
$20 a month to $250. The yearly cost for each pupil enrolled was only $23.21 for tui-
tion, or $26.08 for tuition and incidental expenses. Thirteen of these high schools had 
separate buildings, valued, with grounds and furniture, at $399,2i'i0. A hundred ancl 
twenty-one of them had libraries, the volumes in these numbering 26,390, libraries and 
apparatus being valued at $69,018. Such full statistics as to schools of this class are 
rarely to be had, many States making no report of them and other States only brief and 
incomplete reports.. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
Statistics of business colleges, private academies, independent prepatatorJ schools, and 
preparatory departments of colleges and scientific schools may be found, as 1ar as- reported 
to this Bureau, in Tables IV, VI, VII, IX, and X of the appendix to this report; sum-
maries of them, in corresponding tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The only institution for superior instruction under State direction was the Illinois In-
dustrial University, Urbana, chaTtered in 1867 and organized in 1868. In its college of 
literature and science the chief studies of a good classical course are presented in a school 
of ancient languages. French and German are taught in the school of English and mod-
ern languages. '!'he standard of admission to the university has been rising gradually 
for.several years. As to the technical courses, it was satisfactory in 1882 ; but it is 
urged that the requirements for adtnission to the literary and classical courses should be 
immediately advanced. Preparatory instruction at the university, which it was hoped 
might be dropped in 1881, was continued; but as the State high schools become more 
efficient the fuculty hope to be able soon to leave to them all preparatoTy work. In 
1882 the list of schools allowed to send their graduates into the freshman classes without 
examination numbered 30, while 10 other schools examined candidates for admission, the 
papers being sent to the university for :final decision. 
·As to other training in the 3 additional colleges and 2 scientific schools of the univet-
~ty, see Scientific and Professional Instruction, p. 56. 
__ Besides the State University, 28 schools of recognized collegiate standing were on the 
list of this Bureau as colleges for young men or for both sexes in 1882, for statistics of 
which, see Table IX of th~ appendix. Of the 28 all but 3 make report in some form for 
the year. One of the 3 exceptions, Rock River University, Dixon, has not been heard 
from for several years; the other 2, Abingdon College, Abingdon, and Carthage College, 
Carthage, reported for 1881. The remaining 25 continued with but little change the 
preparatory, classical collegiate, and scientific collegiate courses that have been noticed 
in preceding years, the preparatory courses ranging ii·om 1 to 3 years; the collegiate gen-
erally covering 4, though Rock River when last heard from had only 2 in its scientific 
colll'Se, and Monmouth only 3; Wheaton College, in its philosophical and laureate coutses, 
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3; Lincoln University, in n. Indies' course, 3. Almost all included 2 or more modern 
languages with their courses in the ancient languages; at least 23 taught music, mo ·t of 
them offering also instruction in drawing and painting; while 16 pre ented facilities for 
business training and 2 of them for telegraphy a] so. A few n.llowed elective eourses, but 
did not advise them, and D afforded instruction in elocution and voice culture unde1 
special teachers. Lincoln University had prescribed courses for the degrees of A. M., 
1\L s., and 1\L PH.; Illinois Wesleyan College, courses for graduates and non-residents, 
leading to the degrees of PII. n . and PH. D. 
Eleven of the colleges report for 1881-'82 donations for buildings, current expenses, 
payment of debts, &c., amounting to $227,699. The amount in each case, the names of 
donors, and purpose of gifts may be found in Table XXIII of the appendi.x. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEX. 
Twenty-four of the colleges for young men or for both sexes (including the Industrial 
Univer ·ity) offered women substn.ntially the sn.me opportunities for instruction a. younr• 
men. Lincoln University, while opening all itc;; courses to women, offers to uch a. 
desire it a shorter course of 3 years. 
:F'or women only there were 11 schools reputed to be of collegiate or approximate rank, 
for st.'ttistics of which, see Table VIli of the n.ppendix. Of these all but one show pre-
paratory courses of 1 to 3 years n.ncl classical collegiate of 4 years, 4 having also cientific 
courses and the same number adding literary or graduate courses. Instmction in mu ic, 
drawing, painting, n.nd in the French and German langun.ges appears to be offered in 
them all. 
SOlE_ TIFIC AND PH.OFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIE~TIFIC. 
Of the 4 colleges that make up the Illinois Industrial University, 3 are distinctively 
scientific: the College of Agriculture, which gives instruction in scientific farming, gar-
dening, orchard and plant culture, and in the care of farm animals; the College of Engi-
neering, with schools of mechanical, civil, and mining engineering and architecture; and 
the College of Natural Science, with schools of chemistry and natuml history. There i 
also a school of military science. The course in each of the 3 colleges covers 4 years; that in 
the school of military science begins with the third term of the freshman year and covers 
2 years. A school of art and design aids the instruction in engineering and architect-
ure and aff01·ds teachers in the public schools an opportunity to prepare for their school 
work in this direction. A school of domestic science, which existed up to 1880, does not 
ap;eearin the report of 1881 or 18 2. 
Of the 28 other colleges in the State for young men or for both sexes all but 4 had 
cientifi.c courses in 1 81-'82 ot slightly different ones entitled philosophical. The Uni-
versity of Chicago offered also training in astronomy, both to special students and to 
tho. e in the regular collegiate courses, it having a well equipped observatory, with a 
special superintendent and instructor. St. Viateur's College and Chaddock College 
otli red instruction in telegraphy. · 
In Chicago a movement was on foot for the establishment o.f a manual training school 
similar· to that of Washington University, St. Louis, Mo., to give young men an oppor-
tunity for training in the use of tools and in the clements of the industrial sciences. 
A chool for supplementing the studies of the public system by in truction in scientific 
agriculture and horticulture for the benefit of farmers' sons, e tablisb.ed in 1 68 at Sugar 
Grove, Kane ounty, by the school authorities of that place, with aid from Mr. Thomas 
Judd, is reported a still continued. 
PROFESSION .A.L. 
Theology w taught in 1 1-'82 in at least 14 collegiate and theological schools 1 
with cou e of 3 or more years and in at least 4 others with courses of 2 years. The...~ 
figures, however, do not clearly represent the standards of the several schools, as some 
of the 3-year courses followed 5 or 6 year of preparatory and collegiate study, while 
some of tour years were preceded by only a mall amount of such study. In several 
, too, the ecular and sacr d training went together; in others the latter followed 
the former. The theological department of Jubilee College (Protestant Episcopal) r -
mained uspended, though plans were on foot for its reopening. Carthage College 
(Lutheran), which had a erman tb ological class of 5 students in 1881, give no informa-
tion a. to the in trnction in it in 1 2. Lombard University (Universalist) and "Wheaton 
ollerre (W eyan) instituted theological courses, of 4 years in the former case and 3 in 
th la ter, for the year J 1-' :.... 
•or tati ti of aU these ·hool , ·ee Table XI of the appendix. 
--------------------------
1 Two of lh ·cbool h l '' re~ rr d to- the 'hicago Theological eminary (Congregational) and 
tl. Pr bylerian Theological minary f the ~ ·orthwcsL- r ceived in 1 1-'82 donations amount .. 
iug to 119,638. !'or particular of the c gift , see '!'able XXIII of nppcndix. 
ILLINOlS. 57 
Law was taught, as before, in the Bloomington College of Law of Illinois W esleyun 
University, Bloomington, and in the Union CollegeofLawof the University of Chicago and 
Northwestern UniYersity, nenr by, as 'vcll as in the law <lcp:ntmcnt of McKendree Col-
lege, Lebanon, while Chncldock College, Quincy, instituted for 1881-'82 a la.w depart-
ment. In the first 2 and last of these the course covered. 2 years of 36 weeks each; at -
McKendree, 2 years of 40 weeks. At the Union College and at Chaddock a fair English 
education was expected of matriculates; at the others there was no requirement on this 
point. 
For statistics, sec Table XII of the appendix. 
lJfedicine was taught in "regular" schools at the Chicago Medical College (a depart-
ment of Northwestern University), the College of Physicians and Surgeons,Rush Med-
ical College, and Woman's Medical College, all at Chicago. At a new school, the Quincy 
College of Medicine, also, ''regular'' instruction was begun in October, 1882.' All had 
the common requirements of 3 years' study under a medical preceptor and of attendance 
on at least 2 annual lecture courses, varying in length from 20 to 24 weeks. All but 
Rush required an examination fo-r admission except where there was evidence of a fair 
English education, and Rush was to require this from 1883. All had. graded courses of 
study and desired to have these cover 3 years. 
Of the schools not classified as ''regular,'' there were continued the Bennett College 
of Eclectic Medicine and Surgery, the Chicago Homceopathic Medical College~ and the 
Hahnemann Medi~'1l College and Hospital, all in Chicago. The requirements for gradu-
ation in the 2 schools first named were similar to those above. but the lecture .:ourses 
were longer, being 26 weeks annually in the first nod. 29 week's in the second. In the 
Hahnemann Medical College there were "two full lecture courses," with 26 weeks in 
each year. 
The Chicago College of Pharmacy maintained essentially the same requirements as be-
fore, namely, 4 years of service in a pharmacy and. 2 years' attendance on the collegiate 
lecture courses of 20 weeks each. · 
For statistics of all these schools, see Table XIII of the appendix. 
A law of July 1, ~877, requires that in this State all persons desiring to practise medi-
cine, if not graduates or licentiates of a medical school, shall be examined by the State 
board of health, a certificate of qualification from which board becomes a license. 
Those who possess diplomas of graduation from such schools must present them for 
verification as to their genuineness, and the certificate of the board that the diploma 
is of a satisfactory character renders it a valid license to practise. The certificates given 
are to be recorded in the office of the clerk of the county in which the holder resides, and 
a list of such certificates, indicating the persons by whom they are held, is to be always 
kept ready for inspection. . 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
TRAINING OF TIIE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Illinois InsWution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Jacksonville, continued 
in 1881-' 82 its instruction in school studies and. in industries that prepare ior self sup-
port to an average of 501 pupils, under 29 teachers, at a cost of $96,538. The number 
under instruction during the year was 550. Large as this number seems, the superin-
tendent says that it includes only about half of the deaf-mutes in the State. Of the 
graduates of the school, the greater part are said to be doing well in useful and profitable 
occupations, while none have become inmates of jails or almshouses. 
The Chicago Deaj'-JJfute Day Schools, under the charge of the board of education of the 
city of Chicago, still numbered 5, of which 4 were for compamtively elementary instruc-
tion and 1 for an advanced class. Instructors, 5; pupils, 57; each present, on an aver-
age, 139 days. The studies were "all those of a common school course, with the addi-
tion of morals and. manners." No industries were taught. The articulation method 
was added during the year in the advanced class and one other. 
TRAINING OF THE BLIND. 
The illinois Institution for the Education of the Blind, Jacksonville, had for 1881-' 82 a 
total attendance of 12 pupils. 'l'he school studies begin with the alphabet and end with 
geometry. Music is also taught, with such industries as plain and fancy sewing for tho 
girls and mattress making, broom making, and chair caning for the boys. The progress 
made, especially in music, is said to compare favorably with that of pupils gifted with 
sic•ht. A large wing was added to the building during the year. Ordinary expenses for 
the year, $25,447; special, for building, &c., 37,056. 
TRAINING OF THE FEEBLE-l\1INDED. 
The Illinois A ylum for Feeble-Minded Children, Lincoln, aims to promote the intel-
lectad moral, n.nd physical culture of this cbss cf unfortunates, fitting them, as far as 
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possible, to earn a livelihood. The mmtber present September 30~ 18 J, was 287; new 
pupils admitte<l during 1881-'82, 77; readmitted, Jll; alJseut, di~·eharged, or died, 173; 
leaviucr 302 preseut u,t Lhe dose. The classes ior st:hool studies numberellll, e..'l.ch eom-
poscd ~f pupils of oue sex alone, while Lhere were also clasf;es Jor t:alii:ltheuic e.xcn.:ises, 
ior singing~ for sewing, and for drawing aud painting. :nw ~ucthods o~· i~struction 
appear to be eminently practical, and great success was attamed m developmg 1m perfect 
faculties r.ud awakening dormant intellectual life. Expenses for the year, ~70,4S.J:3 . 
EDUCATION OF ORPHANS. 
At the I11inois Soldiers' Orphans' Home, Normal, there were 317 pnpils, nnder :n 
officers and teachers, in 1881-'82, being 8 more than in 1880-'81. The average attend-
ance was ' ... i9; the number of days taught, 192; the grades, 9. Duri11g the year 2 pupils 
completed the studies of the ninth grade and a class of 6 was ready to enter on these 
studies at the opening of 1882-'83. Farming, gardening, and housework helped to pre-
pare the pupils for self support. Expenses of the year, $50,036. 
Besides this tate school, 6 others under private or church control, in Addison, Chicago, 
and Quincy, report a total of 682 orphan pupils under the instruction of about 60 teach-
el'S and employ~s in school studies and domestic industries. Two others, known to 
exist, have made no report. 
REFORMATORY AND IKDUSTRIAJ, TRAINING. 
The Illi·noi.~ State Reform School, Pontiac, had been 11 years in operntio11 nt the {late 
of the report for 1 81-'82, and in that time has had over twelve hundred hoyl:! under it'! 
care, of whom 250 remained on September 30, 1882. The boyR recei,·ed instruction in 
common school studies, in shoemaldng, cane seating of chairs, farming, ~a:rdening, 
cookery, baking, and kindred employments. Of the beneficial influence of thlS instruc-
tion in combination with moral training some striking instances are given. Ovetcro.wrl· 
ing cau. ed such hinderance to ecuring good. results that a new building to separate the 
younger from the older boys was becoming a necessity. 
The Illinois lndustrial School fo?' Girls, Evan ·ton, conductell similarly to the one for 
boys, but a private corporation, had 8~ under its care in 1881-'82, of wbom 26 were sent 
to homes during the year and 56 remained on October 1. Sewing, housework, and cook-
ery seem to have been the chief industries taught, while school training under a. specio.l 
teacher 'vas supplemented by the home influences of a matron and superintendent an<l 
by moral and religious teaching. 
The Industrial School of tlte Women's Christian Home l'lfiB8ion, Peoria, which aims to pre-
vent pauperism and beggary by giving to the children of the poor instruction in sewi11g 
and other industries, had 300 such children on its r-oll in 1881-'82, whom it hoped toin-
truct eventually in all branches of household industry. Great care is taken to inculc.-'tte 
good manners ~nd good habits. Singing was taught and pleasant readings were given. 
TRAINING 01<' NURSES. 
The Dlinois Training • chool for Nurses connected with Cook Count.y Hospitlll, Chi-
cago, openeil. for instruction May 1, 1881, had in its first 5 monihs 8 pupil nm es under 
training and in charge of 2 ho pital wards; in October, 1 2, it had 21 in charge of G 
ward and r iving instruction from the medical sta.ff of the hospital in ana.tomy, phy. -
iology: materia medi a, therapeutics, obstetrics, surgery, electri<!ity, ma.s.<>age, and bath· 
ing. A return of l:tter date indicates 30 pupUs and 6 graduates. The phy icians itnd 
ur eon of the hospital te tify with great unanimity as to the ad vantage of having these 
trained pupils iu its wards. 
TRAINING IN FI ~E ARTS. 
f th in truction given in tl1is direction the information received is very limited ex-
t n lin,., litt1 beyond the fa ts that at the schools of the Cbicncro Academy of Desjgu, 
.A ad my of Pine Arts, and • o i ty of De omtive Art, as well ru at the Hershey ·hool 
of In. ical rt, 'bicago, and in the East Illinois Conservatory of In. i , Danville, the 
pr ·eding cou .· appear to have been ontinued, while at the State Industrial nh-ersity 
and a m ny f the coll~· for youn, men or for both exes, ru well a in birrb gracle 
·bools for ·oung women n1y, instru<:tion in music, lrawing, and p::Lintingwas pro-rided 
fc r. Elocution wa taught hy . pecia.li in at least V college , and at Cbicag the train-
inn given J y v rallo · 1 teacher wa supplemented in the ummer of 1 ·> by severol 
we k. of ioshu ·tion by au eminent professor of this art. 
EDUCATI .. T L CO ... TVENTI .~:,., . 
ILLI-~ I. SOCIETY OF CUOOL PRIN 'IPALSl. 
TW, soci ty heJd its fourteenth annual m eting at Travcr~e it:, .Iiclt. July 3-5 
1 2. It di. :u sed . u h topi a "'rhe re. pon. ibility of the teach r 1or tlJC ph · ic:.'ll 
uevclopmentof pupils;"· ... ' How can the t acber increa. e the moral power of hu pupils '?" 
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"FTee schools the hope of a free people;" ''Do our schools as now organized and con-
d ncted meet the wants of the times 'r'" What conclusions '"ere reached the brief repmts 
1·eccived do not distinctly show. 
SUU'l'liJ£ltN ILLlNOl~ 'l'.IJ:ACll.El~S' ASSOCIA'l'lON. 
The second annual meeting was to be held at Vandalia, August 30 to September 1, with 
a well arranged programme of topics for discussion. 'l"'here is no report at h~nd of the 
debates or the conclusions reached. 
ILLINOIS STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The twenty-ninth annual session of this body was held, as in 1881, in the legislative ball 
at Springfield, the State capital, December 26-28, 1882. The address of tlae president, 
Superintendent N.C . . Dougherty, of Peoria, was on "Needed legislation with respect to 
public schools," which reeommended a truant law for cities, provision for well superin-
tended county institutes, an organized township system of schools to control and improve 
the common district system, a better qualified and better paid county superintendency, and 
a fuller arrangement for free libraries as necessary adjuncts of the free schools. The dis-
cussion of these topics occupied most of the time in the :first day's session and part of the 
succeeding day. 'l'he importance of a higher technical training to prepare for a successful 
prosecution of industrial pursuits was also brought fonvard in an excellent paper by Re-
gent Peabody, of the State Industrial University, while another by William H. Smith, 
of Peoria, on "Education regarding amusements,'' excited considerable attention. Reso-
lutions adopted at the close favored more thorough county supervision and a State 
system of county institutes as a most efficient means of aiding the schools at a compara-
tively small expense; called ior laws to enforce the school attendance of truant and vagrant 
children, to substitute the township for the district as tl1e unit for sehool purposes, and to 
establish and aid district school libraries; advocated township supervision as an effective 
auxiliary to the work of county superintendents; urged generous support of the Indus-
trial University as a means of efficient training for important industries; and finally rec-
ommended that the subjectofhealthful and legitimateamusements for the youngshould 
receive careful attention from all teachers. 
Other matters presented were ''School hygiene,'' by Dr. H. Ziezing; ''Educational 
ideals, past and present," by L. J. Block; "Memory in school," by Superintendent 
Howland, of Chicago; "Historical outline of the progress of educ~,tion in the United 
States," by Hon. W. H. Wells; and "Influence of home on the school," by Miss Sarah 
E. Raymond. 
After the adjournment of the association proper, the county superintendents' section 
discussed such subjects as "Preparing pupils for citizenship," presented by Miss M. A. 
West; "Grading of country schools," by Superintendent Mastin; and "Examination of 
township treasurers' accounts,'' by Superintendent A. G. Lane. 
NOTEWORTHY BENEFACTIONS. 
ENCOURAGEl\:IENT OF INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
It has been mentioned under Superior Instruction that $227,699 were given to' col-
leges in this State in 1881-'82. Besides this, it is understood, on what appears to be 
good authority, that subscriptions to the amount of nearly $100,000 were made in Chicago 
towards establishing and equipping a manual training school for the instruction of young 
men in the use of tools, as well as in the elementary principles of mechanics and of thQ 
arts that prepare for useful trades. 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
DANIEL S. WENTWORTH. 
Thesuhjectof this sketch was horn at Parsonsfield, Me., March 3, 1824, and died at Den-
ver, Colo., September 1 G, 1 2. Mr. W cntworth was for 30 years a teacber of high repute, 
trained for his work at the Bridgewater Normal School and Phillips Academy, in Massa-
chusetts. The ahility developed in him at these schools, and shown afterwards in four 
years of teaching in the tate, in 1854 brought him an invitation to the principalship of 
the. cammon School, Chicago, where he introduced the graded system of instruction 
and helped its introduction in all the public schools.. With a brief interval, in which 
he was a member of the Chicago board of education, he was successively at the head of 
two of the mo<>t important r:ity schools till 18G7, when he organized the Cook County 
Normal School. Bringing to this work high intelligence, great energy, and thorough 
acquaint!:mce with the . cience of education, he made the new school a remarkable suc-
c~, training in it great nnmbers of effective teachers and securing ior it a high repu· 
tation. 
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SAMUEL H. WHITE. 
Mr. White beganhislifeatLockport, N.Y., October7, 1830, :mddiedatMapleton, Iowa, 
March 9, 1882. When he was in his third year his parents carried him with them to 
Michigan, where, as 1he grew up, he made the most of his scanty opportunities of ob-
taining an education till at 16 he became a teacher, and then, alternately teaching and 
working on his father's farm, prepared himself for study at the University of Michigan, 
which he entered in 1852 and graduated from in 1856. Returning to Lockport, he 
taught in the high school for two years, studying law at the same time, and then went 
for another year to the Albany Law School. Thus equipped, he turned towards the West, 
·with an idea of settling in Iowa. But while on his way through Chicago he entered 
an examination of candidates for the principalship of a new school in that city, and 
passed with such success that the city school board offered him the place, w hlch he ac-
cepted, entering on his work September, 1859. That settled his vocation, and from the 
foremost in the city he soon became one of the foremost teachers in the land. He was 
prominent first in the Principals' Association of Chicago, then in the State Teachers' 
A. sociation of Illinois, and finally in the National Educational Association, which last he 
did much to organize in 1870, in its present working form. Two years before this, in 
18G8, he had been called from Chicago to organize the Peoria County Normal School, 
an<l for 11 years be carried it forward with such success as greatly to increase his reputa-
tion and much improve the quality of teachers, both in the.county and elsewhere. But 
continuous work (including editorship of the Illinois Teacher from 1863 to 1871) be-
gan. at length to tell so greatly upon his health that retirement became necessary. He 
ret 1r·ed in 1879, after 20 years devote{!. to education in Illinois, and sought recuperation 
in change of occupation. But it proved to be too late, and he survived only about three 
ye.ars. / 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. JA.ItiES P. SLADE, State super'intendent of publ,ic inst?"ttelion, Springfield. 
['rcr m, January 13, 1879, to January 9, 1883.] 




POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6-21) ·--
Colored youth of school age--------
Whole number of school age _______ _ 
White youth in public schools------
Colored youth in public schools ____ _ 
Whole enrolment_----- ___________ _ 
Average daily attendance----------









School districts reported----------- 9, 313 
Districts in which schools were taught 9, 264 
Districts without schools___________ 49 
Schools for colored youth___________ 136 
District graded schools------~------ 317 
Township graded schools _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 278 
Average time of schools in days _ _ _ _ _ 133 
Public school-houses reported_______ ·9, 496 
School-houses built within the year_ 415 
Value of public school property _____ $12, 024, 180 
Private schools in public buildings__ 610 
Pupils enrolled in these schools_____ 13,814 
Average daily attendance in them___ 8, 221 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
White male teachers in public schools 
White female teachers in same _____ _ 
Colored male teachers in same _____ _ 
Colored female teachers in same ____ _ 
Whole number of teachers ________ _ 
Average monthly pay of men ______ _ 
Average monthly pay of women ___ _ 








Whole receipts for public schools _ _ _ _ $4, 537, 739 
Whole expenditure for same-------- 4, 539, 665 
STATE COMMON SCHOOL FUND. 
I - . 
1881-'82. I Increase. I Decrease. 
. I I 
693, 649'---~------' 6, 096 
14, 947 I 349 -------·---
708, 506 ---------- 5, 747 
490,164 ---------- 5,376 
8,628 313 ----------
498,792 ---------- 5,063 








































Amount of fund available __________ $9,133, 606 $9, 207,412 $73,806 ----- ··----
(From report of Hon. John M. Bloss, State superintendent of public instruction, for 
the years 1880-' 1 and 1881-'82.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
Th~e are a Sta,te board of edueation; a State superintendent of public instruction, who 
i. x officio president of the State board; a county superintendent for e.'lch county; 3 school 
truste for each township, incorporated town, or city, except in cities with 30,000 or 
more inhabitant , which have a school commissioner for each wardi and a director for 
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each rural school. 'l'he membership of the State boa.rd includes the governor of the State 
and 7 educational officers named by the law; the State superintendent is elected by the 
people for 2 years; the county superintendents, by the assembled township trustees of 
each county for a like term; the trustees, by the electors in townships, common councils 
in cities, and boards of trustees in incorporated towns, usually for terms of 3 years, with 
partial annual change •v here they form a board; the director, by the patrons of the schools 
he is to care for. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are free to all unmarried youth of school age as ascertained by an 
annual census. They are sustained from the income of a large common school fund and 
of the congressional township school fund, a State tax of 16 cents on each $100 of tax-
able property and 50 cents on each taxable poll, and the income from licenses for the sale 
of intoxicating liquors and from unclaimed fees, all which, wit.hout deduction for expense 
()f collection, must be used for the payment of teachers. In incorporated towns there 
may be also levied a special tax, not to exceed 30 cents on each $100, for support of town 
stbools. l"or school-houses, furniture, apparatus, and fuel, a special tax is authorized 
in township , town·, and cities with less than 30,000 people, not to exceed 50 cents on 
$100 of property and $1 on each poll in any year; but in cities of 30,000 or more inhabit-
ants it must not, for the arne purpose, exceed 25 cents on each $100 for buildings, &c., 
or the same amount for payment or t cachers. I" or the support of free libraries in connec-
tion with the common thools in cities of 30,000 or more inhabitants a tax not to exceed 
i of a mill on the dollar and in any township where there bas been or may be by private 
donation a ]jbrary worth 81,000 a tax not to exceed 1 cent on $100 may be levied. 
Th tru tee. of two or more adjacent counties or townships may establish a new dis-
trict when in their judgment it hall appear necessary. 'l'rustees may establish graded 
school , or any modification of them, and joint graded schools may be established by 
school trust of two or more municipal corporations. 'l'o be employed, teachers 
mu. t po ess a tate, county, or city license, covering G, 12, 18, or 24 months, which may 
be revoked for intontpctency, immorality, cruelty, or general neglect of the business of 
the cb l. At the (']o::;e of each term of school , teachers must make to the proper trustee 
a full report of th req uir d data, verified by affidavit, not more than 75 per cent. of their 
wages being paid them until such report shall have been filed. They are also required 
to attend the town hip institutes or forfeit 1 day 's pay for each day's absence not due 
to sickne s. 
eparate schools for color d children may be established, with all the rights, privileges, 
and advantao- of oth r public schools; but where no such schools exist colored children 
may attend the school for whites. Any youth attending a colored school, on showing 
sufficient advancement, must be placed in a higher grade, and no distinction is to be made 
on account of race or color. German may be taught at the request of the parents or 
guardians of 25 or more children attending a public school. The Bible must not be ex-
cluded from the public chool. . Women are eUgible to school offices.- (School law, 1877, 
and geneml law . . ) 
GENER.AL CONDITION. 
As will be een from the foregoing summary, the statistics of 1881-'82 compared with 
those of 1 ' 1 indicate a general falling off in all important items except the number 
of chool-hon , Ya1uation of school property, income and expenditure, and amount 
of the common chool fund. • tate uperintendent Blo o:ffi•rs no explanation in his re-
port of the ngures indicating . o general a decrea e, but he says that during his term ot 
?ffice, thus far, he ba lound much to commend and few things to condemn in the work-
mgoftbe sch 1 y tern; what he cannot commend he finds in the administration :~ather 
than in the y t m. He r gard the organization of the schools as accomplished; the 
~hool in citie. and town have been graded, tho e of townships have been classified, and 
1~ many ·ounti · th y have reached a fair standard of gradation. More attention was 
gtven to th m lltal, moml, and physical education of the children; more thought to 
m thods and .'uhj of in tru ·tion; greater efforts were made to train pupils to think 
lor th m · 1 v ·; more att nti n was given to the formation of character and the incul · -
tion of go habi . Th things he regard as the true evidences of progr He has 
aim d to l n the d ii ts in the working of the ystem by holding the county superin-
tend n and school trn. t . tri tly to th ir duties and has sought to improve the chool 
by improvin r t h t a ·lH'I. . Vhi1 Indiann. ha. fltir proportion of o-ood t a ·h rs om-
parc-d with oth r. 'tat s, th . uperint n<l n thinks a very Jarge nnml~ r of th mar not 
w ll !itt d forth .ir work. • 'til1, th • lil t that, hil Ci:{, 53 :tpplied for 1iccn.. , 23,317 
' r r ~e ·t <1 sh w. Will C'are in the a<lmiJ si u of t ach rs. Of the 1:~,...,;39 n win the 
fl ld, l1e &~ys only a 1 art have attended a nonnaJ .. ·h 1, coli rr , or nniver ·it. r and · m-
parati el few wer graduates of any of tl1ese instituti n . 
.M. bowing the need of fuller schooling, a table taken from the census and embodied 
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in his report shows that of the population of the State of 10 years of age and upwards 
in 1880 4.8 per cent. could not read nnd 7.5 per cent. could not write; Qf whites '"11)er 
cent. and of colored 35.G per cent. could not writc.-(State report.) 
KINDERGARTEN. 
One of the Kinderg~irten reporting from Indianapolis was reported in 1882 as closed, 
the teacher, Miss A. Steiger, being eugaged in one of the public schools with a view to 
introducing the system. For statistics of others reporting, see Table V of the appendix. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OH. MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
These are a superintendent; a hoard of three school trustees, elected for 3-year ter.JllS 
by the common council of each city, with partial annual change; and, in cities of 30,000 
or more inhabitants, a board of school commi~sioners holding office for three years, with 
annual change of part of its membership.- (School htw.) 
STATISTICS. 
Population, Children of Enrolment Average Number of Expendi-Cities. census of school age. in public daily at- teachers. ture. 1880. schools. ten dance. 
Evansville ... ................. 2!),280 14,463 5, 700 4,562 133 $80,927 
Fort Wayne .................. 26,880 14,128 3,616 ~. 751 !)6 65,373 
Indianapolis .. ......... ...... 75,056 30,878 13,322 !),510 22.() 258, !)75 
Jeffersonville ............... 9,359 3, 734 1,733 1,261 31 20,168 
La Fayette .................... 14,860 6,640 3,004 1,611 51 34,455 
Logansport ................... 11,198 3,922 1,!)62 1,363 34 21,6!)3 
Madison ...... , ................ 8,!)45 3,858 1,503 1,065 34 25,358 
Ne'v Albany ................. 16,423 6,364 2,929 2, 037 54 2!),000 
Richmond .................... 12,742 4, 975 2,298 1,624 50 37, ()()() 
South Bend ........ .......... 13,280 5,247 2,664 1,134 41 28,864 
Terre Haute ................. 26,042 !J, G!J5 4,516 3,278 8i3 60,G44 
Vincennes ........... ......... 7,680 3,842 1,201 812 20 11,360 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Evansville, reporting for 1881-'82 an increase of 822 youth of school age, still enrolled 
only about 40 per cent. of the school population; 78.7 per cent. of. the enrolment were 
in average daily attendance.- (State report.) 
.F'ort Wa!lne, with 9 public school buildings (3,972 sittings), provided for only about 
28 per cent. of the school population; <tdding 3, 600 sittings in private and parochial schools, 
only 53 per cent. had school accommodations. School property was valued at $227,500. 
While school population and enrolment slightly increased, there was a small decrease in 
average daily attendance. Of the 3,200 in private and pa.rochial schools, about 2,200 
were in average daily attendance, occupying 16 buildings, with 3,600 sittings for study. 
The public schools were in session 192 days. Special teachers in music, drawing, and 
penmanship were employed.- (Return.) 
Indianapoli in 1 81-'82 had 29 school buildings, with sittings for 10,755, only a frac-
tion more than one-third of the school children. These buildings, with other school 
property, were valued at $920,137. While there was an incr ose of 1,919 in school pop-
ulation, of 504 in enrolment, and of 445 in avemge daily attendance, 13 fewer teachers were 
employed, with an increase of $27,517 in expenditure. For music and drawing there 
were special teachers. Only 43.13 per cent. of school population were enrolled in the 
public t:school ; and, if to this be added 1,053 in private and parochial schools, it shows 
only 46.5~"' per cent. in school.- (P.eturn.) 
From Je.Uer onville the only three items of school statistics reported for 1881-'82 show 
a gain of 286 in school population over the previous year, of 109 in enrolment, and of 97 
in average daily attendance. Only 46.4 per cent. of the children of school age were in 
the public cbools during the year, while 72.2 per cent. of the enrolment was in average 
daily attendance.- ( 'tate r port, 1 2.) 
Ln Pa.l]elle r ported tor 1 Hl - ' 2 only three items of R ~hool st..1.tistic.'!, which show an 
increru 'of l G6 ins ·hool popnbtion, of 1 in enrol men L, and of 4 in average daily att nd-
an · , nrolling during the year only 41) p r cent. of it."! school ch ildren n.ncl hn.ving only 
53.7 r c nt. oftlw enroJm nt in averag dn.ily atteud:tuce.-(State report.) 
Logan rport iul 1- ' 2 had G cbool buildiugs, with 1, 660 sittings, school property being 
valued at ··14.-,!JOO. Thisprovidespublicschool room for 42.3percent. of the school pop-
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ulation. One special teacher in music was employed. There were 900 enrolled in private 
and parochial schools.- ~Return. ) 
Madison reported 7 public school buildings, with 29 rooms for work, valued, with other 
school property, at $81,000. There was a falling off of 1,425 in school population and a 
decrease of 219 in average daily attendance, of 7 in teachers, and of $3,396. in expenditure. 
Its enrolment shows not quite 39 per cent. of its children of school age in the public 
schools; there were 750 in private and parochial schools. Schools were taught 196 of the 
200 school days.- (Return.) · 
New .Albany reported only 46 per cent. of its school population as enrolled and 69 per 
cent. of the enrolment in average daily attendance.- (State report.) 
Richmond presents a full report, showing 10 public school buildings, with 51 rooms and 
2, 045 sittings. The 8 owned by the city and other school property were valued at $103,350. 
There were 46 schools, employing 50 teachers and 2 specialists in music and German. 
The enrolment exceeded that of last year by 131; the average daily attendance was 80 
more; the public school enrolment was only 46.19 per cent. of the school population. 
There were 700 in private and parochial schools.- (City report and return.) 
South Brmd reports an increase of 542 in school population over 1880-'81, of 140 in en-
rolment, and of 175 in average daily attendance, this attendance being 69.47 per cent. of 
enrolment. The 7 school buildings, which furnished abundant sittings in the previous 
year, were insufficient in 1881-'82. With the rapid increase of school population addi-
tional school rooms were imperatively called for; school property increased in value from 
$131,350 to $134,000. The schools are classed as primary, lower and upper interme-
diate, grammar, ancl high, the course covering 12 years, giving 2 years to each lower de-
partment and 4 to the high, in which German may be substituted for Latin throughout 
the course, no Greek being required.-(City report and return.) 
Terre Hattte, to provide for an increase of 849 in school population, of 206 in enrolment, 
and of 131 in average daily attendance over 1880-'81, adcled4 rooms to one of its 11 school 
buildings, making in all73 rooms for both recitation and study and 13 for recitation only, 
with 3,900 sittings; school property was valued at $229,930. The full course covers 12 
years, music and drawing, with instruction in good behavior, coming in each year below 
the high school, which bas a 4-year course, in which Greek is elective. German, if 
elected, begins in the third year of the district schools or in the first year of the high 
school, and is taught by special teachers, while Latin is also elective in the first 3 years 
of the high school course. The work of the high school was satisfactory, the enrolment 
being up to that of former years and the average attendance better. The public schools 
enrolled only 47 per cent. of the school population.- (City report and return.) 
Vincrmnes reported 4 school buildings and 20 Tooms for both study and recitation, with 
854 ittings. School propeTty was valued at $44,500. 'rhere was an increase of 102 in 
enrolment, of 30 in average attendance, and of 2 in teachers. Special teachers in music 
and German were employed. There were sittings for only 22 per cent. of youth of school 
age. Including 700 in private and parochial schools, 49 per cent. of the school population 
was enrolled.- (Return.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The Indiana tate Normal Scbool, Terre Haute, prepares young men of 18 and young 
wom n of 16 for work in the public schools. To enter, all pupils must have at least 
a fair knowledge of common branches and a reputation for good moral character. It pre-
ents 3 OUI'Ses of study: one of three years, for those needing a knowledge of the ubjects 
to be taught, as well as of approved methods of teaching them; another, of 2 yea.r , for 
:persons of better education or of some expe1ience in teaching, who need a closer insight 
mto the prin ·i pl and pra tice of effective teaching; a third, of 1 year, for college grad-
uates and other high grade students who wish to study the philo ophy of teaching and 
the b . t means of imparting knowledrre. All that enter these courses are pledged to 
teac~ m th • tate hool. twice a long as they attend the normal school, if practicable. 
To a1d anc~ i.llustrate hetraininggiv n there is a practice clepartment of about200 pupil~ 
und r 4 cntlc t ch , and every stud nt in the theory department is expected to pend 
fr m 1 to 3 h uTS daily in ob rving the work done in the practice schools, in teachinu 
in them, or in some tudy relating to such work. The number of Tegular profi , 
b 'd the ~riti teach rs ahov mention d, wa 12 in 1881-'82; the number of different. 
normal pnp1ls, 20; graduates for the year, 30, all engaged in teaching. 
l'IIER ~- Rl\-f L SCHOOL • 
Th Indiauap lis 4 :rormal. 'chool and the Training Department of Public chool , Fort 
\'.layn , ontinu 1 to giv in truction in the work of teaching, with practic in model 
·hools, rrranting iplomru on comvl tion of quired ours . Th form r, with a co 
of 1 ~ years, had 1 instructor and 3D . tudenu , graduating 10, who all engag d in teachin17 • 
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the latter, requiring 't year of study after the high school, had 3 instructors and 9 stu-
dents, all graduated and engaged to teach. Two opened in 1882: (1) the Elkhart Nor-
mal School, with 10 instructors, 23 normal and 19 other students, and a 2-year course; 
(2) the Kindergarten Normal 'l'raining Department of the Hadley and RobertsAcademy. 
Indianapolis, with a 2-year course, 2 instructors, and 4 students, all engaged to teach 1 a 
1883. Normal training, in some cases separate from the regular course, in others con-
nected with it, appears in the latest catalogues of a number of the colleges and uni ver-
sities. 
The 5 private schools reported in 1880-'81, with large rewards for short courses, show 
no changes in 1881-'82. These are the Central Normal College, Danville; . the Central 
Indiana Normal School, Ladoga; the Southern Indiana Normal College, MitcheJl; the 
Southern Indiana Normal School, Paoli; and the Northern Indiana Normal School, Val-
paraiso. The last reported, for 1881-' 82, 2, 910 normal students, against 2,100 the previous 
year. For statistics of others reporting, see Table III of the appendix. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
According to the law requiring teachers' institutes to be held in each county of the 
State at least· once a year and in townships at least one Saturday of each month, 90 
county and 4,299 township institutes were held in 1882. Of private normal institutes, 
101 were reported as held, under 255 instructors, with 4,809 attendants. 
These institutes are regarded as a most important :factor in the school system, ~iving 
larger returns than any other local expenditure. To aid the instructors, the State hoanl 
of education prepared outlines of the work in the county institutes to be held in U:l81 
and 1882. The State superintendent says that no work of the board has done more for 
the cause of education in so short a time or prepared the way for grander results for 
the future. During 1882 he visited 63 institutes, spending 1 day or more in each and 
delivering 160 addresses to teachers aJ?.d the public in 78 different counties. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. 
The Indiana School Journal, Indianapolis, the organ of the State superintendent, 
began its twenty-seventh volume in June, 1882, continuing through the year. School 
Education, Terre Haute, which began its second volume December, 1880, appears to have 
suspended. The Normal Teacher, Danville, began its fourth volume in March, 1881, 
but the numbers necessary to complete the volume not having been received it is sup-
posed to have suspended. The Normal News, also published at Danville, continued its 
publication through 1882 in quarterly numbers. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The number of high schools is not reported, because not expressly provided for in the 
State law. They are, however, recogD.ized by the State University and the State board 
of education under an arrangement which admits certified graduates of approved high 
schools without examination into the freshman classes of the State and Purdue Univer-
sities. Such graduates are also admitted in the State Normal School to advanced stand-
ing, by which they are enabled to complete the whole course in 2 years. Thirty-four 
such schools were commissioned for the school year 1881-'82. 
OTHER ~ECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For detailed statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, preparatory 
ehools, and preparatory departments of universities and colleges, see Tables IV, VI, 
VII, IX, and X of the appendix; for a sum~ary of their statistics, see corresponding 
tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Indiana University, Bloomington, waives the admission examination of graduates (of 
either sex) of approved high schools. Other candidates may he examined by any county 
superintendent who holds a commission fi:om the university for that purpose. In u.ll 
such cases the questions are prepared and the answers examined and graded by the 
uniYersity. All other applicants must he examined on the studies of the university's 
preparatory course of 2 years, the entrance examination being the same for all cour ·cs. 
The student on admission has his choice between three collegiate courses, one in ancient 
cia ics, leading to the degree of A. B. ; one in modern classics, leading to the degree of 
LIT. B. ; the other in science, leading to the degree of s. B. These courses are the same 
in extent and value, each requiring 4 years for its completion, and in culture and mental 
discipline they are as nearly equivalent as possible. 
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Catalo{Yues of other universities and of colleges for 1882 show no "material changes in 
the amo~nt and character of their work since 1880-'81. The following continued their 
full classical, scientific, or philosophical courses of 4 years each, with preparatory courses 
of 2 and 3 years: Butler, Hartsville, Indiana Asbury, and Notre Dame Universities and 
Concordia, Earlham, Franklin, Hanover, Moore's Hm, Ridgeville, Union Christian, and 
Wabash Colleges. Franklin and Wabash had also English courses. Ft. Wayne, :Moore's 
Hill Notre Dame, 8t. Meinrad's, and Union Christian gave commercial trailling; Earl-
ham', Ft. Wayne, Hartsville, Moore's Hill, Ridgeville, and Union Christian gave some 
normal training; all but Wabash and St. Meinrad's, instruction in music; 4 taught draw-
ing and painting; all but 2 taught modern languages, while 7 gave ministerial training. 
Two universities have law courses of 2 years, and 2, medical courses of the same length, 
for which, see :next page. 
Ft. Wayne College does not attempt a full collegiate course. Though chartered as a 
college, it is thought best at present to do only academic and preparatory work, hop-
ing with the increase of funds to be able to enlarge the course of study.- ( Catfl,logue.) 
For statistics of colleges, see Table IX of the appendix; for a summary of their statis-
tics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOl\:fEN. 
Of the 15 institutions for young men heretofore mentioned, 11 admitwomenon equal 
terms with men, while Purdue University, noted below, has from the first been open 
for the liberal education of women. Of those for young women only, the Moravian Sem-
inary, Hope, was ' closed in 1882, and the Female College of Indiana, Greencastle (Pres-
byterian), has not reported for several years. The only definite information for 1882 is 
therefore from DePauw College for Young Women, New Albany (Methodist Episcopal), 
and from St. Mary's Academic Institute, St. Mary's (Roman Catholic), the fm:mer with 
preparatory and collegiate courses of fair grade, in which were 45 preparatory students 
and 40 collegiate, besides 45 others, all under 8 instructors; the latter with courses less 
defined, in which were 148 pupils of all grades, under 25 teachers. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Indiana University ancl 11 other colleges offered scientific instruction to some 
ext nt in 1 1-'82. 
Pwrdue Universjty, La Fayette, was the only institution devoted exclusively to tech-
nical training. Such instruction was given in 3 departments: (1) the college of gen-
eral science, with 3 general courses of 4 years each, scientific, agricultural, and mechan-
ical; (2) six special schools: (a) school of agriculture and hortkulture, 4 years; (b) 
school of mechanics, 2 years; (c) industrial art, 4 years, 2 given to industrial design and 
2 to mechanical drawing; ( cl) school of chemistry, 3 years Z. (e) school of natural his-
tory, 4 years, 2 years each given to botany and zoology; CfJ school of mechanical and 
civil engineering, reorganized in 1882; and (3) the university academy course of 2 years, 
which prepares students for admission to the college of general science and provides in-
struction in the higher common school branches for those not able to take a more ex-
tended course. Women are admitted on equal terms with men. Instruction in military 
tactics is given in three drills a week, under an officer detailed by the War Department. 
Under 13 in tructors, including the president, there were 238 students (excluding dupli-
cat enrolments), 129 in academy, 61 in special courses, and 99 in college. 
Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, founded by the late Chauncey Ro. e, was to be 
op ned March , 1 83, addjng much to the means of scientific training in the State. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Tl1eolooi crl.-Th ologywas taught in 1881-'82, mainly, as in previous years, as a mere 
anxili3;ry to unive ity and college cour es, with but slight changes since 1 0-' 1. ~e 
x eptlons, as before, were in Union Cbric;tian College, Merom (Christian), and St. Mem-
rad s Coil ge (Roman Catholic), both having special theological courses of 3 yea 
ea ·h. In the biblical d partment of Butler College, Irvington (Christian); in that of 
Indiana. bury Univ ity, Gr nca tle (Methodist Episcopal); and probably in connec-
tion wi h th lective H hr win Moore's Hill Coil ge, Moore's lim (M thoclist Epi co-
pal), and of otr ~'ru niv ·:rnity, otr Dame (1 oman Catholic), some instruction 
wru giv n in ai of tho. c~ ·iguinrr to nter t11e work of the ministry. Coneordi.1. q<>l-
le!!e,l!ort"\ an (J:.van• lt·a.lLuth ran),continuedtoprepare -tudentc;forthePra.ctJ 
P.rea ·he.' J ruinary, a.t • 'pringtield, Ill., and Evangelical Lutheran 'eminury, at t. 
• Lorn • ~ ro. 
For ~1.tistics of theological schools, see Table XI of the appendix. 
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Legal.-The University of Notre Dame in 1881-'82 continu«rd its law department with 
3 professors, giving uo statement of attendance. For admission to its 2-year course, a 
complete English education was expected. and a classical training was advised. Students ' 
must pass an examination at the close of each term and present an essay on some prac-
tical topic. For graduation, proof must be given of proficiency in rhetoric, English 
literature, and logic, as well as in law. Indiana Asbury University, during the year, 
organized a department of law, under a faculty of 5 professors, with a plass of 12 stu-
dents for the first year. 
Medical.-Medical instrt:J.ction was given in 1881-'82, as in 1880-'81, by the following 
"regular" schools: Medical College of Evansville; Medical College of Fort Wayne (not 
to be confounded with the Fort Wayne College of Medicine, which remained under the 
ban of the Amedcan Medical College Association); Medical College of Indiana, Indian-
apolis; and the Central College of Physicians and Surgeons, Indianapolis. 
The Medic..'tl College of Fort Wayne and the Central College, Indianapolis, lengthened 
their lecture courses, the former to 24 weeks, the latter to 21. Both offered (though with-
out requiring it) a graded 3-year course. 
Central Normal College, Danville, Northern Indiana Normal School, Valparaiso, and 
Notre Dame University announce courses preparatory to entering the regular medical 
schools. 
The Indiana Eclectic Medical School, Indianapolis, continued its teaching in 1881-'82, 
graduating '7 students from a 2-year course of 20 weeks each year. 
Dental.-'l'he In diann, Dental College, Indianapolis, continued its instruction in 1881-'82 
with increased facilities. As heretofore, it required 2 years of preparatory work and an 
entrance examination in common school studies when necessary. The course of training 
of 1, 2, or more years eovered 5 months each year and an examination was required at its 
close. Women a well ns men are admitted. Professors and. instructors for the year, 11; 
graduated at its close, 15. 
For statistics of medical and dental schools, see Table XIII of the appendix; for a sum-
mary of them, a corresponding table in the report . of the Commissioner preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF DEAF-:M:UTES. 
The Indiana Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Indianapolis, bad 
in 1 2 a total of 37 4 pupils, 201 of them males and 173 females, under 18 instructors, of 
whom 4 were deaf-mutes and 5 semi-mutes; 83 of the pupils also were deaf-mutes. Of 
the 374 pupils for the year, 324 remained December 1, 1882. Whole number instructed 
from the beginning, 1,451. The instruction included common school studies, cabinet 
making, chair caning, and shoemaking for boys, with household industries for the 
girls. A library of 3,172 volumes aided and supplemented the instructiongiven, which 
combined the manual and ora.l methods. Vah1ation of buildings and grounds, $457,510; 
expenditures for the year: for support, $52,819; for buildings, $2,982, 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
Indiana Institute for the Education of the Blind, Indianapolis, reported for 1881-'82 
10 teachers and 14 other employes, 4 of the la~t mentioned being blind, with 128 
pupils. The common and high school branches are taught, and an additional 3-year 
course is given those who can advance so far. Special attention is devoted to music and 
piano.tuning. All are taught handicrafts; the girls, beadwork, sewing by hand and 
machine, crocheting, cutting and fitting dresses; the boys, broom making. The health 
of the inmates was good and satisfactory progress was made in the different dep;ut-
ments. There had been 700 admitted since the opening. 
EDUCATION OF THE FEEBLE-MINDED. 
The Asylum for Feeble-Minded Children, near Knightstown, reported a decreased en-
rolment in 1 1-' Z, but the same number of instructors and other employes. Since 
opening (in 187D) 9 hatl been dismis. ed ns improved. The children are taught reading 
writing, simple number, mu~ic, and light gymnastics. Income from the State, $10,000: 
EDUCA'rJON OF ORPIIANS • 
. ~e Indiann$oldicrs' Orpl1.an J (?me, J:car.Kn~ghtstown, isnnderthe Rame genera] super-
VI. ·wn as th, ahove, hoth hemg , k'ttc msL1tutwm1. 'h1laren to he admitt.Pd must he 
under 15 yem"H of age, and on reaching that age have homes in good 111milies provided 
for t~em. The older h?YS work on tlJC lhnu. In school, readi11g, writ iug, arithmetic:, 
~rawmg,1 and vocal ?JlUSI~ are at~nd.ed to. ~umber of officers, teacherf:l, and assistants 
1D 1. 1- 2, ; pup1ls, 1a4; pup1ls smce. openn~g, 1,232; State appropriation, $24,000. 
FlYe other asylums supported by pubhc chanty report in 1881-'82: St. Ann's Female 
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Asylum, Terre Haute, and St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum and Manual Labor School, Rensse-
laer (Roman Catholic), are for girls, and teach domestic duties, knitting, sewing by band 
and machine, and in school a common education, with music. They provide good homes 
for the younger and prepare the older ones to earn their own living. The former had 
151 inmates, aud 978 since opening; the latter, 42, and 358 since opening. The others 
are (1) the J efrcrson ville Orph::m Home, Jeffersonville (non-sectarian), supported by a local 
association; (2) the Wernle Orphan Home, Richmond, supported by the Evangelical 
Lutheran Synod of that and other States, which admits children 2 to 14 years of age, and 
teaches reading, writing, arithmetic, and music, girls being also taught to knit, sew, and 
do general housework, and boys to do farm and garden work; and (3) the Hamilton County 
Children's Home, Westfield, supported by the county, which admits children 2 to 16 
years of age, gives a common education, with instruction in housework, laundry, needle 
and fancy needle work, and in 1\uming, and at suitable age provides homes or employ-
ments. 
Besides these are the Richmond Orphan Asylum, Richmond, and the Indianapolis 
Orphan Asylum, Indianapolis, from which no returns have come in. 
FREE KINDERGARTEN. 
During 1882, the Indianapolis Benevolent Society opened 2 free Kindergarten in parts 
of the city where large numbers of destitute families were found. Under the teachings 
of experienced and devoted instructors the results were so happy that the public promptly 
met the expenses, and this beginning was to be followed by the opening of others. 
TRAINING OF NURSES. 
The Flower Mission Cottage Hospital and Training School for Nurses, Indianapolis, 
begins its work in a 2-year course under a bead nurse from Bellevue Hospital, New 
York. Work will be found in the hospital for 6 pupil nurses. 
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The Busy Bee, Richmond (Friends), gathers poor and idle children over 4 years of 
age, teaches them to sew, knit, work on cardboard, &c., and is supported by contribu-
tion . It bad 22 female teachers and 105 pupils. 
REFORMATORY TRAINING, 
The Reformatory Institut·ion, for women and girls, Indianapolis, bad penal and reform-
atory departments under State control at a cost in 1882 of $28, 000, and earned in that 
year by its industries $2,600. In the reformatory department children must be under 16 
years of age to be admitted. During 18 1-'82, 51 were committed, 61 discharged, and 
144 retained. The inmates were in school one-half of the day and were taught the com-
mon branch . The indu trial training included cane seating, laundry work, sewing, 
and all dome tic employment . Of those gone out during the year, per cent. were 
doing well, while of all relea ed from the beginning 82 per cent. are known to have h -
come u efulmembers of society. Whole number committed since establishment, 492.-
(Report and return.) 
Indiana Reform School for Boys, Plainfield, is a State institution, and in 1 2 c t 
$16,125, an average of '120 for each inmate. Boys are admitted between 10 and 17 and 
are taught th common • nolish branch . They are al o trained in farming, gardeninor, 
tailoring, carpentry, chair caning, hoemaking, and laundxy work. During the year, 
177 being committed and 1 3 r lea ed, there were 372 inmat , 16 more than the preced-
ing year. Th par nt of n :rly all were illiterate, and many of the old t inmat , 
when committ d, bad n v r h en at o chool. 'rheir progre while in the in titution w 
generally rapid. , in oe th op •ning 1, 71 hacl been committed, and 95 p r cent. of tho · 
honorably discharg <1 were known to h:w become useful citizen . - (R port and return.) 
E ATI ~ :r L CONVE TIONS. 
O.~VE."TIO.~:~ OF U,."TY • PERINTE.~: DENTS. 
This body h lcl iu annual o e ion at Indianapolis, June 20 and 21, with uperintend-
nts pr n from 5 counti . Th m eting i aid to have been one of the larg t and 
mo tpro.fi.table ver held. Mr. owle. , of Jasper County, chairman of a committe on 
a. " tem of graduation from distri ·t school , " r ported for the committe , recommend-
ing that diplo or rti.fi.cate of proficiency be giv n to pupils who ball have com-
pleted the cou of. tudy in d · trict ohools and ugg ting a plan for the accomplishmen 
of this purpo. · . Th rc is no record of any action taken on this report.- (Indiana bOQl 
Journal, July, 1 2.) 
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STATE TEACHERS' .ASSOCIATION. 
This body met in its twenty-ninth annual session at Indianapolis, Tuesday, December 
26, 1882, and was called to order by the retiring president, H. B. Jacobs, who in a brief 
address insisted that good teaching does not consist in teaching many things but in 
teaching a few things well. Superintendent H. S. Tarbell, president elect, on taking the 
chair, delivered an admirable address on the ''Relation of the imagination to educational 
work." 
The first paper read on Wednesday morning was by W. F. Yocum, president of Fort 
Wayne College, on ''Relative values of discipline and instruction in the public schools,'' 
which wasdiscnssed by Edward Taylor, of Vincennes; Dr. BrownandMichaelSeiler, ofthe 
State Normal School; and W. A. Bell and J. M. Strasburg, of Richmond. 'l'herewaspre-
sented a petition prepared by the Woman's Cm:istian Temperance Union, to be signed 
and presented to the legislature, asking it to authorize the teaching of temperance in the 
public schoo1s. Miss Lida D. Hadley, of Richmond, then read a paper on "Essentials 
in education," such as care of health, good primary training, pleasant moral influences, 
and judiciously planned courses of instruction. The discussion,of this subject was opened 
by D. ,V. Thomas, of Wabash, in a well prepared paper, who was followed by Timothy 
Wilson in a short paper on the same subject. In the afternoon there was a carefully 
prepared paper on ''Psychology and the preceptor,'' by Howard Sanderson, of the State 
Normal School. In opening the discussion, Professor Study, of Greencastle, said thatthc 
teacher should know the mind intrusted to him for development, but of this he feared 
the great mass of teachers almost entirely ignorant. Dr. E. E. White, of Purdue, said 
that the importance of a knowledge of the human mind must be conceded by all. He 
was glad the normal school had taken hold of this work, and hoped that the science of 
education would be so formulated that teachers might have something to study on this 
subject. Jesse H. Brown gave an exercise to explain drawing as taught in the Indianap-
olis schools, and Prof. L. S. Thompson, of Purdue, then presented some forJ!ls of it for use 
in country schoo1s. At the evening·session an address was delivered by Dr. Moss, presi-
dent of the State University, on "Education and the Commonwealth." 
At the morning session of the third day Mrs. L. D. Cunningham, of Madison, read a 
paper on ''Cultivation of the powers of expression." After discussion of this paper 
Charles F. Coffin, superintendent of schoo1s of New Albany, read a paper on "Teaching 
thrift in the public schools." This paper was discussed by Superintendent J. M. Bloss, 
Prof. Amzi l.Ltwater of the State University, Prof. L. S. 'fhompson, and Dr. J. S. Irwin 
of Fort Wayne. In the afternoon William A. Bell, of the Indiana State Journal, read 
a paper on '' Recent criticisms on public schools.'' 
The usual officers and committees for the ensuing year were appointed and resolu-
tions adopted, after which the association adjourned. There was an attendance of about 
500 and a membershipof214, ofwhom42werenewmembers.-(Indiana School Journal, 
February, 1883.) 
SOUTHERN INDIANA TEACHERS' .ASSOCIATION. 
This body held its fifth annual meeting at Connersville, March 29, 1882. Several able 
papers were read and discussed, which, for want of space, cannot be fully noted in this 
report. It is &'tid to have been one of the laTgest and most enthusiastic meetings ever 
held.-(Indiana School Journal, May, 1882.) 
INDIANA COLLEGE .ASSOCIATION. 
This association held its fifth annual session at Indianapolis, December 26 and 27, 1882, 
the fo11owing universities and colleges being represented: Indiana, Indiana Asbury, But-
ler, Purdue, and Hartsville Universities and Hanover, Wabash, Fmnklin, and Earlham 
Colleges. 
Prof. H. W. Wiley, of Purdue, read the opening paper, on "The disciplinary value of 
the study of the natural sciences," the discussion of which was opened by Prof. D. S. 
Jordan, in a paper on ''The disciplinary value of the natural sciences.'' 
~-ext came "'The schools of the United States," from the pTesiclent, D. "\V. Fisl1er, of 
Hanover College. The idea, he said, of a single organic whole, with the perfect articu-
lation of a living creature, with no los of time in the transition from one department 
to another, and friction at a minimum, has, in a large degree, been realized in our school 
sy tern. But we mu t not refuse to sec defects. Law and medical schools admit on too 
low a stand:nd. The State should requi.Te a diploma of a chartered college as the lowest 
standard of admi sion. Of college. · we haYe none too many- only about 400. The fault 
with us is in a lack of means to clo the work as it should be done in the time allotted 
to it. We are trying to do too much for the time. The high schools are the most 
important representatives of sceondary instruction. There i need of them as the 
feeders of colleges, and they should have a uniform cour. e. As to our intermediate and 
primary schoo:..3, we may be proud of them. The one defect in our whole system is lay~ 
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ing too much stress on hrcac1lh and too little on depth and thoroughness. Yet with all 
the deficiencies, we need not he ashamed to submit our sd10ol system to the scrutiny of 
the world w:1 one of the gram1est 1eatm·es of our civilization. 
Then came a paper on~'' Disciplina,ry value of philological titudy, '' by Professor Amzi 
A tw:tl, ' r, " ·hich wal'> ch;cnsscd at great length and was .followed l1y an able paper on 
"College dh;cipliue," read by Dr. Lemuel Moss, defining discipline as ha.ving rei(:),:ence 
to conduct and character rather than to scholarship. 
Dr. W. T. Stott, from the committee on de¥rees, reported that the association rec-
ommend to the colleges to make the amonnt of work necessary for the degrees of B. s. 
and B. PH. equal to that necessary for A. B., to give the second degree in course only 
upon application of the can<lidate and upon evidence of scholarly habits ahd activity, 
and to give the degree of PH. D. only upon satisfactory examination. 
Prof. J. W. Moncrief then read the closing paper on ''The pl£tce of American liter-
ature in the college courses." 
Officers for the ensuing year having been elected, the association adjourned. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon . .JoHN M. BLoss, State superintendent o.fpubUo itnstruction, Indianapolis. 







1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. I Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5 to 21)----- 594,730 604,739 10,009 ----------Enrolled in public schools ________ 431,513 400,947 ------------ 24,5G6 
Per cent. of enrolment on school 72.5 67.2 ------------ 5.3 
population. 
Average attendance ______________ 254,088 253,688 -- ---·------- 400 
Percent. ofattendanceonenrolment G8.8 62.3 3 r:: .o ----------Number attending private schools __ 15,098 ------------ -----------·-
_______ .... __ 
SCHOOLS. 
Public graded schools------------ 503 ------------ ------------ ----------Ungraded schools ________________ 10,741 ------------ ------------ --------··-
Whole number of schools--------- 11,244 ------------ ------------ ----------Average time of school in days ____ 148 142 ------------ 6 School-houses of brick or stone ____ 938 ------------ ------------ ----------Whole number of school-houses ____ 11,221 ------------ ------------ ----------Value of public school property ____ $9,533,493 $9,977,142 $443,649 ----------
TEACHERS. 
Men teaching in public schools ____ 6,546 6,044 ------------ 502 
Women teaching in public schools __ 15,230 16,037 807 ----------Whole number of teachers ________ 21,776 22,081 305 ----------Average monthly pay of men ______ $32 50 $35 20 $2 70 ----------Average monthly pay of women __ _ 27 25 27 46 21 ----------Teachers' institutes held _________ _ 98 ------------ ------------ -- --------
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole receipts for public schools __ $5,006, 024 $5,558,259 $552,235 -- --------Whole expenditure_------------ -- 5,129,819 5,525,449 395,630 ----------
STATE SCHOOL FU D. 
Amount ofpermanentschool fund __ $3,547,124 $3,732,174 $185J 050 1------·----
(From r port and return of Hon. C. ·w. von Coe1ln for 18 0- '81 and return of Hon. 
J. W. Aker. for 1881-'82.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYS'fEM. 
Ol•'l~lCERS. 
A State Rnpcrintendcnt, elcc:ted fbr two years, has general supervif.i ion of the puhlic 
sd10ols. .\ law of 1 ':! ':2 <·reat ed :~ Htt tc hoarcl ior the exan1inatiou of te:: cher.~, to eousiHt 
of tbe ·up ·rintcnd ·ui, tla e presidenL of the Smte Tni,·ersity, the priu ·ipal of the State 
~ -ormal, 'chool, and two persons, one of whom must l.Jc n. woman, to be appointed hy the 
exe ·ntiv conn ·il. Each county has a school superintend nt; eaeh toww;hip aud inde-
p nd ·nt di trict, a board of directors; and each subdistrict intowhkb a towm,hip may he 
divided, a. nbdi rector, the f.mhdiroctors of the subdi. tricts forming a district township 
o~r L Women t re cli<rihle to any :-;chool office in the 1:)tate. 
OTHE!t F EATr :ra:s OF TTIE . 'YSTE:\I. 
Pohlic R(;hools must he taught in each Hnb<listrkt for at Ja .. t 1 ~20 <lnys in the year and 
are free to all resident youth of school age. '£hey :uc sustu.ineu from the income of a 
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State school fund, from county t.ues of 1 to 3 mills on $1, and from district taxes notto 
exceed 10 mills on $1 for a school-house fund and $5 a pupil for a contingent fund. Be-
sides common schools the system includes high schools, a State Normal School, teachers' 
institutes, a State university, agricultural college, reform school, institutions for the blind, 
the deaf and dumb, and the feeble-minded. Teachers, to be legally employed, must have 
certificates of qualification. They must keep a register and make annual reports to the 
board of directors, which, in turn, reports to the county superintendent, and he to the 
State superintendent. 
ADDITION .AL SCHOOL LAWS. 
The legislature at its session in 1882 provided that boards of directors of each district, 
township, and independent district should cause to be set out at len.st twelve shade trees 
on each school-house site belonging to the district, in case so many were not already 
growing. It was made the duty of the county superintendent to see that this provision 
was complied with. It provided also that boards of directors of district townships 
should be authorized to obtain at the expense of the district township such highways 
for proper access to their school-houses as they might deem proper, and to use unappro-
priated contingent funds to effect insurance on the school property of their districts; 
that county superintendents should have $4 instead of $3 for every day necessarily en-
gaged in the performance of official duties, and that they might visit the different 
schools of their counties in their discretion, and must, at the request of the majority of 
the directors of a district, visit the school in said district at least once each term; and, 
finally, that there should be a State board of examiners for teachers desiring certificates 
of qualification good tbrougpout the State. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The printed reports of public education being biennial in this State and the last one 
being for 1880-'81, no informaiion as to the condition of the public schools can be pre-
en ted beyond what may be drawn from the above summary of statistics, which was pre-
pared from figures kindly furnished by the State superintendent. 
It appears that, with 10,009 more youth of school age in the St.'lte, there were 24,566 
fewer pupils enrolled in public schools, the average attendance also decreasing, but in 
much smaller proportion; the ratio of average abtendanee to the number enrolled in-
creased 3.5 per cent. 'l'he average school term was 6 days shorte1·. More teachers were 
employed, and their average pay was· slightly greater. More money was received and 
expended for school purposes; the permanent fund increased by over $185,000 and the 
timated value of public school property by nearly $450,000. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
Kindergarten instruction bas been given in Cedar Rapids since 1877; in Des Moines, 
sin ·e 1 76; in Manchester, since 1878; and in September, 1882, a Kindergarten was or-
ganized at Council Bluffil in connection with the public school system. West Des 
.Moine introduced Kindergarten instruction the spring previous. For statistics of these 
schools reportin<T, ee Table V of the appendix, and for a summary, see the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. 
CHOOL Y TEM OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Public chool. are controlled by boards of school directors, numbering 6 members in 
citi of more than 00 population, and in smaller cities 3 members. City superintend-
n , appointed by the board, are generally employed. 
STATISTICS. 
I
Populntlon, Children of Enrolment .A vernge Number of Expendi· 






































ADDITIONAL P ARTICULoA.RS. 
The Cedar Rapids public schools, comprising primary, grammar, and high grades, with 
12 years in all, were taught 178 days, in 9 school buildings having 38 rooms for study 
and capable of accommodating 2,024 pupils. About 300 attended private and parochial 
schools. -
Clinton report• 32 public schools, primary, grammar, and high, taught for 184 days 
in 6 buildings valued, with other school property, at about $75,150. Besides the public 
school attendance noted above, Clinton had about 300 pupils in private or parochial schools. 
The Council Bluffs public schools were taught 194 days in 12school buildings. The en-
rolment reported above includes children 5 years old, who were taught in a Kindergarten. 
DaVfmpoTt had 73 public schools, including primary, grammar, high, city normal, and 
evening schools, the day schools being taught 193 days in 13 school buildings. Value 
of all school property, about $291,000. There were 1,200 pupils enrolled in private and 
parochial schools. 
Dubuque reports her public schools (primary, grammar, and high) taught for 198 days 
in 9 school buildings, which afforded accommodation for 31550 pupils. There were 2,620 
pupils attending private and parochial schools. 
In Keokuk public schools were taught for 186 days in 8 school buildings. Value of 
all school property, about$100,000. Besides the public school enrolment shown in the 
above table there ' were about 300 pupils in private and parochial schools. 
Ottumwa reports 26 public schools, taught for 187 days in 3 buildings valued, with 
other school property, at $65,150, and a private school enrolment of about 200. 
West Des JYioines reported her public schools as taught for 187 days in 6 school build-
ings, valued, with other school property, at $247,500. The year was one of marked 
progress in school affairs, the enrolment increasing by 400, more than double the increase 
of the last year, a new building necessary to accommodate this iJ;lcrease being added and 
a training school for teachers established. The course of study begins with a year of 
Kindergarten work and includes beyond that 3 primary years, 4 gramm'l.r, and 4 high. 
A special effort was made to increase the practical effi.ciency of the schools. In arithme-
tic, business methods adapted to the ability ofthe children are used, a.nd every example 
given is an actual problem drawn 1rom business pursuits. Improvement in music W?S 
noticeable. The only drawback to the prosperity of the schools was the prevalence of, 
scarlet fever, which, for a time, almost caused theh suspension.- (City report and return.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL,SCHOOL AND STATE UNIVERSITY NORMAL DEPAUTMENT. 
The Iowa State Normal School, Cedar Falls, enrolled 352 students during the year, all 
but 7 of them being normal students, and graduated 37, of whom 28 engaged in teaching. 
Two courses are presented, a didactic course of 3 years, which prepares for teaching in 
common and high schools, and a scientific course, comprising one additional year and 
:fitting teachers to be superintendents and principals of high and normal schools and acad-
emies. Tuition is free to normal students. 
The chair of didactics of the State University, Iowa City, an elective course of the senior 
year, comprises a study of the history of education and of the works of tbe best educa-
tional writers, of national systems of education, practical educational topics,· school man-
agement and supervision, and the principles of education. There were 29 pupils engaged 
in the course during 1881-'82 and 15 were grllduated. 
OTHER NORMAL SCHOOLS AND NORMAL DEPARTMENTS. 
The Eastern Iowa Normal School, removed from Grand View to Columbus Junction, 
bas been established in a new and convenient building costing $25,000, a gift from the 
people of Columbus Junction. Two normal cotirses of study are offered, an elementary 
of 3 years and an advanced which adds 2 more. There is also a commercial course of2 
years. Of 232 students attending, 110 were in the normal courses. 
Southern Iowct Normal School and Commercial Institute, Bloomfield, offers preparatory, 
teachers', collegiate, commercial, :fine art, musical, and telegraphic courses of study. The 
teachers' department comprises a course including among other bra'nches mathematics, 
natural sciences, language, United States history, civil government, and the theory and 
practice of teaching. The course of 50 weeks is di:vided into terms of 10 weeks each. 
Beginning, advanced, and review cl~t ses are sustained each term, a~owingpersonsofvari­
ou. degrees of advancement to enter during any part of the year; but special attention 
is given to review work during the :fifth or summer term. There were 491 normal pupils 
enrolled during 1881-' 2 and 20 were graduated. 
Whittier College and Normal Institute, Salem (Friends), offers a teachers' course of 3 
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years, a scientific course ·which adds another year, and a course in business, as well M 
elective courses. or 122 pupils attending dming the year 38 were prepaTing for teach-
ing. 
Dcxlrr Normal School, Dexter, reports an elementary normal com·sc of 2 years, the full 
cotn::; addiug one year; a,Jso, scientific a.nd business couTses and a com'Se preparatory to 
il.to , 'tate University. • 
1'he Normal School ojtlw German Evangel-ical S,ynod of Iowa, Waverly, reports a normal 
course of 3 years and 20 students engaged in it during 1881-'82. 
The normal department of Upper Iowa Un·iversity, Fayette, had 150 pupils in a 3-year 
norm.l course, aud the ummal department of Oskaloosa College, Oskaloosa, 217 pupils in 
a 4-year course. 
ormal instructio11 was also given, either in the collegiate or preparatory department, 
at Iowa College, in a, course of1 yeaT; at Amity, Tabor, and Western Colleges, in courses 
of 2 years; at NoTwegian Luther College, in one of 3 years; at Cornell College, in one of 2 
prepatatory or two collegiate years; at Penn College, in one of 4 years; at Parsons College 
and in 1owa Wesleyan and Central Iowl1 Universities, in courses not defined. Callanan 
College, Des Moines, and St. Agatl1a's Academy (for women), Iowa City, also made pro-
vision for the training of teachers, the former in a course of 3 years, the latter in one not 
limited as to tinw. 
A new normal college is reported in the Iowa Normal Monthly to have been estab-
lished (apparently in 1882) at Shenandoah, under the presidency of I. E. WHson. 
Normal or tmining departments were also reported in connection with the city school 
systems of Davenport and West Des Moines, the former having 13 students enrolled, the 
latter 9. 
TEACHERS1 INSTITUTES. 
Institutes for the instruction of teachers, to continue from 2 to 4 weeks, were adver-
tised by the State uperintendent to be held in all the counties of the State, but no fur-
ther infol."mation rega-rding them has been received. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. 
The Iowa, Normn.l Monthly, Dubuque, continued its useful career in 1882, being in 
Volume.<J V and VI and doing much to interest and n.id the teachers of the State. 
The Central School Journal, Keokuk, a monthly, was also in its fifth volume and did 
goofl service in the same direction as the Normal. 
The Normal Index, Columbus Junction, monthly, worked together with the abo-.e, 
being then ina third volume; while the Normal Institute, Glidden, and a companion, the 
Glidden News Boy, gave considerable educational information. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUDLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Th number of high schools in Iowa cannot he defin itely ~tatcd, but there were 25 in 
1 1-' 2 approved hy the~ tate University as fitting schools for it, theit graduates being 
admitted without the xamination required of other applicants for admission. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
F r stati.,ii s of bn. jn s. coll g , private acau mic schools, and preparatory depart-
ments of colleg , . e 1'able.<; TV, VI, VII, and IX of i.hc app ndix, ~~nd f r summaries 
of them, see the r port of' the Commi sioner preceding. 
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contjnuecl to be Ol)Cll to young women, the exceptions being Griswold College, Davenport 
(Protestant Episcopal), and St . .Joseph's College, Dubuque (Homan Catholic); all except 
2 (Amity College, College Springs, and the State University) were under the management 
of some reJigiow; denomiuatiou; all but the State University provided preparatory courses, 
generally of 2 yean-;; all had classical collegiate courses of 4 yeats; 16 had scientific or 
philosophical courses, ·which in all but Amity and Griswold Collegesextendedover 4 years. 
The Bt~1te UniYersity and Iowa Wesleyan added courses in engineering also .. Three pro-
vided 4-year courses especially for young women; 2, philosophical; and 6, commercial 
courses. :Nearly all made provision for instruction in music and art, some having music 
cour,;es of 2, 3, uud 4 yeaTs, with facilities for advanced instruction in vocal and instru- · 
menLal nmsic. In H, students intending to teach received instruction during eitherthe 
col legiMe or pre]Jaratory course; 6 bad departments or courses in theology or sacred litera-
hue; ~' departments in law; 3, in medicine; 1, in dentistry; and 1, in pharmacy. In 
the 15 reporting statistics for the year there were over 1,100 students -enrolled in regular 
collegiate classes, and in the 12 which reported the sex of pupils there were over 400 
young women. 
Eleven colleges received gifts amounting to over $134,000 during the year. To Gris-
wold College $5,500 were given for scholarships and general expenses; to Drake Univer-
sity, $25,000 ior endowment, $20,000 of it being from General F. M. Drake, of Center-
ville; Parsons College, $5,950 for general endowment; Upper Iowa University, $5,000 to . 
endow a chair; German College, $600; Iowa Wesleyan University, $900 ; Cornell College, 
$18,000 fot building; Penn College, $3,050 for endowment, &c.; Central University of 
Iowa, $56,000 for professorships and general purposes; Tabor College, $6,118 for endow-
ment, building, and current expenses; and 'Vestern College, $8,000 for building. 
For statistics, see Tnble IX of the appendix, and for a summary, see the report ofthe 
Commissioner :preceding. 
INS1'ITU1'IONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Report'3 come from 3 institutions either exclusively or principally for women, viz, the 
Immaculate Conception Academy, Davenport (Roman Cntholic); Callanan Co~lege, Des 
Moines (non-secta,rian); and St. Agatha's Academy, Iowa City (Roman Catholic), the last 
two authorized to eonfer collegiate degrees. 
For sta,tistics of colleges for women, see Tnble VIII of the appendix, and for a summary, 
see a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PHOFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIO. 
Iow8j Agricultural College, Ames, esta,blished in 1858 to give a higher education to 
the industrial classes, afterward received the State's shm·e of the congressional grant for 
the benefit of agricultme and the mechanic arts. The courses of study are general and 
technical. The general course aims to give a liberal culture in the sciences which un-
derlie the industries, wit.hout regard to any special pmsuit. Certn.in elective studies 
give it flexibility and adn.pt it to the wants of both sexes, aff01-ding the young women 
more time for domestic economy and kindred subjects and the young men more for those 
branches which are of especin.l value to them. The technical courses, while giving a lib-
eral culture, nim to prepare for some special pursuit or profession. They; are: (1) The 
course in agriculture, which requires 4 years of' study and leads to the degree of bachelor 
of scientific agriculture; (2) the course in mechanical engineering of 4 years, and lead-
ing to the degree of ba.cl1elor of mechanical engineering; (3) the course in civil engineer-
ing of 4 years, leading to the degree of bachelor of civil engineering; and ( 4) the course 
in veterinary science, 2 years in length, leading to the degree of bachelor of veterinary 
medicine. Tuition is free. Of 238 students during the year in regular 4-year courses, 
56 were young women. 
The gencm.l scientific conrse and the civH engineering courses, before noticed as pro-
vided at the 8tate University, Iowa City, were continu d in 1882. The former affords 
a liberal culture on the basis of science, including enough laboratory work to make stu-
den familiar with the m01·e important facts and laying a foundation on which they 
may build if they desire to become specialists in n.ny line of work. The engineering 
course aims to lay n. goocl foundation in the principles of engineering ancl to acquaint 
students with the be. t engineering practice. Drawing, surveying, mechanics, ancl mili-
tary science and ta ties are among the branches included. Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, 
ah continued its 4-year comse in civil engineering, besides one in general science of 
equal 1 ngtb. Twelve of the other colleges report conrses leadin~ to the degree of B. 
s. and extending over 4 year, except in two, Amity and Griswolu Colleges, where the 
course was of 3 years. 
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PROFESSIONAL. 
Theolor;y was taught in 3-year courses at Griswold College, Davenport (Protestant Epis-
copal), and German College, M t. Pleasant (Methodist Episcopal). Oskaloosa College, Oska-
loosa (Christian), also offered 2 theological courses, an English of 2 years and a classical 
of 4. Drake University, Des Moines (Disciples), organized during the year, bad a Bible 
department of2 years, and Iowa Wesleyan University, Mt. Pleasant (Methodist Episco-
pal), continued to give some theological instruction during the collegiate course when 
desired. 
For statistics, see Table XI of the appendix, and for a summary of. them, see the report 
of the Commissioner preceding. . • 
Ler;al instruction was given in the Iowa College of Law, a department of Drake Uni-
versity, openeufor instruction in 1881. It was continued in the _law departments of. Iowa 
State University and Iowa Wesleyan University. In the State and Drake Universities 
(reporting, respectively, 126 and 17 students) the course required 1 year in the former and 
2 in the latter; in that of Iowa Wesleyan the length of course is not defined, and the cat-
alogue does not show that there were any students pursuing it. · 
For statistics of law schools reporting, see Table XII of the appendix, and for a sum-
mary, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
Medical teaching in ''regular'' schools was continued in 1882 under 8 instructors, with 
273 students, in the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Keokuk (organized in 1850), 
and under 11, with 151 students, in the regular medical department of the Iowa State 
University, Iowa City (organized in 1870). It was begun in the College of Physicians 
and Surgeons of Iowa, Des Moines (organized 1882), under 15 professors, with 9 student'3. 
A good English education was requhed in the 2 former, as well as 3 years of study in 
all, including !tttcndance on at least 2 lecture courses of 20 weeks each in the two former 
and of 22 weeks in the last named. 
Homooopatby was taught in the bomooopathic department of tl1e State University (or-
ganized in 1877), under 2 profe. sors, 5lecturers, and an assistant, with 46 student..q, the 
requirements being essentially the same as in the regular department. The final exam-
inations in both are supervised by a board of examiners. 
"Eclectic" medicine was pursued under 13 instructors, with 25 students, at the Iowa 
Eclectic Medical College, Des Moines, organized under this title in 1881 as a department 
of Drake University. It is under'Stood to have since dropped the word "eclectic" from 
its title, but to have 1·etained that system as the basis of its instruction. 
A dental department in the State University, with 10 instructors, was established, as 
announced in 1881, in the ::~.utumn of 1882. It had 7 students for its first year. 
Training in veterinary practice was given in one of the courses of the Iowa Agricult-
ural College, Ames, which covered 2 collegiate years. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF TilE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The State makes provision for the free instruction of its deaf and dumb 10 to 25 years 
of age in its institution for them at Council Bluffs, and for the blind in the Iowa College 
for the Blind, Vinton. The latter had 141 pupils during the year and 34 instructors and 
other employes. The branches taught an~ those of primary, grammar, and high schools; 
the employments, broom and mattress making, cane seating of chairs, and sewing. The 
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb gave in truction to 276 pupils during the year. The 
employments taught were broom and shoe making, cabinet work, printing, and farming. 
TRAINING OF TilE FEEBLE-MINDED. 
The feeble-minded are car d for at the Iowa tate .Asylum for Feeble-Minded Children · 
Glenwood, establisl1ed in 1 76. H re those who are so deficient in intelligence as to be 
unfit to attend ordinary s~;hools receive physical and mental training suited to their 
condition. The age for admi · ·on is 7 to 1 . Children whose parent or guardians aro 
too poor to pay are suppo1ted by the tate. 
REFOR~IATORY TRJ..INING. 
A tate Reform School, with a d partm nt for boys at Eldora and one for girls at 
Mitchell ville, undertakes the reformation, education, and industrial training of the youth 
committed to it for juvenile offences. In the boys' department, besides the common 
school branches, farming, gardening, tock raising, and shoe and hat making are taught. 
Enry boy is required toattend ·chool4 hours each school dayduringtheschoolmonths. 
It is visited every month as the law requires, by the local school trustee. The girls 
must aJ.so attend school 4 hours each day and receive 4 hours' in truction in some 
branch ofhousehold,labor.so.:..The aim is to prepare them to earn a living for themselves 
in domestic service. 
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INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
To foster in the public schools an interest in useful industries and to give this interest 
a practical direction, Iowa by a law of 1874 encourages industrial expositions in con-
nection with the public schools. Such expositions are to consist of useful articles made 
by the pupils, as samples of sewing and cooking, knitting, crocheting, and drawing, iron 
and wood work of all kinds, as well as farm and garden products that are the results 
of their own toil. The pupils are to explain the use and method of such work and the 
processes of culture of their farm and garden products. The papers of the State show 
that these exhibitions are often held, and they must prove very useful. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The twenty-seventh annual meeting of the association, held at Cedar Falls, December 
27.:.29, 1882, is described as a great event in the educational annals of the State. A 
hearty fraternal feeling prevailed; the programme was fully carried out, and the papers 
read were excellent. 'rhose for the :first day were on "Reading and elocution: proy-
ince, character, and methods;" on "The vocal apparatus: its use and abuse;" and on 
''Drawing in the public schools.'' On the second day, after the announcement of com-
mittees, a paper was read on "County high schools: their objects and work," by the 
principal of the Guthrie County high school, and one on "'l'he defects of our public 
schools and methods of instruction. '' The president of the association, R. A. Harkness, 
then delivered his annual address, after which Superintendent H. Sabin, of Clinton, read 
a paper on "The children of crime," the su~ject being continued by Superintendent B. 
F. Miles, of the Iowa Reform School, and by Mr. Lewelling, of the girls' department 
of that school. Prof. Emlin McClain, of the State University, read a paper on "'l'he 
legal rights and duties of teachers.'' ''The public desire for industrial education in 
the public schools '' and ''Character the product of culture'' followed. On the third 
day, after the adoption of resolutions approving of congressional aid to education, the 
question "How can a taste for the reading of literature be formed? " was discu&Sed. 
Prof. W. N. Hull, of the State Normal School, then gave a "Chalk talk," using the 
blackboard to illustrate his system of drawing; following wHich came a paper on the 
''Evil effects of overmethodizing in school management.'' In the afternoon, after the 
adoption of resolutions and short speeches by a number of superintendents, t.heassociation 
adjourned. 
Meetings of the different sections of the association took place as usual during the 
3essions. Those of the Latin teachers' section, held during the morning of the 28th and 
29th, were regarded by its members as highly interesting and instructive. The only 
papers mentioned in the report were one by Prof. Harkness, of Parsons College, on '' Pri-
mary instruction in Latin," and one by Principal Cary, of the Des Moines high sclwol, 
on ''Methods of pronunciation.'' Each was discussed freely though informally, nearly 
all who were present participating. 
In the college professors' section the :first paper was by Prof. Cooke, of Cornell Col-
lege, on "Elevation and uniformity of standards." After a discussion of it by Presi-
dent Beardshear, of Western College, Toledo, Prof. Wilson, of Coe College, Cedar Rap-
ids, read a paper entitled ''Things left undone.'' A discussion followed, generally in 
the line of commendation of the paper. 
The county superintendents' section met December 27, and after introductory remarks 
by the vice president, Superintendent Frost discussed the question "To what extent 
should county superintendents require reports from teachers in country schools?" On 
the following day the main subject of debate was "What recognition should be given 
teachers who complete a graded course of study for normal institutes?" and on the 29th 
"'Yhat immunities from examination can we consistently give teachers holding cer-
tificates from other counties or applicants holding diplomas from colleges?'' All three 
papers were quite freely discussed. When the last mentioned was disposed of, State 
Superintendent Akers offered suggestions of value to superintendents in their work. 
In the d.ty superintendents' and principals' section a paper was read by Principal 0. 
C .• ~cott, on "The practical side of high school work." 
SOUTHWESTERN IO"\YA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
The fourth annual meeting of this association was held at Corning, July 5-7, 1 88~ . 
.After the adoption of a new constitution, among other pa.pers reacl was one on ''How 
can we inspire in our pupil. aloYefor good literature?" Oth r p:tpers read were on "The 
proper place of natural cience in the public high school." on "The proper ·work of 
the public chool, '' and on the question ''How can teachers secure better wages 't '' ln 
the eYening • 'tate Superintendent Akers deli vcred a. lecture on '' 'l'he elevation of the 
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masses.'' The :first topic of the following day was ''The graded course of institute in· 
struction: what are the results of the first year's wo:rk? '' A lady spoke of the recog-
nition that should be given teachers who complete this COUI'se, after which came a 
paper containing replies from county superintendents in response to inquiries made of them. 
After fw:ther discussion of the subject, a paper on "How to teach languages" was read 
and debated in a spirit.ed mannor, resolutions were adopted, and the association ad-
journed. 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS' CONVENTIONS. 
At several conventions of superintendents held in different districts of the State dur-
ing the summer of 1882, State Superintendent Akers presented such topics as "The du-
ties of superintendents,'' '' Cb:mges in the school laws of Iowa,'' ''Compliance with the 
law requiring school boards to plant shade trees and beautify school grounds," and on 
''Meetings of teachers.'' Other topics of discussion by different members at these meet-
ings were "To what extent should a spirit of emulation be encouraged in the schools?" 
'' The duti s of the county superintendent in the school room,'' '' The adoption of a 
course of study for unt,'Taded schools,'' and ''How to secure the best practical results in 
teaching." 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
B.on. JOHN 'vV. AKERS, State swper·intendent of pUblic instrucflion, Des Mo·ine:J, 
f'rcrUl, Jamuu•y 2, 1882, to J~nuary 2, 1884.] 
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KANSAS. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
I' 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-21)------ 348,300 357,920 9,620 ----- ------Enro1led in public schools_.,. ____ 247,819 269,945 22,126 -----------
Average daily attendance_------ 139,853 162,017 22, 164 _ 1'" _________ 
Pupils in private or church schools "------------ 6,170 ----------- -----------
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
School districts organized_------ 6,325 6,436 111 -----------School districts reporting _______ 6,131 6,217 SG -----------Districts with unitorm text books 6,322 -------------· ----------- ----- ·-----
Districts with three months' 5,714 6,003 28\J ----- ,_-- ---
school or more. 
Average time of schools in days __ 110 114 4 .,, __________ 
Number of school-houses_------- 5,671 5,555 ----------- 116 Number of school rooms ________ 6,518 6,759 241 -----------
Estimated value of school property $4,884,386 $4,796,368 ----------- $88,018 Number of private or church -----------·- 185 ----------- -----------schools. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools __ 3,550 3,342 ----------- 208 Women teaching in such sohools_ 4,691 4,808 117 ----- ·- -----Whole number of both sexes ____ 8,241 a8,212 ----------- 29 Average monthly pay of men ____ $38 88 $31 42 ----------- $7 46 Average monthly pay of women_ 23 49 24 95 $1 46 -----------Teachers in private or church 268 301 33 --------- --schools. 
INCO:M:E AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts for public schooli _____ • $2,012,887 $2,241,345 $228,458 ----- ---·---
Expenditure for public schools __ 1,996,336 2,194,175 197,839 -----------
PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND. .. 
Amount of available school fund $2,467,891 $2,500,000 $32,109 -----------Estimated whole amount event- 10,000,000 13,500,000 3,500,000 -----------ually . 
.... 
a Includmg 62 whoso sex IS not mdicatcd. 
(From returns and biennial report of Hon. H. C. Speer, State superintendent of public 
in truction, for the two years indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the State and for each county there is a supcrjntendcnt ofpublic instruction, elect eel 
biennially by the people; for school cljstdctq, a hoard of 3 memhers, elected each for 3 
years, one liable to change each year. For examining applic.'lnts for Htate diplomas and 
tate certificates, there is a, tate board of ednc.1.tion; for examination of teacher~; in coun-
ties, thereareassoeiated with the superintendent 2 holders of fu"'St grade certificates, each 
to serve 1 year. For the care of State school funds there is a board of commissioners con-
sisting of the State superintendent, secretary of state, and attorney general. Womer& 
may vote and hold school offices. 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The schools of the State are of all grades, high and normal schools being included, with 
a State agricultural college and a State university. There are also schools for the deaf 
and dumb and the blind and a reform school, all sustained. by the St..'lte. No sectarian 
doctrine may be taught in the public schools, but the reading of the Bible without 
comment is not prohibited. For the improvement of teachers, county teachers' insti-
tutes must be held annually ; they are supported by an appropTiation not to exceed $100 
made by the board of county commissioners and by funds Tecei ved from persons attending 
and from those examined foT certificates. These certificates are of first, second, and third 
grades, and continue in force 2 years, 1 year, and 6 months. Teachers must report to county 
superintendents and county superintendents to the State superintendent. The State 
treasurer must also report semiannually to tbe State superintendent the amount of 
money in the treasury for the support of schools and subject to disbmsement. There 
must be uniformity of text books. All public schools are free, and children from 8 to 14 
must attend at least 12 weeks each year unless excused by the school authorities or taught 
elsewhere. 
GENERAL EDUCATIONAL CONDITION. 
The report of State Superintendent Speer shows very gratifying progress in the school 
work of the State for 1881-' 82. The number of school districts OTganized was 111 more 
than in the preceding year; the number reporting; 86 more; the number with the mini-
mum term of school or more, 289 greater; and, although the number of school-houses 
reported was less by 116, the accommodations were much greater, there being 241 additional 
school-rooms. The receipts for the free schools were $228,458 greater and the expendi-
ture for the support o!' them ~197, 839 more. The enrolment advanced 22,126, being 
12,506 more than the mcrease m youth of school age. The average daily attendance in 
public schools slightly exceeded even the increased enrolment. There were 208 fewer 
. men employed as teachers and only 117 more women, the former at a considerable re-
duction and the latter at a slightly advanced pay. This record on the whole indicates a, 
general zeal for public educ..'ttiou that is creditable alike to the State and its children. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITAN'l'S. 
OFFICERS. 
Cities of more than 15,000 inhabitants have elective boards of education of3 members 
from each ward, one of the 3 liable to change each year; cities with from 2,000 to 
15,000 have imih'tr boards of2 members from each ward, one of the 2liable to annual 
change. The 1'\rger boards may and the smaller must choose a superintendent. 
CiMes. 
Atchison .............................. . 
Lawr nee .......................... .. . 
I avenW"orth ....................... . 
Topeka. .............................. .. 
STATISTICS. 
Population, Children of Enrolment Aver n, g e/N b fiE d' 
census of in public daily 11t-' um er o xpen 1-
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.Alcld. on for 1 1-' 2 report 5 different school buildings, with 14 rooms for primary 
cla ·R, 14 for gramma.r, and 1 for high, all affording 1,650 sittings, a scanty supply for 
the 2,25 in average daily attendance. The school , a.ccordingly, were overflowin", 
many having to be turned a. way for want of room. The high school is reported to han~ 
bad 90 pupil wi h an averag att nclance of 88; private schools had an estimated enrol-
ill nt of over 1,000. 
Lawrence had 10 school building in 1 1-'82, with 25 rooms for stqdy and recitation 
and"' 1or r itation only. These buildings, with grounds, furniture, &ic., were valued at 
'104,2 . There was :m increase in the enrolment in the public schools of 56 O\er the 
lru t •ear and , gain of 1 in average daily attendance, with 1 more teacher. The hi rrh 
s b 1 nr lied 123 pupils. 
Leav n orth public schoo , cl eel c primary, grammar, and high, occupied 5 room . 
Tb rc were 7 ho 1 buildings, valued, with ground , &c., at $17 , 000. Ther wa • d -
rease in youth of scho l arre, but a gain of 159 in the number enrolled and of 73 in 
a.verag daily attendance, . :with 1 more teacher. The high chool reports au orol-
m n of 200 pupils with 4 teachers, the regubr course covering 4 years. ~ Total reccir ts 
for the year, _$29,895. 
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Topeka had 4 primary school buildings, 8 with both primary and grammar classes, 
and one high school building; an increase of 291 was reported in youth of school age, 
and of 804 in enrolment in public schools, with a gain of 15 teachel's. Thel'e wel'e 97 
pupils in the high school, under 1 instructor. The 13 school buildings, with sites, &c., 
were valued at $179,800. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS AND NORMAL DEPARTMENTS. 
The Kansas State Normal School, located at Emporia, according to its biennial report, 
had just closed two of the most successful years in its history. The enrolment in 1881-
'82 was 402, being an increase of 36 over the pTeceding year. The students in 1881 and 
1882 represented 44 counties in Kansas, and 8 different States. The graduating class of 
1881 numbered 21 ; that of 1882, 44, 40 of whom have since engaged in teaching. 'Tihe 
library and apparatus were said to be insufficient for the needs of the work. \ 
A well organized training school was connected with the institution, presenting in-
struction in Kindergarten, primary, intermediate, and grammar school grades. This 
school receives children at 3 years of age and provides a full course of study, which 
prepares for admission to the normal department. 
The University of Kansas provides a 3-year normal course, in which there were 53 stu-
dents, 33 of whom were young women, a total gain of 15 over 1881. Four of these were 
graduated and received from the State board of education State certificates good for 5 
years. One of the students in 1882 was a resident graduate. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
The Kansas Normal College, Fort Scott, organized in 1878, reports 105 students in its 
teachers' class for 1881-'82, of whom 55 were male, besides 162 other students, all under 
7 instructors. 
The Kansas Nm·mal School and Business Institute, Paola, prepares for teaching and for 
business with a 3-year course. It reported to the State superintendent 228 normal 
students in 1882, besides 212 others. Children selected from the city schools form its 
training department. 
The Campbell Normal University and Commercial Inst:itute, Holton, a private enterprise, 
organized in 1882, with a faculty of 7 instructors, and with nearly 100 students enrolled in 
November, 1882, presents a 3-year collegiate course of 48 weeks each. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
County normal institutes were advertised to be held in 54 counties during 1882. The 
union of two or three counties is permitted for this purpose where the population of each 
is less than 3,000. 
A writer in The Educationist reports having visited 24 ofthese institutes during July 
and August, and says the work was of a high order, there being less talking and mme 
teaching than the year before. Everywhere were displayed a spirit of thoughtful ear-
nestness and a realization of the importance and responsibility of the work, but there was 
the same dearth of reference books noticed last year. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. 
The Educationist, published at Emporia by the former State superintendent of public 
instruction in Indiana, George W. Ross, continued to be the official organ of public in-
struction and the chief medium for the diffusion of educational information throughout 
the State. The Industrialist, published weekly at Manhattan, is the organ of the Kan-
sas Agricultural and Mechanical College, and is devoted specially to industrial educa-
tion. The former was in its fourth volume in 1882; the latter in its eighth. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The number of cities reporting high schools for 1882 was 30, with 1, 700 pupils and 14!J 
graduates. The length of the school courses varied, the shortest, at Chetopa, being o1 
12 months; the longest, at Winfield, of 45 months. The high schools recognized by the 
State University as qualified to prepare students for its courses were those of Abilene, 
Atchison, Beloit, E.mporia, Junction City, Lawrence, Leavenworth, Neodesha, Peabody, 
Topeka, and Wa hington, 11 out of the 30 above mentioned. 
OTIIER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For stati tics of business colleges and private academies, see Tables IV and VI of the 
appendix following; for summaries of them, see corresponding tables in tbe report of tbe 
Commissioner preceding. For preparatory departments of colleges and scientific schools, 
see Tables IX and X of the appendix, 
6E . 
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SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YO'UNG l\!EN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The Univer ity of Kansas, Lawrence, in its collegiate department presents' classical, 
scient.i1ic, modern literature, civil engineering, natural history, chemical, and musical 
com cs, each of 4 years, with a depattmeilt of elem:eniary jnstruction and 3 higher 
normal classes of 3 years each. The institution a;lso provides a 2-year course in law and 
a preparatory course of a year in medicine. The total number of students in attend-
anc~ (more t.han half of them in the preparatory department) was 443, 39 of them from 
other , tatcs. A gradm1.te course for non-residents o~ 3 years beyond the regular col-
legiate js provided, examinations being requif~d at the end of. each year. ~11 courses 
ate open alike to both sexes. The Kansas Revww, a monthly, IS conducted by a'n asso-
ciation of the students. 
Other collegiate institutions, 8 in number, were St. Benedict's College, Atchison, and 
St. Mary's College, St. Mary's (Roman CaihOTic); Baker University, Baldwin (Metho-
dist Episcopal); Jlig1iland University, Highland (Presbyterian); Gould College, liarlan 
(founded in 1 '81); Laue University, Lecompton (United Brethten); Ottawa University, 
Otta.wa (Baptist); and Washburn College, Washburn (Congregational). All report 
preparato'ry departments; all but Gould, <;lassical courses of 4 years; all but St. B.ene-
dict's and St. Mary's, scientific courses also; while :Baker,. ~figh.laud, Gould, and Lane 
hacl normal courses. Baker, Highland, St. Benedict'~; and St. Mary's taught music, 
more or le s, and St. Benedict's bad instituted an ecclesiastical course. Ail but the 2 
Roman Catholic schools admit both sexes. For statistics, see Table IX of the appendix; 
for a ummary of these statistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commis-
sioner preceding. 
INSTITUTION FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
The Cotlege of the Sisters of Bethany, 'Topeka (Protestant Episcopal), chattered in 
1 70, continued to be for 1 82 the only school of this class reporting. It bad 17 instruct-
ors and an enrolment of 259 pupils, of wi10m 64 were in collegiate clas~es, 94 in prepar-
atory and scientific, and 101 in Kindergarten and primary studies. Whole number of 
gracludtes, ~!>, 1 only at the cl6se of 1881-'82. Estimated value of collegiate property, 
including furniture, site of 20 acres, anc1 buildingS1 $150,000; coltegiate com'se, 3 years. 
For fmtber statistics, see Table VIII of the appendix. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFiC. 
The Universil'!} of Kansas, Lawrence, provided general scientific, civil engineering, 
nattttal b' tory, and cben'liealcoursesJ each of 4 years. 
The Kttn.sas A.gricttlturdl College, Manhattan, has a genera1 course iu agricultme and 
s ·i nee of 4 years. Three-fourths of the students come from the homes of farmers. 
In January and February of 1882 a series of 6 farmers' institutes, conducted by members 
of the faculty, was held in as many counties, imparting some of the benefits of the col-
legiate instruction to those outside of the institution and bringing the college into closer 
relation with the farmers of the State. 
, 'PECIAL INSTR CTION. 
EDU' TI .~: OF DEAF-M TE . 
The K, n Institution for the • lucation of the Deaf aml Dumb, lathe, under the 
control of th 'tat ard of ·burities, r ported for the y • rending June 30, 1 2, the 
·am numb r of pupils given in last year's report, 171 (males U, 1i mal . 2), lmder 
7 in tru tors. They were taught the common school br, nclle , the m th cl of in trnc-
tion b ing the manual and articulation combined. The course comprises a1 o o ·11 ru-
}>loyments as printing, cabinet making, shoemaking, sewing, and housework. inc~ 
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the foundation of the institution in 1862, 306 pupils have received instruction. The 
average time spent in the institution by each pupil is 3} years. Tuition, board, books, 
and other necessaries are furnished free. The grounds, buildings, and apparatus were 
valued at $54,000. 
EDUCAT10N OF THE BLIND. 
The State Institution for the Education of the Blind, at Wyandotte, reports for the 
year ending June, 1881, an average attendance of 52 pupils, of whom 2 were graduated; 
for the year ending June, 1882, there was an average of 53, of whom 3 were graduated. 
Instruction was given in the literary branches of a good education, as well as in music, 
and broom making was taught to the boys. Through appropriations of $25,000 for 
additional builrt1ings and $3,000 for steam heating, the accommodations were much im-
proved. 
REFORMATORY TRAINING. 
No report for 1882 has reached this Bureau from the State Reform School for Boys, 
near Topeka, O!)e1led in 1881, which had 12 boys undet its charge in July of that year .. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATlON. 
The Kansas State Teachers' Association held its annual session at Topeka, December 
26-28, 1882, the president, William Bishop, in the chair. The attendancewasestimated 
at something over 400. President-elect George T. Fairchild delivered the annual address, 
"From childl1ood to m::tnhood." Subjects under discussion the second day were "Ele-
mentary arithmetic,'' ''United States history,'' ''Elementary reading,'' ''Elementary 
geography," "The care of buildings and grounds," "Elocution," "The relation of the 
teacher to the moml training of the pupil." The day closed with an address enti-
tled "Paul and Plato.'' The subjects read and discussed on the third day were: "Nat-
ural and physical science,'' ''The essentials of arithmetic,'' ''School discipline,'' ''Higher 
mathematics," "Punctuality and regularity," "National education, ;i "German in our 
public schools, '~ and "'rhe teacher's work and aims." After listening to reports of 
committees and adopting resolutions, the association adjourned to meet in Topeka the 
following December. 
SUPERINTENDENTS' CONVENTION. 
The county superintendents assembled in convention at Topeka, December 27, 1882, 
State Superintendent H. C. Speer presiding. About 40 counties were tepresented. After 
appointing the committees the following topics were discussed, one hour be:iiig given to 
each: "Fo1·mation and alteration of school district boundaries," ''Discussion of official 
visits of county superintendents," "Graded courses of study for country schools," "Uni-
formity of text books." At the opening of the convention on the second clay, there-
port of a committee on school legislation was considered. Resolutions were passed 
that the time of the annual meetiug be changed to the third Wednesday in June, that a 
tax of 2 per cent. be levied for school district purposes, that the people should not de-
termine at the annual meeting whether a man or woman teacher shall be employed, that 
school district officers forfeit office by neglecting to qualify, that teachers should have 
power to su pend unruly pupils until action be had by the school board, that a county 
uniformity of text books should be adopted, and that county commissioners should appro-
priate not less th::tn $50 nor more than $100 annually for a noTmal institute fund. Sev-
eral other resolutions of less importance were adopted, after which the convention ad-
journed. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. II. C. SPEER, Stale snperintendent of public instn~ction, Topeka. 
[Term, January 10, 1881, to January 9, 1883.] 
Mr. ~p er wns elected November, 1882, for anothe1· term exlending to 18&5. 
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KENTUCKY. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. a 
1879-'80. 1880-'81. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION A ~D ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6-20} __ _ 
Colored youth of school age (6-16)b __ 
Whole number of school age-------
White youth in free schools-------_ 
Colored youth in free sclwols ______ _ 
















158,218 149,226 ---------- 8,992 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
School di tricts for white youth____ 6,177 
chool di tricts for colored youth _ _ _ 773 
Whole number of school eli tricts ___ 6, 950 
Di tricts that had . chools for whites _ 6, 136 
Districts that had schools for colored 718 
chool-houses for white youth______ 5, 649 
Valuation of same, with sites, &c __ $2,119, 407 
chool-hou for colored youth ____ ----·---- - ---
Valuation of same, with sites, &c __ ------------
Averaae time of chools in days____ 102 
Private. schools of all grades reported 1, 044 
TEACHERS IN WHITE SCHOOLS 
.AND TIIEIR P.AY. 
Men t a bing ins ·hools for whites __ 















A v rage monthly pay of teachers in 
counties. 
Average monthly pay of men in 
citi . 
A v rage monthly pay of women in 
citi ·. 















R eiptc:~ for public free schools for $1,031,565 ------------ ------ ---- ----------
whi . 
Expenditure for them------------- 803,203 $1,184,327 $381,124 ----------
a -o tati.li ~for 1 1-' 2 have b en received at the time at which this goes to press. 
b By law of 1 the school age for black was altered to 6-20. 
(Fr m r rt of lion. Jo ph ha Pickett, State superintendent of public instruc-
tion, for the two years above indicated, with return from the same for the year 1879-' 0. ) 
TATE SCHOOL SY TEM. 
OFFICERS . 
• ate oard of educati nlo ks after the general interests of the free school ; a e 
hoard of exaruin rs t t!i t he qualifi · tions of candidates for tate chool certiftcat 
while •• 'tate uperintencl nt of public in. truction a :tc3 as pre. ident and xecutive offi r 
of each 1 ard. .Ea.ch county, through its presiding judge and justices of the peace at th 
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court of claims, chooses biennially a commissioner for general oversight of common 
schools, and he forms a board for the examination of teachers by associating with him-
self 2 other persons. Each school district for whites in a county has 3 trustees, all 
chosen together at the first election by the resident voters (widows with children to be 
taught being .allowed to vote) and afterwards one each year. In qistricts for colored 
pupils, the white county commissioner appoints yearly 3 trustees from the colored race. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Most of these remained in 1882 the same as previously reported, but an act of April 
24 in that year did away with several distinctions made in 1874 between the systems 
for white and colored youth. The length of term, the course of study, the qualifica-
tions of teachers, and the rates of payment to these teachers in the schools for blacks 
were made to correspond as much as might be with those in schools for whites; the age 
for free instruction in the former (6-16) was changed to that for'the latter (6-20). Both 
races, too, were made participants (on· the same basis, the number of · youth of school 
age) in the 6 per cent. interest from the State school fund ($1,327,000), as well as in the 
receipts from the State school tax, which tax, by the same act, was raised from 20 to 22 
cents on $100 of property. 
Some differences as respects the two races, however, are still maintained. One (for 
the benefit of colored schools) is that they continue to receive, with their share of the 
general school tax, the proceeds of fines, forfeitures, penalties, and taxes collected specifi-
cally from the colored race, except the capitation tax on negro voters, which is abol-
ished. Two others, of a different character, are (1) that the colored people do not elect 
their own district school officers, like the whites, but such officers. are chosen for them 
by the white county school commissioners, and (2) that, instead of putting th{lir school-
houses where most convenient, they must, if in the country, locate them at least a mile 
away from any school for whites, and if in cities, at least 600 feet away. Of course, there 
is also the prohibition, usual in the Southern States, of the union of the two races in any 
public school. Provision is made too for .separa e institutes and teachers' associations. 
The new law is on the whole a great step forward in the improvement of the colored race. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
For cities and towns there are boards of trustees, who appoint city superintendents. 
Some cities, under special charters, have boards for the examination of teachers. 
Cities. 
Covington,. ....... . 
Lexington ......... . 
Louisville a ....... . 
Newport .........•... 
Paducah ............ . 
STATISTICS. 
Po~~~~!o~l· Children of 
1880. school age. 
Enrolment Average 
in public daily at-
schools. tendance. 
29,720 10,519 3,378 2,475 
16,656 ······················ 2,205 1,419 123,758 52,892 20,186 13,760 
20,433 6,715 2,825 2,231 















Covington in 1881-'82 more than recovered its losses of school population and attend-
ance in 1880-'81, there being a gain in school population of 888 against a loss of 463, and 
in other points a proportionate gain. Six school buildings, having 4, 000 sittings for study, 
with other school property, were valued at $204,500. The school course is a graded one 
covering 12 years. German is taught in 4 grades, and drawing in all below the high. 
Estimated enrolment in private and parochial schools, 2,560, only 818 less than in public 
schools. There is a board of examiners. The superintendent says that the work of the 
year had been satisfactory. 
Lexington reported 5 white schools and 4 colored. The former enrolled 1,249, with an 
average attendance of 935 ; the latter, 956, with an average attendance of 484. In the 
total enrolment there was a gain of 23 over the previous year. No other information 
is at hand. 
Loui ille shows a gain of 4, 055 in school population, exceeding that of the previous 
year by 1,805; also, a gain of 997 in enrolment against a lo s of 801 the year before, and 
of 4 0 in averag daily attendance, against a loss of 228. There were 30 school build-
ing.', valued, with other property, at$ 75,144, in which were taught for whites 7 primary 
and branch, 1 secondary, and 5 intermediate schools, having 8 grades of 1 year each, 
and a high school for ea.ch sex, with courses of 4 years each. For colored there were 2 
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primary, 1 intermediate, and 2 secondary schools. Music was continued in all the 
grades below th.e high, and drawing throughout aU. German, under special teachers, 
went through 7 grades below the high schools. 'l'he schools ar.e op.ened daily with brief 
readings fi·om the Bible without comment, and may be closed. with singing. There were 
two boards of examiners, one tor English teachers, the oth.er for Gennan.-(M:anual ancl 
return.) 
Newport, with a loss of 7 in school population, gained in enrolment and average daily 
attendance, the latter being 79 per cent. of the emolment. There were 5 school build-
ings, with 2,510 sittings, the entire s.chool property being valued at $133,500. In these 
buildings there were taught 44 schools, 1 high, 5 intermediate, 37 primary, and 1 
colored, under 46 teachers, including a special teacher in drawing and penm:mship. 
Schools were in session 202 days, with 1,002 ±ewer cases of tardiness, 10 per cent. fewer 
of corporal punishment, and none of permanent suspension. There is a board of e'!:am-
iu.ers; also, provision fur normal training. The president of the board of education, 
while reporting the schools in good condition, deplored the lack of school roon}, and the 
legislature, at its last session, authorized a vote of the city as to levying a tax of 5 
cents on $100 for additional school buildings. Estimated enrolment in private and 
parochial schools, 700. 
Paducah showe<il a gain .of 116 in school population, .of 128 in enrolment, :.md of 69 in 
average daily attendance, the number of teachers J:.emainil1g the same. It added 1 school 
building, and school property was valued at $33,700. The schools, which were of 12 
grades, were in session 205 days; tbe per cent. of average daily .attencl..'),noe on enrolment 
was 78 and on school populati.on 36. Primary pupils make up nearly half the schools 
and fully a quarter of the school population. In the primary schools the boys and girls 
are about equal, but only l in 15 or 16 of the boys reaches th.e gr~mma.r ·chool and only 
l in 100 tbe high, most of tbem leaving school at the end of their tenth year. '£he snper· 
intendent thinks the female se~ is fast becoming the more cultured of the two. A. weekly 
teachers' meetmg was held. Estimat1 enrolment in p1·ivate and parochial. cllools, 200. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NOlll'lfAL SCHOOLS AND NORJI.:I:AJ, DI~P ARTMENTS. 
Of the 12 normal schools and normal departments reported in 1880-' 81 only 4 report 
any statistics for 1881-'82 (for which see Table III of the appendix). 
The Kentucky State Normal School, the supe1·intenclent says, ·was chartered for only 
two years and eristed only to start such schools in the tate. The Kentucky Female 
Orphan School trains its orphan girls with a view to fitting them fol' teachers' work. It 
reported for the year 5 teachers and 83 inmates; pupils are aclmitteu {l.t 14 years and up-
wards. The school has an endowment fund of $120,000. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
It is presumed that the teachers' institutes required to be held mmually in ea h county 
for whites, and allowed to be held for colored, were held in 1881-' 2, but no report of 
their sessions has me to hand. 
SECONDARY I TSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC ITIGIT SCliOOLS. 
Covington reported a high school, with a 4-year classical and a 3-year scientific course; 
191 enrolled pupil ; 155 in average daily attendance, and 13 graduated, all girl but 1. 
Loui mile bad a high school for each sex for white · and. one for both scxe for colored, 
the. hool for hites with courses of 4 years an<l the school for colored with a 3-year 
· u . ; th rewa total of G45 enrolled and of 539 in average daily attendance . 
.... ewport high ·hool hows a 3-year course, with 73 enrolled, 58 in n,verage atten<lance, 
and rirl h'l'arluatCi:l. 
Paducah h d hirrh hool, with a 3-yea:r ~ourse and G3 tud nts, GO of t11em girl . 
OTHER SECONDARY S 'I!OOLS. 
of his class and of busineHs colleo:~s, see Tahl s I an<l YI of 
ri R, the report of the Commissioner pr ce<lin~. 
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normal instruction; 10 had undefined commercial courses; 5 had literaTy courses, all hut 
1 of 4 years, and t:Qat of 3; 6 gave more or less training for ministerial work; 1 hall a l~tw 
course; 5 inclu<;led music and 4 music and a.;rt in their courses; while in 10 French a;nd 
G:erman were among the regular or elective studies. South Kentucky College, Hopkins-
v!lle, w~ reopened ;in 1881 with a larger faculty, an extended cQurse of study, an exten.-
Slon of 1:ts privileges to both sexes ali~e, and the addition of normal and commercial 
courses. 
Kemucky Wesleyqn College, Millersburg, was fou~d by an examining committee of the 
1\lethodist conference to have a,1;1 excellent curriculum and to require a high stanchnl 
of proficiency. Central University, Richmon<il, <luring the ye~r added to the department 
of ~athematics and astronomy an op.tional course in theoretical and practical ;ra,iJroad 
engineering. 
Ogden College, Bowling Green, reportipg for the first time in 1881-'82, presents n~ fixed 
course, but arranges its stu.d~es in 8 scb,ools, of ancient lang1.1ages, of mathemattes, of 
nat:urarl sc~~ce, o;f philosophy, of civil engineeri,ng, of modern languages, of English 
language 3tnd lite.ratm:e, a;nd of commercial science. It was tou.nded by the late Robert 
W. Ogden, after whom it was nawed. In his wj;tl, among other donations, Mr. Ogden _ 
provided for 60 free scholarships. Though J;J,o:r;H;;ectarian, it inculcates Christ~an moral-
ity and its course provides for w.eeyly study of the Bible. Its property was valued at 
$20,000 and it has $120,000 in produ.ctive funds, yielding an income of$8,000. 
For stl;l.tistics of colleges of this class 1~eporting, see Table ;rx of the appendix; for a 
summary of their statistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner p,re-
ceding. -(Catalogues and returns.) 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Twenty college~;~ and &emi,naries for young women reported in 1881-'82 against 18 the 
previous year. All h~d ;p:~;eparatory courses; 18, collegiate courses of 4 years, most oi 
them including drawing, art, music, German, and French. Bowling Green Female Col-
lege arranges ;its studies in schools, not in years. Caldwell Fema,le College, Danville, 
reopened in 1881, had 41 students i,n ;its collegiate course, not yet defined. All the 20 
schools offered training in vocal and instrumental music; 15, in German and French, 
1 adding Italian; 3, in German OnlY; while 1 showed no modern language; 4 provided 
normal training for those who wish to become teachers. 
In nearly all especial importance had been recentJ.y given to English language and lit-
eratme. In 5 the study of the Bible and of the clements of theology was in the regular 
course; 2 offered graduate courses; 6 had gymnastic training. Most of them appear-to 
have about the sa,me cbssical training as the colleges for young men. The aggregate 
collegiate attendance of women for the year was nearly 3, 000, about 1, 200 more than the 
nun,tber of men in colleges. 
Christ's Church Seminary, Lexington, Louisville Female Seminary, and Paducah Fe-
male College were not heard from. 
For statistics of these schools, see Table VIII of the appendix; for a summary, the 
report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFE SLONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTI.J?IC. 
The State Agricultural an(l ¥cchanical College, Lexington, reorganized in 1880, con-
tinued in 1881-'82 to give instruction in its 14 courses of from 1 to 5 years in length. 
The scientific course inclucled, with the usual scientific studies, agriculture, horticulture, 
land cape gardening, civil hi~tory, and political economy, Latin, French, or German, and 
Engli h language and litemtme. In the scientific depa,rtment there ·were 11 profess-
ors and 321 students, a gain of 87 over tbc previous year. It has 400 Sta,te scholar-
hi , not one-half of wl1ich were ii1led. Pxovision is also mo.dc for some free instruction 
in the normal department. The income for the yca,r was $9,900 from a fund of $165,000, 
"17,000 from 1:J1e ta.te, ~nd $2,000 ii·om tuition fees. At the commencement 3 young 
en :rec ived degrees in arts and 3 in scic:1cc.- (Register and retum.) 
Eleven other colleges reported cour, eR in general science, those in G coveril1g 4, in 3 
onl~ 3 Y_ears, in 2 not defined. Kentucky Military Institute reported [1, course in civil 
engmeermg. 
For statistics of scientific schools and scientific departnwnts reporting, see Tables IX 
an X of appenclix; for summaries of these, corresponding tables in the report of the 
Commi. ioner pr ceding. 
PROFESSIONAL . 
. 11te<>logi~al.-There were in1 1-'82 4 theological seminaries, 3 with 3-year course"', 
v~z: Danv11le Theological , emin~ry (Presbyterian), rec1uiring for admission a college 
diploma or an examination; Preston Purk Seminary, Louisville (Roman Catholic); and 
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Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville. The Colle;:?;e of the Bible, Lexington 
(Christian), in 1882 had a 4-year course open to young men without a classical education. 
Biblical instruction in connection with college studies was given in St. Joseph's, Berea, 
Eminence, South Kentucky, and Bethel Colleges and in Central University . 
.For statistics of theological schools reporting, see Table XI of the appendix; for asum-
mary of such sta.tistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preced-
ing. • 
Legal.- The la.w school of Kentucky University was not in operation in 1881-'82. 
With the exception of some preparatory legal studies in South Kentucky College, the 
Louisville School of Law alone seems to have afforded legal training. It requires fur 
admission evidence of sufficient mental development to pursue advantageously the studies 
of the course. Though intended to occupy 2 years, the whoJe course maybe completE:d 
in 1. Graduates are entitled to practise without further examination . 
.ilfcdical.-Since 1874 there has been provision in this Sta.te for a board of examiners in 
each judicial district to test the qualifications of medical practitioners who have not di-
ploma of some chartered school of medicine; but it is said to have been little obser'ved. 
Pour medical schools, all in Louisville, reported for the year 1881-'82. These were Hos-
pital College of :Medicine, Kentucky School of Medicine, Louisville Medical College, and 
the medical department of the University of Louisville. All provided courses of medical 
study covering :1 years, including 2 terms of lectures of 21 weeks each. 'l'he examinations 
for the degree in all were the same. on all the branches taught in the colleges. The 
Ilospital College gave notice that after 1882-'83 a graded course of 3 years would be re-
quired. Can<li<Jates for graduation in this school who on final examination receive 90 
credit· in 100 n.re marked ':distinguished'' in the published list of alumni. 
The Louisville College of Phm·macy continued in 1881-' 82 to require for graduation an 
apprentice hip of 4 years and attendance on 2 courses of lectures; important additions 
made to its building, cabinet, library, and apparatus increased its facilities for instruc-
tion. 
For st..<ttistics of the above schools, see Table XIII of the appendix; for a summary, a 
corresponding table in the Teport of the Com.missioner preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Kentucky Institution for the Instruction of Deaf·Mutes, Danville, reported for 
. 1-' ~ f) in tructors, 2 of them semi-mutes, and 145 inmates, making 810 since its 
1 undabon. The averao-e term of instruction is 7 years. Of the graduates 7 had be-
e· me tea ·hers. 'fhe pupil are taught the common school bmnches, including the ele-
l~Cn~: of nat~1r~l phi~osophy. For boys the employments are carpentry, printing, ~ok­
h.m<lmg broom mal·u~g, _and gardening; for girls, sewing and housekeeping. Articula-
tiOn ll'a:.; taught only mcHlentaUy. The State appropriation for the yeaT was $27,000. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Kentucky Institute for the Education of the Blind, Louiwille, had 25 instructors 
an<l mpl?y(·~ (• of: the last mentioned being blind), with 77 pupils for the year,, and ~ad 
~1ad ~ ll Hlll~c op mng. In school elementary studies were pursued, with special tram-
Jug ~n m~tstc. The employments taught were broom making, cane seating, mattr 
;nakm;r ~ancy work, an~. ewing. A Kindergarten department bad proved ~tis~ct?ry. 
fh pr ·ulcn.t, speak~ of the year as one of the best in the history of the mst1~ti?n· 
T!1~r · w:ts a. lt hrary. of 1, 200 volumes; property valued at $100,000; a State appropnat10n 
of· 1 , tO; a totalm ·ome of$28, 59; and an expenditure of$20,084. 
IX. TlWCTION OF ORPHANS. 
~. rc y; .r. institution. for orphan. and dependent children and 1 for the norm.'ll 
trammg of female Or,lJhans over 14 years of age. In all instruction was gh·en, -
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far as possible, in the common branches and in such industries as would facilitate self 
~upport. A const.ant endeavor was made to provide good homes or employment for their 
1nmates. 
For statistics of these institutions, see Table XXII of appendix; for sumll'taries of them, 
a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
REFORMATORY TRAINING. 
The Louisville House of Refuge does its work in tlue~ departments, 1 for white boys, 
1 for colored boys, and 11or white girls, each in a separate building, with its own ])lay-
ground, workshop, garden, and teacher, under 1 superintendent. Since opening there 
?ad been 1,508 inmates, and for the year 323. Of those taught during the year 28 hacl 
mtemperate parents. Instruction was given in the common school branches, in shoe-
making, cane seating, gardening, and 1arm work for boys; for girls, sewing, laundry 
wmk, and housekeeping. The earnings from shops, garden, and farm were $6,604; 
the additional current expenses, $19,868.- (Seventeenth annual report.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
KENTUCKY STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
This association held its eighth annual meeting at Hopkinsville, December 26-28, 
1882. No other information of the session has been received except that it was regarded 
as the be8t meeting of the association since its organization. The number of teachers in 
attendance was not large, but a deep and active interest is said to have been manifest 
throughout.- (Journal of Education.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
PROF. NOBLE BUTLER. 
Noble Butler was born in Washington County, Pennsylvania, July, 1810, and died at 
Louisville, Ky., February 12, 1882. His ancestors came to America with Willinm Penn. 
When the boy was 7 years old his father settled near Madison, Ind. From the log school-
bouse there he went to Hanover College, Ind. In 1839 he became professor of Greek 
and Latin in the University of Louisville, giving his life to education and general cult-
ure. He was the author of a Practical and Critical Grammar, revised and edited Good-
rich's series of readers, and afterward published a series of his own. He wrote \t Theory 
of the Hebrew Tenses which was adopted as a stand::ml. His last work was ~Revised 
and Practical Grammar, issued a year before his death. He also entered largely into 
the field of general literature both as a critic and a poet. He was peculiarly an educator, 
having a rare faculty of imparting knowledge, and thus did much to cultivate ft high 
taste for literature and love of culture in the city where he lived. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. JosEPII DESHA PICKETT, s~el'intendent of public instruct-ion, Franlvfort. 
[Term, September 9, 1879, to September 15, 1883.] 
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STATISTICAL SUMMAR¥. 
I 
1880. 1881. Increase. Decrease. 
----- -
POP LA'l'ION AND A'l''l'END.ANCE. 
Youth of scho.ol age (6-18)--------- 273,84.1) 29.0,036 l6, 191 ----------
Enrolment in puhlic sc1wols ________ 68,4~0 6~, .370 ---------- 6,070 
Average rluUy attendance __________ 45,626 _____ ., ______ ---------- ----------
SCHOOLS .AND TEACHERS. 
Number of pubHc schools ____ ------ 874 1,069 195 --------18 Average time of school in days ______ 118 100 ----------
Teache;rs in publk schools --------- 2,025 1,584 441 
A'verage ~lont~lypayofteachers ____ $27 50 $31 50 -- --i:;-oo-~-- ________ 
Teachers m pnYat:c sehools __ __ _____ a91 a)22 31 -----------
RECEIPTS .AND EXPENDITURES. 
Total receipts for public schools ____ $480,320 $486, 790 $6,470 -----··----
Tot.a,l expendit1;lrcfor same __ _______ 411,858 441,484 29,626 ----------
SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of available fund __________ $1, 130,8G7 $1,130,867 ---------- ----------
a Not inchtding New Orleans. 
(From returns fur.ni. hell by U.o:n. Edwin H. Fay, State superintcm~1ent of public i:n-
stmction, andl.>ienuial report of hl)e same for the two yea.rs iucL.;a,ted, no laije.r ;retmns 
ooing available.) 
STA'l'E SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
There is a State superinten(1ent of public instruction elected for 4 years; a State board 
of education, with the 'tate supe,riutendent as executive officer; and there are parish 
board of not le than 5 nor more than 9 members, except in the parish of Orleans, which 
answer to county boards elsewhere. These last may appoint a. parish superintendent, 
who becom secretary of the parish board. Women over 21 are eligible to educational 
offices. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEI'II. 
The mean for the education of children between the ages of 6 and 18 in this Sta.te come 
(1) from the procee& of a State funcl of $1,130,868, bearing 4 per cent. interest (which, 
however, is to be paid out of taxes" levied and collected for the general purpose of edu-
cn.tion ").to be paid annually to the townships; (2) from a poll tax of $1 to $1.50 on each 
voter; (3) from a tate tax: not to exceed 1 mill on $1; and ( 4) from a local levy of 2 
mm on '1, which any pari. h may order. Teachers must receive a certificate of com-
p tency fr m the parish board, and those who maintain discipline without punishment 
ther qualifications being ufficient, are preferred. Each school must have at lea t 10 
pupil. and not more than 60 to each teacher. 
'"o denominational or sectarian school is to be supported by public school funds. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
Although no official report for 1 2 comes from the State . uperintendeut, it is evident 
from the Loui iana Scho 1 Journal for hat year, editecl by a former superintendent that 
the publi hool intere ts went from bad to worse. The poor pa.y of teachers, the in-
sufficient pr vision for ·omfort in rural school-houses, and the inadequacy of fund for 
th support of even the ... ew rlean chools, together with the continued want f 
definite school l::n corresponding with the new constitution, combined to make good 
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and effieient school work almost impossible. Teachers in the country schools, the super-
intendent said in his last report, had rooms almost destitute of eduOOttional con;veniences, 
a.nd those of New Orle.'l.ns, in December, 1882, were still waiting for the pay which they 
had earned in 1881. To make things worse, the aunual fund for the support .of public 
schools-already charged by the constitution of 1879 with the payment of $45,235 inter-
est on the school fund and with $14,551 interest on other funds-was further charged 
by the legislature of 1882 with the payment of $10,000 to each of the three State uni-
versities, one at Baton Rouge and 2 at New Orleans. As the annual school revenue was 
fixed at $107,000, these large deductions, with others for the })ay of school officers, left 
less than $9,000 for the support of free schools throughout the State, exclusive of New 
Orleans, which depends l:1rgelyon special appropriations. The result has naturally b.een 
that outside of New Orleans free education of the masses has been substantially sus-
pended. Almost the only reliance for the mainitenance of schools in the rural parishes 
is on volunteer t axation in addition to the poll tax, which latter under the constitution 
is to be retained in the parishes in which it is collected. This, an intelligent writer in 
the New Orleans Daily Picayune of April 24, 1882, says, if faithfully collected, should 
secure for the free schools at least $120,000 annually. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
The Kindergarten Institute of Mrs. J. E. Sea:rnoo, noticed l~st yeau· in 1tbe report from 
this Bureau, was continued in 1882 with encouraging re;;ults. For ·Statistics, see Ta.ble 
V of the appendix. 
The Louisiana Journal of Education for November, 1882, says that in most of the 
private schools of New Orleans the experiment of connecting this form .of education .for 
young children with other prepara:tion for highe.r classes has been tried with such good 
results as to justify the belief that it has become a penuanent feature in prima.ry school 
work. The children are said to be not only happier, but also mo,re apt to learn, making 
better scholars in the more advanced grades. 
AID FROM THE PEABODY FUND. 
The two normal institutions for free edu.cation of white and colored teachers at New 
OrJ..eam; continued in 1881-'8~ .to be supported by the Peabody education fund, but doubt 
was expressed of the continuance of such support if i.he State failed to provide partiallf 
for their maintenance. The dist1ibution to each of ilie schools is given in the ;report .of 
the trustees as $1,500, with :t)l,OOO for public schools, $200 for teachers' institutes, and 
$200 for the Louisiana Journal of Education. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM:. 
NEW ORLEANS. 
Officers.-The public schools of this cit.y are under a board of 20 directors, 8 appointed 
by the State board of education and 12 by the board .of administrators of the city, with 
a superintendent appointed by the directors. 
Stati.c~tics.-Population in 1880, 216,090; youth of school age in 1881, 61,456; enrolled 
in public schools in 1882, 24,976; average daily attendance, 15,224; number of teachers, 
402; school buildmgs, 52; receipts for schools, $208,339; expenditures for them, $279,316; 
valuation of school property, $667,500; enrolment in private au.d parochial schools, 5, 000. 
Additional pm·tict~lars.-Of the 52 schools under the care of the city board in 1881, 13 
wer.c for t:he exclusive use of colored pupils, with an enrolment of 5,473. The 12 build-
ing;- erectecl from the proceeds of the McDonogh school fund were commodious and com-
fortable, while the others, 13 of them rented, were poorly adapted to educational purposes, 
the rooms being too small, the light and ventilation defective, and the grounds insuffi-
cient. 
In July, lo 2, we learn from the Louisiana J ournul of Education, contracts were .signed 
for the tec:tiou of 2 new school-houses out of the McDonogh fund, now limited to the 
construe ion an<ll'epair of buildings. One of .these was to take the place of a fine school-
house in Algi rs de troyed by :fire, the other to be a larrge and substantial structure of 
brick, in the third wal'(1, with a capacity for about 700 p1.1pils. These were to be fin-
ished in time for use in the full sesswu of the schools. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NOR1\IAL SCHOOLS AND DEPARTMENTS. 
The P. obod11 li"oNnal8emri.nM.1J, New Orleans, gave free normal trai11ing io white grad~ 
uatc::; of hiPh ,=dwols and college uml other adYanced students over lG yeanJ of age 
from_ un. · p:trt r the Stat . 'l'hc normal department offered a 3-year cour::~c; iu this course 
prenons. tu lies w rc reviewed and the ruemlJCt:.J of tliC senior class were daily req nired 
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to teach classes of children in the model school for an hour or more. There was also a. 
preparatory department for young ladies. The normal pupils for 1881-'~2 numbered 48 
young women; in the preparatory and model class there were 40; instructors, 4; H were 
graduated in 1882. This seminary is said by its principal to have prepared during the 
twelve years of its existence not less than 200 well qualified teachers for the public school 
sy. tern of the State. 
The PeCLbody Normal Sclwol for Colored Students, New Orleans, presented two years of 
free normal tra.ining to graduates and advanced scholars of the higher grades over 17 
years of age a.nd fitted them for teaching; the school for 1881-'82 numbered 84 students, 
nuder 2 instructor~. During the 5 years in which it has been in operation this school 
has furnished the public system 40 teachers. 
Sll'aight Uni?;ersit.y, New Orleans (for colored), gave a 2-year course of normn,l training to 
32 young men and 29 young women, under 3 instructOl's;. number of graduates, 22 for 
the year, 12 of whom were. teaching at the date of the report. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Teachers' institutes were held at New Orleans twice a month during Fel)ruary, March, 
and April. The largest number of teachers present was 150. The su~j ects discussed were 
arithmetic, elocution, drawing, history, the Kindergarten, methods of discipline, object 
teaching, patience in the school room, spelling, and the study of maps. Other sessions 
were held during the fall term. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The Louisiana Journal of Education, publi'shed monthly in New Orleans and jointly 
edited by a former State superintendent and the present city superintendent of New 
Orleans, maintained in it'3 third year its high standanl of us~fuluess, giving valuable in-
formation to the teachers and efficient aid to the educational interests of the State. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The two high schools in New Orleans continued their 3-year courses in the English 
branches. From the girls' school 37 pupils graduated in 1882; there was no class from 
the boys' school. In the boys' school there were 4 teachers and 80 pupils; while the 
girls numbered13 , with 5 teachers. Average daily attendance: boys, 68; girls, 114. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and schools for preparing 
students for college, see Tables IV, VI, and IX of the appendix, and summaries of these 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG :MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The Louisiana State University and AgriC'I.tlturral and Mechanical College, Baton Rouge 
(non-s ctarian), offers two courses, a classical and a scientific, of 4 'cars each, as well 
as agricultural and mechanical, of 2 years each. Military discipline is maintained. 
Resid nts of the State, on passing an entrance examination, are entitled to admi ion 
without distinction as to race or color. In 1 2 there were 48 students taking the cia -
sical cour e, with 5,J preparing for it, and 50 in the scientific department, with 29 in 
pr paratory. The degree of D. A. was conferred upon two young men at the last com-
m n ·emen. 
The University of Lauisiana, New Orleans (non-sectarian), adopterl by the constitution 
of 1 79 a a, tate institution, bad academical, medical, and legal departments, the fix 
n1 n ioned having s ·hool of English, Greek, Latin, Frencl1, German, physics and me-
cl1ani , chemistry, & . There were 250 students in this department and its adjunct 
high ·bool, 'i7 of them collegiate; instructor , 12. The degrees conferred are D. A., R. 
s., and B. LIT., and students were ad vi eel to arrange their studies with a view to taking 
n of these. From the preparatory chool, containing 173 students, U young men grad-
uated in 1 ml entered th senior classes of the academic department. 
L land nicersitJJ, Tew rleans (Baptist), bad ~ new building in progre o ting 
$12, , largely the gift f Ir. Cham erlain, the founder, who al o deeded the trusre 
prop rty alu 1 at , '25,00 forth endowment of the institution. 
Other institutions of thi. cla. wer Centenary Collerre, Jack on (Methodi t Episcopal 
.'outb) · , tr:t.i"ht niv ity, r w rlean (Congregational); ew deans nive . ity, 
4 w rlean ( 1 thodi:t Epi. opal); Jefii rson on o-c, 'ollege Point, Convent P. ·i 
St. Charles Colleg , ' rand 'otcau; and the Jesuits College, .c"ew Orleans (Roman 
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Cat.ho'llc). .All provided substantially 4-year classical collegiate courses, with a fair pro, 
portion of scientific studies. Each of the Roman Catholic colleges gave a 4-ycar com-
mercial course. 
~NSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN". 
New Orleans, Leland, and Straight Universities, the three Protestant institnti.ons at 
New Orleans, gave equal privileges to young women. For information relative to schools 
exclusively for women, see Table VIII of the appendix. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The 1·eport from the State University and Agricultural and Mechanical CoUege, at 
Baton Rouge, shows a 4-year scientific and a 2-year agricnltuml and mechanical conrsc, 
following preparatory studies. The University of Louisiana, at New Orleans, and other 
colleges, as before stated, give scientific instruction in connection with classical. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theology.-Straight University, for the education of eo]orecl people, reported for 1882 
a class of 16 students taking the 3-year course in theology, New Orleans and Leland 
Universities also present courses in theology, the former of 3 years, the latter of 2. For 
statistics of schools of this class, see Table XI of the appendix. 
Legal.~The University of Louisiana and Straight University each gave a course of 2 
years in legal instruction. In the former there were 27 students; in the latter, 28. For 
statistics, see Table XII of the appendix. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE DLIND. 
The Louisiana Institute for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, ~aton Rouge, reported 
for 1881-'82 50 pupils, 23 of them young women, all under 3 instructors; 8 pupils an<l 
1 teacher were semi-mutes. The boys are required to cut wood or work in the garden 
an hour a day , besides being taught printing or carpentry. The girls in charge of the 
matron are taught to sew and are drilled in habits of care nnd neatness in all the duties of 
housekeeping. The school hours are from 8 A. 111. to 1 r. 111., and the method of in· 
struction combines oral and manual. 
No statistics for 1881-'82 of institutions for the training of the blind are at hand. 
ART CULTURE. 
The Southern Art Union and Christian Woman's Exchange, New Orleans, appears to 
be doing good work in the way of art culture. Among the 75 pupils taught during the 
year were many who made rapid progress in sketching from life and in learning to paint 
and draw from nature. 
A conservatory of music was organized which bad over 100 pupils, with 15 classes 
and 18 professors. Musical instruction was also given at the Philharmonic Society by a 
single teacher. • 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. EDWIN H. FAY, State super·intendent o!21ublic educat:ion , New OrleaniJ, 
('l'erm, Janun.ry, 1880, to January, 1884.] 
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a. Excluding board, which cost the districts an average of $8.50 a. month for each teacher. bIn 1880. 
(From r porb of Hon. N. A. Luce, State superintendent of schools, for the two years 
indicated.) 
TATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the tate there :is a superintendent of common schools, who is also superintendent 
of the • tate normal scho ls; for each township or plantation, a superintending school 
committee or a upeni. r; ii reach school district in these towns or plantations, a school 
agent. Tll ofli · . f m mb r of superintending committee ancl snpcrvi:or of school are 
open tow m n. 
OTIIER FEATURES OF THE SYSTE:'II. 
The common s hools of the State, of aU grades, are for the free instruction of resident 
youth 4 to 21, and youth 9 to 15 are required to attend at least 12 weeks each yc.:·u unl 
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excused by the school authorities. The studies (except in high schools estn,blished before 
February 24, 1873) are the orrlinary English branches prescribed by the State superin-
tendent and tnrtrght from text books· selected by the town committees or snpervisors. 
Text bo:oks are not to be c'lltmge"d oftener than once in :five years excl:lpt by vote of the 
town. Teachers are exmnined and licensed by the sl.l perintending school committees and 
ate required to repOTt to them. The expenses of the schools ate defrayed ot'lt of an ap-
propriation equa,l to G per cent of the State school fnnd, ~uided by a State ax on srtvings-
bank deposits of 2} n'lins on tl1e dolbr a.nd a State tax of 1 ~uill on the dotlar on an otl.Hlr 
propert;Y, vvitli Iocal t ::txes of at le:'lst 80 cents for each inhabitant. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statisti~ for 1881-' 82 compared with those of 1880-' 81 show a loss of 920 in school 
population and of 2 079' in enrolment, but an increase of 11,688 in average daily attend-
ance. In v±ew of t~ese remarlmbie figunts Superintendent Luce says that the almost con-
stant decrease in school yonth that has characterized the last 20 years goes on, though 
the decrease for the year was less than the average for some preceding years. Should 
this conti:fme for another decade the condition of the scho0ls in the older mral sections 
will be deplorable, for in those sections ti1e decrease has been most marked. Already 
i:n many of t11e farming towns the majority of the scl1ools register not more than a dozen 
pnpi:ls. The marked decrease in enrolment, he admits, is difficult to account for, espe-
cially in connection with the large increase in average attendance; but he suggests that 
as many pupils in the rural towns not only attend school in their own districts but also 
in the neighboring ones, they are counted bnt once as enrolled and counted twice 1n reg-
istered and daily attendance, so that increase in daily attendance does not, of necessity, 
indicate an increase of individual pupils. He relies upon the actual increase in the 
aggregate d~ily attendance as measuring the productive work of the schools, and thinks 
tl1at as a whole the statistics of attendance show a healthier condition of sch0ol affairs 
than in the preceding year. 
Statistics of graded schools appear for the :first time. The ungraded schoo1simproved 
in the scope and character of their work. A large increase in female tea-chers was not 
deemed indicative of less effective work, inasmuch as many of these were experienced, 
and districts were able to secure :first class female teachers at less cost than third class 
male teachers. The abolition of the ' 1 outgrown, wasteful, inequitable, and iniquitous 
school district· system " is said to have made slow progress during theyear1 only 2 towns 
having changed to the town pla.n. Nevertheless, taken as a whole, the superintendent 
regarded the st{Ltistics for the year as indicating that the schools were moving towarO. a 
higher state of efficiency. As compared with last year, the attendance had been more 
regular; better teachers had better applia.nces; instruction was broader anfl. more prac-
tical; the schools were Clnefnlly and wisely Sl.lpervised, and their :financial management 
was more economic.'tl.- (State report.) 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For statistics of these schools, see Table V of the appendix; for a summary of them, a 
corresponding table in the repOTt of the Commissioner pTeceding. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
These are school supervisors or superintending school committees, school agents, and, 
in Lewiston and Portland at least, sup(}rintenclents. 
STATISTICS. 
Citie . 
I Popnlntion, hlldren of 




Auburn ............... !),!555 3,055 1,550 
Augu I.a ............... 8,66.'5 2,000 ............ 3,"072' Bangor ................ 16,&36 5,!3UO 
Bath .................... 71874 3,117 1' \JI.) 
Bid<l fo•d. ···········1 
12,6:-il '.1,2LO j, 7·1 
I '>Vi n ............. l!J,O&'l 6,408 2,GaB 
Portlnnd .............. 3.'3, 10 10,973 6, 737 
Rocklnn<l ............ 7,5!Jll 2,186 1, 4.-18 
daily nt- Number of Expendi-Average I 
tendance. teachers. tul'e. 
............... ...... 51 $Hl, 140 
····················· ····················· 10.219 
··············· ······ 2 ~JI, 7 16 
........... i.·2·u2· !18 Ji, :}!17 
~,I 
22,!JH) 
1, lOri 33,662 
4,412 1:}\) 01, LH 
1,130 30 !l, 319 
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ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Aulmm for 1882 reported 30 school buildings, 2 less tha.n the previous year, with 2,200 
sittings, and entire school property valued at $105,000. Enrolment decreased 412 and 
expenditure increased $3,219. Rchools were classed as primary, grammar, high, and 
rural mixed; they ,,·ere in session 175 of the 180 school days. Estimated enrolment in 
private and parochial schools, 25.-(Return.) 
AugustcL reported 28 school bnil<lings instead of the 33 of 1881 (probably from an oo-
ditiona.l building, erected during the year n.t a cost of $20,000, having accommodated the 
pupils of some sma.Jler schools); hnt t.he value of school property rose to $75,000. There 
was n, fhJling off of $9,547 in expemlitnre.-(State report.) 
Ban,qor, for its school population of 5,390, had ~~5 school buildings, 1less than the year 
before. Notwithstanding the loss of the high school hnilding by fire, school property 
was rated at $122,000, or $47,000 more. In school population and enrolment there "as 
n slight fa.Hing off from 1881, hut an adclition~f 3 teachers and of $1,153 in expendi-
ture. One special teacher in penmanship was employed. The superintending school 
committee reported n. year of earnest work, though serious inconvenience was experienced 
from the burning of the chief school building. The expedment of the previous year in 
pla.cing all the schools n.bove tbe intermediate grade under the control of a principal had 
proved a m-arked success. Two ungraded schools were openerl, to which were sent from 
the grammn.r school. such pupils as had failed to maint..'llin their standing. The standanl 
for promotion established the year before had been sustained. The school year was 
lengthened from 34 to 36 weeks.-(City report and return. ) 
Bath bad 14 school buildings, 2 less than in 1881, 13 of them in good repair. The 
entire school property of the city was valued at $59,300. Enrolment increased 79; ex-
penditure, $285. Schools were in session 204 clays of the school year.-(State report.) 
Bidclejorcl reported 26 school buildings, a gain of 3, but the same number of sittings, 
1, 35, and the same estimated valne of school property, $95,000. There was a loss of 17 
in enrolment, of 43 in average daily attendance, anrl of 4 teachers. Schools were taught 
1 4 day .. - (S1k'tte report and city return.) 
Lml!i ton reported 29 school buildings, the same as in 1881, and entire school property 
valued at $174,700. There was a loss of 381 in enrolment, of 357 in average daily 
attendance, and of 7 teachers, with n. decrease of $570 in expenditures. One special 
teacher of mu ic was employed. Schools were tn.ught 183 days. The estimated enrol-
ment in private ann parochial schools was 500.- (City report and return.) 
Portland reported for the year ending March 6, 1882, the erection of 1 school building, 
co ting $21,720, giving to all school property the value of $370,000, an increase of 
$20,000 over 1 1. The schools were taught by 131 teachers for 190 days, and classed 
as primary, grammar, and high, with 1 ungraded and 1 for the deaf. Compared with 
1 0-' 1, there was a gain of 129 in enrolment and of 7 teachers, and a loss of 91 in 
av rage daily attendance, owing to contagious diseases; while expenditure was increased 
$10,432. The chairman of the school committee says that the schools were in a more 
satisf..'tctory condition than a year ago, although no mf1rked change for the better could 
he xpectecl in one year, in view of the excellence which their schools had attained. 
'Vith les ·corporal puni ·hment, truancy had in a measure been kept under control. Two 
pecial tea ·h r in music and penmanship ancl drawing were employed. . Estimated 
enr lment in private and parochial sc:hool , 1,200.- (State and city reports.) 
Rockland, so far a reported, shows no advance from the few statistics of 1 0-'81. 
Tl1e schools, cln · ·ed as primary, grammar, and high, were in ses ion 150 days.- (State 
r port.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE TOR11!AL AND TRAINING SCHOOLS. 
The normal ·hools at Castin , Farmington, Gorham, and the training school at Mad-
aw~l ka, aU un r the care of the, 'tate, are r ported as having about the same attendance 
a m 1 0- 1. Though th att ndance wasl · tha.n it should be the school clid \alna-
ble w rk, having 40 .. tl~den , under 21 tea hers, and having gr~duated 84 in 1 2 of 
whom 7 were ieachmg m th tate. 
OTJIER 'OR~IAL TRAI 'ING. 
The practi e school at Portland, su ta.in d by the city, had 3 teachers, with 9 female 
tnden , and graduated , aU of whom ngagecl in tea hinCY. In a. similar hool a 
L wiston 7 teach . were brra luatecl. For local rea on ·, this ·ch ol was discontinuerl at 
the close ofl 1- .... 
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TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Under the new law .of 1881 changing the time of teachers' institutes to two days in-
stead of five, teachers' associations were organized in every county in the State where 
they did not already exist.. During the year there were 25 meetings, and the year's trial 
indicated the superiority of the shorter term over the former one. N ea.rly 2, 000 teachers 
were thus associated, the number doubling in one year. As a specimen of the working 
of these institutes, the outline of the one held at Bethel, Oxford County, in December, 
1882, is given. The first subject presented was ''Opening exercises: their purposes, char-
acter, and methods of conducting them.'' Next came ''Practical exercises in arithme-
tic," followed by "Arithmetic for practical ends." Then came an essay on "Morals ttnd 
manners.," another on "Reviews: thch- purposes, frequency, and methods," follo-.yed 
by still another on "School government: its purposes, means, ends, and methods." In 
closing, examples in reacHng and gesture were given by a class trained by Miss Mary M. 
Parker, teacher of elocution. · 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
FREE HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Free high schools in Maine arc not a required part of the public school system, it being 
optional with towns and districts whether they will have such schools. In some cases 
they have become part of a graded system, though such C..'lses are exceptional. A vote 
to establish one remains in force only a year. The superintendent says that these schools 
have been growing in public favor; iorten years they have existed in their present form, 
and have come to stay in some form. They aTe a necessity to the common schools below 
them and the seminaries and colleges above them. In 1881 there were 101 towns that 
had them, in 1882 there were 109, at a cost in 1881 of $69,4.69 and in 1882 of $88,372, 
enrolling 7,792 in 1881 and 10,374 in 1882. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and schools devoted to pre· 
paring students for college, see Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix; fo1· summaries 
of them, corresponding tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR BOTH SEXES. 
Bowa,oin College, Brunswick (Congregational), reported for 1881-' 82 a faculty of 14 pro· 
fessors (3 non-resident), with 147 s.tudcnts in its 4.-year collegiate course, in the juniox 
and senior years of which a wide range of elective studies is allowed. For the depart. 
ments of engineering, medicine, and military science, see Scientific and Professional In-
struction, next page. Facilities for graduate instruction are provided for such as desire 
to pursue special studies after graduation, either with or without reference to an ad-
vanced degree. Special students may also enter the regubr classes and remain in them 
at their pleasure. Gifts of $1,500 in aid of students and $1,500 for the libraries were 
received during the year. There were 44 specific schobrships, which were based on a 
fund of $46,859.- (Catalogue and return.) 
OJ71Jy University, Waterville (Baptist), with a faculty of 9 in 1881-'82, had 124 students 
in its 4-year classical course, including 8 females and 2 special student.<~. Women are 
admitted on equal terms with men. The university held 69 scholarships, with an ag-
gregate fund of$50,000; had 17,763 bound volumes in the library, increased by573dur-
ing the year, and productive funds amounting to $235,000. Much attention is given to. 
the study of French and German, the natural sciences, art, and political economy.-
( Catalogue and return.) 
Bates College, Lewiston (Free-Will Baptist), reported for 1881-'82 a faculty of 7 resi-
dent and 3 non-resident professo1·s, with 106 students in its 4-yea,r classical course 12 
being women, who are admitted on equal terms with men. The preparatory work is 
done in the Nicholas Latin School, which, though owned by the college, is a separate 
school and had 63 pupils in 1882. There were 24 schobrships, sustained by a fund of 
24,000. The degree of A. B. was confened on 24 young men and 2 young women, and 
that of A. llL on 17 young men. A library of 6,883 volumes was increased durino- the 
year by 1, 112, and ne.'trly $20,000 in gifts were received.- (Return:) b 
INSTITUTIONS FOR TilE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOl\IEN. 
For tatistics of this class.of institutions, see Table VIII of the appendix; for a sum-
mary of them, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The l\1aine State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Orono, reported no changes 
in its general worldngs since 1880-'81, having 9 professors and instructors, with 81 stu-
dents in its 4 regular courses of 4 years each, 4 being females; a1so4in in itspartialand 
and 1 in its graduate course; total86, a decrease of 17 from 1880-'81. The trustees 
reported a year of hard. work and substantial results. Two much needed instructors 
were added, 1 in military science, the other in agriculture, thus providing in the latter 
for experimental and practical farming. In the shop decisive success was reached in vise 
and forge work, but carpentry, lathe work, &c., had not been added to the courses, for 
want of necessary buildings. At the last commencement 12 young men receiYed the 
degree of n. s., '"I of B. c. E . , 5 of B. 111. E., 2 of c. E., and 1 of 1\I. s. ; 1 young woman took 
M. s.- (Heport and return.) 
PHOI<RSSIO~ AL. 
Tlteological.-Bangor Theological Seminary (Congregational), located at Hampden in 
1816, waR moved to Bangor in 1819, where in 1820 it graduated its first class. Up to 18 0 
its graduates numbered 600; counting 160 other students, educated for 1 and2 years, the 
seminnry had sent out 760 ministers. A majority of these are still living~ 6 are college 
presidents; 13 have been college or seminary professors; 24· have been foreign and large 
numlJers home mis:ionarics. For 1881-'82 it had 5 professors, 28 students (of whom 7 
had a degree in letters and science), and 11 gradua.ted from. the 3-ye::tr full course of 36 
·weeks each. An examination is requiredior admission. There were 15,500 volumes iLl 
the library, of which 300 were addefl during the year.- (Statement and return.) 
The Bates Theological School, Lewiston (Free Will Baptist), in 1881-'82 bad 4 pro-
fessors and 20 students, 9 with a degree of letters or science. It graduated 6 from its 
3-year full course of 3G weeks each. The library consisted of 3,000 bound volumes. 
An examination is required for a.dmission .-(Return.) 
Lcgal.- 1 o law school reports for 1881-'82, and it is believed that. none existef1. 
Mcdic:al.-The medical. chool of Maine, Brunswick, is a department of Bowdoin Col-
lege and for 1881-' 2 reported 7 professors and lecturers, 104 stndents (19 of whom bad 
received a degree in letter~ or science), and 28 graduated from the full 3-yea.r course of 
16 weeks each. The library contained about 4,000 bound volumes. An examination 
for admis: ion i: required.- (ReLurn.) 
The Portland chool ii)r Medical Instruction is a high grade prcparator,y school not 
onferring degree . It wa organized in accordance with re olutions adopted by the 
Am rican :Iedical Association, approving the establishment of private schools to meet 
the increasing desire of stud nts ibr a higher grade of profe, siona1 instruction than can 
be had by the usual tudy with a single instructor. The report for 1881·-'82 show 11 
profes ·ors and 19 students, 6 ha.ving a degree in letters or science, aud a 3-ycar cour e of 
32week each. An examination in English, La.tin, and physics is required for admi ·ion. 
(.A.nnounc ment and return.) 
SPECIAL I1TSTRUCTION. 
REFOR fATORY AND INDU,'TRIAL INSTRUCTION. 
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. EDUCAlfiONAL CONVENTION. 
l\f.AINE PEDAGOGICAL SOCIETY. 
The Maine Pedagogical Society was organized in J 875, and, having similar aims to 
those of the Maine Educational Association, took its. place in 1881, when the latter went 
out of existence. The third annual meeting of the society was held at Portland, and its 
first session opened in the afternoon of November 9, 1882, with Prof. H. L. Chapman, 
of Bowdoin College, in the chair, many of the prominent educators in the State being 
present. Hon. N. A. Luce, State superintendent, gave an address on ''School supervision 
in the smaller towns," in which he defined the duties of school supervisors. 
At the evening session, Professor Chapman, delivered the annual address on "The 
duty and the opportunity of the teacher in respect to the development of character in the 
pupil." He said that our conception of the teacher's duty is determined by our theory of 
education. 'l'he end of education is not reached when the intellect is informed and the 
reasoning power disciplined, as the intellect is not the man. To realize the object for 
which schools have been endowed, they should be something more than training places 
of special aptitudes or magazines of multitudinous facts. More and more will society 
distrust these educational agencies if they do not send forth successive generations of 
young people fitted to act wisely in the social conditions under which their lives must 
be passed. One of the foremost thinkers says: "It has come to be one of the chief en-
deavors of educational thought of to-day to go deeper, and moralize as well as mental-
ize children, and to develop the will as the chief factor of character.'' The teacher who 
does not aim to furnish the pupil with this equipment fails to appreciate the true ends 
of his calling. This idea of the teacher's mission of to-day was elaborated with much 
clearness and force. · 
Principal C. C. Rounds, of Farmington Normal School, then gave an accotmt of the 
last session of the NatiGnal Educational Association. Prof. E. W. Hall, of Colby Univer-
sity, read a paper on "Admission to college on certificates from fitting schools." After 
a discussion of some length the opinion was unanimous that colleges should not admit 
without the certificate of the fitting school. Prof. C. H. Smith, of Bowdoin College, 
read a paper on '' Instruct,ion in geometry,'' followed by a report from Mr. Rounds on 
"The study of arithmetic;" this by a paper on " The use and abuse of text books," 
by Dr. 0. S. Lowell, of Ellsworth High School; and this by a paper fi·om Principal 
Woodbury, of Castine Nor mal School, on '' Professional enthusiasm.'' The ''Ranking 
system in schools " was then discussed by Messrs. Frash, Chase, Rounds, Hon. W. J. 
Corthell, Prof. E. W. Hall, and Dr. D. 0. S. Lowell, all expressing disapprobation of the 
system of marking as now practised. 
The officers for the ensuing year having been elected and 15 new members received, the 
association adjourned. The session was said to have been of much profit to the teachers 
in attendance.- (Maine State Press.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
REV. ENOCH POND, ·D. D. 
Rev. Enoch Pond, D. D., was born at Wrentham, Mass., July 29, 1791, and died at 
Bangor, Me., January 21,1882. He graduated at Brown University in 1812 and entered 
at once upon the study of theology with Rev. Nathaniel Emmons, at Franklin, Mass. 
After a pastorate of thirteen years at Auburn, Mass., ancl editing the Spirit of the Pil-
grims four years, be was elected professor of theology in the Theological Seminary at 
Bangor. He held this professorship twenty-three years, when be was transferred to that 
of ecclesbstical history and made president of the institution. H.esigning t~be professor-
ship in 1871, be retained only the general duties of president, which office he held till 
his death, having been connected with the seminary for nearly 50 years and having 
trained 700 young men for the ministry. He was also the author of ahout GO volumes 
on theological and practical themes, besides preparing 115 articles for magazines, 70 o; 
which were publi bed in tile Bibliothcca Sacra. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. N. A. Lt'C:E, Stnte superintendent of common school.~, Augusta. 
[Term, February G, 1880, to February 6, 1883.] 
.•Ir. I .ncP haH been eho!>Cn fo1· another term. lie also served as superintend n~ iron) :Pecemher 
31, 1 i8, to April 16, 1879. 




1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Deere.'\ c. 
-· 
l'OPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth 6 to 21 a ____________________ b316,182 c330,500 ---------- ----------Attending public schools __________ ..:: 158,909 159,945 1,036 ----------
Avemge daily attendance ___________ 79,739 83,189 3,450 ----------
Colored pupils enrolled _____________ 26,887 29,146 2,259 ----------
Colored in average attendance _______ 11,661 11,760 99 ----------
SCHOOLS. 
Public schools reported _____________ 2,039 2, 058 19 ----------
Average length of term in days----- ------------ 199 ---------- ----------Public schools for colored pupils ______ 394 396 2 ----------
Estimated value of school property __ ------------ $2,900,000 ---------- ----------
I 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ______ 1,319 1,220 ---------- 99 Women teachingin public schools ____ 1,861 1,977 '116 ----------
Whole number employed ___________ 3,180 3,197 17 --· ... -------
Average monthly pay of teachers _____ ---·-------- $10 ---------- ----------Teachers in colored schools _________ 494 499 5 ---------· 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES. 
Whole receipts for public schools _____ $1,608,274 $1,618,030 $9,756 ----------
Whole expenditure for public schools_ 1,604,581 1,651,908 47,327 ---------· 
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of available fund ___ ________ $906,229 $906,229 
______ .... ___ 
----------
a This is the s~1ool age for whites; for colored it is 6-20. The age taken for distribution of school 
funds ia5-20 for both races. 
b Cen us of 1880. · 
c E timated. 
(From reports and return of Hon. :M:. A. Newell, State superintendent of public 
instruction, for the two years indicated.) 
STATE ~ CIIOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
Stat educa.tional affairs are in the hands of a State board of education, composed of the 
gov rnorand 4 personsappointed by him, with the president of the State Normal chool. 
who · x offici s cretary and executive officer of the board and superintendent of public 
in trnction ; unty hool affairs are managed by boards of 3 school commission :rc:, 
n.ppoint~d for 2 years by the jud es of the circuit court~, this number being incr ·ed t 
!) in counti s having over 100 chool ; district schools are under bgards of 3 tru te 
I d by th com · ioners. 
OTITER FEATURES OF TIIE SYSTEM. 
Th schools for whit are. upported from the income of a. free school fund and from 3 
• tate tax of 1 cent on ea h , '10 of taxable property. If in any county th ·e fnncl· 
. hould pcove insufficient to k ep the Rchools open for the legal term of 10 months the 
omm · ioners are required to levy such a. tax on the property of the county as will make 
good the deficiency, but not to exceed 10 cent'3 on $100 unless with the approval of the 
county comm.i.ssioners. If in any county on the 31st day of December the term for the 
year has been less than ~ months, such county forfeit'3 its instalment of the State school 
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mx in April. The schools for colored youth receive a State appropriation of $100,000 annu-
ally, and all the taxes paid by colored people for educational purposes are devoted to t he 
support of colored schools. The funds for both races are distributed on the basis of the 
number of youth 5 to 20 years of age; but the legal age for free attendance for whites is 
6-21 and for colored 6-20. It is the duty of the county school board to establish in 
each election district one or more public schools for colored youth. These schools are 
under the direction of a special board of school trustees, appointed by the county com-
missioners. If the average attendance Qoes not fall below 15they may be taught as long 
as the other public schools of the county. Orthography, reading, .writing, geography, 
arithmetic, llistory of the United States, and good behavior are required studies in the 
schools for both races; other branches may be added when deemed expedient by the board 
of trustees. County commissioners select the school books, which must contain' nothing 
of a partisan or sectarian chamcter. The system provides for high schools, teachers' inst i-
tutes, and a State normal school. Aid from public funds is also given to several colleges, 
which are required to make annual report to the State superintendent. The law recom-
mends the establishment of district, county, and State teachers' associations; also, of 
district libraries, the latter receiving each $10. annually from county funds, provided 
the people of the district raise the same amount for the purpose. Teachers, in order to 
receive pay for services, must report quarterly to the county commissioners; county 
boards must report annually to the State board, and the latter to the governor~ Teachers, 
unless graduates of the Sta.te Normal School, must have a certificate of qualification from 
the county examiner, the princip,p.l of the State Normal School, or the State board of 
education. 'l'eachers for schools of high grade are trained in 4 colleges aided by the 
State. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The board of education reports another year of successful work by the public schools, 
and evidences of advance appear in almost· every item of the above summary. The 
number of pupils enrolled increased by more than a thou&'tnd, and the number in aver-
age daily attendance by nearly 3,500; more teachers were employed, more schools were 
taught, and more money was expended on them. The report calls attention to the inad-
equacy of teachers' pay in some of the schools and to the very small enrolment in anum-
ber of schools,· a single county reporting 21 schools with an average attendance ranging 
from 1 to 8. The law allows schools having less than 10 pupils in average attendance to 
be closed, but closing one is always unpopular, a:nd school commissioners are reluctant to 
resort to it. It is suggested that in such cases the law might allow teachers to receive 
full pay for the first term and for succeeding ones pay in proportion to the average 
attendance, or else that the smaller schools· be taught for a number of terms propor-
tional to the attendance, the same teacher thus being employed in two or more schools. 
The necessity for some provision to secure statistics in regard to the number of pupils 
of school age in the State is presented by the report and a plan is proposed similar to one 
used in an adjoining State, in which it is made the duty of the principal teacher in every 
school district to make annually an enumeration of all the children in the district of 
school age. It is suggested also that information be added as to the causes of non-attend-
ance. The superintendent remarks that such a plan, besides securing the desired infor-
mation, would bring teachers into direct contact with parents and afford them an oppor-
tunity to explain to careless and indifferent parents the advantages their children lose 
by non-attendance. 
In consequence of the complaint of a parent whose son had beenunmercifullywhipped 
for having missed lessons, the general question of corporal punishment in school came 
before the board for consideration. The result developed a decided opinion on the part 
of members that the best school management discards the rod. But in consideration of 
the faulty home training of many children it was believed that the abolition by law of 
corporal punishment would not promote the welfare of the schools at present. It was 
decided, however, that for missed lessons it is not a proper punishment, and no teacher 
will be sustained who resorts to it to correct scholars delinquent only in that respect. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF BALTIMORE. 
OFFICERS. 
The schools of Baltimore are controlled by a board of 20 school comm1sswners, 
appointed by the city council for 4 years, 5 going out each year. The board appoints a 
superintendent of public instruction for the city, who serves 4 years, devoting his whole 
time to the work; likewise, an assistant superintendent. 
STATISTICS. 
Population, census of 1880, 332,313; children of school age, 86,961; enrolment in 
public ·hool , 4 ,277; average daily attendance, 29,178; number of teachers, 818; ex-
penditure, '692,740. 
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ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
The above statistics include 121 public schools, of which 14 for colored pupils had an 
attendance of 4,314. Sixty of the whit.e schools were of primary grade and had 
10,521 pupils; 39 were grammar schools, with 10,58G; 5, with over 3,000 pupils, ha•l 
heen formerly English-German schools; 2 were high schoob for girls nnmhering 9-!7 
pupils; while the city col1ege for boys had 596. Thc::;e cchools were taught in 65 difl'erent 
buildings, of which the city owned 62; estimated value, about $1,200,000. Libera1ap-
propriations were made duriug the year for the erection of new buildings and the repair 
of old, but still more money will be needed to make some of th9se in use comfortable and 
suited to their purpose. Additional and better accommodations were especially needed 
for the primary schools; had they been provided, more pupils would have attended the 
school: during the year. The number of different pupils in all ihe schools increased by 
1,229, but the average attendance was lower, having been diminisl1ecl by the prevalence 
of an epiuemie. The percentage of n.ttendance was r.bout the same as during the pre-
vious yeur, ranging from 76.6 in the colored schools to 92.3 in the city college, and aY-
eraging 82 in all. The average cost per capita for education was $17.70. Teachers' a. o-
ciations, which meet monthly for professional improvement, and public libraries for the 
u e ofteaeheTs and pupils, are a part of the school system. The schools arc reported to 
be ~enerally in good condition, giving evidence of progress and success. Discipline was 
good; while corporal punishment was not prohibited, the annual Rnmmary of cases 
showed that it was inflicted much less than formerly, the schools being satisiilCtorily con-
trolled by other means. The primary and grammar schools, enrolling as they do a very 
large proportion of all the pupHs, recei-ve special attention from the hoard and supcrin-
teu(lcnts. Each of these had 6 grades, requiring 3 yea,rs for completiou, so that the child 
wl10 enter':! the primary at the age of 7 generally finishes the grammar school com eat 
13. _Physic~l training is not forgotten, a portion of each d~LY being clcvotell to ml!s-
themc exerClscs; and not more than 2 hours a dny need be given by any g;adc of pup1ls 
to st,udyout of school.-(City mport.) 
1'RAINING OF 'l'EACIIEHS. 
STATE NORl\IAL SCHOOL. 
The Maryland State Normal School, the chief agency for the training of teachers in 
this , tate, l1as been from its organization in 1866 steadily and sometimes liberally up-
ported by the legislature. From the first, when 11 anxious pupils gathered around a 
no l . s anxious master h1 a rented hall, till1882, when about 300 met 12 teachers in one 
of the most comfortable and best appointed school-houses in the country, there bas been 
no change of administration or of plan. The principal has been at his }JOSt for 17 yea1 , 
the vice principal for 16, and two other teacllers 5 and 10 years respecti\·ely. During 
1 1-'82 there were 38 graduated from the course of study, which extends over 3 years, 
all but 3 of whom engaged in teaching. Diplomas, conferred after one year of ucce -
ful work as teachers, authOTizc. employment in the public schools without further exam-
ination. Tuition is free to 200 State scholars. 
OTIIER NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
. The Baltimore Norrnal1 'chool for the Education of Colored Teaclte:rs is reported to be in a 
ve~ flouri bing condition, with 6 teachers, 142 pupils on the roll, and a total enrolment 
durmg the year of150, 25 of them in normal studies. There was a 1ibraryof1,100 good 
b ok. in constant use by the pupils. Over 150 of the pupils of tbc school hn.vc been em-
ployed to t~ach at different times and in varions localities of Iarylaud, Virginia, and 
North _arolma .. An annual appropriation of $2,000 is made by the 'tate, and the rc:ml ~ 
from tlus ·xpend1ture are more satisfactory than could have been expected.- (• tate report 
and return.) 
1 he ' ntenary Biblical In.9tilule, B[Lltimore, a ... Iet11odi~t school for the education of !!?l-
or d pre~tch ~-s an~ teachers, reports a normal departm nt in wbieh only those st~tdiC: 
ar r qun. l.m whiCh candidat~ for positions in grammar schools mm)t pas:·; but tb1 · d -
partn1eut 1S mtcnded only to meet the emergencies of the present.- (He port, 1 Z. ) 
TEAUliBRS' I ·sTITU'l'ES . 
. 'fh ·.law r:qn~· .·a tcac·h rs' institute to be h 1<1 in <'adl connty once.a year, t? eon-
b?ue m : · JO!l ;> day.· and t~ he prcsi<lLd ov r hy the prindpal or one of th t~rot · · -
of the tate • nual chool, 1f he can be present, a.· ·ist d by the county exammcr. It 
:1pp , how ver, that this law has not been carTied out in all portions of the t.'lt. 
Tbe cbool a.uthoriti are not always convineed of the nece&;ity of such meeting:, ~ud 1 
h not be u thought advisable to hold au inBtitute without the hearty approbation of 
county school boards. 
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SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC IIIGH SCHOOLS. 
High schools or high school departments are reported by the.St?-te boanl as existing 
in 12 of the 23 counties. All the counties, however, report pupils m geometry and phi-
losophy; 22 had students i!l algebra and physiology, and 21 in book-keeping. In 19 
counties Latin was studied by over 600 pupils; in 2, Greek by 25; and in 2, French 
by 92. The course varies greatly in the different counties, since, although high schools 
are recognized as a part of the public school system, the law does not define what con-
stitutes one. Some give adequate preparation for college in English, classics, and math-
ematics; in others the course is only au extension of the district school to a seventh, 
eighth, or ninth grade. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
State aid was given during the year to 15 academies ::tnd academic schools, amounting 
in nJl to $11,229. Of788 students attending, 194 studied Latin; 32, Greek; 42, French; 
30, German; 180, nlgebra, and 87, geometry. Pupils were also reported in.trigono~etr:Y, 
natural philosophy, chemistry, physiology, botany, geology, logic, rhetonc, Eughsh ht-
erature, and instrumental music. 
For statistics of these and other secondary schools reporting to this Office, see Tables 
IV, VI, and VII of the appendix; and for summaries, see corresponding tables in the re-
port of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG l.VIEN Ol't FOrt BOTH SEXES. 
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, liberally endowed by the merchant whose name it 
bears and opened in 1876, presents two distinct departments, undergraduate, or colle-
giate, and university. Of 175 students enrolled during 1881-'82 under 43 instructors 
and lecturers, 99 (including 21 fellows) were university stud-ents, graduates of 50 colle-
giate institutions; 45 were undergraduates, candidates for the degree of A. B.; and 31 
were admitted a..'! special students to pursue courses for which they were fitted without 
regard to graduation. Of the whole number, 97 were residents of Maryland, 
1
68 came 
from 21 other States, and 10 ii·om foreign countries. 
In the organization of this institution, the funds being ample and unrestricted, it was 
decided to follow no existing model but to create a true American university. 'l'he aim 
has been to select the ablest teachers whose services could be secured; to keep them free 
from petty cares and encourage them in original research; to maintain a high standard 
of matriculation and graduation; to allow wide latitude in respect to the choice of courses 
of instruction; and to give special facilities, such as fellowships and scholarships, to 
those who fil.ow unusual ability in any department of study. In the undergraduate 
department 8 different courses have been marked ou.t and so arranged that before gradu-
ation all will have been trained in mathematics, Latin, German~ French, and English, 
in one branch of science, and in some branch of historical or philosophical investigation. 
Graduate students are received with or without reference to candidacy for a degree and 
attend such lectures and exercises as they prefer and are fitted for. The university pro-
fessors give personal counsel :mel instruction. Books and instruments adapted to inves-
tigation and advanced work have been liberally provided. 'l'hc system of fellowships 
secures the presence of 20 students imbued with the univer::;ity spirit. Seminaries, lim-
ited to a few advanced students, have been organized in Greek, mathematics, physics, &c.; 
societies devoted to philology, the sciences, metaphysies, and historical and politica,l 
science afford opportunities 1orthe presentation of original communications; there :ire 
clubs for the discussion of various topics; and lectures by specialists. Select libraries for 
the use of schol::Lrs are accessible. 'l'he university reading room is well supplied and every 
provision made not only to instruct, l>ut to encourage original investigation.- (University 
Register.) , 
Besides Johns Hopkins University, which stands first among institutions for superior 
instruction, 10 colleges r·eport, of which 4 receive a regular annual appropria,tion from the 
State. TheseareSt. John's College, Annapolis; Washington College, Chestertown; Fred-
erick College, Frederick; and Western Maryland College, Westminster. The last named 
is under Methodist control, the other 3 are unsectarian. All 4 report to the ~tate authori-
ties 337 pupils, a total of '20, 290 received from the State, and in returu 58 free scholarships 
given. These are for students selected by rounty boards, after competitive examination, 
and are good for the full course of 4 years, the holder being pledged to complete it :mel to 
teach in the public schools of the tate at least 2 years after graduation. The remaining ool-
leg~ are Baltimore City College, already noted under 'econdary Instntetion, but pre ent-
ing a collegiate course of3 years; Loyola College, Baltimore, Rock Hill and St. Charles Col-
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leges, Ellicott City, and Mt. St. Mary's College, Emmittsburg (all4 Romnn Catholic); and 
New Windsor College, ew Windsor, non-sectarian. The course of study in these 10 col-
leges remnins essentially the same as reported for 1880-' 81. All make provision for pre-
paratory work and present classical courses extending in most cases over 4 years, 5 adding 
cientific courses of from 3 to 4 years. St. John's bad a graduate course of 2 years and 
reports additional facilities for scientific instruction; W asbington, a speci:1l course for non-
matriculates; and Loyob, Rock Hill, Mt. St. Mary's, and New Windsf>r had commercial 
courses. Only two, New Windsor and Western Mary land Colleges, receive young women, 
providing for them separate departments q,ncl 3-year courses. 
SCIE TIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Special facilities for scientific study are afforded by the Maryland Agricultural and 
Mechanical College, College Hill, the United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, and 
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, while, as already noted, courses in general science 
are presented by 5 of the other colleges, viz, St. J obn's, Baltimore City, Rock Hill, Fred-
erick, and New Windsor. 
The Mm·yland Agricultural College reports 40 students under 6 instructors, a decrense 
for the year of 15 students n.nd 1 instructor. The withdrawal of the usual annual State 
donation of$6,000 made it necessary to add $75 to the annual charge for each student, 
and thus the enrolment fell off. This failure to afford the usual aiel resulted, as the 
trustees were assmed, from no dissatisfaction with the administration of the affairs of 
the college, but simply from an opinion that agricultural colleges are not required. Not-
withstanding the discouragement resulting from this action, the several departments of 
the college were in good condition, even better than ever before. 'l'he fi:teulty agreed 
to a reduction of 20 per cent. in their already moderate salaries, ·an the farm bands but 
one were discharged and the work done by students, and 7 young men who came well 
recommended were allowed bon.rd, tuition, and all other expenses in consideration of 
5 hours' labor from them each day on the farm. Military tactics, as required by law, re-
ceives some attention in the course of study; English literature is studied by all; Greek, 
by 2; Latin, by 8; FTench, by 6-; and German, by 10. 
In the United States Naval A. eadem?; the course of study, comprising 4 years at the acad-
emy and 2 at sea, includes, besides liter:try and linguistic branches, all the higher mathe-
matics, physics, astronomy, chemistry, dynamics, navigation, surveying, and steam engi-
neering. Then umber of cadet midshipmen allowed at the academy is one for every mem-
ber and delegate of the House of Representatives, who nominate them, and one for the 
District of Columbia and 10 at large, nomin:tted by the President oft he United States. In 
addition to these, 25 cadet engineers may be appointed each year by the Navy Depart-
ment, after a competitive examination, those who possess the greatest skill and experience 
in the practical knowledge of D1achinery having precedence. The course of study for 
engineers, as for midshipmen, comprises 4 years at the aca.demy and 2 nt sea. Graduates 
are comm · ioned a a istant engineers in the .1: avy as vnscancies occur. 'rhe stipulated 
age for engineers on entering is 1G to 20; that for midshipmen, 14 to 18. 
Johns Hopkins Univtrrsity furnishes opportunities for advanced scientific ~tudy n.nd in-
vestigation in its graduate department, while the undergraduate presents two courses in 
which general scientific tudies are pursued, viz, a scientific and amathematic..'tl course, 
the latter being intended for those who prefer mathematical studies with reierence to en-
gineering, astronomy, &c. Of 175 students in the university during 1881-'82 there were 
33 enga.ped in mathematical studies, 24 in physics, 44 in cbemi::;try, and 32 in biology. 
The university is provided with 3 cientific l::t.bomtories, fully equipped. Chemistry bus 
a special building, with facilities for about 40 workers, and a well selected library. The 
physical department i furnished with app:uatus from the best European anti .American 
mnkers. It was electe<1 with especial reference to investigations, and i particularly 
valuable for researches in respect to electricity, magnetism, light, and heat. The bio-
logic..'\llabora.tory, occupying the entire upper story of the university building, includes 
a general laboratory, sev ral private work rooms, and a lecture room and cabinet. Q,·er 
$43,000 have be n expended for scientific apparatus. 
• or stati tics of scientific schools, se Table X of the appendix, and for a summary, see 
the report of the Commis ioner preceding. 
PROFE IONAL . 
. The tlLOOlogical ~h<><?ls in thi.s S~te are the Theological Seminary of St. Sulpice, Bal-
timore, the Ecclesla! t1cal emmanes of t. fary's College, Emmittsburg, t. Clement 
Coll gc, Ilche ter, and Wood tock College, Woodstock, all four Roman Catholic, and 
Centenary Biblical I titute, Baltimore, for colored men, under 1\ietbodist influence. 
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'l'he courses of study reported by the first named four are: respectively, of 5, 4, 6, and 7 
years, but the portion which is strictly professional does not appear. The course in Cen1 
tenal,'y Institute extends over 9 years, 3 of these being theological. For statistics of the-
ological schools, see Table XI of the appendix, and for a summary, see the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. · 
The law department of the University of Maryland reports 64 students, of whom 15 
had received a degree in letters or science, and 30 graduates in 1882. The course of 
study comprises 2 years of 32 weeks each. There are four examinations each session, 
and in order to be graduated students must attain a grade of at least 75 per cent. in all 
the examina~ions. For fuller statistics, see Table XII of the appendix. 
Four schools of medicine are reported from this State, all "regular" and all in Balti-
more, viz, the School of Medicine of the University of Maryland, the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons, Baltimore Medical College, and the Woman's Medical College of 
Baltimore. 
The School of Medicine of the University of Maryland, organized in 1807, presents a 
regular course of 22 weeks and a preliminary one of 10 days, recommends but does not 
require a3-year graded course, and for graduation requires attendance on 2 regular courses. 
During the last 6 years 40 per cent. of the matriculates have graduated. Matriculates 
for 1881-'82, 1D7; graduates, 73; faculty, 10. 
In the College of Physicians and Surgeons (organized in 1872) there is a regular course 
of 20 weeks and a spring course of 12, a 3-year graded course is recommended but not · 
required, and there are no requirements for admission. To graduate, students must 
have a good English education and must have studied medicine 3 years and passed a 
satisfactory examination. Thirty-nine per cent. of the matriculates during the last 6 
years have graduated. Matriculates, 346; graduates, 158; faculty, 10. 
Baltimore Medical College, first opened in 1881, reports a lecture course of 30 weeks 
annually. Students, in ord~r to graduate, must attend two of these courses and must 
pass an examination in the 7 branches of medical study. An examination in English 
studies is required of applicants for admission who are not graduates of some literary or 
medical school. Matriculates, 46; graduates, 17; faculty, 10. 
The Woman's Medical College of Baltimore, organized in 1882, provides sessions of28 
weeks, advises a 3-year graded course, and as an inducement thereto offers free tuition 
during the third year; requires for admission an examination in English branches; for 
graduation, attendance on 2 full courses of lectures on clinics, at least 1 dissection, and 
an examination in all the branches of the course of study. Faculty, 8; matriculates, 19. 
Besides the above, Johns Hopkins University, in a course preparatory to medical 
study, affords opportunity for students expecting to take up the ·study of medicine to 
become proficient in laboratory work while continuing their general education. Besides 
modern languages and other collegiate studies, the course includes physics, chemistry, 
and biology, the last being the dominant su~ject. 
Dentistry is taught in ~he Baltimore College of Dental Surgery and the dental depart-
ment of the University of Maryland. The former, organized in 1839, reports 1,906 stu-
dents since then; 89 present during 1881- '82, of whom 10 had received degrees in letters 
or science, and 36 graduated from the 2-year course. The college removed in June, 1881, 
to new and commodious buildings. The dental department of the University of Mary-
land, first opened October 2, 1882, presents a 2-year course of lectures, each session last-
ing about 5 months. 
Pharmacy was taught in the Maryland College of Pharmacy, Baltimore, to 98 students, 
of whom 17 were graduated. Besides attendance on 2 sessions of -the regular course of 
lectures and on one course of analytical instruction, students, to graduate, must have served 
an apprenticeship of 4 years in the apothecary business and must have passed an exam-
ination (under the supervision of a board of examiners assisted by the professors) in each 
branch of study, at least 60 per cent. of the whole number of questions to be answered 
correctly. 
For statistics of schools of medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy, see Table XIII of the 
appendix, and for a summary, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Mary land SclJool for the Deaf and Dumb, Frederick City, receives youth 9 to 21 
years of age :mel gives free board and tuition to residents of the State unable to pay. 
In truction i given in the elementary English branches, in the elements of philosophy 
and chemistry, in algebra, drawing, speech and lip reading; also, in such industries as 
shoema1dng, cabinet making, printing, and needlework. There were 89 pupils in at-
tendance during the year, under 10 teachers ; and since the foundation of the school in 
1 67 instruction has been given to 248. 
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EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Maryl:.tnd Institution for the Instruction of the Blind, Baltimore, reports 70 pupils 
during 1881-'82. The course of instruction consists of English branches and music, he-
sides broom and mattress making, sewing, and lmitLing. Pupils l'emain in school from 
8 o'clock A. nr. to 1 P.M., with intermission of 10 minutes each hour; ii.·om 2 to 5 l'. J\I. 
they are employed in the shops, sewingToom, and music classes. The age for admission 
is 9 to 18; expenses to each one, ~i300 a year, which is remitted, on consent of the gov-
ernor, to those who~c guardians are unable to.vay. 
The colored blind and deaf-mutes receive instruction in an institution organized for 
them in 1872 by the directors of the institutions for the blind and the deaf and dumb 
white children assisted by the State, which makes annual appropriations for its support. 
The building formerly occupied by the institution for blind white children is commodi-
ou , in good repair, and well adn.pted for the purpose. Then~ were 2g pupils during tbe 
year, of whom 15 were blind a,nd 13 deaf-inntes. Besides the public school branches, 
they were t:mght chair caning, broom making, sewing, and other employments adapted 
to theil: ca.pacities and needs. 
M1DONOGH INSTITUTE. 
This school, which prepares poor boys for useful occupations, considerably increased its 
accommodations in 1882 by the erection of new buildings, the expense of which en-
croached somewhat on the principal of the endowment fund. Hence, no new pupils em 
be admitted for a, time unless the trustees adopt a recommendation of the principal tl1:1t 
boys of means be received, the fees from whom might add a free foundRtion. For the 
free pupils admission for some time has been allowed only on competitive examination, 
as, for 10 vac.'lncies in 1 72, there were nearly 70 applicants. The boys, in addition to 
instruction in school shHlies, work in the garden and on the farm in the afternoons and 
on aturdays, and during the summer vacation are employed continuously in sucb out-
door occupation. They are also trained in military tactics. Pupils in 1881-'82, under 
4 instructors and a principal, 50. · . 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
There are 3 institutions for the reformation of youth under 18 (one of them for colored 
youth), be ides one which receives inmates from 3 to 50 years of age, the last being under 
the control of the Roman Catholic Church, the others under Stn.te and municipal or pri.-
vate mana<rement. Of 3 industrial schools, 2 were under Roman Cn.tholic influence, the 
other Protestant Episcopal. Two of the reformatory schools, the House of Refurre and 
House of the Good Shepherd, both in Baltimore, report a total of 421 inmates during the 
year. Most of tho e received into the House of Refuge were committed for inCOlTigi-
bility, inveterate truancy, or for vagrancy or criminal practices. The object of the school, 
as distinctly stated, is reformation and not punishment. Besides the daily sessions of the 
schools, a portion of time is regulm·ly devoted to industrial hand work. Systematic in-
struction is given in music as an element of moral training. 
INSTRUCTION IN ART. 
Th.e schools of art and design ofthe Maryland Institute for the Promotion of the l\1e-
~hamc Arts made marked progress during the year. 'l'he exhibition of student ' ":ork 
m June, 1 2, showed advance in work of different kinds, especially in original de 1gns 
for w~ll papers and other manufactured goods. Creditable work was a1Ro xhibite~ in 
the h1gher bran ·he of art, particularly in drawing and painting from obj ct and life. 
In. the lower gra~es applicable to indu trial pursuits many young women haxe lea~ed 
tlle nrt of decorating pottery, and. some of them have obtained employment in decorating 
!a1 n , a~ which the! can ear.n re. pectable wages. The night schools ~or n~echan­
Ical drawmrr and de :1 ~ ha,ve mcreased in popularity and. attendance, hemrr, mel~ 
crowded beyond the lnlllts of comfort. Artisans fiud that their sure t way to promotion 
li in knowl ·<lge of drawing. Numerou insmnces have occurrecl of young men 
being promot d sol ly in conrequence of beiurr trained a.t these school·. The number 
attending at date of the r port was alJout 700, ~der 13 teachers be ides the principal.-
( tate report.) 
. TATJ:.. A, . OCIATIO~T. 
Th annual meetin." of the , 'tat Teachct ' A~sociation for 1 2, held n.t 'um b rland in 
August, was well att ndcd by repre. ntative t ·achel"li from all . cctions of th . tate. ac; 
wc1l a by , ·hool contmi. ·ion ·1.· and eonnty examiner:-.. The eYcning s . :;ion: were also 
attended by tb citizen. of 'umh<-rlnnd, who. bowed marked interest iu the proceedings 
and by their ho pitable attention. made the occasion one to be long and pleasantly re-
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me~bered. The papers read were appropriate, interesting, and instructive, and the dis· 
cuss1ons which followed searching, animated, and often eloquent.- (State report.) 
OTHER ASSOCIATIONS. 
County and district as well as State associations are authorized and recommended by 
law as important agents for the improvement ·of teachers and the increase of professional 
spirit; and the report says all were conducted during the year ''with a success proportioned 
to the amount of energy displayed." No particulars of the different meetings are given.-
(State report.) -
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. 1\'I. A. NEWELL, State superintendent of public instruction, Baltillnore. 
[Eighth term, January, 1882, to January, 1884.] 
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MASSA.CJI-IlJSETTS. 
SUMMARY OF SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
1880-'81. 1881-' 82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Children of school age (5-15) ------- 312,680 321,3.77 8,697 
_________ ... 
Pupils of all ages in public schools_ 325,239 330,421 5,182 ----------
Pupils over 15 years of age _________ 24,344 ,23,198 ---------- 1,146 
Pupils under 5 years of age-------- 1,685 1,646 ---------- 39 Average membership for the year ___ 262,031 265,442 3,411 ----------
Average attendance for the year ____ 233,108 235,739 2,631 ----------
Per cent. of attendance. on average 89 90 1 --------~-
membership. 
Enrolment in evening schools ------ 10,294 11,214 920 ----------
Average 
schools. 
attendance in evening 4,765 5,915 1,150 ----------
Enrolment in high schools--------- 18,900 19,256 356 ----------
Pupils in charitable and reformatory 945 1,002 57 ---------~ 
schools. 
Pupils in academies and 
schools. 
private 25,911 29,865 3, 954 1----------
SCHOOLS. 
Number of public day schools------ 6, 001 6,090 89 
Average tirue of these in days------ 178 178 ----------Number of evening schools _________ 97 107. 10 
Number of high schools ____________ 215 221 6 
Charitable and reformatory schools __ 15 14 -------- --
Academies and private schools ______ 417 409 ----------
TEACHERS AND THETR. P .A Y. 
Men teaching in public schools a ____ 1,134 1,079 ----------Women teaching in public schools a_ 7,727 7,858 131 
Whole number teaching in the year_ 8,861 8,937 76 
Teachers in high schools----------- 595 605 10 
Tea<:hers in evening schools -------- 408 451 43 
Teachers in charitable and reforma- 23 29 6 
tory schools. 
A-:erage monthly pay of men teach- $85 54 $102 90 $17 36 
mg. 
Average monthly 1_)ay of women ____ 38 49 34 32 ______ .,. ___ 
CHOOL EXPENDITURE .AND PUBLIC 
SCHOOL FUND. 
Expenditure for public schools _____ b$5, 776, 542· b$5, 881, 124 $104,582 
Permanent State school fund Decem- 2, 086,887 2, 711,263 624,376 
ber31. 


















a Below high schools. 
b Not including the cost of reform schools, schools for the deaf and dumb, &c. , on which the tat& 
spent $1.86,264 in 1881 and $188,000 in 1882. 
(From printed reports and written returns of Ron. J. W. Dickinson, secretary of • tate 
board of education, for the two years indicated.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
~ince 1837 the State has had a board of educationforthegeneral care of public schools. 
This board has the aid of a secretary of its own choice, for office work and general super-
vision; and of 3 agents, for the local inspection of schools, holding of institutes, &c. Each 
town \.township) has an elective school committee, for the direction and care of its schools, 
and may also have a superintendent. Cities have like arrangements. The old pruden-
tial committees of 1 in each district of a town ceased at the close of 1882 with the aboli-
tion of the old district system throughout the State. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The State board holds for the Commonwealth the principal of a small fund in aid of 
normal schools and disburses the income of this for such things as are not provided for 
by legislative appropriations. One half of the income of a State school fund is also dis-
bursed by it in aid of schools in towns and cities that maintain schools for at least 6 
months each year, with a high school for 10 months where the town or city has 500 fam-
ilies or householders. The other half goes for general educational purposes in connection 
with the State system. The board is authorized to prescribe the form of registers to be 
kept in the schools, and the form of the blanks and returns to be made by school com-
mittees. Beyond this, however, it has no control of the free schools. The school com-
mittees engage teachers, fix their salaries, direct what text books shall be used, and 
prescribe the course of studies. They procure the books for use within their schools 
and furnish them at cost to pupils, and they may, 'under an ordinance of their city or a 
vote of their especial town, lend pupils the books they need and furnish them stationery. 
Under the State system local control of schools is dominant, while the State stimulates 
interest in them and gets full and regular reports by the distribution of a small fund . . 
Nor does the State content itself with this. It endeavors to make sure that all its 
youth are educated. For this purpose it requires the taking of an annual census of the 
children of school age; provides the needful teachers, school-houses, and funds for their 
instruction; exacts attendance on this instruction for at least 20 weeks each year by every 
child from 8 to 14 years of age not incapacitated or taught elsewhere; and provides vigi-
lant school officers to see that the laws respecting attendance are enforced. No child 
under 10 years of age may be employed in occupations that hinder school attendance 
and no child under 14 is to be so employed, except during the vacations of th~ public 
schools, unless in attendance at some school for 20 weeks in the preceding year. Lest, 
after all, the schools should fail of due effectiveness through lack of sufficiently taught 
teachers, care is taken to have these teachers trained as thoroughly as possible in 6 good 
normal schools under State direction, in district institutes under agents of the State 
board, and in county as well as State associations, aided by State funds. 
NEW LEGISLATION. 
The only notable legislation for the year was an act to abolish at the close of 1882 the 
district school system, which for many years has been an incubus on progress in the 
little country neighborhoods where it had survived. This leaves the town as the unit of 
the school system and secures better. supervision, with the likelihood of better schools, 
tea~hers. and school-houses. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
Progress appears at almost every point, less marked, however, in some cases because 
of advances in 1880-'81, in which year public school enrolment rose 18,462, schools out-
~de of the public system showing a considerable loss. In 1882 the private schools seem 
to have recovered what they lost in 1881. Still, with 8, 697 additional children of school 
age, the tate schools received 5,182 more pupils of all ages, average membership 
being 3,411 more and average daily attendance 2,631 more. The evening schools under 
public direction enrolled 920 more pupils and had 1,150 more in average attendance . 
.Academies and private schools exceeded their enrolment for the previous year by 3, 954, 
the average attendance in them not being reported. In all schools, not including col-
leges, there were thus 10,113 more youth brought under instruction than in 1881-'82, 
or 1,416 more than the increase in persons of school age. To meet the increase of attend-
ance on the public schools there were 89 more schools in use for day pupils and 10 more 
for evening pupils. The cost of the public schools, exclusive of reform schools, instruc-
tion of the blind, deaf and dumb, &c., was $104,582 greater than in 1881. 
It i evident from the State report that there is a stea.dy though gradual advance in the 
quality of the teaching. This is attributed by the State superintendent to the fact that 
more than a quarter of the teachers in the State free schools have been trained in normal 
schools, nearly one-fourth being graduates. The infiueace of such a number versed 
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in scientific methods of instruciion must be beneficial to . the teachers of inferior 
preparation with whom they are brought more or less in contact. The labors of the 
t,ravelling agents of the State board of education in visiting and examining the remoter 
schools a,ud in holding institutes for the improvement of the teachers, tend a.lso to ele-
vate the standard of instruction, as do the discussions of school methods in the county 
and State teachers' associations and in the widely circulated educational periodicals. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For information as to the numerous Kindergarten in this State, see Table V of the 
appendix; for a summary of their stati.'!tics, see the report of the Commissioner precedi11g. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES AND TOWNS WITH OVER 7,500 INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
For both cities a.nd towns the general rule is that school committees @f 3 members or 
some multiple of 3 are chosen for terms of 3 years, to have charge of the publiq schools. 
These committees may be changed in one-third of their membership each year. Ip. cities 
they generally have superintendents for their schools, the mayor being ex officio chair-
man of the boaxd. Boston, besides a superintendent, has 6 supervisors for special parts 
of the school work. 
STATISTICS. a 
Population, Children of Enrolment Average Number of Expendi· Cities and towns. census of school age. in public daily at- teachers. ture. 1880. schools. tendance. 
.A.ttleborongh ................ 11,111 1,991 2,082 1,331 62 $32,917 
Beverly ......................... 8,456 1,454 1,421 1,114 34 19,325 
Boston .......................... 862,839 61,056 60,000 46,902 1,141 I, 708,728 
Brockton ....................... 18,608 2,457 2,683 1,795 52 43,302 
~~:~!lg:~·:::::::::~·:::::::.: 8,057 1,263 1,503 997 89 36,650 52,669 9,582 8,912 6,759 207 167,067 
Chelsea ..... ...... .............. 21,782 3,884 4,413 2,947 70 60,835 
Cllicopee ....................... 11,286 2,081 1,463 824 38 26,909 
Clinton .......................... 8,029 1,657 1,671 1,199 30 18,908 
Fall River ..................... 48,961 10,252 10,361 6,131 175 136,112 
Fitchburg .................... . 12,429 2,473 2,493 1,866 72 36,937 
Gloucester ..................... 19,329 3,974 3,984 3,159 100 56,276 
Haverhill ............... ....... 18,472 3,528 3,420 2,406 83 62,385 
Holyoke ........................ 21,915 4,640 3,462 1,800 63 58,996 
J. .. awrence ..................... 89,151 7,143 6,451 4,349 132 100,351 
Lowell .......................... 119,475 10,024 9,472 6,120 170 206,918 
Lynn ............................. 38,274 6,397 6,472 4,826 118 112, 92.'5 
Malden ..... ......... ............ 12,017 2,160 2,670 1,643 49 44,795 
Marlborough ................. 10,127 2,194 2,332 1,638 51 ........... 29 .. 7i7 1\-Icdford ........................ 7,573 1,149 1,340 1,086 33 
1\-Iilford .......................... 9,310 1,870 2,203 1,475 45 21,807 
Natick ........................... 8,479 1,619 1,709 1,315 48 18,000 
N w Bedford .......... " .... 26,845 b4,083 4,550 8,620 115 83, 3 
Newburyport ............... 13,538 2,552 2,205 1,497 48 25,983 
Newton ......................... 16,995 8,252 3,677 2,588 85 ,621 
North Adams ............... 10,191 2,348 2,473 1,473 50 20,0!2 
Northampton ................ 12,172 2,204 2,238 1,655 73 . 'l:i,614 
Peabody ........................ 9,028 1,673 1,645 1,297 41 23,8.).'3 
Pitt fi ld .. ..................... 13,364 2,611 2, 78.3 1,830 82 33,9!4 
Q.ujncy .......................... 10,570 2,137 2,179 1,558 64 36,210 
·alem ............................ 27,563 4,900 3,464 2,884 ::I 81,7 l Somerville .................... 24,933 4,204 5,271 3,793 111 293 ~ringfield .................... 3:5,340 6,285 5,981 4,323 122 97,500 a.unton ........................ 21,213 3,610 3,778 2,627 28 4 ,01 
'\Valtnam ....................... 11,712 2, 28.3 
u~l i:ml 
54 34, 6~1 
We tfi ld ..... .................. 7,587 1,389 
"I 
20,9!:>'2 
'Veymouth .................... 10,570 2,040 2,175 1,650 61 40, 00!) 
'Vobnrn ........................ 10,931 2,lfJ6 2,369 1,774 52 34,654 
·wore t •r ..................... 5 ,291 11,363 11,417 8,069 215 200,405 
a To secure uniformity th figure~S in thi11 table, and largely in tbe Additional Particulars tl1a 
fol!ow, nrc tak n from lh Btnte r port for 188J-'82. The expenditures given only include mon y 
HfUd out of th proc d11 oft Xl\tion. 
b 11 u of 1~. 
ADDITIO "AL PARTICULARS. 
Attlc!;orou,qh i?- 1882 r graded it~ larger district schooL.q, making 4 deportment~ pri-
mary, mtermed.ia , subgr· mma1·, and grammar. Class promotions from grade to grade 
oc ·ur at the ·1 of the pring t rm, but individual promotions whenever a scholar com-
pl tes the work ~f any grade. High school cour es of four years appear beyond th " 
departments. Of the 62 teachers 20 were graduates of normal schools. With 125 more 
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children of school age the town enrolled only 24 more pupils in public schools and had 
28 fewer in average attendance. In 3 private schools there were 60 pupils. 
Beve'rfy, with 13 more ch ildren of school age, enrolled 14 more and had 12 more in av-
erage attendance. In its high school, under 4 teachers, were 131 pupils; in 2 private 
schools, 52 pupils. Of the ~H public school teachers, 7 were graduates of normal schools. 
Boston had 3,353 more children of school age, but, as far as the reports show, had v11ly 
232 more enrolled in its public schools, though there were 2,017 more in average attend-
ance. In its 11 high schools there were 2,389 pupils, under 88 instructors; in 22 private 
academic schools, 5,107 pupi1s; in 70 other private or church schools, 2,'761. Adding 
these private pupils to the GO, 000 reported in the public schools, it appears that there 
were l.n all 6,812 more children and youth under instruction in the city than the whole 
~umber of school age, which, however, is only fi:·om 5 to 15. As to the quality of this 
mstruction in the schools under the city system, Superintendent Seaver says that for 
most of the year he had been engaged in inspecting the primary schools, and from careful 
observation, visiting every room once and many twice or three times, he is convinced 
that the new methods of instruction, tried now for nearly 3 years, have borne good fruit. 
That they have not bol'ne better is due largely, he believes, to ultra-conservatism in 
some of the old teachers, who cling tenaciously to former methods or admit new ones 
with reluctance. But he found by far the greater number enthusiastic as to the im-
provement due to the new methods, which include much object teaching, fi·esh reading, 
and free use of the pencil for expressing thoughts in writing. The superintendent 
thinks he sees in the improvement made in composition in these lower schools a token 
of a coming higher standard throughout all. A more uniform standard, too, he evi-
dently believes, has in some degree resulted from the work of the 6 supervisors, though 
it seems to him that the control of the supervisors should be guarded lest it get beyond 
bounds. For improvement of the teachers outside of the 600 who were graduates of normal 
schools, Colonel Parker, late of Quincy, had a well attended course of Saturday lessons on 
psychology; Mr. Hitchings, director of drawing, another course on that element of in-
struction in the schools; and Mr. Holt, a special teacher of music, one on methods of 
teaching that su~ject. Twice also the superintendent called the teachers generally to-
gether, and with the aid of the 6 supervisors at the :first meeting went over the work of the 
year, especially ''methods of teaching reading.'' As to this he warned them against a 
too exclusive use of the word-method and urged a fair employment of the phonic method 
also. At the second meeting ''methods of t eaching music in primary schools,'' after in-
trodliction by the superintendent, were discussed by the head master of the normal school 
and the 3 special instructo;rs in music. In 19 evening schools (one of them a high and 5 
others drawing schools) there was an average belonging of 2,839 and an average attend-
ance of 1, 636, tmder 107 teac1wrs. 'l'hcse schools were not so expensive as in 1880-'81, a 
circumstance due to some delay in opening the high school and to the closing of poorly 
attended schools; but the interest shown was stronger and the general results better 
than in one or two preceding years. '!'mining in the use of tools was given in the Dwight 
School wit4 great success, and in sewing in many of the schools. 
Brockton increased its school children by 100; its enrolment in public schools by 239 
(besides 30 in a private school); its average attendance by 26; its expenditure for schools 
by $17,026, $13,750 being for new school-houses. Of its 52 town teachers, 17 were nor-
mal graduate . Its high school bad 3 teachers anc1125 pupils. 
Brookline, with 40 fewer children to be taught, enrolled 85 more than in 1880-' 81, but 
fell 26 below that year in average attendance. Its high school had 4 teachers and 119 
pupils. Seven private schools had 226 pupils. 
Cambridge, with 102 additional school children, enrolled 375 more and had 145 more in 
average attendance, spending $5,343 more for school purposes. In its high school there 
were 4 1 pupil. , under 12 teachers. Of the 207 teachers in public schools, llS hau 
attended normal schools and DB had graduated from them. Twenty private schools 
reported they ar before showed nearly the same attendance. The city schools were: 1 
high, 8 grammar, 23 primary, 1 reformatory, and 2 evening drawing schools. Drawing 
and music formed a part of the in truction in all the day schools. An additional public 
school-house was c:omplcLcd in August, 1882, making 2 new ones within 2 years; but 
more arc saW to he ncecled. Improvement in the sanitary arrangements of existing 
Sl·hool was also greatly needed. 
CltPl.·ea sp<>nt or funds from taxation $6,808moreonitspublic schools than in 1880-'81, 
enroll din th m 274 more, its additional school children numbering 236, and increased 
hy 70 the averag<' atlendance. 
'lii,·opce l1acl :~high sehools and 2 grammar schools, with intermediate, primary, and 
m1gm1l ·11 schoolH, the m1mber ofwhich is not given. Subjecttothefl.uctuations in pop-
ulation that mark mannfhcturing towns, its puhlic schools fell off 194 in enrolment and 
D!l in a,vcrag att ·nc1anc:e though 2 parochial schools had rather more than the full num-
ber that had been reported in 5 non-public schools the year before. 
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Clinton enrolled 177 more pupils and had 72 more in average attendance. Its high 
school had 74 pupils, 3 more than in 188~-'8~; a private ~cho~l, 40, the sa:me number as 
in that year. Evening schools were mamtamed. DraWing, mtroduced m the autumn 
of 1881, will be taught by a sp~cial teac?-er until the regula: teachers are sufficiently 
trained to carry it on. An evenmg drawmg school for mechnmcs had an average attend-
ance of 19. Music was taught in the grammar and high schools. 
Fall River, with only 4 9 more children of scho~l age, enrolled 998 mor~, but the aver· 
aa attendance was only 286 g;·eater than thn.t of 1881. In other than C1ty schools 900 
additional enrolments were repOl'ted. t:eventeen evening schools, opened in December, 
18 1 had an enrolment of 982 a.nd an average attendance of 530. One of these was for 
adva'nced students. Respecting the training school, see Training of Teachers, p.115. 
Fitchbu1·g had 8 ungraded, 12 primary, 7 secondary, 6 intermediate, and 3 grammar 
schools, with 1 high school; special teachers of singi~g, drawing, and p~nmansh~p were 
employed; and the course is well arranged. An evenmg school for teaching draWing bad 
an emolment of 72 pupils, wjth 4.3 in average attendance. A teachers' association met 
once a month to discuss methods of teaching, &c. During the winter, grade meetings 
were also held by the superintendent to discuss topics relating to every day work in 
teaching and to get at the experience of different teachers. The increased enrolment in 
city schools exceeded the increase of youth of school age, and the average attendance 
reached 89 per cent. of the average membership. In the high school there were 185 
pupils. Out of 72 teachers, only 12 had received a normal school training. 
Glotteester paid $12,169 less for school purposes. The high school enrolled 205 against 
145 the year before, and 2 private schools reported 70 students. No evening schools 
appear to have been held. In the day schoo~s music and drawing were taught. Of its 100 
teachers, 38 had attended normal schools. City school buildings numbered 22, primary, 
grammar, and high. The instruction in sewing and in the use of tools, given for some 
sessions through private liberality, was discontinued in 1881. 
HavedLill had 2 more school children and enrolled 15 more, but had 86 fewer in aver-
age attendance. Its high school had 161 pupils; 2 private schools, 60 pupils. 
Holyoke, with 373 more children, emolled 299 additional to its previous roll, having 
187 more in average attendance. In private and church schools there were enrolled over 
a thousand pupils; in the high school there were 105; in evening schools, 622. Among 
thestudies in the day schools were music, drawing, and penmanship, all taughtbyspecial 
teachers. Language lessons continued to receive careful attention, drill in the correct 
use of English running throughout the course. Two of the schools had formed excel-
lent librari , one of them for pupils especially, the other rather for teachers, but with a 
department for pupils also. In the highschool more attention was given to English litera-
ture; the study of elocution was begun; and the facilities for laboratory practice in chem-
istry were improved. Enthusiasm for the study of modern languages was awakened by 
the introduction of the conversational method. 
Lawrence continued to do well, showing an enrolment of .150 additional pupils in 
public schools, out of 278 more children of school age, but an average attendance of 131 
fewer than in 18 0-'81. There were 1,200 pupils in private and church schools. The 
city high school had 246 pupils, an increase of 49. The payments for city schools were 
15,6 more in amount than in the previous year. A new school course, entered on in 
1 2, gave 3 years each for primary and grammar studies and 2 for intermediate. All 
included drawing and music. The high school had 4 courses: English, of 2 and 4 years; 
classical, of 4; and one styled '' mixed,'' in which Latin replaces certain English studies. 
French was optional in the 4-year Engli h and mixed courses. Teachers of the city 
schools continued to betrained fortheir work in a 2-year course under the control of the 
city school officers. The evening schools had a drawing department for training in me-
chanical and architectural work, which covered 2 years. There was also an evening 
high school. 
Lowell's chool population increased 903, its enrolment in city schools 175, and its 
average atten~nce .1u9. There were 1,520 pupils in an academy and in 5 church 
c~oo~s. The ct .Y h1gh school h~ 39 _PU_Pils, 41 fewer than the year before. Milita~ 
drill.mtroduced m 1 1 :vas .continued m 1t. Free text books were supplied to all. IX 
everung sch ols were mamtamed, one of them a free evening drawing school, which c 
about '4, 0 . The refi rm choolhad 125differentscholarsforthe year 1882 3 ofthem 
fr m the city. ' 
. Lynn a ~dwell, with an increase of 168 school youth enrolling 173 more and haY-
mg 96 more m avera~e atten~ance. In the city high ·choo 1 there were 33G pupil aaainst 
265 the year efore; m 7 pnvate chools, 515 pupils. The public schools cost '31 62:2 
ruor ; G~ of the t a_ch rs had att nded normal schools, 41 being normal school graduat . 
Th ordmnry eY nmrr ... cbool w ~e s~ pendcd, but an evening dr~wing school, with 3 
t • chet.· and 124 puptl wa mamtamecl. Music and drawing appear to have been 
ta.ugh in all th cit.y hools. 
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Malden, with a small increase of school population, enrolled in its 10 school buildings 
61 fewer pupils and had 182 fewer in average attendance, though it paid for school pur-
poses $14,484 more than in 1880-'81 and included among its teachers 12 graduates of 
normal schools. The high school had 180 pupils; 2 private-or church schools, 570. 
Marlborough reported 73 more children and enrolled in its 13 school buildings 65 more 
pupils, the average attendance falling off slightly. The number in its high school fell 
from 141 to 118. In 3 private or parochial schools there were 250, a diminution of 1 
school and 40 pupils. Only 7 of its 51 teachers were trained in normal schools. 
Medford's school statistics disclose a slight retrograde movement generally. The high 
school had 119 pupils; 1 private school, 20 pupils. In the free schools, 6 of the 33 teach-
ers came from normal schools. 
Milford had 15 teachers who had received normal instruction out of 45 in all. There 
were 24 fewer children of school age, 98 fewer on the list of enrolled pupils, and 67 fewer 
in average attendance. The high school had 203 pupils, an increase of 14; 2 private 
schools, 40 pupils. 
Natick, with 23 teachers from normal schools out of 48 in its employ, also reported loss 
as to school children, enrolment, and average attendance, though no private schools ap-
pear to have competed with the public. The high school enrolled 125. 
New Bedford, with a large but indeterminate increase in the number of children ot 
school age, reports in its 1 high, 3 grammar, 11 primary, 6 country, 1 mill, and 1 farm 
school an increase of 191 in enrolment and of 115 in average attendance. There was 
also some increase in the membership of private schools. Two evening schools for adults 
enrolled 250, and th~re was an average attendance of 21 on an evening drawing school. 
Of its 115 teachers 24 were graduates of normal schools. Drawing was continued in the 
day schools, and Superintendent Harrington says that every boy or girl exhibiting special 
proficiency was in request long before the allotted time of schooling was over. Of the 
quality of the instruction, Professor Walter Smith, late State director of art education, 
said: ''New Bedford has earned the right to say that in her public day schools industrial 
drawing has been developed more practically and with more general success than in any 
other city.'' The city high school had 236 pupils. Swain Free School, founded in 1881 by 
trustees under the will of the late William W. Swain, is meant to receive such graduates 
of local secondary schools as wish to continue their studies and ''carry them on in their 
most essential and culturing pursuits to broader and higher reaches of attainment.'' New 
Bedford will thus have substantially a free college, though it does not take that title. 
The school, at its first session, had 87 pupils, mostly in English and other modern lan-
guage studies and in industrial art., under 3 instructors. 
Newburyport had 66 more school youth, enrolled 99 more, and had 22 more in average 
attendance. The high school had 135 pupils, an increase of 4. The cost of city schools 
was $2,443 greater than in 1881. 
NewWn paid $2,723 more for schooling its children, had 70 more of school age, enrolled 
259 additional in its city schools (besides ·94 in private schools and 247 in academies), 
but showed only 17 more in average attendance than in 1880-'81. Of its teachers 23 
had attended normal schools and 19 were graduates of such schools. In its high school 
there were 313 pupils. Military drill for boys and calisthenics for girls formed a part of 
its exercises. Music and drawing were taught in all grades. Two evening schools had 
100 pupils. · 
North Adams had more children of school age and a higher enrolment, but a dimin-
ished average attendance. Its high school had 1 more teacher, but 6 fewer pupils. 
The increase in the cost of public schools was $3,111. . 
Northampton enrolled only 62·more pup~, although there were 115 additional census 
children. Of its 73 teachers, 12 had spent some time at narmal schools and 10 were 
graduates. Its high school had 1 more teacher, but 11 fewer pupils. There were accom-
modations for 2,540 pupils in 26 different buildings. Music was taught in the schools, 
but not drawing, though the population exceeds 10,000 and under the State law drawing 
must be taught in the public schools of towns having over 10,000 inhabitants. 
Peabody's number of children of school age, enrolment in the public schools, and aver-
age attendance did not materially vary. Its high school had 72pupils. Thefreeschools 
co t $1,234 more. 
Pittsfield reported more children 5-15 and more on its free school roll. The average 
attendance in public schools advanced 356. In the high school there were 160 pupils, 
against 96 the year before. Few of the teachers had studied in normal schools and only 
5 were graduates. Vocal music and drawing were taught by Rpecial teachers and a. free 
evening drawing school was held (embracing 4 classes and enrolling 73 pupils) for in-
struction in free hand, building construction, and machine drawing. A class of public 
choo~ teac~ers w~ held on Saturday afternoons for special training in the methods of 
teachmg this . UbJect. Free text books greatly aided the instruction in city schools. 
Qz,incy, with apparently 1 of its 64 teachers trained in normal schools, 8 of them 
8E 
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graduates, enrolled for this year 82 additional free school pupils, the additional children 
of school age numbering 189. Its high school had 107 pupils, against 154 in 1 80-' 1. 
Salem, according to the figures of the State report, had in its 83 schools 1,027 iewer 
children in 1881-'82 than in 1880-'81, though the school population was 38 greater. 
Yet, with this great falling off in enrolment, the average attendance was higher by 100. 
The high school had 173 pupils, and on petition of citizens it was arranged tbat those 
pursuing only English studies in it should be allowed to graduate at the expiration of 
3 years, those in classical studies remaining one year longer. Music was taught, appar-
ently, in all the schools, and drawing in at least an evening drawing school. Two other 
evening schools were maintained, 1 for boys and 1 for girls, with special instruction of 
French speaking children. 
Somerville decreased 850 in school population and 269 in the enrolment in it.q 82 free 
schools, as well as 211 in average attendance on them, although it expended for these 
schools $31,699 more than in 1880-'81. In private and church schools there was also a. 
decrease of pupils from 540 to 500. The high school had 342 pupils. 'l'wo evening 
schools appear in a return, but without details. 
Sprin[Jjicld added 420 to its youth of free school age, 147 to its previous year's enrol-
ment, and 73 to its average attendance in 96 .common schools. Its high school, how-
ever, had only 372 pupils, against 405 the previous year. In 7 private or church school 
there were 470. The cost of public schools increased by $5,748. A return shows that 
the 3 evening schools reported last year were continued, enrolling 572 pupils and having 
268 in average attendance. Music, drawing, and penmanship were taught by special 
teachers. Of the city corps of teachers, 33 had had some normal training ancl 24 were 
graduates of normal schools. 
1'aunton, with an increase of 146 school children, enrolled 210 more than in the year 
before in its 63 free schools and had 33 more in average attendance on these, while in au 
academy there were 72 and in a. lower grade private school 44. The city high school 
had 149 pupils, against 161 the previous,,year. An industrial drawing school, said to 
have been highly successful, enrolled 278 pupils, 38m re than in 1880-'81, and con-
tinued for 16 weeks, 4 evenings each week. Its pupils were divided into 2 sections, each 
attending two evenings in the week separately. 
Waltltam paid for school purposes $22,242 less than in 1880-'81, but, with 137 addi-
tional children of school age, enrolled 86 more in its 38 free schools and had 54 more in 
a:ver~ge attendance. Its high school had 120 pl'lpils. Two evening schools for in true-
two m common English studies were maintained, with an average attendance of 52, and 
an evening drawing school, with an average of 33. Vocal music had been taught in all 
the day schools for years with excellent results, and sewing was introduced in February, 
18 2, into 3 classes ofthe grammar schools, with great promise of future usefulness. 
Westfwld increased by $1,999 its expenditure for its 31 public schools, employed in 
them a large proportion of normally trained teachers, and though, with 55 more youth of 
schoolage, 57 fewer were enrolled, there were 33 more in average atteudance. The high 
school enrolled 140, against 180 the year before. 
Weymotttlb spent $8,545 more for its 48 free schools and had 12 more children of school 
age, but it enrolled 16 fewer than the year before and the average attendance was less by 
50. Its high school also had 26 fewer pupils. 
Wobu:n' s statistics changed slightly. Recesses were abolished with the full approval of 
the puJ?ilS. Free text books, stationery, and other aids to study were supplied. The 
tow~ high school increased its enrolment from 139 to 145, while a private school had 45 
pupils . 
. Worcester, with 193 schools, paid $56,657 more than in 1880-'81, enrolled 560 more 
~hl.Jdren, an~ had 372 more in average attendance; besides which number there were 1~ 
m 2 academies and 2,000 on the rolls of 11 privateer church schools. Of the teach 
140 were normal chool graduates. The city high ~chool had 570 pupils, 31 fewer than 
the year b fore. Besides special teachers of music and dra·wing for the day chool., 
~ea hers of free evening drawing schools are reported for 1882, with 15 male and 1~ 
1 male teachers of other evening schoo1'3, apparently for the latter part of that year. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOJ. .. S. 
The5 • 'tat sc·hools for ordinary norm~tl training are at B1·idgewater, Framingl1am, , l~m 
W · t~(·ld , · ncl Wor · ter; fortraininginfree hand, mechanical, audarchitectu:aldm.wmg. 
t~~n· ~ · a nor;nal art.·choola~Bosion, meant1oprepare art teachers forthepubllc, ch~l t 
Itt'- 111 the. tate. Inthe5first mentioned there had been taught up to the cl se oll 
more than 11 400 pupils, 5, 700 of whom had completed the full c~urse, which i of 2 ye 
for tho. e tha propose to teach in lower schools rmd of 4 for such as aim at higher grad · 
In the normal art school, since its opening in 1873, there bad been 1,194, of whom 260 
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hud completed the work of the first year, 82 that of the second, 23 that of the third, 
while 32 had gone through the full 4-year course and hart graduated as art masters or 
art mistresses the others <rettinrr at the close of each year a certificate of their completion 
of that year'~ work. o o ' 
The !!Umber attending each school for the year was: at Bridgewater, 194; at Framing-
bam, 84; at Salem, 239; at Westfield, 1:36; at Worcester, 183; at the normal art school, 
171-making a total of 1,007. The graduates 1or the year were: 47 at Bridgewater, 20 
at Framingham, 68 at Salem, 29 at vVestileld, :33 at Worcester, and 1 at the art school, 
making 198. 
At the normal art school an important change was made in the retirement of Art 
Director Walter Smith, who bad been principal since 1873, and the promotion of Vice 
Principal Otto Fuchs to the position of acting principal. 
At the Salem school, composed wholly of women pupils, instruction in the v.se of car-
penters' tools was introduced through the liberality of a lady of the city, and under the 
direction of a skilled .conductor the senior class vol nntari ly prosecuted a course in this, 
covering an hour a week outside of the hours for regular school work. They thus le..'llrned 
to drive nails, to measure spaces, and to handle the saw and square and plane. The 
exercise was found by them to be as pleasing ns it promised to be useful. It did not 
interfere with their usual studies and it is thought will prove of practical advantage to 
the pupils hereafter. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
The Boston Normal School, with 3 reguJar instructors, including the principal, and with 
several lecturers, continued to prepare pupils, mainly from the high schools, ior teaching 
in the city schools. Up to February, 1882, the average belonging was 92; average at-
tendance, 90. Up to June the average whole number was 89; average attendance, 87. 
Graduates for the year, 58. The regular course is given by the principal as 1 year, but 
in a classified official table for June, 1882, the 87 above given are divided into 58 of a 
first year class :::tnd 29 of a second year class. 1 
Cambridge City Training School in 1882lost the principal who for some years ha,d been 
in charge, and no ~uccessor was elected, though D,n order was passed ''that a training class 
should be established," the memb.-trs of which should act as a.ssistant teachers and as 
substitutes, whenever necessary, in the priniary and grammar schools. 
Fall River City Trainin_q School, begun in 1881, continued to give to approved graduates 
of the high school training in actual school instruction, under the guidance of regular 
teachers. The :first year there were 18pupil teachers; the second year, 25. The results 
of the 2 years' trial of this plan, while encouraging, were not quit,e satisfactory. Besides 
this training of young candidates the regular teachers were called together several times 
in the year for discussion of educational methods and principles. 
Gloucester Training School, which was organized in 1879, was, for some unexplained 
reason, discontinued in 1882, though the city superintendent in his report for 1881 ex-
pressed the belief that it could not be suspended even for a year without serious loss. 
Lawrence City Training School, the superintendent says, has fully realized in the school 
session of 1 81-'82 the expectations expressed respecting it when it was established. In 
December, 1881, the course hoo been completed by 7 pupils, who were all doing well in 
the service of the city in other schools. 
Harvard and Wellesley Colleges continued their training of teachers, the former largely 
in natural sciences in the Lawrence Scientific Schoo], not only in term time but also in the 
summer vacation; the latter, in eptional collegiate studies, meant to cover usually 2 
years of work, with special instruction iu microscopy. Students in this department 
numbered 80 in 1881-'82. 
Other normal training was given, according to returns, in Cushing Academy, Ashburn-
ham, where were 30 normal pupils in a 4-year course, under 6 instructors, with 140 other 
pupils; in the Kindergarten normal class of Miss Garland a,nd Miss Weston, Boston, 
with 7 instructors and 15 pupils; and in the Training School for Kindergartners, Spring-
field, under Iiss Angeline Brooks, which had 11 pupils, under 4 instructors. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The secretary of the State board of education, with its 3 agents :mel selected instruc-
tors and lecturers, in 1882 held 22 institutes for the improvement of the teachers of the 
State, especially in the sm!tll towns. The town committees usually cooperf1ted, closing 
1 Be ide t.hit! training for such n desire to teach i.n the cit.y . cllools of Boston, teacherR :tnd 
others mny attend the fre lectures of the Teachers' School of, cienc and of the Lowell Institute, 
both annual eour!'e in BoRton provid d by the liberality of privnte cit.i?.ens. Many teach rs nre 
ae.id to ha.v.e availed themselves of the advnntng s of the fonn r. A courRe or lectureR 011 p::~ychol gy 
wc.s also ,:riven to the teachers by Supervisor Pttl'ker; n.nother, on drawing, by Ir. Ilit.chings; n,nd 
a. third. of pr!l.cticall asona on methods of teaching music in the schools, by 1\:Ir. Holt, one of tho 
special instructors in that subject. In scveml other cities simila.r apecio.l instruction nppctu·s to luw() 
been ~ven. 
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their schools that the teachers might attend the meetings and in many cases comina 
with them to render any necessary aid. The aggregate attendance was 1,941, an avera~r~ 
of more than 88 per cent. of those registered at each pl::tce being present daily. Methods 
of teaching and of control formed the subjects for the daily exercises. The evening lect-
ures were directed rather to awakening the people to a livelier interest in their schoolli 
~t.nd to cooperation with the teachers in efforts for improvement. 
EDUCATION AI. JOURNALS. 
The excellent Journal of Education, Boston, weekly, was in its fifteenth and sixteenth 
volumes in 1882, en.ch volume of over 400 pages. The first half of each issue is largely 
devoted to educational ideas and methods; the second, to educational news. 
Other publications from the same office in the year were: Education, a bimonthly oc-
t:.wo, for the discussion of the science, art, and literature of education, in its third vol-
ume; The Public School, a mont,bly quarto, for the presentation of principles and method: 
of tea,cbing, in its first volume; the Primary Teacher, a monthly octavo, devoted to pri-
mary instruction, which closed its :fifth volume June, 1882; and Good Times, for day 
school, Sundv.y school, ::mel anniversary exhibitions, which entered on its sixth volume 
September, 1882. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
By law, any town in this State may establish a high :;:chool for instruction :in higher 
English studies, civil government, and the Latin language. Towns with 500 families or 
householders must have such schools for the benefit of all the inhabitants, with at lea t 
10 months of annual term, exclusive of vacations. Towns of 4, 000 inhabitants must also 
include in the high school course instruction in French and Greek for such as desire it, 
with natural, intellectual, and moral science, rhetoric, logic, and political economy. The 
towns required to maintain the lower of these grades were 49 :in 1881-' 82; those required 
to maint.'tin the higher were 84. Of towns not required to maintain such schools, 69bad 
them and 10 of the larger towns and eities bad 2 or more. Boston, including its city 
normal school, had 11, the courses in 2 of them covering 6 years; those of 2 others, 4 years. 
Th~ whole number of schools for the year was 221, with 60G teachers nnd 19,256 pupils 
an mcrease of 6 in schools, of 10 in teachers, and of 356 in pupils. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
The number of academies reported to the State authorities for the year is 70,. an in-
crease of 2; the number of pupils in them, 9,151, an increase of1,082. The estimated 
tuition fees received amounted to $451,846, an increase of $18,005. 
For statistics of secondary schools, outside of the State system, reported to this Bureau, 
see Ta:bles IV, VI, and VII of the appendix; for a summary of these statistics, see corre-
spondmg tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The in titutions of this class in 1882 were, as last reported, 7: Amherst College, ~m­
herst (Copgregational); Boston College, Boston · (Roman Catholic); Boston Univernty, 
Bo ton (Methodist Epi-,copal); Harvard University, Cambridge (non-sectarian);_ TuJls 
ollege, College llill (Universalist); Williams College, Williamstown (Congregation..'ll ,, 
and College of the Holy Cross, Worcester (Roman Catholic). The Massachusetts A[STI-
cultnral College, which l'!li.ght also be included, will appear under Scienti~c I~truction , 
page 118. All had classiCal collegiate courses of 4 years, and nearly, all sCient1fic courses 
of the same length. 
JI_arvard College has for some years been raising its standards of study and ad~i: ion. 
n Important change, introduced after full discussion allows candid..'ttes for adm1 10n to 
join the sophomore class, if, after passing a credit.abl'e examination for admission, thry 
al. J?U.~S upon three-fifth.s of the freshman work and pledge themselves to make up the 
rcmammg two-fifths durmg the 3 remaining years. 
The college fa,culty and the aca.d.emic council have aboH bed a eli tinction between 
undergraduate and graduate tudies which bacl existed since 1877. The cours in ::IDY 
general ubj ct, such as reek or physics are now arranged in one series and form one 
course. pecial students have at length' been admitted to all the privile"'e. 'of unl r-
gradu~te.-, except _beneficia~y scholarships and degrees. They may, therefore, ?ow· tm r 
n.nythmg taught m the umversity, be ranked with other students in the puhh. h.ed r.m 
lJ~ts and be allowed also to compete for honors. A debated qu tion as to thr tune :ml 
ground for conferring the degree of 1'1. A. approached a settlement bn t <lid no qn: e 
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rca.ch it. The effort is to make this degree an evidence of high attainments, instead of 
a. mere honorarium coming almost of course two or three years after the degree of B. A. 
\Vhile ultimate success in this effort is assured, the way to reach all c__(lses uniformly was 
not yet entirely clear. 
The measures taken in 1880-'81 for preventing the continuance of an annual deficit 
were so well devised that. in August, 1882, there was a balan~ of receipts over expendi-
tures of $91,937, exclusive of ·gifts for the capital account. 
The number of students in the 4 regular collegiate classes in 1881-' 82 was 824, besides 
37 unmatriculated; the number in the whole university, 1,397; professors, lecturers, and 
other instructors, 161. Students in summer courses (chemistry and botany), 27. 
Boston University, while maintaining its high regular collegiate course, offers to admit 
to a 4-year course for the degree of PH. B. persons unable to take the full course in arts, 
but desiring to fit themselves for professional study or other liberal pursuits and show-
ing their capacity for this by passing an examination on three-fourths of the requisites 
for admission to the freshman class. It also announces that, to accommodate mature 
students who desire to pursue the studies for the degree of A. B. ,with special thorough-
ness, in a different order or with greater leisure for reading or laboratory work, any 
such student passing the examinations for admission to the freshman class may matricu-
late as a candidate for the A. B. degree, with permission to take the studies required for 
this degree in whatever order he prefers, subject to the approval of the faculty. The 
instructors in the university for the year 1881-'82 numbered 94; students in its 3 col-
leges, of liberal arts, of music, and of agriculture, 146; in its 4 schools of theology, law, 
medicine, and all sciences, 429; in both colleges and schools, deducting 30 counted twice, 
545. Of these, 117 were young women and 428 young men. 
Amherst College introduced for trial a new system of college government, under which 
no student was required to attend any recitation; if present and showing due proficiency, 
the student is allowed to proceed with his class to graduation; if absent or reciting un-
satisfactorily, he must pass an examination at the end.of the term. The plan is said 
to have worked well and to have been much more satisfactory than the old methods of 
constraint. 
Tufts College continued to confer special honors for advanced work in several lines of 
study and gave the degree of A. M. only to such graduates as should prove their pro-
ficiency in graduate studies covering not less than 2 departments and a year of study. 
Instruction in electrical engineering was to be added, but, the addition was not effected 
in 1882. Students, not including theological, 71, of whom 8 were candidates for the l\L 
A. degree, 6 for that of c. E., and 1 special. 
Williams College, under its new president, declares its readiness to receive on the cer-
tificate of instructors students presenting evidence that they have completed a course 
of study fully equivalent to that required for admission to the college. More attention 
is to be given to the history, structure, and philological relations of the English language;, 
the study of astronomy is to be aided by a new transit instrument, a refracting telescope, 
and a meridian circle, with the prospect of an observatory next year; the natural science 
collections are to occupy new buildings; and a new gymnasium and new dormitory build-
ing were to be added. Professors and other instructors in 1881-'82, 15; students, 253, 
of whom 18 were in partial courses. 
Boston College and the College of the Holy Cross retained the same rudimentary, prepar-
atory, and collegiate arrangements noticed in the former in 1879; in the latter, in 1876, , 
The former bad 1 graduate and 110 collegiate students; Holy Cross had 89 collegiate 
students. 
INSTITUTIONS .b'OR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOl\IEN. 
In Table VIII of the appendix may be founu the statistics of 11 schools of this class, . 
the same number that appeared in the table in 1881; the Swain Free School, New Bed-
ford, having come into existence in 1882, is added, while the Oread Institute, suspended 
in 1881, is dropped. Ofthe 11, Smith and Wellesley Colleges (twinsisters of 1875) have 
regular charter from the State and are authorized to confer collegiate degrees; La ell 
and Mount Holyoke Seminaries (organized respectively in 1851 and 1837) approximate 
closely to like collegiate rank, and to their thorough teaching of high grade studies add 
exercises in practical industries, Lasell having optional courses in book-keeping, cookery, 
dressmaking, and millinery, and Mount Holyoke engaging its young ladies for about an 
hour a. day in the domestic work of the family. The remaining 7 (except Notre Dame 
.Academy, Boston, incompletely reported) show fair provision for effective teaching, 
mostly in 4-year cour::;cs, which include Latin, German, French, and in several cases 
Greek, with music, urawing, painting, and generally gynmastic exercises. The new 
Swain chool is meant to supplement highschool or academic training, with 2-yearcourses 
in normal, mi ·cellaneous, arL, and special studies, all free to resident young women of 
..,Tcw B~dford :mel adjoining towns. 
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Iustruction was given in the Harvard annex by 5 professors, 7 assistant profe&;ors, and 
11 others. The whole number of students aided was about 50, of whom 3J were from 
Mas&'lchusetts and 1 from Athens, Greece. In the 3 years of the annex instruct.ion no 
ca~e had arisen that called for discipline or even for remonstrance.- (Journal of Educa-
tion, November 16, 1882.) · 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The State Colle,qe of Agriculture, Amherst, and the Bussey Institution of Harvard Uni-
versity, Cambridge, continued in 1882 their instruction in agriculture and bohmical, 
chemical, entomological, and veterinary science. The first had a courRe of 4 years; the 
second, a course of 1 year for students with a thorough preparation and 2 years for 
others. Students at Amherst, 96 in 1881-'82, under 11 instructors; at the Bussey Insti-
tution, 7, under 7 instructors. 
The Massachu.qetts Institute of Technology, Boston, retained its courses in engineer-
ing, geology and mining, architecture, chemistry, metallurgy, natural history, physics, 
and combinations of these, each course covering 3 years beyond a first year course that 
prepares for all. To these courses it added in the fall of 1882 another in electrical engi-
neering, to meet the fast increasing need for such instruction. A school of mechanic 
arts exists also for those who wish to enter on industrial pursuits, its course covering a 
year in carpentry, wood-turning, pattern making, and foundry work, with another year 
in iron forging, vise work, and machine tool work. Then, too, under the auspices of the 
Lowell Institute, there are given, usually in the evening, at the Institute of Technology, 
annual courses of free instruction in science, varied from year to year, which are o~n 
to both sexes. The Lowell School of Design in the Institute prepares students for m-
dustria~ drawing and pattern work. Students in all courses, except the Lowell lect-
ures, 516, under 43 instructors. There were 14 graduate students, 219 in regular 4-year 
courses, 57 in the school of mechanic arts, and 91 in that of practical design, the others 
being special students. / 
The Lawl'cnce Scicut-ijic School of Harvard University maintained its courses, each of 
4 years, (1) in engineering, (2) in chemistry, (3) in natural history, and ( 4) in mathematics, 
physics, and astronomy, with 31 students, under 27 professors, instructors, and assistants, 
18 of the students being in special studies. 
The Worceste1· Free Institute of .Industrial Science, Worcester, combining academic cult-
ure with the practical applications of science, follows in general the teaching couEes of 
the polytechnic schools of Europe and in mechanical engineering gives special attention 
to actual work. The machine shop, which is furnished with all facilities for such work 
in wood and metal, from the first elements up to the actual building of machines, aids 
the school in preparing mechanics, mechanical and civil engineers, and designers for the 
duties of their re.~pecti ve trades or professions. The course for mechanical engineers 
occupies 3z years, that for all others 3 years, of 42 weeks each year. Students in 1 2, 
132, under 8 profe._ ors and 3 other instructors. 
~or :n;tore, mi cellaneou~ scientific training there was, as in previo~ years, t~e Bos~Oil 
Unwerstly chool of All SC'Lences, a department for elective graduate study only, m wh1~ 
were off~rcd cours~s in phil.ology, philosophy, languages, mathematics, and natural set-
en '· w1th others m law, hteraturc, &c. Students in these, 53. 
. 1d th~ courses of the schools above mentioned, there are opportunities for . cien-
ti.fic culture ill the monthly meetings of the American Academy of Arts and c1enc 
~nd of the • ocicty ~f Arts of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, both in Bo to?: 
ill the. weekly meetmgs and laboratoryinstructionof the BostonSocietyof :ratural Hl. -
to.ry ; m the ~eabo~y 1u eum of American Archreology and Ethnology and the Mn Pnm 
of C~mpara.t1ve Zoolog~, both at Cambridge; and also in the mu eum and ummer. hool 
of b10l gy connected w1th the Peabody Academy of Science, Salem. 
PROFESSION .A.L. 
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Law was taught jn 3-year conrses, for which a preliminary collegiate training was de-
sired, in the law school of Boston University, under 15.teachers, and in that of Harvard 
UniYersity, under 5. To both schools graduates of colleges are admitted without exam-
ination; all others must proYe their qualifications for pursuing the studies of the course, 
or for wlmtever mhanced stam1ing tlwy may aim at, unless they desire to enter as spe-
cial students of certain Htudies only, without reference to a. ckgrec. At Boston there are 
ad Yanced courses of 2 years for the degree of LL.lVL and of 4 years for that of D. o. L., the 
candidates for which degrees must be both bachelors of arts and bachelors of laws. In 
these courses were 3 students in 1881-'82, besides 6 other gmJuate students; 138 in the 
3-year course, and 27 special students. Harvard offers the degree of LL. n. cum laude 
to law student'3 that after 2 full years in the school as candidates for the degree pass ex-
aminations on the whole honor course of 3 years; but no such honor students appear 
there in 1881-'82, though there were 123 regular students iu the 3-year course, besides 
33 special students. 
J.Y1.edicine, according to the "regubr" school, was uught at the Harvard University 
medical department, organized in 1782, and at the College of Physicians and Surgeons, 
organized in 18f'SO, both in Boston. Doth had graded courses extending over 3 years, the 
full 3 years being reqnirell at the Harvard School and a fourth year recommended, while 
the other required but 2 years of attendance and recommended a third year. The Har-
vard school also adopted a much higher standard for admission to its course, and its cat-
alogue for 1881-'82 shows, besides 224 in the required 3-year course, 10 in the unre-
quiTed fourth year. The school employed 49 professors and instructors. The College of 
Physicians and Surgeons, which admits women as well as men, had 21 instructors and 
professors, 24 matriculates, and 4 ~raduates in its second year. 
A third school, the Boston University School of Medicine, was of the homceopathic 
class, but of :1 sta,ndardfor admission a.ml gradu::ttion similar to that of Harvard, its an-
nual course being of about 30 weeks and its examination for admission of all but col-
lege graduates high. 'l'he degree of l\L D. is given tor the· regular 3-year course and 
for the 4-year course, the degree of surgical bachelor or medical bachelor being allowed 
for 3 years' work in the latter. Students in the 3-yearcourse in 1881-'82, 90; in the 4-
year course, HJ, with 1 graduate student, all under 18 professors and instructors. 
Dentistry is taught in two institutions, the Harvard University Dental School and the 
Boston Dental College, both in Boston. Each school has a 2-year course. 
Pharmacy, in a 2-year course, was pursued at the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, 
Boston, the term each year occupying about 6 months. Students in 1881-'82, 102, under 
4 professors. 
SPECIAL INS'rRUCTION. 
SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF HOl\!E STUDY. 
The Society for the Encouragement of Home Study, organized in 1873, reports for the 
year 1881-'82 a membership of 988 students, of whom 732 studied a.t least 4 months 
and thus became entitled to some rank under the system, a larger membership than 
that of any previous year. Then). were 555 new students. Of the 433 old students, 
2 entered :tor their eighth term, 7 for a seventh, 10 for a sixth, 48 for a fifth, 60 for a 
fourtl1, 97 for a third, and 209 for a second. The usual proportions of the departments 
were maintained, history numbering 381, English literature 367, art 107, the sciences -
114, German 48, and French 34. One improvement notet;l during the year is that fewer 
studies were taken at once, the result being a higher rank in scholarship. The number 
of teachers among the students (154, or nearly 16 per cent.) is larger than ever before. 
'l"'be geographical distribution was wider, and more were fi·om the Southern and South-
western tates. Missouri, Kentucky, and Tem1essee ga.ve nearly twice as ma.ny as last 
year, and Louisiana, Texas, the Carolinas, Alabama, a.nd Mississippi, 35 per cent. more. 
During the year, 1,232 books were circulated by the lending library, wlaich numbered 
1,~0 volumes. Since 1 74 only 10 books have been lost, 6 in the mail and 4 by the 
carelessness of bonowers. 
TRAINING IN 1\fUSIC, ORATORY, AND LANGUAGES. 
Advanced instruction in music was given in the New England Conservatory of Mnsic, 
Boston, under Professor E. Tom:jee; in the Boston Conservatory of Music, under Julius 
Eichberg; in the Mendelssohn Musica,l Amdemy; and in the musical courses of Boston 
·nivetsity and Wellesley and other colleges. 
The Tew England Con ervatory of Music is planned upon a broad hash:;, embracing 16 
!'; parate schools and comprising instruction on the piano, organ, violin, and on all or-
chestral and hand instruments, in the art of conducting, in harmony, composition, 
theory a~d orch~tration, church music, oratorio, chorus singing, cultivation of the voice, 
and tumng of p1anos and organs. Physical culture and the training of music teachers 
for the public schools are also included. A stilJ more ~u;lvanced course in music, leading 
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to the highest musical degrees, is offered in connection with Boston University; also, a 
collegiate course in the latter institution, with which this is intimately connected. The 
Conservatory also makes provision for the study of the common and higher branches in 
connection with the musical training, and offers special facilities in the study of French, 
German, and Italian, which are taught by professors of the Berlitz School of Languages 
on the plan originated by Professor Gottlieb Heness and carried forwa<Id by Professor 
M. Stern and Dr. L. Sauveur. 
TRAINING IN THE ARTS AND TRADES. 
Besides the industrial training given in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Boston, and theWorcesterCountyFreeinstituteoflndustrial Science, Worcester, already 
noted, instruction in various arts and trades is offered by a number of special schools, 
most of them in Boston. 
The IAver.qidge Institution of Industry, Boston, established in 1881 in accordance with a 
bequest of Thomas Liversidge, is for the benefit of orphan and destitute boys of England 
and New England. The intention is to give them practical instruction in trades and 
industries; also, a good primary and grammar school education, 6 hours a day being de-
voted to school studies. 
The Boston Cooking Sclwol, an enterprise of the Woman's Educational Association, gave 
instruction during the latter part of 1882 to over 500 pupils in its ordinary classes and 
to even a larger number in its free classes among the poor. During the four years of its 
existence the school has trained 18 women as teachers, all of whom found excellent 
positions. 
TRAINING SCHOOLS FOI~ NURSES. 
Three training schools for nurses reported, all connected with hospitals in Boston: the 
Boston Training School for Nurses, attached to the Massachusetts General Hospital; the 
Boston City Hospital TrainingSchoolforNurses, opened in 1878; and the Training School 
for Nurses of theN ew England Hospital for Women and Children, incorporated in 1863 but 
first opened in 1872. The last reports 16 pupils and 7 graduates during the year, and 
150 students since 1872, of whom about one-third have graduated. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUl\fB. 
Provision is made by the State for the education of its deaf and dumb in the American 
Asylum, Hartford, Conn., the Clarke Institution, Northampton, Mass., and the Horace 
Mann School, Boston. 
The Clarke Institution is supported partly from funds left by its founder, the late John 
Clarke, and partly from appropriations made by the State. Neither the manual alphabet 
nor the sign language is used here. Articulation, lip reading, writing, and reading ar.e the 
only means used in communicating instruction. The pupils understand what i sa1d by 
r~g the lips of their teachers and others, and learn to speak, not with great ~tinctn~ 
or m tones altogether natural, but still so that they can be tmderstood very eas1ly ~y therr 
teachers and generally by others. There were 91 pupils under instruction here dunng the 
year, of whom 74 were from Massachusetts . 
. The Horace Mann School, established by the Boston school committee, in conne~~on 
With the S~te board of education, as a day school for deaf children, admits free of.tmtio?-
any deaf child over 5 years of age residing in Boston not physically or mentally disq~.ah­
fied. Non-residents are charged the average cost of tuition for each pupil, unless received 
as State beneficiaries. The school aims to teach all its pupils to speak and to read the 
speech of others from their lips, and gives an elementary English education. Efforts to 
secure industrial training for the pupils have been to some extent successful. A donation 
of 259 _from Prof. Bell, for the ben~:fi.t of needy pupils, was partly used in payment _of 
the tuition of 3 boys at the School of Mechanic Arts in the Institute of Technology: wh1le 
the par~mts of 4 other boys paid the whole cost of tuition for them. All took great in-
terest in the work, and their success warranted a return for a second year's training. 
1 ever~l girls who had shown much aptitude with the needle in the regular sewing in-
structwn. of the school were given special instruction in the art of neecUework as an 
added preparation for self support. Some of these IYirls were aided from the donation of 
Prof. Bell. At the close of the school year, June, l882, there were 84 pupils attending 
53 of them from Boston, 29 from towns in the vicinity, and 2 from other, tates. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
';l'he Perkin In titute and Massachu ett~ School for the Blind, Bo ton, admit b1in~ 
children 9 to 19 years of acre and gives free tuition on the governor warrant to 1 -
~ents of tb tate wh , e fri nds are unable to pay. There were 165 pupil under 
Instrue-iiou at the dat of the r port in 1 2 of whom 145 wer in th , chool proper ami 
20 in the work ho for adult·. The usual ~ourse of study, with mu. ic, phy. ical train-
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:ing, and handicrafts, was pursued during the year. In the literary department all sug-
'gestions ofimprovement in processesofmental development are carefully considered and 
several changes have been adopted. The aim is to give instruction in the most simple 
and natural way, and the objective method is used whenever possible. The music 
department enrolled 73, of whom 68werelearningthe piano; 10, the organ; 21, reed and 
;brass instruments; 47, class singing; and21, harmony, 17 receiving private vocal train-
ing. There were 4 classes for instruction in the art of teaching music, with an average 
membership in each of 5. The tuning department continued to receive special n.tten-
tion, with the usual encouraging results; several improvements were made in the appli-
ances and new facilities added for rendering the instruction efficient. The results of 
industrial training in the workshops for the boys and the workrooms for the girls were 
satisfactory, as usual. Special attention has also been given to physical training in 6 
regular gymnastic classes, under experienced and prudent teachers, with results quite 
favorable to health and appearance. The work in the printing department of the insti-
tution has been carried on with unusual vigor, and a number of valuable books have 
been issued. A printing fund of $100,000 was completed during the year. 
EDUCATION OF THE FEEBLE-MINDED. 
Feeble-minded and idiotic youth receive training and instruction n,t the State school 
for them in South Boston, at a private institution in Barre, and at another in Fayville. 
The JYiassachusetts School for Idiot·ic and Feeble-M1~nded Yo~tth, South Boston, gives free 
instruction to residents of the State whose friends are notable to payfortheircare, none, 
however, being received who are epileptic, insane, or incurably paralytic. The studies 
range from the simplest Kindergarten pastimes to the exercises of an easy primary or 
lower grammar class. There were 132 pupils at the date of the report for 1882, of whom 
109 were entirely supported by the State and 10 partially. 
The Private Institution for the Educat·ion of Feeble-Minded. Youth, Barre, established in 
1848, receives a limited number of pupils, from G years upward. They are instructed 
in the elementary branches, according to their capacity; also, in work. Spec·ial attention 
is given to health, exercise in the open a.ir, and gymnastics. Military drill is also 
included. 
Hillside School, Fayville, is a private home school designed for the instruction :mel train-
ing of children who cannot be properly taught in ordinary schools, whether they be 
blind, deaf and dumb, or feeble in mind or body. The English branches, music, draw-
ing, painting, fret sawing, and physical exercises are taught. The number of pupils is 
limited to 12.-(Circular.) 
CIIARITABLE AND REFORMATORY INSTITUTIONS. 
The State board of education reports 14 charitable and reformatory institutions, with 
over 1,000 different pupils under instruction during the year 'lnd 592 in average attend-
ance, under 29 teachers. 
Of these, the State Primary School, at Monson, a.n outgrowthofthealmshouse, is pecul-
iarly hopeful in its field of labor and successful in its results. Taking the chil-
dren at an impressible age (the average being about 9 years) from the State almshouse, 
the streets, and the neglected abodes of poverty stricken or vicious parents, it puts them 
into a pleasant home, where they enjoy what is necessary to make childhood lmppy 
and where they are nurtured and trained till they can be placed in good families. :JVIany 
of them are weak and diseased, either through heredity or neglect and starvation. 
Here they are supplied with an abundance of simple nourishing food and suitable cloth-
ing, cleanly habits and proper exercise and amusement in the open air being insisted 
on. Visible restraints are reduced to a minimum. Vuy few punishments are found 
necessary, and these are of the mildest character. There were 75G children in the school 
during the year, the average number being 448, of whom 183 were placed in families. 
The State Reform School, for boys, Westboro', had 290 under training during the year, 
with an average numberofll3, and placed out in homes 146. Of 108 committed during 
the year, 0 were 14 years old or more. The maximum limit of age for admission is 17 
years, but some boys even older secure admission by the misrepresentations of friends 
who wish to span" them a greater disgrace. Thus many boys have found their way her& 
who arc too old and too hardened in crime to be managed by the methods of a reform 
school and who really belong in an intermediate institution between such a school and 
a prison. The trustees earnestly advise that the law be changed, fixing the limit of age 
at 14; they say that so long as the present condition is permitted the labors of the institu· 
tion in behalf of the younger boys will be in a measme defeated by the afluence of the 
older ones. Besides the common school branches, farm work and the caning of chairs 
are taught. 
Th State Irulu .9trial School for Girls, Lancaster, had n arly twice as many under its 
care in 1 2 a in the previous year. This docs not ncce sarHy show an increase in crime, 
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hn t may indicate a fuller appreciation of the henefi ts of the school on the part. of tb courts 
and the guardians of girls committed. Of 229 on the list d-uring 2 years, 26 were com-
mitten for stubbomne.ss, 4.0 for larceny, 91 for immoral conduct, and n because in dan-
ger of i~tll1ng into bad wa.ys. During this period, 4. di.ed aftex heing plated out, 50 wer ' 
discharged, 63 remained in the school (10 of whom were returucd ibr miseomlucL), and 
110 were placed out; on only 23 had the care apparently been wasted. Besides the eom-
mon English branches the girls are taught plain sewing, cutting and making of their 
clothing, knitting, and housework, including washing and ironing. They are also em-
ployed on the farm and garden in work suited to their strength. 
There are various private and church institutions for the care of neglected and orphan 
children. In the latter children are received at a very early age and retai.necl until14, 
15, and 16, being taught the common branches of education, besides housework und 
various handicrafts, 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
llfASSACIIUSETTS STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The thirty-eighth annual meeting of the State Teachers' Association was held in Bos-
ton, December 28-30, 1882, President Larkin Dunton, of Boston, in the chair. Among 
the subjects before the geneml meeting were "Sierra's enchanted valley, or the Yo em-
ite and the big trees of California,'' illustrated by stereopticon views; ''Bands of mercy : 
their purpose and formation;" "What place, if any, is religion entitled to in our system 
of public education?'' ''Illustrative drawing;'' ''The high school in our system of edu-
cation;" ''The duties of school committees,'' and ''What is education?'' General Fran-
cis A. Walker, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, read a paper on 
"Industrial education," and Prof. John M. Ordway, of the same institution, one on 
slojd schools, the latter beiag an account of industrial schools in Sweden and Norway. 
Discussion followed the reading of all the above papers, that of the last two named be-
ing of special interest and participated in by a number of members. 
In the high school section the topics considered were ''How to study English litera-
ture,'' ''The realia of Greek literature,'' and '' '.fhc rudiments of German,'' the method 
of instruction advocated by the Just paper being illustrated by an exercise with a class 
of 9 boys from the English High School, Boston. 
The subjects considered by the grammar school section were ''Can history be taught as 
a natural science?'' and ''Geography and incidental lessons,'' a thorough discussion fol-
lowing both papers. 
Before the primary school section were read papers on "Lessons on objects," "The 
four-process method of teaching numbers,'' and ''The Kindergarten in its relation to the 
primary school," the last two topics being discussed by a number of members. 
ASSOCIATION OF CLASSICAL AND liiGII SCHOOL TEACHERS. 
The fifteenth annual meeting of the classical and high school teachers was held in Bo -
ton, April 7 and 8, 1 2. The first paper read was on ''Some needed reforms in the use 
of botanical terms as applied to schools;'' the second gave ' 'Some hints on science teach-
incr." " English cla ics for high schools" was the theme of a spicy paper which advo-
cated the more general and thorough study of the English language in the clloo1s. '·Out-
of-school study'' gave statistics collected in Fitchburg as to the number of hours pent by 
the pupils in tudy at home, the conclusion being that the amount of such study was not 
generally injurious to health. Other papers were on "The use of photographs in cla i-
cal in t uction," on "Voluntary work in schools," "Educational history," ''The pecial 
aim of the teacher oflanguage," ''A plan for a town university," "The sen e. and ge-
metry," "· me common errors andomis ions of textbooks in physical science," 'Bot-
a~ty.tu a mental <li cipline," " 'hemi try in high schools," "Hints on high school~· -
<·tplm , and ' An ideallingui tic r·cquirement for admission to college," the latt r bemg 
a pr?t •. ~ again. t the ·ommon practice of devoting the principu.l work of lingni. tic prep-
aration tor coll g to the titudy of Latin and Greek. 
SC:IIOOL CO::I!l\IITTEE ASSOCIATIONS. 
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OBITUARY RECORD. 
PROFESSOR THEOPHILUS PAltSOKS. 
Theophilus Parsons, professor of law in Harvard Univen;ity from t847 to 1810 auu 
widely known as a writer of legal treatises, died at Cambridge, January 2G, 1882, aged 
85. He was born in Newburyport, Mass., in 1797. In 1800 his father moved to Boston, 
where the son was fitted for Harvard, graduating from that college in 1815. In 1849 
he received from that college the degree of LL.D. Although engaged in the pursuit of 
law his exceptional talents as a writer found exercise in cdi torial work in counection 
with the United States Literary Gazette and other periodicals. He was a successful 
lawyer, but did not like practice, and was not sorry to retire from it when appointed 
professor in the Harvard Law School. He devoted himself to the preparation of legal 
treat.ises. In this work he was very successful, many of his books being considered the 
standard authorities on their subjects now. He continued in this work ai'ter his retire-
ment from the law professorship, also writing works for the New Church (Swedenbor-
gian), of which he was a devout and active member. His was a serene and happy old 
age. He was well read in the classics, ancient and modern, was proficient in nattll'al 
philosophy and chemistry, and was thoroughly informed on all the important questions 
of his day, in which he took a lively interest.- (Boston Advertiser.) 
HENRY W. J.-ONGFELLOW. 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, the poet, scholar, and teacher, died at his home in 
Cambridge, Mass., March 24, 1882, after an illness of less thap. a week. 
Mr. Longfellow was born in Portland, Me., Febtuary 27, 1807, of New England stock, 
being descended from John Alden, of Plymouth colonial fame. His father, Ron. Stephen 
Longfellow, was a man of prominence in Maine, a leader of the bar, and representative 
in Congress. The son's early education was gained at the Portland Academy, where he 
was fitted for Bowdoin College, which he entered at 14. Even before this time he had 
written verses which always found ready admission into the Portland newspapers, and 
before graduation his reputation as a poet extended beyond the bounds of both college 
and State. He graduated second in rank in his class, and six months after was offered 
a professorship of modern languages and literature at Bowdoin, an office created for him. 
Such a professorship was at that time an exceptional thing among American colleges, the 
literature of Greece and Rome having hitherto been deemed suiiicient for the purp(i)ses 
of college :instruction. The appointment was accepted, but only on the condition that 
time should be allowed for study abroad before entering on it. He accordingly spent 
three years aud a half on the Continent studying French, German, Italian, and Span-
ish. In 1829, at the age of 22, he entered on the professorship, in which he remained 
five years. During this time he wrote for the North American Review and translated 
the eoplas de Manrique, a work which placed him in the front rank of living poets. 
Outre-Mer: a Pilgrimage Beyond the Sea came out in 1835. In 1835 he was appointed 
to the professorship of modern languages and belles lettres in Harvard College, but before 
entering on it he again visited Europe, beginning his official duties at Cambridge in 1836 
and continuing them till1854. Meantime his career as an author went steadily on, each 
year adding to his fame both as a poet and prose writer. From his first connection with 
Harvard Mr. Longfellow lived in Cambridge, occupying, first as tenant and afterwards 
as owner, the mansion famous as being the headquarters of Washington during the siege 
of Boston. His professional services at Cambridge contrHmted in no small degree to l1is 
own fame and to that of the university, where he was always a favorite professor. The 
great charm of his presence and manner heightened the pleasure derived from his instruc-
tion, which, in the form of lectures, was chiefly in Italian and Spanish literature, espe-
cially the writings of Dante and Cervantes. His translation of Dante was originally a 
part of this class :instruction. . 
Mr. Longfellow received the degree of M. A. from Bowdoin, LL. D. from Harvard, Cam· 
bridge (Englan~), and Bowdoin, and D. c. L. from Oxford. Hewasamemberofvarious 
learned societies in this country, also of one in Brazil, one in Spain, and one in Russia. 
GEORGE 0. MERRILL. 
Prof. George C. Merrill died of consumption at Andover, April19, 1882, after an ill-
ness of 1 months. He was born in Montague, in 1845, fitted for college at Andover, 
and graduated from Amherst College in 1865. After that he was a teacher of mathe· 
matics for four years iu Phillips Andover Academy, and from 1869 to 1875 professor of 
mathematics and natural sciences in Washburn College, Kansas. In 1875 he went to 
Phillip Academy as Peabody instructor of the natural sciences, a position he filled ac· 
ceptably till his health gave way in the fall of 1880. A year in Colorado failed to check 
the progress of his di ease and :in January he returned to Andover. Mr. Merrill was a 
.man of much l arning, succe: sful a. a teacher, and beloved and trusted as a Christian. 
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KO KUN-HUA. 
Mr. Ko Kun-Hua, instructor in Chinese at Harvard College since 1879, died of pneu-
monia, after a brief illness, on the 14th of Februa.ry, 1882, leaving a large family of 
young children in a, helpless condition. These were sent back to Shangb~i by the uni-
versity, and a private subscription was raised sufficient to secure them agamst want un-
til the children should be grown up and educated. Mr. Ko Kun-Hua was a refined, 
scholarly, and conscientious man.- (President's report.) 
MRS. 1\I. B. C. SLADE. 
The J ourna.l of Education of 'April 20, 1882, records the death of Mrs. M. B. C. 
Slade, of Fall River, aged 5G, formerly assistant editor of the Journal and for the !a t 
four or five years editor of Good Times, a monthly magazine devoted to day school 
and parish xecreations, Sunday school exercises, and mission nnd temperan~ entertain-
ments. 
Mrs. Slade was born in Fall River, where her home has always been, and prior to 
her marriage was a successful t0acber. She has contributed to the literature of educa-
tion in its varied forms for several years ; was interested in the Little Corporal, pub-
lished in Chicago ; edited the School Festival ; compiled from her writings the Holiday 
Concert ; conducted a department in the School Day Magazine of Philadelphia; wrote 
for the St. Nicholas, Wiele Awake, and other periodicals for the young ; and published 
two books for young people, The Children's Hour and Exhibition Days, which were both 
very successful, the former comprising dialogues, tableaux, &c., for primary schools, 
and the latter, exercises suited to pupils in the common, grammar, and high schools. She 
gave sympathy and help to all who came within her influence. 
WILLIAM B. ROGERS. 
Prof. William Bru·ton Rogers, for many years president of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, died suddenly, May 30, while assisting at the graduating exercises of 
the class of 1882. The venerable ex-president-then in his seventy-seventh· year-had 
been presented to the audience by his successor, Gen. FranGis A. Walker, and welcomed 
with enthusiastic cheers. He responded by referring to the history of the school and 
expressing his own unabated interest in its progress and that of science in general, when 
be suddenly fell and :in a few minutes ceased to breathe. 
Professor Rogers, the second of four sons in a family noted for scientific acquirements, 
was born in Philadelphia in 1805 and was graduated at William and Mary College. In 
1827 he succeeded his father, Dr. P. K. Rogers, as professor of natural philosophy and 
chemistry in that institution and in 1835 accepted the chair of natural philosophy and 
geology in the University of Virginia, which he ~held 18 years. During this period 
be devoted himself ardently and successfully to geology and mineralogy. He was at the 
~ead of a geological organization which made a survey of the State of Virginia and pub-
lished annual reports of great value on the work. He also published a treatise on "The 
strength of material" and one on "Elements of mechanical philosophy." In ·1853 he 
removed to Boston and at once identified himself with the educational interests of the 
city. He early conceived the plan for the organization of the Institute of Technology 
and wa appointed its first president, which office he retained till1881, although as early 
as 186 illness obliged him to relinquish some of its active duties. 
Professor Rogers added to extraordinary scientific attainments a personality which by 
its integrity, earnestness, simplicity, and warmheartedness attracted and developed all 
ha~ was best and noblest in others. As a zealous promoter of scientific education among 
the mdustrlal classes he had no superior. His writings have enriched the pages of all the 
leading scientific periodicals in Europe and America. He received the degree of LL.D. 
from Harvard in 1 66. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hou. JoHN W. Dlcxm ON, secretary of the State board of education, Boston, 




1880-'81. I 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPUI"ATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-20)---------- 518,294 538,356 20,062 ----------In ungraded school districts ______ 291,431 297,170 5,739 ----------In graded school districts _________ 226,863 241,186 14,323 -------·---Enrolled in ·p.ublic schools __________ 371,743 385,504 13,761 ----------Enrolled m ungraded school dis- 219,700 224,250 4,550 ----------
tricts. 
Enrolled in graded school districts_ 152,043 161,254 9, 211 -----·----
Per cent. of school age enrolled----- 71.7 71.5 ---------- 0.2 Estimated number of pupils in pri- 19,788 20,577 789 ----------vate or church schools. 
SCHOOLS. 
School districts ___ -- _________ -- ____ 6.526 6,630 104 -------;;;--
Districts that maintained public 6;281 6,523 242 ----------schools. 
Number ofpublic school-houses _____ 6,575 6,728 153 ---- ... -----
Sittings in public school-houses----- 454,624 481;955 27,331 ----------Average school term in days ________ 154 148 ---------- 6 
Volumes in public school libraries __ 279,884 293,005 13,121 ----------Valuation ofpublicschool property __ $9,384,701 $9,848,493 $463,792 ----------
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ___ ___ 4,024 3,887 ---------- 137 Women teaching in public schools ___ 10,448 10,580 132 ----------Whole number teaching ____________ 14,472 14,467 ---------- 5 Average monthly pay of men _______ $36 98 $41 56 $4 58 ----------Average monthly pay of women _____ 25 78 27 44 1 66 -----·----State teachers' institutes held _______ 55 68 13 ----------Enrolment in teachers' institutes ___ 4,548 5,566 1,018 ----------
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole receiptg for public schools ____ $3,772,321 $3,858,145 $85,824 ----------Whol~ expenditure for public schools _ 3,417,598 3,789,291 371,693 ----------
SCHOOL FUND. 
Permanent fund n.vailable __________ $3,040,183 $3,262,321 $222, 138 ----------
I 
(From reports of Hon. Varnum B. Cochran, superintendent of public instruction, for 
the two years mentioned.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The State school system is administered by a State superintendent of public instruc-
tion, elected hy the people for 2 years; a State board of education, elected for 6 years, 
of which the superintendent is a member ancl secretary ex officio; and a board ofregents 
of the niversity of Michigan, elected for 8 years. Local officers are district boards 
numbering 3 members in ungraded ancl boards of school trustees numbering 6 members 
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in graded chool districts, elected for 3 years; township boards of school in~pectors, and 
3 county school examiners for each county, elected by the chairrnep of the township 
boards. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Public schools :1re sustained from the income of :1 State primary school fund, from a 
township tax of 1 mill on $1 (part of which is for the support oflibraries), and from taxes 
voted by the districts, of sueh amount as is considered necessary by the district boards; 
provided that in districts having less than 30 scholars it must not exceed $50 a month 
(including amounts received from 1 mill tax and primary school fund) for the period 
during which school is taug11t in such district. Schools sustained by public funds must 
not be sectarian, and they must he taught at least 9 months in districts having 800 or 
more youth of school age, at least 5 months in districts having from 30 to 800, and three 
months in all other districto;;. They are free to all residents of the district 5 years of age 
and over, without distinction of race or color, :mel no separate schools for any race are 
allowed by the law. TeachPrs not graduates of the St::tte Normal School must have cer-
tificates of qualifica,tion from the county exa.miners or from the State board of education. 
The county certificates, valid only in the county where issued, are of 3 grades, good 1or 
1, 2, and 3 years. State certificates are valid throughout the State for 10 years. 'rhe 
State educational system includes graded, ungraded, and high schools, township and 
district sehool libra1·ies, county teachers' institutes, a State teachers' association, nor-
mal school, univer ity and agricultural college, institutions for the deaf and dumb and 
the blind, two xeform schools, and a Public School for Dependent and Neglected Children. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The caufle of education has shared in the general prosperity that mnrkecl Michigan 
afih-irs during the year 1882. With an increase during the year of 20,000 in youth of 
..;choolnge, there were 13,761 more enrolled in public schools, the percentage of enrol-
ment on youth of school age remaining about the same. There was a larger number 
of public chool cliRtricts and <.L larger number sustained public schools; 153 more public 
school-houses were built, increasing the estimated value of school property by nearly 
half a million of dollars and affording accommodations for over 27,000 more pupils, 
thus considerably more than keeping pace with the increase in school population. A 
corresponding increase is noted in the expenditure for public school pnrposes and in 
the principal of the available State school fund. While about the same number of 
teachers were employed as during the preceding year, that of men was 1 :n Jess ancl that 
of women nearly as many more, the avernge monthly pay of men advancing $4.58 and 
that of women $1.66. This increase in pay, which was almost confined to the rural dis-
tricts, is ascribed to the operation of the new school law. As the severity of the exami-
nation was increased, the supply of competent teachers was found inadequate, and the 
pay of men in the ungraded school districts advanced $4.61 and that of women $4.83, 
although, a stated above, the increase for the State was $t1.58 for men and $l.G6 for women. 
But this ad vance in pay, the superintendent thinks, will prove temporary only, since, 
owing to the greater inducements offered, unsuccessful applicants are endeavoring by hard 
study to fit themselve.<:~ for the examinations and many old teachers who had ceased tea~h­
ing on a count of the poor pay are returning to the ranks ; large numbers also are being 
pr par din normal schools, high schools, and colleges. It is noted that, while the num-
ber of graded . ·chool district<:~ and the school population therein increa. eel in greater pro-
portion than the ungmded, the percentage of public school attendance in graded school 
distri u was still smaller than in the ungraded. This state of affairs, however, wa 
account d for by an enrolment of over 20,000 in the private school. of the graded dis-
tricts. Themral chools, wbHe not up to what they ought to l>e, wete doing their work 
with a d gre of ffi.ci ncy not surpassed in any previous year, and the gcnera.l aspe t of 
th ducational field de ·pite some drawbacks, was such as to afford n.tisfacliou and to 
give encouragem nt. 
KLTDERGARTEN. 
Five Kindcrgiirten, 1 of th m organized within the year, report for 1 1-' 2. Three 
of these are at Detroit, 1 at East agina,v, and 1 at Ionia. For -tatisti ··,see Table V 
of the app ndix, and for a summary, see the report of the Commis ioner preceding. 
t'5 'H L ~Y.'TEUS P ITIE,' WITH 7,500 0, I RE I TTABITA TS. 
OFFICERS. 
n(lrr a g neml Jaw of 75th . , are lJ ards of 6 tm. t es, ele ted for three y ar ; but 
C'iti chartNNl IJf:lin· that tim have tlifl"crent provisions. Detroit has a hoard of e lnca-
tion of 12 arHl 'rand Rapi 1 one of 16 members. , uperinten<lentc; arc employed in all 
the Jar •er and many of the smaller cities. 
Cities. 
Adrian ......................... . 
Ann Arbor ................... . 
Detroit ......................... . 
i~~\ ~~~~~~~~::::::::::::::: 
Grand Rapids .............. . 




































































The Ann Arbo1' public schools report an advance during the year in the number en-
rolled, but a decrease in average ::tttendance in the prim::try and grammar grades, due to 
the prevalence of scarlet fever and measles. While work in these grades was conducted 
in much the same manner as w~ual, increased attention was given to handwriting, with 
good results. In nearly all the schools some time was given to committing and reciting 
choice selections ofpoetry. The superintendent thinks some progress was made in ban-
ishing the dime novel from t}le boys' stock of reading. In grammar grades such pUJ?i\-1 as 
nlaintained a standing of 90 per cent. in any study, as shown by the monthly examma-
tion reports, were excused from final term exmninn.tions in that study, an innovation 
which lessened the strain of examinations on both tenchers and pupils and seemed to 
work well. Ina class of 56promoteclduring the year from thegrammartothehighschool, 
11 maintained a standing of over 90 per cent. in all their work. The number of pupils 
enrolled in the high school was larger than for any previous year in the history of the 
school, reaching 493, of whom 285 were non-residents. Good orderwasmainta.inedinall 
the ~chools and with less corporal punishment than usual, only 19 cases being reported, 
against 39 the previous year and 50 the year before that. 
Gmnd Eap'ids, with only G63 more youth of school age, reports an attendance on pub-
lic schools of 723 beyond that of the previous year, by far the largest annual advance 
in one year in the history of the schools. To meet it more school buildings were pro-
vided and the corps of teachers was enlarged. The cost of schools increased $12,429. 
More attention was paid to the sanitary condition of school buildings. Drawing, music, 
and penmanship were taught by a special teacher for each, and with satisfactory re-
sults. Good discipline was maintained in most cases without corporal punishment, 
which was seldom resorted to by the best teachers. The evening schools were con-
ducted on a new plan, only foreigners unable to read English being admitted, as it was 
not thought profitable to maintain such schools for young people. Attendance during 
the term was regular and the interest was well sustained, about 120 being enrolled, 
nearly all adults. 
In JJJ'uskegon there was an increase in school population and school enrolment. 
There was also an advance in the average daily attendance and in punctuality. The 
schools became more efficient, largely, it was believed, through the selection of good 
teachers. Corporal punishment was eschewed, many teachers not reporting a case dur-
ing the year. 
To printed reports for 1881-'82 have been received by this Office from the other cities 
em braced in the a hove tabl , but such statistics as they have furnished in special returns 
will be found in Table II of the appendix. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE PROVISION FOR NORMAL INSTRUCTION. 
The Stale Normal School, Ypsilanti, reports an increased attendance during the year, 
pupils in the normal department numbering 330, against 318 the previous year, while 
the pr, e--tic _ f'chool :increa. ml from 174 to 181. Eighty-five studeHtc; graduated in 1882, 
nearly all of '\hom engaged in tea hing. With the increase of its studentc; and gradu-
ate the infltwncr oft he s ·Mol ish coming more widely felt. Additions were made dur-
i n .~ th year to the <:orp~ of teach rs, the com-:;e:i of study, :mel thefacilitiesfor work. A 
n w building forth, trainin~. chool, erecLed at a cost of $25,000, was ready ior occupancy 
in .~ 'P mher, 1' 2. The library was enlal'gecl hy over a thousand well selected vol-
um~, and oonsiderablc additions were made to the collections of scientific apparatus~ 
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drawings, models, maps, globes, and chart..c:;. Students are offered a choice among 5 dis-
tinct courses of study, viz: scientific, language, literary, art, and common school courses, 
be ides being allowed, in all courses except the elementary, an election of Latin, French, 
or German in place of certain specified subjects. The elementary course covers 2 years, 
while the other courses requireA for completion. 
The course in the science and art of teaching, connected with the undergraduate de-
partment of the University of lJfichi,qan, Ann Arbor, aims to fit university students for 
the higher positions in the publie school service. It offers ample facilities for profes-
sional study, and is designed to promote the study of educational science, to teach the 
history of education and of educational systems and doctrines, to secure to teaching the 
rights, prerogatives, and advantages of a profession, and to give a more perfect unity to 
the State educational system by bringing the secondary schools into closer relations with 
the university. Various courses are marked out to suit the wants of different students, 
e'tch requiring a year for completion. 
OTHER NORl\IAL TRAINING. 
Adrian and Hillsdale Colleges furnish opportunities for preparation to those desiring 
to become teachers, in courses extending over two years; Battle Creek, in a 4-year course; 
Olivet, in courses of 2, 3, or 4 years. 
The Detroit Kindergarten Training School, having a 1-year course of study, reported 9 
students, under 2 instructors, and 4 graduates.- (Return.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The· in titutes of the year were unusually interesting; the instruction was in most 
case _pmctical, and the teachers manifested their zeal by regular attendance and by de-
riving the utmost advantage from the sessions. The number held was 68, an increase of 
13 over that of 1881, while the aggregate attendance (5,566) was greater than the previous 
year by more than 1,000. Twenty-three of the teachers present had received State cer-
tificates, 88 normal school diplomas, 406 county certificates of first grade, 520 of second, 
and 2,846 of third. There were al3o 106 who had special certificates; these, being in 
the nature of permits to teach p(uticular schools, are granted to candidates whose schools 
are to begin before the public examinations. Notwithstanding the fact that many of 
the institutes were held in the new counties, where teachers are few, accommodations 
limited, and facilities for travel poor, the average attendance was equally well sustained. 
An important agency in seeming a large attendance at the institutes has been the county 
boards of examiners, who excited the interest of teachers and the community and con-
tributed greatly to the success of the institutes. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The Michigan School Moderator, a weekly journal "for the teacher, the school, and 
the family," published at GmndRapids, commenced its third volume September 3, 1882. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUI!LIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
A table in the State superintendent's report gives statistics of 60 high school depart-
men of graded school districts, having a total enrolment of 6,856 pupils, under about 
170 tevchers. It appears, too, that some of the higher branches were taught in other 
gmded chool not compri ed in the high school table. In a list of the graded schools 
of 2-5 citi , inclu<ling the 60 high schools above referred to, 81 are r~ported as giving 
instruction in Latin, 50 in German, 25 in French, and 22 in Greek. 
Tho large thigh school in the State, that n.t Ann Arbor, reports an enrolment for the 
year of n arly 500 pupils, more than half of them non-residents, and 63 graduates. It is 
a rtetl that no o her public school in America _prepares so many pupils annually for col-
lege and university or has so many non-resident students. A new course of study ha 
b n added during th year, in which about a third of the work is music. Pupils may 
grn.duat fi· m thi on the same footing as from the other courses, it being considered that 
the ntal eli · iplin will be :~,bout equal to that in the other courses. 
UPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
, 
COLLEGES FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The Univ r ity of '.J.icltigan Ann Arbor, a part of the public educational ystem and 
go' erned by a board f r gent elected by popular vote, is enabled, throu~h fund pro-
vi by the nite<1 tates and by the tate, to o1rer its privilcg without charge for ui-
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tion to all persons of either sex who are qualified for admission. - Students from abroad 
are received on the same terms as residents of the State, except that their matriculation 
fee is somewhat higher. The university is closely connected with the public. schools, 
receiving pupils on diploma from such high schools as are approved by the faculty. It 
aims to complete public school work by furnishing ample facilities for liberal education 
in literature, science, and the arts and for thorough professional study of medicine, 
pharmacy, law, and dentistry. In the department of literature, science, and the arts, nu-
merous elective courses are provided, leading to the degrees of bachelor of arts, science, and 
letters, with the corresponding masters' degrees ; also, to the degree of doctor of philoso-
phy and to those of civil, mechanical, and mining engineer. The work in this depart-
ment was broa.dened by the establishment of a chair of didactics in 1879 and a school of 
political science in the autumn of 1881. The latter was attended during its :first year by 
an encouraging number of students, the classes being instructed in political and constitu-
tional history and law, political economy, natural, civil, and political rights, the science 
of forestry, and sanitary science. The last two, it is claimed, have never before been 
taught in any American university. The course in forestry has deservedly attracted 
much attention. 
President Angell mentions various evidences of progress made during his two years of 
absence on a diplomatic mission to China, among them the erection of a new museum 
building and of an eye and ear infirmary and the enlargement of the chemical laboratory 
to nearly double its former capacity. 
The number of students for the two years was greater than ever before, that for 1882, 
by a curious coincidence, being exactly the same as for the previous year, viz: 1,534. 
There were 435 degrees conferred in 1882, including 349 professional ones. Of the 75 
bachelors' degrees, only 9 were in science, the rest being in arts, philosophy, and letters. 
Of the 11 masters' degrees, 4 were in arts, 3 in science, and 1 each in letters and philoso-
phy, besides 2 doctors of philosophy. 
Adrian College, Adrian, reports a larger attendance during 1880-'81 than for 12 years 
past, an advance in the entrance examinations in Latin and Greek, the establishment of 
a 3-year course in theOlogy, anew chemical laboratory completed, and North Hall {which 
was destroyed by :fire in November, 1880) rebuilt at a cost of about $13,000. 
In Albion College, Albion, the courses of study have been reconstructed during the 
year in accordance with conclusions reached by the faculty as to the proper order of 
college work. Prevailing methods-placing as they do principles before facts, the ab-
stract before the concrete, the remote before that which is near-the faculty deem un-
philosophical, and the work has been planned so as to follow nature's order, as that is 
understood. Science is taught before· the history of science. In languages English is 
studied :first, then contemporaneous foreign languages, then Latin and Greek. Attend-
ance had increased and with it the interest in study. A year has been added to thepre-
paratory course, giving opportunity to test more fully the merits of the new plan. 
Another change noted is the introduction of university methods of study. Instead of 
daily recitations, a considerable portion of the work in the junior and senior years is now 
carried on through a system of individual investigations on tbepartofthe student, aided 
by advice from the teachers. 
Besides the university, 7 institutions in this State report themselves as engaged in 
collegiate work, viz: Adrian College, Albion College, Battle Creek College, Hillsdale 
College, Hope College (at Holland), Kalamazoo College, and Olivet College. In Grand 
Traverse College, Benzonia, there were no college students during the year. Classical 
courses of 4 years were provided by the institutions above named, and scientific courses 
by all except Hope College, the scientific also comprising 4 years in all except Battle 
Creek, where only~ years were required to complete it. Besides the State University 
Adrian, Albion, and Hillsdale Colleges add philosophical -courses, Kalamazoo offers ~ 
)Jatin scientific course, and Olivet a course for ladies, all of 4 years. Business training 
was given by 2 colleges, normal by 5, musical by 6, art by 3, and theological by 3, while 
as above noted, the State University makes provision for instruction in medicine, phar~ 
macy, ~nd denti~try .. All are open to both sexes. F?ur received gifts of money during 
the year amountin~ mall to $46,658, as follows: AlbiOn, $4,000, to erect an astronomi-
cal ob~ervatory; Hillsdale, $1,878, in small sums, toincreaseendowment; Hope, $37,350, 
of which $22,250 was to pay a debt, $12,102 for endowment, and the remainder for cur-
rent expenses; and Kalamazoo, $3,430, in small sums, for current expenses. Grand Trav-
erse received from L. Bailey and wife, Benzonia, a gift of 80 acres of land, to be disposed 
of for the benefit of the college. . 
F or further statistics of ~be above. colliges, see Table IX of the appendix, and for a 
8Ullllllary, see a corresponding table m the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
The only collegiate institution exclusively for women, Michigan Female Seminary, 
Kalamazoo, under Presbyterian influence, reported 45 students, under 7 instructors, and 
2 graduates during the year. 
9E 
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SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Michigan State Agricultural College, Lansing, first opened in 1857, has sent ont 
272 graduates, the class for 1882numbering28. Thewholeattendancewas 219, ofwhom 
200 were in regular undergraduate classes, 17 in sp~cial or partial courses, and 2 in grad-
uate studies. Besides other branches necessary to a good general education, instruction 
is given in surveying, levelling, laying out of grounds, mechanics as applied to imple-
ments, building, stock breeding, agricultural chemistry: horticulture, and such practical 
applications of science as are specially useful to the f~umer~ Each student is required 
to perform 3 hours' work on the farm or garden in order to render him familiar with the 
use of implements and the principles of agriculture, as well as to preserve in him habits 
of manual labor and to foster a taste for agricultural pursuits. Most of the labor is paicl 
for. A part of it is educational and is varied for the illustration of the principles of 
science. For some time a proposition has been under consideration to establish n depart-
ment in mechanics,' to be subsidiary to that in agriculture. A committee appointed to 
consider the subject has reported favorably and estimates of expenses have been sub-
mitted. 
All the collegiate institutions of the State, except Hope College, as already mentioned, 
provide courses leading to the degree of B. s., the State University adding others in 
civil, mechanical, and mining engineering. The courses in the latter comprise mathe-
matics, French, German, English, physics, general chemistry, mineralogy, astronomy, 
and drawing, besides the technical branches peculiar to each, and require 4 years for 
completion, as also do the scientific courses in all the other colleges except Battle Creek, 
where the degree is given after only 3 years' study. 
For statistics of scientific schools and scientific departments of colleges, see Tables IX 
and X of the appendix, and for summaries, corresponding tables in the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction was given in Adrian, Battle Creek, and Hillsdale Colleges, all 
having courses of 3 years. In Adrian College, which is under Methodist iniluence, under-
graduate students of the collegiate department are allowed to substitute theological studies 
for certain others in the collegiate curriculum and are thus enabled to complete the theo-
logical course in two years after graduation. Persons advanced in life or such as from 
other causes cannot devote 3 years to theological study are allowed to pursue a shorter 
course if in the judgment of the faculty they have a fitness for the ministry. 
Hillsdale College (Free Will Baptist) offers 2 courses, a classical and an English, both 
of 3 years. tudents who complete the former receive the degree of B. D. ; those who 
complete the latter are given a diploma. 
The department of theology in Battle Creek College (Seventh Day Baptist) includes a. 
preparatory course of 2 years as well as a biblical one of 3, the latter including Greek and 
Hebrew. 
For statistics of theological schools reporting, see Table XI of the appendix, and for a 
summary, see a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
Legal instruction is given in the law school of Michigan University in a cou.rse of 2 
years, embracing the several branches of constitutional, international, maritime, com-
mercial, and criminal law, medical jurisprudence, and thejurisprudence of the United 
tates. Applicants for admission who are candidates for a degree must pass such an 
examination as will &'l.tisfy the faculty of the adequacy of their literary attainments, 
unl graduates of some collegiate institution, normal school, or other school of corre-
sponding grade. Of 333 students attending during 1881-'82, there were 61 who had 
received degrees in letters or science. The graduating class numbered 170. 
For further tati tics, ee Table XII of the appendix, and for a summary, the report of 
the Commi ion<'r preceding. 
The medical chools reporting are the medical department ofthe University of Michi-
gan, Detroit Medical College, the homooopathic medical department of the University 
of Mi. higan, and the Michigan College of Medicine, Detroit. All follow the "regular ' 
practice, except the homooopathic department of Michigan University. The 3 regular 
schools reported a total of 500 matriculates for the year and 121 graduates; the other 
school, 71 matriculates and 15 graduates . 
. The two medical departments of Michigan•University offer and require for gradua-
tion a graded course of 3 years, the annual lecture term extending over 34 weeks. An 
examination for admission is also required. Before receiving a diploma students m 
pass a. sati factory examination on all the branches, practical anatomy and cbemical 
analysis included.-. There are also two extended optional colll-:ses, one in phy iological 
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and pathological chemisky, the other in toxicology. The course for women is in all re-
spects equal to that for men. Practical anatomy is pursued by the two sexes in separate 
rooms, which is also the case in some of the lectures; but in most of the latter, also in 
public clinics, the chemical laboratory, and various other classes, it is found that both 
may with propriety be united. 
Detroit Medical College offers and recommends but does not require a 3-year graded 
course of study. In order to graduate, students must take this course or else 2 full 
courses of lectures not within the same year, must pass an examination on all the 
branches taught in the college, take a full course in dissection, a course in the chemical 
and physiological laboratory, and 1 term in hospital and out of door clinics. An exami-
natio:rt for admission is required of candidates not graduates of a high school or academy 
or matriculates of some college or medical school. 
Michigan College of Medicine, Detroit, also recommends but does not require a 3-year 
graded course of study. To graduate, students must have studied medicine 3 years, in-
cluding 2 full courses of lectures, each being of 23 weeks, and pass a satisfuctory examina-
tion in all the branches. Applicants for admission not graduates of college, high school, 
or other recognized educational institution must pass an examination. 
Dentistry is taught in the College of Dental Surgery of the University of Michigan, 
which strongly recommends a 3-year graded course of study, but presents a course of 
only 2 years for the convenience of those who cannot take the longer one. Three years' 
study of dentistry, however, is required for graduation, 2 of them to be in this college. 
Students attend the regular .lectures in the department of medicine and surgery, thus 
receiving a complete course in surgery, both didactic and clinical; they are required to 
take a course in histology and in analysis of saliva; also, to attend lectures in inorganic 
and organic chemistry. 
The school of pharmacy connected with Michigan University gives a training adapted 
to service in commercial, analytical, and manufacturing chemistry and pharmacy, lay-
ing a foundation for the practice of the dispensing pharmacist, the general analyst, the 
wholesale druggist, and the manufacturing chemist. The course is graded and occu-
pies as yet only 2 years, but it is contemplated to extend it to 3. This is found neces-
sary, more especially for the increasing number of graduates who become analytical and 
manufacturing chemists. Graduates must pass a satisfactory examination on all branches 
in the course, anr;l they must have also passed a preliminary examination for admission. 
Experience in the business of pharmacy is not a requisite for a degree. A second de-
gree is offered to resident graduates on presenting satisfactory work in original research 
to an extent representing the work of a full college year. 
For statistics of medical, dental, and pharmaceutical schools reporting, see Table XIII 
of the appendix; for a summary of these statistics, a corresponding tab1e in the report of 
the Commissioner preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
'The Michigan Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Flint, report.c; a full 
school list for 1881-'82. More pupils attended than could be well aceommodated and 
an appropriation was asked of the State· legislature to provide additional buildings. 
The whole number of pupils was 249; teachers, 13, of whom 3 were deaf-mutes .and 2 
semi-mutes. Only 4 belonged to the graduating class of 1882, a much smaller number 
than that of the classes in many preceding years, owing to the fact that the legislature 
has recently extended the time aJlowed to complete the course from 8 to 10 years, and 
many gladly availed themselves of the two additional years. The average time spent 
by each pupil is about 7 years. The latter part is equally divided between the different 
industries and the schools, which include primary, grammar, and academic departments. 
The training received in the industrial department is considered at least equal in value 
to that received in the schools. Many boys who are dull in their studies make the best 
mechanics and tradesmen. Cabinet making, boot and shoe making, printing, baking, 
and farming are taught to the boys; sewing, cutting, and fitting of garments and general 
housework, to the girls. 
The Evangelicall.Attheran Deaf-Mute Institute, Norris, is controlled by several Lutheran 
congret:rati~ns. It owns 20 acres of land, the entire property is valued at $12,000, 
and 40 pupils attended during 1881-'82. Instruction is given by the articulation method 
in religion, the common branches, and natural history. No employments are taught, but 
pupils assist in the garden and in the kitchen.-(Return.) 
The Class in .A1·ticulation for tlte Deaf, Marquette, a private institution, sends no re-
port for 1881-'82. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
T?e Michigan School for the Blind, Lansing, enrolled 63 pupils, a larger number than 
dunng the previous year; but, as in the case of the institution for the deaf and dumb, 
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the number received is limited by the lack of accommodations. A good common school 
education is given here; also, training in such occupations as pupils are best able to 
pursue. The work is carried on in three departments, literary, music, and handicraft, 
the first enrolling the whole number of pupils; the second, 39; the last, 62. A specialty 
is made of music with a view to preparing pupils to teach this branch. Some increase is 
reported in the library facilities and other apparatus, but much more needs to be done 
in this direction.- (State report.) · 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The Michigan State Reform Sclwol, near Lansing, received 392 boys during the two 
years commencing September 30, 1880. There were 76 more committed during the 
latter than the former of the two years, an increase, it is remarked, the continuance of 
which would necessitate an early extension ef the accommodations. Fewer commit-
ments would be made to· the school, it is believed, if there were less desire on the part of 
many justices of the peaee and constables to obtain fees and if more earnest efforts were 
made by agents of the State board of charities and corrections to find homes for those 
whose only crime is that they are homeless. Of the 346 boys who left the institution 
during the two years reported, 249 were discharged, 94 were granted leave of absence, 
2 escaped, and 1 died. A practice recently inaugurated of granting leave of absence on 
trial to boys who by good conduct have merited confidence has resulted most satisfactorily, 
only 9 of the boys so released having been returned, and some of these through no fault of 
theirs, but from lack of good home surroundings. The average time spent in the institu-
tion by the boys released during the year was about 19 months, less by nearly 8 months 
than for several years. The intention is to give each a fair knowledge of the common 
English branches, except when he is to go to a home where he will be sent to school. 
All the boys attend school in the institution an average of 4! hours eaeh day for 5 
days of the week and work the same length of time, performing the entire labor of the 
institution, including farming, house cleaning, laundry and dining room work, cooking, 
and making clo'thes, bedding, and shoes. 
The Michigan Refo1-rn School for Girls, Adrian, opened in August, 1881, up to Septem-
ber 30, 1882, had received 85 girls. The courts have authority to commit tothisschool 
any girl between 7 and 17 years of age who shall be convicted of being a disorderly per-
son or of having committed any offence not punishable by imprisonment for life, except 
she be de.emed incorrigible. The sentence is until the girl is 21 years of age, but the time 
may be reduced by the board of control as a reward for good conduct. The great aim of 
the school is to surround the girls with the atmosphere of home and to develop in them the 
home instinct. They are housed in four pleasant cottages, the housework of which is all 
done by themselves under the supervision of teachers. A special sewing department, too, 
has been organized, with a teacher of dress cutting, fitting, and making. Connected with 
the chapel are school rooms where the afternoons are spent in .study, with one hour in the 
evening. There is a well chosen library of 179 volumes, from which pupils draw books 
once a week. 
EDUCATION IN PENAL INSTITUTIONS. 
Within a recent period the authorities in charge have giYen considerable attention to 
furnishing instruction in the common bmnches of an English education to the inmates of 
the penal institutions in this State. At each of them a competent instructor is em-
ployed. At Jackson, 30 of the prison officers aud at Ionia 13 inmate instructors aid the 
superintendent of the school in the work of instruction. The effect of the work is already 
apparent in its influence for good on the prisoners. During the year, 701 prisoners at 
Jackson and 335 at Ionia have availed themselves of the opportunity offered, and the 
progress made in many instances was surprising. 
EDUCATION OF POOR AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN. 
The State Public chool for Poor a.n<l Dependent Children, Coldwater, receives children 
3 to 12 years of age, trains them as far as practicable in school studies and industrie , 
an<l finds homes for them in families till they are 18 years of age, retaining guardian-
hip even later. ince its opening in 1874, homes have been provided for 1,231 chil-
dr 'n, 24 boys and 407 girls. In the beginning there was room in the institution for 
only 150, but its capacity has been gradually increased so that now more than 300 are ac-
commodated. The demand for adm' ion has been greater, too, since 1881, when a. law 
was passed forbiddin" anychildren admissible here to be placed in county poorhouses or 
with adult prisoners in jails. Another amendment made in 1881 provides that children 
of this school who are ill, and such as would be admitted here if cured, are given treat-
ment, board, and nursing at the university ho pital, al o transportation to and from it, 
free of charge. The experience of 8 years has confirmed confidence in the main prin-
ciple on which the school is based, that it is only a temporary home for the child, who 
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is placed in a family home as soon as a suitable one can be found and the child can be 
prepared for it. The number received in 1881-'82 was 150; indentured, 175; returned 
to counties whence they came, 19; died, 2; remaining in school September 30, 1882, 311. 
The course of school study for such as can complete it apparently covers 6 years. 
EDUCATION·AL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The thirty-second annual meeting of the Michigan State Teaehers' Association was 
held in ·Representative Hall, Lansing, December 27-29, 1882. Several of the committee 
rooms were made headquarters for a variety of interesting exhibits of school work, in-
cluding drawings, written class work, and philosophical apparatus. The sessions were 
numerously attended and productive of much profit. The papers presented were upon 
live subjects and, on the whole, were of unusual merit. The discussions were generally 
participated in and were real contributions to the consideration of the topics before the 
association. Among the topics considered were '' The need of visible illustration and 
the proper use of apparatus,'' '' Plans for country school-houses,'' ''Ornamenting school 
grounds,'' '' Science in primary schools,'' '' Temperance,'' ''From county institute to 
county normal,'' and '' The microscope in our public schools.'' 
MEETING OF COUNTY SCHOOL EXAMINERS. 
In response to an invitation of the superintendent of public instruction to the mem-
bers of the boards of county school examiners to meet in convention, a large number of 
these officers, together with other educationists of the State, met at Representative Hall, 
Lansing, December 27, 1882. After some remarks by State Superintendent Cochran, 
explanatory of the purposes of the meeting, reviewing the operations of the new school 
law, and relating to the outlook of the future, the following subjects were discussed by 
the convention: "Certificates: their grades and requirements;" "How to secure classi-
fi~tion and grading in district schools;" "The duties of the secretary of the board of 
examiners,'' and ''Ends to be attained and methods to be used by the examiners in 
their work for the schools." 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
REV. JOHN D. PIERCE. 
Rev. John D. Pierce, "father of the Michigan school system" and first State superin-
tendent of public instruction, died at the home of his daughter, in Medford, Mass., April 
6, 1882, aged 85 years. He was born in Chesterfield, N. H., and lived with an uncle 
until twenty years of age. During boy hood he was allowed to attend school two months 
in each year. His uncle gave him his time a year before he arrived at his majority and 
then he worked as a farm laborer until he had saved $100. His grandfather gave him a 
like amount and then began the struggle for an education. Entering Brown University 
in 1818 and during his course teaching school three months each year to maintain him-
self, he graduated in 1822. He was one year principal of Wrentham Academy, Mass., and 
in 1823 entered Princeton Theological Seminary. In 1825 he became pastor of a Congre-
gational clturch in Oneida County, N.Y., where he continued four yeaTs, then becoming 
principal of the Goshen Academy, in Connecticut. In 1831 he was sent by the Home 
MissionarySocietytoMichigan, where he labored as a missiona.ry until1836, when, on the 
organization of the State government, he was appointed superintendent of public instruc-
tion. The schools of the Territory up to that time had been little else than private en-
terprises, and to Mr. Pierce more than to any one else does Michigan owe her excellent 
educational system. Being an intimate friend of General Crary (a member of the conven-
tion which framed the State constitution and chairman of the committee on education), 
Mr. Pierce discussed with him the principles whkh he thought should be adopted inlay-
ing the foundation of a new State. They agreed that education should form a distinct 
branch of the State government and that the constitution ought to provide for an officer 
to have charge of the whole matter. This policy was adopted and Mr. Pierce was nom· 
ina.ted by the governor and unanimously confirmed as the first incumbent of the office. 
During the next five months he perfected plans for the organization and support of pri-
m.ary schools and a university with branches, also for the disposition of the university 
and primary school lands, which were adopted by the legislature. The matter of de-
vising a plan for a university caused him greatanxiety, for it was said thatno State insti-
tution of the kind had ever succeeded. It was proposed by some to name the several 
private colleges then existing on paper the "University of Michigan" and to di tribute 
the income of the fund for tbe,support of a university to them in proportion to the num-
ber of students. But Mr. Pierce opposed this ::;cheme with all the influence he could 
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bring to bear and succeeded in defeating it, though only by one vote in the house. The 
effect of that one vote has been to give Michigan an institution of learning rivaJling the 
best and oldest in the country. As State superintendentMr. Piercegavetoschool work 
five of the best years of his life, often travelling by night as well as day. In 1842 he 
resumed work in the ministry and continued it tlll1847, when he was elected to the 
State legislature, where his influence was exert~d against the extension of slavery in the 
Territories and in favor of the homestead exemption law. He was a member of the con-
stitutional convention of 1850 and secured the incorporation of the homestead exemp-
tion measures and the provisions for free schools.-(Lansing Republican.) 
P~OFESSOR ZELOTES TRUESDEL. 
The death of Prof. Zelotes Truesdel took from the ranks of Michigan educators one of 
the oldest, best known, and most active of the men whose names have been associated 
with the educational history of the Stat-e for the last quarter of a century. 
Professor Truesdel was born in New York in 1829, and the family removed to Michi-
gan in 1843. Entering the university at Ann Arbor in 1853, the young man graduated 
in 1857 with the degree of bachelor of science. He then taught school in Moline, Cham-
paign, and Springfield, ill. Returning to Michigan, he was at once recognized as a leader 
in educational affairs. In 1876, 1878, and 1880 he was the democratic candidate for su-
perintendent of public instruction; although defeated, he received the hearty indorse-
ment of his own party and many votes from political opponents. He was the first superin-
tendent of the State Public School at Coldwater, and during the year and a half in which 
he held this position effected the thorough organization of the institution. For nine 
years ne was superintendent of the pu'blic schools of Flint, Mich. He was afterward 
superintendent of the Pontiac public schools for four years, when, on the failure of his 
health, he retired to Ann Arbor for rest and recreation. Immediately elected a member 
of the county board of school officers under the law of 1881, the board at once appointed 
him secretary, a position that imposed on him many and onerous duties. He bore a long 
illness bravely, and died February 26, 1882, at Ann Arbor. AsastudentandscholarMr. 
Truesdel was careful, thorough, and practical; as an organizer of schools, a manager and 
disciplinarian, he was exact; and in his political and puhlic educational work he was 
outspoken, incorruptible, and fearless. His personal friends were all who knew him 
and his friendships such as all were proud to share. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. VARNUM B. CocHRAN, State superintendent of public instruction, Lansing. 
[Term, January 1,1881, to January 1, 1883.] 




1880-'81. I 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-21) --------- ------------ a289,028 -----·----- ----------
Em·olment in public schools----·-- · 183,386 196,643-. 13,257 ----------
Number of these in graded schoo~~- 35,55'3 43,800 8, 247 ----------A verng~ daily attendance in pubhc 85,451 97,532 :h2,081 ----------schools in winter. 
A. verage attendance in summer ___ :. __ 74,369 76,946 2,577 ----------
J 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCI:.'.OOLS. 
Number of school districts __________ 4,328 4,637 309 ----------Public school-houses reported in use __ . 4,101 4,260 159 _________ .. 
Average time of schools in days _____ 100 98 ---------- 2 Valuation of all public school prop- $3, 703, 049' $3,947,857 $244,808 ----------erty. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ______ 1, 811 ------------ ---------- ----------Women teaching in public schools ___ 3,760 
----------- ~ · ----------· ----------Whole number of different teachers 5,571 b4,336 ---------- ----------employed. 
Average monthly pay of men------- $36 52 $36 50 ---------- $0 02 Average monthly pay of women _____ 28 62 28 50 ---------- 12 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole income of the public schools __ $1,885,478 $1,988,190 $102,712 ----------Whole expenditure for them ________ 1,558,294 11,993,364 435,070 ----------
STATE SCIIOOL FUND. 
Amount ofsuchfund available ______ $4,830,863 $5,295,101 $464,238 ----------
a Census of1880. From 1870 to 1875, when an annual census of children of school age was taken, 
61 per cent. of the school population enumerated was enrolled. Using the same proportion for1882, 
the State superintendent estimtt.tes the present population to be 315,948. 
b This is the number employed in winter schools, there being 1,625 men and 2,711 women. In 
summer schools there were 4,000 teachers: 662 men and 3,338 women. 
(From the biennial report and return of Ron. D. L. Kiehle, superintendent of public 
instruction, for 1881 and 1882.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the ta,te there is a superintendent of public instruction, appointed for 2 years by the 
governor, with the advice and consent of the senate; he is a member ex officio of the board of 
regents of the State university and secretary of the board of directors of the State normal 
schools; heis also associated with the governor and president of the university in the State 
high school board. For each county there i a superintendent of schools, elected for every 
2 years, !V ho examines and licenses teachers. The~e is a. board of 3 trustees for common 
school districts; for independent school di tricts, a board of 6 directocs, which appoints 
3 competent persons as school examiners and may elect a. superintendent of schools. The 
members of each board are chosen for 3 years. Women may vote and hold any office 
pertaining solely to the management of public schools. 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEl\f. 
The public schools are free ~o all resident youth of school age without regard to color 
or nationality; and eounty boards of trustees and boards of education have power to 
admit pupils over 21 years of age or non-residents upon payment of such tuition as 
may be determined upon by the board. The schools are sustained from the proceeds of 
a State school fund, from a county tax of 1 mill on $1, from the proceeds of liquor licen es, 
fines not otherwise appropriated, and the unclaimed proceeds arising from the sale of 
estrays, and from an optional district tax not to exceed 9 mills on $1 for schools or 10 
mills for school-houses. Teachers must keep the registers properly on which the appor-
tionment of State funds :is based and return them to the district clerk at the close of each 
term; 1 in the absence of proof that this has been done the last month's pay will be with-
held. 
The State appropriates $3,000 annually to defray the expenses of such teachers' insti-
tutes and other normal training as the State superintendent may deem necessary. The 
superintendent must have charge of each institute, and it is the duty of ::tll teachers to 
attend. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics of 1881-'82, as compared with 1880-'S1, show an increase of 13,257 in en-
rolment in the public schools and of 12,081 in average daily attendance in winter schools 
and 2,577 insummer schools. Theenrolmentwas119,305lessthan thenumber ofyouth 
of school age as estimated by State Superintendent Kieble, who also thinks that 20 per 
cent. of those enrolled attend so short a time that very little benefit is derived from 
the instruction they receive. In the available school fund there was an increase of 
$464,238; also, an increase in the incpme and expenditure. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
Five schools of this class reported for 1882, 3 at Minneapolis, 1 at St. Paul, and 1 at 
Winona, with a total enrolment of about 150. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Cities, t0wns, and villages of over 500 inhabitants, not under special law, may be or-
ganized into independent school districts, with boards of education elected for a term of 
3 years by the people. A sup'erintendent is elected by the board, of which be is a non-
voting member ex officio and executive officer. 
Cities. 
~{~n;;~~~~~:::::: ::: : : ::::::: 
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lJ!inneapolis, whose school. :ue divided into primary, intermcdia.te, grammar, and high, 
repor an incrcu e since 1 1 of 1,030 enrolled and of 483 in average daily attendance, 
with 9 more teachers. The estimated value of school property was 5440,37 , while the 
nmount received for school purposes was $158,158. The high school had an enrolment 
of 241 pupils and graduated 1G. The teachers met each month to discuss questions of 
discipline and teaching, and special subjects were selected for study by the teachers. 
t. Paul for 1 2 reports a. large increase in enrolment and average daily attendance 
in the public chool . The schools included all grades from primary to high, with spe-
cial teachers of mu i , drawing, and penman hip. There were 17 school-hou es reported1 
valued, with ground , &c., at '379,100. Enrolment in private and p:nocbial school 
",61 . 
Stillwater reports a considerable increase in the last two years in enrolment in publi 
schools and in average daily attendance. The average monthly s::tlary of teachct be 
low the principal was ·-4. The schools were taught 9 months. 
lTbe basis of a.pportionm ntis the number of children 5-21 enrolled in public chool hnvins nn 
aunual term of a.t IE'ast. 3 months under 111icensed teacher. 
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Winona, reports 3 school-houses, with 1,826 sittings, valued at $147,500. The increase 
of enrolment for the year was 43, with a decrease of 32 in average daily attendance, but 
8 more teachers. There were spechtl instructors in music, drawing, and penmanship,. 
Enrolment in private and church schools, 220. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The 3 State normal schools report a total of 34 teachers and 776 normal and 326 other 
students. The school at Mankato received $12,000 from the State; it gives 2 years to 
elementary studies and has a 3-ye::tr ::tdvanced course. St. Cloud normal receives the 
same amount from the Stn.te and, with two years of elementary study, gives an ad-
vanced course of 2 years. The \Vinona school, which receives $14,000 from the State, 
presents an elementary course cf 2 years, a 2-year advanced cours~ and :1 course of 1 year 
of professional instruction for those ~ ho pass an examination on the academic work of 
either the elementary or advanced course. The Kindergarten at Winonrt is under the 
auspices of this school. Students are admitted free to any State normall3chool on pass-
ing the required examinations and agreeing to teach in the State n.t least 2 years. All 
report instruction in vocal music ::tncl drawing, laboratories for chemical experiments, and 
model schools for practice teaching. There were 76 nor-mal graduates in the last scho-
l::tstic year, 71 of whom have engaged in teaching. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The provisions of the act of the legislature of 1881 regarding institutes were fully car-
ried out, ancl1 teacher from each normal school was elected 'to serve in institutes during 
a term of 9 months. There were 41 institutes held during the year 1882, with a total 
attendance of2,151, an increase of 1,321 over the preceding ye;1.r. Everycounty apply-
ing was furnished with an institute and lectures were given gr:. tuitously by teachers of 
the State University and normal schools. Educational subjects were thoroughly dis-
cussed with a view to gaining t.he best results of experience aml applying them to the 
work of the State. The legislature appropriates $3,000 annually to defray the expenses 
of these institutes. 
OTHER NOnMAL T:::!AHHl~G. 
Summer courses of instruction in botany, geology, German, Eng}ish, rhetoric, and 
elocution, with lectures and labomtory work, were opened at the UniYersity of Minne-
sota July 5, 1882, and continued 5 weeks. These courses offered to tcacl\et·~ the advan-
tages of the State University in preparing themselves for teaching liter,"\ture and the 
sciences. There were 73 teachers in attendance. Minneapolis Academy, Minneapolis; 
Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter; and Rochester Classical School, Rochester, con-
tinued their normal tmining. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. • 
The Minnesota Journal of Education, a monthly begun in December, 1881, continued 
in 1882 to give efficient aid to the educational interests of the State, and was well sup-
ported by the teachers. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
State aid is afforded for the encourage:p1ent of higher education through the development 
of a system of secondary schools, which is in charge of the State "high school board." 
There were 39 graded high schools receiving aid from the State. Students graduated 
from any of these schools were admitted to the University of Minnesota without further 
examination. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The University of Minnesota, Minneapolis (non-sectarian), continued in 1881-'82 to 
offer free instruction to all persons over 14 years of age who passed the required exami-
nat~on. 'l'hc university contains a collegiate department and colleges of mechanic arts, 
agnculturc, and science, literature, and the arts. Colleges of medicine and law are pro-
ject~d. 
~he other colleges reported for 1882 were Hamline University, Hamline (Methodist 
Ep1scopal), Augsburg , eminary, Minneapolis (Lutheran), each with 4-year classical 
cour;;cs; arlcton College, Northfield (Congregational), with a 3-year preparatory depart.. 
m~nta~d.4 cours~ of tudy of 4 years each; St. John's College, Collegeville (Roman Cath-
olic), gl vm~ class teal, scicntifi c, and commercial instruction in courses of varying lenb>i.h. 
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INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
The University of Minnesota, Carleton College, and Hamline , University gave equal 
privileges to young women. St. Mary'sHall, Faribault (ProtestantEpiscopal),andBen-
nett Seminary, Minneapolis (non-sectarian), ,offered collegiate instruction to young 
women only. Both presented preparatory, collegiate, and English and classical courses 
of 2, 3, and 4 years, respectively. / 
For statistics, see Table VIII of the appendix; for a summary of them, the report of the 
Commissioner preceding. 
I 
SCIENTIFIC AND PRpFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The State University, in its College, of Agriculture, follows up 2 years of work in the 
collegiate department with special"training for 2 years in botany, zoology, anatomy, 
physiology, and other sciences relating to agriculture. Its College of Mechanic Arts 
also presents 3 courses of 2 years each, following 2 years of collegiate work. Graduates 
receive degrees in civil or mechanical engineering and in architecture. Day and even-
ing courses are given in mechanical drawing. A course in shop work was instituted in 
1881-'82 in a building construc·bed for that purpose and furnished with appliances for 
wood work, vise work, and forging; the appliances included a steam engine, forges, an-
vils, and forging tools. Tewyoung men took the vise or forge work under the direction 
of a professor. A summer s nool of science provided free teaching in botany, chemistry, 
and geology for public school teachers and others. 
Carleton College is supplie-d with all the apparatus necessary for the practical stud! of 
meteorology and astronomy. It has also a ''science building'' for the pursuit of SClen-
tific studies and the highf',r grade of mathematics . 
.A1tgsburg Seminary, Hrtmline Unive:rsity, and St. John's College also offer: special sci-
entific courses. 
I PROFESSIONAL. 
Tlteologyis taught a-1 Seabury Divinity School, Faribault (Protestant Episcopal), Augs-
burg Seminary, Min eapolis (Lutheran), and St. John's College, Collegeville (Roman 
Catholic). All hav' .preparatory departments for those who are not college graduates 
and cannot take a ollegiate course. 
Medicine is tau· tat the Minnesota College Hospital, which was inaugurated in 1881 
unde-r a union the faculty of the hospital with that of St. Paul Medical College. The 
full course of} ctures covers 3 years of 19 weeks each. Candidates for admission must 
be at least 18 years of age and pass the required examination. The matriculates of 
1881-'82 1"'l1;anbered 25, undoc 21 professors ; graduates, 5. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
Th~'Minnesota Institute for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Fa,ribault, reports 
f~r the two years ending November, 1882, an enrolment of 169 pupils, of whom 74 '~ere 
~J.o. El~ven were graduated or discharged in 1881, and 12 in 1882. Theaveraget~e 
lD school1s 5.3 years. The common English branches are taught, and about one-thud 
?te ~ught artic~lation ancllip reading by a special teacher. The day is divided into two 
·ess10ns, one for mtellectual and the other for industTial work. The latter, with a fore-
man for each class, teaches sewing, shoemaking, tn,iloring, printing, and carpentry. 
EDUCATION OF THE nJ..,IND. 
Tbe. State School for the Blind, Faribault, had in 1882 an n..ttendance of 35 pupils un-
der~ mstructors. In addition to the common school studies instruction is given in vocal 
and _mstrumental music. In the industrial department, in charge of skilled instructors, 
pupils are taught broom making, sewing, knitting, and the simpler kirids of housework. 
The course of study covers 8 years. 
EDUCATION OF THE FEEBLE-1\ITNDED. 
The Minnesota Training School for Idiots and Imbeciles, Fariba.ul t, has become one of 
the permanent institution of the State. The advancement in the school work is reported 
to be very encouraging. Children are taught to read, write, count, sing, weave mats, 
and do housework. 
REFORMATORY AND I 'TDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The :Minnes<Jta. State Reform School, Rt. Paul, in its report for 1 2 give 123 in-
mat , who w retaught the common English studies, the hours out of school beincr de-
voted to learning some useful trade. The institution was organized in 18G , since which 
time 450 children have been connected with the school. 
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EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
MINNESOTA STATE EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
The seventh annual session of the Minnesota Educational Association was held at St. 
Paul: December 27-29, 1882, conducted by President Shepard. The following are some 
of the subjects of addresses and discussions: Current criticisms upon the public schools; 
P.enmanship and free hand drawi:::!g in the public schools; the law of evolution in educa-
tion; educational conversation; industrial education. A lecture on national aid to educa-
tion was delivered by Rev. A. D. Mayo, of Boston, Mass. There were 400 teachers present 
and the discussions were practical and excellent throughout. The association adjourned 
to meet it Minneapolis in 1883 . . 
. CONVENTION ~ COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The second annual convention. of the county superintendents met at St. Paul, Decem-
ber 26, 1882. There were 37 members present, with President 0. M. Lord in the chair. 
The opening address was delivered by Hon. D. L. Kiehle, who said the all absorbing prob-
lem was ''good teachers: how to get and how to keep them,'' and that the four elements 
of the best type of teachers are natural adaptation and character, academic knowledge 
professional training, and experience. Mr. Kiehle advocated a graded course of study 
and institute instruction. Normal schools, competent supervision, and remedies for tar-
diness and irregular attendance were freely discussed by the various superintendents. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. D. L. KIE.B:LE, State superintendent of public instruction, St. Paul. 
[Filling the unexpired term of Dr. Burt, which terminates the first Tuesday in April, 1883.]' 
Mr. Kiehle has been reappointed for another term. 
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MISSISSIPPI. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-21), white __ _ 
Youth of school age (5-21), colored .. 
Whole number of school age _______ _ 
Whites enrolled in public schools ___ _ 
Colored enrolled in public schools __ _ 
Whole enrolment for the year ______ .,. 
Average monthly enrolment, white __ 
Average monthly enrolment, colored. 
Whole average monthly enrolment __ 
Average daily attendance, white ____ _ 
Average daily attendance, colored. __ 
















1881-' 82. Increase. Decrease. 
444,131 24, 168 ----------
____ 1_3_6 __ 3_1_5 __ ---------- ----23,-749 
I ----------
Average time of schools in days· in 138 ------------ ---··----- ---------~ 
cities. 
Average time in country------------ 78 _________ ._ __ ---------- '-- --------
Average time for the State __________ ------------ 75t ---·------ ----------
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
White teachers employed __________ _ 
Colored teachers employed _________ _ 
Number of men teaching __________ _ 
Number of women teaching--------
Whole number in public schools----
Average monthly pay of teachers ___ _ 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole receipts for public schools ___ _ 
Whole expenditure for same--------
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 









-----5;253- ========== -------805 
$29 10 ---------- $0 9'1 
$958,221 $241,878 
$800, 000 ------------ ---------- ----------
(From report and return for 1880-'81 and from return for 1881-'82 of Hon. J. A.. 
Smith, State superintendent of public instruction.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
By constitutional provisions the officers for general supervision are a State superin-
tendent of public education, elected at the same time as the governor, for 4 years· a 
tate board of education of 3 members, including the superintendent, for the managemen~ 
of school funds; a uperintendent of public education in each county, appointed by the 
tate board for 2 years' service; and 3 tru tees cho!fen annually by 1he patrons of each 
school in towb..ships, or by the mayor and aldermen in incorporated town , t~ seled 
teachers, protect property, provide fuel, and visit the school or schools each month. 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The ordinary school districts in Mississippi are counties, but incorporated towns with 
1,000 or more inhabitants may become separate school districts if the mayor and alder-
men so determine. Schools for white and colored children, as elsewhere at the South, 
are required to be separate. Teachers must have certificates of qualification correspond-
ing to the grade of school they are to teach, these certificates to be signed by the super-
intendent having supervision of the school. The minimum annual time of school is :five 
months, except when the maintenance of one for that time would require for county 
school purposes a tax of more than $7.50 on each $1,000 of property, when it may lile 
made four months. The support of the schools of the State system comes fxom a State 
distributable fund of $"200,000 annually apportioned among the counties according to the 
number of children of school age in each; from township funds, · mainly the proceeds of 
old land grants; and fro~ municipal and county taxes. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
For the year 1882 there is little information, the last biennial State report having 
covered the years 1880 and 1881. From a written return for 1882 it appears that there 
was a gain of24,168 in school population and of $241,878 in receipts over 1880-'81, but 
a. loss of 17,671 in average monthly enrolment, of 23,749 in average daily attendance, 
and of 805 in teachexs. These apparent reductions, however, may be due to incomplete 
returns. 
PEABODY FUND. 
For 1882 the agent of the Peabody fund trustees allotted to the State $4,275, of which 
$1,200 went for teachers' institutes, $300 for public schools, and $2,775 for tl!e training 
of specially selected teachers at the State Normal School, Nashville, Tenn. Since 1868 
M~issippi has received nearly $70,000 from this fund. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
Only a single Kindergarten in this State is on the list of this Bureau for :ij381-'82, and 
from that one no report ha~.b·een received. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
OFFICERS. 
Any incorporated town of 1, 000 or more inhabitants may constitute a separate school 
district, if the mayor and aldermen so elect; a board of 3 trustees may be appointed an-
nually by the mayor and aldermen, to be governed by the same laws as trustees of other 
schools, the county superintendent having the s~me jurisdiction over city as over county 
schools.- (Code of 1880.) 
STATISTICS OF VICKSBURG. 
The only citywith over 7,500 inhabitants, according to the census of1880, was Vicks-
burg, with 11,814. In 1881-'82 a school population of 3,671 was reported, an enrolment 
of1,220 in public schools, an average daily attendance of 900, 21 teachers, 2 school build-
ings, with 1,100 sittings, and school property valued at $14,400. In private and parochial . 
schools there was an estimated enrolment of 500. The school sittings were more than 
sufficient for the a(ltual attendance; but provided for only 30 per cent. of the school pop-
ulation, of which only 33 per cent. was enrolled in public schools. Adding the 500 in 
private and parochial schools, only 4 7 per cent. of the youth of school age were receiving 
instruction.- (Return.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The Mississippi State Normal School, Holly Springs, in 1881-' 82 had 3 resident instruc-
tors anq 136 students, of whom 91 were males and 45 females. Two graduates of the 
school engaged in tea<:hing, having completed the regular 4-year course of 40 weeks each. 
The object ofthis school is simply to prepare teachers for their work, none being admit-
ted who do not intend to become teachers. To be admitted, males must be 15 and females 
14 years of age and must pass an examination in arithmetic, grammar, geography, spell-
jng, and reading. The standard is raised every year to keep pace with the advancing 
standard of State requirements for teachers' licenses. All the studies of the course are 
compulsory. Tuition is free to all coming from the State, the appropriation for the year 
being $3,000. · 
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OTHER NORMAL INSTRUCTION. 
Iuka Normf1l Institute, for both sexes, Iuka, appears :for the :first time on the list of 
·normal schools, it having been organized as a normal school apparently in 1882, with 6 
professors and instructors. The scholastic year embraces. 4 terms of ten weeks each. 
There is a course of 3 years, following a preparatory course of undefined length, but what 
portion must be completed in order to graduate is not distinctly stated. Special promi-
nence is given to the training department.- (Circular.) 
Natchez Seminary, Natchez, for training preachers ·and teachers for the colored people 
of the South, is under· the care of the American Baptist Home Mission Society. In 
1881-'82 there were 5 instructors and 80 male and 40 female normal studen1s, of whom 7 
graduated from its 3-year course of 34 weeks each and engaged in teaching. A library 
of· 400 volumes was. increased by 50 during the year. Each student pays $8 a year for 
tuition.- (Return and catalogue.) 
. Tougaloo University, Tougaloo, had 12 instructors and lecturers, 56 normal students, a 
library of 900 volumes, and a. State appropriation for the· year of $3,000. The annual 
charge for tuition is $8. The school has chemical and physicalapparatus, a museum of 
natural history, a gymnasium, and a model school. Instruction was given in vocal and 
instrumental music. An English course prepares teachers for the common, schools, and 
a normal course, for the higher grades of schools~ each course covers 3 years. Pupils 
are admitted irrespective of .sect or race. ';;- Every student is trained in some industry, 
being required to work 1 hour each day.- (Return and catalogue.) 
The normal department of Rust University, formerly Shaw University, Holly Springs, 
continued in 1881-'82 to :fit students of both sexes for the work of teaching, in a course 
of 4 yea.rs.-(Catalogue.) 
The Union Female College, Oxford, reported in 1879-'80 a normal department, in which 
instruction was given in methods of teaching and school organization and management, 
using classes from the preparatory department as a model school. No later information 
rom it has been :r:eceived. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
While there is no State provision for holding teachers' institutes, $1,200 from the Pea-
body fund enabled the State superintendent to hold 5 in different parts of the State, 
under the instruction of L.A. Rainwater, of Mississ:i,ppi, aJ;J.d E. S. Willington, of Ten-
nessee. They are said to have done much good for the. cause of education . 
• EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
There being no educational serial published in the State in 1881-'82, the American 
Journal of Eaucation, at St. Louis, Mo., continued to. publish a Mississippi edition, 
edited by J. M. Barrow. Considering the main defects in the present school system 
to be a lack of normal schools and teachers' institutes, with defective local supervision, 
Mr. Barrow was to give these matters his earnest attention. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
There appears no change in the law of 1878, which recognized private academies and 
colleges having suitable school buildings, libraries of not less than 200 volumes, ·ana a 
faculty of good standing as high schools qualified to prepare students for the university. 
For such students an allowance is made equal to the estimated cost of their education in 
the public schools. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and preparatory depart. 
ments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, and IX of the appendix; for summaries of them, 
corresponding tables in the report of the Comni1-ssioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTII SEXES. 
The Univcrsitv of Mi~ssippi, Oxford, continued in 1881-'82 its 3 general departmen 
of instmction: (1) the preparatory or university high school, covering 2 years instead of 
the former 3; (2) tlu1.t of science, literature, and the arts (including the courses for B. A. 
and B. s., each of 4 years), an elective CO'Ill'Se for B. PII. em bracing the studies of any 7 of 
the existing 10 departments, and 2 graduate courses; and (3) that of professional edu-
cation, for which, see Scientific and Professional Instruction, p. 143. In the preparatory 
deparlmentwer 92htudents, under 3 instructors; in be college, afaculty of 10 r ·a n 
professors and instructors, with 108 undergraduate and 2 graduate &tudents. In.struc-
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tion is given in political economy throughout the fourth year of all the undergraduate 
courses. The lioraries of the university contained about 6, 000 volumes ; the entire prop· 
erty was valued at $400,000; productive funds of $544,000 gave an income of $32,640, 
and there was a State appropriation of $10,500.-'-(Catalogue and return.) 
Mississippi College retained in 1881-'82 its feature of estimating scholarship only by ~ 
atta!ilnments, and conferred degrees on the mastery of .studies, not when a :fixed course 
had been pursued. Only in the preparatory department, covering 6 years, is there any 
regular curriculum. In the college there are ,schools. of mental and moral sciences, 
Greek, Latin, mathematics, natural science, English, and modern la.nguages; the1·e is 
also a commercial department. No student falling below 6} in his general average for the 
whole course (the maximum being 8) is entitled to a degree, while anyone reaching as 
high as 7~· in his general average tor any year is enrolled as "distinguished." With a 
library of 2,000 volumes, property was valued at $30,000, and there were $8,000 in pro-
ductive funds.-(Catalogue and return.) 
Rust Unive:rsity changed its name from "Shaw" June, 1882, the statistics for the year 
ending at this date. There were 5 in the faculty, 4 of them residents, with 278 students, 
51 being in college studies, of whom 14 were females. The college is open to both sexes. 
There is an academic course of 8 years, 4 of them preparatory, with a collegiate course of 
4 years, but nearly three-fourths of the students are in the preparatory academic course. 
The department of music receives increa.sed attention from year to year.- (Catalogue 
and return.) 
For statistics of these colleges, see Table IX of the appendix; for summaries of them, 
a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WO~IEN. 
Out of the 11 schools of this cla.ss on the list heretofore reported, 8 make returns for 
1881-'82, the same number as in 1880-'81; all, as then, reported preparatory train-
ing, and several preceded this by elementary English studies ; all showed advanced 
English courses, and most of them classical courses of 4 years; while some so arrange 
..their studies that each branch is taught in separate schools, with no specified time of 
study for each class, that depending on the ability and industry of the student. All offer 
training in vocal and instrumental music, ·7 in drawing, and 6 in French an(l, German. 
For statistics of these schools reporting, see Table VIII of the appendix; for a summary 
of the same, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner precerJng. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFI€. 
The Ag1·icultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi, Oktibbeha County, had a 4-year 
collegiate and 3-year agricultural course. Tuition is free to students from Mississippi, 
and none others have thus far been received. Work on the farm is rf.lquired of all students 
during 10 or 12 hours a week.- (Catalogue and return.) 
Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College, Rodney, is the State institution for the scien-
tific instruction of young colored men. It reports 4 instructm:s for 1881-'82, with 105 
studenta, in its preparatory course of 2 years, and 3 professont, with 143 students, in its 
scientific course of 4 years. It had a library of 150 volumes, property valued at $43,000, 
and a State appropriation of $11,000 for the year . ..., (Return.) 
PROFESSION .AL. 
Tlteological.-The Bishop Green Associate Mission and Training School, Dry Grove, 
(Protestant Episcopal), heretofore reported as giving preparatory training in theology, 
furnishes no information for 1881-' 82. The Protestant Episcopal Almanac reports 4 can-
didates for orders. 
In Rust University, Holly Spring (Methodist Epjseopal), students, while pursuing a 
full college course, take also such theological studie~ as are prescribed by the general 
conference. 
In the Natchez Seminary, Natchez (Baptist), where the same system seems to prevail, 
there were 30 students preparing for the ministry. 
Legal.-Law was studied by 12 students in a 2~year course (heretofore reported as 1 
year) in the University of Mississippi, under 1 professor and 5lecturers. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF .AND DUMB. , 
The ln"'titution for the Eclucation of the Deaf and Dumb, Jackson, showedanadvance 
in its material condition since 1880-'81. A department for colored mutes was opened 
October 1, with 15 pupil.';, in a separate building a mile from the city, the white and 
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colored boys working together on the farm. During the year the grounds in the city 
had been enlarged and a ichool building erected, providing ample rooms and a chapel; 
a new shop building, for instruction in printing, carpentry, and shoemaking, was nearly 
completed; and the publication of a paper was to begin in the following February. 
There had been, since opening, 148 pupils under instruction, of whom 80 were on the roll 
during the year, 20 being semi-mutes. There were G instructors, 2 of whom were deaf-
mutes and 2 semi-mutes. A new teacher of articulation had entered upon her work 
with promise of great success. Its school property was valued at $60,000, $20,000being 
expended in buildings and $10,000 for other purposes of the school clming the year. 
There was a library of 300 volumes.- (American Annals of the Deaf and Dumb.) 
EDUC.ATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Mississippi Institution for the Instruction of the Blind, Jackson, reported for 1882 
14 instructors and other employes, 3 employes and workmen being blind, with 35 pupils. 
For industries the pupils were taught broom making, chair seating, mattress making, 
and upholstery; in the school, the usual English branches taught in first class schools. 
There were 490 volumes. in the· library, amorig which are the quota from the proyjsion 
made by the General Government to fmnish books and apparatus suitable for the blind 
and a Bible in raised print, given by a former pupil of the institution, now deceased, 
Miss Helen Wilbourn. The State appropriation for the year was $10,000. The prop-
erty of the institution was valued at $45,000. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
TE.ACHERS' .ASSOCI.ATION OF THE ST.ATE OF MISSISSIPPI. 
An act of March, 1878, requires the holding of an annual convention of principals and 
presidents of high schools and colleges, styled as above. It is believed that the annual 
meeting of 1882 was held, but no record of it has come to hand. 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
PROFESSOR ROBERT F. KEDZIE. 
Prof. Robert F. Kedzie, of the Mississippi Agricultural College, died February 24, 1882, 
aged 29 years. He was a son of Prof. R. C. Kedzie, of the Michigan Agricultural College, 
from which college the son graduated with honor in 1871. After spending two years 
on a farm he became his father's assistant in the laboratory. Remaining here until 
1877, he temporarily filled the position of his brother, Will. K. Kedzie, in the Kansas 
Agricultural College, returning at the end of a year to his former work at Lansing. In 
the spring of1879 Gen. Fitzhugh Lee, president of the Mississippi Agricultural College, 
offered him the position of professor of chemistry and agriculture in his college. He 
accepted the place and filled it with honor until his death, three years later. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
HoD. J. ARGYLE SMITH, State superintendent ofpublticinstruction, Jackson. 





1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
; 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of. school age (6-20) ____ 679,023 706,b50 27,827 ----------Colored youth of school age ( 6-20) ___ 40,779 41,790 1,011 ----------Whole number of school age ________ 719,802 748,6!0 28,838 ----------White youth in public schools ______ 448,482 467,911 19,429 ----------Colored youth in public schools _____ a26,028 b24,838 ---------- ----------T.otal reported attendance in publjc 474,510 c492,749 18,239 ----------schools. 
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL PROPERTY. ,f , ., 
Schools for white youth ____________ 8,166 8,321 155 ----------Schools for colored youth ___________ 519 501 ---------- 18 Whole number of schools ___________ 8,685 8,822 137 ----------Buildings used for school purposes ___ 8,209 8,537 328 ----------
Sittings for pupils in these buildings __ 504,919 516,492 11,573 ----------
Estimated value of school property __ $8,611,014 $7,521,695 ·----- ... --- $1,089,319 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ______ 5,943 6,028 85 ----------Women teaching in public schools ___ 4,577 5,776 1,199 ----------Whole number of teachers __________ '10, 520 d11, 826 1,306 ·----------
Average monthly pay of men _______ -----·------ $44 ---------- ----- -----Average monthly pay of women _____ ------------ 38 ---------- ----------
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.e 
Whole receipts for public schools ____ $4,020,860 .$4,277,876 $257,016 ----------Expenditure for public schools ______ 3,152,178 3,753,224 601,04G ----------
SCHOOL FUND. 
Estimated amount of permanent ------------[ $9, 476, 697 ---------- ----------school funds. 
a Five counties not reporting. 
bThirty-two counties not reporting. 
cOwing to incomplete reports from nearly all the counties, the figure here reported is much below 
the real number of attendants. 
dincluding 22 teachers whose sex is not reported. 
eThe income and expenditure are given as returned by the State superintend~nt, notwithstand-
ing conflicting statements in the report. The receipts include unexpended balances from the 
preceding year and the expenditures are known to be incompletely reported. 
(From reports and returns of Ron. R. D. Shannon, State superintendent of common 
schools, for the two years indicated.) 
STA'l'E SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the general supervision of the entire educational interests of the State there is a 
board of education, composed of the governor, secretary of state, and attorney general, 
with a. superintendent of public school , elected every 4 years, who is president of the 
bo rd and ex officio member of the bo:.trd of regents of each of the State normal schools. 
10 E 
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For each county theJ:e is a school commissioner elected biennially, whose duties are to 
examine applicants Tor teachers' certi:fi.cn,tes and to report educational statistics, &c., to 
the State superintendent. In each school district a board of school directors of three 
members, elected for terms of 3 years, chooses a clerk, employs the teachers, visits the 
schools, takes care of the schoolproperty, &c. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTElVI. 
The public schools are free to all persons from 6 to 20 years of age in the State. In 
addition to local taxation and 25 per cent. of the entire State revenue (a purtion of this 
latter being used for the State university), they enjoy the income from a s.chool fund 
(partly held in counties and townships) consisting of the proceeds of all lands not 
otherwise appropriated, the net proceeds of the State tobacco warehouse, of the sale of 
all property that may accrue to the State by escheat, from sale of estrays, from unclaimed 
eli vidends or distributive shares of the estates of deceased persons, or from :fines, penalties, 
or forfeitures, and all unspecified gifts, grants, or devises. Local district taxes are not to 
exceed 40 cents on the $100 for school purposes, except that l1y a majority vote of tax-
payers 65 cents may be allowed in country districts and ~1 in cities and towns to pur-
chase a site and build and furnish a school-house; besides which, an additional tax may 
be levied if two-thirds of the qualified voters vote in favor thereof. Provision is made 
for union districts. Separate schools must be established in districts containing 16 or 
more colored children. Teachers must present certificates from the State superintendent 
or county commissioner where they intend to teac~ and make monthly reports of all re-
quired statistics and a summary report of the whole term at its close. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics of 1882 show an increase of 19,429 in the total attendance of white yoqth 
and an apparent decrease of 1,190 in colored. There were also 155 more schools for white 
children and 18 fewer for colored. The statistics are far from com,Plete, since many 
counties failed to report. Although more school buildings were reported, the estimated 
value of school property had decreased $1,089,319. The average salary of teachers was 
not given for 1881, but in 1880 the pay of men was $35 and of women $30, and there-
turns for 1882 show an advance in two years of $9 for men and $8 for women. The schools 
seem to be in a very prosperous condition, and the State superintendent cla.ims for Missouri 
the largest permanent productive school fund of any State in the Union. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
The St. Louis t:ity report gives 8, 730 children, nearly all under 6 years of age, as en-
rolled in the public Kindergarten in 1881-'82, 4,805 receiving Kindergarten instruction 
only. :Vor other statistics, see Table V ofthe appendix. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Any city, town, or village may constitute a school district, and for the ma:r~agement of 
its educational interests elect a board of 6 directors for 3 yec'llrs; a president, secretary, and 
treasurer of the board are chosen from among its members. Graded schools similar to 
tho e of other public school districts are to be established by this board. 
STATISTICS. 
p~~~J~~o~f Childr nof Em:olmcni Average Number of Expendi-itiea. school age. in public daily at- teachers. ture. 1880. schools. ten dance. 
-
l!annibal .... .... .......... 11,074 3,855 2,069 1,398 30 537,355 
Kansa ity ................ 5.5, 785 20,018 8442 5,055 103 134, 9ll 
t. Joseph ..... ............. 32,431 10,837 4:332 2,947 67 61 4~6 
t. oui .................... 3.50,518 1 ,372 56,350 37,600 1,036 806,155 
edaliA .......... .. ........... !l,561 3,664 2,4!)2 1,549 26 17,14 
ADDITIO. TAL pARTICULARS. 
Hannibrcl r port d 3,14G white children of chool age and 709 color d. The avern~e 
salary of men t a · h 1. wa.~ · . , an 1 that of women 6. 94. chool w re taugh 1- :.. 
of the 175 h 1 day . f u. p nsion numb r d 44 and of rporal pun· bm n 
229. Tb t.inJa cl value of all chool property was '5 ,700.- (Ci y report.) 
Ka1Wls City's public graded schools, occupying 13 building , report an increase of 416 
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in enrolment. There were 6, 400 sittings for study and 103 teachers employed. - The 
estimated value of all school property was $356,055. 
St. Joseph reported 67 graded schools taught in 17 buildings, with 3,610 sittings for 
study, valued, with all other school property, at ' $174,225. Schools were taught 197 
days by 67 teachers, including 3 special teachers in music, drawing, and penmanship. 
There was an increase of 985 in youth of school age, of 260 in enrolment, and of 94 in 
average daily attendance. The total receipts for school purposes were $70,068. The 
enrolment in private schools was 635. 
St. Louis grades its schooJs from Kindergarten to high and supports a girls' normal 
school and 16 evening schools, these last having an enrolment of 3,300 pupils, under 52 
teachers, the average attendance in them being 1,655. In the day schools 2 special 
teachers of music and drawing were employed. Private schools enrolled 21,000. The 
total receipts for public schools amounted to $935,289 and the estimated value of school 
property was $3,079,699. The salary of a teacher is regulated by position, not sex, and 
many ladies. as principals of first class schools, receive the maximum annual salary of 
$2,000. Although married teachers may be employed or reappointed, the marriage of a 
female teacher is considered equivalent to a resignation. Nearly nine-tenths of the 
teachers are ladies. Notwithstanding the extra cost of the public Kindergarten, the 
president of the school board considers them amply justified on considerations of public 
policy. There were no considerable changes in the enrolment and attendance of the va-
rious branches of the city schools, but public educational work~ as a whole, was reported 
to be in a satisfactory condition. A revival is :noted in the study of German, the num-
ber of pupils at present engaged in acquiring the language being 21,712, about two-thirds 
of them in the primary grades. The St. Louis Public School Library numbers 52,000 
volumes of well selected books. 
Sedalia reported 26 schools, classified as primary, grammar, and high, in 5 buildings, 
With 1,790 sittings, valued, with grounds, &c., at $84,000. Schools were in session 179 
of the 180 school days, and had increased in enrolment 476 in the last year. There were 
300 pupils in private schools. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Missouri maintains 6 normal schools: one connected with the State University, Colum· 
bia, one with the State College, Rolla, and 3 others for white students, at Kirksville, 
Warrensburg, and Cape Girardeau, called first, second, and third district normal schools. 
Lincoln Institute, the normal school at Jefferson City, is for the education of colored 
teachers. 
The district normals are under the control of boards of regents of 7 members, appointed 
by the governor for 6 years, the State superintendent being ex o:fficiQ a member of each 
board. The 4-year courses of study in the district normals are substantially the same. 
Teachers' certificates good for 2 years in the State are given at the end of 2 years, cer-
tificates for 3 years at the end of another year of study, and a State certificate and diploma 
with appropriate degree to those takingthefull4-year course. Kirksville (first district) 
reported 481 students, with 10 instructors; 9 students were graduated in the last scholas-
tic yeat, 8 of whom were i!eaching. Warrensbnrg (second district) gives 11 instructors, 
with 395 students in the normal department and 68 in the school of practice. There 
were 30 graduated from the 2-year course, 5 from the 3-year, and 9 from the 4-year course, 
28of whom engaged in teaching. Cape Girardeau (third district) had a faculty of 8 mem-
bers, with 225 students and a graduating class of 25. 
The dean ofthe normaldepartmentofthe State University at Columbia has the assist-
ance of 14 other instructors in the university. To graduates from the full course a per-
manent State certificate is given, and to those from the lower course a certificate good 
for 3 years. This department is sustained from the general fund of the university. 
OTHER NORMAL INSTRUCTION. 
La Granf}e College, La Grange, reports a normal department, in which instruction is 
given by the college professors in the general science of education and in the theory and 
practice of teaching. There were 54 students in this department, with 5 graduates. 
The St. Louis N01·mal School, maintained by the city for the tmining of young women 
to teach in the city public sclrtools, had a 2-year course. The studentsfortheyearnum-
b red 68, 33 of whom graduated and received certificates to teach in the city schools 
without further examination. 
TheSclwol of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla, has a teachers' course covering 2 years, each 
year under the charge of a special teacher, the instructor for the first year being a lady. 
Graduates from ~his course receive first class certificates good for 2 years. 
Lincoln Institute reports a 5-year preparatory and a 4-year normal course. Boys are 
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admiiited at the age of 16 years and girls at 14. For 1882 there were 47 student8 in the 
normal department and 101 in the preparatory, with 6 instructors. Graduates from the 
full course, 6. In addition to the accustomed annual aid of $10,000 the last general 
assembly appropriated $6,000 for the erection of a dormitory and purchasing apparatus. 
Normal courses were also reported at Southwest Baptist College, Bolivar; Christian 
University, Canton; Grand River College, Edinburg; Lewis College, Glasg9w; and Stew-
artsville College, Stewartsville. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL. 
Kansas City reported a higli "school from which 22 pupils were graduated in 1882. St. 
Joseph high school had an enrolment of 228 pupils, under 5 teachers. The high schools 
of St. Louis reported an enrolment of 660, with a full course of 4 years; particular at-
tention is given to the study of German. Sedalia high school enrolled 97 pupils, under 
2 teachers. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, preparatory schools, and 
preparatory departments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the appendix fol-
lowing. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The Unive:rsity of Missouri, Columbia, reported for 1881-'82 a faculty of 31 members, 
with 591 students, 82 being at Rolla. The departments of instruction are 10 academic 
schools ( 5 in science and 5 in the languages) and 9 professional schools, that of mining 
and metallurgy being at Rolla. 
Washington University, St. Louis, in its Smith's Academy, for young men, and Mary 
Institute, for young women, gives th01·ough preparatory training for the collegiate courses 
in arts, philosophy, and science. Graduates of the two college courses of study of 4 years 
eaca are given the degree of bachelor of arts or bachelor of philosophy. There is a useful 
course in mechanical industries, combining English studies with shop work. Oppor-
tunity is also given for training in art at the St. Louis School of Fine Arts, connected 
with the university ; also, free evening instruction at the polytechnic buildings as a prep-
aration for industrial pursuits. · 
Among the other colleges nominally of this class the Southwest Baptist College, Bol-
ivar, chartered in 1879, is reported to the Bureau for the :first time, with a ~a~ulty of 8 
members and 40 students, with 154 in the preparatory department. In addition to ~he 
4-year scientific and classical courses, a commercial course is given, including instruction 
in drawing and shorthand. 
La Grange, La Grange, and William Jewell College, Liberty (Baptist); Christian Uni-
versity, Canton (Christian); Central College, Fayette; Lewis College, Glasgow, and Central 
W~leyan CoD:ege, Warrenton (MethodistEpiscopal); DruryC?llege,Springfield (Con~e­
~ational); Pntchett School Institute, Glasgow; Stewartsville College, Stewartsv?Jle 
(non-sectarian), and St. Louis University (Roman Catholic) all reported 4-year c~cal 
~d scientific. courses. St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau (Roma~ Catholic), 
With a c?llegmte department covering 5 years; presents a 2-y~ course m tbeol~gy. 
~rand R1ver Col~ege, Edinburg (Baptist), offers a 4-year class1cal course and a SClen-
ti:fic course covenng 3 years, leading to the degree of B. s. St: Joseph College, .t. 
!os~ph! and the College of the Christian Brothers (Roman Catholic), afford n~ certa_In 
mdication of the standards maintained. Lincoln College, Greenwood (Methodist EpiS-
copal), failed to report for 1882. 
~ ?f the above colleges reporting gave preparatory training of from 1 ~ 2 years. 
Christmn and St. Louis Universities and Stewartsville College gave commercial courses. 
St. ~uis University and Pritchett School Institute each provided a gradua~ course. 
Mus1c, drawing, and painting were taught in several of the colleges above mentioned. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
All the above except Central, William Jewell, and the Roman Catholic colleges admi 
women as well as men. 
For statistics of colleges for women only, see Table VIII of the appendix; for_ tho 
colleges for young men or for both sexes Table IX of the same; for summanes of tb 
statistics of both classes oiinstitutions se~ corresponding tables in the report of the Com-
missioner preceding. ' 
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SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Missouri Agricultural and Mechanical College, at the University of Missouri, offers'a 
2-year scientific course. The first year is essentially horticultural and the student who 
completes it is entitled to the certificate in horticulture. The second year is agricultural, 
· and its studies, with those of the :first year and those required for entering the senior 
year, make the full agricultural course, graduates from which are entitled to the corre-
sponding degree. To enter the junior class the student must pass a ,satisfactory exam-
ination in arithmetic, English grammar, and geography. 
The Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla, had a preparatory department and -
three courses of 3 years each, leading to the degrees of bachelor of philosophy, mining 
engineer, and civil engineer. There is also a teachers' course; a girls' course in arts; and 
an optional course, including book-keeping, drawing and painting, and the languages. 
The O'Fallon Polytechnic Institute, at Washington University, offers 5 courses, each 
covering 4 years, in civil engineering, mechanical engineering, chemistry, mining and 
metallurgy, and building and architecture. The studies are the same for all during the 
first two years, but in the junior and senior years they lead to their appropriate degrees. 
The Manual Training School of Washington University had for its object instruction and 
practice in the use of tools, combined wit.h the English branches of study, including draw-
ing, the ~tudents dividing their working hours equally between mental and manual 
exercises. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theology.- Instruction is given in theology in a slight degree at Christian University, 
and more fully at Central, Central Wesleyan, La Grange, Lewis, and St. Vincent's Col-
leges. Concordia College, St. Louis (Evangelical Lutheran), has a regular 3-yearcourse 
in theology. The Jeremiah Vardeman School of Theology in William Jewell College 
reports a full 2-year theological course; for those who desire, the course is so arranged 
as to be pursued in connection with a literary course which covers 5 years. Thorough 
instruction is said to be given in New Testament Greek. 
Law.- Legal instruction is offered at the Missouri University in a 2-year course, from 
which 20 students were graduated and received the degree of bachelor of law in 1882. 
Students were also permitted to take an elective course. St. Louis Law School in 
Washington University also gives a 2-year course of legal instruction, leading ·to the 
degree of LL. B. A weekly moot court is held regularly throughout the year by the dean, 
conducted as nearly as possible with the forms of an ordinary court of justice. Gradu-
ates from both of these law schools are admitted to practice in the courts of Missouri 
without further examination. 
Medical instruction was given in 1882 in 8 "regular" schools. The medical depart-
ment of the University of Missouri required a preliminary examination in the English 
branches, with attendance subsequently on a 2-year graded course of 9 months each year, 
no student being allowed to attend both courses the same year. Kansas City Medical 
College and St. J os~ph Hospital Medical College, St. Joseph, each had 3 years of study 
and 2 courses of lectures of 20 weeks each. Missouri Medical College, St. Louis, in 
addition to 2 courses of 20 weeks each for graduation, provided a graduate course for 
physicians desiring to perfect themselves in medical and surgical specialties. St. Louis 
Medical College had a 3-year graded course of study, of 21 weeks each, with regular 
lecture courses and final examination for the degree of M. D. 
Joplin College of Physicians and Surgeons, at Joplin, organized in 1880, required a 
preliminary examination in English, with 3 years of study and 2 courses of lectures of 
19 weeks. Regular attendance at dissection and clinics is required, and a satisfactory 
examination in all branches taught in the college entitles the graduate to practise. In 
1881-'82 the faculty numbered 6 professors, 5 lecturers, and 1 demonstrator, with 45 
students and a graduating class of 34. 
The medical department of the University of Kansas City, organized in 1881, for 1882 
had 3 years of study and 2 full lecture courses of 26 weeks ea~h year, with clinical jn-
struction and practical anatomy. Candidates for degrees must undergo a full and satis-
factory examination in each branch taught. There is a spring course for graduate stu-
dents and others. The college faculty numbered 25 members, including a demonstrator 
of anatomy, with 25 students and 10 graduates. 
Kansas City College Hospital of Medicine, organized in 1882, with a faculty of 11 pro-
fesiOrs, 2lecturers, and 1 demonstrat.Qr, provided 2 courses of lectures of 20 weeks' du-
ration annually. A satisfact.Qry examination was required at the end of the course on 
all branches taught in the college. 
In all the "regular" medical colleges of the State 628 matriculates and 250 gradu-
ates were reported for 1881-'82; in the eclectic, 118 matriculates and 40 graduates. 
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The Co1lege of Medical Practitioners, St. Louis, organized in 1882 to afford medical 
practitioners, graduates, and others an opportunity for reviewing medical studies aud 
receiving additional pract.ieal instruction, holds 3 se~sions of 5 weeks each annually 
and gives a diploma of associate membership to graduates of recognized and reputable 
medical schools who have attended a full course of lectures and the clinics of all the 
departments in the college, passed a satisfactory examination, and furnished satisiactory 
specimens of physiological or pathological work done by them. 
The American Medical College of St. Louis was the only recognized eclectic school in 
1882. The faculty embraced 10 professors and 1 adjunct professor, the students num-
bering 118, with a graduating class of 40. A good elementary English education i 
requiTed for admission, and for graduation 3 years of study, 2 courses of lectures of 20 
weeks eaeh, and a satisfactory examination at the close. 
The Homeopatl1ic Medical College of Missouri, for men only, was reoraanize(l in 1 2, 
taking the place of the St. Louis College of Homeopathic Physicians and Surgeons nnd 
the Hering Medical College. Credentials of suitable literary and sci ntific qualification 
were required for admission, and for graduation 3 years of study and 2 full coursel of lect-
ures, of 19 weeks each, with a final and satisfactory examination. 
Dentistry was taught at the Missouri Dental College, St. Louis. A :preliminary xarn-
ination in the English branches is required of all student'3 who intend to tak the full 
course. Although a 3-year graded course was announced for 1880-' 1, two full courses 
of lectures only were still offered, with clinical instruction by the d monstrt tor. Like 
instruction wa. given at the Kansas City Dental College in operatiYe and mechanical den-
tistry, covering 2 full coursos of lectures, with a :final examination for raduatel. Tb 
Western CollegeofDentalSurgery, St. Louis, in 1882was suspended forthey ar. 
The St. Louis College of Pluvrmacy in 1881-'82 required for ad ,.,.1. e 2 y a of in truc-
tion, 2 courses of lectures of 20 weeks en.ch, and n. ilnal examination. C ndiu, t s :11 r 
graduation were also obliged to give s::Ltisfactory vid nee of having s rv d 4 y lll':i in the 
drug business. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIO . 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAll' AND DUUD. 
The Missouri Institution for the Education of the Deaf n.nd umb, Fulton, 1i r 1 .., 
reported 12 instructors and 232 studentB, 94 being female . Instruction was given in 
articulation and the ordinary English branches, and the, v rag tim spent in the in:-"ti-
tntion was 6 years. The employmentB taught were cabinet m.<tking, !:!ho making, pr~t­
ing, and gardening. The grounds (100 acres) belonging to the institution,.~. togeth r th 
the buildings, are valued at $135,500. The State appropri:l.ted in 1 2 :;;45,000 for the 
support of the institution. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The JliBSOm·i Sclwolfor the Blind, St. Louis, reported for 1 1- 2 an m lmen of 
pupils ~ho were recei ·ug instructioninmusicandlitera.tur . Th girls nr in tru t 
in machine knitting, sewing and fancywork, andalloth rworkp rtaininfl' tothe ~ -
tic d p rtment, and the boys in broom and brush ma.king and in cane • :1.tiu . lunrs. 
The tate appropriated 52,000 for maintenance , nd lari and 5, 0 0 Ji r r p tiS and 
ref urn· hing. 
Th &. Louis School j(}r Dcaf-Jlutes, under the control of the b ard of dir 
pn lie school , ha I'!Q pupils, of whom 21 were girls. Th tuclia nr in 




The Missouri State Teachers' Association held its meeting for 1882 at Brownsville, 
June 20-22, E. R. Booth presiding. The attendance was good, prominent educators from 
all parts of the State beingpresent. During the firstdaytwoable addressesweredelivered 
on the subject of ''Relation ofpublicinstrnction to citizenship;" the other su~jects for 
the day were "Teachers as nonconductors" and "Natural sciences in public schools." 
The exercises of the second day began with a paper setting forth the educational demands 
of the age, followed by an interesting paper by H. M. Hamil, entitled ''A comparison of 
Missouri with other States educationally.'' The sta.tistics furnished by him were not 
very flattering to Missouri and an animated discussion followed, after which the fol-
lowing subjects were discussed: Tlie necessity for public education, county supervision, 
text books, teachers' examinations, normal institutes, and schools. The subjects under 
consideration for the last day were •' Music in our schools,'' '' Wealth the product of 
intelligence and nature," "Instinct a.nd reason/' "Literatm:e in the public schools," 
and ''The teacher's profession.'' .After the election of officers··ror the ensuing year an 
address was delivered by Mr. H. 1\i. Hamil, the newly ele.cted president, after which ·the 
association adjourned. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. RICHARD D. SHANNON, State supe1'inlendent of public s~ools, Jeffe:rson Cii.'IJ, 
[Second term January 13, 18i9, to·January8, 1883.] 
Hon. W. E. Coleman was elected in 'l8S2 tQ succeed M,:. Shann~ 
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N-EBRASKA. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82 .. Increase. Decrease. 
----
POPULATION .AND .ATTEND.ANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-21)---------- 152,824 165,511 12,687 ----------Enrolled in public schooL _____ ____ _ 100,776 115,546 14,770 ----------Per cent. enrolled __________________ 66 69 3 ----------
Average daily attendance.---------- 65,504 66,027 523 ----------
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Public school districts _______ ----- __ 3,271 3,401 130 ----------
With 6 months' schools _ --------- 1,690 1,911 221 ----------
Having no schools--------------- 158 160 2 ----------Having graded 8chools ___________ 139 156 17 ----------
Average duration of school in days __ 110 111 1 ----------
Public school-houses.-------------- 2,930 3,038 108 ----------
Built during the year------------ 206 196 ---------- 10 
Without blackboards----------·-- 289 232 ,.. ______ , ___ 57 
Estimated value of school property __ $2,054,049 $2,234,464 $180,415 -----··----
TEACHERS .AND THEIR P.AY. 
Men teaching in public schools ______ 1,866 1,862 ---------- 4 Women teaching in public schools ___ 2,964 3,507 543 ----------Whole number of teachers __________ 4,830 5,369 539 ----------
Teachers attending institutes------- 1,856 2,251 395 ----------Counties holding institutes ____ _ A ___ 41 50 9 ------·----
Average monthly pay of men------- $36 50 $37 50 $1 00 ----------Average monthly pay of women _____ 32 50 29 34 ----~---- $3 16 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole income for public schools ____ $1,148,620 $1,380,050 $211,430 __ ...,. ___ ---
Whole expenditure for public schools_ 1,157,112 1,~58,346 201,234 ----------
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Permanent available fund---------- $5,126,565 a$4,287,510 ---------- $839,055 Estimated eventual amount _________ 23,216,679 23,000,000 ---------- 216,679 
a Estimated, but believed to be more correct than figures heretofore given. 
(Report and returns of State Superintendent W. W. W. Jones, for the two years indi-
cated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
tate up(>rintendent of public instruation, elected by the people for 2 years, bas 
general charg ofthepublicschools, while a board of regents of the tate Univ rsity and a 
normal school board have control of the interests indicated by their titles. Ther i al 
a oard compo of vario tate officers for the managemen of choollnnd and funds. 
Local school officeTS are county superintendents of public schools, lected b the p 
ple fi r 2 yea , and district boards of 3 tru tees, elected for 3 ears. n· tricts havio"' 
mor than 16 youth of hool age may, if a majority of vot rs c1 ide, elect board of 
tru. t . W men 21 y rs ld who are residents of tbe li. trict :md owners of property 
or having children to ducate may vote in district meetings . 
• 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are free to all residents 5 to 21 years of age, and they must be taught 
at least 9 months of each year in districts having more than 200 pupils, 6 months in 
those having 75 to 200, and 3 months in those with less than 75. The funds for their 
support are derived from the income of a State common school fund, consisting of money, 
stocks, bonds, &c. ; of such percentage as may be granted by Congress on the sale of 
lands iii the State; of moneys arising from the sale or leasing of school lands; of the pro-
ceeds of all lands granted to the State, unless for other purpose distinctly stated; and of 
the proceeds of escheats and forfeitures. In addition to the income of this fund there is 
for public schools a State school tax of not more than l~ mills on the dollar of taxable 
property, and taxes are voted by districts, which may not exceed 25 mills on the dollar. 
r.rhe income of the public schools is also augmented by various fines, licenses, &c. The 
State funds are apportioned by the State superintendent to the counties in proportion to 
school population, and by county superintendent<;; to districts, three-fourths of the amount 
in p1·oportion to the school population therein, the remaining one-fourth equally to the 
districts. Teachers must hold certificates of qualification and before receiving full pay 
must make monthly reports to the district director. 'l'he director reports annually to 
the county su.Perintendent, the latter to the State superintendent, and he to the gov-
ernor. The system of education includes public high schools, teachers' institutes, a State 
normal school, a State university, and a reformatory for children. Instruction in all 
schools supported or aided by public funds must be non-sectarian. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics show 12,687 more youth of school age than during the previous year 
ancl14, 770 more enrolled in public schools, with a small increase in average daily attend-
ance; 130 more school districts; 17 more with graded schools and 221 more with schools 
taught at least 6 months, the average term for the State being one day longer. Not so 
many houses were built as during the previous year, but the estimated value of school 
property increased by $180,415. More teachers were employed and the average monthly 
pay of men was $1 more, that of women $3.16 less. 'l'he :increase in public school in-
come and expenditure kept pace with that of the school population, the amount appor-
tioned for each census child being about the same as during the previous year. A no-
ticeable feature in the statistics is the large increase in the number of districts having 
more than 6 months' school. Very few of the districts failing to sustain schools ascribe 
their fail tire to opposition on the part of the people. Some of them are too small and 
weak to maintain and still do not wish to give up their organization; others are willing 
to be annexed to neighboring districts, but are prevented by neighborhood quarrels. 
Whatever the causes may be, however, the number of districts without schools is grow-
ing smaller. Although 269 new districts were organized during the last two years, there 
were 50 fewer in 1881-'82 than in 1879-'80 that did not maintain schools. 'l'he average 
length of term, too, is gradually increasing, being 2 days longer in 1881-'82 than in 
1879-'80. 
Over 400 school-houses have been built during the two years, many of them without 
much regard to health, beauty, or comfort. The department has frequently been asked to 
furnish plans for school-houses, but has been unable to do so, and a small appropriation 
is asked for to pay for the publication and distribution of such plans. The question of 
school furniture has received more attention than 1ormerly. 
The compensation of county superintendents was slowly increasing, but a majority 
were still very poorly paid, and as a consequence much inferior work was done. By the 
present law the compensation of superintendents is placed in the hands of county com-
missioners, the minimum sum being $3 a day. The State superintendent recommends 
an amendment allowing a fixed salary, the amount of which shall be based on the num-
ber of pupils in the county. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
T hese are boards of education comprising, according to the law, at least 6 members in 
cities of 2, 000 or more population, and city superintendents elected by the boards. 
Cities. 
Linc·oln .... ..... .... ............ .. 
Omnha ........... ....... ...... . . 
STATISTICS. 
Population, Children of Enrolment Average Number of Expendi-






a4, 118 a2,906 
31 
a83 .... ~iai'.i78 
a Owing to imperfect records these figures a re only approximately correct. 
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ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
The Lincoln public schools increase in enrolment at the rate of about 300 a year. .An 
excellent school building with four rooms was erected during the year, similar w one 
built in 1881, the two costing about $20,000. A new course of study has been adopted, 
differing somewhat from the former one nnd embracing 4 classes below the high school 
department. All pupils take the same studies till they reach the last two years of the 
course, when a choice is offered them between 4 courses, including scientific and classical 
courses, which prepare for college. 
The school board of Omaha reports a rapid growth in the public schools since 1880. The 
number of sittings increased from 2,800 to 3,500, but this enlargement scarcely kept pace 
with the rapidly increasing enrolment. Other buildings, however, nearly completed at 
date of the report, were expected w afford ample accommoda.tions for all. Ten beautiful, 
convenient, and durable school-houses, containing 74 rooms, were owned by the board. 
The revenue of the ~chools is ample, and under the present laws must continue w be more 
than enough. The amount derived from fines and licenses alone is sufficient w meet all 
ordinary expenses of the schools, and the ra<te of taxation is consequently very low. The 
course of study, which covers a period of 12 years, including the high school, was modern 
and progressive, and aimed to combine a practical education with the best ppssible 
culture. An evening school was taught during the winter, two teachers being employed. 
A special teacher of elocution devoted four hours a week to this branch in the five higher 
grades. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE PROVISION FOR NORMAL INSTRUCTION. 
The State N01·mal School, Peru, at one time prepared students for college and busin.ess 
as well as teaching, but it is now exclusively engaged in the preparation of teachers. 
There are two complete courses of study, an elementary of 2 years and a higher of 5. .All 
the branches are pm·sued from a professional standpoint. Students in the elementary 
course are given a year's drill in school economy, methods and practice of tea.ching, under 
a skilled professional teacher; those who complete the higher course devote a year to the 
study of psychology, the science of education, and the art of teaching, all of which is 
reduced to practice in the school room. The year 1882 was the most prosperous one in 
the hisrory of the institution. There were 318 students preparing to teach, representing 
37 counties of Nebraska and 6 other States; 45 were graduated, of whom 10 ·were from 
the higher course. 
The Chair of Didactics of the State University, organized in 1881, presents opportunity 
for electives in the junior and senior years, embracing the history of education, State 
and national systems, and school organization, management, and supervision. There 
were 21 students during the year, under a former State superintendell.t of instruction. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
The Santee Normal Training School, Santee agency, established by the .American Board 
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions for the purpose of training preachers, teachers, 
interpreters, and business men and educating the women of the Dakota Nation, furnishes 
facilities for thorough instruction in the English language and science; physical training 
and industrial education are also being made prominent. Normal students in the last 
half of 1882 numbered 4. 
Training similar in character was given also at St. Paul's Boarding School for Boy , 
Yankton Reserve, with 36 pupils, under 5 teachers; at St. Mary's Boarding School for 
irls, Santee Reserve, with 35 pupils, under 4 teachers; at St. John's Boarding S<!hool 
for Girl , Cheyenne River Re erve, with 34 pupils, under 3 teachers; and at Hope chool 
for Boys and Girl , Springfield, with 24 pupils, under 2 teachers. All these chools for 
lndian yo nth were under the supervision of the Protestant Episcopal bishop of Niobrara. 
!'f w many of.the pupils may be reckoned normal does not appear, but all are trained 
m Rchool studies and as far as may be in useful industries with a view to elevatina and 
civilizing theh people. o 
rofi ~onal. instruction for teachers is also given at Doane College and Nebraska. Wes-
~ yan UntY.l. t~; a.t ..... eb~aska Conference eminary, York; in Hastings College, Hast-
l?g.> (omamz~d ml 2vnth prepararory and normal departments); and in the Blake 
·hool, J .. eatnce, a. select preparatory and normal opened in 1 1. Doane Colleae pre-
s.:n a ou of 4 years des1gn~ to prepare students to be principals of common and 
htgh . ·boo~. an<~.!' ·hool s~penn!endents, special attention being given to the best 
methods ot acqumn • n~lunpartin~, knowl dg , to school organization and discipline, 
and to. l:!lte ]I).W. con~ ~mrr ccluc.'\t10n. ...~ebraska Wesleyan University has a teachem' 
eoun;e of 2 year:;, whlCh mcludes all the branches required for a first grade certificate. 
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TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Two kinds of institutes for teachers are provided for by.law, one to be organized by 
the State superintendent and another by county superintendents. County institutes 
have been more suecessful and useful than the others, which have been generally at-
tended only by the teachers of the counties in which ilhey were held. For this reason 
none except county institutes were held during 1882, and the result was, as anticipated, 
a larger number of institutes and in many cases a larger attendance. The work, how-
ever, was hampered by a scarcity of good conductors and of funds. The State superin-
tend~nt visited 31 counties, delivering lectures and talks to teachers, travelling about 
8, 000 miles, and endeavoring to awaken popular interest and cause an increased appre-
ciation of the be,nefits to be derived from good schools. Fifty institutes we.re held, with 
an enrolment of 2, 251, an increase dming the year of 9 institutes and 395 attending. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Statistics of graded schools for 1882 were incomplete, only 28 districts reporting, whereas 
42 sent reports the previous year. These statistics show as many as 19 public hjgh schools, 
with 991 pupils; the enrolment for 1881 was 1,458, 8 more schools reporting. The 
high school at Omaha, now having about 140 pupils, has grown rapidly during the last few 
years. That at Lincoln offers 4 different courses of study and fits for college. Courses of 
4 years are also provided at Beatrice, Nebraska City, and Red Cloud, and of 3 years at 
Hastings, Grand Island, and Plattsmouth. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, prepa:ratory schools, and 
preparatory departmerlts of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the appendi:lS:, and 
corresponding summaries in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The University of Nebraska, Lincoln, has thus far established two of the five colleges 
contemplated in its organization, viz: a college of literature, science, and the arts, and 
anindustrialcollege, the latter embracing agriculture, practical science, civil engineering, 
and the mechanic arts. In the college of literature, science, and the arts are offered 
classical, literary, and scientific cours~s of study leading to the degree of bachelor of 
arts, of science, and of literature. Dming the first two college years the studies are pre-
scribed, while those of the junior and senior years are largely elective. Drawing, paint-
ing; mtisic, modern languages, and didactics form a part of the course. 
The other colleges are Doane College, Crete; Nebraska College, Nebraska City; Creigh-
ton Oollege, Omaha, and Nebraska Wesleyan University, Fullerton. Late catalogues 
received from three of these showed classical courses, which covered four years in all, ex-
cept Creighton College (Roman Catholic), which presents a classical course of six years 
and a commercial course of four years, besides a preparatory course of two years. Ne-
braska College sends no late catalogue, but when last hea.rd from its curriculum. comprised 
classical, scientific, literary, and theological studies. Doane College provides also scien-
tific, literary, and normal courses, and includes instruction in music, painting, and 
drawing. Nebraska Wesleyan University, besides its cla.c:;sical course, offers a scientific 
one of three years, a Latin-scientific of four, normal, commercial, n.nd mm ical courses, 
instruction in painting, drawing, and wax work, and a non-resident course. The latter 
is intended to meet a want of professional men and women in the West who desire to 
complete a collegiate course or of those who have done so in fact but not in form. Both 
sexes are admitted to this as well as to the State University and to D~ane College. 
' Gi.ft.s amounting to over $16,000 were received during the year by Doane College and 
Nebraska. Wesleyan University: $7,131 to the former, of which $6,000 was from Thomas 
Doane, of Charlestown, Ma.ss., for endowment; and $9,000 to the Wesleyan University, 
from subscription of citizens, to be used for building and endowment. 
For statistics of tb,ese colleges, see Table IX of the appendix, and for a. summary, see 
the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
:utsTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Brownell Hall, Omaha, a Protestant Episcopal institution, and the only op.e of colle. 
gia.te rank that is exclusively for girls in the State, had 33 students in its collegiate de-
partment in 1881; it sends no stath;iics :for 1882. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND PRQFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTII!'IC. 
The chief provision for scientific study is found in the Industrial College of the Sta~ 
University, in which agriculture, horticulture, civil engineering, and related subjects 
are the leading studies: The courses are each, six years in length, including 2 of pre-
paratory work. Students in engineering follow a course very p.early coincident during 
the first two years with the general scientific, while the junior and senior years are 
largely given to special studies in engineering and the higher mathematics. In the 
agricultural course prominence is given to the sciences in proportion to the directness of 
their relation to farming. Two or more agricultural or horticultural studies are pursued 
during each year. The course in horticulture is intended to give familiarity with plant 
and tree culture. Students in. the agricultural course may be required to labor 2 hoUIS 
a day for 5 days in the week and are paid from 10 to 15 cents an hour. The farm con-
tains 320 acres, with orchards, vineyards, stock, and other illustrative material. 
General courses in science are, as already noted, provided by the State University, 
lJoane College, and Nebraska Wesleyan University, the last also offering a Latin scie!l.-
tific course. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Opportunities for tlteowgicaZ instruction are found in the Nebraska Divinity School, 
Nebraska City (Protestant Episcopal), which reported 3 students in 1882, and in the Ne-
braska Baptist Seminary, which was:fi.n:lt openedfbrstudentsinNovember, 1880. Thelat-
ter reported in 1882 property worth $16,000, an endowment of $7,000, a good nucleus 
for a library, 6 teachers, and 111 students. 
No schools of Zaw report; but lectures in consti~utionallaw formed a part oftbe course 
of study at the Nebraska Conference Seminary, York. The University of Nebraska pro-
vided similar instruction. 
Medical studies are pursued at Omaha Medical College, Omaha, fhst opened in the fall 
of1880, which reports 9 professors and 30 students during the year 1881-'82, of whom 
8 were graduated. The 3-year graded course of study is strongly recommended, but 
diplomas are granted to deserving students who have spent 3 years in study, including 2 
full courses of lectures, the last of them ·in this institution. Chemical laboratory work 
and a knowledge of medical botany are required. Candidates for admission must have 
a fair English education. Women are admitted on the same terms as men. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Nebraska Institute for the Deaf and Dumb, Omaha., gives free instruction to deaf-
mute residents of the State · 7 to 25 years of age who are of sound mind and free from 
conta&iou.s Wsea:se; also, to persons younger or older, at the disc!etion of the authotities. 
The a1m .18 to g1ve a good common school education, and especially a good .co~d of 
the English language. The manual alphabet, the sign language, and articulation _by 
means of Bell's system of visible speech are all used. ome of the children were domg 
well_in ~h. During the year an oral class was taught for tbe purpose of cultivating 
heanng 1~ th~ who retained the capacity to any extent, and of teaching speech by 
m~ns of 1t, Wlth the audiphone as an aid. Their progress was marked, and the 
~l be co~tin.ued. Printing, carpentry, needlework, and cookery are taught, and ~ -
mg and pamting hav~ been introduced to a limited extent. During the two years endinu 
November 30, 1882, there were 120 pupils in the institute, and 94 at date of the report. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Neb. ka. Institution for the Blind, Nebraska City, reports steady and satisfactory 
gro~h dunng 1 _1 and 1 2. The average attendance increased from 21 to 25, and . th 
ffict. ncy o~ the ~erent departments of the school was materially advanced. Readinrr 
·llmrr, anthmetic, grammar, analysis, composition
1 
rhetoric, history, phy iology :U-
~ bm, ~d ~eometry were taught, and the pupils, Wlth scarcely an exception, r ei> 
~· ruction m vocal or instrumental music or both. Two piano m1d two orga w 
lD co t . , two hoirs met daily for vocal instruction, and onsid rable m · ~ 
1 nt w mg developed by the training given. The ind trial department hi 
fi r " ral Y has . n lf ·tainin , r ceiv d a fr h imp tus in the 1 t year. The 
b_roo. mad h re bnng th hi b mark t price and the cane- ting r pairing of the 
1ty 1 d~n~~e. - Th girls have given pecial attention. to vo.rioua kinds of knitting 
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STATE REFORM SCHOOL. 
A State Reform School was organized in 1881 at Kearney, the legislature having the 
previous year appropriated $10,000 for the purpose; but no report of its work has beet 
received beyond the fact that the school was in successful operation. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. W. W. W. JoNES, State superilntendent of public instruction, Lincoln. 
[First term, January 4, 1881, to January 4,1883.] 
Mr. Jones was reelected in 1882. 
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NEVADA. 
ST.A.TISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
----
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (6-18)--------- 10,533 10,483 ---------- 50 Enrolled in public schools __________ 8,329 8,158 ---------- 171 
Average number belonging--------- 6,048 5,789 ---------- 259 
Average daily attendance---------- 5,406 5,286 ---------- 120 
Attending private schools---------- 868 836 ---------- 32 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of districts--------------- 95 14~ 48 ----------
Number of same reporting--------- 89 100 11 ----------Number that voted district tax-~--- 11 5 ---------- 6 Number of public schools---------- 166 213 47 ----------Number sustained without rate bills_ 127 148 21 _____ !\ _____ 
Ungraded schools----------------- 58 77 19 ----------
Graded schools-------------------- 108 136 28 ----------
High schools--------------------- 4 6 2 ----------Average len,gth of term in days _____ 144 146 2 ----------Volumes in school libraries _________ 524 686 16~ ----------Value of school property ___________ $261,397 $240,137 ------ ·--- $21,260 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching--------------------- 4.4 54 10 ----------
Women teaching------------··----- 132 148 16 ----------
Whole number of teachers--------- 176 202 26 ----------Average monthly pay of men------ $99 50 $101 59 $2 09 ----------
Average pay of women------------ 74 76 76 73 1 97 ----------
INCOME AND EXEENDITURE. 
Whole receipts for public schools ____ $138,640 $182,005 $43,365 
____ .,. _____ 
Whole expenditure for same ________ 140,619 154,327 13,708 ----------
SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of State school fund _______ a$415,000 $564,000 $149,000 ----------
alnl880. 
(From biennial report lor 1881 and 1882 of Ron. D. R. Sessions, State superintendent 
of public instruction.) 
ST TE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
TII:CR IE T RE. OF TIIE SY. "TE:II. 
Tb law provid · for fr ·hool for all youth 6-1 . , 'chools are to be di ided into 
Kindergarten, primary, gmmmar, and high schools in tho:>e districts in which the trust-
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ees sball deem such grading advisable. The law requires all qualified children between 
8 and 14 to attend a public school at least 16 weeks in each school year, 8 of which shall 
be consecutive, unless otherwise taught. 
The schools are supported by the income from the State school fund and a tax of half 
a mill on the dollar, used only for thepaymentofteachers; an annual countytaxof15to 
50 cents on $100, to be used at the discretion of local officers for the purchase of sites and 
furnishing of school buildings and libraries, for paying teachers, or for contingent ex-
penses; when necessary, a district tax sufficient to raise an amount which, with the appro-
priation for such district, will provide school 6 months. A special tax may also be levied 
by an affirmative vote of the district for extending the school term or furnishing addi-
tional school facilities. The trustees of any district may levy rate bills of tuition for 
the payment of teachers in a school prolonged beyond the 6 months :in which it is free to 
all. Twenty-five per cent. of the State and county funds are apportioned among the 
districts in proportion to the number of teachers assigned to each on the basis of 100 
census children or fraction thereof to a teacher; the remainder, to the several districts 
in the county in proportion to the number of children of school age. 
To be entitled to any part of the public school moneys, schools must be non-sectarian 
and must have been taught at least 3 months in the year by teachers duly examined, 
approved, and employed by legal authority; they must also have used the text books 
ordered by the State board of education. Teachers, to receive their pay, must have been 
legally employed, must hold in full force and effect a certificate from the State or county 
board of examiners, and must have made full reports as required by law. No discrim-
ination in the salaries of teachers is allowed on account of sex. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
A comparison with the previous year shows that, while there were more districts, more 
public schools (both graded and ungraded) and more without rate bills, an increased school 
term, more teachers at better pay, higher receipts and expenditures, and a larger State 
school fund, there was nevertheless a considerable fal1ing off in the value of school 
property and a slight decrease in school population, enrolment, and average attendance. 
The Silate superintendent, in his report for 1881 and 1882, states that, while in some 
schools there was an advanced and healthy educational condition, in many others he 
found it quite otherwise; that his efforts to secure the new legislation need.ed to remedy 
existing defects in the school system were unavailing; that the State superintendent 'is 
really invested with no authority, no one being amenable to him, the most conspicuous 
duty required of him being to visit schools; and that the State board of education has 
really little to do with the public schools except to take charge of the ·public school 
moneys. While thus pointing out the defects of the school law, the superintendent is 
nevertheless struck with the attachment the people of the State have shown for the 
schools in the face of adverse circumstances, and with an improved school law he is 
hopeful of the future. 
The Pacific .School Journal of December, 1882, says that Nevada treats her teachers 
with great liberality, paying the highest salaries of any State in the Union;1 moreover 
by paying men and women alike for equal services the State secures some of the ablest 
teachers on the Pacific coast. The Carson City schools, it is said, were not inferior 
to the best in California; a model school at Gold Hill was an honor to the city and to the 
t~chers who had made it what it was. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
Although the law provides for Kindergarten in connection with the public schools, 
there seems to have been but one established. A Kindergarten department at Carson 
City was reported in 1881, but for 1882 there is no information from this, nor are any 
others known to exist in the State. · 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF VIRGINIA CITY. 
OFFICERS. 
Each village, town, or corporate city forms one district, the schools of which are un-
der the control of a board of trustees, which in cities of 1,500 or more registered. voters 
must consist of 5 members, and of 3 in smaller towns. 
STATISTICS. 
Virginia City, with a population of 10,917, had in 1882 a school population of2,207, 
an enrolment of 1,854, an average daily attendance of 1,201, with 27 teachers, and an 
expenditure of $34,203. The schools were taught 204 days, in 4 buildings, 1 for the 
1 It would seem, however, from a remark in the State report that some payments for educational 
work are made in scrip worth only 40 cents on the dollar. 
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primary grade, with 17 rooms; 2for grammar, with 10 rooms, and 1 for the highschool, 
with 3 rooms, the entire school property being valued at $35,575. There wa.r; an esti-
mated enrolment of 342 in private and parochial schools. Compared with 1880 there 
was a decPease of 352 in school population, of 406 in enrolment, of 75 in average daily 
attendance, of 5 in teachers, and a shrinkage of $35,925 in the value of school property. 
Nevertheless, the :figures for 1882 indicate a satisfactory state of things as to attendance, 
the enrolment in the public schools being 84 per cent. of. school population, and assuming 
the children in private and parochial schools to be of school age it would appear that 99.5 
per cent. of such youth were in school.- (Return.) 
TRAINING ·oF TEACHERS. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
No normal schools are reported. According to the law under which the State superin-
tendent, with the consent of the State board of education, annually convenes a State 
teachers' institute, a meeting was held. at Reno, October 27-31, 1882. Seven counties 
were represented by the leading teachers of the State, Superintendent Bowen, of Washoe 
County, in the chair. Papers were read by Superintendent Bowen, Miss Ell:1 McNeely, 
Rev. Geo. W. James, Superintendent C. S. Young, Mrs. H. M. Schofield, and others.-
(Paci:fic S.,phool Journal, December, 1882.) 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Bishop Whitaker's School for Girls, Reno (Protestant Episcopal), reported for 1882 
8 professors and instructors, 70 students (26 being in the preparatory, 34 in the collegiate 
department, ann 10 in special and partial courses), a 4-yearfull course of studies, a scho-
lastic year of 40 weeks, and a library of 280 volumes.- (Return.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAF AND DUM:B AND THE BLIND. 
The State provides for the instruction of its deaf-mutes and blind youth at the school 
at Berkeley, Cal. The State superintendent reported but one deaf-mute remaining from 
Nevada in 1882. He reports but 7 deaf-mutes and 5 blind of all ages in the State, and 
speaks of the school at Berkeley as an excellent one, where the pupils, brought up to 
fill places of usefulness and respectability, are so educat.ed as to suffer the least possible 
embarrassment from their affliction.- (State report.) 
There is no indication of any provision for the feeble-minded. The need of a reforma--
tory school is referred to in the State report. 
TRAINING OF ORPHANS. 
The State Orphans' Home, Carson City, in its biennial report shows an enrolment of 
71 inmates in 1881 and of 57 in 1882. During these 2 years 40 had been discharged, 8 
indentured, and 1 had run away. Since its foundation (in 1864) 297 had been sent to 
the home, 204 discharged, 46 indentured, and 4 had died, leaving 48 remaining December 
31, 1882. Instruction is given in the elementary English branches and in vocal music, 
with evening sessions devoted to moral and religious instruction. The children partici-
pate in all the festivals and national holidays and have a picnic each summer, all the 
expenses, including Christmas presents, being provided for by the children's gift fund. 
There was a library of 760 volumes, and for the 2 years a State appropriation of 
$32,500.-(Biennial report, 1 81 and 1 82.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
non. CHARLES s. YOUNG, State S'Uperintendent of pubtic instruction, Carson Oitu. 
CEiecte<l iP Nov~lllQer, 1882: term, Janunrr, :!.883, to January, 1887.J 
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NEW HAlliPSHIRE. 
SUMMARY OF SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. · Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Children of school age (5-15) in 1880- ----------·-- 60,899 ---------- ----------
Enroll~d in public schools __________ 63,235 64,349 1,114 ----------
Average daily attendanee __ --------- 43,943 43,996 53 ----------
Attending private schools ---·- ------ 3,562 4, 275 713 ---------·-
Youth 5 to 15 out of schooL ________ 4,405 3,804 ---------- 601 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Districts, not including special and 2,027 2,021 ---------- 6 
fractional districts. 
Number ofpublicschools ___________ 2,657 2,644 ---------- 13 
Number of graded schools---------- 502 481 ---------- 21 
Number of hjgh schools __ ---------- 60 56 ---------- 4 
Average length of term in days _____ 97.15 96.27 ---------- 0.88 Number of sehool-houses ___________ 2,:n4 2,219 5 ----------
School-houses unfit for use --------- 233 199 
.. _________ 34 
Built during the year ___ _ ---------- 20 27 7 
___ .. ______ 
Having maps and globes----------- 1,746 1,767 21 ----------
Estimated value of school property __ $2,113,851 $2,341,679 :$227,828 ----------
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching--------------------- 559 477 ---------- 82 
Women teaching------------------ 3,026 3,117 91 ---·-------
Whole number of teachers ______ ____ 3,585 3,594 9 -- ... ·-------
Teaching successive terms---------- 1,483 1,43G ---------- 47 
Teachers from normal schools----- -- 345 378 33 ----------
Average monthly pay of men------- $32 63 $36 45 $3 82 ---------· 
Average monthly pay of women _____ 21 77 22 36 59 ----------
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES. 
Total income for publicschools ______ $577,489 $584,528 $7,039 ----------Total expenditure for public schools_ 577,022 578,702 1,680 ----------
(From reports of Hon. James W. Patterson, State superintendent of public instruc-
tion, for the two years indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For the State, a superintendent of public instruction, a board of commissioners of the 
literary fund, and a board of trustees for the State Normal School ; for towns, school com-
mittees, and a superintendent of schools in any town which may so elect; for districts, a 
moderator, a clerk, and a prudential committee. Districts comprising the whole town 
must and other districts may elect a board of education. Women vote in school meet-
ings and are eligible to all school offices.- (Laws, 1878, 1879, 1881.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTE I. 
The public schools are sustained mainly from a town tax on polls and ratable estate of 
$350 for every dollar in the $1,000 of State tax which such towns are required to raise 
for general purposes; they may raise a larger sum than this, to be assessed in the same 
way. A literary fund, arising from a tax on the capital stock of banking corporations and 
from a tax on savings bank deposits, slightly increases a small permanent school fund 
derived from the proceeds of the sale: of public lands, and the proceeds of sales of State 
lands augment the school fund, though not largely. 
The public schools are free to all resjdent children of school age; and ailS to 14 are 
required by law to attend a public or private school or receive instruction at home at least 
1 E 
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12 weeks in every year, 6 of which, in the case of a public school pupil, mus.t be consecu. 
tive. No child under 16 years of a.ge may be employed in any manufacturing establish· 
ment unless he has attended school 12 weeks of the preceding year ; none under 14 unless he 
has attended 6 months or the full term of the school taught in his district the preceding 
year; none under 12 who has not attended during the whole term; none under 16, 
unless in vacation, who cannot read and write; and none under 10 may be so employed 
at all. 
The owner or agent of a manufactory employing a child under 16 years of age and 
uncertified by the school committee as eligible to be employed becomes liable to a fine 
not exceeding $20 for caeh offence. Parents or others having the control of children 
8 to 14 violating the law are to forfeit $10 for the first and $20 for every subsequent 
offence. 'rowns may make by-laws concerning habitual truants and children 6 to 16 
years of age not attending school, and require their attendance under a penalty of $10 for 
each offence or a sentence of 1 year in the State Reform School, and such towns may 
appoint 3 or more officers to enforce these laws. Teachers to be employed and entitled 
to receive their pay must present to the prudential committee a certificate of qualifica-
tion from the school committee of the town in which the school is to be taught, nor 
is any teacher to receive payment for services tmless a certificate of the school commit-
tee of the town that the required register of the school bas been duly returned is deliv-
ered to the prudential committee.- (School law.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics for 1882 show improvement on the previous year. There was a small 
increase in the enrolment, in the average daily at~endance, in the number in private 
schools, in the number of school-houses, and in those having maps and globes, and in 
youth out of school there was a decrease, as well as in school-houses unfit for use. With 
these gains, there was a decrease in common, graded, and high schools. There were 
fewer male and more female teachers, making a net gain of 9 teachers. 'rhere were 
f.ewet teaching successive terms and more from normal schools, . with an advance in 
average pay, especially for men. In income and expenditures there was a slight gain. 
The State superintendent says that many of the schools are extremely good but some 
deplorably bad. Some cities and towns have shown an enlightened liberality in the 
erection and furnishing of school buildings; others have manifested precisely oppo-
site tendencies. The scholarship of many of the teachers, he says, is too limited and 
inaccurate. The most serious problem, he thinks, is in the agricultural districts, which 
are suffering consta,nt depletion of school population from the inclination of youths to 
seek employment in manufacturing and business centres. Of the 2,644 public schools in 
the State, 753 enrollecl12 or under 12 scholars, and 310, 6 or under 6.-(State report.) 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Towns and cities have school committees or boards of education for the control of pub-
lic schools and may appoint a superintendent. Concord, although without a municipal 
school system, ha a u perintendcnt and a board of education, consisting of 8 members, for 
a union school district embracing most of the city, and superintending school committees 
for the other di tricts ; Dover, under a new charter, has a school committee of 2 elected 
in each ward and 4 by the city council at large, in teacl of a former board of education; 
Manche. ter has a school committee of 2 f:rom each ward, instead of 1, as heretofore 
reported, and a supe1intendcnt of public instruction; Nashua, a board of education and 
a superintendent of schools ; and Portsmouth, a board of instrnction.- (State and city 
report .) 
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ADDITIONAL PARTIOULARS. 
Concord for 1881-'82 reports 55 public schools, 53 having maps and globes. There was 
an increase of 176 in enrolment, of 195 in average daily attendance, and of 14 in teachers. 
There were 30 school-houses, valued, with other school property, at $183,352, an advance 
of517,900 on 1881. Of the 87 teachers employed 3 were teaching for the :first time, 48 
had taught the same school for more than 1 term, and 12 were from normal schools. Of 
the 55 schools, 39 were graded. 
In the city of Concord, after the primary, intermediate, and grammar courses, there was 
a high school department, with an English course of 3 years and academic and classical 
courses of 4 years each. The mixed school, heretofore introduced as an experiment to give 
instruction in special studies to those who could attend only part of the year, was con-
tinued during the winter term with increased attendance. 
Instru.ction in music and drawing was given in all these schools. The superintending 
committee speak of the school year as having been, in the main, one of order and pros-
perity.- (State and city reports.) . 
Dover reports but one legally organized school district, with 41 different public schools, 
all having maps and globes; of these, 32 were gtaded schools and 1 a high school. There 
were 18 school-houses, valued, with other school property, at $141,100. In school popu-
lation there was a loss of 270, teachers, enrolment, and average daily attendance remain-
ing stationary. The schools reported 71 per cent. of the enrolment in average d~ly 
attendance. An evening school was open 12 weeks, averaging 85 pupils a night. The 
superintendent speaks of the schools as well graded and taught by efficient teachers, but 
reports the school-houses as needing extensive repairs and alterations.- (City report.) 
Manchester, comprising one school district, for 1882 reported 75 different schools, classed 
as primary, middle, grammar, and high, the last having an English and French, a 
classical, and a college preparatory course, of 4 years each, and graduating 53. There 
were evening schools, with an average of 14 teachers and 164 pupils. The training 
school, opened the previous year, was thought to be adapted to its object. There were 
24sc}lool-houses, with3,645 sittings, valued, with other school property, at$310,075. The 
work of the truant officer had nearly extingnished truancy in its worst forms and re-
duced the ratio of absenteeism 6 per cent. during the year. The estimated enrolment in 
private and parochial schools was 3,200, with an average attendance of 2,178, of whom 
1, 475 were Irish; 657 French, and 46 Americans. This large number is said to be owing 
to the extensive system of Roman Catholic parochial schools. As compared with 1881, 
city schools showed a decrease of 11 in teachers, of 255 in enrolment, of 106 in average 
daily attendance, and an increase of $1,657 in expenditures and $23,875 in the vaJ.ue of 
school property. In a general survey of their school system and its results, the school 
committee say it is gratifying to make so favorable a report, the city having a zealous su-
perintendent, intelligent and faithful teachers, and a syetem of classification and studies 
at once elaborate and exacting.- (State and city reports and city return.) 
Nashua, constituting 1 school district, had 17 school-houses, valued, with other school 
property, at $236,891, and 54 public schools, 51 having maps and globes. The schools 
are classed as high, grammar, middle, and primary, the :first two each having 4-year courses, 
middle grade, 2 years; primary, 3. A special teacher of music gave instruction to the 
primary, middle, and grammar schools. Evening schools had an attendance of346, under 
17 teachers. As compared with 1881, there was a gain of 149 in enrolment and 3 in 
teachers, and a loss of 110 in average daily attendance, while expenditure increased 
$1,529 and the value of school property remained the same.- (State and city reports.) 
Portsmmah for·1882 reported 1 school district, with 14 school-houses, valued, with other 
school property, at $82,600, and 32 public schools, all having maps and globes. The 
schools were classed as high, grammar, intermediate, ann primary. The estimated en-
rolment in private and parochial schools was 150. There wa a decrease of 12 in school 
population, of 481 in average daily attendance, and of $2,051 in expenditures. The 
public schools enrolled 85 per cent. of the school population, and adding the 150 in pri-
vate and parochial schools 91 per cent. of it were under instruction.- (State and city 
reports and city return.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORl\IAL SCHOOL. 
:r'h.e New Hampshire State Normal School, Plymouth, in 1882 receivecl a State nppro-
prmt!On of $6,750 and one of $1,200 from the city. There were 8 resident and 1 non-
resi<lent instr~1ctors, V.:ith 2 ~ale and 49 fcmal. nol'mal Rtudent , 10 of whom graduated 
and engaged m teachmg. The full course of study requires 2 years. A certH.J.ca,ic is 
r,riven on the completion of the studies of the first year and a full diploma on the com-
})letion of the course. A training school is made up of 100 children correspondinP" to the 
5 lower grades in a city school. 'l'hese are gr~ded in h'TOUps of 10, each pupil ,teacher 
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having a class for 10 weeks and then being transferred to another class. For admission 
to the normal school, males must be 17 and females 16 years of age; all must declare 
their intention to fit themselves to teach. The State superintendent remarks that the 
State, which supports no institutes and only 1 normal school, is doing little for the im-
provement of its teachers. The attendance on the normal school he says should be twice 
what it is, no institution in the country being more professional or doingfmore thorough 
work. Large numbers are said to go to other States for normal instrnction.-(State 
and city reports and city retnrn.) 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE-S. 
There being JilO provision by the State for institutes, the teachers lflaintain their vol-
nntnry org:1.nizations and support their yearly meetings at their own expense. The 
St:tte snperintendent justly remaTlcs that it does not seem honorable to throw the expense 
of these institutes upon the poorly paid teachers. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
There beiug no educational journal published in this State, . :information as to its pub-
lic schools :is given in the National Journal of Education, Boston, which has a New 
Hampshire department. · 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
By law, any town, by a majority vote, or any district haviEg not less than 100 youth 
6-16, by a two-thirds vote, may become a high school district and establish a high sehool. 
In answer to a circular sent out by the State authorities to all the high school di._stricts 
in the State, some districts failing to report and so accounting for the decrease from last 
year, only 40 high schools reported for 1882 as against 60 in 1881. This numberincludes 
the State Normal School and the Littleton graded school, the latter probably hayjng 
some properly high school studies. Jn the 40 schools reported there were 36 male and 
61 female teachers. with 1, 240 male and 1, 648 female students, 1, 911 pursuing the higher 
branches and 1, 042 ancient and 329 modern languages. School property was valued at 
$717,575.-(State report.) 
PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
The statistics of 53 of these schools reported for 1882 show 94 male and 67 female 
teachers, with 1,893 boys and 1,223 girls in attendance; 924 studied ancient and 545 
modern languages.-(State report.) ~ · .. 
For other statistics of such schools reporting, see Tables IV, VI, ::md V+I of-the 
appendix, and for summaries of them, the report of the Commissioner· preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
DARTMOUTH COJ ... LEGE. 
Dartmouth College, Hanover, the only institution in the State for superior instruc-
tion, reported in 1882 no changes from 1881. Its departments are academic, scientific, 
agricultural, and medical, for which la t three, see SGientific and Professional Instruction, 
below. The collegiate standard i'3 high, necessitating an advanced standard of ad-
mi"lSion, that the college courses mn.y be properly pursued. Graduates of such prepara-
tory schools as have a thorough prep:uation for college of at least 3 years are admitted 
without examination on the certificat s of their principals that they have mastered the 
entire reql;lisites for admission, the first three months of the freshman year being pro-
bationary, when those proving unfit to go on are dropped. The academic department 
has a 4-year classical course, with modern languages, mathematics, &c. After 1 2 a 
course in elective atudies for the junior and senior yeaTs will he provided. This depart-
ment includes a. Latin-scientific course, differing from the full classical comse only in the 
omi ion of r ek and the substitution of an additional amount of mathematics, sci-
en s, and modern languag . - (Catalogue.) 
For statistics of this department, see Table IX of the appendix. 
IN TITUTIO.~S FOR TllE SUPERIOR INSTR CTION OF YOUNG WOl\:IEN. 
For tatistics of these institutions reporting, see Table VIII of the appendix; for run-
maries of th m, a corr ponding ta,ble in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
CIEYTI •IC A D PRO •ESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
, CIE •• TIFI . 
The !Vew Harnpshi1·e College of Ag1·iculture ancl tlte Mechanic Arts Hanover, aims to gi~e 
that practical education to the indu trial cl which is needed in active life. Com-
mencing with 18 ~ the previous 3-year course will be changed w one of 4, with nu· 
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merous optional studies w.ell adapted to the wants of students who desire a ,prepa-
ration for active life. The college is reported to be in successful operation. Besides a 
library of about 2, 000 volumes of scientific works, a museum of general and applied 
science, and a chemical laboratory, the college is provided with instmments for practical 
surveying, the students having the benefit of the philosophical appara,tus of Dartmouth 
College.- ( C~alogue.) 
The Chandler Scient·ijic Department of Dartmouth College in 1881-' 82 had 48 students in 
its 4-year course, and offered an additional year for resident graduates. The course is 
characterized by ·a practical scientific tendency and the study of belles lettres through 
the medium of French and German and by discussions and themes in English. The 
preparatory studies required are those pursued in the common schools of New England. 
The Thayer School of Civil Engineering, another department of the college, had 7 students 
:An its 2-year course. This is not only strictly a professional comse, but it is essentially 
:a graduate course, though open to any young man of sufficient maturity of mind and 
mathematical knowledge to satisfy the requirements for admission, which embrace, 
among other things, a rigid examination in the higher mathematics. 
For further information as to these departments, see Table X of the appendix. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
No schools of theology or law in New Hampshire are known to this Bureau. 
Medical.-The medical department of Dartmouth College in 1882 had 8 professors and 
5 lecturers, with 96 students. Applicants for admission must be 18 years of age and, 
unless matriculates of some regular medical college or graduates of some respectable col-
lege, academy, or high school, must be examined as to their fitness to enter upon the 
study of medicine. For graduation, 2 full courses of lectures, 3 years of professional 
.study under a regular practitioner, evidence of practice in dissection, anu a dissertation on 
:some medical subject are required. Besides the regular lectures, there is instruction by 
odaily recitations from December to June. 
For further particulars,'see Table XIII of the appendix. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIO:ij. 
EDUCATION OF TllE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
New Hampshire provides for the instruction of its deaf·mutes in the Clarke Institu-
tion, Northampton, Mass., and in the American Asylum for the Education of the Deaf 
.and Dumb, Hartford, Conn., the former of which had 1 pupil, the latter 21, from this 
:State in 1882. The blinc1 are taught in the Perkins Institution, Boston, which, while 
'JJ.ot noting the number of New'llampshire pupils in 1882, shows receipts of $3.620 for 
lblind pupils from the State. 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The State Industrial School, Manchester, had instructed 1,100 inmates since its estab-
lishment, an<l had 111 ill 1882, 13 of whom went out on the expiration of their sentences, 
11 went to homes provided for them, and 9 were honorably <lischarged. 
In school all are taught the common English branches; out of school the boys work at 
farming, gardening, chair seating, and shoemaking. Of those <lischarged 75 per cent. 
are known to have become orderly and useful citizens.- (Heturn.) 
TRAINING OF ORPHAN .AND DEPENDENT CHILDREN. 
The institutionsfor this work are the Orphans' H01ne, Concord, under ProtestantEpis-
, copal influence; the New Hampshire Orphans' Home, Franklin, a private and non-secta-
rian institution supported by voluntary contributions; and t.he Children's Home, Ports-
mouth, which receives orphan, motherless, or otherwise homeless children under 12 years 
of age, and trains them, without distinction of creed or color, in practical home duties 
and habits of honesty, truthfulness, purity, and industry, with litemry instruction in the 
_public schools. Statistics for all these are wanting for 1882. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
NEW IIAl\IPSlliRE ST.ATE TEACIIERS1 .ASSOCIATION. 
' The twenty-ninth annual meeting of the State Teachers' Association was held at Con-
~' October 20- 21, 1882, there being present 300 teachers. Superintendent William 
E.Euck <?pened the session with a paper on ''Supplementary reading,'' giving a list of 
botks which he regarded as safe and profitable reading for youth. Prof. E. H. Barlow, 
prir.cipal of the Tilden Seminary, West Lebanon, then read a paper on "A few things 
worth looking at.'' He held that the public school system is not meeting the wants 
of the boys an<l girls: the intellect is trained at the expense of the feeling::; and will; 
skill at handicrafts is not provided for; manual dexterity should be ta.ught in all the 
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schools. ''Shall tbe State be asked to reestablish the county institute?'' was an wered 
in the affirmative by Professor Quimby, prindpal of the New Hampshire Conference 
Seminary, Tilden, who was indorsed by Principal Ham, of Farmington, as express-
ing the opinion of the entire assochttion. Principal W. A. Robinson, of Franklin, then 
ren.d a paper on '' The town vs. the district system,'' ad voca,ting the former and gi nng 
a history of the beneficial effects of the change in Franklin. Next came a discussion 
on "The present situation and the future of our schools," opened by Colonel Parker, 
who was followed by lion. J. W. Patterson, contrasting the school systems of the pat 
and present and predicting what the system of the future will be. The second day' 
session was opened by the consideration of committee reports and the presentation of 
the resolutions adopted by the Concord Woman's Christian Temperance Union. These 
resolutions, urging the association to recommend the introduction into the schools of 
scientific instruction as to the physiological effects of alcohol, were favorably reooived. 
''Language in grammar and high schools'' was discussed by Principal Powers, of Nashua, 
Profs. J. K. Lord and Pollens, of Dl1rtmouth College, Bailey, of Keene, and Parker, of 
Boston, some favoring and others opposing technical gramm!1r. The discussion was con-
tinued by a paper on ''Language in the primary schools,'' from Miss Sprague, principal 
of the Manchester Training School for Teachers, who offered practical suggestions in re-
gard to the teaching of language in all schools below the grammar grades. The closing 
paper was on '"l'he high school," by Prof. A. S. Hardy, of Dartmouth College, which, 
on account of its excellence, was to he incorporated in the State superintendent's report. 
The officers for the ensuing year were then elected, and thus closed, it is said, one of the 
most interesting, instructive, and enthusiastic meetings the association ever held.-
(Journal of Education.) • 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. JAMES W. PAtTERSoN, State superintendent of public ins'trt.tdlon1 ~ 
[Second term, June 21, 1882, to June 23, 1884.] 
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NEW JERSEY. 
STA1'ISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
--l!t.--
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-18) --------- 335,631 343,897 8,266 ----------
Number of these enrolled in public 203,542 209,526 5,984 ----------
schools. 
Average daily attendance _____ ______ 110,052 113,532 3,480 ----------
Enrolled in private and church schools 43,6.56 44,560 904 ----------Whole enrolment in all schools ______ 247,198 254,086 6,888 ----------
Children not in schooL.------------ 87,112 89,254 2,142 ----------
SCB:OOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts--------.-- 1,370 1,366 ------ --·- - 4 Public school buildings ______ ______ 1,585 1,577 ---------- 8 Number of sittings in these _________ 187,136 189,871 2,735 ----------Private and church schools--------- 297 261 ---------- 36 Number of buildings classed as poor. 192 184 ---------- 8 Number classed as medium _________ 300 298 ---------- 2 Number of good school buildings ____ 509 524 15 ----------
Number classed as very good------- 584 571 ---------- 13 Districts with less than 6 months of 16 2 ---------- 14 school. 
Districts with 6 to 9 months' schooL_ 80 65 ---------- 15 Districts with 9 months or more---· 1,274 1,299 25 ----------Average time of school in days ______ 190 192 2 ----------
Valuation of all public school property $6,275,067 $6,270,778 ---------- $4,289 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ______ 926 911 ---------- 15 Women teaching in public schools ___ 2,560 2,594 34 ----------Whole number of teachers __________ 3,486 3,505 19 ----------
Average monthly- pay of men------- $51 07 $56 96 $5 89 ---------·· 
Average monthly pay of women _____ 32 63 33 41 78 ----------Teachersinprivateandchurchschools 577 ------------ ---------- --------~-
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole receipts for public schools ____ $2,163,919 $2,142,385 ---------- $21,534 Expenditure for public schools ______ 2,026,982 1,987,671 ---------- 39,311 
{From reports of Ron. E. A. Apgar, State superintendent of public instruction, for 
the two years indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The general upervi ·ion of the public school system is committed by law to a State 
board of education, which board elects by ballot every third year a superintendent of 
public instruction for the tate and appoints a superintendent of public schools for each 
county, the latter subject to the approval of the board of freeholders in the county. For 
ordinary school districts (which mu t contain at least 75 children of school age) the 
county superintendent may appoint 3 tru tees at the laying out of the district, the resi-
dent voters may elect the. e or other at the first annual district meeting, and annually 
thereafter thes voters elect one in place of one of the 3 thu first chosen. The district 
trustees constitute a township board of trustees for each township, and as such meet the 
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county superil!tendent semiannual1y for consultation as to the management of schools. 
Women residing in a district are eligible to the office of district trustee in it, if over 21 
years of age and able to read and write, which qualifications arc required of men also. 
City and town districts (every incorporated city or town constituting but one school dis-
trict) have elective school boards, boards of .education, or boards of school trustees, ac-
cording to their several charters, the members usually liable to partial annual change. 
Each district board has a clerk or secretary to record its proceedings, keep-accounts, and 
ta,ke an annual census of school children. Besides the above mentioned, there are boards 
of examination to test the qualifications of applicants for teachers' certificates. These 
certificates entitle tbeir holders to teach either in any part of the State or in any county 
or city by the examining authorities of which the certificate is issued. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are free to all resident children 5 to 18 years of age, regardless of 
religion, nationality, or color. They are supported by the proceeds of a State schoolfnnd, 
by a State tax equal to $4 for each child of school age, and by additional amounts raised 
through township ttuation. Each district is entitled to at least $200 of the school fund, 
and districts with 45 or more children get not less than $350, to be apportioned by 
county superintendents. To secure this aid, districts must provide suitable school build-
ings and must have maintained a public school for at least 9 months during the preced· 
ing school year. 'l'o entitle themselves to pay, teacher·s must hold certificates of quali-
fication and present a duly kept register for the time ior which pay is asked. Teachers 
may suspend pupils from school for cause, but may not administer corporal punishment. 
The State allows an annual appropriation of $100 for each county teachers' institute and 
teach~rs are required to attend the institute held in the county in which they teach. 
No portion of any school fund may be used for the support of sectarian schools. The 
county and city superintendents together constitute "'l'he State Association of School 
Superintendents" and meet annually, as the State board of education may direct. The 
State offers to any city, town, ortownshipthatwill raise not less than $3,000 alike sum 
for the establishment of schools for the training of pupils in industrial and mechanical 
pursuits, and afterwards an annual contribution equal to that contributed in said locality, 
not to exceed $5,000. The State also encourages district libraries by giving $20 to any 
public school which has raised a like amount, with an annual sum of $10 if the district 
shall have given the same. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statements of Superintendent Apgar for 1881-'82 indicate a condition of school af-
fairs not materially different from that reported in the preceding year. The percentages 
of enrolment in public schools and of attendance on both public and private schools were 
about the same. Against 8,266 additional youth of school age there appears an enrol-
ment of 5,984 more in public schools and of 904 more ip. private schools, so that on the 
whole there were 6,888 more youths under instruction, 2,142 more than in the preceding 
year being reported as not in school. The number of public school buildings is reported 
as less, but the sittings for pupils were 2, 735 more. Private ancl church schools di-
minished apparently by 36. Notwithstanding a diminution of expenditure for public 
schools, the time during which the schools were taught was on an average 2 days greater 
for the State. The quality of the teaching force seems on the whole to have improved, 
the number of teachers holding State certificates, which imply a high grade of qualifica-
tion, being 42 greater, the number holding city certificates being 80 more, and the first 
grade county certificates 33 more, making a total of 155 more teachers that may reason· 
ably be considered well qualified. 
EVENING SCHOOLS. 
Free evening school were held in 8 cities during 1881-'82, with a total enrolment of 
5, 6 1, an increase of 805, the average evening attendance being 2, 456, an increase of 450. 
The number of teachers rose from 104 to 116, their average salary being $7.43 a week. 
The total amount appropriated for evening schools was , 954. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For information of schools of this class, see Table V of the appendix; for a ummary of 
their statistics, see a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
CHOOL YST1Th1 OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITA ~T . 
OFFICERS. 
The school interests of each city or town are under the control of school board boa 
of education, or board f school t tees, el cted by the people. A city uperintendent 
· U.S1lA11y the executi e offic r, and such persons the board may appoin constitute a 
city board of examiners. 
• 
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STATISTICS. a 
I Population, Children of Enrolment Average Number of Expendi-Cities. census of school age. in public daily at- teachers. ture. 1880. schools. ten dunce. 
Bridgeton ..................... 8,722 2,237 1,554 963 28 $14,278 
Camden ........................ 41,()59 12,558 8,466 4,512 125 81,152 
Elizabeth ..................... 28,229 7,858 3,501 2.156 51 37,674 
Hoboken .. ...... ........ ....... 30,999 10,377 5,504 3.214 100 71,041 
~:il~~h~i~~:::·::::.:·::::.:·::.·.: 120,722 47,552 21,151 12;884 329 185,875 7,660 2,4.94 2,266 1,068 34 17,821 
Newark ........................ 136, fi08 41,49.8 19,762 12,431 285 254,255 
New Brunswick ........... 17,166 <i,334 2,382 1,722 45 39,011 
~~~1'~~~·::: ~:::::::::::::::::: 13,207 3,890 1,452 1,001 32 32,737 51,031 Hi,022 10,643 5,824 121 87,483 
Plainfield ..................... 8,125 2,250 1,278 846 23 22,481 
Trenton ........................ 29,910 7,776 3,838 2,263 69 49,082 
a To secure uniformity in comparisons, the figures in this table nre taken from the State report 
for 1881-'82. 
.ADDITION .AL PARTICULARS. 
B?·idgeton public schools occupied 6 buildings, with 1,551 sittings for study, valued, 
with grounds, &c., at $38,000 and 1·eported in good condition. · There was room for 588 
more than the daily attendance, and yet 642 children of school age in the city attended 
no school during the year. Private and church schools enrolled 112. 
Camdon received $93,089 for public school purposes. Its 13 buildings, with 6,505 
sittings, were valued, with sites, &c., at $246,300, and were reported to be in very good 
condition. The enrolment in private schools was 771·, and 362 children of school age 
were in no school. The pay of men averaged $107.50 and that of women was raised 
from $34.16 to $35.31. 
Elizabeth reported primary, grammar, and high schools in good buildings, with 2,569 
sittings for study, .valued, with sites, &c., at $80,000. The total receipts for school pur-
poses were $44,019. The accommodations being insufficient, the lower classes of the 
primary department wel'e divided, one half attending in the morning, the other in the 
afternoon. There were 3 men teaching, at a salary of $140 a month, and 48 women, at 
$49. The number of children attending private schools was 2,889 and 1,468 were 
attending no school. The evening school enrolment was 517 and average evening at-
tendance 127, with 8 teachers. 
Hoboken in 1882 reported 12 schools, classed as primal'jr, grammar, high, and evening. 
There was also a Satmday nol'mal class. Drawing was added to the conrse of study 
in public schools, and a special teacher was appointed for the same. More room was 
needed to- relieve the ovel'crowded condition of the schools. The evening school of 4 
months enrolled 384 pupils, with an avemge attendance of 139, and was divided into 6 
classes, 2 for boys and 4 for girls. The class for the benefit of Germans unable to speak 
English was continued. The teachers' monthly convention is said to be a valuable aux-
iliary to the teachers. The number of pupils in private schools was 1,473 and those 
attending no school3,400. School property was valued at $132,500. 
Jersey Oity reported primary, grammar, and high schools and a training class for 
teachers. The schools were housed in 20 buildings, with 14,443 sittings, and yet1,309 
children had to be refused admission to the schools for want of room. The city super-
intendent reported that about three-fourths of the children left school as soon as their 
labor could assist in supporting the families to which they belonged and that 13,201 
attended no school during the year. The schools were taught 200 days, the pay of the 
men teaching in them averaging $131.86 per month; that of women, $30.80. School 
property was valued at $628,830. French, Germa~, Greek, and Latin were taught in the 
high and normal schools. There were 13,200 pupils in private schools. 
JJ-Iillville reported primary, grammar, high, and evening schools, taught in 12 build-
ings, with 1,560 sittings, valued, with sites, &c., at $40,000. The average salary paid 
to men was $62.50; that to women, $37. Evening schools were taught 38 evenings by 
18 teachers, at an average pay of $3.96 a week; the number enrolled was 576, with an 
average attendance of 228; total appropriation for evening schools, $800. There were 
30 children attending private schools and 22 in no school. 
Newark in 1 2 had 34 school buildings, 6 of them rented, the othevs owned by the 
c:ity. The 34 contained 293 class rooms, afforded sittings for 15,723 pupils, and were 
valued, with sites, furniture, and apparatus, at $907,500. The day schools were 2 in-
dustrial, 1 colored, 2 pl'imary, 2 intermediate, 11 grammar, 1 high, and 1 normal: the 
last u iog as a training school one of the city schools. The enrolment in these was, for 
the year, 19,759; the average registra.tion, 14,22,~; the average attendan.ce, 12,436. The 
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increase in average enrolment was 400, in average attendarrce 29i. Only 61 pupils were 
over 18 years of age, and 35 of these were in the city normal school preparing to become 
teacher::>. Five evening schools, one of them an evening drawing school, had an attend-
ance of 1,6tl6 pupils. These, with the day pupils, made a total of21,405 under instruc-
tion in the city schools, adding to which 6,000 in private or church schools, it appears 
that out of the 41,498 children of school age 27,405 were under some school training 
The teachers employed by the city in its day schools were 17 men, at an average salary 
of $150.75 a month, and 268 women, at $51 a month. The evening schools were taught 
57 evenings, at an average salary of $8 a week, by 36 teachers. The high school had for 
boys a commercial course of 2 years and classical, scientific, and English courses of 4 
years; for girls, a 4-year course in English and Latin studies and a 1-year normal course. 
New Brunswick reported graded schools conducted in 6 buildingl:l, with 2,175 sittings, 
valued, with grotmds, &c., at $125,200. There were 4 men teaching, at an average sal-
ary of $132.50 a month, and 41 women, at $41.93. About 1,000 children attended pri-
vate schools and 2,952 were in no school. 
Orange reported primary, grammar, and high schools, taught in4 buildings, with 1,373 
sittings, valued, with all other school property, at $100,000. Two men teachers were 
pu.id an average of $140 a month and 30 women $46. The:re were also 2 special teacherS 
for music and drawing. About 1,000 children were in private or church schools and 
1, 438 in no school. 
Pater. on reported primary, grammar, high, normal, and eve~ing schools, conducted in 
30 buildings, with 8, 710 sittings, valued, with sites, &c., at $304,800. There were 10 
men employed in teaching, at an average of $108 a month, and 111 women, at $42. Even-
ing ·chools were held in 9 buildings and had an enrolment of 2,225 J?Upils, with an 
average attendance of 949; and for them 63 teachers were employed, w1th two special 
teache1·s of drawing and penmanship. 'l'he appropriation for these schools was $2,327. 
The number of children in pl'ivate schools was 1,500 and in no school3,879. 
Plainfield had 22 graded schools in 4 buildings, valued, with grounds, &c., at $63,750, 
The average salary of teachers a month was $80 for men and $59 for women. Music 
was taught in all ; the length of term was 200 days. There were 305 children in privn te 
schools and 667 in no school. · 
Prenton for 1882 reported 58 class rooms in 11 buildings, with 2,632 sittings. One 
school-house had been built during the year and 10 had a system of ventilation. There 
were 3 more teachers employed than in the preceding year. Of the whole number 3 
were men, with an average monthly pay of $106.66, and 66 women, with $44.86. Sohool 
property was valued at $150,000. Private schools had an enrolment of 1,002 alld 2,691 
children were in no school. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NEW JERSEY STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, TRENTON. 
This school is under the management of a board composed of 14 trustees and the State 
superintendent. During the school year there were 233 pupils enrolled, the average 
attendance being 186. The total number was 3 less than the precMing year, but the 
average attendance was 5 more. The elementary course covers 2 years, and students, 
to enter the advanced course, must be familiar with the first year of the elementary 
course. Instruction was given in elocution, calisthenics, vocal music, drawing, and 
penmanship throughout both courses. There were 39 graduates in 1882, of whom 25 
graduated from the advanced course ; all the graduates engaged in teaching. 
Graduates of the school (who comprise about 11 per cent. of all the teachers in the 
State) are permitted to teach without further examination. The school receives $20,000 
annually from tbe ~ tate. A model school connected with the institution bad an enrol-
ment of 420 pupils, under 24 instructors. It furnishes students of the normal school an 
opportunity lor observation and practice teaching; its course of study is graded from ele-
mentary Engli h through high school studies, and boys may be thoroughly prepared in 
it for any lass in college. 
1! RN PREPARATORY SCIIOOL, BEVERLY. 
This institution receives aid from the tate, act in conjunction with the nonnalscbool 
in preparing teacbers for the public chools, and its graduates are received into the enior 
class of the advanced course of the tate nonnal school. Its department<> are primary, 
intermediate, preparatory, and enior. Instruction is given in music, drawing, and paint-
ing, French, and erman, and pupils are prepared for business or college. The average 
attendance during the year ' as 114. 
OTIIER 'On cf.AL TRAINING. 
The Newark Noruwl School was e tablish d in 1 79 to prepare teachers for that city. 
Its course of tudy co ers a year, only graduates from the high school being admi ted. 
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The special studies are mental and moral philosophy, theory and practice of teaching, 
and critical readings in English literature. The students spend two weeks or more in 
teaching in the city training school, 3 classes in this school being taught by them en-
tirely. Resident instructors, 8; normal pupils in 1881-'82, 28, of whom 26 engaged in 
teaching. Three educational journals were taken, drawing and vocal music were taught, 
and there was a collection of casts, models, and other apparatus. 
At Hoboken, the normal class heretofore noticed was continued on every Saturday 
forenoon during the school session. Fifteen graduates received certificates or diplomas. 
Instruction was given in the studies required for each grade, supplemented by ideas on 
teacbing, plans for organizing schools, and methods of discipline. 'l'he registration for 
the year was 59; the average attendance, 41. The city tettchers, forming a society for 
mutual improvement, met once a month for the discussion of topics connected with 
their work. 
Jersey City continued the instruction given in former years in its high school to pupils 
that desired to prepare for teaching, and the report of the superintendent indicates that 
the number of such was 74 for the year. A training school connected with the high 
school gives opportunity for pmctice teaching. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
During t.he ye::tr county teachers' institutes were held in the counties of Bergen, Cum-
berland, Essex, Hudson, Hunterdon, Middlesex, Monmouth, Morris, Passaic, Salem, 
Somerset, Sussex, Union, and ·warren. 
At Mount Holly, Burlington County, where many teachers have for several years met 
the coimty superintendent, Mr. Edgar Haas, monthly, in a voluntary institute, for sys-
tematic studies of an advanced character, an elementary course in English grammar, 
reading, arithmetic, and practical mensuration was pursued in 1881-'82. A similar 
association of teachers at Burlington, composed wholly of men, is reported by Superin-
tendent Haas as hnving done superior work. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The State report gives no definite information in regard to high schools in the State. 
In Elizabeth they were conducted in 3 buildings by 9 teachers, with an average daily at. 
ten dance of 118, and in .Tersey City High School 569 pupils were enrolled, with an attend-
ance of 429 and 87 in the graduaN.ng class. High schools were also noted in Hoboken, 
Millville, Newark, New Brunswick, Orange, Paterson, Phillipsburg, and Plainfield, 
while there were high school departments also in the State Norma.l School, Trenton, in 
the city school system of the same place, and in the Farnum Preparatory School, Beverly. 
O'riiER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and schools specially pre-
paratory to college, see Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix, andforsummariesofthe 
same, see corresponding tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPEIUOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR MEN. 
The Collf'ge of New Jersey, Princeton (Presbyterian), in 188~ (the one hundred and 
thirty-sLx · h year of Hs existence), maintained its classical, scientific, and elective courses 
of former yearR, with a faculty of 37 members and an enrolment of 541 students. Of 
these 9 were fellows and 54 graduate and 18 special students. Regular courses of study 
occupy 4 year:->. 'l'he entrance, promotion, and graduation of students were determined 
by examination, and the degree of bachelor of arts was conferred only upon students 
who pas~ecl a satisfadory final examination. Thorough graduate courses in biology and 
palreontology lmve been established, open to graduates of this and other colleges and 
leading to eorreRponding degrees. Attached to the diplomas issued to students in these 
courses i to be a statement that the degree has been awarded for proficiency in the above 
sciences. Any candidate.<; lor a degree who pass a satisfactory examination may com-
pete for prize: , scholarships, and fellow hips offered in the classes or departments with 
which they~ re connected. Biblical instruc.:tion is given each week by the president and 
3 profe~ sors. 
Rutgers Collf'.rJe, rTew Brunswick, in the one hundred and twelfth year of its exist-
ence, reported for 1 ~ classieal, scientific, special, and graduate courses, with a faculty 
of 15 members and 1:34 stud~ntg, 15 of them graduates. The courses for graduation 
as bachelor of arts and bachelor of science cover 4 years. For higher degrees there are 
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graduate courses covering 2 to 5 years. French, German, Greek, and Latin enter into 
the regular A. B. course and Hebrew is offered as an extra study during the senior year 
for students intending to enter the ministry. · 
St. Benedict's College, Newark, and Seton Hall College, South Orange (both Roman Cath-
olic), reported for 1881-' 82 preparatory departments and classical and commercial courses 
of study; the former had 68 students, and the latter 100. The preparatory department 
at St. Benedict's embraces only elementary English studies. The standard at Seton 
Hall has been raised. 
INS1;ITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
For statistics of schools of ~is class reporting for 1881, see Table VIII of the appendix, 
aml a summary of it in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Rutgets Scient·ific Sciwol (constituted by act of the legislature the State College of 
Agriculture ::md the Mechanic Arts) presented for 1881-'82 full4-yearcourses of instruc-
tion in civil engineering and mechanics, in chemistry and agriculture, and special courses 
in chemistry and agriculture covering 2 years, each 4-year course leading to its corre-
sponding degree, while certificates alone are given to those students who pursue to their 
completion the special 2-year courses. 
The .John C. G1·eenSclwol of Science, connected with the College of New Jersey, Prince-
ton, had 2 courses in general science: one of 4 years, leading to the degree of B. s. ; the 
other, a course of at least a year in special departments of science for students who have 
received the first degree and are candidates for the degree of M. s. Students in the 
junior year desiring to devote to certain branches more than the usual time may elect 
one of 3 courses, which are in (1) mathematics and mechanics, (2) biology and geology, 
(3) chemistry and mineralogy. The comse need not be selected before the close of the 
first term in the junior year. There is also a select course in physics that may be taken 
:in the senior year by students that have chosen mathematics and mechanics. Then in 
ihe Green school there is a 4-year course in civil engineering, which for the first 3 years 
is the same for all, but in the fourth year may be varied by students showing marked 
au vance in special branches of engineering. A course of 2 to 4 month·, according to the 
preparation of the student, is provided for graduates of the school and special students 
intending to study medicine. 
Steven.·Jnstitute of Technology, Hoboken, a school of mechanical engineering, offered in 
1881-' 2 <1 full 4-ye..'tr course, each year divided into 4 terms, the first or preliminary 
term being devoted to experimental mechanics and shop work. rrhe courses of instruction 
include mathematics, mechanical engineering and drawing, physics, chemistry, languages 
and belles lettres. Admission, promotions, and graduation depend on the passage of ex-
aminations. 
For statistics of these scientific schools, see Table X of i.he appendix, and a summary 
of the sn.me in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theology is the only professional training reported in 1882. The schools for it were 
tbe Theological Seminary, Princeton, the German Theological School o.f Newark, 1. J. 
Bloomfield (both Presbyterian), Drew Theological Seminary, Madison (Methodist Epi-
copal), the Theological eminary of the Reformed Church in America, New Brun-
wick, ancl the Dioc an Seminary of Seton Hall College, South Orange (Roman Cath-
olic). The first 4 bad full 3-year courses, with preliminary examinations for all who 
were not colleae graduate ; the German Theological School had a 3-year preparatory 
course, an<l the instruction in theology at Seton Hall College was not separated from tha 
of the con giate course. 
For statistics of theological schools, see Table XI of this volume. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATIO.o:T OF DEAF-~fUTES A.'D OF THE BLIND AND FEEBLE-1\IINDED. 
The numb r of deaf-mutes educated by the tate in special schools of other tatesw, 
156, number of blind 57, and of feeble-minded 41, and the co t to the tate of such 
in truction was '6 , '16. 
REFOR~IATORY A-·D J_•DUSTRIAL TRAINL'G. 
he New Jc;·. l'JI tall' llifornL Sclwot, for boys, Jam burg, reported f01·l88Z the number 
of boy. that had h n in the institution. during the year to be 419, embmciug sol.ll~ t'<ll -
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ored, 322 rema.i\1-ing under instruction October 31. - They were taught the elemP-ntary 
:English branches, with farm and shop work and brick making. The value of all t11o 
school property was $40,048 and the value of the farm products for the year $9,689. 
The State Industrial Scltool, for girls, at Trenton, reported 51 inmates during 1882, their 
average age being 14} years. They received instruction in the common English branches; 
also, in sewing and house work. Particular attention was given to their moral and relig-
ious training. . 
The Newm·k Cit.Y Home, a reformatory and :industrial :institution for boys ancl girls sup-
ported by the city, reports 74 receiverl. and 72 paroled during the year, leaving at the 
close of 1882 156 inmates. All are given school instruction, with voc.:'tl music; the boys 
are taught brush making and fttrming; the girls, tailoring, dressmaking, and plain sew-
ing. 
EDUCATION OF ORPHAN AND DEPENDENT CHII,DREN. 
Among the institutions of this class reporting are the West Jersey Orphanage, Cam-
den, for destitute colored children; the Children's Home, Mount Holly, and the Newark 
and Paterson Orphan Asylums. These schools seem to be doing good work and are 
said to be conducted by earnest men and women. For statistics of these and similar 
institutions, see Table XXII of the appendix. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The New Jersey State Teachers' Association held its twenty-fifth annual meeting at 
Newark, December 26-27, 1882, President W. L. Dickinson, of Jersey City, in the 
chair. In hi<:> address of welcome the president warmly advocated the proposition that 
teachers should be men and women of thought and action, stimulating scholars to learn 
without too much explanation; he thought they should belong to the board of trustees 
and assert the dignity and importance of ·their position. Superintendent De Graff pre-
sented a paper on "A new departure in teachers' institutes," and offered resolutions that 
the associa·tion request the legislature at its next session to repeal the law for county 
institutes and establish for each congressional district a school to hold an annual 4-week 
session for normal training, 5500 being given annually to each school. The resolutions 
were followed by a lively discussion and were finally referred to a committee, to be re-
ported on at the next meeting. The general drift of sentiment appeared to be that normal 
training in some form was essential to right teaching, even for those who had passed 
through the school curriculum. The next day Principal Hasbrouck, of the Normal 
School, dwelt on the need of thoroughness in mental training. Papers were then read 
on the '' Reformation of delinquents'' and on ''School libraries,'' followed by State 
Superintendent Apgar in defence of high schools, with an earnest appeal for retaining the 
county institute system. The xesolutions relative to the system were referred to a com. 
mittee, to be reported upon at the next meeting. Before adjournment, Randal Spalding, 
of Mont Clair, was elected president for the ensuing year. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. ELLIS A. APGAR, State superintendent of public instruction, Trenton. 
[Term, 3 years.] 
.Mr. Apgjl.r has served by successive 1·eelections sinoo1867. 
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NE"V./ YORii.. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. 
POPULATION AND ATTE "DANCE. 
Youth of ·chool age (5-21)---------- 1,662,122 1,681,161 1!J,039 
Public school enrolment----------·· 1,021,282 1,041,068 19,786 
Average daily attendance---------- 559,399 569,471 10,072 
Attending private or church schoo]s_ 108,309 115, 6t16 7,337 
Attending academies-------------- 31,114 34,171 3,057 
Attending normal schools---------- 5,944 6,152 208 
Attending colleges ____ .------------ 6,251 6,496 245 
Attending medical schools __________ 3,069 3,011 ----------
Attending law schools------------- 603 609 6 
Whole number under instruction ____ 1,176,572 1,207,153 30,581 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of. chool districts __________ 11,248 11,257 9 
Average school term in days ________ 178 176 ----------Volumes in district school libraries __ 707,155 705,634 ----------
Public school-houses--------------- 11,894 11,914 20 
Number built oflogs -------------- 78 76 ----------Fmme school-houses ___ ____ -------- 10,073 10,100 27 
Brick or stone school-houses-------- 1,743 1,738 ----------
Expended for houses, sites, repairs, &c. $1,467,361 $1,525,426 $58, 065 
Estimated value of school property __ 31,091,630 30,332,291 ---··------
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ______ 7,669 7,123 ----------
Women teaching in public schools ___ 23,157 24,110 953 
Whole number of teachers __ ________ 30,826 31,233 407 
Number licensed by local officers ____ 28,767 29,087 320 
Licensed by State superintendent ___ 964 963 ----------Licensed through normal schools ____ 1,095 1,183 88 
Employed 28 weeks or over -------- 20,731 20,902 171 
Number of institutes held·----·---- 77 73 ----------
Teachers attending in titutes ------- 13,209 13,231 22 
Average monthly pay of teachers ___ $42 24 $43 28 $1 04 
Il:lCOJ.IE, EXPENDITURE, AND SCHOOL 
FUND. 
Receipts for public schools __________ $10,895,765 $11,384,078 $488,313 
Expenditure for public schools ______ 10,923,402 11,422,593 499,191 






























a Tot including the nited • t.a.tes deposit fund, which in 1878 amounted to $4,014,521. 
(From reports of Ron. eil Gilmour, State superintendent of public instruction for 
the two y a:rs indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A. tat superintendent of 'public instruction, elected by the legi lature for a t rm of 
3 years, has general charge of public school interests. Academic, collegiate, and pro-
f~ ional trai.Wp.,g,is~lUl.derJ;l:l.e dir~ction .of-a board o.f regents of tb.e university. Local 
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school affairs are in charge of school commissioners elected by the people for 3 years 
(one for each school commissioner's district) and of district boards of t.rustees, of 1 or 3 
members iu ordinary districts and of 3 to 9 members in union districts. Women may 
hold school offices and vote in school meetings. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Public schools are sustained by the ipcorne of a common school fund, of the United 
States deposit fund, and by State and local taxation. 'All residents of a district 5 to 
21, and non-residents at the discretion of the trustees, are admitted, except Indian youth 
on reservations, for whom other provision is made. Separate schools for colored children 
may be established by the school authorities of cities or ofunion districts, but facilities 
for instruct.ionequal to those in the schools for white children must be provided in them. 
Districts, to be entitled to their share of the public school funds, must have sustained a 
school taught by a qualified teacher for at lea-st 28 weeks the preceding school year, and · 
no public school moneys may be paid to an unqualified teacher. 'l'o be legally qualified 
a teacher must have a normal school diploma or a certificate of qualification from the 
State superintendent, school commissioner of the district, or school officer of a city 
authorized by special act to grant a certificate. 
Provision is made in the law for district libraries, union or graded free schools with 
academic departments, teachers' institutes, and State normal schools; also, for the in-
struction of t.he deaf and dumb and the blind, for children in orphan asylums, for the 
care and instruction of idle and truant children, and for the compulsory attendance of 
children between 8 and 14 on some school for at least 14'weeks in each year, unless in-
structed at horne in the common school branches. The employment during school hours 
of any child under 14 who has not received this amount of instruction during the year 
preceding is prohibited under a penalty of $50. 
Free instruction in industrial drawing must be provided in all cities and in union and 
free school districts under special acts, unless such districts are excused by the State 
supeOn_tendent. All State normal schools must teach this branch.- (School laws.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics show an jncrease of 191000 in youth of school age, of more than that 
number in public school enrolment, and of over 10,000in average daily attendance, while, 
with the increased number of students in colleges, academies, normal and law schools, 
the whole number reported under instruction was over 30,000 greater than the previous 
year. Nearly half a million of dollars more wa-s expended for public school purposes; 
more teachers were employed, at an increased average monthly salary; and over $58,000 
more were spent for school-houses, school furnitm·e, &c., although the estimated value 
of all school p:roperty was reported less than in 1881. '' For many years there has been 
an annual increase in the number of teachers employed for the full legal term of school,'' 
a fact which, the superintendent thinks, shows an increasing interest in educational work, 
besides furnishing encouragement to teachers. The number of volumes in district 
libraries has been decreasing year by year, although the sum of $50,000 is annually 
appropriated for the purchase of books. This amount was in 1881-'82 divided nearly 
equally between the 744 city and the 11,257 rural school districts, the latter receiving, 
on an average, a little more than $2 each. The money, however, in a large majority of 
the rural districts, was used for the payment of teachers, the law authorizing this when 
the amount is less than $3. The superintendent advises that the annual appropria-
tion for district libraries should be discontinued or else that the law be so amended as to 
materially improve the libraries. 
A new plan wail adopted at the last institute examination of teachers which has given 
general satisfaction. It had previously been required that each applicant for a cer-
tificate should pass in all the subjects prescribed. Now, should they fail in any 
branches, th yare to receive credit for those in which they are successful, and are not 
required to pa. an examination in them again, bnt only in those in which they failed. 
They must, however, pass in all the u~jects within 3 yc.'trs. The method of granting 
State certifi ::~tcs on examination, instead of on recommendation, required by a law of 
1 75 ha h en proclnciivc of much good in raising the standa.r<l of teachers' qualiflca-
tions. · 
I NSTRUCTION OF INDIAN YOUTH. 
The report for 1882 gives 1,72~ as the numher of Indian children of school age in the 
StatP tlw num h r of these enrolled in school as J, 169, and the average daily attendtm<·e 
as ()4.). One new school-house wa in process of erection and 2 more were needed. 
The r ·ei pts for the year were ~8, 5D5; expenditures, $8, 24.3. 
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NEW LEGISLATION. 
No notice of any important cha»ges in the school code has reached the Bureau except 
the following: (1) One requiring supervision of teachers' classes in academies and union 
schools from school commissioners, with some additional provisions as to incorporation 
of academies; (2) one forbidding the incorporation of collegiate institutions without the 
approval of the regents of the university; (3) one amending regulations as to admission 
to the bar of students from law schools or attorneys' offices. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For information as to schools of this class, see Table V of the appendix. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MOim INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
The schools of cities and incorporated villages not under special charters are, like 
other union school districts, governed by boards of education elected by the people for 
3 years, one-third going out each year. A large number of the cities, however, have 
special school organizations under municipal charters; but all are under the supervision 
of boards variously styled boards of education, of trustees, or of supervisors, generally 
elected by the people. Nearly all the larger cities also have superinten(ients of scl1ools. 
In New York City the mayor appoints the board, which is composed of24 commission-
ers. He also appoints 24 school inspectors, 3 for each of the 8 school districts into whi<;h 
the city is divided. A superintendent of schools and 7 assistant superintendents are 
appointed by the board, also 5 trustees for each ward. 
STATISTICS. 
Cities. 
Popul~tionll Children Enrolment Average N . b f 
census or of school in public daily at- tu~J :r. 0 Expendi-
1880. age. schools. tendance. e 1 rs. ture. 
Albany ................................ . 
Auburn .............................. .. 
Binghamton ........................ . 
Brooklyn ............................. . 
Buffalo .............................. .. 
Cohoes ............................... .. 
Elmira ................................ . 
Hudson ............................... . 
Itb~tca ..................... ............. . 
Kingston e ........................... . 
Lockport ............................. . 
Long Island City ................. . 
Newburgh ......... ................. . 
NewYorJ· .. ....................... .. 
Ogdensburg ........................ . 
Oswego .......................... ~···· 
Poughkeepsie ..................... . 
Roche ter ........................... . 
:Rome .................................. . 
chenectady ....................... . 
yra~use .............................. . 
Troy ................................... . 
Utica ................................... . 
Watertown .......................... . 























































































































































a Be ides the numbers here given, the evening schools enrolled 5,406, bad 3,262 in average attend-
abE t~o.~mcf!~>~ ~ teachers. 
c Including 120 in vening schools. 
d Including 17 in evening schools. 
e These statistics o.re for the Kingston school district only; the population of the city in 1880 was 
,344. 
flo luding 9,7 in orporate and 6,833 in evening schools. 
nlncluding an a.v rage attendance of 109 in evening schools. 
hlncludiog 7 teacher in evening schools. 
ADDITIONAL P .ARTICUI~AB 
Among several cities and villages containing 7,500 or more inhabitants, he ides tho:te 
.ennme:rat in the abo tabl , Hornellsville and Mjddletown had cbool sy tern orhran-
ized under pecial act , but no report of their tati tic. has been recei ed for tbe ear 
1 .... 
Albany repor a new scb ol building finished, with seats for 44 pupils and co.·tin,.. 
'17,642, and another commenced which will a{)Commodate 600 pupils and co abou 
'25,0 0, exclusive of site. The tendency towards a dec.Tease in att0n<1auce apparent k 
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the two previous years was arrested in 1882. While the registry remained about the same · 
as the previous year, the average membership increased by 344 and tJ;le average attendance 
by 364. The half day absences fell off 11,898 and the cases of t:udmess 2, '?'94. The ex-
perience of individual schools tended to show that the effort to reduce tardmess need not 
result in an increase of half day absences. · There were 650 cases of truancy, though the 
number of truants was only about 500. An inquiry made by the police, at the instance 
of the board of education, showed that ~here were on the streets at one time 28 truants 
and 132 non-attendants at school between 6 and 16 years of age. The establishment of 
an ungraded school for such children is recommended. 
In December the board, after carefhlly considering the arguments pro and con, decided 
to suppress the forenoon and afternoon recesses, allowing a longer intermission at noon 
and dismissing pupils half an hour earlier in the afternoon. The first and second year 
classes were allowed 10 minutes of recess during the sessions and individual recesses were 
given freely on request. At the end of 3 months reports from all the schools as to the 
practical workings of the plan were so favorable that the new schedule was made per-
manent. The course of study continued substantially as before. The rehearsal of short 
quotations was made a part of the daily exercises in ail the grades. Drawing continued 
to be taught with enthusiasm, and the influence of this instruction has already been 
seen in the workshops and studios of the city. SatisfactOTy progress in music was made. 
There was a reduction of about one-half in cases of corporal punishment and this with-
out any increase in the number of suspensions. The schools are learning to do without 
the infliction of pain as a means of discipline, the proportion of pupils now subjected to 
it being but 1 in 3,300. The high school reports a year of successful work. A training 
department for teachers has been added to its curriculum. Of 233 teachers employed 
.(only 24 of them men), 109 were graduates of the high school, 64 of normal schools, and 
12 of colleges. 
In .Auburn the school j are graded as primary, grammar, and high, each department 
occupying 4 years, and the last having two courses, an academic and a classical. No 
new departures were made during the year in methods of teaching or in school man-
agement. Instruction in industrial drawing and in vocal music was given in all grades 
by special teachers. There was an increase of 124 in the number of pupils enrolled and 
of 65 in the average number belonging. As in 1880-'81, there was a decreased attend-
ance in the advanced grades, owing to opportunities for employment offered by prosper-
ous business interests. The s~..1itary condition of the schools was good, but some of the 
rooms were so crowded that a new building was ordered. The most pressing need of the 
school system was some suitable provision for the idlers and truants of the community. 
Binghamton provides public school accommodations for 3, 011 pupils, a few more than 
the number enrolled, in 9 school buildings, the latter valued, with other school prop-
erty, at $204,367. The schc:>ls were classed as primary, grammar, and high and were 
taught 195 days. 
Brooklyn reports an increase of 2,197 in pupils enrolled and of 12 in teachers employed. 
The per cent. of average attendance on the number enrolled was 59.5; on the average 
enrolment it was 88.5. It appears that attendance is kept down by the lack of school 
accommodations, whichhave been insufficient for years. While there was roomfor addi-
tional pupils in the higher grammar grades, the primary and lower grammar grades were 
overcrowded, and to reduce the latter to reasonable numbers and furnish accommoda-
tions for the children excluded 15 new primary school buildings were needed. The 
attendance in evening schools increased during the year, but not so much as that in day 
schools. Over 8,200 pupils were enrolled during the fall term and 5,406 during the 
spring term, the average attendance in eaeh being about half these figures. Consider-
ing the few years that are spent by a majority of the public school children in school, 
the superintendent urges the importance of organizing an introductory class for children 
5 to 7 years of age, in which such instruction should be given as would awaken a desire 
for knowledge and create some aptness in its acquirement; also, the adoption of Kinder-
garten methods in the regular school work of the lower grades. He emphasizes the 
necessity for a more generous support of the public schools and renews a former recom-
mendation for the est.1.blishment of two training schools for teachers.- (City report, 
1882.) 
In Buffalo, with an increase of 2,0 1 pupils enrolled and of 1,134 in average attend-
ance, under 13 more teachers, there was a decrease of $542 in public school expenditure. 
The average attendance was grea.tly lessened by sickness among the pupils, which, in some 
cases, led to closing the schools. Of the 20,687 pupils attending;, only 5, 460 were nativo 
Americans, 10,301 were Germans, 2,633 lri h, and 2,293 belonged to other nationalities. 
The y~tem comprised 35 school dist.ricts and 55 grammar school buildings, of which 42 
were dt trict property, 36 of the latter being built of brick and G of wood. The rented 
buildings were unfit for school purposes, being too small, devoid of sanitary appliances, 
and ill ventilated. In several districts, moreover, the school accommodations, inferior as 
12 E. 
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they were, proved inadequ~tte, many children being kept away through the want of room, 
while others remained out of school on account of the defective sanitary arrangement~!;. 
The course of study, in the opinion of the superintendent, embraced more studies than 
can be pursued with advantage, and he thinks the least important subjects should be 
dropped, securing by this reduction more time for the stt1.dies of a practical character. 
Only 15 or 20 minutes, twice a week, can be given to drawing, and the same length of 
time, 3 times a week, to writing. More attention was given to the rudiments of mU$ic 
than previously. The German language was studied by about 2,000 pupils in 16 of the 
district schools and in the high school, under 17 instructors.- (City report.) 
Cohoes, with public schools classed as primary, grammar, high, and evening schwls, 
reports 1, 983 sittings for study in 8 school buildings, valued, with other public schQol prop~ 
erty, at $93,000. Pt1blic schools were taught 203 days during the year. There wel·e 
about 600 pupils enrolled in private and parochial schools. 
The Elmira public schools, classed as primary, grammar, and high, nre taught in 8 
buildings, affording 3,825 sittings for study. Besides the public school attendance above 
noted, there was an estimated enrolment of 631 pupils in private and parochial schools. 
The public schools of Rndson, classed as primary, grammar, and high, were taught a 
term of 203 days in 8 builtlings affording seats ior 1,416 pupils. The e~timated 
value of all property used for school purposes was $38,500. About 680 pupils were en-
rolled in private and parochial schools. 
Ithaca reporw an increase of 77 in youth of school age, of 28 in the number enrollet'l 
in public schools, and of 12 in average attendance. 'llhere was an increase in the 
number of days of absence, but diminished tardiness. 'l'l1e sanitary conditio;n of the 
school buildings received careful attention and great improvements have been made 
within the last few years in respect to lighting, seating, warming, ~nd ventilating. 
Very young children are taught reading objectively, the written names being assodated 
with the objects represented by them. In the more advanced grades methods of instruc-
tion have improved; in English, pupils are taught to use language correctly before tbey 
take up technical grammar; in history, the endeavor is made to awal.;en a desire to know 
much more about persons and events than the text books conta.in; and birthdays of noted 
author are set apart for memorizing and reciting choice selections from their writings. 
In the high school a few minutes each morning and an hour on Friday afternoons are 
devoted to talks by the pupils, who are expected, when called upon, to give extempo:r~ 
neously what they have prepared.-(City report.) 
The Kingston schools report a public school enrolment the same as in 1881, tardiness 
much less, order generally excellent, and corporal punishment seldom used. Commend~ 
able progress was made in drawing and good work was done in vocal music.-tCity re~ 
port.) 
Lockport reports primary, grammar, and high schools taught for 194 d~tys in 7 public 
school buildings affording 2,667 sittings for study and valued, with other property, at 
$105,000. About 500 pupils were enrolled in private and parochial schools. 
Long Island City reports an increased enrolment of 353 in public schools and 9 more 
pupils in average daily attendance. The teachers showed more earnestn~ and diligence 
in their work and greater interest was taken by pupils in their studies. The expense 
for school books was 50 per cent. less than in previous years, a fact that is given as an 
indication that the character of teaching had improved. 
In New York 29 schools under the supervision of the board of education and sharing 
in the public school funds reported an enrolment of 298,917 pupils, with 138,329 in aver-
age attendance, an increase for the year of 14,018 in enrolment and of only 3,769 in 
aver. ge attendance. Of these schools 48 were corporate, including industrial and :reform-
atory chool , orpha.n asylums, &c.; 27 were evening schools; 2, a normal college and 
a training department; 1, a nautical school; 103 were grammar, 113 primary, aJ+d 4 col-
ored school . The grammar, primary, and colored schools report an increase for the year 
of 5,203 pupil. in total emolm nt, of 3,345 in averacre enrolment, and of 2,983 in ~ver­
a .at ndance, 01 p r cent. of the average enrolment having attended every session 
dunner th year. bout 66 per cent. of the pupils belonged to primary grades and 34 
p r cent. to th grammar school , the sa,me p oportion a during 1 1. Only about 26 
p r · nt. fpupils who commen e the lowest grammar grade enter the highest. Of the 
· ,541 te~ ·hers in all h chool sharing in public funds, 2,996 belonged to the primary, 
g mm. r, and ·olor c1 RCh ols and th training department, 209 of them being men and 
2,7 ' m n. Of 19 licen. to wwh · nferr d dming tl1e year, 141 were given to 
om n, of whom 40 wcr gr~uates of the Tormal Coli ge. rovisional certificates, ood 
for (i montl1s, ar u u: lly g1ven to be(nnne1 ; ancl, after satisfactory evidence of ability 
teach and gov rn · ·b o , a rmanent lie ns is given, which remairu in force a lon 
as th teacl1 r r tain . . the po. ition and ~o. good wo~k. Tea~h rs can only be removed 
fi r cau. · aft r a b armg an~ on the dec1. 1on of the 1ty supenntendent and two in pect-
ora, from whom an appeal lies to the' tate superintendent; by this stabil~ty in the ten-
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nre of office a better quality of instruction is secured than would otherwi<Se be possible. 
All the public schools improved in reading, the primary schools in spelling also, and 
nearly all in discipline, writing, and arithmetic. Discipline is carried on without corporal 
punishment, which is prohibited; pupils are kept so busy that there is little time for 
disorder or mischief. Only 10 classes out of 2,567, enrolling 20,000 children, or less 
than one-half of 1 per cent. of the classes, were found, on examination, to be notably de-
ficient in discipline; and this result was obtained without frequent resort to suspension, 
there having been only 87 cases of this during the year. Marked progress has been made 
during the past 5 years in drawing, wmch is by State law a part of the course of study 
in all city public schools. Of the 2, 500 classes examined in 1882, the work of 83 per 
cent. was excellent; of 15, good; and of 2, either fair orindifferent. The method of teach-
ing music had also improved: there was less memorizing of exercises, with more att,en-
tion to reading music at sight. Good results are reported in the study of German and 
French, which are taught in 86 out of the 103 grammar departmeuts- German in 75, 
French in 11-29 special teachers being employed. The law allows the introduction of 
these branches as op·~ional studies in any grammar department in which they are desired 
by the parents or guardians of at least 30 pupils. Improvement is reported in the san-
itary condition of many of the schools. The means of ventilation were as good as in most 
public buildings; the modes of egress were, as a rule, ample; and the careful attention 
given to sanitary matters had favorably affected the health of pupils. Still there were 
some overcrowded class rooms, principally in the primary departments, showing the 
necessity for several additional school buildings. 
The Z7 evening schools, with 18,792 enrolled and 6,833 in average attendance, were 
divided into senior and junior schools; the former, having an optional course in reading, 
arithmetic, penmanship, book-keeping, and composition, admit only pupils 16 years old 
and over; the latter have a graded course in the elementary branches and admit pupils 
13 to 18. In all there were classes for the instruction of foreigners learning English. 
The superintendent reports excellent discipline and instruction and general results fully 
justifying the expenditure for the support of evening schools. The 48 corp(lrate schools 
enrolled 27,673pupils, of whom 9,690were in average daily attendance, under 204 teach-
ers. Oftbese, 21 were sustained by the Children's Aid Society and 12 by the American 
Female Guardian Society. The instruction, which is improving year by year, was reported 
either excellent or good during 1882 in all the schools of the Children's Aid Society and 
in all but one of the Female Guardian Society. Classification and methods of instruc-
tion now conform to those of the public schools. Thousands of children who would other-
wise find it difficult to attend school are instructed, some being able to attend only half 
a s~ssion each day, others even less. 
The nautical school gave instruction to 98 boys during the year in the common Eng-
lish branches, aR well as in practical seamanship. This school, established 9 years ago 
for the purpose of teaching seamanship to such young men as wish to become sailors, has 
proved a success. The demf.Lod.for its graduates now exceeds the supply. 
The board of education bas made the enforcement of the compulsory education law one 
of the duties of the city superintendent, who is assisted in it by 12 agents of truancy. 
Their work during the year 1882 was satisfactory, both in character and amount. The effi-
ciency of the truancy department increa es with time and experience, though the com-
plete enforcement of the law is an impossibility in some wards, inasmuch as the school 
accommodfl.tions are not sufficient for the children who desire to attend. The number of 
non-attendants placed in school during the year was 882, an increase for the year of' 
480, Nearly half of these were children of Ita,lian birth or parentage, and about 800 other 
Italian children were pla~ed in school by t?eir parents, who had been aroused by the 
measures taken to secure attendance. Durmgthe year 2,495 cases of truancy received 
attention, and 1,617ofthesewere believed to becorrected, having been reported only once; 
of 7 who were reported more than once, 345, or 18 per cent. of the total number were 
regarded as more or less incorrigible, a large decrease when compared with the retl{rns of 
the previous year. Twice a year, and oftener if necessary, an examination is made into 
the condition of_ childr~n cn:ploy~d _in man':factories and other establishments. Employ-
ers cheerfully glV~ therr MSLRtance m securmg tf1e enforcem~nt of the law forbidding the 
employment of ch1ldrcn who ha.ve not the cert1ficates rcqmred. The good influence of 
the co!Upulsory edu~ation act is show~ hy the fact that there were 1, 764 fewer arrests and 
commlt~ents of children 8 to 14 dunug Lhe 5 years after its passage tban during the 
5 pre · dmg yen.rs, a decrease of 29 per ccnf.. The superintendent recommends the estab-
lbhnwnt of a reform school and three Achools for truants or non-attendants wl10 are to be 
from them tran. ferred to the public Rchools on proof of amendment or if incorriO'ible to 
the reform choo~ for confinement, di"c.ipline, and instruction.-(city ~eport, 18S2.) ' 
O~r~ot>[JO. -J?u?lw schools, classed a~ pnmary, grammar, a.nd high, were taught 194 da.ys in 
14 school buildings, capable of scatmg 3,610 pupils ancl valued, with other school prop-
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erty, at $173,880. Over 1,300 pupils, it is estimated, were attending private andparo. 
chial chool . 
Poughkeepsie reports a prosperous year in the public schools, progress having been made 
in all the grades, the most marked being in Teadlng, writing, and drawing. The half 
day plan for the younger children proved satisfactory, resulting in a continued increase 
in promotions, good health of the children, and in a reduction of expenses; had it not 
been adopted, additional buildings must have been provided. The public library is ex-
tensively used and received from citizens important gifts both in money and bool(s. 
There were 33,636 volumes circulated during the year, of which 21,221 were fiction, 
6,630 juvenile, and 5, 785 miscellaneous.- (City report.) 
Rochester reports public schools, ch'3sed as primary, grammar, and high, taught 196 
day , in 27 buildings, containing accommodations for 13,030 pupils and valued, with 
other property, at $501,039. There was an estimated enrolment in private aml paro-
chial chools of 3, 500. . 
In Rome the public schools, classed as primary, grammar, and high, were taught 197 
days in 8 buildings, capable of seating 2,000 pupils and valued, with other school prop-
erty, at $71,000. About 365 pupils attended private and parochial schools. 
In Syracttse the total public school enrolment was slightly greater than during the pre-
vious year. The percentage of attendance on the average number belonging (96) remained 
about what it had been for a number of years past. Comparing the average num-
ber belonging with the enrolment, or the latter with the school populatio11, the figure 
are not so favorable: only about 80 per cent. of the number enrolled were in average 
attendance, only a little over 50 per cent. of the youth of school age were enrolled, and 
only 1 6 of the whole number were over 16 years of age. More than ample accommod~ 
tiona are provided, there being 1,092 more seat'3 than the average number belonging and 
1,430 more than the average daily attendance. Some needea repairs were made in the 
school buildings; and here, as elsewhere, increased attention bas been given to the sani-
ta.ry condition of the schools, particularly in regard to the care and preservation of the 
eye igbt of pupiL'l. The high school had 483 pupils enrolled, 346 in average attendance, 
and graduated 45; the department for the training of teachers graduated 23. An un-
grad d school which had been sustained for 20 years past for the benefit of boys and young 
men who were employed during the greater part of the yea.r, and which usually enrolled 
from 50 to 150 pupils, was discontinued in 1882 for want of funds. The evening school 
would also have been suspended for the same cause but for the generosity of Mr. William 
A. weet, who furnished means to pay the teachers. The school was open 4 months 
and gave instruction to 30 or 40 young men 4 evenings of the week.-(City report.) 
Utica reports 34 public schools, including primary, intermediate, advanced, academic, 
ungraded, and evening schools, a slight increase in enrolment, and a decrease in the num-
ber of ca es of tardiness, which amounted to only 1 for each pupil, while 10 years ago 
there were 3 for each. The results of the year's work are considered very satisfactory. 
There was a general interest in the cause of education, and the people responded promptly 
to very demand for the improvement and extension of school facilities. An increase of 
population had rendered necessary additional school ·accommodations and a new build-
ing had therefore been commenced. The sanitary condition of the schools was satisfac-
tory. The annual examination showed that progress had been made in every department 
of tudy and especially in spelling. Two evening schools had 334 pupils enrolled. The 
academy had 172 in attendance and graduated 42, of whom 26 had completed a 4-year 
course, one of 3 years, and 8 a normal course of 2 years. The city library was reported 
in good condition. There was a marked improvement in the choice of books, the call for 
works of light fiction having been reduced from 68 to 54 per cent. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
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In view of the fact that only 1,183 of the 31,233 teachers employed in theStatedUTing 
the year were graduates of the normal schools, the eJ_uestion has been asked whether these 
schools are worth w bat they cost. But the State superintendent suggests that in answer-
ing this question it should be borne in mind that the many who attend only a few terms 
and engage in teaching before ·graduating derive much benefit from their limited course 
and are far better teachers than they could be without such training; also, that those 
schools which are taught by persons who are graduates of normal schools are practi-
cally subnormt~.l schools, and thus the influence of the system :is extended. 
To gain admission to these schools pupils must be at least 16 years of age (the Albany 
school requiring young men to be 18) and have good health and average abilities; they 
must pass a fair examination in reading, spelling, geography, and arithmetic (as far as the 
roots), and be able to analyze and parse ,simple sentences. Each county :is entitled to 
twice as many pupils as it bas representatives in the assembly. Appointments are made 
by the State superintendent, subject to the required examination, on the recommendation 
of the several school commissioners or city superintendents of schools, whose duty it is to 
use every reasonable means to secure the selection of suitable candidates. Tuition and 
the use of text books are free, and to those who remain a full term the amount of fare 
necessarily paid in travelling is refunded . 
. Three normal courses of study are arranged, an elementary of 2 years, an advanced 
English of 2, and a classical of 3, the last two courses requiring a preliminary examina-
tion on the first year of the elementary course. The school at Albany provides a single 
course; the other schools bad students in both elementary and advanced courses. Besides 
the above strictly normal courses of study there are academic ·departments connected 
with all these schools, except those at Albany and Oswego. All have schools of practice 
attached to them, those at Oswego and Fredonia including also Kindergarten depart-
ments. The Potsdam . school superintendent reports certain changes made during the 
year in the building, rendering it more convenient, and the beginning of a natural his-
tory museum. Methods of teaching geography and grammar were improved, there was 
a larger enrolment of normal and academic students than ever before in the history of 
the school; and a demand arose for teachers fur union and graded schools, especi?>lly for 
those fitted to teach Latin and Greek, which it was impossible to supply. Greater atten-
tion is to be paid hereafter to methods, Tendering the school more strictly normal. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
TheN ew York Normal College has come safely through the transition from a 3 to a 4 year 
course of study. By this change it is hoped to reduce the numbeT of graduates tmtil 
the supply shall be only sufficient to meet the demands of the public schools, besides 
giving the apprent.ice teachers an additional year of training. Notwithstanding this 
lengthening of the course the number of students ihcreased during the year from 1, 211 
to 1,435. Such was the crowded condition of the college that for the first time in its 
history the drawing room was used for recitations; and such wa5 the rush for admission to 
the model department that it became necessary to adopt measures to prevent overcrowd-
ing. That the college is doing good work is clearly indicated by the fact that parents 
are very anxious to have their children in its schools. During the year 1,692 chil-
dren, mainly residents of the immediate neighborhood, were instructed by 588 pupil 
teachers, under the careful supervision of a superintendent, a teacher of methods, and 25 
critic teachers. Owing to the addition of another year to the course of study there were 
no graduates in 1882, except 49 of the class of 1881, who chose to take the additional 
year as post graduates.-(Report of normal college.) 
A training department belonging to the Syracuse high school, which gives a year of 
special study and practice in normal methods, graduated 23 pupils during the year; 8 
students were graduated from the 2-year normal course of the Utica high school; 
and ~t was decided by the A lba.ny board of education to organize a normal depart-
ment in connection with the hjgh school course of study of that city. Alfred a.nd St. 
Lawrence Universities, when last heard from, provided courses of study for those de-
siring to become teachers, and Elmira College instituted in September, 1882, a. teachers ' 
class of 2 years. 
everal school!:! for the training of teachers in Kindergarten work report from N cw 
York. Their statistics may be found in Table III of the appendix. 
TEACHERS' CLASSES IN ACADEl\IiEs. 
Classes for the p1·eparation of teachers are found in 80 academies a.nd unio• schools. 
A law of 1 77 authorizes the regents of the university to designate those schools in which 
instruction shall be given in the science and practice of common school teaching. Until 
1882 no provision for their supervision had been made, although the want of it had been 
long felt. The present law provides that each class shall besubjectto the visita1 ion of tho 
school commissioner of the district in which the academy or union school is situated; he 
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is also required to assist in the organization, management, and final examination of the 
classes1 and to report thereon to the regents of the university. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Teachers' institutes were held during 1882, as in the previous year, in 58 counties; in 
1882 they numbered 73 and enrolled 13,231 teachers, a slight increase over the attend-
ance of the previous year. The cost to the State was $16,040.72, or an average of 
$276.56 for each county and of $1.21 for each teacher. 'The importance of these insti-
tutes is insisted on by the State superintendent and by reports of institute conductors 
published by him. One says the testimony as to their good results from commissioners, 
trustees, and patrons of schools is nearly universal. Another says t,hat besides the orig-
inal purpose of the institute, that of assisting young and untrained teachers, i!llititutes 
have supplied a need felt by all classes of teachers, afforded a means of disseminating 
the latest views of teaching, of making general the gains in particular places, of unify-
ing the teaching over wide areas, and of stimulating teachers to increased efforts. 
Another reports that institutes have resulted in an increased use of improved processes 
of school work not only in cities and villages, but in country districts, and in a marked 
increase of teaching power among teachers. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. 
Much educational information, very useful to teachers, was furnished in 1882 by the 
following educational journals: The School Bulletin, organ of the State Teachers' Associa-
tion, a monthly, in its eighth volume; the School Journal, published weekly at New 
York City, in its twenty-fourth; the Teachers' Institute, published monthly at the office 
of the School Journal, in its fourth; the Kindergarten Messenger, published monthly 
at Syracuse, in its sixth; the Industrial News, published monthly by the Inventors' In-
atitute, Cooper Union, New York City, in its third; the Scientific American, New York 
City, in its forty-sixth; the Penman's Journal and 'l'eachers' Guide, New York, in its 
sixth; and The American Missionary, under the American Missionary Association, in 
its thirty-sixth. 'l'he last gives information in regard to the instruction of the colored 
race, the Indians, and the Chinese, but is specially devoted to the interests of the col-
ored people. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
ACADEMIES AND IIIGH SCIIOOL DEPARTMENTS. 
Reports were received by the regents of the University of New York from 84 ~cad~­
mies and 173 aca.demical departments of union schools which were entitled to receive aid 
from the public chool funds, all having an enrolment of 34,257 pupils, und~r 1,304 
teachers, 9,874 of the students being allowed as academical out of 10,175 claimed as 
such. The academies are incorporated institutions, managed by boards of trustees; the 
academical departments are a part of the public school system and supported by tax~ 
tion, but under the visitation and inspection of the board of regents in respect to .theu 
ducational affairs aml sharing equally with academies in the distribution of the litera-
ture fund. The conditions under which charters may be granted to academies and aca-
demical department:; received uncler visitation were amended by the regents in July, 
1 2, with a view to rai ing their standard. The changes, however, refer chiefly to the 
equipment of th • in titutions, the old regulations having been made nearly half a cen-
tury ago, when th State wns poor a.nd sparsely populated. Under the new rules acade-
mi mu 't po: e at leaf!t '.),000 above all encumbrances; their debt must not exceed 
on -third of th' value of their property, which must include buildings worth at least 
2, 00 a library of suitable books, worth at least $500, and apparatus of equal value 
for in truction in phy~:~ic , ch mistry, and natural history. It must also appear that 
there i a r nabl pro pe ·t tbat the in titution will be suitably supported and that 
it will b attend d by at lea t 25 academical student'3. 
The reg nu ren w their r commend tion to the legi lature that mea nres be taken tD 
incre the amount for di ·tribution among the academies. 'I he income availab~e from 
the liter ture fund, . '12,000 annually, i · increased from the nited tates depo 1t fund 
to th , um of $40,000. Thi. w, 111 amount .fixed on in 1840, when there were only 
133 academi to partic-ipate in th di. trihution and only 10, 1 cholars in attendance 
the averarr amount for each academy in 1 40 being 33 , while for 1 3 it will be only 
about '15-. 
OTHER 'ECO~ DARY SCIIOOLS. 
For tati ti of h in ·oll g ·, private a ·ad mic cbools, preparatory. cboo d 
prepamtory d partment.s of ·oll ·g , . e Table IV VI, ~u, and IX of the appenlli.I· 
and for summari , ee the r ·por of the Commi .'iuner preceding. 
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SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK. 
This university, which is unique in character, was organized jn 1784 and reorganized 
with enlarged powers and duties in 1787. It is composed of all the colleges, academies, 
and academic departments of union schools established in the State. The institutions 
included under the term college are such as are legally incorporated and possess the 
power to confer collegiate degrees; they include, therefore, colleges of arts, law schools, 
medical schools, and professional schools of science, but not schools of theology. A law 
of 1882 provides that hereafter no literary or scientific college shall be incorporated under 
the general act without the approval of the regents of the university. 
The colleges of liberal arts incorporated in the university numbered 22; the instructors 
in them, 363; the students, 3, 769; the graduates of 1882, 503; the whole number gradu-
ated from the beginning, 16,631. 
The amount of property owned by all the collegiate schools under the regents' care, in-
cluding schools of law, of medicine, and of pharmacy, as well as those of literature and sci-
ence, was estimated in 1882 at $22,955,943, exclusive of debts, an increase of $4,432,265 
over the valuation of 1881. Adding the property of the academic schools ($3, 046,912 
over debts in 1882) there was a total of $26,002,855 under the university system of the 
State. Cornell a~d Columbia together held property valued at $12,241,768. 
LrrERARY COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN "OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Of this class there were in 1882 connected with the university 17, which, given i11 the 
report for 1881 in the order of their age, are arranged alphabetically by their ,post offices 
as follows: Alfred University, Alfred; St. Bonaventure's College, Allegany; St. Stephen's 
College, Annandale; St. Lawrence University, Canton; Hamilton College, Clinton; St. 
John's College, Fordham; Hobart College, Geneva· Madison University, Hamilton; 
Cornell University, Ithal;a; College of St. Francis Xavier, College of the City of New 
York, University of the City of New York, Columbia College, and Manhattan College, all 
in New York City; University of Rochester, Rochester; Union University, Schenectady 
(with professional schools at Albany), and Syracuse University, Syracm;e. 
Of the 17 mentioned, 13 were for young men and 4-Alfred, St. Lawrence, Cornell, and 
Syracuse-admittedyoungwomen also. In the whole 17 there werefor1881-'82, under 
281 insbructors, 3,198 students, of whom 435 were graclu.ated. For the prevailing re-
ligious influences, if any, in the several colleges named, see 'l'able IX of the appendix. 
'Six Roman Catholic colleges-St. Francis College ancl St . .John's College, Brooklyn; 
Canisius College and St . .Joseph's College, Buffalo; St. Louis College, New York City; and 
the College of our Lady of Angels, Suspension Bridge-and the Collegiate and Polytechnic 
Institute, Brooklyn (non-sectarian), are placed by the regents' report in the list of aca-
demic institutions. · 
All the colleges gave instruction in French and German, as well as in the traditional 
Latin and Greek, St. Stephen's, which prepares for a theological course, substituting He-
brew for German. Hobart College, preparing also to some extent for theological study, 
offered preliminary training in Hebrew, which language was offered, too, at Alfred and 
Madison Universities and at St. Bonaventure's College, all of which had theological 
courses. Sanscrit was offered at Cornell University and Columbia College, and Anglo-
Saxon at both of these, as well as at Hobart College and Madison and Syracuse Univer-
sities. These offers wereavailedofatColumbiaatleast, which taughtalsoDanish, 8pan-
ish, and Italian, and offered Icelandic. Cornell offered Swedish, Spanish} and Italian. 
The College of the Oity of New York, formerly open only to students from the public 
schools, was in 1882 opened to all duly prepared male students residing in the city. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR TilE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Of the high grade collegiate schools that go to make up the 22 in the university, 5 are 
for young women only, namely: Wells College, Aurora; Elmira Female College, Elmira; 
Ingham University, Leroy; Rutgers Female College, New York City; and Vassar College, 
Poughkeepsie. All have courses embracing the f'ull4-year classical curriculum, with 
French and Ge11nan (usually optional, instead of Greek), drawing, painting, and music, 
and they are all well equipped for their work. The requirements for admission at 
Ingham and Rutgers are considerably lower than at the 3 obher institutions, where 
they are as high aa is usual in the better class of colleges for men. The property of 
Vassar was valued in 1881-' 2 at $1,019,572, and it received that year $3,000 for a 
scholarship fund. Wells College came into posse sion of $100,000 for endowment, ad-
ditional to a like sum previously received from the same person (Hon. Edwin B. Morgan) 
. for the same purpose; the gifts of Mr. and Mrs. Morgan to the college aggregate over 
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$260,000. In these 5 colleges tl1ere were for the year 80 instructors and 569 students, or 
whom 56 were graduated. 
Besides the 5 regents' colleges, 21 other schools for young women claim place among 
those giving superior instruction, for statistics of which, see Table VIII of the appendix. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The United States Military Academy, West Point, established to train skilled officers 
for the Army, gives this training in a 4-year course, including the study of the Engli h, 
French, and Spanish languages; international and military law; mathematics; drawing; 
natural and experimental philosophy; geography, history, and ethics; chemisttty, miner-
alogy, and geology; tactics; civil and military engineering; ordnance and gunnery; and 
practical military engineering, military signalling, and telegmphy. The examinations 
are rigid, and students failing any year to reach the standard for promotion are turned 
back for at least another year of study or discharged. Out of the graduating class of 37 in 
June, 1882, 11 had been in the academy more than 4 years and 13 of its original mem-
bers were in the following class. There were 191 studen.ts in 1881-'82, under 47 in-
structors. 
The scientific instruction given under the university system of the State comprised (1) 
courses of general science in 17 collegiate schools belonging to the univ~rsity, which were 
of 3 to 4 years in duration and differed from the classical courses mainly in the sub ti-
tution of French or German for Greek or of both French and German for Latin and Greek, 
sometimes with mathematics and natural sciences in place of literary studies; (2) courses 
more specifically scientific, such as the courses of 4 years each at Cornell University in 
agriculture, in architect1,1re, in mechanic arts, in civil engineering, in analytical chemistry, 
in chemistry and physics, and in natural history; and the 6 others, also of 4 years, at Colum-
bia College, in mining engineering, civil engineering, metallurgy, geology, analytical and 
applied chemistry, and architecture. Besides, there were civil engineering courses of 4 
years eachatUnion College, Schenectady; atSyracuse University, Syracuse, andatReus-
selaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, with one of 3 years at the University of the City of 
New York and a graduate course of 2 years in the College of the City of New York. Co-
lumbia College had a school of political science for graduates, with a 3-year course lead-
ing to the deg1·ee of PH. D. · 
For statistics of scientific schools, see Table X of the appendix; for a summary of them, 
a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theology.- A graduate course in theology of 1 year at St. Lawrence University, Canton 
(Universalist), and courses of 3 years, meant to follow a collegiate course, were continued 
in 1 1-'82 in connection with St. Bonaventure's College, Allegany (Roman Catholic), 
an~ M~ison University, Hamilton (Baptist), of the institutions forming~ part of t~e 
Uruvemty of the State of New York. Besides these there were the followmg theologt-
cal schools: Auburn Theological eminary, Auburn (Presbyterian); De Lancey Divinity 
chool, Geneva (Protestant Episcopal) i Hamilton Theological Seminary, Hamilton (Bap-
tist); Hartwick Theological eminary, 1 Hartwick (Lutheran); General Theological em-
nary of the Protestant Episcopal Church, New York; Union Theological Seminary, 
New York (Presbyterian); Rochester Theological Seminary, Rochester (Baptist); Chr -
tian Biblical In titnte{ tanfordville (Christian); St. Andrew's Divinity School, Syracuse 
(Protestant Episcopal); eminary of Our Lady of Angels, Suspension Bridge; and t. 
Joseph's Provincial eminary, Troy (Roman Catholic). All appear to have had 3-year 
courses except the Roman Catholic, which mingle collegiate and theological training. 
Union Theological eminary, New York, has beyond its 3 years a graduate course of 
another year. 
Law.- Four schools of law connected with the University of the tate of New York 
for 1 1-'. reported to the regents 609 students, under 24 instructors, and 245 grad~­
a , makrng a total of 2, 0 graduates in law since the establishment of the uru-
ve~ity .. Th e schools are the Albany Law chool, Albany, a department of Union 
Umvei'Slty; ynard-Knox Law chool of Hamilton College, Clinton; chool of Law. of 
Columbia Colleg , ew York; and the department oflaw in the Univer ity of the City 
of New York. All had, for the year reported, courses of 2 years, covering 35 to 38 week 
each year, for tudents that had no preliminary legal training, Albany taking off a y~r 
for any one that had previou ly read law for that time. Columbia required an exaDll· 
nation for admi ion of tud nts not . hown to be college graduates who seek to get a 
d gree from the law sch 1, this examination being in the literary tudi pr paratory to 
the collegiate course. I ub equent course appear to be exceptionally thorough also. 
1 A German-Lutheran theological tl<:llool is nlso connected with )!arlin Luther C:ollcg-c, Butfulo. 
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Under the laws of New York State, admission to the bar is regulated by the court of 
appeals, which promulgated amended rules to take effect July 1, 1882. These provide 
that a person must show his fitness to begin the study of the law by passing the regents' 
examination, unless he is a college graduate, after which, being over 18 years of age, he 
must serve a regular clerkship of 3 years in an attorney's office, or 2 years if a college 
graduate. 'l'ime actually spent in a qualified law school in operation 8 ;months of each 
year will be accepted in lieu of that required in the clerkship, ·but "in no case shall an 
applicant be entitled to admission as an attorney and counsellor without having served 
a clerkship in the office of a practising attorney of the supreme court for the period of at 
least 1 year." Vacations of the law school may be utilized in serving the clerkship. 
On completing his preparation, the applicant must pass an examination in the law, 
conducted by the judges of the supreme court at a general term or by not less than 3 
practising lawyers, of at least 7 years' standing at the bar, appointed by the court. 
Medicine.- Out of 17 colleges -connected with the university the education in which 
is in some branch of medical science and the degree from which is a medical degree, 15 
reported to the regents for 1881-'82 a total of 258 instructors and 3,127 students, of 
whom 949 were graduated, making 15,409 9raduates since the foundation of these col-
leges. Of the schools reporting, 7 were ' regular;" 2, eclectic; 1, homroopathic; 1, 
dental; 2, pharmaceutical; and 2, veterinary. Onehomroopathic college, not reporting 
to the regents but sending its statistics to this Bureau, adds 21 instructors, 42 students, 
and 10 graduates to those above given; besides which the Woman's Medical College of 
the New York Infirmary, not on the regents' list, and yet a high grade school, reports 22 
instructors, 41 students, and 9 graduates. The :figures of these schools, added to the ~e­
gents' summary, make 301 instructors, 3,210 students, with 968 graduates for the year 
and 15,428 from the beginning. 
As a rule, these schools continued to require 3 years of study under a medical pre-
ceptor and attendance on 2 regular lecture courses covering from 20 to 35 weeks each. 
This last (which was the highest) requirement as to time was in the medical department 
ofthe University of Syracuse, next to which in this respect came the Woman's Medical 
College of the New York Infirmary, with 34 weeks. Both require preliminary exami-
nations of students that present no evidence of literary qualifications and both have 
graded co~ of 3 years, with examinations at the close of each year for promotion and 
graduation. 
The diplomas of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Buffalo (eclectic), and the 
United States Medical College, New York, of the same school of practice, are not recog-
nized by the illinois State board of health as valid in that State. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION FOR POLITICAL LIFE. 
This went forward, as in 1880-'81, at Cornell University, Ithaca, and at Columbia 
College, New York City; at the former, in a course in history and political science that 
covered 4 collegiate years, the requirements for entrance being those of the course .in 
arts and course in science combined; at the-latter, in a school of political science that 
covered 3 years from the opening of the fourth collegiate year. The studies at Cornell 
were for the first 2 years largely in language and history; for the last 2, in American his-
tory and in political science, theoretically and historically considered. At Columbia the 
:first 3 years are those of the collegiate course; the remaining 3 embrace subjects proper 
to a course in political s<ience. 
TRAINING IN FINE ARTS. 
The College of Fine Arts, Syracuse University, continued in 1882 its 4-year courses in 
architecture, painting, and music, the schedules in which indicate especial thoroughness. 
Wells College, Aurora, had still its instruction in painting, drawing, and music in its col-
lege of fine arts and conservatory of music; Elmira College, in its school of arts of design 
and school of music; and Rutgers Female College, New York, and Vassar College, Pough-
keepsie, in departments of drawing, painting, and music. 
The University of the Oity of New York taught painting and drawing in its school of 
art, under a highly trained instructor, and, in common with Cornell University, Colum-
bia College, and the College of the City of New York, taught architectural, free hand, 
and mechanical drawing in its civil engineering course. 
The Art Students' League, New York, is reported to have had 100 different models 
employed in the life and portrait classes of 1881-'82, starting a still life cla-ss in connec-
tion with the latter. Its painting class had 77 members; the antique class, 152; the 
sketch cla , 80; the composition class, over 50. The school had a reserve fund of $5,000. 
The American .Art School, New York City, offered instruction in free band drawing 
and all branches of painting, including mineral, oil, ancl water colors, with coloring for 
photographs; also, in wood carving, etching on linen, and all styles of art needlework. 
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The Decorative Art Society, Buffalo, had classes in drawing, designing, sketching from 
life, flower "Utpestry, and china painting, embroidery, and clay modelling. 
ln the 11fissc~S Osgood's Art School, New York, instruction was given in painting on oilk1 
sa.tin, and plush with oil and water colors; in object drawing, crayon, landscape and fig-
ure painting, painting on china, tapestry, wood carving, &c. The school is open sum-
mer and winter, and since its opening to June, 1882, 9,000 lessons are said to have been 
given. Other statistics are wanting. 
The Woman's Institute of Technical Design, :New York City (established 1881), in 1881-'82 
gave instruction to 41 pupils in designing for carpets, wall paper, lace, silk, chintz, calico, 
oilcloth, linoleum book covers, wood carving, embroidery, &c. A Jacquard loom was 
used for demonsttating, and it was said that its value to the pupils could not be o-ver-
estimated. The effort was to make the course of instruction thorough in all its details, 
its aim being to fit graduates to fill positions in the design room for any branch of ihdus-
try which they may have pursued in the institute. There were 475 drawings made by 
the pupils during the school year. A course of .adjunct lectures was given by practical 
workmen in the different designs, which was largely attended by the pupils and their 
friends. Of the 41 pupils of the institute, 32 received certificates. 
TRAINING FOR SEAMANSHIP. 
The N auticn,l School of the Port of New York, meant to train pupils in the elemen.ts of 
an ordinary school course as well as in the science and art of navigating and managing 
a ship, had in 1882, tha :ninth year of its existence, 98 pupils, a diminution of 9 from the 
preceding year. It is housed in the school ship St. Mary's, loaned for the purpoSe by the 
United States Government, and spends about 6 months each year in school work and the 
same in practical seamanship. The demand for graduates frotn it is said to far exceed 
the supply. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION IN MUSIC. 
The New York College of Music, incorpomted by the State, 1879, in New York City, 
offered a thorough course of instruction in vocal and instrumental music. The building 
is adapted to the methods of the institution, permitting separate lessons to be carried on 
in all departments of music at once, without one disturbing another. The present 
accommodations and faculty are sufficient for the separate individual instruction of700 
students. Public benefit concerts are to be given by the students for the endowment of 
a scholarship fund, the benefit of which will be awarded only to pupils of exceptional 
talent and limited means. Diplomas in art and degrees in music are conferred on the 
recommendation of the director and faculty, under the authority of the State. The total 
number of students under instruction at the college in 1881-' 82 was 854. 
F,.rom the Baxter University of Music, Friendship, no information for 1882 bas been 
received, nor any from the Voght Conservatory of Music, New York. 
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
Coo1Je:t' Union, New York City, besides 936 in a free scientific course and 60 in a free 
class of telegraphy, taught 1,22'7 in its free evening art ~lasses and '711 more continu-
ously in its art schools for women, all meant to prepare for profitable industrial work 
and in many instances securing it. Two hundred were taught also in a literary class, !llld 
as many mo1·e in a class in elocution. A free reading room, visited by about 1,500 
readers daily for current publications, and a library of the e tablished literature of the 
language and of books in popular science and know ledge aided still further in the work 
above indicated. 
The New Yo1'k Tr lde School, occupying a building erected in 18 1 by the founder of 
the school1 R. T. Auchmuty, aimed to make efficient and practical mechanics who might 
becom elf upporting trad sruen. In truction was given in bricklayihg and sanitary 
engineering, house, ign, and decorative painting. There were also pecbl course in 
mixing olor, in fre o painting, and in poli bing and repairing hard wood. During 
1 1- 2 there were 52 young men in tructed in the school. 
The Kit h n Gard n A.'J ociation, New Yor.k, has in tha.t city a school for teaching 
girls he ariou branch of hot eho1d industry by an adaptation of object teaching. 
The in tru :tion is em o ied in 6 1 , a.ch requiring one month's application. Th · 
lesson compr bend th details of chamberwork, sweeping, dusting, and arran ·n 
rooms, wru bin preparing and cooking meats, and making pastry. The work for the 
last ar i · said t<> have been in every way successful, and through thi simple Kinder-
garten y t m the childr n acquir th order nd neatness essential to household n·ice. 
'I be oci ty has also aided in organizing like schools in various other cities through th 
agency of a travelling tea her of the sy tern. 
The Worl.:ingmen's School, established by the Society for Ethical Culture at New York 
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C~ty-, combines common school studies with industrial training,la.ylng the foundation of 
instruction in the Kindergarten and carrying it on in graded courses of 2 years each. In 
the first 2 years (from 7 to 9 years of age) clay prepared for the purpose is used instead 
of wood, with suitable tools for the work; from 9 to 11 the children use wood and a 
small saw; from 11 to 13, the scroll saw, to work in wood at first and later on in zinc. 
At 13, beginning the seventh school year, the pupils are admitted into the large field of 
carpentry, with the complete outfit of a workshop. No statistic.<:;ofthe numberofyouth 
in training have been received tor 1882. 
The Children's Aid Society of New Yorlc Oity, recognizing that the CTiminal classes are 
filled from the neglected and outcast children of the city, has sought by early care and 
instruction of the young to prevent crime, reasoning that it is ruore economical to check 
it in its beginning by caTe than in its advanced stages by punishment. Some of there-
sults of its labors are that during the 28 years of its existence 1,343,166 lodgings have 
been furnished, 14,832 wandering boys have been retntned to their friends, and 20,720 
boys have saved and placed in the bank $55,567; th:~t hundreds of thousands have been 
trained in its 21 industrial schools or taught in its 13 night schools; and that thousands 
have been refreshed and restored to health by its Sick Mission und Sum!per Home. 
During the year 1881-' 82 8, 456 boys and 1, 058 girls were sheltered, fed, and instructed. 
in the lodging houses, of whom 1,392 were furnished employment and homes in the 
country and 571 returned to their parents and friends. In the industrial schools there 
were 9,337 boys and 4,631 girls taught during the year by 89 teachers, with an average 
daily attendance of 3,676 pupils. In the sewing machine schbOl, instruction wM given 
to 323 girls, while others were taught dressma;k:ing and laundry work. The Italian 
school had an average attendance of 706 pupils, and throngh the efforts of the 1talian 
truant officer the streets are gradually being relieved of Italian -vagrant children, whose 
education and industrial training form an important branch of the worlr of the society. 
The Brooklyn Children's Aid Society has two industrial schools for children, in which 
the pupils are not only instructed, but clothed and fed at need; a sewing machine school 
for girls; an evening schoolfor newsboys; and a kitchen garden for very young children. 
In the sewing machine school 305 girls received lessons and 723 different children w~r~ 
in the industrial schools. 
The Brooklyn Industrial School .Association in its twenty-eighth annual report gives 1, 079 
as the number of children in attendance during the year in its 6 schools. Five of these 
schools were attended by pupils who had homes, the other was for the imnates of tbe 
Home for Destitute Children belonging to the association. 
The Industrial School Association of Broolcfyn reported 269 children ca.red for during 
1881-'82 and 216 instructed in reading, writing and sewing in it.s school. 
The Amet··ican Female G1.ta1·dian Society, New York City, for 1881-'82 had in its12 indu.s-
trial schools about 5,221 children too poor to attend the public schools, with an average 
attendance of more than 1, 725, tmdet 50 teachers. 
The House of tlte Good Shephe:rd, Tomkins Cove, trains poor children of either sex for 
farmwork, for service, or for trades. It had 19 boys and 17 girls. 
The Five Points House of Industr,IJ, New York City, taught 1, 078 pupils in 1881-' 82, with 
an average atoondance of 377. There were 234 women, 340 boys, and 208 girls in the 
house. Besides common school studies the boys were taught printing ; the women 
and girls, sewing and housekeeping. Religious training was also a feature of the insti-
tution. 
The Hebrew Benevolent Society, New York City, reports that of 187 inmates in its or-
phan asylum (for boys) 130 were taught in the public schools and 57 in its home school, 
that in an industrial school16 were trained in shoemaking or printing, and that of 115 
girls in the female department 105 were taught in city primary and gtammar schools and 
1 at the Normal College, 9 remaining at the home. 
The General Society of JJfechanics and Trades1nen of the Oity of New York, in its ninety-
eighth year, reports a school prosperous in condition and sa,tjsfactory in every branch, with 
an average attendance higher than for many previous years, but does not give statistics 
(except of $3,211 expended for salaries and supplies) . The school consisted of a male 
department, in which iru;truction was given to a large number of young men and boys 
in free hand, mechanical, and architectural drawing, and of a female department, in 
which drawing from objects and designing are the principal studies. 
W'ilson Industrial Sclwol, for girls, New York City, in its day schools instructed 200 
girls in elementary English branches, while in a kitchen garden they were taught house-
hold duties. 
The Industrial School of Rochester still maintained its beneYolent care of the poor and 
d titnte children in. the city, training them as far as po sible in the simple industries of 
household life through kitchen garden and sewing instruction classes. 
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INSTRUCTION OF THE BLIND. 
The number of pupils in the NewYorkinstitution for the Blind in 1881-'82 was231. 
Of these, 22 were dismissed, leaving 209 1mder instruction at the close of the year. The 
school is graded, beginning with a Kindergarten and advancing on through a normal 
training department. Vocal and instrumental music were given, also industrial and 
physical training. Discipline was maintained without corporal punishment of any kind. 
INSTRUCTION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
Therewere1,333 pupils under instruction in the several institutionsfor the deaf and 
dumb during the year, of whom 738 were State pupils and 368 county, besides whom 
122 were supported by the State of New Jersey and 105 by parents and friends. 
Of the above number, 500 pupils were in the institutions at Washington Heights, 
New York City, 184 being females and 50 semi-mutes, all taught by 20 teachers, 5 of 
whom were deaf-mutes and 4 semi-mutes. In addition to school duties here the boys were 
taught cabinet making and carpentry and the girls baking and dressmaking. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION. 
This meeting, :first held August 4 and 5, 1863, and since annually continued; consists of 
such members of the board of regents of the university and such instructors, officers, and 
trustees of the colleges, academies, and other seminaries constituting the university and 
subject to the visitation of the regents as may in each year attend. Held under the 
auspices of the regents and representing their 36 colleges, with some 10,000 students, as 
well as 266 academies and high .schools, with about 30,000 ·scholars, it aims to advance 
the standard of education, to harmonize all action looking to this end, and to recommend 
to the institutions which it represents such action in these directions as may be expedi-
ent and lawful. Its session of July 11-13, 1882, was opened with an address from Hon. 
Henry R. Pierson, chancellor of the university, which showed the prosperity of its vari-
ous institutions for the year, indicated the high character of its academic principals, and 
gave statistics of the examinations for certificates in its academic schools from 1866 to 
1882, as well as of diplomas issued up to date and for the year. The remainder of ~be 
program for the session was as follows: '' Libraries and how to use them,'' by Prin-
cipal H. C. Kirk, of Phelps Union School; "Methods of instruction in English litera-
ture," by Prof. Gilmore, of the University of Rochester; "Theories in science," by Prof. 
Costin, of St. John's College, Fordham; ''Realism and nominalism,'' by Prof. Wilson, 
of Cornell University; "French and German ·in colleges and schools," by Prof. H .. 
White, of Cornell; ''Regents' examinations,'' by Principal Bradley, of the Albany High 
School; '' Military drill in colleges and academies,'' by President Waterbury, of the StAte 
Nor mal School at Albany; '' Report on normal training in colleges," by a committee of 3 
college professors; " Teaching physical science in academies," by Professor Cooley, ofV as-
sar College; '' Clas es for instructing common school teachers in academies,'' by Principal 
Groves, of Bainbridge Union School; ''Should American colleges be open to women as 
well a to men?'' by President Barnard, of Columbia College; with necrological notices of 
Regent R. S. Hale and Hon. E. B. Morgan, both prominent in State affairs and the latter 
very liberal to education; of Clarkson N ott Potter, a distinguished lawyer and politician, 
trustee of Union University; of Prof. J. W. Mears; ofHamilton College, remarkable for 
his metaphysi.cal researches and ability; of Chancellor Henry P. Tappan, professor for 6 
years of moral and intellectual philosophy in the University of the City of New York l;Wd 
ub quently head of the University of Michigan, as well as author of important treatise5 
on education and philosophy; of Principal James P. Harrington, ofth~ Utica Advanced 
chool, said to have been a model teacher; and of Prof. John W. Draper, author ofvari-
ous scientific treati es, of the History of the Intellectual Development of Europe, Hi to~ 
of the Conflict Between cience and Religion, and of the Civil War in America. 
rofi r Draper other notice will be found in an obituary, further on. 
NEW YORK .'T TE 'l'EACllERS1 AS 'OCIATION. 
This · ocia.tion held i thirty-seventh annual meeting at Yonkers, July 5-7 1 2. 
In hi addr f welcome ~ fr. mitb, the pr ident of the Yonkers board of education 
found encouragement in the fa t that study is made more attractive than form rl-r. 
that exertion of the mental power ha b come a pleasure. Though the main functi n 
of the public school, he said, i · to pro uce facility in a few things rather than gi'"e 
mattering of many, till the whole mind must be educated. State ' uperint ndtn 
Gilmour responded, saying that the office of education is to elevate and ad ance labor 
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and t~ improve mankind. The State .. believes that education has a business basis and 
that he who would teach well must be specially prepared for teaching. President Wat-
kins in his address said that not only intelligent but healthi}' citizens were demanded of 
the public schools and it was therefore necessary to diffuse a knowledge of the proper 
means of bringing up children and to select those studies which would, develop the 
mental powers. The public school must also impart a moral character to its pupils, teach-
ing them to lovetruthandhate a lie, to cultivate honesty and to be worthy of trust. Mr. 
Humphrey read the report of the ''committee on the condition of education,'' saying that 
a marked change has been going on, the most marked being instruction in language rather 
tba.u in technical grammar; that more culture is given, but that the country schools still 
come short of wha.t is to be desired; and that there is in these schools a :field for real 
missiona.ry work. The school commissioners too, he thought, .am too much under the 
heel of politicians, and had to make themselves popular by giving certi:ficates where 
they would "do the most good;" but one real improvement is tha.t the office of insti-
tute conductor has been created and made permanent. A report on industrial educa-
tion was read, which set forth a need of revision in the system of education, that the lower 
grades of work of the world are shabbily done, that there is a demand for better work 
and better workmen, that hand labor is a powerful factor in education, and that the pub-
lic school should prepare for special industrial training. At the close of this report many 
questions were asked, showing that great interest had been aroused. M1·s. Hunt after-
wards dwelt on the need of teaching temperance. United States Senator Warner Miller 
gave an address on the relation of education to the government, saying that education is 
one of the four great departments of state government, costing more than any other; that 
the teacher is a public officer, and as such entitled to a respectable social position. 
In common with a }?receding speaker, the senator advocatedindustrial schools. Papers 
were then read on 'Teachers' institutes" and on "Limits of oral teaching." Mr. J. A. 
Nichols was elected president for the ensuing year. 
ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS .AND CITY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The school commissioners and superintendents met at Albany January 25, 1882, G. 
V. Chapin presiding. Out of 135 members only 40 were present. President Chapin de-
livered an address advocating practical methods of teaching, urging that the child be 
studied, his capacities ascertained, and the supervision of the schools adapted to de-
velop spirit, energy, and knowledge. Papers on "Examining and licensing teachers" 
and "The way in which normal schools can best serve the State" were read and dis-
cussed at length. In the latter paper Professor Palmer suggested that normal schools 
should give instruction in class subjects as well as training in methods, for in an exam-
ination in Michigan only2 teachers out of 30 were able to explain what the mental facul-
ties are. Superintendent Sanford proposed that all persons seeking licenses as teach-
ers should at least hold a regents' certificate of academic quali:fications. 
The following resolutions were adopted: (1) To request a change in the beginning of 
the school year; (2) to urge the passage of the bill prescribing quali:fications for com-
missioners; (3) to secure a township system; and (4) to foster a professional spirit 
among the teachers. At the election of officers Mr. Edward Wait was chosen president 
for the ensuing year, after which the association ad,journed. to meet at Little Falls. 
NOTEWORTHY BENEFACTIONS. 
The returns show gifts received during the year by seven colleges and universities, 
amounting to $183,480, as follows: To St. Stephen's College about $12,000, for annual 
expenses and for scholarships, most of it from the Society for Promoting Religion and 
Learning; to WellsCollege$100,000, from Edwin D. Morgan; to Hobart College ahouse 
and lot, worth about $4,000, and $480 in cash; to Cornell University, from Hon. H. W. 
Sage, $2,000 for the department of history and political science; to Ingham University 
$20,000, from various friends, to liquidate indebtedness; to Columbia College $5,000, for 
the equipment of a department of architecture, but only to be applied to the purohase 
of models and drawings; and to Syracuse University $40,000, from several friends, to en-
dow a professorship of Greek and ethics. 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
JOHN W. DRAPER. 
Prof. John W. Draper, M. D., LL.D., died at his home, at Hastings-on-the-Hudson, 
January 4, 1 2, in the seventy-:first year of his age. Born at St. Helen's, near Liverpool, 
Eng., in 1 11, he came to this country with his family in 1833. In 1836 he graduated 
in medicine at the University of Pennsylvania; became professor of chemistry and physi-
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oh gy in H~111pdcn Sidney College, Virgini~, returning in 1839 to New York, to fill a 
like po. itiou in the University of the Qit.y of New York, in which he remained until 
hi8 death. Dr. Dra,per's favorite study was chemistry, but his researches embraced a 
wide ran~e of na1.urn,l sciences. In spectrum analysis and photography his discoveries 
were or spcciu.l value ; he was tbe :first to obtajn a photographic picture from life, and 
also the first to secure a photograph of the moon in 1840, ten years before De la. Rue, 
to whom Europea.ns ascribe the :first success. His researches through the spectroscope 
were the :first on this side of the Atlantic. He held the position of president of the Med-
ical Society of New York University for many years. He wrote extensively, and his 
works have been translated into many la:Qguage&. Few American books have been pub-
lished in as many foreign tongues n,s Dr. D.rape:r's most importa.nt literary work, the 
Intellectual Developn1ent of Europe. His Human Physiology has long been a standard 
work and ha ·passed through many editions and his Chemistry and Natqral Philosophy 
were very popular in the schools.- (Regents' report, 1883; The Co:ugregationalist, Jan-
uary 11, 188~; Scientific American, January 14; The School Journal, Jantmry 7, 1882.) 
DR. JAMES R. WOOD. 
James R. Wood, M. D., one of the forewost of American surgeons, died in New York of 
pneqmopia., in May, 1882, having reached his sixty-sixth year. He was born in New 
York and there he achieved his repntat,ion and socured great benefits to medical edu-
cation. He was a graduate of the old medical college at Castleton, Vt. To Dr. Wood 
were chiefly due the relief of Bellevue Hospital from political management and its estab~ 
lishmenton an effective baRis and the erection and use of the pathological building of Belle-
vue as a school to combine clinical with didactic instruct«on. Even the existence ofBellevue 
:Medical ColJegc and the bil1 giving to medical and surgical institutions the bodies of va-
grants for dissection, which spoiled the trade of the resurrectionists, were cl-qe to his efforts. 
Dr. Wood was for several years professor of operativf. surgery and surgical pathology in 
Bellevue, and after his resignation of this position was made emeritus professor of surgery. 
At the time of his death 'lile was connected, for consultation, with a dozen hospitals, 
asylums, and dispelli'aries in New York and vicinity. It was said of him during his 
life by an eminent surgeon that no living eurgeon had performed so many capital and 
minor operations as successfully and that he stood preeminent as a surgeon.- (New 
Hampshire Sentinel, May 24, 1882.) 
CHARLES MURRAY NAIRNE. 
Prof. Charles Murray Nair.p.e, M.A., L. H. D., of Columbia College, died in ;M.'ay, 1882, 
at Warrenton, Va., where he had beenresiclmgfor some months with a viewtorestoriug 
hi$ health. He was born in Perth, Scotland, April15, 1808, and was graduated 1U • .A. 
at St. Andrew's University, receiving the degree of L. H. D. in 1830. In 1847 he came to 
this country and settled in Albany, wher•e he taught some years in the female academy. 
Iu 1857 he was called to the professorship of moral and intellectual philosophy and Eng-
lish literature in Columbia College, which he filled continuously 25 years. Professor 
Nairne contributed frequently to the college papers and was the author of several works, 
the most prominent being Lectures and Orations.- (Boston Journal, May 31, 1882.) 
HENRY DRAPER. 
Prof. Henry Draper, son of Dr. John W. Draper, died November 20, 1882, of pneumonia, 
resulting from a severe cold contracted while on a visit to the Rocky Mountains in Oc-
tober. He was bom in Prince Edward County, Va., March 7, 1837; but, his fatber re-
moving soon after to New York, Henry received his early education in thepqblio schools 
·of that city. At the age of 15 he entered the academical department of the univer-
sity, but did not graduate there. At the end of his sophomore year he entered the medi-
cal department of the univer ity, which his father had been prominent in establishing 
and from which the son took his medical degree in 1858. He at first thought of prac-
tising medicine, and received an appointment on the medical staff of Bellevue Hospital, 
which he held for 1G mon hs; he then decided to abandon practice and give himself to 
teaching. Ile w elected professor of physiology in the academical department of 
the Universi y f the ity of ew York in 1860 and in 1866 became prole or of tbe me 
branch 'n the University Me licn.l , 'chool; but, resignjng this po. tin 1 7:~, he taught ad-
vanced analytical ·h mistry in the acadPmical departmentofth institution. Prof. H nry 
Dmp r, with his fath r, r pr ent"' on of the double stars in th :firmament of scientiti ~ 
·elebriti , of hich there is now a. considcra.bJe catalogue. Iuheriting not only hi:~ 
father's genius but al o his subj ct."! of re: earch, his early education, carefllll. snp rin-
tended by his father, was haped with a view to the pnrsui to which h. life wa.! d -
voted. His first cientific inv ti ation, made at the age of 20 and embodi d in h · 
graduating thesis at the m dical college, wa on the functi us of the spleen and • 
illnstr ted by microscopic photography, an art then in its :infancy. Soon after receirin 
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his degree he went to Europe, and while there visited the widely known observatory of 
Lord Rosse and studied his celebrated colossal reflecting telescope. This led him to con-
sider the problem of using reflecting telescopes for the purpose of photographing celestial 
objects. He constructed one of 15~- inches aperture and with it took a photograph of the 
moon 50 pches in diameter, the largest ever made. He afterwards constructed an equa-
torial telescope of 28 inches aperture, designed mainly to photograph the spectra of the 
stars. It was finished in 1872, after a long series of experiments, and was pronounced 
by President Barnard to be probably the most difficult and costly experiment in celestial 
chemistry ever made. Prof(lssor Draper wa.s the first to obtain a photograph of the :tixed 
lines in the spectra of stars, and he continued the work until he had obtained impressions 
of the spectra of more than 100 stars. 
When a commission was created by Congress for the purpose of observing the transit 
of Venus in 187 4, P11,0fessor Draper, was placed in c~arge of the photographic department. 
He spent much time in preparation, for which he declined to receive any compensation. 
So signal was the succeRs of his disinterested exertions that the commissioners had a 
gold medal struck in his honor bearing the inscription in Latin "He adds lustre to ances-
tral glory." In 1878 he went to the Rocky Mountains to observe the total eclipse ofthe 
sun, a.nd there successfully photographed the spectrum of the solar corona. For the 
last two or three years he has been much engaged in the difficult work of photographing 
nebulre, and he startled the scientific world by the announcement that he had obta.ined 
a fine photograph of the great nebulre in Orion and of its spectrum. Professor Draper was 
not a prolific author. He only published one book, but wrote much for the scientific 
periodicals, giving the results of his work. Probably his most important work was his 
discovery of oxygen in the sun. It was the result of great sagacity, experimental skill, 
and an immense amount oflabor.- (Popular Science Monthly, January, 1883.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. NEIL GILli~OUit, State superintendent of public inst1·u~;tion, A.lban'!J. 
[Tbb:d term, April7, 1880, to April7, 1883.] 
T4en to be succeeded by Hon. William B. Ruggles. 
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NORTH CAR.OLINA. 
SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6-21~ ---
Colored youth of school age (6-21 ___ 
Whole number of school age __ ------
White youth in public schools------
Colored youth in public schools _____ 
Wh ole number in public schools ____ 
Average attendance of white pupils __ 
verage attendance of colored pupils_ A 
w hole average attendance reported __ 





umber of school districts reported _ 
umber of public school-houses _____ 
umber of free schools for whites ___ 
umber of free schools for colored ___ 
.Vholenumber reported asfi:ee ______ ' A verage time of school in days ______ v aluation of public school property _ 
TEACHER AND THEIR PAY. 







hite women teaching - -----------
olored men teaching ______________ 
olored women teaching __ __________ 
ole number of free school teachers_ 
verage monthly pay of whites _____ 
verage monthly pay of colored ____ 
INCOME A1'JD EXPENDITURE. 
ole receipts for public schools ____ Wb 
w hole expenditure for public schools_ 
STATE 'CHOOL FUm. 
mount of avaHable State fund _____ A 
Es timated whole amount, including 
































463,160 ----------144,835 4,524 
88,236 ----------233,071 ----------
b90, 805 3,369 
b41,741 ----------
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a In 87 out of 9" counties. 
bin 92 countic . 
c in 85 counti s. 
eSi:x counties not reporting and 4 only partially. 
/Fifteen counties not reporting. 
o even counties not reporting and 2 on I~ partially. 
din ~ counties. 
(From reports of Hon. Johu C. carborough, State superintendent of public instru 
tion, for the two year indicated.) 
TATE SCHOOL YSTE~ 
OFFICERS. 
For the. tate, the law p:covid a board of education and a uperintendentof public in-
struct ion ; for counties, boards of education and superintendentsj for each di trict: 
f;(;hool committee of 3. 
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OTHER FEATURES OF TB;E SYSTEM. 
The public schqols are free to all youth 6 to 21 of either race. They are sustained hy 
the income of a State school fund; by at least three-foufths of the proceeds of a State mul 
county poll tax, which under ·the constitution must not exceed $2; and by an educational 
tax of 12! cents on the $100 of property and credits in the State and 37-~ cents on every 
poll.~ A special tax may be levied annually in each county if the beforementioned ta.x 
be insufficient to sustain at least one school in ear.h district for 4 months. The State 
board of education apportions the school funds to the counties on the basis of school 
population, ascertained by an annual census, and the county boards to the districts on 
the same basis, specifying how much is apportioned to white and how much to colored 
schools, the funds for each being kept separate by the treasurer of the county boards. 
No branches are taught in the public schools except spelling, defining, reading, writing, 
arithmetic, grammar, and history of the State and of the United States. Teachers are 
examined by county superintendents, and if found qualified receive certificates valid 
for 1 year in the county where issued. Provision is made for holding teachers' institutes 
in each county or in 2 or more counties combining, and when held the teachers in such 
county or counties are required to attend. Teachers are also required to make satisfac-
tory reports to the district committees, the committees to the county superintem1ents, 
and they to the State superintendent. The schools for the two races are to be kept sep-
arate and sectarian or political books are not to be used in the public schools.- (School 
laws, 1881.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The condition of the public schools, as shown by the State report for 1881-'82, is that 
of transition from a very bad state of things to a better one, during which a full and sat-
isfactory report can hardly be expected. Compared with 1880-'81 there was a decrease 
in white youth of school age and an increase in that of colored; a gain in enrolment of 
white youth, but in that of colored a loss of nearly three times the gain in the former; 
while in average daily attendance the decrease of colored youth was four times the in-
crease of the whites. In districts there was an increase of 3 and in public school-houses 
of 146, the value of school property rising $147,229, while the free schools were fewer by 
354: 203 for whites and 151 for colored. As to teachers there was an increase of 364, 
of whom 105 were white women, 107 colored women, and 152 colored men, as against a 
decrease of 193 in white male teachers, or a net increase of 171 teachers. School ex-
penditures, although less completely reported, increased $100,077. 
The above indicates the state of things following the improved school system author-
ized by the law of 1881. 
Under the old system there had been no county supervision, no provision for teachers' 
institutes or for adequate school funds. The new law provides for county superintend-
ents, county teachers' institutes, and an increase of taxes from 8i-eents to 12~- cents on 
$100 valuation of property, and also an increase of the poll tax. The State superintend-
ent says that on assuming their office the county superintendents found the school sys-
tem and the schools in a very bad condition; that, with the people, the school committees, 
and even the county boards, there was no properly directed interest; that the people 
demanded a division of districts into smaller ones, each one wanting the school near his 
house; that half of the districts were without school-houses or money to build them; 
that the county boards, yielding to the pressure of petitions, divided a district already too 
small into two, leaving each with funds barely sufficient to support schools four weeks 
with an ordinary teacher; that confusion reigned supreme and the enemies of public 
schools increased; and that the larger number of school-houses were in a dilapidated 
condition or were built without reference either to neatness of appearance or comfort. 
Although in an old community a new school system is of slow growth, the State super-
intendent is hopeful that the needed reforms may be effected, at least after years of 
patient toil, with the new system improved as experience may suggest, a largely increased 
corps of well trained teachers from normal schools, and the more enlightened work of the 
county superintendents. Already under the guidance of the county superintendents many 
counties have been wisely redistricted, information has been given to the people, teachers 
ha.voe been improved, the best in the old system made better in the new and incompetent 
ones dropped from the rolls.- (State report.) 
KINDERGARTEN. 
Wilmington reports the Tileston Kindel'garten, opened in 1880, having 30 pupils in the 
principal school and 30 in a branch school. The Kindergarten connected with the Char .. ,_ 
lotte li emale Institute was discontinued in 1881. 
For full statistics of this class of schools reporting, see Table V of the appendix. 
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CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
LEGAI, PROVISION. 
No special provision for city school systems is contained in the school law. Local of-
ficers arrange for schools within their respective jurisdictions, graded schools in townships 
with 5, 000 inhabitants being recognized and a tax for them of one-tenth of 1 per cent. on 
property and 30 cents on the poll authorized.- (School laws.) 
STATISTICS. 
Raleigh and Wilmington are the only cities in the State having in 1881-'82 over 7,500 
inhabitants, the minimum limit of cities the statistics of which are given in Table II of 
the appendix. Neither of these cities makes any return for 1881~'82. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The Stateaids 10normalschools, 5 of which are for colored teachers. Eight of these 
were established in 1881, 4 for whites and 4 for colorea. The following J:p.ake report 
for 1882: 
The University Normal School, Chapel Hill (1877), held its usual summer session of 5 
weeks, with an enrolment of 352, under 13 instructors and 17 lecturers. There is no 
permanent faculty nor full course of study. State appropriation was $2,000; tuition 
is free.- (Return.) 
Besides this school, the university offers a 2-year teachers' comse for young men, em-
bracing not only all the studies required by law, but several others useful to the teacher.-
( Catalogue.) 
The State Colored Normal Sclwol, Fayetteville (1877), bas a 6-year course, the first 3 
years of whicp. are preparatory. It enrolled, in 1882, 123 pupils, under3 instructors, and 
graduated 1, who engaged in teaching. The State appropriated $2,000, making tuition 
free. Its library contained 225volumes. The increase in attendance was 12 per cent. over 
that of 1881. Since opening, 280 students have been admitted, or' whom 39 have com-
pleted the full course of study and received certificates.- (Return, State repo{t, and 
cata.logue.) 
The :following schools for whites, established in 1881, helcl summer sessions during 
June and July: 
The Elizabeth City State Normal School, Elizabeth City, with $720 State appropriation, 
had 60 students, under 1 instructor and 8 lecturers, with a model school. 
The Franlclin Normal School, FrankEn, with an appropriation of $500 from the State, 
of $100 from the county, and of $220 from the Peabody fund, had 127 students, under 5 
instructors, and a model school. 
The Ne:wton Normal SclwoZ, Newton, had an attendance of 200 students, under 3 in-
.structors and 7 lecturers, a model school, and a State appropriation of $500. 
Three of the 4 colored schools established in 1881 report by return for 1882, as follows: 
The Franklinton State Normal School for Colored Teachers, Franklinton, with $700 from 
the State, bad 75 students, under 4 instr·uctors and lecturers, 150 volumes in its library, 
and a model school. · 
The Colored Normal School, New Berne, with $500 from the State and $200 from the Pea,-
body fund, had 95 students, under 4 instructors and lecturers, and 400 volumes in library, 
but no model school. 
The State Colored Normal Scltool, Salisbury, with $500 from the State and $50 from the 
county, had 65 students and 2 instructors, but no model school this year. 
The State superintendent, with the concurrence of the board of educn.tion, decided that 
the colored normal schools should continue their sessions as long as the funds would 
allow, which proved to be from 4 to 9 months. The colored students seemed to need in-
struction more in the matter of the text book than in methods. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
The Whitin Normal School, Lumberton, reports, for 1882, 80 pupils and 4 instructors, 
with 4-year courses and a model school. 
The normal department of Shaw University, Raleigh, had 6 instructors and 133 student . 
It is estimated that 1,000 of its graduates have engaged in teaching. It has a library of 
2,200 volum and a model school. 
Tfleston Normal School, Wilmington sustained not by the American nitarian A so ia-
tion, as was wrongly said in the report of 1881, but by 1\irs. Mary Hemenway! of Bo ton 
Mass., graduated 7 at i commencem.ent , Jun.e, 1882, one -. of whom has entered the 
Massachusetts Ins f;ituw of Technology. 
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Wilmington Normal School, under the care of the American Missionary Association, bad 
244 students, under 7 teachers, including the principal. 
An academy was opened at Kinston during the year to prepare colored youth of either 
sex for teaching, so as to meet the coming demand for good teachers of their race. 
Graham Normal College, Graham, and St. Augustine's Normal School, Raleigh, fur-
nish no data for 1882. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Under the provisions of the law of 1881, 123 teachers' institutes were held during 1881 
and 1882 in 58 counties, in which 2,260 white and 650 colored teachers were instructed, 
their usefulness being thereby much increased. Teachers' associations were organized in 
many of the counties, and t:Prough them much information was given to the people. 
EDUCATIONA;L JOURNALS. 
The N ortb Carolina Educational Journal, the official organ of the State Teachers' As-
sociation, published monthly at Chapel Hill, issued its first number January 15, 1881, 
anc1 continues its regular issues, giving to the teachers of the State valuable information. 
The Light-House and Tileston Recorder, a monthly journal published at Wilmington 
by students in the Tileston Normal School at that place, continues its regular issues, 
giving some general educational information,-though mainly devoted to the interests 
of the normal school. 
The publication at Raleigh of the North Carolina Teacher is announced; the paper is 
to be issued monthly, beginning June, 1883, and will be devoted to progressive education 
in the State. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
No general information as to high schools in the State bas reached this Office. 
The North Carolina Educational Journal for 1882 mentions one for boys at Laurinburg, 
with an average attendance of 100, and others at Jonesboro', Summerfield, Gilead, and 
Catawba. There seems to be an increasing interest in the establishment and work o1 
graded schools. The Journal mentions this class of schools at Goldsboro', Wilson, Frank-
linton, High Point, Durham, Fayetteville, Raleigh, Salisbury, Greensboro', and Johnson, 
with Edenton, Readville, New Berne, Louisburg, and Rocky Mount moving in this di-
rection, the last having raised $15,000 for the purpose. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of private secondary schools, such as business colleges, academies, and 
preparatory departments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, and IX of the -appendix, and 
for a summary of the same, see corresponding tables in the report of the Commissioner 
preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The University of North Carolina, exclusively for young men, offers classical, philo· 
sophical, and scientific courses of 4 years each, which are pursued in subordinate col-
leges, so called, each of which presents certain schools or studies. Its optional course 
provides for such students as in proper cases and under special conditions may choose 
studies out of the regular courses. There are also graduate courses leading to the degrees 
of PH. D., A. M., and 1\I, s. There was an attendance for the year of 199 in .the various 
departments.- (Catalogue.) 
Of the other 8 universities and colleges reported in 1880-'81, only 6 report for 1881-'82. 
Biddle University, Charlotte, and Davidson College, Davidson College Post Office (Pres-
byterian); Shaw University, Raleigh (Baptist); Weaverville College, Weaverville(non-
sectarian), present clas: ical and scientific courses of 4 years, and all, with the exception 
of Shaw, preparatory courses, with music, French, and German. Biddle1 organized for 
the instruction of colored male youtl1, ha.s classical and English preparatory r.ourses of 
3 years each. Rutherford College, Rutherford College (non-sectarian), admitting both 
sexes, arranges its stnclies under 6 schools, adding milita.ry drill and mu. ic. Shaw, 
organized for the instmction of both s x s of colored youth, gives norn!:--.1, iheologica.l, 
m~clical, ~ ·ientifi.c, and musical instruction; while Trinity College, Trinity College (Meth-
od Ep1 opal , outh), arranges its whole course of instruction in 11 schools. Shaw 
r po1t an indru trial department, in which a large class of young men are receiving 
instruction in carpentry and furniture making, while most of the young women receiv~ 
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instruction in dressmaking and the domestic arts. Since its foundation in 1875 this 
institution has enrolled 947 students, 364 of whom were females; 699 were normal and 
214 theological students.- (Catalogues.) 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
For statistics of this class of schools reporting for 1881-' 82, see Table VIII of the 
appendix, and for a summary of them, the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
The Estey Seminary building of the Shaw University is said to be the finest school 
edifice in the State and to have been the first erected of any considerable size devoted 
exclusively to the education of colored women. It has accommodations for 100 pupils 
and is named after Dea. Estey, of Brattleboro', Vt., who, with his sons, contributed 
largely to the building and furnishing of the seminary.- (Catalogue.) 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The scientific course of the State university, covering 4 years and leading to the degree 
of B. s., includes the studies that relate to the practical pursuits of life, especially agri-
culture and the mechanic arts. A philosophical course of 4 years is also provided for 
those wishing to study only one ancient language, which may be either Latin or Greek; 
it leads to the degree of PH. B. For students whose time and means are limited there 
is an optional course by which they may obtain purely agricultural instruction in 
branches deemed of special value. A museum was soon to be opened, with model plows 
and other agricultural implements, inch~ ding specimens of the productions of the variou,s 
soils of the State.- (Catalogue.) 
Biddle and Shaw Universities and Davidson College show scientific courses of 4 years, 
though differing in the studies required, while Trinity College has a course of 3 years. 
W eaversville has an undefined course as to time, but, like Shaw, offers one for those who 
wish to pursue English and scientific studies to the exclusion of the classics. Ruther-
ford College in ita independent arrangement includes a school of natural science.-(Cat-
alogues.) 
PROFESSIONAL. 
TlteOlogical.-Biddle and Shaw Universities continue to give theological instruction, 
the former in a course covering 3 years, and the latter in one of 2 years for those who have 
graduated from the academical department, with an English course for those who have 
not completed their literary studies. In Trinity College· the theological instruction 
heretofore noted seems to have been discontinued.- (Catalogues.) 
For statistics of these departments reporting in 1882, see Table XI of the appendix, 
and for a summary of them, the report of the Commissioner preceding1 
Legal.- The State University continues its legal instruction in a course requiring 2 
years of study, of 9 months each, on the completion of which the degree of bachelor of 
laws is conferred on such :students as pass a satisfactory examination. Trinity College, 
heretofore reporting a 3-year legal course, no longer shows any trace of it.- (Catalogue. ) 
Medical.-The medical school of the State University offers a full course of study, cov-
ering 2 years, the sessions be~g and ending with those of the other departments of 
the university.- (Catalogue.) 
The medical department of Shaw University was opened for instruction in 1882 in 
two large buildings erected during the year, known as the Medical Dormitory and Leon-
ard Medical Building, the latter on a beautiful site given by the State. This new de-
partment is now provided for, and every effortwill be used to make-this school valuable 
to the colored people. Ita course of study covers 3 years of five months each. It opens 
with 1 professor and 3 students, all with degrees in letters or science. The property 
of the school is valued at $35,000.- (Catalogue and return.) 
Pharmacy.- The State university offers a course in pharmacy to extend over 2 sessions 
of 5 months each. Certificates of graduation are to be given to those who pass an ap-
proved examination on all the studies of the course. Those who have had 3years' expe-
rience as drug clerks, in addition to the above requirements, are to have a. diploma and the 
degree of graduate of pharmacy.- (Catalogue.) 
SPECIAL, INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DE.AF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, Raleigh, reports for the years 
1881 and 1882196 inmates, 105 being deaf-mutes and 91 blind. Of this number 60 
were in the colored department, of whom 38 were deaf and 22 blind, this branch of the 
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school being a mile from the main building. During the two years 31 we1·e admitted 
and 23 discharged. The State is said to have gathered children not only from good and 
poor homes, but from the haunts of vice, and it gave the institution $68,000 for the two 
years. The principal says that successful efforts were made to educate the inmates mor-
ally, mentally, and physically. In the department for the blind there was instruction 
in school studies and industries; in that for the deaf, classes in signs and articulation. 
In the boys' department, the shoe, broom, and mattress shops were operated success-
fully, but machinery, the principal says, has so changed the business of shoe and broom 
making that most of these pupils who attempt to gain a living by hand work at these 
trades will fail. The. call is for land on which to teach them gardening and agriculture. 
For the females, besides the ordinary industries of sewing, &c., there is a cookery school, 
with a room fitted up with all the appointments of a well regulated kitchen. The re-
port touches on the inexpediency of having the deaf and blind in the same institution, 
as there is no interest in common between them and can be no common system for their 
education.- (Report, 1882.) 
EDUCATION OF ORPHANS. 
The Orphan Asylum, Oxford, organized and managed by the State Grand Lodge of 
Masons, is for the education of indigent and friendless but promising orphans. between 
8 and 12 years of age. There were 187 inmates, of whom 47 were admitted during the 
year. A large majority of those discharged during the 10 years of its work are prosper-
ous and useful citizens. In addition to the main building, a new one for boys was built 
and furnished during the year, and another for their dining room was under contract. 
Receipts for the year, $14,452: $2,000 from the lodge, $5,000 from the State, and the 
rest from the people, the in~titution being indorsed by the Protestant denominations of 
the State. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
This body met at Chapel Hill, July 4, 1882, and was in session till the evening of the 
7th, George R. McNeill; president, in the chair. Hon. K. P. Battle delivered the ad-
dress of welcome, which was responded to by the president. There were 11 members 
present and 7 were added. On the 5th the opening address was made by the president, 
which was followed by a discussion on ''The efficient superintendent,'' opened f)y Prof. 
Newell and continued by several others. Superintendent Duckett read a paper on 
"Public schools a necessity," which was fully discussed. On the 6th a paper was 
read by Superintendent Smith on "Our public schools and their critics," said to have 
contained valuable information as to the school history of the State and excellent sug-
gestions in the line of improvements. This paper led to an extended discussion. 
"Teachers' institutes" was then presented in a paper by B. F. Grady, and discussed 
at some length, followed by a report from each county superintendent of his year's 
work. On the 7th several resolutions were passed looking to the work of the coming 
year and making the North Carolina Educational Journal the organ of the association, 
after which, officers for the ensuing year having been elected, the association adjourned. 
(North Carolina Educational Journal.) 
STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
This association held its annual session at Chapel Hill, July 7-8, 1882. But a briei' 
account of this meeting is given. It was called to order by President G. T. Winston, who 
delivered the opening address, giving his views of the common school system of the State. 
A large number of new members were enrolled. A resolution was passed that the asso· 
ciation urge the general assembly to pass a law giving the people the right of voting a. 
tax for the establishment of graded schools or for a longer continuance of other public 
schools in any town or district desiring the same. 
Officers for the ensuing year were elected; county superintendents were urged to or· 
ganize county teachers' associations and send dele~tes from them to the next annual 
meeting of the association, and a resolution was passed that the office of county superin-
tendent is indispensable to the efficient working of the public school system.- (North 
Carolina Educational Journal. ) 
STATE COLORED TEACH ERS' ASSOCIATION. 
An address was issued t o the colored teachers of the State calling a convention to meet 
at ltaleigh November 23, 1 2, to organize a State Colored Teachers' Association and 
to con ider the merits of organization, the best methods of teaching and school govern~ 
me~t, educational advancement, harmony of sentiment, and unity of action. The fol-
lowmg gentlemen were engagecl to attend and present the su~jects assigned to them: 
H on. J. C. Scarborough, Necessity of organization; Prof. John Duckett, Public schools 
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a necessity; C. W. Chestnut, Modern methods of school teaching; C. N. Hunter, Popu-
lar education; J. 0. Crosby, Utilityofschoolapparatus; N. F. Roberts, Countytea<:hers' 
institutes; Prof: H. M. Joseph, Teachers' qualifications. No report of this convention 
has reached this Office.- (North Carolina Educational Journal.) 
COUNTY TEACHERS' .ASSOCIATIONS. 
The information in regard to these associations shows an increasing interest in them. 
Brief notices appear in the Educational Journal of meetings in Stanly, Rowan, Wake, 
and Iredell Counties. The State Teachers' Association at its last meeting urged the or-
ganization of them in every county in the State. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. J onN 0. ScA~BOROUGH, State supm·intendent of public imstruction, ~aleigh. 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
For general supervision of the public schools there is a State commissioner; under 
him are boards of education for city districts of the first class, city districts of the sec-
ond class and village districts, township and special districts, and joint subdistricts. To 
test the qualifications of teachers there are boards of examiners for the State, for coun-
ties, and for cities and villages.-(Laws of 1880.) 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools, free to all youth of school age (6-21), are sustained from the pro-
ceeds of an annual tax of one mill on $1 of all taxable property when no rate is fixed 
by the legislature, and of 6 per cent. interest on an irreducible common school fund. 
State funds, to be used only in the payment of teachers, are apportioned by the State 
auditor to the several counties according to the latest enumeration of youth therein, 
the county auditor apportioning them to the districts and fractions of districts. Ex-
penses for continuing schools, for providing school-houses and sites, and all other con-
tingent school expenses must be raised by a district tax not to exceed 7 mills on $1, 
except in Cincinnati, where th& limit is 5 mills, and in Cleveland, 4! mills. Each 
board of education must establish a sufficient number of schools for the free education 
of all youth of school age within the district under its control, and, if deemed nece.<~­
sary, may open one or more high schools. Each township board must establish at least 
one school in every subdistrict under its control. District boards may establish separate 
schools for colored children; in cities and villages, may provide evening schools; and, in 
children's homes, orphan asylums, and county infirmaries, may establish schools, for 
which teachers only are provided by the district. All children between the ages of 8 and 
14 must attend the public schools for at least 12 weeks in each school year, 6 of which 
must be consecutive, unless the child's health, the needs of an indigent parent, brother, 
or sister, or the distance (2 miles or more) from the nearest school makes such attend-
ance inexpedient, or the child's previous acquirements or its instruction being other-
wise provided for make it unnecessary. The employment of any child less than 14 years 
of age under control of a parent or guardian and not dependent on its own resources 
is prohibited, unless the child has attended school for at least 12 weeks, nor shall it 
then be employed for more than 40 weeks unless exempted from compliance with the 
compulsory law. 
Each board determines the text books to be used for three years without change in 
the schools under its control, and the studies to be pursued, all of which must be in Eng-
lish, unless German is demanded by 75 freeholders who represent 40 pupils entitled to 
attend such schools. No person may be employed as a teacher in any common school 
who has not obtained a certificate of moral character and qualificationsfrom an author-
ized board of examiners, and, if employed, must present such certificate and the required 
report to receive pay. For district. libraries the law allows an appropriation from the 
contingent fund; for city districts, a tax of one-tenth of a mill on $1 taxable property, 
except in the city of Cleveland, where it may be 2! tenths of a mill on $1.- (Laws of 
1 80.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistical summary for 1881-'82 presents a pleasing contrast to the unfavorable 
report of the previous year. .There is shown a well proportioned advance along the 
whole line, with the slight exce·ption of a decrease of 595 in enrolment in colored schools 
and of 20 in the teachers in them. Beginningwithanincrea e of 17,984inschool popu-
lation, the~ewas a gain of 11,881in the average monthly enrolment and of 15,091 in t~e 
average daily attendance. While in township districts there was no change, the subdis-
tricts in them increased by 60, and in city, village, and special districts there was an increase 
of 15 and of 10 in their district subdivisions. There was an increase of 29 chool-houses 
and 453 school rooms. Njnety-six more school-houses were built than last year, at an 
increased expenditure of $474,189, the total value of school property increasing by a 
million and a half. In teachers permanently employed there wa a gain of 363, while 
2wa added to the average monthlypayof men and $1 to that of women. The whole 
receiptsforschoolpurposeswere$634,455 greater than in 1 0-'81, and the expenditures 
'6 7,293 greater. 
The problem of the advancement of the country schools still engaged the eriou at-
tention of the 'tate commissioner. The difficulty of supplying competent teaches · 
due to the uncertain tenure of the teacher in these school , where, in a majority of 
cases, a change i made every 3 months. A very suggest1ve comparison in the , tate re-
port shows that it costs more. by $2.46 per pupil to educate the children of hio th!lll 
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those of Pennsylvania for the same time. With the same expense per pupil as in Penn-
sylvania, Ohio would educate her pupils with $1,837,959 less than it now costs. Even 
leaving out the expense in cities, with their full system of grammar and high schools 
and their substantial and often costly buildings, it costs $1.10 more per pupil to keep 
up the country schools of Ohio 30 weeks than it costs the Pennsylvania system in both 
city and country for the same time. About the same pruportion is shown by a com-
parison with Indiana and Wisconsin. The commissioner repeats the recommendations 
of last year for new legislation: (1) to place the schools in eaeh township under the 
management of a single board of education; (2) to make some provision by which 
teachers of primary and grammar schools may secure the advantages of State certifi-
cates; (3) to remove the disadvantage incurred by some localities from the formation of 
the best portions of a township into special districts.- (State report, 1882.) 
KINDERGARTEN. 
Thirteen schools of this class report for 1881-'82 468 pupils, under 32 conductors and 
assistants. For further information, see Table V of the appendix to this volume. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Cities of 10,000 or more inhabitants have boards of education of 1 or 2 members for 
each ward, while cities of less than 10,000 inhabitants and villages have boards of 3 or 6 
members for the whole corporation, with annua1 change of one-third in either case. 
Cincinnati has a board consisting of 12 members at large and 25 others, representing as 
many wards, and Cleveland a board of 18 members, being 1 for each ward. 
STATISTICS. a 
Population, Children of Enrolment Average Number of Expendi-Cities. census of in public daily n.t-
1880. school age. schools. tendn.nce. teachers. ture. 
Akron ........................... 16,512 5,702 3,343 2,481 59 $57,710 
Bellaire ....................... ,, 8,025 3,171 1,500 891 23 16,984 
Canton .......................... 12,258 5,56L 3,149 2,132 56 55,568 
Chillicothe ............. : ...... 10,938 3,471 1,916 1,485 44 31,349 
Cincinnati. .................... 255,139 94,165 b32, 818 26,525 650 859,397 
8~1~~a:u~ ::::::::::::::::::::: 160,146 58, 927· 26,990 19,978 517 462,769 51,647 16,561 8,433 6,542 166 266,538 
Dayton .......................... 38,678 12,743 6,198 4,709 135 160,199 
Fremont ........................ 8,446 2,292 1,076 702 23 ' 18,606 
Hamilton ..................... 12,122 5,034 2,043 1,525 37 32,576 
Ironton ........................ 8,857 3,082 1,704 1,2i5 30 16,348 
Lima ............................. 7,567 2,908 1,669 1,171 27 21,016 
Mansfield ...................... 9,859 3,024 2,030 1,537 38 27,620 
Newark ........................ 9,600 4,069 1,981 1,428 39 23,487 
Portsmouth .................. 11,321 3,767 2,962 1,541 44 27,262 
Sandusky ..................... 15,838 6,300 2,565 2,026 52 48,132 
Springfield .................... 20,730 7,322 3,386 2,522 64 80;310 
Steubenville .................. 12,093 4,198 1,838 1,768 46 28,236 
Tiffin ............................. 7,879 3,195 1,323 !>58 38 18,554 
Toledo ........................... 50,137 18,686 7,826 5,640 140 179,479 
Youngstown ................. 15,435 6,596 3,096 2,062 48 40,256 
Zanesville ..................... 18,113 6,126 3,031 2,255 71 71,705 
a As in some other States, the statistics, both of the table and of the additional particulars follow-
ing, are taken, for the sake of uniformity, from the tables of the State commissioner's report. 
b This does not include the 3,742 enrolled in night schools. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Akron had 10 school-houses, with 48 rooms for study, valued, with other school prop-
erty, at $105,000. The public school enrolment comprised 58.6 per cent. of the youth of 
school age. Notwithstanding the existence of large factories and workshops, the effi-
ciency of school management is seen in the fact that 43.5 per cent. of the school pop-
ulation was in average daily attendance; the percentage of the enrolment so attending 
was71.22. 
Bellaire bad 5 school buildings, valued, with other school property, at $75,000. The 
schools enrolled only 47.3 per cent. of the school population and had only 59.4 per cent. 
of the enrolment in average daily attendance. Fifty-six pupils were enrolled in the 
hlgh school. 
Canton has 10 school buildings, with 47 rooms, valued, with other school property, at 
$80,000. Compared with the report for 1880-'81, there was an increase of 1,194 in 
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school population, of 311 in enrolment, and of 155 in average daj.ly u.ttendance. The 
public schools enrolled 57 per cent. of the pupil youth, and retained 68 per cent. of the 
enrolment in avemge daily attendance. There were 70 pupils in the high school. A 
return reports a night school, with 153 students, and an estimated enrolment of 600 in 
private and parochial schools. 
Chillicothe provide~ 6 school buildings, with 53 rooms, valued, with other school prop-
erty, at $150,000. The statistics show 55 per cent. of the school population enrolled in 
the public schools and 77.5 per cent. of the enrolment in average daily attendance. In 
school population and attendance the city showed slight gains as compared with 1880-'81, 
decreasing expenditures. by $3,228. A return gives an estimated enrolment of 300 in 
private and parochial schools. 
Cincinnati had in 1881-'82 57 school buildings, with 594 rooms for study, valued, with 
other school property, at $2,000,000. There were 28 w bite and 6 colored district schools, 
4 white and 2 colored intermediate schools, 1 colored and 2 white high schools, besides 
intermediate departments in 12 district schools. In white district schools there was an 
enrolment of 26,561; in district schools for colored, 1,135; in intermediate schools for 
whites, 5,053; in same for colored, 180; in high schools for whites, 1,183, with 125 gradu· 
ates; in same for colored, 72 and 7 graduates; in the normal school,-43; in the schoolfor 
deaf-mutes, 27; in night schools for whites, 3, 469; in same for colored, 273; while in pri· 
vate and parochial schools, excluding Kindergarten, business colleges, and higher insti-
tions, there was an enrolment of 17,836. The results obtained in drawing, music1 and 
penmanship are said to have been highly satisfactory. In the white district schools 
15,457, or 56 percent. of the pupils, were taught German; in the intermediate, 1,850, or 
35 per cent.; in the high schools, 550, or 44 per cent.; in all, 17,857, or 52 per cent. of 
the white pupils enrolled in these schools. This instruction was given by 155 teachers 
of German, at an additional cost of only $2.91 for each pupil taught. If to the enrol-
ment in day schools be added the 3, 742 in night schools n,nd the 17,836 in private and 
parochial schools, an approximate enrolment of 54,396 is obtained, the enrolment in 
Kindergarten, business colleges, and higher institutions being omitted. The public 
schools, enrolling only 35 per cent. of the school population, had 81 per cent. of their en-
rolment in n,verage daily attendance. There was an increase of 6,168 in school popu-
lation during the year, to meet which a new school building was erected, said to be one 
of the finest school-houses in the city, and another one of 15 rooms was in process of 
completion. To 2 buildings 6 rooms each were added, ancl to 2 others 4 each. The 
custom of celebrating the birthdays of authors by reading essays on their lives and 
works and by reciting selections from their writing>; continued with increasing interest. 
The memorial days of Garfield, Longfellow, and Webster were amonO' those most effect-
ively celebrated. "Arbor day" was introduced into the schools in 1882 at the 
request of the American Forestry Congress, then in session in the city. Acting in 
the spirit of the governor's proclamation calling on all the people of Ohio to devote 
April 27 to tree planting, the board of education dismissed the schools for ·2 days; that 
teachers and pupils· might join in the work. For this purpose 6 u.cres were set apart 
and called the ''Authors' Grove,'' where each depn,rtment of the schools planted a group 
oftrees in memory of some author.-(State and city reports.) 
Cleveland had 43 school buildings, with 427 rooms for study, valued, with other school 
property, at$1,789)94. There seems to have been an effort to provide, as far as possible 
for the large increase in school population over 1880-' 1, for, with 6,515 more youth of 
school age, an increa e of 2,154 in enrolment and of 2, 961 in average daily attendance, 
there were erected 2 new school buildings, at a cost of $42,800, and 78 more teachers were 
employed, the aggregate expenditures increasing $42,550. The public schools below 
the normal were classed as high, grammar, and primary; they enrolled 46 per cent. 
of the school population and had 74 per cent. of the enrolment in average daily attend-
ance; they were in ession 120 day . Vocal music and drawing were taught to all the 
pupils and 8, 29 studied German. 
Columbus had 26 school buildings, with 174 rooms for study, ¥alued, with other school 
property, at '7 1, 7 . During the year 1 new building was erected, co ting 0,036. 
There were 9 primary and 52 grammar schools and 1 high school, all taught by 16 male 
.and 15 female U>.achers. The high school enrolled 573, averaging 499, wi h au average 
daily at;tendance of 470; the grammar school , with an enrolment of2,409, an a.verageof 
2,077, had 1,963 in average d:rily attendance; while the primary enrolled 5,451, a.verng-
ing 4 3 , and had 4 100 in aver re daily attendance. For colored youth of chool:1oae. 
numbering 60- in 1 1 s para:te primary and gmmmar schools were fornlerly provided, 
but the ~aduates f~om th~ tnce 1874 have been admitted to the high school on eq 
terms With the wh1tes. This was so much in accordance with public feeling that iu 
February 1882, the color .d chool were clo ed and the pupils admitted to the white 
schools of all grades. Wh1te and colored youth now attend thesame schools within be 
city limits. The statistics as compared with 1880-'81 how an increase of GG2 in hool 
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population, of 419 in enrolment, and of 439 in average daily attendance, requiring 13 ad-
ditional teachers, and an additional expenditure of $82,761. The superintendent says 
that the fluctuation in attendance was less than it had been for several years. Schools 
were in session 195 days and enrolled 51 per cent. of the youth of legal age, having 78 
per cent. of the enrolment in average daily attendance. The estimated enrolment in 
private and parochial schools was 1,800, which, added to the enrolment iu public schools, 
shows 62 per cent. of the youth of school age under instruction.- (State and city re-
ports.) 
Dayton had 14 school buildings, with 132rooms for study, the public school prop-
erty of the city being valued at $360,000. There were 1 high, 1 normal, 1 interme-
diate, and l 1 district schools, taught by 19 male and 116 female teachers. Instruc-
tion in vocal music was given to all the pupils, in drawing to 5,192, and in German to 
1, 711, special teachers being employed for music and for drawing. The high school 
numbered 214 pupils at the close of the year and graduated a class of 23 from its 4-year 
course, making the number of 493 during its history. There was a gain of 1,518 in 
school population, a loss of 304 in enrolment, and a gain of 39 in average daily attend-
ance, while 5 more teachers were employed and an additional expenditure of $17,385 
was incurred. The public schools enrolled only 49 per cent. of the children of school 
age, but hnd 76 per cent. of the enrolment in average daily attendance. A return gives 
2,027 enrolled in private and parochial schools, which, added to the public school enrol-
ment, shows 65 per cent. of the youth of pupil age under school instruction. The 4 
night schools, having been more completely organized than ever before, secured much 
more favorable results, the attendance consisting largely of Germans. In 2 of these 
schools in which the ordinary branches were taught there was an enrolment of 246; in 
the school for free})and drawing, a,n attendance of 325, and in the school for industrial 
drawing, 201, a total attendance of 772. The superintendent says that in these drawing 
schools there seems to be no abatement in the interest manifested by the public, with a 
very considerable increase of attendance in the industrial drawing school. The teachers 
employed by the board were of the highest skill.- (State and city reports.) , 
Fremont reports but slight changes compared with 1880-'81, having7 school buildings, 
with 15 rooms for study, valued, with other school property, at $50,000. With about 
the same attendance as last year, 6 more teachers were employed and $3,656 more ex-
pended. Of the school population 47 per cent. were enrolled in the public schools, which 
held 65 per cent. of the enrolment in average daily attendance. Schools were in session 
190 days. The high school closed the year with 52 students and graduated a class of 7 
young ladies, having had in all127 gratluates during itshistory.-(State l'eport.) 
Hamilton, with a gain of 139 in school population and a slight increase in attendance, 
shows5 school buildings, with 35 rooms for study, the sameasin 1880-'81; school prop- · 
ertywas valued at$150,000. With one more teacher employed, there was a reduction of 
$5,967 in expenditure. The schools were in session 200 days and registered only 41 per 
cent. of the youth of school age; but 75 per cent. of the enrolment was in average daily 
attendance. All the pupils were taught drawing and vocal music, and 858 German. 
The high school had 85 students at the close of the year and graduated 5. 
Ironton advanced a little as compared with 1880-'81, except in enrolment, which was 
101less, employing the same number of teachers and decreasing 4xpenditures by $538. 
The schools were in session 180 days and enrolled 55 per cent. of the youth of pupil age, 
with 75 per cent. of the·enrolment in average daily attendance. The high school num-
bered 61 at the close of the year and graduated a class of 14. The report shows 8 school 
buildings, with 30 rooms, valued, with sites, &c., at $45,000.- (State report.) 
Lima, expending for its public schools $5,358 more than in 1880-'81, had, as before, 2 
school buildings, with 25l·ooms, valued, with sites, &c., at $100,000. The city employed 
1 more teacher, gained 348 in school population and 165 in enrolment, and lost 95 in daily 
attendance. Schools were in session 190 days and enrolled 57 per cent. of the youth of 
school age and bad 70 per cent. of the enrolled in average daily attendance. There 
were 82 in the high school, which graduated 19. ' 
JUamfield shows a sm(l.li advance throughout from 1880-'81. Schools were in session 
1 0 days, xpen es increa. ·ed by $1,797, and 6 buildings and other school property were 
valued at $150,000. The schools enrolled 67 per cent. of the school population. The 
high school numbered 99 at the close of the year, graduating 18 . 
.Nr:wm·k r ports 2 high, 12 grammar, 22 primary schools, and 1 colored school. For 
the.qe 37 schoolR there are 7 school buildings, with 38 rooms for study and sittings for 
1,996. Schools were in se. !'lion 190 da,ys, emolliug 49 per cent. of the school population 
and holding 72 per cent .. of the enrolled in daily attendance. With an increase of 201 
in the youth of. rhool age, there was a corr , pondiug increa.·e in attendance. The high 
school, in munher~, is sa.i<l to have snrp s. ed anything in its history, having 132 
students and gr..:.cluating 16.-(State and city reports.) 
Port mouth, compared with 1880-'81, shows an increa. o of 200 in youth of school age 
and of 747 in enrolment, and a falling off of 364 in daily attendance. The enrolmen 
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reached 79 per cent. of the school population, while only 52 per cent. of the enrolled 
were held in daily attendance. The schools, which were in session 190 days, were taugh 
in 6 school buildings, with 43 rooms for study, valued, with sites, &c., at:f)182,000. The 
high school numbered 74 at the close of the year, graduating 13. 
Sanditsky had 9 school buildings, with 44 rooms for study, valued, with sites, &c., at 
$160,000. Compared with 1880-' 81 there were small gains in school population and en-
rolment, but a loss of 157 in daily attendance. Three more teachers were employed 
while expenses were less by $528. Sd1ools, which were in session 200 days, enrolled 41 
per cent. of the youth of school age, holding 79 per cent. of the enrolment in daily attend-
ance. The entire number enrolled studied drawing and 868 German. The high school 
pupils numbered 93 at the close of the year, graduating 23. 
Sp1·ingjield erected 1 new school building during the year at a cost of $20,113, making 
10 buildings, with 59 rooms for study, valued, with grounds, &c., at $110,560. It reports 1 
high school, with 122 students, and 9 district schools, with 3, 264, tauf'1bt by 64 teachers, in-
cluding 3 special teachers of music, writing, and drawing. Compared with 1880-'81 there 
were gains of 970 in youth enumerated, of 252 in enrolment, and of 174 in daily attend-
ance. Schools were in session 185 days and enrolled 46 per cent. of the enumeration, 
retaining 74 per cent. of enrolment in daily attendance. Instruction in drawing and 
vocal music was given in all the schools and in German to 363 pupils.- (State and city 
reports.) 
Steubenville shows a falling off of 1, 775 in the youth of school age during the year and 
some decrease in attendance, this last owing, it is said, to the presence of infectious dis-
eases. There were 6 school buildings, valued, with grounds, &c., at$127,000. 'The want 
of new school buildings is severely felt. Schools are classed as high, grammar, and primary, 
the last including a colored school. Schools were in session 200 days, enrolling 44 per 
cent. of the school population, with a fraction over 96 per cent. of the enrolled in daily 
attendance. A return gives 632 in pnivate and parochial schools, which shows not 
quite 59 per cent. of the youth of school age under school instruction.-(State and city 
reports.) 
Tiffin had 5 school buildings, with 25 rooms for study. Compared with 1880-'81 there 
was a loss of 184 in school population and a slight falling off in attendance, while 
more teachers were employed and $1,543 less expended. Schools were in session 200 
days, registered 41 per cent. of the children of school age, and had 72 per cent. of the 
enrolment in daily attendance. A return gives the valuation of school property at 
$75,000 and 700 pupils in private and parochial bChools; this enrolment, with that of 
the public schools, leaves nearly 37 per cent. df the youth of school age unenrolled. 
Vocal music was taught to all the pupils, drawing to nearly all, and German to 245. The 
high school pupils numbered 64 at the close of the year, 8 graduating. 
'l'oledo rated its school property, including 23 school buildings, with 118 rooms for 
study, at $590,000. With an addition of 1,107 to the school population of 1880-' 1 
there were gains of 149 in enrolment, of 639 jn average daily attendance, and of 10 
teacher , with an additional expenditure of $27,135. Of the 120 public schools, 2were 
high, 6 grammar, 19 intermediate, 33 secondary, 53 primary, and 7 ungraded, all under 
14 male and 126 female teachers. The schools were in session 200 days and registered 
42 per cent. of the youth of school age, holding 72 per cent. of the enrolment in daily 
attendance. A return gives 3,000 enrolled in private and parochial schools, which, 
added to that in public -schools, shows 58 per cent. of the school population enrolled. 
A table in the city report shows that 96t per cent. of the enrolment were under 16 
and over 62 per cent. under 11 years of age. Instruction in vocal music was given to 
all the pupils, in drawing to nearly all, and in German to 1,649. Out of the 4,116 
examined, 3,193 were promoted. The 2 high schools enrolled 186 and had 146 in daily 
attendance. To meet the large increase in school population, the board made extensife 
additions to the accommodations and had a building on an original plan in process of 
erection.- ( tate and city reports.) 
Youngstown, o provide for the large increase in school population and attendanre. 
during the year erected 2 chool buildings, making 8 in all, with 47 room for study, the 
entire chool property beinrr rated at $250,000. The studies reported indicate the nsna1 
primary, grammar, and high chools. chools were in session 190 days and registered 
47 per cent. of the youth of school arre, having 67 per cent. of the enrolment in daily 
attendance. The high scho 1 registered 9 at the clo e of the year, graduating 14. 
Za'TLeJf~Jille during the r erected 1 school-house, costing $6,361, making in alll 
school bnildin , with 67 ro m . With about the same attendance as the previous year 
the same number of teach were employed, while expenditures were more by 1 , 
The chools, c e as primary, grammar, and high, were in session 200 days, ho · 
an enrolment of 49 p r cent. of the children of school age and 74.4 per cent. of 
enrolled in daily attendance. 
ummarizing the tati tics of the 22 city ystems thus briefly noticed, it appears tba 
44 per cent. of their school population were enrolle in he schools and 33 per cen 
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were in averag~ daily attendance; but it would be unjust to consider these :figures as 
discreditable to the city systems of Ohio, since the comprehensive school age of that State, 
extending most freely the opportunities of instruction to all unmarried persons under 
21, is apt to give an erroneous impression when the results of the school system are rep-
reseJ!ted by :figures . . Nevertheless the attendance is not what the State intended it 
should be when enacting the law as to compulsory attendance, nor what the superintend-
ent desired to accomplish by his suggestion on page 77 of the 1880 edition of the school 
laws. In fact, as to percentage of enrolment and of daily attendance the cities as a whole 
were exactly where they were the year before, but as they increased in population it may 
properly be inferred that, though relatively no more pupils were taught, absolutely more 
schooling was done, a fact · corroborated by the considerable additions to the teaching 
force, the accommodations, and necessarily to the expenditures. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
PU.BLI<;l NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The State makes no provision for the education of teachers, but normal schools are 
found in connection with the public school systems of Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dayton, 
Columbus, and Steubenville. · 
The Cincinnati school was opened in 1868, adding a German department in 1871. 
During the last session 43 were enrolled in the school, of whom 15 were Germans, and 39 
graduat , ofwhom12wereGermans. Ofthe 43admitted, 37werefrom the high schools. 
During the last session the highest standard of qualification since its organization was 
attained. The principal urges the advisability of lengthening the course to 1t or 2 
years and of enlarging the practice department so as to include 4 schools instead of 2, 
which schools, he thinks; should not be from the lowest grades of the system.- (City 
report.) 
The Cleveland Tra·ining School reported 5 instructors and 41 female students, 34 of 
whom graduated and engaged in teaching. The full course of study is 1 year of 40 
weeks. There is a model school attached. 
The Dayton Normal and Training School had 4 instructors, with 13 students, and 
graduated 12, 9 of whom engaged in teaching. The full course is 1 year. Provision is 
made for the most thorough examination of candidates for graduation, it being regarded 
of supreme importance that no one shall be graduated unless thought capable of becom-
ing a successful teacher. There is a model school attached. 
The normal school in Columbus held. its 28 sessions on Saturdays, with an enrolment 
of 97 and an average daily attendance of 71. This ·school is open to such members of 
the junior and senior classes in the high school as intend to become teachers and to those 
already teaching who desire further instruction. 
Steubenville, by adding one year to the high school instruction, established during the 
year a normal and training school to supply trained teachers for its schools. The first 
class consisted of 13 young ladies. 
OTHER NORMAL INSTRUCTION. 
The private normal schools reporting for 1882 are (1) Northwestern Ohio Normal School, 
Ada, with 1,420 normal students in a 3-year course and 498 others, in all1,918, under 
36 instructors, graduating 65; (2) Ashland College Normal Training School, Ashland, hav-
ing a 4-year course and open to both sexes; (3) Ohio Central Normal and Kindergarten Tmin-
ing School, Fayette; ( 4) Geneva Normal School, Geneva, with 64 students in a 4-year teach-
ers' course and 121 others, in all185, underll instructors; (5)NationalNormal University, 
Lebanon, showing 1,672 normal students in a 2t-year course, besides 160 others, under 
25 teachers, graduating 101; (6) Mnnsjield Normal Colle.qe, Mansfield, with 170 normal 
students in a 4-year course and 25 others, in all195, under4instructors; (7) WesternRe-
serve Normal School, Milan, which had 116 normal students under 5 instructors; and (8) 
the normal department of Mount Union College, Mount Union, which has a 3-year teacheJ?J' 
course. 
Normal departments or teachers' courses also exist in connection with Antioch, Buchtel, 
Franklin, Hiram, Muskingum, Rio Grande, and Scio Colleges, and Baldwin, Ohio, Ohio 
Wesleyan, Otterbein, Wilberforce, and Cincinnati Universities; also, in. the following 
academies: Academy of Central College, Atwood Institute, Dague's Collegiate Institute, 
Fostoria Academy, Geauga Seminary, Hopedale Normal College, Northern Ohio Colle-
giate Institute, and Western Reserve Seminary.- (Catalogues and returns.) 
For statistics of normal schools reporting, see Table III of appendix; for a summary of 
same, a corr ponding ta.ble in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES . 
.An institute at the expense of the institute fundmaybeheldin anycountywhere not less 
than 30 regular teachers shall declare in writing their intention to attend, the managing 
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committee to enter into bond in twice the amount in the county treasury for such insti-
tute and the institute to be held not less than four days. The institute fund is derived 
from fees of ~0 cents from e~ch applicant for examination as a ~ch~r ~ the county; in-
stead of turning the money mto the county treasury, however, mty distncts may retain in 
their own treasuries the fees collected from applicants for examination and with the 
amount hold a district institute; the city failing to hold the annual institute, the money 
goes to the county. 
During the year 95 institutes were held, with an aggregate attendance of 12,078, at a 
cost of $19,980, a gain of 10 institutes and of 1,406 in attendance over 1881. Five in-
stitutes were in session 4 days each; 62, 5 days; while 28 continuec110 and over; 3 reach-
ing 15 and 3 others 20 days, all under 425 instructors. 
EDUCATION .A.L JOURN .A.LS. 
The Tea~hers' Guide, Mallet Creek, continued through 1882, expiring with the De-
cember number. The Ohio Educational Monthly, Salem, continues to be the organ of the 
State Teachers' Association, furnishing valuable information as to methods of instruc-
tion and government and also as to the progress of education in the State and elsewhere, 
being now in its twenty-third volume. The Vis-a-Vis continues to be published weekly 
at the. State Institution for Deaf-Mutes, Columbus, and was in 1882 in its :fifteenth 
volume. 
SECONDARY INSTRJJCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
High school statistics for 1882 show 600 rooms in use, an increase of 25 over 1 1; 
546 men and 254 women teaching, a total of 800, an increase of 26; an enrolment of 
29,372, a loss of 567; and an average daily attendance of 20,902, a loss of 63. There were 
32 more male and 6 fewer female teachers. The average monthly pay of men in town-
ship district high schools was increased from $53 to $55, while that of women was re-
duced from $36 to $28. In city, village, and special districts the pay of men was reduced 
from $69 to $57, and that of women from $55 to $54. Of the enrolled there were 3, 264 
more females than males, and of the daily attendants, 3, 246 more. The high schools of 
th.e State, as reported, graduated 1, 125.- (State report.) 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of private academic schools, preparatory schools, or preparatory depart-
ments of colleges, see Tables VI, VII, and IX, and for business colleges, Table IV of the 
appendix; ·for summaries of the same, corresponding tables in the report of the Commis-
sioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTII SEXES. 
The Ohio State University, Columbus, reported for1881-'82 a largeincrease in student! 
and equipment and a reorganization of the curriculum. It is open alike to both sexes and 
offers a 2-year preparatory course, affording a fair opportunity for pupils of the common and 
high schools to enter the university. There are two literary courses and one in science, 
each of 4 years, called general courses, and four special courses, also of 4 years each. 
Military drill is required of all male students unless excused on reasonable grounds. The 
whole number in actual attendance was 340, a gain of 60 over 1880-'81. More accom-
modations and instructors were needed. With an appropriation from the State of 
$20,000, a chemical laboratory building was nearly completed. Provision was alsomnde 
for the immediate erection of three faculty residences, at an aggregate cost of $15,124.. 
The year began under a new organization of the various departments : instead of the 
previous cl itication of regular, special, preparatory, and unclassified students, came 4 
schools, viz: the school of arts and philosophy, including those studies which enter into 
the leading to the degrees of B . .A.. and PH. n.; the school of science, including 
studi which enter into the course leading to B.S.; the school of engineering, includin 
th studies which enter into the course leading to the degrees of civil engineer, mechan-
ical engineer, and mining engineer; and the school of agriculture, including the studi 
leadin to the degree of ba h lor of agriculture. The total value of endowment and 
prop rty ex ds ·1,0 0,000.-(Catalo!!Ue.) 
The ni ·ersily of Oincinnati co ist8 of three departments, viz: the school of design. o 
art department organized in 1871; tl1e acad mic, or department of literature and cience. 
organized in 1 73; and the o crvatory, or astronomical department, 18 t5. The endo -
ment consists of au tate left by Charles Mc~ficken, increased by do.nations from 
Cincinnati tronomical ociety and individuals. It reports a faculty of 1 instru rs 
in the academic and astronomical departments and 8 in the school of desjgn. The COu.r.:ie 
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in this last seems to occupy 5 years; the other regular courses cover 4 years each, with 
special ones of 1 year and graduate courses of 1 year leading to the degree of M. A., 
M. sc., or 1\f. L., a similar course of 2 years leading to PH. n. The number of stu-
dents for theyearwas 374, of whom 91 were acaP.emic~81 were in the school of design, 
and 2 were in the observatory.-(Catalogue.) 
J Ohio University, Athens, shows classical and philosophical preparatory courses of 3 
years each, followed by classical and philosophical courses of 4 years each, the last dif-
fering from the classical course in substituting French and German for Greek, thus al-
lowing time for considerable attention to be given to the English language in the junior 
year. , Extensive improvements were made during the year in facilities for instruction, 
and a new building, containing an assembly room and halls for the literary societies, was 
in course of erection. There were 72 in the preparatory department, under 3 instructors, 
and 32 in the classical and philosophical courses, there being in the last an equal num-
ber ofmales and females.-(Catalogue and return.) . 
) Of the remaining universities and colleges, 34 reported for 1881-'82. The Miami 
Valley College has, since the last report, become extinct, while Richmond College, 
which had been discontinued for some years, was reopened in 1881. All, but the He-
brew Union, St. Xavier, Kenyon, Marietta, Richmond, and Geneva Colleges and Cap. 
ital, Deniso:o, and Urbana Universities, admit both sexes; all, except the University of 
Cincinnati, show preparatory courses of 2, 3, or 4 years; all have the usual classical 
courses of 4 years; all but 7, scientific courses of 4 years; while 8 have philosophical 
courses Qf the same length. Twelve show commercial courses; 18, arrangements for 
normal instruction, previously mentioned under Training of Teachers; while 13, to be 
mentioned under Professional Instruction, have departments of theology; 1, a depart-
ment of law; and 2, departments of medicine. St. Xavier, University of Cincinnati, 
Oberlin, ·and Ohio Wesleyan continue their 4-year literary courses, that in the last 
being only for ladies. Five institutions provide elective and select courses, while all 
give instruction in either German, French, music, or drawing and painting.- (Catalogues 
a.nd, returns.) 
~ For statistics of these institutions reporting, see Table IX of the appendix, and for a 
summary of them, a corresponding table in the 'report of the Commissioner pr<;ceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR TH:F; SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WQl\IEN. 
Besides the i,nstitutioni above mentioned, which admit both sexes, there are 10 other 
colleges desjgned especially for the superior instruction of young women. 
I The Oincinnati Wesleyan College follows its primary and preparatory courses of 3 and 
4 years with classical and scientific courses of 4 years each and confers the degree of A. B. 
on the completion of the classical and scientific courses and that of A. 1\L on the com-
pletion of a graduate course of 2 years. In 1882 it opened a regular military department. 
1 Mount Aubum Young Ladies' Institute, Cincinnati, aims to complete young ladies' edu-
cation by giving systematic instruction in domestic art and filcience to the senior class. 
' There was an aggregate of 146 professors and instructors and 325 preparatory and 637 
collegiate studeni!s, with 1,151 in all departments. All, except the Western Female 
Seminary, begin with preparatory and some also with primary courses of 3 and 4 years, 
while all have collegiate courses of 4 years each. Some offer special courses and all give 
instruction in music, drawing, painting, ana modern languages. 
For statistics, see Table VIII of the appendix, and a summary of it in the report of 
the Com_to.issiDner precediijg. 
SCIENTIFIC A~D PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Ohio State University, Columbus, continues its 4 distinct courses of technical study 
in addition to the regnlar scientific course of 4 years, viz: in agriculture, and in civil, 
mining, and mechanical engineering, each of 4 years, the :first year being the freshman 
year of the scientitic course. In the department of horticultv.re and botany instruction 
is given in lectures connected with laboratory practice and :field work. The annual 
course of lectures to farmers given in January of this year was well attended and the 
interest of former years fully sustained.- (Catalogue.) 
Otterbein College discontinu'ed its old scientific course in 1881 and adopted a philosophi-
cal course, enlarge(! so as to be equal in extent to the classical, substituti:qg French and 
German for reek. 
The Oltio ]}fecltanics' Institute, at Cincinnati, organized in 1881, embraces the depart-
ment of science anq art'3, sections of m.echanics and engineering, of chemistry and phys-
ics, and a school of d~ign. 
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Scientific {!Ourses of 4 years are offered by 29 other universities and colleges, the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati adding a course of 4 years in civil engineering, leading to the de-
gree of c. E. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
T!~eological.-The"schools of theology existing purely as such and having 3-year courses 
are Lane Theological Seminary, Cincinnati (.Presbyterian); the Union Biblical Seminary, 
Dayton (United Brethren); the Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church, 
Gambier; and the United Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Xenia. St. Charles Bor-
romeo, Carthagena, reports a course of 8 to 10 years, including studies in philosophy and 
classics; and St. Mary's Theological Seminary, Cleveland, a course of 5 years; both are 
Roman Catholic. 
The following have theological courses of 3 years: German Wallace College, Berea, 
(Methodist Episcopal); Capital University, Columbus (Evangelical Lutheran); Oberlin 
College, Oberlin (Congregational); and Urbana University, Urbana (New Church). Wil-
berforce University, Wilberforce (African Methodist Episcopal), for colored students, bas 
a course of 4 years, partly literary. Wittenber~ College, Springfield (EvangelicalLuth-
eran), and Heidelberg College, Tiffin (Reformed Presbyterian), have courses of 2 years 
each; while Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware (Methodist Episcopal), and Hiram Col-
lege, Hiram (Disciples), ·show biblical udies in connection with college courses. The 
2-year and 3-year courses are meant to follow a collegiate or high school training.-
(Catalogues and returns.) 
For statistics of theological schools and departments reporting, see Table XI of the 
appendix, and a summary of it in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
Legal.-The law school of the Cincinnati College had 127 students in its 2-year course 
for 1881-'82. There appears no advance in requirements for admission or graduation. 
For admission to the junior class, satisfactory evidence of a regular academic education 
is sufficient; to the senior class, a satisfactory examination in the studies of the junior 
year and a certification that the applicant has studied law for one year; for the degree 
of LL. B., regular admission to the senior class, attendance on the full course of senior 
lectures, and a satisfactory examination. Graduates having the necessary qualifications 
of age anil citizenship are admitted to the bar of Ohio without further examination. A 
graduate course is added whenever a sufficient number call for it.-(Catalogue.) 
The catalogue of Wilberforce University for 1881-'82 indicates the discontinuance of 
its law department. 
Medical.- The following are the only regular medical schools1 reporting for 1881-'82: 
The Cincinnati College of Medicine and Surgery, with 13 professors and 1 demonstrator; 
the Medical Colle~e of Ohio, with 10 professors and 15 assistants; and the :Miami Medi-
cal College, with 11 professors and 8 assistants, all in Cincinnati; the Columbus Medi-
cal College, with 12 professors and 3 assistants, and the Starling Medical CoJlege, with 
14 professors and 1 demonstrator, both in Columbus. 
Themedical department of the Western Reserve University, Cleveland, a combination 
of the Cleveland Medical College and the medical department of Wooster University, 
was opened for students in September, 1881, the two bringing to the new institution a 
new faculty of 16 instructors. 
For graduation, all required the usual 3-year course of study under a physician, in-
cluding 2 regular lecture courses of 20 weeks each year in those at Cincinnati and of 24 in 
those at Columbus and Cleveland, the last of which courses must be in the college con-
ferring the degree. All, except Columbus Medical College, offer a 3-year graded course 
but do not require it. To induce students to pursue it, the Miami Medical College will 
demand fees for but 2 years of those who complete the 3-year course. The Cincinnati 
College of Medicine and Surgery announces the plan of giving special operative cours 
as a new and important feature of the spring sesBion, having for its object the training f 
phy icians and advanced studentB in making physical examinations of patients and per· 
forming operations. 
The Eclectic Medical Institute, Cincinnati, with 8 professors and a demonstrator, had 
courses of 19 and 20 weeks yeady and recommended but did not require a 3-yea.r grad 
c.ou.rse. For graduation, students must have studied :r:r:.edicine 3 years and attended 2 
full courses of lectures, the last of which must have been in this school. 
The hysio- fedical Institute, Cincinnati, with 12 professors and 2 assistanf:B, requireS 
3 fuJI years of tudy and 2 full courses of lectures of 20 weeks annuall:v. 
The PuJte Medical College, Cincinnati (homceopathic), with 10 professors and 3 · t-
ants, and the Homreopathic Hospital College, Cleveland, with 10 professors and 3 
ants-each open to both sexes-continued to require 3 years of study, includinrr a-
tendance on 2-year lecture courses, the last of which must be in the college oonfenin 
lTwo otber mcdicalscbools, tbe Toledo Medical College,,Toledo, and Northwestern Obio 
Colleg~, Toledo, were in process of organization forl883. 
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the degree. Both offer a 3-year gracled course, but do not require it. The Hospital 
College offers special courses of instruction in those branches which cannot be conven-
iently taught in the regular course. 
The Cincinnati College of Pharmacy requires attendance on 2 full courses of lectures in 
a regular college of pharmacy (the last in this college), an experience of 4 years with a 
qualified pharmacist, and a written examination. 
The Ohio College of Dental Surgery requires attendance on 2 courses of lectures in a 
dental or medical college (the last in this school), a :written thesis, a specimen case of 
artificial dentistry, and a satisfactory examination. 
The 6 regular colleges reported for 1881-'82 900 matriculates and 676 graduates; the 
1 eclectic, 272 matriculates and 100 graduates; the Physio-Medical Institute, 36 matric-
ulates and 12 graduates; the 2 homreopathic, 208 matriculates and 60 graduates; total, 
1,416 matriculates and 848 graduates. 
For further statistics of schools of medicine, pharmacy, and dentistry, see Table XIII 
of the appendix, and for summaries of them, the report of the Commi.·~sioner preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
CLEVELAND EDUCATIONAL BUREAU. 
This bureau, which is especially to benefit the working classes, provides lectures and 
publishes pamphlets and books for the people, embodying a large amount of useful in-
formation, of which 119,200 had been distributed. The work of the bureau for 1881, 
under the direction of C. A. Bolton, was so successful that the institution was made per-
manent .and arrangements were made for the second season. During the first season 
the average evening attendance was from 2,500 to 4,000, the total receipts $5,000. Dur-
ing the second season, in 1882, the average attendance was 4, 000 and receipts over $8~ 000. 
Among the lecturers were Joseph Cook, John B. Gough, and Governor St. John. Gen-
eral Eaton, United States Commissioner of Education, was present at a meeting and de-
clared that no such work had been done anywhere else in the United States. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF .AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The Ohio Institution for tlte Education oftlte Deaf and Dumb, Columbus, for 1882 reported 
513 different pupils, of whom 60 were in school for the first time, and 24 graduated, 
fairly equipped, it is said, for the duties of life; making 1,945 who had received instruc-
tion since the opening of the institution. Its property was valued at $500,000, includ-
ing a library of 2, 000 volumes. Articulation and lip reading were taught, there being 
82 semi-mutes in the school. There was an increased interest in the arrangement of the 
industries taught so as best to fit the pupils to take their places as skilled and success-
ful workmen. The report advises discretion in the selection of trades. Of the 4 now 
offered, carpentry and shoemaking should be taught to those from the rural towns, as 
in them there will always be a demand for such labor, while those learning printing and 
bookbinding must find their work in the larger towns. It was urged that tailoring be 
added, especially in the interest of the girls. 
At a meeting of the Ohio Deaf-Mute .Alu1nni .Association plans were set on foot by the 
mutes themselves for the establishment of a home for aged and infirm mutes. 
In the Cincinnati Day Sclwolfor Deaf-Mutes, in charge of the city board of education, 
the enrolment was 27 and average daily attendance 22, under 2 teachers. The falling 
off from the previous year was due to the action of the legislature, which provided only 
for the payment of the teachers; previously a portion of the money appropriated for the 
school had been used to support its pupils for the 5 school days of the week. 
The Ohio Institution for the Ed1wation of the Blind, Columbus, shows for 1882 a total 
enrolment of 226, an average attendance of 176, and 28 new pupils. Instruction was 
given in the common and some of the higher English branches, in vocal and instrumental 
music, in piano tu~ing, and such other industries as are taught in like institutions. 
EDUCATION OF THE FEEBLE-MINDED. 
The Ohio Institution for Feeble-Minded Youth, Columbus, suffered during the year for 
want of room, owing to the fire in 18 1, which consumed the central part of the main 
building. It admits children from 6 to 15 years of age and instructs them in the com-
mon . chool branches. During the year there were 612 inmates, 5 being new ones. The 
completion of the buildings in process of construction it was hoped would increase the 
efficic.n y of the institution. 
INDUSTRIAL AND REFORMATORY TRAINING. 
The lJoys' Reform School is located on a farm of 1,210 acres near Lancaster, on whicb 
there were 0 acres of vineyard, ,000 peach trees, 30 acres of garden and nursery, and 
40 a~res under general tillage. Besides the main building, which is 161 feet long and 
14E 
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3 stories high above the basement, there are family buildings, arranged around the main 
building and named after the rivers of the State. On the spacious grounds are numer-
ous other buildings, 8 of which are shops for as many trades. The fiTst 10 boys receh·ed 
were from the Cincinnati Honse of Reruge in 1858, since which there had been received 
3,717 boys. In 1882 the average num?er in the school was 499,. of w~om 19G received 
the highest badge, 1GB were on leave of absence, 1D were apprentwed, and 9 had employ-
ments found for them. The superintendent says that of 45 per cent. released a large 
number were doing well and promised to become good citizens.- (Annual report.) 
The House of Refuge ancl Correct·ion, for boys, Toledo, had 237 inmates during the year, 
and 731 since opening. 
The other institutions of this class heretofore reporting were the Indtt8trial Schooland 
Home, Cleveland; Toledo Jnclttstrial School; Gi1·Zs' Industrial Home, Delaware; Cincinnati 
House of Refttge j and the Hmtse of Refttge and Con·ection, Cleveland. All these schools 
give school, industrial, and religious tmining. 
EDUCATION IN ART. 
The School of Design in the University of Cincinnati, the Woman's Art lJfuseumA.ssocia-
tion, and the School of Design in the Ohio Mechanics' Institute, all at Cincinnati, the 
Colttmbus A.1·t School, and the 'Poleclo University of A.1·ts ancl Trades give instruction in the 
various forms of art. The School of Design in the University of Cincinnati, beginning 
in 1 68 with 1 teacher a,nd 30 students, entered upon a thoroughly graded course of in-
struction in the various departments in 1880-'81, showing in 1881-'82 a faculty of 7, 
with 300 pu-pils, most of whollil were females; in wood engraving all were girls. 
EDUCATION IN MUSIC. 
Scientific musien.l instruction is reported to be given in the College of Music of Cin-
cinna,ti, the Cincinnati College of Music, Cleveland College of Music, and Oberlin Con-
servatory of Music, Oberlin College, which last ha,s a course of 3 years for the theory 
of music and fl'om 3 to 5 years iol' the various forms of -practice. This enrolled for 
18 1-'82 classes of 75 young men· and 312 young women. Statistics of the other schools 
are wanting for that year, but it is hoped that they may be obtained for 1882- '83. 
Another school heard of fa,vorably is Dana's Musical Institute, Wa,rren, Ohio. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
The Ohio Teachers' Association held its thirty-third annual meeting Ut<i Niagam Falls, 
N. Y., July 5, 6, and 7, 1882. The superintendents' section wa.;:; ca,lled to order by 
George W. Walker. J. M. Goodspeed, president of the section, gave the inaugural ad-
dress, urging teacher. to exert their influence in fa,vor of legislation for a good school 
sy tern, and William Hoover, of Dayton, read a paper on ''A rational course in math-
ematics,'' full of matter that cannot be well condensed. 
The general association was called to order by George W. Walker. President J. J. 
Burn.'3 delivered the inaugural address on "The evolution of a, common school master;' 
Mr . D. L. William , of Delaware, Ohio, read a paper on" Young teachers and their 
calling," followed by one on the same subject by Miss R. P. Cook, of Gallipolis, Ohio 
both excellent and practical. These papers were discussed at some length and mth 
much useful suggestion as to studies and methods. W. W. Ro , of Fremont, Ohio, 
read a long and admirable paper on in truction in history-local, biographical, and gen-
ral- with information as to book for use in such instruction, a well as to the l ru· 
t he drawn from th study of history. These papers, with he ina,ugnral addr and 
a v .ry appropriate memorial address by W. W. Venable, of Cincinnati, on the death of 
lion. William DowllJ If nkle, a former Sta,te school commi ioner and long edi or of 
'J he E luca ional Ionthly, occupi d the se ions of the association. Of Mr. Henkle 
there may he iouncl a brief biography in the report from thi Bureau for 1 1, page 209. 
OTllER TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS. 
The nio T a ·hers' A ociation of Trumbull and PortaO'e Counties met Decem er 
16, 1 ~ 2, at Windham, with an excellent program, which wa well carried out. . F. 
Haymaker i ·u:s 'd in i trial education. 
The uglaize 'ounty Tea. hers' A ciation held its first quarterly meeting at Wapa-
koneta. J: ovemher 10. Pap~rs were read on "The dignity of the profi ion,' ''Tl:e 
scholars mission," ancl "Pra tical education." 
The Eastern hio T achers' Association held its twelfth annual meeting a teuben-
ville December 1 nnd 2. The program is said to bave been good, the papers and disc -
ion pirit d and the a en dance large. ommissioner De Wolf discu ed the qu ·on 
''ls ou.r American school system doipg what it may for the interest of the public?n 
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The Northeastern Ohio Teachers' Association held its annual meeting-at Cleveland 
December 9. Though the attendance was not as large as usual, the meeting is said to 
have been one of interest and profit. Superintendent Hinsdale, of Cleveland, discussed 
the subject of American history in the public schools; Sebastian Thomas, of Lodi, in-
dustrial training in German schools, a topic which awakened much interest. . 
The Southwestern Ohio Teachers' Association held its last session at Middletown 
April 22. A very fine paper is said to ha,ve been re~;td by Mr. A. T. Wiles, of Newport, 
Ky .• on "A course of study for public schools." ~ 
The Southeastern Ohio Teachers' Association met at Gallipolis April 28 and 29, but 
no account of the meeting has come to hand. 
OHIO COLLEGE ASSOCIATION. 
This association, begun about 20 years ago, is composed of the ''presidents and pro-
fessors of the colleges in the State of Ohio" (constitution, article 3). The governor 
of the State, the commissioner of common schools, and the president of the~ State 
Teachers' Association are members ftX officio. After about a dozen years of peaceful 
life, it was thought necessary to determine what is a college in the State of Ohio. The 
association knew that no other body could make this definition as well as itself. · It was 
entirely, in the view of its members, a matter of definition. After a year or two of con-
sultation, upon the report of a judicious committee, it was resolved that certain named 
institutions, 15 in number, were the colleges in the State of Ohio. There might be 
other instit utions whieh the State officers or the courts of law might call colleges, or 
even universitier;, but those named by the association were held to be the only ones in 
Ohio that were such in fact. Two others have since been added to the list, making 17. 
Nearly every year some institution presents a claim to membership, but fails of recog-
nition. There has been talk of appointing a committee to investigate and revise the list, 
but no action bas been t aken. 
At one time the association adopted minimum courses of study for degrees in the col-
leges connected with it; but having no power to enforce these they have become mere 
indications of a proper standard without any binding force.- (Letter from a member of 
the association.) 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
DR. JOHN PRATT. 
Rev. John Pratt, D. D., founder of Denison University, died suddenly at Granville 
January 4, 1882, in the eighty-second year of his age. He was born in Connecticut, 
graduated at Brown University in 1827, and was the first president of the Baptist College 
at Granville, established in 1831 as Granville Literary and Theological Institution, 
made Granville College in 1832, and entitled ·to be called Denison, University in 
1856. He was professor of ancient languages there from 1837 to 1859, and then retired 
to private life, having given 28 years of untiring, self sacrificing toil to the educational 
and religious interests of his adopted State and of ·the college with which he was iden-
tified. He is said to have been born a teacher and bred a scholar, true, quick, and 
keen, with marvellous power to awaken the dormant energies of pupils and to develop 
their ability for independent thought. As a teacher of Greek and Latin h~ was re-
puted to be of remarkably high rank, wilih few equals and perhaps no superiors when 
in his prime. 
DR. WILLIAM H. MUSSEY. 
Dr. Wil1inm TI. Mussey, of Cincinnati, was one of the most distinguished and public 
spirited citizens of that city. He was born in Hanover, N. H., September 30, 1818 
stud~ed medicine in_ the Ohio Medical College, and graduated in 1848. He subsequently 
stnd1ed 1 months In Pu,ris, nnd upon returning to this country settled in Cincinnati, 
where he made a specialty of general surgery. He was vice president of the American 
Medical Association in 1864 and afterward vice president of the Ohio State Medical 
Associ.at~on. lie_ also held various eminent positions in hospitals and colleges. He was 
commissioned bngade surgeon October, 1861, and lieutenant colonel and medical in-
spector of the United States Army in June, 1862, and was surgeon general of Ohio for 
several years. lie wa · also president of the :rat ural History Society of Cincinnati. As 
a. me~orial of his father be founded the Mussey Medical and Scientific Library in Cin-
cmnati and gave several thousand valuable publications to the collection. In 1857 he 
married Caroline W. Lindsly, of Washington, D. C.-(Boston Journal.) 
CIIillF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
lion. D. F. DE WoLF, Stale commissioner of common schools, Columbus. 
[Term, January, 1881, to January, 1884.] 
To be then succeeded by Mr. LeRoy D. Brown, 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth 4 to 20 years of.age a-------- 61,641 65,216 3,575 ----------
Enrolled in public schools __________ 34,498 37,743 3,245 ----------Average daily attendance ___________ 25,196 27,347 2,151 ----------
Attending graded schools---------- 8,918 8,986 68 ----------
Attending private schools---------- 4,823 7,394 2,571 ----------
Number reported as not in school ___ 21,655 21,328 ---------- 327 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Organized districts---------------- 1,037 1, 093 · 56 ----------
Districts reporting ___ ------ __ ------ 988 1,026 38 --------- -Graded schools reported ____________ 52 50 ---------- 2 
Average school term in days---··-- -- 86 90' 4 ----------
Number of private schools __________ 186 Hl3 7 ----------
Value of public school property_---- $657,469 $684,208 $26,829 ----------
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Number of men teaching ___________ 591 662 71 ----------
Number of women teaching-------- 748 750 2 ----------
Whole numberofteachers __________ 1,339 1,412 73 --------- -
Teachers in graded public schools--- 174 182 8 ----------
Teachers with first grade certificates_ 691 745 54 ----------
Teachers with second grade certificates 648 667 19 ----------Average monthly pay of men _______ $42 26 $43 95 $1 69 ------ .. . 
Average monthly pay of-women _____ 31 72 31 63 ---------- so 09 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES. 
Whole receipts for public schools ____ $323,301 $338,307 $15,006 ----------
Expenditure for public schools ______ 318,331 346,961 28,630 ----------
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Permanent school fund------------ $625,000 ----·-------- ---------- ----------Available school fund ____ ______ ·--- 610,000 5 32,522 $222,522 ------ .... ---
a The basis for appropriation of public money; the age for admission into public schools is 6 to 21. 
(From the r port of Hon. L. J. Powell, State superintendent of public instruction, for 
the wo years indicated.) 
TATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICER. 
For the general administration of public school affairs there is a State superintendent 
of public instruction, elected quadriennially by the people. He, the governor and the 
secretary of state constitute a tate board of education. The local officers nre county 
superintendents of common schools, elected biennially hy the voters of the county; di · 
trict boards of three directors, elected for three years i and a district clerk, elected for on 
year. 
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OTH1!1R FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Public school moneys are derived from a State school fund, from a county tax of 4 mills 
on $1, and from a tax which district meetings, legally called, have the power to levy on 
all the real and personal property in their districts. District meetings may also make 
any necessary approp1·iations for the support of schools. Only districts where schools 
have been taught three months are entitled to their proportion of the school fund; this 
restriction, however, is not to apply to a district until the fourth year of its existence. 
The State superintendent must report to the legislature biennially and county super-
intendents must report to the State superintendent annually, or be liable to removal; 
they must also bold quarterly examinations, and applicants rated number 1 at such ex-
aminations receive certificates good for two years; those rated number 2 receive certifi-
cates for six months. Life diplomas and State certificates, the latter for six years, are 
given on examination by the State board of education, both being subject to revocation 
by the board, which also grants certificates of the same fbrce as those granted by county 
superintendents. High schools must be maintained in districts containing 1,000 youth 
of school age. In di~tricts containing 10,000 inhabitants, upon petition of 100 resident"!, 
one or more of the common schools is to be taught in the German language. A:ny tax-
paying citizen of the State who is 21 years of age is entitled to vote at any school meeting 
held in the district in which he or she resides. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The report for 1881-'82 indicates progress in all but two items, graded schools and 
the salary of women teaching, in which the reductions were trivial. The State super-
intendent says the greatest need of the schools is a more thoroughly trained class of 
teachers. To secure better supervision also, an increase of salary is recommended for 
county superintendents. A longer period of school during the year in the county dis-
tricts is said to be necessary, as in 300 districts out of 1,026 in the State reporting 
the schools were taught but 3 months, or 60 days, during the year. The superintendent 
therefore recommends that the minimum school term entitling districts to their share of 
the school fund be 6 months instead of 3. He favors also an amendment to the law 
which shall require the levy of a State school tax of 2 mills on the dollar. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF PORTLAND. 
OFFICERS. 
The interests of the public schools of Portland are in charge of a board of 3 directors, 
a clerk, and a city superintendent. 
STATISTICS AND ADDITIONAJ~ PARTICULARS. 
With an estimated population of 25,000 the superintendent. reported the total number 
of youth of school age in 1881-'82 to be 5,314, including colored and 126 Chinese. Of 
this number 3,130 were enrolled in the public schools, with an average daily ~ttendance 
of 2,166. The number of cases of corporal punishment was 96; of suspension, 6. The 
percentage of tardiness was reported the same is last year. The schools were taught 200 
days by 5 men and 51 women. During the year extensive additions were made to the 
accommodations and the superintendent declares that no school room in the city could 
be classed as poor. The receipts for all school purposes were $86,245; the expenditures, 
$118,106. There were 72 pupils graduated in 1882 from the grammar schools, over 65 
of whom entered the high school. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The Oregon State Normal School, Monmouth, organized in 1882 and made free 'to 62 
State students, offers a subnormal or elementary course of a year, preparatory to the 
regular normal course, which covers 2 years. The latter includes not only the science 
and history of education, school methods, hygiene of the school room, school law, &c., 
but also mathematics, natural and mental science, English language and literature, 
rhetoric, elocution, music, and book-keeping. Beyond this there is a 2-year course of 
collegiate studies for such as may desire to prepare for higher work. There is also a 
commercial course for students preparing for business. Undertaking so much at th~ 
on tset, the danger is that it m.a.y become rather a second rate college than a first rate nor-
mal school. Officers and teachers in the first year, 9; pupils, 104, without dist~ction of 
normal from others. 
~shla~ ~llege and Normal Sf!/wol, Ashland, like the preceding for11;1erly a private enter-
prtsc, wtth 1t, by act of the legislature of 1882, was made a State normal school. It offers 
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a 3-year normal course, covering 40 weeks each year, with a commercial and a college pre-
paratory course, music, and penmanship. Its normal students have an opportunity for 
practice teaching in a primary and preparatory school. Teachers for the first year of its 
recognition by the State, 6; pupils in nOTmal department, 21, besides 49 in the training 
school and 53 others. 
The collegiate department of tlte University of Oregon, Eugene City, furnished for 1882 a 
3-year normal course of English studies to a class of 10 students. 
OTHER NORl\:IAL TRAINING. 
McMinnville College, McMinnvHle, and Willamette University, Salem, in their prepara-
tory departments offered normal instruction, the former in a well arranged teachers' course 
of 2 years and the latter in one of 3 yeats. Santiam .Academy, Lebanon, and Wasco In-
dependent Academy, The Dalles, also offered like itlstruction. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
'The State superintendent js required by law to hold a teachers' institute ill each judi-
cial district annually, as well as a State institute at some central point. For the year 
1881-'82 there were 20 institutes helc1, attended by 648 teachers, 7 diStricts not report-
ing. Teachers are required 'to attend all institutes held in the counties in which they 
reside, and for non-attendance without a good excuse the county superintendent tnay 
lower the grade or revoke the certificate of such teacher. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
In districts containing 1,000 persons 4 to 20 years of age, the law requires high schools 
to be maintained at least G months in each year, but the State report gives no information 
regarding such schools. The city superintendent of Portland reported 201 pupils in 
the high school of that city, of whom 30 graduated: from a 4-year language course, 12; 
and from a 3-year Engbsh course, 18. Of the pupils 121 were girls; there was not a 
case of tardiness during the year. The only punishment inflicted consisted of 3 suspen-
sions. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of private secondary schools and preparatory departments of colleges 
reporting, see Tables VI and IX of the appendix, and summaries of them in the report 
ef the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG 1\IEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The University of Oregon, Eugene City, in the sixth year of its existence in 1881-'82, 
continued its preparatory, classical, scientific, and normal courses, the preparatory of 1 
year for the normal course and of 2 for the others, the clas ical and scientific collegia~ 
of 4 years each, and the normal of 3 years. The scientific cour e differs from the classical 
mainly in sub tituting French, German, and mathematics for Latin and Greek. But the 
collegiate arrangements are still comparatively in their infancy. At least 1 free scholar-
ship is allowed to each county, and it may have another for each member and joint 
member of the legislature to which the county is ent.>tled. There appear to have been 
72 free students holding such scholarships, with 71 other students, 143 in all, in what is 
called the collegiate department, which included not only 72 college students proper, 
but al o 10 normal. tudents and 61 classical and scientific preparatory; 74 English pre· 
paratory tudents, not counted as collegiate, made a total of 217, all under 7 professors. 
Corvalli ColleO'e, Corvalli ; Pacific University, Forest rove; Blue Mountain Univer-
ity, La rande; McMinnville College, McMinnville; Christian College, Monmouth; 
Philomath Coli ge, Philomath, and Willamette University, Sal m, have preparatory de-
partmen , as well as classical and scientific courses of 4 years, except Pacific Diversity, 
which makes i scientific course 3 years. It has also a 3-year ladie ' course. The 
tudies of Corvalli College are divided into 7 schools, that of mathematics covering 4 
years, the others of undefined duration. hilomath gives a 4-year ladies' course; Chris· 
tian, Philomath, and Willamette ofti r business course ; all thre , with Blue fountain 
give in tru ion in drawing, painting, and mu ic. For stati tics of these institutions, 
see Table IX. 
INSTITUTIO.~S FOR TilE SUPERIOR I..!STRUCTION OF YO NG WOMEX. 
All the above institutions are open to young women, Willamette University having :1 
well organized woman s coll~e, with a lady dean. 
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St. Helen's Hall, Portland, for girls only, presented for the year courses in colle-giate 
studies occupying 4 years. Latin and the modern languages were taught,_ as well! as 
music, drawing, and painting. For statistics, see T.able VIII of the appendix. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
In addition to the scientific courses before noted an opportunity is given in theschools 
of engineering and agriculture at Corv~11llis College for the study of these scien?es,_ the 
former offering instruction in drawing, descriptive geometry, and the general prrnc1ples 
of civil engineering; the latteT, in analysis of soils, modes of drainage, methods of ;pre-
paring farm buildings, as well as in stock mising, Jruit culture, &c. Graduates fTom 
these schools are entitled to the degree of n. s. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
The College of Medicine, a department of Willamette University, located at Portland, 
is the only professional school reporting for the year 1881-'82. The requiTed course 
of study is 2 years of 20 weeks each year and an optional preliminary course of 4 weeks' 
duration annually. A 3-year graded course is recommended but not Tequired. For 
admission a preliminary examination is Tequired of applicants who are not graduates of 
a college~ academy, or high school, and for graduation the student .must have attended 
2 full courses of lectures, have completed 3 years of study, have gone through a course of 
practical anatomy, and have passed a satisfactory final examination. The college in 
1881-'82 had a faculty of 11; 29 students were matriculated and 9 graduated.- (Cata-
logue.) 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Oregon Scboolfor Deaf-Mutes, Salem, is a State institution under the management 
of a boaTel of 9 directors. There were 42 pupils enrolled in 1881 and 1882, TepTesenting 
12 counties in the State; average attendance, 26. Instruction in the English branches 
was given (manual method) by 3 teachers, 1 of them a deaf-mute. The school was 
occupying rented buildings, and consequently had no shops for industrial training, while . 
other needed advantages ior comfort and instruction were still wanting. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Oregon Institute for the Blind, Salem, which was suspended in 1878, is to be re-
opened in 1883, the legislature in 1882 having made an appropriation of $8,000 for its 
support. 
REFORMATORY TRAINING. 
Mr. W. S. Ladd, a banker in Portland, has given the State $20,000 for the erection of 
a reform school and will pay all the expenses of maintaining it. 
INSTRUCTION OF INDIANS. 
The statistics for 1882 show a school population of 906 at the 5 United States Indian 
agencies in the State. Although there were school accommodations for 340 pupils, the 
average daily attendance was only 172. The school at Warm Springs agency was taught 
11 months, those at Klamath and Siletz 10, and at Grand Ronde 5, at a total cost to the 
Government of $16,612. There were 381 Indians who could read, 40 having learned 
during the year. They were taught housekeeping, sewing, carpentry, and gardening, 
as well as common school studies, by 19 teachers. 
The report from the Training School for Indian Youth, at Forest Grove, gives an at-
tendance of 54 boys and 37 girls. The instruction was the same as that given at the 
agencies, blacksmithing, shoemaking, and farming being added. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
STATE ASSOCIATION. 
'Ihe State Teachers' Association held its annual session at Salem, August 21-23,1882, 
State Superintendent Powell presiclinO'. The convention was well attended, though the 
number of teachers present was not given. Among the many interesting subjects was one 
presented by Dr. Fowler, of New York, advocating more thorough educational work. He 
recommended the old-iashioned drill course of mathematics, Latin, and Greek, and ad-
vised students aspiring to a future life of usefulness to take a full course. The subject of 
physical geography was treated in an interesting manner with simple illustrations, and 
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was followed by '.'Education and the state." An excellent paper, entitled "Necessity 
for better teachers and how to ·secure them,'' advocated normn,l schools supported by public 
funds; · educational journals, as ai.valuable means of improvement to the reading teacher; 
and the encouragement of teachers ·by better-pay, as those vocations which pn.y best usually 
attract the best material, and, while millions might be spent on nor:rr.w.l schools, their 
gradun.tes will not remain teachers unless paid to do so . . , The su~jects of" Teachers' ex-
mninations, '' ''Science in school,'' and '; Relation of common schools to colleges'' were 
n,lso discussed, after which the association adjourned. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL"' OFFICER. 
Hon. E. B. McELROY, State superintendent .ofp'l.llJlic mstruction, Salem. 
[Term, Septeinber' n7i8s2-;'"tO ... Januiu·y 1, 1887.] 
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SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (6-21) __ ------- ----------- a1,422,377 ---------- ----------Enrolled in public schools---------- 931,749 945,345 13,596 -------·---
Enrolled in private schools and acad- 26,710 34,624 7,914 ----------emies. b 
SCIIOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts ____ ------ 2,208 2,215 7 ----------Number of free schools in these _____ 18,835 19,183 348 ----------Number of schools graded ____ _____ _ 7,257 7,812 . 555 ----------Number with Bible reading b _______ 13,987 13,495 ---------- 492 Number teaching drawing b __ _______ 4,916 5,180 264 ---------·· 
Number teaching vocal music b ______ 3,999 4,791 792 ---- ·· ----· 
Number teaching higher branchesb __ 2,240 2,270 30 ----------
Number with uniform text books b __ 14,630 15,118 488 ----------:r[umber for colored youth alone b ___ 66 48 ---------- 18 Districts having school libraries b ___ 130 160 30 ----------School-houses for free schools b _____ _ 12,864 12,983 119 ----------School-houses rated as :first class b ___ 3,369 3,477 108 -----·· ----
School-houses with good furniture b_ 7,385 8,234 849 ----------School-houses poorly ventilated b ___ _ 5,861 5,313 -------- -- 548 
Value of all public school property __ $26,605,321 $28,341,560 $1,736,239 ----------Average time of public schools in days 146.96 153.78 6.82 ----------Private ungraded schools reported b_ 308 373 65 ----------Private academies and seminaries b __ 205 199 ---------- 6 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools ______ 9,359 9,051 ---------- 308 Women teaching in public schools ___ 11,993 12,778 785 ---··------
Wholenumberofpublic school teach- 21,352 21,829 477 ----------ers. 
Number employed more than 5 years b 7,163 7,308 145 ----------Number employed less than 1 year b_ 1, 644 1,756 112 ----------Graduates of State normal schools b __ 860 1,019 159 ----------Attended State normal scboolslJ _____ 3,056 3, 492 436 ----------
Average monthly pay of men ------- $33 66 $35 12 $1 46 __ _ ....... . ----
Average monthly pay of women ____ _ 29 03 28 89 _____ .,.. ___ _ $0 14 
Teachers in private schools b ________ 990 1,099 109 ----------
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES. 
Receipts for public schools ____ ______ $8,798,724 $8,637,935 ---------- $160,789 
Expenditure for public schools----- - 7, 994,705 8,263,245 $268,540 .... ________ 
a Umted States Census of1880. bNot mcludmg Phlladelplua. 
(From reports of Ron. E. E. Higbee, State superintendent of public instruction, for 
the two years indicated, with returns from the same for each year.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The public schools of the State are under the general supervision of a State superin" 
tendcnt of public :in;:;truction with 2 deputies ; local supervision is secured through 
county superintenden;ts, one fo~ each county, and through school directors in independent 
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school districts within the county, 6 for each district. In consolidated districts (cities 
or boroughs) there are directors in each ward to look after school property and buildings 
and the collection and disbursement of taxes in that ward, with a board of controllers 
composed of all of these directors for all other school matters of the city or borough. 
Women may hold any of these offices. 'l'he State superintendent is appointed by the 
governor, the senate concurring, every fourth year, and may be removed for sufficient 
cause by the same functionary at any time; county superintendents may be changed 
every third year; one-third of the directors in any district, every year. Philadelphia., 
Pittsburgh, and some other places, under special chaTtel's, vary somewhat from these 
arrangements. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are free to all children 6-21 years of age, of whatever race or color, 
residing in a district in which they are taught. To support the system the State con-
tributes $1,000,000 yearly and requires the levy of an annual tax in each school district, 
which shall not exceed13 mills on the dollar for instruction and as much morefo1· build-
ings. The sessions of the schools must cover from 5 to 10 months yearly. School teach-
ers must have certificates of qualification from some recognized school officer and must 
report monthly to the directors under whom they serve; these directors, annually, to 
their county superintendent; he to the State superintendent, who, from the city, county, 
and other reports, prepares for the legislatul'e a condensed statement of free school educa-
tion for the year, adding inf0rmation as to academies and colleges that have had aid at 
one time or another from the State. Ten normal schools under State direction continue 
to receive State aid, as do 2 schools for the deaf, 1 for the blind, and 1 for the feeble-
minded; while graded schools, night schools, and city schools for the deaf come in for 
their share of the annual State appropriation. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The State report for 1881.-'82 indicates fair progress. From the lack of an :mnual 
census of children of school age, the proportion of enrolment to the number entitled to 
instruction cannot be told; but, with 13,596 more pupils in the public schools and not 
less than 9, 000 additional attending academies and other private sch0ols, it is not unlikely 
that even pace was kept with the growth of school population. .Accordingly, Super-
intendent Higbee estimates that only about 9,883 more youth than previously were 
without some form of schooling. At almost every point, indeed, there is a gain: 7 more 
school districts; 348 more free schools; 555 more schools graded; not including Phila--
delphia, 119 more buildings for free schools, 108 more rated as first class, and 849 more 
supplied with good school furniture, as well as a considerable increase of teachers who had 
either had 5 years' experience or had been trained to some extent in the Sta.te normal 
schools. If the statistics of the schools of Philadelphia Wtre added where wanting to those 
above, the case would appear better still, as there the school build.:irlgs are among the best 
in the State, the teachers well trained in excellent city normal classes, and the appliances 
for instruction generally superior to those elsewhere. Almost the only thing that seems 
to be wanting to attain higher su<!cess is better pay for teachers; as the superintendent 
shows, the average pay of teachers in 1882 was only a little more than $200 yea.rly, not 
enough, certainly, to secure permanence in school work on the part of the class of teachers 
most to be desired. 
KINDEROARTEN. 
For the statistics and location of about 30 schools of this class in Pennsylvania see 
Table Y of the appendix; and for a summary of their statistics, a corresponding table 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
The Sub-Primary School Association of Philadelphia is repo:x:ted to have established 
from October, 1879, to March, 1882, in connection with ward associations in that cl :y 
11 free Kindergarten, sufficing for the instruction of 405 children. Others l1ave been 
added since that aat~. The school term is from the first MondaJ in September to July 1. 
SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICE:RS. 
The school governm nt of citi is treated nnder the heading State School ystem 
Officers. Philadelphia and Pittsburgh continued, under special laws, to have board of 
education independent of the ward boards. 
Any city of over 5, 000 inhabitants may, by vote of directors, elect a school superin-




Population, Enrolment Average Expendi-Cities. census of Public in public number at- Number of schools. b tending teachers. ture. 1880. schools. school. 
Allegheny ..................... 78,682 2fY7 9,8'72 8,354 208 $202;081 
Allentown ..................... 18,063 56 3,583 2,314 57 63,475 
Altoona ........................ 19,710 4.9 3,126 2,494 51 36,813 
Bradford ....................... 9,197 21 1,558 1,037 26 38,602 
Carbondale ................... 7,714 24 1, 700 1,086 26 11,.633 
Chester .......................... 14,997 49 2,606 1,691 50 28,907 
Columbia ................. ..... 8,312 21 1,431 978 24 17,022 
Danville ....................... 8,346 27 1,709 1,1.23 29 11,692 
Easton .......................... 11,924 44 2,267 1,651 50 52,535 
Erie ............................. 27,737 104 4,658 3,136 l04 69,613 
¥o~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: 30,762 97 5,795 3, 743 114 95,987 8,380 ao 1,695 1,148 31 29;603 
Lancaster ..................... 25,769 69 3, 731 2,584 70 43,534 
Lebanon ........... - .......... 8,778 30 1, 4.80 ' 1,175 30 17,863 
:~~~lf~~~·::::.:·::::::::::: 8,212 23 1,434 890 24 28,677 8,860 36 1, 758 . 1,273 ' 36 27,641 
New Castle ................... 8,418 29 1 657 1,158 . 33 19,647 
Norristown ................... 13,063 44 2:225 1,548 44 34,070 
Philadelphia ................. 847,170 2,113 168,786 91,894 2,113 1,493,897 
Pittsburgh .................... 156,389 4.69 23,629 16,570 469 549,138 
Pottsville ...................... 13,253 49 2,817 1,009 50 34,601 
:c~~~i~f[;_:·:::.::::::·::.:::::::: 43,278 114 8,187 5,822 151 100,135 45,850 90 9,0HI 5,993 J88 106,404 
Shamokin ..................... 8,184 26 1,817 1 058 29 21,710 
Shenandoah .................. 10,147 28 2,182 1:306 29 21,607 
Titusville ...................... 9,046 26 1,698 1,196 32 34,277 
Wilkes-Barre c .............. 23,339 74 4,883 3,087 74 76,406 
Williamsport ............... 18,934 65 3,489 2,217 65 40,406 
York ............................. 13,940 50 2,419 1,786 50 28,177 
a For the sake of uniformity these statistics are all taken from the tables of the State report. As 
no census is taken of tbe children of school age, information on that point is wanting. 
bThese figures are believed to be exclusive af night schools, which existed in several cities. 
c The educational statistics are for the three school districts of the city. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
Allegheny had 18 school buildings, valued, with other school property, at $2801000. 
School accommodations were increased by making additions to several of the buildings, 
nearly all of which are new, constructed of brick, and in the modern style of archi-
tecture. Few cities, it is claimed, are better provided with school-houses than Alle-
gheny. The year is reported as one of substantial progress. Schools were in session 196 
days. The enrolment in private and parochial schools was 3,000.-(State and city re-
ports and return.) 
Allentown had a high school with a 3-year course, 9 school buildings with 3, 700 sittings, 
and her entire school property was valued at $450,000. The attendance suffered from 
the prevalence of smallpox, and yet the enrolment was increased by 725. Of the 57 
teachers employed 30 were graduates of the city high school, 3 of a State normal 
school, and 2 held State certificates. A new brick building, with 4 large rooms, to be 
supplied, like all the others, with the most approved furniture, was nearing completion. 
Schools were in session 190 days.- (State report and city return.) 
Altoona had school sittings for 3,010 and school property valued at $101,260. Com-
pared with 1880-'81, enrolment increased 72. The best school building had but 4 
rooms and i'3 poorly heated and ventilated, and from want of room 5 schools of the 
lowest grades held half day sessions for some part of the year. During the last 8 years 
the school population had increased 60 per cent., while there had been no increase in 
the asse ed valuation in that time. Schools were in session 187 days. An enrolment 
of 900 in private and parochial schools was reported.- (State report and city return.) 
Bradford in 7 years has increased its school population more than twelvefold and 
the number of its schools in proportion. Within the last 2 years it has erected 3 school 
buildings and enlarged another, thus providing for 13 new schools without burdening 
the district with debt or impairing its credit. In 1881-'82 there were 4 school build-
ings, with 21 rooms. An increase of 337 in enrolment and of 358 in daily attendance 
was r ported. A uniform salary of$50 a month was paid in all grades below the high, 
thn ecnring teachers of experience and culture, the best being selected for the primary 
grades. • chools were in session 219 days. Private and parochial schools enrolled 400. 
( 'ta.te report and city return.) 
Carbondale had 8 school buililings, the entire school property being \'alued at $25,200. 
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There was a decrease of 121 in enrolment. During the two years covered by the last 
report an effort was made to relieve the crowded condition of the primary schools by 
enlarging some of the buildings. The courses of study and grading were rearranged to 
give a course of 7 years below the high school. Schools were taught 190 days. Private 
and parochial schools enrolled 198.- (State report and city return.) 
Chester had 10 school buildings, with 2,400 sittings, and rated them, with other school 
property, at $111,000. Attendance was well sustained, with sli~ht gains. The principal 
change reported is the merging of the colored schools into those for whites without any 
troublesome results. More school room was needed and a new building was soon to be 
added. Schools were taught 195 days. There were 300 in priNate and parochial schools.-
(State report and city return.) 
Colwmbia in 1881-'82 had 3 school buildings, valued, with other property, at$28,000. 
The addition during the year of a new one, with 2 rooms, elegantly furnished and scien-
tifically heated and ventilated, fully met the wants of the school population. Instead 
of the falling off in attendance reported in 1880-'81 there was an increase of 32 in enrol-
ment. The schools were all furnished with charts and maps. A public school library, 
begun in 1862 with a donation of $500, had grown to be one of the largest district school 
libraries in the State. Schools werein session 194 days.- (State report and city return.) 
Danville gives an increase of 42 in enrolment and school property valued at $60,000. 
Easton reported for its ~9 public schools an improved classification and better methods 
of instruction. The examinations inaugurated as tests of school work presented a grati-
fying exhibit of faithful teaching and inteWgent acquisition. T}le indications of healthy 
growth were said to be unmistakable. The teachers employed gave proof of professional 
skill. A weekly teachers' institute, with a normal class attached, was well attended, but 
enrolment shows a slight falling off from the previous year.- (State report.) 
The Erie public school system has enjoyed remarkable growth from an endeavor to keep 
abreast of the increase of school population. While the increase of the entire population 
during the last decade was 42 per cent., the enrolment of its schools was 75 per cent. 
There were 16 school buildings, with 4,800 sitbings, valued at $320,700. Among these 
are 8 :fine structures built since 1870. The attendance of 1880-'81 was sustained, the 
enrolment being only 24 less. The experiment adopted two years ago of carrying some 
of the natural science topics of the high school into the lower grades through talks of 
the high school teachers had proved advantageous in making the relations between the 
- different grades more intimate and thus securing better results. The study of German 
is open to all grades. A mute school is sustained, in which articulation is successfully 
taught. Schools were in session 190 clays. There were 2, 000 enrolled in private and 
parochial schools.-(State report and city return.) 
Harrisbu1·g had in1881-'8221 school buildings, with5,701sittings, valuedat$330,973. 
There was a gain of 128 in enrolment over 1880-'81. Improvements were seen in much 
of the work done in all the grades. · While the teachers were faithful, many had never 
enjoyed any special training, and a number bad but a limited experience. The high 
schools were more efficient than ever before. Schools were in session 197 days. Private 
and parochial schools enrolled 450.- (State report and city return.) 
Johnstown in 1 1-' 2 opened it'3 public schools for the :first time as city schools they 
having been separated from the jurisdiction of the county. The rapid increase of schools, 
which numbered 30 in 1 81-'82, an increase of 3 over 1880-'81, with an increased at-
tendance over any previous year, necessitated the appointment of a superintendent, under 
whose care a new course of study was being matured . A new high school building. 
said to be the finest and most suitably arranged of any school building in the county, 
was built at a cost of $21,000; a high school was then organized, with an attendance or 
45 and a course of 3 years. The change in the management is said to have awakened 
public interest in the schools. School property was valued at $100,000.- (State report 
and city return.) 
L(l.ncaster reported for 1 81-'82 school propertyrated at $204,000. Enrolment gained 
290 over the previous year. The number of daily absences wa~ 15 per cent. of the aver-
age monthly enrolment. There was one more school, with two more teachers, than in 
1 0-' . The superintendent aysthat theschools are advancingin the xtentand th r-
oughne.CJS of their instruction; that the program outlined last year em bra au unu 1all; 
good ourse of study for all the grades below the high school; that there iR in truction in 
more pra tical and scientific ubj cts; that a dty teachers' institute i held, with instruc-
tion in the art of teaching; and that a teach r 'Ubrary of professional' ork has 1 n 
established. There werel,OOO enrolled in primte and parochial schools.-( tate report 
and city return.) · 
Lebanon had in 188~-' 2 school building., va1ued at $i.3,200. While the ta.ti · ~ 
show a de -rease of 20m enrolmen , th report indicates a gradual ad,ance in. everal re-
specu . The superintend nt is changing the pra<:ticc of employing youn11 and ine:rpcri-
enced teachers for tbe primary clru es. !I:oral culture is fo. tered as a aluable part o · 
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education. Schools were in session 187 days. There were 350 in private and parochial 
schools.- (State report and city return.) 
Mcl£eesport reported in 1881-'82 its first year under a city superintendent. An effort 
was made to bring all the schools under a uniform course of study. There was an in-
crease of 5 in schools and teachers over the previous year, with a gain of 117 in enrol-
ment. Of the 4 school buildings, 1 was erected and occupied during the year. It is 3 
stories high, has 10 rooms, with the conveniences of a first class school building and most 
approved furniture, costing in all $30,000. A high school, with a 3-year course, was or-
ganized during the year, and drawing was successfully introduced into all the schools. 
Meadville, in 1881-'82 also making its first report under a city superintendent, had 5 
school buildings, with 1,830 sittings, valued at $95,000. The average daily attendance 
was lessened by diphtheria. With the aid of teachers awake to the necessities of the 
hour and with professional work at weekly institutes, the superintendent thinks he 
will be able to make the transition from the old to the new with little friction. The 
high school has furnished most of the successful and accomplished teachers of the city 
and adjoining towns.- (State report and city return.) 
New Castle reported for 1881-'82 the erection of a new first class school building of 8 
rooms. Compared with 1880-'81 enrolment fell off 89. The high school, at first op-
posed, had come to be regarded as an educational necessity. 
Norristo'wn reports 6 fine school buildings, valued at $159,200, but a gain of only 7 in 
enrolment. Sickness was the principal cause of absence. Monthly teachers' institutes 
were attended with interest and profit. Drawing was taught in all the grades with good 
results. In the high school much interest was taken in an association for the study of 
natural history, called the Agassiz Association. Moral training received attention as 
part of the school work. Schools were taught 200 days and 300 pupils were enrolled in 
private and parochial schools.- (State report and city return.) 
Philadelphia reports for 1882 38 more schools, as many more normally trained teachers, 
and $60,114 more expended than the preceding year, yet had 2,251 fewer pupils in 
average attendance and 491 fewer than in 1881 on the rolls. The average pay of teachers 
was reduced, in the case of men, $36.22 a month; in that of women, $6.05 a month. In 
consequence of the falling off in attendance 10 teachers were dismissed. 
The normal class of the city high school for young men and the excellent city normal 
school for young women were continued, preparing all teachers needed for new schools 
or for vacancies in older ones. Drawing and vocal music received attention as before, 
with a view to training teachers and pupils. Instruction in the elements of several use-
ful industries was given by Mr. Charles G. Leland to teachers and pupils from the dif-
ferent ward schools at a central city school; and, under the influence of the Philadelphia 
Public Education Association, instruction in sewing was made a part of the regular train·-
ing in the normal school. This association also interested itself effectively in an effort 
to induce the city board of education to obtain for the city schools what they had long 
needed: the supervision of a skilled superintendent, with at least one assistant,. After 
a protracted and careful consideration of the subject the board decided, AprH 11, 1882, 
that skilled specialists in the science of education were necessary to superintend and su-
pervise the schools, and that an amount of money su:fficient to begin the organization of 
a board of superintendents should be included in the estimate of expenses for 1883. 
The city councils as.sented and appropriated $15,000 to begin the organization of such a 
board, which bas been since begun by the election of a superintendent and one assist-
ant. The ground for this action appears in the fact that in 1882 there were in the city 
normal and high schools 1,539 scholars; in grammar schools, 16,124; in intermediate or 
"secondary" schools, 28,433; in primary, 57,606; and in evening schools, 12,190. Ef-
fective supervision of over 500 schools, with more than 2,200 teachers and 115,000 pu-
pils, could hardly have been possible for a central board and ward boards comJ)OSed of 
men extensively engaged in business during the ordinary school hours, and it seems 
amazing that such a system should have been continued to so late a day in the second 
city of the union. 
The evening schools above referred to comprised 23 for men ar~cl boys, 12 for women 
and girls, and 9 for both boys and girls, making 44 in all. Of this number 7 were for 
colored pupils, 1 was for German and English studies combined, and 1 a school for arti-
sans actually engaged in mechanical pursuits and seeking better qualifications for their 
work. The instruction in this included geometry, mensuratjon, penmanship, arithme-
tic, natural philo opby, and chemistry. The pupils in this school numbered 227. The 
session for 1 2 covered 9 weeks, from October 16 to December 21, against 10 weeks 
the year before; another session of 2 months, covering January and February, 1883, was 
to follow thjs.- (State and city reports, &c.) 
Pittsburgh had, in 1 81-'82, 56 school buildings, valued, with furniture, at S2,000,000. 
'l'he prevalence of smallpox reduced the enrolment 851 from 1 0-' 1. _ i!!ht . chools 
were open 60 evenings, under 41 instructors and with an average attendance of 82G, at 
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a cost of $5.52 per student. The central high school had academic, normal, and com-
mercial departments, with a.n aggregate attendance for the year of 253 and 3 graduate stu-
dents. In t.he a.cadem ic department there were 13 instructors and 31 pupils. A class of 
30 gradua.ted, two-thirds of whom were girls, nearly all preparing to be teachers in the 
city. German and mecllanical and freehand drawing were taught by special teachers 
In the normal depa.rtment there were ll instructors and44 students, of whom 23 graduated. 
The diploma. of this school is, by law, equivalent to a professional certificate. The 
commercial department, with 3 instructors and 2 assistants, completed its first year with 
178 students a.ucl a graduating class of 34. 'l'cnchers' meetings were well attended and 
much interest is &'Vid to have been taken in the class drills in the several branches of 
school study. Vocal music was made a school study and taught by the regular 
teachers. 'l'he rapid growth of the city made new school buildings and additions an 
almost yearly necessity. In the ''East End'' the increase of average attendance was 
160per cent. in 13 years; that in "South Side," 50 per cent. in 9 years. The increase 
of accommodations in 1881-'82, at an expense of $29, 353, did not keep pace with the 
increased attendance. In all the new parts of the city there was a demand for more 
school room.- (City and State reports.) 
Pottsville reported 49 public schools in 13 school-houses, with 2,500 sittings, valued at 
$200,000. Within the year there was added 1 new school building. The enrolment 
increased 139, and daily attendance 9. The high school had a well graded course of 3 
years. Schools were in session 200 days. Private and parochial schools enrolled ~00. 
( 'ta.te report and city return.) 
Reading claims that its schools are better than their reputation and that most of the 
teachers are doing good work. All except 2 of the school buildings were in good con-
dition, well furnished, and well arranged as to ventilation and light. One 2-storybuild-
ing, with 4 rooms, was erected during the year, and said to be, like all theothernewones, 
first class. Two others were needed. Enrolment shows an increase of 925 and daily 
attendance, of 449. 
1 C'rccnton includes among its public schools 1 for deaf-mutes. During the last 2 years 
4 new school buildings were erected and 2 others enlarged, adding 1,100 sittings, at a 
cost of $17,777, and making in all30,school buildings, valued, with other school p~operty, 
at $325,000. Slight gains were :made in enrolment and daily attendance, and 1 more 
teachers were employed, perhaps from more frequent change. Besides improved furni-
ture and apparatus, 20 cabinet organs were placed in the schools. Vocal music was 
added to the regular studies and taught in all the grades by a special teacher. Drawing, 
too, was taught in all the grades below the high school. Evening schools were open 
during the 3 winter months, with an average attendance of 1,075, taught by 46 teachers. 
Schools were taught 220 clays. Private and parochial schools enrolled 2J 000.- (State report 
and city return.) 
Shamokin shows 6 school buildings, with 1,860 sittings, valued at $50,000. With 2 
more teachers than in 1 80-'81, there was a loss of llOinenrolmcnt. Duringthelast2 
years 5 new primary schools were established. All the school rooms were furnished with 
approved desks and seats and 17 with fine furniture. A first class building was soon to 
be erected on a site already purchased. A new feature introduced consisted of having 
the children in all the grades memorize choice thoughts from some of the best authors. 
The primary chool were receiving the special attention of the board, as requiring the 
rarest kill in teachers. Some of the best were employed for them and wages were paid 
in proportion to experience. Schools were in session 181 days. The superintendent 
reports 2 years of substantial progress. There were 420 in private and parochial schools.-
( 'tate report and city return.) 
Sh nandoah had4school building , mted. with other property, at$61,000. Therewasa 
gain of2 teachers, of 99in enrolment, and of 63 inaverageattendance. omesubstantial 
pro~el ·wru madein. chool buildings. Therewasmarkedprogressinprimarywork. The 
half day yst m wa: adopted in the first grade primary schools and was in the hands of the 
best teaching tal n . Th general condition of the schools was said to be highly satis· 
fa :t{)ry. They were in ssion 184 days.- (State report and return.) 
Titw,n;ill sh w. an increa e of 216 in enrolment and of 54 in average attendance, re-
taining nearly 71 per cent. of enrolment in actual attendance, notwitru tanding the pren~ 
lenc of ,'m llpox. The en ral ('onclition of the schools was better than in 1 1. L 
machine work w done and more of training children to think. 
Will; s-Barre r ·ports th total tati ti · of 3 districts within the city limits. There 
wer 16. ·hool building~ valued, with ther property, at '1 1, 72. In addition to the 
nearly 1 0 per · nt. incr n e f att ndance reported for 1 0-' 1, there was still a gain 
on that of 229 in enrolm nt, ·w"ith the addition of 6 chools, 6 teachers, and an incr · 
of '10, 7 in x~enditur ·. , 'cho ls were taught 190 days. There were 1,400 in pri-
vate and paroch1al ·hool. · .- (. tate r port and city return.) 
Willinmspcn-tshow 25 , ·bool building , with 3,4 5 sittings, valued at '144 325. En-
rolment gained 57. The course of study and statistics of the high schools show the or-
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dinary grade of studies, with an enrolment for the year of 122 and average attendance 
of 103. The schools during tlle session of 9 months are said to have been J?rosperous. 
Private and parochial schools emolled 1,200.- (State report and city return.) 
York sustained 50 public schools (with a course of study covering 12 years, giving to the 
high school4 years), and 1 evening school; had 10 school buildings, with 2, 600sittings, rated 
at $140,000. The superintendent says that during 4 months of the year a higher per 
cent. of attendance than ever was reached, but sickness during the other months greatly 
reduced the general average. Emolwent gained 140, average attendance losing 24. 
Increased attention was given to better instruction in the primary grades, the results of 
which were seen in the precision and accuracy of work in the secondary ood grammar 
schools. Drawing was taught in all the grades, the eclectic system giving the most sat-
isfactory results. The high school, under efficient teachers, did well, and graduated a 
class of 8. Schools were taught 176 days, and the advance, it is said, was steady, the 
work efficient. Private and parochial schools emolled 300.- (State report and city 
return.) 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORli:I.AL SCHOOLS. 
The 10 State normal schools are State institutions only as being recognized and in 
part sustained by the State, the schools being each required to furnish buildings to ac-
commodate 1,000 students and grounds of not less than 10 acres, which has burdened 
most of them with heavy indebtedness. Students who agree to teach in the common 
schools receive 50 cents a week and graduates who agree to teach 2 full years in the State 
schools may receive $50. These schools are not strictly professional, having, besides the 
normal courses, elementary, scientific, and classical courses. The whole attendance for 
1881-'82 was 4,289; of normal students, 3,274: men 1,840, women 1,434; 475graduated 
as teachers. The whole number of normal graduates since the recognition of the schools 
by the State is 1,726: 906 men, 820 women. All the principals of these schools report 
a year of progress, some the best in the history of the institution. All gave more impor-
tance to the professional work, some urging that all else should be dropped.- (State 
Iei>Ort.) 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
The No·rmal School for Girls of the City of Philadelphia and the normal class for boys 
in the Central High School of the same city in 1882 instructed 1,539 pupils in higher 
studies and in the science and methods of instruction. 
At Easton, Meadville, Norristown, and Pittsburgh there were also arrangements for 
further training of teachers already employed. 
The Brtthren's Normal Colle,r;e, Huntingdon, had for 1881-'82, under 11 instructors, 80 
normal students, 55 men and 25 women, and 9 normal graduates, of whom 6 were engaged 
in teaching. The school year is 42 weeks; course of study not defined.- (Return.) 
Lycoming Connty Normal School, Muncy, had, during theschoolyearof20weeks, under 
6 instructors, 115 normal students, 89 men and 62 women, in its 3-year course. Of the 
whole number of graduates 140 were teaching. The graduates of this school were said 
to be in great demand, commanding the best positions and highest wages paid in the 
county. During the summer nearly every township was represented, more than one-
half of the teachers in the county also being in attendance.-(Catalogue and return.) 
Snyder County Normal institute, Selinsgrove, is a summer school, with sessions of from 
8 to 14 weeks, reporting for 1881-' 82 12 students.- (Return.) 
The Institute for Colored Youth, Philadelphia, gives instruction in the theory and prac· 
tice of teaching to its 3 highest classes. During 1881-' 82 there were 163 ofthesestudents: 
57 men and 106 women.- (Thirteenth annual report.) 
The Philadelphia Training School for Kindergartners and the Centennial Kinclergarten, 
Training School for 1eacl~ers, Philadelphia, bad each a 1-year course of study, the former: 
reporting for the year 28 students, all graduating, and 22 having engaged in teaching; 
the latter, with 20 students, graduated 19,15 of whom engaged in teaching. The scho<i 
year of the former is 34 weeks; that of the latter, 40.-(Returns.) 
Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, gives teachers' diplomas to those graduates of the col· 
lege who have taken as their elective studies the entire course in the theory and practice 
of teaching, and gives certificates to non-graduates who have done not less than 1 year's 
work in this department. 1'hree graduated and 2 engaged in teaching.- (Return.) 
TE.ACllERS' INSTITUTES. 
Teachers' institutes, as provided by law, were held in all the 69 counties of the State 
between Augu.<:it, 18 1, and January, 18 2, 3 being in session 4 days, 60 for 5 days, and 6 
for 5~ days. The average attendanceef members was13, 078. The lal"ge tnumber of teach-
ers pr~ent. 600. was U. chuylkill County; the next largest, 538, was in Lancaster County; 
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Pittsburgh, York, and Luzerne Counties having, respectively, 400, 445, and 488. There 
were 522 instructors and lecturers employed, whose pay, wjj;h other items, amounted to 
$31,395. Among other exercises 187 essays were read. Tlmre were present2,457school 
directors, 2,277 honorary members, and 33,580 spectators.-(State report.) 
The holding of district institutes on two Saturdays in each month is authorized by law, 
but left discretionary with the board of directors. The two days thus spent are to be 
considered as part of the 22 days of the teacher's legal month. There were 539 of the e 
institutes held in 1881-'82. The cities of Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Altoona haYe 
special institute laws. · 
Local institutes were organized in nearly every county in the State. In 12 counties 
J 92 were held during the year. They are reported as being more popular than the county 
institutes, as they are conducted by the local teachers and directors and largely attended 
by the people. They are said to have become one of the powers in educational reform.-
(School laws and State report.) 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS. 
The Pennsylvania School Journal, published monthly at Lancaster, was in its thirtieth 
and thirty-first volumes in 1882, and being the official organ of the depart ent of educa· 
tion it gives much valuable information in regard to educational matters in the State. 
The othereducationaljournalswereThe Chautauquan, at Meadville, in its second and 
third volumes; The Teacher, Philadelphia, in its fourth volume; the Educational Review, 
Pittsburgh, successor to The Allegheny Teacher and the Educational Voice, in it first 
and second volumes; The Pennsylvania Teacher, Pittsburgh, in volume 9 of the old 
series; The Student, Westtown, in its second and third volumes; and two irregular 
papers published by the Indian '!'raining School at Carlisle, the Morning Star, and the 
Eadie Keatah Toh. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Without including Philadelphia, there were 2, 270 public schools in which some of the 
higher branches were taught, a decrease of 30 from the previous year. Of these, 2,133 
were in the 66 counties reporting and 137 in the 33 cities and boroughs reporting. As 
to the condition and progress of these schools the State report gives no information. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academies, aml preparatory departments of 
colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the appendix, and summaries of them in the 
report of the Commis: ·ioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The colleges of Penn ylvania in 1882, as given in Table IX of the appendix, numbered 
27. Adding the Pennsylvania tate College, in which classical collegiate instruction is 
maintained in connection with training in agriculture and the mechanic arts, the number 
would be 28. The University of Pennsylvania, Lehigh Univer ity, Dickinson, Haver-
lord, and Lafay tte Colleges were still the only ones that confined their work strictly to 
·ollegiate in truction. The remainder bad preparatory courses of 1 to 4 years in dura-
tion with cla ica.l collegiate courses of 4 years, except 5 Roman Catholic institution 
wber the length of the co1le!!iate cour es cannot be clearly determined. For scienticfi 
· u · , sec 'cienti:fic Instruction, foJlowing. Haverford and Lafayette College and 
L hic•h niversity offer advanced degrees only for higher study, prolonged beyond the 
collegiate ou , instead of conferring them a a matt r of course after a certain t('rm of 
eard. At the niv . ity of eun ylvania there was lecture in truction, open to the 
pu bli , in u . on ·rman liLera.ture, on the older English classics, on national econ-
omy and civil law on physics and astronomical physics, on inorganic and organic ch~m­
i try, and on c1 · ·ical archreology. The arne university al o instituted a fa<:ulty or 
philo opby, for the supervision of ad vane d study in the. veral departments of literature 
and ci nee. The courses in thi are to cover at lea ·t 2 years, are to be open to gradu-
n.te f this and like in titution , well ru to others evincing a capacity to pursue them, 
and ar to lead the degree of P1I. D. ' hey include history, philo ophy, philology, law, 
mathemati and alm 't the whole range of natural sciences. This is true unive ity 
work, and, uncl r the sup rvi ·ion of intellig nt profe ors, in the heart of a large cit) 
where ample Hbrari and other aids t study are a.t band, it open opportunity for liter-
ary and ien :i:fic proP'r which doubtl will in time draw many eager tudent . 
ever. l o her institutio , n h th W tern niversity of enn ylvania Alleab ny· 
Inhlenberg liege, Allentown· Hav rford College, Hav rford; Lafayette Colleae 
Easton; and Lincoln Un'v rsity, Lincoln, offered graduate instruction, but none on 
broad a scale as the a ove. - Commercial courses, too, were offered by mo t of the oman 
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Catholic colleges; some training i.n a~ by at least 9; and ~trono~y, wi~h th~ aid of ob-
servat-ories, by the Western Umvers1ty of Pennsylvama, Lehigh Un~vers1ty, and by 
Dickinson, Haverford, Washington and Jefferson, and Allegheny Colleges. 
INSTITUTIONS IfOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Of the colleges for young men or for both sexes, Lebanon Valley, Ursinus, Thiel, 
Monongahela, Allegheny, Westminster, and Swarthmore admitted ~oun~ women .to 
equal privileges with young men, as did the State College and the Umvers1ty at LewiS-
burg, while the University of Pennsylvania opened to them as to others the -courses of . 
lectures on literary and scientific subjects refened to above. 
Besides these, at least 18 schools and colleges especially for the instruc~ion of yo:nng 
women in studies reaching often much beyond the elementary and sometimes wellmto 
the collegiate may be found in Table VIII of the appendix or in the memoranda that 
follow it. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The agricultural and mechanical instruction at the Pennsylvania State College, State 
College P. 0., was continued and improved in 1882, under an able president, with some-
what increased appropriations from the State. The preparation for these specialties is 
meant to be begun in a general scientific course of 4 years, from which the technical courses 
branch at the opening of the third year; but the president sars that far too many stu-
dents content themselves with only brief preparatory courses, and altogether fail to reach 
the purely technical courses. 
In at least 13 of the other colleges there were general scientific courses of 3 or 4 years 
in length, while, for more specific and thorough training, schools of civil, mechanical, 
and mining engineering were maintained, with chemical or chemical and metallurgical 
instruction added, in a 3-year course at the Western University of Pennyslvania, Alle-
gheny; in 4-year courses at the Pennsylvania Military Academy, · Chester; Lafayette 
College, Easton; Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, and Swarthmore College, Swarth-
more; as well as in 5-year courses at the Towne Scientific School of the University of 
Pennsylvania,.Philadelphia. This last had 4 courses of this character, branching off 
from the general scientific course at the opening of the third year. The Swarthmore 
studies were largely elective; a.nd so, to some extent, were the studies at Haverford Col-
lege. Laboratory and other aids to effective scientific work were common to all the colleges 
named. Muhlenberg College, Allentown; Dickinson College, Carlisle; and Allegheny 
College, Meadville, also provided such aids for the study of natural sciences. 
The Wharton School of Finance in the University of Pennsylvania, founded for the 
thorough study of the science of business, had only rea-ched its second year in 18~2, with 2 
regular and 7 special students, but with an apparatus for instruction and a thoroughness 
of course that must ere long make it an important factor in instruction preparatory to 
financial work. To enter on its 3-year course one must have a fair approximation to a 
collegiate training in mathematical, English, and linguistic studies, these last includ-
ing French and German, with Latin and Greek optional. 
The Franklin Institute, Spring Garden Institute, and Wagner Free Institute of Science, 
all in Philadelphia, continued and in several ways enlarged their very useful work 
of instructing, in classes or by lectures, persons desirous of fit,ting themselves properly 
for industrial occupations. Practice in the elements of the industries to be prepared for 
supplemented the instruction given in at least the latter two. · 
Two other institutions came into essentially the same field of work, the Girard College 
for Orphans, which undertakes to train its boys, in workshops connected with the col-
lege, in the use of tools and in the first steps in mechanics; and a mining firm at Drifton, 
Luzerne County, which established an Industrial School for Miners and Mechanics, to fit its 
brighter boys and men to become good machinists and effective mine bosses. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
T'Mology.-The statistics and denominational connection of fifteen schools preparing 
students for the Christian ministry in this State may be found in Table XI of the appen-
dix and a summary of such statistics in the report of the Commissioner preceding. Four-
teen .of these schools had 3-year courses, meant to be prepared for by at least an academic 
and if possible by a collegiate course. The remaining school, at Bethlehem (Moravian), 
had only a 2-year course following a substantially collegiate one at Nazareth Hall. 
Two. others appear in 1882, not termed theological, but practically such, one a biblical 
elective course at Dickinson College, Carlisle; the other a biblical department at .Alle-
gheny College, Meadville; both under Methodist Episcopal influences and both combining 
the Hebrew of the Old Testament and Greek of the New with studies of an ordinary col-
15E . 
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legiate course, that at Allegheny College giving instruction also in the evidei\ces of chris-
tianity, biblical literature, and studies in theism. 
Law.-Tbe law department of the University of Pennsylvai\ia, Philadelphia, wit~ a 
course of 2 years, appears -to have been in 1882 the only law school in the State. It 
provided lectures on the institutes oflaw; personal relations and personal property; real 
estate, conveyancing, a,nd equity jurispruQence; practice, pleading~ and evidence; and 
medical jurisprudence. It graduated 37 bachelors oflaws in June. 
Medicine,-The medical department of the University of PelUlsylv~ia, Phil[\{le}phia, 
the Woman's Medjc~l College of Pennsylvania, and the Medico-Chirurgieal College, also 
in the same city, maintained still in 1882 their regul~r 3-year graded courses, in the first, 
of 26 weeks each year, with a free preliminary course of 2 weeksi in the secon~, of 20 
weeks, and in the third, of 24. A :prelimi:mny examination in English and in physics was 
requhed at the university. Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, "regular," contin-
ued its old 2-year course of 24 weeks each without any special gradation of its studies and 
without any preliminary test of qualification for undertaking these studies. The medical 
staff at the university offered, besides its required 3-year course, a fourth supplemental 
year; also, 3 terms of graduate instruction covering 7 months. An auxiliary faculty of 
medicine has also, since 1865, supplemented the ordinary winter course by giving lect-
ures during the spring months on such collateral branches as medical jurisprudence and 
toxicology, mineralogy and geology, botany, hygiene, comparative anatomy, and zool-
ogy. 
The Habnemann Medical College of Philadelphia continued to be the only homooo-
pathic school in the State. Its requirements were, as before, 3 years of study under a 
medical preceptor, attendance on 2 lecture courses of"22 weeks each, and the passing of a 
final examination. A 3-year graded course was recommended but not required. 
Dontistn; was taught in 3 schools: The Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery, the 
Philadelphia Dental Col1ege, and the Department of Dentistry of the University of Penn-
sylvania, all in Philadelphia and all with 2-yea.r courses of 20 weeks each. The course 
in the Univer ity of Pennsylvania was graded. 
Plt<trmacy.-Philadelphia and Pittsburgh each had a College of Pharmacy, with 2-year 
courses of 2ct'weeks each, meant to supplement 4 years of apprenticeship in some reputa-
ble pharmacal establishment. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
TRAINING IN .ART. 
The Pennsylvm~ia A cademy of Fine Arts, Philadelphia, bas its regular school of .art, in 
which cla. es are trained in drawing, painting, and sketching from life an<l from models, 
besides which, art instruction is given in the Normal Art School, the Woman's Industrial 
Art School, and in the art department of the Spring Garden Instit1tte, in all which there 
were 2, 000 persons studying the various branches of art. 
The Pennsylvam:ia Scltool of Art adopted for 1882-'83 a schedule of prices for instruction 
which had previou ly been gratuitous, the fee for a session of 8 months to be $48, with 
all privileg ; the fee for a single month $8, with like privileges; for the ant ique class, 
day and night, ·4 a month; and for the life class, $4 a month. 
:Ir. Charles G. Leland, by the authority of the Philadelphia school board, introduced 
the teaching of the minor arts into the public schools) by which any child jn them may be 
enabled to perform decorative work in the rudiments of tile painting, leather work, wood 
carvino-, sheet metal work, etching, papier mftcbe work, glass work, pot~ry, painting, 
modelling in clay, art needle work, stencilling, illumination, and a number of other in-
dustries. 
The cbool of Design for Women, Philadelphia, the School of Design for Women, Pitts-
burgh, and the Art chool at Mead ville send no reports for 1881-' 2. 
TRAINING IN MECHANICS. 
irard College added in 1 2 a mechanical department through an appropriation for this 
purpo e by he board of city trusts. 'l'he plan of this school includes ac9.mp1etemachine 
shop in the ba ement, with 35 work encbe.'!, vise.'!, a. forge, a full set of macl1ine tool., and 
an ocri . A tmp rint nd nt was mploye , who visited the prin ipal t chni al . hool 
f b rn tat an l then u r d upon the work oftbis n w school. Without an 
appr ('j: bl in rf r nc with the usual urse of study, 150 to 2 hoy: diYided into ; 
da · , re ived < lly instrn tion in the u. e of tools, the prop rt.i or mat rials n. cl in 
con tru · i n, au h prop proportion of parts in ma ·bine constru ·tion. The p 1pil 
are given an opp 1tnnity to do pr ·tical w rk and acquire skUl in th u. e of tool. 
r at interest w manili ed by the boys, the work being so attractive that ther has 
b n no in tan f pupil r port 1 for idleness or misconduct. om of the work · 
said to be exceedingly creditable. The expen es for the year were $6,536. 
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. Training in mechanical.handi~ork is a~so given ~n the Sp_ring Garden ~nstit'l!te apd 
mstruction preparatory to mdustnal work m mechamCI3, chem1.stry, and eng1neenngwa,s 
continued in the lectures of the Franklin Institute. 
TRAINING IN ORATORY. 
The National School of Elocution and Oratory, Philadelphia, offers a 1-year course of 
instTuction in elocution, including junior and senior evening courses, and a course in ora-
tory e4wnding through 2 years of 36 weeks each. In addition 0 the reguL<tr c~urse of 
instruction a series of lectures is given upon a wide range pf top1cs co~nected w1th the 
work of the school. No report fo+ 1881-'82 is at hand. 
TRAINING IN MUSIC. 
The Musical College aud Pennsylvania Normal Music School, Freebnrgh, offers in-
struction in the science and art of music, as well as training for both sexes in all branches 
of vocal and instrumental music. It is said to be the only institution of the kind in the 
S~te. There were 10.0 preparing to be teachers, and 25 others. There were 20 engaged 
in. teaehing. Since its organization in 1870 1,000 pupils have recej.ved its im~tructions. 
AnnuaJ conventions ~re held in January and are largely attended by :~pusiciaus from 
Pennsylv~nia and other States. 
The other musical schools heretofore noted, but from which there are no reports for 
1881-' 82 are Madam Seiler's School of Vocal Art and Instrumental Music, Philadelphia, 
and the Philadelphia Conservatory of Music. 
EDUCA'I'ION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Pennsylvania Institt,Uon for the Deaf and Dumb, Philadelphia, reportecl 23 teach-
ers, including the principal, superintendent, and matron, with 383 inmates during the 
year, 210 boys and 173 girls, of whom 290 were from the State. During the year 66 
were dispJ.issecl, 46 having completed the full course, and 61 new pu;p:ils were admitted. 
Since the opening, ·2,000 pupils had been edtlCated in thisinstitution, ofwhomone·third 
were congenital mutes, a majority of the othe:.rs }laving lost their hearing through sick-
ness.1 Articulation and lip reading were taught, it is s;.tid, with encouraging success. 
A branch for oral instruction was sustained as a day school for city pupils, with an at-
tendance of 48, under 6 teachers. The work done there during the year is reported as 
eminently successful. The industries of tailoring; shoemaking, a,nd lithography · were 
successfully pursued. By fur the largest industry in the institution was dressmaking 
and sewing, in which 120 girls were taught 2 hours each day, using during the year 
12,635 yards of material. Lessons in cookery were given with good results; also, in the 
laundry. Two legacies were received, one of $5,000, the other of $2,500, tbe latter for 
the fund for destitute deaf-mutes. Extensive repairs were made, the buildings and 
gr-ounds being valued at $500,000, with a library of 5,000 volumeA. 
The Westem PennRytvlmia Institution for the Instruction of the D eaf and Dumb, Turtle 
Creek, reported inadequate accommodations for the wants of Western Pennsylvania, 
there being in 29 cou,nties 239 deaf-mu~ of p:roper school age who have never received 
instruction and cannot be admitted to the iW3titution for want of room. Provision has 
been made for the erection of an additional building, at an estimated cost of $160,000. 
The attendance for they ear was 124-77 boys, 4 7 girls-with 9 instructors, including the 
principal and matron. Twenty were dismissed and 15 new ones added. Of the 165 
inmates since the opening, 59 wer(!! born deaf, :39 made so by fevers and 67 by other dis-
eases, nea,rly all under 3 years of age, the ratio of sex being 3 boys to 2 girls, which is 
saicl to be the ratio in all the institutions. Four-fifths of the pupils were taught only 
the manual ystem, while 21 were taught orally and in articulation and lip readinO', 
with varied results. No industries have been provided for. o 
The Erie School for Deaf-]}Jutes, Erie, is a part of the city school system. The articu-
lation method was reported as being successfully taught. 
'.J.'he /)f'ranlon Deaj-llfutc School, Scranton, under the control of the eity hoard of edu-
cation, rl,lportcd 1 teacher and 13 pupils, 6 males ancl 7 fcmaleR, having inst,rncted 18 
. ince its J(mndation. The school is graded as primary. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
ThP P,·m~.IJlrania Institution fort he lnstntction of the Blind, Philadelphia made its fiftieth 
ant t1al r ·port, ecemh r, 1882, showing 33 instructors, 28 employe 27 hlind mployes 
:tiHl workm n, ancl170 pnpils, having a<lmitted 1,130 since opening. The lit rary depart-
men comprises elementary rammar, and high school branches, including ·cientifi c 
tr~dn ing in vocal and in. trumental music, n. large church organ and piano being providecl. 
The jndt tries were mattress, broom, and brllSh makinO', caue seating, carpet weaving, 
l Of the 3,079 deaf-mutes in the Stat , 32 were colored, 
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sewing by band and machine, and bead work. There were made during the year il, 733 
brushes, 28,175 brooms, and 1, 783 yards of carpet, which, with other articles, including 
knitting, sewing, and bead wo:rk, were valued at $7,750. Pupils are admitted from 10 to 
21 years of age. A Kindergarten department for .children between 8 and 10 years of 
age was much needed. Five graduates have been received bytbePemisylvania Univer-
sity, 4 of whom graduated ~ith honor, the other standing high in his class. There was 
1 blind person to each 1,100 of the ... population of ·the State. There was.a library of 
1, GOO volumes, containing a full supply of books in raised type-~ The State apprppria-
tionwas $43,500; total income, $59,473; expenses, $70,160; and grounds, buildingS, and 
apparatus were valued at $187,000. Information was received through the Philadelphia 
E,·ening Telegraph that the institution was to receive $130,000 from the estate of Mrs. 
M:ary hields,deceased.- (Report and return.) 
There are in West Philadelphia the Pennsylvania Worlting Home for Blind Men and 
the Pennsylvania Industrial Home for Blind Women. These homes are for those who, leav-
ing the parent institution and failing to get employment at their trades, do not become 
self supporting. In the former, 65 men found employment during the year and made 
225,000 brooms, besides many brushes. In the latter, 45 females found employment, 
most of whom it is said would otherwise have been homeless. Thefuturewants of these 
when old and helpless are ·provided for by an organized charity called the PenJJsylvania. 
Retreat for Blind Mutes and Aged and Infirm Blind PerSOD$.-.-(Report.) 
EDUCATION OF THE FEEBLE-M]NDED. 
The Pennsylvania Training School for Feeble-Minded Children, Elwyn,reported 403 
inmates, the year beginning with 355; 48 were admitted and 48 dismissed,. closing the year 
with the same number as last year. Of these 191 were supported by the State, 50 by New 
Jersey, 1 by Delaware, 16 by Philadelphia, 67 by parents and guardians, 10 by a free 
fund, and 20 by the institution. Of the 48 admitted nearly 86 per cent. were residents of 
the State, from 1 to 21 years of age. In the school department there were 158 pupils and 
8 teachers; in the manual, 121; in the asylum and nursery, 76\ . 
The industries taught were mattress and shoe making, caning, farm, garden, and grad-
ing work, washing, domestic duties, and sewing. All not physically incapacitated were 
thus employed, and many, it is said, were trained so as to become very useful. Of the 
48 dis~harged 16 were physically unimproved, 23 improved, and 9 greatly improved; while 
of the 355 resident at close of the year 193 bad mentally improved in the school, 132 re-
mained stationary, and 30 had deteriorated through disea c. During the term of 7 
years fully 10 per cent. are so improved as to be capable of self care and usefulness. The 
legislature at its last session appropriated $40,000 for the maintenance of 200 feeble-minded 
children of the State and $60,000 for~ additional buildings, to one of which the whole 
asylum and nursery department were soon to be transferred. These 2 additional build-
ings, with the present ones, will accommodate 460 pupils. The Pittsburgh and Allegheny 
Protestant Orphan Asylums have contributed $5,000 as a foundation for 1:perpetnal 
free lodging. It is estimated that 40 per ce:pt. of the ii:nnatcs will sooner or later be 
candidates forn. life home in the institution, and a ''free fund'' of $200,000 is being raised 
to meet thi future necessity; of this, $75,000 were secured. The property, including 
139 acr s of land, was valued at $231,092.- (Reports of the board of public charities 
aml of the in titution.) 
EDUCATIO~ OF ORPIIANS. 
irard College, Philadelphia, reported for December, 1 82, a coflsolidated family of 
1 3 3 p rson ·, of whom 29 were teachers and 1,104 pupils. The year began with 7 
pupil. , adding ~00 during the year and di'3missing 71, betwMn the ages of 14 and 18, to 
h rrin a ·tive life; 3 died. From 150 to 200 boys, in classes of 5, have received regular 
m ·hanical in truction in work hops under an experienced teacher, in which the pupils 
ar :aid to have taken a deep interest. The pupils are groupecl into 4 schools, t;.orr -
. ponding to the ordinary primary, intermediate, grammar, and high schools. Th a'"'er-
ag st f maintenance for a boy during the year was $305.92.-(Report·of board of 
trn. f! .) 
Th • tat in ·lud ~in i public school system homes (which are also chools) for the 
orphan f nn ylvania ldi rs in the civil war. These hom numbered 18 in 1 0, 
:lll(l in 1 · 1 r port d, with an aggr gate of 2,963inmates, being an increase of 361, the 
co. t lor th ar b inu · · 1, 764. • ' ven of these schools reported to this Bureau 1,69Hn-
mat and 6,51 ince their foundati n. In addition to thorough training in the com-
mon ·hool branch , con iderable attention was given to ilidustrial pursuits, By a1l act 
f 1 7 it w provided that no more children should be admitted t-o the sclJ.ools ~er 
Juu , 1 , and that the sch ls b finally clo ed June, 1 5, for admissions;·bowe"er, 
applications continu d to come in in 1882, leaving on :file 737, rendering it certain tbafin 
June, 1 , there w:ill be 1, 770 children on the rolls of the schools under 16 years, 'the 
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iegal age for dismissal. Earnest efforts were being made for a cliange of the law in view 
of these facts.-(Pennsylvania School Journal.) 
Besides these, 28 other institutions for the care and instruction of orphan and dependent 
children, maintained by local and general charities, reported for 1882. Ten were in 
Philadelphia, the others elsewhere in the State. The age for admission ranged from 
1 to 16 years. Boys at 18 and girls at 16 were provided with homes or apprenticed to 
trades, in many cases with an outfit of clothes and $25 in money. Most of them were 
:ilaid to be doing well. There was a general uniformity as to school and industrial train-
ing, some using the Kindergarten method. · 
Of these 28 institutions, 6 were Roman Catholic, 12 non-sectarian, 3 Lutheran, 2 Re-
for:tp.ed, 2 Protestant Episcopal, 1 Hebrew, 1 Presbyterian, ancl1 Friends. The 28 schools 
reported 171 teachers; 24 had 1,992 inmates; 23 had had 18, 064 since foundation; 21 
had incomes for the year aggregating $331,468; and 14 reported 12,759 volumes in their 
libraries. The printed returns give the dates of opening of these orphan schools as fol-
lows: The oldest one, the Orphan Society of Philadelphia, was opened in 1814. From 
that date to 1850 but 3 others are reported; between 1850 and 1860, 10 more were opened; 
between 1860 and 1870, 7 more; between 1870 and 1880, 6, including 1 opened during 
1880.- (Returns.) 
INDUSTRIAL AND REFORMATOI-tY TRAINING. 
There ar~ 2 distinctively reformatory institutions in the State, viz: the House of 
Refuge, Philadelphia, and the Pennsylvania Reform School, Morganza. .. 
The House of Refuge originated at a public meeting in Philadelphia held in 1826, called 
by a number of benevolent gentlemen who recognized the need of a schoolfor erring and 
neglected children. A society was organized, chartered in March, and funds amount-
ing to about $135,000 were raised. In 1828 suitable buildings were ready, and in De-
cember, 1829, the :first child was received. In 1850 the department for colored children 
was opened in separate buildings erected for them. In 1870 separate buildings were 
erected for white girls on grounds presented by the city of Philadelphia and dedicated 
in 1872, when the girls were transferred to their spacious and comfortable home. The 
institution is supported by donations, by the earnings of the inmates, and by annual ap-
. propriations from the State and the city of Philadelphia. It is governed by a board of 
37 managers chosen annually. The average number of inmates has varied from 550 
to 600 annually, and since opening nearly 14,000 have been under its care and discipline. 
Ofthese, 8,675 were white boys, 2,719 white girls, 1,534 colored boys, and 843 colored 
girls. Two~thirds of all these are said to have been restored to society. In the schools 
the common branches, including drawing, are taught by experienced female teachers. 
One evening a week is devoted to training in vocal and brass band music. Of those 
placed in homEJl? during the last 3 years, favorable reports were received in 48e cases, fair 
in 108, and unfavorable in 87. The library contains 2,890 volumes suited to the minds 
of children. The average period of retention, heretofore 15 months, was recently ex-
tended to 24. 
The Pennsylt·anict Reform Sclwol, which opened in 1854 on the congregate system; was 
changed to the family system in 1876, with larger grounds and buildings. The boys and 
girls, divided into 6 familes, are kept entirely separate; each group is brought, as nearly 
as possible, into the condition of a family and everything suggestive of prison life is 
avoided. All attend school 4} hours each school day. The industries are various and 
every one may learn some trade to follow as an honorable calling in life. By a system 
of merits inmates may obtain release in 2 years, but only when the managers are assured 
that they go to good homes and regular employments. 'The whole number under its care 
since opening was 4,278: boys, 3,166; girls, 1,112. ·These were committed. at the aver-
age age of 13. 9. Of the 396 committed during the 2 years covered by the last report, 
83 had intemperate fathers; 10, intemperate mothers; 47, illiterate parents; 150, parents 
who could read and write; 76 ha,d been previously arrested; 8 had parents in prison; 
and 10, parents in almshouses. The president of the board of managers saJ.S that every 
year brings evidence of the value of this school to the State. Many who without it 
would have been vicious and criminal are now respectable and industrious men aJlCl 
women. Some ofthe boys areattbeheadofthe shops where they work.- (Report.) 
The aggregate population of the 2 schools for 18 2 was 1,431: whites 1,095, colored 
336; an in<:rease of 66 in whites and a decrease of 3 in colored a compared with the 
previous year. The committals of the 2 schools were 49 : whites 405, colored 93; three-
fourths were boys. The combined receipts fi·om the industries pursued by the inmates 
for 1 2 were $22,942, the House of Refuge earning $17,530 ancl the Reform School 
'5,412. The aggregate appropriations from the State for 1881 and 1 82 were $183,545, 
the Honse of Refuge receiving$103,545 and the Reform School o 0,000.- (Report of the 
board of public charities.) 
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'l'RAINING OF INDI.A.Nf;. 
The Indian Training School, Carlisle, in its third annual report for 1882, shows 267 
Indian pupils from 24 different tribes at the close of 18 1. There were added during 
the year l:ZG from lG different tribes, 6 had died, and90 had returned to agencies, le.-w-
ing at the clol':le of the ye:.tr 296 pupils (boys, 188; girls, 108) from 33 different tribes. 
Iu school room work the chief point for the first two yean; is to learn the English lan-
gnttge. The most Batisii.Lctory prowess for the year was in Engll::;h speaking, rewards 
bciug oHerecl for Bl_Jeaking only English ior a week, and then larger ones for a month. 
Intlustriallnstrnction i::; held to be of equal importance with school work, one-half of 
ercry working day being given to each. 'l'he 134 apprentices manufactured during the 
year wagons, ltamess, tinware, and shoes val ned, in Government contract prices, at $6, 731; 
besides this, all repair::; were made hy them. All the boys not trained in i.he shops 
worked the farm, cutting the grain with hand cradles and hay with scythes. The girls 
make all their own and most of the boys' gal'ments, do all the hou::;ehold sewing by 
hand and machine, and wash ancl iron 2,500 pieces every week. Lessons in cookery are 
given an'd all the girls arc train eel in geneml housekeeping and economy. The superin-
tendent says that no feature of the work is more productive of good result than that of 
temporary l10mes with good families during vacations.- (Heport of the Commissioner 
of Indian Afr'aiJ:s.) 
TRAINING IN COOKERY. 
The Cooking School of the New Century Woman's Clttb, organized in 1 82, whlle 
teaching expensive classes, aims to help working women, through cheap evening clru· es. 
Com s 6f 5 and 10 cent lessons were gi \ren ~~t the Frauklin aml Spring Garden In. titntes. 
Free instruction was given in th ward ho'uses of the society for organizing hariti . 
The object of this sch'ool is teach Mw to make the h st use of the cheapest material 
and to test the comparative nutritionsness ·of different food materhtls. To deruon.trate 
the economy Of · ientific cookery, ~~5 gentlemen were invited to dine, first on a bill of 
faret co ting at retail market Jlric.:e, $4. 50, or 18 cents each; and then a second dinner on 
a bill offa1·e costing $2. 25, or 9 cents a guest. 
INSTlWOTION IN l!'Al1MING. 
Farming was taught to children in !~recently organizct1 Farm Garden ehool, Philn:<1el-
phia, by Mrs. Briant. The object ir:; to gi v children an idea of fhrming life, ii:nmdoo on 
the belief that emigration to the West will solve the prob1e'ln 0f overcrowded cities. A 
trough, 4 feet by 3, filled with earth, represenir:;tlw faTm , where the whole iprocess of rais-
ing a crop of com is illustrated.-( Journal of Eaucation.) 
Tl{AIN ING OF NURSES. 
For statistics of trainings ·hool· Lor nurses, see Table XVII of the a.we:rtdix, and a 
summary of it in the repo1t of the Commissioner preceding. 
KITCHEN GARDEN INSTRUCTION. 
Cln e of this kind are said to have been formed in Philadelphia, of which no official 
report ha been received. 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
PROF. WILLIA I HENRY ALLEN, 1ti. D., LL. D. 
'l'hi honor d educator was born n ar Augusta, Me., March 17, 1 Q8, prepared for col-
lege at the Maine Wesleyan Seminary, and entered Bowdoin College 1829, ftom which 
he raduated in 1 33; hew, a teacher of Greek and Latin in Oneida Conference Semi-
nary ... } y rs; principal of Augusta Ifi.-rh School, Maine, in 1836; pro£ sor of chem· try 
and natural philosophy in ickin:Son Coll ge from 1836 to 1 4 ; professor of pl1ilosopn~· 
and • n li J:lliterature in the same college from 1848 to 1850, b ing acting pre idt•n 
durin" p rt of thi time· and ww pr . ident of Girard College fron 1 50 to 1 6:3. After 
a ·t ing pr id •ut of tl1 Penn, y lvanin, A"ricnltuml Coli ge 4 years he was re ·;le t din 
1 G7 pr id nt of ira1·d CollE!fJ , which po ·ition he belcl till his deatl1. In 1 -2 he 
h ·cam pr id nt of the Americ·an llib1e S ciety, aml continued till his death. The 
d ' " l'C of doctor of law wa nf< n·cn on him 1 y nion College, Tew York in 1'' -,o. 
and th ·me 1 gr e hy ' mory anl H nry College, Vir~inia. Hew a frequent co~­
tribut r t th · culc rand r li iou. pr · . He died in Philadelphia, Ausrust 29. 1 -2. m 
the. eventy-:fi.fth y ar of hi· a"e. 
'IIJ -1· I "J ATE' CHOOL OFFI ER •. 
H on. E. E. III ,sEE. 'la.te B!Lperint ~~dent of public instruction, IIurri4burg. 
[Te t·m, April, 1 1, to April, 1885.1 
HE~RY HoucK, deputy superinte~dent. 
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SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL STATIS'riCS. 
'· ' 





POPULATION AND .ATTENDANCE. ' 
Youth of school age (5-15)--------- 53,077 55,832 2,755 ----------Different pupils enrolled ___ ________ 40,990 41,658 668 ----- ·· ----
Average number belonging _________ 29,992 30,769 777 ----------Average daily attendance _____ - ___ - 26,938 27,467 529 ----------
Per cent. of attendance on average 89 89 ---------- ----------
belonging. 
3,930 Enrolled in evening schools __ ______ - 4,037 107 ----------
SCHOOL DISTRICTS .AND SCHOOLS. 
School districts ------------------- 432 432 ·-- ------- ---- ------Public school builcling::s __ __________ 451 456 5 ----------
Graded schools ______ -------------- 536 539 3 ----------
Ungraded schools----------------- 294 294 ---------- ----------
Public day schools---------------- 830 833 3 ----------
Evening schools ------------------ 42 43 1 -------· .. --
Schools visited by school committee. 67G 699 23 ----------Schools visited by school trustees ___ 561 550 ---------- 11 Average time of school in days . ____ 186 184 ---------- 2 Value ofpublic school property _____ $1,954,444 $e. 064,693 $110,249 ----------
TEACHERS .AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public day schools __ 180 182 2 ----------
Women teaching in same---------- 920 933 13 ----------Whole number of teachers in day 1,100 1,115 15 ----------
schools. 
Whole number of teachers in even- 187 195 8 ----------ing scbooL"l. 
Teachers trained in normal schools 278 314 36 ----------or colleges. 
Average monthly pay of men_------ $76 00 $77 44 $1 44 ----------Average monthly pay of women _____ 41 89 43 53 1 64 ---------· 
INCOME .AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total public school receipts -------- $582,965 $608,125 $25,160 ----------Total expenditure.---------------- 549, 937 591,836 41,899 ----------
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Permanent available State fund _____ $240,376 $240,376 ---------- ----------
(From reports an1 r turns of Ron. T. n. Stockwell, State commissioner of public 
schools, for the two years indit:uted.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The general supervision of the public schools is ve."lted in a State board of education; 
a • ate commi. ioner of public schools, chosen annually by the board, acts as itii secre· 
tary. The school committee of each town consists of 3 re idents of the town elected 
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for 3 years, with annual change of 1. A town rnay elect a superintendent of schools 
annually; if it fail to do so, he may be appointed by the school committee. For each 
district 1 or. 3 trustees must be elected annually by the people. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are free to all resident citizens of the State without regard to age 
race, or color. To support schools the sum of$90,000 is paid annually from theomcom~ 
of a permanent sqhool fund and from other money in the treasury, on the ord& of the 
commissioner of public schools, the money to be used for the payment of teachers only. 
No town may receive any part of the State appropriation unless it raise by tax for the 
support of public schools an equal amount. There is an annual appropriation of $3,000 
to purchase works of reference and other apparatus for the schools. Means for the 
maintenance of evening schools are also provided. Towns may vote such sums as they 
deem necessary for the support •of schools, purchase of sites, erection and repair of 
school-houses, and maintenance of school libraries. Any town establishing a free pub-
lic library may appropriate 20 cents oQn. each $1,0u0 of its ratable property for its sup-
port. Towards the maintenance of such library the State board may appropriate an-
nually a sum not exceeding $50 for the iirst 500 volumes in such library and $25 for 
every additional 500. The board may also allow $500 annually for .teachers' institutes, 
$500 for aiding in training in industrial art, and $300 for distributing educational jour-
nals and other means of promoting education. The training of deaf-mutes, of the blind, 
and of the feeble-minded is likewise provided for. Any one employing a minor under 
15 years of age in work that prevents attendance upon school is subject, together with 
the parent or guardian of the child, to a penalty of $20 for e~h offence. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics of the State commissioner's report show that with an increase of2,755 
in youth of school age only 668 more were enrolled in public day schools and 107 more 
in evening schools. The number of youth of school age· not attending any school in-
creased from 12,730 to 13,826 during the year. The average. length of the school term 
fell off 2 days. But as there was an increase of school buildings, of graded schools, of the 
general public school property, of the number of schools taught, and of the funds for 
the support of them, the commissioner thinks the showing very good upon the whole. 
In addition to the 35,055 reported by the school census as -attending. pulillic schools 
there were 6,964 in private and church ·schools. An advance of $1.44 was made in the 
average monthly pay of men teaching and one of $1.64 in that of women. 'l'he commi -
sioner advocates the grading of salaries and deplores the neglect of some of the school offi-
cers, remarking that nearly a quarter of the schools outside of the 2 chief cities were not 
reported as having been visited by them during the year even the minimum number of 
times required by law. Corporal punishment was permitted in the public schools, but 
it is seldom inflicted. Training in morals is encolll'aged. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For statistics of Kindergarten at Providence, see Table V of the appendix. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES AND TOWNS WITH OVER 7,500 INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
These are school committees of 3 or more members, divided into 3 classes for annual 
change of one-third, with a superintendent chosen either by the people or the committee. 
STATISTICS. a 
Cities and towns. 
Population, Youth of EJ:lrolmeJ?-t A v.e-ro.ge Number of Expendi· 
188Q~ue of school age. ~~?~~~c t!'~lan!! teachers. ture. 
Lincoln ............................... 13,765 3,365 2,142 1,225 88 $34462 
Newport ............................. 15,693 8,479 2,096 1,367 47 4ti,7. 
Pawtucket ..... _ ................... 19,030 3,580 3,238 2,087 55 88, 463 
Providence ......................... 104,8:57 21, 300 H,M.2 10,248 8ll 248, 
Warwick ......... w .................. 12,164 2,396 2,059 1,122 39 13,1!!3 
W ooneocket ....... w ............... 16,050 3,514 2,187 1,286 40 (2, 
a The stat I tics, exceptfor populo.tion, are from the tate report. The e.xpend~t.uree include tb 
for evening schools, where there were any, as o.t Newport, Pawtucket, ProvJdence, and Woon-
IIOCk.et. 
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.ADDITION .AL P .ARTICULARS. 
Lincoln reported 13 school buildings, containing 29 graded and 4 ungraded schools, 
taught by 7 men and 31 women, with a session of 10 m0nths. The value of school 
property was $95,000. There were 382 children in private and church schools and 1,336 
in no school. One new school-house containing 4 rooms was built during the year. 
Newport had 11 school-houses, with 37 graded and 2 ungraded schools. In the evening 
schools there were 240 boys and 85 girls, taught 60 evenings by 12 teachers, the average 
atLendance being only 123. The total expense of the evening schools was $894. One new 
building had been erected during the year for day schools. There were 825 pupils in 
private and church schools and 941 in no school. Music and drawing were taught by 
special teachers. 
Pawtucket in its 18 school-houses had 40 graded and 5 ungraded schools. The 5 even-
ing schools had an enrolment of 655 pupils, taught 12 weeks by 26 teachers. There 
were 534 private and church schools and 382 in no school. The estimated value of all 
school property was $17 4, 000. Of the receipts for public schools $5,576 were from the 
State. Drawing wa-s taught by a special teacher. 
ProV'idence reported 51 school buildings, the same number as last year, valued, with 
s~tes, furniture, &c., at nearly a million and a half of dollars. All its 246 schools were 
graded. There were 10 evening schools, an increase of 1, taught a little more than 16 
weeks by 106 teachers, with an enrolment of 1,536 boys and 599 girls, an increase of 
1,810 over 1881. There were 3,693 pupils in private and church schools and 4,920 in no 
school. The city superintendent <J.eplores the non:..enforcement of the truant law and says 
truancy is a rapidly growing evil, attributing to this cause the fact that arrests of minors 
for crimes and misdemeanors amounted to 1,117, or more than 14 per cent. of the arrests 
for the entire year. 
Warwick reported 18 graded and 10 ungraded schools in 18 buildings, valued, with sites, 
&c., at $36,913. There were 73 in private and church schools and 1,120 in no school. 
The city superintendent reports that 10 per cent. of all the absenteeism for the State 
belongs to Warwick and strongly recommends a .suitable State truant law. 
Woonsocket had 32 graded and 3 ungraded schools in 15 buildings, valued at $150,000. 
Evening schools, 3 in number, were taught 7% weeks by 11 teachers, with 326 pupils 
enrolled. There were 645 pupils in private and church schools and 1,392 in no school. 
The falling o:(f from the grammar schools during the year was 91. The superintendent, 
in recommending a compulsory school law, says that almost 1,400 children in the city 
have not attended school a single day for the year, but roam the streets during school 
hours : the great wrong being done them cannot be corrected unless truant laws shall be 
enacted by which they can be reached. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The State Normal School, Providence, requires for admission an examination of all but 
graduates of high schools. It has a 2-year course, prescribed by the board of education, 
which high school graduates usually finish in less time. An advanced course is also of-
fered, including Greek, Latin, French, German, mathematics, and natural sciences. Such 
advanced study may be pursued in connection with the 2-year course, but not to the neglect 
of authorized common school studies. Observation and practice teaching are introduced 
in the senior year . . The whole number of students during the year was 159, of whom 
18 pursued one or more studies of the advanced course. Graduates of the year: 23. 
Graduates receive State diplomas, which do not, however, entitle them to teach without 
further examination. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Th; ~tate provides institute training for teachers by appropriating $500 annually for 
that purpose, the institutes to be held under the direction of the commissioner of public 
schools. Institutes were held in 1882 at. Wickford, at Bristol, and at Shannock Mills. 
Each meeting is said to have been a success, the attendance both of teachers and citizens 
being unusually full. The commissioner was assisted by Principal Greenough, of the 
tate Normal chool, who presented geography and the correct methods of teaching it, 
and several other branches; also, by Miss Marble, teacher of natural science in the same 
school, she devoting 2lessons to mineralogy, showing how it should be taught and studied 
in the common schools. Nine other speakers and lecturers aided in the work by pre-
senting such topics as the teaching of language, school hygiene, business arithmetic, 
English composition, English grammar, and common fractions. The superintendent, 
recognizing the importance of the..<~e institutes (they being provided by the State for the 
benefit of the schools), recommends that the State give the commissioner power to close 
the chools within such limits as he may determine during the sessions of the institutes. 
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SECO :rDARY IN. TRUCTION. 
PUBLIC IITGH SCHOOLS. 
Fnll inJormation of this clru of schools hm; boen rccei vcd from the chief citi onlv 
The I ogen:! High ch l, ewport, enrolled 140 pupil· and had 7 iru tructors. A (I: 
nate cour e pursu d by 11 students was added, requiring attendance at 8 or more reci . 
t1ous each wce~c Provid nee ~i~h chool, wit~t two cour es for boys and asp cial d 
part men t for gu·l. , ha.d 515 pupils for 18 1-' 82, w1th 1<3 teachers. Bristol Pawtucket and 
WmT n maintained high schools and Woou ocket enrolled 97 pupils ~nder 3 teacbe. 
outh ICinbrston, which had a high ::;chool iu 1 81, makes no report of it for 1 ~. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For stati tics of busin · colleges, private academies, and schools preparatory to col-
lege, . ee Table IV, VI, and VII of the appendix to this volume. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
BROWN UNIVERSITY. 
Brown Univer ·ity, Providence, for young men only, the only institution for superior 
in truction in the 'tate, offered for 1882 its 3 courses of 4 years each, the first leadinor 
to the degree of A. n., tbe second and third to that of Pf.[. B . The university main-
tained itl usua] high st.-tnda:rd of instruction, with an enrolment of 263 classical and; 
scientinc students, under 17 instructors. The value of the buildi·ngs, including ground:· 
apparatu, and library, amounted to $1,250,000. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The departments of practical science in Brown University for pecial preparation in the 
mathematical and physical sciences and their applic~Ltion to industrial arts wer con m-
ued in 1882. The department of civil engineering occupied 4 years, subject to :noditi-
cn.tion according to the wants and abilities of the students. The physical labora ry 
is used during the second half year by a Hmit.ed number of students. Instruction in 
botany is given by lectures, practical cla s work, and drawing fromnature. The co 
ih agriculture includes chemistry and physics, botany and phy iology, and zoology and 
comparative anatomy, with special lectures in agriculture. This course also iuclud 
practical instruction in obtaining andpreserving specimens and in taxidermy. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
No professional schools are reported in the State for 1882. 
SPECIAL !.~: STRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF. 
The Rhode Island School for the Deaf, Providence, established in 1877 and under the 
control of the State board of education, up to December 31, 1882, had bad a total attend-
ance of 41, of whom 27 then remained out of 33 pre ent during ome part of the year 
under 3 instructors. One of the chief aims of the school is to !rive the pupils comma d 
of written Ian uage. Another is to teach them to understand speech by wat<:hing th 
movement of the lips of others, an exercise in which they have daily pra ·tice. At b 
ugge tion of the tate school commi sioner, afternoon . es ions were tabli bed in "' 
tember, 1 :J, for the benefit of pupils living out oftb ·ity, tbe3teach r taking cha 
alternat 1y. 
INSTR T 'TIO T LT ART. 
The Rhooe I land •bool of D ign, Providence, in its fom.'th y :lr, offer d c u : 
y temat.ictraiuing in fr nd and mechanical drawin.,., paintin(r in oil and w·t er "'Ol I" 
and modelling in clay. Instruction w, a1 given in making original d .:ign. r 1 i1 
wall paper jev ellery, furniture, carp ts, cotton print. , hook cover , &c. There w,·r 
pupils in the first (day) cl , 77 in the advanced (cW.y and evening) ('}a,:. anrl 43 in 
• 'aturd.ay morn in"" children class, an increa. e in all of 16 over 1 l. Th . p:·imary · ru · ~ 
to furn · h . uch in tructionln the element of ind u. tri 1 art a ruay prepar arh. u. r 
skilful prok cution of their work, well as enable them and others to becow 
art teachers. 
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INSTRUCTION IN MUSIC. 
Greenwich Academy, East Greenwich, for 1882 offered 2 courses of instruction, one in 
instrumental and vocal music and the other in musical composition and the science of 
music. 
INDUSTRIAL AND REFORMATORY TRAINING. 
The Rhode Island State Reform School, Howard, received 148 children committed in 
1882 and discharged179, leaving in the institution 126 boys (of whom 12 were .col<H.'ecl), 
under 14 teachers. The common English branches were taught and the industries of 
chairmaking, farming, washing, housewotk, and tailoring. Since the school was estab-
lished in 1850 as the Providence Reform School, there had been committed 3,273 chil-
dren 10-18 years of age. After leaving the institution the boys are under the supervision 
of the school officers, and it has thus been ascertained that two-thirds of t1lem ha~e be-
come useful and orderly members of society. The cost of the school for the year was 
$17,500 and its eamings were $8,495.- (Return.) 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
S['ATE INSTITUTE. 
The Rhode Island Institute of Instructioh held its thirty-seventh annual meeting at 
Providence January 12- 14, 1882, J. Milton Hall presiding. There was a large attend-
ance of teachers from all parts of the State. The exercises opened with an address on 
arithmetic, followed by addresses and papers on "Growth," " Pronunciation of Latin," 
"Deep-sea soundings," "Teaching United St.""ttes history," "Geography," and "Elo-
cution." Superintendent A. P. Marble, of Massaclmsetts, read an able paper on "Edu·ca-
tion many sided," which cautioned the teachers against falling into "ruts," against 
doing the same thing the same way every time, saying that in a genem.l sense there is no 
best way, every way having its advantages and di&'tdvantages an<t none being suitable 
for adoption as an exclusive method. President J. H. Seelye, of AmheJ"st, in hisaddress 
said we need higher ·education, and the real outcome of education is not culture ~tlone, 
but character as well: there is something more than culture in the producing of charac-
ter; :we need the wisest and closest care for the higher scho0ls of learning; but when 
cultu}:e is accomplished there is still a deeper question. President Seelye closed his 
address with an earnest plea for moral and religious training. Other speakers urged 
that moral culture and good manners should go hand in hand with intellectual tTaitl.ing, 
Prof. William C. Russel insisting that morality is entirely within the sphere of school 
teaching. Resolutions were adopted declaring: That the teachers should point out the 
danger of using intoxicating drinks; that they should discourage the use of tobacco in 
all its forms, and should, as far as possible, advise their pupils in regard to books and 
periodicals read out of school; that a truant law is needed for the protection of tbe com-
mon school system; and that the address of Dr. Seelye be indorsed. A few closing re~ 
xnarks were made by the president, after which the..meeting adjourned. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. THOMAS B. STOCKWELL, State col'IVmtissioner of public .~chools, Providence. 
1\Ir. Stockwell has held the place of supervisor and visitor of the State schools, b~&hnua.l. election 
of the Stnte board of education, since 1874. . 
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SOUTH CAROLINA. 
SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
"" J 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6-16)--- ------------ a94,450 ---------- ----------Colored youth of school age (6-16) _ _, ------------ al67,829 ---------- ______ ... ___ 
Whole number of school age ------- ..,.-:.., _ _. ________ a262,279 ---------- ----------Whites enrolled in public schools ___ 61,339 65,399 4,060 __ .;) _______ 
Colored enrolled in public schools __ _, 72,119 80,575 8,456 _________ ... 
Whole enrolment _____ ------------ 133,458 145,974 12,516 ______ ...__A. 
Average daily attendance ___ • ____ ,._ ------------ 101,816 ---------- --~-----~-
SCHOOLS. 
School districts _________ ---- ______ 481 484 3 ----------
Number of schools-------""-------- 126 ----------3,057 3,183 Average term in days_. ______________ 73i 80 6fr ___ ,.: ______ 
Free public school-houses---~------- 2,939 2,781 ---------- 158 Owned by districts ___________ .:· ___ ... 804 798 ---------·· 6 
Houses with grounds inclosed ______ 184 169 ---------- 15 Houses built during the year _______ 106 105 ---------- 1 
Cost of houses built-- - -----------~ $17,334 $10,683 ---------- $6,651 Value of school-houses _ _. ..... ________ 435,289 407,606 ---------- 27,683 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools __ __ -' 1,904 1,940 36 ----------
Women teaching in public schools __ 1,345 1,473 128 ----------
Whole number of teachers _______ .J 3,249 3,413 164 ---·------Number of these colored _____ £ ____ 1,223 1,287 64 ----------Average monthly pay of men ___ ____ $25 45 $26 00 $0 55 ----------
Average monthly pay of women ____ 24 48 23 97 
.. _________ 
$0 51 
lNCOlUE AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole receipts for public schools __ $452,965 ----------- - ---------- ----------Whole expenditure ________________ 373,598 b$378,886 $5,288 ----------
a United States Censusofl880. bincompletely reported. 
(From reports and returns of Ron. HughS. Thompson and Hon. A. Coward, State 
superintendents of education, for the tw~ years indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The general educational iliterests of the State are in the hands of a State uperintend-
ent of education, elected by the people for 2 years, and of a State board of examine · 
composed of the superintendent and 4 others appointed biennially by the governo1. 
Local officem are county school commissioners, elected by the people; a county board ol 
3 examiners, including the commissioner as chairman, with 2 other members appoint d 
by the tate board for 2-year terms; and district boards of 3 trustees, appointed for 2 
years by the county boards. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are sustained from the proceeds of a tax of 2 mills on $1 and a poll 
tax of 1 on each oter. These funds, under the constitution, are to be distributed to 
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the se~rafireh.ooi.~diStrict.S"'in' proportion to the respective number of pupils attending. 
As this has been· construed in some sections of the State to mean enrolment and in oth-
ers to mean average attendance, the law was amended in 1878 by a provision that after 
1882-'83 the basis for apportionment shall be average attendance. There is no general 
law for district taxation, although local taxes are levied in Charleston and other locali-
ties under special laws.. The length of the school term in each county :is limited by 
the amount of public money received, notwithstanding the fact that the constitution re-
quires a 6 months' term. Teachers must have certificates of qualification from the State 
or county board of examiners and ·must report annually to the board of trustees. 
County school commissioners must report annually to the State SJiperintendent or forfeit 
one-fo!J.rlh of their pay to the school fund. 
GENERAL CONDI'.ttoN. 
The statistics show a marked increase in the number of schools, number of teachers, 
number enrolled, amount of expenditure, and length of the school term; the average of 
the last, however, was lessened by the diversion of a large part of the school fund to pay 
claims due for expenses of previous years. The school tevenues for 1880-'81 were larger 
than those reported for any previous year, ·and the superintendent thought that the 
amount for 1881-'82 would be still larger, although he had not full returns on thispoint 
at the date of his report. .A.' decrease appears in the number and_ value of school-houses, 
but the returns relating to these are very imperfect. Comparatively few are owned by 
the public; most ofthe schools are taught in churches, residences, &c., of which no ac-
curate reports can be made. 
The superintendent has observed a marked improvement in the character and attain-
ments of the teachers, resulting, he thinks, from the higher standard of qualification re-
quired for certificates, the gradual increase of salaries and their payment in full each 
year, and from State normal institutes. These institutes, moreover, have given a great 
impetus to the cause of education throughout the State, all classes of schools (public and 
~rivate), academies, colleges, and seminaries having been stimulated by their influence. 
(State :r:eport.) 
AID FROM THE PEABODY 'FUND. 
The income of the Peabody fund having been much diminished, the trustees have lJ.Bed 
the greater part of it in the education of teachers. During the year South Carolina had 
$5,37.5; of this Claflin University received $250 for training colored teachers; the public 
schools, $2,150; and teachers' institutes, $1,400; scholarships at Hampton, Va., cost $250, 
and scholarships at Nashville, Tenn., $1,325. The latter are held by 7 students from 
South Carol.ipa at the Nashville Normal College. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF CHARLESTON. 
OFFICERS. 
The CharleSton public gchools, according to a la.w passed in 1882, are governed by a 
board of 10 commissioners instead of 8, as formerly. Six of these are to be elected by the 
people, being one for each school district into which the city is divided. The others are 
appointed by the governor, two on the recommendation of the board of trustees of the high 
school and two on that of the truBtees of the College of the City of Charleston. The board 
as before, chooses a superintendent to assist in the work of supervision and in other re~ 
spects retains all its former powers and duties. 
STATISTICS. 
The poplllatioh of Chatleston, according to the Census of 1880, was 49,984; the whole 
number of children attending public schools in 1882 was 5, 904 and the average daily 
attendance 3, 789, under 94 teachers. Six schools were in operation during most of the 
year, an increase of one sincethelastreport, and$62,144 were expended forthem. 
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
A new school buildfug was erected, of brick, three stories high, with basement contain-
ing 3large main rooms and 14 classrooms, besides the necessary cloak rooms. 'Thetwo 
colorea schools are still suffering from lack of sufficient accommodations, but a plan is in 
contemplation which will relieve them. The superintendent recommends the establish-
ment of a reformatory school for the education of neglected children many of whom as 
young as 12 are now found in the jails. ' 
Of other schools not belonging to the public system but doing important work the 
;_Holy ~mmunion Church Institute reP?rta 136 boarding and 110 day pupils; the Central 
Catholic School for Boys, 376; the Society Street School for Girls, 280; and St. Peter's 
School for Colored Children, 110. The first named, founded in 1867 by Rev. A. T. Porter 
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fo:r the benefit of orphan boys, offers greater facilities for inst.ruction tllau ~ver, and opened 
in Ocoober, 1882, wholly free from debt. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORM.A.L SCHOOLS AND DEP .A.RTMENTS. 
Four schools of this class- repo:rt 325 normal students and 40 graduates during the year 
besides 696 students in other <;ourses. ' 
Of these t4e Avery Normallnst1,tute, Charleston (first opened in 1865), .with 50 normal 
pupils, presents coruses of 3 and 4 years, the latter with the addition of foreign languages. 
The normal department of Allen University, Columbia (opened in 1881), with 116 nor-
mal pupils, offers a 3-ye.'lr norm:tl course, including drntwing and music, and has a model 
school attached. 
The n-o'!'mrt~ fkpartment of Claflin Un·iversity, Omngeburg, organized in 186 , reports 
59 normal pupils and 10 graduates, the course coveringS years and includin~ musicand 
drawing. It has a model school attached. · 
Fcmjield Normal Insti~ute, Winnsboro', first opened in 1869 and mainly supported by 
the PresbytePian committee of freedmen, at Pittsburgh, Pa., gave instruction to 101 nor-
mal pupils. There is a model school attached to tho institnto and music and drawing 
are a part of the normal course, but the length of this course js not :fixed. 
TE.A.CliERS1 INSTITUTES. 
Teachers' associations have been formed in several counties, and some of these are 
called teachers' iusirl.tutes; but only in one county was any attempt made fu give the in-
struetion usually imparted in such institutes. This wa.s held during the month of July 
in Edgefield County, the expenses being defrayed by voluntary contributions from citi-
2lens, witb $100 ii'om the Peabody fund. 
A State :institute for white teachers was held in August at Columbia,, under the charge 
of Hon. M.A. Newell, of Maryland, and one fur colored teacl\ers w~ held in Columbia 
during July, superintended by H. P. Montgomery, of Washington. Good results attended 
both. The former had 306 members enrolled, representing 22 counties, seTeral students 
also being from North Carolina; the latter reported about 235 atten.di:ng.- (Sta-te report. ) 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC liiGH SCHOOLS, 
The State superintendfint makes no de.finite statement as tQ the existence of public high 
schools, but says that 4,307 children in the public schools were studying the higher 
branches. The two schools at Charleston enroll d, respectively, 389 girls and 121 boys. 
The changes recently made in the management of the school for boys, among others mak· 
ing the study of Latin compulsory and requiring pupils to maintain a standard of at least 
50 per cent. in recitations, h&>ve worked well. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of private a-cademic schools, preparatory schools, and prepar~J>tory depart-
meJltS of colleges reporting, see Tables VI, VII, and IX of the appen<Ux, and fo~ sqm· 
ma.ries, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGE FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Eight colleges and universities report for the year 1881-182, as follows: the College 
of b rleston, Charleston, (non-sectarian); Er kine College, Due West (Associate Re-
formed Pr byteri n); Furman Univefflity, Greenville (Baptist); Newberry Colleg 
ewbcrry (Evangelical Lutheran); Claflin University, Orangeburg (Methodist Epi co-
pal ); '' otl'ord 11 ge, Flpartanhurg (.Methodi t Episcopal outh); Adger College, Wal-
h. ll:1.(Pr by ria.n , and All n University, Columbia (M thodist). The last, organi1.00 
in.\ pril 1 1 for olor d student<, presents primary, intermediate, and classical collegia• 
clepu.tl OtPntl, b icl 1 gal, tbeol rical, and normal. The others report COUI'Be ubstan-
ti, II, the i-ialll ~· tho~ of tbe pr vious year, all having preparatory and cl ical depart-
m •ut~. although in two, 'V offord 'o11 ge and Furman Univer ity, the arrang ment of 
Rlu<lie:-~ i. tb. t of indepencl nt sch 1., with no :fixed time for graduation. 'cicntifi 
cJ,•partm n are i1 nnd in 3 and special or partial courses in 4, while 1 bad a phil ph-
i<:a.l, 1 a normal, and 1 an agricultural course. Claflin and .Allen Universities admi 
young women as wen as men. 
Gifts were r ported by Claflin University and Adger and Erskine Colleges as follo 
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by Claflin, from individual friends, $1,671; from the Freedmen's Aid Society, $2,000; 
by Adgerl $525; and by Erskine, 350 acres of h,md from Rev. John Wilson, lHontiuello, 
Ark. . 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
Six colleges and seminaries for the superior instruction of young women, 5 of them 
authorized to confer collegiate degrees, report for 1881-'82 an aggregate of 453 students 
in regular collegiate classes, besides neaTly 200 in other courses. The institutions re-
ferTed to are Anderson Female Seminary, Anderson; Columbia Female College, Columbia; 
Due West Female College, Due West; Greenville Female College, Greenville; Walhalla 
FeJDitle College, Walhalla, and Williamston Female College, Williamston. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRT5CTION. 
SCIENTIFIO. 
The South Carolina College of Agricultu1·e ancl the JJfeclwnic Arts, Columbia, for white 
pupils, presents 3 departments of study; xegular courses of 4 years, leading to the de-
grees of B. A. and n. s.; special courses of 2 years;. and elective ones, subject to the 
consent of the faculty. The regular courses are divided, according to the predominant 
studies, into two principal groups, scientific and literary, in each of which some choice 
is allowed. The scientific group embraces courses in general science, in engineering, and 
in agriculture, the studies in all 3 being identical for the first 2 ye::~rs. About 30 acres 
ofland are available for the illustration of work in the departments of agriculture and 
horticulture. 
Claflin University (for colored s~1dents) offers, besides its classical and normal courses, a 
3-year course in science and agriculture, especially adn.pted to the wants of young men 
that desire a higher education for industrial pursuits. About 150 acres of choice land, 
mostly under cultivation, are connected with the college. There is also a carpenter's 
shop for practical instruction. Scientific and industrial education are practically united 
here, and students may aid materially in defraying their expenses by ·manual labor on 
the farm and in the sh.op.-(Catalogue, 1881-'82.) 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction was offered in Baker Theologic..'ll Institute, Oran'geburg (Metho-
dist Episcopal); in Allen University, Columbia (Methodist), established in 1881 andre-
porting a 3-year course of study, which includes Greek, Hebrew, and French; and in 
Benedict Institute, · Columbia (Baptist), which reports a 3-year course of study, with 33 
students in it. The Theological Seminary at Columbia (Presbyterian), suspended for 2 
years, reports encouraging progress made in the work of restoring the endowment; 2 
additional professors had been elected and the seminary was to be reopened in Septem-
ber, 1882. 
Legal instruction was begun in 1881-'82 by Allen University, Columbia, which reports 
a course of study extending over 2 years of 33 weeks each and 8 students enrolled, 1 of 
whom had received a collegiate degree. 
ffiedical.-The Medical College of the State of South Carolina, Columbia (regular), 
opened in 1833, reports the usual 3-year medical course of st:udy, including 2 cours~s of 
lectures of 21 weeks each, with 61 pupils enrolled during the year and 19 graduates. 
A department in pharmacy has recently been established by the above medical college. 
The faculty, already elected, comprised a professor of chemistry, one of materia medica 
and medical botany, one of practical pharmacr, and an assistant in pharmaceutical and 
practical chemistry. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The South Carolina Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, Cedar Springs, 
founded in 1849, reports 48 deaf and dumb and12 blind pupils for the year. 
The course of instruction for the den.f comprises geography, penmanship, arithmetic, 
English grmnm r, hi . ., tory, natural philosophy, biblical and general literature, and articu-
lation, b icle.'l such employments asshoemaking, printing, sewing, and homJehold work. 
The pupils in articulation, commencing in 1879-'80, have made steady progress; they 
can read quite readily from the lips almost any simple sentence and speak many sen-
tenc· with sufficient distinctne.'3S to be understoocl with little difficulty. 
The blind are ta,nght music, as well as the English bmnches; also, mattress making, 
b ad and fancy work, broom making, brush making, and cha,ir sea,ting.- (Hctnrns and 
report.) 
EDUCATION OF ORPHANS. 
Two in titutions for the care and education of orphans report, viz: the Holy Communion 
Church Institute, Charleston, already noted, and the Thorn well Orphanage, Clinton. The 
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latter is under the auspices of the Presbyterian Church and is supported by contributions 
and an endowment of $5,000. Children are received from 6 to 13; they are taught all 
domestic work, farming, carpentry, and printing, and leave the institution at 16 or 1 
years of age. There were 34 children under instruction during the year. The family 
plan is followed, only 15 or 20 children being kept in a house, a matron and teacher 
being in charge of each house. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS. 
The law makes it the duty of county school commissioners to e:r;J.Courage the holding 
of teachers' associations throughout the State, and two State institutes, one for white 
and one for colored teachers, were held during the year, as already noted, in which much 
practical instruction was given and many topics bearing on school work were discussed. 
(State report, 1882.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Ron. HuGH S. THOMPSON, Stare S'!t,perintendent of education, Colwrnb·ia. 
[Third term, January~ 1881, to J;anuary 1, 1883.] 




1880-'81. 1881-'82. , Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth of school age (6'-21) ____ 402,580 408,364 5,784 ----------
Colored youth of school age ( 6-21)--- 143,295 140,815 ---------- 2,480 
Whole number of school age ____ ----- 545,875 549,179. ---------- 3, 304 White youth in public schools ______ 215,702 207,680 ---------- 8,022 
Colored in public schools------·----· 67,766 56,676 ---------- 11,090 Whole public school enrolment ______ 283,468 264,356 ---------- 19,112 
Average daily attendance, white---- 139, 469 ------------ ---------- ----------
Average daily attendance, colored ___ 41,040 ------------ ---------- ----------Enrolment in private schools ________ 35,054 26,148 ---------- 8,906 Average daily attendance in these ___ 25,820 16,386 ---------- 9,434 Pupils in public and private schools __ 318,522 290,504 ---------- 28,018 Average daily attendance in both _____ 206,329 ------------ ---------- ----- ... ----
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL PROPERTY. 
Public schools for white youth _______ 4,338 ------------ ---------- ----------Public schools for colored youth _____ 1,270 ------------ ---------- ----------Whole number for both races ________ 5,608 ------------ ---------- ---------·-Graded public schools ______________ 229 201 ---------- 28 Consolidated schools- ______ --------- 307 167 ---·------ 140 
Public school-houses--------------- 4,047 3,709 ---------- 338 Value of public school property _____ $868,713 $1,186,219 $317,506 ----------Average time of school in days ______ 70 73 3 ----------
Number of private schools---------:-- 1,467 869 ---------- 598 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
White teachers in public schools ____ 5,542 4,399 ---------- 1,143 Colored teachers in public schools ____ 1,338 1,288 ---------- 50 Whole number in public schools ____ 6,880 5,687 -----·---- 11193 Average monthly pay of teachers ____ ~ $26 59 $24 65 ---------· $1 94 
Teachers in private schools _________ 1,528 1,029 ---------- 499 
INCOl\IE AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole income for public schools _____ $706,152 $1,125,085 $418,933 ----------
Whole expenditure---------------- 638,009 821,883 183,874 ----------
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of permanent fund ___ ______ $2,512,500 $2,512,500 ---------- -----r----
(From reports of Hon. W. S. Doak and Ron. G. S. W. Cmwford, for the two years 
indicated, with written return from Mr. Crawford for 1880-'81.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS . 
. For. general supervi ion there is a State superintendent of public schools, nominated 
b1enrually by the governor and confirmed by the senate. For local supervision a uper-
intendent for each county is chosen by the county court biennially, and in each district 
the people choose one out of 3 directors annually after the :first election of the three. The 
16 E . 
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law requires State and county superintendents to be persons of literary and scientific 
attainments and of skill and experience in the art of teaching. 
OTHER FEATURES OF Tl'IE SYSTE~f. 
The public schools are free to all youth of school age (6-21), but, as elsewhere at the 
South, schools for white and colored must be separate. The studies in them include 
only the ordinary branches, with vocal music, elementary geology of Tennessee, and ele-
mentary principles of agriculture, though other and higher branches may be provided 
for by local taxation or be allowed by special regulations on the payment of tuition fee . 
The union of public schools with academies ancl colleges allowed by law facilitates such 
arrangements. To receive pay f1·om public funds, however, each teacher must hold a cer-
tificate of qualification from the county or city superintendent under whom he or she 
may be employed. The State aids the schools with the annual proceeds of a State fund 
of over $2,500,000, of R. poll tax of$1 on each voter, and of a property tax of a mill on each 
$1, all eli -tribnted on the basis of scholastic populatio.n. If from these source. there 
should not be enougn to sustain schools 5 months in the year, the county courts, of their 
own motion oo: following a vote of the people, may levy an additional tax to keep them 
open for t~at time or longer, the whole amount, however, not to exceed the entire sum 
raised as State tax. The Ron-obligatory character of the levy is the point in the sy tem 
which is especially weak, the counties that most need additional school facilities often 
being the fo.remost to reject a p>L·o.position which would p.l'ovide needed school f~tcilitics. 
GENERAL COlTDITION. 
The report of scl1ool affairs for 1882 is not encouraging. Perhaps from a succession of 
rapid changes in the office of State superintendent of public schools-an exp-erienced man 
being retired, his succe or dying, and a third coming in after an interval of vacancy-
many counties failed to present full returns of school attendance. This was the ca e in 
1881 as well as in 1882, but to so much greater a degree in t"be latter year as to nearly in-
validate the comparisons made between the two. Partly from this cause, partly it would 
seem from lack of interest in some counties that presented their returns, the :figures given 
indicate a falling off of 19,112 in public school enrolment, of 28 in the number of graded 
public school , of 140 in consolidated sohools, of 338 in public school-houses, of 1,193in 
teachers. for public school classes, ::mel of $1.94 in the avemge monthly pay of teachers. 
There is no :report of average attendance for public schools. Private. schools continued 
to report this item and showed in these reports a good percentage of average attend-
ance on enrolment; but, as in the public schools, there was a large diminution in tho 
enrolment and in the average attendance. Only in the average time of public sohool ·, 
in the valuation of school property, and in income and expenditures are there any 
evidences of educational advancement. 
AID FROM: THE PEABODY FUND. 
Tennessee had from this source in 18 1-'82 $12, HOO, namely: $2,300 for public schools, 
1,500 for teachers' institutes, and $9, 000 for the Normal College, Nashville. Thi l t 
i an important means of furthering educational interests throughout the South generally 
by training for progressive school work teachers sent to it from the other State on 
Peabody scholarships. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
Only one chool of this class in the State is on the list of this Bureau for 1 82, the 
Memphis Kincler~arte:n in the Young Ladies' School of Mrs. F. C. James, and no report 
from it has been received for 18 2. Another formerly existed at the Nushville Acad· 
emy, bot it appears to have been dropped. 
SCH L SY TE IS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANT . 
OFFICERS. 
For iti . th r ar h n.rds of education elected by the people. City superintendents 
b ards. 
Hi . . 
Chtl I noo"'l\ ............... · 
1-nOX\'jJl ................... .. 
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.ADDITION .AL P .ARTICUL.ARS. 
Chattanooga reported for 1881-'82 graded schools in 8 buildings containing 37 school 
rooms. The youth of school age were 2,178 white and 1,230 colored, of which number 
1,638 white and 942 colored were enrolled in the public schools, a gain of 246. The 
schools were taught 164t days (a gain of 6t days) by 7 men and 31 women, a gain of 4 
teachers. 'l'he high school presents a 3-year course, including German and Latin, from 
which course 14 were graduated in 1882. School property was valued· at $39,750. An 
enrolment of 350 was reported in private and church schools. · 
Knoxville had its 27 graded schools in 5 buildings, with 1,360 sittings. The schools 
were taught 189~- days by 5 men and 25 women. The estimated value of school property 
was $49,200. Private and church school enrolment was 100. 
JJfempltis reported graded schools in 11 buildings, with 67 rooms and 3, 200 sittings. The 
number of white school children was 6,370; of colored, 4,872; white pupils enrolled, 
2,171; colored, 1,777. The average attendance of white children was 1,600; of colored, 
1, 071. The schools were taught 165 days by 9 men and 58 women. The high school 
for whites enrolled 71 and had an average belonging of 60 and an average attendance of 
57. Calisthenics and singing were introduced as a part of the exercises in the public 
schools. 
Nashville divided its schools into primary, intermediate, grammar, and high, th~ first 3 
departments occupying 7 years, the last 1, 3. Thirteen school-houPcs-the same number 
reported last year-with 6, 000 sittings, were occupied by the city schools. These schools 
were taught 185 days by 15 men and 84 women, with 2 special teachers, 1 of music and 
1 of drawing and penmanship. 'l'he school population had decreased 1,352; but not-
withsta;ndingthis the enrolment increased 200 and average attendance 197. There were 
72 boys and 184 girls in the high school taught by 8 teachers. Private and church schools 
enrolled 500 children. The valuation of public school property was $195,000. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The St.<tte Normal College (so called, though no aid was received from the State up to 
1882) is a department of the University of Nashville and is supported by university 
funds, by the Peabody education fund, and by appropriations of the different States for 
scholarships. It receives from the States students of either sex, who, for admission, 
must declare their intention to become teachers and pass a satisfactory examination in 
the common English branches. The course of study, covering 3 years, is strictly pro-
fessional, and students are required in every study to occupy temporarily the place of 
teacher and subject themselves to crit.ieism as to the methods they employ. Students 
completing the full course receive the degree of "licentiate of instruction," and may 
teach in the public schools of 'l'ennessec and some other States without further examina-
tion. An advanced or baccalaureate course of one year, that leads to the degree of B. A., 
is optional. 'l'wenty-:five scholarships of $100 each annually have been established by 
the State for the tra.ining of teachers for its schools. The funds for a.number of other 
scholarships for different States have been supplied by the Peabody fund. 
There were 12 other institutions reporting normal departments or normal courses, vjz: 
East Tennessee Wesleyan University, Athens; Humboldt Normal Institute, Humboldt; 
Warner Institute, Jonesboro'; Knoxville College, Knoxville; Freedman's Normal Insti-
tute and Maryville College, both at Maryville; LeMoyne Normal Institute, Memphis; 
Morristown Seminary, Morristown, and Fisk University, Nashville, both for colored 
students; Nashville Institute and Roger Williams University, both at Nashville; and 
Winchester Normal, Winchester. For statistics of such of these schools as report them, 
see Table III of the appendix; for a summary of these statistics, a corresponding table 
in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
Fifty scholarships of $50 each were established in 1882 at Fisk University. A normal 
cla. of teachers is required to meet the city superintendent monthly or oftener at Nash-
vi,lle, for the discussion of studies and methods of teaching. 
SUMMER NORMAL INSTITUTES. 
The State Normn.l Institute at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, was held in 
June and July, 1 82, and, owing to the death of the president, Rev. W. S. Doak, D. D., 
was C'Ondncted hy the vice president, S. H. Lockett. There were 183 attendants, of 
which number 120 were teachers in puhlic schools. Instruction in the bt!tnches taught 
in tbege schools was given, while optional courses were offered in languages, botany, 
physiology, and penmanship. Lectures were delivered on school organization and man-
agement, embracing "Public sel10olla,v," "Rights and duties of teachers," "Grading of 
city and county schools," "Management 3jlld discipline of schools," "Best methods of 
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school tea~hlng," &c. Some time was also devoted to an explanation of the Roman 
method of pronouncing Latin. The institute was well organized and suooessful, the 
lectures and teaching in the different branches being highly satisfactory. 
Two normal institutes for colored teachers were held in June and July, 1882, one at 
Le Moyne Institute, Memphis, the other at Knoxville. The attendance at the former 
was 126; at the latter, 44. Instruction was given in the common school branches, and at 
the examination most of the students obtained good grades. Instructive lectures were 
delivered, much earnest work was done, and great interest was manifested. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAJ ... 
The Educational Record, first :issued at Nashville in August, 1881, was continued 
through 1882, but appears to have then ceased. In its place there was proposed the Ten-
nessee J oumal of Education, to be conducted by the former State superintendent, Hon. 
Leon. Trousdale. The Southern Teacher was begun in the latter part of 1882 at Hollow 
Rock, but soon changed its title to West Tennessee Normal. An educational journal 
has for many years been published at Columbia, in the interests of the Columbia .A.the-
mcum, called The Guardian, and devoted to the cause of female education, e..<>pecially in 
thn.t school. 
SECONDARY TRAINING. 
HIGH SCHOOJ .. S. 
The State report does not give statistics of schools of this cl:lSS, but the cities of Chat-
tanooga, Knoxville, Memphis, and Nashville reported high ·school§ in 18 2. ,.All had 
3-year courses, which included Latin. The total enrolment was 411 and included both 
sexes, but whether separately taught or not does not appear, except at Knoxville and 
Memphi , where they were separate. The State allows academies and colleges uncon-
nected with its school system to teach public school pupils at public school rates, by 
arrangements to that ·effect with school officers, and in this way somG high school 
instruction is probably given. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOJ .. S. 
For information as to business colleges, private academic schools, schools specially 
engaged in preparing pupils for college, and preparatory departments of universities or 
colleges, ee Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of appendix. For a summary of the statistics 
of such schools, see corr~ ponding tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, for young men, hns subcollegiate courses in 
ola ical, scientific, and Latin scientific studies, of undefined length, with collegiate gen-
eral courses in arts a.nd sciences of 4years; technica.lcourses in engineering, agriculture, 
chemistry, and biology, also of 4 years; and special cour es, including selections from 
the! e, of 2 years each. The collegiate ~urses all lead to their customary degrees, at grad-
nation, beyond which there are graduate degrees of 1\f. A., PII. D., c. E . , and 1\I. D., that 
r quire one to two years of resident graduate study. Honor scholarships, with exemp-
tion from all university fees, are offered to the student standing .first in the third year of 
any one of tl1e 4 pecified courses. 
f the 19 other colleges, 10 were for both sexes and 9 for young men only. Centr.u 
Tenn ee Colleg and Fisk University, both of Nashville, were for colored student:-. 
All in the tate gn.ve preparatory instruction, with 4-year collegiate courses. Fourteen 
hadscientific.cou , es; ll, commercial; 12, instruction in modern Janguage.'l; and 10, in tb 
fine arts. Five presented gra{}uate courses and 6 offered normal traininO'. 
F r, ta.ti ics of colleges reporting, see Table IX of the appendix; for a summary of 
th ir t ti ti , a corresponding ta.ble in the report of the Commi ioner preceding. 
I ..:' TITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOU.~: G WOMEN. 
Of th 20 ~lleges and universities in the State 10 admit both sexes, Maryville ghin 
a 4-year lad1. ' course. f the 20 on the list of this Bureau, only 16 reported for 1 ~. 
lo t of them pr nt courses of from 4 to 7 years and have arrangements for teacbinrr 
music, drawing, painting, and mod rn languages. 
For statistics of those reporting, ee Table VIII of the n.pp ndix; for a summary of their 
Rtatistics, a. corr ponding table in the r port of the ommis ioner pr <'Cc1ing. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL iNSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The State University and Agricultural College, Knoxville, presented in 1882 courses 
of 4 years each in civil engineering, mechanical and mining engineering, agriculture, 
and applied chemistry. There were also special courses of 2 years each in practical agri-
culture and applied mathematics and an English science course. In the first named, stu-
dents combine class instruction with farm training and are graded and remunerated 
according to their skill. Scientific courses were offered in 15 other collegiate institutions, 
while Cumberland University, Lebanon; Vanderbilt University, Nashville; and the Uni-
versity of the South, Sewanee, presented courses in engineering. 
For statistics of scientific. schools. reporting, see Table X of the appendix; for a sum-
mary of their statistics, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSION .A.L. 
Theological instruction was reported in 1882 in full 3-year courses at East Tennessee 
Wesleyan University, Athens; Central Tennessee College and Vanderbilt University, 
Nashville (both Methodist); Southwestern Presbyterian University, Clarksville; Fisk 
University, Nashville (Congregational); and at the University of the South, Sewanee 
(Protestant Episcopal). Southwestern University offered also 2years of studyin Greek 
and Hebrew and Vanderbilt a 2-year English course. Cumberland University, Leba-
non (Cumberland Presbyterian), gave a 2-year course in theology, including Greek and 
Hebrew. Burritt College, Spencer (Christian), and Southwestern Baptist University, 
Jackson, offered biblical instruction, indefinite as to time. 
Legal instruction was offered in the law school of Cumberland University, Lebanon; 
also, in the law departments of Central Tennessee College and Vanderbilt University, 
both in Nashville. The first named, opened in 1847, offers a 2-year course, which it is 
said, however, may be completed in 10 months. There were 40 students graduated in 
1882 and invited to remain another year free of charge. The second, organized in 1880, 
has a course of 2 years of 32 weeks each year. There wexe 11 students graduated in 1882. 
The medical schools reporting are Meharry Medical Department of Central Tennessee 
College (for colored students, both sexes), Nashville Medical College (a department of 
the State University), and the medical departments of Vanderbilt University and the 
University of Nashville, all offering a 3-year course of study, with 2 courses of'lect¥res 
of 20 weeks each, except Mehany, which has only 19 weeks. 
Dentistry was taught in the Dental School of the University ofTennesseeand at Van-
derbilt University, each requiring attendance upon 2lecture courses of 20 weeks each, 
with approved dental work. Vanderbilt admits women to this department. 
Phwrmacy is also offered at Vanderbilt, with 3 hours' laboratory work, attendance 
upon 2 full courses of lectures of about 21 weeks each, and an original thesis for grad-
uation. There were 5 graduates in 1882, who received the degree of PH. G. 
For statistics of professional schools, see Tables XI, XII, and XIII of the appendix. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DE.A.F AND DUMB. 
The Tennessee School for the Deaf and Dumb, Knoxville, opened for instruction in 
1845 and free to all deaf-mute residents of the State of school age, reported 64 boys 
and 38 girls in 1882, under the instruction of 5 men and 2 women, 3 teachers being 
deaf-mutes. The common school branches were taught 5 hours each da.y, one class be-
ing taught by the articulation method; printing and shoemaking.were also taught, and 
gardening to some extent. The State appropriated $22,500· for the year. Estimated 
value of buildings, grounds, &c., $150,000. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Tennessee School for the Blind, Nashville, reported 58 pupils for 1881-' 82, of 
which number 8 were colored. Common English and some of the higher branches were 
taught, also vocal and instrumental music, and training for piano tuning and various 
other industrial employments was provided. The State appropriated $40,000 for the 
year. A site and buildings were purchased at a cot of $81586 for a home for colored 
pupils. The total expenditures for 1882 were $31,287. 
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The Austin School, formerly the Knoxville Industrial School, esta,blished by .Miss E. 
L. ~ustin in connection with the colored public school at Knoxville, reported 314 
pupils for 1881-'82 in the sewing chool and 114 in the kitchen garden and classes for 
calisthenics. Two-thirds of the childr n were under 12 years of age. The school was 
taught 172 days by 2 teachers and. reported fair progress. 
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EDUCATION OF ORPHANS. 
For stn.tisfics of all reporting schools and institutions for the care and training of 
orphan children, sec Tn,ble XXII of the appendix to this volume; for a. summary of 
these statistics, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
TENNESSE.Il: STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The seventeenth annual session of the State Teachers' Association was held in Morris-
town, August 17 and 18, 1882, Dr. William A. Smith presiding. The meeting was 
largely attended, representatives being present from all parts of the State. The subjects 
presented for discussion were "Morals and reHgion in school;" "National aid to pub-
lic schools;" "Teacher's salary;" "Neglect of the plant for the sake of the flower;" 
"Progressive education;" "Practical education;" "Practical elocution;" and "What 
is a normal school?" After much discussion, a committee was appointed to examine 
the present school law, to see what revisions and amendments were necessary to improve 
the school system, and to bring the matter before the legislature. 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
DR. W. S. DOAK. 
When the governor of Tennessee, in Mmch, 1881, presented to the legislature this 
respected president of Tusculum College, Greeneville, as his nominee for the State super-
intendency of public schools, while many regretted the retirement of Hon. Leon. Trous-
dale, who bad served with great fidelity from 1874, all hoped for much success in school 
work under Dr. Doak. He was known to have displayed great ability as a teacher 
and college president a,nd to devote himself unsparingly to whatever work he under-
took. Such a prepa,ration and such characte1· gave promise of the happiest results for 
the school system which he "'Yas called on to supervise and stimulate; and for some 
time it seemed that these results would be securecl, as he went heartily into his work, 
planned wisely for it, and made favomble impressions upon most of those with whom 
he came in contact; but the duties of a superintendent of public schools in a large tate 
like Tennessee, wit h but one assistant, are laborious and exbn.usting, and Dr. Doak was 
past his prime when be undertook them. Long journeys and exacting office work, there-
fore, soon told on him. Malarious disease, contracted through exposure, could not be 
shaken off. After a time he went back to his college home at 'fusculum, convinced that 
if his life was to be saved it must be through complete rest for a time from his official 
duties. But it was too late, and he died there May 23, 18 2, after occupying his hlgh 
office only about 14 months. Dr. Doak was the third college president in lineal succes-
sion of his family: his grandfather, of the same name, not only founded the :first school 
wet of the mountains (afterward Washington College), but 'l'usculum College also, in 
which his sou, Dr. Samuel Doak, succeeded him as president, the subject of this sketch, 
a graduate of the college and of Danville Theological El_emip.ary, Kentucky, following as 
president from 1867 to 1881. 
JOHN MERCHANT STURTEVANT. 
For almost 32 years the faithful and efficient principal of the Tennessee cboolfbr the 
Blind, at Nashville, Mr. Sturtevant died there, December 26, 1882, in the :fifty-eighth 
yeo.r of his age. Born March 23, 1825, in Mattapoisett, Mass., he was so unfortunate 
as to lose his sight from the effects of an accident when be was less than 10 years old. 
Bnt with indomitable will be pursued his studies, first at the Massachusetul cbooltor 
the Blind in Boston, then at Dartmouth College, New Hampshire (where he graduated 
in the first third of the class of 1846), and finally at the Bridgewater St.ate Normal School 
Mru ., where he went to acquaint himself with the be t methods of teaching. Return· 
ing to the 1:assachusetts chool for the Blind, wher6 be bad taught aheady with much 
succ ss and where he bad succeeded in training a blind deaf-mute to articulate, be re-
sumed hi teachin(r with increased success, and continued it till January, 1 51, when he 
was called to fill the principalship of the schbol at Na hville, which he subsequently 
occupied until his death. It was an unpromi ing work at the beginning, with onl a 
poorly fumi bed T nted building, with few pupils, and with very lender pay. But Mr. 
, 'turteva.nt 'Dgag in the undertaking with the energy of his noble Pnritan ancestor. 
J. file • 'tandi b :.mel, finding that the 1 gi lature had the year before appropriated $-!,0 
toward he rection of a building for the school, he succeeded in getting an additional 
· , 0 \·ot d for tbe pur b of a site and the completion of the uilding. To · 
building on a si e pur ·b d from the niversityofNa hville, tbeschool (then in 
to 26 pupils) was transfelTed in January, 1853, and thercitfl.ourisbed under the judicio 
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leadership of its new principal till the outbreak of the civil war in 18G1. Early in 1862 
the school building was taken for a military hospital by the confederate authorities; then 
for the same purpose by the Federal forces, by whom it was finally ·destroyed. Such 
blind orphan children as remv5ne<l were thus thrown upon the care of the blind princi-
pal, and, finding boarding places for them in the country, he supplied them as well as 
possible with clothing during the remaining years of the war. To secure the means for 
supporting-and clothing these poor wards he twice took long pedestrian journeys, one 
trip lasting sh: weeks, pursuing the shifting State authorities and urging on them their 
duty to these children. 'l'o the credit of the authorities it must be said that they prom-
ised him at his first visit the means he sought and at the second provided them, he ac-
counting fnlly, at the conclusion of the wa~, for every dollar thus obtained and they 
giving him again an appropriation to revive and carry on the school. With buildings 
gone, furniture largely destroyed, and pupils scattered, this was a heavy task, but Mr. 
Sturtevant proved equal to it. He rented new quarters, found and utilized whatever 
old furniture was left, sent out for scholars, urged the legislature and friends to action, 
and in 1867 had 16 pupils; in 1869, 37; and in 1871, 40, with a workshop for industrial 
employment. In 1873 he secured a new site of 7 acres for the school by a generous gift 
of Hou. John M. Lea and wife, and persuaded the legislature to give $40,000 fot the 
erection of the necessary buildings, on a plan that would admit of indefinite extension. 
In 1881 he crowned his long labors by obtaining from the legislature the means for en-
larging and improving the school and for a separate building for the colored blind. 
Worn out with long exertion and stricken with paralysis on the very day of his ussttred 
success, he died within a year. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. G. S. ,V. CRAWFORD, State S1tJJerintendent of puhli c schools, Nasl1ville. 
[Mr. Crawford filled the unexpired t e rm of \V. S. Don.k, and was succeeded by lion. Thomas H. 
Paine, whose term extends from March 25,1883, to 1tfnn:h 25, 1885.) 
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TEXAS. 
STATISTICAL ·SUMMARY. a 
------------=-----!~--1~_8_o_-_'8_1_. 1881-'-'82. Increase. DecrellSe. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth 8-14 in counties___________ 118,702 
Colored youth 8-14 in counties________ _ 40; 849 
Total school populat.ion in counties ___ .__ 159, 551 
White youth 8-14 in the State __________ ---------'-
Colored youth 8-14 in the State ________ ---- -- ----
Total school population reported ________ ----------
""\Vllite children enrolled in counties_----- 62, 411 
Colored children enrolled in counties___ _ 27, 964 
Total white pupils enrolled ______ , ______ -- --------
Total colored pupils enrolled ______ ------ --- ---- ---
Total public school enrolment ___________ --------··-
Average daily attendance ___ __ __________ .. ---------
SCHOOLS. 
White schools in counties.______________ 3, 007 
Colored schools in counties_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 858 
Total schools for white children ____ _____ ----------
Whole number of schools fol' colored ____ ----------
Whole number of public schools -------- ----------
Average term in days __________________ ----------
TEACHERS .AND THEIR 1\fONTHLY PAY. 
Men teaching public schools--------~-------------
Women teaching public schools __________ ----------
Whole number of teachers ______________ --- ·---~ ---
Average pay of white men in counties___ $35 56 
Average pay of white women in counties_ 28 82 
Average pay of white men in cities ___ ________ ._ ___ _ 
Average pay of white women in cities ___ -------- --
Average nay of colored men in counties__ 30 14 
Average pay of colored women in counties_ 32 50 
Average pay of colored men in cities _____ ----------
Average pay of colored women in cities __ ----------






























Wholereported receipts for public schools ---------- $858,363 
Whole expenditure reported---------------------- 803,850 
-- __ ..:·!.. ---- ----------
---------- ------~---
a In 1881 report were received from only 109 counties; in 1882, 127 out of 1G6 countie report~d . 
well a~ 13 cities, none of which furnished statistics last year. No com pari on between the two 
y nrs, therefore, has b en o.ttempted. 
bRace not reported in all cases. 
cln counties; in cities, 137. 
(From the third biennial report of Ron. 0. N. Hollingsworth, secretary of the State 
board of education.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
O~'FICERS. 
Public chools are under the control of a tate board of education, compo. ed of the 
~overnor, the ecr tary of tate, ancl the 'k'l.te comptroller. The board is authorized 
appoin orne competent person n secr~tnry, who is paid $2,000 a year. 
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County school affairs are superintended by county judges, who perform the duties 
usually devolving on county superintendents. 'l'he county judge of each county also 
appoints annually a board of examiners, consisting of 3 well educated citizens, for the 
examination of teachers. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEl\'1. 
The funds set apart for the support of public schools are the interest of the public school 
fund, not more than one-fourth of the general revenue, and a poll tax of $1 on ·au men 
21 to 60 years of age. These funds are distributed to the several counties in proportion 
to their school population (8 to 14), white and colored. Each race must receive its 
just proportion of the funds and must share equally in school privileges, but must be 
taught in separate schools, any mixed school being even forbidden to receive aid fi·om 
the school funds, as is also any school in which sectarian religion is taught. In cities 
and towns, if two-thirds of the taxpayers so decide, an additional sum may be raised by 
local taxation to keep the schools open 10 months, but such tax must not exceed one-
half of 1 per cent. on the c}ty property. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The secretary of the State board reports a steady progress in public school affairs. 
Very little idea as to this can be gained, however, from a comparison of such statistics 
as are available, on account of the incompleteness of the returns. The records ior 1881 
were destroyed b'y a fire that consumed the capitol, but duplicates of them were re-
ceived from 109 counties, 127 reporting for 1882, out of 166 that maintained schools. 
Of 45 cities and towns having control of their own schools only 13 sent reports. Such neg-
lect suggests to the State board of education the necessity of a law w liich shall require re-
ports to be made as a condition of receiving compensation by those whose duty it is tore-
port. County judges complain of great difficulty in getting teachers to make out their term 
reports in proper form and in due time, and in many instances give this as a reason for 
the delay in sending their own reports. It is believed also that the law relating to the 
organization and government of schools by cities and towns is too general in its terms to 
produce uniformity and to give assurance that the objects of the school law will be car-
ried out; that it, in effect, delegates to the cities and towns the power which the consti-
tution confers on the legislature of having the school funds which are distributed to 
each county applied as provided by law. The authorities of such cities and towns are 
under no obligation to report to the board of education the manner in which the schools 
are organized or in which the State money is applied; consequently the legislature 
cannot be informed in regard to either. Another subject of complaint is inregard to the 
uncertainty as to exactly what is meant by the expression "sectarian school" in the 
constitution. County judges are not furnished with any guide except their own judg-
ment in determining what is or is not a sectarian school, and this will continue to be a 
source of dissatisfaction until the legislature shall have passed a law defining such a 
school. 
AID FROM PEABODY FUND. 
During the year ending October 1, 1882, $17,500 were disbursed by the trustees of 
this fund in aid of education in this State, as follows: For teachers' institutes, $500; for 
public schools, $6,900; for educational journal, $200; to Sam Houston Normal Institute, 
$6,950; and for Nashville scholarships, $2,950. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFI<'ICERS. 
The councils or boards of aldermen of cities and towns are invested with exclusive power 
to maintain, regulate, control, and go.vern all the public free schools within their limits. 
Austin, Galveston, Houston, and others of the larger cities have school superintendents. 
STATISTICS. 
-
I Popnl•tion,l Child>On of Enrolment Avcrn.ge Number of Expendi-Cities. ~~~us of school age. in public daily at- teachers. ture. 
Auotin........................... 11,0131 1,459 
schoo1s. ten dance. 
al, 161 a805 25 $14,956 
Galvest<>n ............ ...... ... 22, 2·18
1 
3, 698 2,150 1,4.47 4.1 26,175 
Houston........................ lti,513 2,861 1, 706 1,221 29 18,249 
San Antonio.................. 20, 550 4, OOG 2,079 1,261 29 15,650 
I 
a Pupils of Pchool ngc. 
'• 
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ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS • 
.A:ust-in reports 26 schools, maintaining 19 of them for white children and 7 for colored 
their average term being 8 months. 'l'he schools occupied 9 school-houses, of which 3 
belonged to the city. Teachers were paid from $50 to $65 a month; the average rate of 
tuition for white children was $1.4~; for colored, $1.35. 
In Qal'VeS"lon, public schools were taught 184 days in 9 school buildings, of which 4 were 
owned and 5 rented, the number of sittings for study being 2,000. 
HouRton had 29 public schools, classed as prima.1·y, grammar, and higb, 18 of them f{)r 
white children and 11 for colored, taught in 12 buildings belonging to the city, 10 of 
frame and 2 of brick. Teachers were paid from $35 to $122 a month. The twer4\ge rtlte 
i>f tuition for white pupils was $1.41; for colored, $0.78. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The third annual session of the Sam Houston Normal Institute opened in S~temher, 
1881, with 165 students" of whom 130 ( 4 ii·om each senatorial district and 6 from. the 
State at large) were State students, who were received fo'r one year without expense even 
for board and lodging. Tuition and hooks ate free to all who attend; but students must 
pledge themselves to teach in the public schools for as many sessions as they ha'Ve at-
tended the institute. Applicants for adn1ission must, if young me'n, be at leftst 20 y-ears 
of age, if young women, 18; and they must pass a satisfactory e:Kamination in orthogra-
phy, readi~g, penmanship, arithmetic, geography, English grammar and composition, 
alld the history of the United States. The full course of study extends over 3 y.ears and 
comprises an elementary, an advanced, and a graduate year. State certifieates, good 
throughout the State, are granted hy the board on recommendation of the UlCulty; also, 
first, second, and third class certificates, on the attainment of such proficiency as wou1d 
secure like certificates from a county board of examiners. 
Froru. the State Normal School of 'l'exas for Colored Students, Prairie View, no infor-
mation has been received ior 1882. 
OTHER NORl\fAL INS1'1WCTlON. 
Tillotson Normal Inst1'tute, Austin, under the American Missionary Association, having 
n. notma1 course of 4 years, the completion of which entitles a student to a normal 
diploma, reports 50 students during the year, under 6 instructors. 
The American Normal Sclwol, Kellyville, organized in 1878, but not chartered, teports 
assistance to the amount of about $150 received during thejyear from the State. There 
was one instructor, but the number of stt'tdents is not given. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
A mueh larger number of institutes, or summer normal schools, was held during 1882 
than the previous year, and very encouraging reports of the results are given. Teachers 
of private as well as public schools attended and by their labors contributed to the success 
of the work. Eighteen institutes were sustained in different parts of the State, and their 
advantages were generally appreciated, the interest being greatest in the smaller places. 
The success attending them was considered a strong argument for their maintenance in 
succeeding years. Still, the class of teachers most in need of the training .thus afforded 
was absent, and it was felt that to be of the greatest use these institutes mustl'each the 
.rural teachers. It was thought, also, that 6 weeks is too long a term, and sessions of 4 
weeks are recommended for the future. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The Texas Journal of Education, a monthly published at Austin by Hon. 0. N. Hol-
lingsworth, secretary of the State board of education, was devoted to edueat.ional subjects 
generally and gave special information in regard to normal schools and teachers' insti-
tutes in 1882. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
No definite information is at hand in regard to public high schools; but from the State 
· report it appears that 227 pupils were instructed in the public schools in algebra, 109 in 
geometry, and 153 in natural philosophy. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For information as to business colleges, private academies, and preparatory depart-
ments of colleges reporting, see Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix; for summaries 
of their statistics, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
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SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG :MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The collegiate institutions reporting are St. Mar,v's University, Ga.lveston; South-
western University, Georgetown; Baylor University, Independence; Su1adoCollege, Sa-
lado; Mansfield Male and Female College, Mansfield; Austin College, Sherman; Trinity 
University, 'Tehuacana; Waco University, Waco; and Ma.rvin College, Waxahachie. All 
report preparatory departments and collegiate courses of 4 years. While some have the 
collegiate curriculum arranged in separate schools, all report studies that -correspond to 
the classical course, leading to the degree of A. B. ; 3 had scie"ntifi-c comses; 4, commercial; 
1, a philosophica.l; 2, separate courses for young women·; 3, co\.uses in theology; un'Cll, a 
course in law. Music was taught by 3 and the modern languages by 7. Five admitted 
both sexes, and 4 of these hacl 270 young wohren enrolled in regular coH.egiate cla:sses, 
the whole number of undergraduate'S repolted by 8 institutions out of the '9 nMued being 
961. Mansfield Male and Female College does not give the number of collegiate students 
apart ·from those in the preparatory d~partl.nent. 
Gifts }Vere received during the year by the Southwestern University of $5,000 from 
citizens of Georgetown, to erect a college chapel, and by Trinity University of $5,000 in 
notes, payable in 10 annual instalments. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPER!OR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
Besid-es the opporttmities for securing a higher education afforded to young women in 
5 colleges above noted, 6 institutions are reported exclusively for them, all authorized to 
confer collegiate degrees, viz: Dallas Female College, Dallas; Young Ladies' School of 
Southwestern University, Georgetown; Woodla\vn Femal-e College, Paris; Nazareth 
Academy, Victoria; Baylor Female College, Independence; and Ursuline Academy, Gal-
veston. Two of these schools were under the ihfiue'nceofthe M-eth6dist Episcopal Church 
South, 2 under the Roman Catholic, 1 un.der the Baptist, and 1 reperts Hself non-secta-
rian. 
A gift was received during the year by the Young Ladies' School of Southwestern Uni-
versity of $600 from citizens of Georgetown, to improve the buildings, and one by Baylor 
Female College of $5,000 from citizens of Independence a.nd other friends, part of it 
being in.buildings and land, the remainder in money. 
SCIENTIFIC AND Pl~OFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas presents. two courses of 3 years each 
in agriculture and mechanics. All students must enter one of these courses, pay stu-
dents making their own selection, State students being assigned in accordance with their 
appointments. Of the latter, 3 are appointed from each senatorial district of the State, 
one-half of such students being obliged to take an agricultural and the other half a 
mechanical course of study, to be assigned thereto by the president of the college. 
Optional courses in the ancient and modern languages are open to students without 
extra charge. The college tract consists of 2,416 acresofland. The mechanical depart-
ment comprises carpenter, forge, and vise shops; wood working and metal working 
machine shops, and one of steam enginery, all thoroughly equipped with the necessary 
tools and machinery. There were 258 students attending during the year, of whom ·93 
held State scholarships. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction is given in the theological department of Baylor University 
(Baptist), which reports 7 students, under 2 professors; also, in '.rrinity University (Cum-
berland Presbyterian) and Waco University (Baptist), some provision is made for the 
training of young men to the work of the ministry, but the number under instruction in 
this branch during 1881-'82 was not reported. 
Legal instruction was given in Baylor University, though to what extent does not 
appear clearly from the catalogue at hand. There was, however, a professor of common 
and statute law and equity jurisprudence, and among the alumni were reported 31 grad-
uates in law. 
No medical institutions report from this State since the suspension of the Texas Med-
ical College and Hospital, Galveston. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The Texas Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, Austin, organized in 
1857, had 110 pupils during 1882, under 7 teachers; the whole number of pupils taught 
since organization being 243. The branches studied were spelling, reading, writing, 
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arithmetic, geography, grammar, composition, and history. Pupils were also taught 
such employments as printing, shoemaking, farming, gardening, care of stock, sewing, 
crocheting, embroidery, knitting, and household work. The institution owned 57 acres 
of land, valued with buHdings at about $70,000. Out of $27,920 expended during the 
year, $24,960 were from the State.- (Return.) 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The Texas Institution of Learning for the Blind is a free school maintained by the State 
for the benefit of blind children of rich and poor alike. Three departments are main-
tained, literary, musical, and mechanical, the :first comprising the elementary English 
branches with some of the higher. In the musical department instruction is given in 
vocal music and in the use of various instruments, including the piano, violin, bass viol, 
cornet, clarionet, and flute. The employments taught ars broom, mattress, and pillow 
making, chair seating, and ~he tuning of pianos and organs. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
STATE .ASSOCIATION. 
The State Teachers' Association which met at Tyler, June 28, 1882, was more largely 
attended than any previous meeting of the body. Great interest, as well as harmony, 
characterized the proceedings; interesting papers were read and earnest and forcible 
speeches delivered on appropriate topics. Galveston was selected as the place for holding 
the next regular session. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. 0. N ... HOLLINGSWORTH, secretary of the State board of education, Austm. 




1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
- ~ .. ~ .,. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
' 
Youth of school age (5-20) ---· -------- - - ---------- a99,463 ---------- I ----------Public school enrolment ____ . ____________ 74,646 74,000 ---------- 646 Average daily attendance _______________ 49,700 47,772 ---------- 1,928 Per cent. of attendance on enrolment ____ 66.5 64.6 ---------- 1.9 Attendance in private schools _____ ______ 7,506 7,468 ---------- 38 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
.. 
Number of school districts_. ____________ 2,353 2,333 ---------- 20 
Number of public schools_ -----•---- ---~ 2,561 2,527 ---------- 34 Average term of schools in days-,-~----- 124 126~ 2~ ----------
TEACHERS AND. THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools __________ 678 653 ---------- 25 Women teaching in public schools------~ 3,741 3,723 ---------- 18 Whole number teaching in same ________ 4,419 4,376 ---------- 43 Teachers'who have attended a Vermont 576 593 1'1 ----------normal school. 
Average monthly pay of men ___________ $29 76 $30 52 $0 76 ----------
Averag~ monthly pay of women _________ 16 84 18 24 1 40 ' ----------
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts for public schools ______ c------- $454,832 b$491,021 ' $36,189 ----------Expenditure for public schools---------- 447,252 b476,478 29,226 ----------
PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of available school fund ________ $669,087 $669,087 ---------- ----------
aU nited States Census of 1880. b Items not fully reported. 
· ·(From biennial report of Hon. Justus Dartt, State superintendent of education, for the 
two years indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The chief educational officer is a State superintendent of education, elected by each' 
biennial general assembly; town superintendents, who report to the selectmen, are elected 
for 1-year terms; in counties there are examining b!)ards; in districts, moderators, clerks, 
collectors of taxes, treasurers, 1 or 3 auditors, and prudential committees. In towns 
where the district system has been abolished there are boards of 3 directors. Any town 
having a. high or central school or schools elects for each such school a prudential com-
mittee of 3, with a change of 1 each year. Women have the same right as men to hold 
district; town, and county school offices and to vote at school elections. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Public schools are sustained by district and town taxatio'J:l and the income of town 
school funds and of the United States deposit fund. The interest on the last is appor-
tioned to the towns according to population, while one-half of the town school money, if 
it does not exceed $1,200, or, if it does, one-third of it, is divided equally among the dis-
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tricts of such towns, the remainder to be divided among the districts according to the 
aggregate attendance of the children of school age during the previous year. Towns fail-
ing to assess school taxes forfeit to the county a sum equal to double the amount required 
to be raised by such tax, to be recovered in the county court. No public money of any 
town is to be distributed to any school district employing a teacher without the certificate 
required by law, nor to any district whose register does not contain. the certificate of the 
town superintendent. One or more schools must be maintained in each town for instru~­
tion in the common school branches, including fi·eehand drawing, history, and Constitu-
tion of the United States, with special training in the geography, history, and govern-
ment of Vermont. The school year consists of 2 sessions, each session of 10 consecutive 
weeks. 
A school maintained for not less than 30 weel{S each year, having 4 or more departments, 
taught by 4 or more teachers, with an established course ofstu~y, and -qnder on~ prind-
pal, must be graded. A district may provide for high school studies if the number of 
children in it is so great as to require more than one teacher. Contiguous districts may 
form a union school for the benefit of the older chHdren of such districts. A town may 
establish one or more high or central schools for advanced pupils in the several distriots 
in the town and for such non-residents as may be admitted. When the tuition charged 
is not sufficient to pay the expenses, ·a tax may be assessed on the town to pay the defi-
ciency. 
Unless otherwise instructed, every child in good health, between 8 and 14 years of age, 
must attend a public school at least 3 month§ in a year, the employment of such a child 
by a manulacturer being forbidden, unless tlie child has attended school 3 months dur-
ing the previous year. Parents, gu:;~;rdians, and employers violating this law are liable 
to a fine of from $10 to $20. 
In counties where there is no normal school a graded schoollegal1y organized may es-
tablish a department for the instruction and training of teachers, subject to the control 
of the State superintendent. 
Teachers must have legal certificates of qualification and make required reports to 
distri~t clerks or forfeit the pay they would receive from public school funds. Town 
superintendents must repmt annually to the State superintendent l:J,nd he biennially to 
the legislature. The State superintendent is required to hold annual county institutes 
when so requested in writing by 25 teachers in. any county, not to exceed a term of 3 
days, and, when JilOt so 1·equested, may act upon his own judgment.- (Revised school 
law.) 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
According to the census of 1880 the population of Vermont was 332,286; of the 264,052 
persons over 10 years of age enumerated there were 12,993 who could not read and 15,837 
who could not write. The supe:rintendent reports that the school work of the last 2 
years has been largely directed to dissipating this illiteracy )Jy means of improving the 
common schools. As compared with 1881, there was a decrease of 646 in. enrolment, of 
1,928 in average daily attendance, of 38 in. attendance in private schools, of 20 in school 
districts, 34 in public schools, and of 43 in teachers. The gains were 17 in. teachers who 
had attended a Vermont normal school, of 76 cents in the monthly pay of men, and of 
$1.40 in. that of women. With this general falling off, there was an increase of $29,226 
in expenditures. · 
The great work to be done is the improvement ofthe district ungraded schools, which 
six-sevenths of the scholars of the State attend, most of them attending no other. Among 
the causes tow hich the inefficiency of these schools is attributed are the decrease of native-
born children, the gathering of the popu,lation around business centres, thinly populated 
rural districts, small schools and young scholars, the employment of cheap teachers, who 
are too young and totally ignorant of child nature, the neglect of school-houses and all 
their surroundings, and an indisposition to unite districts and thus secure good schools. 
With som,e exceptions the superintendent says the work of the ungraded district schools 
of the St~te is not satisfactory. 
Thirty years ago there were 70 academies and only 4 graded schools in the State. 
Since then the academies have decreased and the graded schools have increased and 
greatly improved, reporting in 188110,404 scholars, while in. the high schools there were 
1,818. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INIIABITANTS. 
OFFICETIS. 
Burlington has a. board of school commissioners of 6, 1 from each of the 5 waids and 
the city superintendent as president; nutla.ud, a board of education of 9 members, w1th 




!Population, IEn,rolment Numl;ler of Expendi-
census of in public teacheJ.;s. ture. 
1880. t;chpols. 
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Bt(;rlington reported the gene~al condition of the schools during the year as good. 
Tho:roughness characterized instruction and discipline w~ easily maintained. The en-
rolment for every term was greater than that for the corresponding term of the preceding 
year, the increase for the winter term being 22; for the spring term, 77; for the iall term, 
55. The report, though giving no statistics of average dally attendance, says that there 
was a slight gain in this and in the number of scholars having no absences. Tardjness 
was reduced 36 per cent. Teachers numbered the same as last year. A special teacher 
of music was employed. Writing and book-keeping are given particular prominence 
in the course of study: Great defects in language were found in the grammar schools, 
and oral lessons were made a part of the instruction in the grammar and intermediate 
grades. The twa ungraded day and evening schools were said to be among the most_ in-
teresting schools in the city. An important work was done by some of the teachers in 
arousing an interest among the scholars in good reading. 
R-tdla.na for 1881-'82 reported 22 school districts and 45 common schools, entolHng 
2,585, under 65 teachers, 5 men and 60 women; 15 of the teachers had atte:nded aVer-
mont normal school. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
By an act of the general assembly 3 normal schools were established in 1867, at Cas-
tleton, Johnson, and Randolph, under the general control of the State superintendent and 
a board of trustees for ea.ch school. Two courses o{ study were prescribed for each, the 
first to cover 2 years, the second a year a:ud a nalf. Each town in the State is entitled 
to a scholarship in any one of the schools, and for those filled the school receives $12 a 
half yeall'. The schools are sustained by appropriations from the State, rents of grammar 
school lands, and tuition fees. State te:;wllers' certificates, good for 5 years, are issued 
~ graduates from the lower course of these schools or graduates from the lower course 
of a tmining department of a graded school, and for 10 years to those graduating from the 
higher course of either. 
The Stc6te Norma~ School, Castleton, had 4 instructors, 82 normal and 43 other students, 
and 15 graduates, 9 of whom were teaching. The school, which was in session 40 weeks, 
had a library of 975 volumes and received from the State $1,936. 
The Johnson State Normal School had 6 instructors, 122 normal students, and 19 gradu· 
ates, all engaged in teaching. It reported a school year of 40 weeks1 a library of 6, OOQ 
volumes, and an appropriation from the State of $1,784. 
The Randolph State Normal School reported 6 instructors, 270 normal students, and 43 
graduates, 42 of whom were teaching. The school year occupied 40 weeks. Tlle library 
contained 600 volumes, of which 100 were pedagogical works. 
All the normal schools gave instruction in drawing, but only in the Johnson school was 
freehand drawing taught. No special instruct~on in either vocal or instrumental music 
was given in any of them. 
TRAINING SCHOOL DEPARTMENTS OF GRADED SCHOOLS. 
In counties where there is uo normal school a training school department for the in-
struction of teachers may be organized in a legal graded school under the general direc· 
tion of the State superintendent, the certificates of graduation having the same power 
as those of normal schools. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES • 
.As the law requires, the State superintendent held a teachers' institute, or teachers' 
association, in every county in the State. Of these no special mentiou is .made~ except 
of those at Chester, Windsor County, and at St. Johnsbury, Caledonia County, w];lich are 
said to have beeu of unusual interest; the attendance on the former was 110, and on the 
latter over 100 teachers. Besides these, up to J nne, 1882, meetings were held in 43 towns. 
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SECONDARY .. INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
For these schools no statistics have been reported for 1882. In 1881 there were 34 
high schools, with 1,818 students, of whom 700 stu9-ied Latin or Greek or both, 117 
graduated, and 59 fitted for college. 
The superintendent suggests that nine-tenths of these scholars would be better .fitted 
for life had they studied science rather than the classics. He considers that, as the 
necessity of understanding science is imposed on the great majority of scholars, it must 
come to the front, the demand of the world to-day being for skilled labor. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOQLS. 
For statistics of business colleges, private academic schools, and preparatory depart-
ments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, and VII of the appendix, and for summaries of the 
same, the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
The University of Vermont and State' Agricultural College, Burlington (non-sectarian), 
gives instruction in the three departments of arts, applied science, and medicine, all the 
courses of the first two being open to young women on the same conditions as to young 
men. The depal,'tment of arts comprises the usual academic courses in language, mathe-
matics, physical sciences, mental, moral, and political philosophy, rhetoric, literature, 
and history. Applicants for admission to the academical department without examina-
tion must bring certificates from preparatory schools whose co.urses of study fully meet the 
requirements of the university and they are on probation during the first term. Val-
uable additions were made to the museum, library, and chemical laboratory. The 
graduating class of the engineering department aided in . the purchase of a plane table 
for the use of this department. All male students are required t6 take part in military 
drill and instruction 2 hours each week, under an officer of the United States Army, 
detailed for that purpose. 
Middlebury College, Middlebury (Congregational), for young men, confines its instruc-
tion to an extended classical course of 4 years. For admission its requirements are essen-
tially the same as those of the State University for the same course. It reports a faculty 
of 10, with 38 students: 9 seniors, 11 juniors, 9 sophomores, and 9 freshmen. Of 15,000 
volumes in the college library 1, 000 were added during the year. The college has a pro-
ductive fund of $140,000, yielding an annual income of $8,000, and property valued at 
$150,000. 
Lewis College, Northfield (non-sectarian), was removed from Norwich to its present 
location in 1866, and was liberally endowed by Colonel Lewis, whose name it bears. The 
college, with its scientific courses noted further on, offers courses in science and literature 
and in arts, the last of which is stated to be a full classical course answering to the usual 
academic com-se of the American colleges. Candidates for admission to this course must 
be at least 15 years of age, must give proof of good moral character, and must be examined 
in mathematics, English language, geography, history, Latin, and Greek. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
The Vermont Methodist Seminary and Female College, Montpelier, with a faculty of 
10 professors and instructors, is authorized to confer degrees, and, while it admits both 
sexes to equal advantages, appears to be largely for young women. It is not fully col-
legiate, but has courses such as belong to a good preparatory school. 
For statistics of this class of scho<V,s, see Table VIII of the appendix, and for a summary 
of same, the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The Sta;te Agricultural College of Vermont, Burlington, a department of the State uni-
versity, continues to provide instruction in agriculture and related branches of chemis-
try, in engineering, and in mining, leading to the degrees of PH. B., c. E., and :M. E. A 
special winter course for young men who cannot leave their farms in summer and au-
tumn is provided if not less than 10 signify their wish to attend. Among other topics 
treated are stock raising, dairying, fruit culture, road making, farm accounts, and bee 
culture. There was a large increase in this department during the year, the class in 
engineering more than doubling. 
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Lew "is College requires for admission to its scientific courses of 4 years each an examina-
tion in mathematics, English, geography, history, and Latin, with Fren9h, German, or 
advanced mathematics. 
For further statistics, see Table X of the appendix; for asummaryofit, a correspond-
ing table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSION .AL. 
No theological or legal schools report from Vermont. 
The medical department of the University of Vermont, Burlington, reports a faculty of 
10 instructors and lecturers, 1 demonstrator, 5 other instructors connected with the Mary 
Fletcher Hospital, and 8 professors on special subjects. Candidates for graduation must 
be 21 years of age, must have attended 2 full lecture courses such as are recognized by 
the American Medical Association, must have studied medicine 3 years with a regular 
physician -or surgeon, must pass a satisfactory examination before the medical faculty 
and a board of examiners appointed by the State Medical Society, and present a thesis on 
some medical subject. The Mary Fletcher Hospital, whose grounds adjoin those of the 
university, affords ample opportunities for clinical study. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE pFECTIVE CLASSES. 
Vermont continues to educate its deaf-mutes, blind, and feeble-minded in the institu-
tions of other States. From October, 1880, to October, 1882, there were 21 deaf-mutes 
in the American Asylurt. at Hartford, Conn., and 4 in the Clarke Institution, Northampton, 
Ma-ss., at a cost of $7,120; at the Perkins Institution, Boston, 8 blind' pupils, at a cost 
of $4,850; and at the Massachusetts School for Feeble-Minded Children, South Boston, 
3, at a cost of $2,317. 
REFORMATORY TRAINING. 
The Vermont Reform School, Vergennes, in its biennial report shows 631 inmates since 
opening, 149 boys and 26 girls during the 2 years, 35 of whom were committed and 18 
returned. Of the 89 discharged, 18 were pardoned, 32 furloughed, and 26 placed out. 
In school the ordinary English branches were taught; in industries, housework and sew-
ing were taught to the girls; .seating chairs, shoemaking, and farming to the boys. Oi 
the $41,413 expended for the 2 years, the earnings of the boys amounted to $6,535, in 
addition to the income from the farm. An appropriation of $10,000 was expended in 
enlarging the boys' department. 
EDUCATION OF ORPHAN .AND DEPENDENT CHILDREN. 
The only institutions for this purpose in the State are in Burlipgton and both are sup-
ported by private contributions: 
The Providence Orphan Asylum (Roman Catholic) reported 10 instructors, 1,862 in-
mates since opening, and 46 boys and 52 girls for the year. Children are received from 
2 to 10 years of age and after instruction are placed out in good homes. In school they 
are taught the common school branches, industries, farming, and la1mdry" and general 
house work. 
The Home for Destitute Children (non-sectarian) shows 14 instructors, 505 inmates since 
the beginning, and 40 boys and 24 girls for the year. Receiving children from infancy 
to 12 years of age, it trains them in the ordinary English branches in school, and in the 
industries of cane seating, laundry, and general housework. By the charter of the in-
stitution no inmates of either sex are retained beyond the age of 18 and frequently they 
are placed in homes long before. The income of the home was $15,898, in pa.rt from 
a perman~t fiUld of $62,000. 
EDUC.MTIONAL CONVENTION. 
TEACHERS' .ASSOCIATION. 
The thirty-second annual meeting of the Vermont State Teachers' Association was 
held at Castleton August 9-11, 1882, President J. S. Cilley in the chair. It is said to 
have been a notable occasion. Castleton is at home with _educators, having for 96 
years contained one of the prominent educational institutions of the State and for one-
half of that time a medical college. ''The nobility of work'' was the :first paper pre-
sented. '' Institutes and institute work '' was then fully discussed. This was followed 
by illustrations of practical physics in common schools, showing that teachers with me-
chanical genius may furnish their own apparatus for illustrating the lever, screw, pul-
ley, siphon, atmospheric pressure, and for :finding the centre of gravity, &c. The sub-
ject of the best methods of teaching language was then considered, followed by a paper 
showing that since the advent of normal schools illiteracy in the St.ate had decreased,.. 
17-E . 
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common schools had advanced under more competent teachers, a,nd pupils were better 
prepared for life. ''Woman's opporttmity'' then engaged the attention of the association; 
''Politics in school '' came next and was followed by a discussion of school supervi ion. 
The closing part of the session was taken up in discussing the State school system. 
President Hamlin, of Middlebury College, said he had searched the statute books for 
a system, but had failed to find one, Mr. Emerson exposed the defects of the system, 
and Professor Goodrich suggested the advisability of taking a sponge and wiping out 
the semblance of a system, so as to begin anew. Readings and music were among the 
exercises. Officers for the ensuing year were elected and the association adjourned. 
EDUCATIONAL BENEFACTIONS. 
GIFTS TO THE UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT. 
During the two years 1881 and 1882 the university received the largest individual gifts 
in its history. In 1881 John P. Howard, esq., of Burlington, gave ,$50,000, in one pay-
ment, for the endowment of the chair of natural history, the surplus above the ~alary 
going to enlarge the cabinets and library. In 1882 John H. Pomeroy left by will $20,000, 
endowing the chair of chemistry. In June, 1882, Ron. J.P. Poland, of St. Johnsbury, 
and John H. Converse, of Philadelphia, each established a scholarship of $1,000 to pay 
the tuition of indigent students. Anoth gentleman, whose name is withheld, gave 
$1,000 to increase the permanent library fund. Other valuable donations were made to 
the library, the museums, and chemical laboratory. In addition to all his other benefac-
tions, Mr. Howard has undertaken, at his own expense, the reconstruction of the main 
college building, at an expense of $40,000. 
OBITUARY RECORD. 
HON. GEORGE PERKINS lliARSH, LL. D. 
This emihent scholar, author, statesman, and diplomat was born in Woodstock, Vt., 
March 15, 1801. Graduating at Dartmouth College in 1820, he studied law at Burling-
ton, Vt., and practised. In 1835 he was elected a member of the supreme executive 
council of the State. Having studied comparative philology, he printed privately a 
translation of Rask's Icelandic Grammar in 1838. He was a member of Congress from 
1842 to 1849, when he was appointed minister resident at Constantinople; went on a 
special mission to Greece in1852; and travelled ext~nsivelyin Europe, returning to the 
United States in 1854. He published in 1856 The Camel, His Organization, Habits, 
and Uses, Considered with Reference to His Introduction into the United States; served 
as railroad commissioner in Vermont 1857-1859. He delivered in 1859 a course of-lectures 
on the English language (published 1861) at Columbia College, New York, and the win-
ter of 1860-' 61 a second course on the same subject before the Lowell Institute at Boston. 
In 1861 he published a largely annotated edition of the first volume of Wedgewood's 
Etymology and in 1862 The Origin and History of the English Language. He also 
wrote Man and Nature, 1864, which was reissued with important additions in 1874 
with the title The Earth as Modified by Human Action. On the accession of President 
Lincoln in 1861, Mr. Marsh was appointed minister to the new Kingdom of Italy, "the 
first minister to the first king.'' He followed the Italian government from Turin to Flor-
ence and from Florence to Rome. During the twenty-one years of his diplomatic sen·ice 
at the Italian court, his dispatchesto the Department of State cover almost every month. 
They contain a most vivid and trenchant review and narration of contemporary public his-
tory and personal anecdote, which prove not only Mr. Marsh's conscientious and able 
discharge of duty, but to the future scholar and historian will aftoTd an unequalled store-
house of facts recorded in a style rarely equalled in such dispatches. In the ater dec-
ade of his service no place could have been found more to his mind or the duties of 
which he could have administered with less fatigue. He was widely known, univer-
sally respected, and beloved by every one in the official Roman world from the King down. 
"There was no American living who had anything approaching the personal pre tige 
with the Italian government that Mr. Marsh enjoyed, and that not for the sake of his 
Government, but for his own." During all those years of active diplomacy, it is said, 
he never remitted his scholarly research nor the use of l1is pen. He was constantly 
gathering that valuable library which the munificence of a fellow townsman Hon. Fred-
erick Billings, has given to the university of his own State. His mental i~culties were 
in clear activity to the end; his physical frame alone grew old. He died July 24, 1 82, 
aged 81 years.-(Johnson's Cyclopredia and memorial discourse of S. G. Brown, D. D., 
LT.. D.) 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
!fon. J"GSTUS DARTT, Slate superintendent of educrttion, Springfield. 




1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION .AND .ATTENDANCE. 
White youth (5-21) -------------- - :j ----------- 314, 827 ---------- ----------
Colored youth (5-21) -------------- - - ---· ·------ 240,980 -- -------- ----------
Whole number of yotl.th of school age_ -- ---------- a555, 807 ---------- ---~------White youth in public schools ______ 162,087 172, 0~4 9, 947 ----------Colored in public schools ____ _______ 76,959 85, 328 8, 369 ----------
Total public school enrolment ·----- 239,046 257, 362 18,316 ----------Average daily attendance (white) : __ 92,922 97, 997 5, 075 ----------
Average daily attendance (colored) __ 41,565 46,907 5,342 ----------
Whole average daily attendance ____ 134, 487 144,904 10,417 ------- ·-- -· 
Whites studying higher branches ___ _ 7,530 7,164 ------- - - 366 
Colored studying higher branches ___ 609 665 56 -------- - -
Pupils supplied with free text books_ 5, 128 5,014 ---------- 114 
SCHOOLS .AND SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
Schools for white pupils ____________ 3, 939 4, 062 123 ----------Schools for colored pupils ___________ 1,443 1,525 82 ----------Whole numberofpublicschools _____ 5,382 5,587 205 ----------Number ofthese graded ____________ 234 251 17 ----------Average time of schools in days----- 117.5 118.2 .7 ----.. -------
School-houses owned by the districts 2,683 2,691 8 ----------School-houses built during the year_ 285 249 --- --- ---- 36 
Valuation of school property owned $1,199,333 $1,346,657 $147,324 _______ ._...,_ 
by districts. 
TEACHERS .AND THEIR PAY. 
White teachers in public schools ____ 4,465 4, 538 73 ----------Colored teachers in public schools ___ 927 1,059 132 ----------Whole number of teachers __ __ ______ 5,392 5,597 205 ----------Number of men teaching ___________ 3,208 3,181 ---------- 27 Number of women teaching _________ 2,184 2,416 232 ----------Average monthly pay of men------- $29 18 $29 47 $0 29 ----- -----.A. verage monthly pay of women _____ 24 92 25 61 69 ----------
INCOME .AND EXPENDITURE. 
Whole ineome for public schools __ __ b$1,335,984 $1,345, 542 $9,558 ----------Whole expenditure for public schools 1, 100,239 1,157,142 56,903 _____ ____ .., 
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of permanent fund ________ _ $1, 518, 845 ------------ -- -------- --- -------
aAccqrding to the State census taken i.n 1880 ; nccording to the U nited Sta tes Census of 1880 the 
popula tiOn between 5 rtnd 21 number ed 585,042. 
b Including $22l,GG9, bal~tnce on h and from prev io us y ear. 
(From report of Ron. R. R. P arr, State superintendent of public instruction, ibr the 
two yeats indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OF FICERS. 
The State system of free schools is administered (1) by a superintendent of public in-
struction elected by the general assembly fbr 4 years, (2) by a State board of education, 
consisting of the superintendent, the governor, and attorney general, (3) by Qount,y- su.-
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perintendentsappointed bythe board for 4 years and confirmed by the senate, and (4)by 
district school trustees and subdistrict school directors. 
OTHE;R FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
-The State schools are free to all persons of school age, but the law requires separate 
schools for c0lored pupils. Persons. between the ages of 21 and 25 may be admitted on 
the payment of a tuition fee of $1 a month. The schools are supported by a State fund 
made up of the annual interest on a literary fund, a capitation tax not to exceed $1 on 
all voters, and a property tax of not less than 1 no.r more than 5 mills on $1, as the gen-
eral assembly may direct. County and district funds are composed of fines, penalties, and 
donations and a tax not to exceed 10 cents on $100. Telegraph and railroad companies 
are liable to a tax for county and school purposes. Cities and towns may levy for the support 
of pu_blic free schools a tax not to exceed 3 mills on $1 and a capitation tax not to exceed 
50 cents for all school purposes. A school census is taken every 5 years, and the State 
funds are apportioned among the counties and cities by the State superintendent on the 
basis of the number of children of school age shown by this census. School districts, t{) 
receive State funds, must provide school-houses, furniture: &c., andshowthattheschools 
have been taught 5 months' during the year. The common English branches must be 
taught in every public school, but any district may admit instruction in any branches 
which qualify pupils for teaching or for college, qn -the payment of a iee not exceeding 
$2.50 a month tor each pupil. County superintendents are required to hold at least one 
teachers' institute in their respective counties each scholastic yea1·. Teachers are 
expected to attend these institutes and are not to lose their pay should the time so 
occupied cover any part ~of the school term. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The State school census being taken only once in 5 years, that of 1880 is used for 
children of school age, but the enrolment and attendance have increased very largely. 
There were 17 more graded schools, and although fewer school-houses had been built 
than in 1881 8 more were owned by the districts and the value of school property in-
creased $147,324. The superintendent of public instruction reports progress in nearly 
every item, but calls attention to the fact that 438 colored schools were taught by white 
teachers; he says these schools should be taught by competent colored teachers and that 
many more schools should be opened to accommodate the co~ored children. 
AID FROM THE PEABODY FUND. 
The State received $1,000 in 1882 from this source, with the stipulation that it should 
be used to defray the expenses of teachers' institutes. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
Two schools of this class report for 1882: the American Kindergarten, Richmond, and 
Portsmouth Kindergarten, Portsmouth. The statistics of these schools will be found in 
Table V of the appendix. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
All cities of 10,000 inhabitants must and all others may have a city superintendent 
of schools, appointed by the State board of education and confirmed by the senate. The 
school affairs of such cities are managed by a board of not more than 3 trustees from 
each ward. 
STATISTICS. 
Population, Children of Public Enrolment Average Number of Expendi· Cities. census of in public daily at-
1880. school age. schools. schools. ten dance. teachers. t'IJ.l'e, 
Alexandria ......... 13,6.'59 4,582 25 1,421 1,063 21 816,8\fi 
Danville ... ........... 7,526 2,108 16 893 515 16 6335 
Lynchburg .......... 15,959 4,907 37 2,182 1,396 34 21:196 
Norfolk ............... 21,966 6,695 26 1,524 1,182 26 19,728 
Petersburg .......... 21,656 6,382 29 2,106 1,532 31 18,948 
Portsmouth ......... 11,390 3,200 14 1,010 575 14 8,999 
Richmond ........... 63,600 21,536 138 7,232 5,620 149 76,181 
.ADDITIONAL P .ARTICULARS. 
Alexandria reported graded schools in 4 buildings, with 1, 350 sittings, and an increase of 
217 in enrolment and of 142 in average daily attendance, the enrolment being 27.30 per 
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cent. of the white school population and 36.30 of the colored. There were 140 white 
pupils and 42 colored studying in the higher grades. School property was valued at 
$26,500. Private and church schools had an enrolment of 1,100. 
Danville reported a decrease of 99 in its enrolment in public schools and an increase 
of 7 in. average daily attendance, with a percentage of 49 of the white school population 
enrolled and of 37 of the colored. The schools were graded; 9 were for white pupils and 
7 for colored, the latter being taught by white teachers. The white schools were open 
10 months and the colored 9. 
Lyncltburg reported 6 school buildings, with 35 rooms and sittings for 1,600. The 
enrolment had increased 310 and the average attendance 198. There were 57.3 per cent. 
of the white school population enrolled and 38.3 of the colored, with 102 white pupils 
and 5 colored studying the higher branches. 
Norfolk reported 18 white schools and 8 colored, taught 180 days by 18 white teachers 
and 8 colored. Seven buildings were reported, with 1, 600 sittings. The number of 
pupils enrolled had fallen off 118 and the average daily attendance 13. The average 
monthly pay of men teachers was $83.88; of women, $54.13. Value of school property, 
$60,000. Estimated enrolment in private schools, 4,000. 
Petersburg reporttld an enrolment of 1,039 colored, an increase of 23 over 1881, with 
an average daily attendance of 784 white pupils. and 748 colored. The schools were 
taught 9 months by 31 white teachers, including a writing master; at an average monthly 
salary of $86.25 for men and $4{5.37 for women. The white schools (4 in number) were 
graded as primary, grammar, and high, and 2 for colored ranked as primary and gram-
mar. The superintendent reports improvement in all the schools. 
Portsmouth reported 3 buildin"s in which 13 primary schools were taught and 1 in 
which higher mathematics and Latin were taught. The enrolment increased 43, average 
daily attendance being the same as for 1881. The schools were taught 198 days by 4 
men and 10 women (all white), with an average monthly salary of $72.05 for men and 
$38.05 for women. Estimated enrolment in private schools, 819. 
Richmond reported 15 public school buildings (2 of them built during the year), con-
taining in all138 rooms, with 6,809 sittings, an increase of 260. Notwithstanding the 
increase of room, the enrolment had fallen off 43 and the average daily attendance 119. 
The schools were taught 173 days by 134 white teachers and 18 colored, at an average 
monthly salary of $85.03 for men and $41.38 for women. The per cent. of attendance 
in the 84 white schools was 93; that in the 54 for colored pupils, 96. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The normal schools reporting for 1881 are the Virginia Normal School, Bridgewater, 
organized in 1873; Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, organized in 1868; St. 
Stephen's Normal School, Petersburg, organized in 1871; VirginiaN ormal and Collegiate 
Institute, Petersburg, established in March, 1882, and Richmond Normal School, organ-
ized in 1867. The first named offered a 2-year course of normal training; Hampton, for 
colored and Indian youth, reported a 3-year normal course, 442 students, and 60 graduates, 
of whom 47 engaged in teaching; St. Stephen's, for colored youth, under control of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church, offered a 3-year normal course, with 20 students, of whom 
10weregraduated; and the Virginialnstituteoffereda 3-yearnormalcourse, but furnishes 
no statistics. The legislature appropriated to this much needed institution $100,000 for 
the erection of suitable buildings and $10,000 annually for its support. The city appro-
priateQ. $1,400 in 1882 for the Richmond Normal School, which is a part of the public 
school 8ystem of that city. There were 49 (colored) students, with 9 graduates, 8 of whom 
engaged in teaching. · 
GENERAL TEACHERS' INSTITUTE. 
While the laws of Virginia forbid the use of public money for institute purposes, the 
agent of the Peabody fund required that the$1,000 given tothe State in 1882 from that 
fund should oe devoted to institutes. Three normal institutes were held, at Salem, 
Farmville, and Petersburg, in August, 1882. The first two of these continued 10 days, 
the last two weeks, with a total attendance of 307 teachers. Lectures were delivered 
and instruction was given in the common English branches. Towards the close of the 
Petersburg institute the Virginia Teachers' Association was formed, having for its object 
a closer union of teachers, and it is believed that if this is fostered great good will result. 
COUNTY INSTITUTES. 
Of the counties reporting, 44 held no institute, while 67 held 1 or more, Essexreport-
ing 17, Lynchburg 11, and Alexandria 10. The attendance of teachers was .reported 
good in nearly all the institutes. 
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EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
The Educational Journal of Virginia, Richmond, a useful monthly publication, is 
devoted to the educational interests of the State, and in 1882 was in its thirteenth vol-
·ume. The general department was edited by Wm. F. Fox and" the official by State 
Superintendent R. R. Farr. 
SECONDARY INSTHUCTION. 
P UBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The State superintendent gives no defi:p.ite information concerning high schools, but 
reports 7,164 white pupils and 665 colored studying the higher branches, a decrease of 
310. The city of Alexandria reported 1 high school, with 45 pupils; Lynchburg, 3 
schools, with 107 pupils, under 4 teachers; and Richmond reported 2 high school build-
ings, with 14 rooms, 663 sittings for study, and 16 teachers, but did not give the num-
ber of pupils. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics pf business colleges, private academic schools, ~nd preparatory depart-
ments of colleges, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the appendix. For S'!lmmaries of 
theiD statistics, see the report of the Commis3ioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INST:R,UCTION. 
VNIVERSITIES AND COLLEQES FOR YOUNG l\1EN. 
The University of Virginia, Albemarle County (non-sectarian), offers free in11truction 
to residents of the State and14 scholarships, good for one year, to successful candidates 
from any State at a competitive examination, 3 of these being added by the visitors in 
1882. Thorough instruction was given in all the chief branches of learning. The courses 
of instruction are academical and professional: the former are in 2 departments, literary 
and scientific; the latter, in the 4 departments of medicine, law, engineering, and agri-
culture. In the several departments there are 19 distinct schools, from which students 
may elect their course of study. For 1882 there were reported 326 undergraduates and 
24 instructors. 
Of the 6 otlter institutions of this class reporting for 1882, Randolph Macon College, 
Ashland (Methodist Episcopal), Washington and Lee University, Lexington (non-
sectarian), and Richmond College, Richmond (Baptist), arranged their courses of study 
in separate schools. Emory and Henry College, Emory (Methodist Episcopal), Hamp-
den Sidney College, Hampden Sidney (Presbyterian), and Roanoke College, Salem 
(Lutheran), all reported preparatory departments and 4-year classical courses. Rich· 
mond reported gifts to the amount of $30,000 in 1882, from fi·iends in Virginia, Georgia, 
and Northern States, for building purposes. Roanoke noted the sum of $4,000 from 
Northern States for cnnent expenses. . 
I<'or statistics of the several institutions, see Table IX of the appendix; for a summary of 
these statistics, the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
For names and full statistics of institutions for the higher education of young women, 
see Table VIII of the appendix, and a summary thereof in the report ot the Commissioner 
preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTH.UCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Scientific instruction was offered in 3 of the regular colleges reporting for 1882: Emory 
and Henry College, Washington :mel Lee University, and the University of Virginia. 
The first had a i.l-year course and a 4-yen.r Latin scientific cou1se; the 2 universiti es~ 
courses in civil engineering and general science, the last named adding schools of agri-
culture, zoology, and botany of 2 to 3 years, with an experimental farm for practical in-
struction. 
The special scientific schools reporting for the year are (1) the Virginia Agricultural 
and Mechanical College, Blacksburg, organized in 1872, free to resident students, with 
1 year of preparatory study and a 3-year scientific course leauin O' to the dem:ees of 
graduate in agriculture, graduate in mechanics, and bachelor of arts·
0 
(2) Hampt~n Nor-
mal and Agricultural Institute, organized in 1868, for colored stu
1
dents, since opened 
to IndiafiS also, offering a 4-year course, including elementary studies, agriculture, and 
engineering; and (3) t he Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, founded in 1839, which 
receives $15,000 annually from the State for the benefit of cadets who are unable top y 
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their own expenses, and in which instruction was offered in architecture, · civil and 
mining engineering, mechanical drawing, and natural sciences, in a 4-year course, with 
a special school of applied science for a graduate course. The Polytechnic Institute, New 
Market, continued its primary, preparatory, and 2-year scientific courses. 
For statistics of institutions of this class, see Table X of the appendix; for a summary 
of them, the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction was given at Union Theological Seminary, Hampden Sidney 
(PTesbyterian); H.ichmond Institute (Baptist); Theological Seminary of the Evangelical 
Lutheran General Synod South, Salem; and the Theological Seminary of Virginia, Theo-
logical Seminary Post Office (Protestant Episcopal). A preliminary examination was 
required in these ~hools of candidates not college graduates, and all offered 3-year 
couTses except Richmond, for colored students, which gave 2 years of preparatory study, 
3 years of academic, and a 2-year course in theology. For statistics, see Table XI of the 
appendix to this volume. 
~ Legal instruction was given in the law departments of Richmond College, the Univer-
sity of Virginia, and Washington and Lee University. No examination was required 
for admission. · All offer a 2-year course, which may be completed in one year, but stu-
dents are advised to take the full course. For statistics, see Table XII of the appendix 
to this volume. . · 
\ ;Med·ical instruction is given in the medical department of the University of Virginia 
in a graded course-of 2 years, which, however, may be completed in 9 months. This 
instruction is given in schools of physiology and surgery; anatomy and materia medica; 
medicine, obstetrics, i'tnd medical jurisprudence; and chemistry and pharmacy. The 
degree of M. D. or a diploma in pharmacy is conferred for satisfactory attainments. 
The Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, sends no report for 1882. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
I 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The Virginia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, Staunton, repoftro 101 
pupils for the year, receiving instruction in the common school studies, with drawing 
and painting for the deaf and dumb. In the department for the blind the:re were 34 
pupils studying the common and higher English branches, French, and vocal and instru-
mental music. The employments taught in the institution were book-binding and 
printing in raised type, broom making, cabinet making, carpentry, cane seating, mat 
and mattress making, shoemaking, tailoring, printing, and painting; also, sewing, knit-
ting, and bead work for the girls. 
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
~The Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Hampton, for colored and Indian 
youth, gives the boys industrial training (in connection with school studies) in the saw 
mill and in wood working, farming, wheelwrighting, blacksmithing, engineering, machine 
knitting, painting, printing, shoe and harness making, carpentry, and tinning. The 
girls are taught cookery, sewing, tailoring, and general housework. All receive pay for 
labor according to proficiency, and a limited number of candidates failing to pass a sat-
isfactory examination for admission to the junior class may be admitted to a students' 
night class, the members of which work all day at fair wages and by study in the 
evening fit themselves 'to enter the following year. . 
The Miller lJfanual Labor School, Crozet, endowed by the late Samuel Miller, com-
bines industrial training with school studies. Printing, telegraphy, and farming in all 
its details are taught and a 3-year course in a machine shop is provided. The studies 
of the school embrace the common English branches, with French, German, Latin, 
chemistry, engineering, and music. The amount of the permanent fund is $1,200,000, 
with an income of $65,000 in 1882; expenditures for the year were $95,000. Enrol-
ment, 100 boys, under 8 teachers. 
For statistics of· orphan asylums reporting, see Table XXII of the appendix to this 
volume; for a summary of it, the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. RICHARD R. F ARR, State superintendent of public instruct·ion, Richmond. 
[Term, March 15, 1882', to March 15, 1886.] 
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SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS. 
1880-'81. 1881-"82. Increa$e. Decrease. 
--~-
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White youth 6to 21 _______________ 205,087 208,178 3,091 ----··-----
Colored youth 6 to 21 -------------- 8,104 8,420 316 --------- ... 
Whole number of school age ________ 213,191 216,598 3,407 ----------
White youth enrolled -- ------------ 141,319 151,098 9,779 ----------
Colored enrolled ___ _____ --------- __ 3,884 4,446 562 ---------· 
Whole public school enrolment _____ 145,203 155,544 10,341 ----------
Per cent. of school age enrolled ______ ()8 71 3 ----------Average attendance ________________ 91,266 96,652 5,386 ---- ·-----




Public ungraded schools ____________ 3,796 3,920 124 ----------Public graded schools ______________ 93 79 ---------- 14 
Public union schools_-------------- 12 19 7 ----------Public high schools ________________ 11 10 ---------- 1 Whole number of public schools_---- 3,912 4,028 116 ----------Average term in days ______________ 98 99 1 ----------
School-houses, frame or log--------- 3,604 3,738 134 ----------School-houses, brick or stone ________ 100 101 1 ----------
Whole number of public school-houses 3,704 3,839 135 ----------
Number built during the year------ 167 177 10 ----------
Valuation of public school property __ $1,753,144 $1,823,987 $70,843 ________ .,. 
TEACHERS. 
Men teaching in public schools--··--- 3,079 3,045 ---------- 34 Women teaching in p-q.blic schools ___ 1,208 1,315 107 ----------Whole number of teachers __________ 4,287 4,360 73 ----------Average monthly pay of men ________ $27 96 $27 87 ._ _________ $0 09 
Average monthly pay of women _____ 28 70 30 64 $1 94 
____ .. _____ 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts for public schools __________ $855,466 $976,682 $12J,21G ----------Expenditure for public schools---"--- 761,250 879,820 118,570 ----------
STATE SCHOOL FUND. 
Permanent fund reported ___________ $441,947 $509,305 $67,358 
______ .. ___ 
(From reports and returns of Ron. B. L. Butcher, State superintendent of free schools, 
for the two years indicated.) 
STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A State superintendent of free ~chools, elected by the people for 4 years, has general 
control of public school interests; a board of the school fund, composed of the gov-
ernor, State superintendent, auditor, and treasurer, manages, controls, and invests the 
public school funds; a board of regents of the State Normal Bchool, compris;ng the 
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State superintendent and one person from·, each congressional district of the State, ap-
pointed by the governor, has the government and control of the normal · school and its 
branches; and a board of regents of the West Virginia University, consisting of one person 
from each senatorial district, manages the affairs of that institution. 
Local school interests are supervised by county school superintendents elected by the 
people for 2 years, by district boards of education, and by subdistrict boards of trustees. 
A county board of examiners for each county, to examine and license teachers, is com-
posed of the county superintendent, who is ex officio president, and 2 experienced teach-
erst the latter nominated by the county superintendent and appointed, for terms of one 
year, by the presidents of district boards. District boards comprise a president and two 
commissioners elected by the people for terms of 4 years, with pTovision for a change of 
one commissioner evecy two years. The district board appoints 3 trustees for each sub-
district, who hold office for~ years, 1 going out each year . 
• ADDITIONAL . PARTICULARS. 
Public schools are sustained from the proceeds of a State school fund and from district 
taxation. The State fund is derived from the sale of United States land Wjrrants, an 
annual tax of 10cents on the$100, a capitation taxof$1, :fines, forfeitures, &c., and the in-
come of such bank .stock and United States bonds as may be held by the State. Districts 
are required to mise a .tax sufficient to provide schools at least 4 months in the year, but 
the amount so levied must not exceed 50 cents on $100 ; and any districts failing to raise 
the required tax may not receive their share of the State school fund. The latter is dis-
tributed on the basis of the number of youth of school age in the State according to the 
latest enumeration, the salary of the State superintendent .and other expenses of the 
office J?eing :first deducted from the amount. Teachers to be employed inpublic schools 
must have a certificate from the proper authorities. These certificates are of 3 grades: 
determined by the percentage attained on examination. Teachers must keep a daily 
register and make monthly and term reports to the district board, f3tiling in which they 
forfeit the balance of pay due them. White and colored children are not allowed to attend 
the same school, but the law requires the establishment of a school for colored children in 
evecy district containing 15 or more colored persons 6 to 21 years old. Pmvision is made 
in the system for graded and hig4 schools, teachers' institutes, a State normal school and 
branches, and a State university. · 
GE~ERAL CONDITION. 
The ~tatistics show an increase in the number of youth of school age, in public school 
enrolment and average attendance, in the number of schools taught and the amount of 
money expended for them, in the value of public school property, and in the amount of 
the public school fund. The latter had materially increased during the years 1881 and 
1882;-and.the amount of public funds for distribution to the counties arising from the 
interest on the invested funds, State school tax, and other sources was greater this year 
than ever before. i-~ The average school term throughout the State was one day lon2er than in 
1~81 and'10 more schQol-houseswere built during the year. The percentage of enrolment 
and average attendance based on the enumeration increased during the year, although 
that of average attendance on enrolment fell off .slightly. The latter fact is accounted 
for partly by the unusually wet winter, which made the numerous streams dangerous 
for the children to cross, causing also more than the average amount of sickness. Super-
intendent Butcher says the general approval and generous aid given educational work 
by members of all professions and callings have been very gratifying. Newspapers and 
physicians are especially mentioned, the latter for instruction given to teachers in school 
hygiene and other subjects. A large number of newspapers gave the teachers a column 
each week, to be edited by the county superintendent or some of the teachers; others gave 
generously of their space for all educational news. 
AID FROM THE PEABODY FUND. 
Assistance to the amount of $2,300 was afforded the public school interests from the 
Peabody fund, The Educational Journal receiving $200, normal schools $1,100, and 
teachers' institutes $1,000.-(Report of trustees.) 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
WHEELING. 
Officers.-A board of education of 3 members from each subdistrict, with a superin-
tendent of the city school district, appointed by the board. 
Statistics.-With a total population of 30,737, according to the U niied States Census of 
1880, Wheeling rep:>rts for 1882 9,986 youths of school age, 4,881 enrolled, and 4,330 in 
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average atteJidance on public schools, under 92 teachers; about 1,000 attended private 
and parochial schools; 8 public school baildings furnished accommodationf?, for 5, 550 chil-
dren. School property was valued at $240,680 and $90,025 were expended during the 
year for public school purposes. 
Additionctl paTticulaTs.-The year wa.s one of advance in all departments of school work, 
bringing a better and higher public sentiment regarding the public schools. These were 
classed a.s primary, grammar, and high, the latter comprising 490 sittings for study and 
giving employment to 22 teachers. A :fine· school building was completed during the 
year. It was finished throughout in good style, well heated and ventilated, and cost 
nearly $40,000. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SQHOOLS. 
The regents of the State Normal School report for 1881-'82, in the State~ormal at 
M~,rshall College, Huntington, and its branches at Fairmount, Concord, West Liberty, 
Shepherdstown, and Glenville, a total enrolment of 617 pupils, of whom 37 were gradu-
ated, the a er·age act11al monthly enrolment of normal pupils being 321. State appoint-
ments tp the normal schools for white pupils may be given to 600 persons, divided among 
the counties according to population. The minimum age for admission is fixed at·13 for 
girls and 14 for boys. It is the practice to allow persons attending under appointment 
to teaph one term of school each year if they desire to do so. . 
Sto1·cr College, for colored students, enrolled 230 pupils in normal and other depart-
ment-s, 18 of them being State students. For the tuition of the latter, room rent, and 
books, $630 were appropriated by the State, in accordance with a law passed by the 
legislature in 1881, which provides that if possible there shall be each year arrange-
ments made with some suitable institution of learning in the State for the training of 
colored school teachers, the number to be aided bearing the same proportion to the col-
ored pop!J.lat.ion that the number of white State students bears to the white population. 
OTHER PROVISION FOR NORMAL TRAINING. 
The State is entitled to 6 scholarships in the State Normal College, awarded by the 
trustees of the Peabody fund. Three of these had been filled at the date of the super-
intendent's report by appointment through him after a comp~titive examination of the 
applicants. . 
A normal course of 3 years is furnished in West Virginia College, Flemington, special 
attention being given in the first two years to the branches taught in the public schools, 
the third year to collegiate branches. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The insUtutes held during the year were well attended and weli taught, and, it is 
thought, contributed materially to the general improvement going forward in the schools. 
There were 58 county institutes and 7 district Peabody institutes held (one of the latter 
being for colored teachers), with a total attendance of 4,699, the average attendance at 
all be~ng 3,269. The whole expense for county institutes was $1,275; for district insti-
tutes, $625. 
WEST VIRGINIA SCHOOL JOURNAL. 
This journal, published at Concord, Mercer County (in its second volume in 1882), 
bas been found by the State superintendent to be of great service to the educational 
dep~rt~ent. Official papers and announcements appear in it, as well a.~ current infor· 
ruat10n m regard to school affairs and many articles useful to teachers. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Free high schools, according to law, may be established in districts where they are 
considered necessary, and 10 such were reported in 1882 by the State superintendent, 
but without statistics, except as to the number of pupils studying different branches. 
These were: In algebra, 1,.429; geometry, 136; philosophy, 348; physiology, 259; physi-
cal geography, 213; rhetonc, 91; book-keeping, 74; botany, 301; and German, 303. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOO~S. 
For ~usiness colleges and private academic schools, see Tables IV and VI of the 
appendiX; for preparatory departments of colleges, see Table IX· and for summaries, 
corresponding tables in the report of the Commissioner preceding. ' 
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SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN AND FOR BOTH SEXES. 
JV<.·st Vir.r;'in}a Univer::rit;l), Morgantown (non-sectarian), heretofore comprising classi-
cal, sci.entitic, engineering, aud military courses of study, each of 4 years, reports a change 
made in the arrangement of the studies in 1882 by the board o£ anagers, who, acting 
upon the unanimous request of the faculty, abolished the curricu urn and distributed the 
course into 10 independent schools, of which 8 are academic and 2 professional. Still 
the course of study has the same general scope as iormerly: the degrees conferred con-
tinue to be bachelor of science, bachelor of arts, and bachelor of laws. The change was 
expected to secure greater freedom in the selection of studies and to result in an eleva-
tion of the standard of instruction and attainment. The academic schools as organized 
are: (1) metaphysics; (2) mathematics; (3) ancient languages; (4) modernlanguages; (5) 
English; ( 6) geology; (7) history; and ( 8) agriculture, chemistry, and physics. The pro-
fessional schools are: (1) law and equity and (2) anatomy, physiology, and hygiene. 
There were 112 students enrolled during the year, all men. , 
Bethany Colle,qe, Bethany (Christian), open to both sexes, presents 3 separate complete 
courses, the classical, the scientific, and the ministerial, leading respectively to the de-
grees of bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, and bachelor of letters, besides 3 special 
coursElS in engineering, physics, and chemistry, for which certificates only are given, and 
a thorough academic course of 2 years, which is preparatory to the regular collegiate. 
There is a special arrangement of studies for young women who prefer French and Ger-
man to Greek, but all courses are open to them. . 
West Virginia College, Flemington (Free Will Baptist), also open to both sexes, offers in 
its collegiate department 3 courses, classical, philosophical, and literary, leading to the 
degrees of A. B., PH. B., and LIT. B. and requiring only 3 years for completion; also, 
select or partial courses for such as are not candidates for a degree. There is also a con-
servatory of music, with a 3-year course in piano and vocal music; a military depart-
ment, affording to the young men physical training and a knowledge of military science; 
and a normal department, with a 3-year course of study. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG WOMEN. 
Broaddus Female College, Clarksburg (Baptist), ParkersburgSeminaryfor Girls, Park-
ersburg (non-sectarian), and Wheeling Fema.le College, Wheeling (non-sectaria.n), all 
authorized to confer collegiate degrees, report over 150 pupils in collegiate classes dur-
ing 1882. For further statistics, see Table VIII of the appendix, and for a summary, see 
the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
The' State university continues, as before the change in the arrangement of its curric-
ulum, to provide facilities for scientific study, the scientific degree conferred being that 
of B. s. To obtain this, students must have graduated in the schools of metaphysics, 
modern languages, English, geology and natural history, agriculture, chemistry and 
physics, and mathematics. 
Bethany College pre.<;ents a scientific course of 4 years, leading to the degree of bachelor 
of science, and a special course in engineering, for which no specified time is required. 
The branches included in the special course are land surveying, topographical surveying 
and drawing, levelling, profiling, mapping, descriptive geometry (with shades, shadows, 
and perspective), and roa.d and railroad surveying. 
For sta.tistics, see Table X of the appendix, and for a summa.ry, see a corresponding table 
.in the report of the' Commissioner preceding. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Theological instruction is given in a 4-year ministerial course in Bethany College 
(Christian). The course comprises sacred literature, Greek, Latin, mathematics and 
astronomy, natural science, mental and political philosophy, belles lettres, sacred history, 
and moral philosophy. 
Legal instruction is given in West Virginia University in a 2-year course of study, em-
bracing common, statute, mercantile, constitutiona.l, and international law, and equity. 
TwelvP- students were enrolled during 1882 and 2 were graduated. 
·There is no full medical course reported; but the school of anatomy, physiology, ancl 
hygiene of West Virginia University aims to teach anatomy thoroughly and practically, 
providing subjects for dissection, and physiology and hygiene also practically by speci· 
mens, drawings, lectures, the use of the microscope, and other means. 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DE.AF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
The West Virginia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, Romney, estab-
lished in 1870, reports for 1882 an appropriation from the State of $27,000 and grounds 
and b~ldings valued a $80,000. There were 98 pupils under instruction, of whom 66 
were deaf and dumb and 32 blind. 
The deaf and dumb are taught the English language, arithmetic, geography, history, 
grammar, and drawing; also, ·the employments of printing, tailoring, shoemaking, car-
pentry, and eabinet making. Articulation has been taught, but the results were not 
practical and it was discontinued. · 
The blind are instructed in the common school branches, higher mathematics, and 
music, besides mattress and broom making and chair caning. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
WEST VIRGINIA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
The State Association met at Kingwood July 11, 1882, and was called to order by State 
Superintendent B. L. Butcher. The first subject before the meeting was "What they 
do in the rural district schools." It was discussed by several members, after which the 
association listened to an address delivered by Hon. C. J. Faulkner, on "Education." 
" Teachers' salaries " was the next topic under discussion, in the course of which it was 
argued that good work cannot generally be expected of poorly paid teachers. In the even-
ing an address of welcome was delivered by Joseph H. Hawthorn, county superintendent 
of Preston County, to which Mr. T. C. Miller, superintendent of the Fairmount graded 
schools, responded. The remaining papers read and discussed were '' Mental discipline vs. 
knowledge,'' ''Professional training in normal schools,'' ''Local history,'' and '' School . 
hygiene,'' the last by Dr. James 'E'I Reeves, of Wheeling, and '' Free text books for 
free schools." W. L. Wilson, president of West Virginia University, gave a talk on 
the future of 'that institution, its possibilities, and the place it should occupy in the 
educational system of the State. After the adoption of resolutions and the election of 
officers for the ensuing year, the association adjourned., to meet i~ 1883 at Buckhannon. 
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. B. L. BUTCHER; State si(,perintendent of free schools, Wheeling. 




POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (4-20) ---------
ublicschool enrolment ____________ p 
y 
Average daily attendance __________ 
outh in private and church schools_ 
Attend.ing State normal schools ___ __ 
I n collegiate and theological schools_ 
In State cha,ritable and reform schools. 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts __________ 
:Number that lent books to pupils ____ 
Ungraded State free schools---- ~..- ---
Graded, including high schools- -r---
Number of high schools------------
Whole number of State free schools __ 
Average term of school in days ____ __ 
Town and district school libraries ___ 
Houses for State free schools ___ _____ 
Value of all public school property __ 
Number of private and churc}l schools. 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Number of men teaching _________ __ 
Number of w.omen teaching _________ 
Whole number ofteachers __________ 
Average yearly pay of men in cities __ 
A verageyearlypay of women in cities_ 
Average monthly pay of men in coun-
ties. 
Average monthly pay of wom~n in 
counties. 
Number of teachers in private schools_ 
, 
. INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
whole receipts for public schools ____ 
Whole' expendjture ·for them ________ 
EDUCATIONAL FUNDS. 
Public school fund ______ -- - ------ .. -
University fund-------------------
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226,797 ------------271,940 ------------1,098,467 ------------
a Nineteen counties not reporting. 
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Increase. Decn'lase. 
3,875 ----------3,330 ------------- .. ·------ ----------
---------- 5,285 23 ----------
---------- 748 ---------·----·------
---------- 21 ---.--'\---- ----------
---------- 51 101 
---~-----4 ----------50 ----------
---------- ----------31 ----------54 ----------$47,305 -------·--
---------- 45 
_ .. ________ 
265 
433 -----.,-- --· 
168 ----------$61 18 -7·-------










(From printed reports of Ron. Willi.'llm C. Whitford and Hon. Robert Graham: State 
superintendents of public instruction, for the 'two years indicated, with returns from the 
L'ltter for both years.) 
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STATE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A State superintendent of public instruction is chosen biennially by the people; there 
are also county superintendents. Counties with more than 15,000 inhabitants may have 
two superintendents, and two counties appear to have availed themselves of this pro-
vision. Ordinary school districts (which must not include more than 36 square miles) 
elect, at the :first annual meeting of their resident voters, a district scMol board of 3 
members, and ea~h year afterwards one member in place of an outgoing one. Town-
ship districts that by popular vote have abolished the district system have boards composed 
of the clerks of the former school districts, now made subdistricts, such clerks to be 
chosen by vote of the people of each subdistrict at their annual meetings. These boards 
elect from their own number a president and vice president, who, with a secretary elected 
at the same meeting (not necessarily from their own number), constitute an executive 
school eommittee, the secretary acting as supervisor of the schools. Free high schools 
have also boards of 3 members, except in ci~ies not under county superintendents, where 
~he city board acts as the high school board. Women are allowed to hold school offices 
below the State superintendency. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The schools of the St.:1.te are free to all the persons residing in the district who are 
between 4 and 20 years of age. Persons under or over this age may attend by consent of 
school boards, and children 6 to 15yearsof age must, unless excused. The number of chil-
dren 4 to 20 in each district is ascertained by an annual census taken by the dis~rict clerk, 
who must also report the numbertaughtin thedistrictschoolorschoolsduringthe·precea-
ing school year, the number over or under the school age that have been so taught, the 
time covered by such teaching, the names and wages of the teachers, the text books 
used, the moneys received and expended for school purposes, and such other facts and 
statistics as the State superintendent may require. The income of a considerable State 
school fund is distributed annually only to such towns and districts as send in through 
their clerks these required reports and show that they have raised towards the support 
of common schools at least half the amount last apportioned to them from the State fund, 
besides maintaining schools at least 3 months, and 5 months, if possible. If State funds 
be thus lost by any town or district through failure of the clerks to make report, the 
offending clerks are liable to suit for the recovery of the whole amount so lost. The 
teachers of all schools thus assisted by the State must have cert.ificates of qualification 
fortheirworkandmust keepadailyregister to showthatwork. To aid in acquiringthe 
proper qualifications, there are cou.nty teachers' institutes, free high schools, 4 State normal 
schools, and a State university. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The summaries of items in the State school work, given with great fulnees in the 
State report for 1881, have been so reduced in the report for 1882 that a fair comparison 
of the two years is rendered difficult. From the figures given, however, it appears that 
there was progress on the whole. The increase in enrolment in the State free schools 
was more than five times as great as the increase of the year before, but the average 
daily attendance is Iiot given for 1882. The 4 State normal £chools increased their at-
tendance by 23 students, but in private and church schools and in collegiate and theo-
logical seminaries the figures given indicate a falling off of 6,033, so that the whole 
number under instruction for the year appears to have been considerably less than in 
1880-'81. At otl!.er points the record is more favorable. Ungraded schools dimiui.shed; 
graded ones considerably increased. The whole number of State free schools was 50 
greater, 'with 54 more houses for them, the valuation of State school property being 
$47,305 higher; a.nd private and church scho()ls fell off 45. Teachers in State schools were 
not only more numerous (in some cases, it is true, from changes within the year), but 
they also upon the whole got better pay· 
CIIANGES IN TIIE SCHOOL LAW. 
The only changes noted were (1) a requirement that the annual census of children of 
school age shoul<l be taken ou the last day of May, instead of the last day of August; 
(2) that the annual meetings of school districts, formerly in July for those with graiJed 
schoolc; and in September for all others, should be in all districts on the :first Monday in 
June; (3) that high schools affording true high school training and having not less than 




For information as to 17 of these institutions in this State, see Table V of the ap· 
pendix. 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF CITIES WITH . 7,500 OR MORE INHABITANTS. 
OFFICERS. 
Boards of education, termed in some cases school boards, of differing numbers, but all 
liable to partial annual change, have charge of city school ipterests, usually with the aid 
of city superintendents elected by thtJ boards. · 
Cities. 
... 
Appleton ............................ . 
Fond duLac ........................ . 
Green Bay .......................... . 
Janesville ........................... . 
La Crosse ............................ . 
Madison ............................. . 
Milwaukee ....................... .. 
Oshkosh .............................. . 
Racine ................................ . 
Sheboygan ......................... . 
'\Vatertown ......................... . 
STNQ:STICS. a 
Population, Children of E~rolmel!-t Average Number of Expen-
census of school age m public daily at- teachers. diture. 






















































22 . 10,510 
a The statistics here given, e~cept of l).verage attendance, are from the city tables in the State 
report for 18~1-'82. They difl'er in a few cases from t)los.e in Table II of th.e appendix, which are 
from written returns. 
ADDITION .AL P ARTICUL.A,~S. 
~II the cities named above had in 1881-'82, as previously, graded courses of instruc· 
tion, covering usually 10 to 12 years and including high school studies. In most of them 
pupils are enabled to :fit themselves for college. 
Appleton reports 7 school buildings, with sittings for 2, 000 pupils, containing 30 rooms 
for school use, all of which were supplied with blackboards, 8 with reading charts, 6 
with globes, &c. The cash value of school apparatus was $1,200, or $400 more than 
last year, but that of sites and buildings was reported less than in 1880-'81. Teachers' 
:meetings, last reported as held semimonthly, were held weekly in 1882. Instead of 
the 4 pr:ivate schools of 1881 there were 3, with the same number of teachers, but with 
36 fewer pupils. 
Fond duLac reports its 19 school buildings all in good condition, with sittings for 3,800 
pupils (1,000 more than in 1881), and its school rooms fewer, but all supplied with black-
boards and dictionaries. There is no note ofthe 12 private schools reported the preced-
ing year. Teachers met for consultation semimonthly. A school library of 282 volumes 
is reported. 
Green Bay had 5 school buildings, as before, with 1, 000 sittings, accommodating imper· 
fectly 3 primary grades, 3 intermediate, 3 grammar, and 4 high. The valuatiqn of its 
best school-house and site was $25,000; that of the 5, with apparatus, $51,900. There 
were 6 private schools, with 11 teachers and 509 scholars. 
Janesville held its 6 graded schools in as many school-houses, with seats for a few more 
pupils; its 32 or 33 school rooms were all supplied with needful apparatus; value of school 
property, $67,150. The teachers held meetings twice a month. Three private schools had 
265 pupils, under 7 teachers. 
La Crosse reported 11 buildings for its public schools (one more than in 1881, with 66 
more sittings), its 34 school rooms supplied with blackboards and illustrative apparatus, 
valued, with sites, buildings, and furniture, including .a library of 210 volumes, at 
$104,330. The teachers met semimonthly. There is no note of the evening school re-
ported in 1881 nor of any private schools. 
:lJfadison continued to report 9 school-houses, but ratecl their seating cn.pacity 264 higher. 
All were said to be in good condition and well ventilated, with necessary conveniences, 
their 27 rooms being supplied with school apparatus worth $1,500. The valuation of its 
best school-house and site was $27,000; that of all, not including furniture or apparatus, 
$100,000. The schools all had 4 or more departments, and 2 J{jnderg~irten were reported, 
with 2 teachers and 65 children, whether connected with the city system or not does not 
clearly appear. The city teachers held l)leetings once a weel.c $ight private schools 
bad 180 days of session, under 16 te;lchers, but the attendance in them is not given. 
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lJfilwaukee, with 26 public school buildings, as before, had rebuilt one, and valued its 
best, with site, at $52,000; it valued all, with sites, furniture, and apparatus, at'$705,03~ 
Night schools were held in 47 rooms, under as many teachers. A city normal school, 
with 2 teachers, had 14 pupils, all in daily attendance for the year. This was soon 
to be superseded by a State normal school in the city, for which the legislature had 
made provision. German, as well as musie and drawing, entered into the courses of the 
public schools, all being taught by special teachers. The rooms for city schools num-
bered 233, well furnished with school apparatus and appliances for aid in study. Two 
Kindergarten are reported, with 2 teachers and 227 pupils; also, 53 private or church 
schools, under 216 teachers, with 7,579 scholars. 
Oshkosh reports 9 school buildings, with 59 rooms, one building less than in 1881; the 
rooms the same in number, but with an estimated seating capacity 500 less; its school 
apparatus about the same as last year and rated at the same sum, $2,500. The entire 
school property was estimated as worth $146,500. 
Racine shows 9 school-houses, with 48 occupied rooms and 2, 700 sittings, an increase 
of 1 in buildings, of 3 in rooms, and of 150 in seats for I,>Upils. Five other rooms were used 
for recitations only. The rooms appear to have been well supplied with apparatus, val-
ued at $750, besides a library of 1,580 volumes, rated, at $500. A return gives $107,000 
as the- valuation of all school property. The meetings of its teachers were semimonthly. 
In 9 private or church schools, under 27 teachers, there were 1,061 pupils. 
Sheboygan had 6 buildings, with 1,0.50 seats, as in 1881, and set the same valuation on its 
school property. Its schools were regularly graded and its 19 rooms allsupplied with 
blackboards and other aids to teaching. The teachers held monthly meetings. Four 
private schools, under 12 teachers, had an enrolment of 490 pupils; a Kindergarten had 
27 pupils. 
Watertown had 5 school buildings, with 1,200 sittings, as before reported. Its night 
school was continued, with 2more pupils. There was also a Kindergarten, with 25. 'l'he 
apparatus of the 22 city school rooms was rated at $1,500, other school property, includ-
ing a library of 750 volumes, being estimated at $35,150, not including furniture. 
Teachers' meetings were held semimonthly. In 4 private schools ther.e were 650 pupils, 
under 10 tea,ch~rs. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Fol1r seminaries, under a State board of regents of normal schools, have for som.e 
years been the agents especially authorized to train young men and women in scien-
tific methods of instruction: one at Platteville, organized in 1866; one at Whitewater, 
in 1868; one at Oshkosh, in 1871; and one at River Falls, in 1875. All have ele-
mentary and ·advanced normal courses, the 2 together covering 4 years; preparatory 
instruction for imperfectly trained candidates for admission is likewise provided. All 
have also primary, intermediate, and grammar departments of regular public schools, 
which serve as practice schools for the normal classes and to some extent as lower means 
of preparation for them.· The Oshkosh school has also a Kindergarten department for 
the initiation of its students into that method of instruction. The number of students 
in the normal departments of these schools in 1881-'82 was 948; in the preparatory, 
not including the practice schools, 233; in the practice schools, with the Kindergarten, 
755. Deducting names counted twice, the whole number was 1,921. Of these, 61 
completed the elementary and 31 the advanced course. Superintendent Graham says 
that 334 graduates ofithese normal schools and 1,097 that had studied in them without 
graduating served as teachers in the State schools in 1881-'82. This was almost one-
fifth of the whole number required to teach the schools, and, as the proportion of such 
trained teachers thus employed increases gradually each year, the average quality of 
the State school instruction must be steadily improved through their influence. Und~ 
the law of 1880, another school of this class is about to be established at Milwaukee, 
with probably greater attendance and at least equally good instruction, so that the ben-
eficial influence of these State agencies for training will be considerably increased. The 
instruction given in them for the year is highly commended by the regents. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
The Oity Normal Sclwol of Milwaukee, established in 1872 to prepare trained teachers for 
the city schools, continued ita good work in 1881-' 82, with 14 pupils, under 2 instructors. 
As before said, it is soon to be superseded by a new State normal school to be established 
in the city. 
The National German-American Teachers' Se:rninary, Milwaukee, reports 44 normal stu-
dents and 5 graduates, its cQp.rse of study comprising 3 years. 
The Catholic Normal School of tlLe Boly Family, St. Francis Station, also reports a 3-year 
DOlJllal course of stufty,._35. students, anll.6 graduates. 
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Milton and Beloit 'colleges and Lawrence and Galesville Universitiesprovideinstruc-
tion for students intending to teach, the first named preparing for work in high as well 
as district schools. 
INSTITUTES FOR TEACHERS. 
Of these temporary normal schools, maintained under State authority and largely with 
funds provided by the State, 14 were held in the spring and 42 in the summer and faU 
of 1882, after a special meeting of the conductors appointed and full arrangement of the 
course of instruction to be given. This instruction, part of a graded course, was largely 
devoted to the grammar grade of school work, its connection with that of 2 preceding 
years being kept up by a review of the subjects treated in those years. These institutes 
were held in 54 counties and superintendent districts and were in session 87 weeks, un-
der 4 regular and 27 assistant conductors. With or without aid from the State most of 
the other counties or superintendent districts had their regular annual institutes, and 2 
held 2 institutes each. In all the institutes 694 males and 2,879 females were enrolled, 
making a total of 3, 573 instructed more or less in normal methods and in the science of 
teaching. 
EDUCATIONAL JOURN.AJ.,. 
The Wisconsin Journal of Education, conducted by the State superintendent and his 
assistant at Madison, continued in 1881-'82 its monthly information and discussions re-
specting current school work. The best of the papers presented at the annual meetings 
of the State Teachers' Association usually get into its pages, and thus many useful sug-
gestions as to discipline, instruction, &c., are disseminated among teachers and school 
boards, as the law allows each school district clerk and each town clerk or secretary of 
a town board of directors to subscribe for the paper out of the school money. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Since 1875 the formation of schools of this class l1as been encouraged .by an offer of 
State aid to such as should be organized, with not less than 25 pupils prepared to enter 
on a high school course, in connection with the schools of the State system. The aid to 
be given was limited to $25,000 annually, which was to be divided among the schoolsin 
proportion to the amount expended by each for instruction in high school studies. In 
consideration of this aid each principal of a participating school appointed after the en-
actment of the law was to be a graduate of a university, college, or normal school or 
was to pass an examillation in the studies to be pursued. The State aid given was lim-
ited at first to 3 years, then to 5, but in 1882 was lengthened to another 5. The number 
of schools aided has been as follows: In 1876, 20; 1877, 59; 1878, 85; 1879, 88; 1880, 
91; 1881, 78; 1882, 98. This last number does not include 6 that were known to exist, 
bnt did not report in time to receive their apportionment. The diminution in 1881 is 
attributed to the fact that the 5-year limit of State aid had been reached by such as 
had received it at the beginning and that some of them, not knowing of the extension 
of the time, did not send in their reports. 
Of 6, 528 pupils enrolled in these schools in 1881-' 82, only 367 completed either of the 
2 courses of study (English and classical) that had been arranged for them, and only 
2, 418 had completed such a course in the 7 years since the plan of State aid was inaugu-
rated. Thegreat majority are said to take the easier English course, comparatively few 
including in it certain optional German studies. Still, the State superintendent ex-
presses a fum belief that these schools have done and are doing an important work, both 
in supplementing the ordinary common school instruction and in indirectly preparing 
teachers for the common schools. In this last direction he thinks they can be utilized 
still fnrther, and makes suggestions which, if carried out, will be likely to add much to 
their efficiency. 
Of high schools not aided by the State there is a list of 23 in the tables of the State 
report. These had a registration of 1,574, so that, adding 6,528 in the aided schools, at 
Jeast 8,102 were under high school training in 1881-'82. Both sexes were admitted to 
the schools of each. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
Only 13 academies and 2 business colleges are reported by the State superintendent 
in 1882, against 17 of the former and 7 of the latter reported the year ~efore. 
For further statistics of business colleges, academic and preparatory schools, and pre-
paratory departments of colleges or universities, see Tables IV, VI, VII, and IX of the 
appendix, further on, and for summaries of such statistics, corresponding tables in the 
report of the Commissioner preceding. 
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SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG llf.EN OR FOR BOTH SEXES. 
Eight institutions classed by this Office as colleges and universities, all but 2 being open 
t{) both sexes, send repo~ts for 1882, their names and locations being as follows: Lawrence 
-q-niversity1 App~eton; B~Ioit Col~eg;e, Beloit; G~l~sville Un~versity, Gal~'Vil~e; Un~ver­Sity of Wtsconsm, Madison; JVhlton College, Milton; Ra:ctne College, Rrtemc; R1ptm 
College, Ripon; and Northwestern University, Watertown. All except the Staie Uni-
versity provide prepamtory departments; all have clas~ical cotuses of 4 years and all 
scientific courses of 4 years, except Beloit, which presents, instead, a coulrse leading to 
the degree of PH. B., but still gives special attention to the natnru1 sciences and tlle 
modern languages. German forms a part of tne course, either required o'r optional, in 
all but 1, and French in all but 2; Northwestern University makes Hebrew as wen as 
French an optional; and in the State university specia1 provision is made for the study 
of Scandinavian languages, which are also taught in Miiton C(Yllege. Four colleges make 
some provision for the preparation of teachers, 3 for business, and 3 fot instruction in 
musical and artistic branches.- (Catalogues.) _ 
Three colleges report gifts received during the year amounting to $32,078. Beloit re-
ceived $25,000, of which $13,000 were fu'r an observatory, $2,000 for scholarships, and 
$10,000 for general pttrposes. Lawrence University had $3,774 from various friends to 
meet current expenses, and Milton College, $3,304 for endowment. 
The St~te university, with grounds, buildings, and apparatus valued at $1,400,000 
and productive funds aro.ou.nting to $4931790, receives also an annual appropriation from 
the State and gives tuition free to students residing in the State. In accordance with 
the law of its organization the university compl'ises a college of arts and one of letters. 
Of the professional colleges contemplated only that of law has been established. The 
college of arts includes a course in general science and special technical departments of 
agriculture and civil, m'ining, metallurgical, and mechanical engineering. The college 
of letters comprises an ancient al1d a modern clasS~ical course. Provision is also made 
for special students who are not candidates for a degree. They are allowed to take up 
any study they may be qualified to pursue, but, on admission, must first pass such an ex-
amination in the English branches as is required for admission to the freshman cl~s of 
the general scientific course. Bachelors of arts; letters, and science may continue their 
studies at the university under direction of the faculty and take appropriate degrees. 
The board of regents report for the year satisfactory progress made in all depiutinents, 
but urge that the funds are becoming insufficient for the growing wants of the institu-
tion. The most marked external event in its history during the year was the xenova-
tion of University Hall, which was satisfactorily accomplished at an expense of$15,000, 
the sum granted by the legislature for that purpose. There were 314 students under 
instruction during 1882 in all departments of the university, 207 of them :in regular col-
legiate classes, of which latter number 49 were women. 
For further statistics of CO"lleges and universities reporting, see Table IX of the appen-
diX, and for a summary, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
In the State superintendent's report a table is given embracing sfatistics from 13 in-
stitutions classed by him as collegiate, including th~ 8 given above except Galesville Uni-
versity. Six of the 13 a~e, however, classed by this Office among other ihan collegiate 
institutiollS. The whole enrolment reported to the superintendent was 2,141, of whom 
894 were women; 45 of the whole number were candidates :lor the degree of A. B. and 
42 for that of B .. s. The value of college buildings (11 reporting this item) was $664,350; 
that of sites (10 reporting), $127,000. In the college libraries (12 reporting) there were 
49,766 volumes, and in society libraries (7 reporting), 7,976. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN. 
Wisconsin Female College, Fox Lake (including also an academy for young men), 
Milwaukee College, Milwaukee, and the Academy of Santa Clara, Sinsinawa Mound, 
report 91 stud~nta i11 regular collegiate classes, the whole enrolment being 487. Kem-
per Ha~!, Ke11osha, sends no report for 188:Z. For further statistics, see Ta,ble VIII of tl1e 
appenc~IX, and for a summary, a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner 
precedrng. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Provisions more or Jess thor011gh for scientific stnd.v are made in all the universities 
and colleges inclu~ed in Table _IX, all b:rt Beloit College, as already stated, presenting 
C?urs~ of 4_ J:ears lD ~eneral SCience leadmg_ to the degree of B. s.' ana the State unive~­
Slty, m additiOn to this general course, o:ffermg 4 technical courses in agriculture, ci11l 
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engineetii!g, Nit.ling ~nd ffietallutgical {ingiMe.ting1 and meohanictH l!ngiiieeriflg, eac1i bf 
theso requiting 1 y~ars tot its conifileUon and- lMdi11g to tl1e ooii:espomllng Ditelielor's 
de~re~. 1'116 aegtMs df eiYil l:lngi-i~eet; t1etal1lif"gical ~11gin~ei'J .minifig eiiglnee1·; aitd 
mechatiialil engii:!eet Me ~onf'etfM oli e~rfLlilia.t.-iun afte-r ftl yel1r'of MaitWnal study ana fjtac-
tice il:t th~ tlnivetE!itt, or els~Wlie1;tl. Tliei·e were 9'5 ufi£lergrtttlullit~ sttid~tn~ in gehefal 
and te~h11ical 1mientlfic stndiEl.S at the Oi)~ning of the fall ~erin of 1882. 
i>k61'.il:SSION A:L. 
Tli,tM tliC9Wgicttl ooh.Ools; viz, ~1itMI" S~hilnat;Y, Madisop (Evtingelitlal Lutli~i;fri1), Mis-
!;itm. Ifou.§g1l Fi'atikliil (Get:irui.li HCforiiied), &1id Nashotah ft6t1~; Nashi1tah (ProtestMit 
Episcopal), report to t11e Stitt~ s'hpefhlteh€lei:it a -wtal Of 10 ins~n~ctofs; 8IE t.fi0016g~!}iitl 
students~ lii.nH 11 gtMiuatesi tli~ l:lotttse of stlidy _in. ertch e:lft.ending tivei' 3 yetirs. The 
aggregate value of buildings wal:l tepottetl as $119;000 ~ tlie rh.tili.be1' o:t vohi1nes in 
libraries, 11,000, 9G8 h_llving been added clu~·ing the year. . 
The Seminary of Str. Francis Of Sales, St. Frands, Ieputts grutirrds and buildings valued 
at $Hl0; 009, 12 resident ptofeJSsors and instructors, and tiT 10-year cot! rs!; of study, 1Ju1i dbes 
no1! giv~ the number of students enrolled. 
Fo~ .further $;atist.ics, see 'l,able XI of the appendix, arid for 11 ~tln1ti!ary, see a. cotte-
sp~nding table hi th~ report of the Commissioner pte()eding, 
. Legal in&~rtietion is provided in the law department of the Univetsity of Wiscon11i11. 
The riieth~cl of ~D:~tructioJ?. is that of lectures, with weekly moot court pradtice, the course 
requirillg t!YO !\Ill years for its completion. Applicants for admission must paes an e~­
amination in English branches and, unless college graduates, must be at least 20 yeats 
of ~ge. Fifty stude11t.s we:re enrolled ,during th~ year1 of whom 9 had :received a degtee 
iii ~~tters or seience, ~tid 25 vv.er.e grp,~uat~d at the coll:lmence1n<'!nt of 1882. 
For further statistics, see ;.table XII of the appendi~; a,nd for a summary, a cone-
sp~P.odiug table ill tpe tep~:rt of the Comtnissiorter pTeceding. 
There are no medical 5chools reported. ' 
SPEC1AL IN~TRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND' DUJ.\113'. 
The Wisconsin Instiintion for the Education of tlte Dtxif anll Dumb, Deli1Na:t11 ftttfndlld in 
1852, during the 31 yea-rs of its exig£ence has given instrue-tioh '!ti a.bdnt 600 de~ pupils. 
Although accurate :figure-:s cannot be given, owing to deficiencies itr the records, the 
board of silperviSars estimate that over 100 students have comple-t~d thti full course of 
study. They consider that hd work undertruken by the State lias produced inore satis-
factory results than that of this institution, saying that there are few if any of its pupils 
who have not been here qualified for some,pursuit by which they could gain a livellhood. 
They recommend a more liberal expenditure on t:he instructing force in the school 
proper and in the mechanical depattrrnents. In the literary department the common 
English .branches are taught, including drawing and history, with physiology, natural 
philo~dphy, and natttra1 history i. in: the industrial depat~ment, shbemakittg, cabi.tlet worki 
print:l.n:g, btt~i~, Q,Iid sewing. The institution has a hi.Jra.ry .of GOO vb1trti}.es; ow:hs S7rr, 
actes a( 1and, the grounds ~:b.d cbui1dings being va}ued at $~0o,odo; t~cl~ives ftom tite 
state an a1n1'tral appropriation for its suppart; and gives tuition and bo!ifd ftt:Je to its 
pupils.~ (lie~ apd State tepott.} 
St. Jaltn's ~ Deaf-li'Iute Asylum, St. Ftancrs (Roman. Catholic), repo'fting 48 dMf~mute 
pti:ptiS for 1~8~, gav~ instruction jn christian (!.octrine, :Bible histoty, writ.in!t, te~ding, 
gtami!'fai',. arlthinet.ic, gebgrl:tphy, United St~tes historyi atticu~ation, the .finger i:t1phabet, 
3111d th.e l~ngtrages of natur~1 signs; also, in the e:tnp oyments of printing, agriculture, 
ne~(J.lew<:Jtk, ~an9y wotk,, and general hotisework.-(1{eturn.) . . . 
Th~ P,lwnq!ogical Jnstttute for Deaf-Mutes, Milwaukee founded iii ~878, ig umlet the 
care of the W1soonsl.n Phdnblogical Institute, an association organized fbt t~e pu,tpose of 
propagating the articulate method of instr~?-ction. No :finger alphtt'l:fflt or othef sign ian.:. 
guatte IS used. All the elementary brap:ches are tltugltt am1 the gir1s aJsb learn needle 
work. ~enty~fou~ pupils were under instructio_n duti.ng 18R2. . 
For furthe'r' statistics Of deaf-mute schools, sec Table XV1II of the appen<lix, and fot a 
summary, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
EDUCATION 0'1!, THE BUND. 
The Wisconsin Institution for the E(lucation of the Blind, Janesville, suppor~ed by 
the State1 having grounds and buildings valued at $155,000 nnd a library of 1,200 vol-
umes, Teports 83 pupils enrolled during the ye::tr a,nd 318 since 1850, the yetliT of founda-
tion. The board of supervisors reporttllat there is a b:rge number ofh1ind or !>roper age 
in thE 8t'clrte1 as well &S of de11f and dumb1 who are uot attending school or receiving sys-
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tematic instruction of any kind. The school comprises 3 departments, literary, musical, 
and industrial. In the first the design is to give each pupil a good knowledge of the 
common branches, and, to those who are qualified, instruction in some of the more prac-
tical of the higher .English studies. Careful examinations of the classes are made at 
the middle and close of each term, and scholars are classified according to their daily rec-
ord combined with the results of the examination. In the music department there are 
three choral classes and an orchestra; harmony, the New York system of musical nota-
tion, the piano, ·cabinet organ, violin, and other instruments receive attention. The 
industrial department affords instruction in carpet weaving, cane seating, fancy work, and 
sewing. Theyoungchildrenobtain from their bead work increased keennessoftouch and 
nimbleness of :fingers, which assist them in learning to read and write. 
For statistics, see Table XVIII of the appendix, and for a summary, see a correspond-
ing table in the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
The Wisconsin Industrial School for Boys, Waukesha, under State control, established 
in 1860, has since had under training nearly 2,000 boys, the number during 1882 being 
299, and that of teachers, officers, and assistants 44. Pupils are taught the common 
English branches, farm work, and the manufacture of boots, shoes, socks, and mittens. 
The school is divided into primary, intermediate, and senior departments, and is graded 
as closely as the frequent changes caused by boys going out and coming in will admit. 
Cl.Mses are promoted from one department to another after passing a written examina-
tion.-(Report and return.) 
The Wisconsin Industrial School fm· Girls, Milwaukee, under private control though 
aided by the State, takes charge of girls from infancy to 16 years of age, who have com-
mitted petty offences or are in danger of falling into vicious ways, teaching them the 
common English branches, history, and domestic. science, .besides house and laundry 
work, common and :fine sewing (including the use of the machine), dressmaking, and 
cookery. Seventy-eight per cent. of the inm.n,tes discharged are known to have become 
orderly and useful members of .society. There were 126 present during the year; 78 
were committed and 72 discharged. The new building, for which the legislature appro-
priated $15,000, was expected to be ready for occupancy December 1, 1882. 
Another industrial school for girls at Milwaukee, the Good STtepherd Industrial School, 
is· under the care of the Roman Catholic Church, though receiving some aid from the 
county. The same church also sustains three orphan asylums in Milwaukee. 
For statistics of reform schools reporting, see Table XXI of the appendix, and for a sum-
mary, see the report of the Commissioner preceding; for &.tatistics of orphan asylums, see 
Table XXII. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
WISCONSIN STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The thirtieth annual session of the Wisoonsin Teachers' Association was held at Janes-
ville July 5, 1882. After the opening exercises a.n address was delivered by Superin-
tendent James MacAlister, of Milwaukee, on "The new education." The address of 
welcome was given by Mayor Croft, of Janesville, and the reply to it byPresidentAlbee, 
who then. delivered his annual address, in which he reviewed the educational :field and 
presented questions to which attention might profitably be directed. The address was 
referred to a committee for the distribution of topics. Addresses were then read on the 
"Likeness of character to 'objects of thought;" "Physical culture in our schools;" De-
fects in training and testing teachers; "Vocal music in our schools;" one on geography 
entitled "Too much and too little;" "The danger to mental habits in the knowledge-
getting of our schools;'' ''Shall we teach trades in our public schools?'' by PresidentS. 
H. Peabody, of the illinois Industrial University; "Some defects in our graded system," 
and "Notes upon education abroad." 
.After the election of officers for the ensuing year and other routine business, Professor 
Marshall gave a description of the geography and scenery of Yellowstone Park and its 
approaches, when the association adjourned.- (Wisconsin Journal of Education.) 
CONVENTION OF CITY AND COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The city and county superintendents met July 7,1882, at Janesville, 23 superintend-
ents being present. An address was :first read by State Superintendent Graham, in 
which, after saying that "The child is the most precious thing on earth" and refer-
ring to the enlarged possibilities for improved training due to what is called the new 
education, he proceeded to consider the duty of superintendents in the matter of secur-
ing good teachers. Other topics discussed were the ''Relation of superintendents to 
quantity and quality of teachers," •' National appropriation for common schools," and 
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"County libraries." ::-A resolution· was ·adopted declaring the sense of the convention to 
be that a national appropriation should be made where conditions of illiteracy demand 
it,-(Wisconsin Jour~l of Education.) " 
MEETING .OF•INSTIWTE CONDUCTORS. 
A special meeting of institute conductors was held in Madison in connection with the 
executive session of the State Teachers' Association in December, 1881, when sc"Qeines 
of work upon the several branches in the third form were presented and determined upon 
for 1882, atld carried out as already mentioned under Training for Teachers, ante, p. 273. 
CHIEF. STATE SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. RoBERT GRAHAM, State super'intendent of public instruction, Madison. 
' [Term, 1882 tO 1885.] 
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ALASU.A. 
GENERAL EDUCATIONAL CONIHTION. 
N.e~rJy all the av!J.>ilal;lle infon-p.3ttion respecting educq,tion i:fi A.l1l,ska ip. 1282 will b~ 
found in the accompanying letters, the :first addressed to the Commissioner of Ednca-
tion and the second to the Secr~tary of t4e l:Q.terior. It will he observed that different 
parts of the countr;r are referred to in the two reports. 
LETTER OF REV. S}IELDON JACKSON. 
THE BOARD OF HOME MISSIONS OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 
IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
23 Centre Street, New York, December 31, 1882. 
lJEAR Sm: The school work of Alaska is still dependent on private benevolence. In 
the western and southern portions of that vast territory small schools are maintained by 
the Alaska Commercial Company at St. Paul, St. George, Unalasbka, and Kadiak, 
and a still smaller school by the Russo-Greek Church at Belkovsky. The principal de-
velopment of school work, however, is in the southeastern section, known as the Alex-
ander Archipelago. In the archipelago there are 7 good English schools, 3 of which have 
a boarding and industrial department. Of the 7, 6 are maintained at the expense of the 
board of home missions of the Presbyterian Church. Six of these schools are among 
the Thlinket and one (Jackson) among the Hydah speaking people. 
The Thlinkets are a hardy, self supporting, warlike, superstitious race, whose name ig-a, 
terror to the civilized Aleuts to the west as well as to the savage Tinneh to the north. 
HAINES. 
Occupying the extreme northern section of Lynn Channel and the valleys of the Chil-
kat and Chilkut Rivers is the Chilkat tribe, numbering 988. They are the "middle-
men'' of their region, carrying goods to the interior and exchanging them for furs, which 
are brought to the coast and in turn exchanged for more merchandise. Their country is 
on the highway of the gold-seekers to the interior. 
In the summer of 1880 I established a school among them, with Mrs. SarAh Dickinson, 
a Christian Tougas Indian woman, as teacher. In 1881 the station was enlarged byth6 
arrival of Rev. Eugene S. Willard and family from Illinois and the erection of a teacher's 
residence and school-house. In 1882 Miss Bessie M. Mathews, of Monmouth, Ill., was 
sent out to take charge of a boarding department. The school attendance bas been 
about 75. 
WILLARD. 
Thirty miles up the Chilkat River, in the village of Willard, is a branch school, in 
charge of Mr. and Mrs. Louie Paul, native teachers, with an attendance of 60. 
BOYD, 
One hundred miles south of Haines is the Hoonyah tribe, occupying l:n>th sides of Cross 
Sound and numbering 908. In 1881 I erected a school-house and teacliers' residence at 
their principal village on Cbicbago:ff Island, and placed Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Styles, of 
New York City, in charge. The station has been named Boyd. During the year Mr. 
and Mrs. Styles have been transferred to the school at Sitka and the school at Boyd has 
been temporarily closed. 
TSEK1-NtfK-SANK1-Y, 
A few miles to the eastwa.rd, on Admiralty Island, is the Auk tribe, numbering 340. 
In their region valuable gold mines have been opened and an American mining village 
established at Juneau. A summer school is furnished them by Mrs. YV. H. R. Cor lies. 
A few miles to the south, on the mainland, is the Takoo tribe, nu bering ~69. A 
summer school was held among them in 1880 by Rev. and Mrs. W. H. R. Corlies, of 
Philadelphia. In 1882, pressed by the importunities of the leading men of the tribe, Mr. 
Corlies took up his abode among them and erected school and residence buildings at 
Tsek' -nuk-siink' -y. 
FORT WRANGELL. 
Around the mouth of the Stickeen River is theStickeen tribe, numbering 317. Their 
principal village is atFort Wrangell, on an island of the same name. 
At this point, in the fall of 1877, I located Mrs. A. R. McFarland, the first white 
teacher in southeastern Alaska after the transfer. In1878 Rev. S. Hall Young, of West 
Virginia, was sent out, n.nd a boarding department for girls established by Mrs. A. R. 
A.LASK4.. 27-9 
MeFadQ.oD{l. II¥i1879 ¥iss Maggie A.Dul).b~r, of Steubenyille, was sen~ out, a)fd the erec· 
:tiQn of a .sui~ble building commenced, which was occupied :tl:te foll.Q~.II).g y.ear. 
l'he sp,me year ~ev. W. H. R. Corlies and family arrive~. Mrs. Corlies opened a school 
o:Q. t.4e l;>eacb. f,or visiting Indians aJ}.d her husbl',tp.d a p.1g"J:tt school for adults. He aJso 
s~rveQ. ~ :nrlssionary physician to the place. 
In l882 B,ev. JQ~).D W. ~cFarlal).d was ~dded to the teaching foi:ce. 
'fhe schoo~ attelfda:o.ce is fro:m 75 to 90, with 50 girls in the "Qoarding department. 
During the year th~ .dormitory and school building were dest;r:oy,ed by :fi:r.e. 
JACKSON, 
On the southern half of Prince of Wales Isla:t;J.d is the Hydah tribe, numbering 788. 
They are a large and handsome :race, with light co:m.iP~exion, apd ];lav.e long Qee:o. noted 
for their brayery and ferocity. Terrorizing all tbe neighboring tribes, they were known 
as the "bu:Udogs " of t:b,e Nort:Q. Pacific. · · · 
.On the 22d of August, 1881, I established amissj9namongthemattheyillage of~ow· 
~, pladng M:r. James E. CpaP,man in.charge as teacher. In t]l.e sy_ri,ng of 1882, Rev. J. 
Loomis Gould and ;fawlly, of West Virginia, were $eD·t to the Hydahs at Jackson. In 
the fall of that y~r 1\:Iiss .(Jlara A. Gould was added to the teaching fo:t;ce. The ~ttend· 
ance is from 6@ to 90. 
Sl:J.'KA, 
On the western coast ofBaranoff is the Sitka tribe, numbering 721. Their chiefvil· 
lage is .~t.sitka, the,old capitalof the Russian;possess.ions in America. It was their politi-
cal, commercial, :neligious, and educationrul cen.t:t;e. . As earJy as 1805 a school was opened 
at Sitka. It had a very precarious .existence, howev_er, u.ntil1820, when it came under 
.tib.e c®ge .of a naval officer, who ke:pt a goo<il. school for thirteen years. In. 1833 this 
school fell under .the direction of Etoliu, who still further increased its efficiency. Eto· 
lip was a c;r:eole, who ·raised himself to the highest position in the country, that of chief 
<lll:ector gf the :fw c~mpany a.nd governor of the colony. He was a Lutheran !3.nd a 
p!lltro.n of schools and ch.urches. W:hHe gover.nor he erected a Protestant church at 
S~~a., a.nd .p.tes.ented i.t with a small organ, still in use. 
In 1840, besides the colonial sehool.atS:itka, ;was one for orphan boys and sons of employes 
of the fur company, in which were taught reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, me-
chanical trades, and religion. The most p:ro:fi.cient of the pupils at the age of 17 were 
&dvanced to the coloniul school and prepared for .the navy or ,Priesthood. The number 
of boarders was limited to 50. The school was in charge of Lieutenant-Commander 
Prince Maxutoff, assistant governor of the colony. In 1847 the attendance was 52; in 
1849, 39; and in 1861, 27. 
In 1839 a .gicls' school of a similar character was .established and the number of ·board-
ers limited to 40. The course of study comp).:ised the Russian language, reaq.ing, writ-
ing, arithmetic, household work, sewing, and religion. In 1848 the school num~ered 
32; in 1849, 39; and in 1861, 26. 
In 1841 a theological school was established at Sitka, ;which, in 1849, was adv'fl.nced 
to the grade of a seminary. In 1848 it .reported 30 boarders, 12 d~ pupils, and 12 cre-
oles be!ng ed'?-cated in Russia. In 1849 the attendance was reported as ~8, with 11 
others m ·Russia. 
In 1859 and 1860 the common schools at Sitka were remodelled in order to secure 
greater efficiency. T.he com'Se of study consisted of Russian, Blavonian, and · English lan-
guages, arithmetic, histony, geography, book~keeping, geometry, trigonometry, naviga-
tion, astronomy, and religion. A knowledge .of Russian, reading, writing, and ·the four 
rules of arithmet~c was requi~ed _for admission. The course extended over :fiye years. 
The faculty consisted of a pnnC1pal, who was a graduate of the School qf Commercial 
Navig~ttion; a free pilot, who taught navigation; an employe of the cqmpany, who ta,.ught 
boak~keeping and commercial branches; one pr,iest and two Jicentia~es, graduates of 
the University of St. Betersbu:t'g. '.Dhe corresponding scl;10ol for girls was in charge of a 
lady graduate of one of the highest female schools ;in Russia, with 2 maleteach~rs. Tb_is 
made 5 schools at Sitka, 2 for the children of the lower class, 2 for -the higher class 
and 1 somin::try. ' 
About the time of the transfer the teachers were recalled to Russia and the schools 
su~pended. This condition of things lasted until the winter of -1877-',78, when I se· 
cured the appointment of Rev. John G. B,rady for. S~~ka, and in April, 1878, a school 
was opened by Mr. Brady ~nd Miss Fannie E. Kellogg. In December it was discon-
tinued. In the spring of 18~0 M_iss Olinda Austin was sent out from New York City, 
and reopened the ~chool Apr~ 5 m one of the rooms of the guard-house, with 103 <:h~l­
dren.p~esent. Thts number mcreased to 130. Then some of the .parents applie9. for 
admiSSion, but could not be received, as· the room would not hold any more. Miss 
Austin received the_ support and. substantial assistance of Captain Beardslee, t:flen :i,n 
command of the Un1ted States ship Jamestown, and Lieutenant Syxuop.ds, the chi~f ex-
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ecutive officer, who proved themselves warm friends of the enterprise. In July the 
school was moved.to the old hospital building. In November some of the boys applied 
to the teacher for permission to live at the school-house. At home there was so much 
drinking, talking, and carousing that they could not study. The teacher said. she 
had no accommodations, bedding, or food for them. But they were so much in earnest 
that they said they would provide for themselves. Upon receiving permission, 7 Indian 
boys, 13 and 14 years of age, bringing a blanket each, left their homes' and took up their 
abode in a vacant room of one of the Government buildings. Thus commenced the 
boarding department of the Sitka -school. Soon other boys joined them. One was 
a boy who, taken out to be shot as a witch, had been rescued by the officers of the 
Jamestown and placed in the school. Capt. Henry Glass, who succeeded Captain 
Beardslee in command of the James town, from the first, with his officers, took a deep 
interest in the school. As he had opportunity he secured boys from distant tribes and 
placed them in the school, until there are 27 boys in the boarding department. 
In February, 1881, Captain Glass established a rule compelling the attendance of"the 
Indian children upon the day school, which was a move in the right direction and ha~ 
worked admirably. He first caused the Indian village to be cleaned up, ditches dug 
around each house for drainage, and the houses whitewashed. These sanitary regula-
tions have already greatly lessened the sickness and death-rate i3,mong thellll. He then 
caused the houses to be numbered and an accurate census taken of the inmates, 
adults and children. He then caused a label to be made of tin for each child, which 
was tied around the neck of the child, with his or her number and the number of the 
house on it, so that if a child was found on the street during school hours the Indian 
policeman was under orders to take the numbers on the labels and report them, or the 
teacher each day would report that such numbers from such houses were absent that day. 
The following morning the head Indian of the house to which the absentee belonged 
was summoned to appear and answer for the child. If the child was wilfully absent, 
the head man was fined or imprisoned. A few cases of fine were sufficient. As soon as 
they found the captain in earnest. the children were all in school. This ran the average 
attendance·up to 230 and 250, one day reaching, with adults, 271. In April Mr. Alonzo 
E. Austin was associated with his daughter in the school and Mrs. Austin was appointed 
matron. 
Early in 1882 the school met a great loss in the destruction of its building by fire. It 
is in contemplation to replace the burned building with a substantial two-story frame 
and increase the corps of teachers. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 
On the completion of the new building a boarding department will be cre~ted for girls, 
so that both sexes may enjoy the advantages of an industrial training. The school at-
tendance has been about 200. 
With the increase of public attention to Alaska and the growing interest of the coun-
try in the education of Indian children in industrial schools, the time has come to en-
large the industrial department of the school at Sitka. 
The nearest school of the kind to Alaska is at Forest Grove, Oreg. But Forest Gro"e 
is 1,500 miles distant from Southeastern Alaska and 2,500 miles away, by present routes 
of travel, from Southwestern Alaska. Then, the resources and chatacter of the two coun-
tries are different. Oregon is largely agricultural, while Alaska's agricultural interests 
are of slight importance. As the object of an industrial training is to enable the boy, 
upon arriving at manhood, to earn a support that will sustain his family in a civilized way, 
it is important to train him to utilize the resources of his own country. The resources of 
Alaska, in addition to the fur-bearing animals, are her vast supply offish and great for-
ests. Therefore the training school of her children should be on the coast, where they 
can be taught navigation and seamanship; the handling of boats and sails; improved 
methods of fishing and handling fish nets; improved methods of salting, canning, and 
preparing fish for market. With a saw-mill, a carpenter shop, cooper shop, boot and 
Rhoe shop, the school should be one in which pupils may be taught both theory and 
practice under conditions similar to those they will meet when they undertake to sup-
port themselves. 
The need of such enlargement is urgent. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ALASKA AND THE EDUCATIONAL QUESTION. 
!t new era is opening for Alaska. Two years ago gold mines were .opened about 160 
mp.es northeast of Sitka, and the mining village of Juneau was established. .From these 
mmes gold dust worth $150,000 was taken last season. Rich discoveries were also re-
:ported in. t~e valle;r of the UJ?per Yukon River. These reports have considerabl~ jD;terest 
m the mrmng reg10ns of Anzona and the Pa.dfic coast, and hundreds have, Wlthm the 
past few months, gone to Alaska. 
As a mining excitement first opened Calif{)rnia, Colorado, and Montana to settlement, 
sothepresentmovement maybe the comme~ementofthe development of Alaska. That 
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development has already commence~. In addit1on to the quar~z m~lls and mining inter-
ests, trading posts have been es~abhshed at .a number of ~a~1ve villages. The North-
west Tradin()" Company has established extensive works at Killisnoo for the manufacture of 
fish oil. F~ur salmon canneries have been established at different points, and several 
fisheries at others. Extensive cod-fisheries are in operation at the banks, off of the 
Sbumaain Islands, and saw-mills are mnning at Sitka, Roberts, Klawack, and .Jackson. 
Th.es~ changes again bring up the question of education. ~hall ~hena~ive po:pulation be 
left as in the past, to produce, under the encroachments of the mcommg whites, a new 
crop of costly, bloody, and cruel Indian wars, or shall they be so educated that they will 
become useful factors in the new development? The native races are partially civil-
ized, industrious, anxious for an education, readily adopt the ways of the whites, and, 
with the advantages of schools, will quickly, to all intents and purposes, become citizens. 
To accomplish this requires the sympathy and cooperation of the friends of education 
throughout the country. 
Very respectfully yours, 
SHELDON JACKSON. 
Ron. JOHN ·EATON, 
United States Commissioner of Education, Washington, D. C . 
. LETTER OF IVAN PETROFF, ESQ. 
WASHINGTON, D. C. , Febmary, 1882. 
SIR: Ill compliance with your kind suggestion, I have the honor to lay before you a 
communication on the subject of education in Alaska. 
A letter on this subject written by the Rev. Sheldon Jackson has already been for-
warded to the United States Senate and printed as an executive document, but, as this 
letter deals almost exclusively with the southeastern ::::ection of the Territory, I think 
that a brief statement concerning the western portion of Alaska, containing the greatest 
number of semicivilized natives, may be acceptable. 
The Innuittribes inhabiting the coast from 1\Io~t St. Elias westward and northward 
have all long since been brought under the influence of the Greek Catholic Church, and 
in the principal trading centres, the Kadiak Archipelago, and the Aleutian group of isl-
ands a population of mixed blood has spmng up, numbering several thousand, who, 
under the Russian rule of nearly a hundred years_, duration, had made considerable ad-
vance in civilization. The actual membership on the islands and the continental coast 
is now reported at between eight and nine thousand; and of these less than :five hun-
dred, nearly all of the mixed or creole class, are able to read and write in their own lan-
guage, for which an alphabet bad been provided and books printed by the Russians. 
Perhaps 25 per cent. of the number mentioned can als.o read and write in Russian. The 
schools formerly maintained by the Russian-American Company have, of course, been 
discontinued, and the priests of the Russian Church have neglected educational work 
altogether. At present the only school maintained by the church authorities in the 
Territory is located at Belkovsky, thecentr11.l settlement of the sea-otter hunting grounds; 
but here the attendance is irregular and very small. On the island of Unalashka the 
Alaska Commercial Company maintains at its own expense a school with a competent 
Russian and English teacher, an institution which has been conducted for the last two 
years with the most gratifying success; but, as it owes its existencesolelytotheliberality 
of a mercantile firm, there can be no certainty as to its continuation in the future. 
On the so-called Fur Seal Islands, the reservation of the Treasury Department, the 
lessees are obliged, under the terms of the lease, to keep a school on each of the islands 
of St. Paul and St. George for -eight months of the year. This proviso has been faith-
fully carried out since the year 1870. On the island of St. Paul the. teacher is a. young 
native of the isla.nd who received his training at the State Normal School of Vermont 
and graduated from that institution after a .constant attendance of seven years. He is 
now an accomplished gentleman, an excellent musician, and his success in teaching his 
countrymen has been very satisfactory. 
The average daily attendance at the school of St. Paul is reported by the Government 
agent as 69 and numerous 1Specimens of penmanship and composition testify to the pro-
ficiency of" the school and scholars. On the island of St. George, with a much smaller 
population, the average daily attendance is reported as 22. · 
A smaU number of boys from Western Alaska receive schooling at San Francisco, Cal., 
under the supervision of the Russian bishop of the Alaskan diocese. . These youths are 
designed for the church. but the present enlightened and progressive bishop makes them 
attend the public schools. 
This comprises all the educational facilities extended thus far fu the inhabitants of 
Western Alaska. 
But very 1itt1e progress has been made in introducing the English language among the 
natives of all that vast region west of the meridian of Mount St. Elias. The traders and 
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fislJefJJJ.en, the only Americ11ns w}lO' thus far have gone among them, have found it easier 
to pick ttp the peculiar idiom current along the coast than to i:ij.duCe the natives to adopt 
th u Elt~U:5h, ;.t~u1 it is :;;afe m ass,ert that in all the section referred to the people are as 
liU lc Hcquainted with American ct~SLOIM and institutions as they we~ at the time of 
their Lra.n·;;fer J~·om Hussb to the United States. 
A:; effort<; a_re 11ow being IPade to procure an appropria,tion for the establishment of 
sebools in AJps)m, it is to he hoped that dne ~Jittention will be paid to the rights and wants 
of the pe.op)e vyl1.0 inhtLbit the more renwte regions of the Territory, whence all the 
l'eYem~e is ur,rived which it is proposed tQ ex.pend for the pmpose, but who are not rep-
resented ~n Was}lington by any advocate pftheir interests. 
The schools now in exjstence in Southeastern Alaska are maintained and controlled by 
tbe Pre;;byteri~n B.oard of :Miss~ons, and are necessarily sectarian in their tendency. 
Thes!'l schools l)a,ve th~ mo:;Jt beneP.cbl effect among the savage tribes coming under their 
immediate influence, and they are certainly entitled to any assistance it is in the power 
of Congress to give; but among the seven or eight thousand members of the Russian 
Church, where the necessity of fostering education is most urgent, such schools would be 
a failure, owing to the influence of the RusRian clergy, who would prevent the attend-
ance of children and youths i~ ljlCPOQls co~ducted by Prote~tant missionaries and their 
teachers. Such sectarian prejudices are of course to be deplored, but as long as they 
exist they sbould be taken into consideration by those wh9 wish to benetit the people by 
the extension of educational facilities . · 
With regard to the best mode of spreading knowledge and civilization among these 
people inhabiting the coasts and islands between Prince William Sound and Unala.shka, 
I would respectfully suggest the establishment of one or two industrial schools, centraJlt 
located between these points. The segregation of youths to be instructed from their 
families I consirler essential; the mode of life of these sea-otter hunters is such that no 
regular school attendance could be secured in any ooe vill;>ge or settlement. The fami-
lies move about in quest of :fish and game as the season changes, and all children living 
with the family necessarily move with it. At :first it would be most advisable to col-
lect as pupils for the industrial school the sons of chiefs or headmen of the villages, who 
would be most influential in demonstrating the benefits of education to their people. .A.t 
two points in the section of Alaska referred to, the Government already has extensive 
buildings erected by the military forces once stationed in the 'l'erritory. These build-
ings eould be fitted up for educational purposes at compamtively little expense. These 
points ar.e Rensi, on Cook's Inlet, and St. Paul Harbor, on Kadiak Island. When I visited 
those places during last summer the buildings were in a good state of repair. There 
can be no doubt that both natives and creoles (descendants of Russians from native 
mothers) are possessed of considerable ability and intelligence. Quite a number of the 
latter class held prominent and responsible positions under the Russian Government, but 
unfortunately these individuals left for Russia, together with the other officials of the 
Russian-American Company, shortly after the transfer of the Territory. . 
My experience in tra,velling a,mong these people for the last four years has convinced 
me that schools maintained by the Government, not by the missionaries, will be heartily 
welcomed and supported by the Christian inha,bitants of the western coast and islands 
and that such institutions will receive every assistance from the trading and fishing 
firms engaged in bnsiness there. 
Hoping that i!). the case of the necessary appropriation being made by Congress this 
communication may be of some assistance to those who will be charged with the execu-
tion of educ..'ttion::tl projects for Alaska, I 1·emain, very respectfully, 
· IV AN PETROFF, 
Special Agent Tenth Census, for· Alaska. 
The Ron. SECRET-ARY OF 'l'HE INTERIOR, 
Wasltin_qton, D. 0. 
~xmooL oN ST. PAUL's ISLA TD. 
At the chool for natives on St. Paul's Island, which a.<:~ under the care of I-1. H. 
Atkins as teac:h r, th.jre wa.~ an enrolment of 45 pupils, with an average attendanC'e of 
42. During the months of September, October, November, and December school was 
taught about 2\l days each ruonth. 
.ARIZONA., 
AUIZONA.. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth (,[school qge (6-21) --------------
Enrolled ~:Q. n,nbli.c schools -----------~--
SCHOOL UIS'f;RHJTS AND SCH90LS. 
'Districts __ -- _- ,. - ___ - ______ ~---- _ ----- _ -·----- ___ _ 
F"Q.blic school;!------------------------- 148 
Valuation pf .school property------------ $121,31..8 
Number of private schools______________ 9 
TEACHERS ANp 'PHEIR PAY. 
Male teachers in public schools __________ ----------
Female teachers in public schools _______ ----------
Total public school teachers_____________ 102 






.4;yer~ge :rp.on~h~y p~y of won~en_________ 68 19 7'--------- -r-------- ------- .... -
Privai;f::l s,cqool tea.chers ----------------- 15 
INCp.Mp; AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total receipts for public school~--------­








a Uni~ed States Densm~ of 1880. b Territorial school ceJlStlS, JY{~y, 1882, prob.~b.ly illcompl~te. 
(From the reports for the y~ars indicated of Hon. Moses H. S;hermaJil, te;rri0rial s~per~ 
~teJ.ld,~n~.) 
T:F;~IUTORI-4-L ~C*~QO~ SYSTE~. 
OF;FIC~;RS. 
The school system of Arizona is conducted by a territorial board of eoocation, a super-
intendent of public instruction, county superintendents, county boards of 3 examiners, 
~nn. ~ poard of 3 school trustees for each district. · 
- 'J'}le ni~~b~rs of t413 territorial board of ed11.cation are the ~overnqr, th~ t~rr:j.top;:U 
t:r~~wer, @d the S1Jperintendent of public instruc'lio:J?.~ TJ:w ccmnty N'opate ~u.d,ge is 
ex officio county superintendent; in his educational caJpacity he is ~:Qe pre~idi:ng o@cer 
of the county board of examiners, his collecyglJ.~S holding their appointments ft·om the 
superintendent of public instruction. The territorial superintendent and the boards ot 
school tnistees are elected, the first biennially by the ':,rel'J!itory at large, the latter annu,~lly 
by the voters of t'4e districts over whose schoolll>ffatirs they have jurisdiction. 
The beard of educa~ion moulds the system and the su;perintendent administers it. The 
duties :Fequired of the probate judge when acting as county superintendent seem to be 
of a passive rather than an active kind, the more professional work dev:olving on the 
district boards or on the teachers themselves. The county board of examiners grants 
two kinds of certificates, one good for life, the other for 6 years. The district boards of 
school trus~es e:;ercise fqll power in local scl).qol ~ffgirs, subject to the :rul~Zs and regu-
lations of the territorial board. ' 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYS'£EM.' 
Three species of school taxation are provided for by the law: The first, which is obliga-
tory, consists of a territorial tax of .15of 1 per cent., known as the territorial school fund, 
and of a county tax of not less than .5of 1 nor more than .8 of 1 per cent. on t.ax~tble prop-
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erty, known as the county school fund; the second is a conditional tax, only required of 
those districts in which the apportionment of 11le obligatory tax is inadequate to secure 
3 months of school; the third is an optional tax, for prolonging the school teiJD. beyond 
the' 3-month limit or for building school-houses, voted by the district at a meeting called 
by the board of trusteees. · 
The territorial fund is apportioned to the counties on the basis of school population, 
becon1ing a part of the county fund, which is distributed among the districts, one-fourth 
equally and the remainder in proportion to the aver~geschool attendance of each district 
during the preceding 3 months. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The meagre statistics render a comparison of figures impossible, and any statement of 
the educational condition of the Territory must be based on the conclusions arrived at by 
the superintendent of public instruction. The schools, though now established on a firm 
basis, need that general supervision which the law requires of the superintendent, but 
which the insufficiency of the legislative appropriation will not permit him to give. Nor 
is the want of general supervision the only hindrance of its kind. The time of the ex 
officio county superintendent is so constantly taken up by his duties as probate judge 
that he also lacks opportunity for personal supervision, and finally, from the laxity of 
the examinations, candidates are in some cases passed who are incompetent. · On the 
other hand, two items of progress are given: the adoption of a uniform system of text 
books, thereby facilitating the work of the teacher and the progress of the pupil, and the 
increase in the number of school-houses. 
To sum up, it appears that the territorial system .has by far too few children and far 
too wide a territory under its control to do its work either precisely or economically. 
SCHOOL SYSTEM OF TUCSON. 
STATISTICS. 
Tucson has not, strictly speaking, a city system, being school district No. 1 of Pima 
County. The report of the principal of its one school building shows 6 teachers, in-
cluding the principal and his assistant, and a. special teacher of Spanish and another of 
vocal music. The regular teachers were paid on the average a monthly salary of $100 
and the specials $50. The enrolment in the'Schools was for the year 281, an increase of 72. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Whenever a county contains 20 districts a teachers' institute is required by law to 
be held at least once a year and to continue not less than 3 nor more than 5 days, ev<!ry 
public school teacher in the county being required to attend. 
Whether the contingency bas not arisen or the meetings, it held, have failed to be 
noticed cannot be determined, as no report or mention of them appears. 
SECONDARY AND SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
SECONDARY. 
The Territory has not as yet made any provision for the instruction of its children 
beyond the common school course, but the city superintendent of Tombstone speaks 
of high school studies being taught in his own schools and probably in those of Tucson, 
Prescott, and Pbrenix. 
SUPERIOR. 
There are no schools of this class, either territorial or private. 
Taking advantage of the act of Congress of February 18, 1881, granting public lands 
for university purposes to the Territories, the superintendent, with the aid of the regis-
ter of the land office at Prescott, located the seventy-two sections allowed Arizona, 
securing the most valuable timber lands in the Territory. 
CHIEF TERRITORIAL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. W. B. HORTON, territorial8tllperintendent of public instruction, Prescott. 






POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5-21) -------"")~--- - -----------------------------­
Enrolled in public schools-------------------------------·--·----------
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Organized districts--~---------- - ---- -- - --------------------:------·----
(;raded schools--------------- - -- -------------------------------------
Ungraded school-s.---------------- - ------------------------------ ____ _ 
School-houses-------- ------·-- ----- -------------------.. - _____________ _ 
Value of 816 of these- - ---- ------- ------------------------------------
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Male teachers. __ ---------------- - - ----------------------------------·-
Fe~aleteachers-------------- ---- -------~----------------------------
Whole number of teachers ____ __ _: _______________ -------------·· ···--------
Average monthly pay of men------ - -----------------------•,. · - --------
Average monthly pay of women-------------------------·-------------













Receipts for public schools ---------------------"'l·--------------------- e$343, 616 
Expenditure for public schools •• ·------- ~----------- -· ------------------- e314, 484 
a 16 counties not reporting. 
b 18 counties not reporting. 
c 20 counties not reporting. 
d 17 counties not reporting. 
e 24 counties not reporting. 
{From the report of Territorial Superintendent W. H. H. Beadle for the school year 
ending March 31, 1882.) · 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The system is administered by a superintendent of public instruction, county su.per-
intendents, a board of education for every incorporated city, town, or village, and town-
ship boards. Biennially appointed by the governor and confirmed by the legislative 
council, the territorial superintendent exercises the usual duties of general supervision 
and compilation of statistics. The county superintendent (women being eligible to elec-
tion) is chosen biennially; he has charge of the county educational interests and is the 
medium through which the territorial superintendent acts on the subordinate county 
officers. · The township board is composed of a director, clerk, and treasurer, chosen for 
3-year terms, one going out annually. It is the duty of this board to provide buildings, 
employ teachers, regulate the schools, and disburse the funds of the township. The 
city, ·town, or village boards of education are governed by special laws. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Taxation is of two kinds: (1) a general tax of $1 on each elector and 2 per cent. on 
property, to be distributed to districts that maintained 3 months of school during the pre-
ceding year, and (2) a local tax, not to exceed 3 per cent. of the taxable property of the 
d'istrict in which it is levied. The general tax, or public fund, as it is called, is increased 
by penalties of various kinds and is distributed according to the population of school 
age ( 5 to 21) in each district. 
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GENERAL CONDITION. 
The statistics of Dakota are not unnaturally incomplete. Educational statistics are 
primarily dependent on local supervision, and when citizens having neither time nor 
technical knowledge for compiling statistics are elected supervisors, information will be 
wanting, the law to the contrary notwithstanding. In Dakota, this more or less general 
evil is aggravated by a municipal system peculiar for its entire independence of that of 
the Territory, which is fast removing the more populous places from the superintendent's 
control. 
Though the condition of the Territory relatively to the preceding year cannot be 
given, some ide.-'1 of what is being done in the cause of education may be derived from a 
comparison of the figures at band for the year under consideration. Of the 33 counties 
reporting, 29 returned an enrolment of 67 per cent. on their reported school popula-
tion; 25, as having sittings for 77 per cent. of their children of school age; 17, as having 
on an average a teacher to every 25 of the enrolment; and 24, as expending $13.04 per 
pupil enrolled. These figui'es are by ti6 means discouraging, and, although some of the 
newly organized counties failed to tepor-t, the tendency their statistics might ha~e to de-
preciate the educational condition would be counterbalanced by the more favorable re-
turns from nearly as mauy of the oldest cotiniies that have likewise failed to report. 
One noticeable item in the superintendent's report, however, is the low average pay of 
teachers in a community where th~ schMl yeat is nitely 5 months. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM OF YANKTON . 
.ADMINISTRATION. 
There are no places in Dakota having the requisite popul!Jtion to entitle them to men-
tion here; but it is thought advisable to introduce the statistics of Yankton, the largest 
place in the Territory and the only city reporting statistics . 
.As has been previousJy said the municipal system or systems, for each is of its own 
kind, are in no way subordinate to the territorial system; thus any incorporated city, 
town, or village may isolate itself, its only obligation being to teport its school popul~ 
tion when it desires to_ obtain its pro mta share of the public· fund. 
STATISTICS. 
Under a board of education, composed of 8, and its secretary, the Yankton system 
seems to be pr_ogressing in ev~rythin_g_except school accommodations. The population of 
the pla{3e (3,6g-o) comprised 803 chgdren 6-16; of these, 646 were enrolled. The popu-
lation of school age (5-21} was 1,186; of this number738 were enrolled in public and 120 
in private sobools, and 479 of t~e public and 100 of tlm private school efifolro:ent wete 
in average daily attend!J,nce. The 10 schools, one of which was a :high ~eoool, were 
accommodated in :five buildings, containing 571 sittings, and were taught 175 days. 
School property owned by the city was valued at $14,000
1 
and the expenditure for schools, 
exclusive of payments for previous indebtedness, was $11
1
918. 
TRAINING OF TEAOHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The Dakota Normal School, Springfield, reports 17 nortrral and. 18 oth~t students in 
attendance during the last year, and 10 graduates engaged itt te&ching. 'i'lie in ·titution 
has 3 instructor~1 a model school, a. course of 3 years of 36 weeks each, and gmf:1ts certifi-
cates to its graduates authofizing them to teach in th~ public schools. The school is 
endowed with twenty sections of public land and received last year an n.pptoptin.tiott of 
$800 from the city of Springfield. 
OTHER NORMAJJ TRAINING. 
'J!lere is a normal comse of 3 years provided in the uclldetnic department of th~ Uni-
vel'Slty of Dakota, designed to prepa.re pupils ibr teaching eitbet in. the oommo1l of' high 
schools. · 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGII SOHOOLS. 
High schools, though not required by law, h~ve been established in the larger towns. 
The high school of Yankton, the only one of which statistics are at hand , had 3 teachers, 
an average membership of 40, and an average attendance of 38 for the year. The course: 
4 years in length, is academic in character and had 10 graduates in 1882. 
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OTHER SECONDARY •INSTRUCTION. 
The English course of the academic departme:pt of the University of Dakota, opened 




The UniveFsity of Da~ota opened in September, 1882. A fine two story stone build-
ing bas already been erected and will constitute a wing of the main building of 3 stories • 
now in course of erection. The academic department only has been established. It has 
5 courses: the English, noticed under Secondary Instruction; the normal, also noticed 
under its appropriate head; the classical; the scientific; and the course in fine arts. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUl\:IB. 
The Dakoia School foT Deaf-Mutes, Sioux Falls, had 11 pupiis, unde:r 2 instructors. 
The inmates were taught agrjcultJ.ue and the commop, schuol studies. 
CHIEF TERRITORIAL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
lion, ,V. H. H. BEADLE, territorial superintendent of public instruction, Yankton. 
[Third term, 1883 oo l88S.} · 
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
STATISTIQAL SUMMARY. 
1879-'80. 1880-'81. Increase . Decrease. 
.. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Population of the District _________ ------------- a177,624 ------ ---- ----------Total school population ( 6-17) _____ ------------- a43,537 ------- --- ----------
Colored school population (6-17) ___ --------- ---- a13,945 ---------- ----------Total enrolment in public schools __ 26,439 27,299 860 ----------
Colored enrolment in public schools_ 9,505 9,583 78 ----------
Average daily attendance _______ __ 20,637 20,730 93 ----------
Average daily attendance of colored 6,412 7,292 880 ----------
pupils. 
Estimated enrolment in private 
schools. 
5,781 5,000 ---------- 781 
SCHOOLS. 
Rooms for study----------------- 368 392 24 ----------
Seating capacity _________________ 21,526 21,733 207 ----------
Average duration of school in days_ 193 190 ---- -- ---- 3 Value of public school property ____ $1,206,355 $1,326,888 $120,533 ----------
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Number of male teaehers _________ 34 35 1 ----------
Number of female teachers __ ------ 399 425 26 ----------Total number of teachers _________ 433 460 27 ----------
Colored teachers ___________ - ·· ---- 130 135 5 ----------
Average monthly pay of men ______ $90 16 $91 13 $0 97 ----------
Average monthly pay of women ___ 62 24 61 27 --·-------- $0 97 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts for public schools ___ . _____ $476,957 $555,644 $78,687 ----------
Expenditure for public schools ____ 438,567 527,312 88,745 ----------
a United States Census of 1880. 
(From reports and returns of Superintendents J. Ormond Wilson and Geo. F. T. 
Cook tor the two years indicated.) 
DISTRICT SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The absence of suffrage in the District of Columbia places the choice of the 9 members 
of the board of trustees, which is the educational authority, in the hands of the co:n-
missioners of the District. 'l'his board annually selects 2 superintendents, who are Its 
chief executive officers, and chooses supervising principals, who act under the supervision 
of these superintendents; through its committee on teachers the board of trustees also 
appoints an examining board composed of the 2 superintendents and an undefined num-
ber of supervising principals and principals of public schools. To assign each super-
intendent to his proper sphere of action, the public schools have been formed into 8 divis-
ions, the first four comprising the white schools of Washington, the fifth those of George-
ton n, and the sixth the rural schools, over all of which-one of the superintendents exercises 
authority; the seventh and eighth, comprising the colored schools of Washington and 
Georgetow~, are under tbe control of his colleague. 
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OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
To support the system Congress makes an annual appropriation, one half of which is 
taken from the amount raised by local taxation and the other from the public funds of 
the United States. The school age is 6-17; the schools are all graded, with a few excep-
tions among the rural schools, and each race is taught by instructors of its own color. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
As no statistics have been published for 1882, the comparative standing of the year can-
not be determined except as to the items of receipts. and expenditures, each in 1882 
amounting to $579,312, being increases of $23,668 and $52,000, respectively, over the 
preceding year. The statistics of the white schools of Washington are given under the 
following head: · 
WHITE SCHOOLS OF WASHINGTON. 
With a white school population of 27,142, Washington enrolled 17,306, of whom 13,168 
were in average daily attendance, under 293 teachers, and had in private sphools an enrol-
ment of 5, 000. The 54 buildings contained 244 rooms and 14,552 sittings for study. The 
oohools were taught 186 days and instruction in music and drawing was given by special 
teachers. Compared with the preceding year the gains were 89~ in enrolment, 530 in 
average daily attendance, 35 in t eachers, and 115 in sittings for study. The number of 
days the schools were taught was less by 4. 
KINDERGARTEN. 
For information respecting schools of this kind, see Table V of the appendix. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Only one of the two city normal schools has reported, the Miner Normal School, for 
colored pupils; for its statistics, as well as for those of Wayland Seminary and the nor-
mal department of Howard University, also for colored persons, see Table III of the 
appendix. Au additional Kindergarten normal school appears in Table III of the appen-
dix under the title of Garfield Kindergarten Training School, having been organized in 
October, 1882. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The Washington high school, for w bites of either sex, furnishes no statistics for 1881-' 82. 
It has academic and scientific" courses, each of 3 years, and a business course of 2, and at 
the beginning of the year 1882~'83 had 382 students, under 11 instructors, with special 
teachers of drawing and music .. 
OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For information respecting business colleges, private academic schools, preparatory 
schools, or preparatory departments of colleges, see '.rabies IV, VI, VII, and IX of the 
appendix; and for summaries ofthem, see corresponding tables in the reportoftheCom-
missioner preceding. . 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
COLLEGES FOR YOUNG MEN OR ]fOR BOTH SEXES. 
The 5 institutions for superior instruction are Georgetown College, Georgetown, and 
Gonzaga College, Washington (both Roman Catholic), and Columbian University, How-
ard University, and the National Deaf-Mute College; the last 3, in Washington, report 
themselves non-sectarian. Only one of the above, Howard University, is open to young 
women as well as men. 
Georgetown College provides a preparatory course of 3 years, a classical of 4, and a sci-
entific of 3. The degree of bachelor of arts is conferred on graduates of the regular clas-
sical course, which comprises Latin, Greek, French (or some other modern language), 
mathematics, rational philosophy, physics, mechanics, and chemistry. A graduate 
eourse in ethics and natural philosophy leads to the degree of master of arts. 
Columbian University has the regular collegiate course of study arranged in 7 schools, 
viz, English, Greek, Latin, modern languages, mathematics, natural science, and phi-
losophy. By selections from these, courses are formed leading to the degrees of bachelor 
of arts, bachelor of letters, and bachelor of science. The degree of master of arts is given 
to students who have bee:q graduated from all the schools and have passed a satisfactory 
19E 
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examination on the studies embraced in them. The university received a valuable gift 
during the year from Hon. W. W. Corcoran, consisting of a large lot of ground in Wash-
ington for the erection of a building to accommodate its collegiate and law departments. 
Gonzaga College divides its course of study into 2 departments: the collegiate course 
proper, including the Greek and I-'atin classics, and the non-classical, embracing the Eng-
lish language and literature, mathematics, and the natural sciences. Twenty-two stu-
dents were reported in the collegiate course and 85 in other studies. 
Howard University offers collegiate, theological, legal, medical, preparatory, and normal 
departm~nts, to which all are admitted, irrespective of race, sex, or creed, who are pre-
pared to pursue the studies in which they propose to engage. There is also a literary 
course, which may be completed in 5 years from the first preparatory, the regular col-
legiate requiring 7. Fifteen students were reported in regular collegiate classes during 
1882, and 32 in preparatory. A gift of $5,000 was received during the year from Han-
nah S. Toland, of Germantown, for the benefit of the theological department. 
The Naflionctl Deaf-Mute College, the collegiate depa.rtment of Columbia Institution for 
the Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb, reports an introductory course of 1 year, an under-
graduate one of 4 years for the degree of B. A., and select courses of 3 years in science, 
philosophy, and literature. There were 28 undergraduate students during the year, and 
53 in the preparatory department. 
For further statistics of colleges, see Table IX of the appendix, and for a summary, see 
a corresponding table in the 1·eport of the Commissioner preceding. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
Georgetown University, Columbian University, and the National Deaf-Mute College 
reported scientific courses of 3 years each leading to the degree of B. s. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Tlwological.-.The theological department ~f Howard University offered a well organ-
ized 3-year course, including Hebrew and Greek. 'l'his department is supported entirely 
by the American Missionary Association and the presbytery of Washington City, but is 
open to students of all Christian denominations who pass the required examination for 
admission. Wayland Seminary (Baptist) in its theological department prepares stu-
dents for the ministry; they devote a part of each day during the entire course to Bible 
studies. 
Leg1ll.-The law departments of Columbian, Georgetown, Howard, and National Uni-
versities each gave a 2-year course oflegal instruction, leading to the degree ofbachelor 
of laws. Three years of study being required to secure admission to the bar of the Dis-
trict, each school adds a year of graduate study, on the completion of which the degree 
of master of laws is conferred. 
Medical.- The National Medical College of the Columbian University and the med-
ical departments of Georgetown College and Howard University all continued their 3-
year graded courses. Georgetown held its sessions 8 months in the year, and the others 
5. Howard required for admission an examination in English and Latin and George-
town held an examination at the close of each term. 
The National College of Pharmacy required for graduation 4 years of experience in the 
practice of pharmacy, 2 full courses of lectures of 5 months each, and a course occupying 
10 weeks in practical and analytical chemistry. 
For statistics of the legal, medical, and pharmaceutical schools, see Tables XII and 
XIII of the appendix, and for summaries, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUl\fB. 
The Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, Kendall Green, near Washingt.on, 
including the National Deaf-Mute College, reported 111 pupils for 1882, of whom 17 
were young women. There were 60 in the primary department. The number of pupils 
taught articulation had increased, and the result was encouraging. Great benefit is said 
to have resulted from the active gymnastic exercises, each student being required to 
spend 4 hours a week in physical training. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
There being no institution for the blind in the District of Columbia, the Government 
continued in 1882 to make provision for them in the Maryland Institution for the Blind. 
There were 4 in 1882 from ~he District receiving instruction in that institution. 
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REFORMATORY AND INDUSTRIAL" TRAINING. 
The Reform School of the District of Colunibia (1869) up to July, 1882, had received 812 
boys; 99 were committed during the year and 87 discharged, leaving in the schooll43. 
The average age of boys received since the opening is 13t y~ars, the oldest being 18 and 
the youngest o. A workshop was built in 1882, at a cost of $3,516, and the chair work 
removed to it, where it is carried on more satisfactorily. Common school studies were 
pursued and the industries taught were farming, chair caning, sh_oemaking, and tailor-
ing, by which the boys earned $1,631. The money so earned is )?aid them on their final 
discharge from the institution~ 
The Incb~str-ial Homf3 School (for both sexes), Georgetown, cared for 116 children during 
the year, received47 and discharged46, of whom 20werereturned to parents and 22 pro-
vided with homes. During the year the industries have been reorganized, so that one 
half attend school in the forenoon, the other in the afternoon. Work is done in the green-
house, shoe and carpenter shops. Under a special instructor, 171 pairs of shoes were 
made and 216 repaired, being enough to supply the institution. The new cottage build-
ing for girls was fur:qijhed and occupied. Considering the limited means at hand, the in-
stitution has been s~cessful. The income for the year was $14,691, of which Congress 
gave $5,000.-(Report.) 
CHILDREN'S HOMES .AND ORPHAN ASYLUMS. 
The St. Vincent's Female Orphan Asylum, with an average of 125 children from 6 to 12 
years of age, a day school for girls in the same building, with an average of 150 pupils, 
and the St. Rose's Female Orphan and Industrial .Asylum, a branch of St. Vincent's, are 
essentially one institution. St. Vincent's orphan department is supported by the tui-
tion fees of t,he day school. The orphan girls on leaving this school go to the branch de-
partment, where they are trained from 4 to 6 years in the more advanced English studies 
and in ordina1·y housework, but mostly in common sewing, dressmaking, and embroidery. 
By these last industries the institution, with an average of 43 inmates, is made self sus-
taining. · At a suitable age homes are provided for them. 
The St. Joseph's 01phan Asylum for Boys, with an average of 115 children, is also con-
nected with a boys' day school, with an average attendance of 85, and is entirely sup-
ported by it. Children are received from 6 to 12 years of age and placed in homes as soon 
as possible after reaching 12 years of age. TeacheTs of these schools receive no salary. 
The Washington Oity Orphan Asylum, in its sixty-eighth year, had a family of 139 or-
phan children, of whom 11 were infants under 1 year old. This infant department has 
been added during the year and occupies an addition built by Dr. J. C. Hall. No girl is 
now allowed to leave the institution till18 years of age, unless it be by adoption in some 
permanent home. By far the greater part of those who have left have become good men 
and women and useful citizens. , The asylum continues to be managed by the ladies of 
the city and to depend on the charities of the public. 
The German Protestant Orphan Asylum, Uniontown, had 33 inmates, a decrease of 8 
from the previous year. In. the general management, as reported in 1881-'82, no change 
is noted. Of the 33 inmates 21 attended the public school in Uniontown. 
In the Home established by the National Association for the Relief of Destitute Colored 
Women and Children 128 inmates were cared for during the year, of whom 7 were aged 
women ancl128 children. Homes were found for 26 and 35 were received. In the school 
there has been a marked improvement since it was made a part of the public school sys-
tem of the District. In the industrial school, where the average age of the workers was 8 
years, there were made 104 pairs of stockings and all the bedding and clothing, except 
the hats at;ld shoes, need~d by the instit~ti?n. The ne~d of a. new substantial building 
was engagmg the attentiOn of the associatiOn. To thiS chanty Congress appropriated 
$6,535. 
TRAINING OF NURSES. 
The Washington Training School for Nurses, after an existence of a little more than 
4 years, reported for 1882 7 instructors, 33 pupils, and its first graduating class consist-
ing of 3 students, who finished the regular 2-year course. Of these 1 continu~s in the 
profession and finds ready and remunerative employment. 
From its organization this useful institution has been in need of funds to place it on 
the sn:me foundati?n as those esta~lished in other places, its ~nly income being trom mem-
bership dues. Still, regular medical courses have been mamtained. 
SCHOOL OF COOKERY. 
Th~ Mission ~ree S~hool of ~ookery_and Ho:use~ork was opened January 1, 1881, with 
7 pupils, the obJect bemg to giVe free mstructwn m co~kery to girls, both white and col-
ored, under 18 years of age, who are unable to pay fot 1t. 
More recently a ladies' class has been added for those who are able to Fa.Y.· With the 
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limited space and means at their control,· the committee have not been able to carry out 
their plans as they would like. Still the success has been more than was expected. It 
is believed that this good work, so favorably inaugurated in Washington, will greatly 
increase. 
TRAINING IN ART AND MUSIC. 
So far as can be ascertained no important change has occurred within the year 1882 in 
respect to the training in art reported for 1881 in the schools of Mr. W. M. Rouzee, Mr. 
Edmund C. Messer, Mrs. S. E. Fuller, or Mrs. Imogene R. Morrell, except that in Mr. 
Rouzee's case at least additional facilities for instruction were secured in a new build-
ing, with greater conveniences for effective and pleasant work. 
'.rhe Washington Conservatory of Music, under the direction of Mr. 0. B. Bullard, is 
believed to have continued its instructions in vocal and instrumental music, as also the 
School of Music of Mr. Theo. Ingalls King, while the Georgetown Conservatory of Music 
was added to t]Jese in 1882. 
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS. 
TEACHER.S' ASSOCIATIONS. 
A voluntary association of the graduates of the Normal School for Whites meets once 
a moJ.lth to compare experiences in government and teaching. 
CHIEF DISTRICT SCHOOL OFFICERS. 
Hon. J. ORMOND WILSON is superintendent of public schools for whites in Washington and George-
town and of the schools for both races in the rural districts. 




STATISTICAL SUMMARY. a 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
t 
POPULATJPN AND ATTENDANCE. 
Youth of school age (5,.-21) ___ ------ b9,115 91650 535 ----------Number of scholars enrolled ________ 6,080 ------------ -------<;,!-- ----------Average daily attendance ___________ 4,127 ------------ ---------- ----------
DISTRICTS AND SCHQOLS. 
Number ofschool·districts _________ _., 167 183 16 
_____ '!"' ____ 
Number of school-houses ___________ 100 ------------
_.;,. ________ 
----------
Number of schools_--------------'-- 115 ------------ ---------- ----------Average duration of schools in days __ 150 ------------ ---------- ----------
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Whole number of teachers employed_ 175 200 25 ----------Average monthly pay of men _______ $65 00 $60 00 ---------- $5 00 Average monthly pay of women---- 50 00 50 00 ---------- ----------
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts for public schools--------- $54,609 $55,004 $395 ----------Expenditure for public schools ----- 44,840 46,855 2,015 ----------
a Nearly all the statistics here given, whether for 1881 or 1882, are incomplete, several of the coun-
ties failing to report in either year. 
b United States Census of 1880. 
(From biennial report and returns of Hon. James L. Onderdonk, territorial sup&rin-
tendent of public instruction, for the two years indicated.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The territorial controller is ex officio superintendent of public instruction and county 
auditors are ex officio county school superintendents. Each county has a board of exam-
iners and each district a board of 3 trustees. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are sustained by the income of an irreducible and indivisible school 
fund, by a county tax of not less than 2 nor more than 8 mills on the dollar, by moneys 
arising from legal :fines and forfeitures, and by fees paid by teachers for certificates of 
qualification. The basis of distribution of the school moneys by the territorial treasurer 
is the number of children of school age (5-21) in each county, according to the last cen-
sus report. Each county treasurer divides one half of this· amount equally among the 
organized districts in the county, the other half to be apportioned per capita among the 
several districts in proportion to the children, irrespective of age, except in 2 counties, 
which have a different arrangement. 
Districts may levy special taxes for building or repairing school-houses, and, when the 
cost of repairs does not exceed $25, the trustees may levy a rate bill: to be collected from 
such patrons ofthe school as are able to pay it. No district or teacher is to receive any 
of the public school money if political or sectarian doctrines have been taught in the 
· schools or books, papers, tracts, or documents of this character have been distributed. 
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GENERAL CONDITION. 
The superintendent of public instruction, in his report for 1881 and 1882, speaks of the 
continued embarrassments in his work arising from the defects in the school system and 
lack of fuuds. Being only an ex officio school officer, with but little time for school work 
and with no salary as superintendent, his supervision of school interests is imperfect; 
and the same being true of the county superintendents, their supervision of schools is 
also defective. He calls attention especially to the absence of any provision for teachers' 
institutes; to the lack of care in the selection of teachers; to the fact that the pay of 
teachers was too small to command good ones where most needed; that in many districts 
the school term was only 3 months; and that he was able to report but 2 graded schools. 
Under such circumstances, he says, true education is next to an impossibility. 
ADVANCED INSTRUCTION. 
NORMAJ. AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, ETC. 
There are no schools for normal, secondary, superior, or special instruction reported 
from this Territory. 
CHIEF TERRITORIAL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. J.AlllES L. ONDERDONK, territoria:t superintendent of public instruction, Boise Oity, Idaho. 
[Second term, February 21, 1881, to February 21, 1883.] 
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SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS. 
1880-'81. 
I 
1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
POPULATION AND~ ATTENDANCE. 
Indians of the United States, exclu- 261,851 2G2,366 515 ---·· ------
sive of Alaska. 
Youth of school age in the Five Na- ------·------ 9,315 ~--------- ----------tions. 
Youth of school age among tribal In- 38,923 b34,662 ---------- ----------dians. 
Enrolled in schools of the Five Na- 6,183 5,639 ---------- 544 
tions. 
Enrolled in schools of tribal nations_ 8,109 8,755 646 ---------· Average attendance of Five Nations __ c3,496 ------------ ---------- -------·---Average attendance of tribal Indians_ 4,976 5,569 593 ----------Number of Indians who can read, in- 44,478 44,132 .. _________ 346 
eluding the Five Nations. 
Number of tribal Indians taught to 1,508 1,706 198 ----------read during the year. 
SCHOOLS. 
Boarding schools of Five Nations ____ 11 14 ' 3 ----------Day schools of Five Nations ________ 198 199 1 ----------Boarding schools of tribal Indians ___ · 68 73 5 ----------Day schools of tribal Indians _______ 106 105 -----··---- 1 
Night schools of tribal Indians ______ ------------ 2 ---------- ----------Whole number of boarding schools __ 79 87 8 ----------Whole number of day and night 304 306 2 ----------schools. 
TEACHERS. 
Teachers and employes among tribal 3GB 570 202 ----------Indians. 
Missionaries, not counted as teacqers_ 184 210 26 --'-------· 
EXPENDITURE FOR SCHOOLS. 
-
Whole expenditure for education of $548,824 $656,417 $107,593 ----------Indians. 
a As a matter of convenience all information respecting the education of Indians -is, as far as pos. 
sible, included under thts head, except what has been given in regard to missionary work in 
AlAska, pages 278-282. 
bAn understatement, several tribes not reporting. 
cAll reporting except the Creeks. 
(From reports of Ron. Hiram Price, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, for the two years 
indicated.) 
SCHOOL SYSTEMS AMONG THE INDIANS. 
OFFICERS. 
So far as can be ascertained, the school systems of the Five Nations are nearly the same. 
The Cherokees have a board of education, consisting of 3 persons of liberaJ literary attain-
ments, appointed by the principal chief and confirmed bythesenate, whoappointtoeach 
primary school 3 directors for local supervision .. . Among the Choctaws, Chickasaws, 
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Creeks, and Seminoles there are superintendents of public schools, boards of education 
for general control, and for local supervision trustees who have charge of the schools in 
the districts into which the territory of each tribe is divided. 
Through the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, the Government continues to intrust the 
educational work among the tribal Indians (except in Alaska) largely to several relig-
ious associations. 
The schools at Hampton, V a. ; Carlisle, Pa. ; and at Forest Grove, Oreg., authorized by 
the Government, continue the training of large numbers of Indian youth of either sex, 
sent by the chiefs and headmen ofvarious tribes. 
OTHER FEATURES OF TIIE SYSTEMS. 
The Cherokees class their public schools as primary and high and provide for a male 
and female seminary, which are the high schools, and an orphan asylum. The board of 
education makes the rules for the government and studies of these schools, each of its 3 
members having the supervision of 1 of the 3 districts into which the nation is divided. 
Each one is required to report the number of children of school age (7-21) in his district, 
number of each sex, their language and nationality, and number of orphans, and to visit 
semiannually all schools in his district. The board may establish industrial boarding 
schools. It must examine all applicants for the position of teacher. The school year 
has 2 terms, one of 20, the other of 16 weeks. Qualifications being equal, preference 
must be given to the applications of native teachers for places in the primary and high 
schools. Tuition is free only to children of citizens of the Cherokee Nation. Provision 
is also made for the establishment and support of asylums for the insane, indigent, blind, 
and deaf and dumb. 
The Choctaws have 6 national schools, of which 2 are academies and 4 seminaries for 
females, consisting of a specified number of youth from each district. The minor schools 
are called neighborhood schools, of which previous to 1881 there could be but 2 in a 
county, and these 8 miles apart. By act of 1881 this was repealed, and all districts in-
cluding 10 Choctaw children of school age (7-18) are entitled to a neighborhood school. 
Among the tribal Indians there is yet no uniform school system, studies and methods 
, of instruction being le'ft with the missions to which the Government has la1·gely com-
mitted the work, the teachers employed being paid by the Government. 
It is becomi:r1g more and more apparent that the best method of training the youth of 
these tribes is to gather them into large boarding institutions, such as those now in suc-
cessful operation. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The whole Indian population in 1882, exclusive of Alaska, was 262,366, with a school 
population of 43,977 as far as reported. There were enrolled in schools of all kinds 14,394, 
or under 33 percent. of Indian youth in school. Of these, 5,639 were of the Five Nations 
and 8, 755 of the tribal Indians. In total population there was a gain of 515 over 1881. 
The enrolment in the Five Nations shows a loss of 544; that of the tribal Indians, a gain 
of 646 and in average attendance of 593. The number of Indians who could read, includ-
ing the civilized nations, fell off 346 as reported, while the number taught to read dur-
ing the year in the uncivilized tribes was 198 higher than the number taught the year be-
fore. Among both classes of Indians the number of boarding and day schools slightly in-
creased. · There was a considerable increase in the teachers and missionaries having charge 
of schools. The whole expenditure for Indian education increased $107,593 over 1881. 
These figures, with all concurrent reports, indicate a steady advance, especially among 
the tribal Indians, notwithstanding the usual embarrassments occasioned by the presence 
ofwhite men. 
' COMBINED EDUCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 
Increased importance is being attached to the agency of industrial boarding schools. 
They have come to be regarded as the centre of Indian civilization and as doing pioneer 
work. In each of the reservation boarding schools the girls are trained in all the branches 
of household industry, in making and repairing garments, in kitchen, laundry, dining room, 
dormitory, and sewing room work, in doingwhich they receive as thorough and constant 
instruction in the art of home-making as in reading and writing the English language. 
Industrial training for boys is receiving more attention every year. During the last 
year, in connection with 57 reservation boarding schools, 1,245 acres ofland were put under 
cultivation, and the crop amounted to 8,370 bushels of corn, 3,698 of oats, 11,683 of 
vegetables, 1,248 of wheat, 154 tons of hay, and other products in proportion. The 
teaching of trades is rapidly being introduced. Tailoring, blacksmithing, and harness 
making were already taught in 4 of these ·schools, shoelhaking in 7, carpentry in 10, and 
raising and care of stock in 15. 
The success in industrial training at Carlisle, Hampton, and Forest Grove has greatly 
stimulated the efforts just mentioned. In these latter schools good work has been accom· 
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plished .during the year. Carlisle .-numbered 284 pupils from 33 tribes; Forest Grove, 
91 fromtH>='tribes; :~Hampton,'+101 pupils. 
'.At~Cariisle. i1nd Hampton' the apprentices, in addition to the large amount of build-
ing,·,repairing, and' furnishing required by the 2 schools, manufactured 253 sets of double 
harness, 13 wagons and 1 buggy, 2,000 pairs of shoes, and 14,125 articles of tinware. 
The apprentices to the trades of blacksmith, carpenter, printer, shoemaker, tinsmith, 
wheelwright, painter, butcher, tailor, saddler, and baker were 183, while the rest of the 
boys were trained to farm work. During the summer vacation 106 boys and girls were 
placed in private families, with, it is said, the most satisfactory ~sults. The first grad-
nates from Carlisle, consisting of 37 Sioux from Dakota and 35 from tribes in the Indian 
Territory, returned to their hom~s in July, 1882. 
Industrial work at Forest Grove is said to have met with unusual success, the black-
smith and shoe shop having netted to the school $772, while the carpenter apprentices 
put up additions to the buildings and made necessary repairs and furniture for the school 
rooms. Practical lessons in farming were given. Several of the boys were employed by 
farmers in harvest fields, where they received the same pay as white men. 
During the year 18 boarding school buildings have been opened for the first time 
among 36,517 Indians of different tribes, and 10 more were to be opened among other 
tribes in 1883. The Episcopalians have for many years maintained among the Yankton 
Indians a flourishing boarding school for boys. 
The whole number of Indian youth to be educated, exclusive of the Five Nations, is 
estimated at between 45,000 and 50,000. The cost of maintaining a youth at a reserva-
tion boarding school is $150 a year; at a day school, $30~ 
NORMAL AND SECONDARY TRAINING. 
In some of the more advanced schools of the Five Nations normal instruction is given. 
The seminaries of the Cherokees have normal departments. Hampton school had 30 In-
dians in its normal classes. The Santee Normal Training School, Santee Agency, Nebr. 
(Congregational), St. Paul's Boarding School, Yankton Reserve, Nebr. (Protestant Epis-
copal), and several other schools under the same management give normal training to 
native teachers. 
CHIEF SCHOOL OFFICERS. · 
These at last ad vices were reported to be as follows: 
FOR THE FIVE NATIONS. 
Ron. 0. H. BREWSTER, president of the boa1·dof educat·ion of the Cherokees, Tahlequah, Incl. TC1'. 
Ron. BENJAMIN BIRNEY, schoo~ superintendent of the Chickasaws, Tishomingo, Ind. Ter. 
Hon. EDMUND McCURTIN, schoo~ superintendertof the Choctaws, Red Oak, Ind. Ter. 
Rev. JOHN MciNTOSH, school supm·intendent of the Creeks, Eujctula, Ind. Ter. 
Hon. THOMAS CLOUD, superintendent of schools for the Seminoles, Wewoka, Ind. Ter. 
FOR OTHER .INDIAN . SCHOOL "·WORK. 
Gen. S. C. ARl\ISTRONG, Hampton Norma~ School, Hampton, Va. 
Capt:"·R. H:,PRATT, '., Training School for Indian Yottth, Carlisle, Pa. 
Lieut. M. C;' WILKINSON, Training School for Indian Youth, l?m·est G1'0t1C, Oreg. 
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(From reports and returns for the two years of Hon. R. H. Howey, territorial super· 
intendent of public instruction.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
Educational affairs a.re managed by a territorial superintendent of public instruction, 
county superintendents, and district hoards of 3 trustees. The first is biennially ap-
pointed by the governor and confirmed by the upper branch of the territorial legislature; 
the others are chosen by the voters of their respective counties or districts, county offi-
cers for 2 years, and district boru:ds for 3, with an annual change of 1 member . 
.ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS. 
The schools are supported by money derived from a county tax of not less than 3 nor 
more than 5 mills on the dollar, from unlimited taxes voted by the districts, from various 
fines imposed by tbe courts, and from a. fund arising f{om the sale of town lots previously 
reserved toprovidef0r the erection and furnishing ofr-:c:hool buildings. The county tax and 
the amount derived from legal penal ties are d istri bu ted to the districts in proportion to their 
population 4 to 21 (Indians not under the guardianship of white persons being excluded), 
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provided the district has maintained school 3 months under a legally qualified tea,cher; 
that is, 'one who has obtained a county superintendent's certificate, which may be of first, 
second, or third grade. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
Though more fortunate than his brethren of the neighboring Territories in securing 
returns, the superintendent com plains of the inaccurate and unintelligible way in which 
they are made up, and to remedy the evil he recommends that the 1·eportiug of statistics 
be made the business of the district clerk, with a penalty for the neglect of it. So far 
from being satisfied with the. increase of 4 per cent. of enrolment on the population 4-21, 
the superintendent thinks that a compulsory law and reform schools would prove 
e~cient instruments for increasing the small attendance. He urges the necessity of a 
high standard of qualification for teachers, a thing impossible of attainment under the 
present method of certification, and would have non-attendance on teachers' institutes 
work a revocation of the delinquent's certificate. 
The rate of taxation for the year was 3. 7 mills, one-tenth of a mill less than the pre-
ceding year, but, owing to the increased value of property, the decreased percentage 
yielded a ltuger amount than that obtained the year before. The average cost of the 
schools was also decreased from $3 a month per pupil to $2.45, notwithstanding an aver-
age increase of $3.76 in the salaries of 191 teachers. 
Steps were being taken to prosecute two settlers who had located on the public school 
lands or were removing timber from them. 
CITY SYSTEM OF HELENA. 
STATISTICS. 
Although a school district and containing a population of only 3}624, the system of 
Helena is sufficiently advanced to warrant mention. Under a prill'Cipal and 10 teachel'S 
the schools are all thoroughly graded and apparently thoroughly taught. Vocal music 
and drawing appear throughout the course and in the grammar grade there is the unusual 
feature of elementary Latin. In the 3 school buildings, which are valued at $40,000, 
were 600 sittings to accommodate a school population of 810 childre~f whom 584 were 
enrolled, 424 in average belonging, and 390 in average daily attendance. The schools 
are furnished with chemical and philosophical apparatus and with the usual appliances 
of a well appointed school room, while to aid the teacher the library is supplied with 
educational works and current periodicals. The high school .enrolled 41, graduating 1. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The only information received concerning instruction of this kind relates to the nor-
mal course of the Helena high school, and no mention is made of pupils pursuing it. 
INSTITUTES. 
During the year county institutes were held in Deer Lodge and Lewis and Clarke 
Counties, both well attended and satisfactory, many well written papers being read and 
earnestly discussed. The superintendent complains that neither the law nor his appeals, 
with a few exceptions, have been of any avail in overcoming the indifference of county 
superintendents regarding institutes, and that when institutes are called the teachers who 
need them most invariably stay away. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Although high schools are a part of the system, that at Helena is the only one of 
which information has been received. The academic courses are scientific and classical, 
each of 4 years. 
OTHER SEQONDARY SCHOOLS. 
For statistics of institutions of this class, see Table VI of the appendix, and for a sum· 
mary, see the report of the Commissioner preceding. · 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. . . 
EDUCATION 01!' THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
One deaf-mute .was maintained at the Missouri institution at an expense of $280 fo~ 
the year. 
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EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
,TERRITORIAL TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
This association effected a permanent organization at its meeting at Helena on August 1. 
Although not fully attended, the teaching force of the Territory was fairly represented. 
The next meeting of the association will be at Deer Lodge. 
CHIEF TERRITORIAL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon.!t. H. HOWEY, territorial superintend~nt of publicinstruction, Helena. 




POPULATION AND .t\;I'TENDANCE. 
Youth of school age _____ ----------------------------------------------
Number attending schooL _________ ---------- ___ ---- _____________ ----··--







Number of public schools--------r--- ----------------r----------------- 162 
Average ierm in months ______ ------------ .•.. ------------------------- 5. G 
Public school-houses ________ --------_..:-------------------------------- 46 
Number of sittings---------------------------------------------------- ' 5, 580 
Value of school property----------------------------------------------- $13, 500 
TEACHERS. 
~fen teaclllng ______________ ~--~--------------------------------------
VVomenteaching ..... --~----------------------------------------------Whole number of teachers. _____ -------------_. ____ ------- _____ -- ______ . 
Average monthly pay of teachers---------------------------------------
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts far school purposes-------------------------•-"!·---------------1 
Expenditure for schools--~-------------------------------------- __ ---_ 
a From 1!he United States Census of 1880, being the latest statistics available. 








Whatever general officers the Territory of New Me::ltico may have provided for the 
schools that it maintains, their duties can be of little importance, since the ''sole and 
entire management, supervision, and control'' of the schools are vested in a county board 
of supervisors and directors composed of 4 members; one of these is the county probate 
judge ex officio, and the others, elected biennially by the people, must be 5-year resi-
dents, heads of families, and owners of real estate. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM:. 
Thel'e is no school tax levied as such, but from the general tax of 1 per cent. one-fourth 
is reserved for educational purposes and, with a poll tax of $1, is retained in the county 
treasury to be disbursed at the option of the supervising and directing board. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
Eduec'ttion in New Mexico is by no means flourishing. The inhabitants seem to be 
divided into two hostile parties, the larger of which, composed of the older and Mexican 
el ement of the population, desires to perpetuate the existing state of things; the other 
party demands reform, and not only wants the schools relieved from direci ecclesiastical 
control, but made non-sectarian. The reforms advocated have thus far made little 
headway. 
As this Territory has no superintendent, reports no statjstics, in fact has no territorial 
system, it is impossible to do more than note the unsatisfactory condition in which its 
public educational affairs are and probably will for some time continue to remain. 
>: Five private institutions for secondary instruction report for the year, the statistics of 
which may be, found in Table,.YI of the appendix. . 
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UTAII. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
1880-'81. 1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
I 
POPULATION A~D ATTENDANCE. . 
Youth of school age (G to 18) _______ 42,353 43,303 950 ----------
Enrolled in district schools--------- 26,772 27,216 444 ----------Average daily attendance ___________ 18,682 17,594 ---------- 1,088 
SCHOOLS. 
Number of district schools~--------- 395 ------------ ---------- -----·----Average term of school in days ______ 140 139 ---------- 1 Valuation of school property ________ $415,186 $316,462 ---------- $98,724 
TEACHERS. 
Men teaching in district schools.---- 270 283 13 ----~-----Women teaching in district schools __ 295 296 1 -------·-· 
Whole number of teachers reported __ 565 579 14 ----------Average monthly pay of men _______ -----v------- $46 43 ---------- ----------Average monthly pay of women _____ ------------· 26 03 ---------- ---------.-
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Total receipts for district schools_· ___ $198,876 $188,680 ---------- $10,196 Total expenditure for district schools_ 199,264 185,f?38 ---------- 13,726 
(From reports and returns of Hon. J.J. John Nuttall, territorial superintendent of dis-
trict schools, for the two years indicated.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
A territorial superintendent of district schools, elected for 2 years, has general charge 
of public school affairs. The local officers are county superintendents, elected by the 
people for 2 years, and district school trustees, ·elected for 3 years, with provision for an-
nual change of one. There are also boards for the examination of teachers, comprising 3 
members appointed by the county courts. 
OTH'ER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM:. 
Public schools are supported from a tax of 3 mills on $1 of ordinary taxable property, 
from taxation of railroads, sale of estrays, and a special district tax not to exceed 2 per 
cent. a year. The funds provided by the Territory are disbursed by the superintendent 
in proportion to tbe number of children 6 to 18 years of age, according to tbe annual 
reports of county superintendents. These officers must visit the schools at least twice 
in each year, examine the records of trustees, audit their accounts, and see that they are 
diligent in the discharge of their duties. They must keep accounts with the county treas-
urers and em body a full statement thereof in their annual reports t<> the territorial sn per-
intendent. District trustees must visit each school in their district at least once during 
each term, mu t take an annual census of the youth 6 to 18, and make report to the county 
superintendent, stating the condition of the schools. All failing to make such report 
are liable to prosecution on their bonds for neglect of duty, the amount recovered to go to 
the benefit of district schools. Teachers must report to the trustees at the close of each 
term. The territorial and connty superintendents decide what text books are to be 
ns~d in the P1'!blic ·schools, the· territorial superip.tendent· appointing a convention ior 
this purpose. 
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GENER,A.L" CONDITION. 
The statistics show an increase of 950 in youth of school age and of 444 in the n.umber 
enrolled in public schools, but a decrease of over a thousand in average daily attend-
ance. The estimated value of public school property was reported $D8,724less than for 
the previous year, the receipts and expenditures for public schoo]s also showing consid-
erable decrease. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL DEPARTMENT. 
The principal provision in this Territory for the training of teachers is made in the 
normal department of the University of Deseret. The university receives $5,000 each 
year from the Territory to defray the expenses of 40 normal pupils for tuition, books, 
and use of apparatus, the incumbents being selected annually by the territorial superin-
tendent from persons nominated by the boards of examination of the several countie&. 
The course of study extends over 1 year, and students completing it receive certifi-
cates which authorize them to teach in the common schools of the Territory without 
further examination. There were 41 normal pupils in attendance during the year and 
16 graquates are reported. . • 
!.'EACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
No information bas come to hand in regard to the normal institutes held during the 
year. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
There is no information regarding any public high schools in this Territory other than 
~e academic department of the University of Deseret. -
ACADEMIES AND SEMINARIES. 
For statistics of academies and seminaries reporting, see Table VI of the appendix, 
and for a summary, see a corresponding table in the report of the Commissioner preced-
ing. 
SUPERIOR, SCIENTIFIC, AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
UNIVERSITY pF DESERET. 
The University of Deseret is the only institution for superior instruction reporting, 
and this is a college only in name, its students being all academic and normal. The 
number in attendance during 1881-'82 was 193, of whom 85 were young women.- (Re-
turn.) · 
There are no institutions for scientific or professional instr~ction. 
CHIEF TERRITORIAL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hop~ L. Jo~N :N¥~ALL, territorial s~pcrintendent of district schools, Salt Lake Oity, 
'[Term, AtlgtJs~. 18811 to ~ugl.lst, 1883.] 
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WASIIINGTON TERRITORY. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 




SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Districts ____ ----------------------
Districts in which schools have been 
taught. 
Public school-houses_-----~-------­
Public school-houses built during the 
year. . 
Graded schools--------------------
Average term in days--------------
Estimated value of school property_ 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching_--------------------
Women teaching------------------
Whole number of teachers ________ .: 
Average monthly pay of men ______ _ 
Average monthly pay of women----
INCOME. 


















1881-'82. Increase. Decrease. 
15 5 ----------
$127, 609 -----------·· ---------- -----··---
a In 1879-'80. b Includes 89 the sex of whom is not reported. 
{From report of Ron. J. S. Houghton, territorial superintendent of public instruction, 
for 1881.) ·. 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The chief school officers are a territorial superintendent oC'puhiic''instruction, ap-
pointed for 2 years by the governor and confirmed by the legislature, and a territorial 
board of education, composed of the superintendent and one person from each judicial 
district, appointed by the· governor for 2 years. County officers are superintendents, 
elected by the people for 2 years, and boards of examination for teachers, comprising the 
county superintendent and 2 teachers chosen by him, who must be holders of the highest 
grade of certificate. District school affairs are in the tands of a board of 3 directors 
elected for 3 years, one being changed each year, and a district clerk. Women are eli-
gible to school offices and may vote at school meetings. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
Puhlic schools must be taught by qualified teachers at least 3 months during the year; 
the schools must teach the common English branches in the English language and be 
open free to all residents 5 to 21 years old. Attention must be given to the cultivation of 
ma_nners and morals, to the laws ofhealth, physical exercise of the pupils, and to the venti:-
lation and temperature of the school room. Teachers must keep a.register and make an 
annual report to the county superintendent or forfeit the last; month's pay. In orderto-
be paid from public money~theyJ;must!hold•·certificatesUromfthetcotmtyfor:terriroria!-
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board of examination~:.;,. The territorial board grants certificates good for 3 , years;· the 
county board, those of 3 grades, good for 1, 2, and 3 years, respectively. ' County super- · 
intendants must report annually to the territorial superintendent, faili:p.g in which they 
forfeit $100 of salary. District clerks must take an annual census of the ' school pop 
ulation and report ·to the county superintendent. If any clerk fail to take such cen-
sus he is individually liable to the district for the loss of the apportionment which 
it would otherwise have received. The schools are supported from the .income of a 
public school fund, an annual tax on property of not less than 3 nor more than 6 mills 
on the dollar, and the proceeds of certain fines and penalties, all to be apportioned ac-
cording to the number 4 to 21 years old. District taxes may be raised to furnish addi-
tional school facilities at the will of the qualified voters of the district, but they must 
not exceed 10 mills on the dollar, except in incorporated cities or towns. 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
The superintendent of public instruction calls attention to the prosperous condition 
of the schools throughout the Territory and says school districts and school-houses have 
increased in proportion to the vast increase of population, that a better class of school 
buildings was r!:lported in the Territory than at any time in its past history, that there 
had also been a steadily increasing demand for better teachers, and that a great im-
provement in that direction had been made. 
In 1881 the law was so amended as not to require county superintendents to hold in-
stitutes and no longer made it the duty of teachers to attend. This has had a bad 
effect on institute work, and the territorial superintendent recommends that the law be 
again amended so as to require county superintendents of counties having 10 or more 
organized districts to hold at least once a year a tea<:lhers' institute, requiring all teachers 
to attend. There were 15 graded schools in the Territory; no other statistics were fur-
nished for 1882. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
NORMAL DEPARTMENT OF WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY. 
The normal department of the University ofWashington Territory, Seattle, offers a 
3-year course of normal instruction, including the higher English branches and methods 
of teaching. There were 23 students in this department and 53 in the training school. 
OTHER NORMAL TRAINING. 
Whitman College and Seminary, Walla, Walla, presents a 2-year normal course in the 
higher branches of study, with 1 year of preparatory training. Thorough preparation 
is given in both institutions for teaching in the public schools, and diplomas are con-
ferred on the completion of the courses. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS AND OTHER SECONDARY SCHOOLS, 
No definite information is at hand in regnsrd to public high schools. 
For statistics of private academic schools reporting, see Table VI or the appendix, and 
for a summary, the report of the Commissioner preceding. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR YOUNG MEN AND YOUNG WOMEN. 
The University of Washington Territory, Seattle, and Whitman College and Seminary, 
Walla Walla, open alike to both sexes, offered 4-year classical and 3-year scientific 
courses. Thri university gives a full 3-year commercial course, and in the departments 
of music and art are taught vocal and instrumental music, painting in oil and water 
.oolors, crayon work, freehand drawing, and sketching from nature. . Both institutions 
Tequired a preliminary examination for admission to any department and conferred ap-
propriate degrees at' the -completion of each course. .. · . _ 
J For statistics of these institupions, see Table IX of the appendix, and for a summary, 
'the 'report of the Commissioner preceding. . · 
CHIEF TERRITORIAL·.SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon:;O!·W)'W)IEELERUerr{toriai;superi~tendent of pUblic insW'Uction, OlympVJ. , 
· "[Term; January · 5,.1882;· to January 5, 188!1.] 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY. 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
Number of children of school age (7 -21) 
Enrolled in public schools----------
Average attendance in public schools __ 
SCHOO~ BUILDINGS AND SCHOOLS. 
Public school buildings------------
Public schools taught--------------
Valuation of buildings and furniture_ 
TEACHERS AND THEIR PAY. 
Men teaching in public schools _____ _ 
Women teaching in public schools __ _ 
Whole number of teachers _________ _ 
Average monthly pa.y of teachers ___ _ 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 
Receipts for schools----------------














188()-,'81. Increase. Decrease. 
2, 544- ---------- 363 
. 55 ---------- ----------
57 ---------- 13 
$59 31 ---------- $0 92 
(Figures for 1879-'80 from the Compendium of the United States Census for 1880; 
those for 1880-'81 from message of Governor John W. Hoyt for 1881.) 
TERRITORIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
OFFICERS. 
The territorial librarian continued to be ex officio superintendent of public instruction 
for the Territory. Count.y superintendents are elected by the people every 2 years, and 
for each school district boards of 3 trustees are elected for 3 years, with annual change 
of one. 
OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM. 
The public schools are sustained from a poll tax of $2 on each voter, from 2 mills 
on $1 of all taxable property, and from fines, penalties, and forfeitures. The people 
may at the annual district meeting vote such tax as they deem necessary to pay teach-
ers, to purchase libraries, build or repair school-houses, and to procure fuel or books for 
poor children; the sum for a library is not to exceed $100 for any one year. In voting 
for school officers, in holding office, and in pay for teaching, no discrimination is made 
between the sexes. Separate schools may be established for colored children.when 
there are 15 or more in a district. A compulsory school law requires parents or'·guar-
dians to send their children of school age to some public school at least 3 months in each 
year; or furnish satisfactory reason for absence, under penalty of a fine of $25.· • County 
superintendents and district directors may, in their discretion, establish schoolsofhigber 
grade than the ordinary district school, the studies pursued to be determined by the 
Territorial · Teachers' Institute. This tnstitute must be held ; annually by the territo-
rial superintendent of public instruction, with the county superintendents and princi-
pals of graded schools; it is to continue not less than 4 ' dnys. nor more than 10. It 
must also decide upon the books and system of instruction to be used in the Territory. 
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GENERAL CONDITION,. 
The system of public schools in the Territory is said to be one of the best. The ter-
ritorial library had increased in the last two years 1,454 volumes, the present nuii!,ber 
being 6,667, exclusive of the public documents of the Territory. 
An association called " The Wyoming Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters" was 
organized during the year, having for its leading objects ''the encouragement of 4istorical 
and scientific research and the promotion of _practical industries in Wyoming." 
No statistics of schools are given for 1882, except for the city of Cheyenne, whose 
public school in 1871 enrolled 60 pupils, and in 1882, 500. The school is graded, and 
the course of study practical and thorough. There were 8 grades, with a 4-year course 
in the high school, which included the higher mathematics and classics, general history, 
English literature, political economy, and the natural sciences. A library belonging· to 
the school numbered 500 volumes, largely representing the best writers. The school 
has a thorough system of discipline in all its departments, and the method of examina-
tion at the end of each term is complete. 
CHIEF TERRJTORI.AL SCHOOL OFFICER. 
Hon. JOHN SLAUGHTER, territoriallibrarian and ex officio superintendentofptwUc vustruction, Cheyenne. 
Mr. Slaughter has acted as ex officio surerintendent since 1878. His term of service will expiro 
March 31, 1881. . 
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EDlJCATIONAL ASSO{JIATION'S AND {JONVENTIONS. 
NATIONAL EDU<YATIONAL ASSOCIATION AND AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
INSTRUCTION. 
PROCEEDINGS IN THE GENERAL l)fEETING. 
The fifty-third consecutive annual meeting of the American Institute and the twenty-
first annual meeting of the National Educational Association were held conjointly at Sara-
toga, July 11-14, 1882, the institute on the 11th and 13th and the association the 12th 
and 14th, with a joint meeting on the evening of the 14th. 
Hon. Gustavus J. Orr, president of the association, in his inaugural address referred 
to the great work before the educators of the country, and said that the proper solution 
of the educational question will not be reached until the whole subject of government shall 
be fully explored. Thefirstregularpaperwas on "The university: its place and work in 
the American system of education," the next on ''Self consciousness in education," 
both being ably discussed. Superintendent Patterson, of New Hampshire, advocated 
national aid and offered a resolution that a liberal appropriation on the basis of illiteracy 
be made from the National Treasury for the support of sch0ols in the several States. A 
unanimous vote favored this. At the next session of the association '' Country schools" 
and " The foundation principle of education by the state " were the topic.q treated. The 
second day's proceedings were taken up with the report of the president of the National 
Council of Education to the association (in which Mr. T. W. Bicknell gave its origin and 
objects), with papers on ''Secularization of education,'' "''The priz~ system as an incen-
tive to college students," and "The Delsarte system of expression," followed by memo-
rials of members who died during the year. After the election of officers a joint meeting 
of the two bodies was held, in which five-minute addresses on educational topics were 
participated in by Messrs. Patterson, of New Hampshire; J. H. Carlisle, of Wofford 
College, S.C.; Neil Gilmour, ofNew York; Henry Barnard; PresidentTappan,ofKen-
yon College; G. A. Walton and C. C. Coffin, of Massachusetts.- (Proceedings and Ad-
dresses of the National Educational AsE$ociation.) 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER INSTRUCTION. 
On the af-ternoon of July 14 the only session of this branch of the association washeld. 
After the annual election of officers the following address was listened to: ''The place 
of original .research in a college education," in which Prof. H. J. Wright, of Dartmouth, 
discussed the question from the German as well as the American standpoint. Mr. Wright 
deplored the lack of power of independent and progressive intellectual activity in un-
familiar fields ofknowledge, found in our colleges. He suggested that the German semi-
nary system would help much towards original research, as these undergraduate courses, 
with their association in work, awaken interest and enthusiasm, so that the workmanship, 
constantly subjected to severe and vigilant criticism, becomes :finished and mature. Sev-
eral prominent educatorsdiscussedthlssubject. Prof. John W. Glenn, of Jefferson, Ga., 
then read an address on "Man the machine or man the inventor; which?" He stated 
that the main duty of the primary schools is to awaken a consciousness of the creating 
energy and to develop the ability to use it. He further argued that that education is 
best which gives the broadest reach to the mental vision, and, arousing most perfectly 
the activities of intelligent will, links us most closely to the spiritual nature from which 
we emanated. The suggested topics in this address came up for discussion prior to the 
final adjournment. 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 
After the 'llSUal preliminaries the reading of papers was proceeded. with. The topic 
"Dexterity before skill," presented by Dr. George T. Fairchild, president Kansas State 
A~cnltural <?<>liege, led to a very .animated discussion, Mr. Daniels, of Virginia, ma._in-
tammg that ~ all schools teachers should be employed who could give instruction 
in manual traming. Prof. C. M. Woodward, of Washington University,. St. Louis, fol-
lowed with "The function of a manual training school," in which he gave the daily 
program of the St. Louis school, and, furthermore, stated that the aims of education 
are to teach language, literature, and mathematics, with a view to making each child 
a Ina8ter of the art of verbal expression; to teach mechanical and free hand drawing with 
natural ~ts. and with ~he conventions of shade and color, and aim at a mastery of the 
art of J>Ictonal express10n; and to teach the cunning fingers the wonderful power and 
uoo of too1s1 and aim at nothing less than a mastery of the fnnrlament~l mechanical 
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processes. To do all these things while the mind is gaining strength and clearness and 
materials for thought is the function of a manual training school. Prof. E. L. Youmans, 
in discussing this paper, referred to the need of this form of education for boys whose 
tastes do not lead them to purely intellectual pursuits. President White, of Purdue 
University, ably treated the subject ·of "The national industrial college: its history, 
work, and ethics," and Prof. S. R. Thompson, of Lincoln, Nebr., reported the progress 
of industrial education in 1881-'82. The election of officers closed the session . . 
DEPARTMENT OF NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The first part of the session was oceupied by the appointment of committees; th(m the 
president, C. C. Rounds, delivered an address on "Needed changes in the organization 
and work of the normal school," which led to the appointment of a committee to report 
at the next meeting on the proper organization and equipment of a normal school. 
"The true place of the normal school in the educational system," read by Hon. D. L. 
Kiehle, State superintendent of Minnesota, was discussed by ·several gentlemen. The 
normals were maintained to be centres of reformatory influences; the importance of giv-
ing professional instructors to the mass of country common schools was emphasized; and 
the need of educating public sentiment to appreciate right teaching, .so that the people 
may really know a good teacher, was dwelt upon. The good resultofteachers' institutes 
in the South being next considered, the president of the department spoke of the earnest-
ness of the pupils and the high character and ability of the instructors, saying tha-t in 
this work the North had something to learn from the So nth. 
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 
On the afternoon of the 14th, President John M. Bloss, of Indiana, called this de-
partment to order, and, in his inaugural, referred to the problems to be solved in the 
department of primary education, such as the discovery of the true teacher from among 
those who have attained the necessary scholarship and the recognition of the fact that 
the chief purpose of the primary school is to prepare the pupil for the exigencies of life, 
so that when he leaves the school he may become a useful citizen. In "Th~ relation of 
memory to elementary education," George P. Brown, president of the Indiana State 
Normal School, dwelt upon the differe:dce between the mere verbal memory and the 
complete mastery of the subjects taught in the text books. He said that a rational 
study of a text book causes activities of soul in the student similar to those experienced 
by the original discoverer. He would not have less use of text books, but better use of 
them by better teacl:lers. A paper by Miss Carrie B. Sharp, of Indiana, on '' What, · 
how, and how better?'' (on better methods of education, so as to cultivate real mental 
power), was discussed. Then, after the election of officers, the meeting adjourned. 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATION. 
The second annual meeting of this body was held at Saratoga, commencing July 6, 
1882, and continuing by adjourned sessions until the close of the joint meetings of the 
National Educational Association and the American Institute of Instruction, on July 
14. At the first. session the purposes and scope of the council were discussed by the 
members. The report of the committee on pedagogics occupied two sessions of the coun-
cil. The report of the committee on technical education in public schools, which was 
discussed at Atlanta in 1881, was ordered to be printed. ''High schools as a part of a 
system of public education" was presented in four papers, viz: ( 1) " The right of the high 
school to a place in the system," in which J. L. Pickard, president of Iowa University, 
said that the high school exists from necessity ; (2) "The relation of the high school to 
the lower grade of schools, " in which it was argued that high schools are an incentive 
to pupils to push forward to higher attainments than can be secured in their own grades; 
{3) "Its relat ion to business life, with the true course of its studies,'' which Dr. Mowry 
dosed with a carefu1ly prepared plan for an English high school course of studies; and 
( 4) "The relation of high schools to schools of technology," in which C. 0. 'l'hompson, PH. 
n.; of Massachusetts, said that ample general preparation, such as a high school gives, is 
requisite to prepare students for either schools of engineering or industrial schools. All 
these papers were thoroughly discussed. The committee on a graded course of in-
struction for country schools reported through its chairman, Hon. J. W. Dickinson, of 
Massachusetts, showing that the ultimate end to be secured by all school exercises is the 
'harmonious development of the faculties of the human mind. " The ha.rmonizing of 
primary, secondary, and collegiate systems of education" was reported from the com-
mittee on university and college education. The committee held that the unity of the 
great educational course requires that each stage should prepare pupils for the succeed-
ing stage; the high schools should recognize the college as the la.st of the educational 
systems and arrange their work accordingly. If this idea of the unity of the educational 
process be conscientiously acted upon, any want of harmony must soon disappear. SolUe 
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amendments were made to the constitution and committees were announced, after which 
the council adjourned, to meet with the National Association in the weekprevioustoits 
next annual meeting.- (Journal of Eclucation.) 
ANNUAL l\IEETING Ol!' THE DEPARTMENT OF SUPEIUNTENDENCE. 
A briefmeeting of this department was held at Saratoga to elect officers and a mem-
ber of the National Council of Education. The regular annual meeting was at Washing-
ton, D. C., March 21-23, 1882. At the preliminary meeting the subject of national aid 
formed the basis of discussion, and on motion of General John Eaton the executive com-
mittee was instructed "to select a committee on the subject of national aid, to prepare 
resolutions and present this matter in behalf of this association before a joint meeting 
of the congressional Committees on Education and Labor.'' The opening session,on March 
22, was devoted to papers on '' The information necessary to determine the merits of 
the heating and ventilation of a school building," by Dr. John S. Billings, u. s. A.; on 
"The chemical examination of air as applied to questions of ventilation," by Capt. 
Charles Smart, u.s. A.; on j' Obstacles in the way of better primary education," byRon. 
H. S. Jones, PH. D., superintendent of schools, Erie, Pa. ; and on '' Chairs of pedagogy in 
our higher institutions of leaming,'' by Prof. G. Stanley Hall, PH. D., Cambridge, Mass. 
Dr. Billings, in his very able paper, spoke of the location and exposure of a school build-
ing as being of great import&"nce in connection with its heating and ventilation, and 
called attention to the deficiencies in the various systems of heating because of the want 
of sufficient heating surface and the want of some means of control by which a free sup-
ply of air may be permitted to enter the building without passing over the heating sur-
face. He also urged that a committee be appointed to take into consideration the sub-
ject of systematically recording the health of children and advised thatitshouldsuggest 
forms ofrecords. Dr. Smart ga.vea:u account of the amount of carbonic acid in the out-
side air and in that of buildings, statjng how the cari')onic acid determination is to be 
made and what info1·ma.tion it furnishes regarding the ventilation of a school room or 
other apartment. 'l'he second session was devoted solely to a discussion of the subject 
of national aid to education, Rev, A. D. Mayo making the openiug address. He was 
followed by Dexter A. Hawkins, .A. 111., of Newark, N. J., and by Ron. J. L. M. Curry, 
LL. D. At the next session the leading topic *as "The neglect ot' education in .Alaska," 
presented by Rev. Sheldon Ja.ckson, in whose paper the state.of education before and 
after the purchase of that country was depicted at length and the need of aid from Con-
gress impressed on the friends of education. Dr, W. W. Godding, superintendent 
of the Government Hospital for the Insane, read a paper .dealing with mistakes in the 
education of the young as seen from his. standpoint. He says sufficient attention is not 
paid to the temperament of the child, and desires that the mental growth be natural 
without forcing, as the greatest danger to our civilization to-day lies in the direction of 
nertous exhaustion. Dr. J. M. Gregory, in "Some fundamental inquiries concerning 
the common school studies," challenged the propriety of devoting so much time to the 
seven studies which run all through the lower school years and suggesred tbat the 
indispensable branches should be those which impart a knowledge of ourselves, physi-
cal, mental, and moral, and of the world in which we live. At the fourth session reso-
lutions were adopted in regard to the dea.th of prominent educators. This was followed 
by a paper, sent by W. T. Harris, LL. D., on improving the qualifications of teach-
ers, which subject was afterwards discussed. Earlier in the session a resolution was 
adopted that the report of the commission on school buildings in the District of Colum-
bia be furnished the dep!trtment of superintendence for publication, Adjourned. 
NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The semia!lnua.l meeting was held in Boston, May 26, 1882, Col. F. W. Parker in the 
chair. The order of the day was the presentation and discussion of the subject of exam-
inations. First the purpose of examinations was taken up, Superintendent S. A. Bent 
saying that their primary object was to test the teacher, for, as the teacher so tbe class. 
Superintendent S. T. Dutton thought that too much stress might be laid upon the value of 
examinations as a test of teachers. Oral examinations were declared unsatisfactory by 
SuperintendentM. L. Hawley, of Gloucester, while Superintendent C. Morrill, ofLowell, 
favored them as giving an insjght into the child's mind not obtainable by written ques-
tions. Written examinations were discussed by Superintendents 0. B. Bruce and E. A. 
Davis, the former maint..'tining tha.t they compel original reasoning and serve as a stim-
ulus and useful guide, the latter, though favoring them for certain purposes, arguing 
that their general tendency is to direct the ambnion and energies of pupils toward ob-
bining high percentages. Superintendents Kimball, of Newton, and Connell, of Fall 
River, spoke on the systems of marking required to show the child's progress; with the 
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proper marking, examinations, which are too 'often mere belittling tests, become broad-
ened and elevated into a means of liberal culture. There was a general discussion of 
examinations as a basis of promotion. Superintendent Buck, of Manchester, N. H., 
did not favor the percentage examination as a necessary step for promotion, owing 
to the evils of nervousness, &c., engendered by this system, Superintendent Cogswell 
would dispense with uniform examinations and would pass the bright pupils as fast as 
they were ready, while Superintendent Seaver protested against all arbitrary numerical 
marking, as it could only be considered relatively. In conclusion Professor Tweed ex-
plained one of the reasons why the marking system was introduced, uamely, to allay 
suspicion of favoritism at a time when the high school was considered a peculiarly aris-
tocratic institution. 
On October 27, 1882, about 35 of the New England superintendents met again iu Bos-
ton to discuss educational topics. The subjects of high school graduation exercises and 
school exhibitions came up, the discussion covering a broad range and bringing out all 
phases of the question.-(New-England Journal of Education.) · 
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
This body held its sessions in Washington, D. C., commencing April26, 1882. Many 
of the leading scientists of the country were present. Papers were read on the '' Cours~ 
of the Gulf Stream since the Cretaceous period," "Notes on the geology of Yucatan," 
"Desiccation of th~ Plateau of Mexico," and "On the young stages of a few osseous 
fishes ''-all by Professor Alex. Agassiz. Other papers of general interest were ''The rela· 
tion of rain areas to areas of low pressure," by Elias Loomis; " Preli~inary notice of a 
new dividing engine," by H. A. Rowland; on "Photographs of the spectrum of the 
nebula in Orion," by Henry Draper; "Theory of concave gratings," by H. A. Rowland; 
on "The results of the incandescent lamp tests at the Paris Exhibition," by G. F. 
Barker; ''Note on a special form of secondary battery or electric accumulator," byWol· 
cott Gibbs; and ''Some discoveries that enhance the value of the cotton and orange 
crops," by C. V. Riley.-(Industrial News.) · 
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. 
The thirty-third meeting of this association was convened at St. Paul, Minn., on June 
6, 1882, and continued in session four days. After the usual address of welcome the 
question of professional ·ethics was agitated, the secretary announcing that numerous 
communications had been received protesting against the admission of delegates from the 
New York Medical Society and condemning its course in reference to the code of ethics. 
In the annual address First Vice-President Dr. Hooper also referred to the action of the 
New York Medical Society, and insisted that the broad line of demarcation between the 
irregular and the true physician should never be obliterated. In the section on medical 
practice the subjects presented were "Therapeutic action of chlorate of potassium," 
'' Home treatment of pulmonary consumption by general local antisepsis on the basis of 
strict individualization,'' and ''The use of salicylate of potassa in acute rheumatism and 
dyspepsia." They were fully discussed. Dr. A. L. Gihon, chairman of the section on 
State medicine, gave one of the most notable papers of the entire session. In this he 
laid great stress on making physicians alive to their responsibilities as sanitary guides, 
on encouraging the formation and development of State boards of health, and through 
these influencing the legislation of the country to recognize the practical sanitary needs 
of this advanced age. In the section on surgery and anatomy several papers of interest 
were presented. One on "Anchylosis of the hip" was discussed at length. In the sec-
tion on ophthalmology, otology, and laryngology the matter of communicable diseases 
of the eye received considerable attention. A resolution was adopted that every second 
meeting be h&ld in Washington. The association adjourned to meet in Cleveland in 
June, 1883.- (Buffalo Medical and Surgical Journal and Boston Medical and Surgical 
Journal.) 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR SANITARY AND RURAL IMPROVEMENT. 
On July 7-10, 1882, this body met at Greenwood Lake, New York. The secrehtry, 
C .. F. Wingate, of Brooklyn, spoke of the need of sanitary associations and gave a review 
of such organizations in the United States and Great Britain. F. B., Hough, of Wash· 
ington, D. C., advocated the planting of trees as a preventive of malaria and a. security 
against drought. Papers were read in relation to the adornment and sanitary surround· 
ings of farmers' homes; in condemnationofwall papers containing arsenic; on dustand 
the forms of disease resulting from its effects on the human system; .... On the second day 
sewerage and the causes and remedies of malaria were the topics treated.•A paper.by 
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Frederick Law Olmstead on the economy of park organizations and the necessityoftree-
planting was discussed. Tenement house reform, the necessity of teaching sanitarv sci-
ence in the public schools, and unsanitary cookery filled the remainder of the sesSion. 
The committee on organization desired that the association should disseminate its prin-
ciples by the formation oflocal organizations and the issuing of pamphlets and other pub-
lications. The election of officers followed. Adjourned.- (Boston Medical and Surgical 
Journal.) 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. 
The thirty-first annual meeting took place at Montreal the last week of August, 
1882. The sessions were characterized as unusually successful, owing to-thenumberof 
members and distinguished scientists from abroad who were present, as well as to the 
number of papers ·presented (256) and the variety of excursions and entertainments 
planned by the Canadian hosts. The president, Principal J. W. Dawson, F.R.s., of 
McGill College, in his opening add.l·ess spoke of the increase in membership since the 
previous meeting at Montreal, 25 years before, then 400 members, now 2,000, and of the 
increase in sections. In 1857 there were two sections and a subsection; now nine sec-
tions meet simultaneously. A list of deceased members for the year was read; over 169 
applicants were elected members, among them the English and European scientists 
present; and the meeting resolved itself into the various sections. In the evening of the 
first day, Prot: J. G. Brush, of Yale College, the retiring president, addressed the body 
on "Mineralogy," instead of reviewing the progress of science durihg the year, as has 
heretofore been the custom. In section A-mathematics and astronomy-Prof. J. R. 
Eastman read Professor Harkness's paper on the transits of Venus, and Dr. Houghton, of 
Dublin, gave a radical paper on " New views of Mr. George H. Darwin's theory of the 
evolution of the earth-moon system, considered as to its bearing on the question of the 
duration of geological time." In opposition to Sir Wm. Thomson and others, the doc-
tor doubted whether the earth or any other planet ever existed in a fluid condition. In 
sectionB-physics-Vice-President T. C. Mendenhall spoke of the necessity of spread-
ing an elementary knowledge o{ physics among·educated people in general, and Prof. A. 
Graham Bell read a paper on the electrical experiments to determine the location of the 
bullet in the body of President Garfield. He also brought before the section a proposed 
method of producing artificial respiration by means of a vacuum jacket. Chemical lit-
erature and laboratory appliances were treated by Dr. C. Bolton and Mr. E. H. Cook in 
the chemistry section. Numerous technical papers were presented in the section of me-
chanical science. Among them '' The permeability of the linings of house walls to air,'' 
in which Mr. T. H. Baker advocated the old fashioned whitewashed walls, because, 
hygienically considered, walls should be porous, and wall papers rendered them nearly 
air- tight. In section E-geology and geography-E. Orton, of Ohio, discussed'' A 
source of the bituminous matter in the Ohio black shale," and Dr. John Rae described 
the various land expeditions undertaken for the exploration of the country betwe~n 
Hudson's Bay and the Arctic Ocean, ·Off the Mackenzie River. Prof. Wm. H. Dall, m 
the biological section, reviewed the progress of know ledge about the American mollusks. 
Prof. T. Mehan, State botanist of Pennsylvania, gave his impressions as to variationsin 
nature from his experience in regard to the origin of species. He thought the Darwinian 
theory could not be controverted. Professor Ward, in ''Classification of organisms,'' tended 
to show that organic life results from aggregations of matter. In section G-histology 
and microscopy-the vice ptesident described the progress this section had made since 
its inception in 1869. Vegetable poisons were practically treated by Prof. J. S. Burrill, 
of lllinois Industrial University, and "The bacillus of tuberculosis" was discussed by 
Professor Osler. 4- scheme of anthropology was presented by Professor Mason in the 
~thropology section. This paper was to help anthropologists to classify their mate-
nal. H. Hale Clinton, of Ontari<;>, answered the question '' Have the Indians come from 
Europe?'' in the affirmative. In section !-economic science and statistics-theses-
sion ope~ed with the usual address by the vice president, E. B. Elliot... He next 
SJ?Oke on mternational standard time, which subject was fully discnssed.l· Other.tech-
mcal papers were read. In the general department Dr. W. B. Carper gave an mter-
esting lecture on deep-sea temperature and Prof. A. Graham Bell illustrated his system 
of visible speech.-'- (Journal of Education and Kansas City Review of Science and In-
dustry.) 
' . NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSEMBLY. 
The first annual meeting of this body took place at Ocean Grove, N.J., .August 8-9, 
1882. This was said~ b~ a meeting of more than ordinary significance, as the majo~ty 
of the S~tes and Te_mtones were represented by eminent men engaged in or deeply m-
terested m the subJect of popular education ... The opinion was universally expressed 
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that the illiterate masses need aid and that the National Government should give it. A 
practical result <>f this meeting was the organization of a p.ational education committee 
to urge on Congress the need of annual aid to supplement 'the work of the public schools 
of the various States and Tenitorie~ so that illiteracy may be overcome. Letters were 
read from many prominent men indorsing the object of the meeting. The Commissioner 
of Education, General John Eaton, gave a stirring address on ''The nation the only ade-
quate patron of education," and Dr. H. R. Waite, one on "The relations of illiteracy to 
suffrage.'' General James F. Rusling, of Trenton, spoke on the education necessary to the 
state, and others on the philosophy of education and on the illiteracy of the white 
people of the Sout.h. The evening session was devoted to education in Alaska and the 
training of Indians. On the second day the education of the colored people, the rela-
tion of education to the church, and national aid for illiteracy were taken up. Senator 
Blair earnestly advocated such aid as will stimulate home effort. Resolutions were 
adopted in favor of presenting a memorial to Congress in regard to the n~ed of aid from 
the nation. A constitution for permanent organization was presented and adopted.. A 
letter in regard to the objects of the meeting, from Hon. H. M. Teller, Secretary of 
the Interior, was read, and after the usual transaction of business the meeting ad-
journed.- (New-England Journal ofEducation.) 
AMERICAN . INSTRUCTORS OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The tenth annual meeting was held at the Illinois Institution for the Instruction of the 
Deaf and Dumb, Jacksonville, August 26-30, 1882, Dr. E. M. Gallaudet presiding. 
Nearly all thepapersboreupon living questions, and thediscussionswhichfollowed them 
were pertinent and suggestive. Although the question of articulation came up, less time 
was given to it thanatany other recent conference ofinstructorsofthe deaf. Thepapers 
covered such subjects as the religious education of deaf-mutes, what deaf-mute instruction 
in the United State.c; owes to the American Asylum and its early instructors, the physical 
training of deaf-mutes, the value of experience in our school work, the Grube method of 
teaching arithmetic, the mental life of deaf-mutes as related to their education and care, 
deaf-mute education in Minnesota, the preparation of advanced pupils for colleges, the 
necessity of a more systematic instruction, institution libraries, compulsory education, 
&c. Many of these papers were freely discussed. After the reading of obituary notices 
and the usual bm;iness arrangements the association adjourned.- {Annals of the Deaf 
and Dumb and report of the proceedings.) 
AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. 
The fourteenth annual session of this association was held at Cambridge July 11-13, 
1882, the president, Prof. F. D. Allen, of Cambridge, in the chair. The secretary 
reported the association in a better financial condition than ever before. The report of 
the committee, which, in conjunction with a committee of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science, presented a memorial to430 colleges, asking them to abstain 
wholly from conferring degrees honoris causa, was accepted and the committee continued. 
In the afternoon session papers were read by Prof. J. B. Sewall, of Braintree, on '' Pecul-
iarities of the letters as they appear in early colonial records;" by Prof. C. H. Toy, of 
Harvard, on" Semitic personal pronou:es;" and by Prof. William D. Whitney, of Yale, 
on ''Furtherwordsastosurdsand sonants" and on ''The law of economy." At the 
evening session President Allen read his annual address, which was on '' The influence 
of the University of Leyden upon modern philology." On the following morning Prof. 
F. A. March, professor of Anglo-Saxon in Lafayette College, Pennsylvania, read a paper 
on the early poem of "Be6wulf," which he represented as the picture of a singular 
world. Its characters are strange to us, the action goes on in the midst of a strange 
nature; some explanation of its strangeness was reached in examining the manner in 
which its effects on the different senses are presented. The next paper was by Prof. A. 
C. Merriam, of Columbia College, on "Alien intrusion between art.icle and noun," in 
which he stated that in most languages only attributive words or phrases are admitted 
between the article and its noun, but the Greek admits alien words and clauses of all 
kinds, with the exception of the particles, under the strict application of the law that 
an attributive lllllBt also be present and precede the alien element. Rev. J. Colver 
Wightman followed with a paper on" The form and significance of the aorist tense in 
Greek.'' Other papers for the day were on the quantity of Latin prosody, the influence 
of Latin syntax on Anglo-Saxon gospels, the use of the phrases " two first'' and '':first 
two,'' n.nd n. discussion of surds and sonants. The last dn.y was devoted to papers on '' ov 
/.l r, with the future prohibitive," " Cyclops," and "The smile of Aphrodite," "Ini-
tial P in Gothic and . Anglo-Saxon," and 11 Indo-European case system." The society 
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pledged itself once more to the cause of bettering English spelling, in whi'hh it is sup-
ported by the spelling reibrm associations of this country and Great BTitain.-(Bost.Qn 
Daily Adve1·tiser.) 
SPELLING REFORM AS~CIATION. 
The sixth annual meeting of the Spelling RefOl'm Association was held at Harvard 
University, commencing on July 13. The annualTeports and letters afforded much en-
couragement to the members :present1 showing as they did a deepening interest in the 
reform. The most important work of the meeting was the adoption of a form of pledge 
proposed by the secretary and after full discussion adopted by unanimous vote. This 
form covered the following simplified SJ?.ellinO's: to use the forms program, favor, &c.; 
tho, thru, gard, catal~g, ar, giv, definit, &c.; f for ph, t ford or ed final when sounded 
as t; drop silent e after a short vowel; when a, word ends with a double letter omit the 
last; use all changes recommended by the American Philologic..1sl Association; use com-
plete phonetic spelling. A choice was given to the signers to declare in favor of any 
of the above rules. Each person signing the pledge writes aftel' his name the number of 
the regulations which he intends to follow, to indicate how far he intends to carry out the 
reform. The action of the Philological Association in pledging itself to the cause of Eng-
lish reform spelling did much to encourage the reformers. The officers for the ensuing 
year were chosen and the meeting adjourned.- (New-England Journal of Education.) 
AMERICAN SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION. 
The association was caUed to order at Su,ratoga, September 4, 1882, by the president, 
Dr. Francis Wayland, of Yale College, who in his opening address stated that the public 
mind is disposed as never before to consider the problems of social)?.henomenawithfear-
less independence. The secretary, F. B. Sanborn, presented his yeltl'ly report, which con-
tained a statement of some general considerations and special conditions that make it 
incumbent on the ll!embers of the association to mttintain the study of soci~tl science in 
All!erica and which encourage them to tl1ink that their studies and labors ~n former 
years have not been altogether in vain. Ou September 5, Dr. W. T. Harris discussed the 
subject of education in its broadest signification. Miss Alice Fletcher preeented an ab-
stract of a paper on "Civilization of American Indians" and Dr. H. L. Wayland one on 
progr~sive spellillg. Both of the&e papers were fully di~cussed. The evening lecture 
was by Rev. A. D. Mayo, on ''State aid to education.'' He was followed by Professor Gold-
win Smith, who spoke briefly on state aid given to education in England and France. He 
deprecated interference by the General Government in local affairs. Dr. W. T. Harris in 
reply maintained that under the pending bill in aid of education there need be no fears 
of interference. On September 6, Dr. Walter Channing, of Boston, spoke on boards of 
health, and Dr. Henry Baker, secretary of the Michig~n board of health, continued the 
subject. Dr. A. N. Blodgett followed with a paper on the management of chronic ine-
briates and insane drunkard&, whioh paper was discussed by Professor Way land, Judge A. 
P. Peabody, and Hev. I. S, Prime. Dr. E. M. Hunt, of the New Jersey board of)lealtb, 
and Dr. D. F. Lincoln presented papers on sanitation. After the election of officersMi$s 
Cla~ Barton read a paper on ''Relief association.i." The opening paper on the follow-
ing day was by T. Bacon, of Rocheste:~:, N.Y., on "Professional ethios," which was 
briefly discussed in the affirmative. Disfranchisement for crime was treated by Messrs . 
.James F. Colby, of New Haven, and Carroll D. Wright, chief of the Massachusetts bu-
reau gf statistics. A paper on '' Local government in the West'' was read by Mr. Ed-. 
ward W. Bemis, of Springfield, Mass., and Rev. Washington Gladden, of the ~me city, 
closed the day with au interesting paper on "Unso<:ial forces." The 1[\St day, Septem-
ber 8, was mu,inly devoted to .reports on factories.~ (Journal of Education.) 
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TABLE I.-P Aln' !.-Statistics of the school systems of the States ancl TerTitories, showing 
tfc.; from replies to inquiries by the 
SCHOOL YEAR. SCHOOLPOPULATIOli. 
States and Territories. 
Begins- Ends-
\ 
1 Alabama ..•••.•••••• -~..... •• • ••••• •••••••• •• 188:_ • .,j o.,.
3 
1 ... : ao . 
2 Arkansas..................................... 1881-'82 July 1 June 30 
3 California .................................. ·••. 1881-'82 July 1 June 30 
4 Colorado ......•.•...••.•••.•••••• --.... •• • • . 1881-'82 Sept. 1 Aug. 31 
5 Connecticut.................................. 1881-'82 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 
6 Delaware..................................... 1880-'81 Dec. 1 Nov. 30 
7 Florida ....................................... d1881-'82 Oct. 1 Sept. 30 
8 Georgia·············-·······-····~········ 1882 Jan. 1 Dec. 31 
9 Illinois....................................... 1881-'82 July 1 June 30 
10 Indiana ••• • •• • • .. •••••• •••• •• •••• •• •••• •• • • • . 1881-'82 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 
11 Iowa . . • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • ••• • • • • ••• • • • • • . 1881-'82 Sept. 15 Sept. 15 
12 Kansas....................................... 1881-'82 .Aug. 1 July 31 
13 Kentucky . • . • •• . ••• • • • • • .. • • • •• • • •• •••• •• • • •• 188e-'81 July 1 June 30 
14 Louisiana .................................... 1881 J 'an. 1 Dec._ 31 
15 Maine........................................ 1881-'82 Apr. 1 Mar. 31 
16 Maryland ••. • ........ ........................ 1881-'82 Sept. 1 July 31 
17 Massachusetts • ..... ••. ............ •••• •• ••• . 1881-'82 May .Apr. -
18 Michigan..................................... 1881-'82 Sept. 5 Sept. 4 
19 Minnesota.................................... 1881-'82 Sept. 1 Aug. 31 
20 Mississippi. ........................ ·-··· ..•. , 1881-'82 Jan. 1 Dec. 31. 
21 Missoun .. • • . • • .. • •• • •• •••••• ••• • • • • ••• •• • • .. 1881-'8'J Apr. - .Apr. "'"": 
22 Nebraska .................... ······~······· 1881-'82 Apr. 1 .Apr. 1 
23 Nevada ... . .................. ................ 1881-'82 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 
24 New Hampshire.............. • •• • • • • • • • •• • • .. 1882 .............. -•. - ~·.., 
25 NewJersey .................................. 1881-:82 Sept.l .Aug.31 
26 New York ,... ................................ 1881-82 Oct. "'.1. Sept. 30 
27 North Carolina............................... 1881-'82 Dec. 1 Nov. 30 
28 Ohio ................................ ~·······-- 1881-'82 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 
29 Oregon . .. .. .. .. • • • • • • • • • • • • .. ••• • • • • • • • •• • • .. 1881-'82 Mar. - Mar. -
30 Pennsylvania • • •• • .. • .. • •• • .. • •• • • • •••••••••. 1882 .................. - . . 
31 Rhode Island................................. 1881-'82 May 1 .Apr. 30 
32 South Carolina • . . . • .. • • • .. • .. • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • 1881-'82 Nov. 1 .Aug. 31 
33 Tennessee .................................... 1881-'82 July 1 June 30 
34 Texas ........................................ o1881-'82 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 
35 Vermont..................................... 1881-'82 .Apr. 1 Mar. 31 
36 Virginia ............................ ·-···.... 1881-'82 .Aug. 1 July 31 
37 WestVir~inia ................ - .............. 1881-'82 July 1 June 30 
38 Wisconsin ......................... -·...... 1881-'82 Aug. 31 May 31 
39 Arizona. •.••.• --~·---············-··········· 1882 Jan. 1 Dec. 31 
40 Dakota ......................................... d1881-'82 Apr. 1 Mar. 31 
41 District of Columbia.......................... 1881-'82 Julv 1 June 30 
42 Idaho ... • • • • • • • • • . •• • • • • • • . • •• • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. 1881-'82 Sept. 1 ..Aug. 31 
43 Montana .. . • . • . . • .. . • .. • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . 1881-'82 Sept. 1 .Aug, 31 
!~ ~~~ ~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~t'82 'jcl.;v-·i· -j~~- ao· 
46 Washington·--.............................. 1880-'81 Sept. 1 .Aug. 31 
47 Wyoming.................................... 1880 
48 Indian: 
Cherokees ................ n •• .. •••••••••• 1881 
Chickasaws . .. . .. •• • • .. • • •• • • .. .......... '1881 
Cho.ctaws • •• • •• •• • • • • .. .. •• .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1881 
Creeks .. : .. .. .. • .. .. • .. • ••• .. .. • • • • .. • • .. 1881 
Seminoles .... ·..... ... • • • .. .. . • .. .. • • • .. • . 1881 
a Several counties made no report of sex. 






























































































































c United States C&nsus of 1880. -
d This report is only approximately correct, many counties omitting to make their returns to the 
supermtendent. 
e By law of 1882 the school age for the colored race was changed from 6-16 to 6-20. 
/For white schools only. 
gin 1880. 
1~ This is the age for distribution of school funds; for free attendance it is 6-21 for whites and 6-20 
for colored 
-:.:. 
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the school population; enrolment, attendance, duration of schools;nurnber and pay of teachers, 
United States Bureau of Education. 
SCHOOL POPULATION. PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
rn <11 ro s::-o ~ -d SEX. ~ t;l ~ ~0 Cli ~ <:;> ~ coc:i ~~ t>, 
~ 
I» I» ~ co <:.:> l=lbll :a. 0: <l)~ At:c ..... ..... ~ .... ~:::; · ~~ ~<I) <l><l) 1-<~ 'd bD ct>bll ~0 A. ... OCII ""'rn .... r::o §~ f>d <l) .... .... ~ S.§ "'dl=l o .... .Od oro oos 
~ 
,...o ~-;0 1-;<l) 
$~~-
<l)O 
<:;> <l) Clil» !:.()1-< b.C 
~ 1 'S -a~ 
c:(S ~ s:::1 c<l .... .... 13 <l) <l) = ~ ~ ;l =~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lzj ~ ~ ~ 
----,. s 9 10 11 12 ' 13 14 
---~i47;2ii7" ---~i35.~i72" :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
108, 638 ~ 107, 692 •••••••••••••.••..•••••••••••• -••••. 
25, 026 24, 182 • • • • • • • • • • • • 11, 492 37, 716 
177,428 .... --- ···-·· 114,527 
117,696 ................. - 56,291 
168,024 116,047 107,177 
31,738 ................... 18,488 
121,185 ............. b77, 041 
. ----- ............ -· ......... ._ __ ········ ................... ·-·-. 29,122 .. ............ c17, .439 
·--~252;87.2" ---~243.-iiiii" :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
526, 461 511, 106 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ---- •• 
362,835 345, 7o1 ................................... . 
····i84,"774. ····i73,"i46. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: 
511945 ................ 24,923 
256,432 ............ 164,180 




406,947 .............. 253,688 
269,945 ............. 162,017 
/238,440 ............. /149,226 
62,370 ................... g45, 626 
147,988 ................... 111,188 
159,945 .••• 265;442" 83,189 330,421 235,739 
385,504 ........... -----· c263, 775 
196,643 .................... b91, 532 
••... 86,"395" ····:79;ii6" :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
j237, 288 176,897 136,315 
492,749 .................... c260, 540 
115,546 ................ 66,027 
5, 039 . 5, 444 •••••• ··-·· • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 8,158 ................ 5, 286 
64,349 ................ 4}. 996 
209,526 .............. 11 '532 
····2a5~75i" ····227;4o9· ·••····•···· ···•···•···· ·•••••···••• 
552,587 528,734 :::::::::::: •••• 253;438" .••• 827;883" 
33, 468 31, 748 ••••••••••••.••••••••••• •••••••••••• 
c707,809 c714,568 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 
28,273 27,559 
c133, 003 c129, 276 :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ·--~262;279. 
281,843 267,336 •••••••••••••••••• ·-·-·· •••••••••••. 
1, 041,068 ................... 569,471 
233,071 ........... -........ 132,546 
751,101 589,632 483,232 
37,743 ······------ 27,347 945,345 ....................... Z611, 317 
n45, 695 n33,591 n29, 390 
145,974 ....................... 101,816 
264,356 ...................... j180, 509 
142,960 .................. 60,259 
••.• 282," 528" ··;. 273," 279" .... "49; 9ii ..... i2i; 9i7 ...• -383~979" 
112,715 : 1()3, 890 ••• ••• •••••• 48,071 168,534 
251,589 ' .·· 243,644 ·--~-----··· ....................... . 
····aiii;29s· ·:·-~i7;272. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
c20, 988 \ c22, 549 •••••• ····"· c6, 026 c37, 511 
•••••• •h••· .... ~ •••••••....••••••••••.••••• ----- • • ••.•••••••• 
74, 000 ................. 47,772 
257,362 187,293 144,904 
155,544 ···--· ........ 96,652 
303,452 ..................... j190, 878 
j3, 844 ..................... g2, 847 
25,451 ····.122;o6i" cB, 530 j27, 299 j20, 730 
j6, 080 ........................ j4, 127 
6, 054 ..................... 3,558 
c4, 755 ..................... c3, 150 
27,216 ..................... 17,594 
14,754 ..................... c10, 546 
c2, 007 ...................... cl, 920 
3,048 ...................... 1,792 
650 .................... 270 
1, 460 ....................... 1,260 
799 ..................... ···.·····j74" 226 ....... -----. 
i Estimated. 
j In 1881. · 
k This is the age for distribution of school funds; for free attendance it is 6-21. 
l A vera~e number of pupils. 

















































nln<l!udes evening school reports. 
o This report, excepting that of scholast ic population, is only approximately correct, many coun-
ties ancl cities failing to m!~-l>:e returns to the secretary. 
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TABLE I.-PART 1.-Statiatica of the schoolaystema of the Statea anft Tertitoriea, sh~l.D 
PUDLIC SCHOOLS. SCHOOLS OTHER THAN PUBLIC. 
. .,;. States and Territories. 
<12'0 "'r-. ""' 0 ~; . 5~ 
~i~ ~~ ~~ 
o.c ~ ~·~ ~ro 
~]·~ ~-t ~ .g.s 
Scl1ools corre-
Sl)(mi!ingtopub. 
lie schools below 
high schools . 
Pupils. 
Schools corre-
. spondlogto :pnb· 
lie high schools. 
Pupils. ~·~.~ ~ ~~ ~] 
s~~ ~~~ e~ I 
~ ~~~·::~::::::·::::::: :::~~~§: f~ ~l~l::;~:f:':;·:: 
3 California.................. ...•••.... . . ••. . .. .. 155.4 (cl4, 572) 
4 Colorado.................. .......... .......... 100 •••••••••. j ••••••• •• • J .......... j •••••••••• 
5 Connecticut ••••••.•• ;..... . . . . . . . .. . .. • .. .. .. . 171l. 66 (12, 899) 
6 Delaware................. gh512 ghl50 hl53 .••••••••. , .••••..•.. ! .......... , ......... . 
~ ~eo~;~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: · .. 65 .. · ... i7; i9ii · · .. iii; ios· .... 3; as2 · .... a;oai· 
D lllinOlS •••••• •••• •• ••• • •• •• • .. • •• • • • . • • • • • • • • • . 150 (67, 380) 
10 Indiana. ..••••• •••••••••••• .......... .......... 133 (12, 852) 
11 Iowa....................... 13, 110 65 142 . (k15, 098) 
~~ ~:~::~k;;::::::::::::::::: .... ~::~~- :::::::::: u~6~ ::::::::::1::::::::::1::::::::::1::::::~::: 
14 Louisiana . • • . • ••• • • • •••• •• • •• • • • • • .. . •• • .. • • • . 100 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 
15 M.a.ine ...•••••••••.•••••• •. . • • • . • • • .. .. • . • . • . .. 117 • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •• • ••• •• · 
16 Maryland................. .••••••... .•••••.••. 199 ···-· ................................. . 
17 Massachusetts............ .••••.••• . .••....•.. 178 (30, 867) 
18 Michigan.................. .......... .•••••.... 148 (20, 577) 
19 Minnesota. ..••••. ·.......... ...••. .••. .••••••••. 98 --········~·-···· •···~···· ····· ·~·········· 
20 Mississippi................ ••• . . . . .. . . • • • • .. • • . 75. 5 ....................................... . 
21 Missoun . • • • • • • ... • • • • • • . • . 8, 537 • • • • • • . • • . 87 . • • • • • • • • . • ... • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . . •••••.•.. 
22 Nebraska.................. 3, 269 50 111 ....................................... . 
2S Nevada. ............................. .... .:.. •• . 146 (c886) 
21c New Hampshire........... 2, 644 ........ . . !l6. 27 (4, 275) 
25 New Jersey .•• ~........... k3, 495 k66 192 (44, 560) 
26 NewYork ............ ~·--· ••.•...... .......... 176 (q1Q,?, 969) 
27 North Carolina. .............. ~....... .......... 62.5 .......... j .......... j--··--·· .. 1 ....... ~. 
28 Ohio....................... 16,884 •••••••••• 15~ (16,29!) (2, 343) 
29 ·Oregon.................... ... .. . .. .. . •• • •• • • . . 90. 6 (s7, 394) 
80 Pennsylvania .•••••. .•• .. . .... ... . .. .......... 153. 78 (t34, 624) 
31 Rhode Island.............. 833 72 184 (u6, 964) 
32 South Carolina............. .......... .•••••••.. 80 •••••••••• j •••••••••• J kl, 516 I kl, 217 
:: ~:~:~~~~::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: w~~ .......... ~ ....... <~~:~~~~~------~···----··· 
35 Vermont...................................... 126.5 ....................................... . 
36 Virginia.................... . • • • .. .. . . • • • • • . .. .. 118. 2 g10, 291 glO, 906 gl, 772 g2, 723 
37 West Virginia............. 4, 351 56 99 ...................... ~ ................ . 
38 Wisconsin................. 6, 646 •••••••••. kl75. 6 (20, 967) 
:~ t~~gta~ ::::::::::::::::::: ·----~~~~. :::::::::: -~~~~ ... ::::::::::1::::::::: : I ::~~:: ::::1:::::::::: 
41 District of Columbia...... k382 k13 k190 (gn5, 000) . 
42 Idaho ......................... ................ kluO •••••••••. 1 ......................... .._. ... 
43 Montana .. .. . • •• • • . • . •• .. . 190 0 125 (148) 0 0 
44 NewMexico ................................................................................. .. 
45 Utah.......................................... 189 .............. ~ ........................ . 
!~ ;~~~~:.~::::::::::::::: :.::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
48 Indian: 
Cherokees ................................ . 
Chickasaws .................... . ......... . 
Chocta,vs ............................... .. 
Creeks .................................. . 






a For white teachtm~; for colored t eachel"S the av- !7 In 1880. 
erage s::1 lary h! $21.88. h F or whita Rcbools only. 
b Includes 83 of whom the sex is not reported. i Include11 56 colore<l t eachers, sex not reportf'd. 
c 'total number of census chlldren attending pri- j The average monthly salary fOl' colored teachers 
vate schools. is $22. 
a The average salary of male teachers in J!raded k In 1881. 
schools is $100.97; in ungraded schools, $54.52; Z Includes 62 of whom the sex is not reported. 
for female t each rs the salaries are, respec- m For white schools in the counties; the average 
tively, $67.39 and $50.02. for teachers in graded RChoolR for whiteE> in tho 
e Number employed in winter. cities is $71.25; in public high schools, $88.9i. 
f Number e111ployed in summer. nEstima.ted. 
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ing the school population, enrolment, attendance, duration of schools, g-c.-Continued. 
SCHOOLS OTHER 
THAN PUULIC. 
Teachers in sairl 
schools in all 
grades. 
Whole number ·of t·eacbers em-
ployed in public schools during 
the year. 
Average salary of teac"\J.-
ers per month in public 
schools. 
Teachers. 
Male. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Female. I 
~-------!--------l--------- l---------l----------l----------l---------1 
(1, 203) 
008 I 1, 091 
(608) 
(k022) 




































4, 564 .••••••••••••. (a$21 52) 
:::::::::::::: ....... $79.67 ....... $64.48. 
72~ (d) (d) 
.............. 63 44 35 94 







6, 351 :::::::::::::: ·······a so· oo · · · · · --8so· oo· 
22, 301 19, 649 46 86 37 76 
~~: ~~~ ....... i3- i75- k~~ ~~ k~~ ;~ 
l8, 212 7; 262 31 42 24 95 
6, 910 . •• • • • • . . .. • . . (m23 87). 
1, 584 ••• • • .. • • .. • • . (31 50) 
7, 797 .......... - - .. 37 391 
3, 197 n3, 000 n40 00 
8, 937 7, 571 102 90 
14,467 ••••••• •• .. •• . 41 561 
4, 963 •••••••••••••· 36 50 





























01~; ~~~ ,. • • • • • ~5.· 000 · n~i gg I 
202 .............. 101 59 














































•••••• ' ... -I· ...•..••. 
31, 233 20, 902 (43 28) 























2i:l~~ ....... ~:·.~~:. :~ gg I 
21,829 35 12 






























o Includes 22 of whom the sex is not reporte(l. 
pIn schools corresponding to public high schools 
only. 
q Innormalschools, academies, anrlprivn.teschools. 
1· For white teachers; for colored teachers the av-
erage salary is $!9.93. 
s In private schools of all grades. 
t Exclusive of Philadelphia. 
u Number between 5 and 15 reported as attending 
Catholic and select schools. 
v Includes evening school reports. 
wIn the counties; 137 days in cities. 
3, 413 •••••• .... • • • . 26 00 
5, 687 • • • • • • • • • .. .. • (24 65) 
5, 037 .............. (a:) 
4, 376 .............. 30 52 
5, 597 5, 587 29 47 
4, 360 4, 360 27 87 
10, 087 7, 093 y38 91 
126 ..... ...... ... k84 06 
1, 033 .............. 33 00 
k460 .............. k91 13 
200 .............. 60 00 
191 200 75 '74 











aa~~~ :::::::::::::: ........ :~. ~~ ./. ··•·• .:~.~~-






x In the counties the avcra_ge sn,lary of white rnalo 
teachers is $38; of white females $29; in the 
ci1ies the Rala,ries aro, respectively, $73 and $40; 
for colored males in the counties, $32; for col-
orca females, $20; in tho cities, respectively, 
$60 and $28. 
y In the counties. 
z Uniteu States census of 1880. 
aa Includes 89 of whom tho sex ii! not J'epotted. 
bb Number of schools r eported; number of teachers 
for them "is not given. 
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TABLE I.-PART 2.-Statistics of the school systems of the State. 
ANNUAL INCOME. 
..,rtl 





/ :3 ~ tcm 
1-1 ~ 
cj l'l't:l 
$ ¥1 ~~3 "' Cl) .., .., 
~ ~ 8 
g(Jo 
0 0 ~·E~ 
00 .s ~ ~'1:f0 s s 3 ""l'lc.Q 0 0 IPI""'!~ ... ... 0 ~~0 
~ f'1:1 8 
l. 30 31. 32 33 
1 .Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. • . • • . . . • • • • • . $130, 000 a$123, 398 $253,398 $138,617 
2 .Arkansas . .. . .. .. . • . . • .. .. • . .. .. .. . • • • . . 269, 982 237 353 
3 California . .. ............. ...... .. ...... d1, 888,381 1,260; 844 
507' 335 9, 564 
3
' !~~: ~~~ ....... i7,'954' 4 Colorado........... ............... ...... 226,850 218,727 
5 Connecticut .. .. .... .. .... . .... .. • . .. • • . 219, 303 1, 142, 621 1, 361, 924 87, 721 
6 Delaware ........................................................... ...... ..... ....... ......... . 
7 Florida . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . g132, 907 g132, 907 d15, 195 
8 Georgia................................. h441, 454 142, 720 584, 174 ............. . 
9 Illinois . • • . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. • .. .. .. . 1, 000, 000 5, 920, 461 6, 920, 461 615, 195 
10 Indiana ............................................................. ··~ · ....................... . 
11 "Iowa.................................... 463, 825 4, 851, 298 5, 315, 123 225, 907 
12 .Kansas ................................ J 0 1, 442, 039 1, 442, 039 271, 542 
13 Kentucky ................ ·....... .... .. . h741, 672 k384, 070 1, 125, 742 ............. . 
14 Louisiana............................... 250, 000 177, 000 427,000 45,235 
15 Maine.................................. 235,978 681,342 917,320 26,207 
16 Maryland............................... 556, 660 775, 272 1, 331, 932 70, 018 
17 Massachusetts.......................... .... .. . . . .. .. . n5, 564, 250 n5, 564,250 137,465 
18 Michigan . • • . . .. .. . .. .. . • . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 2, 784, 009 2, 784, 009 p626, 674 
19 Minnesota.............................. 237, 030 988, 811 1, 225, 841 272, 123 
20 Mississippi .. • • • .. . .. . • .. . .. .. • .. . . .. . .. 0 658, 221 658, 221 ............. . 
21 Missouri...... .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 375, 132 2, 219, 546 2, 594, 678 595, 336 
22 Nebraska............................... 88,196 931,049 1, 019,245 184,232 
23 Nevada................................. .............. 106,250 106,250 d51, 172 
24 New Hampshire........................ 452, 041 74, 923 526, 964 11,133 
25 New Jersey .................... ~..... 1, 342,656 666,479 2, 009,1351 100,048 
26 New York.............................. 2, 750, 000 7, 832,695 10,582,695 170,000 
27 North Carolina.......................... t314, 904 t21, 925 t336, 829 u3, 970 
28 Ohio.................................... 1, 589, 264 6, 168, 037 7, 757, 301 250,432 
29 Oregon .. .. .. .. • • . .. .. • . . .. . • . .. • • • • • . • . 141, 981 102, 811 244, 792 59, 663 
30 Pennsylvania........................... .... .. . .. . .. . . .... .. .. .. .. . . 7, 555, 934 h1, 082, 000 
31 Rhode Island .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • .. v81, 445 v470, 034 ?J551, 479 12, 661 
32 South Carolina ........... ·............... as114, 439 s338, 526 d52, 965 ............. . 
33 Tennessee...... ........................ 121,433 671,257 792,690 ............. . 
34 Texas................................... h533, 150 .................... .................... .. 
35 Vermont................................ 119,670 371,351 491,021 ............. . 
36 Virginia . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 601, 572 489, 208 1, 090, 780 ............. . 
37 West Virginia.......................... 269,522 63il, 004 902,526 29,050 
38 Wisconsin . . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 2, 801, 119 2, 801, 119 69, 778 
39 .Arizona ....................................................................................... . 
40 Dakota ........................................................................................ . 
41 District o£ Columbia .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ... .... ... .. .. .. . 521, 908 521, 908 1, 288 
42 Idaho ......................................................................................... .. 
43 Montana................................ 0 100,133 100,133 0 
44 New Mexico .................................................................................. .. 
45 Utah . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .. . .. •• • • .. . 63, 987 54, 822 118, 809 2, 501 
46 Washington . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. 115, 323 12, 286 127, 609 ............ -. 
:~ ~~o~~g ..................................................................................... .. 
g~i~~!:~!~::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ....... ~~·- ~~~-
~!£i~~~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 1~:: 
a From poll tax. 
b Items not fully reported. 
e Includes expenditure for repairs. 
a State apportionment. 
e Includes balance on hand from last school year. 
fin 1880. 
g .Amount of connty assessments for school pur-
poses. 
h State n.ppropria.tion. 
i Salaries of county superintendents only. 
j Included in "salaries of teachers" (column 41 of 
this table). 
k Local taxes and subscriptions. 
Z Includef! compensation to commissioners by 1be 
St~Lte, interest on county 11nrplus bond, &c. 
m Buildings, repairs, rents, &c. 
n Amount pair! for all school purposes from money 
:raised by taxation. 
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and Territories,· sh~ing the incQm.e, expendituret~c.-Continued. 




Permanent • . Current. 
a . 1-< ~ 
o"' 0 
~§ "' ~ 
~ ... ..=l 
~ <tO 13 p. Q 
<P 
~ ~ -----1·-----1------J------J----------------
1 40 34 3:1 
.............. $890 .............. 13,257 .............. 23,047 
...... $52;5i9" 187,888 61,586 
............ 0. ······.;.u;794" 
..................... i7;229" 
..... "i' • .. · 0 · e834, 183 
.............. ' l68, 516 
14,555 ............. . 
95, 406 129, 440 
216,080 ...... 2i8; i77. 5, 222 
.............. 447,462 
.............. 4.90,226 
300,000 ............ .. 
529, 652 188, 077 
5, 893 e331, 582 
.............. 24,583 
26, 585 19, 845 
33,202 ............ .. 
75, 000 556, 383 
............... t92,696 
756,048 ....... iii; 585. 14, 267 
······· ..................... . 
10, 950 v33, 035 
:::::::::::::: ...... i49,'6ao· 
.............. 110,15,jl, 
:::::::::::::: ....... i6,"36i' 
6 45,106 
..................... · ............ . 
.............. . 56,116 
............ 0 .......... 3;995' 












5 558 259 










































:::::::::::::: ..... ~$4i; 922 ........ "$i55 ....... !~f ~:~. 1 
.............. 221,089 83,679 ....... .'...... ~ 
$25, 513 249, 397 . • .. .. .. . • . .. • .. .. .. • .. • • .. . 4 
• .. .. .. • .. .. .. 146, 586 12, 552 ..... ,.. .. .. • .. . 5 
.............. .............. .............. /2,300 6 
......................................................... 7 
...... i25; 4 73 · .. • • i; 22o; 985 · • • .. • .. ai; 2or; ~:·· .. • i1 4; s4i- g 
($764, 605) ~..... . . .. .. . . 10 ...... iii4; iio9 · 648, oso 10, 833 142, 45o ll 
2, 710 406, 984 27, 383 i (j) 12 
:::::::::::::: ..... ~i2,'76o· ::::::::::::~: ....... i9;667. ~~ 
99, 522 ... .. .. • ..... .. 29, 918 15 ............ 0. 194,498 .............. 28,000 16 
842,867 168, 107 17 ...... 22i; 938. q!l20, 302 ...... ;iii; 658. (j) 18 
.... .. .. .. .. .. 394, 856 .... .. • .... • .. 33, 470 19 
. .. • .. . .. .. . .. s68, 327 ...... • ...... .. s12, 607 20 
525,891 ........ ; ................................. 21 
. .. • .. .. .. .. .. 297, 262 .. • .. • • .. .. • .. 27, 349 22 
.. .. • .. • .. • • .. ct2, 528 t53 • • • .. • .. .. .. .. 23 
. O ...... 366,'333" :::::::::::::: ....... ~~::~~- ~~ 
.. .... 526; aoo • 1, 525, 426 226, 589 114, 6oo 26 
.... ..... t14, 712 .............. t18, 732 27 . .. 28, 107 1, 204, 589 ... .. • .. .. .. • • 152, 903 28 
1~, 376 63, 164 1, 564 8, 575 29 
.. • .. • .. .. .. .. 1, 229, 232 • .. • .. • .. .. • .. 80, 000 30 
1, 446 72,134 :· 4,178 10,292 31 
.. .. • .. .. • .. .. 10, 683 .... •• .. .. .. .. 18, 507 32 
. . • .. .. • .. .. • . 56, 263 ..... -. •.. ... .. 15, l:lOO 33 
. .. .. .. • • .. • .. c21, 903 • .. • •• .. • .. • .. 24, 395 34-
.................... '!> ..................................... 35 
120, 000 112, 907 1, 804 44, 577 36 
33, 189 136, 854 1, 885 22, 942 37 
. .. .. .. .. • .. • • 332, 304 . .. • .. • .. .. • .. 46, 600 38 
............. ~ .......................................... 39 
oooouooo-ooo oo ,ooooooo,_.,. ""'""""" iS, 616 40 
.... .... .... .. (176, 079) 7, 380 41 
................ , ..................................... :·. 42 
' 0 5, 000 2, 500 10, 000 43 
........................................................ 44 
.. • .. .. • • •• • .. 41, 360 1, 395 1, 500 45 
................ z4,·385 ............................ 46 
.... r ................................................... 47 
48 
. 
o Total of items reported. wAs compiled from reports of city and county 
p Includes revenue from other funds. treasurers; the total State apportionment for 
q Includes expenditure for apparatus. the year was $1,105,260. 
r For libraries only. o: Exclusive of income for normal schools. 
s 1 n 1881. y 25 counties reporting ; it is estimated that a full 
t f-:('lveral counties fn.iled to report this item. report would make the totn.l revenue for the 
u This is not included in the total receipts, the year over $500,000. 
interest on the permanent fund being retained zUnited Sta.tetl census of 1880. 
in the 8tate treasury until the fnncl is large ... aa Total income not reported; amount given is that 
enoup:h to make a per capita apportionment. reponed as expenditure, which, it is stated, was 
v Inclnues income for evening schools. derived from tribal funds. 
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TABLE I.-PART 2.-Statistios of the school systems of the Stat& 
.ANNUAL EXPENDITURE. 
Current. 
States and Territories. 






'3 '"'"' 0 <!)tee:> I=! 
0 e-~~ 
E-1 ~ 
1 41 43 44 
Alabama .• '•••••.• •.•• •• •••• • • • • • • •. •• ••• $375, 887 b$16, 136 
2 Arkansas ........... ··················-· 388, 616 13, 255 
3 California ............................... 2,406,781 ,411,117 
41 Colorado - ....... -. • · • .. • • • • • • •• • •• • • ••• - 300, 128 ' 77, 440 
5 Connecticut .............. •••• .. -· ... --.. 1, 056, 261:! 337, 6b9 
6 Delaware................................. d138,810 d64,472 
7 Florida, ................ • ·- • • • .. -.. ·--.-. 104, 240 ............. . 
8 Georgia .............................................................. .. 
o illinois •• '............... •••• • ........ ·.. / 4, 985, 770 2, 254, 874 
10 India.na .. +•·········· .. ··--· ........... ' m3, 143,529 885,570 
11 Iowa ...... :., ... ~ .... •••••••• ........... ~ 3, 075, 870 n1, 648, 216 
12 Kansas, .... ;.. ..... • • • ... • ....... - .... • •• o1, 296, 256 463 552 
13 Kentucky •• ~ .............. , ................................. .' ... .. 
14 Louisiana ... ~ ............... ·........... 374,127 34,930 
15 Maine ........ ~-........................ ($952, 394) 
16 Maryland .. --- ~~ ........................ 1, 146,558 282,852 
17 Massachusetts.......................... r4, 144,722 432, 589 
$403,602 c$1 01 
e503, 857 c1 60 
3, 122,666 c13 11 
626,965 8 45 
1, 553,065 9 53 
dg207, 281 dh!i 39 
e133, 260 j1 37 
k584, 174 115 
8, 567,675 7 12 
4, 793,704 c5 75 
5, 525,449 8 18 
2, 194, 175 4 88 
p1, 248,524 ............. 
441,484 c1 58 
1, 081,834 5 05 
1, 651,908 4 45 
e5, 881,124 c15 83 
18 Michigan ........ - ........ • .. • ......... • o2, 193, 267 644, 064 
19 Minnesota .......... -- ...... ··........... 1, 054, 523 t510, 515 
3, 789,291 c5 43 
1, 993,364 c5 13 
20 Mississippi.............................. u644, 352 u32, 472 
21 Missouri................................ 2, 226,610 ............. 0 
u757, 758 u1 93 
e3, 753,224 4 67 
22 Nebraska .. ·;r··---·--------........... 702, 127 331, 608 
23 N eva,da .. . .. .. • . .. • • • • • • • .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. w70, 385 w9, 356 
24 New Hampshire........................ 417,016 146,957 
25 New Jersey............................. (1, 621, 338) 
26 New York............................... 7, 986,261 1, 569,717 
1, 358,346 8 10 
e~54, 327 j14 72 
578,702 10 55 
1, 987,671 5 17 
11,422,593 6 73 
27 North Carolina......................... w374, 009 w42, 28il w509, 736 110 
28 Ohio.................................... 5, 376,087 z2, 087,335 
29 Oregon.................................. 249, 378 24, 280 
30 Pennsylvania .... -...................... 4, 863, 718 2, 090, 295 
31 Rhode Island........................... aa417, 553 aa87, 679 
32 South Carolina.......................... 349, 696 ............ .. 
8, 8~, 914 711 
g 6, 961 5 19 
8, 263,245 c5 00 
aa591, 836 9()0 
bb378, 886 u1 32 
33 Tennessee ..... ~......................... 718,921 36,170 827,154 u117 
34 Texas .......... ,......................... 714,207 43,345 cc803, 850 .............. 
35 Vermont................................ 381, 608 
36 Vir¢.uia................................. 896,274 ····--ioi,'58iio 
a7 West Virginia........................... 553,509 dd164, 630 
38 Wisconsin............................... 1, 437, 349 316, 554 
39 .Arizona ............................................................ . 
40 Dakota-........................................................... .. 
41 District of Columbia.................... 317, 229 78, 624 
42 Idaho .............................................................. 0 
43 Montana................................ 80,000 9, 188 
44 New Mexico............................ hh28, 002 hh97l 
45 Utah.................................... 119, 537 21,746 
46 Washington.41 ........................... hh95, 582 hh12, 648 
~~ ~llio~~g ...................... \"....... hh25, 894 hh2, 610 
e476, 478 ......... i'65' 
1, 157,142 
879,820 3 41 
ee2, 132, 807 4 31 




106,688 8 60 
hh28, 973 c99 
185, 538 c3 30 
hh112, 615 ........ ~6"93' 
kh28, 504 
Cherokees ... , ..................................................... .. 52,300 ............... 
Chickasaws ...................................... ~~-- ....... . 3::1,550 ............... 
Choctaws ..................................................... .. 
Creeks ............. ,. ...................................... ~ ... .. 
Seminoles ................................................ , .... .. 
31,700 ................ 
26,900 ............. 
7, 500 -··· .......... 
a In estimating these items, only the interest on i For white schools only. 
amount expended under the head of "perma- j .An estimate including per capita. of total per-
n ent" (i. e., for sites, buildings, furniture, manent expenditure for the year. 
libraries, and apparatus) should be added to 'k .Amount received from the State and from local 
the current expenditme for the year. taxation for the support of public schools ; this 
b Includes $15,500 spent for normal schools. amount is largely supplemented by patrons. 
cEstimated by the Bureau, 6 per cent. be!ng the tExclusiveofthevalueofnormalscboolproperty. 
rate used in casting interest on permanent ex- 1117- Total amount expended from tuition revenne. 
penditure. n Includes salaries of secretaries and treasurers, 
dIn 1880. interest on bonds, &c. 
eitems not fully reported. o Includes salaries of superintendents. 
fin 1879. 11 The sum included in this total as public school 
g Includes $1,690 expended for co!ored schools expenditure for colored schools is the amount 
outside of Wilmington. raised for them, and may be somewhat greater 
i'l. Doe~tnootjnQ}.wle,£._xp_&I®pe forJ~~· · or ll'>lijlotb.Wlle {1-P~~<ijw,te.. 
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Jf~ ~ tl <!)'+-< ~ ]~m.s~~ 
<ll 
,.d0<t> $ 
~_g~$ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~.s-~ ~ -= ..... -c 0 !::1"'"'""' ~ ..... ...,.s c:e c!) ~~ .... ~~,g • P,c!l ..... §'~] ~ 8 c:e..o 
<:;>+> Q c!)Q~ <t>c:;>>:l C,.d A c:e,S e •. .-d ~ ._.._.otl ~ ~-~-S=Cl .... 
E~~ _£<D~cd 0 ..... Po~cef"""i ;a A~~_;;_g § -g ... ~;:j -g..,-a-c ~ ... :::l'd"' Q 
<l:>Olct>A ~~g.~ ct>OlA~c!lOO 
~~~-S 
p.ct>OOl~;:::= 0 
~ p.,p.ea ~hAoo~Ol ~ Fl Fl : ~XJ 
46 41 4S 49 
c$2 27 c.$3 52 . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . d$2, 528, 950 • • $264-, 457 1 
c3 94 c8 25 .••••••••.•••. •••••••••••••. /144,875 ""/$i9o;i86" 254,218 2 
c16 88 c26 46 1, 989, 400 2, 289, 400 7, 237, 669 3 
13 10 22 55 •••• ···iio"54' ·······iii. oo· 75,441 •••• .. . . . . . • . . . 1, 235,491 4 
11 50 19 18 • • •• ••• • • • • • • . ••••••• •• . • • • . 1, 997, 549 1, 997, 549 . . • . • •. . . . . • . . 5 
d~~ ~g ........ jfgf :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~;l~~ :::~:::::::::: i4~~;~~~ ~ 
1o 36 16 33 :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ····9~372~7iX ····9;372;754· .. ii7;994;i76. ~ 
c8 17 c13 34 ········1·3· ·o·9·· ········1·4· ·6·7·· 9, 207,412 ••••.. .. . . . . • . 12, 310, 905 10 
12 16 19 50 3, 681,432 3, 732,174 9, 977,142 11 
6 62 11 02 • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2, 500, 000 13, 500, 000 4, 796, 368 12 
········~6"89' ·······-~9"4i" :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ii: ig~; ~~~ :::::::::::::: 2;z~~~: ~~ ~~ 
7 31 10 59 • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • •• • •• • • •• • • • • d438, 287 •• • • • • • • • •• • • • 3, 073, 576 15 
9 12 17 66 .............. ................. 906,229 .............. 2, 900,000 16 
c15 40 c21 59 s18 30 • ••••• .... ••• • 2, 711, 263 ............ .. 22, 062, 235 17 
c7 59 . • • • • • . . • . . .. . • • • ... • • • .. . • • ••• • • • • • • • • • .. 3, 262, 322 3, 619, 960 9, 848, 493 18 
~~ ~~ ........ ~4"7[; :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 5~~~~:~~~ --~~~:~~~:~~~- .••. ~·-~~::~~:. ~~ 
7 10 9, 036, 602 7, 521, 69'5 21 
11 65 ........ 2o. 4o. :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: v4, 287, 510 ·-~23~ ooo: ooii' 2, 234, 464 22 
j18 92 j29 20 .. • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • •.• 564, 000 • • .. . • . . • . . • . . 240, 137 23 
11 17 16 35 . • .. • • • • • ... • • ••••••• ••• • • •• 166, 747 213, 757 2, 341, 679 24 
8 4 7 15 64 • • • .. • • • • • • • • • .... •• • ••• • •• • ttl, 452, 720 tt2, 595, 883 6, 270, 778 25 
10 96 20 05 . .. • • • • ... • • • • .... • .. • • .. • • • a:3, 247, 000 a:3, 247, 000 30, 332, 291 26 
2 18 3 88 99, 250 y431, 555 367, 671 27 
10 24 13 04 .... •• • • • 9 · 29 · ........ ii" oo · s, 825, 150 . •• • .... • . . .. . za, 6l0, sss 28 
8 !)6 12 37 .. .. • .. • • .. • .. • •• .. • • • • • .. .. 832, 522 • • • • • • • • • • .. .. 684, 298 29 
c7 52 28, 341, 560 ao 
12 o6 ...... :.is-29. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... 24o;376. ······268;395· 2,064,693 a1 
~~ ~~u 
.uz 25 ........ ~3·53· :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ·--~2;5i2;50o· :::::::::::::: 1,186,219 33 
c~ ~g c1~ gg :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: """""669;o87" ---~~:~~~·-~:~. :::::::::::::: ~~ 
4 25 7 15 2 36 2 57 • • .. • • . . . . . . .. ul, 518, 845 1, 346, 657 36 
4 75 7 66 4 38 5 O'i 509, 305 509, 305 1, 823, 987 37 
7 02 ........... ... .............. .............. 2, 790,214 ...... ........ 5, 569,962 as 
.............. .............. .............. .............. .............. •••••••••.•••. 116,751 89 
gg532, 267 40 
••• • •• ·uis · i6 · · .... · -~i9 · 97 · .... •• -~io ·is· · ..... -~ii • 96 · • •• • • ·a6o; 385 · .. • • '"ti6o; 385 · u1, 326, 888 41 
hh31, 000 42 
140,758 43 
hh13, 500 44 
316,462 45 
hh161, 300 46 
hh40,500 47 
········is.oo· ........ is.oo· :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 
c6 09 c9 20 ......................................................... · 
c5 25 c8 12 ............... .;..·~······ .. ••• ........................... · ................................ -.... --· ............................... ······ ................ .. 
c9 81 c14 85 .................................... ,. ............. •••• • • ~8 
·······~······ ...................... , ..................... . ii659,158 ............................. . (ij) ' ........................... . 
ii169,472 .............................. . 
........... , ........................................... ·- ii200,000 ........................... . (jj) .......................... .. 
qin 1878. . 
t" Includes fuel and care of school rooms. 
B Total expenditure per capita. of population 
between 5 and 15. 
t Includes total expenditure for high schools of 
$20,000 and for normal schools of $38,000. 
uln 1881. 
v Estimated. 
w Several counties failed to report this item. 
a:Exclusive of the United States deposit fund. 
y .As reported for 1881; exclusive of large quan· 
tities of swamp lands. 
zincludes interest on bonds. 
aa Includes evening school reports. 
bb TotaJ. of item.s J:eported. 
cc .As compiled from reports of city !lnd county 
treasurer; the total State apportiOnment foJ 
the year was $1,105,260. , ' d 
dd $50,255 of this ~re for sheriffs' commissions an 
delinquent lists. 
ee Exclusive of cost of no~a~ sch~ols. 
f/25 counties reporting; 1t 1s estimated t~at a. 
full report would make the total expenditure 
for the year over $500,000. 
gg Value of school-houses onlJ· 
hh United States census of 18o0. 
ii The income derived from these funds is aug· 
men ted from other sources. . 
jj Schools suppox·ted from gener;.l trilla! fun<\!, 
·TABLE II.-Solwolstatistios of cities oontai·ning 7,500 inhabitants and over,-jor 1882; from t'eplies to inquiries by tke United States But'eau of Education. ~ 
._ ,.,... ~ 
-..1 I I ~ . • , .S~ .S ~ 
~ School population. Numberenrolledufpubhc ;a m g 
~ schools. ~ Q ~ ..c1 
~ ~e ~ ~-
~-:. ~ <Q ~ ~ ~ CQ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -e ~ - ~~ ~ - . . . - I -~ ~ b.li ~ ~ ~ r-. t-J) ~ ci ~ r-.;a 1:1 r-. ,g gS a}"' t1j 
City. I Superintendent.· ;11~ ! og ~ll ~ ~ll $.:! rg ~ ~ ~ $..S ~ &J1 ;5 ~» ~~ '"d 
g,'O g "'~ o~ s2 :::;~ o~ ~~.s -c .... ~ ::ee ~ 
8. ~ file ~ ~ ~~ ~Hl ~ r:! ~.a.~~ .s~~ ~~ ~; ~ 
- 'd ,.c ~ ,.c ~ -'d ,.c ~ ,.c gS $~-a~ 8 > 0 ..0 ,.c - ~ 
~ ~ ~ I>. ~ I>. ~ ~IJ ~ I>. ~ I>. tl] .g s ~·g.~ ~ ~ 0 : 
8 ~ lzi lzi E-i- lzi lzi ~ r;il lzi lzi 1-:!j-
------------------------ .:; 
1 I ~ I 3 4 ~ 6 '1 s 9 1.0 1.1. 1.2 1.3 III 
-------------------------- ~: 
1 Little Rock, Ark* ..•..•••••. J. :M. Fish ..................................... , 13,138 6-21 ........ 1, 769 5, 288 ........ 90 2,638 a400 180 173 0 
2 Los Angeles, Cal* ........... J. :M. Guinn................................... 11,183 5-17 ........ ........ 3, 617 0 275 2, 098 518 200 192 0 
3 Oakland, Cal ................ J. C. Gilson ............................... .-.... 34,555 5-17 ........ ........ 8, 608 ........ ........ 7, 262 1, 239 .... .. 209 1:!:: 
4 San Francisco, Cal.......... Andrew J. Moulder .... .. •. .. .. .. .•••• •••.• ... 233,959 5-17 .. • .. • .. .. .. .... 55, 880 ..... ... • ..... .. 40,752 5, 912 208 208 IS: 
5 San Jos6, Cal ............... Joseph G. Kennedy ...................... -.... 12,567 5-17 ..... ... ........ 3, 323 ........ ..... ... 2, 422 600 200 195 ~ 
6 Stockton, Cal ............... S. P. Crawford................................. 10,282 5-17 ........ ........ 2, 310 ........ 518 2,187 24G 200 192 ~ 
7 Denver, Colo. (! of city)*.... Aaron Gove...... ... • ... .... . .. • • .. .. • • • .... • . 35, 629 6-21 .. • .. • .. • .. .. • .. a5, 700 0 113 4, 087 a500 187 186 1-4· 
8 Le~dville, Colo* ............. W. C. Thon;tas ................... .............. 14,820 6-21 ........ ........ 2, 084 0 ..... • .. 1, 533 100 180 140 0 
9 Brulgeporct Conn . .. • • • .. • .. H. M: Harrmgton........... ... • • • • .. • • •• •••••• 29, 148 4-16 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7, 587 .. • • .. .. 125 5, 482 503 b200 ..... •• !Z 
10 Danbury, onn ............. Mortuner A. Warren.. ........................ 11,666 4-16 ........ ........ 2, 903 ........ 77 2, 328 92 b196.7 •••••• ~ 
11 Derby, Conn* ............... G. H. Peck, acting visitor...................... 11, 650 4-16 ........ ........ 3, 333 •••••••• ........ 2, 702 36 200 200 l:d 
12 Greenwich, Conn ........... Myron L. Mason, secretary.................... 7,892 4-16 ··~····· ........ 1,93S. ........ 19 1,437 161 b199 ...... -_-
13 Hartford, Conn ............. John Henry Brocklesby, acting visitor........ 42,551 4-16 ........ ........ 9, 660 ........ 431 7, 617 1, 453 b196 ...... 0 
14 Meriden, Conn .............. J. H. Chapin, acting visitor.................... 18,340 4-16 .••••••• ........ 4, 515 ........ ..... ... 3, 230 850 200 195 1-:!j 
15 Middletown, Conn .. • • • •• • .. W. U. Pearne, secretary .. • . . .................. 11, 732 4-16 .. . .. • • • .. • • .. • . 2, 712 .. • • • • .. 122 1, 978 526 b1!l9 ••• • •• :.: · 
16 New Britain, Conn .......... Henry E. Sawyer.............................. 13,979 4-16 607 ........ 3,528 ..... ••• ........ 1, 857 *817 190 186 trJ 
17 New Haven, Conn .......... Samuel T. Dutton............................. 61,_388 4-16 2, 542 ........ 15,374 2,169 ........ 13,273 1, 600 200 200 t::1 
18 New London, Conn* ........ Ralph Wheeler................................ 10,537 4-16 ........ ........ 2,090 ........ ........ 1,891 40 b196 •••••• ~-
l9 Norwalk, Conn* ............. JohnS. Seymour, secretary.................... 13,956 4-16 ........ ........ 3,136 ........ ........ 2, 375 465 b203 •••••• 0 
20 Norwicb.~Conn* ............. J.W.Crary,ac~ingvisitor ........ ;············ 21,143 4-16 ........ ........ 5,073 ................ 4,216 385 b196 •• : •• t ~. 
21 Stamfora, Conn .. • .. •• .. .. • . N. R. Hart, cball'man school comm1ttee.. •• • • •• 11, 297 4-16 .. • .. • • • .. .. • • .. 2, 730 • • • .. • • • 74 1, 757 557 b200 • •• ••• ~ 
22 Waterbury, Conn ........... M.S. Crosby................................... 20,270 4-16 ........ ........ 5,144 ........ 41 3, 738 596 b198 •••••• o · 
23 Windham, Conn ... • •• ••• • • . Geor(J'e W. Melony, secretary.................. 8, 264 4-16 .. .. .. .. • • .. .. • . 2, 018 58 1, 293 485 b183 .. .. • • z 
24 Wihnington, Del* .•••••••••. Davia w. Harlan ................... ~········· 42,478 6-21 ........ ........ .......... ........ ........ 7, 065 203 193 • 
25 Key West, Flac ............ J. V. Harris................................... 10,940 6-21 ........ ........ 3,416 ........ ........ 1, 069 *450 200 151 
26 Atlanta., Ga. ................. w. F. Slaton................................... 37,409 6-18 ........ ..... ... 10,554 •••••••• ........ 4,752 1, 000 2~ 1?: 
27 Augusta., Ga.*............... B. Neely....................................... 21,891 6-18 0 938 5, 6~8 ............. :iii· ~·ill a.1, ~~g ~83 i78 28 Columbus, Ga ............... Georgo:M. Dews............................... 10,123 6-18 ........ ........ 3,6o5 0 
1
•831 400 180 178 
i~ ~~n~~;z&~<is\::::::::::::::: ~:fi.1:!if::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~;~~g t~g :::::::::::::::: ~;~!~ :::::::::::::::: 3;155 600 185 175 
31 :Belleville, Ill .•••••.••••••••. f~~hDRp}l;~c!~~d·:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 13,404 6-21 .......... ........... 4, 774 0 .••..•.. 2,127 675 210 108 32 :Bloomin¥t.on, Ill •••••••••••• 17,180 6-21 . . ....... ........ 8, 700 0 90 3,441 ............ 180 175 
33 Chicago, 1 .•••••••••••••••• i.ef.gGa:r;t':~!~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: 503,185 6-21 ........ 44,777 155,166 0 d1, 382 d68,614 32,000 20Q 197 34 Deca.tlll IU ••••••••••••••••. 9, S47 6-21 . ....... 848 3,487 0 ....••.. 2,016 .. ........... 180 175 
35 Elgin, .••••••••••••••••••• C. F. KimbalL .•..•••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 8, 787 6-21 ............ .............. 2, 911 0 47 1, 658 676 190 180 
36 Freeport,lll •••••••••••••••• C. C. Snyder ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 8,516 6-21 .......... 400 2,935 40 170 1, 760 460 . ....... .......... 
37 Gales bur~, Til* .••••••••••••. 
"i).'ii.'jj~;;;;::::::::::.:::: :::::::::::::::::::: 11,437 6-21 ......... .. i..s6o· a4,254 0 108 2, 035 .. ............. 180 177 38 Jacksonville, Ill* ••••••••••• 10,927 6-21 3, 693 ........... 256 1,895 1, 200 190 188 
39 Joliet, Ill* .••••••••••••••••. ~?§: rf:cW.~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 16,149 "6-21 .......... 1,625 4,641 .. ............ 2,023 650 200 198 40 Moline, Ill"" ••••••••••••••••• 7,800 6-21 0 491 2,016 0 d160 d1, 379 260 180 175 
41 Ottawa, Ill •••••••••••••••••• D.R . .A.. Thorp ................................ 7,834 6-21 ........... .. ...... ~ ..... 3,254 0 ........ 1,597 273 200 196 
42 Peoria, Ill* •••••••••••••••••• Newton C. Dougherty ••••••••••••••••••••••••• e30, 251 6-21 ........ 2, 504 9,516 ........... ........... 4, 915 1,580 200 196 
43 QuinVo, Ill1 .••••••••••••••••• T. W.Macfall ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 27,268 6-21 ............. 2,964 9,993 ......... 78 3,801 1, 750 200 196 
44 Rock ord, TIL .•••••••••••••• E. H. Conkling, clerk ........................... 13,129 6-21 . ...... .... .............. 4,658 ......... ............. 2, 289 780 200 195 
45 Rock Island, TIL •••••••••••• S. S. Kemble .•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 11,659 6-21 . -··· ... 1,154 3, 590 ......... 183 2,233 650 180 176 
46 ~ringfield, Ill* .•••••••••••• F. R. Feitshans ................................ 19,743 6-21 ..... ... . ......... ........ ......... 2, 792 . ........... 198 198 
47 vans ville, Ind* .••••••••••• ~g~: ~O:Ff:fn·::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 29,280 6-21 . .... -.... ............ .. .............. .............. ............. 4,968 .. ........... 200 198 48 Fort Wayne, Ind ..••••••••• 26,880 6-21 .. .......... 5,590 14,128 ................. 98 3, 616 3,200 195 192 r:J). 49 Indianapolis, Ind ••••••••••• H. S. Tarbell ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7!5, 056 6-21 .......... 4, 025 30,888 0 363 13,319 1,053 190 188 
~ 50 La Fayette, Ind * ..•.•••..••. J. T. Merrill ................................... 14,860 6-21 .. ... . ... . ........ 6,474 .. ............. ............... 2, 986 1, 200 200 190 51 Lo~ansport, Ind .••••••••••• John K. Walts ................................ 11,198 6-21 .............. ............. 3, 922 . ............ .......... 1, 962 900 200 194 . ~ 52 Ma ison, Ind ............... J. H. Martin ................................... 8, 945 6-21 ........... ............. 3,858 . .............. ............... 1,503 750 200 196 ~ 
53 Richmond, Ind .••••••••••••• J • .A..Zeller .................................... 12,742 6-21 ........... ............. 4,975 0 79 2,298 700 180 180" r:J). 
54 South l3end, Ind .••••••••••• James DuShane .............................. 13, 280 6-21 ... .... ... ................ 5, 247 ..... . ....... ............ 2, 064 *570 180 178 ~ 
~ 55 Terre Haute, Ind ........... iiJ~~~d ¥~:0~~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: 26,042 6-21 ............ 2,475 9; 695 0 278 4, 516 1, 000 200 197! c 56 Vincennes, Ind .•••••••••••• 7,680 6-21 .............. ............. s, 842 .. ............ ................. 1,204 700 200 198 
~ 57 Cedar Rapids, Iowa .•••••••. W. M. Friesner ................................ 10,104 5-21 750 98 3,848 700 50 2,536 300 180 178 
58 Clinton, Iowa .••••••.•••••• . 
J.!;i~~ :~:t~:~~~ ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 9, 052 5-21 325 1,126 3, 329 225 169 2, 203 300 190 184 59 Councill3luffs, Iowa ••••••.. 18,063 5-21 395 1, 814 6, 896 111 77 2,419 200 200 194 ~ 60 Davenport, Iowa ••.••....... 21,831 5-21 ......... *9, 309 464 154 4, 882 1, 200 200 193 I> 
61 Des Moines (westside), Iowa L. W. Parish .................................. /22,408 5-21 ............. .. . ------ 4,412 ........... ............ 2,875 1, 000 187 187 td 62 Dubuque, Iowa •••••••...••• Thomas Hardie, secretary ..................... 22,254 5-21 ......... . .. -----· 10,531 . ........ .......... 3,884 2, 620 200 198 t'1 63 Keokuk, Iowa .•..•••••••••• W. W. Jamieson ............................... 12,117 5-21 ........ ............. 4,897 .......... .. ........... 2,461 300 190 186 t:t:1 
64 Muscatiue, Iowa* ••••••••••• R.B. Huff ..................................... 8,295 5-21 100 700 2,800 ............ ............ 1, 500 400 210 210 rn 
63 Ottmnwa, Iowa ••••••••••••• .A.. W. Stuart .................................. 9, 004 5-21 255 543 3, 042 140 60 2,000 200 190 187 
66 Atchison, Kana ............. Rich. C. Meade •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15,105 5-21 1,326 1,273 4,652 174 401 2, 516 1, 022 180 176 
67 Lawrence, Kaps .••••••••••• E. Stanley ..................................... 8, 510 5-21 160 757 2,868 36 103 1, 935 100 160 159 
68 Leavenworth, Kans ......... Frank A. Fitzpatrick .......................... -16,546 5-21 ........ ......... 6,641 . ............... .. ....... 3, 317 1, 405 200 198 
69 Topeka, Kans •••••••••••••• D.C. Tillotson ................................. 15,452 5-21 ........ .. ..... .... 5, 561 0 218 3,915 250 177 ......... 
70 Covington,~ •••••••••••••• L. E. l3aker .................................... 29,720 6-20 ·-···· .. ......... 10,519 .. ......... ................ 3,378 2,550 220 190 71 Lexington, y* ............. . ~i~~~~~t~-~~~~:·~-~=·:: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 16,656 6-20 ......... ...... -- 4, 961 ...... -- ... .. .............. 2,182 640 260 238 72 Louisville, Ky •••••••••••••• 123,758 6-20 .......... ......... 52,892 ............... ................. 20,186 .. ............. 210 204 73 Newport,Ky ••••••••••••••• 20,433 6-20 ............ ............. 6, 715 0 9 2,825 700 206 202 
74 Paducah, Ky ..•••••••••••••• D. C. Culley .................................... 8, 036 6-21 .............. 560 2,096 0 49 968 200 222 205 
75 New Orleans, La ............ William 0. Rogers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 216,090 6-18 .......... ...... ... 61,456 0 157 24,976 5,000 187 181 
76 .A.uburn, Me ................ G. T. Fletcher ................................. 9,555 4-2l ......... .. ...... 3, 055 g200 g350 g1, 550 25 180 175 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. dIn daL schools only. 
a In 1880. · e Popu ation of the township; township and city are united in one school district. 
bAverage duration of echool in days. /For the entire city. - _,.., ():) 
c Including Monroe County. g Estimated. l~ 
C1 
TABLE II.-School statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and over, for 188-2; fron~ replies to inquiries, ~c.-Continued. 
~ N b 11 d' bl' -~"a -~ .a 111 School population um erenro e mpu lC .... o 
§ · schools. ...,-§ ~ ..<::1 
<:.> s:l 0 ciS <:.> ....... . . s ~ '0 ~~ 
s:l_:. ~ CQ ::: t~ CQ ::: §~ 'Op. '0~ ~fa 
.So t.o 1-1 • • b.O 1-1 • • ;a~ '"' o <!I <XI P 
City. I Superintendent. I~~ ! ~~ ~~ aca ~~ ~~ ~pa;> §'g -§~ 16'$ 
'i3~ 0 s:l ciS 1>- cit ..0'¢ s:l ciS 1>- ciS ........... 0 ciS "' 
A~ o 1=1.._. o.._. El o 1=1.._. - o.._. 8 ~$ '0 • ...,o~ ~ ~ 
0 ..<:I 0 0 I') ..<:I 0 0 l'l a) d <I) <l)"' :.,.; 0 <l) 
p. ! $ ~ $ ~ s:l ~ I $ ~ $ ~ ~i~~ ~~g ~ f31!: 
~ ~ g~ ~~ ~1n ~~ g~ ]~,§~ ~-~~ 1 i 
8 H ~ ~ 8~ ~ ~ ~ P'l ~ ~ 
1 I 2 ~--3-~-:i--6--~.-,.--S--9-----;;--~ 12 13 
I I 1----~--~---~---~----1---~---~----·---·--·--
77 Augnst.'l., :Me* •••••••••••.••. 
78 Bangor, Me 
79 Batb, Ue* .•.••• 
· 80 Biddeford, Mo 
81 Lewiston, Me 
82 Portland Me .. 
83 Rocldam\, Mo* .....•...••••• 
84 Bnltiruoro, Mel 
85 Frederick, M<l 
80 Attleboro', Mass 
87 Be•crly, Mass .. 
88 Boston, Mass ........••..... 
S9 Brocklou, .i\!ass* .•.••••....• 
90 Brooldiuc,.Mass ·----·"···· 
· 91 Camuticlg:o, Mass •.•• , ...... 
92 Chelsea, Mass*- ...•• ""''" •.. 
93 Chicopeo, Mass 
G. T. Fletcher a .........•••••••••••••.•••.•••. 
S. P. Bradbury. school agent ••••••••••••••••••. 
George E. Hughes ...••..•..•••••••••••.••.•••. 
JamesBurrier ........••.••••••••••••••••• ••• . 
Abner J. Phipps, PH.D •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Thomas Tash .........•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
F. \V. Smith, chairman ..••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Henr:v A. Wise .................•............•. 
D. T. Lakin, secretary of county schools ....•.. 
George A. Adams, chairman school committee. 
94 Clinton, Mass-·- ·····-···-·· 
95 Fall llivcr, .Mass~ ..•.•••.... 
96 Fitchburg, :Mass--·····-···· Joseph G. Ec.lgerly 
g~ Yf~,~;l'~~jY~iu~~~s_:::::::: ::: . ~: ~--~~~1~~-_._._._._._._._._. :::::::::::: :····- · ··-- • 
99 Holyoke, Mass . . • •• . • . . . • • . Edwin L. Kirtland 
100 Lawronce,Ma.ss• .•••••••••• J. L.Brewstor ......•••. 
101 Lowoll. M;tss .•..•••••.•.••. Charles Morrill ...•••.•••••..•••••••..••..•.•.. 
102 T,ynu, Mns~ . ................ 0. B. Bruoo ..•.....•••• . ••.••••••.•••••••..•... 
103 1 ~i.nhton, Ma!!s ..•.•••.•...••. W. H. Lan1llert .............................. . 
104 l\-l,trll>orou b,ll!o.ss ..•...••. W.D.Bnrdett,chairman ••••••••••.••••••.•••• 
105 bf ()(1 fonl, 1\~n<~s* ...... . . . • • • . J. A. IIorve:v ...••......•.•••••••••••••.•••••• 
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668 1, 963 









b15o I b208 
600 437 
:::::::: :::::::: . -. ~i; 99i. ::::::::I:::::::: 
. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • c1, 454 • • • • • • • . . ••••••• 
0 •••• ••• •••••• •• 64,426 •••••••.•••••••• 
•••••••. •••••••• f2, 278 •••••••• ·-······ 
.••••••• •••••••• 1, 346 ·······- ·······-
·••••• -- •••••••• ·10, 370 .••••••.•••••••• 
•••• 0 0 0 0 •• •••• •• 3, 884 0 ••••••• -· •••••• 
354 .••••••. 2, 084 .•••••••..•••••• 
·••••··· .••••••. 1,751 •••••••..••••••• 
.• ••• ... .••••••• /9,763 .••...•. ·••··••· 
263 •••••••• 2,508 li278 b101 
.13 0 -······ 4,119 180 115 
0 -·.- 0- ••• ····-- c3, 528 • --.0 0 0 0 0 ·- 0 •••• 
507 0..... . . 5, 017 b433 b83 
........ ·······- 7,143 ········ ··-·---· 
e2, 000 . • • • • • . • e12, 000 1, 425 .••.... 
912 .•••••.. 6,482 b413 b89 
2,477 .••••..• ···--··· 
2,167 ............... . 



































































































































107 Natic-k, Mass ..••••••• ~ ••••• 
·n~~i-y·:F: ·ii;;;iil-ii;~:::: :::::::::::::: :::::-:·:: 8,479 5-15 ........... ········ c1, 619 ............ .... -...... 1, 709 dl62 108 New Bedford, Maas* •••••••• 26,845 5-15 .......... .............. .. J~;o83 ............... .. ............ b4, 449 328 
109 Newburyport, Mass •••••••• Steplien Collins secretary school committee .•• 13,538 5-15 .......... .............. 2, 611 ---···· · . ............. '2 216 2, 092 207 {~t 110 Newton, Mass ..••. •••••••• • Jolin E. Kimball ••••••••••••••••••..••••.••••• 16,995 5-15 ...... .... .... .............. 3, -!58 .. ............ .................. b3; 759 200 111 N ortb Adams, Mass •••••••. A.D.Min-er .•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.••. 1Q, 191 5-15 .............. ............. 2,348 . ---·--·· .... -.. ... .. -... 2,4'73 12 195 190 112 N ortham~n, Mass •.•••• '.. •. Geo11l;eB.Drury ••••••••..••.••...•.....•••••• 12,172 5-15 .............. ·-··--·-- 2, 204 ·------ ..... "'"""" ... ........ 2, 2tl8 120 175 g172 113 Peabodfc. ass* .••••••••••. W. G. Spetty, secretary school committee .•••. 9,028 5-15 ---· ........ -------- jl, 730 ..................... -. ·-·-·· 1,009 30 . .......... 114 Pittsfie d, Mass* •••••••••••• W.B.Rice .......•••••.•••••.••.••••••.••••••. 13,364 5-15 ' 282 .. --· ...... 2, 611 -306 91 2, 783 150 200 200 115 Quincy, Mass* •••••••••••••• Sylvester Bro'l'U .••••• "'···· .................. 10,570 5-15 ----- ... -- .. _____ jl, 94-8 ····---· ........... -. '2, 097 65 ........... .. ......... 1Hi Salem,Mass .••••••••••••••. . .r: ii.":D~;i~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 27,563 5-15 .............. .. ..-................ c4, 900 .. ........ ................ 3, 464 1, 220 d204 . ....... 117 Somerville, Mass .•••••.••••• 24,933 5-15 .. ........... ··-···-· 5,102 --·----..._ .. ................ 5,576 500 200 191 118 Springfield, Mass ••••••••••. A. P. Stone .••....•.•••••••••••.••.•••••••••••. 33,340 5-15 ........... ............. 6,452 .. .............. .. .. ...... ·-· 6, 62-6 475 200 200 
119 Taunton, Mass ..•••••••••••. W. W. Waterman .••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••. 21, 213 5-15 356 .. -···--· 3, 867 b288 b94 b4, 004 126 195 195 126 Waltham, Mass ..••••••••••. ........ -- ............ ····--· .......... ···---· ..... -...... ll,712 5-15 . .......... -·····--- c2.283 .. ............ ···--··· 2,392 12 d183i ........ 121 Westfield, Mass •••••• ~ ••••• · G."c: :m;;lie; ·::::.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 7,lm7 5-15 ............... ............. ci-;389 1, 591 65 dlSO 122 Weymouth, Mass •.••••••••. 10,570 5-15 .................. -----·-· c2, 040 ............... -------- . 2,175 20 d200 12-3 Woburn, Mass ..••••••.••••. B. H. Davis .•••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••...•. 10, !J31 5-15 .......... .............. 2, 300 267 223 2,428 50 200 200 
124 Worcester, Mass •••••••••••• A. P. Marble .•...•.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••. 58,291 5-15 .............. ............... 12,286 1, 200 400 11,837 1, 500 200 . 195 125 Adrian, Mich ..•••••.••••••. 
f.i iii.:~:~:~::::~~~:::::~~:~~::~:::::::: 7, 849 5-20 175 479 2, 605 .... ... .. ........ 
.......... ____ 1, 446 575 200 190! m 126 Ann Arbor, Mich .•••••••••. 8,061 5-20 239 706 2, 721 ... -.. ....... .... ·----- 1,992 200 2~0 198 1-3 127 Ba.y City, Mich* ••••••.••••• 20,693 5-20 ............. . .............. ... 5,953 ------ .... .......... ... .... 2, 991 500 200 194 ~' 128 Detroit, Mich ............... 116,340 5-20 200 9, 58<1 4il, 210 b200 b500 b17, 272 7, 219 200 198 ~ 1'29 East S:Mjinaw, Mich •••••••. .J ose_ph C. Jones .•••••••••••.•••••••••••.••.••. 19,016 5-20 496 1, 385 '7, 010 0 115 3, 476 475 200 189 m 
130 Flint, 1ch •.•••••.••.•••••• M. T. Gass ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••. 8, 409 5-20 ............. ..... -........ . 2, 443 . ............. .............. 1, 884 127 200 195i 1-3 131 Grand Rapids, Mich .••.•••. A . .J. Dani-els h .•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••. '32, 016 5-20 1,075 1,905 11,298 595 222 6,576 . 1,000 '200 193 ~ 0 n2 Muskeg~n, Mich .••••••••••• C. L. Houseman .••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •.•••••. 11, 262 5-20 ........... ----··-· 4, 007 .............. ................. 2,360 500 200 196 > 133 Port Huron, Mich •••..••••• Henry J. Robeson ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 8, 883 5-20 ........ ..... ---- ---· 3, BOO 0 ........ 1,8.75 300 200 196 ~ 1.3'1 Saginaw, Mich . ••.•••••••••. Cyrus B. Thomas .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10,525 5-20 250 455 '3,577 0 40 2, 072 5UO 200 192 
1.35 Minneapolis, Minn .••••••••. g: ~: ~r~;}:l.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 46,887 6-~1 .............. 7,700 17,700 873 605 7, 750 800 190 185 1-3 1'36 St. Paul, Minn .••.•••.• ••••. 41,473 6-21 ............ ..... ··--- ·····- .. -- . .... -·---- ... ----· .. 6, 725 3,610 200 198 >. 137 Winona, Minn .............. James McNaughton ••••••••••••••••••.••.•••. 10,208 5-21 ········ .............. *'2, 360 216 107 1, 805 220 198 1!)6 IJ:I 138 Vicks bur~ Miss .•••••..••.. H. T. Moore······················--·-········· 11,814 5-21 ·--···- ·-----· 3,--{)71 ............... ............ l, 22{) 500 180 177 ~ 139 Hannibal, o* ...•••..•..••. W. C. Foreman ................................ 11,074 6-20 ............. 750 3, 796 ............ 85 2, 095 300 195 190 t;l. 
140 Kansas City, Mo ............ J. M. Greenwood .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 55,785 6-20 .......... .............. 20,018 ............. 534 8, 442 ..... -.. , .... 180 17u ?l 141 St . .Joseph, Mo .............. Edward B. Neely .•••.•••••••••.••••••••••••••. 32,431 6-20 .. ............ 2,357 10,837 0 lAO 4, 332 CC5 200 197 
142 St. Louis, Mo ............... 
~~~§~w. ~:~~~=::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: 350,518 6-20 ............ 24,412 106,372 aS, 159 pl, 0~~ b53, 050 21,000 200 192 143 Sedalia, Mo •...••••••.•••••• 9, 561 6-20 549 3,664 2,492 -300 l80 179 144 Lincoln, Nebr* .......... ... 13,003 5-21 ............. .............. 2, 965 1, 772 100 180 176 
145 Omaha-, Nebr ............... H.}'[. James ................................... 30, 518 5-21 736 1, 200 8,110 199 56 4,11-8 1,234 201 201 
146 Virginia City, Nev .......... T. B. Gray, connty superintendent •••••••••••. 10,917 6-21 ............. ............. 2, 207 . ............ .. ........ .... 1,854 342 204 204 
147 Dover, N. H* ............... Gilman d. Fisheri ............................. 11,687 5-15 438 ......... 2,329 188 150 2,{)29 90 169 167 
148 Manchester, N. H .......... Willia,m E. Buck .............................. 32,630 5-15 ....... ............. f5,460 b4, 095 3, 200 l!l5 182 
149 Nashua, N. H* ............. S. Arthur Bent ................................ 13,397 5-15 201 128 2,6061 20 180 ~------150 Portsmouth, N.H .......... John Pender, secret:try ••••••••••••••••••••••. 9,690 5- .... ii4" 2,260 ·····u· 1, 010 i~~ .. i98 .. "i92. 151 Brid~eton, N.Jj ............ .J. Moore .........•.•••••••.••••••••••..••..••. 8,722 5-18 229 2,292 138 1, 542 
152 Cam en, N.J ............... Henry L. Bonsall .....•••••••••••••.•••••.••••• 41,659 5-1'8 12,558 ................ 8, 4G6 771 210 .••••• 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. d Average duration 4f school in dayt~. h Sncceeded by I. N. Mitchell, who furnishes the above 
a Has since become superintendent of schools at Auburn, Me. e Estimated. report. 
































T.ADLE II.-Schoolstatistics of cities containing 7,5'[10 inhabitants ana over, for 1882; from 1'eplie8 to ingui1·ies, tj·c.-Contiuued. 
City. Superintenclent. 
1 ~ 
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4 I ~, 6 I . ,. : I s }: .,, 9 I 10 I 11 I 1~113 
1-----1 1--1-la---------&.-.------~-
Elizabeth, N. ;r ••••••••..••. 
Hoboken, N.J .•..••..••••• . 
Jerser. Cif!.~ N. ;r ••••••••••• 
~ville, .L'I. J .....•........ 
Newark, N. J" .••......••••• 
New Brunswick, N. J' .••••. 
Orange, N.J ..••.••..•..•••. 
Paterson, N. J .•.•••..•.•••. 
Plainfi.eld.t.~· J •••••..•••••. 
Trenton, ..N. J ••••••.•••.••. 
Albany, N.Y .......•..•.••• 
An burn, N.Y .....•.••..••. 
Bingbamton, N. Y .••..•.••. 
Brooklyn, N. Y ..•.••••.•••. 
Buffalo, N. Y ....•.••••..••. 
Cohoes, N. Y ..••••.••..•••. 
Elmira, N.Y .•.•.••..••..••. 
Hudson, N.Y ..••••.....•••. 
Ithaca, N. Y .••..••••••••••. 
Kingston, N. Y g .••.•••••••• 
Loolipol't, N. Y .•••.•...•••• 
Long Island City, N. Y* •••. 
Newburgh, N. Y* ..•....•••• 
New York, N.Y .••.•••..•• 
Oswego, N. Y... . .••.•••••• 
PlattSburgh1 N. Y* .••••.••. Poughkeepsie, N. Y ••••.••. 
Rochester, N. Y .•••••••••.• 
Rome, N.Y .............•... 
So;ratoga S11ringa, N. Y* .... 
J. Aug. Dix .••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•••••• , 28,229 
David E. Rue.................................. 30, 999 
William L. Dickinson . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 120, 722 
J. A. Bolard . • • . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • 7, 660 
W. N. Barringer............................... 136, 508 
Henry B. Pierce............................... 17, Hi6 
U. W. Cutts . . . . . • •• . . • . . . • • . ••• • •• •••••• •••• •. 13, 207 
E. V. DeGraffd............................... 51,031 
J. Kirkner....... . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • 8, 125 
Cornelius Shepherd............................ 29, 910 
Charles W. Cole............................... 90, 758 
B. B. Snow .. ;.................................. 21, 924 
M. W. Scott..................................... 17,317 
Calvin Patterson.............................. 566,663 
J. F. Crooker . . • • • • • •• • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • . 155, 134 
A. J. Rob b..................................... 19,416 
C. B. Tompkins................................ 20, 541 
Willia-m P. Snyder............................. 8, 670 
L. C. Foster.................................... 9, 105 
Charles M. Ryon . • • . • • • . . . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . h18, 344 
Arthur A. Skinner • • • . • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 13, 522 
C. W. Gould................................... 17,129 
R. V. K. Montfort • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• • • . 18, 049 
John Jasper ................................... 1, 206,299 
Virgil C. Dougla-s.............................. 21, 116 
Fox Holden . . . .. • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 8, 283 
E<l wanl Burgess . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . 20, 207 
S . .A.. Ellis . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••• 89, 366 































7, 858 at9o a1321 aa, 501 
•••••••• , •••••••• , 10,398 371 47 ' 5, 504 
••••••••••••••••• 47,552 1, 503 380 21, 373 
2, 494 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 600 
41, 861 227 264 18, 626 
6, 305 256 81 2, 531 c485 I c970 
.. i; si4' I 160 3, 890 70 16 1, 659 16, 022 a953 a79 as, 418 
2, 248 • • • • • • • • 54 1, 278 
.. 4;225· 'ii,'i78'1 a;:~I~ .. i,'i93' ····9i6' 1~:~~: 
444 2, 218 7, 389 •••... •• •••••••• 3, 238 
300 1, 378 4, 778 253 102 3, 000 ......•..•• ·j ce181, 083 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a92, 197 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ce56, 000 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • /20, 687 
8, 624 • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . 3, 671 
6, 233 176 135 3, 959 ····asaT·i;ais· 
3, 260 102 56 1, 620 
2, 780 67 181 1, 946 
2, 779 .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1, 660 
e4, 185 218 324 2, 610 
5, 717 • •••• •• . ••••. •• • 3, 837 
e5, 897 • •• ••••• ••••••• • 3, 325 
197 , .... 898' 
•••••••• •••••••• 397, 000' •••••••• •••••••• •••.••••.. 
:::::::: :::::::: ~: ~g :::::::: :::::::: i: g~~ 
i390 il, 807 i6, 002 215 14 3, 009 
••••·••·•••••··• 37,000 •••·••••·••••••· 13,381 294 ()95 3, 129 195 361 1, 810 





































































































































Syracuse, N. Y ••••••• ••• ••• Edward Smith................................. 51,792 5-21 d62 c5, 022 19, 710 ••••.... . . . . . . . . 9, 447 1, 176 197 197 
Utica, N.Y ••••••••••••••••• .A.Mc:Millan.................................. 33,914 5-21 •••••••• 3,541 12,521 ·••••.••. !lG7 5,578 1,700 200 196 
Raleigh, N. C* .............. John Duckett, county superintendent........ 9, 265 6-21 •••••••. .••.•••. j4, 388 •••••• •. . •• .•••. jl, 778 j250 j200 jl96 
.Akron, Ohio*·............... Samuel Findley • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . 16, 512 6-21 0 993 4, 719 0 233 3, 195 750' 200 194 
Canton, Ohio .... ·•• . . . . • • • • . J. H. Lehman.................................. 12, 258 6-21. . • •• • • • . 943 5, 561 .... • • • . 175 3, 139 600 200 194 
Chillicothe, Ohio............ William Richardson........................... 10, 938 6-21 ....... , 961 3, 471 0 130 1, 916 300 190 187 
Cincinnati, Ohio............ John B. Peaslee .•.•••. .... .. ...... ••• .. . •••••• 255, 139 6-21 • ••• .. •• 20,685 83,812 ........ a1, 436 a32, 818 16,395 220 200 
Cleveland, Ohio*............ .Andrew J. Rioko:ffk • • • • • • • • • • • .. .. • • •• • • • • • • .. 160, 146 6-21 • • • • • • • . 10, 993 52, 412 .. .. • • • . 411 24, 836 9, 865 196 195 
Columbus\ 9hio ...... .... •• R. W. Stevenson............................... 51, 647• 6-21 • ....... 3, 562 16,531 0 174 8, 433 1, @00 200 193 
Dayton, Onio . . •• • •• • • • • • .. . John Ha.ncock..... ...... •• .... • .. • ...... •••••• ·as, 678 6-21 . • • • • • • . 2, 468 12, 166 . . • . . • • . a189 a6, 198 2, 027 200 195 
Fremont, Ohio*............. W. W. Ross . .. . . . . . . .. • • • • .. • • • . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • 8, 446 6-21 . • • • • • • • 561 2, 351 . .. • • .. . 82 1, 040 450 190 185 
Hamilton, Ohio............. LeRoy D. Brown •• • .. .. .. . • .. •• • .. . • • .. • ••• • • • 12, 122 6-21 . .. • • • • . 1, 427 5, 212 0 95 2; 043 1, 000 200 
Newark, Ohio* ............. J. C. Hartzler.................................. 9, 600 6-21 0 1,180 3, 881) 0 • 132 1, 853 300 190 
Portsmouth, O_hio.. •• • • • .. • . J . .A. L Lo'Yes • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • . • • • .. .. .. . • • • • 11, 321 6-21 • .. .. • • . . • . . . • • . e3, 734 0 92 ,'\ 2, 262 e200 190 
Sandusky, Ohio . • • • • • • •• .. • .Alston Ellis • • • • • .. .. . . . . . •• • • • .... • • • • • . .. • • • • 15, 838 6-21 • • .. • • • . 1, 813- 6, 340 . • • • . • • . 240 2, 565 900 200 
Springfield, Ohio"'........... W. J. White................................... 20,730 6-21 . .... •• . 1, 558 6, 352 . ••• .... 187 3, 134 b800 195 
S~euben~.Jle, Ohio.......... Henry Ney Mertz............................. 12, 093 6-21 •••••••. 2, 936 6, 435 0 . . • . . . . . 2, 380 632 200 
Tiffin, Ohio . .. . ... ... . .... • . J. W. Knott...... • ... .. . .. .. .. . .. • • .... .. .. .. . 7, 879 6-21 • .. .. .. . 492 3, 195 0 102 1, 323 700 200 
Toledo, Ohio ................ John W.Dowd................................ 50,137 6-21 ........ ........ 17,579 ........ ........ 7,826 3,000 200 
Zanesville, Ohio* ... • •• . . . . . W. D. Lash . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . • . • .. . . . .. ... • • • • 18, 113 6-21 . • • . . . . . . . • • • • • . 5, 930 .. .. • • • • . . • .. • • • 3, 061 500 200 
Portland, Oreg ............. T. H. Crawford................................ 17,577 4-20 625 .••••••• 6, 021 0 •••••• •. 3, 258 395 200 
Allegheny, Pa. • •• • • • • • • . . • . . John Morrow.................................. 78, 682 6-21 • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • . . • • • . . . . • . • • •• •• • • ... .. • • . 12, 561 2, 000 200 
.Allentown, Pa... ••• •• • ••• . • • L. B. Landis ................... -~·............. 18, 063 6-21 • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • e4, 500 • ••• •• •• . . . • • • • . 3, 583 e500 209 
.Altoona.~ Pa. ... . . • ••• • •. .• •. D. S. Keith . . • . ..................... ••••• ...... 19, 710 6-21 • • • •• • • • . • • .• • • . . . . • • . . • • . .••.• •• . . 76 3, 126 900 198 
Bradfora, Pa................. George F. Stone .. • • • • .. . . • • . • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • 9, 1!17 6-21 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . • . .. • • • •• • • • . . • • • • • • • 1, 581 400 220 
Carbondale, Pa. .•••......••. JohnJ.Forbes ·:............................... 7,714 6-21 ........ .... :'... 2,500 ••••••.. .••••••. 1,780 150 198 
Chester, Pa....... ... • • .. .. . Charles F. Foster.............................. 14, 997 6-21 • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o . • . • . • . • 2, 509 300 200 
~:iE!~~;;~~::::::::::::::: -~~:;:ci~t~ih~~::::::::::::::::::::::: liJH i:~~ :·::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: i;~g~ ::::~~: .. ~!~ ..... .. 

















Harrisburg, Pa.. ••• • •• • ••• • • L. 0. Foose . .. • .. • • • •• ... ••• • • • • . •. .. • • • . • • . • • . 31), 762 6-21 .. • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • ••• • • • 0 110 5, 795 450 220 197 
Johnstown, Pa .••• -~--~---· T.B.Johuston................................. 8,380 6-21 .••••••. .••••••. .••••••••• ........ .•••.... 1,695 820 176 •••••• 
Lancaster, Pa. • •• .. • • • ••• • •• R. K. Buehle................................... 25, 769 6-21 • • • • .. • • • • . • • . . . • • • . • • • • .. • • • • • • • • . • • . . • • . 4, 500 1, 000 200 .••••• 
Lebanon, Pa ....• ,. ........... J. T. Nitrauer .. •.. . ••• . ......... ........ .. . . . . 8, 778 6-21 . .... •• . 425 2, 425 •••••••• 52 1, 673 350 187 187 
McKeesport, Pa .••••••...•• T. F. Newlin................................... 8, 212 6-21 . •••• ••• • •••.••. . ... . . . ••• . • •••••• .• •• . • • • . 1, 434 250 .......... .. 
Meadville , Pa . ..••••..•.•••. Henry R. Roth................................ 8, 860 6-21 .••••••. . ••.•• •. . .•. •••••• ..... ••. .••••• .. 1, 800 195 189 157 
New Castle, Pa* ............ S. B. Donaldson................................ 8, 418 6-18 ........ ........ .......... .••••••. GO 1, 560 40 176 166 
Norristown, Pa ............. Jos. K.Gotwals................ ..•••••••...•••. 13,063 6-21 ........ 1, 350 4, 050 0 140 2, 225 300 215 200 
P!Jiladelphla, Pa*. •••••• .... Hemy W. Halliwell, secretary l.... ...... ..•••• 847, 170 6- . • •. . • . . . . . .. . . . .... . . .. .. . .. • . . •. . • •. .... 102,185 .••• •• .. 208 208 
P1ttsbl?-rgh, Pa* .••••• ... .. • George J. Luckey . . •. .•• • •• . . • . . . . • . • • • • ••• . . . 156, 389 . • • ... •••••••. . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . . .. . •• • • .. • . • • . • . . . 26, 816 bcl2, 000 .•.....•..•• 
R tts:v~ue, Pa . .. • • • • . . • . • • • • B. F. Patterson • • . . . . . • • • • . . . • • . • • • . . . . . • •••••• 13, 253 6-21 .•••••• . . cl, 500 c4, 500 . • . • • • • • 30 2, 811 200 200 200 
Scrant ' 'Pa*........... • • . . Samuel A. Baer.................. .... • • • • •• • • • • 43, 278 6-21 ••• • •• • • c4, 000 13, 697 . .. .. • • • . • • . . • • . • • • . . • • • . . 960 208 189 
Shamo · Pa. ................ Joseph Roney................................. 45,850 6-21 ........ c5, 000 c15, QOO •••••• •• a183 a9, 014 2, 000 220 220 
Shenando a ............... W. F. Harpel.................................. 8,184 6-21 •••••••. 925 2, 917 •••••••. 25 1, 817 420 198 181 
. • ........ •• • G. W. Bartch .... • • • ...................... •• • •• 10, 147 6-21 .... • • • • c1, 100 a3, 400 . •• • • • . . 60 2, 182 • • •• • .. • 195 184 
; ~d~::l~!~1~~~y missioner of Education for 1881. e Fer 1880. i Census of 1877. 
' • fFor term ending December 22, 1882. j In city and county. _ 
~ ~J:!ted. g These stati~tics are for the Kingston school district only. k Succeeded by B . .A. Hirisdal~. . 
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229 Titus~ille, Pa*- --~- .••..•••• R. M. Streeter·········~········-········-····~ 9, 04616-21 0 10 1, 479 ............... 200 200 C'l 0 230 1\.,.ilkos-Barrc, Pa.. ····~· •••. A. W. Potter, principal third district .•.••••••. 23,339 6-21 5, 001 1, 400 200 190 Is: 231 Willirunsport, Pa. ........••• S. Tl'anseau .•••••..•.••••••••••••••••• ···-····· 18,934 6-21 860 4, 985 0 204 3, 489 1, 250 189 186 
232 York, P~\ . .................. W. H.Shelley ....... _ ..•••••••••••••••••• u····~ 13,940 6-21 250 2, 650 50 2, 350 300 180 176 IS: 
233 Newport, R.I. ...........•.. George A. Littlefield-~·-·····-·····-········· 15,693 5-16 ................. ........ --· 3,473 a105 all4 a2, 146 825 200 l!l4 1-t liJ. 
234 Pawtuckot, R.I.·····~-~---· Andrew Jencks-----~~---····~···-············ 19,030 5- ........... .......... b3, 292 .. ............. .. ............. 3,116. 300 200 196 UJ 
23:5 Pro\7jdence, R. I .••••••••••• Daniel Lec'tch. ---~- ..••.•••••..•.•••.•.. -~····· 104,857 5-16 22,062 .: .......... ................ 13,140 4,147 200 181 ~ 




R.I .•...•••... 16, 050 5-16 ............... .......... 2,173 .. ...... --· . ........... 2, 824 65G 200 192 z 
2J8 Charleston, . C •.•••••.•... Willi!IJD Simons.-~ ...••• -..·······--·· .......... 4!l, 984 6-16 .............. ............. c12, 727 .. ............ .............. 5, 904 .............. 200 200 trj 
239 Chattanooga., T enn ......... H. D. Wyatt ................................... 12,892 6-21 ........... .......... 3,408 .. ........... d200 
2,51p 
350 180 164t lrd 
240 Kno~villo, Tenn ... ··- ...... .Albert Ruth ...... ····-··· •••••••••••.•••••••. 9, 693 6-21 ..... ·-- .. ............. 3, 044 137 ,13 100 200 18!ll 0 241 licmpllis1 Tenn ...... -~····· Ckarles H. Collier .••••.•..•••••..•••••..•.•••. 33,592 6-21 .......... .............. 11,200 .. ............. 3, 94 172 165 
242 Nnshdlle, T onn ····-···-~-- S. Y. Caldwell ....... ·-··········-·····-~····· 4g, 350 6-21 ........... 3, 804 13,160 • 465 ,, 6, 045 500 1!l5 185 ~ 243 Galves ton± Tex .. ·····-·-·· W. Y. Crow ....•• ·---~- .•.••• ··-········· .•.••• 22,248 6-18 ............. .............. 5,108 .. ............ .............. 2,150 . .............. 100 184 t;rj 244 Hooston, ex.·-·········-~· W. H. Fonte .•• ~·-······ ...•.• ·-~-··· •••••••••. 1G, 513 8-18 ............. ................. 2, 861 .. ............. .............. 1, 7!l6 350 180 172 t:l 245 Burlington, Vt"'--~~--·-·--· H.O. Wheeler ..••••••••.•. -·-·······-········· 11,365 5-20 ........... .............. .................. - .............. .. ........... 1, 425 1, 000 ............ .. ......... 
UG Alexamlria., V n. ·----·-·-·. W. F. Carne 1'--············-·· ................. 13,659 6-21 ............... 1, 361 4, 582 78 42 1, 520 1,100 193 193 C::· 
247 Lynchbur~. Va..~------~---- E. C. Gla.ss ...••..•. ········-··· .••••••••••• ·-·· 1.5, 959 5-21 337 1, 371 4, 907 0 . 120 2,182 300 196 196 a 
248 Norfolk:, Va. ...... ·--···-~-- C. S.l3lackwell. _. -~--········· .••.••....•••.••• 21,006 5-21 ................. -------- (i, 917 ........... .............. 1, 524 4,000 190 180 II>-1-3 24!) Petersuurjl, Va.*~-·-~~---··· Richard E. Hardaway--····-··-···--······-· 21,656 5-21 275 1, 818 7, 2{)3 ........... ............ 2, 083 1, 200 190 1135 1-t 
250 Portsmouth, Va. ---·-·-·-··· G. F. Edwards·····-···-~·-·----····-- •.•.. . .. 11, 39Q 5-21 29!l 667 3, 210 ........... ........... 1, 010 *819 .. ........... 198 0 
2!11 Richmond, Va ····-···---"' E. M. Garuett .•••• ·-········--·---·-·-····· 63,600 5-21 1, 557 5,497 21, 536 ...... ·- -·-· ..... 6, 950 b3, 500 183 173 z 
252 Wheeling, W.Va. ..••••• ---- .r ohn M. l3irch •.•.••. - ............ ~-·  •. --·. 30,737 6-21 . .. . . ...... ............ 9, 986 ............. ........... 4, 881 1,000 200 100 . 
253 .Appleton, Wis .. ----~--·--~ &:f.-~~~h!n;;:::::::::::~.:.:::::::::····:: 8, 005 4-20 3,168 1. 815 360 168 .......... 254 Fond (lu Lac, Wis •••••••••. 13, {)94 4-20 ................. ................ 5, 076 124 70 2,039 500 200 200 
255 .rnnosville, Wis ··--~~---·· R. W.Burton .••.•••••••.•••• ·--··············· 9,018 4-20 1, 200 225 3, 632 300 132 1, 638 265 100 180 
256 Ln. Crosse, Wis ···--· --~--- tt~~!t :!§~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 14,505 4-20 ............... ......... 4, 0~7 
.......... ............ 3, 088 600 200 106 
257 Madison. Wis• .•••••• -~·-· 10,324 4-20 ... .. ..... ·-·· ...... 3, 517 •••••••• ·••••••• l, 925 600 185 180 
2!>8 1 Milwaukee, Wis .•••.••.•••. 
259 Oshkosh, Wis ..•...•.•••••. 
260 I Racine, Wis ....••.•••••.... 
2til Watertewn, Wis"' ......... . 
~ l Gcorg_etown, D. C e . •••.•. { 
263 f Washington, D. C e . ...... 5 
\ 
Willlam E. Anderson .•• , ••••••••••••••.••••••. 
~~~J.~!s~~~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
U. F. Viebahn ..•.••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
J. Ormond Wilson .••••••..•••••••••••••••••••. 
115, 587 ~4-20 15,748 4-20 
16,031 4-20 
7, 883 4-20 
108, 688 6-17 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a In day schools only. 
bin 1880. 
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o- 457 
I 
e These statistics are for white schools only; for those in which C()lored schools are included, see Table I. 
finclusive. 
"' 
a18, 596 10, .,., 199 
2,392 1, 011 200 
2,562 1, 061 200 
















































~ABLE H.-School statistics of cit-ies containing 7,500 inhabitants and ove-r, for 1882, g.c.-Continued. 
City. 
1fumber of ~~hool buil~g~s. ' Number of ~ittings for study in-- f Number of teachers m~. 
. $ ai e ~ .. "' -a .$ e. ~ Primary Grammar I Hfgh 
.!l -a ] $ 'g ~ ai .g GS .$ '0 ,8 .$ 8 a.!l .g GS schools. schools. schoofs. 
8 .8 ai ~ 8 -3 g Pt~ 8 .8 ai ~ g -3 8 Pt~ 
.g ~ '0 <;I -3 "' 11-g .$"-!: -3 ~ '0 C8 .g "' 'g.g .$".!: 
"' F-4 .8 ~ "' ~ .e.., 8~ tO F-4 .8 ~ "' .s ~tO 8~ 
~ ~ ! ~ ·l 1. ~] 11 ~ ~ .: ~ -~ ~ > i~ 11 G3 ~ a5 ~ a5 $ 
-~ ~ _b.O ~ ~ :=I -~ Q :=I -~ ~ -~ ~ ~ :=I -~ - <;I ~ <;I ~ <;I ~ 
~cJ:)~o!"l ~ ~ ~ ~ cJ:) lrl o 1"1 ~ ~ :;j :::.11'-t :::.11'-t :::.11'-t 
--------- ----- ._______ ------------------- ------
.1 .14 .tii .t6 1'1 .t8 19 2o ~1 ~~ ~3 I ~" ~;; ~6 ~,. ~8 ~9 3o 31 3~ 33 34 3ii 
- __ , __ i _____ - -------------------------------- -----
Little Rock, Ark*................ 4 3 2 .... .... 9 ...... .••••• ........ ........ ...... .••••• •••••• 1,750 •••••••. •••••••. .... 13 4 12 3 2. 
Los .Angeles, Cal* .••• ............ 8 6 .. . . . ••. • ••. 14 ..... . ...... 1, 010 550 120 ...... ... • .. 1, 680 . .. .• ... • •.•• .... 2 17 1 11 1 2 
Oakland, CaL.................... 9 6 1 .... .... 16 . .••.. . ..... 3,823 2,184 340 ...... a48 6, 347 ........ ........ .... 73 6 44 3 6 
San Francisco, Cal................ 51 16 3 .. .. • • .. 70 ..................................................... , ............................................. . 
~~fff!~~~;i~i~j!~i~::::~~::: ;~:: :::: :::: ;::: :::: ! :::~~: ~~~~~~ ::~:::: ::: :::: ::::: ~~~~~: :~:~:~ ···-nif ~~~~~~~: :~~~~};~: ::~::: ::i: ::::;: :::: :~~: 
ill)}!:~·t:i·iiiiiiiiil :::(30)::j l:,! ![II iiii ::::!: iiiiil !liiii !!k!;r:: ::.:~1! : .. ~: iiiiii iiiili :::,!!~: !l[iiiii'iiiiiiii i[[i i!.~! !-·: :::,.: !!li !'!l 
Stamford, Conn ....................................................................................................................................... . ........ . 
~f~~b.~~~c~~~~-:::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::·: 
¥i~?!~~~*::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: !! :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ····1::~:- :::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::·: =~=: 


































g~ ~r~~:i~J.-in:::::::::::::::::: ::::1:::: :::: :::: :::: 1t :::::: :::::: .:~:~~~-!..-~~~~- :::::: :::::: :::::: *iJ~g :::::::: :::::::: :::: t::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: 
33 Ch1cago,lll. •• • . • • •• • •• • • • . . . . • • . (64) 3 . • • • •• • • 67 • • • • • . •••••• (53, 392) 1, 393 . • • • • • . • • • • • 54, 785 ........ • • • ••• •• 0 674 25 249 17 17 
34 Decatur, Ill • •• ... . •• . . • . . . • . . . . . . (5) 1 • • •• • •• . 6 ... . . • ••• • • . 1, 148 444 192 •••• •• •••••• 1, 784 • ••• • • • • • • •••• •• 0 16 2 7 3 . 3 
35 Elgin, ru...... .. . .•. . ....... ... . . 5 1 1 . .. . . . • . 7 1 14 1, o2o 146 90 ..... • ...... 1, 256 . •• • • • • • • .. • • • • • o 20 o 3 . · 1 ( · 1 
;~ ~!!~b:~~fii-;.·::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::: ::::;: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: i:~~~ :::::::: :::::::::::: ···i9· :::: ···ia· ··i· r \-~ 
38 .Jacksonville, lli* ...• ~-. ....... •• . 7 . • • . .. • . ... . . • • . 7 .•. • •. ... • •• 1,100 300 130 . .. . . . ... • • . 1, 530 1, 000 2, 530 . • • . 22 1 .B 3 3. 
39 .Joliet, Ill*........................ 6 2 1 0 0 9 d4 d13 1, 600 230 100 0 0 1, 930 d600 d2, 530 Q 32 o ~ 1 2 
40 Moline,lll* .••• ~~······················--·----·--················· 3 726 296 00 •••••• 96 1,208 270 1,478 .••. 13 1 5 .••. 2' 
41 Ottawa TIL...................... (7) 1 . . .. . . . . 8 ••• • • • • •• • •• (1, 650) 200 . •• .. . • • .. .. 1, 850 .................... , 16 3 11 3 4 
i! ~~~~l!~i::::=::::::::::~::::: ::~: ::~: ::~: :::: :::: .~~ :::::: :::::: ::i;~&: ::::~;&: ::~~~: :::::: ::::.:: ij~~ :::::::: :::::::: ::~: ---~- --~- --~~- .:~. ·--~ 
45 Rock Isla-ndlif ••••••• !.,........ 7 3 1 .... .... 11 ...... .••••• 1, 230 640 116 ...... .••••• 1, 986 430 2,416 .... 20 .... 15 1 3 
:~ ~~~~!~~'In;*:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~ :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ;:~~g :::::·:: ::::::~: :::: :::::: :::: :::::::::: :::~ · 
48 Fort Wayne, Ind................. . .. . 8 1 . . . . . •• . 9 16 25 2, 182 1, 342 258 190 ... • •• 3, 972 3, 600 7, 572 . .. . 48 4 35 2 4 
49 Indianapolis, Ind................. (27) 1 1 . • • . 29 . • • • • . . •• • • • (10, 200) 540 15 . •• • • • 10, 755 . •• • • • • • ••• • • • • . b4 b200 . • . . . •• • • . 7 8 
50 La Fayette, Ind*,.. .......... , .......... ,.... .... .••. .. •. 6 ...... •••••• 1, 000 ~---··--· .... .. ...... .••••• 1, 000 ........ •••••••. 2 17 2 16 6 6 
51 Loga.nsport, Ind.................. • • •. . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 6 . • • • • • . • • • • • 1, 000 570 90 • • • • • • • • • .. • 1, 660 .•••.••.••••••• : . • • . 19 4 8 1 2 
52 Madison, Ind..................... • • • . . . . . . • . . 0 0 7 . • • • • . . • • • • . • • . . . .. . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . 0 0 *1, 800 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 1 18 2 8 2 3 
53 Richmond, Ind .. • . • ••• • •• • •• •• • • . (8) 1 0 0 9 . • • • . . . • • • • • (1, 928) 117 0 0 2, 045 .•• • •• • . . •• • • • •• 0 29 . • • . 17 2 2 
54 South Bend, Ind.................. (6) 1 . . . . . . • . 7 .• • • • . . • •• • • 900 I 800 300 . •• • • • . •• • • . 2, 000 . • • • • • . • ••• • • • .. 1 20 4 12 . 2 2 
55 Terre Ha11te, Ind .. ,.............. (10) 1 0 0 11 ...... ...... (3, 624) 276 0 0 3, 900 ...... .. •••••••• 1 40 8 30 1 5 
56 Vincennes,Ind .................. ~ ...... . ............ . 4 ................... ~.......................... 854 ................... , •••••••••• .••••••••.••• ; 
57 Cedar Rapids, Iowa ........ \...... 4 5 . ... . .. . ... . 9 2 11 1, 511 407 106 ...... ...... 2, 024 • 300 2, 324 •••. · 27 •••. 10 . ••. 3 
58 Clinton,Iowa ............ ~-. ••••••. 3 2 1 .••..••. 6 .•.....•.•.• 1,011 534 100 ............ 1,645 .••.....•• .-......... 21 .... 11 •••. 4 
59 Council Bluffs, Iowa ................. , .........•... -.. 12 2 14 1, 120 4.50 110 . . • .. . . • .. • . 1, 680 200 1, 880 1 28 . • • . 10 • • • . 3 
60 Davenport, Iowa .. . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . 1 9 1 1 1 13 . •• • . • • • •• • • 2, 530 1, 264 256 18 196 4, 264 . ••• • • . . • • • • • • • • • .. . 46 6 21 1 3 
:~ ~~~!2~~z~r~~;:~~~~~·:~~~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::: : :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ~:g~g :::::::: :::::::: ~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~: :~~~~~ :~~: :~~~ 
64 :Muscatine, Iowa* ......... ~······ 3 3 1 .... .••. 7 ...... ..•••• ........ ........ .•.•.. •••••• •••••• 1,550 ............... '.. ........................... ~ 
65 Ottumwa, Iowa. ...................... . ·•· .. • . • . • . . . • . 3 . • • • .. . .. • • • 850 560 90 . .. • • • . • • • . • 1, 500 200 1, 700 . • • . 14 • • • . 10 .. • • . 2 
66 .A.tchison,Kans................... .... .... .... .... .••. 5 ...... ...... ........ ........ ...... .••••• •••••. 1,650 ••••••...•••.••••••.••••.•.•.• ···'·· ..•. • :.-11 
~~ f:::::!~r~ntr:~i;s·:::=:::::::::: ··4· "'2" ··i· :::::::: 1~ :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::. :::::: :::::: :::::: ~:~~~ :::::::: :::::::: .• ~. ~ ; ''ig ~ 2.; 
69 Topeka, Kans . . . . .. . • • • • • • . • • • • • . (12) 1 . • • . . • • . 13 • • • • • • . • • • • • (2, 787) 90 • • • • • • • • • • • • 2, 877 • • • • • • • . . • .. • • • • 1 27 7 9 1 . • 1 
~~ ~~~~m~.:l}~~::::~::::::::::::: ---(1l)··: --~- =~i: ::::···a~· :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::~:~~~: :::::::: :::::::: ~~i= ·b2~~- --~- -~-:: ... :: -t-~ 
73 Newport,Ky ............ _ •. ; •••••. ~--~·-············-- 5 ••••••••••• , 1,800 650 60 ............ 2,510 ••••••..•••••••. 1 30 0 2 
~t ~~~o~~~ls.-ia·:-::::::::::::;::~ ··c5o)··· ··2· :::: :::: 5g :::::: :::::: ·-- - ~~~- ·---~~~- ---~~- :::::: :::::: .••••• ~~~- :::::::: :::::::: --~- 21~ 19 1oo ~ ~·; ~ 
76 Auburn, Me ...................... e241 5 1 ••• ·• • •• • 30 . • • • • . . •• • • • el, 300 750 150 . • • • • . • •• • • . 2, 200 .••••• ." ..••••• .;·~ . • • . 17 .•• ~~ fl12 2 ~2 
f~ t~f;o~~e-~:::::::::::::::::::: :::: .:~. :::: :::::::: ~g :::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::· :::::: :::::: ~:g~g :;:::::: :::::::: :::: :::::: ::,~ ::~::: :::: :;~? 
t From Report of the Commissioner o.f Education for 1881. bIn primary and grammar schools. d Estimated. 
















































TABI.E II.-Sohoolstatistics of cit-ies containing 7,500 inhabitants and over, jot· 1882, 9-c.-Continued. 
Number of school buildings for-
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Number of teachers .in-
Primary j Grammar I High 
schools. schools. schools . 
.I~ ~ a 
>1 ~ 
<D Ill 
<15 ~ a) 'dl 
~ ~ 'dl a 
>1 >1 
<I) 
fEt f:>:l ~ 0 ~ 0 r:<l ~~~-· -l--1--1--l--l--l---·l--1--1-1--1-li------------, . ---- - -- - -
l. l.4 1 l.~ l l.6 1 l.'f l l.S I l.9 I ~0 I ~l. 2~ 23 ~4 I~~ I 26 ~,. 2S 29 1301 3l. 32 33 34 3~ 
I 1-l-1-l-1--1--l--l---l---l--l-.-, _ .. , __ , ___ , ___ , ___ ,_, __ ,,_, __ ,_,_ 
fr;:~t~~~~::::::~:~;::::::::: -~~. --~· --~-':::: :::: ~i :::::J:::::'::::::::J:::::::t:::.:: =~:::: :::::: ----~:~~~-11 :::::::: :::::::: ::::. :::::: ~==: :::::: :::: :::: Portland~Me ...•.•.•••....••.... : 14 6 1 .... .... 21 ............ 4,116 1,736 474 .••••. .••••• 6,326 ........ .••••••• .•.. 86 5 30 4 8 Rocklana,Me* ................... 11 .... .•.. .... .... 11 .••••. .•••.. ........ .••.•.•. .••••• •••••. •••••• 1,700 .••.•••• ........ 0 ' 21 2. 4 1 2 :Baltimore,Md .••.••.......••...•. 30 20 3 a5 l;8 66 .•••••.••••. c21,025 c12,265 1,655 •••••• .••••• 34,945 .••••• ~ .............. 348 33 225 17 1!1 Frederick, Md. ••. ...... .•••... .. . . . •. . .• . . . . . . ••. . . •. 10 .•••••.••••.•••••••..••.•••..••••••••• ~ •••••••.••••••••.•••.•••.•••••••••••.•••••.•.••..•••••.••..••• 
.Attleboro', Mass .•.•••.........••..........•..••...•.••..••..•••..•••.•..••..•..••.•••. ·••••·•••••••••••• ••••••••• ;············································ 
Beverly, Mass .................................................................. ----- · .. · .... · ·•·••· ••••• ~ ·•· · ·· · ••· •••••• •· ·•·••· •· · ••• ••• · ·· · ·•· ·••· •· · · · · · ••· 
Boston,Maas ..................... 100 50 8 1 •••. 159 •••••••••••• 23,500 30,567 3,513 150 •••••• 57,730 .••••••.••••• : •..••. 422 89 531 43 (! 
~~~~~~~.~~~~*.::::::::::::::::: ··13· --s· ··i· :::: :::: ~~ :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::: .... ~:~~~- :::::::: :::::::: :::: ···i7· ··r ···i4· --2- ···2 
Cambridge, Mass ..••.•• : .•...••.. 21 8 1 .••. •••. 30 •••••••••••• d4,500 d4,100 d500 d24 •••••• d9,124 ••••••.. .••••••• •••. 90 7 90 5 7 
~i~~~~~~~\*s::::::::::::::::::: ··s·J··s· ··2· ::::::::···is· ····a· ·--i6- ····575· ····4sii· ·:izo· :::::: :::::: ... Ti76. ··i;iioo· ··ii;i76. :::: ···22· ::::····a· ··2· ···2 
Clinton, Mass··········~·········.................... 9 •••••••••••. 1,064 448 70 •••••• 50 1,632 100 1,732 •••• 19 .••. 8 1 1 
FallRiver,Mass*................. .•.. .••. .... .... .•.. 33 ..•••• .••••• ••••••.. ••••••.• •••••• •••••• •••••• 7,754 •••••••.••••••••.••.••••....•.••••...•..•••• 
Fitchburg, Mass .....• :.......... (17) 1 0 0 18 .••••• .••.•• (2,888) 190 0 . 50 3,128 ••••••••.••••••. 0 23 3 24 3 2 
Wa~~~~~:rfa!:~::::::::::::::::: -~~-~-~~. --~- :::: :::: ... :~. ----~- ·--~- --~·-~~~- .. ::~~~- .. :~:. :::::: :::::: a~;~g :::::::: :::::::: :::: ---~~- --~- ... ~:. --~- ---~ 
Holyoke, Mass .......... •••••• .. . 9 3 1 •••. 2 15 4 19 1, 691 700 118 •••••. 100 2, 609 1, 750 4, 359 •••. 38 5 18 2 3 
Lawrence, Mass*................. ... . . .•. .••. ..•. .••. 20 .•••••••••••.••.•.....••••..•••••.• w.;;;.. ••••• 5, 000 ••••••••.••••••...•..••....••.••••••.••..••. 
Lowell,Mass ....•••••••••••.•• ~·- (40) 1 .••. •••. 41 •••••••••... 4,402 3,253 382 •••••• •••••• 8,037 •••••••..••.•••. O 83 8 <12 2 8 
Lynn, Mass . .• .. ••••••••• •••••• .. 23 6 1 . • • • .••• 30 2 32 8, 120 2, 764 300 · ... ...;... •••••• 6,184 480 6, 664 • • •• 54 5 49 3 6 
Mal<len,Mass ....••.••••••••••••. 6 3 1 .••. .••. 10 ............ 1,694 720 115 •••••• ......... 2,529 •••••... ·•••••·· •••· .25 ·•·· 18 2 3 
Marlborough, Mass. : •.••...•.•.. 12 1 .••. .••. .••. 13 2 15 1,260 1,200 100 •••••• •••••• ..2,560 200 2,760 •••. 21 1 22 2 1 
Medford, Mass*...................................... 10 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• •••••• •••••• 1,500 •••••••• ·······• •••· ··:··· •••• •••••• •••• •••• 




























~g~ I ~:~J!~~~~~t.~::: :::::::::::::: ::::I:::: :::: :::: :::: ___ ~~- ::::·=~ :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: ::::::. :::::: --- · 2:236 · ::::::::. :::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: ::::1:::: 
• { (12) ~ '· 110 Newton,Mass ..• J'I............... 4 .••. S1 •••• 2 19 .••••••••••• 2,710 1,286 300 .•••.•• 100 4,396 ·······~ ····u·· 0 .50 10 12 3 8 
!11 North.A.dams,Mass .••••••••••••. 11 3 2 •••. .••. 16 .••••••••••.• 1,300 800 200 .....• .••••• 2,300 .•••••. : •••••••• 1 29 .••. 8 (3) 
112 Northampton,Mass .••.••••••••••.....••..••..•.. --~· 26 .••••..••••• 1,270 695 165 e320 90 2,540 .•••••...•••••••.••..••••..••.•••••......••• 
~U ~ft~~fi~fci.~~~s;:::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ···27· :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::' :::::: :::::: --··2;aia· :::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: 
:~~ ~~~~M~::~~::::~::.::::::::::~:: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: 
117 Somerville.Mass................. .... .••. .••. .••. .••. 19 .••. : ...•..• 2,128 2,800 275 .••••• •••••. 5,203 ..•......••..........•••.•.••. : ..... .••..... 
118 Springfield,Mass .•••.•••••••••••• 18 7 1 .••..••. 26 8 34 2,849 2,285 412 .••••• 235 5,781 500 6,281 .... 57 7 42 3 6 
119 Taunton, Mass.····'··· .••.•••••• 24 5 1 . . . . 1 31 2 33 2, 347 994 200 •••••• 260 3, 801 160 3, 961 0 45 4 23 2 2 
!20 Waltham,Mass .••.••••••..•..••..••..••..••..••..••. d12 ...•.• •••••• .••••••. .••••••• .••••• •••••. .••••• d2,238 ..........••.........••••.•••. •••·•·.··•· .••. 
g~ ;::;~~~~h~M~sss·:::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: 
123 Wolmrn,Mass ....••••.•••.••.••. 12 7 1 .... .••. 20 1 21 1,450 1,150 150 •••••• .••••. 2,750 50 2,800 .••. 31 3 15 1 3 
124 Worcester,Mass ..........••.••.. 7 32 1 .••..••. 40 ............ 5,730 4,096 502 ..•••..••••• 10,328 .•••••...••......... 109 14 86 5 8 
125 .A.drian,Micb .....••••••••..•••••. : ....•...•.. · .••. .••. 5 5 10 ........ ........ .•.... .••... .•• • .. d1,613 ........ .••••••. .... 13 .... 11 2 3 
126 .A.nnArbor,Mich •.•..••.••• · ..•.. 3 2 1 •••. .•.. 6 3 9 800 550 280 .•.••. ...... 1,630 .•••... ·. ....••.. .... 15 .•.. 12 6 4 
127 BayCity,Mich* ..•...•.••••••••.. 3 3 1 .••..••. 7 .••....••... 1,760 650 190 ..•.•...•.•. 2,600 ....••............ . 29 1 12 1 5 
128 Detroit, Mich........................................ 28 .•••.• ....... .•..... ........ ....•. .. . ... ...... *13, 110 . ....... .•...... 1 149 4 92 4 18 
129 EastS_a~inaw,Mich .••••••.••••••.•.......••..••...•. 11 3 14 1,850 936 225 0 110 /3,011 425 3,436 0 35 3 15 2 3 
i30 Flint,.MJ.ch .•........••.•••.•••.•• (6) 1 .••...•. 7 ••••••••••.• *940 *620 *210 .•••••...... *1,770 ..•......••......... 16 1 16 1 { 
131 GrandRapids,Mich.............. (16) 1 ..•. ..•. 17 .•.••..••••• 3,342 1,865 305 ..•... .•••.• 5,512 ..•.•....•••••...••.•••....••....• __ 
i32 Muskegon, Micll .••..•••••••••••. ..•. .••. .••. .••. .••. 9 .••••• ..••.. .•••.••. .....••. .••... .••••• ..•••. 2, 500 .....• .. .••••••.. .... 34 . .•. 8 













Hg ~~;}~k~~~~::::::~:::::::: ::~: ::i: ::i: :::: ::~: A~ ::::~: ::::~: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ~;~gg :::::::: :::::::: --~- ~! ~ ~~ 
137 Winona,Minn ••••••••••••••••••••.•...•••.••..••..••. 3 3. 6 1,000 736 90 .•••••.••••• 1,826 300 2,126 .... 18 ..•. 14 
~~~ ~~~~~~f.~~fs_s_::::::::::::::::. 2(21) 6 :::::::::::: ~ :::::: :::::: .••.. (i,.59o)·: ··· :::::: :::::: :::::: ~:~~g 1:::::::: ::::::::1·:::: ... i9·~--6- .... 4. :::: :::: 
140 Kans~s Cit.v, Mo ..••••.. ••. .••••• . . . . . .•. . •. . .••. . .•. 13 ••••••.••••...... ; . . .••..... •••. .• •••••• .••••. 6, 400 .••••••..•.••. . ..••....... .. ........... . .••. 
141 St . .Jo.eph,Mo •••••••..••.•••..••• (16) 1 .•••..•. 17 .•••••.••••• 2,0::>5 1,315 240 ••.......... 3,610 .••.•.•..••..•.. 1 41 4 14 3 2 
142 St. Louis, Mo ••••••••. ···········' (76) 2 1 16 95 .••••..••••• 32,788 8, 992 750 2QO 3, 300 46, OM .••••••.•••••••. 19 656 62 226 12 15 
143 Sedalia,Mo ..•..••.•••..•••••••••..............•••••• •. 5 .•••.••••••• 1,080 600 110 .•••.• ...... 1,790 ....•••..••..•.. 2 13 3 6 1 1 
144 Lincoln,Nebr* . . ••..... : ..••...•• 9 · 2 1 .••• •... 12 .•••••.••••. 1,600 70 80 .•••.. ...... 1,750 
145 Omaha, Nebr .....••••••••.••..••. 5 ' 4 1 .•• ; .••. 10 ••••••.••••• 3,070 1,048 110 •••••• 50 4,278 
146 Virginia City, N ev ;·.... .......... 1 2 1 . • • . . •• . 4 
147 Dover,N.H* ....•••.•••••.•..•.•. 9 8 1 ..•. .... 18 
148 Manchester, N.H ••••••.•.••• :· •• '. .••. .•.. •••. .••. .••• 24 
.. -·· ...... -.............. "' .................... . -- ...... -.... -...... .. -- .. 
. -. • • • • . . ••.• - -. 0 54 2 19 3 3 
149 Nashua,N.H*. ................... .... ••.. .... .••. .••. 17 
150 Po:rtsmout.b, N. H . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 1 9 1 . ••• . • • . 13 151 Bndgeton, N . .J h . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 31 3 .••..••. -•• - 6 
152 Camden, N.J......................................... 13 
153 Elizabeth,N . .J •..••••••••••...••• .••.. • .•. .... .•.•• .... 5 
*From Rep.ort of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
·a For English-German schools. 
b For colored schools. 
c Including sittings for E~lish-German and colored schools. 
·-···· •••••• ········ ................••••.••. .. ...•...... ·······- ........ .... 17 2 6 1 1 
•••••• .••••. 1,152 630 110 •••••. 150 2, 042 90 2,132 . . • . 24 2 12 1 2 
::::::·:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: d~;~!g :::::::::::::::::::: --~~~- --=- ---~~- --~· ·--~ 
.•••.••••••• ········ ..........•.•. •·•••• .....•.......... ··•·••·· ·•···•·· .... 11 5 14 1 3 
:::::: ~:::::: : :~': ~~~: :::: ~~~: :::::: :::::1::::: -i ~~~ ~ ::: ~==: :::::::: : :~: ... ~~- :: ~: ... i:- :: ~: ::: ~ 
din 1880. g Includes 11 teachers of suburban 
e For ungraded schools. schools. 
f Exclusive of those for evening schools, which are ap- -h These statistics are from a return 











































TABLE H.-School statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and ovm·, for 1882, 9-c.-Continued. 
Number of school buildings for- Number of sittings for study in- ..j Number of teachers in-
4 
o3 ' Q i ~ ;§ I "Primary I Grammar I High . "I ..... ~ :a ~ .,; ~ 8 ~ ~ g ~$ g.s .,; ... '0 .g <l.l schools. schools. schools. ] ~ '0 ~ ~.,; City. 0 ,.Q • ... 0 ,.Q rt:l 0 <il ~ <11 ~ '0 ~~ I '2 ~ ~ ~ '2 ~ fi~ ~·~ rt:So ~-~ ~ '0 ~ ~~ ... ~ ~ ~ ~ "' ;§ a> g~ 
~ 
~ ~- ~ en ;§ g~ !.':' o o en .c 4)~ .c-o ~ .g 4)~ ~1 ~ ~ . ~ . ~ <il ~ ~ ~ -~ g. ~:a ~ ~ ! .s -~ ~ >1 ~ ~ ~:a -~ ciS en t' ~ ;j -~:: 0 .-. ~ ;j -~ 0 :::=~a~ a .aa ~5 1 ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 1"'1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ --- - ------- -- --------- ------
1 114 1~ 16 1'f 18 19 ~0 ~1 ~2 ~~ ~<I 2~ 26 2'f 28 29 30 31..- 32 33 34 3~ 
--------------- -------------- -----------




. --- ~ ---· ... -~------ -····-~·····- ~ ········ ·······-~------ ~ --····~--···· ···--·····~- · · .... · ................................... . 
itilt~~~~.1~~.f:~::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: ~~ :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ---~~:~~~- :::::::::::::: :::: ::::::: ::::: :::::: :::::::: 
Newa.rk,N.J* .. .................. .. .. .... .... .••. .... 32 .••... ...... ........ ........ .. .... .••••. •••••• 15,600 ... . ......................... . ............. . 
NcwBrunswick,N.J ............ 4 1 1 .... .... 6 ............ 1,300 715 160 ...... ...... 2,175 .•...••. ...... .... 24 1 14 3 3 
Orange,N. J...................... 3 ·(1) .... .•.. 4 •••.•• ...... 924 358 91 ...... ...... 1, 373 ........ ...... .... 21 ... .. 8 2 1 
Paterson, N.J .................... 12 7 1 1 9 30 ...... ...... (5,828) 108 24 2,750 8,710 .............. 1 97 2 17 1 4 
Plninfiel<l,N.J ................... 2 1 1 .... .... 4 .••••. ...... *450 *350 *200 ...... ...... *1,000 ........ ...... .... 11 .. . .. 7 2 4 
Trenton, N.J............................. . ........... 11 ...... ...... ........ ........ ...... ...... ...... 2, 632 .. ................ . ..... . ................. .. 
.Albany, N.Y ..................... 12 13 1 .... .... 26 ...... ...... ....... . . ...... . ...... ...... ...... 12, 145 ...................... . ...... . ............. . 
.Auburn,N. Y .................... 3 7 1 ... . .... 11 3 14 2,018 1,087 270 ...... ...... 3,375 1, 200 4,575 .... 36 . ... . 23 2 5 
Binghamton, N.Y ......... .-...... 3 5 1 : ... .... 9 ...... ...... 2, 204 622 185 ...... ...... 3, 011 ........ ...... ... . 43 4 20 2 6 
Brooklyn,N.Y . .................. *13 *43 *1 ........ *57 ............ 39,769 22,365 608 ............ 62,742 ........................................... . 
Buffalo,N. Y ....... . ............. .•• .... .... •••. ..• . 43 ......................................................................... . .......... . ............. .. 
Cohoes,N.Y .................... . .••. .••. .... .... .... 8 4 12 1,647 280 56 .••••• 418 a1,983 ........ ...... .••. 31 ..... 6 b3 1 
Elmira, N. Y . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .. .. 2 5 1 .. • . 8 .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 240 1, 425 160 . • • • • • • •• • • • 3, 825 • • • .. .. . .. .. .. . • • . 40 5 31 2 2 
Hudson,N.Y •••• ' •••••••••••. • ••• 6 1 1 .... .... 8 ...... ...... 970 230 216 ...... •••••• 1,416 ........ ...... .••. 16 ..... 2 3 2 
Ithaca, N.Y ...................... 4 1 1 ... . .••• 6 ...... ...... 992 580 152 ...... •••••• 1,724 ........ ...... .••. 16 •••.. 12 2 3 
Kingston, N. Yc.................. .••. .... .... .••. .... 7 •••••. ...... ........ ........ ...... ...... ...... 1, 663 ........................................... . 
Locliport,N. Y ....... . ........... 5 1 1 .... •••. 7 ............ 1,134 1,275 258 ...... ...... 2,667 ........ ...... .... 17 ..... 19 4 4 
Long Island City, N. Y* •••••••••. •••. .... .••. .... .... 7 ........................... . - ~ ---· ................................................................ .. 
Newburgh,N.Y* •••••••••••••••. .••. .... .... .... .... 6 ............ 1,500 600 25Q ...... 150 2,500 ,........ ...... .... 43 3 9 2 3 
NewYork,N.Y .................. (130) ............ 130 ............ 92,344 58,140 .................. 150,484 .................. d1,842 d216 1,142 ...... .. 
Oswego, N.Y ....... ~············· 71 6 1 .••. •••. 14 .••••. •••••• 860 2, 150 600 ...... .••••. 3, 610 ........ ,······ .... 27 1 33 1 a 
Plattaourg, N. Y* ........ . ...... . ......................................... . ............ ·--·-· ·••••• ...................................... . .. ····- ·••·•· ....... . 
Poughkeepsie, N.y............. . (9) 1 .••. •••. 10 ...... •••••. 1, 586 970 214 ...... ...... 2, 770 ........ ...... .... 33 ..... 22 1 5 
Rooliester,N.Y .................. 14112 1 . ....... 27 .... . . . ..... 3,810 8,720 500 ............ 13,030 . ... . .............. 160 11 100 / 5 4 
Rome,N. Y... .... ................ . ... .... .... .••. .... 8 3 11 ..... . ......... . ............ ····-- i·~gg .............. ---· ""2i" ···a· ----:;· --2· · --:; 














































































SyrttCUS£, N. y . ............. ' . . . . 161 5 1 1 0 
Ut.io:t,N.Y ....................... 16 1 1 0 ..•. 
:Raleigh N. C• ....................................... . 
Akron, Ohio*..................... (7) 1 0 0 
Canton, Ohio ......................... 1 ............... . 
Chillicothe, Ohio................. (4) 1 •••.•••. 
Cincinnati, Ohio.................. (51) 2 ....... . 
Cleveland, Ohio•. •• • •• • .. • • . . • . . . . 19 II 20 2 1 ... . 
Columbus, Ohio ..................................... . 
Dayton, Ohio..................... (14) 1 ...... . 
Fremont, Ohio*............. • .. • . • (6) 1 0 0 
Hamilton, Ohio ....................... 1 ............... . 
Newark, Ohio*................... (6) ........... . 
Portsmouth, Ohio ................ ····1···· ........ ···· 
S:mdusky, Ohio • • . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • . 8 1 1 0 0 
Springfield, Ohio* . • • • . . • • • • • • . • • . (10) 1 ....... . 
Steubenville, Ohio .••..••..••...•..••..••..••.•.•..••. 
Tiffin, Ohio .......................................... . 
~~~~~~il~:iohi~··::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::. 
!!~~~:~ft~t?:::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
.Altoona, Pa. ........................................ .. 
Bradford, Pa ...................................... ... . 
Carbondale, Pa . • • . .. . .. • .. • • • • • • . . • • . .............. . 
Chester, Pa . • .. • • • .. • . • .. • . .. .. .. .. • . .............. . 
Columbia, Pa ........................................ . 
Danville, Pa. ......................................... . 
~~f:,op~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Harrisburg, Pa ...................................... . 
Johnstown, Pa. ..................................... .. 
Lancaster, Pa ....................................... . 
Lebanon,Pa. ............................. . ........... . 
McKeesport, Pa ..................... -~- .............. . 
Mead\ille, Pa ....................................... . 
New Castle, Pa* ..................................... . 
NorriGtown, Pa...... ••••• •• .. . • .. 4 1 1 ....... . 
Philadelphia, Pa"' • •• .. • • • . • • • . .. . (230) 1 1 ... . 
Pittsburgh, Pa* . • •• .. • . .. • • .. • •• . (53) 1 1 .. .. 
Pottsville, Pa. ....................... -~-- •..•...•...••. 
i~~~~::;a:~~:~:::::::::::::::: .:~. ::i: ::~: :::f::: 
Shenandoah, Pa .. • .. • • • • .. .. . .. • . (3) 1 .•...••. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Exclusive of those for evening schools, which are ap-
parently tho same as those used for day suhools. 















































12 35 5, 7!J8 I 2, 42G 413 16 I 0 8, 65il . . .. ... . . • .. . . • ... 105 
----~- ---~- . -~·- ~~~ · j --~'. ~~:. --~~~- .... ~- .... ~ ..... ~~ ~~~ .. -~·-~~~. ~·- ~:~. :::: ----~~-
4 12 1, 843 944 200 0 0 2. 987 . . . .. • • . • • • . • . 0 32 
.. .. .. • .. • • . 2, 024 630 96 ... _ •. 
1
...... 2, 750 • • • .. .. . .. .. .. 4 33 
...... .... •. 1,141 I 65o , 125 .. .. • • .. . • .. 1, !116 . . .. . . • . • .. . •• . • .. 2o 
• .. • .. • • .. • . 28, 161 5, 154 1, 318 60 • • . • .. 34, 693 . .. • .. .. .. • • • • 65 430 
• •• .. • • • • • • • 15, 124 6, 311 1, 003 60 . .. .. . 22, 498 . . . • • . . . . • • • • • 3 251 
• ..... :.. • .. .. • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . .. .. . .. . . . . 7, 980 • • .. • • . . • .. .. • • • . . 89 
.. . • .. .. .. . . 4, 000 2, 000 340 20 400 6, 760 . . . • . .. . • .. • • • 3 70 
• ..... .... • . 700 300 100 0 0 1, 100 .•• .. . • . .. •• • • 0 9 
.. .. • • • .. .. . 1, 600 400 175 • .. • . . .. .. .. 2, 175 . .. • . • . . .. .. .. 2 21 
...... ...... 1,400 420 130 /45 g29 2, 024 300 2, 324 1 23 
............ 1,517 653 150 0 0 2,320 ........ , ...... 0 26 
4 14 2, 150 530 160 0 0 2, 840 800 3, 640 2 30 
.. • • • • .... .. 2, 306 600 280 . . .. . . .. • • • . 3, 186. . • • • .. .. . •• .. . h1 h50 
...... ...... ........ ........ ...... ...... ...... 2,150 ........ ...... 2 24 
...... ...... 826 494 137 ...... ...... 1,457 ........ •... •. .... 17 
6 62 4 8 
2 54 4 3 
0 19 1 4 
6 7 .... 3 
1 19 2 3 
39 83 15 17 
7 153 11 18 
8 53 8 8 
9 34 5 3 
1 6 1 2 
7 4 0 3 






2 8 1 3 
:::m m:~: 5;;:: ~::_;~: }~i~ :::::: m::: ··::n~ :::::::: :~=m f ;;;;~ri :;:1r ::~r;;~ 
. .. • . • • .. .. . 2, 240 676 94 .. • • .. • •• .. . 3, 010 • . .. • • • . . .. • • • .. • . 34 6 8 1 2 
1 5 ........ ........ ...... ...... ...... ........... ........ ...... .... 17 ..... 7 .... 2 
...... .... •• *795 ~575 *100 .... ·•• ...... *1, 470 ........................................... . 
.................... ·•··•••· ...... ...... ...... 2,400 ......................................... .. 
...................................................................... 1 19 1 1 ··-· 2 ... ..  . ...  ....  . . . .. ..  .. ..... . ... .. .... .. .,. ,.. ··--·· ........... r· ................... ___  
!!!!!! !!!!!! ii··;r:;;J~~i~~:~: ii~:; !-!!!l !!!:-! ;~::1ir~; !ii!ii!~ ~::~l~ i'li !!!!lt!l;i~t; i!!Ir! ;:~-: !:!! 
• • • • • • . .. • .. 1, 200 812 198 .. . • . • .. • .. • 2, 210 . • .. .. .. . • .. .. . . • . . 24 3 ·. 12 1 3 
...... ...... (100, 697) 523 965 ...... 102,185 .............. h61 h2, 010 ........... 17 ... . 
............................................................................................ 12 9 
... ii .... 37· --4;a5o· --2:s5o· ··asi· :::::: :_::::: ~;~g~ --i;ooo· s;55i. :::: .... s7· ::::: ... 57·~--3· ···6 
...... . . . .. . 5, 362 2,167 294 ...... ;1,707 7, 823 . ... ... . . .. •• . 3 110 15 46 3 4 
4 10 1, 1oo 1oo 6o . .. .. . . .. .. . 1, s6o 45o 2, 31o 2 I H 5 5 2 . •••• 
.. • :.. . • • • • . 1, 544 356 no .. . .. . . . . .. . 2, 010 . .. .. • • . . . • .. . .. • . 19 1 !! , 4 · 1 2 
c These statistics are for the Kingston school district only. 
dincludes teachers in corporate schools. 
e For city and county. 
,qin the Orpha.ns' Homo. 
h In primary and grammar schools. 
~Tn 1880. 
/For_ colored school. j Same as those used for <lay schools. 


















TABLE H.-School statistics of cities ?ontaining 7,500 inhabitants and ovet, for 1882, g-c.-Continucu. 
Number of school buildings for- Number of sittings for study in- Numberofte:\chers in- .... 
City. 
I ai ~ .!S 8 ~ 00 '6 0 ai 0 d 00 p • "' o o ,Q o o p.r-4 ~s o 
0 ,J:l ai ;.; 0 ~ l'dg c;! 0 
~ ;.; 0 ~ ~ ctJ ~=~~ .!!f·~ ~ 
rJ) "'.8 8 rJ) .~ "'"' gp., ctJ 
I:: 8 ~ § ~ :0 _s'd .<=I'd t> s s ,J:l ~ 'Fi g. ~ ;E ~ § s 
..... "' bO ~ ;; ..... ,...,Q ~ .,. 
~C5Sor:~ ~ ~ <1 P:: 
"' 6 
Q 
PrimarY I Sbmmor) Hi"h. 
~ '6 "' "' 
~ 
0 .; 0 c;! • ~~ schools': j schools. schools. 
~ 0 
0 ~~ 0 ,<:1 p.,~ 
,<:1 r12 rJ) 0 ~ "00 
-----------
Q 
0 'd ,<:1 §~ :§·~ ctJ Q Q 0 
~ "' ~ ~ ~ 
rLJ gp., 
bO ~ s 0 .s p Q;)C":S .<=I'd .;; .;; 1=1 ......... ~§ 'd 'd 'ai 
~ fc 1=1 PI 
o::,J:l cD · eli a5 p, Q t>Q ?. s 'd ~ 'ai s 
"' s ~ I> ~ ·r ~ a:> ~ a:> c!) 0 r:l p, <j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
------------------- ---------------------- - --- - -
1 'i14 1ii :1.6 :i 7 1.8 19 ZO Z1 ZZ 23 Z4 25 Z6 Z7 zs Z9 30 31 32 !13 ,34 3:i 
-------- --1--1--1---•---r--r--r---r---r---r---r-•--•-•--•-•-
'2291 T~~ll~;Tillo, ~n.* .•••••....••.•••••..•...• ; ., ..•..•• -~-. •. ~ ~ - ......... ; ...•.••.. , ..••••• -~· .••• - ~· .•••..•••••. -~1, 632 ....... -~- .•••••..•• -~-- .........•••••......•. 
230 "Jlkc s-B:nre, Pn.................. .... .... .•.. .•.. ..•. 1G 6 2" .......................................................... . ............................ . 
231 Williamsport, Pa ................. 13 11 1 .... .... 25 ...... .•...• 1, 720 1, 620 143 ...... ........ 3, 485 ........ .•..•••. 2 28 10 22 1 3 
2.32 York, Pa .... ·..... ................ .... .... .... .... .... 10 ...... ...•.. ........ ..... ... ...... . . .... ........ 2, 600 ........................................... . 
233 , NoW]_)ort,R.I .................... 6 3 1 0 1 11 ............ 1,344 672 165! 0 60 2,241 ................ 0 27 3 10 3 2 
li ¥.{~~»1~~8(HH~~H- ::~: ::: E :~:~ E ·11 m~:: :~~~~~ ::;,:;~: ::_.;; :::~: ::m~ m:::~: j:~_ :L:::~:~H:: :~:: :::;;: ::r :::I-:; S 
289 Chattanool!a, '.renn ............... .... .... .... .... .... 7 ................................................................................................... . 
240 Knoxville, Tenn.................. (4) 1 .... ..•. 5 3 8 500 780 80 ..••.. •••••••. 1, 360 50 1,410 0 10 3 11 2 4 
241 M(lmpbis, Tenn.................. .... .... .... .... .... 11 •••.•• ...... ........ ........ ...... .••••. .•••.••. 3, 200 ........................................... . 
242 NashYille,Tenn ..... ............. 5 7 1 ..• .... 13 10 23 4,300 1,400 300 •••.•....•••.. 6,000 1,500 7,500 4 53 7 2!:! . 4 3 
243 GalYeston. Tex....................................... 9 ...... .•••.. ........ ........ .••... .••••. .••••••. 2, 000 ........................................... . 
~ f~~l~l~\:::)tH:\\_: :J :£\: ~~-\ !·!: ---1 ~-.;:~ :·.::~ ::.::~ ::;·:B; ;·:t· ~~:~~-:~:~~~:::;iii~ ?·;oo~t···t j: :j: :J :j: ;t :~:: 
251 Richmond, Va.................... {13) 2 .••. .... 15 ...... ...... {6, 146) 663 .•••.• ........ 6, 809 ........ ' ........ c20 cll2 .... ...... 2 U 
252 Whoeling,W_.Va .......... ~ : . ....................... . 8 a4 a12 2,7()0 2,300 490 0 0 5,550 a1,000 1 a6,550 0 46 1 ~9 5 17 
m f~i~~~ir~::~\\HH::: :it :I}: E ~~~: :i ~===~~ ~m~~ ::q;;: 3~: ::;;: =m~~ ~mm~ Hi :E==:t==~~ .::1 ~~WI ::~J ·tj::·~ 


































2591 Oshkosb.J.... Wis ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·1 
260 Racine, w is . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 6 1 •••••••• 
261 Watertown, Wis* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
262 Georgetown, D. C e ••••••••••••• } -, 0 
263 Washin~rton D C e ·••• ·••• •••• •••• 
~ ' . .............. . ,. 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 188L 
a Estimated. 
bin 1879. 
9 j······ ...... ..... ... ........ ...... ...... ........ 3, 000 •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• j .............. . 
9 •••••• •••••• *1, 670 *1, 130 *200 •••••••••••••• *3, 000 • ·····~ •••••••• •••• 38 5 6 2 -- 2 
5 ........ •••••• 700 300 100 •••• •• • •• • •• •• 1, 100 •••••••• • • •••••• • • • • :' 13 2 5 2 •••• 
54 ....... •••••• 9, 001 5, 262 264 25 0 14,552 •••••••• -~······ 0 169 16 96 4: .b. I 
- . . .)!;. 












TABLE II.-iSclwol statistics of citie.a containing 7,500 inhabitants and over, for 1882, 9·c.-Continued. 




Number of teaohers in- Number of scholars in-
City IEvoning\ All pnblio I :;l '0 -~ Primary Grammar High schools. City normal Evening normal schools. schools. ~ schools. schools. schools. schools. 
whoo~ o -~ 
I I ·t I ~ ~~ City. ~- ~. ~ ~ ~\1) 0 p.~ :;~ ~~ ~_g .'§-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -oiS - ~ Q . I~ . $ g ~ .,. 'li :'.~ 'll :\~ 'li .g '0~ rod '0~ Cl)~ Cl:>te Cl:>as bt'O ~ Cl) ~ ~ -; ~ -; ~ ca ~ ~ ~ ~g ~ ~g :a till'l ~ ] ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ £ ~ _L ~~ _L ~~ _L ~.s Cl)-23 Cl).s ~~ ~~ l'l ~~ Fl Fl 
136 37 38 :39 40 41 4~ 43 44 4~ 46 47 48 1 .49 ~0 ~1 ~~ ~3 
------- ------------ ---------------
1 I Little Rook, .Ark-\- .................... 
1 








a68 60 •········•·················•········ 
~ ~~~~&~~1·~~~~::::::: :::: :::: "i' :::: 
4 San Francisco, Cal ..................... . 
5 San J os6, Cal. .............. . ........... . 
6 Stockton, Cal. ......................... .. 
7 Dem·er,Colo. <&ofcity)* . .............. . 
8 Leadville, Colo• ........................ . 
9 Bridgeport, Conn ...................... .. 
10 Danbury, Conn ......................... . 
11 Derby, Conn* .......... . ............... . 
12 Greenwich, Conn ...................... .. 
13 Hartford, Conn ......................... . 
14 Meriden, Conn ......................... . 
15 Middletown, Conn ..................... .. 
16 New Britain, Conn ..................... . 
17 New Ha;e:n, Conn ...................... . 
18 New London, Conn* ................... . 
19 Norwalk, Conn" ••..••.....•...•..•...•.. 
























:::::: ::::: :1· ~6.-873 ·1· ~4.-749 · ::::::::1:::::::: -- .. 296 ·1·-- ·26o · ::::::::1:::::::: .... -93 ·1· ·---24· 
•••.•..• - ... . .... - ...•........•..• - ..••••• -. 1, 257 .......................... -............ . 
:::::: ::::::I~~~·:~~~ I::::::: ~~~:~~~I::::::: .. --~~fl:: :::::: ::::: ::J::::::: :::::: :J ::::::: 
...... , ...... ,.- ...... ,. -- ..... , ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , .. -..... , ........ , ....... . 
. ..•.. .••••. .••..••. .••. .•.. ........ •••.•••. 670 •••••••.•••••••..••••••.••••.••.•••••••. 
•••••• •••••• •••••••• •••••••. •••••••• ........ 52 •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

















































21 Stamford, Conn ........ ........ ........ . 






























4,302 23 Windham, Conn ........................ . 
u r~~~~&l~f~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ 
28 ColnmlHl!l, Ga .......................... . 




















































30 S:\vnnnn b, Ga .......... .1 . • • . • • • • . • • . • • • • 8 
31 Belleville, IlL..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
32 Bloomington, 111 •••••••.•••..••...•..••..••.•. 
33 Chicago, IlL............ . . . . . . . . 41 9 83 
~~ f~~!~~;:::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~ 
37 Galesburg, Ill~.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
38 Ja-cksonville, Ill"'........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
39 Joliet, Ill*............... 0 0 0 0 1 
40 Moline, Ill* • . • • • • • • . • • • . . . • . . • • . 2 . . . . 3 
41 Ottawa, lll.............. . • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . 6 
42 Peoria, Ill*........ . • . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 . . . . 10 
43 Quincy, Ill . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 4 
44 Rockford, Ill...... • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3 
45 Rock Islandrl]l. ••••..•. . • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . 1 
46 Springfield, ill* . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . 7 
47 Evansville, Ind* ...... .. .••. . . . . . . .. . ... 17 
48 Fort Wayne, Ind............ 3 . ... .... 6 
49 Indianapolis~.-Ind........ 1 . . . . . • • . . . . . 12 
50 La Fayette, .md*........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 10 
51 Log_~nsport, Ind . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
52 Maaison, Ind............ 0 0 0 0 5 
53 Richmond, Ind.......... 0 0 0 0 2 
54 South Bend, Ind . . . •. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 7 
55 Terre Haute, Ind........ 0 0 0 0 10 
56 Vincennes, Ind.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
57 Cedar Rapids, Iowa ......••.................•. 
58 Clinton, Iowa , ....•...•.. • •.................... 
59 Connell Bluffs, Iowa . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 1 
60 Davenport, Iowa . ....... .••. 1 4 .... 11 


































186 I ........ / ..•••••• 1··••••··'···••• •• 1•·•••••• 
....... -1····-·1·•···-·· •··-··---·-------· ·---··-·· '··-····· •·················1·····················--·--
::::::1:::::: 1· 55; 4s9·1· 36; 634 .,. ii; 748 .,. · 9; 928 .,. · i; 377 .,. · i; ioi ·1: :::::::I::::::: :1··4; 4oi·l· · ··952· 
. . . . . . . . • . . . 1, 283 915 517 400 216 188 • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . •••••..•••••••• 
17 42 1, 386 891 220 156 ~2 44 •••••••••••••••.•••••••...•••••• 
...... , ...... , ........ , ........ , ......... ,. ··.·· ... , ........ , ....... -~·-···· .. , ...... ··I······ .. , .. ····~· 
. • • . . • . . . . . . 1, 1'60 . • . . . . . . 615 . . . . • • • . 120 .••..••..••••••..•••••••••••••••..•••••. 
10 53 1, 707 1, 557 243 229 73 66 0 0 0 0 
3 26 971 . • • . . . . . 334 . • • . . • • . 74 • • • • • • • • • •• • • • . . . • • •• • • • 126 •..••••• 
::::::1:::::: 1· ·a: 22i .,. · i; 96i ·1· · · · 453 ·1· · · · 3o2 ·1· · · ·i27 ·1· ··· ioo ·1:::::::: 1::::::::1::::::::1:::::::: 
::::::1:::::: 1· ·1;329 ·1· ···9os ·l· · · · so3 ·1· · .. 588 ·1· · · · ioi ·1· · · · · 79 · ~:::::::: 1::::::::1::::::::1:::::::: 
·••••• .••••..••.......•..••.. ••·•·•· .••.••.. 154 128 1 ..•••••.•••••••••••.•••• ·•·••••• 
· ·· 45·1· ·i4i·1· ·2: 525 .,. · i;s46 ·1· · · · 923 ., .... 755·1· ·· ·i59·1· ··· i4i ·1······ 9 ·r · ···· o·J:::::: :1::::::: 
...••..••••• c12, 848 c9, 051 ........ 1. .... ... 459 1 444 15 I 15 ..••.•.. 1 ....... . 
~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ : ~ ~:: :~1 :'1:: ~.: ~::: : ~:: ::! : : ~: :~::: · · · · ~1r ::::: !: : :::::: ~: :::::: i :~:::: :: ~: :: ::::~: 
. ...•• •••••. 1, 318 929 602 388 144 117 .••• •• . . . . .••••. • ••••.... •••••· 
. • . • • • • • . • • . c4, 267 c3, 068 . • • •• . • . . . . .. . . . 249 210 0 0 0 0 
··· · s·1···4s·1· · i;iloo .,. · i; ooo .,. · · · 855 .,. · · · 469 T · ·· · 8i .,. ·· ·· 75 ·!: :::::::1::::::::! ::::::::1:::::.::: 
:::: ~1::~~: 1·. ~:· ~~~T. ~.- ~~~ l. ~: ~~ -~-~. ·t~~ ·1· ... ~~g ·1· ... ~~~ ·1 :::: :i~: I:: :::ii:l :::: ~i~: 1::: :i~i: 
~~ ~~~~21~~]:;~':~.::::::::: :::: :::::::: :::: 1~ ~! :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
64 Muscatine, Iowa*....... .••. . .•. .•.. . ... 4 30 .•••••.•••••..•..•••.•...••..••.•.•...•.•••.•••••••..••.•••..••••••....•••••.••••••....•••.• 
65 Ottumwa, Iowa. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 26 5 31 1, 338 961 584 415 78 64 .....•............••.•.......... 
i~ t:::~iE~~~i~~~::~~: :::: :::: :::: :::: i ~~ :::::: :::::: -~ffW :~~.:i~~: ~~~:~~~: :::::::: ·---~~~- ::::i;~: :::::::: ,:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
69 Topeka, Ka-ns. . ......... . . .. . . .. .•.. . ... 9 37 .••••• •••••• 2, 079 1, 345 1, 739 906 97 72 ••••••••.•••••••.•••••••.••••••. 
70 Covington, Ky.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 8 59 . • • • • • ••• • •• 2, 349 1, 606 902 714 191 155 •••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••• 
71 Lexington, Ky * ....•.....••..•...........••........•...•••••••••.................................••.. ~ ...••......•••••............••••.......•.. 
72 Louisville, Ky • • •• •• . . . . . . . . 1 . • . . . . • • (b359) •••••••••••• c19, 509 c13, 197 . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • • 645 539 32 24 •••••••••••••••• 
73 Newport, Ky............ .. •. . .. . . .. . .••. 41 · 41 •••••• •••••• 2, 037 1, 606 715 567 73 58 ••••••...•••••••••••••••.••••••• 
74 Paduca.h, Ky............ . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 3 12 • •• • • • • •• • •• 695 "528 219 183 65 48 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
75 Now Orleuns, La........ . ... .. .. . ... . ••. 23 379 ••••••• ~ •••• 19,806 11,575 4, 952 3, 467 218 182 ••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
3,155 2,'1'76 
2,127 1,802 
3, 441 2, 451 
73,015 48,615 
2,016 1, 503 
1, 658 1,091 
1, 760 1,356 
2, 035 1,414 
1, 895 1, 367 
2, 023 1, 852 
1, 505 971 
1, 59'7 a1, 239 
4, 915 3, 674 
3, 801 < 2,363 
2, 289 2,166 
2, 233 1, 575 
2, 792 2, 078 
4, 9G8 4, 476 
3, 616 2, 751 
13,322 9, 510 
2, 986 1, 610 
1, 962 1, 363 
1, 503 1, 065 
2, 298 1, 624 
2, 064. 1, 434 
4, 516 3._278 
1, 204 
2, 536 1, 544 
2, 203 1,436 
2,419 1,378 
5,459 3, 501 
2, 875 1, 796 
3, 88<i 2, 545 
2,484 1,819 
1, 500 1, 400 
2,000 1, 4.40 
2, 516 2, 258 
1, 935 1,437 
3,317 2,365 
3, 915 2, 323 
3,442 . .. :·.~:~ 2,182 
20,186 13,760 
2,825 2, 231 
979 759 
24,976 15,224 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Educa.tio~' for 1881•. 
a Average enrolment. 
b Includes special teachers. 
c In primary and grammar schools. 
d For the winter term. 


















































TABLE IT.-Schoolstatistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and orer,jm· 1882, g-o.- Continued. 
Number of teachers in-




Number of scholars in-




schools. iChools. schools. schools. ~ ~ 
~ .g~ I I» I» I» I» I» I» 
rd g ~~ ~ ~ 11 Q :a~ :a~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ -5 $!·;:: • "0 g . "0 g . "0 g . rd g ~ "0 g . "0 g 
~ 4i 4i <1'1 112 g P< al g}_~ -g g>~ al ~~ -g ~ 'g ~ ~ -g ~ 
I
. 1 ~ ] $ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ ] t~ ~ ~j ~ ~j -~ ~j ~ ~1 ~ ~j 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;E ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
~~ ~ 1361371 38 1391 40 I <&1 ""' <&31 4<& "" "" ' 47 .... <&9 liO S1 ,.,. li3 "" "" 
City. 
Auburn, Me • • • • •• ••• • • • a5 a13 •••.•••. 
Augusta, Me* ..•••••••....•..••..••..••. 
~!Wff.~L~~~~~~~: :::: :::: :::: ::: 
Portland, Me............ . . . . e4 ....... . 
Rockland, Me* ......................... . 
"Baltimore, Md • • • • • • • • . . 16 g67 h13 h80 
n1~~~;.·.~~sS~~~::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Beverly, Mass ............. .. ........... . 
Boston, Mass. . • • • • . • . • . . 1 3 50 64 
Brockton, Mass* ..•••.•..••...•..••..••. 
llrookline, Mass ........................ . 
Cambridge, Mass .••••••..••..••...•.•••. 
Chelsea, Mass* •••••••••...•..•...••.•••. 
Chicopee, Mass ........................ .. 
Clinton, Mass . . • • • •• • • • . . • • . . • • . 1 5 
Fall River, Mass* ...................... . 
Fitchburg, .Mass . . . . • . • . 0 0 1 0 
Gloncostor, Mass •..•••...••..........•.. 
Hn.vt>rhill, Mass ....................... .. 
Holyoke, Mass.......... . . . . . . • . 7 11 
i~~w.~~~~~::::::::: :::: :::: ""ij "49" 
tla13:~~x:s·s·::::::::::: :::: :::: --~- :::: 
Mnrll>orou.(tb, Mnee ...•......••..••..••. 




























. ••• • . .••••. . • • •• • • . • •• . • • • . ••• .• •• . ••• .• •• . • • • . . •• . ••••• ••• •••••• •• •••••• •• •••• •• •• .• •••••• b1, 550 
·••••• .••••..•• . .••..••.•••..••.•••. •••·•••· •••..••. ······-· •••••••• •••••••• •••••••••••••••• 1,220 
. • • • • • . • • • . . . • • . • . • . . • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . c169 . • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • . •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 3, 072 
• ••• • • ••• . . . . • • . • • • . . ••• • ••. . ••• • • •. • • • . • • • . 273 .••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••· 1, 836 
·····- .............................................................. •••••••· ••••••••.••••••• 1,874 
.......................... -. -..... .. . • . . . . • . 167 ...... -. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • •• d2, 538 
• • • • • • • • • • .. 4, 718 3, 065 1, 595 1, 062 424 285 . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • 6, 737 
·••••• •••••· ........................................ ••···••· .•••.. .. ·••••·• · ........ ..•••.•. 1,-i48 
.••••••••••• i15, 521 12, 274 i10, 596 8, 898 il, 570 1, 440 gi3, 648 g3, 261 hi4, 314 h3, 305 i35, 649 
•••••• .••• •• . ••. . ••. . • • . • . . . . . • . .•• . . • •. . • • . . • • . • . . . . •• . • ••• •••••••. . . •• •••• •••••.•. •••••• •. 1, 055 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . . . • • • . . • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . 69 • • • • • • • . . ••. - • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • •• -· • • • 2, 082 
................... - .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. 131 ............... - .•••......•••• .-. • • • • • . . . 1, 421 
·••••· .••••. k22, 953 19, 810 k27, 477 25, 028 k1, 952 1, 859 k92 90 k2, 585 1, 396 lj55,196 
.................................................................................... •••••••· 2, 444 
.•••• ~ . • • • • • . • • . • • • . - • • . . • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • . 130 • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1, 57 4 
. • • • • . . • • • . . . • • . • . .. . • • . . • • . . • • • . • • . . • • . • • •. . 460 403 . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • ~: ~~g 
· ·· i5 -~~---49·1--i: os7 ·1· ·· · 554·1···· 35o·l· ··· 2~f 1· ··· · ~s- ·····57· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
2 37 l-997 903 k401 3.... k58 54 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
371 261 .•••••••••••••..••••.....••••.•. 
182 114 0 0 72 43 
159 143 · ........................ ···--· - · 
::::~:I:::~;: 1· .E ~gg·l· -~~ ~g&·l··r ~~g·~--~~ ~~:-
...... .•.... ........ ........ .••...•. ........ 161 ...................................... .. 
22 106 2, 575 1, 192 785 506 105 89 •••••• •• •••••••. 622 213 
• • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • Z220 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -· •••• • 
............ ····••·· 3,521 ........ "2,474 ····-··· 346 •••••••• ··-····· ••••·•·· .•..•••. 
7 127 3, 138 2, 427 2, 557 2, 087 312 243 • • •• • • • • .• • • • • • • • 124 70 
. • • • • . . . • • . . 1, 285 902 838 586 157 101 ••••••••••••••..••••••..•••••••. 









































































m ~~~~I~J:~:~~~y: :~HJ:~: f,!.) ~ ~:mH~m~ ~~~m~: :~~~~~HHH~~:m iH ::::~;H:::::: :m:::~ m~~~~- :::::~~: Hi! 
110 Newton, Mass................... (4) (87) ...••.•••••• n3,457 n2,539 .••••••• •••••••. 302 258 .....••. .••..•.. 100 75 3 859 . 
~~ ~~j~1s~~~~: ~1:: \~~~ ~~~: -~~: ,r it-~~~:- ::·~:: :~~~::~~ :~~-~::_ ~:~::~~- ~~!:~1:: ::::!~: i:ii:~·i _!::~::. ii:~~~i' li:::.:~ ::::::_: n~ 
118 Springfield, Mass........ • • • . . • . . 2 7 12 112 15 139 3, 183 2, 300 2, 525 1, 811 846 285 . •• • • • . . • • • • • • • . • 572 · · · • · 268 · 61 626 
119 Taunton, Mass . . • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • . 8 0 14 70 5 89 2, 440 1, 496 1, 405 1, 104 159 136 • • • • • • • . . • . • • • . . 327 237 4' 331 
i!~ !ii~~¥,:.~:~~~~:~~ ~~~: ~~~~ ~~:: ~:~~ i * :::: i: :::~: ~~~~~::: :~~~:::: :~:::::: :::::::: .ill :~~~:: :: :~~~~~ ~~ :~~~~:~~ ~~~~~~ ~: :~~~~~ :: HH 
124 Worcester, Mass . • • • • . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . • . 19 203 . • • • • • . • • • . • 6, 726 4, 618 4, 513 3, 257 598 360 . • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . n' 837 
125 AdJ.·ian, Mich . . . . . ••.•.. . • •. .••• ••• . .••. 2 27 •••••• ••••.. 819 512 477 344 150 118 .•••••••.••••••.....•.•..•• , •• . • 1:446 
126 Ann Arbor, Mioh . • • • • • . • • • . . • • . • • • • . • • . 6 31 • • • • • • • • • • . • 934 664 565 440 493 318 . • • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • . . • . . . . • • . • . • . 1 992 
127 Bay Citv, Mioh* ..•.•••. .... .••. . •• . •••. 2 46 .••••• •••. .• 2,148 1, 277 670 405 173 121 .••••. •. •••••• .. .•. . .. . . . .•. . . . . 2: 991 
128 Detroit,)ifioh ... : ....••......••.......•. cif10 d/261 .••... •••... o12, 335 8, 166 o4, 882 3, 350 770 545 .••••• •• .••••• •. 722 k121 17,994 
129 East Sa~ma.w, M10h . • . . 0 0 2 0 (f64) 6 70 2, 153 1, 716 1. 026 743 171 141 . . • • • • •• . •• • . • •• 126 50 3 476 
130 Flint, Mich ..........•.• -j-... . . . . . ... .. . . 2 36 • •• • •• •••• •• 937 587 782 572 178 126 . •. • . . . . •••• •• •. . •• . . • . . . . . • . . . . 1: 897 
131 Grand Rapids, Mioh . . • . . • • • • • • . . • • . • • • . 7 90 . • . • • • .. • • .. 4., 100 2, 513 1, 964 1, 357 512 340 .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. . • . • .. .. .. .. .. . . 6, 576 
~~~ ¥o~~~~~-~ii~~~~I{:::::::':::: :::::::::::: ~ ~~ :::::::::::: "i;5i2. :::::::: .... 293· :::::::: ..... 7o· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~~g 
134 Saginaw, Mich............. .... .••. .... 3 28 •••••• ...... 1, 532 1, 072 423 296 117 91 ........ ........ ........ ........ 2, 072 
~~~ ~rp:;r,~~~~~~~:::::: :::::::: :::::::: 1~ ~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ·:::: :::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~:~g~ 
137 Winona, Minn .. • . ••• • • . . . • . . . . . • • • . • • • . 1 37 4 42 993 732 723 548 89 73 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . • • • • • .. .. .. •• .. 1, 805 
n~ ~~~~sit~~M:~8_s_:::::::~ :::: ::·:· :::::::: ~ ~~ :::::: :::::: :::::::: ""95i" :::::::: ""386" :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~:~~~ 
140 I Kansas City4 ~Q • .. • • • • • .. • • • • • • .. • • .. .. 10 93 ................... - ..... - . . .. .. . • • . . • • .. .. . . • • • .. . . . . . • .. .. .. • • • • .. . • . • .. .. . . • • • • • • .. .. • .. . 8, 442 141 St. Joseph, JU.o.......... .... .... .... .... (/67) ............ 3,159 2,090 945 669 228 188 ................................ 4,332 
142 St. Louis, Mo .. . • • . .. .. . 1 5 24 27 118 929 .. .. .. . .. .. . 42, 935 27, 482 9, 387 7, 852 660 564 68 47 3, 300 1, 655 56, 350 







































Hi ~fr:~:~~~t~~~~:::::; :::::::: ::~: ::~~ ~ ~ :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: lJH I i:g~~ 
147 Dover,N.H* .................... 1 3 4 41 ............ 1,193 844 572 430 109 89 ........ ........ 155 74 2,029 1,437 
148 Manchester, N.H ............... k2 k12 8 84 ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ ••••••.• 233 ...... .. .. ...... ........ 444 164 4, 539 2, 87() 
149 Nashua, N.H* .......... .... .... .... .... 3 49 ............................................................................... ... .. ...... . 2,606 d1,951 
!'From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. fin eludes special teachers. ZFor the first term of the school year ending July 1, 
~ ~~~:a~~~i_in rural schools. ~}~ :O~g;~dh~~h~::I:~ schools. m F~~8lb.e summer term. 
c Number registered during fall term. i Number on roll November, 1882. nin·primary and grammar schools. 
dE~clusive of evening school reports. j Including special schools for the deaf and licensed minors. o Includes some duplicate enrolments 



















'l' ABLE II.- Sclwol sfai~iics 1Jj citi88 containiJJg"7,500 inhabitants and Ot'er, for 1882, g·c.- Continued. 
I , Number of teachers in- Number of 11cholars in-
j ~CHty ·l, L',- • I All . I ~ ~ norm~tl *". enlllj! pubhc . ,... I Primary G . sch<.ols ~ ~abools. / . . fic.hools. ;g ~ schools. 8~~~:;f~'l.r High schools. Cityhnot1·mal I E'l'ening 1 All public · -... 0 :!:! >£· • sc oo s. schools. schools. 
-~~~-~ -_I . ~ ~- j l..9 !JJ . p., • I» • . ,e. ;.-, 
I 
"-..... -g ~ ,.; ~ ~ 8 ~ 8 ·;; G) ~ a) ~ a) ~ G) 
Ill(,) 8·<:: · .g~ • .g~ • .g~ • .g~ .gg .gu 
G) a) ~ 4:) <C ~ p.. ~ ~ 'g g}__, ~ g}_~ -g g>r..a ..0 4:) C\l ..0 ~ ~ 
~ 1 a) ] ~ ] ~ I ~ ~ t~ ] ;j ~ ~j ~ ~ § ~ ~] ~ ~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~1i ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
1:---------1 ------- ----- -------------------- - -
' 1 86 13~ 3S 39 40 ~ 4~ f 43 ~~~~~~~~ 3~ 33 34 "" 
150 Portsn1outl1, N.H....... . .. . . ••. •••• .••. 6 28 .••••. •••••• ........ ·•· · · · .. ··•• ·• ·· ······.. 156 •••••••• •••••••• .••••••• ······.. .••••• •. 1, 910 *1, 771 
151 .Britlgeto~-~. N. J a. .. • • • • • . • • • • ••• • • • • • ••• 4 24 . • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 300 811 242 152 • • • • • • • • • •• • •• . . • ••• • • • . • ••• • • • • • •• • . .. . . • • • • .. . 1 542 !l63 
152 C:nuden,.l:'I.J............ ..•. .••. •••• .•.. 7 118 ............................................................................................ 8:466 4 512 
153 Elizabeth. N.J.......... .. • . . • • . 2 4 5 52 .. • • • • . ••••. b3, 501 1, 524 . ••• •• . . 515 •••••• •. 118 . ••• •• • . . ••• . • •. 517 127 4, 018 2; 284 
Hi ~~~~~1~1- ~:::~~ ~~: ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~ ··· :r · · ~- ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~===~= ~~ :~: ::::: :::::: :~ :;;; ~: :~~= :::: :~~~~~=: ~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~ :~ ,:f: m ·· :~ !!! 
15S NowBrunswiok,N.J... ..•. .••••••.•••. 4 41 •••••..••••• 1,545 1,034 776 580 210 129 •••••••.••••..••...•.•...••••••. 2;531 1;743 
1."i!l Orange, N. J ..................... ~.. . . . . 2 30 • • • • • • .. • • • . 1, 226 665 354 224 79 46 . • • • • .. . • • • • • .. . . • • . . • . . . • • • . • .. 1, 659 935 
160 Paterson, N.J........... 1 1 (63) (187) .••••••••••. d8, 765 ....................... ,. 170 . • • . • •• . 20 .. .. .. .. 2, 225 949 11 180 5 742 
~~ !~g~~~~-~:::::::::: :::::::::::::::: 2! 12~g :::::: :::::: ::::~~~: :::::::: ::::~~~: :::::::: ····~~~- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::;:: :::::::: Jg~! ~:~i~ 
Hi! Auburn, N. Y ••••..•••.• ~--· •••. . • • . •••. . 2 6(. 17 83 2,114 1, 400 895 702 229 182 ........ . . ... . .. .. . .. ••. .. . ..... 3; 238 2; 284 
16.> l~inghamton, N.Y............... . ....... 6 69 .••••. •••••• 2,143 ........ 719 ... . .... 138 .. .... .. ............. .... .... ........... 3, 000 2 o!l2 
166 Brooklyn, N.Y.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1, 498) . • •• • • . • . . . • 68, 403 36, 184 23, 238 18, 188 556 522 . • • . . . .. . . • • . • .. 5, 406 3, 262 97, 603 ss' 156 
~~I ~~:~~~: ~: ~ :::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: · i4. c~ c4~g ···is· ···73· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ... ~~~~. :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::: :~:. · · · ·i2o · e2~; ~i e1~: ~~~ 
169 Elmira, N. Y •.•••• ••.... . •.. . •• . . ••. . ••. 7 73 12 92 1, !)02 1, 270 1, 901 1, 473 156 131 . ••.••.. .••• .•• . ..... . • . . ••.• ••. 3, 959 2, 874 
170 llndson.~,]if. Y •••••• .•••. •••• .••. •.•. •••• 3 20 ...... ..•.•. 1,174 ...... .. 243 ..... .. . 203 ..... ... .••.•••. ..... ... ........ .••.•••. 1, 620 795 
'171 Ithaca, .1:'1. y ....... ...... . ... .... . ... . ... 2 31 . ..• •• .••• •• 1,198 801 579 464 169 112 . •••. ••. .• ... .. . ... .. •• . . . .... •. 1, 946 1, 377 
172 Kingston, N. Y g . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • . . • • . 7 25 . • • • • • .. • • • . . . .. .. .. . • • .. . . . . • • .. .. . . . • . . . . . 166 . . . .. . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . .. . . . .. • • • . .. .. . • • . 1, 687 1, 106 
173 LocKport, N.Y.......... . .•. . .•. . ... . . .. ~ 40 .•.••• .••••. 1, 633 829 688 441 289 178 ......................... ·····~· 2, 610 1, «& 
~~~ ~~~\1,;~;~.dN~~·~~::~: :::::::: --2· --2· ~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~J~ ~:n~ 
170 NowYork,N.Y ......... 7 31213 93 436 3,108 •••••••••••• hl92,977h85,173 78,733 43,8i6 ................ 2,264 1,130 18,792 6,833 292,766 136,982 
1i7 014\\'0f:tO, N.y.... . ....... il . . . . .. . . . . .. 8 63 •••• •• •••••• 1, 695 1, 098 1, 809 1, 311 151 124 i145 i44 .. .. .. . . . •• .. . . . 3, 800 2, 577 


































171) Ponghkcepsic, N.Y ••••. ---· .••.•••••••• /2 60 ······ ...... 2,135 1, 319 786 5&5 175 142 .•• : .•.. . ......... ............ ......... 3, 096 2, 048 180 Rocbestcr, N.Y ................. ---- •••• 16 254 ......... ...... 6, 743 4, 675 6, 613 3, 800 ·i25 313 .............. .. ............ .. ............ ......... 13,781 8, 788 
181 Rome, N.Y ....... -----· ........ ....... .. ...... ........ 3 28 ......... ...... .. ................ 1, 836 1, 206 
182 Saratoga ~rings, N. Y* . 5 27 ........ ·-···· 1, 306 235 .............. 93 .. .............. .............. ............... 34 .. ........... 1, 668 1, 097 
183 Syracuse, . Y ----······ 2 0 0 0 12 175 47 234 6, 201 4, 325 2, 744 2, 537 483 346 19 16 ............. .............. 9, 447 7, 224 
184 Utica, N.Y .............. 0 0 1 6 7 110 29 146 2, 329 1, 636 2, 743 1, 654 172 143 0 0 334 109 5, 578 3,542 
185 Raleigh, N. C* .•••.•••••. j6 jl7 ........... ....... jl, 778 jl, 000 
186 Akron, Ohio* ........... 0 0 0 1 55 2, 061 1, 521 954 833 180 131 0 0 0 0 3,195 2, 485 
187 Cant()n,Ohio ............ /11 /44 2,190 1, 521 721 483 75 56 153 65 3,139 2,125 
188 Chillicothe, Ohio .•••••.. 3 42 1, 234 1, 019 687 568 108 94 "3,'742' 2,029 1, 681 189 Cincinnat.i, Ohio ........ 2 1 56 18 177 549 27,696 21,080 5,233 4,312 1, 255 1, 072 43 37 2,156 37,969 28,657 
190 Cleveland, Ohio* -----· .. 1 1 22 423 17,131 11, 231 6, 668 5, 031 984 708 53 47 24, 836 17,017 
191 Columbus, Ohio ......... 16 150 5, 451 4,100 2, 409 1,963 573 479 8,433 6,542 
192 Dayton, Ohio ............ 1 10 2 27 110 4,409 3, 212 1, 507 1, 255 269 230 .13 12 772 354 6, 9i0 5, 063 
193 Fremont, Ohio* ......... 0 0 0 0 2 17 628 408 332 248 80 62 0 0 0 0 1, 040 718 
194 Hamilton, Ohio .••••••••• 9 28 2, 043 1, 525 
195 Newark, Ohio* •••••••••• 4 36 1, 217 811 456 366 106 79 k44 k23 l30 Z26 1,853 1, 305 
196 Portsmouth, Ohio ••••••• 0 0 0 0 4 39 1, 517 1,160 653 417 92 72 0 0 0 0 2,262 1, 649 
197 Sandusk~, Ohio .•••••••. 0 0 0 0 3 48 15 66 1,836 1, 417 613 509 116 100 0 0 0 0 2, 565 2, 026 rTJ 
198 Sprin!,.fie di Ohio* ••••••• 10 51 d3, 065 d2, 236 129 112 3,134 2,348 1-3 
199 Steubenvil e, Ohio .•••••• 6 37 1, 698 1,189 529 '""'i62' 153 117 2, 380 1,768 ~ 
200 Tiffin, Ohio .••.•••••••••. ........ ........ ....... ....... 3 28 822 584 402 302 99 72 1,323 958 1-3 ...... 
201 Toledo, Ohio ............ 15 119 --i;oo4' 186 7,826 5,641 w. 202 Zanesvin0 Ohio* •••••• · •• 8 63 1, 500 1, 080 1,411 1!>0 119 3, 061 2,203 1-3 203 Portland, reg •••••••••• 7 55 2, 201 1,569 861 776 196 171 3,258 2, 516 1-4 c 204 .Allegheny, Pa .•••••••••. 16 190 12,561 8,358 ~ 
205 Allentown, Pa .••••••••.. 13 44 3,51!3 2,314 t'l 
206 Altoo:a.Pa. ............. 7 44 2, 351 1, 999 681 609 94 89 3,126 2,697 
207 Bradfor ,Pa. ..•••••••.•. 26 6 32 1,181 687 352 310 48 40 1, 581 1, 037 1-3 
208 Carbondale, Pa. .••••••••• 6 18 ............. ···-·- ............. ·--····· . .......... ........... ............. ............. . .......... ·-···-·· ............ . . . ..... 1, 780 1,358 ~ 
209 Chester, Pa. .••••••••••••• ....... ..... . ..... ·-·· 0 51 .......... .......... .......... .. ...... ... ......... . ......... .............. . ........... .. .......... ............. . ......... . .......... 2, 509 1, 691 t:d 
210 Colu~bia.{a.- ••••••••••• 2 22 .......... .......... .......... ............. . .. .... ..... .. ........... .. ............. . ......... . ......... ............. . .. ... ... ... · ..... 1, 515 1, 077 t'l 
211 Danville, a. ••••••••••••• 4 25 ...... ......... ........... .............. . ... ... .... ...... .... .. ......... .... ......... .. .... . .. . . ........... .. .. ... ..... ............. 1, 70!J 1,123 trj 
212 Easton, Pa.* .•••••••••••• ...... ....... ...... . ...... 19 33 . ......... ............ ............. ........... ...... --·- ........... ............ . ........... . .. .. ~ ....... . ............. . ............. ............ 2,2!11 1,688 rn 
2!3 Erie, Pa ••••••.•••••••••. .... .... ..... ....... 9 100 .. ........ . ....... .......... -- . ............ .. ............. . ............ . .......... ............. ·-·· ....... .. .. -· ...... .. .......... . .......... 4,658 3,138 
214 Harrisburg, Pa..~ •••••••. ...... ........ ..... ..... 26 85 ....... . ......... 4,599 2,900 . 972 669 224 189 . ........... . ........... . .......... ......... 5,795 3, 758 
215 Johnstown, Pa. •••••••••. 9 22 ........ ........... ........... . ......... .......... ............ .............. .. ... . ... . .. .......... ......... ........ .... ............. 1, 695 1,148 
216 Lancaster, Pa. ••••••••••. ........ ..... ...... ...... 9 61 .. ...... .......... ............ . .......... ............ .............. . ........... . ... . .... .. ............ ............. ........... ............ 4,500 2,584 
217 Lebanon, Pa •••••••••••• .... ---· ....... ...... 10 20 . ...... ........... .......... . ............. ............. . ........... ........... ............ ............ . ........ ............. . ............ 1, 673 1,175 218 McKeeill:ort, Pa. ••••••••. 2 21 ........ ......... .......... .. ........ . ......... .. ........... . ............ ............. ............. .. .............. . .... .. ... ·-·· ....... 1, 434 890 
2111 Meadv' o, Pa. ••••••••••. 37 ....... ......... .......... ............ . ............ .............. ........... ............ .......... . .......... . .......... . .......... 1, 800 1, 356 
220 New Castle, Pa.* •••••••. ..... ....... . ..... ...... 5 26 . ......... . ......... ·····-·· . ......... .............. ............. ............ ............ .......... . ........ . .... .. ... . .............. 1, 560 1, 096 
221 Norristown, Pa .••••••••. 4 39 .......... ............ 1,400 849 666 564 172 135 .......... .. ........... ............... ............ 2, 238 1, 548 
222 Philadelphia., Pa.* ••••••• 3 2<: 81 2, 032 ........ ........ dl00,697 d91,894 . ......... . ........... 523 965 .. ............. ........... . .......... 102, 185 d!Jl, 894 
223 Pittsburgh, Pa.* •••.••••. 64 44-1 564 45~ 
~:::::: 
26, 816 17, 180 
224 Pottsville, Pa ••••••••••. 7 43 2, 817 1, 90!J 
225 Reading, Pa* •••••••••••. ...... ...... ....... .... 3 150 23 176 4,158 3,235 2,429 2, 055 324 319 ------·· ---·---- ····-··· -··-··-· 6, 911 5, 609 
-:'From Report of the Commissioner of Eclucation for 1881. dIn primary and grammar schools. h Includes r~orts of corporate schools. a These stll-tistics are from a. return for the year 1881. e For the term ending December 22, 1882. i In unclassi ed school. (.!:) bin primary, ~ammar, and high schools. jiuclucles special teachers . jFor city and county. 


































TABLE IT.-School statiRtiC8 of citiea containing 7,500 inhabita),ts and over, for 1882, 9-c.- Contlnue<I. 
I 
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~ ~! od <ll b!ro :z dJ':l 
~ ·~ .s 
l':l f;>+> 
~ -<ti•~ 
1 1 l-l-l-l--l--l--l--l---l---l--- l---l---l---r---l---r---l---1---l---
J. 36 13'1 138 139 1 40 I 41 I 4~ I 43 44 ~5 46 4'1 4S 49 :iO ~· ~:J 53 54 I 5;1 I I 1-l-l-l--l--l--l--l---l---l---l---l--l---l---l---l---l---l---l-·--
Scranton, Pn. •••••••••••• , ......•. 19 , 27 
Sbnmokin, Pa ••••••.••....•..•..•••.•••. 
Shenandoah, Pa. ................. ....... . 
Titns,·illo, Pa.* .••••••••......•...••..••. 
"\Yilkos-Barro, Pa. ...••• ..• ....•..••...•• 
~;:i~~~~~~:.t:~~:::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
N CW1lOl't, R.I........... 0 0 2 10 
Pawtucket, R. I ........................ . 
Providenre, R.I. .....................•.. 
"\Vnrwick,R.I ...... .-.· .................. . 
Woou~;ocko\ R.I. •...........••..••..... 
Charleston,::;, C . . . . . . . . . 2 ..•..••..••. 
Chattanooga., Tenn ..•••..••..••..••..••. 
Knoxville, Tenn ..•••..............•...•. 
~:!t~?~~.·i~~::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Galveston, Tex ........................ . 
Row~ton, •.rex .......................... . 
11~~i!~~{~~~~;.::::::::: :::: :::: :::::::: 
~rrtt~~~~~~~.:;:~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ 
Ric•hmoud, Vn. ......... .. ··· J···· ....... . 
WhN·lin~, "\V. Vn..... •• . . 0 0 0 0 
Applc•1un. WiA ......................... . 












































1, 682 1, 075 
6 34 1, 08:> 617 678 403 54 38 ..... . ...................... .. .. 
::~~;: :~i~~: 1:: ~·: ~~~: :: ~·: ~~~ :J:: ::~~~: :::: ~~~ :j::::: ~~: ::::: ~~ :j: ::::::: :::::: ~ :j::: :.:::: :::::: J 
. • • . • . . • • • • • 1, 782 1, 221 1, 585 893 122 103 . • . . . • • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ....• - . 
1,257 780 753 477 136 112 ......... ........ . 325 , .•.•.•.. 





















::::::1:::::: 1··2; 232·1: ::::::: 1· ... 495 ·1: :::::: :1· .... 97 ·1:::: ::::1::::::::1:::::::: I:::::::: 1:::::::: 
: ::~:,::~::: J ::!~ ~~~: 1 :: ~~!~! :1::~~ !!!:1::~~ ~~!: 
1~g , .... io7·1 ..... ·o· /· ...... o., ...... o., ...... o· 
71 .•............. . ..•..•...••••.•..•.••... 
256 209 ............•....••.•....•...... 
72 ............................. . ................ .............................. .. 
~~~!~ ~-~~ · i-'iilli i:'i~gi ii'ill~i l iiii~lli ~~jj 1i~liiiiiili !!!!!!!! iiiii! !! ii.iiiii iiiiii!i 
10, ()96 7, OG2 
1, 8]7 1, 058 
2,182 1,306 
1,479 1,142 
5, 001 ............. 
3,489 2, 217 
2, 559 ], 762 
2,471 1, 3G9 
3,116 2, 087 
14,542 10, 248 
2, 050 1, ]()0 
2,824 1,236 
5, 90! 3,789 
2,580 1,518 
2,137 1, 533 
3, 948 2, 671 
6, 045 4,508 
2,150 1,417 
1, 796 I, 221 
1,425 --·i: oii:l 1, 570 
2,182 1, 369 
1, 524;' 1,181 
2, 083 1, 518 
1, 040 575 
6, 950 5,620 
4:, 88!, 4, 330 
1,815 ........ 












































~t£~~~:{~t~:::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: . 
Milwaukee, W1s.. •• . • • . . . • • . 2 31 13 
~~~t::~Ys~::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: ::::· 
Watertown, Wis* ••••••...•......•...••. 
Georg_etown, D.Ce .... ~ 0 3 o o 









34 ••••••••••••.••••••. ···••oo• •••••••• oooooooo 137 --·~-0 ····••oo ooooooo. ooooooo. • 0 •• 0 ••• 
39 oooooo ·--o•• ..... 0 ••• •••OOoo ·•oooo •• oooooo •• ••o••· •• ooooo-.. ooOOOO •••••• oooo •••oo••• •••o•• •• 
30 ·-- .-~- •••••• •••••• ..•••••••• oooooo •• OooOOOoo ................ ooooo• •• 000000 .......... •••o•• •• 
b239 256 577 c18,289 9; 812 .• 0 0. 0 o• 2, 167 293 245 14 14 1, 626 784 
47 ••o•oo oOOoO• ........... o .... ••oooooo ••o•o•·· ••o•···· ······-· •••••••• •••o••·· •••••••• •••o···· 
46 .••••• •o•--· d2,455 ........ •••o•O•• ·--o•o•• 107 ..... o ....... _o•• oooo ................ o ••• 
1& 10 32: ......... o ••••••••• ooooo ooOoOOoo .o ........... o ................................. . 
273 ••o•o~ •0000 11,501 8, 772 5, 512 4, 156' 268 215 25 25 0 0 
*From Report of tho Commissioner of Edncation for 1881. 

















b Those numbers include some duplicates, most of the teachers in evening schools 
being also employeclin day schools; speci~l teachers' are also included. 
c In district, primary, and branch schools. 
c~ In primary and grammar schools. 
e These statistics are for white schools only; for those in which colored schools 















TABLE II.- School statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and over, for 188'2, g·c.-Continned. 
Number of scholars in- I.A. vera.~e daily attendance p.er teacher, exc uding special teachers, in- Average annual salaries of-
Pii '\'ate and pa.- .All schools, pub- rd I Principals in I Principals in I Assistants in ... ~ ~ rachial schools. lie and private. 
~ 
'0 .!i 4) ..., primary schools. grammar schools. grammar schools . 
i ~ "' g "d 
1=1 
I '0 1=1 "j:l City. I I» 0 
~ $ 
4) 
~<P ~ l1i "' c: ~-
I ~~ 
~ '0 - ..:::1 -~ ;1~ "' "' 0 .-d '1:1~ en 
J 
i s "' 0 4) 
r I I~ I .g 4>0.: l "' bl) ;::l ~ I ~ I I G) 
4) b£'-:::l t>.ll't:l ~ .s ~ ril ::::1 ~~ ~ 
cdl=! 
~ 0 ~.£ i ~ ~ ~· 
a) • ciS • 
~ ~ ~ j ~ ·~ ~ 8 ~ !i= ~~ 4) ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 
---- - --~-
1 ~6 ~1' ~S c'i9 60 161 6~ 63 64 6~ 66 61' 6S 69 1'0 'f:l ':~ I 1'3 
--------------- ----'-
1 Little Rock, Ark* ................................. • ........ • • ...••••• •• • • .•• •• •. . • • • .. 51 $1, 500 $150 .. .. .. • . $630 $1, 035 .. • .. . .. $405 1 $473 
2 Los Angeles, Cal* • . •• • • • . •• • • • . . . .. • . • . • . • . . . • .. . • • . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . • . • .. .. .. .. 39 1, 800 .. .. .. .. a$80 a80 bl, 000 $867 800 j b800 
3 Oakland, Cal .. .. . .. • .. • • . . . . . • • . . . • .. • • .. . • • • . • . . . • • • • • . . (39) 33 . • • • .. 24 38 2, 400 1, 200 .. .. .. .. 1, 260 1, 800 .. .. • .. • • • .. .. .. • . 895 
4 San Francisco, Cal. ...................................... 53 42 36 .••••. 33 .... .. 4, 000 3, 000 all5 al28 a189 1 al75 ...... ... . a78 
~ ~~~c~t~!: 8!~ :::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: -~~--- b\~~~ :::::::: :::::::: ... b9oo· ~};~~~ -~~~-~~- ::::::::::1 g~~~ 
7 DonYer. Colo. (t of city)* ................................. · ••• •· ............ ·• · ·.. .•. .. . .. .. .. 2, 700 .. • .. • • . ..• •• • • • . 1, 000 (1, 000) (800) 
8 Lead·dlle, Colo* ........................................................................ 49 2, 000 ........ ........ 720 720 720 720 720 
111111~----iii iiii!iil iiiiii!i ![ii"i!i ii~~iii! !iiiii !iiiii ii!i!! iiiiii llllll :ii::j :~~;~: liilli!ll!!ll!ll jii·:~i :ii!:i:;: !!~!~:! 1 l:·~~iliil ~!!!!~ 
~~ ~~~:~~: gg~::.:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: -:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
21 Stamford, Conn .................................. · • · ....... • • •• • •· .. • ···-- · ........ • • • • · •• • • • .••••• • · .. • • • • ............. · • .. · .... • .. · ................ · ·-- .... • • • · 
~ ~~~~:~~f~~~~z .~n~~ :~~:~::~ ::~H: :~H~: m::~ ~Hi ~~~~~i mi~i :i~~~: :;:::: ::~je: mH: m::::: ::::::: ::::n;;: :~::;;;~ :m:::::: :::::~~ 
































































~~1~~rt~&:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·45··· ·47··· :::::::::::::::::::::::: b~:g~~ :::::::::::::::: ·---~~~- 1'~~~ .•.• ~~~- ······75o· ·····soo 
Bloomington, Ill ••• · ..••..•••••...••• ·- ...••• · •. · · · • · ·-- · · • ·-- · · ·. ••. . . . . . • •••• •• • • • • . . 42 1, 400 . • • • • . • . . • • • • • • • 563 . • • • . . . . . . 653 . • • • • • • . . . 371-
Chion.go, ·ru ..•....••.•••...........•...........•.. --..... 60 50 . 40 . • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 4, ooo 3, 000 • • • • • • • • 1, 221 1, 720 1, 658 . • • . • • • • • . 698 
Jii?.~D~WH ~~~~m: =:~H~ :~~;m~ =m~~~~ :~L :f::: :~\: ::::~~~~::~::iF.+~. ::H:: ~~~~~~iL:~~- ::::::]: ---~!-~:::~::~::::::·ill 
Joliet, Til * • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . dQOO d500 2, 623 2, 352 48 26 22 0 0 46 1, 500 ••••••••.•••••• ·1 511 • • • • • • • • • . 600 . • • • • • . . • . a45 
~t~~~~.I1r.:::::::::::::: .... :~~- :::::::: --~·.:~~- :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :~ ~:~~g :::::::: :::::::: !!g :::::::::: ·---~~~- :::::::::: ····-~4o 
Peoria, 111* ••••••••••••••. 1, 580 . • ••. • • . 6, 4!!5 . • •• •• • . 57 38 32 . •• • • . ••• • •• 41 2, 000 • • •••••. · (500) 1, 200 800 . • • • . • . • • . b500 
~~~Vo~~rir:::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: b~:~gg :::::::: :::::::: .... ~:~. ···bi;2oo· b~~~ :::::::::: b~~ 
Rock Island, lll. ......................................... 45 39 23 •••••.•••••• 41 b1, 550 •••••••. .••••••. b540 .•••••.... b1, 000 ••••.•. ••. b540 
~~~~;.;Ir?:,·~~<:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: -~~--- --~·-~~~- :::::::: :::::::: a~gg bf:~gg .... 9oo· :::::::::: b~~g 
Fort Wayne, Ind....... 3, 200 2, 200 6, 816 4, 951 38 27 24 9 .••••• 33 2, 500 • • •.. . • . .••••. •. ••• • .• . . 825 871 .•.•.... .. 448 
Indianapoli~Ind .•••• :.. ..•..••. .•••••.. .•••••.. ........ {45) 30 15 .• : ••.•••••• b3, 000 b2, 000 ...•.. .. ..•.. ... b1, 100 bl, 100 b600 b600 
~t£~t~~~~~~~:::: ~~:~~:~: ::::~~~: :::::::: ::~.:~~~: :;;::: :::::: :;;::: :::::: ~:::~~ :;~::: Uft ~~:~~::~ ::::~~~: .... ;~ ..... ~~-::::iii: ::::::;;: ill 
South :Bend, Ind . . • . . . . • . . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • . . • • • • • • . . • • . • • • . 58 24 39 • • • • • • • • • • • • 41 1, 400 • • • • . . . . 360 360 454 370 •••.••••••.••.•••• 
Te1Te Haute, Ind • • •• . • • . . • . • . • . . . • • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . • • . . . • . • . . • • • • • •••• •• • ••• • • 45 2, 500 e435 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 735 750 • • • • • • • • • . 500 
Vincennes, Ind .•...•••••..•.•.....•••••..••••.....••••....•••••..••.•.•••••••••••.••••••••••. b1, 600 ••••. .•. .••••••. •••••• •• •••••••••. •••..••. •••••••••• b500 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa...... 300 250 2, 836 1, 794 37 46 25 • • • • • • • • • • • • 43 1, 500 .•• ~.... . • • • • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 650 •••••••••..•••.••. 
Clinton, Iowa . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • •• • • • . • • • • . 42 1, 800 • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • b600 • • • • • • • • • • 600 • • • • • • • • • . 500 
Council :Bluffs, Iowa . • • • . d300 d200 2, 719 1, 578 32 41 25 . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • b2, 200 • • • • . • • . b550 b550 • • • • • • • • • . 550 • • • • • • . • • . 550 
Davenport, Iowa . .•....•..••• ••..•••...•.•••..••..••••••. 49 34 41 11 40 43 1, 800 •••••. •. •••••• .. 600 1, 017 950 . ••. ...... 543 
Des Moines (west side), .•••.••..•••.••...•.•••..••.•••..••••..•••••.••••.•••• •• • • . • • . 36 1, 600 • •• • • • • • · 713 618 1, 100 bl.100 • • • • • • • • • . 570 
Iowa. 
~ !~~~~~~!iF:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~~--- -~f~gf :::::::: ---~~gf :::::::: 1• 5?~80~~:::::: ~&~00)··--~~~ 
65 Ottumwa, Iowa.......... 200 144 2, 200 1, 584 68 42 32 • • • • • • •••• •• 55 1, 500 • • •• • • • • • • • . . • . . • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • . . . 600 . • • . . • . • • • 450 
~~ t~~~~~.¥~ss::~::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ~g i:ggg :::::::: a~~g ····4ao· bl, ~~g a~~g :::::::::: ..... 46o 
68 Leavenworth, Kans . • • • . • • • • • . • • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • . •••••• . • • • • • . . • . . . .••••• •••••• 59 2, 400 • • •• • • • • 600 600 750 750 600 600 
69 Topeka, Kana . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • . . . • . . . • • . . • • . • • • . . • • • • • • . 44 56 36 • • • • • . • • • • • • 50 1, 000 • • • • • • • • a50 a50 a70 a60 a45 a45 
~~ t~;~~~~:~~.::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: -~~--- ·-~·-~~~- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: .... ~·-~~~- -~--~:~. :::::::::: ···--~~: 
72 Louisville, Ky............ . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . • • . • 43 30 24 • • • • • • 42 2, 400 fl, 350 650 • • • • . • • . (1, 350) (600) n ~iv.~~tJ .. ~~~::~:~~ ~~ ~:~:~ :~: : :::~::: ~~:::: ~: ~:~:: :~~ :~::: :1!: :: :~: :: ~=::~: ~~:~~: :~::: .;: ~ :~~::~~: :~~:=:~: .i .... ::~~r::~~: :: :/]· · i
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. c Including Monroe County. e This is the minimum salary. 
a Monthly salaries. dEstimated. /For superintendent of German instruction. 















TABLE !I.-School stati-stics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants ancl over, for 1882, g·o.-Continued. 
Number of scholars in- 1
A verage daily attendance per teacher, 
excluding speci:)l teachers, in- Average annual salaries of-
Private and pa- All schools, pub- rr:s I Principals in I Principals in I Assistants !If 
~ 1§ 
s:l 
roohial schools. llo and private. a:i <P primary schools. grammar schools. grammar schools. a:i <P ~ "' '0 0 .,; '0 I'd City. I I '0 0 -5 '0 0 R 1>. 1>. 0 1 ~ IX) 0 ~ .s 
<P p.. 




1 I 56 li'f liS 59 60 61 6~ 63 64 65 66 6'f 6S 69' 'fO 'f1 ,.~ 'f3 
I ,, ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , _ __ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ____ , __ _ 
771 Augusta, Me* ••••••.•.••. 1 ................................ 1······ .-. ... --····!······ ...... ,...... $425 ab$125 a$325 j ........ a$1,200 •••.•••. (a$350) 
78 :Bangor, Mtl.. ••• • • . . .. • • . . . • • • . • .. .. • ... • . • •• •• • • • ... • • • • . .. • • • • • • .. • . • • • • • • . • • • .. • •• • • • • •• • • • • • • .. .. . • • • . • • • . (ac34) .......... • • • . . . .. .......... a$370 
~~ fr~~~~~:::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: -~r-· -~r-- --·~r :::::: :::::: :~~::: .. :·.~~~- :::::::: ::::::::!---~~~~- a~Jgg :::~~~~: :::::::::: !~i 82 1 Portland, Me............. . .. .. .. . . ....... . • .. . ... . ••. . .. . 48 37 27 . .... . •••• •• 38 · 2, 250 .. .... • . (500) 1, 400 750 .. •• ...... 450 
83 Roc~land, Me* ........................................... ··:.··· ........................ 38 ........................ 1 ac28 a900 ........ .......... ac36 
84 . BnltlDlore, Md............ .. • .. .. . . • .. .. .. .. .... .. .. • .. .. . 3;, 34 40 d39 e36 37 2, 000 1, 800 • • • .. • .. a696 a1, 500 a900 a900 a672 
j~ I ~~:~i~t~s~~::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::~::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::~~~5:0!:::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
88 :Boston, Mass. . .. . .. .. • • .. . . • . .. • . .. • . . .. . . • .. .. • . .. • .. .. . . • • • .. . • .. • • . • • • •• • • • • • • ••• • .. .. • • •• 4, 250 3, 780 .. • .. • .. • • • . .. .. 2, 530 2, 280 1, 890 768 
89 Brockton, Massk .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . ... . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. ... ... .. a337 a950 a450 ................. . 
n I ~~~~~eilt:H~::: :mE L~jj: :jjH~ ~jH~: :;t::~ :;;::~ ~::~: m~~~ m~~~ ~~L _i.!!!_ m:m: ::::::ji~):::: :::~j·::~: ::::i~: ~H~~:~: :~~~~ 
95 :FalllUver, Mass~ .............................................................................................................................................. .. 
9G Fitchburg, Mass . . • . . .. . . 0 . • • .. . .. . .. • .. .. . .. . .. .. 39 35 21 0 43 34 1, 900 .. .. .. .. . • • • .. • . 360 1, 000 .. .. .. • . • • ...... .. • .. 380 
!17 Gloucoslcr, Mass ....................................................................... 38 2, 000 ........ ........ 380 ' a1,600 517 ................. . 
98 lla,erhill, Mass ................................................................................. ·· ... · ............... · ... • ... · ......... · ................. · ..... · · 
99 Holyoke, Mass........... 2,14.9 1, 39G 6 236 3,396 31 22 18 ............ 28 2, 000 ........ ........ 457 1,125 440 440 483 
ig~ ~~~~~~~j;:1cfl1~~~~~ ::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::: · :::':: ::: :::::::: '4()"' "35"' · ···35· :::::: :::::: -~··· a~: ~~g :::::::: :::::::: agf~ ai; ~gg ---~~~- ---~~~-~~~- a~~~ 
10~ Lyun, n!:wa . .. • . .. .. • .. . 510 350 6 641 5,177 58 44 28 ... ... 23 . .... . 2, 250 . .. .. .. . .. ... ... 450 al, 300 a700 ......... · sgg 
lO!J u!aldoll, MMR ...... ........................ .'..... .. .. .. .. 36 32 20 .... .. .... •• • •• .. • 2, 250 • .. • • •• . • ... • • .. 650 ........ • · 967 .. .. .. .. .. gOO 















































































Medford, hla.ss• ..••••••• ••••..••..•••.••..•••.•...••.•••.••••• ·1····. ·1····.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 a900 . • • • • • • . . ••• • • • . 450 al, 400 . . • . . • • . . • • . •• • • • . 1!211 
~ilfotd, Mass .......................................................................................................................... ·····•·· ................ .. 
l!~~~::c~~~ =~H~~ :~H~· :~H:: :~~=-~::~~ =::::: :~;~: :==::: m~~~ :~:=: :;p ::t~ii: Em: :~H~· ::j~ ·:~}iii: ::jif ·:s~m :::::f.j 
~~i~ETm:: m.:.:: :::::~:: ~mm: .::::m :lm: :::::: :l:::· :::::: :l~l~- =;;m ::)jTI: ::l:~l:: :::·Y ::::;;; .:::n:- :.:.:;:: .::::m:: :::::ft 
Springficltl, Mass......... 475 317 7,101 4, 981 .. . ... . .•. .• . ... . . . ..... ... . .. !19 3, 000 . . .... •• ........ 608 1, 750 . . . . . . . . . . .... .. •. 575 
Ta.nnton, Mass........... 126 78 4, 457 3, 051 41 31 34 .•••.. 30 . ..... 1, 750 .. .. .... •• •• .. . . 488 1,180 650 .. . . •• .• •• 450 
\Valthnrn, Mass ................................................................................................................................................. . 
Wos-tfield, Mnss ...... ..... ............................................................. ······ ................ ••••·•·· ........................................... . 
Weymouth, Mass ....................................................................................................................... ,. ..................... .. 
Woburn, Mass .. ..•• . . . . . 50 35 2, 478 1, 975 . •. .. . .. . . .. .. . . • . .. .. .. •••• •• 37 1, 800 • • • .. . .. . .. .. • .. 375 1, 000 500 ... . • • .. . . 400 
Worcester, Mass ......................................... 42 38 28 .••••••••••• 42 3, 000 .. •.. . .. ........ 550 1, 671 714 550 517 
l't~~~:;;;;i i!!!iiii iiiiiiit 1;;:; ;;: liiiiiii -~;;= ;;;: ;: :!; ;= ii .. ii :~::: :~:~: ·it II t tt:tttt ; --~';tl::. · ~~: :::·,; ~:; :···:!!!: ::::.~~::: Jll 
Saginaw, Mich .. .. • • • .. .. .. • .. • • . .. • . . • • . .. .. . . . . . . • • .. • . 54 37 30 . ••• • . .. .. .. 45 1, 700 .. .. • • .. 750 330 a900 a425 . . .. •••••• 375 
~~~;~~~r::::m: :::H: :mm: ::H:: :::m:: :~c :;:::: E: m::: :::::: :ic -~-m. :::::::: ::::;_ ... ~:J. ::t;rH~~·:;;;: :::Hm ::::~m 
Kansas City, Mo .. .. .. .. . . .. . . • • . . • • . . • . . .. .. . .. . . .... • .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. • •• . • . . • . .. . .. . 2, 400 . .. • • • .. .. • • .. .. .. • . . • . . (a1, 125) (a625) 
St.Joseph,Mo ............................................ 50 37 38 ............ 45 2,000 ............. _.. 575 (800) (500) 
St. Louis, Mo . .. • .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. 46 34 25 9 41 . .. .. • ·3, 500 2, 500 .. • .. • • • 1, 000 1, 900 . .. .. .. . 555 555 
~~5~1;~iii=::::::: ::~==~=: :~~~=~~= :::::::: :::::::: :~~::: =~~::: :;\: :::::: :::::: :::::: -~~-~!. :::~~: :::::::: :::~~i: ···-;;~; ::;.:;;~: ::::::~~: ..... £~ 
Dover, N. H* .. .. .. .. .. .. • 90 81 2, 119 1, 518 35 31 30 .. • • .. 25 32 1, 500 • .. .. .. . .. • .. • .. 333 800 468 .. • . • .. • .. 396 
fi~~~~;;;:·~~~=~~~: :~::=::= ~~:=:~:~ :~~=: :~: =:~:~ ~:: ~~~~~: =~::~: :~::~~ ~::::: ~~~::~ :~:~:~ -~!~:. ~~:~::~: : ::::~~~"· ~:: ::: m :: :~~:: ==:=~:~~~: =J! 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for c Monthly salaries. /Maximum salary of superintendents of primary schools. 
1881. din English-Germa.n schools. gSalary of secretary. 
a These are maximum salaries. aln colored schools. h These statistics are from a. return for the year 1881. 













































TABLE II.-'-Sohool' Btatistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and ove1·, for 1882, g-c.-Continued. 
I 
N ber of schol:us in- lA. verago ~aily at~ndance per t~acher, 
nm ex.oiudmg speCial teachers, m-
Pri>nte nnd Jl~- All schools, pub- . . .g I Principals in I Principals in I Assistants in 
roohilll schools. lie and private. . ~ ,; ] $ 1primary schools. grammar schools. grammar scllools. 
,; ~ o ,;, '0 ro .9 J 
~ ~ '0 g .g '0 0 l':l ~ ---,.-,--- • I • 
~ g r.:l ~ ,.g .g .!!i ! ,g .g i §'...; 
ro >= ~ g al : g S al ~ ·~ ! ~ 
'i I g,~ ..g g>.,.g ~ '-"! .g ~ bO :§ ""' l;l ~ ~ • • ;:::: c'l >= ;:::: <1 .:l ~ 8 "' ~ .9 ::I g ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ 
g 9 ~ g fil ~ .§ ~ -§, ~ § ,::. ~ •(D .$ 8 .$ 8 .$ s 
~.~~_j_:___E_I_£ ~ I 8 ~ ~ 8 ~_!____!__ ~ __!____!__~ 
1 ~" ~ ~~ 60 ~ ~1 63 64 6~ ---""-~~~~~~~ 
Axerago annual salaries of-
City. 
i1~t~t~~~~-f.::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ :::::: ~~~~~: :~~::: ::~~~~~- :::::::~ :::::::: :::~~~~- ::::::::: :1: :~~~~~: :::::::::: ::::!~~~ 
ifil~~Ill~:lf:f:~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -=~--- 2'~~g :::::::: ·-~b$12. a~~ $1,~~~ ····~43· :::::::::: ~gg 
N ewnrl;:, N. J* _ ............................................. -... . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . • • • .. 43 2, 250 . • • • .. .. 1, 000 700 b1, 700 .. • . .. • . .. .. .. .. .. b550 
NewBnmswick,N.J .................................... 43 41 26 ............ 40 c2,500 ........ ........ d588 dl,OOO ........ .......... 457 
~~~~~~tJ.:r:::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: -~~--- -~~--- .:~ ... :::::: :::::: ·si ... t~:~g~ :::::::: ·iJi;2oif b~~~ ·--ii;2iio~ :::::::::::::::::: b~~g 
Plninfieltl,N.J ......................................................................... 23 .................................................................. .. 
Trenton, N . .r .............. -... -... -- ....................... -...... -...................... -........ -..... -....... · ........ • ...... -· .. -................. • ......... . 
Albany, N.Y............. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. 40 2, 500 .. • .. .. . . .. . .. .. 685 1, 630 . .. . . . .. • ... • .. • .. 475 
Anl>urn, N. Y . .. . .. .. . . . . 1, 200 830 4, 438 3, 114 40 32 26 . .. ... .... .. 35 1, soo • • • .. .. . • .. .. .. . 443 .... . .. .. . 643 . .. . .... .. 407 
i~!i~F:~~~~~::: :::;~: ::::;~: ::;~i;~ ::~~;~: :::::: ::~~~:~~:::~: ~~~~:~ ~~~~~~~i> .;;:: ~~:. ~~:~:::~ ~~-~: :::~~~1~: ::;.:~;: ~~~~~~~~~~ .... ·:: 
Elmira,N.Y ............. 631 474 4,590 3,348 32 41 33 ............ 1 35 1,600 ........ ........ ........ 1,450 ........ .......... 400 
~~~~;}~:i.t: \ll~-~;~ 1-::·:~~ .:~:m· -~~\:~~: .11~i- ~~;~~: m~~- :~~~~~ :~m~ :~::: ::~m -~~-m: ~~~m:: ::::~: ~n!lW ;:::~;:~~~:~1m :::::ill 
Now York, N.Y.......................................... (43) ........................ 6,500 1 4,038 ........ 1,350 2,625 1,555 $1,500 850 
Oawego,N.Y ............................................. 41 1 39 St i44 ...... 40 1,500 ~ ---··--· ........ 4:l0 bl,lOO 461 .......... 3'i2 
Plattebnrgb,N.Y* . .......................................................................... 1, 800 .... .... 500 3~5 .......... 575 .......... ~~g 

















































































:.~r~:~!lpr·~·g;,":N:.Y*·: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: -~~--- };~gg :::::::: :::::::: :~g ~~g ·---~~~- :::::::::: ~g& 
~racuse,N.Y ······~--- 1,701 1,067 11,148 8,291 41 41 32 16 o ...... 1,800 660 •••••••• 634 1,300. 700 .••••••••• 414 
R~~?g~·:J. d;:: ::::::::: .. -~·-~:~. -... ~=~. -. :•. ~~~- --~·- ~=:- -~~--- · ~~ · · · · :~- ·· :::::: -~~-· · · ~~ · · · ·· :~ ~~~ · :::::::: :::::::: ~~~ ... ~:: ~~~- · ·-~~~~ · :::::::::: ···· · ::~ 
.Akron,Ohio* .••••••••••• .: •••...•..••.•••..•..•••..••.•••. 48 44 26 0 0 4! b2,000 •••••••• •••••••• b550 .•••••••.. b850 •••••••••. b550 
g}~'i\~~~g~:ohio·:::::::~ :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ g~ ~! :::::: :::::: .:~--- ~:ggg :::::::: :::::::: ·---~~~- ------~~~- ~~g :::::::::: !~& 
Cincinnati,Ohio .••.••••••.••..••.•••.•••..••......••.•••. 48 44 44 29 28 46 3,500 .••..••• 1,893 ••••.... 2,100 .•.••... 1,324 710 
Cleveland,Ohio* .••.••••.••••••• L ••..••..•••.••..•.••••. 45 32 24 24 •••••• 39 3,300 jl,834 .••..••. 519 .......... 1,000 •••••.•... 606 
Columbus, Ohio ........................................... 50 46 38 .................. 3,000 2,200 ........ 700 1,000 1,000 600 600 
Dayton, OWo ............................................. 44 29 29 12 30 37 3, 000 • ....... ••••• ••• •••..... 1, 400 1, 380 850 600 
Fremont,Ohio* ........................................... 45 35 21 .•••• ~ .•...• 38 2,000 ........ ........ 362 500 550 .......... b500 
Hamilton
0
ohlo ........... 1,000 700 3,043 2,225 .............................. 45 1,750 ........ •••••••. ••...... 800 ........ 750 575 
~~;r;~~nt~~<bhio·:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: -=~--- -~~--- :::::: -~~--- ~=~--- ·4o··· --~·.:~~- :::::::: :::::::: ---~~~~- :::::::::: ·---~~~- :::~:::::: ..... ::~ 
Sandusky, Ohio.......... 940 720 3, 505 2, 746 47 42 25 0 0 44 2, 000 ........ . ....... 540 1, 000 ..... ... .......... 500 
Springfield,Ohio* ........................................ (42) 28 .................. b1,800 ........ b1,000 b1,000 b1,000 bl,OOO .......... 513 
Steubenville, Ohio........ 632 .. .. .. • . 3, 012 .. • .. • .. 48 36 29 .... • • . • • • .. 42 1, 600 • • • .. • .. .. .. .. . . 550 925 550 . •• • • • • .. . 428 
Tiffin, Ohio ............................................... 39 38 24 ............ 37 1,500 -~~----- ........ ........ 900 400 .......... 360 
~~~~~~n?:.iohi~•::::::::: ::::~:::- :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·ai ... bi:~gg ~::::::: gi~g ·--b425. b~~g b~g :::::::::: ·---~~~~ 
Portland, Oreg ........................................... 44 37 29 ............ 41 1, 750 ........ ........ .••.•... (1, 650) (775) 
±N:~~~~:~::::::::::::~ :::::::: ::::~:: :::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :r b2.ggg ~~·.:~~- :::::::::::::::: ...... a5a· ··--ass·::::::::::~::::::: 
AltoonadPa .............................................. 59 44 30 ............ 53 1,200 ........ ........ 360 496 470 450 360 
if~lrit~mm~m :::E: E:::: Em: m::::: mm :::::~ ::m: m::: m::: ;~L .i~!. ::::E :::::~~~-·!~- ::::::~!~: .J! ~::::::::: ::J! 
~~~o:P~~~~-::::::::::-~==~ ::::~::: :::::::. ::::.:::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::· ·35 ... "2,'2iiii. ·--·soii· :::::::: ::::~::: :::::::::: --·ab7o· :::::::::: .... ·a42 
Harrisburg,Pa ........... .... :· ... ........... ~· ............ 38 27 19 ............ 34 1,500 ........ 526 392 634 519 .......... 400 
f:~~r~r;~~~:::::::::::: :::?~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :~~::: ·bi:~~r :::::::: ::::::(:io~~-b3s5· ·----b~~r ·--b~!f :::::::::: ~~~~~~~~ 
i~~~~!ll~!l~~~~ l!~ii ~;~: -~H:· -\H~. ::;:;;~~~;~~: :lL ~~~~: -~\\:[ -~;;~ ::!:E: ;\\~\\~\ ~~~~~~~t::;ii: :;;;~~~t_;;:~ ~-~~:~}:E==~ 
*From Report of the Commissioner of 'Education for e The city superintendent is also principal of the high i In unclassified school. 
1881. an(!. grammar schools. j Salary of male assistants; salary of female assist-
a Monthly salaries. · fFor da.y schools only. . ant, $1 350. 
b These are ma.A.imum salaries. g The city superintendent is also principal of the high kIn colored school. 
c The city superintendent is principal of all public school. lIn the Orphans' Home. 
schools. h These statistics are for the Kingston schpol district m Average annual salary of principals. 




















TA.BLE H.-School statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and over, f01' 188:2, g'c.-Continued. 
b f h 1 . lA verao-o -daily a1tendanoe per teacher . Num er o so oars m- excluding speeinJ. teachers, in- ' Average annual salartes of-
City. 
1 
PrivntQand pa- .All schools, pub- ..; .p .-g Principals in Principals in Assistants in 
rochilll schools. lie andpl"ivate. . 0 ,;, ~ .S primary schools. grammar schools. _grammar schools. 
..; ~ ] ..; '0 ~ .s, 
..to. ~. g ] ..; ~ g ] 2 ~- 1-
·a; ~ ~ 8 .g ~ 0 ~ .g ~ ,Cl .,~ 
'"Od .;::;~ «l 1-< 0 El 00 <) ~ !Q 
rd epd ' <Dc:\1 d ..Q ;..; 1:>D ;::: A ~ 
.9 bD] '"g tcg t: 8 ~ 0 l=l ,:l ., d ci ci ci 
-e ~-! :e ~ ~ -~ ~ -a ~ -§ .; ~ ~ ~ ] ~ 1 ~ J ] 
~ ~d ~ ~"' ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ :a 6 .::; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
56 ---;;------;;-----;;-- 60 61 62 63 1 64 I 6a --;;--~ ~---;;------;;----;;----;;;-- ---;-3 
226 Scranton,P:~. ............................................. 34 27 18 ...... 24 ...... 1,~00 ........ -------- 4{18 $6~0 431 .......... 394 
225 Reading, Ptl.*............. 960 .••.•••. '7,871 -------- ------ ~ -- - --- ------ ...... ------~------ -$1,500 .••••••. ........ '$320 ...... .... $500 .......... $360 
227 Sbamokin,Pa. ............ 420 285 2,237 1,343 41 41 19 ............ 38 900 ........ $315 306 4U5 387 ................ .. 
240 Knox·l'lllo,Tonn.......... 100 "70 2,:\37 1,u03 ·sa 42 ZI o "0 51 1,200 ........................ ---------- 1-------- (a38) 
241 1\Iempbis,Teun ............................. ..................... ...................... 42 1,650 ........ ........ ........ (a.S5) (a50) 
~!~ ~~~~i~~r~~:::: :::::: ----~~~- -- --~~- --~·- ~~- --~·.::~ .. :~ ... -~~--- -~~--- :~~::: :::::: !i i: ~g :::~:: :: ----~~~- -- --~~~- ----~~ ~~~- 1 ----~~~- ------~~~·I·--.-~~ 
'244 Houston,Tex: ........ ................... . ....... ... .................................... 42 2,000 ........ ........ 450 .......... ........ .......... 450 
H~ t~~~{~~~~ ~: :::::::::i· :~~ :~~~ - : ~~ :~~~: :~~~:~~~ : : ~~: ~~~: ~~~::: :~~: :: ~i~::: :::::: :::::: :::::: --~~~~f :::::::: ::~: :~~~s~!:: :::: ------ ~gg·~~~ :::::: · --- "ii~oo·>-- -- ~~~ 
248 Norfolk,¥a. .............. 4,000 ........ 5,524 4,0UO ............................... 40 1,100 ........ ........ 400 1,000 600 .......... , ..... . . 












































Fond <lu Lac, Wis ••••••••.••••••..••••••••••••••.•••••••..•••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••• 33 
Ja,nt>s~illo, Wis .•••••••.•.. --·· .•..••..••..••..••..•..•••..••••..........••..•••..•••••. ·····-
La Crosse, '"Vis ............••......................••.•.•..•••.............• -·· •....• , .•••..•. 
Madiso11, Wis* .•••••.•••....•..................... ----·--- ..•.•. ----·- .....•.••••..••••••••••. 









•••••••• ······••] 325 550 ········1·········-1 S'i5 -······· -······· . 333 -··-- .. - -- ...•. ·-. -····· .••..... ---
::::::~: :::::::: .... 352' ----~·-~~~- ---·5iiii' :::::::::l ... ~:~ 
. •• . ••• • (800) 1, 500 . -- .. --. (525) 
Oshkosh, 'Vis .............................•• ____ .........•••••...••..••••..••....•••••.•.•.. 
~~~~l?to~~~wi8· . .-:::::::: --··a2o· :::::::: ··i;9o4· :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Georgetown, D. C f....... ~ 5~ 37 24 25 4" 
Washiugton,D.Cj ..•••.. 5 •••••• ·••••••· ·······- ·······~ ~ •••••• " 2, 430 
-.......... ---- ·j b400 --.---.-- . b550 
.••••••. .••.•••. MOO bl,lOO b800 
.••.•• •. •••••••. 330 650 450 
1,170 745 1,650 ·-······· 613 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Monthly salaries. 
e The superint.endent is also ])rincipal of the hig.h school. 
JThe stat-istics of attendance here given are for white schools of 
Georgetown and Washington only; t-he financial s1~tist i cA aro for 
all the schools, white and colored, of the District of Columbia. 
b These are maximum salaries. 






















































I l---l---l---l---l---l---l--l--l____jj---l-~--1 ~ Fl l c:l 'a! ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ 
l. 'f4 'r5 'f6 ,.,. '18 'f9 80 81. 8:J 83 84 
Estimated real value of property used for sehool 
purposes. 
~r 
rD c:l ~ "'. bll ·.S ~ 'd~ .s 
§~ "" ·a ~ ~ o"' :;:I 
~ 
s::l< ... 1=1 s::l< 0 
C!:l ~ ~ Cd 
-----------
85 I 86 S'r 88 89 
I l---l---l---l---1---l---l---l--l---l---1---l---l 1-·--
1 Little Rock, Ark* ....... $1, 035 .. .. . . . . $698 $619 .••••••. .... •••. ...... ... ...... ........ .. .... . . $54.0 $2, 01>0 $71,000 $5, 600 I $300 $78,900 
2 Los Ang;eles, Cal• ............... $1, 000 1, 000 1, 000 ..... ... ........ .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .... $800 . .... ... 22,000 35, 000 6, 000 1, 500 64, 500 
3 0:\klanu, qal .. .. .. .... .. 2, 700 .. .. .. . . 1, 800 1, 200 ... .. • • . ... .. .. . $840 ... :.. $1, 500 1, 800 .... .. •. 120, 225 209, 500 ($35, 750) . 365,475 
4 San Franc1sco, Cal....... .. • . .. .. a259 al63 al26 .. • .. • .. • • • .. • .. a50 a$50 a135 ................ 1, 930, 000 975, 000 195, 000 25 000 3, 125, 000 
."i San Jose, Cal ............ b1, 500 ........ bl, 200 b1, 000 ........ ........ ..... .. . ..... . . . . . .. . . . .. .... . .. ... .. . 25,000 100, 000 5, 000 2; 500 132,500 
~ ~t~~;!~.n6~~:·c1!~£oit;ri*~ b~:~~~ :::::::: b~;b~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::: -~~~-~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: .... ~:~~~- !~g;~~ 
8 Le!idvilltl, Colo~......... 810 ........ 720 . ... . ... ........ ........ ........ ...... 900 ........ ........ 20,000 90,000 3, 500 50 113,550 
9 Bndgeport, Conn........ b2, 200 .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . b600 .. .... .. .. • .. .. . .... • • .. .... .. • .. .. • .. ..... ... .. • .. .. . c57, 400 c85, 800 c12, 57·5 c8 175 c163, 950 
H 8~~l~i:.~~~:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::·: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::~:::: ~~~~~~:~~~ 
13 H:utford, Conn ....................................................... ~ ......................................................................................... : •. 
14 Meriden, Conn .. .. . • .. . . b1, 500 .. .. . • .. .. .. .. • . b600 .............................................. ,.. • • .. • • 29, 000 120, 000 14, 800 .. .. .. • • .. 163, 800 
lllll~1··:1·1: ::r~::: (jll\jll :~1:~·~ ::::~gi l\~~li_ll··:~:l: il··=::~ :.:i-1 ;;~·~; ::·:·~;~·)iiiii i!!ii·:;;; !1i11il!ii!i ::::!!iii; ~~!!!i!ii! ;.:·~;~· 
24 Wilmington, Del* . ...... 1, BOO 1, 000 . .. .. .. . 605 ................ .. :..... ...... ...... •. ... .. ... .. .. .. •. {200, 000) (18, 000) 268,000 
25 JCoyWcst,Flnd......... ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ...... ........ ........ ........ 1,500 10,000 {1,000) 12,500 
26 At1antn, GR.............. 1, 600 1, :!00 1, 410 750 e$2, 000 .. ...... ........ ...... .... .. .. ...... •. .... .. .. 75, 009 150, 000 22, 000 I 5, 000 252, 000 
27 .A.ugost.1, 0 n.* .. .. .. .. .. . a100 a85 . .. .. .. . . • .. .. .. • • .. .. • • • •• .. • .. • • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • • • .. a85 8, 000 16, 500 1, 250 400 26, 150 
28 Columl>nR,Gn ........................................................... -........ ...... 950 ........ ........ 10,00t 24,500 3,700 /1,500 39,700 
20 Mnoon, ('; n .. .. .. .. • .. . .. b1, 850 Zl<l30 b630 !>450 .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • • .. • .. • .. .. . .. • .. .. . 15, 000 36, 500 4, 000 .. . .. .. .. . 55, 500 



































~~ ~r!~~~~:·~:m::::::::: :::::::: ''''788' :::::::: ''''585' :::::::: ·:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: (~~~~~~)) 2·~~g a~~~~~g 
33 ehioago,"'iil.. ..••.•• •.••. 2, 2~0 · •• • ••.. 1, 586 1, 050 . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . b1, 600 b1, 600 bg1, 600 1,126, 635 1, 099, G50 105, 725 224, 800 3, 456: 810 
34 Deo.a.tur, Ill............. 1, 300 .•••••.. 800 600 . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . .••• •• . •• • •• •. •••••. . . . • • • . . ••• •• . . . 20, 000 75, IHJO 10, 000 1, 000 106, ooo 
35 Elgm, ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800 . . . • • • . . . • • • . • . . 500 . • • • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • • . • • • • . . . . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 18, 000 20, 000 2, 000 400 40 400 
36 Freeport, Ill . . •• • • . . . • . . b900 . • . . • . . . • . • . . . . b650 . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • •• . • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . h50 *10, 000 *65 000 *5 JJOO *506 *8tl' 500 
37 Galesburg, Ill* . .. • . • . • . . •• . . . . .. b630 b600 b475 . .. • • • .. . ••• • • . . . . ••• • • • .•• • • • . . . ••. • • . ••• • • •. 600 10, 000 120: 000 ' a' ooo 200 135' 200 
:J8 .Jacksonville, Ill*........ 1, 000 - ·· · ... - 700 600 . . • • • • . . . . •• • • . . . . •••••• .••••• . • • . . • • . . ••••••. .•••••.. 18, 900 131, 000 10; 000 800 160' 700 
39 .Joliet, Ill*............... 800 . . . .. . . . . • • . . • • . a40 . . • . • • • . . . • •. • • . . • . . . . . . . . • • •. . . • • • • •• . •• • • • . . . ••• • • •• 10, 000 47, 000 5 000 500 · 52' 500 
40 Moline, lll*.............. . . . .. . . . 675 . . . . . . . . 575 . • • • . . . . . • • . . • • i105 . • • • • . . • • • • • • . • •• • • • • . . • • • • • • . 12, 000 35, 000 1; 500 700 49; 200 
41 Ottawa, Til . • • . • • • . • •• • • • 1, 800 . • • • . • . . 1, 000 650 ..•..••..••••••...... ~.. . •• • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • •.. • • • • • • . . (60, 000) 100 40 60 140 
42 Peoria, lll*.... ••••••.••. 1, 500 . . . • . • . . bl, 000 b750 . .• • . . . . . . • • •• . . ab40 . ••••• . • • • . ••• •••••• •. .••..... 38,100 I 146, 600 15 000 1 500 201' 200 
43 ~nincy, Til . . . • . . . • • . • • • . 1, 500 . . . . . • . . 1, 000 700 . • . • . . .. . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . •• • • • • • j500 75, 000 125, 000 10: 000 '900 210: 906 
44 Rockford, Ill . . ••••• •• . • . bl, 300 . •• • • • . . . . . . • . . . 600 . •• • • • . . . •• • • • • . . • .•• • • • . •• • •• . . • . . • • . . •• • • . . . • ••• • • . . (127, 398) 3, 261 500 131, 15!l 
45 Rook Island, Ill . • • • • . • • . b1, 050 .•••••......... ·. b720 . • . • • • . . . • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • •• • • • b250 b270 . • • • . • . . 29, 000 63, 000 7, 000 !100 99 900 
46 Springfield, Ill*.......... b1, 450 . . . • • • . . 1, 000 720 . •• . . . • . . . • . . • • . .• ••• • •• .•• • •• . . . . . • . . .•• ••• •• . •• . • • . . 40, 000 150, 000 6, 000 1 500 1!l7' 500 
47 Evansville,Ind .. . ........ bl,400 .•.•••.. b900 750 ...•.••. . •. . ....••••••••.••••• b1,400 .•••••.. gl,OOO ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•• .' •••••••••• .' .••• 
48 Fort Wayne,hd........ 1, 400 . • • • • • • • 1, 200 663 . . . . . . . . $730 . . • . • • • • . •• • • • 1, !WO 1, 200 800 57, 000 145, 000 19, 000 k6, 500 227 500 
49 Indianapolis, Ind ........ b2, 000 ..••.•.. bl, 000 b9;';0 b2, 000 .••..••....•.•.•....•• b1, 400 b1, 450 .••• .. . . 328, 598 529,320 60,220 2, 000 920' 138 
fiO La Fayette, Ind* . • • • • • • . 1, 500 . • • • • . . . 1, 000 1, 000 . . • . .. . . . . • . . • • . 250 250 • • •• • • . • 600 900 40, 000 110, 000 15, 000 3 000 168' 000 
51 Log~nsport,Ind . . • • • • • •. b900 . . •• •• . . ... . . . . . 550 . . . . . . . . .•• • •• . . . • .•• • . • . ••••• b700 . • • • •• •• . •• • • • . . 28,300 Ill, 500 5, 55(}- '550 145; 900 
52 ' :M:ad!SOD, Jnd .••••• · · · •. • 900 · • • • · · ·. . . . • . . . . 600 .......... • ............. • • · • • • .••. · · · · . • • • • • . . . . . • • • • • 12, 000 5&, 500 15, 000 500 81 000 
53 Richmond, Ind . . • • • • . • • . . . .. . . . • 1, 080 !lOO 630 . • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . • ••• • • • • • • • • • 1, 000 . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . 29, 500 62, 300 8, 600 · 2, 950 • 10:/ 350 
54 South :Bend, Ind......... 1, 125 . . . • • • . . 495 4!l5 ..•••••..•••••••••••••• 1...... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . g400 21, 006 100, 000 11, 000 2, 000 134; 000 
55 Terre Haute, Ind........ ll, 250 ...•.. .. .••• •• •. 720 .••••• •. .••••• .• .••••••• ..•••• b900 •••••• •. .•. . . . . . (228,105) 1, 825 229 030 
56 Vincennes, Ind . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . • . . b800 . • • • • • . • b650 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • b550 . • • • • • • . bg550 8, 000 30, 000 6, 000 500 44: 500 
57 Cedar Rapids, Io"Wa .. • • . . • • • • . • . 900 . • • • • • • . 540 . . . • • • • . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . • • • • • • . m300 30, 000 75, 000 10, 000 500 115, 500 
58 Clinton , Iowa............ • . . • . • •• b800 . • • • • • . • 650 ....•••..•••••••....••••.•••••.••••••..•••• -. b525 10, 000 60, 000 5, 000 150 75, 150 
59 Council Bluffs, Iowa . . . . . . . • . . . . 550 . •••••.. 550 . .• • •• . . .•• • • • . . . . . ••• • . . ••••• • • •• • • • . .• . . . . . . .• . • •• . . 25, 000 107, 300 3, 000 1, 000 · 136,300 
60 DaYonport, Iowa . . . . . . . . l, 500 . • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • 900 . • . • • • . • 1, 050 150 . . • • • • • • • • . . . . 1, 000 . •• • • . . . 64, 000 200, 000 26, 000 1, 200 291, 200 
61 D~~~~inos~west ~i:! ::~, 
1 
J.~3Q~ .::::~~ .: :::::~·: 700 ..••••• , .•••.•.. ,....... •••••• 900 .••...•...••..•. 40,000 200,000 7,000 500 247,500 
Iown. ·r 
gii ~~~k~~.er~~:~:~~::::::: · i:~~~ :::::::: --~·-~~~- ~~g ::~::::: :::::::: ····a4o· :::::: :::::::: ·····(i;oootoo :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: i~g;~~g 
6t 1\Inscatine, Iowa* . .•••.. . . . . . .• . b650 b500 b650 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -. •• • ••••••• • ••• • • • . (80,000) (800) 80,800 
65 Ottumwa, Iowa • . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1, 000 . • •. . . • . 65~ . •• • • • • • .••••••• . . •••••• •••••• 600 . . • . . • • . . • • •• • • . 10, OtlO \ · 51, 000 4, 000 150 65,150 
66 .A.tchisou Kana . . . . . . • • . bl, 000 . • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . ab6o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 20, 000 60, 000 6, 000 1, 000 87, 000 
67 I,awrence, Kans......... 640 •••••••. • . . . . . •. 500 . •. .•• •. ...••••• •••••••• •••••• •••.•••. .••••• •. .•• .•••. (95, 000) 9, 000 200 104,200 
68 Len;venworth, Kaus . . . . . 1, 500 . • ••• • • . 1, 000 700 . • • • •• . . . • • • •• • . .• . ••• • • •••••• • ••• . • • . • • • . . • • . . • • .• • • . . . . . . • . . . . 166, 000 10,000 2, 000 178, 000 
b9 Topeka, Kana........... 1, 000 •••••••• . . . . . . . . a65 .••••••• •• :... •• •• •••••• •••••• • ••• • ••• . ••••• •• • ••••••. 49, 800 120,000 9, 500 500 179,800 
70 Cov~ngton, Ky ..•••• :. • . 1, 500 • • • • • • • . 950 600 . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • . . • . . 86, 000 103, 000 15, 000 500 2~4, 500 
71 Lexington, Ky* . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. ... :. . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • . . . • • • • . . . . • • • • . . . 15, 000 25, 000 1, 000 • • • • • •. . • • . 1, 000 
72 Louisville, Ky.... . ...... 2, 000 • • • •• •• . 1, 300 700 1, 6o0 . • ••• • • . . . . •. • . • • •• • •• •••• •• . . . . . . • . . . g500 208, 090 (607, 054) 875,144 
73 Newport, Ky............ . . . . . . . . ........ ..... ... 700 ••••.••..••••••• 
1 
.............. ··:··· .. (620) 70, 000 60, 000 I 3, 000 I 500 · 133, 5~0 
74 Paducah, Ky............ a60 . • . . . •.. . • . .. . . . a50 . .. . •• .• ••.••• •. .. .••••• .•••.• .••••• .. .•. . . • . . . .. . .• .. 7, 500 25, 000 1, 200 . •.• .• . . . . 33,7 0 
75 New Orleans, La .••••••. bl, 620 b1, 500 1, 302 1, 050 ..••••••.•••••......•.••.•..••..•..•...•..... .1.--··· .. (600, 000) 65,000 2, 500 · 667, 50Q 
* F1·om R8port of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. e Salary of city superintentlcnt, "Who is also principal of ~For three and one-~alf months. 
a 1\Ionthly salaries. normal school. J For teacher of m:us10 a11.d German. 
b These are maximum salaries. f Appara.tus, books, &c. k .A.ppa,ratus a~d.hbra.ry. 
c In 1880. g For teacher of German. l ~h1s1s the mimmum_salary •. 
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76 l.t\n1Hll'n.}fo . ••.•.••.•••. a$i.300 = a.'?SOO a$fl00 ====l===i== $5,0001 $P!'>,IJOO $5,0001~~ .$10~,000 
7i 
1
..1U(!I·1.>lb\. ;'..[~* ........... ctl,400 ........ ........ a:·llt) ......................... --- ~ -- $:l00 ........ .. .... .. 2,500 55,000 2,000 $500 60,000 
~~ f.~~t~lr_o~.:~~-l~::::::::::::· ai:~~g ... $75o· :::::::: ·--~~~~- :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 a$~~~ ...... ?~~81·- ~~~------ ·---~~~~~ - :::::--·-- l;~~g 
su Jlilldd'ord, )h• .......... 1,~oo .......... ....... . 6~5 ........ ........ ......... ...... ........ ........ .... .... 5,ooo 85,ooo 4,5oo ·5oo· 95'ooo s; I L(\q-il\1011, 2Ht> ........... al, 700 ........ .. .... .. 5:>8 ........ w$800 .. ....... •• .••• 800 ••••••·· ........ (164, 200) 10,000 500 174:700 
~3 , ~~~i~~~~!i.~~;:::::::::: a~:ggg ::::::: --~·-~~- a~~g :::::::: .... :~~- ::::::::::::::: ---- ~~~- -----~$_1:~~~~---- :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::~ a~g;~~ 
8~ Baltuuor1~,1.Id .......... 2,400 2,208 a:3,000 1al,008 ...... : ........................ 1,200 500 ........ 471,957 1,197,107 100,000 40,000 1,809,124 
~~ ti!~~~~~-·-~;;8;,;:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::~ :::::::: :::::·:: ... :~:~~~- .... :~·-~~~- ·---~:~~~- ...... :~~- .... :~~-~~~ 
!~ ~?.Iri~J~~~~:~: ~::::::: -~f ~~f :~~: ~~~: :~~~:~~~: --i~~~r :~~:~~~: :~~: ~~~: :::::::::1:::::: :~~: ~~~: ::~: ~~~: :::::::: :==ii; ~;~: ::::ib.: ~~5: :=== i: ~~6: :::::: ~&6: -7.- 7~~: ~~~ 
90 B'rookline,Mass......... ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ a.$!56. a$106 a!lOO a::!50 ab550 (116,500) (5 300) 121,800 
91 Cambridge, 1\!n...'ls ........ a2, SOO ............................ ........................... al,'ZOO --~----- ........ c177,000 I c380,000 c31,011U' I c2,000 c590,000 
92 C!1!'h:;ca,hlnss* .......... a2,800 al,200 a800 rtSOO ............................... al,OOO ........ ........ .......... ........... .......... .......... 398,000 
93 Chicopeo, Mass ......... 1,500 ........ ........ 650 ..... , .................. - ...... ........ 600 ........ 4,250 69,600 3,200 1,700 78,750 
~~ ~~:tai~~a~~ss; : :::::: .~::~~- :::::::: ...... <~5~~~ ... .. :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::: ---~-:~~. ---~~~~ - :::::::: ••• :~: ~~~ ..... ~~·- ~~~ ..... :: ~~~ ... --~~ ~~~ ..... ~~:~~~ 
9G Fitchtnn'g, M11ss ........ 1,650 ........ 950 650 ........ ........ ......... ...... 6C-{)_ 600 600 (183,9501 · (7,530) 101,480 
97 Glouc<:>siC\',Mass ... ~---- ................ a1,000 _ 502 ........ ........ ......... •••••• 800 650 ........ 27,200 I 80, 400 10,000 2,_000 119,600 
98 Jinxorhill,M'ass .................................................................. ~ ..................... ... ...... c71,875 cl!J7,400 .................... c269,275 
W llolyoko,:Mr.u~s .......... 1,800 ........ 1,000. 600 ........ ........ ......... •••••• 700 (700) 43,356 106,0-!7 15,290 3,199 167,892 
100 Ln.wrcn~·e,1.htAs• .... :. __ a2,400" ........ al,lOO aOOO ........ a900 ............... a600 al,400 1---- ---· 72,720 183,614 18,788 10,065 285,7/n 
101 Lowell, !lll\tla .......... _. 2,000 -------- 1,aoo 730 ............................... . 1,200 (1,200) (580,631) 10,500 3,000 594,131 
102 J,,vnn, 'MilliS ............ etl, 7110 ......... etl, 200 a750 ................ adl, 000 ,...... as-50 (adl, 000)- (492, 500) 23,000 5, 000 520,500 
lO:J Mnltlun , MMi! ......... .. 1,750 ........ 1,200 630 ................ --------· ...... 600 ........ --.-··~· 52,909 119,600 10,600 1,000 184,109 
HH Mnrlb(>ruugh, )ri\cfl .... . 1, 400 .. ...... GOO &75 ............................................... J........ 14,100 I 43,600 7, ooo 600 6~, noo 




































1n 1 rt~~~~i ~;£::: ::;;::: ::::~;: ~~~::~: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::· ::::::~:: ~~:~~~ :::::::: :~~::J~~~~:~~~ :::::::;~J~~i)::::::: :::::::::: :~:::::::: ::::~~~ 
110 Nowton,M~\Ss ..... ..... . 2,i00 ........ ---··--- 950 -······· ..•...........•...••••. 1,500. (800) 65 000 340 000 20 000 5 000 430 000 
111 North A.tlams, MaEs . .... al, o;;o . . .. •••. . • • . . . . . a500 . . - ••••.. --- .•• . .•. ---- .• · •••• -- aRO<J ..••••.. ------.. 20' ooo so' ooo 4' ooo '500 104' 500 
112 Nort!Htmpton,¥ass . . .. . 1,200 ......•. a700 4-30 -······· .•.........• •• ••..••••• ], GOO. .•••... •••••• .. 12:500 95:700 •10:000 500 118:700 
113 r('al.>otly.hl:\88' ... .. .. .. a1,400 ---· ·--· .••.. . .. ········ ·····••· ·· ·····- ······--· ..•••...•..... . ....•....•••••. ·••······· -·········· ---······ · ·----·--·· ·----····· 
11~ Pi.t_t,.Ctl'lti, M~ss* . ... . .. . 1,600 .....•.. . ••. .•.. 4G6 ..•..... ..•..... ....••••. . •.•.. 600' . ..•.... .••••••. 13,400 57,900 6,000 1, 000 78,300 
g6 ~~~~7-·~t;~:~.~~ ~::::::~ : -~~·-=~~- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::=: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .!~~~~~~~ 
117 Sont<' lTillo,liass .. •• ... _ 2,200 ........ 1,500 790 ..••.....••..••...•.••....••••• 1, 330 ............ . .....••....•. ,. .......... ••••••••.. .•••...... 3'44,432 
118 Springtield,Mass ........ 2,700 .. •..••. 1,800 814 ............................... 1,000 900 900 (549,000) 3,500 552,500 
119
1 
T:muton,1fnss .......... 1,700 ... ..... 1,200 650 .• ••..•. ........ ..•.•••.. ..•••. 900 ........ ........ 20, 0001 180,0001 19,000 1,000 220,000 
~~ I ~ii~l~~'!~, ~ ~ ~~~ : ii~ ;;; :::::::: :::::;: ::: ;~ : ~~: :: :· :::::::: ~: :~~~: :: ::::: :::: ~; ::::::: ::: ~:: :: :: :~·: :: : ;iit~::; ::::~: 000 ::: ;~::: ::~;~~ ~: 
124 \Yorcestcl·,ll-i"'ass ..•..... 2,71·0 ...... .. 1,225 794 ............................... 1, 500 1,650 .... .... 226; 120 I 625,600 I 46,803 9,349 907,872 
12ii ! Adria.n, alich : ·· ········ 1,~00 ........ --···;-- a500 ........ ........ ......... . ••••• •••••••. a50tl a600 ...... .... 104,000 .......... ... ....... 104,000 
126 1 AnnArbor, MJCh ... .... 1,D00 ..... .. . 9n0 500 .• . •. ... ........ ... .... .. ...... 500 200 500 30,000 100, 000 10,000 1,500 141,500 
12i ., Bay City,.llich k.. ..... .. . . . 700 ........ 450 ·····-·· a550 .... ................. . c 500 ........ 35,000 85,000 20,000 6,000 146,000 
128 Dt' froit , alich ........... c.~. 000 ... . .... (623) . ...... : ........ ......... ...... 1, 200 1, 050 .... .. .. (774, 642) 33,100 4, 000 811,742 
129 · EastSa~imtl\", Mich ..... , J , 50tl ........ 650 662 ........ ..•..... 1~0 ....•• 500 600 600 4!5,000 1145,000116,060 1,000 207,000 
130 Flmt, nlieh ..... .. ...... 
1 
1,000 .. . ..... ....... . 550 1··---··· ..... . . . ... ...... ...... ........ 400 .... . ... 21,500 93,500 6,500 1,500 123,000 
131 Gmnd Hap:C1s, Mich.. ... 1, 750 .. • .. . • . S.'iO 750 . . .•. ••. . ••..•.. .. . .•. . .. . ..• .• 1, 000 1, 000 1, 000· .•••••.... .... .. .. . . . .• • • .. . ••. .•••.•.. •. 425, 000 
132 1 nfuskPI;!On, Mieh ........ ,... ..... a700 ag~OO au75 1········ .••..•.. .. ....... "...... a600 .••••••• c'G50 .•••••..•. ........... .•.•..... . ..... .. ... 100,539 
133 Portllmou. 1£ich. . .... . ........ aiJO a600 ........ ·--~·-·· •••••••• ......... ..... . ........ ...... . . .... . ... (87,400) 2,600 90,000 
134 ~agilJnw,Mich. ........ . !100 ······-· ........ 500 .....••. .••.•••. ......... ...•.• 500 280 .•.••... 10, 000 I 88,000 4, 500 500 103,000 
135 MfnnNtpolis, Miun ...... 1, 800 ........ (850) ........ .••••••. ......... ...... ........ 1,200 ..... ... (417, 500) (22, 878) 440,378 
136 St .. Paul, Minn ........... al, 600 ..•.... . a1, 200 a800 ............................... al, 450 al, 000 al, 450. ·····--- --~-- ---·--··· ...... ---- ~ ·-·--·---- 379,100 
137 Wiuoun, Minu ... ....... 1,000 .. ...... 700 GOO ..•.•••. ..•..••. •.•.•.••. .••••. 200 800 700 30,000 110,000 6,506 1,000 147,500 
138 \"id:f'1mrg, ali ~s ... .... ... ..... . ·--·---- ....................................................... ···---·· ········ 7,000 6,000 1,200 200 14,400 
139 Hauu lbal, llo* . ........... -· ..... ............. · .. ..................... - ~ ....••.••..•••. - . ---·· ....... -.. .•. . •• . . 7, 500 26, 000 4, 900 300 38,700 
140 Kam;·1s City, Mo ...•••.. a!, 665 ......... a1,575 al, 013 .••..••. .••..•• . ...•••••• ••• ••. ... ..... ........ . ...••.. (331, 055) (25, 000) 356,055 
14l St . .To>l{'pn. Mo.... ...... 1, 300 .. • . . . .. 875 800 . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . .• • . . . . . . •••..• 1, 200 (1, 200) 4il, 800 1 116, 425 !2, ouo J 2, 000 174, 225 
142 St. LoniR, Mu ........... 2, 500 ........ 1,550 1,100 2,500 .••..••. 190 130 1, 500 1,150 .••• •• •. 763,027 (2,314,672) 3,079,699 
m ~~!~f~:~w~:;~:;-;:: :;jgg ;:~~~: ::!-::~: ji! ::~:::~: ::~~~~:: :::::;;;: :::::: :::::::: :~~::~:: :~:::::~ ---~~: ::: 'ii;;:o~3J.J333_ :::~~;~: ~~m 
147 Do,er, N.ll"' ..... . ... .. 1,600 ..•...•. ........ 800 .•••.••. ...... .. 200 100 418 ..•••••. .•••••.. 20,000 j 120, 150 l 8,200 950 149,300 
148 Manchester, N.H ....... a2,000 ..•.•••. a1,200 a800 ........ a1,000 ......... ..••.. ... .... . .••..••. .•••••.• .......... ....... .... .......... . ....... . . 310,075 
149 Nashua, N. H* .......... a2,100 ..•••••. .•. . ...• 540 .••.•••. ........ ea46 •••••• aBO~ •••••••• •••••••. (231,891) 5,000 236,891 
150 Portsmouth, N .H . .. ... a2,100 · ··· -··- ~-- -····· aSOO •••••••• -······· ••••••••• •••••• ........ ••••• ••• aSOO 13, 100 I 60,01)0 1 6,500 3,000 82,600 
~~1 ~~~~ff~~~l:r ~i ~i_._ :·. ·. ·_: ~ ~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::: ~ =:: ::::: . --~~·- ~~~ .... -~~·- ~~~-~- ---:~~~. :::::::::: 2~~: ~~~ 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. d The principal of evening schools js also teacher of dta~w- g One-half time. 
a These are maximum salaries. ing and penmanship. h .Apparatus and library. 
b For teacher of sewing. • Monthly sala1ies. i These statistics are from the return for the year 1881. 
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Estimated real value of property usecl for school 
purposes. 
~-~ I I . 
0 • :0 
<D. ~ ] e 
p·~ rd d ~ "; 
~<11 :a ~ ~ ~ 
co P=l l'<i ' ~ ~ 8 ;;-I 86 87 l--;;----;;--
'g2 .s ..... l . 
I I 1---l---1---1---l---l---l--l---l---l---l---l----
Elizabeth, N •• r ·········1 $1,400 ........ ........ $542 ••••.....•••.•.. , (a$29) ....... . ................ $12,200 ., $60,400 1· ($7,000) · $79,600 
Hoboken, N. J ......................................................................... -...... $900 . • • • • • •• • • • .. • • . .. . . .. . . .. • • .. • • • • • • • .. . • • . • .. . . • . 132, 500 
,Tersey City, N.J...... .. 2, 500 $864 $1, 200 696 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • •• .. . . ••• • . .. .. .. .. . • • .. .. . ••• . . • .. (593, 000) . 21,900 600 615, 500 
Mill villo, N. J........ .. . ab100 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . a46 ........ ..... ........... ..... .... ..... ............. - ........... - ~-- ...... • ... -.... -- ... I ...... •... 45, 000 
Newark, N. J*...... .... 2, 000 ........ b1, 300 b850 ........ $1,000 ab40 a25 $250 1, 000 c$550 318, 000 (592, OO(l) 910,000 
Nnw Hrnnswick, N.J ... dl, 000 ........ 800 667 ........ ..... ... ........ ...... ........ ..... ... ...... .. 20,000 100,000 J 5, 000 j 200 125,200 
~~;~~r:~-~:::::::::: :~~·:s~~: ::~;~~~: ::~·:~~~: ---~~~~- :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::: .... :~~- ::::~~~: :::::::: ···27;~~i:~;;;----·--·(277;~~gi~- ------~~~- ~g;;~~~ 
Trontcn, N. J .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. • .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . • . .. .. .. • . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . 150, 000 
.Albany, N. Y . .. . .. • .. .. b3, 200 .. • .. • .. 1, 568 634 .. • .. • • . .. . . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. 1, 485 1, 200 (e) 164, 000 5i5, 000 26, 710 2, 800 768, 510 
Au barn, N.Y........... 1,400 ... ..... 800 530 . .... .. . .. .. ... . .. ...... ...... 700 650 .. .. ... . 25, 000 125,000 14,000 3, 300 167,300 
Binghnmton, N.Y....... 1, 700 ........ 1, 000 520 . .. ..... .. ..... . ........ ...... . ....... ........ ........ 53,800 140,889 6, 867 2, 811 204,367 
Brooklyn, N. Y .. .. .. .. . b3, 300 .. • .. .. . .. .. .. • . b900 .. .. . .. . .. .. • .. . .. .. • • • . .. .. .. b1, 300 bl, 200 .. • • .. .. 588, 675 4, 354, 877 155, 000 10, 000 5, 108, 552 
Buffalo, N. Y.... ... .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. • .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. • .. .. . .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. 123, 035 567, 350 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 690, 385 
Cohoes, N.Y ............... . .... 1........ 580 ................................ 100 900 ........ ........ 36,500 50,000 5,000 1,500 93,000 
Elmira., N.Y............ 1, 800 f... .... 900 575 ........ ........ ........ ...... ........ ........ ........ 68, uoo (217, 800) 30,500 316,300 
Hudson, N. Y .. .. • • .. • .. 1, 075 .. • .. .. . . .. .. . . 500 .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. 6, 500 28, 000 3, 000 1, 000 38, 500 
Ithaca, N. Y . .. .. .. . .. .. 1, 000 .. • • • .. . 700 600 .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 300 .. • . .. • . .. .. .. .. 19, ooo 40, ooo 6, 500 1, 200 66, 700 
Kingston, N. Y/........ .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . g50, 000 g90, 000 g7, ooo g1, 500 g148, 500 
Lockport, N. Y......... 1, 800 .. .. • .. . 1, 200 600 ........................... : .. 1, 000 600 900 26, 000 72, 000 5, 000 2, 000 105, 000 
Lon~ Islnnd City, N. Y* .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. ... .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. • .. .. . .. .. .. . . 10, 000 55, 000 . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .... .. 65, 000 
Nowbnr:rh, N. Y*....... 1, 800 .. • .. .. . 1, 300 733 . . . . . .. . .. • ... • . 500 4~5 . ...... . . ... • .. . ..... • .. 30, 008 1~, 000 7, 000 1, 000 192, 000 
Now York, N.y ........................................ $7,500 ......... ........ ............................. 3, 526,200 7, 48., 500 500,000 275,000 11,783,700 
Oswt~go, N.y ........... bl, 20·0 ..... ... ........ 459 ................ 
1 
hl, 000 ...... ........ ........ ........ 27,140 131,590 (15,150) 173,880 
Platt&bnrgh, N. y~ ..... ........ 800 ........ 600 ........ ........ .. ...... ...... ....... . ........ ...... .. 5, 000 47, 00~ 4, 000 1, 000 57,000 
Pou~bkccpsio, N.y .... 1,800 ........ ........ 550 ........ ........ ........ ...... 700 ........ ........ 23,!X!O 1~4,40o .......... ......... . 128,005 
RochNit~>r, N. y . .. ... .. 1, 850 .... .. •. 1, 275 725 ........ ........ .. .... .. ...... .... ... . .. ...... cl, 000 114, 7;:,0 3o3, 280 30,000 B, 000 501,039 
Rmnt>, N. Y. .. .. . . .. . . . 1, 200 .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. 550 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • .. . .. 500 500 21, 000 45, 000 4, 000 1, 000 ~~· ggg 



































183 Sy~aouse, N. Y . . • • •• • • • 2, 500 . • • • • .. . 1, 200 643 . •• • • • • • •••••••• • • .. • • .. . • • • .. .. . • . • • • 650 ,1, 200 156, 000 I 570, 000 30, ooo 5, ooo 761, ooo 
~~~ ir~1~~g~·l c .. :::::::::: . -~·- ~~~. -- .. :~~ .. -~·- ~~~ ..... :~~- :::::::: :::::::: .. -~~~~- . ~~~~. b1, ggg ... ~~~~- :::::::: --- ~~·. ~~: .... -~~~·- ~:. --- ~~: ~~~~ .... ~: ~~~. 6~, ~gg 
186 Akron, Ohio* ............ b1,200 ........ ........ b700 ........ .•••.••. ........ .••••• b800 (Z..800) 70,000 130,000 7,500 700 203'200 
187 Canton, Ohio............ . . . . .. .. 1, 000 • • .. • • . . 625 . .. .. .. . . •• • • • .. .. . • .. .. .. • • • . 700 ....... -~ 600 (100, 000) 12, 000 250 112; 250 
188 Chillicothe, Ohio .. .. .. .. bl, 500 . • •• • • .. 900 775 .. .. .. . . .. • • • • .. . • . • • • • . . • • • .. • • • . . • .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. 30, 000 100, 000 12, 000 500 142, 500 
189 Cincinnati, Ohio .. . . . .. . 2, 600 . • • • • • . . 1, 850 1, 000 2, 200 . .. • • • • . • • . • .. .. . .. • • • 1, 585 1, 100 1, 433 . .. .. • • • • • . • • • .. .. • • • • .. • . .. .. • • . • • • • • . • • . 2, 040, 000 
190 Cleveland, Ohio* . .. .. . .. 2, 200 . .. • • • .. 1, 288 . .. .. .. . b2, 100 .. .. • • .. • • • • • • • • . .. • • . 1, 850 1, 850 j750 .......................................... kl, 663, 035 
191 Columbus, Ohio......... 2, 000 .. • .. . .. 1, 367 922 ....... , .. . .. .. . .. •••• •• .... .. 1, 500 1, 500 c800 210, 100 525, 684 28, 700 8, 300 781,784 
192 Dayton, Ohio............ 2, 000 . • ... • .. 1, 400 1, !70 .. • .. . .. 1, 500 a40 a40 1, 500 (1, 500) 103, 500 223, 800 27, 000 11, 700 366, 000 
193 Fremont, Ohio*................. b760 b600 b450 ........ ........ ........ •••••• b500 ........ , bciOO 10,000 40,000 3,000 1,000 54-,000 
191 Hamilton, Ohio.......... ...... .. ........ .... . ... 850 .... .• .. ...... .. ...... .. ...... 850 •• •••••• ..... • .. 15,000 200, UOO 10,000 ., 1, 000 226,000 
195 Newark, Ohio*.......... 1, 000 ........ 900 600 ...... •. ........ ........ ...... ........ . (900) 11,200 75,000 8, 800 350 95,350 
1!l6 Portsmouth, Ohio....... ........ .. . . . . . . .... . . .. .... . . .. .. . . . . .. .... . . .. .. . ..• .. ... . . . .. . . .. . . . . .••••. .... .. . . .. . ... . .. . . •. • .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .... . . . . . . g180, 000 
197 Sandusky, Ohio......... ........ 1, 000 ........ 533 ........ ........ ........ ...... ........ ........ c475 40,000 125,000 12,000 3, 000 180,000 
198 Springfield, Ohio*....... b1, 200 . • • .. • .. 900 b750 .. . .. . . • .. . • . . .. .. • •• • .. c800 1, 000 800 1, 000 28, 670 81, 950 8, 199 1, 000 119, 819 
199 Stt·nbenville, Ohio . . . . . . 1, 400 .. • • • .. . 700 575 • • • • • • .. .. . . . • • . • .. • • • • • . .. • .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . • .. .. .. • .. • 20, 500 100, 300 8, 500 500 129, 800 
200 Tiffin, Ohio .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. 700 .. • • • .. . 487 . .. • • • .. .. .. . . . . .. • • • • • • .. • • .. 300 . • . .. .. . . • • • • • .. .. . .. .. . • • .. . .. .. • • .. • • . .. .. . .. . .. • • • •• • • • 75, 000 
~g~ i~~~~~g~iobio<:::::: ~i:ggg :::::::: :::::::: g~gg :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: b\~gg ---~~~~- --·i9oo· :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~~g:ggg 
203 Portland, Oreg.......... (1, 750) (950) . • • • .. .. .. .. . .. • . • • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • • . 1, 100 .. .. . . . . 100, 000 153, 000 12, 000 1, 000 266, 000 
2ll1 Allegheny, Pa. .. • • • • .. .. • •. • • .. . . •. • .. .. (600) • • • • .. .. . • .. .. . . . • • • • • • • . • • .. • b900 .. • • • • • • b575 300, ooo 500, 000 15, 000 5, 000 820, 000 
~05 Allento,vn, Pa. . . . • . • . • • • a70 £Ho5 . • • • .. . . a40 . • • • .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • • • • • • . .. .. .. . . .. .. • • . • • .. • .. . . • . . . .. . . . . • • . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. • . .. . .. 450, 000 
206 Altoona, Pa............. 648 . .. .. .. . .. • • • • .. 450 .. . • .. .. . • • .. • .. .. • • .. • • . .. • • • . • • .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 29, 545 67, 265 4, 560 250 101, 620 
207 Bradford, Pa............ . .. . • .. . 850 . .. • .. • . 600 .. .. .. .. .. • • • • . . .. • •• • •• . • • • .. 500 (700) 6, 715 24, 570 {, 081 .. .. .. . .. • 35, 366 
208 Cnrbondr~le, Pa.......... 1, 000 ...... .. ...... .. 450 .............................................. 1........ 3, 000 20,000 2; 000 200 25,200 
11 ifa~S~·~~~m~mm :w~;: ::::t~: ~~~~;;;: :::::~: mm:: :::H: ::::m~ m::: ~~~s;: :::::.L;:::::: :~HE -~;;tt; :~;:n~·: ;;~~~:~~• ~:m 
214 Harrisburg, Pa.......... 1, 100 950 800 608 .. .. . .. . .. • • • .. • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 500 .. .. . .. . 500 306, 750 21, 073 2, 650 330, 973 
~~g :[~~~~~~~·::.:::::::::: ·--z;99o· --·z;66o· ·--i9oo· ·--z;55o· :~:::::: :::::::: ::::::~: :::::: ·--z;soo· :::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::·: ::::::·:~: :::::::::: ~g~:~g~ 
217 Lebanon, Pa .. •• .. . .. .. . 765 680 .............................................. ,. • .. .. . .... • .. • .. .. .. .. 15, 600 49, 600 8, 000 2, 000 75, 200 
218 McKeesport,Pa......... abSO ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ...... ........ ........ ........ .. ...... 1............ ....... ... .......... 5~, 000 
219 Meadville, Pa .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. b800 .. • . .. .. b450 . .. . • .. . .. .. . .. . • • .. • • • • . .... . . .. • • • .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. (80, 000) 10, 000 5, 000 95, 000 
220 New Castle, Pa.*......... (a50) 40) ........ ........ ........ ...... ........ ........ a50 ........ 1............ .......... ....... ... 45,000 
221 Norristown, Pa.......... 1,400 . ....... .... .... 400 ........ ........ ........ ...... 350 300 . ....... 60,000 85,000 13,500 700 159,200 
~~ ~t{\~~~~~~!~~;:::::::·: ::~':~~~: :::::::: ::~':~~~: :::::::: ::~':~~~: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::·:::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~:ggg;g~~ 
225 Reading, Pa*............ 1, 400 1, 000 900 650 .. • • .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 600 .. . .. . .. (259, 700) 19, 400 2, 500 281, 600 
226 Scranton, Pa ............ 975 625 ..... ... 575 ........ ........ l68 l58 600 ........ m400 .......... 1 ........................ ,....... 325,000 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. j These statistics are forth~ Kingston school district only. kIn 1878. 
a Monthly salaries. gin 1880. ZEv~ning schools kept open 
bThese arc maximum salaries. h SalarY. of teacher in unclassified school. three months. 
cFor teacher of German. iFor mty an<l r.onnty. mFor teacher of deaf-mutes. 
d Salary of vice principal. j There are also special teachers of German receiving an average salary of $670; 
e There is also a special teacher of German receiving teachers of unclassified schools with an average salary of $900, and teachers 




















































•r AllLE H.-School statisti& of cities oontaininrt 7,500 ·im.kab.itants and ove~, f91" 18821 ~c.-Continued. 
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':'6 7~ ':'S '19 so s1. s~ sa S4 
-----
E stimated real value of pFOIJ.erty used for school 
purposes. 
... .,; 0 ai .; 
~~ llD 
... E 
::l .B ~ 
g~ ;a ·a ~~ d ... ~ ~ ~(.!) ~ R 
S5 86 87 ' S9 
Shamokin, Pill........... $76~ ~ - .... .. . $630 .. . . .• : . . • .•••• . .••• •••. ...... •••••• ••••.... . .• .. •• . .••••. •. $18, 5'00 $~'5. bOO $6, 000 $5-00 $50, 000 
f!~t~¥::~H- :~ :.~m~: ::: :: ~ ·2~~ :~H~~ :~:: ·::::~ ·;~~r ::m~: ::rm. :::5;~~ :j~m: :)~g .:: ix~ 1i: m 
Ne,-vport,RI ....... . .. . 3,500 .• •.•••• 2,fl00 1,000 .. ............. . e75 $100 9tH! 900 .••••.•. 25,839 8'4,300 (181 000) 128,130 
~~~Td~~~.~.1:::::::: ~ b~: ~g ·l}i,'4oo· ·bi; aoi> bl~~~g b$~: ooo· :::::::: :.:::: :::::: bl, ~ :::::: :: :::::~ :: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::1:::::::::: Jl.iU: ggz 
fv~~~g~i~~. 1:1·_.::::: :: · -i; io(}· :~:::::: ~-- ·7ea· ·-- · 525· :::::::: :::::::: _:::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ---·-: ---~  :~~~- .. _.-- -- --- ..... _<:~~! .. ----.. 1~~: ~~~ 
CTtarleston,S.C ....•. .• . . .. ..... ... ..... ...... .. ........ 200 ..••.•• . ...... ...... 000 ........ ........ 20,000 105,000 10,000 1,000 136,000 
Chattanooga, Tenn ...... (ablllO) (ab£0) .............. -- ···--- ...... ,...... .• •••... .. •••.. •• . 2, 750 34, 000 3, 000 .... .. . •• . 30,750 
Knoxville, Tenn......... (a55) f~5) ........ ........ ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ 15,000 31,500 2,700 .......... 48,200 
Mem-phis, Tcnu ......... (ablllO) (a!i75) .................................. .. ....... '······· 31,500 96,000 ll, 4i'JO 150 139,050 
N'n •. ~bville,Tenn ......... 1,700 800 800 750 ~--····· .................... 1,150 (1,100) 48,000 135,000 11 ,000 1,000 195,000 
Galveston,'l'ex . .":....... .. .. ... . ........ ... ..... .... .... ........ ......... ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ 10,000 7,000 3 800 200 21,006 
Housron,T<U: .. ......... 1,20.0 ........ 1,000 540 ........................................ ·•••. ........ 20,000 20,000 2;ofl0 250 42,250 
t11·r.~~~~~- ~_;; ~~::~:~:: 1 ~~~~~~~: ~~~~ ~~ ~~ -~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~: ~~~~~~~~!~~~~ ~~~ ~- ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~-~~~~~-~~ -~~~~~~~~ ;;;;;;?;~~- - ~ ;;; ; ;~~~~~~; ~::: ~·~~~; ;; ;~ ;;:~_ : ~ , -- .. !f~~ Petersbur~, Va ·.... . .... ... . .... 729 ........ 540 . ............... . ........... ~-··--·· ........ 67<> (52', 500J 4, 000 .,oo 5-7,000 Portsmouth, V~~o .......................... ~----·-- ... ................... . ......... . ........... · ................ ···-········1·-----·····- ... ........ -·--·-··· · 15,500 Ricbmou~ Va. .. ......... 1,125 000 (l!56) ........ ....... ..... . ...... ........ ........ ag42 (260,000) (~,000) 280,000 Whet• ling, W.Va. ....•.. _ 1, 100 1, 100 a60 t a60 . . .. • • • • •• .. • • . . .. ... .. .... • .. •• .. .. .. • ... • • aclS8 51, 500 I 171, 609 16, 571 I 1, 000 240, 680 
..L\t)ploton, \Vis .. ........ ~ ·-····· · ........ ..... ... •••.•..• ..... .. ........ ....... ...... ........ ........ .••.••.. J5,000 36, 000 .......... 1,200 52,500 
Ji'ou<ldnLao.:Wis ....... 1,200 ........ .••..••• 617 .... .. ... ..... ....... .... .. . .... ... ................. , 22,000 98,200 3,810 8gg 1!~: 1 ~8 ,Juu\!lvlllo, W _lll .... . .... 1,500 ........ ···-···· a58 ................................ .. ......... . · · -·.;:· · T,ooa 59,:>00 ..... . . 3() 1 ~oo 1o-i,ti:JO 













































M:ai\isou, Wis* ..•••• .•.. 
.Mil'~<mkeo, Wis ........ . 
03ll kosll, Wis .. .... .... . 
Rl\Cine, Wis . . ....•.....• 
Watertown, \Vis* . ..... . 
Gconr_.,town, D. C -~ . ... ( 
Waslung-ton, D. CJ .... 5 
2, 000 ··•••••• ••.••••• 500 ..••••.. , .............. ,...... 298 .......• ••·•···• 
b::l, 500 . . . • • • . • 1, 920 733 ........ b$1, 500 . . • • • • . . . • • • b1, 200 b1, 200 ciD81 
bt ~~g :::::::: .... ~~f ... ~~~~. ::::::: :j: ::::::: ::::::I::::::·:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
1,800 . ....... 1,100 800 ........ 1,350 ...•••.••••• 690 675 ••··•··· 
10. 000 I oo. (){)() 
204, 300 446; 000 
35, ooo· 100, ooo 
(9i">, 000) 
12. 000 I 22. 000 
181, 22q 688, 235 
9, ooo 2, ooo I 
48, lii4 iG, 579 
ll)\ 000 1, 500 
12-. coo __________ 
1 









* From Report of the Commissioner of Education d For teacher of German. 
e For ten weeks. 
i Apparatus and books of rE'ference. · 
for 1881. 
a Monthly salaries. 
b These n.re rorrximum salnrfes. 
e For teacher of music UIHl .Frenoh. 
• . 
fIn 1879. 
g For teacher of natural science. 
h For teacher of gymnastics. 
' 
j The figures. rolath1~ to school prop~rty nre from are-
turn for 1881, anu for the wllito school.; of Goorg-~­
tow.n aml: Washington on1y; other fignJ.'OO nro fo-r all 


















TABLE II.- School statistics of cit,ies containing 7,500 inhabitants and over, for 1882, g-c.-Continuea. 
i T t i t bl t . I Tax for o a a.xn e _proper y m soheol pur-
the Clty. poses. 
Receipt~. 
City. 
45 ,.d "' 8 
Amount received from Amount received s s p 
s:l ~ 
~ 0 interest on perma- 0 0 tt Q ..... <1:11-i from taxation. .;:: ~tO 





~45 ~~ 1>-P ~ 1=1 ·s~ .... 0 "; goo Q p. .g~ rcrc ~ 
Q~ O)F-o "d f.9 
~ 
"d ~o<l> F-o<U 
F-o<U 
~"' ~CD ~:s 
.p,.cl 
~ 
4) p.CZl .& >=l'-" A 4) Q.p =0 
~ "'"' ;:l<Zl 45 ~ i 'di 
p.p 
~ ~ 
c;sd! § 0 o;:::l $:l "; ...... :s Q Q ~ SC!I ~ .:! ~ 0 0 0 P=l rJ2 0 H rJ2 H <1 
-------------- ------- - --------
1 90 91 9~ 93 94 91) 96 9'1 9S 99 100 101 
-----
1 Little :Rock, Ark* .................... . 
2 Los Ang:eles, Cal*....... $7, 574, 926 
3 Oaklnnct, Cal............ 28,289,650 
4 ' San Fr(U)cisco, CaL .................. . 
5 Snn .To<:e, Cal .. . .. ...... 9, ooo, ooo 
6 Stockton, Cal . .. . .. .. . .. . ............ . 
7 Drnver, Colo.(~ of city)* . 1 46, 000, 000 
8 Lond'\"'ille, Colo* ........ . 
9 Bridgeport, Uonn ... ... . 
10 Danbury, Conn ..................... .. 
11 Derbv, Conn*........... 12,000,000 
12 Greenwich, Conn ................... .. 
13 Hartford, Uonn ...................... . 
14 Meriden, Conn ....................... . 
15 Middletown, Conn .................. .. 
16 Now Britain, Conn ................... . 
17 New Have11, Conn .................. .. 
18 Now London, Conn* .. .. 
19 Norwalk, Conn* ...... .. 
20 Norwich, Conn* ....... . 
21 Stamford, Conn ........ . 
22 Wato.rbury, Conn ....... j ............. . 
23 Windham, Conn ..................... . 
24 Wilmington, Del.. . . . . . . 23, 500, 000 
25 1 Koy \Vest, Fla s ........ 
1 
1, 390, l 94 
20 Atlnntn, Ga............ 22,000,000 
27 Augusta, Ga•........... 22, 834, 620 
28 Colnm1Jm1, Gn....... .. . . 4, 500, 000 
2D I Mll.Coll, Ga ........................... . 
$5,340,000 ...... 5 I $64 ....................... $10,680 I $26,700 ........ 1 ...... .. 
7,574,926 ............ q,026 $6,500 ............... 20,625 17,600 ........ $1,409 
28, 289, 650 2. 8 2. 8 21, 9[)3 ..... - .......... -...... 75, 758 104, 572 $1, 191 166 
222,336,400 ....... 95J75,152 ....................... 490,680 197,528 ........ 839 
9, 000, 000 1 1 25, 330 ......... ..... - . • .. .. .. 26, 100 25, 275 ..... - ... -- .... . 
a6, 000, 000 ... _.. 1. 2 30, 573 ............. _. . .. .. • .. 17, 670 22, 921 (2, 368) 
23, 000, 000 4 8 83 ...... - ....................... -.. 148, 605 ...... -- 554 
.. ........................ 3,785 0 $0 $0 .......... 41,453 0 ....... . 
bl~Jgg;~~~ :::::J~~~~~ :~~·:~~~: :~~·:~~~: :::::·:: ::::~~: :::::::::: :::~~:~~~: :~::~~~: :~:::~~: 
b3, 639,027 ····-· ........................................................................ . 
46,991,833 ...... --·--· ........ ---··--· ................................................. .. 
9, 251,717 ...... 2. 22 0 2, 628 ....... ... .. ... 6, 570 21,606 ........ - ...... . 
!: ~~~: ~~ : :: : ~ : ~ ~: : : : : : ~ : : ~ : : : ~ ~ : : ~ : : : :: ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~:: : : : : : ~ :: : ~: ::: : : ~ ~ : : : ~ ~ : :::: :: :: : : :: : : : ·: 
44, 189, 728 .... • . 3 26, 066 . -...... .. .. .. . 1, 385 32, 865 151, 795 1, 865 65, 029 
6, 450, 028 .......... - ..• - ...... -- ...... -........ - .. -.... - .... - ........ -- ............... .. 
5, 306, 506 ............. -- ........... -....•. - ............. ......................... -.- ... . 
13,349,295 .............................................................................. . 
6, 920,103 ...... ·--··· .•.. : ... ·-······ ....... ·--····· ................................... . 
~g:~M:gi~ ::::~: :::::: :::::::: 1~:~~~ ::::::: .... 492· :::::::::: ~g:~~~ :::::::: ~~~ 
23, 500, ooo . _.... .. .. • . o, 5o3 1, 426 ............. _. G26 69, 571 d2o, ooo 482 
.•• -- ....• • - • • 4 • • • • • • 772 662 ...•••...• --- .. . ....... -. 6, 837 .• -•......•••... 
20,000,000 ........................................... ··-··-·-·· -·-· ............. . ....... . 
141 726, 51-2 1. 1 1. 7 /1) I 769 ,. ,. . , ...... ,. . •,. .. ., • /4, 221 /26, 583 /1, 207 ,. •" • • • 
4, a4s, 1ss I 2. a1 2. 97 442 o o o 1, 95o 11,065 .... . . . . 2, 16o 

































SO Sav:mnah Ga .•••••.•••..•.•••• · .•••••• *15,242,329 ...... ..•.•. ........ •••••••• .•••••• •••••••. !J7,000 g38,000 2,500 1,500 
31 :Bello,· iUe,'rn............ .•..... ... .... 1,721,400 ...... 18.5 10,655 .••••••. .•••••. ...•.... 4,513 45,840 286 35 
82 :Bloomington, Ill . . . . • • . . 10 786, 140 3, 595, 380 5. 6 17 0 . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . 87 5, 112 63, 351 135 1, 170 
33 Chicago,Ill . .•..••..•••............... 125,358,537 ...... 9.5 .....••. 8,175 . •••••.. 160,978 147,219 1,195,941 907 18,144 
34 Docat.ur,Ill ....••••••... 7,500,000 • 1,917,961 2.5 10 13,938 4,018 0 245 .•••...... 19,665 0 11 
35 El~in,Ill.... ........... 7,982,216 1,995,554 1.5 6 9,756 .•.......•••••. . 44 2,646 .......... _. .............. . 
36 FroeJ)Ort,Til............ *4,883,553 *1,627,851 .••••....... 9,450 3,095 ....... .••• . ••. (1'8,825~ 249- .•...... 
37 Gnlf'sbnnr, ill"'.......... 5, 393, 878 2, 696, 939 . • • • . . 4. 5 . . . . . . . . (360) 4, 198 16, 000 94 
38 J:wkson.ille, Ill* . . . . . . . 3, 000, 000 2, 398, 500 .•.... 10 1, 157 0 . • • • • • . . • • . • • • . 3, 720 27, 805 57 
39 Joliet,lll* .•...•.• ~ •... 5,105,584 2,552,792 4.1 8.2 ..•.............••••••..•...... 4,298 18,914 150 
40 Moline, Ill* ......•••••.......•.............•.........••••....... 3,512 ..••.... .•••.• . 256 3,947 28,716 231 3 
41 Ottawn, Ill.............. 6, !J75, 588 1, 743,897 ..•... 11.8 0 0 0 0 2, 618 20, 000 0 0 
42 Peoria, Ill* . . . • • . . • . . • . . 18, 915, 333 6, 305, 111 2. 33 7 869 101 • • • • •• . . • • . • . . . 9, 449 39, 643 209 3, 566 
43 Quincy, ill.............. 18,000,000 5,740,000 1.9 6.4 15,490 ..•..... ••••••. •••.•••. 9,278 34,975 182 ... ... . 
44 Rockford, Til........... . . .. . .. . . .. . .. 4, 004,418 .... .• ••.• .. . . . . .. .. . .•. . ... . •••••• ••••• •.. 4, 735 29,788 128 5, 024 
45 Rock Island, Ill .. •...... 7, 674, 006 2, 558, 002 3. 33 10 3, 329 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • . . 3, 745 27, 947 229 137 
46 Springfield,lll*.. ....... 20,000,000 4,000,000 .•.••. 10 ........ ......•. ......• ........ 7,735 28,802 517 188 
47 E>ans,ille,Ind"' ................................................ 24,541 ..........•.•••••••.... 57,974 13,072 ......... ..... .. 
48 FortWayne,Ind........ 11,547,805 11,547,805 2.6 2.6 83,692 4,627 ••••••. ..•..••. 32,388' 19,572 ........ 11,314 
49 In<lianapolis, In4 . .... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 51, 455, 965 . . . • .. 2 55, 200 78, 878 . . . •• • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . 110, 672 300 31, 360 
50 LtLl!'ayette,Ind*........ 20,000,000 10,000,000 ..•.•....••• 5!l,472 ....••.. ....... 706 18,599 14,573 5 2,550 
51 I.oga.nsport,Ind ....•••• .••.••••...... 3,800,000 .••••• 2 ..... . ....................................... : ..... .... ........... . 
52 Madison, Ind . ....•• •••• .... .. . . . . . . . . *4, 000,000 ...•.. .••••. 7, 430 12,111 ....... ..•••. .. .•.. .. . . . . 13, 564 53 38 
53 Ricbmond, Ind ...••• ••• . i10,600,000 i8,381,005 .•••....•••• 2,052 ......•............•••. 24,157 16,533 269 4,262 
54 South Bend, Ind . . . . • . •.. 15, 500, 00(} 5, 500, 000 • 8 2. 5 18, 425 (16, 007) (12, 076) 255 369 
55 T erreHauto,Iud....... .•............ 15,000,000 •••... 3.4 26,185 ········1······ ·1········ 33,0041 24,387 48 172 
56 Vincennes,Ind ......... 5,500,000 3.500,000 .••..• 2.5 .....•...••..... . : ..... ........................................... . 
'67 CedarRapids,Iowa. ..... 5,500,000 2,000,000 5 14 11,295 (4,479) .......... 30,603 140 35 
58 Clinto~, Iow~-·-········ 6,000,000 1,600,000 ..••.. 14 6,036 3,195 ! ..... .. ,........ .••••••••• 16,5~6 164 .•••• .•.. 
59 Counml Blufts, Iowa..... 12, 000, 000 3, 076, 680 5 15. 5 18, 477 (6, 251) . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . . . . 46, 6.:>9 ••• • •• .. 26 



































1, 784 1, 525 




2, 363 1,126 
200 
50 , .....• 
2,287, ............. . 

















. -- ..... 1, 500 
1, 977 _822 
3, 500 11, 305 
500 ..... . 
*740 *70 
2, 3oo 1 o 
1, 798, ...... 
891 .••••• 
· T ooo· ····592., ..... . 
14, 000 500 
12, 509 2, 146 
1, 611 119 




61 DesMoines(westside); 13,000,000 ~,500,000 4.6614 13,320 (6,534) , .•••.••.••••••.... 40,945 254 296 
62 Dub~que,Iowa ..•••.... a12,885,310 a7,731,18~ 7 11 3,988 9,752 .••••. . .••••••• ·······:·· 45,825 .••..••. 105 5!>,670 7,200 .••••••• , ••••• 
63 Keokuk, Iowa......................... 3,234,93o ...•.. 9 2,660 0 0 0 5,9o3 25,838 122 23 34,596 •........•••••.•.•.••• 
64 Musca.tino,Iowa.*....... 3,302,496 1,651,248 5 11 2,571 986 •••••.. .•••••.. 1,651 18,164 ••••••.. 544 23,!>16 1,050 .......•••.•.• 
65 Ottumwa,Iowa.......... 6,788,823 2,263,941 3.66 11 1,902 3,408 ....................... .. 19,133 27 j30,000 54-,470 17,256 2,398 .....• · 
66 Atchison, Kans......... 6, 500,000 2, 150,216 •••••• 10 6, 734 ................... '.. .. 3, 257 24,736 76 . •.••... 34,803 ...... •. ... . .. . . 61 
67 La.wrenco,Kans .•••.• ·.. .............. 2,000,000 •...•• 8 2,724 .• .............. 5,294 · 2,472 13,188 58 20 23,756 ........ 57 klOO 
~8 Leavenworth, Kans.... 10,000,000 3,860,000 2 5 4,155 (5,287) .......... 17,999 2,117 337 29,895 ........ 175 ..... . 
6!> Topekn,Kans........... 8,000,000 4,200,000 5 9.5 1,453 4,613~····---~·-······ .•..•..... 25,502 749 1,590 l33,907 2,130 ........ 1,367 
70 Covington, Ky.......... 14,500,000 14,500,000 2.5 2.5 7,663 ..•.••.. ...•••• ........ 14,108 . 41,775 4'71 141 64,158 ..................... . 
~~ t~~i~;J~~.·li."'.:::::::: ···1o;o29;724· 75:~~:~~! ·a···-:::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::: ···62;747· "is9;5ss· ··i;oai· .... is6· ··253;522· ··a;754- :::::::::::::: 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. e Including Monroe County. i From sale of bonds. · ' 
a In 1880. · /These figures are for city and county. kNot taken from school fund and no; included in school 
bin 1881. a From appropriation. expenditure. 
cFor libraries and apparatus. hr.tems not all reported. z This is exclusive of receipts on the interest and bond 
d:Bonds for building purposes are sold and redeemed l1y iin 1879. fund, amounting to $26,892. 
the city council, and no a-ccount of them appears in 





















'l'ADLJ~ II.-Sc:hoolstatistica of aities co11rai·ning 7,500 'inhabitants and over, jo1· 1882, ~-c.-Continued. 
Receipts. 
. Tax for 
Total lax~~o1llo. prOl'Orty m J scbool pur-





-;i! a, S Amount received fr·om .A. • • S S 
.ci g .: J: .; intc1·est on perma- fi~!.n!a:~~~~ ~ .g a.i I I Penuanent. 
:3 'c: :=' ~ '0 ~ nent:fund. "=',; "=' .~ 
d ;.., • ;:~ ~ ~ ~ Q,) ~ Ej • 1 ~ ~ ~ ;g ~ ""'g t~ 05 g ~ I -- § . 
~ ~ ~1 ~ -g g ~ ·, ~ -~ ~ ~ ·8 : to o 3 .ri 
~ ~ ! ~~ ~! ~ . ~~ §~ ~ "'~ _g ~ ·;J 
.§ ~ $l .!S "' § : ai - ~ 'd $ -a g.... 0 ;:::j Oil Q;) :;:1 "2" ~ ~ 
"" ., - ~ .......... ~ p <) "' <) s s <11 .... .... p "';:>, ..c "' ~ )il sa dS .... o o ..,. o ..q 0 .... ""' <::. dS ."" 
1 1 : 91 9!l -9-3---:-~--:-:s--:-6- --:-7---:-s-~--:-9-~ 190 -:-o-.----- 1-:-~--:-o-a- :o~ 1::s 
------1------~------1---~- --1---------------------------------------
73 Nowport,Ky ........... $12,000,000 $6,800,000 1.7 3 $415 -············~-~-·-····· $9,452 $1!1,854 $14 $21 $29,737 ···-··--·--···· •••••• 
74 Paducttb.Ky........... 4,000,000 3,500,000 ............ 114 ... .......... - ••••••••. . 4,821 5,363 ................ 10,298 ........ $~00 ..... . z . r; New o~·leans,La ...................... 103,975,-662 -·-··· .............. -------· . ............. ........... 200,000 ........ 8,339 208,339 $2,500 1,407 .... .. 
1U .Aul>um,~le............ ............ .. 5,.280,000 ...... 3 0 $0 $0 $0 5,000 15,000 ................ 20,{)00 .................... .. 
77 .dngnsta.M~.......... 4,768,828 ............. ....... 2.25 2,000 ............... ........ 3,587 9,150 185 ........ 14,922 ........ 1,000 $30t 
~~ ~~fl7,0!:r~~:~ ::::::::::: .... ~·-~~~·- ~~~- ::::::::::~::: ::::~: :::::: :::::::: :::::::~ ~=~~::: :::::::: ----4,'764' ... i3,'25o· 1~~ :::::::: ~~:~~g :::~:::: :::::::: :::::: 
80 Bidtkfol'<l, :Me .......... 6,000,000 5,500,000 2.66 2.9 0 ........ ·-----· ........ 6,636 16,000 ........ ........ 22,636 ..................... . 
81 Lewiston, Me.. ............... ........ 10,338,160 ...... 1.93 ........ ........ ....... ........ !l,863 24,000 59 ........ 33,922 .................... .. 
82 Portlnnd, )!e...... ..... 32,642,755 32,642,755 2.5 2.5 ................ ------- ........ 19,480 71,6M ........ ........ 91.,144 6,997 ............. . 
83 Rorldan<l, 1\Ie* .......... 3, 462, 990 3, 462, 990 2 2 0 0 0 0 3,120 7, 580 157 0 10, E57 0 0 0 
84 Baltimore,lftl. ......... 247,060,000 247,000,000 .................................... ··----- 168,290 377,451 47,009 1,545 a657,035 62,740 16,044 ..... . 
85 Frederick. M<l ................................ ~ ........................................ ---·---·· ................................................................... . 
S6 Attlebmo',Mnss ...................... b4,.934,941 ...... -~-··· ........ 290 ....... B34 .......... 32,918 ........ 773 c34,815 12,882 (d45) 
87 Be>erly,Mass .......... .............. b8,613,650 ...... ...... ........ 147 ....... 180 .......... 19,325 ........ 472 c20,124 415 ....... .. 
88 ]~ostou . .Mass......................... 672,497,962 ................................... 13,181 .......... 1, 708,728 12,359 162,537 1, Bg6, 805 139,127 60,515 .... .. 
S9 :Brockton, ~ass*........ .............. 6,109, 000 ...... ...... ........ 303 •• ·..... 324 .......... 28,600 ........ ........ 29, 22'1 1,100 1, 716 .... .. 
!tO Brookline, Mass.. ....... .............. 24,842,800 ...... 1.48 ........ ........ .•••••. ...... .. .......... 36,500 . .... ... ........ 3'6, 500 ..... . .. 227 .... .. 
91 Unml>rid~e-,Mass ....... .............. .50,575,130 .................... ------· ....... 784 .......... 177,999 22'7 ........ 179,010 11,466 613 ..... . 
92 Chelsoa,Mass" .~-------· .............. 15,761.,5.37 ...... 3.6 ...................... . ............... ._ .......................................................... -
93 Chicopee, Mass......... <(), 870,587 5,152, 940 3.1 4..3 0 208 ....... ........ .......... 22,425 74 996 23,70.3 ........ ' 160 76 
04 Clinton, MaRs........... 4, 076,42.4: 4, 976, 424 .. .. .. .... .. .. • .. .. . 265 .. .. • .. . .. .. • .. • • ... ..... 19, 597 61 23 l 9, {)46 .. . .. . .. 718 ..... . 
05 11nll Tii vcr, Mass* .................. _.. .30, 650, 761 ............................................. ---..... • • .. .. • .. . .. • .. . .. ... .. . .. e83, 000 10, 229 -~ .......... .. 
IW l.•'itl'bbuq!,MMs ...................... • 10,113,536 ...... 3.9 0 238 ....... ........ .......... 39,395 37 6 39,676 ..................... . 
97 (HoucPRtrr,Mnss ....... 13,000,000 8,977,.559 4 .5.75 ........ ........ ....... ........ 408 51,245 ........ ........ 51,653 7,274 3QO ..... . 
9!3 l[o.vcr·hill,:\f!lSS ........... ............ bl0,787,088 ............................................................................... c64,461 12,000 ............. ... 
Ill) llolroko, Ma'ls .......... 20,000,000 13,374,055 2 3 3,178 ........ ....... ........ .......... 40,000 ........ 578 43,756 15,461 5M ..... 0 lOll L:nvr·o'll('t',llna!! .. . ...... 80,000,000 25,000,000 2.33 2.8 0 0 0 0 0 71,901 132 ........ 72,033 15,000 ....... . 
















































































































18, 181, 779 
4, 543,989 
3, 715,975 
4, 404, 630 
*31, 188, 486 
40,000,000 
4, 000, 000 












· · · · · · · · · · · · · ais·l::::::: 1· · · · i53 ·1 :::::::::: 







:~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ;;;~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ::::~~~: ::::::~~i: :::!~~:~: :::::~~J:::~~~: 
.~:~-- !· 6 ~::::::: ::::~::: ::::::::::::::: ··--··a2o· . ~~:~~~ --·43~-~---·]83 
3.33 3.33 140 212 .•.•••. 284 ..•...•..• 2t.i,600 80 310 
...... . ..... ........ Hl9 ....... -~~----- .......... 22,700 ........ 854 
...... ...... ........ 0 0 0 .......... 34,700 198 2:i6 
;.;.;: ;!;~:; ;.~:,].:~:-::::~ :::~!?~! .. : ... : ::::::~~~~ ~~ ?~:;~; ;;;;tr :::;; 
a 7S a 81 0 r 0 0 .. .. .. .. 0 172, 726 175 828 
...... ...... 332 3,839 ······- ........ 3,996] 16,219 431 7,043 
4, 3 4, 3 4,115 31 1!54 •••• •• ... ••• ••. , .••. ·•.... 20,529 51 698 363 I 
. --... 4. 7 3, 289 1, 979 . ----- ... - .. - ....... ---.. 36, 673 34 !17 
2. 87 2. 87 46, 011 47, 029 0 {) 0 183, 831 548 11, 030 
........... 4,282 7,972 0 424 ,...... ... 48,217 65 591 
6. 3 6. 3 8. 353 . __ ... _ . . _ _ _ _ __ . __ . __ .. 
1 
6. 563 22. 286 1. 503 355 
------ 7 17,035 13,187 ....... ........ .......... 75, 585 2,057 22,252 
~::::: :::::: --~~~~~- :::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ~:~~~ ~~:g~~ 1~~ .... :~~ 
5.58 5.58 7,975 4,435 ....... ........ 4,229 19,000 65 207 
~----- 4 11,!)133 6,756 ....... ·••··••· 30,085 119,1{)8 643 1,566 
2.22 5 50,078 .............. . ........ ---------- 154,455 259 45,920 
2. 25 4. 5 13, 509 ........ ---~--- ........ 4, 201 13, 291 207 8, 824 
2.5 4 ........ ........ ••••.• . .•••.••. 0 lil,OOO •••••••• 2,000 
5 2,525 ........ ....... ........ 3,910 14,818 .............. .. 
4 34, 659 12, 453 8, 236 151 . -- .. ---- 113, 723 336 68, 058 
4.1 1.6 ········ ........ 2,015 ........ 9,977 57,767 291 18 
-3.33 5 9!, "040 ........ ------- ........ 78,548 696,052 352 66,297 
7 9,"754 (4,737) (17,403) 11 ....... . 
4,
7
39 -------·1·------·1-----··· 6,553113,799 .•••.••• 15,347 171 ........ ••.••.. ........ 14,.591 60,7411 ........ 90,238 
........ 12,620 32,594 ..•••• - .......... -·-------- 91 45 
'736 o o a 1, 379 22, 527 B .o 
2,759 2,060 ......................... /55,387 207 
' gin 1879. -
96,449 · ........ 1,9911 ..... . 
37,250 ........ 425 ..... . 
25,971 ............. - . .••••• 
29,837 ........ 300 ·••••• 
c22, 315 ........ (d61) 
clB, 769 100 (d37) 
82, 2{)6 . .. . . . . . .. - .. - - .I.- •••• 
25, o:.:G .. . . .. • . . . .. _. 
o:l, sas 3, 854 100 
10, ('36 .... . ... 100 100 
27, (; ·26 2, 738 27<1 
2'1,713 ····-··· ............. . 
3ii, l .i4 0 375 --·-·· 
33,241 . - ................ . 
c83, 500 1, 953 . • • . . . . . .. •••• 
103, f\39 17, 000 800 ..... . 
101, 1 U9 .. . .. .. . 150 ..... . 
.. 45, 683 0 500 ..... . 
c26, 565 259 ............. . 
c34, s:m ]40 I (d10) 
c42,400 10,332 . ............ . 
1~~: ~~~ · · 9; 923 · · · i; 33i · ---- ·o 
31, 860 .. - .. --. 118 586 
34,059 2,714 517 259 
42, 072 - --..... -832 1·-- .. -
289, 34~ 45, 835 4, 520 ------
61, 551, 8, 000 1, 717 j 1, 039 
39, 060 . -- .. -.. 327 699 
130, 116 30, 032 2, 898 3, 674 
43, 528 (2, "226) 
20, 098 .. - .. -.. 1, 200 
35, 911 .. --.. .. 25 
176,091 12,720 2,125 
250, 712 52, 432 4, 467 
250 
190 
40, 032 - - - . - - .. - .... - - - --- ••• 
12,000 ---····· 0 ·••••• 
21,253 ........ 96 ..... . 
237, 616 h44, 223 2, 9.'5<1 •••••• 
70,068 8,371 ·••····•··•••• 
935, 289 . --.---. 7, 887 13, 000 
31, 905 . - ... - .. . - -- . - - . - -- ~ •• 
40, 438 9, 960 1, 250 
165, 741 10, 448 4, 010 
45,350 ........ i1,2121 28 
~~:~~ 4,18g ----~~-----:~ 
*From Report of the Commission-er ofEdueation for 1881. 
ainolncles $62,740 received and expended under direction 
of inspector of buildings. 
bin 1881. 
.c Total of l'eported items only. 
dFor libraries and apparatus. 
e Appropriation fQr .day acnools, 1880. 
f From ~pmpriation. · 
h Buildings, repairs, and improvements. 













































TADLE II.-Scllool statistics of cities containiug 7,500 inhabitants and over, for 1882, g·c.-:-Continucd. 
Total tnxnble -property m school pur-. 
1 
Tax for 
the city. poses. 










a Amount received from . a S e . interest on perDJa- Amount rE'C~lved 8 8 -
:;; ~ n ent fund. from taxat10n. :;; rti :; g 
§~ ~~ ~~ rti 
,.q c; ·a~ .<D ~ --4-J ~ • rg . 
r.:l ,g g s as .... -~ - "' cil <X) 
Oc;, F-4:S · MCJ ~ ~~D ~.E tt3 
~ ~ . .e. - . . §] "§ ~ ~ "':§ :S ~ -~ 
~~ ~ § ~ $ ~ o o~ :§ .;;·a e g: ~ 
~ ~ o o .;g o a s o -- ...:> ;:~ cil ..... 
.,...., w. 0 H w. H ~ ~ 8 w. ~ H 
Permanent. 
I 91 I 92 ,--;;------;;-----;;- ----;;--1--;;---;;-----;;- 100 101 1.02 103 104 100 
--;·-as-h_n_n-,N-.H-*---.-. -.-•• -.-•• 1 .............. $9,169,4141====== $17,402 $15,500 ----;;· $1,1.01 $34,0GG =~== 
P01·tsmouth,N.H .•••••. $10,000,000 6,119,564 ...... ...... ........ .••..... ....... ..•...•. 884 20,999 41 ........ 21,9?4 ................••••. 
:Brillgoto~~N. J a • •• . • • • . 4, 598, 664 3, 449, OCO 1. 3 1. 8 $2, 368 $818 $444 $60 5, 834 6, 344 . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . 15, SG!l . . . . . • • . $424 .•..•• 
Cnm!lcu,~.J ..•••..•••. b22,000,000 b12,000,000 ...... .••••• ........ ......•. ....•. . .••...•. 40,304, 51,750 .••.•••. 1,035 93,080 ......•. 1,330 .•.••. 
Elizabeth, N.J..... . . • . 12, 000, 000 12, 000, 000 c3. 6 c3. 6 490 2, 569 . •• • . • • • •• • • • • . 33,237 8, 213 . • • • •••• 265 44, 774 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . $177 
Hoboken, N.J.......... ..... ... . .. ... 15,065,800 ....•...•••..••..••..........•.•••..••••••.••••....•............••.•••..••...•....................••........... 
J crsey Cit:v, N.J........ · 90, 000, 000 60, 000, 000 . •• • • • • • . • • • 0 12, 244 . • • • . • . • • • • . • • . 155, 031 30, 945 . • • . . . . . . • • . . • . . 108, ~20 $0 0 878 
Millville, N. J....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 213 5, 275 300 .••••• 
Newark,N.J* ...... . ......... .. ...... d82,140,700 .. .... .••.•. 6 ..•..•...•.•••.•••..••. 140,280 67,500 .•...... 254 208,0~.) (9,504) 
New.Brunswick,N.J... 10,832,000 5,416,000 1.27 2.54 488 .•...••. .••.••. .•••.••. 22,051 20,739 531 .•••.... 43,S09 .........••......••••• 
Orange,N.J ... ......... 10,000,000 4,973,000 .••••• 1 .•...... .••.••.. ...•... .••..... 18,822 9,000 446 17 28,285 ........ 43 .••••• 
Paterson. N. J . . . . . . . . . . 27, 000, 000 21, 515, 280 . . • . . . . . . . . . 438 0 0 0 52, 9371 30, 728 o 498 84, 601 5, 216 ..•..•...••••• 
Plltiufl.eld, N.J.......... 8, 000, 000 4, 250, 000 . . • • • • 6. 6 156 . • . • . . . . . . • . • • . • • • • • • • . 8, 836 16, 290 471 8 2:>, 7/0 . . . .. . . . 195 97 
Trenton,N.J . ....•..•.. d28,000,000 d12,933,083 ..••.•..••............•..•.•..•••• : .••..••. 37,320 29,255 . ••..•.. ........ 6G,575 7,800 760 .....• 
Albany,N.Y ........... 55,410,152 55,410,152 .......••... 86,115 .•.......•••••..•••.••. 49,5'22 156,980 1,253 1,966 205,836 19,:!68 1,737 1,505 
Auburn~N. Y........... 13, 129, 289 9, 846, 967 3. 28 4. 36 2, 039 684 . . • • • • . . • • • . • • . 1~ 452 30, 000 863 1, 660 47, 608 4, 100 2, 387 107 
llinghamton,N.Y ..••.• 10,239,916 6,206,010 .......•.•.. 1,553 ........ .•.•••. .•••.••. 10,0G7 35,200 1,055 665 48,570 4,()l)9 1,200 2,068 
Brooklyn,N.Y ....................... 283,738,317 ....•. 3.12 45,660 .........•••• ••.••..••. 288,667 885,816 ........ 67,333 1,287,476 77,182 4,871 1,102 
llnffnlo,N.Y ....•..•••.• b89,237,320 b89,237,320 .......••........... 1,603 ...•.•..••.•••. e82,620 243,378 ................ 327,()01 ................ 1,15~0 
Cohoos,N. Y . ........... 11,042,757 3,680,919 2.52 7.58 22,175 .............•...• .'.... 10,625 27,920 12 433 61,365 2,331 679 269 
Elmira,N. Y............ 11,461,312 11,461,312 4. 63 4.63 873 12,935 ...•.•. .••..••• .....• ... 49,327 1,338 ........ 6.J.,473 ........ 189 174 
lludsou,N. Y........... 6,321,425 5,051,140 2.25 2.5 5,760 ........ ....... ........ 5,153 7,000 92 ........ 18,005 1,8!}3 270 
Ilbnca, N. Y . .. . .. .•••.• o, 000, 000 2, 683, 193 2. 66 6 . . . . . . . . 728 430 . . . . . . . . 6, 481 18, !l92 1, 422 2, 095 30, 147 o, 543 965 
Kiugston,N. Yj........ b5,475,440 b5,475,440 ..•••• .••.•• 797 461 .••.••. 180 .......... 25,077 619 9,726 36,860 (11,523) 309 
Lockpot·t,N.Y ......... 7,018287 5263,730 2.9 3.9 8,630 ...........•....•••..•. 8,819 21,000 1,983 1 40,433 4551 628 706 
Lon~IRlnntlUitv,N.Y* ..... .. .. .' ..... d4:081,847 ......•..••. 1,257 9,721 ..•.••..•..•••.••••.•.... 35,025 ................ 4U,003 ........ 2,026 .•.... 
Nowbtn·~h, N. Y•. .. .. .. 17, ooo, 000 8, 591,859 2.1 4. 2 5 . • . •. • • . .•••••. . •••. ••• 10,594 36, 695 493 . . • . . • • . . 47,787 1, 3Ul ~· 028 2, 770 
Now York, N.Y ........ 1, OH, 035,107 1, 233,476, 398 2. 13 ~- 84 .. .... •......••..•••.•.••••.•••.•••...... 3, 558, 304 .••..... ---.-- •. 3, 558, 3Q4 105, 208 · 7 
2

































1781 Plattsburgh, N.Y ....... 3, 000,000 2, 000,000 5 7 149 5,384 ••••••. ........... ·········· 11,541 1,172 ........ 18,246 ............. 259 ..•••• 179 Poughkeepsie, N.Y .••.. ···55; ooo; ooo · 12, 151,425 .............. 2. 2 13, 170 . ............ ......... .......... 11,885 27,249 .............................. 52,304 ·is; ss5· 251 2, 345 180 , Rochester, N. Y .•••.•.•. 36,052,370 1. 51 3. 58 2, 086 0 0 0 36,134 146,480 1, 909 28,000 214,609 838 776 181' Rome,N. Y ..•.•••.••... 7, 500,000 3, 774,396 1. 5 3. 05 756 6,147 7, 819 512 778 16,012 434 ............. ......... 182 Sara.togaS:&rings, :Y. Y* 19, 201, 040 3, 840,208 . 8 4 12,644 .............. ........... . .......... 6, 057 16,000 109 217 35,027 1, 684 443 312 ~183 Syracuse, . Y .......... 36,603,241 30,502,071 3. 5 3 1 0 0 0 29,570 110,000 1,454 1,400 142,425 20,205 ................ 2, 728 ~ 184 UMca, N. Y ............. 24,000, 000 16,890,160 2.3 3.4 16,357 ............. ............. . .. ............ 20,1(18 56,800 904 .. ........ 94, 169 1, 800 1, 693 592 t;J185 Raleigh, N. C* ..•..•.••. !]10, 000, 000 g6, 193,596 .......... 1.2 ................ . ....... 
. .. 45;o5i. ····'(4,'294)'"""' g10, 7~ 186 Akron, Ohio"' .•••.•••••• 10,000,000 7, 286,300 4.25 0 269 h32, 000 6, 843 88,457 7, 495 0 0 187 Canton, Ohio ...••..•.•.. .......................... 5,185, 426 ....•• 5 3, 355 470 .. ........... ·····--· 7,182 31,608 ...•.... 28,873 71,488 . ............ ............... ............ 188 Chillicothe, Ohio .•••..• . 15, 000,000 5, 750, 000 1. 9 5 8, 485 . -- •.••..•• ---. 335 5, 102 29, 393 10 724 44, 04!) . . . . . . . . 554 1, 273 189 Cincinnati, Ohio .••.•••. ......................... 161, 500,000 •••••• 3. 75 7!, 755 ............... 12, 3~l 137,385 621,201 6, 921 6, 700 856,374 1~ 168 1 9, 111 20,563 
190 Cleveland,Ohio* ..•..••. b220,94l,582 b73,647,1!J4 1.5 4.5 3,814 .••...............•.... 76,210 313,831 ................ i3!J!J,030 63,285 12,841 ...... 
191 Columbus, Ohio......... 50, 000, 000 29, 958, 756 3. 5 5. 5 24, 210 (212) 23, 907 162, 912 329 33, 533 2-!5, 103 80, 036 659 2, 987 
192 Dayton,Ohio ........... 40,000,000 23,342,900 3.5 6 33,489 1,768 ... .... .••••••. 18,249 130,308 522 1, 176 185,512 10,000 1,495 2,!J95 
193 Fremont, Ohio*......... 3,000,000 2,000,000 4.6 7 2,023 61 ..••••. ........ 3,545 11,339 ........ 642 17,010 (50) 
194 Hamilton, Ohio .. . • .. . • . 9, 000, 000 5, 718, 825 3. 5 5. 5 7, 792 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • •• . . • . . . • . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . • . • . . .. . • . • . ... . 51, 302 0 0 0 
~~g ~~;r:~~u~W(;i~i~::::::: ... b5:ooo:ooo· ... b4;69!;6i7. :::::: -~~~-- -~~::~~- :::::::: ::::::: :::::::: .... ~·-~~~- ·--~~:~:~ ..... ~~~- :::::::: b!gJ~~ ::~::::: ::~::::: :::::: rn 
197 Sandusky, Ohio......... 12,000, 000 5, 000,000 3 7 7,139 620 .... •• . . .••• •• . 9, 435 34,679 277 11,860 64,010 4, 140 .......... ! ... t-3 
198 Springfield, Ohio*....... dl5, 000, 000 dlU, 000, 000 . . . . . . 5. 5 16, 528 259 . . . . • • . . • • • • • . . 4, 304 39, 565 093 23, 299 84, G'48 13, 100 G, 702 ...... >-19!) Steubenville, Ohio .•.... ... .. .. . .•.... 4, 729,460 ...... 3. 5 17,877 64 ...• •• . •• •••••• 9, 653 16,671 160 187 44-,612 .....• . . 197 800 t-3 
~ 200 Tiffin, Ohio .. ...•• ...... 4, 500,000 3, 000,000 3. 33 5 8, 405 . 40 ....••. •• •••••• 4, 578 16,181 ... ••• .. 23 20,227 ...................... 
Ul 201 Toledo,Ohio . ........... 100,000,000 27,784,250 1.25 4.5 83,759 730 ...•••...•••••• 26,369 131,184 ........ 26,783 268,831 17,701 .............. 1-3 202 Zanes>ille, Ohio~ • . . • • • • • . . . . .. . .. .. .. 7, 418, 810 .. . . . . 5 10, 843 555 . . . . . . . . • . •• • . . 4, 336 33, 593 .. . . . • .. 8, 082 57, 409 5, 99* 1, 232 ...... ~ 
a 203 Portland, Oreg.......... 16,000, 000 13,500,000 .••••• 5 243 3, 719 20,039 . . ... •.. .... .. . .. . 65,175 1, 416 83,715 180,307 81,498 2, 714 568 
>-204 Allegheny, Pa ....... ••. .••• •• •• ...... b46, 000, 000 ...... 4. 7 8, 964 ...•.• .. ••••••. .• ••.••• 14,556 107,412 . . . . .. .. 557 131,489 ....... . ........ 1, 685 
t"'l 205 Allentown,Pa........................ 7,574,990 ...... 6.5 3,523 ...•••••...•.•. 21 5,483 51,706 13 2,386 63,132 (5,399) .••••• 
206 Altoonad Pa............. 6, 000, 000 2, 000, 000 6. 66 20 6, 944 . . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . .. • • • • 3, 318 34, 994 80 467 45, 803 2, 412 460 .••••• 
~ 207 Bradfor ,Pa............ .............. 2,272,911 ...... 17 9,072 ........ .•••••. ..•.•••• 1,295 39,796 122 ........ 50,285 7,932 2,060 .•...• >-208 Carbondalo,Pa ..••.•.•• 2,220,000 740,000 5 15 ••••.... .••••••. ....••. ....•••• 1,484 10,000 ........ 319 11,803 ...................... 
to 209 Chester, Pa......... •• • • • • • • • • . . .. . . . • . e, 436, 133 . . . . .. 4. 5 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • • . .. . • . • • • • • (28, 963) 334 j4, 892 34, 189 ...................... 
1:-1 210 Columbia,Pa ......................... 2,717,050 .•••.. 3.5 265 2,118 9 .••••••.••••••.... 10,203 92 ........ 12,687 .•••••.• 379 50 t."'.! ~g ~!~t~~~i:>!':.:::::::::::: ·--~~·-~~~~~~~- ... £i9;2oi;624. :::::: ~~---· :::::::: :::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::·:::: M:~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::: rn 
213 Erie, Pa................ 25,000,000 17,000,000 6 8 7,937 ........ ....... .• ••.•.. 5,758 56,980 55 1,081 71,811 11,171 .............. 
214 H<misburg, Pa. •••.. ... 17,385,906 5, 795,. 302 4. 33 13 749 6, 588 0 0 0 70,762 73 18,706 96,878 4, 515 1, 360 0 
~~~ {~~~!;~~!>~~:::::::::: :::::::::::::: ···i2;ooo:ooo· :::::: ·3:5 .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !~:~~~ .::::::::::::::::::::: 
217 Lobano»,Pa............ 4,500,000 1,500,000 3.3310 1,975 ....................... 1,768 13,562 200 125 17,630 ...................... 
218 McKeeilEort,Pa •••••••. .............. 3,782,030 .••••• 4 13,360 .••••••. .•.•••. .••.•••. . ......... 14,425 ........ 1,516 2!J,301 6,669 1,932 •••••• 
219 Meadv · e, Pa........... 7, 500, 000 2, 500, 000 .....• 14. 5 2, 414 • • • • . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • • • • . 2, 358 24, 435 854 595 30, 656 2, 427 ..••.•..•.•••• 
220 NowCastle,Pa* •••••••. ••••.••••••••. 3,000,000 ...... 4.5 642 •••••••. .•••••. .••••••. 1,8119 12,238 248 15,118 30,085 11,746 .............. 
221 Norristown,Pa....................... 6,533,880 .••.•. 5 1,634 .•..•••.••••••••••••••. 3,319 28,811 1,539 33 35,336 ........ 206 50 
222 Philadelphia, Pa*....... • • • • • •• • ••• • • • 5!3, 669, 129 . . • . . • .. .. • • 755 ................................. 1, 438, 094 0 ........ 1, 4H8, 849 62, 602 9, 156 ...... 
223 Pittsburgh,Pa*......... • ••••••••••••• 96,721,883 •••••••.•.•• 67,948 e29,549 ••••••••••••••.••••••.••. 469,055 ........ 24,202 590,754 ••••••.. 8,976 .••••• 
*From Report of the Comminsioner of Education for 1881. eFrom Stat~ appropriation. h From sale of bonds. 
a These statistics are from a •oturn for the year 1881. • fThese statistics are for the Kingston school district i So reported, though the items given amount to but bin 1880. · only. · $393,855. 
~ cinclunes State t.'lx. gFor city and county. j State appropriation, &o. 































TABLE Il.-Sohoolstati~tios of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and ovm·, for 1882, ~c.-Continued 
. r Tax for ·Total taxable_ property m school pur-
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I . . I . en 0 H CQ- H ~ ~ E-i rn ~ I ~ 
----I 0 91 9~ 93 94 9<i 96 97 9S 99 100 101 102 103 ~-10~ [to; 
Potts"ille, Pa. . . • . • . • • . • . $10, 000, 000 $3, 951, 580 . • • • • • 8 $S96 • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • . . • • . a$.'!, 091 $31, 64-2 $324 $214 $36, 267 $236 __ ...... 1 $25 
Reading, Pa* . • • • • • . . • . . 25, 000, OGO 20, 000, 000 . • • • • . 3 10, 670 . • • . • • • . • • • • • • . . • • • . • • . 9, 308 65, 500 . . . • . • . . 2, 300 77, 287 8, !!3-J. $8f'O 1!60 
Scranto1:!,Pa............. 50,000,000 9,250,000 .•••.. 9.33 34,108 ·······-\-······ ........ (91,629) ................ 125,7:37 11,6C!l 8(il l······ 
Shamokin, Pn. . . • . •••... 1, 673,475 557, 827 8. 3 25 14 . • •. • •• . . •• • •• . . . . . . • .. 1, SSe! 13, 946 . .• . . . . . 5, 873 21, 7J7 3, 6CO 1, 216 ... __ . 
Shennnaol.lb, Pn.. ••. •••. 3, 000,000 1, 360, 592 ...... 13 1,165 .. . . .. .. .•.•••. ... .. ... 2, 102 16,480 119 2, 245 22, 111 ........ l, 4:'2 1 207 
'I'i~n~~ille,~a* . ........................................... 15 9,196 a$2,502 ..••. . . $330 .......... 25,953 203 17,751 55,£J5 ·--·--:· 2,105 ..... . 
Will,es-Bane, Pa....... 20, 000, 000 3, 602, 886 . .. . . . .. . • .. 3, 867 0 $0 0 3, 975 52, 614 90 217 60, t63 57o 401 ..... . 
\Villiarnspol't, P>~.. ...... 12,500,000 6, 903,482 3 5 15,524 4, 452 . .. ... . . ••. . .. . ....... .. . 33,339 100 10 b37, 910 800 451 .••••. 
York, Po................. *8, 000, 000 *6, 716, 580 ...... 3. 5 223 o 0 0 3, 504 20, 618 184 4, 343 28, 062 ' 10. 704 1, 244 
1 
...... 
Newport, R.I........... ......... .... . 16,291,300 ...... L 3 ..... . .. 4, 7!l3 .... . . . 6,150 330 34,000 338 310 45,941 1, 867 283 • 364 
Pa"Wt:uoket, R.I. ........ :. . .. . . . ...... 16, 000, 000 . . . • • . . •• . .. .. . . . . . . 0 0 0 a5, 300 a35, 000 200 . . . . . . . . 40, 500 35, COO (200) 
Prov1~onco. R. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119, 196, 200 .................... a25, 004 .. • • . • . • . .. • .. 1, 200 a201, 377 . . . . . .. . 1, 258 228, 839 (13, 885) 
Wnnnck,R.I .......... .............. 10,000,000 ...... ...... ........ ........ ....... ........ 3,900 6,600 ........ ........ 10,500 cl,OOO 1 c5GO 
Woonsocket. R.I....... 11,497, 562 8, 983,580 .. . .. . ...... 1, 998 . _...... ....... 1, 314 4, 990 30, 292 248 50 38, 892 (16, 013) 
Chnrlcston,S.C ......... 23,245,947 .............. 1.25 ......................................................................... 61,894 -------· ~ ---- · --
Chattnnooga, Tenn...... . . .. .. . . .. .. .. 5, 180, 144 .. . .. . 5. 5 .. • .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. • . . .. . • • • • • • . (d26, 877) 144 . .. .. • .. 27, 021 .. .. • . • . 5 
KnO].."Tille,Tenu ........ 5,200,000 4,113,349 1.75 2.25 11 --······--··-----····-- 8,630 6,108 1,197 128 16,134 ........ Hl5 
Memphis, Tonn......... . • • .. .. . . . . • • . 12, 672, 193 .. • • . . 2 527 _....... . •• • • • . .. • . • • .. 34, 466 20, 704 658 15 56, 460 ............... . 
Nashville, Tonn ....... . 25,000,000 . 16,542, 062 ...... 4. 5 0 0 0 0 3, 567 Si>, 697 ...... .. .... .. .. 89,264 .... .. . . 560 
Galveston, Tex .... ---.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 17, 000,000 .••••• 2 0 . .. .. . .. o .. .. .. .. 9, 954 18,927 10 . 1, 621 30,512 928 2, 001 
Houst-on, Tex. . .. .. • • .. . e6, 000, 000 e5, 000, 000 . ••• • • • • • • .. 456 8, 823 .. • . .. . 7, 000 • • • • • . . .. . . .. . .. . • • . 160 1, 80-i · 18, 249 . .. . . . .. 903 
Burlington, Vt• ............................................................ --... ... .. . . . ••....•. . ... .. .. .. ... .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . ... . . . . . 18,827 880 .... . . . 
Alexandria., Va. . • • . . . • .. 4, 000, 000 4, 000, 000 ... • • . .. • • .. 3, 346 .. • .. • .. .... .. . .. .. •• .. 4, 953 7, 200 ... .. . . . 1, 395 16, 894 .. .. .. .. 1, 260 
Lynchburg,Va. ....................... 8,000,000 ...... 2.6 102 -------······--•##····· 5,724 14,779 613 ........ 21,218 ........ 152 
Norfolk, V a.............. 15, 000, 000 10, 665, 627 . 66 1 4, HiS ........ ---.... . • • .. • .. 8, 000 ll, 00. 0 ...... -- .... .. .. 23, 158 ................ 
1 
..... . 
Petl.'rsburp:, Va•........ .. . .. ... ... . .. 8, 570,967 .... .. 1. 9 25 ....................... , 6, 763 10,400 262 50 17, 500 ..................... . 
Portsmonth, Va.. •• .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3, 280, 036 .. .. • • .... .. 374 0 0 0 3, 470 I 5, 903 0 O 9, ~4I . .• ••• .. 
0 
7~ ..... . 
Riohmon.<l, Vn. ........ •. 45, ooo, ooo 40, ooo, ooo 1. 2 1. 4 14,403 ........ ....... 180 23,280 66,500 276 722 95, 5 .••••• -- i ..... . 
~ 
~~--

















































Wheeling, ·w. Va. . • • • • • . 25, ooo. ooo 16, 385, ooo 1...... 7 
f.;J~JeJ~ni~~~Vis.:::::: :::::::::::::: 
Janesville, \Vis......... '5, 247, 847 
La. Crosse, Wis . . • . . • • • . 10, 000, 000 
1\.Indison, \Via*.......... <l, 000, 000 
Milwaukee, Wis ........... _ .... _ .. _ .. 
Oshkosh, Wis........... 12,205,258 
Racine, Wis .. .. . . • . • • • . 8, 333, 120 
Watertown, Wis*. . . . .. 3, 000, 000 










* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for1881. 
a From appropr_iation. 
b Exclusive of balance on baJHl from last sch 
which is largely in uncollcoted taxes. 
.••••• 6.09 
2. 8 8. 5 
4 
2. 33 
2. 7 5. 4 
3. 24 3. 24 
...... 6.5 
~:g~~ 1,0lg 1 -----~- ...... ~ .... ~~:~~~.! 3~:g~i ~----~~~-~ i~:~~r 
2. 678 .......... -.- .. -....... (23, 067) .. -.. . .. 6, 370 
15, 928 . -... . ... ---- •. -.--.- -- 2, 284 . -- ..... -.. ----. . . 6J4 
·9::-::~ T -~·-~~~- :::::~: :::::: &: -- · i~-:::- --2~:; ~~~ · ··i;~~~-~:::: :: ~: 
1~;~~; j:::::::: ::::::::::::::: .... 2 .. 779' ~~:~~g ""362' 1 --~·-~~:. '·": !'·": '·": -;~;;;- -------; "::: ~'P··"' 
c Estimated. 
89. 776 r33. 416 2. 125 1-- ___ _ 
56, 054 18, 651 (4, 807) 
32,124 ........ 340 j' 100 
18, 846 770 17 1, 208 
38, 549 625 884 9 
29, 008 J' 212 (831) 
3!~: n! . ~~·- ~~~. :~?~~~~-~:::::: 
35,832 1, !)82 144 ...... 
16, 311 885 719 53 
579, 312 1171, 950 4, 129 0 
d Taxation and interest. 
e In 1879. 
g :l!'umiture and repairs. 
h These statistics are for all SClbools, white and colored, 
in the District of Columbia. · 













TADLE H.-School statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants ancl orer, for 1882, g-c.-ContinueG.. 
City. 



















Expe11ditures. I ~ verage expenses 
per capita . 
• <P ~ ~ 
Incidental or cont-ingent expenses. g: § ~ al 
~ ~ 91)~ ~ 
..; ,;, ~ P. ~ ~ :-4 e .s ~ ~ 1= .~ .g . ~ a . ~ . ;l ~ :a: ~ -g € ~ 8 ; 1l 
~bll ,CaJ~ .s~ "'~=' P.l'l "' ~ 1l r-.,c~ 
~ 101 .._.~o<l "'"'l'l ,!<j:.. 1;;~ l'l l'lalo> 0 .,; 






1':1 ~ '"'., b(, .... 1:1 d! '"' ..... -c..... ,.<:l t1J ., ~ -I>. ~ ~"' . g-+" 8 ~ 1':1 o .c .... ~ ~ ·<e g -~ §' ~ -o l'l a~ ~ § :::= -o p.., 
~ I 8 !E ~ :ll ~ ~ § ~ §' "§'a... ~ ~ ~ I ~ §':.3~ ·g ~: 
..... s 
0 
P=l ~ o ~ o P-i R ~ H ~ rn ~ ~ rn · H --- ------------------------------------
1 106 10'1 108 
1 Little Rock, .Ark* . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • . $1, 500 
2 Los An~elos, Cal*....... .•.•.• ..•. .••••••••. 1, 500 
:J Oaklana, Cnl . . . . . • • • . . . . .. • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • . . 2, 400 
4 San Francisco, CaL . • . • . . .. .. • • . • .. .. • • • • • • .. 96, 400 
5 San .Tos6, Cal............ . ... •••••. ..•. ...... 1, 500 
{) Stockton, Cal ........ ............................... . 
7 ; Denver, Colo. (five-sixths $17,116 .... • • . • • . 3, 000 
of city) .* 
8 Lead;ille, Colo* .. .. .. . .. ... • • . . . .. . •• • • • • . .. 2, 000 
9 Bridgopor~ Conn .. • . .. . . .. . . . • • • • . .. • . • • • • .. 2, 200 
E 8:r~t:?c~~~:~:::::::: ~::::::::: ~::::::::: :::::::: 
1:3 llaJ."tford, Conn . . . . . . .. • . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . ..... . 
J.l Meriden, Conn........... (9, 621) 700 
J 5 Middletown, Conn ................................. .. 
JG New llrit.ain, C01m ...... .......... ...... .... 300 
J 7 New Jia.ven, Conn . . • . . . . 1, 000 $65, 902 2, 700 
18 New London, Conn* .... ..... ...... .... ..... ..... .. .. 
J9 Norwalk, Conn* ................................... .. 
~~ ~~;~~~.cc~g; :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
~5 i~f~~~~~~c~1~~~::::::: : :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
u ¥;~~~~~8~~:~~~-~1;::::::: : :::::::::: ::::::::&: --~·-~~~-
~·7 .f\IIJ.:IlHll\ 1 (la ......................................... . 
109 110 111 I 11~ 113 I 114 1 Hi I l.l.6 11,. I 118 •119 1~0 
*ig:~~~ j---i6oo· 2~rg~ 000$44<>. ···$65o· ·--$525·1-ii;iii ------$;; *l:~~ *".i:fol I $1Z :; ~ ;: 
128, 565 \ 1, 259 8, 565 2, 698 895 377 4, 509 85 5, 939 156, 504 26 02 4 83 
5~~: ~~ --~·-~~~ - 3~: ~ .. ~. ~~~ 0 .. :·.~~~- :::::::: ~~~~·-~~~- .... ~: ::~ 0 ... ~~: ~~~. ~~~: ~~~ •••• :~. :~ 0 .... :.~: 


























965 · ···· · · ····i; 94o ·1··· · · · · 66 .,. · · · i; 644 · 
........ , .......... ,00 0 0. 00 .,. -- ..... , ........ , ........ , ......... . 
• •••. ... .......... dl, 882 ........ ........ 1, 720 ........ .. 
0 •••••• 0 0 ..... -- .. 630 ....... 0 0 •• 0. • • • 1, 224 ........ .. 
· -- · · · · ··· · · · 2; 34o ·1· · i; 95o ·1: :::::::1::::::::1::::::::1:::::::::: 
::~.:~~~: ~~~~~~~i~: -!~J~- ~~~ ~~.:~~~: ~~~~~~~~~~-T~~r1~~~:~~~~~: 
0 - .. 0 •• 0 ......... 0 d1, 503 0 ...... 0 - ...... 0 1, 556 0 •••••••• 0 
. ................. d7,043 ................ 4,152 ......... . 
.. 240 ...... 0 0 00 .. 0 0 0 0 100 186 


















.... sso·J· ... 2;59r;~--2:865 - ~ · · i."i5o - ~ -- · ·2a4·J· · 1:953 ., .... 5; 764. 





















.. -. ·-···· ..... -.. 
13 49 . a 85 
······(i6"42)"""""" 
13 381 4 95 
18 79 4 74 
1~ ~~ , .... ~-~~ 
































28 1 Columbus, Ga . • • • • • • . • • . 0 0 1, 600 10, 647 
2\l l Macon, Ga............... ..•.••..•. •••••• .... 2, 000 19,074 
30 Stwnnl}ah, Ga............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37, 000 
31 Bellcvlllo, Ill . . . . . • ••• • • . 8, 581 . •• • • • . . . . 1, 650 18, 994 
1!:1 Bloomington, ill . . . . . . . . . 16, 500 1, 320 1, 400 29, 768 
3 ; Ghicngo, lli.............. 80,955 ••••••.••. 68,000 637,654 11,860 
a I Decatur. Ill.............. 900 0 1, 800 15, 379 0 
Oj 
:1 ·, Elgin, Dl ....••.••....••. ........•. .•••••.•.. 1, 000 10,119 75 
::u Freeport, Ill............. (3,360) 1,800 14,621 100 






































39 .Jolict,IIl* ..•..••..•••.•..•........ . •.••••••. 1,500 17,100 250 1,710 870 165 400 1,173 





















38 .Jacksonville, Ill*........ 9,600 ------··-- ······•· 20,000 ·••····· ...... ·--- ~ ---····· ········ ·•·••··· ········•··--· 
4 t Ottawa., IlL.............. 0 0 1, 200 14,700 100 2, 555 1, 137 50 194 2, 688 
4 ! Peoria, Ill'" .............. 2,171 .......... (38,169) 678 4,563 3,924 .... : ... 279 3,937 , .......... , ......... . 








41 H.ockford, IlL........... ...... .... 5, 018 . ... .•.. 24,276 200 h4,243 ..•... .. 275 .••••. .. 67:1 
4·, l!ockisland Ill......... 3,940 625 2,500 18,683 .•...... 2,809 892 175 193 1,067 
4G Spt·ingfield, iii*.......... 268 ........... ....... 25,714 ...... .. 2, 025 822 ••••.. .. ...•.•.. 3, 213 
4 7 Evans•ille,Ind* ......... 3,000 .•.••••••. 2,500 59,660 1,200 546 2,000 250 2,000 9,649 
~ S F ort Wayne, Ind........ •••• •. . .. . .... ... . . . 7, 430 40,610 1, 530 3, 593 2, 137 42 49 1, 376 
49 Indianapolis, Ind ............................ 8,600 140,048 2,842 8,939 6,352 ........ 806 6,000 
50 La Fayette, Ind* . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . .. 3, 000 26, 958 750 2, 760 2, 500 300 200 1, 200 
51 Lnj!"ansport, Ind......... *5, 450 • • . . • .. • • . *2, 200 *13, 800 *300 *1, 159 *1, 534 .. •• • • . . *696 *427 
!:i2 Madison, lnd . • • • • • .. . • . • 851 1, 000 1, 200 16, 155 830 1, 302 750 . • • • . • • • 122 928 
5:J Richmond, Iml .......... 0 0 1,800 25,680 300 2,083 1,301 700 •••••••. 1,562 
5l 1 SoutltBend,Ind......... 5,000 .......... 700 15,100 300 1,089 2,042 •••••••. 205 1,950 















56 Viucennes,Incl .............................. (•9,850) *300 *635 *400 
57 Cedar Rapids, Iowa...... 7,450 .......... 1,500 I 16,272 425 1,620 466 
~8 . Clinto~ Iowa............ .•• • • • . . . . .•• ••• •••• 1, 800 16, 000 125 1,100 750 
:>'J 1 Cnunml Bluffs, Iowa . . . . . 3, 850 • • • • •• • • • • 2, 200 , 22, 585 300 3, 759 2, 036 CO j Davenport, Iowa........ .......... .•..••.••. (53, 418) 901 4, 663 2, 359 
85! 240 I 912
1
:::::::::~ .... 2,.9so· 
50 200 525 • • • • .. • • • • 500 
500 .. • • • • .. 1, 384 179 -1, 438 
3, 703 39 1,169 

















































































11 51 I 4 35 12 50 2 25 
17 99 6 96 
15 26 3 66 
17 76 7 32 Cl I D~s Moines (west side), 3, 853 •••••• .... 1, 600 30,223 470 2, 827 1, 277 202 848 
I !OII"a. 
G~ 1 Du'Juque, Iowa........... 0 0 . ....... 35,770 1, 500 3, 975 4, 946 . •••. •• . 743 
c:; I Keokuk, Iowa .. • • • • • . • .. • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • . • • . .. • . • • . . 24, 206 200 2, 280 1, 613 . • • • . • • • 111 3' sg~ :::::::::: .... :·. ~~:. b~~: ifi I. ... ~4.~~.1. ... ~-:~ 
G4 Muscatine, Iowa*........ •• •• •• . . • . • •• • • • . • • . . • .. • • • . 14, 885 200 • • • • • • • . . . 758 580 1, 010 
G5 Ottnmwa., Iowa........... 15, 740 . • • • • • • • • • 1, 500 11, 890 175 1, 834 1, 006 82 698 
.§~ At<'hlson, Kana . . • • . • • • • • 5, 186 . • • • • • • • • • 1, 500 16, 750 240 .. • .. • • • • • 600 . • • • • • • • 200 
u7 La~1·ence, Kans . • • • • . . . . 5, 464 157 1, ooo 10, 380 300 809 688 • • • • • • • . 59 
GS Lea>cnworth, Kans...... 10,342 . ••. .••••• 2, 40Q 16, 655 200 1, 400 758 •••••••. 1, 086 
G9 Topokn., Kans............ 20, 38!l • ......... 1, 600 20, 055 600 2, 590 1, 719 70 152 
~~ t~~~~: I~;:::::::: ::1:::::::::: :::::::::: . -~·- ~~~ ...... ~~~-~~ -~-- .. ~:~ .... -~·-~~~ ... ~·- ~:: .... -~~~ .... -~~~-
72 Louisville, Ky • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • .. 28, 880 168, 274 3, 150 12, 663 . • . . . • . . 2, 073 ....... . 
73 Kewport, Xy ............ j2, 920 0 1, 600 20,388 320 1, 647 1, 272 0 0 
• • • .. .. • 755 1, 959 21, 197 
1, 251 • • • • . • • • • • 640 54, 470 9 30 
•• •• .. • • • • ........ 175 24,712 8 08 
1, 083 .. • • • • • • • • 689 20, 686 7 921 2 52 
1, 716 ...... :... 1, 006 i25, 396 8 76 2 70 
1, 228 • • .. . . .. • • 2, 323 i33, 834 9 32 3 73 
(5, 560)' 48,939 (g15 42) 
·is;~~~ ·1 :::::::: & :1· ·· i9; ~t- · · 2~~:-~~g· · · · · ig· ~~-~- · · ·t·: 
3 95 
~- From RopoTt of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
tt Repairs and permanent improvements. 
d Fuel and incidentals. h Includes amount expended for fuel and insurance. 
i This does not include amount paid for indebtedness. 
j Interest only. b Items not all reported. 
c For all incidental or C()ntinj!ent expenses. 
e Including Monroe County. 
j These figures a.ro for city and c~unty. 













T.ADLE Il.-School statistics of cities containin,g 7,5oo inhabitants and over, for 1882, ~c.-Continued. 
J Expenditures. A ~erage expenses per capita .. 
City. 
Payment of iullebt-
.~:"1~~ I ·~ ...,,:_ Tuition. Incidental or contingent expenses. Q':..() ~Q edness. E~ . ~~g 
e ~e<ti j::,....= t:.O ~ Iii ""' ~~ .... ..... :BM :g~~ .s c ~0 ...... d 0 
~· 
:::1. .E "' ;;~ =-==~ _g "'C~~ "aZi _g~d ""'. p,~ ;;;~.g 8~_s 
g~ .s ~ 
~ ~t:D om ~p P.c::l 
;a ~c:~ p, 
~] ..... ~~- :s.e :;:10 c::l §~E op~ ~~ :::3. 8 01-< rn~-< ~ ~~~ :=.~ t:.e'i:i a>:::l 0~~ t;g 2~s !gEl a! p, :;,5~ 0 ...,o c::l fl ~ ~:s c::l'"' ......... c::~d ~~~ <\! ....... ~ ...... ,.c:~og; 0 1: - t>. 1'::1~<\l :;:tO c :;:~<~> o= ...; g .d O'.llP, ~"g~ 3 ~C;i't:! c:l g.s ..., 0 ... Q<l>~ hp ~ c::l p, 0· ..... :::3 ~.~~ ..... P.c:> rn 




0 ee :::1 Q .:1 
0 0 =""''t:! c::IO~ 
IXl 0 0 ~ R ~ ~ rn <l ~ rn H 
------- ---------------------------~------
1 106 10'¥ lOS 1.09 1.1.0 11.1. ··~ 
1.1.3 1.14 1.1.3 1.1.6 l.H' l.l.S 1.1.9 1.20 
I I 1----1---1 1---•----•---•---•---•---·----•----•----•----·---
u 






















" wo Hl 
NowOL'lenns,La. ................... -·---····· 4,200 229,0~6 3,000 13,2I3 I,511 $7,946 ........ 9,992 .......... 6,54I 2i9,31G 
.A.nbnm,:Me............. .......... .......... ........ 14,8o9 ........ S64 I,387 ........ ........ 200 5CO I,270 I9,140 
$8 45 
I5 32 $2 77 
PIH111<'1lh,Ky ............ , ........... -········- $503 $6,07.3 I $150 $300 $365 ---·-·-·1 $75 $6611 $70 I $4541 $8,953 
.A.uJ!nRt!!,Mil• ........... $5,036 .......... 425 9,500 -------- 260 800 ................ 2,300 IOO 75 19,796 
Bnn~o~·~ Me ......................................... _ 23, 710 I, 050 I, 376 1, 806 .. • .. • • . 700 1, 873 2(.l9 992 31, 716 15 34 ....... . 
Bnth,JUe*............... .......... .......... .... .... I2,613 400 500 I,357 ..•.•••. ........ ........ I,340 902 17,112 ................ .. 
Biddeford,Me ............................... 1,300 17,365 ........ 1,000 1,825 ........ 25 900 .......... 500 22,915 14-56 3 31 
Lewiston, Me............ ••• ... • • .. • • • • •• .. .. (24, 705) .. .. .. .. I, 502 2, 478 ...... -- ....... _ .. .. .. .. 1, 930 2, 047 32. 662 14 32 4 83 
Portlnnd~Me ...................... -·-···-·· 2,250 60,763 700 3,836 4,129 225 0 3,04I I,959 a7,244 9I,144 l3GO 3G3 
Rooklana,Me*........... 0 ----······ 0 !l,llO -------- 639 774 ........ ........ 3:33 .......... .......... 10,8::i6 8 06 I 55 
ll::tltimore, hld. .••••• .••. ..••••..•. .•. . .. • ••. 11,820 490,780 3, 500 20, 000 16, 290 28, 678 . • • •• • • . 10, 790 24, 670 7, 428 692,740 17 22 3 82 
Fredorick,Md ........................................................... ·-------· .................................................... ---·-- ---- ................. . 
i!~1g~~~-~!:~~.:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 5~~ gi~:~ -~:·::~: ::::~::~:: ::~::~:: :::: ~::: :::::::: ~~ :::::::::: 1,i~g ~~~:~~ :::::::::::::::::: 
Boston, Mnss ............ .......... .......... (1,I09, 636) 55,994 79,791 d57, 593 e4, 531 ........ 112,963 42, 556 46, 022 1, 708,728 .......... , ....... . 
Bl'ockton, Mass*......... . • • •• • .. • . . •• • •• • • • . 0 I I9, I3G 750 1, 400 l, GOO ........ _....... 2, 296 75 555 28, 628 ................ .. 
Brvol;:line, Mass ............. ~. .... ... • •• .. .. 2, 500 27,423 660 1, 460 2, 004 ....... - .. • •. • .. 939 80 1, 6i5 /36, 968 (29 52) 
Cnmbt'idgo,Mass........ .......... .......... ........ I37,329 ............................................................ g29,602 179,010 18 99 
C11clseu, Mnss* .. •. ...... . ••• •• .... . •• • •• .... (42, 729) 3,125 2, 895 118 .............. __ 700 .. .. .. . .. 49, 597 15 11 
Chicopco,Mnss .............................. 1,6001 15,436 222 I,257 l,I30 ................ 1,538 1,258 1,205 23,&32 2016 
4 07 
7 82 
4 01 Clinton,MII.Ss............ .......... .•••••..•. (14,102) ........ 1,436 I,592 113 ........ 1,I68 148 669 19,946 1102 
Fall River, Mass*........ .. . • • • • • • . ••• • •• .. .. (74, 811) .. .. • • • • 10, 188 5, 306 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 7, 292 6, 609 I, 580 116, 015 ...... - .. - ........ 
I<'itohbUTg, Mass .... __ ... o $0 1, 900 28, 762 .. ...... I, 909 3, 072 .. . .. • • . 27 1,196 , 75 2, 735 39, 676 15 13 4 46 
Gloucester Mass . . .... • . . •• . . . .. .. • •• • • • .. .. 4, 000 34, 243 .. • • .. .. 2, 083 2, 540 . .. .. • • . 128 6, 211 il16 2, 132 5£1, 227 11 64 3 77 
Jln.vorhilll. !{o.ss.......... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1, 108 ?>46, 000 ........... _ . .. .. • . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . • . . • . . 4, 385 .. • • .. . . .. . • • . .. . .. . c63, 493 ......... - ....... . 
liolyokO,.IYI.IlSS ............................... 1,860 31,474 980 2,235 2,516 ........ ........ 946 2C6 980 57,282 16 66 3 OG 
J.r~owrl'l\OO, Mnsa• ........ o o 2, ooo 56,685 700 3, 412 5,1134 o o 3, ooo ..... _.... 3,170 80, 001 13 08 8 g! 




































1021 Lynn, Mass.............. • . • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • . 2, 250 66, 642 . . . . . . . . 6, 889 5, 141 . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . 6, 196 2, 162 5, 678 
103 Mnltlen., Mnss.... •• •••• •. ..••••••.. ••••••• ••. 2, 230 27,578 . ..••••. 2,156 1, 887 . ••••• •• •••••••. 993 .... .. . . . . 1, 331 
104 Marlboron~h,Mass...... .••••••••. .. ..•••••. 888 d7,387 ..••.... 1,000 980 250 .••..... 550 1,129 1,748 
105 Mo<lfonl, MMs*.... .••••. .•••••..•. . •• .•• ••• . 1, 150 21, 67& .•• • • • • • 1, 481 1, 793 0 120 2, 300 200 7CO 
lOG MJlford, Mass . • •• • • • . . . . . . . •. • • • • . . • •• • • ••• . 1, 500 bl8, GOO • • • • • • • . • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 907 . . . . . . . . . . 800 
107 Nu.tiok, Mass . . . . • • .••• •. . •• .•• • • • . . ••• •• . • . . 450 b17, ooo . .. .. • • . ....••.... . . • . . . . . . . . . • •• . • •. • • • • . 500 . . • . • . . . . . 450 
~gg ~~=b~~~~o:~1: M::~::::: :::::::~:: :::::::::: :::::::: ..... ~:: ~~~- · · ·· 2oo · :::::::::: · · i;s39 · · ·i;5oo · :::::::: · · i; ooo · ···· ·· ioo · --~~~: ~~~ 
110 Newton, Mass........... .•..••.••. .••••• .••. .•... ... 67,633 3, 000 4, 004 4, !1::14 . . . . . .•. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. 475 !l, 145 
111 North Adams, Mass..... •••••••••. .••••• .••. .•...•.. 14,132 .•.. .•.. .••.... ... ........ .•.••••.. ....••. 1,609 .•....... . 3, 610 
112 Northnmpton,Mnss .•.....•••••.••..••••••••. 1,000 18,730 ..•.•.•. 1,11C 1,433 ....•••......••. 1,500 451 240 
113 Pen body, Mass* ...... ... ..•••• •••. . ••• •••••• . . . .. . . . 18, 644 ................................•.....•••............................ 
114 Pittsfield, ::Uac!3s* ..••.• ••. ..••••.•.. .••••••••. 1, 500 ~3. Hli\ 100 1,425 1, 400 125 ........ 1, 800 
if~ ~~~:l~~ir~8~~::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: i;g~g b~;~ :::::::: :::::::::: .. :·.~~- :::::::: :::::::: ~}42 
117 Somerville, Mass .. ....•. ...••• ••• . . ••••••••• • •. . . . . . 65,037 1,800 3, 315 4, 318 (7, 066) 1 5: 
1Ul Sprin.c:field, Mass........ .. . •.. . • . . . ••• •••••. 3, 000 73, 79l 1, 592 5, 793 5, 23-l . • • .. . • . .... -- -~ 9. OER 
119 1'auntou,1Inss. ....•.• ... .•.•... .. . ..•••••••. 1, 750 38,387 375 2, 615 2 200 300 250 2. 500 I 
g~ ~~~~!~~~l1t~, ~~~~·::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 1' ~i~ g~: ~~~ :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ], ~! 
12~ \Veymoltth,Mass ••••.....•••...••...•.•••••• 1,400 b26,000 .....••.......•••.....................•... ,1,! 
123 Woburn, M;lss........... ...•.•.... . ..•••.•.. 1, 800 25,053 . ..... .. 1, 900 2, 300 ...... . . . .. .. .. . 4,100 I 
124 Worcester, Mass......... 0 0 3, 250 137, 963 2, 783 G, 644 8, 307 941 571 7, 200 
125 Adrian, Mich............ 10,586 •••••••••• 1, 3fl4 12,347 150 1,112 1,104 . . . . •••. . ... . .. . V 
126 Ann Arbor, Mich........ 2, 710 .•••••..•. 1, 500 18, 7.G6 100 1, 252 1, 552 ........ 1 4251 1.! 
127 Bay City . .M:ich* ..•...... 11,470 ••• ••••••. 1,065 16,205 .••... .. 1,850 1,412 .••...•. 200 8l 
128 Detroit, Mich ....•.•••....••.•..••..••••••... 3,300 16}.447 3,8-'H 12,802 11,582 539 75 17.154 I 
129 East Saginaw, Mich..... 5, 000 •••••••••. 3, 800 27,129 1, 050 4, 259 2, 431 300 442 2. 5UO I 
130 Flint. Mich . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 9, 412 . . . • . . . • . . 1, 200 13, 574 317 1, 722 725 . . . . . . . . 653 I Gil I 
131 GramlRnpids,Mich .•••. 11,520 .•••••••.. 2,000 55,871! 38G 5,133 3,462 ...•.•.. 161 1.~ 
132 Muskegon, .Mich.. ....... 6, 950 .•.••••••. 1, 500 18,062 .........•........ - .........••••..••.......••. ; ... -·--··... . g5, 770 
133 PortHuron,Mich:...... .••.....•. ••••••.••. ...•.•.. 9,960 .••..... 1,800 1,500 .•.••••. 900 oOO 25 ........ . 
134 Saginaw,Mich •••.••.... 5,700 ....•..... 1,700 13,289 200 1,236 1,164 ....•... 256 1,600 50 800 
135 Minnea-polis, Minn...... 17,446 574 (Sl, 532) 1, 575 7, 652 jl0,183 ........ 1, 219 6,106 1, 249 1, 215 
136 St. Paul, Minn........... 10, 800 33, 500 . • • • . . . . 74, 494 2, 500 5, 200 6, 252 2, 008 1, 010 11, 945 . . • . . . . . . . 11, 395 
137 \Vinona, Minn . . . . • • • . • . . 2, 000 . . • • • • . . • . 1, 600 16, 913 400 1, 454 803 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 923 212 186 
1;)8 Vicksburg, Miss......... 0 ...•••••.. .••••••. .••••. ...•.• 180 670 300 .••... .. 180 350 ..•.•• ... . 200 
1il9 Hannibal, Mo'•. ..•.••••.. 137 .•••••.... ..••.•.. 13,919 ..•..... 723 686 159 218 754 ..•••...•. 631 
140 Kansas City, Mo . . . . . . . . 68, 059 . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 5-!, 779 3, 445 3, 425 2, 418 375 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . 5, 263 
141 St.Joseph,Mo................... 2,884 2,000 37,290 .•...... 3,332 1,975 2,275 155 1,886 .••.....•• 1,258 
142 St.Louis.Mo ..•••••.•••. ~---························· 595,111 23,979 57,359 13,739 6,215 .•...••. 56,205 4,073 28,587 
143 Stdalia, Mo.............. 2, 803 ..•••••... 1, 300 10,493 135 810 790 200 . ... . . . . 447 . •.. ... . .. 170 
144 Lincoln, Nebr* •••••••.•. 5, 000 0 1,180 13,124 125 840 1, 327 560 1R9 303 269 2, 792 
145 Omaha,Nebr •••.••••••.• 28,166 .••••••••. 5,300 46,823 600 4,742 5,128 1,255 693 3,872 262 10,879 
146 Virginia City, Nev....... .•••••.... •••••••••. 2,150 22,750 100 2, 500 •••••.•. .••••••• ••...... ........ ....... ... l5, 463 
* From Report of the Commjssioner of Education for c Total of reported items only. h Items not fully reported. 
1881. d Fuel, ga-s, and water. i Amount paid for tuition only. 


































































































lanil School for the Deaf. /Exclusive of expense of conducting industrial and klncludes $10,000 loa-ned to city council. 
b Amount raised by taxes for wages of teachers, board, evening schools. llncludes expenditure for fuel, rent, insurance, repairs, 




















TABLE II.-SchoolsfatistiOB of cit·ies containi.ng 7,500 inhabitants and over, for 1882, g·c.-Continued. 
Expenditures. Average expenses 
per capita. 
Payment of indebt- Tuition. Incidental or contingent expenses. edness. 
..om ..... ...... "'' t.o .,;, cO 1-1 0 Poo ~~ City. I ~-
p • .E .s ~a . Ill &l~ Po.., C)~ ,.. . 
~~ 0112 ~= Po~ ::~- ~ ,c ·o 1Hf Po ()i .s e §'l'i ~-~~. 8 Of.< "''"' ~$ p,-~ _g.s,; fDElai ..c:l .;;-o g~ b£~ "'o ..,~ ~~~ ~ "' l"'-4r0~ ,..qo~ ......... ....:a CIS .;~] .9·~ 0 §~ oeb£ 
~ El g~ §' .P-o~ ~bl) o+> O,c ~ ~§8. """ 
OOj;:l 
~ Po ~PoP. 
~ ~-S "' a IS~~ p ~ ~ ~ 0 0 -<1j o"'m p.; Ft P:1 H "i 00 -<1j r:q 0 
·~ ..,~ 0 bO §~o5 == 
~~. t:JJ<eo 
<D .s ~ 8 ~§§ 1-1 
'd~§ ~'d"' ~ oo~ 
'd §~..:: ~2~ ~ ~o§ 
0 O<D+> 
~ r£~ Po 'a3$~ M ~~:a ~ .E -~>-> 
$ g.~~ ~~~ ·s ~~o 0 p+> 
~~d! ~ 00 
------ -
U.S 119 120 I 1 1106 I 101' 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 111' 
I --- -----------------------
147 Don·er, N.H* ............ $0 $0 $1,500 $17,178 $0 $1,370 $1,225 .•••.••...•..••. $2,168 $GO $697 $24,616 $1316 $3 84 
:148 ' M:mc1tcster, N.H.................................... a41,171 .................. 3,091 ................ 1,709 .......... 5,624 55,782 b13 44 b3 53 
1~0 Kasltun, N.H*........... .......... .......... ........ ............ ........ .......... ........ ........ •••••••. ....... . .......... .......... 33,992 ................ .. 
HiO J'ortsmonth, N.H........................... (16,576) 100 839 2,024 $450 ........ 1,.050 497 297 21,833 ................ .. 
151 Br\!1goton, N.J c ........ , .................... , ........ ~ 10,245 ........ 459 627 ........ ........ 2-55 85G 156 13,022 10 63 2 R8 
152 Cn.mdon, N.J............ . • • • • .. • • . . • • • • • . • • . 900 56, 781 900 6, 807 d3, 560 .. • .. .. . . .. .. .. . 5, 204 .. .. .. .. .. 5, 670 81, 152 12 78 4 91 
~~1 ~~b~~~~~·l.-J. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: . -~·.:~~ ...... :~~~~~- .... :~~- ·---~·-~~~. --~·- ~~~- --~·-~~~. ---~~~~ ..... :~~- .... :~ :~~. ----~·- ~~~- ---~~~~~~- .... ~~-~: ... --~-~~ 
l;i.i Jcn;ey City, N.J........ .......... ...... .... (159, 580) 13,500 6, 664 1, 000 ..... ... 5, 832 7,134. 3, 632 198,220 ................ .. 
1GG Millvillo, N. J ........... . .. . .. .. .. .......... 500 l 13,350 .. • .. .. . 650 800 . .. .. • .. 40 1, 300 .. • ....... 1, 000 23, 215 10 77 2 96 
157 Nownrk, N. J * .... .. .. ... .... .. .. .. ...... .... (158, 657) 4, 500 10,339 4, 546 1,356 · 633 9, 366 8, 287 10 236 217 424 13 06 4 06 
l~S Now Bruuswiok, N.J.... 11,256 1, 0-16 3, 500 1 19,125 200 1, 700 930 . . . . . • • . 552 894 336 '211 39; 750 12 98 2 76 
1<J9 Orange, N. J....... . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. (1 9, 237) 300 1, 261 1, 334 .. .. .. .. .. • .. . • . 2, 91~ 220 812 26, 122 20 57 7 31 
HiO rntcrson, N. J........... . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. 9, 800 49, 486 1, 300 6, 232 2, 949 350 .. .. .. • . 2, OOo 4, 029 3, 234 84, 601 10 31 3 50 
lGI Plainfield, N. J ... .. .. .. . 4, 488 . ••••• •••• 2, 000 12, 306 150 1, 263 542 0 0 525 399 516 22,481 16 92 4 02 
1G2 Trenton, N.J............ .......... ........•. 500 33,010 200 2,143 dl,300 .... .... ........ 2, 272 ...... .... 1, 097 49,082 14 81 3 10 
163 I Al\.mny, N.Y............ .••• ... .. . . ......... 2, 500 144,450 1, 800 7, 285 7, 889 150 500 12, 152 2, 946 6, 606 208, 788 15 72 4 21 
101 ' Auburn, N.Y........... ........ •. ...... •••. 1, 800 28,510 .. .... .. 2,444 1, 815 . .. .. ... 21 2, 563 . ......... 1,436 45,183 13 31 3 62 
1G:i 1 1Siugl1amlou, N.Y....... .......... .......... .... . .. . 29,653 .. .. .. .. 2, 805 2,217 ... .. •• . 262 2, 093 18 2, 477 47,482 j 12 45 4 14 
10!1 I Brooklyn, N. Y .............................. 175, 153 646, 146 36, 255 38, 535 23,434 9, 460 80 39, 094 70, 296 26,779 1, 148,387 14 81 ...... .. 
167 BuOalo, N.Y............. . • • .. ... .. • • • . ...... 2, 500 e297, 842 2, 000 .......... 5, 886 .. • .. .. . (939) 276 5,146 316,115 ................. . 
lGS <.:oboes, N.Y............. 1, 545 ....... ••• 800 22,447 600 2, 079 1, 452 250 19 1, 349 .......... 1,466 35,28G 14 49 4 50 
169 Elmira, N.Y............ 8, 715 .......... 2, 000 39,025 900 3, 400 2, 758 225 195 5,136 45 915 63,677 u 28 4 72 
170 \ llndson, _N. Y • • .. .. • . • .. ••• • . .. • .. . ... • .. • • • 800 8, 363 .. .. . • .. 370 449 .. • .. • .. .. • .. • .. 555 •• • .. • · .. · 479 13,181 11 54 1 2 33 
171 Itbaoa, N. Y .. • ... .... ••• ....... ... 1, 649 2, 000 14, 834 100 1, 260 917 67 402 204 453 621 30. 015 12 22 2 02 
172 \ Kio~rston,N. Yf......... .......... 807 ....... . 18,064 300 1,516 d1,235 ........ 130 ........ .......... 8,476 36,860 16 60 3 C8 
17!1 I..uckpoTt, N. Y .... • .. .. . ... . .... .. 110 2,100 21,467 850 1, 460 1, 600 200 15 582 61 779 30, 513 16 28 3 48 

































1'75 Newburgh, N. Y* •••••••• . . •.•••••• •••••••••• 1, 500 29, 206 . . • . . • . . 1, 550 2, 1a8 .. • . • • .. • • • . •• •• 2, 944 . • . . •••••• 1, 221 44,757 




625 177 Oswego, N.Y............ . . .. .... .. . ...••••.. 800 28,177 700 a, 657 2, 569 .... . ... 483 5, 802 172 2, 634 47,741 178 Plntts1mrgbt N. Y*. ..... 7, 790 .. • ••••• •• . • • ... • . 9, 742 .. • .. • • . 4~9 935 150 391 829 22 566 21, 1~3 •••.••••.•.••.•••. 
179 Pon~bkeepsw~. Y .••... . .• .... . .. .••••.•. .. 1, 380 25, 543 287 1, 8o6 1, 464 190 205 1, 183 • • • . •• • • . . 1, 149 35, 8o3 13 10 a 10 
180 Rochester, N. Y .. ....... 0 0 1, 800 129,783 1, 420 8, 391 6, 717 407 ....... 9, 600 216 40, 346 214, 179 14 76 7 65 
llll Rome, N. Y .. • • • • • • • • • • • . .. • . • • • • • • . • • . ••• • • • 1, 200 11, 739 .. • . • • • • 950 850 . . • . • • • . . • • . . . • . . . .. .. .. .. • • • • . . • . 839 16, 012 10 73 2 78 
182 Saratoga Springs, N. Y*.. . • • . • . . . .. . . • • . • • • . . 1, 300 13, 691 .. . . . . . . 1, 025 1, 644 . • • . . • • . .. • . .. • . 1, 487 .. • • • .. • • . 636 22, 222 14 99 4 37 
J 83 Ssracnse, N.Y........... 333 0 5, 100 85, 895 2, 560 5, 828 4, 312 200 837 8, 462 600 5, 305 142, 425 12 88 3 64 
184 Utica, N. Y • •• • • • • • • . • •• . ... • • • • • • . • • • • •••• •• 2, 300 54, 110 900 4, 368 4, 047 125 1, 462 3, 340 672 994 76, 403 15 93 4 49 
185 Tinleigh, N. c• ....................................................................................... -..... .. -... .................................... ............ .. 
166 Akron, Ohio* . • • • • . . . . . . . 32, 000 0 2, 000 27, 826 .. • . • • .. • •• • • .. • • . .. • • • • • • .. • • • • .. .. • . • • • . .. .. • • .. . • • . • • • • .. h16, 907 86, 228 12 00 6 SO 
187 Cnnton, Ohio............. ....••••.. ....••.... 2, 000 25,900 ..•.. ... .•••.•. .•. .••.•••. •••••••. ........ ........ .••••••.•. h27, 667 55,567 13 13 ....... . 
188 ChillicotlJe, Ol"rlo. ........ .......... .•••••• •.. 2, 000 22,200 125 1, 500 800 .... • •. . 12 998 79 1, 085 30,626 14 39 2 74 
189 Cincinnati, Ohio ............................. 72,568 461,809 31,576 27,278 13,112 2,180 ........ 12,651 *. o 9,157 672,878 20 35 a 14 
190 Clovelnnd, Ohio* ............................. 10,150 276,316 5, 532 22,981 10,409 2, 027 . ••••• •• 9, 31J) '9 7,190 420, 219 16 83 3 38 
191 Columbus, Ohio.................... 26,000 5,200 110,759 ..•..•.. 14,776 3,473 ................ 11,1'm 76 11,293 266,5i18 17 72 6 25 
192 Dayton, Ohio............ 13,320 531 6,000 95,665 1,840 6,564 5,733 2,338 356 7,470 116 5,775 160,1!)8 20 08 5 96 
1!J3 Fremont,Ohio* ............................... 1,500 9,334 100 500 •••••••. ••••.••. ........ ...••••• •••••••••. i2,965 14,950 15 09 4 82 
194 Hamilton, Ohio.......... 3,384 .••••••••• 1,750 20,200 300 2,244 757 0 ........ ........ •••••••••. 7,583 36,218 14 39 7 14 
~~~ ~~l:;:~~u9~~hi~:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .. :·.~~~- k~~:~g~ ..... :~ .... ~:·.~~=- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~::::::::: :::::::::: k~~:~g~ ... ki2.4o· ... k2.6o 
197 Sandusky,Obio.......... 14,247 •••••••••. 2,000 22,172 150 1,800 1,900 .•••••• . 150 1,200 50 323 48,1.32 1193 215 
198 Springfield, Ohio*........ 2, 430 • • • • • •• • • • 1, 800 35, 022 256 3, 898 1, 730 . • .. • • • . 266 1, 306 1, 104 1, 065 68, 739 15 68 4 10 
1!l9 Steubenville,Ohio ........................... 1,600 20,098 357 1,367 862 147 553 · 993 •••••••••• 1,262 28,236 12 27 313 
200 I Tiffin, Ohio.............. .......... .••.•••••• 1,125 13,541 .••.•••. .......... ........ •••••••• .•••.•.. ........ •••••••••• 71.3, 888 18,554 15 31 4 06 
201 Tolcdo,Ohio............. 77,726 .......... 2,500 58,574 ............................................................. h22,978 179,479 10 80 4 90 
202 Zanesville, Ohio*......... . • .. • • • • • • .. . . . . . . . . 1, 200 33, 878 300 2, 786 1, 138 196 189 2, 218 . • • . • •• • • • 3, 709 52, 840 15 92 3 31 
203 Portland,Oreg........... .••..•..•• 34,542 1,960 51,676 3,259 4,365 2,119 613 1,363 1,558 .......... 8,731 194,966 2132 8 74 
204 I .Alle"heny Pa. ...••.••••. (52,509) (111,285} ............................................................ h14,008 ll26,978 13 31 1 68 
205 I .A.lle~town: Pa. . . • . . ••• • • • 24, 996 . • • • • . . . .. 975 20, 196 500 1, 696 1, 611 . • • • • • • . 63 367 69 672 56, 544 9 15 2 11 
206 Altoona Pa........... ... 2, 847 4, 420 1,183 18,911 198 3,117 1, 026 318 154 1, 004, •••••••••• 763 36,813 7 45 2 44 
207 I :Bradfon\, Pa.............. 8, 269 .••.•••••. .••..••. 14,703 150 1, 300 1,135 35 259 428 .••••••••• 2, 331 38,602 14 18 5 43 
~~g g~~~~~~~~~~~·.::: :::::: :::::::::: . -.. :~:~~- . -·. :~~. 1:: ~~~ : ::~:::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::: :~:: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ·--~~·-~:. ~~: g~~ :::::::::: :::::::: 
210 Columbia, Pa .•••..•.•••. 328 •••.•••••. 1,400 8, 607 75 589 390 445 ..••••.. 279 •••••••••• 731 13,273 ................. . 
211 Dan>ille, Pa. ............ •••..... .. .•. •.••••. ........ .••... ... .•. .••..••. .••• ••.... .••..... . •... .. . .••..... ........ .•.•.•.... .••.••••.. 11,692 ................. . 
212 Easton, Pa*.............. .......... .......... ........ .•.... ...... .•• ..... ..•....... ....... . ....•••. ......... ..•..••. ..•....... .••....... 40,443 .••.••••...••..... 
213 Erie,Pa...... ..•.•••.••. 429 ••••••.••. 2,200 40,517 702 4,512 4,268 .••.•••• 195 ........ 630 1,890 66,514 13 61 3 88 
214 Harris burg, Pa. • • • • • • • • .. 5, 577 20, 063 1, 500 52, 557 1, 464 4, 329 3, 183 589 0 . • • • • • .. 187 663 95, 987 14 38 2 43 
215 Johnstown, Pa. ...•....•. .......... ...•...••. .•..••.. .••••. ...... .....••. .......••. .....•.. .•...••. .•...•.. ...•.•.. .•.••..... ..•....... 29,603 .••.••...•..•••••• 
216 Lancaster, Pa............. .......... .••••••••. ...... .. .•.••. ...... . ....... ..•....... .••..... .••. ••• . ..•.•••• ...•••.. .••••••••. .••....... 43,534 ................ .. 
217 Lebanon, Pa. .•.••..•.•... 6, 280 •••••••••• 500 9, 396 200 408 459 ........ ........ 426 .••••••••. 194 17,863 8 42 1 44 
2l8 McKeesport,Pa ......... 5,829 •••••••••. 1,200 8,343 1,249 .•••••••• 209 10 .••.•••. 695 •••••••••• 2,543 28,679 10 72 5 30 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for dFuel amllights. 
1881. e Includes pay of janitors. 
aincludes total cost of evening schools, amounting /These statistics are for the Kingston school dis-
to $1,415. trict only. 
b Per capita in day schools based on average number g Includes salaries of superintendents and cost of nan-
belonging. tical school. 
c These statistics are from a return for the year 1881. h For all incidental or contingent expenses. 
i Expenditure for fuel and miscellaneous objects. 
j Includes expenditure for fuel and insurance. 
kin 1880. 
l Exclusive of amount paid for indebtedness which is 


















































TAnLE !I.-School statistics of cities containing 7,500 inhabitants and ovm·, jo1· 1882, g·c.-Continued. 
ExpeDllitures. A.vcr:1ge expenses per capita,. 
Pnym~a~~!sindobt- Tuition. Incidental or contingent expenses. ~ ~ ~ ~ . 
. . ~ ~ . .S~ g 
. tl) rd rD ~ ~,;, ~ ~~ ~ ~ f! .s ~ g ¢ 0~ 
City. I ~ .§3 'E ~ ~ s . ~ . fE ~ ;g.: ~ -g §~ 8~ § 
::s.....:. s:rJ C) ~en .Oai<.:J 0 "' "'::S P.l"! >0 <:6.-;;t~ -..ce~ 
]~ -~.8 ~ ~ ~] ~-~~- ~-9 G) 8.i5 ;; ~ . ~ .@ ~~ ~~:, 
- ~ ~-~ ~-~ ~ ~ a;~ a ;2~ ~ ~ ~~~ ] g ~ ~ -~rC-~ . "E ~~ 
$.~ ~t:D 0 :::!$ ~._.~ o~ I . . -.. ·2 oop. +''"t:ll':l ..-. ~~"~~ ~Q-o 
~ ~ .s "* s ES ~ ~ ~ -g i g g. ~;g. & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ :g ·5 ~ ~ 
~ R o <j o il< Fi P:1 .:J P:1 en ..q H w. ~Q~ 
1 
1 1~---;;;l:.:: I ::~253 $:.: :::.:
1 
:..::, :.:: ~~· -·~a.~. .. ~~G-· --~·-~ $::~~ , ..·~~--~-·~-
Now_castl<',Pa.* ......... l 1,961 , .••••••••. 1,012 9,044 325 808 uUO 50 $150 $408 --------·· $342 26,446
1 
......... . ··-· ·---
Xorm;town,P:t.......... 3,150 ---------- 700 20,495 1,502 1,910 1,lll5 ?0 7 1,961 $805 2,198 3-1,070 $13 60 $6 12 
Philnlklphi~ "Pa.* _. _.... . o $0 .. __ .... 1, 033,638 6, 5ZO 105, 586 44, 977 27, 2i5 746 37, 683 89,997 84, 872 1, 503, 052 11 24 4 32 
Pittsb1~rl!h. Pn.* ....••... _ (108, 504) 3, coo 272, 170 5, 048 24, 571 6, 029 1, 356 2, 534 22,779 . . . . . . . • .. 13, 557 468, 524 (20 86) 
Potts_nlle-l-. Pn. . . . . . • . • . . . . c7, 612 .... _..... 1, 599 1!>, 667 500 2, 032 1, 942 60 . • . . . . . . 490 ....... -. . 1, 032 34, 296, ................. . 
RNllling, .l'a.* . ..•••. .. . . . 16, 800 . . . .. .. . . . 1, 500 50, 768 2, 180 5, 076 1, 756 500 128 5, 725 241 6, 325 100, 453 !l 5() . ... ---. 
Scrnnton, J>llo . ............ . . . . . . . . . . 33, W7 1, eOO 70, 088 750 4, 959 1, 632 415 1, 623 4, 486 . • • • • . . . . . 3, 847 135, 377 10 86 2 51 
Shamolcin,Pa. ............ .......... 450 900 12,176 1,293 -·-·------ 1,189 ..•..... -------· 655 -----·--·· 231 21,710 12 36 318 
Suenamlo:~ll, Pn. .. __ •••••. 5, 267 115 1, 500 8, 925 5!?0 839 534 144 . _ ... __ . 598 .•••... _.. 1, 526 21, 607 7 98 3 19 
'l'i~m;~illo,Pn. ............. 26,800 d4,682 1,771 14,666 150 1,398 009 237 333 678 73 984 54,926 ---·--·-·· -------· 
W!U~oa-Bnrre,Pa........ 6,088 -·-------- ........ 39,140,1,322 2,793 1,314 30 125 359 --- ------· 3,723 55,872 e7 83 e3 35 
\YJllJamsport, Pn. .•••... __ .. _ .• _ ...... ____ . _. 1, 200 23, 778 1, 097 3, 187 1, 893 85 225 3, 801 53 1, 740 38, 310 11 27 5 44 
York,Pn ... . --------··---· ···-···--- 2,871 1,200 18,312 200 1,40'4 1,306 -----··- ..•..... 1,180 -······--· . 899 3!1,320 ----·--·-- ----·--· 
N OW1)0l't, JL I.- ...... ---- ....... - . - ......... - 2, 000 32, 634 - ••.. --'I 2, 234 1, 303 1 75 -....... 1, 983 225 2, 818 45, 786 j25 44 G 3S 
Paw~nokot,R.L......... 0 0 125,331) 0 1,800 --------- - ------ --···-·· -·-----· --···----- ··--- -·--· g38,468 12 14 6 33 
Prondouci),R.I ..••......••.... ••. ····-·---· 3,000 176,641 --···--· 12,000 12,279 1,575 --······ ---····· 3,062 14,419 h248,624 ····------ -------· 
Warwick, R.I. .......... -········ - 200 200 10,549 30 ------·--- 800 .....• .......••.••••.••. -···-·--·· 50 13,329 9 27 78 
\Voonaocket,R.I ........ -----·--·· .•••••..•. -----··· 18,740 500 1,834 i1,507 -------- .•••.••.•••...•. 3,669 ···------- 42,863 Hi 16 6os 
Chnrleston,S.C .••....... --········ ..•..•.... ····---· 51,189 .••..•.. ---------· i2,811 418 ..•...•. 1,150 4,669 1,887 62,144 ·····----· --------
C bnttn~tao~n . Tonn .••. __ .. ___ • _... 4, 138 1, 500 16, 131 65 788 326 736 54 363 - .•.. ----- G1 G 24, 722 11 38 1 no 
KnoxVlllo,'.rcnn •..•••••. --··--·-·· -------··· 1,200 12;498 ····---- 912 317 -------· ·--·-·-· -·-·-··· ----···--- 964 16,086 8 93 143 
Ml.'mphis,'l'onn ..•....... ---···-··- ---------- 1,500 32,007 1,140 1,430 1,105 2,797 4!l 2,600 -·····---· 1,637 44,265 12 08 4 03 
Nnshvillo, Tonn .. _ ••• _. _. _. _ ..•• _. _ 15, 766 4-, 410 66, 585 100 a, 742 1, 315 463 .. - .. - _ _ 1, 480 400 4, 443 89, 2G4 13 35 
3
2 ~~ 
Gnlvc~;ton.Tox ----······ o o 1 578 16,813 176 503 246 1,535 -···---· 1,713 -···-····- 581 20,174 12 7~ 135 lionRtou,Tex............ 560 500 z;ooo 12,624 ---·---- ---------- 183 476 154 269 -·····---· . 570 ld,~9 119 



































L;n<?hbur~, Va. ••••••..•. .••.•••••• 50 1,103 
~orfolk, Va .... ..••.•••......••.•.....•.•............ 
21, O!l6 
19,728 12 87 3 84-
17,232 8 58 2 76 
16, 490 138 540 7051 1881........ 1, 476 74 180 
15, 195 300 550 883 .• • . . . . . • . . .. •• . 2, 000 600 200 


















~~~~~~~~·&.~~-::::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::: . -~·- ~~~. 7,425 ········ 940 (510) 52 ··--······ ..•....... 8, 999 ................. ............... 
.Richmond, Va ...•••••••..• ~ .........••.••••. 13,050 
i\7heolin~, W.Va......... 0 0 1,100 
50, 299 3, 315 3, 846 2, 088 15 368 1, 000 112 1, 435 
42, 510 600 1, 6~3 1, 440 311 1, 612 2, 067 380 2, 821 
76,169 11 27 2 17 
90, 025 10 07 2 53 
~Etfci6<t~ni~2wi8:::::::: :::::::::: ...... ~:~. ····5oii · 12,783 .••......... ····•·· . . ...... . .•..... .••. ..• . . . . . . . .. ....... ... 700 37,612 ............... .......... ...... 13,200 .••..••.................... ···•••· ..........•........•.•.....•. 0 •••••• k22, 000 10 30 .. -.. ~----
[~nb~~~~~:~f: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .. :·.::~. ·15, 817 10 38 --------33,225 13 58 4 79 10, 386 .•....................... 0 ••••••••••••••• 0 ••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2, 312 
Madison, \Vis .. ...................................... . 
24,554 ° ••••••• 1 1, 912 717 100 . .... ••. 1, 950 1, 012 1, 462 
.... :~~:-~~~- :~~~:~~~: :::~~~~~~: :~~~:~~~: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ---~~:-~;~_ 
22,129 ................ .. .............. 
]lilwankee, \Vis......... . ... ...... 0 10, 000 Z221, 529 j15 09 /3 01 
Osl..tkosh, Wis ...•.•.........••.......•.••............ 28, 253 ................... ................ 
Racine, \Vis . . . . . . • . . . . . . 0 0 1, 200 
\ Vatertow11, Wis* .•.•.. .. .•••••. ... . .•. •..... 400 
Geor!!~town, D. C m .... l 0 0 7 380 Washlngton, D. C m ... S ' 
.~: :: -;, ;;: ~ --;;: ::; . ;;: ::: I ;;,:;;;: : :;:;~: . -;: ;~- :::: ;:;;;: :~: !f: 
~-From Report of tho Commissioner of Education for1881. 
a Includes insurance aud other expenses. 
e Based on enrolment~ 
j Exclusive of evening schools. 
i Fuel and miscellaneous. 
34,365 12 72 4 39 
11,757 8 40 160 
579,312 15 12 3 66 
b .Rent and repairs. 
c ~.500 pai<l into the sinking fund, and interest amount-
ing to $3,113. 
d For interest only. 
g This includes some items not specified above, but ex-
cludes expenditure for sites and buildings. 
h Includes evening school expenditure, amounting to 
$11,763. 
j For all incidental or contingent expenses. 
k Items not all reported. 
ZExclnsive of expenditure for permanent objects. 
mThese statistics are for all schools, whlte and colored, in 
the District of Columbia.. 
· Cities contai1~ing 7,500 inhabitants and ove1· ft·om which no stq.tistics have been 1·eceivecl. 
State. I City. State. City. State. Cit-y. State. I City. II St.ate. City. 
.A.huama ...... Mobile. Illinois ....•••. East St. Lonis . Minnesota ..... . Still water. New York ..•... , Yonkers. South Carolina .. Columbia. 
Do ......... Montgomery. Indiana .•••.•• Jeffersonville. New Hampshire Concord. North Carolina. Wilmington. Texas .......•.. Austin. 
Do ..•.•..•. Selma. Do •••••••. New Albany. New Jersey ..•. Bayonne. Ohio . . . . . • . . . . . . Bellaire. Do .••..••••. Dallas. 
Califomia .••••. Sa01·amen to. Iowa ....••••.. Burlington. New York ...... Hornellsville. Do--·-·--- __ 
1 
Ironton. Do ....•.••.. San Antonio. 
Florida ......•. Jacksonville. Lonisiana .•••. Shreveport. Do ...•••.... Ogdensburg. Do .••••••••. Lima. Vermont ..•••••. Rutland. 
lllinois ..•.•••. Alton. Maryland .•••. Cumberland. Do ......••.. Schenectady. Do.......... Mansfield. Virginia ..••.••. Danville. 
Do ....•..•. .A.nrora. Michigan .••••• Jackson. Do ...•••.... Troy. Do...... . . . . Youngstown. Wisconsin •.••.. Eau Claire. 
Do ...•••... Cairo. Do .••.•... Kalamazoo, Do .••••••••. Watertown. Rhode Island . . • Lincoln. Utah ..•.•••••.. SaU Lako City. 































l. ~ 3 I 
1 I Stoto N onnnl Sohool.. •..••••••.•••.••••. -I Floreno!' Alo......... 1873 
2 Normal School for Colored Teachers .••... Huntsville, Ala .•••••• 1875 
3 Lincoln Normal University ............... Marion, Ala .......... 1873 
4 Tuskeffee Normal Scbool ... ............. . Tuskegee, Ala ..•.•••. 1881 
5 Norma. de~a.rtment, Arkansas Industrial ]fayetteville, Ark..... 1872 
Universi y. 
Branch N ormnl College of Arkansas In- Pine Bluff, Ark....... 1875 
dustrial Universitv. 
7 Los AngelesNormai School .............. Los Angeles, Cal ..... 1882 
8 ~~iTo~r:~~roN~~-~~ .. r~~h~~P~~ -~~~~~~: San Francisco, Cal. ... ,1876 9 San .T ose, Cal. . . .. .. . . 1862 
10 Normal department, University of Colo- Boulder, Colo ......... 
rado. 
11 Connecticut Stnte :Normal School ......... New Britain. Conn .. . 1850 
12 East Florida Seminary .................... Gainesville, Fla ...... . hl853 
13 Southern lllinois Normal University ...... Carbondale, Ill ..••••• . 1874 
]4 lllinois Sta.to Normal University .......... Normal, Ill .... : ...... 1857 
15 CookCountyNormnland Tra.inin~Schoollc* Normalville, Ill ...... 1867 
10 T~~~fa. school department o public Fort Wayne, lnd ..... 1867 
17 In<1iana.JJ01is Normnl Sol10ol .............. Indinnapolil', Incl. .... 1eoo 
18 Indinnn.Stn.toNormnlSohool ............. Torrollltntc,lncl ..... 1670 
9 luwa Stnto No11nnl School ................ Codar Falls, Town. .... 1876 
Principal. 






Number of students. 
Normal. Other. 





:u i ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 
o o rn ~ E-4""' R 1"1R 
----1 1----------------




4 I ii 
Rev. Hardie Brown .•••••••. ! $7, 5CO 
William H. Councill . . . . • • • . b2, 000 
William B. Paterson........ 4, 000 
Booker T. Washington ..... 1 2, 000 
N. P. Gates, A. M...... ...... (c) 
........ 1 ........ 1~----···' 8 164 50 26 68 20 .••. _ .. . . _ .. _ .. . $9 21 I 3! 227 35 33 (i6 93 
........ ........ 22 32 5 174 68 60 24 22 
........ ........ 17 00 3 112 63 49 
.. .. .. .. • • • .. • • • (c) d1 56 47 9 
8 I 65 40 .Joseph C . . Corbin, A. M ...... ,el5, 000 , ........ [ ........ 115 00 I 611451 32 
Charles H. Allen, A. M., lf50, 000 ........ ,g$8, 000 ....................... , ...... , .... , .... . 
principal; C. .J. Flatt, 
vice principal. 
.John Swett................. 0 $0 4, 000 ....... . 3 140 ~----· 140 
Charles H. Allen, A. 1tf ...... 30, 000 0 0 55 00 17 600 96 452 
.Joseph A .. Sewall, ~r. D., LL. ........ .... • ... ........ ...... .. .... 17 7 10 
D., prestdont. 
Isaac N. Carleton, A. 11! ...... 12,000 ................ 100 00 9 123 3 120 
EdwinP. Cater, A. 111., presi- (i) ...... .. ........ ........ 5 155 23 17 I 59 
dent. 






EdwinC.Hewet-f,LL.D.,pres't 25,974 ........ ........ 54 57 14 j764 165 311 146 142 
D. S. Wentworth l..... ...... 0 m15, 000 0 n27 50 9 714 34 189 178 313 
~=i~~~~:n~~-~~~-e-~:::::: ------~- ::::::~~~~~~~~:~~ :::::::: : 3: ---~- 3: ~~~~ ~~~~~ 
































20 Normnlcleportmentofthoiii~rhSchr.ol* .. Daveuport,Iowa~···· 1863 MisslsabellaS.Thompson. 0 0 .••••......••••• 1 18 1 17 
21 Chair of Didactics, Stn.to University of Iowa City, Iowa. .••••. 1873 Rev.StephenN.Fellows,D.D .••••.•••.••.•....•••••...•••..•. 1 29 16 13 
!own. 
22 KansnASfntoNo1·malSchoolo . .•. ...•. ... Emporia, Kans .•••••• 1865 A..R.Taylor,lii.A .••......•. p8,952 .••..••..•.••........... 10 402 83 117 180 I 122 
23 Normal department of University ofKan- Lawrence, Kans ....•• 1876 Rev. P. J. Williams, A. 111., l, 500 1 53 20 33 
sns. D. D., dean. 
24 Norronl dopartmentof the .A.gricnltural Lexington, Ky .....••..•.... Maurice Kirby, .A..l\1........ 2 ••••••.....•••••• , .... , ....• 
anlll\fechanicnl Collo~rc. 
25 EusternStateNormnlSchooL ......•.••••. Castine, Mo ........••. 1867 RolistonWoodbury .•••.•••. 6,000 19 00 6 206 83 123 
2G StatoNormnlamlTrniningSchool. .•...•. Fa-rmington,Me .....• 1864 CharlesC.Rounds~---······ 6,000 0 0 5714 7 105 11 941 0 I 0 
27 , 1\fadawaskaTminingSchooL ..•••••.••••. FortKont and Van 1879 VetalCyr,n.s ....•••.•••••• 1,000 2 50 20 30 
Buren, Me. 
28 StateNorro~l:tndTrnining:_SchooL ••..••. Gorham, Me .••••••••. 1879 WilliamJ'.Corthell .•••••••. 6,333 0 0 52 00 6 137 21 116 0 0 
29 NormalTrmmngnutlPractweClass ...... Portland,Me ..•...••. 1878 SarahM. Taylor............ 0 0 1,500 0 3 241 0 9135 97 
:iO Baltimore Normal School for Colored Baltimore, Md .••.•••. 1864 J'ohnCore ..••• ..•••••.••... 2,000 6 150 7 18 40 85 
T eachers. 
31 MarylanclStnteNormalSchool. ......... Baltimore, Md ..•••.•• 1866 M.A. Newell .••••••.••••••• 10,000 0 0 39 00 14- 256 24 229 0 3 
32 BostonNormalSchool .................... BoAton,Mass .....•••• 1852 LarkinDunton . .••..••..••.••..... . .. ••••.••••••••...... . .. 8 87 .•... 87 ......... 
00 33 Massachusetts State Normnl.A.rt School .. Boston, Mass. (Wash- 1873 Otto Fuch-s .. ••••••••••••••. 17,500 .••••.•..••••••• 102 95 7 136 38 78 1 13 1-3 
ington street). ~ 
34 ~,ta~e;Nor~nlSchool* ........ ,. .•••.••...•. Bridge:water,Mass ... 1840 .A.lbertG.Bo_yden,A.l\1 ..••. 13,800 7425 9 174 50 124 0 0 1-3 
35 Ira.mmg School for Teachers . . • . . . . . • • . . Camhnd~e, Mass . . . • . 1870 Anna C. Sullivan . • • • • • . . • • . 0 0 q3, 380 0 6 20 0 20 . . . . . . . • • 1-4 
.36 State Normal School* .. .................• . Framingham, Ma.ss .•. 1839 EllenHyrle ................. 11,200 120 00 13 90 ..... 90 .... ••.•• 00 
37 Gloucester Training School for T eachers r Gloucester, Mass .. • • . 1879 Sarah E. Sprague . . . . • • . • • • . *3, 000 2 10 • . .. . 10 . . . . . • . •• ~ 
38 StateNormalSchool. ... .. ................ Sn.lem,Mass .......•.. 1854 DanielB.Hagar,PH.D .••••• 15,094 6311 13 239 0 239 ..•....•• a 
39 W est.fieldStateNormalSchool. .......... Westfield, Mass •••••. 1839 J'osephG.Scolit ............. 10,850 80110 8 136 120 16 ...... ... 1:1>-
40 Massachusetts State Normal School at Worcester, Mass .••••. 1874 E. Harlow Russell ..•.•••••. 11,075 0 0 74 33 7 149 8 141 0 0 t"' 
\Vorcester . ·-
41 CoursointheScience&ndthe.A.rtofTeach- A.nn.A.rbor, Mich .•••. 1879 WilliamH.Payne,¥.A .•••..•••••..•••••••.••••••••......•• 1 71 46 25 ...• ...•• 1-3 
ing (University ofMichi.,.an).* 1:1>-
42 M.ichig:mStateNormalSchool ........... Ypsilanti,Mich ....... 1852 DanielPutnam(acting) ..••. 19,500 3800 12 511 121 209 (181) ~ 
43 Stn.te Normal School at Mankato .......... M ankato, Minn ..••••. 1868 Edward Searing, M.A., pres't- 12,000 0 0 36 00 9 335 116 145 291 45 t"' 
44 SmteNormalSchoolatSt.Cloud ....... •. St.Clond,Minn ....... 1869 J'erome.A.llen ............... 12,000 0 0 4700 10 326 85 169 32 40 trj 
4~ S~t~ N ~mJ?al School at Winon:t . . • . . . . . . . Winonn, ~inn .. ·:.... 1860 Ir~~ Shepar~, A.M., pres't.. 14, 000 32 00 15 441 76 185 85 95 ?J 
46 1\IJSSlSSlp 1St-ateNormnlSchool. .....••.. HollySprmgs,Miss .. 1870 '\V1llia.mB.Highgate,A.J11 •. 3,000 0 0 22 05 3 136 91 45 ........ . 
4'i TougnlooltJniversity .......... ............ Tougaloo, Miss ....• . . 1869 Rev.AzelHa.tch............ 3,000 12 14 12 247 35 21 95 96 
48 Missouri State Normal School, third dis- CapeGirardeau,Mo •. 1873 RichardC.Norton,president 10,000 .•••.••.•.•.•••. 44 4.4 8 225 139 86 
trict. 
4!J Normal College of the Universityofthe Columbia, Mo ......••. 1840 MissGraceC.Bibb,dean... (c) ·0 0 (c) 15 83 (83) 
1 State of Missouri. 1 
* From R eport of the Comm.h!sioner of Education for 1881. 
a Exclusi'l"e of appropriations for permanent objects. 
b $500 additional from tho Peabody fund. 
t: ..AJ.rpropriation in common with other departments of 
tho uni-.;-ersity (see Table IX). 
d Aideu bynui>ersity 1nofessors. 
e lnclu(los cost of new building. 
f For tho erection of a 'builrling. 
n ny snbs•lription of citizens for site. 
it As East Florida SPminary; reorganized as State Nor-
mal School in 1880. 
i School is supported. by interest of funds derived 
from sale of lands flonated by the United States. 
j There were also 261 students in the special session 
for teacl.lers continuing four weeks. 
k Connected with this school in 1881 was a Kindergar-
ten normal department,·which was transferred to 
Chicago in 1882. ~ 
l Deceased September, 1882; succeeded by Col. Francis 
W. P:trker. 
m Inclurles salary of clerk for county superintendent. 
n County appropriation per capita. 
o During the year 35 teachers received instruction and 
training in Kindergarten methods in the Kinder-
garten department organized .A.pril10, 1382. 
p Income from endowment. 
q For salaries only. 
r These statistics are for the year ending J'nly 1, 
1882 ; tho school has since closocl. ~ 
00 
~ 
TADLE III.-PART 1.-Statisl·ics of public norrnalsolloolsfo1·l882, 5f·c.-Continued. 
Name. 
54 
55 Nebrnslca St:tto Normal School ...... __ .. . 
56 Manchester Training School for Teachers . 
57 New Hn.mp!!hiro State Normal School .... 
58 Ncw:1rk Normal School ...........••...... 
59 New .Jersey State Normal SchooL ..•..... 
60 State No1·mal School~ ..... . 
61 S tnto Normal and Training School .••..... 
62 StateN orml\l and Training School. .•.••. _ 
63 State Normal and Training SchooL ....••. 
64 State Normal and Training SchooL .. .... _ 
65 Normal College ...... _ .................•.. 
66 State Normal and Tn1.ining School!J .••••• 
67 Stnto Normal and Training School. ..... .. 
68 Symonse Training School. ............... . 
6!1 
Location. 
Peru, Nebr ......... .. 
Manchester, N.H ... .. 
Plymouth, N.H ..••••• 
Newark, N . .J ....... .. 
Trent.on. N . .J ....... .. 
Albany, N.Y ....... .. 
Brockport, N. Y ..••.. 
Cortland, N.Y ..•..... 
Fredonia, N.Y ...•..•. 
Geneseo, N.Y .•••.... 
NewYork,N.Y ...... 
Oswego, N. Y --------· 
PotsdB.m,N. Y --------










ApJlropriation for the last year. 
0 5 68 I ao 
!) 
3 
Number of students. 
Normal. I Other. 
318 I 124 I 1!l4 
51 2 ·-- 49·1 Oi 0 
28 .. ...... 28 
233 35 198 
395 76 
199 ' "I " 936 129 1 ~~~ '~:~. --~~~ 498 165 
580 60 120 169 231 
612 (461) (el51) 
1,435 -o !1,435 0 ---
393 so 313 0 0 
500 130 276 51 43 
483 ·--·· 
1~ r~ .::~ 352 175 


































72 Frnnklin Normal Sol10ol . ........... ...... Franklin, N.C ........ 1881 
73 State ColorNl Normal School .. .. . . . • • • • • . Fnmklinton, N.C..... 1881 
74 New 13ome StateN m·mal SchooL ......... New Berne, N.C ...•.. 1881 
75 Ne\Ytou State Normal ................... . :Kewton, N.C ......... 1881 
76 Plymouth StateColore(l Nonual Schoolk .. Plymouth, N. C ....... 1881 
77 State Coloreil Normal School ............. Salis bur~ N. C ....... 
78 Wilson State Normal SchooP ............. \Vilson, . C .......... 1881 
79 Cincinnati Normal School ......•...•..... Cincinnati, Ohio ...... 1868 
80 Cleveland City N01·mal School. ........... Clevo1um1, Ohio (72 1874 
ProsJ1cc1: street). 
81 Dayton Normal and Training School ..... Dayton, Ohio ......... 1869 
82 Genc>a Normal School ................... Genc>a, Ohio ......... 1868 
83 Ashland College and Normal SchooF ..... Ashland, Oreg ........ 18i9 
84 Oregon State Normal School . . . . . . . ...... :uonmout.h, Oreg ...... 1882 
85 Pennsylvania State Normal School, sixth Bloomsburg, Pa ...... 186!) 
district. 
86 Southwestern State Normal School* ...... California, Fa .••...... 1874 
87 State Nor·mal SchooL ..................... Eilinboro', Pa. ......... 1857 
88 State Normal School at Indiana ....•...•.. Imliana, Pa. ........... 1875 
89 Keystone State Normal School ........... Kutztown, Pa .•....•.. 1866 
90 Central State Normal School. ............. Lock Haven, Pa .•.... 1877 
91 Pennsylvania State Norm&l School, fifth Mansfield, Pa .... . .••. 18&'2 
district. 
92 PennsylvaniaStateNormal School, second Millersville, Pa ....... 1855 
clistrict. 
93 PhiladelphiaN ormal School for Girls* . • • .. Pbilade~phia, Pa. (n. e. 1848 
cor. 17th and Spring 
Garden streets). 
94 Cumberland Valley Stat.o Normal School". Shippensburg, Pa . .... 
95 West Chester State Normal School ....... West Chester, Pa . .... 
96 Rhode Island State Normal School ....... Providence, R. I ...... 
97 StateN ormal College, University ofNush- Nashville, Tenn ...... 
ville. 
98 Sam Houston N orrnal Institute ........... Huntsville. Tex ....... 
99 State Normal School...................... Castleton, Vt ......... 
Frn.n k M. Smit-h ..•••••••••• '" 100 j220 ...... _
1
, 
Most-a A. Ho£?:ins .......... 
ggg ------~- ... ~:~~- ---~-~~- J George H. W lte ........... Nerens C. English •••••••••. 
t.l::b~~;b~:. :::::::::::::::: 500 ........ j205 . ....... 3 500 50 2 
Julius L. Tomlinson ......•. 500 lGO j200 2 50 17 
John Micklel>orough ....... ......... ............ 7, 4-80 . ............. 9 
Ell£~n G. Roveley. : . ......•.. 5 
Jane W. Blackwood . ...•••. ............ ............... ......... ........... 4 
James S. OMs, A. :u .......... ................ ............... 1, 112 9 a6 11 
Rev. Lowell L. Roger2, A. M l. 0 0 0 0 4 
D. T. Stanlev,A. M., president 0 0 0 0 7 
Rev. David J'. \Valler,jr.,A.M. 1, 605 ............... ................ 6 78 10 
.r. A. Cooper. A. ?ti . .. . .. .. • .. 5, 000 0 0 10 00 14 Georl!e P . .Beard, A. r.r. ······1 2, 500 ~· ·····-- ~ ----·. --~ (n) 1 12 











--~~~- ~ .. ~~ 
:!40 50 
525 1 176 
72l 1247 
4-22 1:12 
519 I 342 
I 
312 I 178 I. 
3;l0 1· 160 








AlbertN.Raub,PTI.D ....... 5,000 ........ 1 ................ 111 
D. C. Thomas, A. III .••••• •••. p8, 700 I 0 0 21 00 10 
Ed ward Brooks, A. u., PH.D . 5, 000 . . • . . . . . .. . .. .. . (n) 23 
G •• , •• w. >''"'' .... ···---1- .....•. 1 ........ !<)25, 000 1--···· -I 28 I ::: 1 _'~.! 
r!l,740 I o o 6 97 10 223 1061 
5, 000 0 0 17 08 20 391 63 
10, 500 0 0 . . . . . . . . 8 15!) 13 
7, 500 .....•.. .••..... 28 00 !) 175 75 
1, 936 8120 0 23 50 4 125 32 
50 r·--38 0 0 
35 151 15 







ao · 63 1 5s 
. ;: I(;:' _(m~ 
174 1 87 88 
264 I Ot 109 
182 I G7 I 51 
,: I "I--~ 110 0 0 
189 51 47 
9651 ......... 
73 21 23 
68 141 119 
146 ---- ......... 
100 . ..... ......... 
102 35 25. 




State N orma.l School...................... Randolph, Vt......... 1867 
.Tohnson State Normal SchooL .••••••.•... I .Tobnson, Vt .......... ,1867 
18,000 ........ ·••····· 80 00 71225 63 
1, 784 0 0 14 61 6 122 (122) 
*
128 ······a· 1 -·2o.o2. ju5~ 1 u;6~ 2~~ I i~~ 135 
0 ' 
Hampton :Normal anil Agricultural Insti- Hampton, Va ......... 1868 
tute. · 24 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
aExclusiYe of appropriations for permanent objects. 
b Of this, $6,000 are for buildings and apparatus and $10,000 
regular appropriation for two years. 
c $1.750 special appropriation. 
cl Since succeeded by President Edward P. Waterbury, 
A.M. 
e Besides th<>se, 334 were in t.he school of practice. 
j Normal and academic. 
g Connected with this school is a Kindergarten training de-
partment under tho supervision of Mrs. Clara A. llw·r. 
hAnpropriation in common with the High SchooL o For the reduction of debt resting- upon property. 
i In Syracuse High School, of which tho training school p $3,700 to students and $5,000 to school. 
is a department. q In 1880. 
j From Peabody fund. r $8,500 of this are apparently for special purposes. 
k These statistics are for t.he year 1881. a From r ent of land. 
l_,"5ncceeded by M. G. Royal, A.M. t Received annually from the State, being one-third of 
?'l't"'.3ee Table VI. the income in this State from t.he congressional 
n Fifty cents a week for normal pnpi1s and $50 to each grant of land to agricultural colleges. 


































TADLE III.-PART 1.-StatistiC8 of public 1101"malachoolsjor 1882, g-c.-Continueu. 
Name. 
J. 
Virginia Normnl and Collegiate Institute. 
Richmond Normnl SchooL .••...........• -
Concord State Normal School .•••....••... 
Fairmont State Normal School. ...•..•.... 
Glenville State Normal School* ........•.. 
Marshall College, State Normal School ... 
Shepherd College ..............•...•...... 
West Libert~ State Normal School ...•••. 
Milwaukee Normal School. ......•.....••. 
Stnte Normal SchooL ......•.....•..••••.. 
Wisconsin State Normnl SchooP •••...... 
State Normal School. ....•••••••.••.•••••• 
State Normal School. ..•......••.•••••..•. 
Dakota Normal School. ......•••.••.•••••• 
Miner Nor mal School. .•.....••••••••.•... 
Locn,tion. 
2 
Petersburg, Va ...•... 
Richmond, Va ..•••••• 
Concord, W.Va. .. .... . 
Fairmont, W.Va. .••••. 
Glenville, W.Va ..••.. 
Huntington, W. Va __ _ 
Shepherdstown, W.Va. 
West Liberty, W.Va. 
Milwaukee, ·wis ...••. 
Oshkosh, Wis ......••. 
Platteville, Wis ..•••.. 
River Falls, Wis .•.••. 
Whitewater, Wis _ .... 
Springfield, Dak ...••. 



































~§';;j ~ e p...., .s 
~~~ '0 
Number of students. 
Normal. Other. 
l 1l . ~-s.-5 .0 
1>, I ~.E~ ~ 
~ ~ .. ~~ 8 2 







UJ. 0 Q UJ. ?-; ~ 
""' 
~ -,-----,-,_ 
4 I ~ I 6 I 7 s 9 I 10 11 1" 113 u 
MissM.E.Knowles .......... j' 320 .••.•••. $1,400 .. :: .. :. j--2j"""49., .. i7"1"""32"1:::: :::: 
James H. French . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 450 . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .. $35 00 3 I 90 49 29 7 5 
Miss M. L. Dickey, M. s _.... 2, 000 . . • . . • • . . . . . • • • . 9 00 5 225 130 I 63 12 I 20 
T. Marcellus Marshall...... 1, 333 . ....... ........ .••..•.. 2 
:B. H. Thackston . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 333 . . . . . . • . . • • • . . .. . • • .. . .. 3 
Joseph McMurran, A.M..... d1, 300 . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . e3 50 2 
D. T. Williams . . . . . .. • • .. . .. 868 $0 0 26 25 4 
L emira W. Hughes . . . . . . . . . ( 4, 688) 2 15 2 
GeorgeS. Albee, president.. 17,720 ••.••.. . .•••.. •. 26 00 18 
D. McGregor, A. M _...... • .. 22, 703 . • • . . .. . . • . • • . .. 30 66 14 
W. D. Par:trer, president..... 14, 756 0 0 36 77 12 
J.\-V. Stearns, LL. n.,presiu't. 18,682 o o 34 00 15 
G. A. Critchet. ....... .. .. .. . (f) •••••.. _ 800 ••.••• •. 3 
Martha B. Briggs........... .•••.. ... ••••.••. ••••••.. ...... .. 3 
···9r ··2o· ···45· ·i4· ··i2 
67 30 25 7 5 
42 20 12 8 2 
14 2 12 0 0 
619 159 229 98 133 
462 80 135 126 121 
502 72 108 130 192 
459 95 210 76 78 
35 3 14 8 10 
15. 0 15 0 0 
and S:unpson streets). 
Salt Lake City, Utah .. 1875 J obn R. Park, M. D •••••••••• 2, 500 0 0 60 97 4 1181 Normal dopru:tment of University ofDes-
eret. 








Washington Territory. president.g 
• From Report of the Conuuissionor of Education for 1881. 
a.Exclu~ivo of appropl'io.tions for permanent objoota. 
b AcJ~~;~~~~~t~~a~~1~~:JlJ~rJ>~dO:O~rg~t~b!~~~-883~ormnl 
c Alb~~~~~~d by the legislature of 1882 for site and 
a Part returned to Sta.te trea-sury, according to law. 
e "Per month. 
f Twenty sections of land on conditions. 







































TABLE IlL-PART 1.-StatisticB of public normal schools for 1882, 9·c.-Continued. 
NoTE.~ indicates an affil'Ulative answer; 0 signi1ies no or none; •••••• 4!,dieates no answer. 
Gr:aduates 'S ~ . 'g I ~ ~j IsJJlusic ~ g E ~~ ~- g ~ 
In the <P p., Library. OS ~ 9 A tatlght~ 0 ::i OS .,.. >=l t a:> S·'"" 
last year. ~ 0 ~ ;:.= 8 ..; A 1::1 a .,... ~ ~ S 8 
::l ''"' OS <ll 'g ~ ---- O"'" 'g ::l <ll p o OS 
'd 8 :; 'Cl 1~ E.-g ~<I) ~ ~g;s ·s:S ~8°~ 
<ll ~ 0 'tj l=l;::l ~ O<d 0 :;:::~ OS 0 lfJ 4)"" 
bJl ::;j o ~ d) o <1l en .... ~"~""" .,... ~ ~ g 1::1 ~ OS<+-< ~ <ll 
.~ <i:: ~ o A ;:;>,loj ~ ~ OS bJl 8 A OS "'";.:, S <d 8 o ..., :S 
1::1 • "' cn 'g • ~~ ~ l'i ~ £.S ~ §: ::l;.. P.. <ll<»· ..9 § C/1 El 
<I) L.. .s :>: s .n ~ "'~ 0 "' <1l 0 - 0 g II= 0 "';. OS ce a .s bJl ~ § .e-~ ~ ~ 
<P "" "C • <P os <I) .., .... <1l 0 ..... ..., o = os .;s ~- I ce "' os os -~ -o <I) .... 
~-S ~E ~ S .... . a~ lS ~:g ~ as ~il "'.S ~'g "'::i "' E~ <ll"a~~ 
,_; ~ .g ~ "' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::l ~ ~ +' ::l 'Cl e-o ~ ~ OS ~ 'CiJ ~ OS~ .~ E! ~ Jl i .8$ ... II= ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ,8~§ j ~ ~l~'" ~ '0 ~8$~ 
~=~ ~~: ~::~ <s <s <s .... eg·6l <sa ~ ~ ~i..=l ~::~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .8 ""~::~ ~ ~~:: 
~ (il.,.. "" (il ~ ~ (il ~ (il ,.... ·~ <ll ~ $ ~ p. ~ A A ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
! ! ! ! ! j ! ! j ~ ~i~ l j ) ] ] ] ! J~ li] 
I I ------------------------------- - -
' -· . 1 15 ~ ~ 18 ~ ,.0 ~ ,.,. ~ ,. .. ,.~ .... ,.~ ,.8 ,.9 30131 3,. 33 34 r a• 
1 State Normal School........................ 71 5 3140 .••••.• -~·-·· ... ····1· •·· a$0 I x 0 I x x x x 0 I 0 x x x I Jnne 14. 
2 Nonnal School for Colored Teachers........ 4 4 4 40 217 150 10 4 .••••••. 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 x x ~ June 15. 
3 Lincoln Normal University................. 9 9 4 40 200 .••••• ·•··· ••·· 0 x 0 x x x x x 0 0 x x June 2;)-28. 
4 'l.'uskeaee Normal School............. . . . • • . • • • • . . • • • . 4 36 600 100 6 4 ••••••• , x 0 x x 0 0 0 0 x x x May, last Thura. 
5 Norma1 department, Arkansas Industrial 0 .•••. 4 41 (b) (b) ••••• ·••• 0 x •••••• x x x x x 0 0 x 0 June. 
University. 
6 Branch Normal College of Arkansas Indus· 
trial University. 
-~ ir~~~g3!e~~:~i1o~~~~;.·ru-gb.·s~i;;~i:: ·i25· ··so· ·! ·42· ····aoo· ····a· ··so· ··4· g ~ ···,;·· : :::: ·;· ·;· ·~-· -~;· o ~ ~ j ~a~25o . 
. 9 California ~tate Normal School............. '15 70 3 40 1, 500 0 80 0 0 x x x 0 x x x 0 x x (c) June, 1st week. 
10 Normaldepartment, UniversityofColorado ..••.......•••....••..........•••••.••...•...•••••••.•...••••..•...•.......•...........••..••..••... 
11 ConnecticutStateNormalSchool. •••.• -•••• 39 22 2 38 1,600 .••••• 100 3 ..•..... x x x .... x .x x o x x o 
12 East Florida Seminary..................... 3 ..••. 4 36 ~ --····· .....• ..... •• .. (d) .••. .•••.. x x x x ..•. . ... . . .. x x 
13 Southern Dlinois Normal University . ...... 9 . . ... 3,4 39 8, 584 493 1, 613 24 eO x x x 0 x x x 0 0 x o I June 2d Thurs. 
14 lllinoisStateNormalUniversity ...•....... 23 21 3 36 1,400 200 50 2 eO x x x 0 x x x 0 x x 0 May's!. 
15 Coo.k .County Normal and Trainin~ Scboolj* 43 41 3 42 424 60 51 4 gO x x x 0 x x x x x x k x June. 
16 Trammgschool dopartmentofpublicschools. 91 9 1 40 . . . • • . •. . ••. • • . •••. . • • . 0 x . . . . . . x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 x x o Jnne. 
17 Indianapoli.sNormalSchool. ....•......•...• 19 19 1! 39 .•..••...•.....••...... 0 x 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 x x ix June. 
,. From Report of the CommissionerofEducationforl881. dOne student to each legislator free; others, $20 for g To residents of the county; $30 to others. 
a To normal students. · English and $30 for classical course. · h In schools of the county. 
b Report~d with classical department (sea Table IX). e To those pledged to teach in the State. i In schools of the city. 
c Some counties recognize the diplomas; a few do uot. f Connected with this school in 1881 w:1.s a Kindergarten · 
normal department; transferred to Chica.go in 1882. 
Name. Time of ann!-
versary. 
1 1 50 6 
June. 

















TADLE III.-PART 1.-Statistics of public normal schools for1882, ~c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; ...••. indicates no answer. 
Graduate s ~ ~ ro F-4 .-61 ~ · • d ~ I t:s :;j ,_d ~ cia 
in the a> (" Q) Library. ~ ~ o'P. Is mUSlC 8 -~ -+? rn -~ .,.. g_s 
last year. ~ ~ .23 ~ ~ S taught1 ~ .g. ~ .,.. -~ tl as S i=l 
--.-- >:l :p ce ~ o ~ ...... oe;;; ,~ § a> 0 ~ o ~ 
al 8 ,; - :; d ~ . _g g Q) ~ ~ ~ s ·; ~ 8 8 ~ a> 
t.O ~ 0 ,g al 0@ r.a :P"il- .... ;a c;s l3 ~ .s ~ ..... "'~ 
~c ,.s -2 ° P< ;.:7..'<1 ,..c:l ~~t>rs ~ P<~ l ~;. ~ ro so.fl..c:l 
~ . "' , .... . ~ .S ~ . ..... .,;.S ..o P< >:l ... ~» a>.,.. o ~ :n t: 
a> bil .::l ~ .S «i ~ ~ %J § rn a> § .,... 0 E 1l= 0 ";, ~ ~ 13 .S t.O ..q ~ !'ii:3 S .S 
~ ~ m p m 8 ~ <%) ~ :+3 <D o::3 ..P 0 i:l3 ~ d ;.., m"'d ~ ~ ee ~-9 ;a Q) • ..P 
~ ~;a !;l ~ ~ >:l a> r-: § ~ ;5-~ -:] fo ~ ~ ~ .s al § :13 ~ :€ ~ 1j ~]--a g 
.8 o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ oQ1 ~ ~ ~ j ] ~l'l -<4 ~ ~~ i~ i ~~ -~ 8l~ 
8 ,..c:l~ .._. .._. .._. ~ I> o c ~ t.O ~ .P rn rn ~ rn rn o ., f1:: 
i:j 1!= a 0 0 0 ..... ~ ·sv ~ "' -2 s ~ ~ § ~ 0 :E ~ ~ ,..c:l F-4 § rn = t • ~ t t ~ F-4 ~ 8 ·,.... '~!= a> ~ ~ S P< A~ P< P< ~ .S rn ~ .23 
~ ..q ..q p ..q ~ $ . p g ca ~ <><!:: ...... l3 0 0 <) 0 0 4:1 §.:'5 a~~ 
~ S S S S ~ ~ S 1'1 ~ rn.!!f 2; ~ ~ Jj Jj Jj Jj "' "' ~ ~ <3 .~ 
Nnm.e. Time of anni· versary. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .::1 z . ~ ~ ~ ~ a><t'< ~ ~ ~ as as ~ ~ ~ c.. rn~ 
' 1 15 _1_6 __ 1_'7_ 18 -1-9--2-0--2-1- 22 -2-3--2-tl -2-5--2-6 -2-'7 -2-8:_2_9 30 131 ~2 j_3_3 3~ ~---3-a ___ _ 
· --:-....c.;·.~r .. • ··-· • . I -l 
18 Indiana.StateNonnalSchool .•••••••.•.•.• . 30 30 3 39 2,500 ••••.. 100 •••. $0 x .••••. x 0 x x 0 0 x x o 
19 Iowa.StateNormalSchool .................. 37 28 4 40 2,000 0 200 .... ao x ...... x x x x 0 o x x o 
20 Normaldepa-rtmentoftheiDghSchool* .... 13 7 1 40 200 .•.... 50 2 bO x x 0 0 x xI 0 0 x x 0 
21 Chair of D1dactics, State University of Iowa 15 10 4 37 (c) 10 500 5 10-25 x x 0 0 x x x x o· (d) o 
22 Knnsns State Normal School e ........... -.. 44 40 4 40 1, 504 200 30 3 j10 x x x x x x 0 x x x x 
23 Normal deparlll.lentofUniversityofKansas 4 4 3 40 ..... ... 
1 
...... 140 .... o x x x x x x x x 0 x (g) 
24 NormaldepartmentoftheAgriculturaland .••.. . ••.. 3 .••. ........ .••••. ..... .... 15 .............................................. .. 
1 • Mechanical College. -"' 
25 Eastern State Normal School............... 29 27 
26 State Normal and Training Soh~--····· 14 14 
'!.7 Mndawasl<a Training School. ....... ~:-:-..... 8 6 
28 State Xormal and Training School.......... 33 31 
20 1-.'0r!lln.l Trainin~ and Practice Class........ 8 8 
30 BaltimoreNormalSchoolforColoredTeachers ........ . 
81 Maryland State Normal School............. 38 35 
32 BostonNonualScbool ...................... 58 ... .. 
83 Massachusetts State Normal A1·t School.... 1 .... . 
34 State Normal School-'" . . . • .. . . .. . • • . . . . • • • • • . 52 50 
35 Train in~?: School for Teachers"'" ............. ·1 il 
1
10 
3G Stn.to No1·mal School~ ................ ·....... 27 25 
37 Gloucester Training School for Teachers l . . 8 6 
'8 Stnt\' Normal School...... ... ............... 05 ..... 
~9 \Ve11t 1\nl<l Stnt.o Nol'Ulal School............. 29 24 
40 Ma><t~uehu!luttaSii\Lo.NonnnlSohoolntWor- 31 31 

















900 20 50 3 -- --.. .. X X X -... X X ---- .... , X I X 
I,f6~ ... 50. 1~g --~ - --·---~- ~ --~-- -~-- __ o ____ x __ -~-- __ x __ -~-- .: • . ~ 
11 689 69 516 5 0 X X X 0 X X X 0 X X 
79 23 79 5 0 X X X 0 0 0 X 0 X X 
}, 200 200 .. .. . . • .. 10 X 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X X 
l, 850 •••. . . 125 9 (h) X X X X X X 0 X X i X 
. .. .. . .. ... • .. .. . . . .. .. 0 X ·x X 0 0 X X 0 X X 
325 30 {}- 2 10 X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 
3, 000 50 60 4 k0 X X X 0 X X X X X X 
67 , 5 7 0 b0 X 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X X 
1, 618 ..... - - -- .. 6 kO I ~ X X 0 X X X 0 X X 
45 •••••• ..... .... 0 X 1 ~ •••· .... 0 0 0 0 j X X 
5, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . 6 0 X X X 0 X X X • • • • • • • • X 
2, 500 . -- ... . . - . . 12 kO X X I X 0 X X X 0 0 X 

























.Tune 29, .Tan. 26. 
.Tune. 
June. 
May, last week. 
.Tune, last week. 
.Tune. 









































41 Course in the Soienoo and the Art of Teaoh- ..•...•••. 
ing (University of Michiganl.* 
42 Michl~ State Nm:maJ. SohooL............. 85 ..... 
43 State ~ormal School at Mankato............ 28 23 
44 State NormaJ. Sobool at St. Cloud............ 21 21 
45 StateN ormal School at \Vinona........ •• . . . 27 27 
46 :MiS<Jissippi State Normal SchooL........... 2 2 
47 Tougaloo Uninrsity ................................. . 
48 Missouri StateN ot·mal School, third district. 25 .... . 
49 NormalCollegeoftheUniversityoftheState 11 8 
of Missouri. 


































































































































June, 1st Thurs. 
May 31. 
June I. 
50 Lincoln Institute..................................... 4 36 800 ..••.. .•... .... 0 x •••••• x x x x .••......•....•..•.••• 1 .TuneS. 
51 Missouri State Normal School, tirst district. 9 8 4 40 500 100 75 15 j20 x 0 x x x x x 0 x x x 
5:.! St.LouisNormalSchool. .........•.••.••••• sa 9 2 40 350 5 25 4 0 X •X X 0 0 X 0 0 X X jx 
53 State Normal School, second district. . . . . . . . 44 28 2, 3, 4 40 1, 000 450 35 5 j16 x x x o x x x 0 x x x 
54 Chair of Didactics, University of Nebraska. 0 . • . . . (p) . • . . 150 145 150 1 0 x 0 x x x x x 0 0 0 0 
55 NebraskaStateNormalSchooL .. . .....•.... 45 45 2,5 38 2,000 300 70 18 ..•.•... x 0 x x x x x 0 x x x 
56 MancbesterTraJ.ningSchoolforTeachers •........•. - ...... .... .••..... ...... ..... .... 0 .....•.................•............•......•.... 
57 New Hampshire State Normal School....... 10 10 2 40 300 30 75 . . . . 0 x 0 x 0 0 x 0 0 x x 0 
58 Newru:kNormal School..................... 26 26 1 42 38 ...... ..... 3 bO x x x .....••...•..••..•.. x x jx 
59 New .Jersey State Normal School........... 39 39 3 38 500 50 150 12 0 x x x x x x x x x x x 
60 State Normal School• ...............•••••••• 63 ..... 2 40 500 50 .••.. .••. 0 x x .x 0 x x ..•. 0 x x x 
61 State Normal and Training School.......... 27 24 4 40 914 ....•• ··•·• ..•. ao X 0 X X X X X 0 X X X 
62 Statn Normal and Training School.......... 26 ..... 2, 3, 4 40 9, 950 . . . . . . . • •• . . •• . . ••• . . . . x x x . ••. x x x . . . . x x x 
63 StateN ormal and Training School.......... 16 14 2, 3, 4 40 2, 200 100 . . . . . . • • . aO x x x x x x x 0 x x x 
64 StateNormalandTrainingSchooJ. .••.•••.• 22 22 2,3,4 40 .•.........•........... 0 X X X X X X X x x x x 
65 Normal College............................. qO 0 4 40 250 ..•... 700 4 0 x x x 0 x x x x x x o 
66 State Normal and Training School r .••.•••• ; 44 34 2, 2, 3 40 575 75 50 10 0 x x x 0 x x x x x x x 
67 State Normal and Training School.......... 20 18 2,3, 4 40 250 ..•••. 100 8 ao x x x x x x x 0 x x x 
68 SyracuseTminingSchool................... ..... 0 1 40 81,300 .••••• ..... .... bO sx ax sO sO sO sx sx so so sx jx 
69 Uni-versity Normal School.................. 0 ..•.. .••••. 5 (c) •••••• 200 10 0 x x x 0 x x x x x o o 
70 Elizabeth City State Normal School........ 0 .••.. ••••.. 6 .•..... . ..•... ..... .••. 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 o 






June, last Tues. 
June, last \Ved. 
June, last Thurs. 
Jan. and July. 
.Tune. 
Jan. and .Tune. 
June30. 
J nne, 2[ Tues. 
June, last Thurs. 
Jan. and .Tune. 
June, last week. 
Jan. 31, June 30. 
July, 3d week. 
.Tune 22. 
72 Franklin Normal School.................... .••.. .•... .•••.. 5 •.•..... ...... .•... .... .••••••. x .•..•. x .... ..•. .... .... .... x x ... . 
73 State Colored Normal School................ 0 0 3 32 150 50 5 10 0 x 0 x x 0 0 0 0 x x 0 April. 
74 New Berne State Normal School. ............................ 12 100 .••..• .•... .. .. 0 x 0 x . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 September. 
75 Newton State Normal ...... .... .. ..•••• .••. .•••. .•••. .••••• 5 40 8 10 5 0 x 0 x .••. .••• x 0 0 x .••..•.••. .July 21. 
76 Plymouth State Colored Normal Schoolt •••.•••••••••.•• ~ ••. 24 ..•.•••. .••••• .••.. .•.. 0 .... .••••• .••. .••. .... .... ..•. •... ... . .••. ...... . •. -
77 State Colored Normal School .•••.•......•...•••..••...••••. 34 0 •••.•. 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 April19. 
78 Wilson State Normal School*............... .•.•. .•••. •••••• 5 0 .•••.. 0 0 0 x 0 x 0 0 x 0 0 x 0 ·-···· .July, 2d Thurs. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. g Graduates receive State certificates for five years from n To those pledged to teach in the State. 
a To normal students. · State board of education. · o To State pupils. ·\ 
b To resirlents of the city. h Free to 200 State scholars; $50 to others. p Elective studies only. 
c_ Reporte<l with classical department fsee Table IX). i. Receive diplomas after one Y.ear's successful teaching. q Course of study was raised during"\ this year from a. 
a After two years of successful teaching graduates may .1 In schools of the City . ....,~_....,.,,_. ~ -+-· ..- -- ·· -- . ~ three to a four years' course. . - .. \;. . ., -·· 
receive the degree of 11 bachelor of didactics." ....... , · k To all who comply with the condition of teaching in 'f Connected with this school is a Kinilergmrten training de· 
e During the year 35 teachers received instruction and ,. • the schools of Massachusetts; incidental fee, $4. ; · partment under the supervision of Mrs. C. A. Burr. 
training in Kindergarten methods in the Kindergar- l These statistics are for the year ending July 1, 1882; 8 From return from Syracuse High Schoo· I, with which 
ten department, organized AprillO, 1882. the school has since closed. the Trainin,g School is connected. 
















TABLE III.-PART 1.-Statisti<'-B of publio normal sohools for 1882, g.c.- Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; ••••.. indicates no answer. 
Graduates 't:l I ~ 'b 1 .g 1-g$ Is music~ ~ ~ ·~ ~ ~ ~ g 
in the 1}l ~ L1 racy. 23 +> a~ taught ? ,8 :E 2 .,.. .S ~~ a's 
last year. ~ ~ ~ g 'S ~ ___ :: ~';. '6 ~ 15 ~ ~ 8 ~ 
15 8 ] Cl ~ El . ] §~ ~ ~ _g ~ -~ :; ~ 8 ~ : 
b1i ""' o 9 Q) .~§ rn ~ R""" .... ..0 d t:l l=l .P <::.._. ~  <:.l 
~ "a ,.q -a P< ,...·,!:j <:.l ~ b1i 8 P<~ ~":' ... 'd !3 0 ...,,.q 
~ ..... 1ii "' 'Sai ~~ ~;:l ~.,;.S JL ca§:~ g~· ~ ~~.§.§w~ 
: t>iJ .s ~ .s gj ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .o :; 8 ~ ~ ~ t- "' d ; ~ ;: ~-~ .;a :g .s:; 
j] ~ ~ .; ] ~ ~ ] ~ ~ -~ ~] ~~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ § ~~ ~ 1J s .~]- ~] 
0~ ~ ~ ~ +>~ ~i 15~ rt ~ ,g~§ 3 ~ ~~ ~,. ~ ... ~ 8 g8$~ 




..0 ..0 ..0 ..0 ~ ..0 ..0 ~ ~ .p - "; ... 0 0 0 0 Q) ~--o..o 6 
~ ~ m ~ t m ~ § ~ ~-i.g g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '8 _g 2 ~ ;;5~ 





~- ~ ~ ~ 1}l ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~~ • ~ ~ . - g l~ ~ I~ -;:; gj gg': 
I I 1----------------------- ----- 1-----
1 1~ I 16 I 1 'r 118 I 19 20 12• 122 1 23 124 1 2a I26 I27 12S I29 I30 I31 132 I 331 34, 
79 · Cincinnati Normal School.................. 39 20 
80 Cleveland City Normal School.............. 34 34 
81 Dayton Normal and Training School....... 12 9 
82 GenevaN ormal School • • • • • • . . • • . • .. . • . . • • . 18 12 
83 Ashland College nnd Normal School*....... 3 3 
84 Oregon State Normal SchooL ...................... .. 
85 Pennsylvania State Normal School, sixth 34 34 
district. 
86 Southwestern State :Normal School* . ....... 28 27 
87 State Normal SchooL ....................... 23 17 
88 State Nonna.l Schoola.t India:tta....... ...... 95 34 
89 Keystone State Normal School . . • • • • • . • • • • . 16 14 
90 Central State Normal School . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . 78 70 
91 Pennsylvania State Normal School, fifth dis- 26 25 
1 trict. 
92 Pennsylvania. Stato liorma.l School, second 35 35 
' district. 
93 Philadelphia. Normal School for Gh·ls* .•.•.. e201 el35 
94 Cumborland Va.llev State Normal School* .. 10 8 
95 '\V'ost Chestor Sta.to Normal School.......... 15 14 
96 Rhode Isla.nll Stato Normal School.......... 23 21 
OT Stnto Normal Collo~~:o, University of Nash- 41 41 
• vlllt,, 
0~ ALLm1loul!lunNII1'111111 f11 11 lltntH ............ 7:l 09 
-~-·-,-~-~-~--~-,-







1 40 . • • . . . . . • .. . . . 25 4 .. . .. . .. 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 
! ~g !~g 2~ ~g ! ..... 2i- ~ ·--o-- ~ ·"x·--;;--"x·· ·-o-- ·o 
3 36 561 56 15 5 40 X X X X I X X 0 0 
3 40 200 . • • • .. .. • .. .. .. cO X 0 X X 0 0 0 0 




































.. __ _ 
3 42 2, 650 20 -- • .. • •• 
4 1 33 */10,000 ·••••• 150 , __ __ 
2, 4 40 1, 200 35 100 4 
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X X X X X 0 X 
X X X X X 0 X 
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~ l· ·;;t:':.l ~ I ~ I o I : 
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)( 0 )( )( 
: ,-:;·1 0 
X •••• 0 
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.Tune, last week. 
.Tune. 











June, last Thurs. 
June 29. 




















































StntoNonnalSohooL .....••••••••••••••••• 15 9 2,1~ 40 975 400 1 25 5 24 1 x I 0 0 o x x x 0 x x gx Jan.andJune. 
JobnsonStateNormnlSchooL .............. 19 19 3! 40 600 100 66 5 24 x x 0 0 0 x 0 o 0 x x June,lastweok. 
StateNormalSchool. .................. ..... 43 42 2,1i 40 600 100 100 .... 24 1 x 0 0 0 x x 0 0 0 x gx June24. 
~~~Fn~\fo:~a~tto1f!~!~~r;;:ti~!\t~t-~ --~~- --~~- ·---~- -~:. --~·-~~- -'-~~~- --~~- -~~- ...... ~. __ o __ ·--~-- -~-- -~-- __ x __ -~-- -~-- -~-- -~-- -~--·--~--May. 
RichmondNorma.lSchooL.................. 9 8 3 37 300 8 25 ............ 0 ...... x 0 x x ........ o x x June14. 
Concord State Normal School. .............. 11 8 3 40 ................... 4 h20 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 June22. 
Fairmont State Normal SchooL............. 9 7 3 40 300 100 50 10 h21-24 0 0 x x x x 0 0 x x 0 Juno 15. 
GlenvilleStateNormalSchool• ............. 2 1 3 40 ....................... h20-24 .................. x x ........ x x 0 JulyS. 
Marshall College Sk\.te Normal SchooL..... 4 2 3 40 1, 400 200 .. . .. 2 h20 0 0 . . .. x 0 0 0 x x x 0 June 16. 
Shepherd College........................... 8 ..... 3,4 32 ........ ...... ..... .... h30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x x 0 Juno. 
:J~fn~~e:~o~~:r~t~L1.~~~~~:::::::::: 1! 1~ i !g agg ---~~ .. --~- ~ h2o:-a~ ~ ~ .'x .. o ~ o o ~ ~ ~ b~ 
Stat.eNormalSchool. ....................... 21 21 4 40 1,303 129 130 4 iO x x x x x x x x x x jx 
Wisconsin State Normal School• ..... ...... 5 5 4 40 1, 028 225 128 4 iO x 0 x 0 x x x 0 x x Jx 
StateNormalSchool ........................ 11 7 4140 1,270 201 197 6 iO x 0 x 0 x x x x x x jx 
State Normal School. ....................... 14 13 4 40 1,043 145 ..... 6 iO x x x 0 x x x 0 x x jx 
Dakota Normal School.. .............................. 3 36 ........ ...... ..... .... 15 x 0 x x 0 0 0 0 x x x 
~~~!i~~~~~:.~~\~\l{J~~e:r~t£;-o:Pw:::~ --~~- ::::: ~ -~~- ... ~k! ... :::::: --~~- --~- ·---~~- __ o __ ---~-- -~-- .. o .. __ o .. __ o .. -~-- __ o .. __ o ... ~ .. ....... 
MinerNonnalScbool. ...................... 15 15 1140 .............. 
1 
..... 4 0 x x x 0 0 x x 0 x x x 
ington Territory. 
h To those who are not State normal students. 
i To normal students. 
June, 3d Thurs. 
, June, last Thurs. 
June 15. 
June 22. 
June, last •.rhurs. 
June, 1st Wed. 
June 2. 
*From Report of the Commissioner ofEduca.tion for 1881. 
a To residents of the city. 
b In schools of the city. 
c To State pupils. 
j After one year of successful teaching and indorsement of the diploma. 
by the State superintendent. 
k Reported with classical department (see Table IX). 
l Free to those appointed by the Ten-itory. 
a. For two years. 
e In 1880. 
f Estimated. 
g Graduates from the first course receive a State license to teach for 
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z E-l ~ z ~ I I I I I , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ 
CIS 
<e 
~ I'll! ~ 
l. ~ 3 4 ~ 6 ,. s 9 l.O I l.l. I l.~ 
I I 1 , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ 
1870 I D. S. Brandon ................. .. 1 Rust Norma1 Institute* ......................... . 
2 Emerson Institute ............................. .. 
3 AlnbamaBaptistNormaland Theological School*. 
4 Nor mal department, Talladega. College* .••.•...•. 
5 Southland College aml Normal Institute ......... 
6 California Kindergarten Training School ..•.•••. 
~ l~acifio Kindergarten Normal School. .......... .. 
8 Nonunl Sc!10ol, Colorado College* ............... . 
9 Normal tlepnrtment. Atlanta UniV'el'sity ....... .. 
10 Normal dcp:wtment of Clark University ....... .. 
11 E,·augclical Lutheran Teachers' Seminary .... .. 
12 Aurora Norutal School a ........................ . 
13 l!'rco Training School for Kindergartners ..•.•••. 
14 Froo TrainiJJg School for Kindergartners ..•.•••. 
15 Northcm Illinois NormRl School* .............. .. 
16 Not·mal clql:l.l tment of Eureka College ........ .•• 
17 Northern illinois Collcg~ a.utl Normo.l Sehoolc .. .. 
18 Mon it'l No1·mal aud SoicutHI.c SchooL .......... .. 
II) ToaoJH,l'S' Trnining School and School ofindivi-
tlunl ln~<tt•uotion. 
20 Ct•ntrnl Nonnn.l Colle!! 
21 Elk.hnrt. N\ll'llltll School ........................ .. 
Huntsville, Ala .......... . 
Mobilo, Ala ............ .. 
Selma, .Ala ............... . 
Talladega, Ala .......... .. 
Helena, Ark ............ .. 
San Francisco, Cal. (64 
Silver street). 
1873 Miss Emma R. Caughey ....... . 
18781 Rev. W. H. McAlpme ..•••••••• 
1869 Ir~ M. Bue]!, A.M._, PH. B •••••••• 
1864 Miss Hennetta. K1tteral ....... . 
1880 Kate D. Smith Wiggin ......... . 
San Francisco, Cal. (cor. I 1876 I Miss Emma Marwedel. ........ . 





















17 40 32 I o , ...... 
16 77 153 ...... 10 
26 32 31 j·----· ...... 22 ...... ...... 2 1 
23 127 121 0 
15 ...... ...... 15 15 
15 •••••••••••••• 15 
Oolorado Springs, Colo ....•...• 
Atlanta, Ga .............. 1867 
E. P. Tenney, president .......................... ·I···· ...... --1-- .. -............. . 
Charles P.l:)inuott .............. ...... 265 (61) (204) ...... 1 ..... . 
Atlauta, Ga. .............. 1869 
Addison, Ill ... • • • .. • .. .. . 1864 · 
Aurora,, Ill ................... .. 
Chicago, Ill. (2300 South 1882 
Park avenue). 
Rev. E. 0. Thayer, M. A .. • • • • .. • 7 176 80 60 20 16 9 9 
E. A. W.Krauss ................ 7 131 131 ...... 0 0 13 13 
Thoma·sJ.Ba.ssett, A.M ........................... 1 ............ 1 ................. . 
Mrs. Alice H. Putman ... • • • • • • • .............................................. . 
2 32 32 1••••••1••••••1••••••1•••••• Chicago, Ill. (Michigan 1882 Miss Matilda H. Ross ......... .. 
D~~C:.uth~~~~~~~~~· .. 1881 J.B.Dille ....................... l1312751150 1125~------~ ...... 1 51 •••••• Eureka, Ill .. .. . .. •• .... .. 1855 J. M. Allen, A.M., president..... b12 319 ({) 29 160 90 5 3 
Fulto.n, Ill................ .. .. .. A. :M. Hansen, A.M., president .................................................. . 
Morns,IIL ............... 1878 F.L.Kern ...................... 14 250 21 229 ............ 13 11 
Oregon, Ill................ 1879 E. L. Wells...................... 4 119 14 53 34 18 .......... .. 
Dll.llville, Ind ............. 118751 Frank P. Adams .............. .. 



































23 Fort Wetyne College, normal department ..•.•••. 
!!3 In_dlanopolis llindergartc~ ~rain.i.!lg S<lhooL ••••• 
~ tf~~~:f:I!~~!lfo~~~rs~~~ ~~~~~~::::::::::: 
26 Southern Jndiana Normal College .....••••••••••. 
27 Southern Indiana Normal School ...•...•.•.•.••. 






























Southern. Iowa Normal School and Commercial 
Institute. 
Eastern Iowa Normal School ..••••••••••••.••••• 
Dexter Normal School* ........•......•.•.•.•..•. 
Normal department of Upper Iowa University ... 
Iowa City Academy, normal department .....••. 
Normal dep~rtment of Cornell College ....•••.••. 
Normal depa.rtment of Oskaloosa College ...•.•.. 
Whittier Colle~e and Normal Institute .•.....•.. 
Teachers' Semmary of the German Evangelical 
Lutheran Synod. 
Kansas Normal College and Business Institute* .. 
Campbell Normal University and Commercial 
Institute. 
Kansas Normal School and Business Institute* .. 
Kentucky Presbyterian Normal Schoolg ...•...•. 
Normal d8J!artment of Berea College .•••••.••••• 
Glasgow Normal School .•••.•.••..••••••••.•••••• 
Kentuokx Female Orphan School. •••.•.•••••.••. 
Normal department, Straight University .•••••.. 
Peabody Normal School for Colored Students .••. 
Peabody Normal Seminary h ...••..••.•••........ 
Normal department of Maine Central Institute. _ 
Oak Grove Se!Di~Iary, n0~1:Jlal <1epartment- .••.... 
Centenary B1blioal Institute, normal depart-
ment."' 
Normal d~partment, Cushing Academy .•••••.••. 
Rindergarten Normal Class ...........•..•..••••• 
Fort Wayne., Ind .•••••••• 
Indianapolis, Ind ..••.•••. 
Indiana.poli!l, Ind ..••••••. 
Ladoga, Ind •...••••••.••. 
Mitchell, Ind ..•••.•.••••. 
Paoli, Ind _ •.•.. _ •••••.••. 
Spioelancl, Ind ...••.•••••. 
Valparaiso, Ind ...••••.••. 
Columbus Junction, Iowa. 
Dexter, Iowa . 
Fayette, Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa .....•.••. 
Mount Vernon, Iowa. ..••. 
Oskaloosa, Iowa .....•..•. 
Salem, Iowa .••••••••••••. 


















Rev. W. F. Yocum, .A.M., ••••••• 
.A.lioe Chapin ......•.•••...•••.. 
Mrs. E . .A.. Blaker ..•...•.•• -· ••. 
J. F. W. Gatch .......•••••.••.•. 
William E. Lugenbeel .•••••.•.. 
W. T. Gooden ..••••••••••••••••. 
Thomas Newlin •..••••••••••••. 
H.B.Brown •••••••••••••••••••• 
0. H. Longwell, .A. B ••••••••••••• 
Edwin R. Eldridge, president .•• 
John Valentine ..•..••.••••••••• 
C. P. Colegrove, A. M •••••••••••• 
G . .A.. Graves, .A. M ••••••••••••••• 
Hamline H. Freer, M.s .....•.••. 
G. H. Laughlin, A. M ••••••••••••• 
Guss Walters .••••••..•.•••••••• 
Rev. George Grossmann •••••••. 
Fort Scott, Kana ..••••••. ,1879 I D. E. Sanders ......•.••••••••••. 
Holton, Kans............. 1882 J. H. Miller, president ..••••••••. 
Paola, Kans ..•••••••••••• 1878 
Anchorage, Ky........... 1860 
Berea, Ky . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . 1865 
Glasgow, Ky . . •• • • • • • •• • • 1875 
Midway, Ky ...••••••••••• 1849 
New Orleans, La .••••••••• 1869 
New Orleans, La .••••••••• 1877 
New Orleans, La.......... 1870 
Pittsfield, Me ............. 1870 
Vassalboro', Me .••.•..... 1851 
Baltimore,Md.(cor.Fulton 1&72 
John Wherrell ...•.•.••••••••••• 
Mrs. Daniel P. Young ..•••••••• , 
Rev. B.S. Hunting, A.M ••••••••• 
.A.. W.Mell ....••.....••••••••••. 
Samuel P. Lucy, A.JII ••••••••••• 
J. M. McPherron, A. M •••••••••• 
Miss Julia Kendall. _ .•••.••••••. 
Robert Mills Lusher ..•..•••.••. 
0. H. Drake, A. B •••••••••••••••• 
Edward H. Cook, A. B . _ ••••••••• 
Rev. J. EmoryRouncl,lii. A., pres. 
and EdmondMn aves.). 
.Ashburnham, Mass.···-·· 1875 James E. Vose .••............ -·· 
Enat{)n, Mass. (52 Chest- 1872 Misses Mary J. Garland andRe-
nut street). becca J. Weston. 




















;J ::ili:l :J :::iF\: :::i~: ::::i~ 
150 (150) . • • • • • • • • • • • 5 3 
SO (SO) . . •••• ·--··· 5 5 




















70 l ····••lp••• • • , ........ , •••••• 




6 1, 011 160 129 426 296 1~ , ••••• i 
13 126 , ..... 
8 317 73 
11 290 159 
5 83 0 
3 61 32 
2 34 0 
4 88 0 
6 32 11 
i3 70 37 
j4 96 32 
6 170 12 
7 15 ... ...... 






































~ ! . ple street). 
55 Norm~l St?hool, .Adrian Coil~ge ...... -·· ••..•.••. .A.dria~, M~ch ..•.•.•..••••...•.. E. G. WalJrer, M.s.······ ········1 31 3! I 131 21 , •••••• , •••••• , •••••• ~······ 
56 Detrmt Kmdergarten Trammg School. .••.....•. Dctro1t, M10h .....••.••••. 1875 W. N. Hmlmann ·-····. ....••••• 2 9 """"'' 9 .••••••••• u 4 3 
57 Normal department of Hillsdale College ..•••.... Hillsdale, Mich ..•••••..•. 1855 Rev. De Witt C. Durgin, D. D., il3 k175 (k175) .•.••• •••••• 3 2 
) ~ president. I 
'li From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. e Stncl ents in beginning, advanced, and review classes h Educational authorities failed to make provision for 
,a .A. clepartmt>nt of Jennings Seminary (Table VI). are here included, "the student being allowed to enter this seminary, and it is to be continued as a private in.-
b Faculty of Eureka College. at any time * * and continue as long as he can." stitution after December 11, 1882, 
·c }{o separate report for normal department (see Table !Preparatory and normn,l departments intimately i These also instruct in other departments. 
:VI). associated; for report, see Table IX. j For aU <lel'a.rtments. 
1-d Students in various departments of work are here g Includes report of Bellewood Seminary, with which kNormal and English students. 

































Number of students. 
Graduates 
in the last 
year. 









A l JJ I ~ I ~ ~; <i a5 a5 ~ ~ Jl~ ~ -ca 'ai E ,g ~g}, I I I I I IE-< ~~~ ~~~~ 
1 2 3 4 li 6 ,. 8 9 10 I 11 I 1~ 
I I I 1-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--
581 Normal department of Olivet College* . ..•••••••. , Olivet, Mich .••.....•••••• 
1 
..... . 
59 Normal department of Rust University b........ Holly Springs, Miss •••••. 1869 
60 Iuka. Normal Institute........................... Iuka, Miss .•••••••••••••••.••... 
61 Normal department of Natchez Seminary ..••••• 
62 Normal department of La Grange College .•••••. 
63 Santee Normal Training School ...........••••••. 
64 Model Kindergarten and '.£raining Class for 
Youn"' Ladies. 
65 Nonnal'lfindergarten Class* .••••••.............. 
66 Normal Training School for Kindergarten Teach-
ers.* 
67 Grahm:n Normal College. 
68 Whit-in Normal School. .•••.•...............••... 
69 Shaw University .....•••••.•••••.•.. : ........••• 
70 Tileston Normal School. ••.••............•...•••• 
71 Wilmin~on Normal School ...................... . 
72 Nortbwesteru Ohio Normnl School. .•.••••••••••. 
73 Ashland College Normal School* ..•..•••..•••••. 
74 Fayette Normal and Businoas College ••••••••••• 
75 National Normal University .................... . 
76 Mansfield Normal College .........•••.•...••..••. 
77 Western Reserve Normal Scllool .••.••....•••••• 
78 Normal department, Mt. Union College* ....•••. 
7~ ;~~bij~~~h~~~:~g~~{~)·Jo~f~~~ ~-~~~~~~~~~::: 
Natchez, Miss ••••••••• : •. 11877 
LaGrange, Mo .••.•.•••••. 1859 
Santee Agency, Nebr ..... 1870 
New Y(lrk, N. Y. (1455 1880 
Broadway). 
New York, N.Y. (169 W. 1878 
48th street). 
New York, N.Y. (7 East 1872 
22d street). 
Graham, N. C . . • • • • • • • • • • . 1881 
Lumberton, N.C ..•••••... 1876 
R~ei~h, N. C .. . . . . • • . • • • . 1866 
W1lmmgton, N.C .•.•...•. 1872 
Wilmington, N. 0 ......... 1865 
Ada, Ohio . • . . . . . • • . • • • • . . 1871 
Ashland, Ohio . • • • • • • . • • . . 1879 
Fayette, Ohio ............. e1872 
Lebanon, Ohio • • • • . • ••• • . . 1855 
Mansfield, Ohio .•••.•••••• 1878 
Milan, Ohio .•••••••••••••• 1832 
Mt. Union, Ohio........... 1846 
Wilberforce, Ohio .•••..••..... . . 
nuntingdon, Pa. . ••• •• • • • . 1876 
1M l @ ·--~-1 ~I ~ 1----~-1-----~ 1~g .•• ~~-tl5 •••••• 
d5 r····· ...... ·····T····· 
14 . 0 14 .••••• !...... 6 6 
1031 (103) 1""""""1""""""1""""""1······ 74 53 I 21 ...•.. •••••. 0 •••••• Rev. Joseph Estabrook, A.. M. ••. ttl Rev. W. W. Hooper, A.:&!., pres.. c5 
H. A. Dean, A.M., and.TobnNeu- 7 
hardt, A.M. 
Rev. Charles .Ayer, president... 5 
.r. F. Cook, M. A , LL.D., president 7 
Alfred L . Riggs, A. M • • • • • • • • • • • • 16 
E. >on Briesen ..••..••••••••.•..••••• 
Mary L. VanWagenen .••••••••.•••••• 
Prof. .r ohn Krans and Mrs. · .•••••.•••••.••••..•••..•••••.•••••..•••••.••••• 
Maria Kraus-Bolte. 
R-ev. D. A. Long, A. M-.w·-.······· ............................................... . 
DaviclP.Allen.................. 4 80 24 9 25 22 .••••••••••• 
Rev. H. :M. Tulhper, A.M., pres't. 6 133 89 44 .•••••.••••••••••••••••• 
~:: ~la~:ch~~Jfei::::::::: ····5· ""236. :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: .... :. :::::: 
H.S.Lebr,A.M •.•••.....•...••. 36 1,918 1,000 420 322 176 65 36 
Elder R. H. Miller, president ..• '. 8 67 52 15 ......•.•••.•••••..••••• 
~~£lit:I~~:~~ i;;~~i<i~~i::::: 2~ i;832" i;i6s· '"5o4· ··ias· ···55· ··iai· ···iai 
L. Leavengood..... •• • • • . • • . . . . . 4 195 90 80 10 15 4 2 
B. B. Hall . • . • . • • • • . . • . . . • • . • . • • . 6 116 63 53 0 0 0 0 
0. N. Hartshorn, LL. D. , president /7 110 (11 0) ............... - • • • · • • • 
Rev. B. F. Leo, D. D., president... ttl 7 3 1 4 . • ·- • · · • • • ·- · • • • • • •••• •• 































81 Lycoming County Normal School. •••.•.••....... Uuncy, Pa .••••••••••••••• 1870 Charles Lost~ ••.•••••••••••••••. 6 171 89 62 12 8 0 0 
82 Centennial Kindergarten Training School for Phila.dalphi&, Pa. (1607 1876 Ruth R: :Burritt .•••••••••••••••• 1 20 ......... 20 ........ .. ...... 19 15 
Teachers. Chestnut st.). 
Fanny.TacksonCoppin.:........ 7 257 g57 gl06 43 51 .•...•...••• 83 Institute for Colored Youth •.••••••••••••••••••. Philadelphia., Pa. (l3ain- 1837 
bri<!fie st., west of 9th). 
1Ss1 Anna W. Barnard ••••••••••••••. ,. •••••.•••••.•••••.••••..•••••.•.....••.•..••••• 84 Kindergarten Training Class* .................... Phila elphia., Pa~ (315 N. 
. 35th st.). 
85 Philadelphia Training School for Kindergart- Philadelphia, Pa. (1333 1878 Mrs.M.L.VanKirk •••••••••••• 5 28 .••••• 28 ..••••..•••• 28 22 
ners. Pine st.). 
86 Normal department, Swarthmore College ..•..••• Swarthmore, Pa. .•••••••••• 1869 ~!~i~~Ir.W.~J!~:::::::::: ~---~- --~~> __ .. :~~- .. :~~-- .. :~> __ .. :~> __ ----~- -----~ 87 Kinderi-arten Normal Cla.ss .•••••.•••••••• ~:: •• Providence, ·R. I. ...•...••. 
88 .A. very orma.l Institute ...•.••.•.•.••....••.•••• Charleston, S. C ........... ]865 Amos W. Farnham • • • • • • .. • • .. • 11 306 23 27 94 162 3 2 
89 Normal department of Brainerd Institute* •.••••• Chester, S. C .••••••••••••• 1874 Rev. Samnel Loomis............ 3 40 (40) ..•.....••••.•......•••. 
90 Normal doEartment of Allen University ..••••••. Columbia, S. C •••••••••••. 1881 J. c. w ........... _____ . --" --- __ • . '"' .. I .. , .. ______ . ___ .. 
91 N orma.l So oor of Cla.flin U Diversity .•.•••••••••. Orangebnr~, S.C .••••••••• 1868 Rev. Edward Cooke, A.M., s. T. D. 6 100 34 25 28 13 10 9 
92 Fairfield Normal Institute .••••••••••••.••••••••. Winnsboro, S.C •••••••••. 1869 Rev. Willard Richardson ••••••. · 5 415 47 54 168 146 27 21 
93 The Warner Institute ..•••••••••••••••••••••.••. .Tonesborourfh' Tenn •••••. 1875 Yardley Warner .•..••••••• -;..... 6 109 10 7 50 42 0 .••••• 
94 Knoxville College ..•••.•.•••••••••••.••.•••••••. Knoxville, enn •••••••••. 1875 Rev . .T. S. McCulloch, D. D • •• • • • • 7 137 36 12 49 40 0 0 
95 Freedmen's Normal Institute .•••••.........••••. Maryville, Tenn •••••••••• 1874 · wm.P.Hastings .••••••••••••••• 6 237 55 34 80 68 a .•.... 
96 Maryville Normal and Preparatory School •••••• Maryville, Tenn .••••••••. 1878 Henry w. s0ray ••• • •• •••••••••• a 137 14 1a 64 46 o o 97 Normal de~rtment of Maryville College* ..••••• Maryville, Tenn .•••.••••• William.A.. ate,B.s............ a1 16 8 8 ··"·-- .•.....•••..••••.. 
98 Le Moyna ormal Institute .••••••.••.•••.•••••• Memphis, Tenn .•••••••••. 1872 .A.. J. Steele .••••••••••••••••• ~.. 9 265 75 60 60 70 10 9 
99 Morristown Seminary ..... . •••••••..•...•..•..•• Morristown, Tenn •••••••• 1881 Rev.J.S.Hill,.A.M.............. 3 175 20 33 122 ...••.••.•...•••.. 
100 I Conkal Tonn""" Colleg~ nonnal doparlmont •• Na-shville, Tenn .••••••• ~ •• 1J!66 Rev . .John Braden, D. D., presi- 7 184 102 82 .••• •• •••••. 9 0 
Nashville, Tenn .••• '~.?!::. . dent; David:Monlfu, principal. 101 Nashville Normal and Theol{fzical Institute .•••• 1866 R~v. Daniel W. Php "ps, D. D.... 10 267 123 90 46 8 7 .••••• 
102 Normal department of Fisk Diversity .••••••••• Nashville, Tenn .•••••••••. 1866 Miss Anna :M. Cahill .••. •• :.... a1 317 89 94 47 87 •••••.•••••• 
103 WinchosterNormal*--u· · ······················· Winchester, Tenn •••••••• 1878 James W. Terrill;president..... (h) fh) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
104 Til lotsoii Collegiate and Normal Institute ••••••• Austin, Tex •••••••••• ·: •••• 1881 Rev. W. E. :Brooks,A.M.,pres't. 6 50 30 20 ......................... 
105 .American Normal School ...•••.•.•••.••.•••••••. Kellyville, Tex ............ 1878 %.~.-~~~~~~~-:::·:::~·:·~::!~·::·:: . ! ... 53· ···as· ···is· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 106 Vug,inia Normal School ........•..••.•••••.••••• :Bridgewater, Va •••••••••• 1880 
107 St. tephen's Normal and Theological School •.•• Petersbu1, Va ••••••••••. 1871 - Rev. Giles :Buckner Cooke · • .;~.~- · 8 270 8 12 100 150 10 .••••• 
108 Storer College ..............•.....•.....••....••. Harper's erry, W.Va .••. 1867 Rev. N.C. :Brackett, .A. M •••••• •• 8 230 I 120 I 110 . • • . . . . • . . . . 10 8 
109 National German American Teachers' Seminary. Milwaukee, Wis. (643 1878 LKeller ••••••••••••••• -.. ••• ~;... 9 296 23 21 147 105 5 5 
:Broadway). 
Rev. William Neu;;~~fZ/:~'ff~'t. 5 85 35 0 50 0 6 6 110 Catholic Normal School of the Holy Family ..... St. Francis, Wis .•••••.••• 1870 
111 Garfiehl Kindergarten Training School for Kin- Washington, D..._C. (1811 I 1882 Mrs. Anna :B. Ogden •••..••. ~ • • . ( 5 0 5 • • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • . • ••••• 
dergartners. street, n. w.). ' . ~ •• . 
1[,. Lo- Pollock and Mi" : 9 .••••• 9 ······!······ S 3 112 Kindergarten Normal Institute ...•••.••••••••••• Washington, D. C ••••••••• 1875 
Washington, D. C ••• ;:~: •. 
Susie Pollock. 
113 Normal department of Howard University .••••• 1867 Wiley Lane, A. M................ 5 139 7 13 83 36 3 2 
114 Normal department of Way land Semiillary •.••••• Washington, D. C ••••••••. 1865 Rev. G. M. P. King, A. M., pres't.. 6 130 93 11 18 8 13 8 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. c These also instruct in other departments. 
~Assisted by other college professors. a In 1881. 
gIn the high school department. 
h No separate report for normal uepartment (see Table 
IX). b These sootistics, which are for the year 1881, are for the e Or~anized at Worthington in 1872; removed to Fayette 
normal department of Shaw Umversity; in 1882 the m 188L 





















TABLE III.-PART 2.-Statistics of p1·ivatc not·nwl schools fo-r 1882, q-c.-C(mtinued. 
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Emerson Institute................................... 4 32 100 . . . . • . 25 2 8 x x x x 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 
Alabama Baptist Normal an<l Theological School*... a 32 400 100 6 5 8 • • • • 0 X X 0 0 0 0 0 X X 
Normal department, '.EalladegaCollege*.............. 4 35 (b) ....•• 20 .••. lli .... 0 x x x x x 0 x x 0 
Southland College and Normal Institute·-····...... a, 4 36 1, 200 25 0 ••• 3 13! X •••••• X X X X X 0 X X 0 
California Kindergarten Training School............ 1 .....••........... 25 5 c100 x ..••.. x •••• .... .•.. .••. .... x x dx 








~~~~ ~~~~~i~~~l~rl~Ia~~~~:~.;~;;itY:::::::::::: :::::: -~~- :::::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::~ :::::: 
NorroaldepartmentofClarkUniversity ..••••••••••• 4 36 .........•••..•••..••. 9 x 0 x x .•...•...••..••..... x 0 IJune2dWed. 
Evangei:iu~ Lutheran Teachers' Seminary.......... 5 40 1, 000 . ••• •• . • •. . •• . 0 x 0 x x 0 x x x x x 0 June' 29. 
.Aurora.NormalSohoolf ....•..........••..••••.•••••. •••••· 44 ··••·•·· ·••••• •••· ·••· ••••••···· X X X X X X X 0 0 X 0 July 3. 
~: i;!:~i t~:H~~~~:~~~~~:~::::::::::::: ··--2· :::: :::::::: :::::: :::: :::: ~ :::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::.:: :::: :::~ :::: ·-;· :::::: 
:8'orthern Illinois Normal School* ..... ......... '"...... 4 50 1,1!0~ 150 20 7 S5 x x x x x x x 0 x x 0 !August 10. 
Normnl depB;rb:l?ent of Eureka College ...........•••. - S 40 S, OOu •••••• 100 . • • . 40 x x x x x x ·x 0 0 x 0 _June 12. 
Northern lllm01s College and NormalSohoolb ..•••..•••...••.•..••......•.......... - .••.•.•.........••....................•.......•...••.•••••. 
Morris Normal nnd Scientific School.-.............. a 40 1, 500 400 340 7 36-48 X 0 X X X X X X 0 X 0 
Teachers' Training School and School of Individual •••••. 52 100 0 25 5 52 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Instruction. 
ContrnlNormalCollege* .•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••. 1,2,S 48 2,000 100 25 15 
ElkhartNormnlBohool.............................. 2 l50 BOO •••••• •••. 6 










































































24) KitHlergo.rten Normal Training School.............. 1 •••••• • • •. 100 • ••. .••••• •••. . .• . . .•. .••. . •.. . .•. .••• x 
25 Contmllncllano. Normal School...................... 3 48 5, 000 10 32 x 0 x x x x • ••. x 0 
26 . Soutlwrn lnd!nna Normal College................... 4 47 500 200 75 . •.. 38 x 0 x x x x o o x x o .A.pri16. 
27 Soutbe1·n Iniliana. Normal School.................... 3 42 ..•.. •.. .... .. . . . . . .. . 30 x 0 0 x x x o o x x o 
28 Nor mal clrp:ntment, Spiceland Academy............ 40 . . . . . . . . 4 30 . . . . •••••• . • . . . . . . x x x o x o June 22 
29 Nol'thern In(liJwa Nox·mal School and B11siness Insti- 4 50 4, 000 500 300 35 34 x x x x x x x o o x o August "to. 
tute. 
30 Southern Iowa. Normal School and Commercial Insti- 4 50 800 300 30 10 40 x x x x x x x 0 x x o August 10. 
tuto. 
31 Eu.at<lrn Iowa. NormalSohool. ••.••. ··~··············· 3, 5 40 500 .•.... 50 8 25-30 x x x x x x x o o x o June 20-26 
32 Dexter :Normal School* . .. . . . .. • . . . . .. . . . .•. . .. •••••. 4 40 300 30 25 6 25 x 0 x x 0 x 0 0 x x 0 I June ' 
sa Norll'Ull department of Upper Iowa University....... 3 38 •.•... .... 18 X 0 X X X X X 0 0 June.21. 
34 low a. Cit Academ , normal deRartment............. 36 250 2 30 x x 0 0 x x x 0 o x o 
35 K ormnl ;J'epnrtmeni of Cornell Collel!e . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . h2~ 36 _400 50 80 10 3~ x x x x x x x 0 o x o June 28. 
3G Normal department of Oskaloosa College............ 4 40 (~) x x x 
37 Whittier College and Normal Institute . • . . .. . . . • . . . . 4 42 400 50 10 12 24 0 0 x x x x x 0 0 x o 
38 '.reachers'Semina.ryoftheGermanEvangelicalLuth- 3 40 100 30 2 15 x x x 0 x x 0 x x o June. 
eran Synod. 
39 K:msas Normal Colle~e an~ Business Instit~te* ···.·. 3 44 700 20 10 32 x x x x x x 0 June 28. oo 
40 Campbell Normal Uruvers1ty and Commercial Inst1- 1-3 
T tnte. ~ 
41 Kansas Normal School and Business Institute* •••• •• 3 44 2, 620 120 80 15 2S x x • • •• x x x x o x x 0 July 1. 1-3, 
42 Kentucky Presbyterian Normal Schoolj ....... .•••.. 5 39 400 250 . .. . 3 \ 40 x x x x x x 0 x •••. x •••••• June 5, !Jl 
43 Normal department of Berea College................. 4 36 (i) •• • • •• . • • • • • • . 9-12 . . . . 0 x x x x x 0 0 x 0 June 20. 1-3 
44 Glasgow Normal School.............................. 3~ 46 3, 000 250 125 10 46 x ...... x x x x . ... ..•. x x x June lastFrid'y. ~ 
45 Kentucky Female Orphan School.................... 4 40 690 30 .... .... kllO •••. .••••. x x .... .... .... .... ..•. .... ...... ' ~ 
46 Normal department, Straight University............ 2 32 (i) ...... ..• . •••. 8 x 0 x x 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...... May 30. t'4 
4-7 PeabodyNormalSchoolforColored Students........ 2 40 30 ...... .... .... 0 .................... -............. o x o 
48 Peabody Normal Seminaryl ........ ........... ...... 3 42 800 50 390 3 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 x x 0 1-3 
4!J Normal department of Maine Central Institute...... 2 40 600 60 . . . . . . . . 23 x 0 . . . . x x x 0 0 0 x 0 June 22. t> 
50 qak Grove S~m~ary, nc;>rmal department ...... ··;··· 3 33 271 10 5 7 16!-30 x 0 0 x x x x x 0 x 0 td 
51 Centenary B1bhca.l Inst1tute, normal department ... 4 42 ............. · ... · ··•· 9-13! x ...... x 0 .•.. .... . ... .. .. . ... x 0 I June 1st week. t'4 
52 Normal department, CasbiBg Academy.............. 4 36 1, 500 150 70 0 20 x x . . •• x x x 0 0 0 x 0 June' 15. tr:i 
53 Kindergarten Normal Class.......................... 1 32 ........ ...... .... .... 150 x ...... x .... .... .... .... .... x x ...... June, 1st Thurs. 00 
54 Springtteld Training School for Kindergartners...... 1 30 .... .... ...... . ••. .... 100 x •••••• x .... •••. .... .... .... x x ...... June. • 
55 N ormhl School, Adrian College . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . • .. • . 2 . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. • • .. • • .. x ........................................... . 
56 Detroit Kindergarten Training SchooL.............. 1 32 ........ ...... .... .... 75 x x x 0 ................ x x ..... . 
57 Normal department of Hillsdale College............. 2 38 (i) (i) 200 11 6t, 10! x 0 x x x x x •••. 0 x 0 I June 17. 
58 N orma.l department of Olivet College* ............... 2, 3, 4 37 (i) (i) .. . . .. .. .. • • .. • • . . x • • • .. . x . . . . .. .. . .. . x . . . . . • . . x .. . .. . June, 4th Thurs. 
~~ fu~~;o~~ra1ri:sC:~u~~~~~~-:r~~~~~~~t::~:::::::::::: .... :. !g ... (.i~·-· --~i! .. --~- .. :. 4~~ ~ ... ~ .. -~-- -~-- -~-- -~-- -~-- -~-- -~-- .:: .... ~ .. ~~: ~4. 
*FromReportoftheCommissionerofEducationfor1881. f .A. department of Jennings Seminary (Table VI). kFor board, books, and tuition for paying student.'!; 23 
a Incidentalfee. g Diplomas after one year of successful teaching. full beneficiaries and 53 partial bene.fl.cianes maintained 
b No separate report for normal department (see Table h Preparatory normal course; the collegiate normal durinp; school year 1881-'82. ~ 
I VI). course is about two years for those who have pursued l Educational authorities failed to make provision for 
c There are 6 free or partially free scholarships which or passed examinatiOn in branches requisite for ad- this seminary, and it is to be continued as a private 
,_.. are donated to charity Kinclergarten. __ mission to the college. institution after December 11, 1882. ... 
din experinlental or receiving classes. · ' i See Table IX. mThese statistics, which are for the yearl881, are for the 
e After teaching one year in a Kindergarten they receive j Includes report of Bellewood Seminary, with which the normal department of Shaw University; in 1882 the 
.,a second grade certificate, and after two years a .first · Kentucky Presbyterian Normal School is associated. name of this institution was changed to Rust Uni- CJ.:) 
· &rade cerillicate. versity, ~ 
TABLE III. -PART 2. -Statistics of private normalsclioolsjor 1882, !fc.-€ontinued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an a.ffi.rmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; •.•. indicates no answer. 
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1
14 1~ 1.6 1.'1 :tS 1.9 20 21. 22 23 24 2~ 26 2'1 2S 29 30 
61 I Normal department of Na.tchez Semina.ry: .••....• ···1 3 34 1 400 I 50 I· ···1· ···t $8 0 ,...... x 1 0 x I 0 0 1 0 I u x 62 Normal departmen~ o~ La Gnnge Colle~e-........... 3 35 (a) (a) . • • . • • .. 40 . . . . . • . . . . x x x x • • • . • • • . . • .. x 
63 Santee·Norml\l Trammg School. ........... .......... .•. . . . 46 40 20 7 2 0 x 0 x x 0 x x 0 x 0 
64 Model Kindergarten and Training Class for Young 1 43 . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • • . 80, 100 . . . . . . . • . . x • • • • 0 0 0 0 . • .. x 
Ladies. 
65 Normal Kindergarten Class*...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 2 40 .. • . • • .. • • • • • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . • .. x 0 x • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • .. • • • . x (b) 
66 N orml\l Training Schoolfor Kindergarten Teachers* . • . . • .. 35 .. . . . . .. . • • • • • . . .. .. .. . • •• .. . . . . x • • • • .. x • • • • • • .. • • • . x x x x ••• ••• 
67 Graham Normal Colle~e ...................................................................................................................... . 
68 Whitin Normal School............................... 4 24 475 25 3 3 12-14i 0 0 x • • .. • •• • .. •• .. .. • • •• x x 0 
69 Shaw University . . .. .. . . • .. .. • . . . . • • . • . . . . . • • . • • . .. . 3 32 2, 200 . .. .. . 25 10 . .. .. .. .. . x 0 x x x x 0 x x x o 
70 Tiles ton N orml\l School. ................................... -- ......... - ........................... - .................. -- ....................... . 
71 Wilmington Normal School*......................... . .... . 32 .. . .. . .. 18 .. .. .. .. · 8 x . ••• • • x x 0 0 ..•......•.•..•....... 
72 Northwestern Ohio Normal School................... 3 51 3, 000 ...... 174 20 · 45 x x x x x x x x o x o 
73 Ashland College Normal School* .. .. .. ...•.•.. ... . . . 4 39 . . . .. .. . ..•. .. . . .. .. .. SO x 0 x x x x x x 0 x 0 
74 Fayette Normal and Business College............... 3 .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. ... . . . .. .. .. . . .... .. x x ............................. . 
75 National Normal University......................... 21 48 4,600 100 500 10 38-48 x x x x .x x x 0 0 x 0 
76 Mansfield Normal College........................... 4 46 ........ .••••. ..•. 4 25 x ...... x x x x x x .... x 0 
77 Western Reserve Normal School.................... 4 41 ..•..•.. ...... ... . .... 25 0 0 0 x x x 0 0 0 x 0 
78 Normal department, Mt. Union College*... . ........ 3 4G ..... . .. ...•.. . .•. . ... 32--40 x x x x x x x .. .. .. .. x 
79 WilberforcoUniversitr,norml\ldepartment......... s .... ........ ...... .... .... 171---- .......... x ........ x .... x x 
~~ £~~o~~t:~:~~f0Wo~~~~t~i:::::::::::::::::::: 2'i ~~ ~gg 1gg '2o· ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ 
82 Centenn\al Kin~ergnrten Training School for 1 40 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . 4 100 x ..... - x .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. x 























































































Xin1lerga.rtenTrainingClass* .••.....•.......•....••. 8mos. ..•. •••••••• .••••• •••. .... 100 .•..•••••......••••••••••..••..••.•••......••••• 
PbiladolphiaTrainingSohoolforKindergartners.... 1 34 .••......•••.•••.. 6 100 x •••••• x •••••••••••• x x x x ..•••• 
Normaldepar~ent,Swa.rthmoreCollege............ 4 40 (~) (a) •••. •••. 200 x x 0 0 x x . x x x x o 
~~:~~~:r:!i!1~;:~;~:~~ii£~i~~:::::::~~:: ~~~~~~ :~~: ~~~:~~~: ::~~: :~~: ~:~: ::~~~~.:~~: -~-- ::~:: :~: :~:: :~: :~: :~o~: ::~: ·e·· :~: ~~~~~~ 
Normal department of_Allen. Uni-yersity .•••••. ••• • • . 3 33 . • . . . . . . . . •• . . . •• . . . . . 6 x >< x x • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . x x o 
NoTmal School of Cla.fhn Umvers1ty .••••.•..••. ·• ••• . 3 33 (a) (a) • • • . 6 c12 x x x x >< x 0 o x x o 
Fairfield Normal Institute .••..•.•.•••••••••••••.•••.•••.•. 40 •••.. .•. .•••.• . .•. ..•. 0 x 0 >< x 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 
The Waxner Institute .•••••..•.•••••••••.•••.••••••.•••••• 32 50 8 10 4 6 0 0 o 0 0 0 o x o o o 
KnoxvilleCollege .......•...•..•.•••••••..•••.••.•••. 3,4 36 500 100 0 2 4! >< 0 >< x 0 0 0 0 x x o 
Freedmen'sNorma.llnstitute........................ 3 38 1,250 0 12 1 5 0 0 x x 0 x 0 o x x o 
~;~ae:a.~~n~~ir~,;ill~cofl~~~l-:::::::~:: ----~- -~~- ----~~~- ·---~- --~- --~- ·····--~~- __ o __ ···o··· ~ .. x •• ~ ~ -~-- __ o ____ x ____ x _____ o __ _ 
LeMoyneNormaJ.Institute .•...•••••••..•..•••••••• 4 37 1,000 140 75 4 14 x 0 x x 0 x x 0 x x o 
Morristown Seminary............ . • . • . • . . . . . • • • • • . • • • 4 36 . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 0 x >< x x • • • . • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • . x 
Central Tennessee College, normal department....... 3 36 (a) (a) • • • . 5 9 0 0 x x x x 0 o x x 
NashvilleNormala.ndTheologica.lln.etitute......... 3 36 (d) •••••• 27 4 9 0 0 x x x x x 0 o x 
NormaldepartmentofFiskUniversity •••••••••••••. 3,5 36 ......... .••••• .... .••. 10 x x x x x x x •••. x x 
WinchesterNorrua.l* .•.•............••••.•••••••.•••.••••.. 40 ........ .••••• ••.. .... 50 x •••••• x x •••.•••.•••••••. x x 
Tillotson Collegiate and N orma.l Institute • • • • • • . • • • • 4 32 450 . • • • . . 15 5 20 x • • • • • • 0 x 0 0 0 0 . . . . x 
AmericanNorma.lSchool .•••....••••••.••••••••••••••••••. 40 30 6 •••. 2 50, ••. 0 x x x x 0 x 0 0 
Vir~iniaNormal School.............................. 2, 4 40 30 30 0 0 33! x 0 x · x 0 0 0 0 0 x 
St.Stephen'sNorma.landTheologicalSchool........ 5 38 ...•.... .••••. .••. .... 0 •••.•••••• x x .••..••••••.•••.•••. x 
StorerCollege ......••••••.••..••.......••••.....••.. 3,4 40 3,200· .•••••.••. 3 5 x 0 x x 0 0 0 0 0 x 
National German-.American Teachers' Seminary..... 3 40 ..•..... .•••.• .••. .••. 0 x x x x o x x x x x 
CatholicNormaJ.SchooloftheHolyFamily.......... 3 43 ..•••••• •••••• .••. .••. e175 x 0 x x 0 o o x . o x 
Garfield Kindergarten Training School for Kinder- i 22 . • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • . • • •. 100 x 0 0 0 o 0 o o x x 
gartners. 
3 35 . . . • . . . . • • • • • . . • • . . • • . 0 X ~ I:::J~··i·~·t-;;·i··o·l ~ 
)( 
X 
Kfudergarten Normal Institute •••••••••• ••• t. •• •••••• 
Normal department of Howard University •••••••••• 
Normal department of W a.yland Seminary .•••••••••. 
2 1 40 I 90 I 12 1 50 I 61 100 1 X 
3 32 1, 700 •••••• •••• •••• •••••• •••• 0 0 X X ! •••• ! X ! •••• ! •••• ! •••• ! X 
*From Report of the Commissioner gf Education for 1881. 
a See Table IX. . 
b Are authorized to conduct Kindergarten. 
c Including room rent. 
d Common with other departments of the institution (see Table XI). 
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Hn.von Normal Sol10ol .• .••••.....•.•••...••...•........ 
Normal College ..............................••. -- ... -... 
Elkhart County Normal. Classical, and Training School. 
Normal depnrtmont of Union Christian College ..•••.•••. 
~~~~:f8~o~~t~;~~~i~~~~~-~l_ :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Normal department of Penn College . ................... . 
Normal dopartJp.ont, Columbus College ...... :···--··--·· 
West Kentucky Normal School, Mmray Inst1tute ...... . 
Normal department, New 01·lenns University .......... . 
Normal Prac..'ice School ................................. . 
St. Catherine's Normal Institute ... ·--·-·· ............. . 
Miss Brooks's Kindergarten Trs.ining Class ........••... 
Mr. and Mrs. Hai.lrnann.'s Training Cla-ss for Kindergart-
ners. 
State Normal School ..............•....•••••••••••••••... 
.American Kindergarten Normal School. ................ . 
Rny's Normnllnstit.ute .........•...••..•••••••••••••••.. 
St. Augustine's Normal Sol1ool. ......................... . 
Ohio Central Normal and Kindergarten Training School. 
Normal College ......................................... . 
Lycoming County Normal School. ...................... . 
Plno Grove Normal Academy ........................... . 
Snyder Connt.y Normnllnstitute ....................... . 
Humboldt Normal Institute ..••....•..•....••......••••. 
State Normal School of Texa-s fo1· Colored Students .•••. 
' Whitesboro' Normal. ................................... . 
Bennington Training School. ........................... . 
Vnlley Normal School (called also Bridgewater Normal 
School). 
Shenandoah Valley Normal School .................... .. 
Washington Normal School. ............................ . 
TABLE ITI.-Memoranaa. 
Location. 
Dahlonega, Ga .••••••••.•••. 
Rome, Ga .................. . 
Waynesboro' Ga ..•..••.•••. 
Grayville, ill .............. . 
Goshen, Ind ............... . 
Merom, Ind ............... . 
Bmlington, Iowa .•••••••••. 
Garden Grove, Iowa .••.•••. 
Oskn.loosa, Iowa •••••••••••. 
Columbus, Ky ............. . 
Murray, Ky ............... . 
New Orleans, La .••.•••••••• 
Lewiston, Me .............. . 
Bn.ltimore, Md ...•.•.••.•••. 
West Springfield, Mass .... . 
Detroit, Mich .............. . 
Buffa.lo, N. Y ............. .. 
NewYor~;t,_N.Y ........... . 
KernersvilLe, N. C •••••••••. 
Raleigh, N. C .•••••••••..••. 
Fayette, Ohio .............. . 
Gallipolis, Ohio ........... .. 
Montoursville, Pa. •••••••••. 
Pine Grove, Pa. ........... .. 
Selinsgrove, Pa .•••••.•••••. 
Humboldt, Tenn .••••••••••. 
Prairie View, Tex ......... . 
Whitesboro\, .. ,.. Tex .•••••••••. 
Bennington, v t ............ . 
Bridgewater, Va. .••••••••••• 
No information received. 
Not in existence. 
No information received. 
Closed. 
No information received. 
Not a distinct department. 
No information received. 
Closed. 
~ ~ ~£g:::t~~t:g!i~!N~rt.ment. 
No information received. 
Remarks. 
No information received. i 
This school was given up about the middle of the year 1882; to be resumed, probably, 
when the exigency requires it. 
No information received. 
See Springfield Training School for Kindergartners, Springfield. 
See Detroit Kindergarten Training School. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
Succeeded by Fayette Normal and Business College. 
Not in existence during 1882. 
No information received. 
See Pine Grove Normal Academy, Grove City, Table VI; identical. 
.A. summer normal school. 
No information received. 
·No information received. 
Changed to Texas Normal and Commercial School (see Table IV). 
No information received. 
Closed. 
Strasburg, Va .•.•••• ········! Not in existence. 













































TABLE TV.-Statistics of commercial and business colleges fm·l882; from replies to inqui1'ies by the United States BU?·eau of Education. 
. ~ 
- . .. 
Namtl Location. 
l. 2 
Course in commerce, State Agricultural and Auburn, Ala .••••••••••••. 
Mechanical College. 
Howard College Business School. •••••• -~·· •••. Ma.rion, Ala. •••••••••••••• 
Little Rock Commercial College .•••••••••••••. Little Rock, Ark .••••••••. 
Los Angeles Business College .•••••••••••••••. Los Angeles, Cal. (box 
920.) 
Sacramento Business College •••••••••••••••••• Sacramento, CaL (716 I 
street). 
California Commercial College .•••••••••••••••. San Francisco, CaL ••••••• 
Heald's Business College ....................... San Francisco, Cal. ••..••• 
Garden City Commercial College* ..••.•.••.••• San Jose, Cal. (box 490) .. 
Commercial department of Santa Clara Col- Sa.nta Clara.,. Cal •••••••••. 
lege.* 
Hartford, Conn ••••••••••. Hannum's Hartford .Business College .••.•••••• 
Moore"s Business University ............••.••• Atlanta, Ga ..••••••••••••• 
Commercial depa,rtment of lledding College ... Abingdon, Til ••••••••••••• 
College of Commerce, Illinois Wesleyan Uni- Bloomington, Ill .•.•••••.. 
versity.* 
Bushnell, Ill ...•••••••••.. Western Normal College and Commercial In-
stitute.a. 
Chicago Athenamm b •..••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Commercial course of St. Ignatius College* •••• 
Chicago, Til .••••••••..•••. 
Chica~, Ill. (413 West 
Twe th street.) 
Souder's Chicago Business College*............ Chicafio, Til. {278 West 
Ma ison street.) 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a. The figures here given are for the Western Commercial 
College only, a department of the Western Normal Col· 




























~ Q Number of students. = .s ~ 
.::~ j ~ d . .s ~ -+".g"' In day schooL In evening :: bl)~ school . 
Q) Sai o.S .§ 
Principal. 'a ~!:; a ...,..., ~'8 0 .c>C)~'-~ 
t 0 ~tt1~ 
~ ~ l=l ar$ cD 
! ! :a~] 3 ~ ~ cD cD ~ ~ 01 O'l:l PI 0 E-t E-t f>::4 E1 ::;t 
---------------
:i 6 ,. s 9 1.0 l.l. 1.2 1.3 
- -------------
W. Le Roy Broun, LL. D., 3 0 12 12 12 0 0 0 
president. 
James T.Murfee,LL.D., pres't 5 0 20 20 20 0 0 0 
Aaron Bales, president ••••. 3 1 240 240 224 16 .... .. ·····-C. W. La Fetra •••••••••••••. 5 0 65 29 25 4 41 36 
E. C. Atkinson .••••••••••••. 3 3 137 102 91 11 35 33 
Cyrus N. Andrews, pres't .•• 80 . ...... ........ ....... ...... ...... 
F. U.Woodbury, vice pres'~. 10 5 480 480 417 63 ·····- .. ....... Hermann B.w'orcester .•••. 4 2 132 108 102 6 24 15 
Rev. John Pinasco, s. J •••••• 3 0 89 89 89 0 •••••• ···-·· 
T.W.Ha.nnum .••••••••••••• 3 •••. 165 126 114 14 37 36 
Benjamin F. Moore, pres't .. 5 ..... 257 257 257 ... ........ ...... ...... 
Rev. J. S. Cumming, .A. M., 56 56 48 8 •••••• ...... 
president. 
J. George Cross, A.. M •••••••• 3 262 219 .. .... .. .... 43 . ..... 
L. F. Moss, M. 8 •••••••••••••• 4 1 125 125 71 54 0 0 
9 2 c3, 020 1,390 846 544 1, 630 1,252 E. L Galvin, su)1trintendent. 
Rev.JamesM. ayes ...•••• 4 0 124 124 124 0 0 .••••• 
J. J. Souder ................. 6 •••. 380 258 218 40 
b A thenooum Business School is a department of this 
institution. 
cPupils enter at any time and attend from one to four 
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9 . ... 
























18 Dixon Bnsiness College .....•••.•••••••..•..••. 
19 ComDlercinl department of Eureka. College .... 
20 Commercial department of Ewing College ...•. 
21 Western Business College ..••....••••......... 
22 Jnoksonville Business College and English 
Trainin~r School. 
23 Joliet Business College and English Training 
School. 
24 Commercial department of McKendree College. 
25 Commercial department of Mt. Morris College. 
26 Onarga Commercial College ...•................ 
27 Parish's Business College and Telegraphic In-
' stitute. 
28 Commercinl depnrtment of Chaddock College .. 
29 Gem City Business College .•••••••••....•••••. 
~0 RockforCi Business College •••••••••••••••••••. 
31 Springfield Business College .•••••••••...•..••. 
32 Sterling Business and Phonographic College .•. 
33 EvansVille Commercial College .••••••••••••••. 
I. 
34 Fort Wayne Business College .•••••••••••••••• 
35 Granger's Business College .....••..••••••••••. 
36 Indianapolis Bryant & Stratton Business 
\ College nnd Telegraphlnstitute. 
87 Star City Bnsineee College .••••••••••••••••••. 
38 Union 13ueiness College .••••••••••••••••••••••• 
39 nall'A DnelneAS Oollogc ..••........••••••.••••. 
•o UmnuH>I'Illl\1 •1!\l)lll'lmt•nt Clf the University of 
Nutt,, Uuuw.~ 
Location. 
~ 0 Number of students. 
1 f ~ --l:l .s _g.g a31 I In evening :3 .9 .; w t.o ~ In day school. school dl ~~s . {ij N Q) 8ai 
-~ Principal. Ci ~.s ~ 8 ~CI'O t.o 
""' 
..... ,.0~1-o 
~ ... 0 ~~§ 0 0 
~ ""' J 





3 4 :5 s 9 10 11 1~ 13 14 
-----------------





Eureka.,lll .••••••••••••••••. 1855 1849 J.V.Coombs,A.B .•••••••.•••• 4 .••. 54 54 40 14 o 0 '0 
Ewing, ill ..............••.. , ............ , Prof. John C. Neal............ 1 ........................ , ......•....•.. 
Galesburg, ill .............. 1862 1862 .J.M.Martin & Bro ..••.•••••. ····1···· .......................... ·····!···· 
Jacksonville, ill ....•. .. . . .. ... . .. 1866 G.W. Brown.................. 6 2 405 405 371 34 0 0 0 
Joliet, ill ................... 186611866 Prof: Homer Russell .••••••••. 1 21 
490 I 490 400 I 90 250 '" I • 
Leb-on, Ill .•••••••••••• · • ... • • • ·1· .. ·.. F. F: Roo•• .. · · · · · ...... · · · · .. ~ ... 1 50 50 (50) .•••• -···· .:~ Mt. Morris, ill.............. 1879 1879 M.G. Rohrbough .•••••••••••• 55 55 ~g j1~ ···o· ... o. ···o Onarga, ill .................. 1865 1865 John H. Atwood .•.••••••••••. 2 1 65 65 
Peoria, lll. .••••••••••••••••..•.... _ 1865 A. S. Parish ..•.••••••••••••••• 2 3 126 I 104 83 21 22 22 
Quincy, ru....... ... . . . . . . .. 1877 1857 
Quincy, ill.................. 0 1870 
Rockford, ill ....•......••....••... 1865 
Springfield, ill . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 1864 
Starlin&, ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 
EvansVille, Ind. (cor. Third .••••• 1850 
and Main street~). 
ll'.ort Wayne, Ind........... 0 1880 
IDdianapolis, Ind .•••..••.••.••••..••.•. 
Indianapolis, Ind. (N. Penn· . •• • • • 1858 
sylvania. street). 
La Fayette, Ind • • • • • • • • • . . . 0 1866 
La Fayette, Ind............. 0 1879 
~~~~:~:~t0,¥;~:::::::::::: · is14 · ~~~~ 
WilliamHom~rr.yon ••••••••• 5, .•.. ,1281 611 321 291 671 361 31 
D. L. Musselman.............. 8 0 580 520 470 50 .60 60 0 
G. A. Winans and H. A. Stod- 2 2 260 210 150 60 68 I 60 8 
dar d. 
S. Bogardus................... 5 
H.A . .A.nment .••••••••..•.... 5 
Edwin J. Wright and J. W. 3 
Rank. 
150 1103,100 
171 171 143 
389 280 242 
31 471 40 28 0 0 
38 109 109 
7 
0 
C. T. Lipes.... .• •••••• •••••• •• 2, .••• ,101 I 40 30 10 61 55 6 
Walter L. Granger ••••••••••••••..•••.••.•...••...••..•••..•••..•••.••••. 
C. C. Koerner • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 6 2 885 675 630 45 255 240 15 
P. W.Kennedy .•••..•.•...•.. 
C. M. Robinson and .A.. 0. Reser 
Edwin A. Hall •••..••••••••••. 
Prof. L. G. Tong, director .•••. 
I 
4 • ··- 79 52 46 6 27 25 2 21 0 11151 83 78 5 32 28 4 




































.1 Richmond 'Business College and Tolegrn.ph 
Institute. 







Northern Indiana. Commercial Collegec .•••••. 
Commercial Institute .....•..•..•••••••••••••• . 
Elliott's Business College .•••••.••.•••••••••••. 
Clinton Business College* ....•••••••••••••••••• 
Davenport Business College* •••••••••••••••••• 
48 D ecorah Business College .•••••••••••••••••••• 
49 Iowa Business Colle~e .. . .•••••••••.••.•••.•••. 
50 No1·mal Business Couege ..•••••••••••••••••••. 
51 BayHes' Commercial College .....••............ 
52 Hurd's National Business College of Upper 
Iowa University.* 
53 Iowa City Commercial College* .••••••••••..••• 
54 Peirce's Mercantile College .••.••.•••...•..••.. 
55 Commercial department of Oskaloosa. College. 
56 Ottumwa l3usiness College ....••••.••••.•••.•. 
57 "Whittier College Normal and Business Insti-
tute. c 
58 Lawrence l3usiness College* .••.•.••••••••••••• 
59 W estern Businees College ...••... . ......•.•••• 
60 Commercial depart ment of Kentucky Military 
Institute. 
Richmond, Ind .••..•...•••.. 1 •••••• i 1860 I .T obn K. Beck ..••••••••••••••. 2 120 75 60 









Main and Sixth streets). 
Valparaiso, Ind ..••••.•••••• 
1 
..... . 
Bloomfield, Iowa .•••••••••••.•••.. 
Burlington, Iowa. ....•.••••..••••. 
Clinton, Iowa ........••..••..•..•. 






Des Moines, Iowa •••••••••...••••...... 
Decorab, Iowa ·············-~····-- ~ 1874 
Des Moines, Iowa .••••.••••............. 
Dubuque, Iowa............. 1859 1858 
Fayette, Iowa .••••••••••••••..•••. 1867 
H. B. Brown, president ...•..........•..•..........••.......•••.•.•....••• 
O.H.Longwell.. •....•••••.••. c4 c2 90 90 60 39 ......•....••• 
G. W. Elliott.................. 7 1 498 418 362 56 80 79· 1 
W.H.Pearce .........••..••• . 2 .••. 120 81 74 7 39 37 2 
D. R. Lillibridge and W. H. H. 13 . • •. 613 613 593 20 .••..•••...••• 
Valentine. 
.Tohn R. Slack................. 1 2 71 59 55 4 12 12 •••• 
A. C. Jennings ••••••..•..•..•..••..•• . .••.........•....•.....•.. -~-- ..••• 
.T.M.Pilcher ••••••••••••.•..••.... . ..............•.•...••................ 
C.Baylies . .................... 4 2 433 290 250 40 200 160 40 
H.E.Hurd .. . ••...••••••••••• 2 2 d128 128 91 37 .••...••...••. 
Iowa City, Iow11r ············~------ ~ 1865 1 F. R. and .r. H. Williams .. . ... 151 0 1130 I 90 1 80 I 10 ~ - 40 I 40 
1 
... . Keokuk, Iowa • . . • • • • •• • • • • . 1859 1858 C. H. P eirce. . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . 3 1 258 258 250 8 0 0 0 
Oskaloosa, Iowa ....•••••••....... 1858 Wm. L. Howe................ 3 .... 42 42 (42) ......... . .••• 
Ottumwa, Iowa............. 0 1871 W. D. Strong . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . 2 . . . . 79 79 68 11 27 27 .••. 
Salem, Iowa .••..•••••••••.. 1 1867 1870 I Guss Walters .•••••.•••••.••.•••..••.•••••• 1 ••••••••• J ... ..... J ....... . 
Lawrence, Kana .•••••••••• -~- ••.. - ~ 18691 V. F. Boor and E. L. Mcllravy. 
Topeka., Kans............... . . . . . . 1867 M. A. Pond ..••......•••...... 




2 26812181143 236 125 108 







7 •••••••· ••••••••• 
61 Commercial College of Kentucky University •. Lexington, Ky ..••••.••••••.••••• -1-..... Wibur R. Smith, president; I 411 1230 1230 I 223 
. · E. W. Smith, principal. 
62 Louisville l3ryant and Stratton Business Col- Louisville, Ky. (80 Main st.). 0 1865 ,ra.mes Ferrier and W. T. 4 0 260 144 137 
631 W"t Kontnoky No=al Unimoity and Bng!. P.nuooh, Ky ............................................................................. J .... , ..... , ..... , ........ .. lege.* Burks. 
Jless College. 
64 J. W.l3lackman's Commercial College .•••.•••. New Orleans, La. (131Caron- •••••• 1862 .T. W. Blackman.............. 4 
delet street). 
65 Soule's Commercial College and Literary In-
stitute. 
New Orleans, La. (cor. St. 1861 1856 Goo. Soule.................... 9 
66 Dirigo Business College and Telegraph Insti-
Charles and Lafayette sts.) 
Augusta, Me. (Water st.) ... 1867 1865 R. B. Ca.pen .•••••••••••••••••. 4 I 1 
tute. 
67 Commercial departmfmt of Hebron Acade::uy . 
68 Portland l3usiness College ..•••...••••••••..••. 
69 Rockland Commercial College ....•••••••••.••. 
70 Oak Grove Commercial College* ..•••••.••••••. 
71 Eaton & Burnett's Business College ......•.••. 
72 Sa.dler"s Bryant & Stratton l3usiness College* ... 
73 I Bryant & Stratton Commercial School* ..••••.. 
~:~~~d~:M~·::::::::::::::: :::::: 
Rockland, Me ....••..•••••...•.•.. 
V assnlborouf!;h, Me . . • • • • • • . 0 
Baltimore, Md .•...••..•..••...... 
Baltimore, Md. (6 and 8 N. . .••.. 
Charles street). 








Geo~ge M. Atwood............ 1 
LeVI A. Gray • . . • • • . . • . • • • . . • . 3 
G. A. Kilgore and L. A. Barron 5 
Frank .d. Appleton........... 2 
A. H. Ea.ton and E. Burnett . . . 11 
,V. H. Sadler, president . • • • • • . 12 





68 68 64 
289 289 289 
230 230 147 
60 60 45 
136 136 123 
383 205 133 
60 60 46 
560 · -· ·· ........ 
578 365 363 
494 494 450 
7 I 116 I 116 •.••• 
4 (b) (b) I (b) 
73 73 
83 .... .. .... - .... 
15 ....... ...... . ... 
13 ........ ... . .. ..... 
72 178 137 . 41 
14 0 0 0 
....... .......... ..... . ... . ... 
2 213 213 .... 
44 .••...••. .... 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Eclucation for 1881. 
aAlso 17 special students in phonography. 
b Same stutlents in day and evening schools. 
c See report of normal school with which this school is associated, Table III, 
.Part 2. 
















TABLE TV.-Statistics of commercial ana business colleges for 1882, 9·c.-Continued. 
Nrune. 
l. 
"14 1. Comer's Commorcial College* .•••...••..••••••. 
~5 French's Business College ...•..•••.•.•.••••••. 
16 Sawyer's Commercial Colleg-e .•.•••.••••••••••• 
'77 Holmes' Commercial College .••............... 
78 Chickering's Commercial College and School 
1 of Business. 
79 Hinman's Business Col1ege ...........•........ 
80 Commercial department of Battle Creek High 
School. 
81 Devlin's Bny City Business Col1ege ........... . 




ton street). . 
Boston, Mass. (459Washing-
ton street). . 























F~ RiYor. Mass ..•••••••••. , .••.•. lal858 
P1ttsfi.eld, M:1ss.. .•••••••••. 0 1861 
Principal. 
li 
Charles E. Comer 
Chas. French, A.. M .••••• •••••• 
George A. Sawyer 
Freeman A. Holmes .••••••••. 
Benjamin Chickering ..••.•••. 
Worcester, Mass ...••••••••. ···--- 1 1880 I Albert H. Hinman .•.••.•••••. 
Battle Creek, Mich . ••• • •• . . 0 1882 C. W. Stol!e ..•..•••••.•.•.•••. 
Bay City, Mich ..•..•••••••.•••... 1880 Cyrns H. Devlin .•.••••••••••. 
Dokoi<, Miob. ·····-······· •••••. [1850 
1 
W. F. JewelL. •.••••.•••••.••. 
I University. 83 Mayhew Business College •• J Detroit, Mich. (156.Tefferson I 0 
avenue). 
84 Gra.nd Rapids Business College and Practical Grand Rapids, Mich ..•.•••• 
1859 Ira Mayhew, I..L.D •••••••••••• 
Training School. 
85 Commercial and telo.,.<rraphio department of Hillsdale, Mich 
llillsdale College. 
$6 Poucher .Business College and Literary Insti- Ionia, Mich ....•.••••••. 
tute. 
1855 
1866 I C. G.~'V.ensberg .••••••••••••. 
1866 I Alexander C. Ridsout, 1-L.D ••• 
1877 Irvin M. Poucher .•.....•.••.. 
87 Juokaon Business Colle~e...................... Ja~kson, Mich .......•..••• ·J· ..... ,1871 
88 Kala.~azoo Business College and Telegraph Kalama-zoo, Mich .........•.••.•.. 1869 
Institute. 
G. M. De~lin .....••••.......•. 
William F. Parsons ....•...•.. 
89 Lnusing BusinoRs Oollego ........•••.•••..•••.• 
itO A rchibnld Bneineas Collogo .••.. 
tll J)nrllng'R Bn11iucat~ Cn11ogu ...... 
{12 \\' hlOUI\ nuahlCIII Cullt>~(; ... ... .•.. ···••• •••••· 
Lnnsin. g,l\!ich ··············j ······~1867 1 H. P. Bartlett ................ . 
Minneapolis, Miun. ..•.•. .•. .•.... 1877 A. R Archibald. 
Ro,cllcstor, ')11iDll .... .. ...... 0 1870 D. Darling ................... . 
'Vmoun,M1un ..•••......... 0 1878 RA.Lnmbert .•••••.••.•••••• 
Number of students. ~ I~ E -~ ~"'a; 
-~ ~ ~'t~ 
~ js a; ~-s s
1 
In evening 
school. In day school. 
<'S CD >-< H <t:).-< ---:---:-- ---:---:--
8 1'+'<-S CD~e ~ ~ '8~ ~ 
~ ~ ~:~ 
'8 1~ il~ j] 
cD 





























: I ::: I ::: I :: ! :: I .. ~~.I .. ~~ ..... . 
565 1 '74 1 68 
46 31 26 
6 I 491 I 234 I 257 
5 15 10 5 
220 140 1 125 15 80 75 5 
i 1 ;, :;; ,;; ;; ·;i: ·:~- ··;i 
2 180 176 140 36 90 62 28 
225 225 200 25 31 29 2 
211 2il 170 41 ..... fl ....... . 
85 85 63 22 -.....••...••• 
85 85 75 10 ............. . 
130 100 80 20 30 20 10 
125 95 70 25 30 20 10 
i I b~~g ·i5a · ·i4o· ··18· .. 37 .. 2s· ···9 


































93 St. Stanislaus Commercial College* .•••.•.•.... Bay St. Louis, Miss .••••.••. 1870 1855 Brother Florirnond ..•••••••.• 10 0 120 120 120 0 0 01 0 94 Cooper's Business Colle.,.e (Cooper Institute) .. Daleville, Miss. • • • . • • . • • . . . . . • . • • • 1872 ~rlii~oR~cb."a:~"b~~:: ::::::: 2 0 19 9 9 •••·· 10 10 95 Chambers' Business College ...•..•••••..•...•. Meridian, Miss • • • • • • • . • . • • • . . . • . . 1881 3 .... 145 105 98 7 40 40 
96 Southwestern Commercial College (Southwest Bolivar, Mo . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 1879 1879 J. M. Leavitt, A. n ...•......... 5 4 25 ..... ......... . ........ . ........ . ...... 
Baptist College). ; , 
il7 Bl'yant's Business College ..••...•.•••••••••••. St. Joseph, Mo ...•.•••...••.•••••. 1864 Thomas J. Bll::mt, ..i. M., LT •. B., 2 .0 ............. .......... .......... ....... .. ........... .......... .. ... 
president; enry Coon, M.A., I vice president. 
98 Ritner's Commercial Colle fie .••••.••.•••.•••••. St. Joseph, Mo .••..•..••••• ·l· ..... 1881 P. Ritner, president ...•..•.... 4 .... 185 151 130 21 34 30 4 
99 St. "Joseph Commercial Co oge .••••..••.••••.. St. Joseph, Mo .••••.•••..••. 
1
c1882 1867 Brother .A.rthemian ..••.••••.. 9 0 210 210 210 ......... ........ .......... ........... 
100 St. Joseph Normal :Business College* ..••••••.• St. Joseph, Mo.............. 1880 1880 T. C. Chapman ......•......... 4 95 60 45 15 35 22 13 
101 :Bryant & Stratton Business Colle~e .•...•..... St. Louis, Mo . . • • • • • • • • . . • • . 1861 1854 W. M. Carpenter, :M. D ••••••••• 8 1 548 ........ ......... ......... ......... ......... ....... 
102 Commercial department of St. Loms University St. Louis, Mo ..•••.•••...... 1832 1829 Rev. R. J. Meyer, s. J., pres't .. dl7 0 Hl9 139 139 0 0 0 0 
103 Franklin Institute ...•.......••••••••••••.•••.. St. Louis, Mo. (s. w. cor. 4th ..•... 1877 Frank Chas. Kossak .......... 1 0 25 20 20 0 5 5 0 
and Market streets). 
104 Johnson's Commercial College .•••.•••••••.•••. St. Louis, Mo. (210 and 212 N. 1877 1877 John W. Johnson, president .. 9 
Third street). 
0 260 ........ e230 e30 .. ......... ......... .... 
105 Jones' Commercial College .•••••••••••••••••••. St. Louis, Mo .•••.•••••.•••. 1849 1841 Jonathan Jones and J. G. Boh· 5 0 226 166 140 26 60 60 0 
rJl mer. 
~ 106 Mound City Commercial College ••••••••••••••. St. Lonis, Mo. (210 N. Fourth 1861 1859 Thomas .A.. Rice, A.M., LL.B., 7 0 250 155 132 23 95 75 20 street). president. 1-3 107 Commercial department of Stewartsville Col- Stewartsville, Mo ..••.•••••• 1879 1879 Rev. W. 0. H. Perry, A. M., 1 0 4 4 4 0 1-4 
lege. president. rJl 
108 ~~r~P~~~ti~c~:~ -~~~~~~::::::::::::: :::::: Omaha, Nebr .••••••••••••••• 1882 .A..L. Wyman ..••••••••••••••. 3 1 160 102 82 20 58 55 3 1-3 109 Fisherville, N. H .•••.••••••• 1879 J.H.Larry .••.•.•..••••••.•••. 4 1 60 60 40 20 1-4 0 110 :Bryant & Stratton Business College .•••.••.••. Manchester, N.H ..•...••••• 1865 William Heron, jr .•••......... 1 79 34 32 2 45 35 10 
~ 111 New Hampton Commercial College .•••.••••••. New Hampton, N.H .....••. 1877 Rev. .A.. B. Meservey, A. M., 6 2 135 135 95 40 
PH. D., president. 
112 Commercial College g .......................... Portsmouth, N.H ..••....•.. 1873 Lewis E. Smith ..........••... 
~ 113 Elizabeth Business ollege .••••••••••••••••••• Elizabeth, N . .J. (315-il23 Jef. 1873 1872 James H. Lansley, l'H. D ••••••• a 2 110 85 53 32 25 25 ..... ferson avenue). 
114 Brown's Business College •••••••••••••••••••••• Jersey City, N.J. (116 New- ...... 1879 :Snell B. Brown ••••••••••••••• 3 2 140 53 47 6 87 78 9 t"' 
ark avenue). ~ 
115 Gaskell's Jersey Ci~Business College* ...•••. Jersey City, N.J .•••.•••••• ...... 18-79 Prof. G . .A.. Gaskell .••••••..••. 3 .••. 100 60 50 10 40 33 7 !'R 116 Coleman's B:a,ant & tratton Business College. Newark,N.J ......••......• 1863 Coleman & Pn1ms ..••.......•. 6 1 350 250 215 35 100 91 9 
117 New Jersey usiness College .•••••••••••••.••. Newark, N . .J. (76i and 766 1874 C. T. Miller an<l W. E. Drake .• 4 .••. 306 132 111 21 174 164 10 
:Broad street). · 
118 Paterson Business College ...................... Paterson, N. J .••••••••••••• 1876 Geo. W. Latimer ....••.••••••. ....... ··-· 125 68 55 13 57 57 119 :Business College* ..••....•••••.••••••••••.•••. Salem, N . .J .•••••••••••••••• 0 1867 H. P. Davidson, A.M .•••••••••• 1 a 19 19 14 5 ····· ......... .... 120 CaEital City Commercial College ..•••••••••••• Trenton, N. J •••••••.••..••. 1865 A.nclrew J. Rider .••.•••••••••• 11 h260 160 143 17 100 89 111. 
121 Fo som's Business Colle%e ..••..••.•••••.•.•••. Albany, N. Y .••••••••••.••. 1857 C. E. Carhart ..•.••••••••••.•.. 5 1 248 167 167 ..... 81 81 .... 
122 Claghorn's Bryant & tratton Commercial :Srookiyn, N.Y. (38-44 Court 0 1861 Charles Claghorn .•••••••••••• 4 0 221 ....... --··- ..... ...... ...... .... School. street). 
123 French's Business and Telegraph College ••••• Brooklyn, N.Y. (16Courtst.) 1868 Geo. W. French, LL. B • • • • •• • • • 2 5 397 277 135 142 120 120 .... 
124 St. James's Commercial College •••••••••••••••. :Brooklyn, N.Y. (JW," st.) •••. 1880 Brother Benjamin •• •• • • •••••• 9 0 225 225 225 0 0 0 ' '() 
125 Wright's Business College .•••••••••••••••••••• :Brooklyn (E. D.), . Y •••••• 1873 Henry C. Wright •••• :.-....... 6 1 378 240 210 30 138 119 1:9 
126 Bryant's Buffalo :Business College ••••.•••••••. Buffalo, N.Y. (451Mainst.). 1852 J. C. Bryant, M.D.,~ Son...... 11 1 663 442 419 23 221 207 ··n 
*From Report of Commissioner of Education, for 1881. d Whole facnlty of collegiate de~artment. ~gThis college ia associated with Smith's Academy; 
a.A.t Tannton; removed tQ Fall River in 1868. e Number of students in day an enning schooL ~ ;·: for report, see Table VI. ... . . 
~ blncludes 11 students in "Phonography. /Opened at Wilmot, N.H., in 1876,, '}1, This is the sum of the items given, but the total re-
cDate of new charter; anginal charter dated 187Z. ported is 329. 0 
~ 
TALBE IV.-StatiBtioa of oo1nm~·roial _a!~d bu8i11es~ oolleges j01' ,18S2, /c.-Continued. ~ 
~ oJ '1. ..,. •. ,.· f · 1 ' I • 0 
..,...,. I I I I I,; ...... 
~ 6 Nom be~ 'i>f" students. ..s ~ 
ocl .( I C) ~ 
- ~ 
-- -- p -~ ~ 3,g$ ·~.lit,.. i -~ a) !n day school. In evening ~ -~ <a rn b£::l school. ~· ~ a) Sr:D ~-98 Name. I Location. I ~ ·a Principal. ~ ~.s '"'"'- 0 ell s ,g.Ee - .. bC ;c;- . P:l ~ .... .... ..... s~§ \:.}~ C) 0 0 0 t-3 ..... .... ~ ~ ~.;~ di di 0 0 rD 
~ 
a) .a .Q ci di 1 3 <C 0 ~ s ~ $@~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -a ov 0 
A A z z ~"' p. 8 ::.1 r;, 8 ~ r;, -- -------------- 8 
• ~ I" 4- 5 6 '1 s 9 10 11 1~ 13 14 ~ ; : v :::rJ - ------------ c 
127 Allen Business College* ....•.•.• :. ·:::~.~-=~ ..... Elmira, N.Y .•••••••••••••....... 1e8o F. M . .Al1on ..•••••..•••..•.•.. 4 .••. 96 84 80 4 12 8 4 0 
128 Elmira Business Uni~ersity ..•..........••.•.. Elmim, N.Y............... 0 1858 A. J. W3oruer ..........•••.••. 5 0 124 107 98 9 17 15 2 ~ 
129 Commercial dt>partmcnt, Fort Edward Colle- Fort Edward, N. Y .•••.••.. 1854 1854 Rev. Jos. E. King, D. D.,PH. i>., 8 5 100 100 ~ 
l30 
giato Institute. presinent. ...... 
Geneva Business College ................• ••.••. Geneva, N. Y ..... ..••...••. 1880 A. E. Mackey ..•••••.......... 2 50 40 34 6 10 10 m 
131 Elwwood Commercial and Select School .•..•.. Glens Falls, N. Y ••••.•••••. J. N. Wl.i~ple .........••••••. 3 3 167 167 108 59 rn 1-t 
132 Kinclerhook Academy and Commercial Col· Kinderhook, N. Y .••••••••. 1823 1824 John B. A exander, A.M .•••••• 0 
lege. a 
Carlos B. Ellis .....•..•....•.. 
z 
133 Lima Business Collage ...•....••...........•.•. Lima, N.Y ..•.....•..•..... b1832 c1876 1 .••. 81 81 57 24 ••••• ....... . --· t;>cj 
134 Commercial department of the College of St. New York, N.Y. (49 W.Fif. 1847 ReY. Samuel H. Frisbee, s. J., 3 .••. 50 50 50 0 .••.• ...... ..... ~ . . Francis X3ovier. teonth st.) . president. 
135 Metropolitan Business College .••..••••••.•••.. NewYork,N.Y.(36E. Four- ....... 1873 C. E. Cady .••••••••••••••••••• 3 .••. 238 138 132 6 100 99 1 0 
Packard's Business College .•••••••••• '::--.: •• : · ••. 
tecnthst.). 1:1;1 
136 NewYCirk, N.Y. (805Broad- 0 1858 S. S. Pack:trd .•••••••••••••••. 8 1 411 41i 391 20 0 0 0 
way). -~·· 1:::1 137 Paine's Business College .•••••••••••••••••••••. New York, N.Y. (62 Bow- 0 1849 MartinS. Pa-ine .•••••••••••••. 4 2 439 293 263 30 146 134 12 tj 
i:f8 
ery, cor. Canal st.). 
Ma.rtin S. Paine ..••••••••••• .". 
r\' ~ 
Paine's Up-town Business College .••••.•••••.. NewYork,N.Y.(1313Broad- 0 1872 3 1 371 242 223 19 129 114 15 c 
iao way, cor. 34th st.). 1, 261 11, 149 i: :> EnstmRn National Business College• ••••••.••. Pou~hkeepsie, N. Y ......•.. 1859 Ezra White ...•••••••••••••••. 14 1,143 6 202 197 5 8 
140 Rochester Business University ..•.••••••••••.. Roc ester, N.Y. (cor. State 0 1863 Williams & Rogers, proprie- 7 0 647 520 415 105 127 104 23 H 
ancl Market sts.). tors. ' 
0 
i41 Taylor & Co's Business College .. •••.•••.•••... Rochester, N. Y .......•..•• 1876 A. J. Taylor •••.•••••••••••••. 11 •••• 500 225 200 25 275 lU5 60 ~ 
142 Bryant &. Stratton Business Uollege and Tele~ Syracuse, N. Y. (Grand Op- 0 1865 C. P. Meads .•••..••••••••••••• 3 •••. 150 75 68 7 75 10 5 
14"3 
gra.~hio Institute. era House). ,,., 
Troy . ueinoee Coll~e .......••••.......•.•••.• Troy,N. Y •••••••••••••••••. 1871 1858 Thos. H. Shields .•....•.•••••• 4 •••. 250 150 143 7 100 95 5 
lU DryRut &. Strntton tioa Business College ..•.. Utioa,N. Y ..•••••••••••.••. 0 1860 H. B. :McCreary and Thos. H. 4 1 221 123 111 12 98 69 29 
Shields. '· 
145 W11tm:-t.own DlleinOBII Collego. •••••• •••• •• •••••. Wn.tortowu, N.Y ..••••••.•. .••••. 1881 Thos. Powors ...•...•.•••••••. 3 •••. 40 27 23 ' 13 10 8 HU .Al.1:ot1 lllullliUII& Uolh·~o. . •• . • . . •••••• ••. ••• ••• Akron, Obio .••.•••••••••••• .•••.. 1866 0. S. Wnrucr, A.M ••••••••••••• 3 .... 100 47 44 a 53 46 7 
1471 Canton D!1slne~s College .......... ·:···· .. •.••• ·j C!lnt~n, O~io .• _ .••••••••••••• , o 
148 Commonnal depart-ment of St. Xa;ner College.. Cmcmnatx, Ohio •• • ••• •• . • • . 1842 
•' 




150 Nelson's Business Colle go .•••.••••••••••••••••. 















Sprague's Law and Business College ..••••••••. 
Capit:ll City Commercial College ..••.•••.•••••. 
Columbus Business College •••••••••••••••••••• 
Miami Commercial College .•••••••••••••••••.. 
.Mansfield Business Institute ..••..•.••••..••••. 
·Business department of Mt. Union College* ... 
Oberlin Commercial Institute•· ..••......••.•••. 
Champion City Business College .•.••••••.•••. 
Nelson's Springfield Business College ..•..•.... 
VanSickle s Business College .••••••••••••••••. 
st.). 
Cincinna.ti, Ohio (s. e. cor. 
4th and Vine sts.). 
Cleveland, Ohio (cor. Supe- 0 
1856 
1852 
rior and Seneca. sts.). 
Clyde, Ohio . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • 0 1878 
Columbus, Ohio .• ••••••••••••••••• 1878 
Columbus, Ohio............. •••••• 1863 
Da.yton, Ohio . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . ••• • . . 1860 
Mansfield, Ohio ..••••••••••.•••••. 1881 
Mt. Union, Ohio ••••••••••••••••••.••... 
Oberlin, Ohio ...•.•••••••••••••••• e1880 
Springfield, Ohio............ • • • • • • 1882 
Springfield, Ohio............ • • • • • . 1881 
Springfield, Ohio............ . •• • • . 1871 
'M. W. Oberlin ...•...••••••••• a 
Re-v. John I. Coghlan, s. J., ~ 
W,resident. . . 
R.Hoeg................... 21 1 
Richard Nelson, president; A. 8 2 
E. Nelson, principal. 
Spencer, Felton & Loomis..... ll 1 
Wm. H. Sprague, LL.B •••••••••••• 
1 
... . 
ifno:g~1:{~bl~h~~:~~::: .. 5 ... i. 
A.D. Wilt.................... 4 1 
W. A. Frasier . • .'.............. 2 
0. N. Hartshorn, LL. D., pres't . ~ 
Uriah McKee................. 1 j 1 
F. W. Williss . •• • • • • • • • • • • . • • . 6 1 
R. J. Nelson.................. 4 
J. W. Van Sickle, A. M., M. D., 1 
PH.D. 
Matthew H. Davia, B. A •••••• • ·· 2 1 1 
Jas. H. Cook.................. 3 1 
1M 
Toledo Business College .•••••.•••.•••...•.•... -~ Toledo, Ohio ... .......•••••..••••. j 1868 
Youngstown Business Colle~e and Institute of Youngstown, Ohio (Jewell's .••• •. 1878 
Penmanship. block). 
Zanesville Business College •••••••••••• "'"..... Zanesville, Ohio . • • • • • • •• • • • . • • • • . 18661 F. M. Choguill and H. B. Par-
165 I Portland Business College .••••••••••• •••••.•.. 
1661 Allentown Business College ...•.......••....... 
167 Altoona. Business College and Phonographic 
· Institute. 
sons. 
Portland, Oreg . . • . . ••• • ••• • 0 1866 A. P. Armstrong •.•.•••.•••••• 
Allentown, Pa ..•••••••••••.•••••• 1869 William L. Blackman ..••.•••. 





168 Easton Business Colle1re ......••••••••••••..••. 
169 Pennsylvania Business College ••••••••••••.•.. 
170 Wyoming Commercial College* .•••••••••••.•• 
171 Lancaster Commercial College ...•••.•••..••.•. 
172 Mansfield Business College .................••. 
173 Bryant, Stratton & Smith Business College ... . 
Easton, Pa.................. . • • • • • 1873 
HarrisburJ:', Pa • •••••••• •.•. 1873 1873 
Kingston, Pa . • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • 1863 
Lancaster, Pa............... . • . • • . 1880 
Mansfield, Pa ..••••.••.•.••. . ••••• 1882 
Meadville, Pa..... •• . . • . . • • • . •••••• 1865 
174 Bryant & Stratton Business College .......... . _ Phila<Ielphia., Pa. (108 South .• •• • . 1857 
WaJterP.Gregory .•••••• ~:: •• l 3 
J. N. Currey.................. 2 
Rev. L. L. Sprague, A. M • • • • • • • . 2 
H.C. Weidler ••••••.•••••.•••. , 2 
E. D. Westbrook.............. 4 
A. W. Smith . • . • • • . • • • •• . •• • • • 3 
J. E. Soule .•••••••••••••••.••. 11 
' Tenth st.). 
175 Crittenden Philadelphia. Commercial College . . Philadelphia, Pa. (1131 Chest- 1855 1844 I John Groesbeck •••••••••.•••. I 9 
nut st.). 
176 Peirce College of Business..................... Philadelphia., Pa. (919Chest- 0 
nut st.). 
177 Select Commercial School.. ..................... Philadelphia, Pa..(1432Chest. •••••• 1875 C. E. Pond.................... 1 





















20 14 6 67 62 5 
132 132 .. ·-· ... ........ ........ ...... 
60 30 30 . ... - ........ ..... 
372 372 ....... 85 85 . .... 
470 . .... ...... 250 
29 24 2~ I 17,161 1 196 170 54 35 19 
236 216 20 93 82 11 -....... -........ -............. -.. 
25 20 5 .•••..••.. ' .••. 
2"....4 •••• - ••••••••••••••••••• 
63 50 13 ·•··· .. ··- .... 
154 100 54 40 30 10 
50 48 2 60 54 6 
10 9 1 10 9 1 
so I 45 5 10 62 8 
367 (367) 164 117 47 
81 77 42 
160 I 90 I 80 96 74 74 





























~ 1--~~-. -~~- --~~- .. ~? 
39 10 14 12 2 
129 11 ... -- . • • . . -.•. 
to8 1 37 73 49 2' 
730 I 400 I 358 42 I 330 I 318 12 
37 , .••..•.•••.•••••. 37 I . 25 12 
nut st.). 
178 Cochran's Business Night School. ............. Pittsburgh, Pa •••••••••.•••. •••••• ···· ·· C. C. Cochran················· 3 ~····~ 105 1·····~·····~·····1 105 1 102 ~ a 179 Curry Institute and Union Business College .•. Pittsburgh, Pa. •••••••••••••••••••• 1860 James C. Williams .••• ;....... 6 4 349 185 ..•....•.. 164 . •••. • •• 
180 Duff's lfercantile ColleJ:'e ..••...••••••.••.•••. l'ittsbnrgh~,...Pa .••••••••••••• 1850 1840 P. Duff & Sons .•••••• : •••.•••••••.•••..•••.•......•••.•••.•••••.•••..•••• 
181 Hinman's Pottsville Business College,. • • • • • • • . Pottsville, .t'a..... •••••••••. . •• • •• 1875 E. C. A. Becker • • • • • • . ••• .. •• . 1 0 .................................. . 
182 Foeller's Commercial School*............ • • • • • . Shenandoah, Pa .•• -•••.••••••.••.•. 1 1881 J os. Foeller, jr . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1 . • . . . 21 . . • . . . • • • . . . • . . 21 18 3 
*From Report of the Commissioner o'fEdnca.tion for 1881. b Charter of Genesee W csleya.n Seminary, with which d The 'Morse Telegraph Institute is connected with this 
a See statistics of Kinderhook Academy (Table Vll). · . ~-.:- Lima Business College is associate{!; school. 











































TABLE IV.-Statistics of commeJ•ciaZ and business colleges for 1882, g-o.-Continued. 
Name. 
.... ~ ,., 
~ ·a ~ 









.. · ""'\',~, 
Number of students. ·: 
0 ~ 
j ~ ~,gi l ·1 ... -~~ -·;; ~ . .:; bllg In day school. In evening 
~ S ~ o.!:; s school. . s ~ .s fil'O- ~------ !-~,-~ 
..... ..... ..o.S ~ . . • 
· ·~~ttJ$~ .. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
..0 $ .:: af~ 
~ E! ~~0 
~ ~ ~~~ ] I ~ I i I ] ~ - ~ I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I I I -
1 
Clark's Comm~cinl College ..•••••••••••••••••• 
Luce's l3usiness College .. ..... ••••••••••••••.. 
·williamsport Commorcia1 College ............ . 
Providence l3l'ylmt & Stratton -:Business Col-
lege.* 
Scho-lfield's Commercinl College 
l3ebm's Chattanooga Commercial College .••... 
Goollmnn's l3usiuess College .................. . 
Knoxsille l3usiness Coll€.'ge and Telegraphic 
Institute. a 
Ledtlin's J3usiness College .................... . 
Goodman 's l3usiuess College* .............. .. 
Conuuercinl department of l3m:ritt College ... . 
Mahan's Commercial College ................ .. 
.Fort Worth Business College ................. . 
Ialau<1 City l3usiness College ................. . 
Livingston's Ga.lvest~n Business College* ... .. 
Scherrer's l3l1sintlss College .................. . 
Commoroial School, Southwestern University* 
Commcrcinl College of Trinity University .... . 
Commercial Colloae and Literary Institute .. .. 
Waco l3usiness COllege ..........•..... . .•••••• 
Texa!l Norml\land Commercial School. ...... .. 
Qucon Uit.y Commercial Collogo* ............. . 
:Mintu·<1 ComroercialSol1ool ................... . 
Oltl DOlllini.on Bn11il1oss College .............. . 
No. lion~\ l~u•inesfl Collof.(O ................... .. 
J•'oull.llu r..ao Qommorclnl Coll"ao,. .......... .. 
2 8 I 4 li 6 I 'f I s 9 I 10 I 111 1~ I 13 1 14 
, __ ---------- -
Tituovillo, P• •••••••••••••• r·... l8Bl I H. c. C!Mk ................... 3 1 225 195 170 25 30 25 5 
UnionCity,Pa.............. 0 1876 Rev.N.R.Luce ............... 2 1 40 25 20 5 15 10 5 
Williamsport, Pa. . . • . . • .. . .. 1865 1865 F. E. Wood ... ................ 4 1 576 360 320 40 216 186 30 
Providence, R.I. (283 West- 0 1863 Theodore E. Stowell .......... 6 .... 275 230 205 25 45 3 42 
minster st.). 
Providone~ :R. L (193 We"- r··· .. 1846 Alborl G. Scholfield .......... 4 1 231 192 154 38 39 39 0 
minster st.). 
Chattanooga, Tenn.......... 0 1875 Jeremiah l3ebm .............. 1 .... 35 35 34 1 20 20 0 
Knoxville, Teun .................. ,1881 Frank Goodman, president ••. 3 .... 90 I oo I 85 5 3~ I 0 0 Knoxville, Tenn. (box 354) •. 0 1880 Joseph Willett Jones ......... 4 .... 136 100 96 4 36 
Memphis, Tenn............. 1867 1865 T. A. L ed din . .. .. • • • • • • • • • • • •• 21.... 189 137 134 3 52 52 0 
Nashville, Tenn • • • .. .. . . • . . .. •. . . 1865 Frank Goodman.............. 4 .• _ ............. _ .................... .. 
Spencer, Tenu ••• • • .. • .. • .. . 1848 1880 W. H. Sutton ... ~- .. ~~-- •• • • • . 1 •• _. 40 · 40 30 10 .• _ .......... . 
Cleburne, Tax .................................................... ~···•· .............................. _ ........... . 
Fort Worth, Tex ............ ""'"" 1879 F. P. Preuitt. ... .. ...... ...... 2 1 106 100 145 11 40 40 .. .. 
Gnlveston, Tex................... 1878 John Joss and J. M:.l3enish... 3 1 174 174 160 14 81 78 3 
Galveston, Tex . . . .. • .. • •• .. 1877 1877 Edward Livingston, ..<\. M:...... 2 1 71 62 51 1f 9 9 .... 
Galveston, Tax . . .. . .. . • . • .. 1881 1882 Eugene E. Scherrer ...... --· _. 2 .. • . 93 60 51 9 33 33 · 0 
Georgetown, Tex ....................... R. F. Young, A.M., professor •••. .... 52 ............................ . 
Tehuacana., Tox ............ 1870 1869 v-JJhf~:f?~dson ..... ~........ 1 .... 33 33 29 4 ............. . 
Thorp's Spring, T ax .. .. • • .. 1882 1882 Geo. S. Storrs, president ................................................ . 
Waoo,Tex .................. 1882 1881 R.H.Hill ..................... 2 .... . 60 50 50 ..... 10 10 .. .. 
Whitesboro', Tex ................. 1880 .Jas. M:. Carlisle ............... b5 .... 263 263 135 128 ............. . 
~a;~§~~i b~~t;:o~vt:::::: "i88i' i~~ r-.~:~~~::1?.8.~~:::::::::::::: ~ --~- 1~& 1~g l~g ~g ::::: ::::: ·::: 
Richmond, V a • • .. • • • • • .. • .. 1868 1867 Goo. M. Nicol................. 1 .. -. 58 35 85 . • • .. 23 28 •••• 
Wheeling, w. Va. ................. 1860 J.:M.Frasher & Co........... 4 •••• 170 130 102 28 40 SS 7 




























209 Green Ba.y Business Uollege .••..•.•••••••••••• 
2l0 Silsbee Commercial Cullcge ..............•..... 
211 La. Crosse Business Colloge* ..........••••••... 
212 Northwestern BttRiness College .......••••••••. 
213 Chnrles ~ayer'l? Commercial College •••••••••. 
214 Spenconnn Busmcss College ..........••••••••. 
215 Dr. Wm. Bayer's Commercia:tColloge ••••••••. 
216 Pio Nono Commercinl College ........•••••.••. 
217 Spencerian llusinesg College .................... 
Green Bay, Wis ...••.•••••.. 0 1868 C . .A. Murch .•••••.•••••....•. 
.l':mesviilo, W s .....•....... 1877 11-J{j() J. B. Silsbee ..•••••.•.•........ 
La Cross(}, Wis ......•.•.•.. 0 1808 J. L. Wallace ................. 
Madison, \Vis ..••••.••.•.... ........ 1805 R. G. D(Ming and J. C. Proctor 
Milwaukee, \-Vis ....•••••••. 1876 Charles ayer .........••..... 
Milwaukee, Wis ....••..•... 18i0 1863 Robert C. Spencer ....••••••.. 
Milwaukee, Wis ............ 1867 ~~~:v-w~~ll:l~ ::::::::::::::: St. Francis Station, \Vis .... 0 1871 
Wnshington, D. C. (corner 
Ninth a.nd D sts. N. W.). 
0 1864 Henry C. Spencer •••••••••••• 
*From Repo~:t of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
aincludinl! commercial department of the University of Tennessee. 
b Sex not r eported. 








2' 169 I 109 I 143 
1 
110 I " 79 0 170 170 105 
2 240 218 HiS 
1 176 fJ2 72 
3 2li9 200 175 
2 90 40 40 
0 50 50 50 
2 567 286 213 
- - -------
211 I 112 102 10 
8 23 19 4 
5 (c) (C) (c) 
50 2~ 19 3 
20 84 74 10 
25 89 so 9 
0 50150' 0 0 0 0 















TADLE IV.- Statistics of commercial and business colleges for 1882, g·c.- Continued. 
'~'-.., NOTE.-Tbe branches taught are indicated hy x. 
I ~umb~Of~udent11.1 ~ 1 :Branches t.~nght. 
r::- ~ '0 
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~ 1 J_,_,_ ,_ ,_, __ , __ , __ ,_,_ ,_,_l __ l_l_,_,_,_. ____ l __ , __ ,_,_, __ _ 
l. l.~ l l.6 l l'1 l l.S l l.9 l ~0 l ~l. l ~~ ~ ~3 l 24 1 2~ 1 26 1 ~'1 1 2S I ~9 1 30 I 3l.l321 33 34 I 3ii 136 13'1, 3S 













Course in commerce, Stnto.AgriculturalandMe- 0 25 10 20 0 18 X 
chnnical College. , 
Howard College Business School •••••••••• -.... • • 0 0 12 15 0 18 x 
Little Rock Commercial College................. ... . 42 .... • .. . • • • . .... .. x 
Los Angeles Business College................... 0 5 0 0 10 19 x 
Sacramento Business College.................... 7 29 0 0 0 19 x 
Cnlifornia Commercial College • ••• • • • ••••• ...... . • .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. x 
Honld's Business College........................ 15 72 25 15 55 20 x 
0Mden City Commeroiill College*............... 14 21 .. .. 5 .. .. 19 x 
Commercinl department of Santn. Clara. College". 12 1 5 15 5 18 x 
llnnnum's Hartford Business College........... 8 ................ 18-20 x 
Moore's Bu!dness University.................... . ••. • ... •••• .. .. •• .. 23 x 
Commercial department .of Hedding Colle~e.... • ••. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. • . ••• • • • x 


































X X 0 0 0 0 0 )( I ••••• ••• I ••••• • 10 I 39 
X I )( I X I X X I 0 I 0 I 0 I (b) 1 ...... , 8! 40 0  0    X .. .. X • • • .. • .. ... • .. 6 52 12 
0 0 X X X 0 0 X _ 100 25110-12 40 10 
0 0 X X X X X X 700 50 12 50 12 
xxxx ............ x .......................... .. 
X .. .. X X X .... , • .. X ........ • •.... 6-24 52 .. . 
X .. .. X X X .. .. X X 75 ...... 11~ 46 6 
= ~ -~-- ~ :::: :::: ~ --~- ___ c:: ... ·--~~- ~I!~ , .. 8 
xOOxx OOOO .............. 650 
X J ........ X X •••• ................................ 36 














14 Western Normnl College and Commercial Insti· 6 27 30 12 3 19 X f' X X X X X X X X X X 200 11!1 50 50 
tute.e 
15 Chicago .A.thenroum/ ............................ 1164 0 14!> 123 1 12-45 x 
16 Commercial course of St. Igt1atins College* ... •. 0 0 50 20 0 15 x 
17 Souder's Chicago Business College+....... .. .. .. 20 .. .. 31 .. .. .. .. 19 x 
18 Di:xon Business College ......................... 61 10 25 .... .... 20 x 
19 Commercial depo.rtmont of Enreka College..... 0 0 32 9 0 19 x 
20 Commercinl department of Ewing College....... .... .... .... .... .... ...•.. x 
21 \Vostem Business Colle,~re............. ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .... .. •. . • .. ...... x 
22 JnoksonvilleBusinossCollegeandEnglishTrain- 15 31 11 ....... . 19.5 x 
in~ School. I 
23 Jo~~~~o~tsincss Collogo and English Training .... .••. .... .... .... 15 
2• Couuncro!{,\ llt>llt\l'tm('nt of MolCendrco Colleue ......... .1 ................. .I x 
X X I X X 0 I X I 0 I 0 ' 0 I X I 0 800 I 100 9fg40 9! h65 
X 0 X X X X X I 0 0 0 0 (b) (b) 10 40 .. .. 40 
X X X X 0 X X X 0 X 0 .. • .. • • . .. . . .. 12 52 8 32, 80 
X X X X X X X X X X X 1, 000 100 10 40 .. .. 40 
X X X X X X X X 0 0 0 3,· 000 400 10 40 . • • . 34 
X • ••• •••• .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ........ ...... ...... .... .... 15 
~ ~ ~ ·"x·· .. o .. ~ ~ --;·,·-;,-- ~ ~ .... 7oo· ··ioo·l ~~ ·42· g ..... d7il 
x x x .. • . o x x I x ...... --[15, ooo .... --1 u 44 u_ _ 50 































25 Commcrcialdepa.rtmentofMt. Morris College .....•..••. to .••. .••. 20 x x x x x ..•. x x x x •••• •••. (b) (b) 6 40 
26 Onargn. Commercial College . . . . . .. . . . . .. • .. • .. • . 8 0 0 0 0 19 x x 0 x . • • • 0 x x x • .. • x o .. • .. • • . • •• .. • 10 40 0 





28 Commercial department of Chaddock College ... 16 15 12 8 .... 20 x x x x 0 0 x x x x x x (b) (b) 9 39 6 49 
29 Gem City Business College...................... .. • . . • • . • • • . . • • . . • • . 18 x x . • • • x • .. . .. • • x x x • .. . .. • . • • • • 100 ... .. • 12 52 6 60 
30 Rockfora Business College.......................... .•.. .••. .••. .... 18 x x x x x .... x x x x .... .... 400 100 6-8 51 6 50 
31 Springfield Business College.................... .... .... .... .••. .••• ...... x x .... x .... •••. x x .... .... .... •••• ........ •••••• 6 44 6 ....... . 
32 Sterlliig Business and Phonographic College.... 54 .... .... .... •••• 2'J 0 x x x 0 0 x x 0 x x x ...... .. ...... 8 52 5 j60 
33 Evansville Commercial College .......................... 24 .... .••. 19 .... x x x x .... x x x .... .... .... ........ ...... 4 52 9 k45 
34 Fort Wayne Business College................... .... .... .... .•.. .... ...... .... x .... x x .... x x x ............ ,........ ...... 10 40 8 40 
~~ t'ct~~~~~lrsu~~;~~f~e~~~iio'~ · ii~~~~~~ · ci~1: · · 43 · ·58· ios · .. 3 · .. o · · · · i9 · · 'x" • ~-• · ~- · • ·; · · 'x. · · ~- · · 'x .. · 'x .. · 'x" --; · · 'x. · · 'x .. :::::::: :::::: · 4-:is · h2 · · i2 'I" k4o:.i5o 
' lege and Telegraph Institute. · 
37 StarCityBusiness College .••••••••••••••••.•••• 3 4 0 0 0 16 x x 0 x I x x I x x j x x x I x 
38 Union Business College ....... ;................. 11 . • .• • • • . .. • . .... 20 x x 0 x x 0 x x o 0 x 0 





























~~ I Richmond Business College and Telegraph In- .. .. 20 .. • • • • • . • • • . 18 x x • • • . x • • • • • • • . x x . • • . .. • • • • • . x ............ .. 
stitute. _ --
TerreHauteCommercialColle~e ..••••.•••.•.••. 13 38 6 ..•..••. 23 x x .:~. x x .... x x x x x x 500 .•••.. 10 .... 6 kl40 
Northern Indiana Commercial \.iOllegen ....................................... 
1 
............................................ , .................................. .. 
Commercial Institute ................................... 20 .... .... ...... x x x x x x x x x x 0 x (n) (n) .................... .. 
~~t~~sfu~?:::sc~n~~~-------~----.-:::::::::::::::: --~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: ~ ~ :::: ~ -~-- :::: = ~ :::: --;· .: .. :::: :::::::: :::::: 1~ ~~ ~ m:g 
Davenport Business College*....... ... • •• • •• • .. 23 .. . . 65 . • .. .. • . 18 x x x x x x x x 0 0 x . • • . . • .. .. • . •••• •• 12 52 4 60 
Decorah Business College....................... 0 0 0 0 0 19 x x .... x .••. .. .. .... x x .• .. .... ... . 50 ...... 4-6 52 4 d25 
~~!lu~:s~~~og~fi:i~:::·::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: ~::: :::: :::::: ·-,;· ·-,;· :::: ·-,;· :::: :::: ·-,; · ·"x·· :::::::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::: 'S:.i2' '4o' :::: ...... 32 
Ba.ylies' Commercial College.................... 8 .••. ..•. .••• .••. 19 x x x x x 0 x x x x ·x x 260 10 6 52 6 75 
5 I 50 8 k40 
Hurd's National Business College of Upper •••. .... .... .... .... 18 x x .... .... .••. .... .... x ........................................ ; .......... . 
•'t Iowl\ University.* 
53 Iowa. City Commercial College* ............................................... x .... x x .... - x x .................................................. .. 
54 Peirce's Mercantile College .......................... 78 .... .... .••. 20 x x x x ........ x x x .... x x .............. 3-9 52 .... o35 
:15 Commercial department of Oskaloosa College . .. .. • . .. .. . .. . .. .. . • • . .. .. . . x x x x . .. • .. .. .. .. x x . .. . x x • • • • • • .. • • • .. . 4-6 . .. . .. .. d40 
56 Ottumwa. Business College .......................................... 19-20 x x x x .. .. • ... x x • • • • x . • .. . .. . 75 23 9 36 4 j45 
57 Whittier College Normal and Business Insti- ............................................................................................................. . 
tote. n 
58 Lawrence Business Colle~e*.......... .......... 4110 .... .... •••• 17 x x .... x ........ x x x x x x .••.••.. •••••• 7 52 6 
59 Western Business College....................... .... .. .. .••. . .•. .... 19 0 x 0 x 0 0 x x x x 0 0 ..... •• . •••••• 6 46 6 
60 Commercial department of Kentucky Military . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. 19 x x x x x x x x x . • • . x x 4, 000 .• • • •• 20 40 
Institute. 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. f Athenreum Bnsiness School is a. d'epartment.of this 
a Fees, $20 per annum. institution. ~ ~~~c!~~~~~S: 




b See report of classical depar,mcnt (Table IX). gIn day grammar and shorthand, 50 weeks. 
c In day school. h In book-keeping and penmanship department. 
d For commercial onurse. i Average. · 
e The figures here given are for the Western Commer- j For life scholarship. 
n See report of normal school with which this 
school is associated (Table III, Part 2). 
o Life membership. 
dal .College only, 1\ department of the Western Nor· 













TABLE IV.-Statistics of cormne,-oiaZ and business colleges for 1882, tj-c.- Continued. 
Non.-The branches taught are indicated by x. 
Number of students.! 
~ Branches taught. 
Volumes in ~· 6 ~ i:s library. ~ ...,. ~ 
~ ~ 
tO , n . 1d CD 'I;! al ""' -=~ .s . .s 'I;! _g ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~=~ w~ ~~ a.l.S 1>. w ..... ""'""' ~d! .s:a .;J ~ 01 ~ a . • CDS.: r:l w co CD .PO Name. I~ ~ . ~ ;::: CD bC j .:!J g 8 I>, l ~~ s~ col» r:l~ CD.p ll=o oo ~ ... d! ~ - • tliJ b.t'OA s Or:l~ • 
~~ 
sm OI,S tD~§.d~ 01 Clr:l ..... • ""' • ~ 0 d:l ~ I» ~ .s'6 ~ ~ 'Htlll .g~ Fl 0 .c ~ <i! tliJ ..... co ,_. d! ~ ~-S Zitn~g·a CD "1 ~ ~ ~ a ·i!. ,. ~ .,; ;;: t'. :; ~ ~,g [;j g ........ 0 CD CD Q) til ':if 
i 
CD "teCD 
.g.:s~~~ ~ s ~ a ·ll= ~ l ~ ~ a ~ .s g ~ '0 f::~ -ao ~ r:l'O ~ 8 ~ e g .tlll ... ~ ~ ~ ~ ,g ~ ..q 0 r:l § .:l .:l .:l .:l .:l ..q o ~A~~rJl~o~H~E-1 1::: .:l lzi lzi lZi ..q -----------~--------------------
l. ll.ts 1.6 U' 1.8 1.9 20 21. 22 23 24 Z5 26 27 ZS 29 30 .31. [ 32 33 34 35 36 37 3S 
~
------------~-----~-----
61 Commercial College of Kentuc~yUniversity.... .••. •••. .••• .••. 19 .••• x •••. x .••. •••. x x .••. .••• •••. •••. .••.. ... .••... 3 52 6 a$55 
62 Louisville BJ;Yilllt & Stratton Business College* . . • • • . • • . . • • . • • •• 18 . . • . x . • • . x x • • • . x x . • • . . • • . • • • . . • . . 50 25 5 51 8 50 
63 West Kont1.1oky Normal University and Busi- •••• . .................................................................................................... . 
:ue..qs College. j 
6! J". W. Blnckmllll'S CommeroiaJ. College.......... .... . .. . . . .. . • .. 16 ..•..••..••.•••.•••.•••..••.. ···!· ... . .. . .... . ... 150 10 12 52 12 100 
05 Soule's Commercial College and Literary Insti- 2 11 27 1 14 x x x x x 0 x x x 0 x x 1, 782 212 12-48 52 12 75-200 
tute. 
416 Dirigo:SnsinessCollegen,nd Telegraphinstitute. 17 19 .••. 2 •••. 20 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 
67 Commex·oial<lopartmentofHebron.Academy ..•.......•.•••.••••.••. 18-20 .••. x x x .... , .... ...•. 
68 Portland Business College ................... ·•.. . .. . . • • . . • • . • • • . . . . . 19 
X 
X X X X X 
69 Rookllllld Commercial College ..••. " ...... •• •• • • · 23 · • • · • • • · 3 • • • • 20 x x x x I x I 0 I x 
70 Oak Gt·ovo Commercial Collo e* ...... •••••• •••. . ••. 0 14 10 0 18 x x x x x x x 
7l Eaton & Bnrnet.t's Bus. iness §onega . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . • . . .•. • . . x x •• _. x . • . . . • • . x 
72 Sadler's Bryant & Stratton Business College* ••. 12 0 0 0 0 18~ x x .••. x x .••. x 
73 Bryant & Stratton Commercial School*.......... 0 0 0 0 0 17 x x . . . . x 
74- Comer's Co~ercial College* . ••• •• . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . •• . . . x x x x 1 x 1 x 1 x 
75 French's Busmeas College ..•.••.•••••••••. :..... 36 0 1 1 0 18 x x 0 x x x x 
76 Sawyer's Commercial College ................... 16 0 0 0 0 22 x x o x 
X 
77 llolmes' Commercial College ..• ,................ . . .. .. .. .... .... .••. 17 x ·x 
78 Chickering's Commercial College and School of 0 0 0 o o 18-20 
· Business. 
'11) Hinman's Dusinoss Colleie-............... .• . . . . 0 0 0 o o 











X 0 0 X 




81 Dovlin's nny Oity Business College . ,. -....••..... - . .••......••.... "I 10 I X I X I X t X I X 
82 Tho Cloldflmlth J3rynnt and St1·atton Business 27 0 0 0 0 20 x x 0 x 0 
8ll "Mu~·hew JJuilhtoRs Collc~o....... ••••• •• • ••• •••••• 25 32 • • • . •• •• • • • . 22 x x X 1 •••• 1 •••• 1 X 
X •••• , .... X I X 220 .••••. 4-6 42 •••• 35 
X •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 6 24 .••. 5 
X X X • • • • • • ·• 200 . • • • . . . • • • • . 48 . •. . b50 
X X X X 0 600 50 10 {!:} 7 80 
X X X X 0 150 0 8 33 0 30 
X •••••••• X X •••••••• •••••· •••••••••••••••••••••• 
X • • • • • • • • X • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • 6-12 50 6 c60 
X •••••••• - ••• -. •• 0 0 10 .. -. 0 1GO 
X X X 0 0 . • • . • • . . • • • • . • • -·. • . 52 6 .•• • •. - • 
X X X X 0 0 0 12 52 6 140 
X X • • • • X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 44 . • . . 12Q-
••• X •••• •••• •••••••• •••••• 11 44 9 
X 0 0 0 0 0 3-6 44 10 
X 0 X 0 0 •··············· 











~ ~-~··l-·ot·····a·i····o"!--s:7·' ~ 1 1~ 







































8" Grond Rapids Business College :md Practical ••• -. • .... • • • • • ••. . • • • 22 x x 
Tt'&ining School. 
85 Commeroihl and telegraphic depn.rtment of Hills· . • • . 27 • • • • • • • • • • • • 23 x x ~ x I x 
dnle Oolle~e. 
8G Poucher .Busin6SS College and Literary Institute. . . • . . . . . 2 • • • • • • • • 19 x x 0 x 
87 Jackson BusiD.ess Colle.[e ..••••... .. ••••••...•.. . ••. .••. .••. •••• . ••• •••••• x x 













)( )( X x F •••• r •••••••• t •••••• r ...... t 52 
X X X X 7, 000 , ...... . 
X X 0 0 0 ! •••••••. ,;~ •••• 














i5o-80 90 .Archibald Business College • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • • .. .. . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • . • • . • . • x x 
01 Darling's Business College...................... 11 .•• ·. • • • . . • • . .. • . 20 x x 0 x 
X 
92 Winona. .Business College ....... : ••••.• ~::....... 0 0 0 0 0 18 x x x x 
93 St. Stanislaus Commercial College* .••••••••• :-... 0 0 8 40 0 14 x x 0 x 
94 Cooper's BusinessCollefi!!e (Cooper Institute) .•• :............ .••. .••. 17 x x •••• x 
95 Chambers' Business Co ege ...... ,.............. 0 .... .••• .••. .••• .••••• x x .... x 
96 Southwestern Commercial College (Southwest . • • • . • • . . • .. . • • . .. • . . • • • • • x x x x 




Bryant's Business College........ ............... 0 0 0 0 0 18 x x x x 
Ritner's Commercial College . • • • .•• • • • •••• •••••• 7 . . .. .. • . . • . . . • . . :W x x x x 
St. Joseph Commercial College .••.••••••.••••••. 12 0 50 0 0 15 x x x x 
St.JosephNormalBusinessCollege* ................ 6 ............ 19 x x x x 
Bryant & Stratton Business College ........ ;.~.. 0 90 .... .... •••. 20 x x 0 I x 
Commercial department of St. Louis University. . • . . . • • . • • . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • • x x X 
Franklinlnstitnte............................... 0 0 15 0 0 17 X X X I X 
Jobnson'l4 Commercial College ........ ~.; •••••••. 25 0 24 0 .•. .... •• x x x 
Jones' Commercial College ....... ~ ............... 47 0 0 0 .... 19 x x 0 




X Commercial depar!mentof Stewartsville College. 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 x 0 
Wyman CommerCial College .••..• ; . • • •• . • • . • • • . .. .. .. .. 5 .. • . . .. . 20 x x 0 x 
School of Practice* ................ r............. 12 12 .. .. .. • . .. .. 17 x x x x 
Bryant & Stratton Business Collog;e............. . • • . .. .. . • .. .• .. .. • . 19 x x . .. • x 
New Hampton Commercial College • • • • . • . . • • • .. . . • . 12 0 6 0 19 'X x x x 
Commercial Collegel .......••••••••••• ••••••.••• .••. .... .••. 4 .••. 17 x x x x 
Elizabeth Business College .••• .; •• ~~· •••••••••. ~~: 4 .••. 6 11 .• -.. 16! x x x x 
Brown's Business College ..••• :' ... ~~~:.......... 9 •••• 12 .••. .••. 17 x x x x 
Gaskell's Jersey City Business College*......... ... . . •• . . • .. ... . . . .. 18 ••• . x • ... x 
Coleman's Bryant & Stratton Business College... 31 .•• , 36 . • •. l 22 x x . • .. x 









































0 1, 200 25 
X ............ .. 







)4 X X X X .... ........ ...... 4 
X I X X I X • • • • • • • • 1, 000 , ...... , 12 
X I 0 I X X 0 X X 0 1, 200 0 10 
X 0 X X X 0 X X 150 • . .. • • 6 
X 0 X X X 0 0 X .............. 6 
X X ..................... ·.. (j) (j) 4 yrS 
X X X X 0 0 0 0 . • • . . . . . 1 10 
X X X X X X X 0 0 0 12 
X 0 X X 0 X X 0 180 0 12 
X 0 X X X X 0 X 250 •..... 12 
OOxxxOOO 0 0 k4 
.. • 0 X X X X X 0 • • • • • • .. • • • .. • 6-12 
X X X X •••• •••• X X ........ •••••• 10 
·••· .... •••• X .... .... .... .... ........ •••••• 4 
X X X X 0 X 0 X 4;000 25 ...•.. 
X X •••• X ................................... . 
X 0 X X X X X 0 675 ........... . 
X .... X X ........ X ............ •••••• 10 
X 
X 1 •••• 1 X 
X 
X 
X •••• X ........................... . 
X X •••• X X .................. .. 
X X X X 0 260 25 10-12 
X X X ........ ••••••-- •••••• 10 










52 6 35 
51 12 35 
40 .... 24-40. 
48 6 75 
52 9 60 
41 ... -. 60 
40 . 7 40-60 
52 9 h50 
52 8 h50 
52 6 10-70 
40 .... k30 
52 7 50 
40 ..•. 40 
52 9 ....... . 
40 ..•. 25 
·--· ........ . 
•. 40-140 
8 80 



























~~~~~~~ ~~~1~~~s-~-~~~~~ . .::~r:~:~:~~:{;:.~:=~~ --a·:::: --4· :::: :::; i~ ~ ~ 





















Fo som's Business College ................ ~:;.· ••. ·f ·· ..•...• ·. . ... .... 18 x x 
Claghorn's Bryant & Stratton Commercial ·f.· ; · • · · • · · · ·• ·1· ~ - · · ··· · · x x I 0 I x 
School. _ --. - ~ .... . ,:~, ·-~ -
French's ~usiness an!l Telegraph College. ot::;:n .... ~ ••••• '!· ....... • •••• •• x x >c. x 
St. James s Commercml College ... , ..•..•... ~ '... 46 0 24 0 0 16 x x x x 
:From Report of the Commissioner of Educa.tio:rl fot*1881. e :in day school: . 
a Tuition and incidentals. fFor scholarship} 
b For term of six months~ g For commercial·eonrse. 
c Semiannual charge for day school; $30 for evening sc.hool. h For life scholarship, 







X I 0 
X X .... •••• .... 0 0 8-12 
X X X X 0 ••••• • •.• •• ••. 12-18 
X J· ... , ... ·J X I X I 2661 51 1······110 I 4 -
X 0 0 X 0 11 500 .• •••• 10 40 . • .••I•••••• •• 
j See report of classical department- (Table IX). 
k For course in book-keeping. 
' This college is associated with Sinith's Academy; 













'!'ABLE IV.- Statistica of conmtet•cial mtd business colleges for 188'2, cJ·c.- Continued. 
NoTE.-The branches taught are indicntM by x. 
--
J':Nilihba' ., .......... ! .. BninohM tanglit. • vr.'b'm .. in ~ I] I ;i ~-· ..., 1 rary. 
1 
oo ~ 
~ .. . -. - - .a >. ~ ~ -§d s i . -~ . ~ ]tO ·: ~ ·;~ ~-S 
·p:, .:: .;l 8 ~ ~ a- . .; r-: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~:s 
Name. . .. 1 ~ p:, o ::::: ~ . a ~ o .; • fi'l ~ ct~ e""' <~> ~>-. §-§ <0-+'> e.v,_. §' ,.q <0 t:.J;"= ~ s 1l :::::: § g 1>-. • ,0 @ 0 ~ .s s a; 1;1~ t'o ~ g ,r;l .g ~ ~ § :a . 'p, 1 tO -~ g ctl 1 ~ s .s; ~ ~ 'B ~ ~ ~ -§~ g tn • Fl g ·a ~ § ~ ll! ~ a; .a t>il ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :g o ~ g .... ~ fi3 ..... 
~<0 o ~ ~ ~ a_ ct~ s f! ct~ ·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s .s .a o So ~ ct~-§ .o Q _g .o :::~"= .g, $ t!) R rn ~ a ~ ~ c'l ~ i1 ~ s ~ ,<0 § ~ o ~ <X! a a ~ 
~ ,!1 1'1 0 1'1 0 ~ o• • /i lo iii • o •t""' • ~ ~ ~ Z ~ H 1-1 0 '4 !XI rni:QOP-IHP-1~ 1-1 ---- ------------------------------
1 1''15 1.6 1.7' 1.8 1.9 ~0 ~1. [~~ ~3 ~4 ~5 ~6 ~7' '.IS ~9 30 31. 3~ 33 34 35 36 37 3S 
---~~-~------------~ 
125 Wrigbt;s Business College .......... :.:.:. ••••• :. ·.t·. 48 0 53 16 0 16 x x o x x x x x x o x o 200 ...... 10 40 6 $60-100 
1261 Brvant's Buffalo Business College ......... ;:::: . .......................... X X 0 X X 0 X X 0 0 )0 0 ............. .1. ..... 1521 61.. ...... 
127 Allen Bnsiness College* .... ~.~ ........ :-.••.• ·.·::.. 4 10 .... .... .... 20 x x .... x ....... - x x ........ x x 75 10 12 .••. 5 55 
128 Elmira.BnsinessUni"'"ersity ........... ::~.:; .... 0 6 0 0 0 21 X X x X X .... X X x X X X 200 0 ...... 48 6 ........ 
129 Commercial department, Fort Edward Collegiate .. .. 8 16 24 6 18 x x ... . x x x x x x .. .. .. .. x 500 100 9 39 .••. 36-42 
Institute. . . ~- ._ - ,.. 
6 130 GenevaBusmessCollege .......... : ................................. 18 x x x x x .... x x x ........ x .................... 40 40 
131 Elmwood Commercial and Select School. .... : ......... •" .. .. 4 .. .. .. .. • • X X X X X .. .. X X • .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • • ... .. .. 15 .. • • • . 40 .. .. 50 
132 Kinderhook .Academy and Commercial College a . ....... _ 1 2 .. .. 15~ x x ~... x x .......... _. x .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40 40 .. • . 40 
133 Lima. Business College ...... ' ................. ""· 19 ........ ·.... .... 18 .... x .... x .... 0 x x 0 0 x 0 b4-, 000 ...... 5 39 0 c25 t34 c~~~~i~~~;rtment of the Colleg~ of St. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . • • .. . X X .............. ~- .. .. • .. • .. .. .... • .. • .. .. • ... •• .. ... • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 62 
135 Metropolitan Business College • • • • . • .. .. • • • • • • • . o o . .. . .. .. .. .. 18~ o x o x o o x x x x o o .. .. .. .. .. • • .. 12 48 . 8 dl20 
136 Packarcl'sBusinessCollege ...................... 51 0 30 20 10 17 x x 0 x o 0 x x x .... x o 500 ...... 10 44- 0 180 
137 Paine's Business College ................. -....... 25 0 0 o 0 20 x x 0 x x 0 x o o 0 x 
1 
0 · 0 0 12 52 12 80-100 
138 Paine's U -town Business College ....... : ....... 11 0 0 o 0 21 x x o x x o x x o o x o o o 12 52 .... 80-150 
139 Eastman*ationalBnainessCollege* ____ ::~ ..... 16 84 .... .. : . .. ·.. 18 x x x x x o x x x x x x .............. 3-4 52 5 e50 
140 Rooh"to' Buotno" Univ.,>ity .••• "···"''·'··· 0 0 0 0 0 21 • • 0 • 01 0 • • • • 0 t 0 0 0 4-12 52 6 100 
141 T&ylo' & Co'• Buoln"' Colloge "'·'"'""' "·· •• •. •• . .. .......... 14-25 • x .. .. X .. .. .. .. • x .. .... ................. .... .. :>-6 4S 12 M100 
142 Bryant and Stratton Business College and Tele~ 0 12 : •• : .k.: .... 18 x x 0 x o 0 x x .. .. .... .... x 50 ...... 12 51 6 'd75 
11 grnbio Institute. . -- · · ' · 
143 Troy Business Collfft~ .......... . ~ · ....... ~ •• :._,.... a 2 :... .... 17 x x .... x ............ x .... -~ ...... x -- ~···---- 20 12 52 6 75 
144 .Bryant & Strntton t1oo. 'Business College:·""~- ·:. 10 25 0 0 0 16 x x 0 x 0 0 x x x .... x x :! •• ;;'!. ..... ·.:·. 3-12 52 6 7~ 
145 WatertownBusinessColloge .... ~~· ....... ~-:.- .:.:. 4 ........ 3 : ... 22 x x .... x x .... x x x .... x .... 108 8 5 40 .... 2a 
~lr'Btlii' 0 ' .i '; ·r.·· , , - . ... ~ . 0 , . 0 0 6-24 {43-} 7 35-60 HO A _ irlneee oUego ...... ·:·.: ....... "; ....... 10 .............. :. 21 x x x x x x 0 x x x O 
44
1 _, 
H7 Cnnton nnlllno!UI College................................. 7 .... .... 17 X X X X X .... X X .... .... •••• .... ........ ...... 3 40 8 /10-20 












































































IIoeg's Private Commercial Schoolg .•••••••••••••••. 45 .................. x x •••• x ........................ x x .••••••• ...... 3-6 .•.. , 10 
Nelson'~ Busin~ss College ....................... 31 0 .... .... .... 19 x x 0 x 0 0 x x x 0 x 0 .................... 52 G 
Spencer11U1 Busmess Colleg6 •••••••••••••••••••• 75 .... 0 0 0 ...... x x 0 x 0 0 x x x x x x .................... 52 6 
Sprague's Law and Business College............ .... .... .... .... •••. ...... x x .... x .... .... x x x x ............................ {~~-} 6 
Capital City Commercial Colleg_e ..... :::~·:·.~---~- . ... . ... 4 .... • ... 18 x x x x x 0 x x x x 0 0 200 ...... 6 ~8 6 
Columbus Business College ...................... 18 8 .... .... .... 1St x x x x x .... x x x .... x x 500 200 5-10 48 6 
~~~~~d~~:t:!~~~~uf:£6:::::::::::::::::::: -~~- :::: .. 4. ·'2' :::: i~ ·;;· .. X .. ::::-~--::::::::·;;·-~--:::::::::::::::: --a;ooo· --ioo· s-l~ .~:. --~ 
~b!!~i~C~~:e~ci~~~~fft~{~n!~~~~~~~~~:::·:: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: '"2()' ~ ~ :::: ~ --;· :::: ~ = :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::::::· :::::: "'i2' ·52·:::: 
Champion City Business College ................ 125 20 .... ........ 23 0 x 0 x 0 0 x x 0 0 x x .............. 12 52 .. .. 
Nelson's Springfield Business College............... .... .••. .... .... 22 0 x 0 x 0 0 x x x 0 x 0 ........ ...... 4-8 .... 6 
VanSickle'sBusinessCollege ....................................... 20 x x .... x ........ x x x ............ 300 200 12 33 6 
ToledoBusinessCollege ......................... 0 0 12 4 0 19 x x 0 x x 0 x x 0 x 0 0 0 0 6 52 6 
Youngstown Business College and Institute of 11 17 .... .... .... 23 x x .... x x .... x x x x x x ........ ...... 12 50 12 
Penmanship. 
Zanesvillo Business College......................... .... .... •••. .... ...... x x x x .... .... x x x .... .... .... ........ .... •• 6 52 3 
Portland Business College....................... . . . . .... .... •••. .... 21 x x x x x 0 x x x x 0 0 200 25 4-18 52 12 
.Allentown Business College..................... 20 • .. • .. .. .. • • .. .. 18~ x x x x . . .. .. • . x x x x x . .. . 102 1 6-10 52 8 
Altoona Business College and Phonographic 90 0 42 0 0 ...... x x x x x 0 x x x 0 x 0 0 ...... i5 52 8 
Institute. 
Easton Business College......................... 5 .... .... .... .... 19 x x .... , x 
Pennsylvania Business College.................. 0 0 0 0 0 18! x x .. .. x 
Wyoming Commercial College* ...................... 14 .... .... .... 22 x x .... x 
Lancaster Commercial College .. .. • • • • .. • • ... • .. .. .. . .. . .. • . .. .. . .. . 18 x x x x 
Mansfield Business College...................... 7 39 .... •••. .... 20 x x x x 
Bryant, Stratton &. Smith Business College...... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. 18 x x x x 
Bry:ant & Stratton Business College............. .... .... .... .... .... ...... x x .... x 
Cnttenden PhiL<J.delpbia. Commercial College.... . .. . • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 22 x x .. . . x 
Peirce College of Business .. .. . .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. . .. .. . • • . .. .. . .. . .. .. 19 x x 0 x 
:5elect Commercial School .. • .. • • • .. .. • • .. • • .. . .. .. .. . • • . . .. . .. .. . • • . 21 x x • • .. x 
Cochran's Business Night School. ............... 25 .... . .. . .... .... 18 x x x x 
Curry Institute and Union Business College •••. 28 .... 18 .... .... 18 x x x x 
Duff's Mercantile College ........................................... 16-40 x x .•.• x 
Hinman's Pottsville Business College*.......... .... .... .... .... •••. 20 x x 0 x 
•••••••••• X I X X I X X , ............ ,...... 12152 6 
X X X .... .... .... 325 75 10 40 6 
X X X ........ x .............. 444 .. . 
........ X X X .... .... .... ........ ...... 10 44 8 
X .... X X .... •••· X X .. ...... ...... 4-6 52 ... 
X X X X X 0 X X ........... • •. 11 • .. . 6 
.. .. .. • • X X • .. • .. .. X .. .. 100 • • .. .. 12 52 6 
• .. • .. .. X X X • .. • X • .. • 260 ... .. • 6-12 51 7 
X 0 X X X X 0 0 98 8 10 42 8! 
•.. .. .. X .. • • .... • ........... • ... .. • • • .. • .. 12 52 12 
0 0 X X 0 0 X 0 3,000 ...... 8 ....... 
X • .. • X X X .. .. X • .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. 10 40 10 
....... X X X •••• ............................ 52 5-6 





























Foeller's Commercinl School*.................... . • .. . . .. .. .. .. • . . .. . 20 x x x x 
Cla.rk's Commercial College..................... 5 15 .. .. . .. • • .. • 18 x x X '52' "7" ...... 00 
.... .... ........ ........ .... .... ........ ...... 8 
xxxxxx 23 20 6 
Lnce's Business College ... ~--·................... .... . ... .. .. .... .... 20 x x x x x 
Williamsport Commercial College ................... 27 40 .... .... 19 x x x x x 0 
X X .... X .... .... 0 0 12 
xxxx .... x .............. 6 
xxxOxO .............. 11 
X X X 0 X 0 160 1 11 
Providence Bryant & Stratton Business College*. .. .. . .. . . . .. • .. . .. • . .... . . x x 0 x 0 0 
Scholfield's Commercial College................. 7 .... .... .... .••. 19 x x x x x 0 















Goodman s Busmess<.:ollege.................. ... .... .. .. .... .... .... 18 x x 0 x x 0 x x x x 0 0 ........ ...... 9 
Knoxville Business College and Telegraphic 0 19 0 0 0 24 x x .. • . x 0 0 x x x x 0 x 0 ........... . 
Institute. n 
52 12 75 
48 8 30 
48 6 100 
48 8 108 
52 12 MO 
52 0 k50 . 
40 4 55 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a See statistics of Kinderhook Academy (Table Vll). 
b Library of Genessee Wesleyan Seminary, with which 
seminary Lima Business College is associated. 
dIn day school. 
e For life scholarship. 
jFor term ofthree.montbs. 
hForcourse in book-keeping. 
i Average time. 
j Fl.·om $2 to $5 a month for each 
branch pursued. 
Z Time unlimited. 
m Monthly charge. 
n Including commercial depart-
ment of t.he University of Ten-
nessee. c For commercial course. 
g The Morse Telegraph Institute 















TABLE IV.- Statistics of oonMnerciaZ and business colleges for 18821 ~c.-Continued. 
NOTE.-The branches taught are indicated by x • 
Number of students. I ~ :Branches taught. 
Volumes in ~ 6 § ~ library. ~ ~ 
"0 
l.o 
.,; -:;: .s p:, .s . .s ~~ E Q "'ro t~~o ~ ~ !S.e "'~ "'' Q.l:jj ~ "' ~ j ~g 
o .... .... ,s:lO El ~ 1l~ s:lm ~Q) ~p ~ ~ 
0 ~§ bil a 0 cD ~ <!) s~ o:>l» o.g <!)~ <!) § Q ~<!) !~ 
bll., 
~ bi."' ~ ·~ ~ I §. ~ 
,.Q 
.s!' am ]~ f;h ~ g .g 
.d ~ s:ll'l bil ~ 0 s ""'<!) 'Hbll ~0 ·s <!) A ~ 
om o<!l 
0 ·s <!) s:l~ a bb a -~ t>'o ~ ~g F-<t:i ~~ :::.s 0~ i ~ 1il ~ 




i ~ P. 1'4 ~~ i ~ ~ 
<!) 
~ ~ 
0 '0 'SQ ! ;:l"' ttl Ul Q) ib I> <E ~ Q) ~"' ~ ~ 0 ~ § 0 'i ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ OQ 1'4 0 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 A l='l Ul P1 0 ~ E-1 H z 
Name. 
- ----------------------------· ---1---------- - - ---
1 1:g 16 1,. 1S 19 20 21. 22 23 24 25 26 2'1 2S 29 30 31. 32 33 34 35 36 3'1 as 
1 1--l--l- 1-1-1--1-1-1- 1-1-1--1-1--1-1-1-1--1---1--1--1-'- '---
101 I Led din's Business College ........................... ' ....... .' .... .. .. 18 x x .. .. x .... .. .. x x x .. .. .... . ... 692 · .... • . 12 52 6 ' $100 
192 Hooclman'sBusinessCollcge*.................... .... .... .... .... .... 20 .... x .... x ........ x x x x .... .... ........ ...... 6 52 0 a50 
193 Commercial department ofBurritt College ................................ x x .... x ........ x .... .... .... .... .... ........ •••••• 4 32 .... 25 
194 Mahan's Cornmercial College ..................................... ................................... : ........................................................ . 
19:5 Fort Worth Business College........................................ 16 x x x x x .... x x x x .... .... ........ ...... 10 40 10 50 
l!l6 Island City Business College . .. • .. .. .. .. • ..... • • .. .. .. • . 13 .. .. .... 17 x x •••• x x .. .. x x x .. .. .. .. . • .. .. • .. .. • •• .... 6 .. .. 9 160 
197 Livingston's Galveston Business College*....... .. • . .. .. 12 .. .. .. .. ••• • .. x ·x .. • • x x . • .. x x x x ............... _ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. b50 
198 Scherrer's Business College .. .. .. .. . .. .. • • .... .. 12 3 11 10 0 16 x x 0 x 0 0 x x x x x x 305 15 5-24 51 . • .. 36-60 
199 Commercial School, Southwestern University* .......... 10 .... 16 17 x 
200 Commercial College of Trinity University....... 0 0 0 0 0 17 x 
201 Commercial College and Literary Institute ........ :. .... .... .... .••. ...... x 
202 Waco Business College.......................... .... .... .... .... 5 18 x 
203 Texns N orma.l and Commercial School • .. • • • .. .. . . .. .. .. .. • . . • .. . • • • ... • .. x 
204 Qnoen City Commercial Collego* ................ 12 ......... ,.. .... ...... x 
205 Minard Commercial School...................... 15 .. .. • • •• 20 . • • . lfli x 
206 Old Dominion Business College.................. . • .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 18 x 
207 National Business College................................... .... .... 18 x 
208 Foncl du Lac Commerci:il College* .. • • .. .. • • • • • • 4 0 0 0 0 18 x 
209 Green :Bay Business College..................... 10 0 1 0 0 18 x 
210 Silsbee Commercial College .•••••••••••••• ·...... 3 10 6 0 0 18i x 
211 La. Crosse B~sines~ Colle~e* --·······~····· ··.::.--· 0 0 0 0 0 15 x 
212 Northwest-em :Busmess College ... ..-.. •••••• ..... 0 0 15 0 0 19i x 
213 Charles Mayor'~ Commercial College ........ :... .... .... .. .. . ... .... 18 x 
214 Spencerian Busmess College ............ ~:.:... .... .... .... .... .... 181 x 
215 Dr. William :Bayer'~ Commercial College.":'.:.... 0 0 0 0 0 19 x 
210 Pio Nono Commerc1al College ............ !.·.•'.;... 0 0 40 0 0 16 x 
217 Sponoorinn Dusi.n~ss College ..... ':. ...... ~~'!"......... 0 0 0 0 17 x 
~ .. . . . - ------· 
• :From :Report of tho Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
CJ ll'Ol" turn\ or 111:1: l'OO'lltbrt. 
•••••••• , .... X I"" ""I""----~---- .... , .... , .................... ""1""1"""" X X X  X .... x .................................... 40 .... c27 
x .... x ........ x x ............................................ d55 
x .... x ............ x .............................. 452 6 50 
. X X.................................... 0 0 20 40 .... 8 
x .... x x .... x x .... x x .................. 936 
X .. .. X X X X X .. .. • .. • X .. .. 500 100 9 36 
X .. .. X .. .. .. .. X X X X .. .. .. .. 552 10 12 26 
X .... X ........ X X .... .... .... .... ........ ...... 12 
X • • .. X X .. .. X X X X X .. .. 200 25 ...... 
X 0 X X 0 X X X X X 0 125 15 4-10 
X X X 0 0 X X X 0 X X 0 ...... 6 
X X X X 0 X X 0 0 0 0 .. ., , .. . 10 10 
xxxxOxxxxOO 0 0 6 















X 0 X X 0 X X X X 0 0 124 6 12 50 10 
X 0 X 0 0 X X X X 0 0 175 ...... 6-12152 




60 X X X X 0 X X X X X 0 500 ... , .. 5 40 12 
b For life scholarship. 
o For five months' tuition. 
cZ For commercial course. 






























TABLE IV.- Commercial and business colleges j1·o1n wkioh no information has been 1·eceived. 
Name. 
Co~mercinl course in SprinKHil1 College .••••••••••• ~-·-······ 
:Busmess department of St . .Mary s College .................... . 
Pacific Business College ...................................... . 
Commercial department o{Paoific Methodist College .••••••••. 
Evergreen City Business College ................... ...... .. .. . 
H. B. Bryant's Chicago Business College and English Training 
School. · 
Metropolitan Business College .• ••••.•••••••••••••••••• ', ••••••. 
Bowen's Business College and Academy ..................... .. 
Curtiss Business College ..................................... .. 
St.John's Commercial College ................................ . 
Curtiss Business College .. . .. ................................. . 
St. Paul Business College and Telegraphic Institute .......... .. 
Name. 
Location. 
Near Mobile, Ala. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
(320 Post street) . 
Santa Rosa, Cal. 
Bloomington, lll. 
Chicago, Til. (77, 79, 
and 81 State street). 
Chicago, lll. (149-153 
State street). 
Des Moines, Iowa. 
Minneapolis, Mmn. 
St. Joseph, Minn. 
St. Paul, Minn. 
St. Paul, Milm. 
Name. 
Browne's Business College ................................... .. 
Commercial department of St. Joseph's College 
Commercial department of Wake Forest College ...... - ....... . 
Commercial department of Ashland College •••••••••..•.. .••.. 
Nelson's Ladies' Business College ............................. . 
Queen City Commercial College .............................. . 
Commercial course in St. Vincent's College . .. ..• •••••••••..••. 
Commercial department in Trach's Academy ................ .. 
Greenwich Commercial College ..... . . .... .. ................... . 
Commercial School in Winchester Normal. .... ... ........... .. 
Oshkosh Business College .................................... . 
TABLE lV.-Memomnda. 
Location. Remarks. 
Colorado Business College .......................................... • · • .. 
Cuthbert Commercial College .................... u .................... .. 
Denver, Colo ........... . 
Cuthbert, Ga. .......... . 
Closed. 
Not in existence. 
Maumee Business College .............................................. .. 
Allen's Business College .... . . ...................................... • .. .. 
Miller's Great Mercantile College ....................................... .. 
Mt. Pleasant Business College ......................................... .. 
~,ort Wayne, Ind ....... . 
Burlington, Iowa . .... .. 
Keokuk, Iowa ......... . 
Richmond, Iowa ...•.•.. 
Leavenworth, Kans ..•• 
Succeeded by Fort Wayne Business College. 
Closed. 




Brooklyn, N. Y. (304 
and 306 Fulton st.). 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
Wake Forest, N.C. 
Ashland, Ohio. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Cincinnati, Ohio (N. 




East Greenwich, R. L 
Winchester, Tenn. 
Oshkosh, Wis. 
Cruzen's Commercial College ............................................ . 
East Maine Conference Seminary Commercial College ................... . Bucksport, Me ......... . Principal writes: "We have only a commercial course; technically we haTe 
no business college." I . · • ,-•. 
Aylworth's Commercial School ......................................... . 
Battle Creek Business College (C. W. Stone) ........................... .. 
Chambers' Business College ............................................ .. 
Great Western Business College . ....................................... . 
Cady and Walworth's Business College ... .............................. . 
Knauss' Business College (W. P. Gregory) ............................. .. 
Commercial department of the State Normal School ..................... . 
Jones Commercial College .............................................. .. 
Great Southern Business CollegE) ...................................... ••• 
Commercial department of the University ofWaahington Territory ... .. 
Battle Creek, Mich . · .••. 
Battle Creek:, Mich . •••. 
Harpersville, Miss .••••. 
Omaha, Nebr .......... . 
New York, N.Y ...... .. 
Easton, Pa .......... .;<. •• 
Indiana, Pa ........... .. 
Austin, Tex .......... .. 
Parkersburg, W.Va .••. 
Seattle, W ;tsh. Ter .•••.. 
Closed. 
See commercial dfl~artment of Battle Creek High School. 
Removed to Meriilian. 
Succeeded by Wyman Commercial College. 
Name changed to Metropolitan Business College. 
See Easton Business College. 
Not a distinct department. 
Sueoeeded by Austin College (Table VI). 
Removed; not found. 
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TABLE V.-Statistics of Kindergarten for 1882; from r~ 
rd ..!. = Q) 
·~ Pupils. 
1-< 
~ ]& ;::l Cll ~ ill 
N a.me of Kindergarten. Location. 
~ 





~ :z. z 
1 ~ 3 4 :5 6 ,. 8 
----
1 Kindergarten (Judson Marion, Ala. ••••••••••• 1877 Mrs. Margaret E. 1 26 3-10 .... 
Female Institute). Lumpkin. 
2 Kindergarten (Will- Stevenson, .Ala .••••••• ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... ..... . ..... . .... 
iam and Emma A us-
tin College). 
Berkeley, Cal ......... 3 Harmon Seminary ...... Miss~napp .••••••••. . ... .... . ....... . .... 
Kindergarten. 
' Oakland Free Kinder- Oakland, Cal. (659 1880 Miss Minnie Oviatt . .. .... . 40 3-6 3 garten. Broadway). 
5 Pagoda Hill Kinder- Oakland, Cal .••••••••. ....... Miss Phelps .••••••••. . .... ..... . ....... •••• 1 
gartcn. 
San Francisco, Cal. 1882 6 Miss Boyd's School Flora S. Boyd .•••••••• 1 12 4..J.2 4~ 
and Kindergarten. (1015 Leavenworth 
street). 
; 
7 Bovs' and Girls' Aid San Francisco, Cal. 1882 Mrs. F. H. Gray .•••••• 1 50 3-6 5 
:Kindergarten. (68 Clementina 
street). 
8 Charity Kindergarten. San Francisco, Cal. 1881 Miss Cora Griffin . .... ...... ..... 2!-5 . .... 
(512 Union street). 
~ Mrs. Colegat~Baker's San Francisco, Cal. 1878 Mrs. ChaJ1es Gih9n .•. 0 12 3-9 4 
Kinuergartcn. (1608 Van Ness ave-
nne). 
10 Free Kindergarten, San Francisco, Cal. 1882 Miss Emma Marwedel (a) 50 7-H (b) 
Art and ·work (corner Pacific and 
School. Sansome streeta). · 
11 Free Kindergarten, San Francisco, Cal. 1880 Gertrude R. Briggs 1 45 3-6 4 
No.4. (1018Folsom street). and Mrs. Lloyd. 
12 Haight Street llinder. San Francisco, Cal. 1881 .Tessie Curtis ••••••••. 0 12 3-7 5 
5arten (Univensity (119 Haight street). ,. 
ollege). 
13 Mr11. Ha.ven'il Mission San Francisco, Cal. 1881 Louise L. Havens . •• . . 3 65 2-8 41 
Kindergarten.* (corner Eighteenth 
and .Tessie streets). I 
I 
u J"nckS'on Stre t Free San Francisco, Cal. 1879 Miss Belle T. Scott ... 1 50 3-4~ 4 
Kindergarten. (116J"ackson street). 
15 Jackson Street Pnblic San Francisco, Cal. 1880 Flora >"an Den Bergh . .... 45 4-6 5 
Kindt:rgarte!!. (116Jnckson street) . 
i 
*From Report of the Commissioner of l£ducation for 1881. 
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plies to inqzti1'·ies by the United States Bureau of Education. 
c;_.a l~ 
.8 8 Q) •• 
Q II: Q> ... 
.::~!~ 
0,.:::1 0..., Occupations of pupils. Apparatus n.nd appliances. Effect of tho system. 1i)-;;; 1i)Jl 
.a•l"""4 p;.;» • 
Srn g.S ::lp., 
tzi~ tzi 
9 10 11 1~ 13 
-
5 36 Perforating, embossing, ~a per Blocks, sticks, rings, sl~ttes, I Happiest and most satisfactory 
folding, stick laying, lock drawing books, colored results physically and men-
building, weaving, embroid- crayons, and all appli- tally. · 
ering, smging, r.alisthenics, ances · necessary for a 
drawing, and study of natu- Kindergarten. · 
ral history . ..... ..... 
..... ...... 
5 42 All of Frobel's occupations ... All modern appara.tus and The physical and mental de-
appliances for Kinder gar- velopment is wonde.rful, and 
ten. a graml opportunity is af-
forded for moral and religious 
training . .... .. ....... 
5 47 Rudiments of primar:v work Kindergarten tables and l'riost beneficial ; the youn~ 
in connection with kinder- c h airs , blackboards, mind is pleasant1 occupied 
garten gifts. Special atten- charts, zoological and and improved an the body 
tion paid to drawinfo, sew- physiological tab~ets, g!ven free and careful exer-
int, weaving, paper olding, sticks, slats, draw 1 n g CIS e. 
ta lets, sticks, and music. books, slates, and mate-
rials for sewing, weaving, 
and modelling. 
5 40 W e:wing, sewing, drawing, .............................. ··- Marked improvement in tho 
exercises with 1st gift and children and beneficial influ-
tablets, making of straw 
and paper chains, songs, and 
ence on the parents. 
games . .... .... 
5 40 All Frobel's occupations ...... Frobel's f.ifts, Kindergar- Develops the physical, moral, 
ten tab es, blackboards, and intellectual faculties, 
piano, &c. ~~~ef~~::t~!h ~~~~~~o~ 
Frobel's occupations •••••••••. The Kindergarten gifts and 
of a thorough ~ucation. ..... 40 Develops the mental faculties 
materials. throu~hartistic and mechan-
icalla or, imHroves the man-
nersofthech1 dren,and turns 
natural talent into right di-
rections. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations and ex- Pictures, plants, black: Very satisfactory.' 
ercises with the gifts. board, piano, &c. 
5 44 Perforating, sewinfih drawing, Gifts, tables, and seats, Children are further advanced 
weaving, model · ~· paper piano, plants, and a large mentally than those who 
folding, ~per cuttmg, and sunny room. have not received the same 
chain ma ·ng. training. 
5 40 Frobel's l9fts and ocoupa- Frobel's gifts and materials, Tends to form a graceful fig-
tiona, obJect lessons1 games, slates, blackboards, de- ure, cultivates the rerceptive motion songs, dancmg, cal- signs for drawing, cra:yon faculties, habits o attention 
isthenics, and lessons in and water colors, musiCal and concentration and in-
German and drawing. charts, educational charta, duces kindness and generos-
&c. ity of dispositon and general 
refinement of character. 
5 40 Pricking, sewing, drawing, Piano, s q n a r e d tab 1 e s, 
weavinJ): paper cuttinfupa.- ttquared blackboard, 
per fol ·ng, and mode ·ng. slates, gifts, and every-
thing essential to a first 
Weaving, sewing, pricking, 
class Kindergarten. 
5 42 Gifts, tables, benches, pict- Children are better fitted mon-
paper folding, pa~er cut- ures, sla.tes, and squared tally and morally to begin 
tin§, drawing. stic laying, blackboards. the 'hard world of school, ha.v-
an slat work. ing been trained to hab,its of 
attention, thoughtfulness, 
and obedience, accompanied 
with pleasing and strength-
ening physica.I exercise. 
a The normal pupils of the Pacific Kindergarten Normal School. b Two hours weekly. 
27E 
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TABLE V .-Statistics of Kincler{lii?'ten fm· 1R82 ; from nplies to 
N arne of Kindergarten. Locn.tion. Name of conductor. 
l------------------l-----------------l-----l------------------l-~i---1-------
1 3 4 I) 6 '7 s 
---
16 Kf1~~~~rtS~t~:s' t~ San Francisco, Cal. 1879 Miss Fannie Temple .. .... . 45 3-6 4, (5121\linna street). 
fant Shelter. 
17 Kinder ~·rten of San Francisco, Cal. 1880 Ella F. James ..•••••. 1 50 2i-6 4 
Young omen 's · (29 Minna street). 
Christian .A.ssocia-
tion. 
18 Kindorgarten (Prot- San Francisco, Cal. ••. 1881 Marcia D. Crane ...... 1 48 3-6 3! 
esta1lt Orphan .A. sy-
' him). 
19 Ladies' Protect.ion and San Francisco, Cal.... .... . . Miss Hinton .......................... .. 
Relief Society Kin-
20 uf::i%~ri?~ee Kinder- San Fra-ncisco, Cal. 1882 Miss Lily L. Ransom.. 2 68 3-7 5 
garten. (Bartlett and Twen• 
ty-second street!!). 
21 Model Kindergarten.. San Francisco, Cal. a18BO Emma Marwedel . • . • . 3 40 3-12 3, 5 
(1711 VanNess ave.) 
22 New Silver Street 
ltindergl\.rten. 
23 Pioneer Free Kinder-
garten. 
24 St. Luke's Freo Kin-
<lergarten. 
25 Silv r traet Kinder-
g1utcn, No.2. 





San Francisco, Cn.l. 1882 Miss Nora Smith ..... (b) S5 3--5~ 4 
( 64. Sil'ver street). 
San Fra.ncia<lO, Cal. 1881 Mrs. F. H. Gray ...... 2 78 3-6 5 
~corner Market and 
eventh stt'eets). 
San Francisco, Cal. 1882 Mrs. B. M. Briggs .•.. 1 45 3l-6 4 
(n. a. corner Polk 
I and Pacitl.c etreots). 
San Francisco, Cal. 1882 Mrs. Mary E . .Arnold •. (b) 70 3-5~ 4 
(64 Silver street). 
San Francisco, CaL... ...... Miss Thompson ..................... · ... 
'an Frnncisco, Cal. 1881 .A..nna. M. Stovall ... • . • 0 40 5-6 ' 
(512 Union street). 
San Francisco, Cnl. 1877 Mrs. F. Taubman..... 2 30 3-7 3-4 
(922 Post street). 
a At San Francisco; first established at Los Angeles in 1876. 
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5 . - ·· 
5 · - · -
5 51 
5 42 
Frobel's occupations, music, 
gymnastics, &c.; reading, 
natural history, spelling, 
andwritingfortheadvanced 
class. 
Exercises with 1st, 2d, 3d, 
and 7th gifts, drawing, stick 
!aying, paper folding, weav-
mg, and sewmg, accompa-
nied with songs and games. 
W camug, sewing, pncking, 
paper folding, stick laying, 
chain making, tablet laying• 
drawing, 1st, 2d, and aa. 
gifts, games, and stories. 
Sewing, weaving, drawing, 
modelling, stick laying, pa-
per folding, paper cutting, 
paper twisting, tablet and 
ri~g laying, and building 
w1tll blocks. 
'I he usual Kindergarten ma-
terials and a piano. 
Kindergarten furniture, 
gifts, and material for oc-
cupations. 
Instructive pictures of the 
various products of the an-
imal, vegetable, and min-
eral kingdoms, black-
boards, &c. 
Frobel's gifts and materials 
for the occupations. 
5 40 Usual occupations, culture of Usual apparatus, a gl\nlen, 
flowers and vegetables, silk a palm grove, a play-
raising, &c. ground, cabinets, pic t-
ures, sand tables, and ap-
pliances for modelling. 
5 44 .A.ll of Frobel's occupations ... 
5 40 Weaving, sewing, drawincr, 
paper folding, exercises 
with tablets, sticks, I'ings, 
1st and 2d gifts, chain mak-
ing, songs, and games. 
5 aa Sewing, weaving, drawing, 
paper foldinp:, pricking, 
stick and tablet laying, and 
building with cubes. 





ExercisE's with Frobel's gifts, 
practical use of English, 
French, and Genuau lan-
guagos, games, &c. 
.A. room, 70 x 30 feet, beauti-
fully decorated and fur-
nished, Frobel's gifts, 
small collection of min-
erals, birds, :fishes, &c., a 
piano and other musical 
mstruments. 
Sand table, slats, &c .•••.... 
S quare d tables, l1locks, 
sticks~ tablets, and mate-
t·ials tor weaving, draw-
ing, sewing, pricking, &c. 
Largeairyroom, completely 
equipped with furniture 
and apparatus for a model 
Kindergarten. 
Usnal apparatu~ and appli-
ances, 
Tho gifts, picture charts, 
numerical frames, squared 
tables, &c. 
Very satisfactory. 
Superior to any other system 
for harmonious training of 
body and mind. 
Through the occnp ations, 
games, and exercises the 
muscular system is evenly 
and carefuliy doYeloped, and 
every mental faculty is fur. 
nished support and nourish-
ment. 
Makes the children vivacious, 
obedient, attentive, and ob-
serving; accustoms them to 
memorize and reason; and 
teaches self-control, amiabil· 
ity, self-reliance, and hon-
esty; 
Develops muscular strength, 
self-r<Jil.iance, and general 
health, teaches clearness and 
precision in the use of the 
hand leading to skill in art 
and tho mechanics, influences 
the intellectual, social, and 
ethical natures and gradually 
leads the youngest child into 
the kingdom of righteous-
ness, order, and beauty. 
The children are romarkablefor 
their punctuality and attend-· 
ance, though coming from 
the poorest classes only, ancl 
the refining and elevating in-
fluences affect not only the 
children but the parents. 
Marked mental improvement 
after the first few months. 
The children are remarkable 
for their punctuality and 
attendance, thongll coming 
from the lowest classes only, 
and the refining and eleva-
ting influences ~ffect not only 
tho children but the parents. 
llarmonious developmPnt of 
tho child's three-ful<l nature. 
Make8 tho little ones sodablo, 
polite, kind, obliging, uu-
seHiRb, apt in nllmcchanica,l 
occupa.t.lons, d(ICilo, obedient, 
aud calls int() action all thG 
finest quautie s of their nat-
ui·es. 
b The normal pupils of Mrs--Wiggins' trainin~ class. 
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TABLE V.-StatiBticB of Kindergartenfor 1882; jl'orn ?'eplies to 
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1 2 3 4 li 6 ,. s 
··-- 125 
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~~ Kindergarten . ..•..•.. San Jose, Cal. (cor. 1881 Eilith C. Mason . •.••.. 3-7 3i 
' Empire and 15th 
streets). 
30 San J os6 Free Kinder- San Jose, Cal. •••••••. 1882 Helen D. Barnard .•••• 1 45 3-6 3 
garten. 
31 Kindergarten ..••..•.. Bridgeport, Conn. (287 1872 Miss Hannah W. Terry 3 40 3-1 3 
J'l!_yrtle avenue). 
32 Kindergarten (Hart- Hartford, Conn ....•.. 1880 Alice Flynn and Car- .... 40 3-10 3 
ford Female Semi- rie Morley. 
nary).* 
New Britain, Conn. Miss Annie M. Bow-33 Now Britain Kinder- 1880 ...... 18 3-10 3 
garten.a (Camp street). era. 
34 Wrst End Institute New Haven, Conn. (00 1875 Miss Mary L. Cros- 1 22 4-8 4 
Kinuergarten. Howe street). sette. 
35 American Kindorgar- New Milford, Conn. 1875 Mamie C. Wells •.••••• ..... 12 4-14 4i 
ten. (Elm street). . 
36 Misses Alcott and Stamford, Conn. (13 1879 Misses Alcott and ........ 28 3-10 3! 
Sherwood's Kinder- Prospect street). Sherwood. 
garten. 
37 Frobel Kindergarten* Wilmin~ton, Del. (001 1880 Thalia . M. Negen- 1 14 3-8 3 
Washmgton street). dank. 
38 Wilmington Frobel Wilmin9iton, Del. (508 1879 Miss Cora H. Rust .••. 1 17 3-7 3 
Kindergarten. West Tenth street). 
. 
39 Belleville Kindergar- Belleville, Ill. (Jll.Ck- 1874 Miss Anna Trotz ..... 1 92 3 4l 
ten. son street). 
40 Fourth Avenue Kin- Ch ica.Ko, Ill. (129 1882 Emma M. Chambers .. ..... ....... 3-7 . 3 
dergarten. Fourt avenue). 
41 I F'tibol Kin<l&garl<n• Chicago, Til. (3 East 1881 Leonore S. Goodwin ... ....... 5 3-5 3 
Fortieth 11treet). 
42 I Frobel Kindergarten Chicago, Til. (61 Twen- 1878 Mrs. A. B. Scott . .••••• 2 40 3-10 3 
and chool. ty-second street). 
'3 Frobel Kindergarten. Chica~o, 111. (420 Wa- 1882 Mesdames Bovee and ....... 21 ~ 3 
lleimstreet's L:ln.asi- bash avenue). I Digby. cal Institute. 
41 Ger~n Kindergarten Cbica~o, Til. (122South 1873 Mills fa.thilde Bur- 1 25 4-8 4: 
Morgan street). mester. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
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5 32 Usual occupations. 
5 ...... Sewing, drawing, paper fold- Musical instruments (piano, Develops the powers of percep-
ing, paper cutting, weaving-, dJ·um, tambourine, trian- tion, expression, aJ)(l inven-
chain making, and model· gle), s~uared blackboards, tion, encourages individual-
ling. natura history charts, a ity, strengthens and gives 
garden, 1st, 2d, and 3d, grace to the body, and trains 
5 40 Those belonging to Frobel's 
ljifts, tablets, shells, &c. to manual dexterity. 
A needed under Frobel's Excellent. In manr instances 
5 40 
system. system. · marked and strikmg. ....................................... Approved and modern ap-
paratus. 
5 40 Weaving, drawing, perforat- Frobel's gifts and materials. Develops physical, intellect-
ing, block building, model- ual, and moral faculties in 
!ing, games, songs, and read- harmony, awakens a desire 
mg. for knowledge, and cultivates 
systemat.ic habits. 
5 36 Embroidery, drawing, weav- Blocks, sticks, rings, weav- Cultivates patience, persever-
ing, paper cutting, march- ing and perforating nee- ance, somability, and a de-
ing, gymnastics, gam o s, illes, numerical frame, go- sire for knowledge. 
singing, reading, spelling, niograph, piano, &c. 
numbers, geography; also 
oral lessons in French and 
5 40 
botany and other subjects. 
Lessons with blocks, perfo- Blocks, cards, zephyrs, pen-
rating, embroidering-, em- cils, colored crayons, and 
bossing, dra,wing, coloring, paints. 
5 
and painting. 
36 The usual Frobel gifts a,nd oc- Frobel's gifts and materials Imparts grace and ease of roo-
cupations, marching, games, for occupations, slates, tion and carriage, cultivates 
gymnastics, &c. blackboard, tables, chairs, the powers of concentration, 
piano, &c. application, and readiness to 
understand and adapt new. 
ideas. 
5 36 Sewing, pricking, folding, cut- Squared tables, &c .••••••••• Imparts grace and ease, culti-
ting, drawing, weaving, clay vates habits of observation, 
work, peas work, stick lay- stimulates the rea,sonin~ fac-
ing, rin!f laying, tablet lay- ultie3 and carefully nur urea 
5 36 
ing, an block building. all good impulses. 
All of Frobel's gifts and occu- Those used in a Frobel Kin- Cultivates habits of attention, 
pations, games, songs, calls- dergartcn, plants, pictures, observation, thoughtfulness, 
thenics, &c. blackboard, minerals, sociability, kindness and 
aquarium, piano, &c. cheerfulness, and is also a 
~~K~~~~clb~~)~~~~kn for ad-
6 40 Frobel's occupations and gifts, The twenty gifts and occupa- Excellent physic~l develop-
jzymnastics, object lessons, t10ns, Indian clubs, wands, ment, and supol'lor prepara-
5 
sing-ing, and declamation. ancl pictures. tion for public school. 
40 Modelling, peas work, sewing, . Kindergarten tables, chairs, DevelOJ?S the physical nature, 
drawing, perfomting, object Frobel's gifts (including exeretses the powers of o bser-
losson1:1, and games. the baU, cube, and cylin- vation, and inculcates habits 
der, and divisions and of industry. 
5 14 Weaving, drawing, pnper fold-
subdivisions'ofthe samo.) 
Balls, gifts, beads, peas, and Develops the child physical~y, 
ing, sewing, modelling, per- colox·ed paper. • and tends to make him 
forating, gifts, singing, and healthy and happy. 
games. 
5 40 Usual Frobel occupations. Frobel's gifts and occupa- Harmonious physical, mental, 
tion m11terial, seeds, and and moral development. 
gardening tools, piano, 
charts for reading and 
numbers. 
5 52 Exorcises with all the gifts, The usual gifts, and a piano. It awakens tho faculties of the 
marching, singing, and gym- . miml, and improves and de-nastics. velops them m a wonderful 
5 42 .All the usual Kindergarten 
degree. 
occupations. 
a Statistics a:r;e for tho :rear ending J1me, 1882; the·Kinclorgarten hns since suspcndeu. 
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45 Misseo Grant's Kin- Chicago, Til. (247 and 1878 MiRses Annie L. and 2 34 3-9 3 
dergartcn. 249 Dcal'l.JOrn ave- Ma1·y Howe. 
nne). 
4,6 Herfo1·~l Kindergn.r-1 
r 
1881 Miss Lottie Sa'Qllllons. 2 50 3-5~ 3 
ten, A.M. 
I Chioago, Ill. (oome' j 
H.,.fonl Kind.,.go,. r 
Twcnty-s13Concl and 
Arnold streets). 
47 I 1882 Miss M.A. Powell .••. 1 .... ........ ....... to~, P.M. ) 
Misses .Bell Reed and 48 Kinllergarton ..•..•... Chiongo, Ill. (Temper· 1882 ........ ........ . ..... ....... 
ance Hall, State st., Carrie Soper. 
south of 28th). 
49 Kindergarten .•••.•••. Chicago, Ill. (1237 1882 Miss M. E. Foster ..••. . -~· ....... ......... ··-· 
St;-tte street). 
50 Kindergarten ..•...••. Chicago, Ill. (3347For- 1282 M. J" ennie Calkins .... ..... ...... ....... . ...... 
rest avenue). 
51 Kindergarten, Hol- Chicago, Ill. (corner 1881 Miss Kate Skinner .... -··· ...... ........ ...... 
land Presbyterian Erie and Noble sts.). 
Church. 
52 mm1ergarten, 1'1{. E. Chicago, Ill. (778 Hal· 1881 Miss Eva .B. Whitmore .... ...... ...... . ~·· 
Church. stead street). 
53 Ki~dorgarten (Mrs. Chicago, Ill. (253.5 1878 Mrs. Alice H. Putnam. 3 40 3-7 3 
Loring's School for Prairie avenue). 
YoQllg Ladies). 
5 
S4 Kindergarten, Twen- Chicago, Ill. (Thirty- 1881 Miss Florence Eber· .... ........ ...... .... 
t .v-aecondstreet, W. :first street and Cot· hart. 
C.T. U. tageGrove n.vcnue). 
5 IDDltorl!ntten, West Chicago, Ill. (384 "\vest 1882 Miss Susie Spaids ..... .... .... . ..... .... 
Side YoungPeor>le's Randolph street). 
C.T.U. 
56 Kinclergn.rton, Young Chicago, TIL (Michigan 1881 ¥iss Rebecca Tits· .... ..... ....... .... 
Laili,es' C. T. U. ave., ncar 22cl st.). worth. 
7 Ki.J;kla.nd Kindergar- Chicago, Ill. (257 Hu- 1881 Misses Marie Louise 2 35 3-7 a 
ten. ron street). llomy and Hattie A . 
.Brown. 
5 
58 Memorial Kindcrg:w- Chicago, Ill. (147 Mil- 1879 Mary W . .Tones ....... 1 40 3-7 3 
ten. ton avenue). 
5!) Memori:tl Kimlergar- Chicago, Ill. (147 Mil- 1882 Mary W . .Tones ....... 1 40 3-7 2 
p:{~&t' Ga.~:den ~is- ton avenue). 3 0 Chicago, Ill. (40 Fourth 1881 J" osephine I. McGuire. 4 92 3-7 
sion Free Kinder- avenue). 
6 
garten. 
Jl Tinilroad Ch~pel KJn- Ch ica~o, ill. (1419 State 1882 Miss Corn El>ol'hart .•• a 48 3-7 a 
derga.rton. street). 
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5 40 Modelling, folding, weaving, Tab I e s, chairs, squared Imparts manual dexterity and 
sewinc:, drawing, pricking, slates, blackboards, draw- grace in motion, trains the 
bead and straw stringing, ing books, worsted balls, eye and ear, dev.elops the 
exercises with the gifts, block s, sticks, tablets, powers of perceptiOn, atten-
sintng, playing, marQhing, rings, materials for model- tion, and imagination, and 
am care of plants. lin~, weaving, folding, stimulates tho memory. 
pncking, sewing, and 
stringing, a ~iano, plants, 
5 
and natural istory cards. 
...... Perforating, sewing, weaving, B11lls, beads, sticks, tablets, Imparts deftness to tho hands, 
paper folding, paper cutting, blocks, and lentils. and grace and ease to the 
drawing, modelling, singing, whole body, teaches accu-
marching, and games. racy, invention, symmetry of 
form, harmony of color, and 
love of the beautiful; culti-
v::ttes habits of neatness, 







5 40 Frobel's occttpations and rufts, Kindert!'rten tables, chairs, It gives increased physical and 
movement plays, marc ·ng, sand bles, plants, piano, mental strength, especially 
&c. &c. power to observe accurately 
and skill to execute . ... ...... 
... ..... 
.. . ...... 
5 40 All of Frobel's twenty gifts S~ared tables, slates, black- Harmonious development of 
and occupations. oard, and dra.wing books. body and mind. The child 
becomes strong, graceful {cO· 
lite, self-ilopendent, skii ul, 
5 42 Usual Frobel occupations .•••• Usual Kindergarten 
thoughtfnl, and constructive. 
appa- Excellent p1·eparation for fut· 
ratus. ure school work. 
5 42 Usual Frobel occupations ..••. Usual Kindergarten 
ratus. 
appa- Good. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations ......... . ................................ Imparts elasticity and har-
monyin movement., promotes 
health and cheerfu lness, 
awakens the observing pow-
ers and a desire for knowl-
edge, and teaches tho child 
tho use of surronnding ob-
tects and to handle, to com-
ine, and to construct intolli-
5 40 Perforatin~, sewing, weaving, 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5tb, and 6th 
gently. 
Promotes health of b0<1y and 
p!tporfol ing, papercutting gifts, representing solids; mind, sometimes producing 
an <l intertwining p e n. s 7th, 8Lb, and 9th gifts, rep- won<lerful1osults. 
work, modelling:, <irawing, I't>Sentincf surfaces; lOth, 
and exercises w1th tho gifts. 11th, an 12th gifts, repro-
senting lines; 13th gift, 
representing the point; 
materials for the occnpa-
~ tions, chairs, and tables. 
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62 Holy Trinity School Danville, lll .••.•••••. 1880 Miss .Annie G. Galt ... ..... 37 33-8 4 
Kindergarten. 
63 Forestville Public H~de Park, ill. (cor. 1877 Emily G•Hayward ... 1 44 3- 2 
Kindergarten. orty-fi.fth street 
and St. Lawrence 
avenue}. 
64 Kindergarden depart- Jacksonville, Ill .••••. 1881 Miss C. J. Marshall ... 0 30 4-10 4! 
ment of Illinois Fe-
male College. 
28 3-9 4 65 La GrangeKindergar- La Grange, ill .••.••.. 1878 Mary F. Fox: ..•.•••••. ....... 
ten.* 
66 Classical School Kin- Indianap,olis, Ind. 1882 Nora E. Farquhar .•.. 1 25 3-7 3 
dergarten. (Pennsy vania st.) 
67 F reo Kindergarten, Indianapolis, Ind ..... 1882 .......................................... ....... ..... ........... ...... 
No.1. 
68 Free Kindergarten, Indianapolis, Ind. (282 1882 Mrs. E. A. Blaker .... (a} 45 3-7 3 
No.2. W. Market street}. 
69 Kindergarten of the Indianapolis, Ind. (200 188~ Mrs. E. A. Blaker .••. 0 15 3-7 3 
Hadley and Roberts N. Meridian street). 
Academy. 
7 3-7 3-5 70 Normal Kindergarten. India~olis, Ind. (36 1875 Alice ChaJ?in .•••••••. 45 
W. 1chigan st.}. 
71 North End Kinder-
garten. 
Indian:1polis, Ind. (S. 
E. corner of Illinois 
~880 Mary L. Augbinbaugh 1 20 3-10 3 
and Eighth streets}. 
72 Mrs. Wynn's Kinder- Indianapolis, Ind. (159 1880 Mrs. Cynthia C. Wynn 0 15 3-7 4 
garten. Park avenue). 
73 Cedar Rapids Kinuer- Cedar Rapids, Iowa 1877 Mrs. C. F. Madeira 3 55 3!-8 3 
garten. (230 Third avenue). and Misses Bossie 
and Lucy Madoi.J:a. 
74 Bloomer School Kin· Council Bluffs, Iowa 1882 Miss Sara Eddy ...... 1 84 5-7 3 
dergal'ten. (Willow avenue). 
75 Des Moines Kinder- Des Moines, Iowa 1876 Mrs. Lucy B. Collins .. 2 35 4-7 3 
garten. (Ninth street). 
76 Kindergarten School.. Manchester, Iowa 1878 Mrs. E. J. Con gar .••. 0 25 3-7 5 
Kindergarten depart-
{Howard street). 
35 3-8 3 77 Emporia, Kans. 1882 Emilie Kuhlmann .... ...... 
m<·nt, State Nonnal (Twelfth avenue). 
School. 
"' From ReJ_>ort of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
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5 40 Usual Kindergarten work Usual apparatus of a Frobel D:;~l~~~~~~tc!n~aEft~s~r~lr. and primary instruction. Kindergarten. 
servation, thought, inven-
5 All the Kindergn.rten occupa-
tion, neatness, and order. 
40 UsuRl Kindergarten appli- lmEarts case and erectness to 
tiona except the 5th, 6th, ances. t, e carriage, brightens ltnd 
and 15th gifts. exhilarates the whole deport-
mont, and quickens t.he pow-
ers of perception and under-
5 Wen.ving, modelling, sewing, 
standing. 
40 .................................. Good. 
games, counting, spelling, 
rea.din_g. &c. 
5 40 All the Kindergarten gifts ............................... Strengthens the body, forms 
with the exception of the correct hr~bits of thinldug, 
6th, 16th, and 17th. and employs the awakening 
mind. 
5 36 Frobel's occupn.tions .•••.••••• .. ....... ...... .... .. ...... ...... Good . 
..... ...... 
5 52 Sewing, weaving, pricking, Those necessary to carry Strengthens the body anrl mind 
?norlelliug, drawing, paint- out Frobel's i(loas of child :tnd puts the child in posses-
mg, &c. education. sion of its faculties. 
5 40 Those of Frobel's system ..... All necessary for a true Kin- Harmonious development of 
dergarten. the cbild's powers. 
5 40 AllKindergarten occuRations .All needed applia.nces and a Quickens all the powers of tl1e 
and gifts, music, gar enin_e, large playgrouncl. mind and cultivates freodorn, 
gymn as tics, and for the sociability, and happiness in 
older ones reading, writinff, the child. 
elocution, history, mytho . 
ogy, &c. 
Makes the children ~ncefnl, 5 40 Building with cubes, pbnes, Cubes, sticks, planes, rings, 
sticks, and rings; drawin~, &c. polite, and cleanly; evelopa 
sewing, weavinf, paperfol . ideas of number and form, 
ing, fJaper cu ting, and and teaches the use of the 
mode ling. faculties in various ways. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations ..•••••••• Frobel's appliances ....•••••• Promotes natural 1:·owth of 
tl1e muscles, awa ens per. 
caption, cu ltivates taste in 
design, and makes children 
more thoughtful, sympa-
thetic, and ha.ppy. 
5 40 .AU Frobel's occupationa, gifts, Piano, globes, pictures, and Develops harmoniously the 
and games. all materials necessary, physical, mental, and moml 
for instruction in a Kin- powers of the child. 
5 40 All Frobel's occupations and 
dergarten. 
Teaches control of the muscles, Kindergarten chairs and 
gifts. tables, .piano, blackboard, giving a graceful a.nd digni-
pictures, eeeds, plants, fied carriage and deftness to 
and Frobel's gifta n,nd oc- the hand, trains the senses, 
cupations. develops the faculties of per-
caption and judgment, culti-. vates a habit of Jmmetrical 
aiTangement an qlassifica-
tion of objects, ancl leltds 
to correct expression of 
Weaving, paper folding, paper 
thought. 
and 5 38 Gifts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and Develops the hand, bead, 
cutting, interlacing, prick- 9, and aU necessary ap- heart simultaneously. 
ing, sewing, drawing, peas pliances. 
5 24 
work, and modelling. 
Promotes healthy physical anu Paper folding, sewmg, ring Cubes, slats, tablets &c ..... 
laying, &c. mental growth. 
5 40 Weaving, perforating, em- 1st, 3cl, 4th, 5th, and 7th 1 Develop~ the P?\~ers of b~flk 
broidering, paper foldine;, gift.~, rin!s, sticks, ancl 
1 
and IDIJ?-d, tramwg t<! qu~c 
peas work, and drawing. reading c art. perceptiOn and cu~t1vatmg 
a love for the beautiful. 
a The pupils of the Indi:ma KindergartQn Trainin.~: School. 
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iS Lawrence Kindergar- Lawrence, Kans .•••. - 1874 Miss Georgina Coat- ..... 20 4-9 3~ 
ton. hupc. 
79 Kindergarten (College Topeka, Kans •••••••. 1880 Mrs. Ruth Giffin ••••• 2 61 3-12 3. 
of t h o S i s t e r s of 
Bethany.) 
80 Kindergarten (K en- Lo11isville, Ky .••••••. 1881 Miss Eleanor Beebe .• 0 20 6-12 4 
tuck y Institution 
fur the Blind). 
81 Kinclort'l.rten of Loc- NowOrle:ms, La. (280 ...... Mrs. P. r. Lowry .... ...... 24 3-9 3 
quet- eroy Insti- Camp street). 
tute. 
82 Southern Academic Now Orleans, La. (67 1881 Kate C. Seaman ...... 4 70 4-10 3 
a n d Kindei·g1nton Coliseum Rtreot, 
Institute. cor. of St. Mary). · 
83 BA.tes Street Kinder- Lewi Rton, Me. (34 1875 Miss Mn.ry H. Irish ... ...... 40 4-8 5 
garteu. Nichols street). 
. 
84 Kindergarten (Miss Portl:tnd, Mo. (148 1874 Miss .Jennie D. Proctor 1 18 
:>-7 !"' Sn.rg nt's School). Spring street) . 
85 Carrollton Avenue Baltimore, Md. (175 1881 Miriam. Gover .•...... 1 11 3-7 3 
Kindergarten. Carrollton avenue). 
. 




~ergartt'n. W. F:1.yette I'Jtreet). 
Km<lurg. rten* ........ Baltimore. Md. (139 1880 Nrumie Montgomery 3-7 3 
W. Biddle street). .Johus. 
I 
• From Report nt tho Commissioner of Eduontlon for 1881. 
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5 50 Weaving, perforating. paper 
folding, singing, playing, 
lessons in number ~Lnd the 
alphabet, and for the more 
advanced pupils reading, 
writing, and arithmetic. 
5 36 1 S{twing, weaving, pricking, paper folding, drawing, ob-
I ject lessons, gift lessons, games, singing, reading, 
writing, spelling, number, ' 
&c. 
5 40 Weaving, paper folding, em-
broidering, modelling, per-








wire, bead stringing, cord 
knotting and braiding, 
games, slate work, &c. 
Lessons in form and color, 
object lessons in natural 
history, calisthenics, per-
forating, embroidering, em-
bossing, weaving, chain 
making, stick and ring lay-
ing, modelling, interlacing, 
and designing. 
Modelling, drawing, sewing, 
weaving, perforating, peas 
work, stick laying, Eaper 
:~t~~~atic~i~~~rci~~s~fu 
blocks, sticks, rings, &c. 
Block building, sewing, weav-
ing, porl'orating, paper fold-
ing, drawing, singing, read-
ing, -writing, games, 1essons 
in number, color, and physi-
ology. 
Those of a true Kindergarten, 
where only ~robel's pl'in-
ciples are adm1Lted. 
Exercises with balls, blocks, 
tablets, slats, sticks, rings 
and beads, pricking, Aewing, 
drawing, weaving, interlac-
ing, paper folding, paper 
cutting, peas work. model-
ling, songs, and games. 
·weaving, sewing, pricking, 
building, laying of rings 
and sticks, drawing, model-
ling, paper folding, singing, 
&c. 
Squared tables, blocks, balls, 
pegs, tablets, embroidery 
cards, and materials for 
weaving and folding. 
Piano, tables, chairs, blocks, 
slates, sticks, slats, charts, 
kitchen garden app li-
ances, palls, tablets, and 
materials for parquetry. 
Materials for weaving, sew-
ing, and modelling, tab-
lets, sticks, rings, balls, 
2d, 3d, and 4th gifts, wires 
and cork cubes, wax, r::tt!re, and slates for 
Blackboa.rd, tables, chairs, 
piano, cabinet, blocks, 
materials for modelling, 
sticks, rings, and slats. 
Squared tables, chairs, 
pia.no, cymbals, triangles, 
b ells, Kindergarten 
blocks, sticks, rings, and 
materials for the occupa-
tions. 
Blocks, slates, materials for 
sewing, weaving, paper 
folding, &c. 
Those necessa,ry for y, true 
Kindergarten. 
Tables, chairs. blackboard, 
piano, anda.llmaterialnec-
CfiSary in the use of Fro-
bel's gifts. 
Fr~bel's gifts and materials 
for the occup~~tions, 
squared blackboard, col-
ored chalks, piano, and 
arrangement for the 
growt,h of flowers. 
Trains the eye and hand 
strengthens the memory, and 
develops ideas of number. 
Strengthens the muscles, cul-
tivates theobservingpowers, 
and develops the mental fac. 
ulties generally. . 
Produces the happiest results ; 
the natural and pleasing in-
centives to effort arouse and 
interest the dormant minds, 
make sensitive and skilful 
the feeble hands, and put 
~~jlhi!n dco~Jiti~n i ntl;>a: 
former methods have done. 
Develops the muscles, en-
lar ge s the chest, and 
strengthens . weak lungs, 
gives graceful and easy car-
riage to the body, cultivates 
the memory, awakens per-
ception, teaches children to 
examine objects for them. 
selves and to give expression 
to their ideas, and inculcates 
lessons- of love to God and 
humanity. 
Marked development of mind 
and body. 
Excellent. 
Superior preparation, both 
f~lu~~~~ho~l~~k~tally, for 
Makes the chUdren strong, 
graceful, and easy in their 
movements, teaches tbem to 
observe closely and to ex-
press their ides.a cle1u·ly, nnd 
cultivates cheerfulncHs, gen-
tleness, and unselfishness. 
It~ beneficial effect in the phys-
lcal development of the child 
is evident to the most super-
ficial observer, anclit.sa~rency 
in the development of tho 
mind is !)VCll more marked, 
awakening as it does the cre-
ative facriltieF>, giYing clear-
ness of thought, correctness 
of perception, and laying the 
foundations for o..fter tmin-
ing. 
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88 Miss Williams' Kin- Baltimore. Md. (n. e. 1874 E. Otis Williams .•.•. 1 28 4-6 3 
dergarten. corner Park and 
Eager streets). 
Nellie F. Richardson .. 1 23 5-7 4 89 Miss Yeates' Kinder- Baltimore, Md. (89 Me- 1875 
garten. Culloh street). 
90 Zion School Kinder- Baltimore, M.d. (N. 1874 Anna Brnmmor .•••••• 2 20 4-6 4 
garten. Gay street). 
91 Abby Tolman Memo-
rial Kindergarten. 
:Boston, Mass. (Tenny-
son street, Starr 
King. School). 
1873 Mary T. Smith ..••••. ..... 25 3-6 3 
92 Chardon Court Kin- Boston, Mass. (School- 1880 Ida A. Noyes .•.•••••• 1 50 3-5 3 






........ Mary C. Peabody ..... ..... 25 3t-4 3 
school-house. 
D4 Chauncy Hall Kinder-
garten. 
Boston, Mass. (259 
Boylston street). 
1874 Lucy Wheelock .•.••. 1 14 3-7 3, 3i 
95 Kinder~arten ..••••••. Boston, Mass. (33 ...... ...... ...... ..... .. ....... ...... ..... ....... . ..... . 
Blossom street). 
96 Kindergarten ..••••••. Boston, Mass. (pri- ...... ............................ --·· ...... ........... ----
mary school-house, 
Kindergarten . .••.•••. 
East street). 




Miss Nina Moore ...•. 7 3-6 a 98 Boston, Mass. (28 1870 ...... 
Mt. Vernon street). I 9!) Kindergarten depart- Boston, Mass. (Trin· 1881 ............ ...... ...... ..... ...... ...... ........ ................. . 
ment of Tnnity ity Church). 
House. 
1 00 ~!eJ¥~~sf:f~~ Boston, Mass. (39 .......... Miss Etta Macy and ..... 50 3-5 I 3 N. Bennett street). Miss C. W. Davis. 
:!lome.* 
01 Kindergarten of Em- Boston, Mass ..••..... 1882 ..................................... ....... ........ .......... ..... . 
manuel Church. 
1 
02 Kinder g a.rten, old Boston, Mass. (Hud- .......... ................................ ........ ......... . ........ ··-· 
Rrimary schoo l - son street). 
ouse. 
1 03 Kin~rC~:ition;~td Boston, Mass ......... ....... Miss Della Bennett ... 1 ..... .. ...... ....... . 
Mas a ach us etta 
School for the Blind.* 
04 X:~~~~~~~~.Qtrincy Boston, Mass. street). 
(Tyler ........... .................................... ........ ....... ... ... , .... 
05 x:~~11~~~~. Sharp :Boston, M.a s. (cor. ............ ..................................... ...... ....... . .... . .............. .. Ander. ona.ndPinck- I I ney streets). l 
1 
*From Report of tho Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
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Building, exercises with tab-
lets, slats, peas, sticks, 
rings, thread, perforating, 
modelling, embroidering, 
net work, drawing, paint-
ing, weaving, intertwining, 
paper foldinp;, paper cut-
tin~r, and cardboard work. 
Building with blocks, model-
ling, forming figures with 
. sticks, rings, tablets, slats, 
:·· &c.,weavin15, papercutt~g, 
· paper foldmg, gardenmg, 
'l; marching, singing, and 11: 
~ variety of games. 
Kinder~arten tables, blocks, 
matenals for perforating, 
modelling, sewing, paint-
ing, and weaving. 
All the necessary appliances 
for the occupations and 
exercises. 
Strengthens the body, promote!! 
ease, grace, elasticity, and 
firmness of movement, stim-
ulates the mind, cultivates 
gentleness, friendliness, and 
sociability, and is an excel-
lent preparation for school 
work. 
5 50 Lessons with 1st, 2d, 3d ~ifts, 
; tablets, sticks, and .rmgs, 
~ 
weaving, sewing, paperfold-
'i ing, drawing, modelling, 
' bead stringing, and games. 
Kindergarten chair11 and 
tables, and the usual ma-
terials. 
The physical, mental, and 
moral training is decided in 
its effects, each eihild being 
trained individually; it is 




· ~·- _.,. ... 
Sewing, weaving, pricking, 
sticK laying, drawing, gift 
) lessons, color lessons, object 
lessons, modelling, games, 
singing, and stories. 
BlocK lessons, drawing, sew-
ing, weaving, pricking, stick 
and ring laymg, color les-
sons, singing, &c. 
Buildin15, weaving, sewing, 
paintmg, folding, drawing, 
laY,ing figures, and counting 
w1th sticks, beans, peas, &c. 
Two large rooms, furniture 
suitable to children, and 
best possible apparatus. 
Materials for occupations 
and gifts. 
"f~~~ef./i:.rten, but in the 
Promotes J?hysical health, im-
parts qmckness and acute-
ness in distinguishing ob-
jects, and develops the 
power of expression. 
Excellent. 
Slates, drawing books, paint- Promotes physical health, do-
ing books, balls, 2d, 3d, 4th, velops the mind in an orderly 
and5thgifts, and materials manner, awakening observa-
for the occupations. tion and creating a desire 
for knowledge. 
5 28 Frobel's occupations.......... Frobel's gifts and materials Healthful. 
for occupations. 
Thoseoccupationswhichtend All means and appliances 
to awaken and exerciAe the necessary to the carr.ving 
powers of observation, com- out of this method of in-
parison, combination, inven- struction. 
tion, memory, reflection, and 
action. 
Most beneficent; no training 
of primary classe~ of bl!nil 
children can attain a lngh 
degreo of efficiency without 
its assistance. 
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106 Kindergarten, War. Boston, Mass. (10 War· ...... Miss Symo!lds ......... .... • • ~a . ..... . ... 
renton Street renton street) . 
Chapel. 
Boston, Mass. (64 N. 107 North Margin Street 1878 Anna Spooner •••••••. 0 25 341 3 
Kindergarten. Margin street). 
108 Parmenter Street Kin- Boston, Mass. (Cush· 1878 Mrs. Sarah S. Ropes .. 1 50 3-5 3 
dergarten, No. 1. man School). 
109 Parmenter Street Kin· BoRton, MasR. (Cush· 1879 Miss Mary E. Cotting 1 53 8-5 3 
derga.rten, No.2. man School). 
110 Private Kindergarten. Boston, Mass. (52 1872 Misses Mary J. Gar- 3 50 B-5 3 
Chestnut street). la.nd and Rebecca J. 
Weston. 
111 Brookline Private Kin· Brookline, Mass. (Hat· 1881 Annie B. Winchester. 2 21 3-7 3 
dergarten. varcl street). 
112 Kimball Farm Kin- Brookline, Mass. (cor. 1879 Misses Stodder and ..... ..... . ..... ..... 
dergarten. Walter avenue and Cushman. 
Tremont street) . 
113 Free Kindergarten• •. Cambridge, Mass. (36 ...... Nellie M. Colby .••... 1 50 !l-5 3 
North avenue). 
14 Kindergarten ...•.•••. Cambridge, Mass. (41 ...... .................... ······ .. .... .... ........ . ... 
Holboke street). 
15 Kindergarten ..••••••• C am ridge, Mass. 
(City Building, Brat- ........ ........ ....... ···--- ...... .... .. ··'"· ... lit ••• .. -.. ~ tle square). 
16 Private Kindergarten. Chelsea, Mass. (No.16 1879 Louise De Bacon .••.. .... 18 3-9 3 
Everett avenue). 
1 
7 Florence Kindergar. Florence, Mass. (Pine 1876 Miss Carrie T. Haven. 4 80 3-7 3 
ten. street). 
11 
18 Gloucester Kinder~ar- Gloucester, Mass. (31 ....... Miss Adelia B. Shep· 2 25 B-7 13,5 
ten. Pleasant street). herd. 
12 
19 Miss Ella M. Rounds' Holyoke, Mass. (Tem· 1882 Miss Ella M. Rounds .. -.... ..... ....... . ... 
Kindergarten. paranee Hall). 
Carrie E. Josselyn .... B-7 0 Kindergarten ..••••••. Jamaica PlainL Mass. 1875 1 50 3 
(Green st.ree ). 
21 Mrs. Putm3,n's Kin- Jamaica Plain, Mass. 1877 Miss Annie Winches· 0 6 441 3 
dergarten depart- (Alveston stJ:eet). ter. I 
8-6 1 ment. 22 Newtonville Kinder- Newtonville, Mass .... 1882 Miss Katherine s. ..... 10 3 
garten. Willard. 
1 
23 Kindergarten .••.••••. Northampton, Mas!!. 1882 
{20 Main street). 
1 Mary K. Clnrk ..•••••• 1 11 4- 3 
Mr11. Shaw's Charity North Cam bridge, 1879 Mrs. S. L. Cook ...... .... ..... ·-···· ..... 
Kindergarten. Mass. (Reed street) . 
124 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 188L 
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5 40 Usual Kindergarten occupa· ............................... Beneficial. 
tiona. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations .••.•••••• All regular Kindergarten Trains the child into habits 
gifts and materials. of sclf-cop.trol, makes him 
graceful in moveme~t, ob-
servl\nt and intelligent, and 
is beneficial in its effect on 
the moral nature. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations .••••••••• Complete furniture, and o1l Strengthens physically, awak-
materiltl necessary for a ens interest in self and sur· 
true Kindergarten. roundings, and inculcates a 
love for truth a.nd the best 
5 36 Frobel's occupations and gifts. Usual Kindergarten 
things in life. 
appa- Healtliful. 
ratus. 
~ 39 Weaving, sewing, stick lay- Blocks, coloced paper, Trains each child individu-
ing, drawing, building, and straws, worsted, needles, ally, developing body and 
j designing. beads, planes, slates. mind harmoniously . .... 
l 
5 42 Lessons in color and numbers. ......................... ~ " ..... Teaches the child to think 
quickly, and lays a. ~ood 
foundation for future so 1001 
work . ..... ~-·· '; 
J, .. · --~·· 
i 40 Fxobel's occupations, gifts, .All neceesary appliances. 
· and games, with reading. 
writ~, and arithmetic for 
6 40 
the ol er ~u:P.ils. • 
A commodiotlS btlilding, Those of a <'ro bel Kindergar-
ten. with grounds for garden-
ing and play, and the uaual 
.. 
Usual Kin.dergarten occupa-
Kindergarten materials . 
5 40 Well supplied with usual 
tiona; also reading and materials. 
writing . ... .... 
5 40 Building, drawinp:, sewing, Squared tables, blocks, staffs, Marked mental and physical 
weaving, laying forms with rings, table for teachiif. development; makes the chil· 
planes, sticks, andrings,mod- color, elates, blackboar , dren more self-reliant, ob. 
elling, object lessons, games. &c. serving, and accurate. 
5 38 Weaving, moul<.ling, sewing, Kindergarten p:ifts and nil Very beneficia-l. 
&c. necessary appliances. 
5 36 Usual occupations .••.•••••••• Those usedinaGermanKin· 
'
1 ~~~{~~sa 1~! ~~nr~1d~a~~~ dergarten. 
ties, leading to independeni 
thought and notion. Knowl. 
ed~e imparted according to 
this system is received with 
keen zest, clear perception, 
5 39 Drawin,g, mo~elli?g, dicta~ion Frobel's gifts ancl materials 
and true apprecintiop.. 
Strengthens tho physical and 
exerCises, smgmg, sewmg, for the occupations. mental natures. 
reading, ~aper folding and 
cutting, p ays, &c • ... .... 
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125 :Bickford Street Kin- Roxbury, Mass. (23 1879 Agnes P. Hale........ 2 75 3~-5~ 3 
dergarten. :Bickford street). 
1877 Nancy C. Sweetser . . . 1 29 3-7 3 
126 Kindergarten ......... Roxbury, Mass. (933 
.Albany street). 
127 Kindergarten .•...•.•. Roxbury, Mass. (147 
Kindergarten, Cottage 
Ru~gles street). 
128 Rox ury, Mass. 
Place school-bon~e. (Rooms 1 and 3). 
129 Howe Primary School. South :Boston, Mass. 
(Fifth street). 
130 Kindergarten .•••.•.•. West Newton, Mass. 
(Highland street). 
131 Kindergarten .••...••. West Springfield, 1882 Miss Angeline :Brooks. ....... ..... ........... . ..... 
Mass. 
132 Miss Julia Allen's Detroit, Mich. (202 1878 Miss Julia Allen .••••• 1 18 4-6 3 
Kindergarten. Griswold street). 
133 Kindergarten ......•.. Detroit, Mich. (83 Sec- 1881 Miss Maria C. Elder .. 1 18 3-7 3 
ond street). 
134 Kindergarten of the Detroit, Mich. (251 1869 Minnie :Budden .•••••• ....... 32 3~-6! 4 
German· .America.n Lafayette street E.) 
Seminary. 
135 I G~• Kinde'g""· East Saginaw, Mich ... 1876 Laura Ebel ••••••••••• 1 65 3~-7 4 
136 Second W:trd Kinder- Ionia, Mich. (box 417) _ 1880 Lida A. :Brooks ....... 0 60 5-S 5 
137 
garten. 
Charity Kinderg:uten . Minneapolis, Minn. 
(near cor. 16th ave. 
south and 7th sts.) . 
1880 Mrs. E. R. Holbrook .. 1 35 :Jt-7 3 
. 
138 Fro'bel Kindergarten * Minnea,polia, Minn. 1879 Elizabeth C. Stephen- 4 40 3-8 31 
(lOth street, between son. 
3d and 4th avenues S.) 
139 Plymouth C h :u it y Minnea~olis, Minn. 1879 Amy :B. Fisk .......... 1 38 3-7 3 
Kindergarten. (2231 thavenue S.). 
140 Private Kindergartena Minneapolis, Minn. 1881 Mrs. E. R. Holbrook .. 1 15 4-7 3 
(cor. 1st ave. S. and 
141 Kindergarten, Germ:m 
.Amencan Institute. 
17th street}. 
St. Paul, Minn. (305 
E. 9th street). 
1881 Miss Julia Nolte .••••• 1 20 3-7 3 
142 St. Panl Kindergar- St. Paul, Minn. (36 1868 Mrs. M. W. Brown ... 6 60 3-9 4 
ten. * I glehart street). 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
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5 .... Weaving, sewing, paper fold- Balls (worsted and wooden), I Makes the children more re-
ing, painting, stringina cubes, cylinders, sticks, captive ar>d keen to observe, 
beads, stringini{ papers an &c. and improves their manners 
straws, and slate work. and morals. 
·-·· .... 
.. .. ..... 
··-· ..... 
··-· .... 
5 36 Pric.king; drawil)~, sewing, The usual fnrnitnre, gifts, Develops and trains the powers 
weaving, paperfolding, pa- materials for the occnpa. of hody and mincl naturally 
per cutting, modelling, ex- tions, &c., of a good Kin- and h;mnoniously. 
crcises with the Kinder- ilergarten. 
garten gifts, object lessons, 
singing, and reciting . .... ..... 
'5 32 Modelling, gymnastics, sing-
ing, formin~ geometrical fig. 
urea with b ocks and sticks, 
and other usua.l occupations. 
· Very benctlcial to the physical 5 40 Usual Kindergarten occupa- Usual appliances ••••••••••. 
J tions. and rnentaluatures. 
5 48 Frobel's occupations, sand S'lbared tables, c hair s, 
table work, &c. enches, piano, ~ictnres. 
flowers, sand ta les, all 
the gifts and materials for 
occupations, lentils, bnt-
tons, leaves, &c. 
Turns tho natural inclinatinns 6 45 Weaving, drawing, ~erforat- Tables, benches, a large and 
ing, sewing, and ot er occu- weJl ventilated room, pi- of chilclren into right chan-
pations, gymnastics, games, ano, andallmatorialneces- nels, awakens the intellect, 
marches, &c. sary to a Kindergarten. . harmoniously develo~ingthe 
physical, mentaJ, an moral 
natures. 
5 40 Drawing, sewing, pricking, Frobel's gifts .••••••.••..... Strengthens physically and de-
folding, weaving, &c. 
Tho gifts, consisting of 
velops the memorh' 
5 40 All those usual in a Frobel Insures a healthy p ysical de-
Kindergarten. blocks, sticks, rings, &c., velopment, trains the artistic 
materials for the occupa- ima§ination, tho scientifio 
tiona, weaving, drawing, min , and the skilful hand, 
pricking, &c., and all ap- engenders love for order, neat-
pliances necessary to carry ness, freedom, and justice, 
out Frobel's system. without taking the child 
from its innocent childish 
Perforatinfi, sowing, weaving, Frobel's gjfts, viz, balls, 
sphere. 
G 40 Natural and harmonioH;s devel-
paper fo ding, interlacing, b~ocks, tablets, sticks, and opmentofmindand ody,and 
pastini(, modelling, peas rmgs. superior preparation for fut-
work, &c. ure abstract study. 
5 ...... Los~ons with blocks, sticks, Blocks, sticks, slates, rings, Healthful. 
rings, and slates, sewing, balls, bags, bibs, aprons, 
I weaving, color mixing, and dishes, tables, &c. modelling. 
5 40 All used in Kindergarten All used in a true Kinder- Very beneficiaL 
:::lt.~~ccording to l!'r·obel's dergarton. 
5 40 Weaving, sewing, mounting, 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th Strengthens the body, develops 
pricking, paper folcling, pa- !rifts, building b 1 o c k s, the mental faculties, and 
per cutting, modellin~, in- sticks, rings, tablets, and makes the children happy, 
terlacinlf, dr&:wing,'poas slats. independent, unselfish, kind, 
work, and essons with the sympathetic, and grateful. 
gifts. 
fj 40 Frobel's gifts, songs, plays, Tables, chair11, Frobel's 20 Superior de•elopment of the 
ma.rching, gymnastic , and i{ifts, pin.no,smallmuseum, pb,ysical, mental, and moral 
ohject lessons. and brightsunshinyroom. nM,urcs. 
a'l'hi s i::~ held in tho morniD,g; Mrs. Holbrook has the Charity Kindergarten .in the afternoon. 
28 E 
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143 Kindergarten depart-
mont of. State Nor· 
Winona, Minn •.•.•••. 1880 Mrs. S. C. Eccleston .. 2 85 ~ 3 
maJ. School. 
144 Kindergarten, Stono- Ripl(ly, Miss .......... ...... . ... . . ······ ............ .... .... . ..... .... 
wall Female Collogo. 
145 Kirkwood Seminary ' Kirkwood, Mo .••..... 1877 Mary M. Barr .. ... .... .... 10 5-8 1 
Kindergarten. 
HG Ames .A.. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo, (Hebert, ·····" Maria. A. Kearney •... 7 at83 5-7 ...... gar~en. between 18th and 
14th streets). 
147 Amos P. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (Hebert, ······ Dom·Langforcl .•••••.. 4 a174 5-7 ... garten. between 13th and 
14th streets). 
148 Bates A.M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (corner 1876 Lucretia. W. Treat .... s 1715 4-6~ 3 
garten. Batos and Collins 
streets). 
149 Bates P. M . Kinrlor- St. Louis, :Mo. (corner 1876 Lucrotia. W. Treat .... 2 166 ....... 2 
garten. nates and Collins 
streets). 
150 Blair A. M. Kindergar. St. Louis, Mo. (18th ······ Nollie Ferguson •••••• 1 ..... ...... ... ten. street and St. Louis 
Blair P. M. Kindergar-
avenue). 
151 St. Louis, Mo. (18th ...... ......................... 2 . ... ...... .. . 
ten. street and St. Louis 
Carroll A.M. Kinder·l 
avenue). 
152 St. Louis, Mo. (corner 
}1875 ga.rten. Ca.lTOll aml Buel Sallie A. Sha.wk ....... 4 90 5-7 3 153 CarrollP.ll. Kinder- J streets). · gar ten. 
154 Oliarless A.M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (Shen- ··-··· Bettie Werden ........ 2 a137 5-7 ... garten. andoah avenue near 
Gravois Road). 
155 Chn.rlessP. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (Shen- ...... Eva Hess alld Sevilla 3 a145 5-7 ... 
ga.rten. andoah avenue near Brady. 
Gravois Road). 
156 Clay A. M. Kindergar-
ten. 
St. Louis, Mo. (corner 
Bellefontaine and 
1876 Irene F. Wilson ....... 5 120 5-7 3 
Farrar streets). 
lola M. Gwathmey .... a140 5-7 157 ClayP. M. Kinderga.r- St. Louis, Mo. (corner 1876 2 ... 
ten. Bellefontaine and 
Fan-ar streets). 
158 Clinton A. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (Grat- 1877 :rollie Fisher ......... 3 70 5-7 3 
garten. tan street, between 
Hicko~ and Park 
avenue. 
159 Clinton P.M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (Grnt. ...... .Agnes Ketcbtuu ...... 2 al22 5-7 ~ 
garten. tan street, botwern 
Hickory and Park 
160 Compton A. M. Kin-
avenue). 
5-7 St. Louis, Mo. (Hen- ....... Ida Jorgensen ........ 2 a87 ... 
~ del' arten. ri tt.'t. street). g 
a Enrolment for 1881-'82, including pupils 1·ocoiving Kindergarten instrucli II 
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Occupations of pupils. 
. 11 
Drawing, sowing, perforating, 
weaving, paper interlacing, 
peas work, paper folding, 
paper cutting, modelling, 
and all of Frobel's occupa· 
tiona. 
Weaving, perforating, sewin~, 
drawing, paper folding and 
cnttin~, modelling, exer-
ciseswith staffs, rings, cubes, 
ba,lls, and cylinders. 
Frobel's occupations and ex-
ercises with the gifts. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations and ex-
1 ercises with the gifts. 
• 
5 40 Sewing, cutting, weaving, 
.Apparatus and appliances. 
1~ 
.All of Frobel's gifts, piano, 
· squared tables, and every 
appliance needed in a gen-
uine lrindergarten. 
.Apparatus and appliances 
to the amount of $100. 
All necessary for the Frobel 
Kindergarten. 
All necessary for the Frobel 
Kindergarten. 
Those introduced by Frobel 
in his system of Kinder-
gartening. 
Effect of the system. 
13 
Marked and wondal'ful. 
Veryhealthful; excellentprep. 
aration for primary school. 
Cultivates the senses, awakens 
the child's curiosity, arouses 
a desire for knowiedge, and 
stimulates to free creative 
activity. 
Cultivates the senses, awakens 
the child's curiosity, arouses 
a desire for knowledge, and 
stimulates to free creative 
activity . 
Harmonious development of the 
physical and mental natutes. 
5 40 
folding, drawing, peas work, 
modelling, stick lay in g, 
building, exercises on lst, 
2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th 
gifts. ~ 
Tliose given by Frobel.. •••••. Those introduced by Frobel Harmonious development of the 
in his system of Kinder· physical and mental natures. 
gartening. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations.......... Those given by Frobel...... Most excellent. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations and ex- Those given by FrBbel. .•••• 
ercises with the gifts. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations and ex- Those given byFrobel.. ••.. 
ercises with the gifts. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations ..•..••••. Usual Kinderga:~;ten OCCU· 
pations. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations ........ , . Usual Kindergarten OCCU· 
pn.tions. 
5 40 Those usod by Frobel . . • . . • . . Those used by FrobeL .•••.. 
Excellent in its effect on the 
more prominent habits and 
practices required of the 
pupil when he enters the 
primary school. 
Excellent in its effect on the 
more prominent habits and 
practices required of the 
pupil when he enters the 
primary school. 
Strengthens ancl develops the 
mental faculties and the 
muscles. 
Excellent in every way, 
strengtl1ening and highly 
developing. 
Very good. 
S 10 Frobel's occupations ..•...•••. Those used by FrobeL .••••. Very remarlcable and bene.fJ. 
cia.l. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations.......... Thoso used by Frobel. 
only and those receiving primary nnu Kindergarten instruction. 
• 
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Divoll' A. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (Dayton 1874 Susie M, Simmons ..•. 2 al70 5-7 3 
garten. street). 
Divoll P. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (Dayton 1875 Kate Sayers .......... 3 70 5-8 2~ 
garten. street, near Garrison 
avenue). 
Eliot A.M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo ......... ...... Clara Hubbard .••••••. 5 a148 5-7 3 
garten. 
St. Loui.s, Mo ......... ClaraHubbard .••.••.. Eliot P.M. Kinder- ....... 4 al30 5-7 2~ 
garten. 
St. Louis, Mo. (1410 N. 1874 Kato H. Wilson ....... a17~ I 5-7 Everett .A.. M. Kinder- 1 3 
garten. 8t.h street). 
Everett P.M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (1410 N. 1874 Ida Richeson ......... 1 a147 5-7 2~ 
garten. 8th street). 
Franklin A. M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (corner 1875 Annie E. Harbaugh ... 5 <tl64 5-7 3 
dergarten. 18th st. and Lucas 
avenue). 
Franklin P.M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (corner 1875 Mattie .Johnson ....... 2 a181 5-7 2! 
dergarten. 18th st. and Lucas 
avenue). 
• Hamilton A. M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (25th 1876 Lucretia Nangle ...... 2 a150 5-7 3 
dergarten. and Dixon streets) . 
Hamilton P. M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (25th 1876 Ida R. Bates .......... 2 a161 4-7 31 
dergarten. and Dixon streets) . 
Humboldt .A.. M . Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (cor- ...... Mary E. Thorn ....... 2 166 5-7 3 
dergarten. ner Jackson and 
Trudeau streets). 
Humboldt P.M. Kin· St. Louis, Mo. (cor- ....... ................................ 3 140 5-7 2! 
dorgarten. ner .Jackson and 
'l'rudeau streets) . 
Irving A. M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (19th . ....... L. T. Newcomb ...... 3 a189 5-7 ··-
gar ten. street and Bremen 
avenue). 
Irving P. :M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo. (19th ....... L. T. Nowcomb ....... 3 a152 5-7 .. ..... 
gar ten. street and Bremen 
avenue). 
.Jackson A. M. Kin· St. Louis, Mo. (Maid- .......... Mary .J. Kincaid ...... 2 q,134 5-7 .. ...... 
dergarten. en Lane). 
.Jackson P. M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (Maid- ......... Hulda Werth ......... 2 a104 5-7 .. .... 
dergarten. en Lane). • 
.Jefferson A. M. Kin- St . Louis, Mo. (9th 1877 .T alia Nievergelder .... 4 a200 5-7 4 
dergarten. and Wash streets). 
J efferson P.M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo. (9th 1877 
dergarten. and Wash streets). 
.Julia. Nievergelder ... 3 a19S 6--7 3! 
Lafayette A. M. Kin· St. Louis, Mo .... ..... ......... Lin a G. Shirley ....... 3 a152 5-7 ..... . 
dergarten. 
Lafayette P.M. Kin- St. Louis, Mo ......... ........ LinaG.S~y ...... . 3 a136 , 5-7 ··-· dergarten. 
LincolnA, M.Kinder- St. Louis, Mo ......... ... .... Carrie M. Hart ....... 5 alas 5-7 ....... 
garten. 
a Enrolment for 1!!81-'82, including pupils rccoivin::; Kind r~art n instruction 
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5 40 Sewing, folding, drawing, 
tainting, modelling, singing, 
esRons in simple geometry; 
• and numbers. 
5 40 Work which, through songs .A. large varie~ of gifts and ·very gradual and very good. 
and play, develops the three- materials for occupations, 
fold nature of the child. tables, chairs, bla.ck-
Exercises with gifts and other 
boards, &c. 
5 40 All necessarv Kindergarten 
4b 
Kindergarten occupations. material and furniture. 
5 Exercises with gifts and other All necessary Kindergarten 
Kindergarten occupations. material and furniture. 
5 ~ 40 Gift exercises and usual occu- Frobel's materials •••••••••• Good. 
5 · 40 
pations. · 
Fi·obel's system .. ~ ........... Frobel's materials ••• ·• ~u. Good. 
51 40 Usual Kindergarten occupa- All necessary for the occn- Admirable. · tiona. pations . 
5~ 
. ~ 
40 Modelling, peas work, perfo. All necessary for the occu- It trains to habits of attention, 
\ rating, wen.vinfl, sewing, pations. of self control, of action in 
draWing, and gi t lessons. ooncert, .and of considerate-
51 ness toward others. 40 
. , 
t 40 Folding, weaving, embroider- ........................ ~ ...... Strengthens the physical, men-
ing, drawing, cutting, and tal, and moral natures. 
40 
modelling. 
5 Frobel's gift occupations, Kindergarten furniture, .&wakens thought and trains 
drawing, folding, modelling, tablets, building blocks, the eye and the hand to be 
&c. clay, &c. servants of the will. 
5 40 Frobel's gift occupn.tions, Kinder1;arten furniture, .A. wakens thought and tmins 
dra.wing, folding, modelling, table s, building blocks, the eye and the hand to be 
&c. clay, &c. servants of the will. 
5 40 Frobel'~ occupations and gift Usual apparatus and appli- Educates the threefold nature 
exercises. ances of Frobel's system. .of the child. 
5 40 Frobel'~ occupations and gift Usual apparatus and appli- Educates the threefolfl. nature 
exerCises. ances o.f Frobel's l'!ystem. of the child. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations and gift Usual apparatus and ar,pli- The games tend to cnltivate 
exercises. ances of Frobel's sys em. the sbfepathy of the child, 
the o ~ect lessons awaken 
• an interest in material nat-
ure and in the products of 
intellect, and the occupa-
tiona stimulate to free crea-
5 40 Frobel'~ occTJ.pations and gift 
tive activity'. 
Usual appn.ratus and a~pli- The games tend to cultivate 
exercises. ances of Frobel's sys em. the sympathy of the child, 
the object lessons awaken 
an interest in material nat-
ure and in the products of 
intellect, and the occupa-
f tiona stimulate to free crea-
tive activith. 
~ 40 P1i.ckinJ;, sewing drawing, in- 1st and 2d ~ifts, four boxes Makes the c ild ~raceful po-
tertwming, folCUng, cutting, of divide cubes, tablets, lite, skilful, sel -dependent, 
peas work, card boa.rd mod:- slats, sticks, and rings. thoughtful, constructive, 
•o oiling, and clay modelling. and eager for knowledffe. 5 Pricking, sewinf<, drawinfB in- 1st and 2d ~ts four boxes Makes the child gracefn , po-
tertwining, fo ding, cut ng, of divide cubes, tablets, lite, skilful, self-dependent, 
peas wor~ card board mod- . slats, sticks, and rings. thoughtful, eonstructive, 
elling, an clay modellin~. and eager for knowledge. 
5 40 Frobel'~ occupations and gift Usu!IJ.n.pparatus and appli- . Superior preparation for tile 
exerc1ses. ances of Frobel's system.· next grade of primary worlr. 
5 40 Frobel' ~ occupations and gift Usual apparatus and appli· • Superior preparation for th6 
exerc1ses. ances of Frobel's system. next grade of primary work. 
5 40 Frohol'~ occupations and gift Usual ap!>aratus and appli- Harmonious developm ent. 
eXCI'CISes.. ' ances of Frobel's system. 
only and those receiving primary and Kindergarten instruction. 
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TABLE V .-Statistics of Kind~l'gii1·ten, jrn· 1882; from replW8 to 
.-d ~ "' ~ Pupils. k 
~ -~ g;;, 
~ 
----~~ ~ C!) 
.... -== ~i c..; ~I Na,n10ofKindergarten. Locat~on. ~ Name of conductor. 0 o"" ] ~§ k >'~""' ~f£ C!) 1!)0 
~ ~ ..0 ~~ -='l:l ~ s Soe ..<:1 p p "t5~ ~ .... 
f::: z z f::l ~ 
---- -
1 2 3 4 :; 6 '1 8 
__. -- -
).82 Lincoln P.M. Kinder- St. Louis, Mo- ...••... ......... Nellie Flynn ...•..•••. 3 a165 5-7 . ... 
183 
dergarteu. 
Madison A. M. Kin· St. Louis, :Mo ..••••••• 1876 lela Gilkeson ....•••••• 2 a123 5-7 ...... 
184 
dergarten. 
Madison P. M. Kin· St. Louts, Ml) ......... 1876 Hattie Neil ........... 1 alO~ 5-7 ..... 
dergarten. 
185 Maramec A. M. Kin· St. Louis, Mo. (M:tr- .......... Ma,ry D.II.unyan ..•.. 3 a86 5-7 . .... 
dergarten. amec street, neal' 
Jelfer!lon a.veuus), 
186 Mullanphy A. M} St. Louis, Mo. (cor-} Kindergarten. ner 14th and Mul- 1879 Lillie I. Par]t .••.••••. :1:. 5-8 g. 187 Mullanphy P. M. lanphy streets). Kindergarten. 188 No.1 School (colored)t St. Louis, Mo . ........ , .... " .. Laura Fisher ..••.••• , 
A.M. Kindergarten. 
189 No.1 School {colored) St. Loui~, Mo. ,. . ••••. ., ...... - -· ............ 'I" .............. ~. 3 .••.. 
P.M. Kindergarten. 
.190 O'Fallon A. :M. Kin· St. Louis, Mo. (16th 1875 }lbry IT. Wate=nn. de:rgarteu. st. near O'Ji'<tllon). ~ 170 5-7 .... 191 O'Fallon 1'. M. Kin- St. Louis, 1lio. (16th 1876 
dergartcn. st. near O'Fallon). 
192 P eabouy A. M. Kin- '>t. Louis, Mo. (corner 1876 Maggie Gorman ...... 3 a170 5--.7 3 
dergarteu. Carroll street and 2d 
CarOlldelct avenue). 
193 Peabody P. M. Kin· St. Louis, Mo. (corner 1876 Mattie BJ;othertou .... 4 (l142 6-7! 2 
derga,l'ten. Carroll street and 2d 
Ca1·ondelet a, venue). 
194 Penrose .A. M. Kin- St. Louis, .Mo. (Pen- ........ Mary L. S4il'ley ...... 2 t:t13!) 5-7 .. ... 
dergarten. I'OSe street bot. Olav 
and Glus\1w aves.). 
195 Penrose P. M. Kin- St. Louis, o. (Pen- ......... , .Mary L. Shidey ..•.•. 1 a125 5-7 ..... 
dergarten. rose street bot. Ula}. 
and Glasj!.'OW aves .. 
196 Pope .A. M. Kinder- St. LoniR, Mo. (corner 1877 Lizzie Hart ........... 4 ~130 5-7 3 
garten. Laclede and Ewing 
avenues). 
2l 197 Pope P. M. Ku1de.r- St. LoulR, Mo. (coroer 1877 IJillie Hammerstein ... l a99 5-7 
garten. Laclede and Ewing 
avenues). 
198 Rock Spring .A. M. St. Louis, Mo. (Man- 1876 Mabel A. Wilson ..••. 1 74 5-7 3 
Kindergarten. chester road). 
199 Rock pring P. M. St. Louis, Mo. (Man- ...... .......................... 2 a74 5-7 ...... 
Kindergarten. chester road). 
' 
.,.,. 
200 Sbepnrd A. M. Kin· St. Loui , Mo ......... ...... Cornelia M. Maury, •• 3 a131 . .... ..... 
dergarlrn. 
St. Louis, 1l!o .": ....... 201 Shepard P. M. Kin- ...... Cornelia M. Maury .•• 2 a123 . ...... .... 
dergarten. 
202 Stoddard A. M. Ki.n- St. Lo•"• Mo., ••.•••..•.... Mam;oc. MoCollooh - ~ 7 
1
a185 5-7 ...... 
203 St~~~~tJ j}: M. Kin- St. Lonis, Mo . ...... . ..... .. 
1 
.AnnaT. Merritt ...• .. 3 1a173 5-7 ..... 
dorgarton. I 
a Enrolment for 1881-'82, including pupils receiving Kinderg~rton instrncUou 
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inqt,·h'ies by the United States Burea!t of Education-Continued. 
Occupations of pupil!!. 
5 ~o Frobel's occupations ~n.d gift 
exercises. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations and gift 
exerci~es. 
5 40 Fx·obel's occupations and gift 
exercisej!. 
5 40 Frobel's occupations and gift 
exorcises. 
~ 5 Sewing, drawing, perforating, 
S 5 40ll weaving, paper folding-, pa-
•••. _F!~e~~t~:~~: -~~~-~~~-s. ~~~~~. 










Frobel'~ occu.pations~tnd gift 
exermses. 
Frobel's occupations and gift 
exercises. 
Those recommended by Fro-
bel. 
Tbose belonging to Frobel's 




Frobel's occupations .......... 
Frobel's occupatiDns .......... 
Sewing, pa3-er folding, paper 
cutting, rawing, woavi.JJg, 
intertwining, interlacing, 
slats, modelling, peas work, 
aon~s, games, gift exercises, 
and unch taking. 
USllrU apptuatus fl;ud a,ppli· 
ances of l!'rouQl's system. 
Usual appar:ttns and appli-
ances of Frobel's system. 
Usual apparatus and appli-
ances ru :Frobel's system. 
Usual app(l.ratus i.Uld appli· 
ances of Frobel'& system. 
~ Us~al gi,fts, tablets, sti.cks, 5 rmgs, &c. 
Those given by Frobel . 
Those given by Frobel. 
Effect of the. system. 
Hamwutous devel~tpment. 
Excellent preparation for later 
school work. 
Cultivates the senses and tends 
t9 strengthen and develop 
tbe -phystque. 
Develops physiea,Uy, m.ent!\lly, 
and morally. 
Thoae used by Frobel. •••••• ll~nefioi~l. 
Those used by Frobel. . • • • • • Be~eiicial. 
Those used by Frobel. ...... 
Those used by Frobel ..••••. 
Those used by FrobeL 
Those used by FrobeL 
:Balla,. cubes, angles, squ.ares, 
sticks, &c. 
Balls, cubes, angles, squares, 
sticks, &c. 
Frobel's first seven gifts, 
sticks, 1·ings, materials for 
modelling, perforating, 
sewin~, scmp booll:s, and 
portfo ios for work, and 
table cloths, plates, &c., 
for lu.nch. 
Excellent in every wn.y 
strengthening and highly 
developing. 
It calls i.nto pl,'ly ancl strength-
ens every muscle of the 
child's body and faculty of 
his mind. 
Iwparts vigor to. mind and 
body, 
Imparts vigor to mind and 
body. 
Tra.ins thlil muscles, ~mparting 
strength a.nd grace to the 
body, dexteritytothe:fi.uge~s, 
ela!;}ticity to tb.e step1 al.:iility 
to the eye to detect resem-
blances a.nd differences-, and. 
renders the child thoughtful, 
obaerving, .attentive, indus-
trious, sym pathetic1 and self 
reliant. 
5 40 Frobel's .. • • .. •• • .. ... • • • • • .. . Those given by Frobel.. •••• Trains the muscles, imparting 
strength and grace to tbe 
body, dexteritytothe:fingera, 
elasticity to the ~ttep, a.bilit:J 
to the eye to detect resem. 
blances and differences, and 
renders the child thoughtful, 
observing, attentive, indus. 
trious, sympathetic, and eeJf. 
rt~lill.nt. · 
5 40 Frobel's ...................... Those given by Frobel. 
5 40 Frobel's ...................... Those given by Frobel 
5 I" Frobel's. 5 40 Fr~bel's .......... ~-. ........ Those given by FrobeL 
only and those receiving primary nnd Kihdergarten instruction. 
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TABLE v.-Statistics of Kindergarten for 1882; frwt replies to 
- "Cl ..., Pupils. ~~ . Q) -~ .;J ---~~ ~ Cil 
'S ~ 1 'O:g ~ ~~ Name of Kindergarten. Location. ~ Name of conductor. ~~ ~ 1'1'+-< ~~ Q) Q) ~; $~ ~ ~ 
,0 - s ~~I) ~~ .q ~ 
1::: 
~ 
izi tzi ~ z 
---
1 ~ 3 4 li 6 .,. s 
---
204 Webster .A.M. Kin· St. Louis, Mo. (corner 1875 Nora H. Dorn ••.••• ~. 4 a209 5--7 3 
dergarten. 11th and Jefferson 
streets). 
205 Webster P. M. Kin· St. Louis, Mo. (1905 1875 Nora.H.Dorn ..•••••• 3 a193 5--7 2! 
dergarten. Washington street, 
Carr Place). 
206 Blow A. M. Klndor·} South St. Louis, Mo.~ garten. 2 120 5--7 207 Blow P. M . Kinder- (cor. 5th street and 1877 Sarah J. Sharpe •••••• ....... 
g:uten, :Loughborough ave.) 
208 Ca.rondolet A.M. Kin· South St. Louis, Mo. 1875 Mary F. Choisel .••••. 3 a1911 5-7 3 
dergarten. (corner Third and 
Hurck streets). 
' 
209 CarondeletP. :M. Kin- South St. Loui~ Mo. ....... SarahS. Martin ...... ~ 2 ttl65 5--7 2§ 
dergarten. (corner Thir and 
Hurck streets). 
210 Mrs. M. M. Winfield's .Ashland, Nebr ........ 1881 Mrs. M. M. Winfield . 2 57 3-7 4 
Kindergarten. 
211 Kindergarten doEart- Carlstadt, N.J ••••••• 1875 Miss BerthA. Kuhn .... ..... 50 5--6 • ment of pu lie 
school. 
212 Kindergarten of Gor- Hoboken, -N. J. (272 1872 Elisabeth Houser ..... 1 12 4-7 sl 
man, English, and :Bloomfield street). 
213 
French Academy. 
57 5--7 5 Kinder~arten of the Hoboken, N.J. (Fifth 1861 Miss L. Lnthor ..••••. 3 
Hobo en Academy. street corner Wil· 
Jow). 
' 2U Miss M.S. Schmidt's Hoboken, N. J. (352 1876 Mathilde Schmidt .•••• ·-·· ..... .... Kindergarten. · :Bloomfield street). 
4-6 5 215 Frobelsher Kinder. Jersey City, N.J. (28 1877 Rud. C. TschentschP.r 1 25 
garten.* and 30 Sherman ave-
nue). 
216 Miss Campbell's.Kin- Morristown, N.J. 1875 Miss E. F. R. Camp- 2 24 4-7 4 
dergarten. (De H.1.rt street). bell. 
217 Beacon Street School Newark, N. J. (10 1872 Arnold Vogot, princi· 3 75 4-7 5 
Kindergarten. :Beacon street). pal. 
*From Report of tho Commi'lsioner of Education for 1881. 
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Occupations of pupils. 
l.l 
Pricking, sewin,?', drawing, 
weaving, interlacing, fold-
ing~, cntting, peas work, 
moltelling, &c. 
Sewing, pricking, urawing, 
object lessons, games, &c. 
5 40 folding, cutting, p eas wor:K., {
Prickin~r, sewing, weaving, 







Gift exercisesaml usual occu. 
pations. 
Gift exercises and usual occu-
pations. 
Frobel's occupations from 1 
to 14. 
Frobel's occupations, conver-
sation and sin~ng in Ger. 
man and Enghsh, gyn:mas-
tics, a.nd lessons in reading, 
writing, and arithmetic. 
Frobel's occupations and gym-
nastics. 
Apparatus. and appliances. 
Paper, zephyrworsted, __ card 
board, needles, sticks, 
peas, clay, &c. 
Squared tables, chairs, plates, 
rings, blackboards, &c. 
Small tables ancl chairs, 
plates and cups, :fine speci, 
mens of peas work, model-
ling, 8ic. 
Those given by Frobel. ••••• 
Those given by Frobel.. •... 
Blackboard, charts, materi· 
als for occupations and 
object lessons. 
Frobel's gifts, blackboard, 
squared tables and slates, 
charts for object lessons, 
and piano. 
Effect of the system. 
' 
1.3 
The muscles are harmoniously 
developed, and the child is 
brought into a sJmpathy 
with man· auu nature which 
early teaches him to think 
and act for himself. 
The muscles are harmoniously 
developed, and the chilu is 
brought into a sympathy 
with man and nature which 
early teaches him to think 
and act for himself. 
{
Tends to produce an erect car-
ria~e, graceful movements, 
anu muscular strength, de· 
velops habits of observation 
and attention, and quickens 
the perceptive faculties. 
Instructs in manners and :polite 
habits, as well as habits of 
regularity, obedience, and 
self-control; and cultivates 
the imaginative and inven-
tive powers. 
Instructs iu manners and polite 
habits, as well as habits of 
regularity, obedience, .and 
self-control ; and cultivates 
the imaginative and inven-
tive powers. 
Promotes health, and the refin-
ing and moral influences 
affect not only the child, but 
often the home circle ofwhich 
it is a part. 
Very beneficial. 
The materials used by Fro- Healthful to body and mind. 
bel. 




Frobel's occupations.......... Frobel's appliances ..••••... 
Gymnastic exercises, march· 
ing, singing, object lessons, 
memorial exercises, weav-
ing, paper folding, perforat-
ing, paper cutting, model-
ling, peas work, &c. 
Building, stick Jaying, weav. 
ing, embroidering, model-
ling, cutting and mounting, 
paper folding, draw in g, 
pnnting, writing, &c. 
Building, stick laying, weav-
ing,sewing, drawing,march-
ing, singing, objectlessons, 
and games. 
First seven of Frobel's gifts, 
slates, pencils, cb:trts, 
dumb bells, and wands. 
Superior to other systems in 
ueveloping the child physi· 
cally and mentally. 
All of Frobel's gifts .••••.••. Excellent. 
Kindergarten furniture, Beneficial to body and mind. 
tables, building b 1 o c k s, 
slates, papers, card-board, 
&c. 
a Enrolment for 1881-'82, including pupils receiving Kindergarten instruction only and those recoiv-
ing primary and Kindergarten instruction. 
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' 'fA.DLE V.-Statistios of 4irulergartenfor 1882; jrfJnt replies to 
..c;; 
11 Q) Pupils. ~ 
:0 ~- ~ 
Name of Kindergartel). Location. ~ N~tme of t'onductor. ~~ ~ ~.1 
Q) ~~ '"' 8 Q) 
>l ,.:l ,.:l ~ 
Q) § 8 _g ..q 
~ ~ ~~ 
~ 
FXl - !-
:1 2 3 4 ;l 6 or s 
-
218 Germnn-.t... m orioa:q Newark, N. J". (19 1871 Hermann von der 3 65 4-
~inl\erg:it·ten. Green stl;'eet). Heide, direct01·. 
7 4J-.O 
219 X:inderga.rten of tb.e Newark, N.J".(College 1678 Misses Babeth Guen- 0 50 3-
]'~rf!t Gorman Pres- Place). tberandEmmaEok-
byterian SohOQl. ers. 
220 Killder~~tften of the Newatk, N. J". (46 1874 Miss M:ary C. Reyer .. 1 50 3-
'l'w~lfth Ward. Gor- Niagara street). 
IUan-Engli!lh Sohoot 
221 .American Kiuclergn.r· Paterson, N. J. (167 1876 Miss S.M. Storey .••.. 2 3i 4-1 
tw.* VanHouten street). 
' 
222 Kindergarten ...• ,, .. U~~er MontClair, N - ·····- Miss Jennie Bolwell •• .... . .,., -··· 
223 Kindet,;rten (.A.l- .Albany, N. Y. (Pearl l879 Miss Martha H. Vane. 2 30 5-




224 Binghamton Kinder- Binghamton, N. Y. (5 1880 .Annie Bolle llall ..••• , 1 20 4-
garteu. My1·tle avenue), 
4l 
225 Brooldyn Frobel Kin- Brooldyn, N. Y. (210 1877 Misses Mary ancl 1 20 3!-
dcrgo.rten. Clinton street). Eliz11bothP. Sharpe. 
226 JUnuergarten (Chris- Brookl.vo, T . Y, (207 1874 MissKHngsohr, teach- .... 14 3-
tiansen Institute). Schermerhorn st.). e\'. 
227 Lafayette Kinderga.r- Tirookl.vn , N. Y, (390 1877 Lena Schroeder . .• , •.• 1 15 
ten. 'WaverlY. avenue). 
228 Mrs. Curtiss' School Bu.ffalo, N.Y. (1092 Del- 1882 Mrs. C. M. Curtiss .... 1 10 4-
and Kindergarten. aware avenue). 
3-4 
I 
- J:mlin cles Enfauts ... Buffalo, N.Y. (284 Del- 1877 Katharine Chester .••• 2 21 s... 229 3 aware aveuuo). 




31 Kinderl!'arten St. East New York, N. ··"'··· ...................... ..... .... ..... .... .Malachy's nome. Y. 
232 Kindergarten, State Fredonia, N.Y ..••••. ...... Miss Mary .A.. Bemis .. 
1 




*From Report of the Commissioner of Et.luoation for 1881. 
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OC:,!d ] 
0~ *;..: ,<:l<V 
~~ ~"' .... ~ .... ~ 
O.,d OQ Occupations of pupils. Apparatus ,and appliance~. ~ffect of the system. '"' .... ~;9 <lld ,<:l· ... 
81Zl s.a 
l:l~ = !2l"t:: ~ 
9 10 11 12 13 --
5 47 Weaving, sewing, modelling, S~ared tables, slates and. Cultivates correct habits of 
drawing, writing, stick and lack board, WOl·sted balls, tlwught an d expression, 
ring laying, intertwining ·sticks, rings, 2d, 3d, 4th, awakens the senses, makes 
paper, paper foldin~, peas 6th, and 6th gifts, materi- the child gr[\ceful, polite, 
work, block building, les- als for modelling, welJ.v- self-depencle:ttt, eafifr for 
sons with tablets, paper ing, p1er folding, sew- ~owledge, and sk" ul. 
cutting, singing, calisthen- in~, an perforating, 
ics and object lessons in ta, lets, and illustrations 
· German ttnd ~nglish. for object teachin~. 
Denlops the phtsical, mental, 5 46 Singing1 wri in~, drawing, All material necessary for exerCises with alls, cubes, the occupations. aml moral facu ties a.ud forms 
cylinders, and tablets, ring a -tltoroug4 prep~ratign for 
and stick laying, weaving, elementary school work. 
folding, straw and paper 
work &c. 
5 50 Object lessons, plays, block All Frobel's :E:in<lergarten A wakens and traina the mind, 
building,laying figures with gifts. enabling the little ones to 
tablets, staffs and rings, see and apcreciate with new 
drawin~, perforating, em- delight o dects by which 
broidermg, l'>raiding, inter- they are surrounded. 
lacing, intertwining, peas ' work, p~per folding, a.nd· 
modellina. 
5 40 Piinting, rawing, weaving, Drawing cards, b 1 o o k s, 
perforatinf, embroiderina, weaving materials, nee-
:paper cut iif, paper fol - dles, paper, rings, sticks, 
mg, ring an stick layin<Y, clay, dumb bells, books, 
/ designing, embossin!t' moa- coliections Of leaves, 
elling, writing, calist enics, shells, ap.d stones. 
pasting, &c • ... ,. .. ;, 
6 38 TheusualKinderHarten occu- Tables, pictures, blocks, Excellent; the children keep 
pations for the rst year for straws, and other material their health and buoyancy 
children· under six years of used in Kindergarten, pi- and gradually acquire a love 
age. Between six ll>!ld eight auo, boo~s, a,.nd black- £or books. 
~ears, instruction from board. 
ooks is combined wiLh 
Kindergarten occupations. 
Strengthens the physical and 5 40 Exercises with gifts, weaving, Tables, chairs, blocks,weav-
~erforatinft, em broidering, in5 material, modelling mental{iowers of the child, 
rawing, esigning, model- too s, ruled slates, black- especia y awakening })is 
ling, paper folding, clailsi- boards, glopes, cabinet, perceptive faculti,es l!>nd 4e-
fimi.tion in the animal and &c. veloping the power of mem-
vegetable kingdoms, &c. ory, preserve& his iDdividu. 
ality, and creates i~ ltim ll 
Frobel's occupations and ex- All necessary applirulces ••. 
love of the beautifulanclgood. 
5 33 Beneficial; strengthens the 
ercises with the gifts. bodb and mind. 
5 40 Frobel's Kindergarten occu- All Frobel's gifts.- ••. -···-- Healt y and natural develop. 
:pations, learning alphabet m!lnt in every respect. 
m English and German, and 
writing. 
Good. 5 36 All tbe usual occupations .•••. .All necessary appli""~ces •••. 
5 40 Weaving, modellin~?, drawing, Tables, chairs, charts of 
pricking, embro1dering, animals, birds, and fishes, 
singing, marching, calis- blocks, marbles, &c. 
tbonics,objeot lessons, read-
ing, writing, block lesson&, 
&c. 
5 36 Usual occupations------------ Usual apparatus. 
5! 46 All of Frobel's occupations ... Usual apparatus and appli- Excollflnt in every respect. 
auce~ . 
.. . ··-· 
... 4 .. .. 
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Name of Kindergarten. Location. Name of conductor. 
3 4 
233 Hnrlem Kindergarten. Harleni (New York), 1877 :Mathilde Becker and 
N.Y. (207 East 11 7th Olga Jacobi. 
street). . 
234 Free Kindergarten of :New York, N.Y. (139 1878 Mary L. VanWagenen 6 80 2i-8 
All Souls Church. West 48th street). 
235 F~tee K~~t~fiar~tili~} Now York, N.Y. (100 1878 Fanny E. Schwedler .. a2 90 3-6 4 West 54th street). 
Works of the Soci-
ety for Ethical Cult-
ure. ':) 
236 Hebrew Free Kinder- New York, N.Y. (206 1881 Ida Mandel. .••••••••. 2 60 3-7 5 
garten. East Broadway). 
237 Kindergarten and Pri- New Yorkd N.Y. (165 1874 Miss Jennie .Bolwell •• 1 28 3-9 4 
mary School. b West 53 street). 
238 Kindergarten, Friends' New York, N.Y. (East 1878 Sarah :M. HaiTis •••••• 0 20 3-7 3 
Seminary. 16thstreetandRuth-
erford Place). 
239 Kindergarten ofChil- New York, N. Y. (70 
dren's Charitable avenue D). 
Union. 
3-6 
1878 ' Mi" E~ w;..mannl al 1., 
1880 I SisterMaryJ. St.John .... ,151 3-8 240 Kindergarten of the New York, N.Y. (24th 
Academy of Mt. St. ward). 
Vincent-on-the-Hud-
son. 
241 Kindergarten of the Now York, N.Y. (343 1879 Sister M.Helena....... 2 30 ·3-7 3 
AcademyoftheHoly West 42d street) . 
Cross. 
24Z1Kindergiirten of the New York, N.Y. (19 1879 J. W. Skinner, super- c2 170 ...... 4 
243 Children's .A.id So- EastFourthstreet). intendent. ciety. 
244 Kindergarten of the New York, N. Y. (E. 1874 Sister M. Irene, di- 4 200 
Foundling Asylum. 68th and 69th sts., rectress. 
Third and Lexing-
ton avenues). 
215 Kindergarten of the New York, N.Y. (244 ..... . Miss C. Dellevie ...... 1 45 
German-American and 246 East 52d 
chool of the Nine- street). 
teenth Ward. 




a .A.lso ten volanteers. b Closed June, 1882·; conductor removed to Upper Montclair, N. J. 
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Occupations of pupils. Apparatus and appliances. Effect of tho system. 
9 10 11 12 13 






Those given in a true Frobel 
Kindergarten. 
All the usual occupations and 
gifts. with tho exception of 
the connected slat and the 
sixth gift. 
Gifts, materials for the oc· 
cupations, ruled black-
boards, and other appara-
tus necessary for cauying 
on the work. 
Tables, chairs, pictures, 
stuffed birds, and a pia110. 
Singing, object lessons, games, I Building blocks, squared 
~ymnastics, drawin~, weav- slates, tablets, sticks, rings, 
mg, sewing, prickm(J', pa- and materials for sewing, 
per folding, building, faymg pricking, paper folding, 
forms oLlife, knowledge, and and weaving. 
beauty, with rings, sticks, 
and tablets. 
Ball games, block building, Balls, blocks, slates, sticks, 
drawing, stick laying, weav- -mats, slats, peas, rings, 
ing, paper folding, cutting, clay, seeds, paints, cray. 
and pasting, painting, peas o'ns, scissors, and paste. 
work, modelling, and les-
sons with tablets. 
Frobel's 1st, 2<1, 3d, 4th, 5th, 
6th, and 7th gifts; con-
nected slats, slates, black-
board, sticks, peas, clay, &c. 
Develops the physical and in-
tellectual powers of the child 
naturally. 
Gives control of the body, 
awakens the observing pow-
ers, and imparts dexterity to 
the hand; also power to ana-
lyze and synthetize, and to 
give expression to thought. 
Promotes general health, and 
awakens the mental facul-
ties naturally, bringing 
knowledge in Rt connected 
form before the mind. 
Teaches the child to recognize 
•and to respect the rights of 
others, to be courteous and 
kind to his elders, makes 
him thoughtful about .the 
most common objects, thus 
increasing his own- powers 
of happiness and usefulness 
to others. 
Good, both physically and 
mentally. 
5 40 Weaving~ sewing, pricking, 
'{laper 1olding and cutting, 
paper and slat interlacin~. 
drawing, modelling, singing, 
and ~ames. 
5 40 Frobel s occupations ........ .. Squared ta.bles and chairs .. Promotes physical health, 
quickens the faculties, cul-
tivates habits of neatness, 
cleanliness, industry, and 
kindness; and these r·eftning 
influenceS' extend even to the 
'Parents. 
5 42 Exercises, with all the gifts . . Complete apparat,us . . • . • • • . Most excellent in every re-
spect. 
5 40 Frobel's occupat.ions.... .... .. Charts, blackl1oards, 'cases 
for pu'{lils' work, plants, 
birds, material for occu-




Weaving, modelling, sewing, 
exercises with blocks, draw· 
ing, counting, writing, read-
ing, spelling, and agricult-
ure. 
Paper folding, weavjng, inter-
lacin~ slats, peas work, 
drawmg, perforating, em-
broidermg, modelling, sing-
ing, playing, dancing, and 
gymnastics. 
Building, wcavjng, stick lay-
ing, paper folding, peas 
work, pricking, r;cwilll!, 
mod Uiug, oxercil'leR wi1h 
tablctli, dumb bell::~, and 
slates, object lessonB, sing-
ing, marching, &c. 
Illocks, sticks, clay, squared 
tables, blackboards; also 
ploughs and other a:ppli-
ances for teaching agriCul-
ture. 
1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, an<l 5th gifts. 
Makes the cl.1ildren healthy, 
cheerful, and happy, and un-
der a thorough Kindergar-
tener develops the mental 
faculties in a systematic 
manner. 
Quickens and develops the 
mental powers, fitting tho 
child for or diu ary school 
studies; also, teaches use of 
and bow to handle different 
farming implements. 
Renders the child graceful, po-
lite, and intelligent, develop-
ing the ph,.ysical and mental 
powers systematically. 
c Number of assistants in the Eighteenth Street Kindergarten only. 
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TABLE Y.-8tatistics of Kindergarten jot 1882; j1·om repliea to 
<d 
I~ -1 Pnpil• I~J 0 ,:§ 
U) ~~~~ ;::5 
~ ~ ~ ':i ~I ~~ N an1e of llindergarten. Loca.tinn. ~ Name of conductor. 
a;> rt a rt g-s ~t 
~ ..0 ..0 Q) ~ ..c tl Q) 2 @ ~ ~ g~ ..c 
/ !3: ~ z ~ z 
I --
l. 2 3 4 ;} 6 ,. s 
246 Kindergarten of the New York, N.Y.(Lox- 18i7 Helena L. Davis .•.... 0 34 4-5 4 
training department ington avenue, be-
of Normal College. tween G8th anrl 60Lh 
streets). 
247 Model Kindergarten New York, N.Y. (1455 1880 E. >on Briesen ...••.•• 6 30 3-7 5 
and Training Class Broadway) . 
for Young Ladies. 
New York, N. Y. Prof. J' obn Kraus and 248 Normal ~· r a in in g (7 1872 5 60 3-10 3H 
School for Kinder- East ll2tl street). Mrs. Maria Kraus-
~rteners , M o d c 1 Bolte. 
indergo.rten, Elo-
mentar:v Classes and 
School Garden. 
249 Mre. Smuller's Kin· Now York, N.Y. (2125 1873 Miss A.M. Smuller ... 1 24 3!-7 3 
detgarten. Fifth avenue). 
. 
250 FrobelKiudorgartcn .. Nyack, N. Y. (Pier- 1882 
mont :J.venue). 
Emma F. Wells .•••••• 1 10 4-8 3 
251 Nyack Kindergarten .• Nyack-on-Hudson, N. 1878. Miss Sarah C. Robin· .... 11 3-12 3 Y. (cor. Second ave. son. 
and Gedney street). 
252 Kindergn,rton of the Oswego, N. Y .•••••••. 1882 Clara A. Burr .•••••••. 1 18 3-5 3 
Oswego State Nor-
mal nnd Training 
School. 
Poughke!fsie, N. y ,' 253 Cook's ColleJtiate In- 1879 MarionA. Wilson .•••. 2 22 ~7 4 
stitute Kindergar- (324 Mi street). 
ten. 
254 Frobel Kindergarten .. Rochester, N.Y. (No. 
3 Clinton Place). 
1880 Lisa E. Marx ......... 1 20 3-7 3 
255 J' ones A venue Kin· Rochester, N. Y .••••• 1880 H. Estelle Dudley •••. 1 20 4-8 4 
dergarten. 
256 Kiz:!i.W~rt.Yci:k ~~t Rochester, N. Y. (263 1878 Mrs. Mary H. Wester- 6 69 6-12 ;ij North St. Paul st.) . velt. 
tnt-ion forD ea.f. 
Mutes. 
257 Rochester Kindergar-
R ?cchhr~: t 66 b.-:~ ;h 1878 ten and School. Miss Meta C. Brown .. 1 35 4-10 3i 
Chapel, East avo.). 
258 Kind "'"ten of th•l Woet New Brighton, 18i4 C. M. Thompson . ..•.. ~ ... 30 3-7 3 
llom forD stitute box ~5 tStateu lal-
ChildrenofSeamen. and), N.Y. 
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inquiries by the United States Bu,reau of Edtwation-Coutinued . 
.... ' ' 11J 8,1111,:4 
,"l ~.g . 
£ ~ ~ ~ g 
'0~ 1'0;..., Occupations of pupils . Apparatus and appliances. Effect of the system. ...... j-- a;) 
$.~ $~ 
g ~! §·~ 
~~ 9 10 11 12 1.3 
5 38 Occupations and gifts of the All necessary material ...... 
.E'l:olJel system. 
5 42 Frobel's occupations, gnmes, Frobel's gifts, RJ)pliances Harmonious development; it 
plays, songs, stories, &c. for calisthenics, &c. teaches combination of know. 
ing with doing. · 
5 38 Frobel's occupations ........... Frobel's gifts, seeds, pla!llts, Harmonious development of all 
animals, and appal'atus the powers ; it teaches com-
for teachin~J; the metric bina.tion of knowing with do-
system in the advanced ~~R~~~~e ~~et~~ fo':!~\1~~f classes. 
character, cultivating a love 
1 of nature, a love for work, a 
generous regard for ot:h.ers, 
and a humane treatment of 
animals. 
5 40 All occupations of Frobel's ~robel's gifts, Kindergarten T ends to make children active, 
system. tables, olackboatds, slates, h ealthy, hahpy, courteous, 
charts, pictures, plants, and unselfis , teaches accu-
&c. racy and keenness in observ-
ation, in Q. e p en don c e in 
thoug;ht, and clearness in ex-
press10n. ... 3G Drawing, perforating, em- 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th1 6th, 7th, Cultivates the intellect, the 
broidering, paper cutting, 8th, and 9th gifts. emotions, and tho :P,hysical 
interlaeinp;1 intertwining, • activities of the child, pro-pa~er folding, peas work, duciu~ a development not 
an modelling. att a1n able by any other 
method. 
5 38 Weavin~, modelling, dra~ing, Charts for teaching color, Natural and harmonious devel-
designmg, sewing, stick lay- form, natural history, bot- opment of the physical and 
ing, study of·naturalobjects any, and reading, squared mental powers. 
of form and of color, sing- tables, box:~:_ll of geometri-
ing, gymnastics, reading, cal forms, b s, books, and 
spelling, and writing. pictures. 
5 40 Modellinp;, sewing, weaving, Frobel's gifts and the appa-
pocforating, paper folding, ratus pertaining to the 
and paper cutting;. work. 
5 89 All of F1·obel's occupations. Frobel's gifts, piano, Kin· Trains the powers of obsGrva-
dorgarten t a b l e s and tion, invention, and applica-
chairs, and a room fitted tion, without undue pressure 
in the most thorough and upon mind or body. 
Weaving, p~er folding, pa-
complete manner. 
5 40 The 1st , 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, and Equal development of body and 
per cutti g, perforating, 6th gifts, tablets, slats, mind, awakening all dormllint 
sewing, paper intertwining, stwks, thread, rings, &c. faculties and laying a firm 
painting, drawing, peas foundation for future life. 
work, and modellfufr. 
5 40 Perforating, sewing, ( rawing, Squared tables, blackboards 
weaving, paper folding, pa- aml slates, balls, blocks, 
per cutting, card b o a.r d sticks, rings, tablete, an 
work, and modelling. org::tn1 mottoes, bust and 
picture of Frobel. . 
5~ 40 Weaving, stick and ring Jay. Charts and pictures for Children are better develoEed 
ing, sewing, drawing, do- teaching natural history ~hlsically and mentally t an 
signin~, and lessons in and boLany, microscope, c .·ore the Killderga.rten was 
Wiitten language, artictiJa. globe, small museum, 1·ep- established. 
tion, habits of animals and resenting the animal, vek 
plants, &c. etable, and mineral kiug· 
doms, an,.IJ. living natuml 
objects. 
5 40 .All tho orcupations of FJ:o· Complete npparatns, with Tho physical, m en t a._l, and 
bel's systom. allmorleruimprovements. moraldevelopmentemmently 
s::ttisfactory,. far exceeding 
the ordinary methods of edu-
cation. 
5 48 Tl1 os~ usell by Frobel (paper All n ecessary appliances .... D ecidedly beneficial. 
folding, <lra.wing, sewing, 
care of plauts, &c.) . 


























TABLE V.- Statistics of Kindergarten for 1882; frO?n repli~s to 
od 1 Pupils. I ~ .I <1) -'1 ~ «< ~ ~I ~~I N arne of Kindergarten. Location. ~ Name of conductor. ~$ 
<1) 
;..1'1 ~ =~ ~-
I a:J c;j C COj<lltr 
>:l ,.<::> ,.<::> ~en ..<:>- , 
<D ~ -'1 ~ ~~ ~~ p:: ~ ~ P=l . · ~ 
I 
l. ~ 3 4 :i 6 'r s 
Nursery ancl Child's West New Brighton, 1877 Mrs. M. A. DuBois .. ¥ • ~ • 20 5--11 5 
Hospital Kinder gar- (Staten Island),N. Y. 
ten~ 
West New Brighton West New Brighton, 1880 Mary A. Boyle· ...... _ ...... 20 3-7 4 
Charity Kindergar- (Statenisland),N.Y. 
ten. 
Kindergarten ...•..•.. Wilmington, N.C ..... 1882 Miss Emma McDougall 1 30 .......... . ... . 
Tileston Kindergarten Wilmin*ton,N.C. (cor- 18d0 Miss Minnie Bogart ... 1 30 5--8 4-5 
ner 5t 1andAnn sts.) 
Avondale Kindergar- Avondale, Ohio (Main 1882 Margaretta Burnet ... 1 16 3-8 3 
ten. avenue). 
Cincinnati Free Kin- Cincinnati, Ohio ~c- 1880 Mrs. E. Worden ...... f, uergarten. Micken, head of lm street). 200 3-6 3 
Cincinnati Free Kin- Cincinnati, Ohio (16 1881 Miss Cox ............. 
dergarten. East Front street). J 
Xindtlrgarten of the Cincinnati, Ohio (Sum- 1879 Miss Louise Da>is .... 1 35 3-7 3 
Cincinnati Orphan mit avenue, Mount 
Asylum.* Auburn). 
Mt. Auburn Kinder- Cincinnati, Ohio (Ev- 1878 Kathrine S. Dodd ...•. 3 25 3-7 3 
garten. ans street, Mount 
Auburn) . 
• 
St. James Place Kin- Cincinnati, Ohio (7 St. 1882 Ida M. Stevens ..•••.. 2 23 3-7 3 
clergarten. James Place, Wal-
nut Hills). 
"" 
Seventh Street Kin- Cincinna.ti, Ohio (320 1876 Helene Goodman ..... 2 36 3-8 3 
dergarten . W est 7th street). 
Walnut Rills Kinder- Cincinnati, Ohio (Mac- 1881 Lizzie Beaman ..•..•.. 1 13 3-7 3l 
garten. millan street, near 
Gilbert avenue). 
East End Kindergar- Cleveland, Ohio (1457 1881 Eunice Thomas . ...... 1 15 ~-8 3 
ten. Euclid avenue). 




Kindergarten in Miss Cleveland, Ohio (429 1877 Jane W. Hutchinson . 0 1.4 3-8 a, 3! 
Mittleberger's Prospect street). 
School.* 
Kindergarten .. . .•.... Columbus, Ohio (46! .......... Miss Edith Ritson .... .. ... . . ..... ........... ..... . 
Kindergarten, Frank-
East Broa<l street). 




tution for the Blind). 
Columbus, Ohio . ...... 1878 Miss Laura Strother . . 0 30 S-12 2 
I 
Kindergarten .. ...•••. Elyria, Ohio (East ave.) 1878 Mit<s Rosalie M. Hill .. 1 31 ~7 3 
* From ~eport of the Commissioner of Education for l881. 
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o.::l lo"" Occupations of pupils. .Apparatus and appliances. Effect of the system. .... Q 
'""~ ... ,.d 
$·;;; 1$; 
S t>.IS .... 
~,e :~ 
-I-· 
11 1~ 13 9 10 
~ 
5 44 Usual oecupations ..••...•••.. Usual apparatus ............ 
5 47 Frobel's occupations, gymnas- Frobel's gifts, plants, ani-
tics, games, songs, stories, &c mals, &c. 
..... ...... 
Those used in a regular Kin- Remarkably good. 5 34 ............. -~-- ................. 
Pricking, drawing, sewing, 
dergarten. , 
Trains the eye and band, cul-5 36 Gifts, materials for occupa-
weaving, paper folding, pa- tion~squared tables, black- tivates the affections, and in 
per cutting, peas work, mod- boar , &c. mn,ny ways ·develops the 
elling, stick laying, matbe- physical and mental powers. 
ma.tical exercises with sur-
face and solid forms. 
rnltivateo ...... '" mnorlc, 
{ Singing, modelling, drawing, Balls, card board, worsteds, sharpens tbe intellect, awak-
5 42 card board work, and paper clay, drawing books, and ens and develops the J>OWers 
cutting. paper. of observation, especmlly in 
regard to form. 
5 44 .All of F.robel~s occupations .•. Tables, chairs, piano, all of Very enco•uaging. 
Frobel's gifts, drums, &c • 
5 36 Weaving, paper folding, sew- .All necessary for a well or-
ing, modellinfc, drawing, les- ganized Kindergarten. 
sons with b ocks, singing, 
ma1·cbiug, and gan:ies. 
.All the gifts and ap~liances 5 40 .All Frobel's occupations ...... Trains the eye and ear, ren-
recommended by robe!. ders the child obedient, lov-
ti~ ~n~ J~::l:~l!M~n~r~if: 
nature. 
5 37 .All Frobel's occupations ...... FriSbel's apparatus ••••••••• 
5 3.8 Lessons with Kindergarten Kinder~arten gifts and oc- Imparts a foBdness for mathe· 
gifts, weaving, drawing, pa- cupat10n material, Prang's matics, makes the child more 
per folding andcutting,sew- series of natural history observing, more logical in 
mg, perforating, modelling, charts, piano, and the usual thought, self-helpful, and re-
:_~r~~;i fe~~o~s.and conver- Kindergarten furniture. spectful of the rights of oth-era. £ 
5 40 Usual occupations ............ .......... -............... ···- ·- Satisfactory. 
5 38 Sewing, pricking, building, Blocks, balls, sticks, Reas, Symmetrical development of 
weaving, paper folding, pa- materials for mode ing, the physical, mental, and 
per cutting, modelling, &c. sewing, pricking, weaving, spiritual natures. 
&c. 
5 40 Lessons with Frobel's third Chairs, s 9. u a r e d tables, Very beneficial to physical de-
and fourth gifts, weaving, blocks, nngs, balls, a cab- velopment, being h1ghly rec-
sewing, stick and ring lay- inet, pictures, flowers, &c. ommended by physicians; 
iog, modellinfu paper fold- also induces thought and 
ing, singing, o dect lessons, general mental growth. 
&c . ... ..... 
5 52 Frobel's occupations, and read- Those given by Frobel.. .... Develops the fbysical, men-
ing and numbers to the ad• . tal, and mora powers, and 
vanced class. · lays a firm foundation for 
future ed'ucation. 
5 40 Weaving, sewing, cork work, Gifts (1st, 2d, 3d, 4tb,5th,and Excellent for blind children; 
modelling, paper folding, · 6th), modellingknives,and ., cultivates ease of motion and 
and cbn,in making. ·. weaving needles. ' good manners, and quickens 
· tbe powers of attention and 
Kindergarten games, weavin5,, 
apprehension. 
5 24 Low chairs and tables, mate- Harmoniously develops all the 
~rickmg,sewing, paper fol . rialfor occupations, dishes .faculties of the child. 
lit g, drawing, and modelling. for lunch, ancl all appli-
ances necessary fo:: a to1-ue 
:c· Kindergarten. ' ,., 
29E 
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N arb.e of Kiftdergarten. toclttio:h. i Name of conductor. 'a.lS ~,§ 
Cl) t1a ~ ~'a alft 
~ 
,!:) $ ~., 'Sa Cl) s ~ ~ Cl) ,.q 
~ 
+>tll p+> 
~ 12; ~= 12; - --1-
1 2 3 4 I) 6 ,.. s 
1-
278 K~t~:rw~e~~i ~~1 Fayette, Ohio ••••••••. i876a Mrs.AriilaB. Ogdenb ...... 13 3-7 3 
Business College. 
·J 
79 Kiu~:~fi~~~on~e~f.e Toledo, Ohio (corner 1879 Sister :Mary, 
of St. 1 33 4-10 
Cherry and Erie sts.) Caecilia. 
2 
, 
80 Pi'i.ma!'Y School and Urbana, Ohio ••••••••. ; ...... .... !. ~··········· ...... . .... ..... . ..... ..... 
Kinaergarteri, ur. 
baM University. 




82 Kindergatten (:Penn- Elwyn, Pa. •••••••••••• ...... Isahc N. Kerlin, M. 2 40 3-9 .t-5 
sylvania Training D., superintendent. 
School). 
2 
83 Frobel's Kindergar- Germarliown, Pa. 1879 Miss faur11. C.Hoag- 0 25 3-0 3 
ten, Lutheran Or- (5580 Main street). lan . 
phans' Home. 
84 Gerlnttiow~ Free Germantown, Pa. 188~ Alice M. Barrett ...... 0 33 3-6 3 
Kin et~at en. (Penn street and I Patton avenue). 
85 Germantdwrl Kilider- Gern1:mtbwn, Pa. (103 i874 Miss MarillJ1na Gay •. 2 18 3-7 3 
ga11ien. Price street). 
2 
86 Intermediate School Germantown, Pa. 1876 AdaM. Smith .••••••. 3 50 ······ 4 
and American Kin- (Chelton avenue 
2 
dergarten. near Green street). 
287 Kindergarten of Lan- Larlcaster, Pa. (South 1880 Miss Orril R. Cole ..•. 0 60 4-8 3 
callter 'onntvHomo Ann street}. 
for Frio:i1dless 
Children. 
88 Mi ·a Beun~tt's School PbiladelJ?hia, Pa. (25 1874 Anna Bonuett ... ..... 1 19 IF-7 2.' 
and Kin ergarten. South Nineteenth 
street). 
2 
0 Chapty Kindergarten* Philadelphia-b. Pa. 1880 Ella Long ana Emma ..... 35 3-6 a, 




* FroPl Revort of the Commissioner of EducaH.on for 1881. 
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9 10 11 1!1 13 
----5 40 All Frobel's occupations and Balls, blocks, sticks, material Childten become more orderly, 
gifts. for weaving, molielling, obedient, observing, atten-
sewing, paper folding, &c. tive, kind, affection~~,te, and 
5 40 Drawing, weaving, perforat- All necessary ~pliances for 
loving. 
Very good. 
ing, embossing, modelling, the occupati ns. 
designing, gymnastic exer-
cisJs, singing, recitations, 
an stufiy of the kingdoms 
bf rla-hue. -.... .... 
5 .... C~airi maJking, drawin~, sew- A bright, cheerful room, a Changes listlessness and in· 
mg, stick laying, pncklng, piano, seaM and squared dift'ererlce in t d attention, 
paper folding, paper cut- tables11st, 2d, Srd, 4th1 and bri~ness, aritill. gteat desire ting, parquetry, modellingd 5th ~1fts, rings, taOlets, for owledge. 
weavmg, leaf making, an nnmeral frame and mate-
paper lacing. rials f6r all the occupa-
tions. 
5 48 Those common to the system. Those cdmmon to the system Gradual development of the 
with such additions as will nervous system. 
aid in the development of 
Modellin~, weaving, sewing, 
feeble-minded children. 
5 41 Frobel's twenty :lrindergar- Promotes health and stren~h, 
pei{ora ing, s t a·ff laying, ten gift~. and cliltivates the :hiven ive 
an exercises with all the 
' 
faculties. 
gifts of the Kindergarten. 
5 51 Sintng, /!hysical exercises, Tables, chairs, Frobel's 1st, Inculcates habits of cleanliness, 
o deut essons on· color, 2d and 3d gifts, slates, order, 5entleness, politeness, 
counting, addtng, &c., mod- colored crayons, materials and he pfulnesa; ii:rlparh 
e 11 in g, sewin~, drawing, for modelling, paper fold- skill to tM han s, and aw;c\k· 
weavinu, perfo ati11g, exer- ing, weaving, sewing, &c. ens interest in silh-olinding 
cises with geometrical forms, objllcts. -
&c. 
5 4D 
Pl!Kflork ;~ge:fi of~~l:e~~s All of Frobel's gifts, seeds, Impa~s fjace,afiility1 andsk~ll stones, strings, cabinets of in a 1 hysica movements, 
gifts. curiosities, p 1 ants, mu- steadiness Of tlerve, delicacy 
sical instruments, lict- of touch, accutac~ in the u&~ 
ures, tables, chairs, c. of the aerises, c eatness 0 
perce:J?tion, and ilspecially 
c ul t1 vates th~ iriventive 
powers, the Jll!e o lahgni1ue, 
and a love for tlie beaut' W.. 
5 44 Weaving, modelling, ring and Miss Coe's American Kin· 
stick laying, pricking, em- der~atten ~ifts and occu-
broidering, reading, writ- ~at10ns, -p1 an o, wands, 
ing, object lessons, &c. umb bells, ca. binet of 
~eci~ens, stuffed birds, 
rang s n~tural history 
series, car s for object 
lessons, ltiaps, g 1 b b e s, 
Frllbel's occupatidhs and gifts 
charts, &c. 
5 40 Kin U erg art en tables, 
benches, gifts, and mate-
rials for occupations. 
6 35 Drawin~, sewing, weaving, Frobel's gifts, and all other G<lod. 
prick in~, paper folding, needed appliances. 
paper chttmg, stick laying, 
slat interlacing, modellinffi 
rinjf l:lying, exercises wit 
ge metrical forms (cnbes, 
oblo~gs, &c.), and other 
Kim ergarten occn!1atiobs. 
Frobel's gifts, c!lnsisting of 6 52 Weaving, sewing, drawing, Strengthens tbf} l:Jotly, devel. 
paJWC fdhUng, pricking, and blocks, sticks, sla,ts, rings, ops manual skill, exercises 
modelling. balls, &c. t.he senses, and employs the 
awakening mind. 
a At Worthington; removed to Fayette in 1881. b Since removed to Washington, D. C. 
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~ Name of conductor. ~.:1 ~ ~ I ~ ~ 
~ ~ & ~ ffi~ ~:a 
~ ~ § ~~sa 
Name of Kindergarten. Location. 
~ ~ ~d~~ 
1-------~-1---------1---1---------1~--~ ~c­
l. 3 4 ~ 6 ,. s 
1---------1----------1--1---------1------
290 Charity Kindergarten, Philadelphia, Pa. (430 1878 Miss L. Church ...... . 
Lomuard:5treetDay Lombard street). 
Nursery."" 
291 Ch:trles Whitaker 
Kindergarten. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 





1882 j Ella May Wood ....... 
1 18 3-6 
1 31 3}-7 
292 Eleventh Ward Kin-
dergarten. 















dergarten and Day 
Nursery. 
Free Kindergarten . .. 
Friends' Kindergarten 
Frobel Kindergarten . 
Kindergarten ...•..••. . 
Kindergarten, Fifth 
Ward Association. 
Kindergarten of the 
Eighteent-h an d 
Nineteenth Ward 
District Associ a-
tion of the Philadel-
phia Society for Or-
ganizing Charit.y. 
Kfudergarten of tile 
New We II e sl e y 
School. 
Kinder~arten, St. 
Marb Street Home 
and ay Nursery.* 
Kie~~elfo~~fu~~~;~: 
tute Chilur n). 











bert street, above 
Twentieth). 
Philauelphia,Pa. (15th 
and Race streets). 
Philadelphia. Pa. (1837 
Chestnut street). 
Philadelphia, .Pa. (427 
Pine street) . 
Philadelphla, Pa ...••. 
Philadelphia, Pa. (116 
Diamond street). 
Philadelphia, Pa ..•••• 
Philadelphia, Pa., (723 
St. Mary street). 
Phila<Ielphia, Pa.(~. e. 
cor. 12th and Fitz-
water streets). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (530 
North 19th street). 
p~tr~~lp ~~~ p~~;~;~ 
avenue). 
Philadelphia., Pa.. 
(Crown and Race 
streets). 
1882 Miss Grace Zieber .••• 
1880 Ruth R. Burritt ..••••. 
1877 Susan T. Comly ....... 
....... ······ ...... ···- ........ 
1878 Miss L. Church ....... 
1881 Miss Florence Briggs. 
1882 Miss J.P. Johnston .•. 
....... :. ..... ., ..... ······ ...... 
1881 Mrs. Susan Lc_sley •••. 
1882 ........................... 
1879 Emm::~. T. Lehman .... 
1877 Miss Fannie M. 
chleigh. 
1880 C. Jessie Buggy ....... 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
0 20 3-.7,. 
1 20 3-6 
2 38 3-7 
···- .... ·····-
1 20 3-6 
2 50 3-6 
0 25 3-6 
.... . ... .. , ... 
1 30 3-7 
1 20 3-6 
...... 12 ~-8 
8 45 3-
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Occupations of pupils. 
11 
Sewing, weaving, drawing, 
paper folding, and model-
ling in clay. 
Building with blocks, draw-
ing, sewing, pricking, stick 
:mdringlaying, gymnastics, 
vocal culture, games (illus-
tratin~ trades, hauits of 
animals, &c.). 
Weaving, sewing, modelling, 
and drawing. 
Apparatus and appliances. 
12 
Kindergarten chairs and 
t ables, and Frobel's gifts. 
Balls (worsted a.nd rubber), 
2d, 3d, and 4th gifts, 
rings, materials for prick-
ing, sewing, and drawing, 
blacklJOard, &c. 
Effect of the system. 
13 
Very beneficial. 
Develops the child's threefold 
nature, brightens thednll and 
strengthens the weak. 
Colored balls, wooden Develops physically, training 
sphere, cube, and cylinder. the hand and eye, develons 
clearness of perception, aml 
cultivates attention, thought, 
The usual Frobel occupations. Those ordinarily used ...•••• 
and understanding. 
Occupations of Frobel's sys-
tem. 
Those necessary for the per-
fect development of the 
child according to Kinder-
garten principles. 
Frobel's occupations.......... Frobel's gifts and materials, 
plants, &c. 
Sewing, drawing, weaving, 
pricking, paper uutting, pa-
per folding, and modelling. 
Frobel's 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 
6th, and 7th gifts. 
Promotes health, grace, ancl 
ease of bodv, develops quick-
ness of perce:ption, clearness 
and accuracy m thought, and 
cultivates truthfulness, gen-
tleness, and love. 
Produces sound · minds in 
healthy bodies. 
Lays a foundation for a syste-
matic scientific education. 
5 . • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • •• • • . Very good. 
5 51! Sewing, weaving, and clay 
moulding. 
5 40 
5 35 Drawing, weaving, modelling, 
needlework, paper folding, 
pricking, paper cutting, 
building with divided cubes, 
games and exercisel! tending 
to develop the threefold nat-
ure of the child. 
1st gift, six colored balls ; 
2d gift, sphere, cube, a.nd 
cylinder; 3d, 4th, 5th, and 
6th gifts, large cubes, di-
vided differently; 7th, tab-
lets; 8th and 9th, slats ; 
lOth, sticks; and, 11th, 
rings. 
Harmonious development. 
Blocks, balls, and squared · Nat ural and harmonious devel· 
tal.Jles. opment of the physical, men-
tal, and moral natures, ten<l-
ing to produce wiser aml 
better men and women. 
5 40 All used in the Frobel system .............................. . Very satisfactory; superior to 
any other system. Children 
are happy in thP-ir work, and 
develop in mind and body. 
6 51 Perforating, bead stringing, 
drawing, sewing, weaving, 
paper folding, and model-
ling. 
REPORT OF1 'THE. OQ}.fMJf:!SlO!i'ERI •Qfl EDUCATION. 
TABLE y.-Statistics pj Ki?tClf31'gilrten fo·r 1882; jron~ replica tp 
rd -·· - -. ..., 
Pupils. ~ ,j <P rn :§ m 
~ 
o» 
~ ~ ~I 
~~ 
N an~e 9f ~ji)ilef~l!-l'ten. ~PC!l-tion. ~ame of IJOndl}pjjor. ~~ 'E'd 
~ § ·~ § ~~ Iii~ 
~ l ,0 Ill~ ~~ s ~bll 
~ ::l GlCII 
::l.S 
izi izi ~ :<i 
----·· 
• !) 3 4 a 6 ,. 8 -- -
S06 Twenty-Nint.h Ward Bhiladelph}a,Pa. (2~48 18~2 
Froe Kindergarten. J' efferson sp~:eet). 
Belle lia~s1!U .• . •• ··· ~ ·· 0 ?§ 3-fl ~ 
307 Mrs. Van Kirk's Kin- Philadelp:Pia, Pa. (13&3 187~ Mrs. M. It· Van KirJc. ~ 5 88 3-7 3!>4 
dergaiten. · Pine &tree~)- · 
308 PittsburghKindergar-
ton. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. (36 
Si:x:tlj. ljtreet). 
1875 Miss M. M. Wilson ••. 2 35 3-10 3! 
300 Sewickley .A.ca(lemy Sewickley, Pa .••.••••. 1878 John Way,jr., super- 1 23 3-8 3 
KiiJ.dergarten. * iutendent; Miss C. 
B. Pf6Xf!On, COil· 
ductor. 
310 Mrs. L. M. B. Mitllh· West P:Pil:J.delnhia, 1~77 An nil- W. Bu.q1ard .••. l 18 ~1 a 
·ell's SchqolamJ.Kin· (S15 N. 3pth street). 
der~il'rtep. 
Sll Locust Street 4-r.peri· West Philadelphia, 1880 Miss Sallie B. Loder .. 1 10 4-10 ill 
can Kiptl~rgarten. Pa. (~Qll Locust 
street). 
312 West Philadelphia West Philadelphia, 1876 Miss Mary J. Rider ... 1 35 3-la ~ 
Kindergarten. Pa. (202 South 41st 
street). 
313 Miss Taft's Kinder· Newport, R.I. ••.•••.. 1881 Miss M. Florence Taft. 0 13 2!-6 3 
garten.* 
314 Alden Kindergarten .• P~vidence, R. I. (91 1878 Caroline M. N . .Alden . 6 50 &-7 4 
rospect street). 
. 
315 Free Kindergarten ... Providence, R. I. 
(Fountaiu street). 
1881 Miss Katharine M. 1 60 2-6 3 
Baker. 
316 Miss Maude Dailey's Prqvi(lencp, r... I. (60 1881 Maude Dail~y ..•.•• · •. 2 l2 3i-7 2! 
Kindergarten. Barnes street). 
.American Kindergar-
I 
4 317 L ynchburJ!, Va. 1876 MiRs cTn.nnet C!eln.ml .. 1 15 4.-9 
ten.* (Church street) . 
318 Portsmon~h Primary Portsmouth, Va.. (318 1876 M i s s Virginia. S. 2 33 4-10 5 
School and Ihnder- North street). Staples. 
garten. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. • 
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inqni1'ies by the United States Bur.eau of Ed~cation-Continued. 
Occupation::! of puyils. Apparatus and !J.ppliap.cj:ls. :J!:#'ect of the system. 
9 10 11 13 
----·1------------------1------------------l-------------~--~ 
li . . . . Pricking, sewing, drawin~r, 
weaving, paper folding, pa· 
per cntting, peas work, and 
modelling. 
5 35 Occupatiops designed by Fro-
bel. 
5 36 The Vltl'ious occupations de-
vised by Frobel, conversa-
tional lessons, gymnastics, 
games. &c. 
5 38 Usual Kindergarten occupa-
tions, with lessons in read-
ing, writing, numbers, ancl 
natural history for the ad. 
vanced classes. 
5 40 All of Frobel's occupations, 
physical exercises, march-
mg, games, and singing, 
taught by the tonic sol fa 
method. 
5 36 Weaving, perforating, em-
bpss~ng, stick. layiJ?g, . de-
Slgn}ng, modelhng, smgmg, 
calisthenics, g~tmes, lessons 
in color, in form, elementary 
lessons in spelling, reading, 
writing, geography, natural 
l1istory, &c. 
5 40 Those used in the Frobel sys-
tem. 







Sewing, weaving, pe:+s work, 
Sd, 4th, 5th, and 6th gifts, 
paper folding, modelling, 
drawing, singing, games, 
~ardening, lessons in botany, 
zoOlogy, &c., and for ad-
vanced class wood carving, 
lace making, gymnastics, 
and lessons in reading, 
writin~r, geography, arith-
metic, French, and German. 
Weaving, sewing, modelling, 
drawing, gardening, games 
and exercises within anu 
out qf doors. 
Singing. marching, conversa-
tion, blackboard exercises, 
:Ifl'obel's occupations ancl 
gifts, g,vmna~tic exercises, 
games, and l!'reneh. . 
We;tving, modelling, perfo-
rating, embroidering, draw-
ing, peas work, l ssons in 
form, also in reading, spell-
ing, arithmetic, and poetry. 
Music, marching, roadfng, 
writing. arithmetic, calis-
thenicb, object lessons, les-
sons iu natural history, anu 
tho Bible, 
Materials for pricij:ing sew-
ing, weaving, and mo<l.el-
ling, balls, cubes, rings, 
sticks, peas, seeds, slates, 
and slats. 
Kindergarten appliances, 
piano, c;tbinet, plants, ;tnd 
an aqup.riuJll. 





As13ists in the natural develop· 
ment of the threefold natura 
of the child. · 
Harmonious and satisfactory 
develop~ent, mental, mora!, 
and physical. 
Very good. Superior prepara-
tion for future study. 
All ip. generj1.i use, inclull- Excellent. 
ing color chp,x:ts, JllUSic 
cases, &c. 
Kipdergart..en ta'Q1es al!d 
chairs, piano, blac}iboard, 
color and form charts, 
globes, curvilinear and 
I'ectilinear solids, surface 
fprms, pooks, slates, &c. 
Frobel's gifts, blackboard, 
tal}lo!j, phai,rs, m]lsical 
blackboard, mQd.lllator, 
globe, geometrical solids, 
&c. 
Tables, chairs, blackboards, 
slates, flowers, and all the 
Kindergarten gifts. 
Frobel's ·apparatus and !LP· 
pliances, maps, g 1 o l> e s, 
c)larts, blackboards, piet-
ures, :j,quarium, books, 
gardens, and collections 
of plants, minerals, stones, 
shells, lJ,nimals, &c. 
Th~ usual gifts and material 
of a Kindergarten, plants, 
apiJllals, &c. 
Tables, chairs, blackboard, 
natural history charts, 
plants, slates, piano, Fro-
bel's gifts, ancl materials 
fqr tho occupations. 
Geoll)otl'ic;tl forms, mate-
rials for weaving, globe, 
animals, aud many pict-
ures. 
Blackboards, cn-rds, letters, 
blocks, sticks, balls, pict-
ur·os, 1J1aps, charts, nu-
meral p:ames, museum, 
gymnasium, ropes, swings, 
large box of sand, and a 
garden with toolsforeach 
child. 
• 
Strengthens physically, and 
~:;:~~Fo~ !~~¥~a':~~~ of ob-
Harmonious development of 
the physical, mental, and 
moral faculties. 
Excellent. 
Superior development of . the 
physical, mental, anti morii.J 
natures. 
Rapid, easy, natural, and har. 
monious development of the 
physical, mental, and spirit-
uaf nature of the child. 
Strengthens physically and 
mentally. 
Develops in all directions, es. 
pecially increasing the pow. 
ors of observation and 
thought, and imparting a 
love for study. 
Decidedly beneficiaL 
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TABLE V.-StatisUcs of Kindergiirtenfor 1882; from replies to 
rd .., 
0 rJl 
~ . -~ p "' 






1 2 3 4 ~ 
31!1 1 American Kinclergar- Richmond, Va. (208 1877 Virginia R. Snyder ... 1 
ten. South 'l'bird street). 
,,.1 mnd,garton . ........ Kenosha, Wis .......•. 1879 Frances A. n. Dunning 
ll21 Kindergarten des L:1 Crosse, Wis. (Fifth 1877 Miss Ida Schubert ... . 0 
Frauenvereins. street). 
322 Madison Kindergarten Madison, Wis. (Mif· 1880 Miss Emma .JeAchka .. ..... 
flin street). 
323 Private Kindergarten. Madison, Wis. (corner ....... . ... . .... ..... .. . ....... .... 
Mifllin and Fairchild 
324 
streets). 
Kindergarten der M i 1 waukee, Wis. 
No dwest Seite. (Seventh street, be-
tween Walnut and 
1874 Miss Carrie IIeyd ..... 2 
Germania.). 
325 IDndergarten of the Milwaukee, Wis. (643 1874 Miss Helene Weissen· 1 
German and English Broadway). born. 
a26 
Academy. 
2 Milwaukee English Milwaukee, Wis. (49a 1874 Mrs. Chas. H. Clarke .• 
Kindergarten. .Jefferson street). 
a27 
3:!8 
} Milwauk,. Kiud.,. :.Milwatt~kee, Wis. (909 b1882 Sarah A. Stewart, goo· 20 329 
aao garten system. a Grand avenue). eral director. 
331 
332 St. Mary's Kinder- Milwaukee, Wis. (cor- 1880 Sister Mary Ernestn, • •• > 
gar ten. ner .Jefferson and directress. 
Ogden streets). 
333 South Side Kinder· Mi 1 waukee, Wis. 1874 Miss Sophia Holz- 2 
garten. (G1·oenbush street). haeuser. 
34
1 
Kindergarten depalt- Osllkosh, Wis ......... 1880 Fanny C. Colcord . .••• a 
mont, State ..:rormal 
chool. 
I 
35 heboygan Kinder. Sheboygan, Wis. (cor- 1874 Miss Annie Zaegel. .•. ..... 
garten.• ncr Seventh street 
and New York ave- . nue). 
• From Report of 1he Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
alncluding five Kindergarten for 1882. 
Pupils. ~ ~.· I 
---~~-. 
q) :--·c: l ..... ~I c~ 0 .. ><""' 5~1) <D oo 
,.:::> <Drn .o;. 
s ~<D e:: 
~ +>tl: :::.;3 Oc; 
~ ;tl ;z; 
--
6 'T 8 
-- -
15 4-10 4 
3-6 3 
18 3-G 5 
25 3-7 5 
....... ·"···· ...... 
40 3-6 5 
35 3-7 4i 
25 3-7 a 
600 4-6 a 
.I 2-6 1 5~ 
I 
70 3-7 5 
I 
45 3-7 3 
20 3-7 5 
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inquiries by the United States Bureau of Education-Continued. 
Occupations of pupils. Apparatus and appliances. Effect of the system. 
910 11 13 
5 40 
1 
Weaving, pasting geometrical 
forms in colorecl papers, de-
signing, painting, embroid-
ering, peas work, modelling, 
Cabinet of curiosities from Rapid development of the 
the three kingdoms of senses and healthy activity 
:~u~~i!re~ha~~~~cal charts, of body and mind. 
5 j •••• 
5t 40 
6 48 
perforating, paper cutting, 
exercises with blocks, &c. 'I 
Sewin~r, weaving, drawin6, 
building, stick, ring, and 
tal>let laying, book mark 
work, &c. 
\Veaving,drawing, paper fold-
ing, perfor;tting, sewing, 
paper interlacing, peas 
work, modelling, building 
with blocks, marching, sing-
ing, play and object lessons. 
5 50 The usual occupations with 
the diifHent gifts, calis· 
then i c s , ueclaimiug, and 
singing. 
Colored balls, geometrical 
solids, tablets, sticks, 
slates, materials for per-
forating and embroider-
ing, split wood, straw, 
clay, primers, black· 
boards, &c. 
6 44 I Gymnastics, singing, o:t!ject A full supply of gifts .•••••• 
lesson<~, drawing,modelhng, 
paper folding, &c. 
5 38 Frobel's occupations and gifts. Chairs, tables, blackboard, 
charts, pictures, plano, 
and museum. 
5 40 { All the occupations and gifts 





Building exercise!', pricking, 
singing, sewing, knitting, 
drawing, games, object les-
sons, conversational and 
memorizing exercises, and 
all Frobel's occupations, 
often given in the open air. 
Weaving, sewing, interlacing 
U.rawing, writing, stick and 
ring laying, paper foldin~, 
modelling, peas work, block 
building, paper cuttin~ 
s inging, calisthenics, and 
games. 
Perforating, sewing, drawing, 
weaving, paper folding, 
paper cutting, peas work, 
and modelling. 
The occupations belonging to 
Frobel's system. 
Gifts, blackboards, chairs, 
tables, &c. 
Frobel's gifts, objects for 
teaching color, form, num-
ber, &c. i appliances for 
calisthemcs, musical in-
struments (drums, flutes, 
&c.) for drill. 
Complete set of Frobel's 
gifts, material for the oc-
cupations, and a piano. 
All appliances needed •.•• .-•• 
:Balls, sphere, cube, and cyl-
inder, building blocks, tab· 
lets, slats, sticks, rings, and 
materials for pricking, em-
broidering, drawing, weav-
ing, interlacing, peas work, 
and paper folding. 
.A. ids materially in :tmysical and 
mental development. 
Imparts health and grace to the 
body, cultivates the reason. 
ing and observing faculties, 
develops a sense of beauty in 
form, color, and sound, and 
·trains the child to habits of or-
der, punctuality, obedience, 
kindness, and self-control. 
Decidedly good. 
Marked. 
( T ends to promote strength, 
l 
flexibility, and precision, pro-
duceR ease, and politeness of 
manner, awakens discrimtna,. 
tion in size, U.istauce, direc-
tion, position, number, &c., 
and cultivates habits of or· 
der, neatness, obedience, at-
tention, and of interest in and 
love for work. 
A wakens and develops physi. 
ca.lly, mentally, morally, and 
spiritually. 
Develops the physique, awak. 
ens the perceptive facultios
1 and benefits both body anq 
mind. 
Develops manual skill, free· 
<lorn and grace of move-
ment, clear percept.ion, 
habits of' attentiOn, !!elf-flo. 
pendence, and an eager-
ness for knowledge. 
Improves the health and de-
velops the mind, espeeially 
the memory. 
bDate of the orl!anization of the R.vstem in Milwaukee; Milwaukee Normal School Kindergarten, now 
the Centml Kinuergatton, was osta.blielled in 1880. 
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'l'AB:f-.1!1 y.-Stp,tistios of Kin(iergii1'tenjor 1882; from replies tp 






'S·$. "" C) '0~ Name of Kindergarten. Locatiqn. Name of condnclor. 0 :e, 'IE r-.i:l r-. ~'~"" ~ft a:> a:> ell a:> <1)0 
l=l p ! <l)C/J p::l <l) ~ ~<l) So: ~ ~~ ;:!..., z ~ z - ------.-- --
1 2 3 4 ~ 6 
,. s 
336 Watertowp. Kinder- Watertown, Wis. 1877 Miss Ella Koenig ..... 0 40 S-0 6 
gartep. (Fourth s~l'~et). 
337 Kindergarten* .• • h ... Globe, Ariz ........... 1881 Miss Stella A. }4ora· ..... lG 3-10 3 
house. 
338 Kfr!~rlfr~'!~nsth~ol~· Georgetown, D. C .••. 1880 Mary E. Hatch .... .... ..... 20 
4 3! 
339 :Bethany Free Kinder- Washington, D. c. 1880 Mrs. Anna B. Ogden . 1 20 3-6 2§-3 
garten. (1811 I street). 
I 
MO OaRitol Hill Institute Washingtqn, D. C.(22 1877 Miss Con~elia F . I3oy- 3 64 18-lOl 3-4 
ani! Kindergarten.* Tptrd street sop.th· den. {9-17) 
e!].st). 
341 Frobel Institute and Washington, D. 0. 1875 Miss Susie Pollock 3 60 3-12 4i 
Kindergarten. (1127 Thirteenth and Mi&s Catherine 
&t.reet). No err. 
342 Garfield Kindergarten. Wasqinfton, D. 0. 1883 Mrs. Ann~J. 13. Ogden .. . .. ... 22 ........ ..... 
(18l1 street). 
4-12 343 Iowa Circle Graded Wa~hington, D. D. 1879 DoraN. :Brown, prin- 0 34 6, 3 




34.4 Kindergarten ..•••.••. Washington, D. 0. 1881 Mrs. Olga M. Spier .... ..... 30 4-8 
(1135 Seventeenth 
street). 
345 National KinAergar- Wflshington, D. C. 1874 Mrs. Louise Pollock .. 3 30 4-10 5 
ten and Frimacy (929 Eighth street). 
j:lchool. 
346 Washington Colle~i- Wasbinlrtpn, D. 0. -···· II. N. Douglas .. , ..... .... .... . .. ... ~, ..... atp Iilstitutp Kin- (1023 Twelfth st.). 
der~rten. 
347 West ndKindergar- Washington, D. c. 1882 Miss Mary :a.. Pollock. 4-12 3i-4t 
ten and School. (flOOEight entb st.). 
348 Santa. Fe Academy 
Kinderga.rteJl. 
Santa. F 6, N . Mex .... . .... 
1
· :urs. S. E. GarpC'nter .. ..... . ... . ....... ··--· 
•Frpm Report of the Commissioner of E!lucation for 1881. 
inqui1'ies by the United States Bureau of Educaticrp,-Continued. 
~r O.!<j _!<! ,g~~· 
ii) 1!:: 1!:: ~ 
'C:~ 'S"" Occupations of pupils. Apparatus and appliances. Effect of the system . ........ '"'<!) 
$.a$~ 
s"' ~.;; ~~ 
llirr;l 
~- . 
9 10 11 12 13 
5 28 Singing, paper folding, paper Building blocks, slates, Very satisfactory. 
cutting, weq,vine:, pricking, hoops, balls, &c. 
~ 40 
eJll broid.ef~, &p. 
It makes the child graceful, p~~pg, P,rip !in~;, weaving, All the 1ffts, pq,pers, and 
pastmg, 'modellu~g. folding, bookil elonging to the easy, and polite in his man-
cuttin~, llnd gardening. systf:lD+· nerf!, gu\c~ens the i~tel.lect, 
especial y develop1p.g t4e 
powers of obs.erv~tlPU ana 
expression, and' its mora 
effect iR incalculable. 
5 4!1 Bloc~ hqildi~g, ~tick,riug, and Ruled slate~, blapkl)oar% Beneficial in t~v~ry yray. 
tab et laymg, peas work, the different gifts, an 
weaving, sewi~, perforat- material for >fqrki.pg. 
in~ paper fol ng, model-
5 so 
lin , &p. 
Usua occupations ............ Usual Kindergarten gifts -.. Tends to awaken perceytion, 
cultivates self-contro , i~ 
proves · haoits retatinp to 
prop~f care of' body arid 
mirtcl. ' ' 
5 40 The 20 Frobel gifts and o·~cu- Usual gifts and appliances Improves the physical condi-pations. of a true Kindergarten, t10n, awa'jrep.s ;tn!l eXRil~d~ 
airy rooms: playgrou~d, the ~ntal f~t.culties, teac e11 
Riano for older pup1ls, the c iltl to b,e shstema 4c 
t up.1b bells, maps, charts, thoughtful of ot ers, self-
blac~boards, globes, &c. dependent, and tolite, ap.d 
lays :J. yahJable . o~Q.atioP. 
5 40 Th~?SEl basetl on Fro pel's prin- T4ose necessary to a well 
for later school :wot . 
Proijuc!)s growth and !14-
ciples of education. · conducted Kindergarten. vancement }>hysically and 
Usp~l JP®ergarten OCCJlpa- lJ sual Kind!;lrgarten gifts ---
mentally. 
·-·· ..... hone. 
5 40 Weaving, paper folding, sew- Sd, 4th, 5th, apd 6th ~ifts, Very beneficial tq bpth body 
ipg, pan~r cuttin~ and tablets, slats, st1ck~, a:q.dmind. 
twisting, perforatinjZ,draw- rings, materials for weav-
ing, modelling, and peas ing ap.d perforating, 
work. s~uare!l t~les, slates, and 
5 40 
b acJ!;boards. 
5 40 All of Frobel's occu11ations S'buared tables, slates, Improves the ~e:q.eral health 
~xcept pricking and past- lackboards, all t4e glfts, and teaches he child self-
mg. including balls, sticks, government; It i's also a 
blop],(s, tablets, staffs, su~erior preparation for 
rings, and Mrs. Hailman's su sequent · mathematica1 
2d gift, mn.teriala for the training, . 
occu1pations, gar en tools, 
and rang's nn.tural his-
tp:cy cards . .... ..... 
5 36 Fropel's occupations, with Usual appliance~ .......... : reading, writing, arithme-
tic, drawing, siniTing in 
I 
Germlj.n and Englis 1, &c . .... .... 
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'l'ABLE V.-Memoranda. 
Name. Location. Remarks. 
Kindergarten in the Institution for the Deaf 
and Dmnb. 
Berke.ey, Cal......... Closed. 
Charity Kindergarten of the Presbyterian 
Church. 
Silver Street Kindergarten ............... i 
Oakland, Cal. ........ . 
San Francisco, Cal, ••. 
Miss Browne's Kindergarten...... •• • ... • .. Chicago, IlL ........ .. 
Charity Kindergarten...................... Chicago, <i!ll. (cor. Chi-
cago avenue and La 
See Oakland Free Kindergarten ; 
identical. 
The officers of the Public Kinder-
garten Society.z. who had control 
of the originall:iilverStreetKin· 
• der~~;arten, removed their insti-
, ... tution to corner ~yent~ and 
? !:!e;f ~~~~!~r ~;~~~J!~ 
garten. .At 64 Silver street 
new schools were opened called 
New Silver Street Kindergarten 
and Silver Street Kindergarten 
No.2. 
United with the Kirkland Kin· 
dergarten. 
See Memorial Kindergarten (147 
Milton avenue) ; identical. 
Salle street). 
Chicago, Ill. . . . . .. .. .. See Misses Grant's Kindergarten. Kindergarten (Misses Annie and Mary 
Howe)~ 
Kindergarten, .MissMaryJ'.Holmes' School. CJhicago, Ill ........... Closed. 
Miss Nellie C. Alexander's Kindergarten.. Chicago, Ill........... ClosE' d. 
Parish Kindergarten . . . .. . .. .. • ... . .. . • .. . Danville, Ill .... . . .. .. See Kindergarten, Holy Trinity 
School; iaentical. 
Kindergarten in Cook County Normal and Normalville, Ill ....... 
Trainmg School. 
Kindergarten (Pettingill Seminary)........ Peoria, Ill ........... . 
Indianapolis Kindergarten ................ Indianapolis, Ind ... .. 
Meridian Hall Kindergarten .............. . 
Kindergarten (Miss L. Tallman) .......... . 
Kindergarten School. ..................... . 
Private School and Kindergarten ........ .. 
Miss E. D. Powell's Kindergarten ..•.•••.. 
Miss Mary .Barton's Kindergarten ....... .. 
Kinderg:trten (Miss B. L. Martin) .•••••••• . 
The New Education Kindergarten ........ . 
Normal Kindergarten ......••.....••••••••. 
Kindergarten (Mary W. Mitchell) ........ . 
Roxbury Kinderga.rten ................... . 
South End Kindergartell. ................ .. 
Brookline Free Kindergarten ...... -· ... . 
Sparks Street Kindergarten ......... ..... . 
Charity Kindergarten (Brockway Mission 
School). 
Indianapolis, Ind .... . 
Boon€', low a ........ .. 
Dubuque, Iowa. ...... . 
Topeka, Kans. (347 
Jackson street) . 
Louisville, Ry ....... . 
Louisville, Ky .•...... 
:Baltimort~, .Md.• (cor-
ner Wilson st. and 
Madison avenue). 
Baltimore, Md. (343 
Linden avenue). 
:Baltimore, Md ....... . 
Boston, Mass. (West 
Chester Park). 
:Boston, Mass. (GrQve 
Hall). 
Boston, Mass. (154 W. 
Conc01·d street). 
Brookline, Mass. (Old 
Town Hall). 
Cambridge, Mass ... .. 
Detroit, Mich ....... .. 
Closed. 
Notin existence. 








Removed; not found. 
Removed; not found. 
Closed. 
Removed; not found. 
Closed. 
Removed; not found. 
Closed. 
Closed. 
Not in existence. 
Miss .Jennings' Kindergarten ...........•.. 
Kindergarten (Mrs. Eudora Hailmann) .... 
Kindergarten of Elizabeth Aull Female 
Detroit, Mich .. ....... Closed. 
Detroit, Mich......... Closed. 
Lexington, Mo........ Closed. 
Seminary. . 
Kindergarten department of public schools. 
Private KindergartE'n (M. E. Emerson) .... 
Kindergarten of the Wykeham Institute .. 
Kindergarten of the Academy of the Sacred 
Heart. 
Caroon City~.-,.Nev ..... Discontinued. 
Nashua, N . .t1.... .. .. Closed. 
Bergen Point, N. J .. . Closed. 
Hoboken, N. J' ...... .. Closed. 
Frobel Kindergarten On the Hill ....•••••. Brooklyn, N. Y. (46 Removed; not fonnd. 
Greene avenue). 
Halsey American Kindergarten ............ Brooklyn, N.Y ...... . 
Kind rgarten of the :Brooklyn Children 's 
1 
Brooklyn, N.Y ...... . 
Aid ociety. 
Miss .Jaudon's Kindergarten ............... New York, N.Y .... .. 
Kindergarten .............................. New York, N.Y. (220 
Clinton street.) 
Kindergarten and Primary School ......... N w York, N.Y. (165 
W e11t 53d treet.) 
:Kindergarten in St. t ph n's Church Home New York, N. Y .... .. 
Kindergarten d r Ro<:b Y. r l! c·nl cbule .... 
1 
Rochester, N. Y .... .. 
Kindl'rgarten (CharlotteF 11 ldnstitute). harlotte, N.C ..... .. 
Kindergart n (Peace Institute) . .. .. . .... .. Raleil!b, N. C ....... .. 
St. Mary's Kindergarten ................... Raleigh, N.C ........ . 
Closed. 
Not a tme Kindergarten; the 
songs and plays of the y tem 
are used but none of the ap ra-
tus and aJJpliances. 
Clo ed. 
Removed. 
Removed to Upper Mont Clair, 
:r • .r. 




Not a. true Kindergarten. 
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TABLE V.-Memoranda-Continued • 
. 
Name. Location. Rep1arks. 
Kindergarten ••••••••.•.•. ·r............... Cincinnati, Ohio (166 
West 7th street) .. 
Miss A.M. J~nney's Kindergarten .••...•. Columbus, Ohio .•••••• 
Removed to Avondale with name 
of A von dale Kindergarten. 
Closed; succeeded by Miss Edith 
Ritson's Kindergarten. 
Kindergarten of Ohio CentralN ormal School. Fayette, Ohio .•••..••. 
Erie Academy Kindergarten .•.......•.•••. Erie, Pa .........•.•... 
Kindergarten of Hazzard's Academy . • • • • . Monongahela, Pa ••• , . 
Elizabeth Y. Webb's Kindergarten ........ Philadelphia, Pa ..... . 
Kindergarten (Miss Anna Longstreth} .••. : Philadelphia, Pa ....•. 
West Chestnut Street Kindergarten ...•••. Philadelphia, Pa ..•.•. 
Sharon Hill Kindergarten.................. Sharon Hill, Pa ..•••.. 
Wilkes-Barre Kinder€iarten ..........•••... Wilkes-Barre, Pa ...•. 
Kindergarten, NashVIlle Academy ......••. Nashville, '.renn .•••.. 
Milwaukee Normal School Kindergarten ..• Milwaukee, Wis .••••• 
Georgetown Kindergarten... . . . • • • • • • • • • • . Georgetown, D. C .•••. 
Kindergarten (Mrs. S . .A.. Cavia).---···--·· Washington, D. C ..••. 
Metropolitan Seminary and Kindergarten .. Washington, D. C .•••. 
See Kindergarten of Fayette Nor-









Now forms the Central Kinder-
garten of the Milwaukee Kin-
dergarten system; its statistics 
are there included. 
Closed. 
Closed. 
Closed; being succeeded by Gar· 
field Kindergarten Training 
School, Tables ill and V. 
Kindergarten from which no information has been received. 
Name and location. Name and location. 
Kindergarten(MissD.A.Curt!s), Sacramento, Cal. Mrs. Hoffman's Kindergarten, Buffalo, N.Y. (623 
Shipley Street Free Charity Kindergarten, ::ian Delaware avenue). 
Francisco, Cal. (146 Shipley street). Kindergarten of Glens Falls Academy, Glens 
Frobel School and Kindergarten, Chicago, lll. Falls, N. Y. 
(cor. Bishop court and Madison street). Kindergarten, New York, N. Y. (56 W. 55th 
Kindergarten, Chicago, lll. (37 Johnson pl!l(lc). street). · 
Kindergarten, Clucago, lll. (62 Langley avenue). Kindergarten of Mrs. Frederic Jonson's School, 
Kindergarten, Chicago, lll. (1818 Indiana ave.). New York, N.Y. (13 East 31st street). 
Park Iiistitute Kindergarten, Chicago, lll. (103 Kindergarten of Mrs. Froehlich's School, New 
.Ashland avenue). York, N.Y. (28 East 50th street). 
Marion Kindergarten, Marion, Incl. (5th street). Kindergarten of Moeller Institute, New York, N. 
Kindergarten of Louisville Female Seminary, Y. (336 West 29th street). 
Louisville, Ky. (6 West Chestnut street.). Cottage Kindergarten, Primary and Interm.e(ijate 
Mrs. Brown's Kindergarten, Boston, Mass. (Hotel Classes, Syracuse, N.Y. (74 if ames street). 
Cluny). Frobel Kinuergarten, Syracuse, N.Y. (115 Cedar 
Kindergarten of the Boston Orphr.n .Asyhtm, Bos- street). 
ton, Mass. Kindergarten, Warrenton, N.C. 
Free Kindergarten, Cambridge, Mass. (Concord Kindergarten, Pittsboro', N.C. 
avenue). Brooks Kindergarten, Cleveland, Ohio (corner 
Kindergarten (Miss Hutchinson), Cambridg~, Prospect and, Huntington streets). 
Mass. Kindergarten Cleveland Academy, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Cambridgeport Kindergarten, No. 2, Cambridge- Orange Place Kindergarten, Toledo, Ohio (corner 
_ JlOrt, Mass. (cor. Windsor and School streets). Orange and Huron streets). : 
Moore Street Kindergarten, No. 1, Cambridge- Frobel Kindergarten, Germantown, Pa. (5262Main 
port Mass. (76 Moore street). street). 
Frobel Kindergarten, North Cambridge, Mass. Frobel Kindergarten of the Germantown Infant 
Private Kindergarten, Detroit, Mich. (681 Cass School, Germantown, Pa. (Haines st., near Main). 
avenue). Kindergarten, Germantown, Pa.(29 Wister street). 
Kindergarten, Minneapolis, Minn. (227 S. 6th st.). Charity Kindergarten, Philadelphia, Pa: (22d and 
Kindergarten, St. Charles, Mo. (1511 Hubert st.). Locust streetR). > 
Kindergarten of Martha Institute, Hoboken, N. Kindergarten, Philadelphia, Pa. (1802Wallace st.) • 
.T. (corner 6th street and Park avenue). Kindergarten, Philadelphia, Pa. (1718.Rittenhouse 
Kindergarten of St. Aloysius Academy, Jersey street). '· ,.<-·( ·.-
City, N. J. West Chester Frobel Kindergarten;" West Chester, 
Miss .Alston's Kindergarten, Newark, N. J. (Or- Pa. (24 South Church street). 
chard street). Kindergarten (Charleston Orphan House), Charles-
St. Peter's KindergM'ten, Newark, N. J. (21 Liv- . to:o, S. C. · .,. 
ingston street). Williamston Female College Kindergarten, Will-
Frobel's Kindurgarten, Albany, N.Y. (Elk street). iamston, S. C. 
American Kimlerga.rten, Brooklyn, N. Y. Kindergarten, Young Ladies' School, Memphis, 
Xindergarten,Brooklrn N.Y. (591LaFayetteave.). Tenn. 
M.rs. R. Goodwin's Kindergarten, Brooklyn, N.Y. Kindergarten, Leache-Wood Seminary, Norfolk, 
(154 Montague street). Va. 
Miss Cora. E. Mattice's Kindergarten, Buffalo, N.~ 'Milwaukee Kindergarten, Milwaukee, Wis. (lOth 
Y. (224 Jersey street). · (· street). . • . 









Number· of studentB. 
<1)- <I) .... <!) ··· · 
00 "' 0. C)~ g- g :g.-~~ 
o: ~ ~~'0~ . ~ ~~ . ~ . ~~~·s 
• 0
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b: "t:l ~- ~ ! .§' :§. ] s- bii' ~-r< 8! -~;j 
~ i5 c a:>.- o5 b'n C7J ~ .s -~ rd "'· rd Q. ~ '+ ( 
i I I l;l . I ~ ~' ~~ ~- i ·lj~lt·~-§ ~i
.$ 
1 
s 1 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 3 ~ 1 ~= ~ s ~ -~ , l~ j ~ ca ca <D <I) 0 <D d d c ~-< >-< d =-
I I A A ~ ~ ~~~~-H __ H_ H ~~~.~~ 
1 
2 Trinity Normal Sohool" ...... ·-· 
1 I .Andrew_ s .Institnte ............... . 
3 Wilcox Female Institute ......•.. 
4 Carrollton. Male and FemaloAcad-
emy. 
5 Dadeville Femalo Institute ..... .. 
6 D::uleville Seminary ............. .. 
7 Malo High School .....••••.••••••. 
8 Gn.ylosville High School···---··-
!) Groene SJ.>rings School. ......... _ 
10 Lowory's Industrial Academy-- •. 
11 La F:\yer.te Male and Female Col-
lop:-e. 
12 Livin~ston Male .Academy ....... . 
13 RichnTdson and Clovelnncl's Acad-
emy and Commercial Institute. a 
14 Hamnar Hall----------~-------·--
15 Mount Union Seminary .. .... --- .. 
10 Wllllam and Emmn..A::ustln C.bll.egc.>. 
17 Youn~ Lndios' Acnclemy of the 
Vitnta.tion. 
18 Tnlhl.(log(l. College ............... . 
10 'J'o.lla(lOII.a 'Malo Jii.gh. Sol1ool* -----· 
20 .Mountnlll F\prlng Ilip;h Sohoolb •.. 
!!l Prwlc ITi~-:h Rnhot•l _ ..• ------ .... 
'''' A l'lllull ,l t•hlr~ llnJ•II"i,Jil.t:h Huhool. 
~ a. .:f :i 6 .· " '~ ')' S 9 l.O• :t1 :l~ 1.3 l.<l :1:5' 1.6- :l')' :tS. 
.,. ~· 
Andrews Inst-itute, Ala... 187611874. William H'ouston, A.M •••• ·- M. E ... -~ 3~ 2 ~ -;-;- 126 -;-J-o -0 ~ -r r~~ 
~tbens, Ala. (box::90) ..... 0 1865 Miss ~ary F. Wells ....... _ Non-sect 0 2 216 90 126_ .................... ;··· -~;. 
Camden,Ala ........ _____ 1849 1849 Mrs.MaryA.Boyd ........ - O.S.Pres 1 4 60 18· 42 60 12 3 .............. ~ 
Ca:crollton, Ala. •••••• - ••••. 1856 1856 T. G. Williams .............. Non-sect 1 2 57 43 14 52 5 3
1
5. 0 1_ 2 
E:g:~n::±i:::::::.::::= --~-- -~~~~- -~~~-~~~~~~~t~_::::::::~ -~~~:~~~~ .. : ... :. -~~- :::: -~~~ -~~- -~~- .. : .. :~ .. :~. --~- ;~.? 
Dadeville, Ala--·---······------ 1881 J'.Osoarl'mckard ..................... 2· .... 50 50 .... 30 . 2 .... 8· 2 ::-:.. . :.-•• 
Gaylesville,.A.la .......... 1876· 1871 Rev:SamueiL.Russell,A.M. Non-sect 2' 3 100 56 44 6S 29 .......... :: :.:; . 1.: .• 
Gr.e.en~rinW!, Ala.------ 0 1847 Henry Tutwiler, LL.D ....... Non-sect 1 1 30 27 3· 30 23 5 ........ .. :. f • .u 
Hunh:! · e,.Ala ........ _. 1879 1876. Anna..L.Lowocy ............ Christ... 2 2 105 45 60 65' 20 20 ........ 10 •• .,. 
La. Fayette, Ala. ........ -.. Q ...... J'\ ~~ifa=.and Miss. Mary Non-sect 2' 2 100 6.0 40 -·- ~--· ............ ; .. : 1-;-~ 
~~~~~~::1.~:::::::::::: :::::::::::.: i5~~r~:aru.~:r~d;~;;,"A:;.r.:- :::::::::: ~- --4· ~g ~ --o~ .:~. :::: :::: :::: :::::::: ::~: 
Stl}ler.int6nclent. 
:M:'ontgomecy, AJ.a.. ...... _. 1860 1861. Rev. Gem:geM.Everhart,D.D P. E..... 2~ 5 78. .... 78· 7S· .... 37 ............... . 
M'Oun1TU.nion;Ala ·-·---- ----- - 1880 R6v-; 8 .. JeftersomHrunmitt .. M:E .... L .... 56 23 33 50 ...................... .. 
SteVJ.IDsan,Ala ............ 1'877 18'78 . .A.: • .F.Dbc,president ......... Non-sect 3t 2 ll!! 61: 51 (112) o ................ -. 
Summw:ville1 .Ala •••• ~ . . . ·---·· 1833 Sister::M.stianislaus,superior R.C .............. 60· ! ... 60 ··- ---· .... ---· ........... . 
Tnllo.dogn,Ala ..... ~-- 1869 186!1 G'eor~H.H.owe-............ Cong... s: 8 290 155 13:5 256 14 ....... ~ .......... .. 
'.I:nllntlagn, Ala............ 0 1880 W. M.Bethea................. .......... 2.. .... 517 55 ··-- 30. 20 .................. .. 
'l'tinity, Alo... ... • • • •• •• .. . .. .. .. 18'74 Georgo.L, S'ampson .. .. .. . .. P. E..... 2. . . .. 20 20 .. .. 20 9 5 8 3 2 2 
'l'uskLigooi.A.la. .................. 1869 JameaF.Pm:k,A..:IIf.,l'H.D .. Non-seot 5· 0 138 133 0 80 53 12 SO .... 8 .. .. 

































23 Austin Institute .......... ....•... 
2!1:. Scientific nntl Normal School ..••. 
25 Clinton Malo and Female Academy 
26 Thdependent High School"'.---·-·~ 
27 E,-euing Shade College* •.•..••••• 
28 Leo IIigh School* ......••••••••••• 
29 .Arkansas Female College ...••••.• 
3D Philnndm· Smith College •.•.•••••. 
31 Melbourne .Academy ..........••. 
32 Monticello Male and Female In,. 
stitute. 
33 Prairie Grove Academy .••••••••. 
34 Q.uihnan College .....••••••••.••.. 
35 Texarkana Institute ..•••••.•.••• . 
36 Centennial Institute .....•.•.••.•• 
37 St. Catherine's Academy .•••.••••. 
38 St. Mary's Hall*·-·· .••••••••••••• 
39 Litton Sprin!!s College* ... .•.•.••. 
40 ConvOllt of Mary Immaculate* .... 
41 Gilroy Seminary ........•......... 
42 College of Notre Dame .••••••••••. 
43 Napa Collo~iato Illstitnte ..••..••. 
« Kap:J. Larlies' Seminary •.•........ 
45 Miss Bisbee's School for Young 
Ladies. 
46 Convent of Our Lady of the Sacred 
Heart. ' 
47 Miss Fielcl's Home School for 
Young Ladies. , 
48 Iiopkins Academy .•••••....•..•.. 
49 Sackett School. ..........•••••. ~-. 
50 Snell Seminary for Young Ladies. 
51 I Placerville Academy .••••••...•.. 
52 Howe's High School and Normal 
Institute. 
53 Sacramento Institute ..••••••••••. 
54 Sacramento Select School ••••••••• 
Austin, Ark .•..•••••••••• 1880 1873 Cornelius S. Cable .••••••••. Non-sect 2 .•.. 130 72 58 130 30 .••..••..••..•...••• 
Bentonville, Ark........... 0 11!82. J. W. Coltrane, A.B •••••••.•• Non-sect 2 2 !50 69 81 . . •. .• .. .• .. . ••. . ••. 2 1 
Clinton, Ark............... 1873 l875 T. L. Cox: . •• . . . . . . . . . . . ••• • . . • • • . . . . . . 2 2 140 80 60 122 12 6 4 8 .. : .•••• 
El Doradl), Ark .••.• ···~·· .••• •. lfiSl Rev. J. G. Smyth, A.M .•••••• Non-soot 2. : ••• 50 20 30 45 5 •••. 2 ..•..•..•••• 
Evening_Shade,Ark •••••. 1873· 1874- Nath. T.Moore. ...•.•••.•••. Non-sect 2 1: 132 84 48· 132 12 0 100 10 0 .••. 
La Grange, Ark . •••••• ••• 0 1879 G. C. Woodson, A. B •• ••••••• • • • • •• • • • • 1 1 45 25 20 45 0 0 . . . . 6 0 0 
tinl:~~~~t::::::::: -~~~:. -~~~- -~~--:~~~~~::::::::::: ~~:.-.:: --~~ --~- :~. --~- :~~- -~~- ~-~- -- -~- --~- --~-~--~- ·--~ 
Melbourne, Ark • • • • . • • • • • 0 1877 M. H. Wilson . . • • • • • . . • . • . • . Non-sect 1 1 90 50 40 90 7 90 7 . . • . 0 0 
Monticello, .Ark.. ••• ·-··-·· •••••••••••• Pl'O:ftH-enr:y E. Chambers ......................... .................................... . 
Erairie Grove, .Al'k:. ••••u •••••• 
Q_uitma.n, Ark: .....•••.•••..••••. 
Texal:kana, .A:rk ··-····~·· ••.••• 
WaiTen, Ark···--··~··-· 1875 
Benicia, CaL--·······-~-- •••••. 
Benicia, Cal.·-· •••••••••••••••.. 
Geyser Springs, CaL ••••• _ 1863 
Gilroy, Cal..:............. o 
Gilroy, Cal. •••••..•• ·- ·-.. 0 
Marys.ville, Cal ••• • • • • • • •• 1869 
Napa City; CaL~--······· 1870 
N!qla. City, Cal •••••• ····-·11872 














W.E.Rosser •••...•.....•.•.••••.•.••. 11 2 115 56 59. 104 11 .••. 9 .••. 4 '1 .. :. 
Rev.JeromeH,Quitman .... M.E.So. (6') 138 ..••.••. ··-· ....................... . 
LeRoy Bates, PH.D ......... M.E .... ···-~---- ....................•••..••..•...••...•. 
M.D.Houk ................. Bapf.hlt. 1 2 55 28 27 46 9 ..•. .... 1 .. . 
Sister M. Louisa...... . • . . . . R. C . . . . 0 10 120 .... 120 120 0 0 0 0 o 0 
0 Rev. L. D. Mansfield, A.M., P. E..... 2_· 9 63 3 60 60 7 42 0 0 0 
rector. 
Jt>hn Gamble ............. .. 
Mother Superior ....•••••••. 
Sarah M. Severance ..•.•••. 
Sis tor Aloysius, s. N. D •••••• 
.A. E. Lasher, A. M •••••••••• 
D. W. Hanna, A:. JU." ••••••••••• 
Miss S. B. Bisbee ...••..••••. 
P.resb .•• , 7 1 
~~~-86~i ··o· ! 
R.C .....••. 6 
M.E ..•. 4 7 
Pres b -.. -j 2 10 














-... 160 20 1 10 6,.... 2 50 .... .... .... 0 0 20 
~~ i~~- "4~~ "4~- "i~- "5~- --~1""4 
~~ I.~:. _ . ~ .1 1~- : : : :I: : : : : : : t::: 
0 
Oakland, Cal .••••••••••••.•••••. 18681 Rev. Mother .T. Baptist, su-
perior provincial: 
Oakland, Cal.............. 0· 1872. Miss Harriet N·. Field ..••••. 
R.C •••. ....... 15 11.5 ... .1115 100 I 6 : ·--~- --~r~· ---~ 
Non-sect 5 8· 127 0 1'27 12:1 1'8· 
Oakland, Cal.. •.•••••••• ~. 1870 1871' 
Oakland, Cal .•..••••••••.. ···-· 187.8 
Oakland, CaL (56812th st.). ··--. 1878 
Placerville, Cal • • • . . . • • • • • • ··--. 1861 
Sacramento, Cal. (6th at., ••• ·-. 1873 
Rev: Hoenty'E. Jllwett; M. A •• 
D.P. Sackett, A.M ••••••••••• 
Richard B. Snell and Mary 
E. Snell. · 
George P. Tindall, A.M •••••• 






6 2" 65 65 0 50 15 6' 10 41 4 ()"' 1Q 3 100 100 0 78 22.. 12 11 12 3 
2- 10 125 0 125 120 5 30 0 0. 0 0 
~ 
r 41122160 162.1""""1·-······-a· 62 32 3o 57 5 
4 
2 ........ _ ... _. 
between J and K). 







Sacramento, Cal (L street, •••• •• 1871 Mrs. A. C. Curtis ............ M. E.... .... L 118 70 48' 118 42. 14. 7 26 ' 19 I 30 
near 6th) .. 
55 SacramentO Seminary* .••••••••••. Sacramento, Cal ••••••.••. , ..•••• 11863 
56 St . .Joseph's Academy............. Sacramento, Cal. (cor. 8th 1875 1857 
and G streets). 
57 Young: Ladies' Seminary .••••••• :. Sacramento, Cal ................. :1862 
58 Mrs. Colgate Baker's School* • • • • . San Francisco, CaL (1608 0 1878 
Mrs. Herrol)n Pe:rrY· .•• :'~~---
Sisters of Mercy •••••••••••• 
-~.t 
William S. lfjmt : ••••••• ~· ••. 
Mrs. Colgate Baker .•••••••• 









.... 80 175 0 44>0 4.00 
60 45 105 
3 55 47 











· Van Ness Avenue). 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a•Thes~ figures are for the school year 1881-'82, during which yea;r the sehool was known as Richardson's Academy; art; the opening of the S'chool yea~.: 1:882;-'Sa it a.Qamed 
the name gH·en above. 



















TaBLE VI.- Statistics of institntions for seoonda1·y i-nst1•ucti01t jo1· 1882, <fc.- Continued. 
' 
• Number of students. 
I!) I!) ,.,.. I!) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • g g Ill ';J<l.) 
g Q ~ ~~0~ 
• ..... • Cll ~ I!) I!) _g·a 
§ ~ . gs,~.:,;,.<J~o<D 
Name. Location. :;:s Principal. .§ . ~ a5 g ;t ~ ~ §3 g'n·~-~ ~.-o . = 1:1 Ill .s Ill ;... c ~ <D 1 ..... I!) a <;:~ 5 
I J~ .;:; 0 ~ Q El :;l bfl '0~ g~ ~I!) :;:s oj 
"'j:; ti §3 13 P. 8 8 § ~ Q ;... Q ~~ .. ~ 
-5 ~ ~ ~ .s -~ .@ fl bfl''"' bll''"' 0! ·~;:: 
0 0 ...... .. -~ 1"""4 ,....; • ~ = ~ 0 ~ ~ ~,...... ~ (!) 
= bll .-o e ~ .Q ..... ..... ""' ~ l.s '-1.1-o Q .:=l ~ 
""' ""' o c <D aS b'o oo ~-S ·~ ~'d~'do 
.s . .s • !i:.n ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ '0 a g. g. ~ s~ 
1--------------1-----------1--A- A · ~ ~ ~ I ~ >i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~'0 
1 . ' 2 3 4 G 6 -;- S 19 10 11 12 !13 14 15 16 n lS 
59 College of Notre Dame of San San Francisco, Cal • • • • • • • . 1876 1866 Sister Aloyse of the Cross . . R. C .. .. 24 460 ~ -- .. 460 
Francisco. 
60 Irving Institute .. • • .• • • • . ... .. . . . San Francisco, Cal. (1036 0 1877 Rev. Edward B. Church, A, III Non-sect 4 4 65 5 60 50 15 15 0 0 0 0 
Valencia street). 
61 Sacred Heart College* ......... , .. San Francisco, Cal. (s. e. .•• .. . 1874 Rev. Brother Gene bern ..... R. C .. . . 23 .... 700 700 450 150 100 
cor. Eddy and Larkin 
streets). 
62 Trinity School.................... San Francisco, Cal. (1534 • •• .. . .. • • • • Rev. E. B. Spalding, A . .M .... P. E ................................................... .. 
Mission street). 
03 University (City) College* ........ San Francisco, Cal. 1859 1859 Rev.d'ames Matthews, D. D .. Presb ... 3 4 58 44 14 36 22 12 .... .... 1 .... 
(Haight street). 
64 UrbanSohool ..................... San Francisco, Cal. (Ma- 0 1864 Nathan W.Moore .......... Non-sect 9 2 83 83 0 13 70 60 23 15 9 ; 1 
son and Geary streets). 
65 Miss West's School for Girls~· ..... San Francisco, CaL....... 0 1873 Mary B. West. ............. P. E..... 9 76 6 70 70 6 65 0 0 1 0 
66 Madame Zeitska's Inst-itute .... .. San Francisco, Cal. (922 0 1862 Madame B. Zeitska., A.lli .... Non-sect 5 14 '160 160 160 5 160 5 .......... .. 
Post street). 
67 Home Seminary .................. San Jos6, Ca.l. (Wilson 1881 1875 Miss M.S. Castleman....... .......... 1 5 14 .... 14 ........................... . 
., avenue). · 
68 Laurel Hall ...................... SanMateo,Cal............ 1864 L.Manson-Buckmaster ..... P.E ..... 2 6 40 .... 40 .......................... .. 
69 St. Matthew's Hall ................ San Mateo, CaJ...... ...... 0 1866 Rev. Alfred Lee Brewer, M. A P. E ..... 12 2 147 145 2 147 36 29 4 3 ...... .. 
70 SchooloftheHolyCross .......... Santo.Crnz,Cal. .......... 1875 1862 SisterRosoGenevieve ...... R.C ........ 8150 .... 150 150 ... . 12 ........ 6 .. .. 
'11 Cnlifot'1111\ Normal and SoientUio Vacaville,Cnl ................... 1881 W.J.Stevens,A.:u .......... Non-sect 3 2 105 41 64 56 4 8 2 ........... . 
School. 




































731 SanJoaquin Valley College ....••• , Woodbridge,Cal. .•.•••••. l1882 




Wolfe Hall ........•••...•...••... , Denver, Colo ..•...•.••••.. 
Tillotson Aca<\emy . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Trinidad, Colo 
Academy of the Holy Family..... Baltic, Conn 
1880 
78 The Curtis School for Boys .....•. 
79 Golden Hill Institute and :Family 
Boarding School. 
80 Hillside Seminary ............... . 
81 Morgan School. .•.•••.•.•.••..•.•• 
82 Bacon Academy* .••.....•..•••••. 
83 Elmwood School. •••.•.•.....••••. 
84 Durham Academy* •.....•........ 
85 Glastonbury Academy* .....•••••. 
86 Greenwich Academy* 
87 Brainard Academy 
88 Miss Haines's School for Young 
Ladies and Girls. 
89 Seminary of Mt. St. Joseph ...... . 
90 Rocky Dell Institute ............ . 
91 Mrs. Robert H . Griswold's SchooL 
92 Young Ladies' Seminary ......... . 






Hartford, Conn . . . • • • • . • . . 1873 
Lime Rock, Conn ....•.••••••••. 
Lyme,Conn .................... . 
Middletown, Conn ....••• ·1· .... . 





















94 New Britain Seminary ........... . 
95 New Canaan Institute ••••••...••• 
96 The Elderage SchooL....... . •..• 
97 I l\fiss Nolt's English and French 
New Britain, Conn .. ·····- ~ ······~1870 
New Canaan, Conn .......•.•• ••. 1R73 
New Haven, Conn. (136 .••••• 1873 
Sherman avenue.) 




Family and Day School. 
WestEn<llnstitute .............. NewHaven,Conn .•••.••. , ...... , 18~g 
Wnrnmnn~ Academy ............. New Preston, Conn....... 0 18:> .. 










Ladies and Cl1ildren. 
Miss Meeker's School. ...•....•••. Norwich, Conn · ..•••••.••. , .•.•.. 
Gildl.'rsleeve Hirrh School .•...••.. Port.Ia.nd, Conn ...••••.....••... 
Sen bury _I_nstitu1e . . . • . • . • • • • • • • • . Saybrook, Conn ............... .. 











Rov. D. A. Mobloy, A. "·· I u. B.... a 'I" "I" 18 aa· 0 9 28 preRi<lflnt. 
Rev. D"'ld H. Moore, A • .-., Moth . . • . • • . 5 •250 130 120 .••..•....•. 100 70 I 'I 2 
D. D., president. 
~~~-rAlE.t~:l~:~:::::::::: ~o!.'sect r ~ 1 ~g 3~ l 1~g ~~ 1~ 4~ ""i' "o' ""o" ···o 
Rov. iroth" Cuolo, •npod- R. C.. . . . . • • . 8 140 ••• ro 100 .••. 1411 .••••••..••. · • • · 
Ol't'SS. I 
Frederick S. Curtis, PH. B ••• ~on-sect 1 . • . . 11 11 ........... T ... 
Rev.GuyB.Day,lii.A ....... Non-sect 1 0 12 9 3 12 8 5 I 4 I 11 11 0 
Mariana Slaue Hopson and I Non-sect 1 I 6 50 
Anne J. Stone. I 
Dwight Holbrook, A.M .•.... Non-sect 3 6 63 32 31 14 42 . . • . 2 4 2 .••• 
~~J:~~~isT_r_~~~·-~:~~::::~~~ -~~~-~~~~ --~- :::: .:=. --~- -~~-~::. -~~- --~- --~- ·-~- .. :. ---~ 
Rev. Elwell A. Bishop, A. B .. Non-sect 1 2 57 27 30 .... 12 ................... . 
F.H.Brewer ......................... 1 1 84 47 37 84 40 10 6 1 4 1 
50 I 50 I 20 I 15 
J.H.Root .................. Non-sect ............................................... . 
Rev. E . E. Le"is, school Cong .....•....•..••..... ... : ........................... . 
trustee. : 
Miss Elizabeth H. Haines ... Non-sect 2 8 80 .... 80 80 10 75 .••.........•••• 
Sister M. Agnes .....•••.••. R. C..... . . .. 12 70 .... 70 70 20 55 ............... . 
J.H.Hurlbnrt .........••••. P.E ..... 112 59135 24150 10113 51········~·-·· 
Mrs. Robert H. Gris-wold.... Cong ... . .. . . 4 15 .. . . 15 3 . • .. 3 ............... . 
Rev.B . .A.Smith .......•.... Non-sect! 1 3164 30134 ····J···· -···J···· ····J···· ···· JobnK. Bucklyn, A.M., LL.D. Non-sect 2 2 57 39 18 30 27 18 15 4 1 1 
Lincoln A. Rogers, A. M .•••. Non-sect 4 4 64 38 26 64 7 5 ................ 
Mrs. E. F. Ayres .......... :. Non-sect 3 40 14 26 40 8 8 1 ..•. ..... .... 
Misses E.<?· and S. J. Bangs. Meth ... 1 6 35 ..... 35 ....... .... ---· ··-· .... ··-· . ... 
Miss Lydia P. Nott ..••..... Non-sec;t 1 9 60 0 60 60 30 35 0 0 0 0 
Mrs. Sarah L. Cady ..••.•••. Cong.... 1 9 90 . . • . 90 ............................ 
Gouhl C. Whittlesey .....••. Non-sect ........ 25 14 11 25 2 . ... 0 0 .•..• •• • 
MissN.F.Baird ...••••••••. P.E ..... 3 3 . 48 6 42 48 4 8 ................. 
Miss Henrietta Meeker .•••. Cong .••. J 1 4130 .••. lao 30 J .... 20 1.. ..... J ....... 
J:~~e~-k~a~~~~~-~·~~:~~::::: ·tof;~~i ·-r ~~~: ·~r ·~r ~~~: :~~: ::~: ~~~~ ::~: ·1 :::: :::.: 
H.U.King ..........••.....• Cong ..•. 4 1 45 45 .••. 27 18 4 15 1 1 1 
George B. Glendining, A. 111 .. P. E..... 2 . • • • 30 30 . • . . 30 15 10 6 • • • . 2 •••• 
Frederick Sedgwick, A. 1.1 • • • Non-sect 1 1 18 8 10 18 4 0 1 0 0 0 
E. E. Clark •.•...•.......••. 'Non-sect 2 2 22 12 10 22 8 5 4 .••..••..••• 
Mrs. E. E. Clark ...••..•••.. Non-scot 1 2 12 .••. 12 12 1 3 .•...••..•• 
uo 
School for Boys ................••. Stamford, Conn 
Select Boarding and Day School* . Stamford, Conn 
English and Classical School* ..•.. 
1 
Stratford, Conn 
Stratfonl Ac:ulemy .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . Stratford, Conn 
Stratfor<l Institute for Young Stratford, Conn 
The Gunnery • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Washington, Conn ..••.••• I 1852 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
1850 I John C. Brinsmad'e .•••••..•. 1 Non-sect 1 •••. 1 .... 1 70 I 62 I 8 I 43"1 27 J 21 I 10 I 2 1 ····· 








































TABLE VI.~Statistics ojinstitutionsjo1· seconda1·y instr1wtionjor 1882, g·c.-Continued. 
~ 
Namo. Loll!l.tion. 0 ~ 
~ 
as 
IV -~ ~ bO .l:l ~ 






1 z -;-!~ 
::it. Ma.rg:tret's Dioce51nn School Waterbury, Conn ----···--~1875 1875 
for Girls. 
Wilton Academy ................. '\Vilton, Conn·----~-······ ...... 1817 
Wilton Boarding Academy •..••.. Wilton, Uonu ....••...•......... 1 8~2 
Parker Acauomy ................. Woodbury, Conn. ..•..•.•.. 
1 
...... 18o1 
'Yilmington Conference Academy. Dover, Del. .••••.•••••.••. 1873 1873 
St . .John's Schoolfor Boys ........ Faull.da.nd, Del ................ .. 1880 
Felton Seminary ..•.....••••.••••. 
Geo1·getown .Acar1emy •.•.•••••••. 
Laurel Select School* •.••..•.•.•.. 
Milford Seminary .. ......•••••.••. 
Arndem> of Newark ...•••••••.... 
Smyrna Seminary 
Friends' School ...••...•......••.. 
Rllgby Academy ....•.•••••••.... 
'Vilmiogton Academy 
Daytona Insti~nto •••. 
Coi1kmnn Institute .•.•.•..•••..•• . 
Florida Military Institute .....••. 
Convent of Mary Immnonlate ..... 
li'elton,Del ......•••.•••.. 1867 1866 
Georgetown, Dol.......... 1812 1812 
Lnnrcl~Dol ..................... 1881 
Milforn, Del.............. 0 ..... 
Newark,Del. .••••••••.••. 1769 1768 
Sm:rrna,Del .................... 1880 
Wilmington, Dol. (4thand ...••. 1748 
West streets.) 
Wilmington, Del. ............... 1872 
Wilmington, D el.......... 0 1876 
Daytona, :~na........ ...... ... . .. 1880 
J':tCJ{SOnvJlle,Fla. ...•••••. 0 1874 
.Tacl.:E~on'l'illo,Fla .......•..••......... 
KoyWest,Fla .................. 1868 
Flor!tlnTnRtitntl\ ..... •.•••.•.••••. , J,ive0n.'k,Fln. ............. J1876 1 1880 














































'7 I s I 9 l lO I11 I12-I l:.J I14 I1ii l16ll'rllS 
Rev. Franci"S T. Russell, I P.E ..... ---;-~ i~=-130 ........................ ·••• 
M.A., rector. 
Edward Olmstead .......... Cong .... 1 .... 22 14 8 22 15 .... 6 ......... ··-· 
.Augustus Whitlock ........ Non-sect ........ 30 30 .............................. .. 
H. U. Ta1m::~>ge, A. M .. .. .. • .. .. .. • • • • • . 1 1 46 · 28 18 34 12 2 4 1 ...... .. 
R. H. Skinner, A. M., and Meth . . . 4 4 120 70 50 100 10 10 8 0 4 0 
W. L. Gnoding, .A.M. 
Rov. Frederick Thompson, P.E..... 4 .... 35 35 .... 15 15 5 15 16 2 
M.A. 
H. W. Hun.t, A.1rL ........... Non-sect 1 2 50 15 35 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
McKendree Downhruu .••••. Non-sect 1 1 43 20 23 37 6 .... 2 .... . ••. 3 
W.B.Thru::p.~------········ ............................... ........................... . 
R. E. Maranville, .A. M ••••••• Non-sect 1 1 55 25 30 40 15 .. • . 4 ........... . 
Rev . .r. L. Polk, PIT. D •••••••• Non-sect 3 2 60 30 30 30 . 25 12 20 20 12 ..•• 
Miss M.E.Janvier ....................... a3 aM al.2 a42 ........................... . 
Isaac T . .Tohnson ........... Friends. 1 3 100 55 45 83 17 0 2 1 .... -·· 
Dr.SamuelW.Murphy,A.M .......... 7 0 98 98 0 98 30 3 12 10 5 .••• 
.TnmesH.Crabb ............ Non-sect 4 2 98 68 30 98 10 ................... . 
Miss Lucy A. Cross ......... Non-sect .... 3 44 18 26 3J 5 2 ............... . 
Rev. Samuel B. Darnell, u. D. M. E.... 3 3 196 92 104 166 30 . . . . 30 . . .. 2 0 
?Uaj. Gco.,:~e B. McClellan ............................................................ . 
:Mother ..oo.. Felicitas, supo- R.C ......... 13 270 .... 270 270 .... 50 ...... ......... . 
rior. 
Rev . .r. L.A. Fish ........... Bnptist . 1 3 117 66 51 115 2 0 2 0 0 0 













































A.cn(lemy of t,he Sacred Heart* .... 
Christ Church SchooL .••••••••••• 
West Florida Seminary* ..•.•••••. 
Lim etta. Academy .•. .......••.•• . 
Adairsville High School ..•••••••. 
:Bartow Classical Institute* .••••.• 
Ceclar Creek High School. ..••.•.. 
Boys' Hi_gh School. ...••.••..•••.. 
Sterne's Institute ..•...•.••••••... 
Mulberry Gro"e Academy ..... .. . 
nome School for Young Ladies .. . 
143 Atlanta :Baptist Female Seminary. 
144 Atlanta. BaptistS cruinary ....... . 
t•s Atlanta. Female Institute ..•.••••. 
146 Storrs School .................... . 
147 Summerville Academy* ..•••••.••. 
148 Gordon Institute ................ . 
149 Union Academy ................. . 
150 Jackson Academy ............... . 
151 Blackshear Academy* •••••••••••. 
152 Bond's Aca~emy ................. . 
153 Boston Academy ................ . 
154 But.ler Female College and Male 
Institute. 
155 Calhoun Academy ............... . 
156 \ Mrs. Fields' Select School* ....... . 
157 Camak Academy* .....•...••.•••. 
158 Cherokee High School .•...••••••. 
159 Carroll Masonic Institute* .••••••. 
160 Carsonville Academy ...•••••••••• 
161 Cartersville High School. .•••••••. 
162 Cartersville Seminary ....•••....• 
163 Cave Spring Female Seminary of 
Hearn School. 
164 Hearn Manual I.al>or School .••••• 
}g~ 8:~:~~:~ ~~~c~~r · ·:F~~ai~ · 
Palatka, Fla. .••••••••••••••••••• 
Pensacola, Fla. ..•.•••••••••..••. 
Tallahassee, Fla. . •• • • . •• • . 1851 
Yellow:Blujf. Fla .••••••••...•••. 
Adairsville, Ga ..•••.•.••..•••.• 
Adairsville, Ga . .••••••••..••••. 
!tirsville, Ga. ..•••••..•..••• • · 
fn~~K~Ja.::::::::::::::: :::::: 
Athens,Ga ..•••••••••••••.••••• 
1876 Sister M. Josephine, superior R. C .••••.••. 
H!56 Mrs. Mary G. Scott .•.• ~ •••• P. E..... 1 
1857 J. N. Whitner, A.M •••••••••• Non-sect 1 
1878 J. C. Craver, M. D • • • • • • • •• • • • Non-sect 2 
188 L E. 13. Earle, A. B • • • • • • . • • • • • • Non-sect 1 
1881 Leonidns C. Dickey, A.M. b.. . . . . . . . . . . 2 
1880 J.D. McCollum............. Baptist . 2 
1881 Benjamin T. Hunter, A.M ... Non-sect 1 
18"77 Mrs. A. Sterne . • • . . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect .••. 
1881 James P. Mooty ............ Non-sect 1 
1865 Madam S. Sosnowski 11.nd Non-sect ..•. 





















~ : ·as· 1~ 1~ .. i. ··o· .. o .... o 
22 26 40 6 2 3 5 0 0 
40 3B 57 · 32 34 2t 12 33 14 
1 
34 2~ 20 40 12 40 11 
27 25 23 10 34 8 6 551 .... 55 22 .... 10 2 
~~ g~ · 28 .. · 7 · 5g · i~ · : : : : , .. 3 ·1:::: 
.... 60 60 8 ............ -··· •••• 
Atlanta, Ga •••••••••.•.•...•••••.•.......•..•......••...••••.•.•.... 
Atlanta., Ga. .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1879 1870 Rev. Joseph T. Robert, LL. D. 
Atlanta, Ga............... 1882 1875 Mrs. Josephine W. B.alla.rd .. 
Atlanta,, Ga ....••••••••••..••••. 1866 Miss Amy Willia.ms .•...••. 
:Baptist .......•..................••..••. · • · · · · · · · ·- · · • • • 
~~Il:~i~~.: ~ ··7· ~~~ ~~~- iso· iso· ·so· ioo· :::: :::: :::::::: 
Augusta, Ga. .••••••••••••..••••. 1878 S. H. Owens ..•••••••.•••.••. 
Cong.... 0 7 325 100 225 325 0 0 •••. •• •.•••..••• 
Non-sect 1 2 40 30 10 40 20 20 ....•••.••...••• 
Barnesville, G a . . . . . . . • • • . . •• • • • 1872 Charles E. Lambdin, A.M •••• 
Bartow lrou 'Yorks, Ga ....••••• 1876 James R. Glenn, A.M •••••••• 
Bellevue, Ga . . . • .. • . . .. . .. . . . . . . 1840 J. S. McDowell .••••••••...•. 
Blackshear, Ga . . • . • • .. • • . 1873 1869 John E. Hanua. ••••••••••••. 
Bond's Mill, Ga. . . • . • • .. . . . 0 11877 J. E. McDonald .•••••..•••.• 
Boston, Ga................ 1881 1882 William :B. Fambrough, A.M. 
Butler, Ga • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • 1875 1872 Charles A. Carson .•••••.•.. 
Non-sect 3 3 247 144 103 190 57 5 12 3 3 .••. 
Non-sect 1 0 50 26 24 50 4 0 2 1 0 0 
Presb • . . 1 . • • • 33 18 15 19 10 5 4 3 1 .••• 
Meth . . . 1 1 50 25 25 50 4 • • • . • • • . . • • . . • • . . ••• 
Non-sect 1 , .•.. 33,_18 15 291 4 0 , •••..••. , 2 
Non-sect 1 2 92 43 49 92 12 0 4 0 0 
Non-sect 2 3 164 77 87 164 32 •••. •••. . ••. 2 
0 
Calhoun, Ga. . • •• • • • • • • . • • . 1850 1850 I Rev. J". B. Hillhouse......... Non-sect I 2 
Calhoun, Ga . ••• • • • • • . • • • . . • • . •. 1880 Mrs. M. E. Fields .•••••••••. Presb ....... 
Camak, Ga ............................ A. F. Ware ................. Non-sect 1 
Canton, Ga • •••••••••.•••. . • • • • . 1882 Miss Diana Duval • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • . 0 
Carrollton, Ga. • • • • • • • • • • • . 1872 1871 H. C. Brown . . .. • • .. • .. • • • • • .. .. . • . • • . 2 
Carsonville, Ga. • • • . . • • • • .. . • • • . . 1858 Miss Annie Mangham • • • • • • Meth ... .... 
Cartersville, Ga ................. 1871 Ronald Johnston............ .•••.••••. 1 
Cartersville, Ga........... . •• • •• . •• . .. Mrs. S. F. Brame .......................... 
Cave Spring, Ga.......... .••••• 1852 Mrs. Undine B. Lane ........ Baptist.. 2 
Cave Spring, Ga ..•••••••. ,1838,18381 J. H. Foster, jr .............. , Baptist . 
Cedartown, Ga............ 0 1876 WilliamJ. No~es, A. B • •••••• Non-sect 


















61 112, .... , 3 
52 12 ---· 51 2 
49 30 35 20 15 
g , ... i 
2 2 
igf ~~~: ·-r ::5: ::5:1'5fl:::~ 
57112 2 .••. 2 2 




0 t l ... o 2, .... ,48,48 1 .... ,36,,_12 1 4 157 80 I 11 157 12 




167 St. J~sepli's Academy ............ Columbus, Ga .•••.•••••••.•••••• 1862 Mother M. Bonaventure •••. R. C..... 1 5 05 35 60 ........................... . 
Academy. I, 
il: ~~n"!:. "f,~t!'/''-~ ::::: ::_:::: g~~':'.':i:li;~:::::: ::::::: ·;m·j i:: I ~:of:'}~~:::::::::: ::::1.~~:'.".':~1-· ~-~- -~-~-~ ·1-~-~ · -~-~-~~-~-:? .j: :::~.~~-~--~·I·-~-~---~ 
170 CS~b~oi.~ale and Female High Conyers, Ga. •••••••• •••••• 0 1858 L. F. Darnell, B. E............ .... .. . ... 1 1 70 40 30 35 28 7 10 2 0 0 





172 Crawford Academy ............... Crawford, Ga ................... 1868 
173 Central Collegiate Institute •.••••• Culloden, Ga ••••••• : ••••••.••••• 1847 
174 Cusseta Academy.·-···· .......... Cusseta., Ga .• ::..--; •• -:.:.... 0 1856 
175 Howard Normal Institute ........ Cuthbert, Ga.::-~: · .•• : •••••••••• 1870 
*From Report of the Commissioner:-~fEducation for 1881. 
a These figures are from the catalogue for 1880-'81. 










.. _.. John F. Cheney •••• '" ••••••••• Non-sect 1 1 55 31 24 50 5 0 5 1 2 •••• 
R.J. Strozier •••• ~.-! ••• ~ •• ~ Non-sect 1 1 38 20 18 24 14 0 5 0 2 0 
f.l·fe~~=~J{:~~::::::-:·: ·-Ndii:aect ~ --~- ~~g ~g g~ ~gg ~ --~- }g .• ~. g ~ o 












































TAnLE VI.- Statistics of.JEstUttticms for secondary instnwtion joT 1882, g-c.-Continued. 
Name. 
• 
Crn.wford Hil!h School 
D elhi High School. ............. .. 
D ecatur High School ............ . 
Farmersville Academy ..••••.••... 
Duluth Acndomy ............... .. 
Eastman High SchooL. .......... . 
Elbert Male IIigh School* ..••..... 
Moss Hill Academy* .••••..•..... . 
Ellijay Seminary ................. . 
Fairburn Acauemy .•.••...••.... . 
Forsyth Male and Female Institute 
.Jackson Academy ............... . 
Select School for Girls ........... . 
~~!~~fn!ff:t~~ ~~~-i~-~::::::: 
Ga.inesville College ............... . 
Methodist College . ............... . 
Oak Grove A oa<lemy ............•. 
Greensboro' Malo and Female Co-
OJHil'ative School.* 
Mitis Porter's High Sobool ....... . 
Snmuol Bailey Malo Institute* .. .. 
lln.rtwoll High Sohool .. .. • • ... .. 
Jll\wklnsvlllo In11Utn~ . .......... . 
lt•·vllzll>ah lllah Sohool. .. ...... .. 
Number of students. 
4) 4) .... 4) 
IZ! a.~ 0 Q • 
g g ~ -~ ~ 
.:1 Q Q .s'"' ...... I» 
-~ a; ~ ~ ~ ~ 8.s 
~ • Ill .s . :<3 • Q ~»~a 
~ I Principal. I .S . ~ .v ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~-S.s ~~ 
S 00 _£ '!' H ~ d<l) • .,..Cl) rna ~ 
0 .8 g s g ~ Q;:g ;J;:g ~ ~ ~ 
@ Q .s 8 Q $ -~ Q -~ Q ~ d ~ ~ 
'C ~ rn ,<:j 'd ""'.El""'.S O~"""d 
rn ~ .S -~ .S S ~ ~ Q..., :'t;: 
5 s Ill .v M g; ~ 'i=: 'l:l "' ~ I'd q ·b.o • ce ,.....; • "; ~ ~ o ~ ~ f:~ e 11) 
::l ~ s ~ ~ s fil t) s .~ ~ .s 4)~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;::; ;::; ;::; £ £ ~ ~t) 
_....:__ __ 
1 
~ I ,. i ~ ... 7
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Dalton, Ga............... . 1873 1873 Re:v .. W. M. Dyer, A.M....... BTnptist. 3 1 90 90 .. .. 63 40 14 35 4 
Dan burg, Ga.............. 0 1870 Wilham P. Bradford ........ Non-sect 1 .... 29 19 10 29 2 2 3 211 I 10 
D~catur, Ga. . . • .. • • .. • •• .. 1825 1825 B. S. Cran~ ......... _... . .. • • . Non-sect 2 1 90 55 35 23 H 4 1 o o o 
D1rt Town, Ga............ 0 1856 W. T. Irvme ................ Non-sect 2 .... 80 50 30 77 3 •••. 3 .... 1 
Duluth, Ga .. .. .. • •• ••• • • • • • . . . . 1877 T. B. Slade ................. : . .. .. • .. • . 1 1 49 25 24 49 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 
Eastman, Ga.............. 0 1877 .John B . .Johnson............ Non-sect 1 1 76 34 42 76 14 0 9 0 0 o 
Elberton, Ga.............. 0 1830 Thomas C. Carlton .......... Non-sect 2 .... 75 75 .... 75 20 .... 15 15 0 0 
Ello.ville.~. Ga. .................... 1860 .Jolm M. Collum............. Meth... 1 .... 34 16 18 24 7 10 7 .... .. .. 1 
Elll,jay,tta ................ 0 1874 M.G.Ba.tes,A.M ............ M.E .... 1 1 96 51 45 20 15 10 7 3 1 •••• 
Fairburn, Ga. .. .. • • • • • • • • . 1876 1876 T. N. Rhodes................ Non-sect 1 2 85 40 45 65 25 .. .. 15 0 3 .••• 
Forsyth, Ga. .. • .. • • • • •• • .. 1851 1856 W. D. and T. H. Thurmond.. Meth . .. 3 1 100 40 60 100 30 70 · 40 10 1 .••• 
Forsyth, Ga .. • • • • • • • .. • .. 1878 1878 William Francis .Jackson... Baptist . 1 2 108 40 68 108 , ...................... . 
Fo~sytb,Ga .............. 0 1882 R.T.Asbury ......................... .J. 2 30 .... SQ 10 20 ................... . 
FortV~lley,Ga ....................... Mrs.MaryB.Persons ..................... 3 65 .... 6:> 65 34 5 4 .... 2 •••.• 
Franklin, Ga.............. 0 1880 Morgan H. Looney.......... Non-sect 3 2 150 90 60 140 .20 2 6 .. • . 1 •••• 
Gainesville, Ga. ........... 1882 187!1 Rev . .J . .J. Methvin ..... _. .... Non-sect 2 3 148 97 51 .... 47 10 .............. .. 
Gainesvillt>,Ga. ........... 1881 1880 Rev.C.B.La-Hatte,pres1dent M.E .... 3 2 120 51 69 42 27 18 ............... . 
Garden Valley, Ga .................... G. H. Murray ............... Non-seet 1 1 52 28 24 26 3 1 .... o ....... . 
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Griffin,Ga. ••••••.••••••••. 0 1873 Miss:M:.E.Porter ........... Non-sect .... 3 50 .... 50 50 12 3 ............. ~ •• 
Griffin, Ga. ................ 1870 1870 Alanson .B. Niles ............ Non-sect 2 1 97 97 .... 97 15 ... . 6 0 3 0 
llo.rtwoll, G~~o.............. 0 ...... Morgan L. Parker •••••••••. Non-sect 2 2 150 80 70 120 30 3 .... •••. 2 
fln.wkiusville, Ga. . ........ ...... 1877 M. T. Hodjle ................ Non-sect 2 3 124 63 61 124 47 17 .... •••. 7 


































200 :Bradwell Institute................ Hinesville, Ga. (Walthour. 1872 1bt;1 S.D. :Bradwell •••••••••••••. Non-sect 2 2 52 28 24 
.. 22 •••• ' [ ' 2 -ville post-office). 
201 Hop.nsvUle Academy ............ Hogansville, Ga. •.•••••••• 0 .Tames C. :Boozer ............ 
·ii~pti;i: 
2 1 134 78 56 1~g ~~ . ~~. 3! . ~~. f I 6 202 ~a~E:J!~t~~~~t~;:::: ~::::: :::::: .Jasper, Ga ................. 0 1879 J obn W. Henley, A. B ••••••• 1 1 135 80 75 203 .J efforsonville, Ga. .•••••••. Geor~ R. Glove:~: .•••••••••. Non-sect 1 1 72 37 35 6012 •••. 4 .... 1 204 Middle Georgia Colle~e .•••••••••. .Jonesboro', Ga •••••••• , ••• 1879 1879 C . .A.. ey ................... Non-sect 1 4 235 120 115 200 50 . .. . 75 . .. . 75 205 Union H~b School ............... .Jordan's Store, Ga ........ 1881 Robert :B. :Brooks ••••••••••. 
· B~ptis'i: 
1 1 66 38 28 59 7 ................ 206 .Juniper 'gb School• ....... •····· Juniper, Ga. .............. 0 1877 .Jobn W. King .............. 1 2 105 69 36 9() 47 20 6 4 22 3 207 Grooverville Academy •••••••••••• Key. Ga. .................. 0 1868 H. C. Ramsey .•••.•••••••••. Non-sect 1 29 15 14 25 .... 4 1 .... 0 0 208 La Grnnge Seminary .•••••••••.••. La Grange, Ga .••••••• · .... 0 1877 gh~~!aW.:~~ ~.:::::::::: M.E .••. 1 1 116 53 63 116 ............... _. 7 .... 209 Meson Academy .................. Lexington1 Ga ••••••••••.. 1806 1807 Non-sect 1 1 47 25 22 47 10 3 8 4 3 0 210 Liberty Hill High School ..••..•.. Liberty Hill, Ga •••••••••• 1867 C . ..A.. St~henson ...••••••••• Baptist. 1 50 27 23 50 10 .... 5 ......... • ••. 211 Washington Institute ..••••••••••• Linton, Ga ................ 1858 1858 IvyW. uggan,A.liL ••.•••. Baptist. 2 2 130 '/0 60 130 40 .••. 20 ............ 212 Lewis High School. ............... Macon, Ga ................ 0 1868 :;:.:E~:N~~h;;t:::: ::::::: :~ ~~:~::: 1 3 199 72 127 199 ........................ 213 Forest HomJ Institute .•...••••••. Madison, Ga. .............. 1870 2 23 6 17 18 4 1 3 0 0 0 
214 Madison M e Hi~ School ....... Madison, Ga. ................ 0 1875 E. W. Butler, A. l\I •••••••••• . Non-sect 1 0 54 54 0 35 19 0 .... .... 6 1 
215 Temperance Hill igh School* .•. Madison, Ga. .............. 1852 W. M. Bearden .•••••.••.•••• Non-sect 1 27 15 12 24 3 0 3 0 0 0 
216 Kennesaw High School* .......... Marietta, Ga .............. 1877 A. B. Fo-rtune ............... Cong ... 1 38 21 17 35 2 .... 7 .... 10 .... 
217 Marietta High School (Male) .•... Marietta, Ga .............. 1882 W. E . Myers ................ Non-sect 1 25 25 25 6 .... 4 ............ UJ 
218 Marietta Institute ................ Marietta, Ga. .............. 0 1881 Rev. V. E. Man get .••••••.•. Moth ... 1 1 111 55 56 87 17 11 ................ ~ 219 Marshallville High School .••..••. Marshallville, Ga .•••••••. 1871 1871 .J. W. Frederick .•••••••••••. Non-sect 1 1 101 60 41 50 20 ........ 10 2 .••• 220 Maysville Institute . .............. Maysville, Ga ............. 0 1878 .J. L. Caldwell ............ ; .. Non-sect 1 2 110 60 50 110 2 .••..••..••......••• 1-3 221 Milner High School* ..•.........•. Milner, Ga ........•.•.•••. 0 1873 Miss Mattie L. Tyus ........ 1 1 57 30 27 .-.c 
-N~~:~~~t ...... --·- -·-· ........ ---· ..... UJ 222 Montezuma Male and Female In- Montezuma, Ga ..•••.••••• 0 W. A. Dodson ............... 1 2 69 41 28 ............ 2 .... 1 .... 1-3 stitnte. · H 
223 ~alding Seminary ............... Montezuma, Ga ......... .". 1869 1869 James K. Dykes ............ :Baptist. 1 1 36 Hi 20 36 12 2 6 0 1 0 a ~ 224 organton Academy* ............ Morganton, Ga. .•••••••••• 1870 Mrs. 0. F. Chastain ..••..••. 2 45 30 15 30 2 0 2 2 1 .... 
~ 225 Stonewall School* ................ Morven, Ga ............... 0 1875 P.I.Dixon .................. .......... 1 .... 21 6 15 21 3 0 0 0 0 0 226 Mountville Academy ..•••...••••. M01mtville, Ga ........... 1866 1866 W. E. o.nd E. N. Dozier ...... 2 .... 50 23 27 40 10 ---- 10 6 .... .... 
~ 227 N ewna.n Male Seminary .••...••.• N ewna.n, Ga. .............. 1828 Charles L. Moses ........... Non-sect 2 2 125 125 ·--· 100 25 10 20 ---- 5 1 228 Newnan Seminary* ............... Newnan, Ga. .............. 1850 1850 Daniel Walker ............. Non-sect 1 2 81 25 56 64 17 ··-· 17 .... 6 2 t:d 229 Southern Institute, Male and Fe- Newnan,Ga .............. 1882 1881 William H. Andrews ...••.• Non-sect 2 ' 2 81 40 41 60 25 10 0 0 0 0 t"i male. 
t;rj 230 No_rcross High Sch~ol ............ Norcross, Ga .................... 1873 N._F: Ceole~e, A.M ......... Non-sect 1 2 94 53 4! 70 9 o 4 0 0 0 UJ 231 Bnnkley- Academy .............. Norwood, Ga . ............ 0 1879 William L .. Palmer ....... Non-sect 2 .... 65 30 3:> 40 25 10 5 ............ 
232 Norwood..A.cademK . .. · ............ Norwood, Ga. ........ ~ .......... 1880 Thomas C. Newton ......... Non-sect 1 2 60 25 35 47 15 o .............. · .. 
233 Farmers' High Sc ool. ........... Owensbyville, Ga ............... 1870 Leonidas .Jones ............. Non-sect 1 1 70 35 35 70 20 0 5 0 0 0 
234 Mercer High School .... .. .. .. . .. . Penfield, Ga.............. 1879 1880 .J. W. Ell~ton....... .... • . Baptist. 1 1 39 18 21 29 10 o 1 0 1 0 
235 Houston Male and Female College Perry, Ga . .. .. • .. • • • • .. .. 1853 1853 .James H. ash ....... ;-...... :Baptist . 1 2 65 .................................... 
236 Philomath Institute . .. .. . . .... . .. . Philomath, Ga............. .... .. 1840 E. W. Anderson............ Meth... 1 .. • . 49 29 20 25 13 . .. .. .. . 1 1 •••• 
237 Pine Log Masonic Institute .. .. .. Pine Lo&, Ga. ••••••••• ; • .. .. • • .. 1869 .J. M. Boyd ........... :<..... • • • .. • • • • • 2 .. .. 77 37 40 77 5 . .. . 5 15 7 .... 
238 Willis Institute"" ..... : ............ Pistol, a ............ ·~--- ...... 1875 M:i'3sSallie.J. Willis ... · ..... Baptist ... ~. 2 33 10 23 28 5 .... 5 .... .... 1 
239 Pow elton Male and Female School. Pow elton, Ga ......... ::. .. . • • • . • . • • • .. S. N. Chapman .. . .. .. • .. • .. Non-sect 1 1 50 29 21 50 8 .. .. 1 1 0 0 
240 Quitman Academy ................ Quitman, Ga ...... : •• ~ ................ S. G. :Brinkley ....... :~ ..... Non-sect 1 4 130 71 59 124 36 0 36 .... 6 1 
2U Rabun Gap Institute ............. Rabun Gap, Ga.: ............... 1873 William ..A.. Curtis .......... Non-sect 1 .... 50 28 22 50 .................... ·"·" 
242 Mt. Vemon In•titnt•• .•••••••• ;;. Riddleville, Ga ·"""'""···· 1859 1858 Rov. John J. Hyman~"'· llapti•t. 1 2 67 35 32 67 513 1 •••••••.••. , 
243 MasonicLiteraryinstitute* ...... Rin gold,G-a ... .:< •.• ~: .... 1870 1871 W.T.Laine ..... .'~?':'~.~- Non-sect 1 2 71 41 30 .... 15 16 16 ............ 
244 RockMartSchool:.:.:: .. :;~ •• ~ •. Roc~Mart,Ga .... ·•• .. ~; ........ 1871 S.K.Hoge ...... ~.~ •• '"';;.: •.. ~ ••• :~'~--..". 1 2102 48 54 ........ 1 .... 1 ·: ........ 
245 Idle Wild Academy ...... ·z--.~-~~:-.; Rocky Creek, Ga .. ·:-:>:;~: ....... 1870 W. T. Freeman .... :~.-~!" •• Baptist. 1 .••. 33 15 18 33 5 0 3 2 0 3 
246 RomeMaleHighSchool:~~~: Rome, Ga ..... ; · .... ::·~::· ..... : •. 1870 .JohnM.Proctor ... ~:'!':. ••••• . Non-sect 1 .. :. 50 50 .~. 30 20 .:'!'! 8 ~"ff'. 2 .••• ~ 
























TABLE VI.- Statistics of itlstitl,tion8 for ae<xmdary instruction /01·1882, ~o.-Continued. 
Nnme. 
:1. 
·'Rosw·eUAcademy ---- ..•••••••••. 
Rutle<lno High School 
Bench Institn te .................. . 
Savannah Military Academy .... . 
Exceh!ior Acn.doroy ........... ... . 
N. E. \Yare's Business and Liter-
ary In"titute. 
Snrytnn.1\1n.leaudFemn1e..c\cndemy 
Onk Grove .Male an<ll!'eroalo Acad-
emy.* 
Sparta. Malo and Female Academy 
Spring Plnce Hip;h School ....... . 
Stu.esbo10' Institute* ....•........ 
Stone Mountain High School ....• 
Sugnr Vn.lley Academy ...••••.... 
Sumach Seminary* ......••••••.•. 
Summcrvlllo Acaclemy* .· •.•...... 
Collinswoxthinetitutea-nd:Le 'Vert 
So~i~l0~m Acadoro ····-····-·· 
Tonulrle lligh School. •••••••••••. 
R. E. Leo In11titnw ••••••••••••••• 
'l'horn11on lllgh School* .•••••...•. 
'l'occcu~ Aosuli'my"' •.•••••••••••••• 
11Lon l'olut lll.~~oh Huhoo1. •••••••. 
Number of students. 
---
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2 3 4 s 6 'fls 9 :1.0 :l:l :1.2 1.3 1.4 :til 16 :1.7' :IS 
- - ---- - --
R<lswcll, Ga. .....•.••••••. , 1840 1840 I Charles G. Power ......••••....•...... 48 25 23 48 ,: l:~:u.~::~: ::~r:: Rutledge, Ga. ...••...•••••.•.... 1872 T. J . Walker .......••.•.... Non-sect 1 2 95 42 53 95 Savannah, Ga. ..••.••.•••••.•••.• 1866 H. H. Wright, A. u......... Cong .... 1 5 296 126 170 190 
Savannah, Ga ..••••••••••..••.•• 1882 Benedict J. Burgess ..••.... Non-sect 7 85 85 85 71 10 .•.. ·-·· .•.. ·-·· 
Senoia., Ga................. 0 1872 F. W. Glover ........••.••.. Baptist . 1 3 104 3'7 67 81 17 0 7 0 1 0 
ShO>ro~, Ga................ 0 1877 N. E. Ware .........•.••• · ••. Non-sect 1 1 56 24 32 41 15 0 5 .••. 1 
Smyrna., Ga. ....••••••••••• 0 1876 W. G. Walker ..•.•.....••.. Non-sect 1 1 61 34 27 61 7 0 1 - 2 O' 0 
Social Circle, Ga. •••••••••. 1878 Rev. D. F. C. Timmons ...•. M.E.So. .1 .... 60 32 28 58 2 14 2 .••. --·· .... 
Sparta, Ga .......•••••••.• 0 1833 D. Q-. Abbott, A. M ••• ••••••• Non-sect 1 2 73 40 33 73 30 2 13 0 0 0 
Spring Place, Ga. .•••••.•• 0 A. B. Smith .••••••.••••.••. Non•sect 1 1 . 63 34 29 42 13 14 9 5 7 3 
Stilesboro', Ga .•. ....••••• 1856 1859 John F. Marsh .........••••• 
']i~~:~e~Jt 1 ·-·· 
!}5 44 51 .. .. -... 7 25 6 .••. ...... -----Stone Mountain, Ga. •••••. J. F. McClelland, A. lL .•••. 1 1 95 45 50 .. .... .. ...... ....... ..... . ....... ....... ....... 
Sugar Valley, Ga. ......... 1840 W. M. Janes .•....•••.•••.. Non-sect 1 1 70 39 31 50 20 15 20 30 10 8 
Sumach, Ga.········:····· 1869 E. I. F. Cheyne, A. _M ••••••• Cum b. 2 1 150 100 5'0 150 10 ........ 12 20 3 •••• 
Presb; 
Summerville, Ga. ....••••. 0 1845 Miss M. 0, Johnston ..•••.. l3Gptiat . 0 2 ll5 40 45 85 9 0 0 0 0 0 
Talbotton, Ga ..••••••••••• 1!!38 1837 Rev. John T. McLaughlin, Non-seut 2 2 110 50 60 110 20. ...... ...... ....... ............ 
A. :M., and P. E. D~vant. 
Tnylori Ga .•••••••••••••••••••••••.•.. Miss Ellen Vlnson .••......• M.E ..•. 0 2 6'7 2'9 28 57 ·--· 2 0 0 Ten nil e, Ga. . • • • • • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . 1879 T. J. Beck .•••• - ....••...... Baptist. 1 2 sa 50 33 71 12 8 
.. ~. --~-~--~-~---~ Thomaetou0'\Ja • • • • • • . • • • • 1876 1876 George A. Haoison ........ 1 3 100 85 111 196 50 Thomson, a........ . . . . . . 0 1874 William B. FA.mbrough, A. M.a Meth .... 2 .••• 95 43 52 92 a •••. ··-· 2 •••• Tooool\i.> Ga . •. • • • • • • . . . • . . 0 1874 Eli Reese Doyle ...•..•••••. Non-sect 1 1 45 25 20 30 10 0 1 0 1 0 

















































Walthourville Academy ....•••••. Walthon:tville, Ga.~ •••••. 1823 
Warrenton Academy* . • • . . . ••• • • • Warrenton, Ga. . •• • • • . • • . . 1829 
Wnshingt{)n Femalo Senrlnal'y. •• . Washington, Ga........... 1800 
Washington Male Academy...... Washington, Ga........... 1783 
AnthouAcadem;r*·-·--·--········ Wellborn's Mills, Ga. .•••..••.•. 
BetbelAcndemy ..••••..••.•••••. WestPoint, Ga............ 0 
Da~on Institute .......•••••••••. "White Plains, Ga......... 0 









Excelsior Academy ...••.•........ 
German Evangelical Lutheran 
Sch{)ol. 
Aledo Academy .......••...•.•••. 
Jennings Seminary and Aurora 
Normal Schwl. 
Zeb. nlon, Ga ·············-~------ ~ 1880 Addison, Ill • •• • • • • • • . • • • . 1849 1849 
.Aledo, Ill .•••••••••••••••..•••.. 1874 
Aurora, Ill ••••••••••••••• 1855 1857 
Institute of tho Immacula.te Con-
ception. 
Bunker Hill Academy .••••..•••.. 
Ascension School. ........••••••.. 
Chicago Ladies' Seminary .••..••. 
Belleville, Ill--······-~···' 1860 
Bunker Hill, Ill ................ . 





1860 Chicago, Til. (15 Sheldon •••••. 
street). 
Chicago, IlL ••••• ..• ..•••• ~····· 
ception. 
2851 Convent of the Immaculate Con-




287 French and English School. . • • • • • Chicago, Ill. (1555 Michi-
gan avenue). 
1873 
:Miss Minna Montgomery .•. Non-sect •••. 1 23 
J". S. Pierce ...... -~ •••.••••• Non-sect 1 1 83 
Mrs. J. I. Inghram .-.n••••• Non-sect 1 2 65 
0. S. Barnett ..•...••.•••••• 1 .... 38 
Walter T. Allen ....•••••••. Non-sect l 0 30 
Frank Ward ..•.•.••..••••••. Non-sect 1 •• 00 40 
J. M. Howell .........•••••• Non-sect 1 1 42 
J. H. Barron and E. L. ········-· 2 1 90 Thomas. 
John N. Brooks .....••••••. ................... 2 1 90 
Rev. J. T. Grosse ..••••••••. Ev.Luth 2 1 184 
J. R. Wylie, A.M ..••••.•••. Non-sect 1 1 80 
Thomas J. Bassett, A. M •••. M.E .... 8 5 340 
Sister Mary Jerome .••.•••. R.C ••••. ...... 17 710 
Rev. Samuel L. Stiver, A.M. Non-sect 1 ·--· 30 
Miss Mary J. Holmes •.•••. P.E ..••. 4 5 76 
Miss Charlotte A. Gre:;:g ... Non-sect 2 10 80 
Sister Borromeo ••••••.••••. R.C ..••. ....... 3 75 
Zninglius Grover, A. M •••••• l Non-sect 1 I 12 1154 
:Mlle. Clemence Bronssais .. 1 Sw'd'g'n •.••. 4 I 22 
16 7 23 ...... 2 ~I 0 0 1 40 43 68 15 0 0 1 0 
...... 65 30 15 20 (20) 1 ·-·-
38 ....... 38 7 .•.. 5 .... .. ..... .. . ·-
18 12 30 1 1 4 1 0 0 
25 15 40 13 ....... , 7 1 3 2 
18 24 ....... 12 . ...... ....... ---- 0 ·-·-
46 44 80 10 ...... ....... . ...... ....... .. .... 
40 50 45 15 ao 8 .••. ....... ..... 
99 e5 138 ...... 184 5 ·--· 5 
37 43 48 17 15 4 3 61 2 
181 159 ....... ....... ........ 18 12 1 
285 425 710 ....... ........ .. ..... ----
15 15 30 5 IJ ··-· ....... ........ .. ..... 
35 41 76 5 13 2 ·--· ...... ...... 
...... 80 ...... 19 23 ~ -- .. .. ..... .. ..... ..... . 
40 35 65 10 I 0 0 0 0 0 
4 1150 25 I 50 
22 I 20 22 •···· ··-··•······-·· 
1 ··--··-··· 288 German-American Academy of Chicago, Ill. (117 s. Robey 11882118761 Prof. Robert Haentze -·----1 Non-sect I a I 2150 130 120 150 118125 Chicago. street). 
289 German Institute ..........•...... Chicago, TIL .••..•..•.••••.••••• 1871 J. C. Stoelke ..••••.••••••••• Non-sect 2 1 175 110 65 .••...................•..••• 
290 Heimstreet's Classical Institute . . Chicago, Ill. ( 420 Wabash . • • • • • 1873 C. Heimstreet . • • • • • . • • . . • • . . • • • • • . . . . 8 3 . 65 27 38 44 13 8 I 11 I 2 I 5 I 3 
M"enue). 
291 Kirkland School.................. Chicago, Ill. (275 Huron 
street). 
;!02 Mrs. Lorin&'s School for Young Chicago, Ill. (2535 Prairie 
Ladies ana. Children. avenue). 
~93 Lutheran Immanuel SchooL .••••. Chicago, Til. (16 Brown 
street). 
1875- I Miss Elizabeth S. Kirkland., .•••••.••. 
1881 I Mrs. Stella D{er Loring ••• 0 r P. E. . -- 0 
1855 H. G. L. Paul ••••••••••••••. Ev. Lnth 
1872! Mrs. Alice E. Bates .•••.••. (Non-sect 
3 8 1152 I 48 1104 
2 I 12 1160 1 .••. 1160 1150 I 10 I 30 •-···•···· 1 
6 6(]7 1342 1325 l667b ••••.•.• - ··- -· .•. --. 0 0 
6 I 18 1224 I 17 1207 1134 I 72 I 53 7 2 3 1 .2~~r ·~~~-~!l~~~~:~.,;;·.;.:·:·;!«£..:.w Chicago,m. (I0,?-105~!J.- .,. 
~ ~-,<. ~ ... - .•• ~ ~ "!'. :._· land avenue). . ;;. fi . . J . , 
295· ::it. Francis Xavier's .A.ca<lemy .... Chicago, Til·--~·;:' ::::·~:·:: 1847 18461 Sister Mary Genevieve R. C ..••..••. 30 200 .••. 200 .••.. -- .. --·~· -- .. -·· . -·. -··· 
~ 1 ~ Granger, superior. 
296 St. Patrick's Academy............ Chicago, TIL.............. 0 1860 Brother Adjutor...... ••• • . • R. C..... 10 0 600 600 0 600 . • • . . • • . 0 0 4 .••• 
207 Danville Seminary* ............... Danville, Ill.~ ••••.••••••. 1870 ••..•• A. B. Chilcoat. sup't ........ Meth.. •. 1 •••..••..•...••..••........•.•••.••..•••.••• 
298 Eastlllinois College and Normal Danville, Til •.••••••••• ~·· 1882 1882 ;J, V. C<!ombs and Alex. C. Non-sect 9 3 .••. ·••· •••· ·••· ···· .••. 
1 
.... ···· .... -··· 
299 GormanLutheranSchool. ..•..••. Danville,lli .•••••••••• ; •••••••• 1864 G.A.Albers .•••••••••••••. Lutheran 3 .•.. 290 144146 290 -··· 90 .•••.••..••.•••• 
School. I - •· .. , ...  1 • • I Hopkins. 
300 St.Theresa'sUrsulineAcademy. Decatur,lll ...•••••••• : •. 1881 1872 MotherdePazzi. ..••••••••• R.C ..••..••. 7 260100160 260 -···············-·-······ 
861 St.Mary'sTrainingSchoo1forBoys Des Plaines, Ill ••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.••••••.••.•••.•••..•... -- .. --· . --. -••..••. J. -·· . --· ...... -:-. 
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304 llowo Literary Institute ...••••••. East St. Louis, lli ........ 1871 1874 
305 I Elgin Academy . . . • • • . . • . . . • • • • • • . Elgin, m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1839 1856 
30G Fnir.fl.elcl Collegiate Institute .•••.. 
307 Friendsville Seminary* ....... ... . 
308 N ortb.ern Illinois Colle go and Nor-
mal School.* 
309 GernHID·En~lil'lh College ..••••.... 
310 Monticello Lnclios' S~>minary ..... . 
311 '£be Young Latlies' Athenreum .. . 








St. Joseph's Seminary .•..••...••. 
McDonough NormnlJ. Scientific, 
and Commercial Couege.* 
Grand Prahio Seminary, Commer-
cinl Collt'gt:~, and Conservatory 
of Mn11ic. 
~t . FrnnciK Xavior'R Acn1lemy ••• • 
T•:dlfnt· Cnllc~iat11 lnKlltuto .••. •••. 
l't•UI iaC1•T11111n H!'lwol ARIIOO!nt\ou 
l'••tlcnJlll\ 1-\o•mlu tiiY. 
Fairfield, Ill .......................... . 
Friendsville, Ill ...................... . 
Fulton, lll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1866 1866 
Galen:~., TIL . .' .•.•....•... 1881 1868 
Godfrey, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1838 1838 
Jacksonville, lll.... .. . . . . 1867 1865 






Rev. Spencer F. Holt-, A.M .. Baptist . 2 2 I 79 1 38 41 45111 17 . • · · · ·· · ····j 3 
Rev. Alexaudei' G. ·wilson, Non-sect 1 5 236 122 114 79 26. 15 6 .••. -5 0 
D. D. 
~: l.~~~; ::::::::::::::.:: ·:P~e~b: :: -· i. · · 2 · · 29 · ·is· · ii · · 29 · ··2· · ·o · · ·o · · · o· · · o·1· --o 




260 180 80 ..........•..••. 
1 
•••• •••· · · •• 
R~v. F. K?PP, president .... Gr.M.E. 6 ..•. 1~6 86 20 ... . ·;.· · ·;.·· .••..••..••. , ..•. 
1Ilss Harnet N. Haskell .... Non.sect 0 13 L10 •••• 150 100 .>0 tO •••••••.•••••••• 
Elmore Chase ............... Non.sect 5 4 60 .... 60 .... 10 20 ..•..••.•••.•••• 
Sister M. Celestine Sontag, R C..... _2 5 35 . • • . 35 35 . • • . 27 .•...••..••.•••• 
0. S. F. 
Sister St. John of Calvary .. R. C ........ . 
Dndman and Kennedy, sn- Non-sect 2 
pe1·inteudents. 













150 GO I 90 l :iO •••. I.... 5 10 .••.•••• 
Rev. John B. Robinso11, A. M. E.... 5 I 4 1211 1117 I !!4 l1G2 I 40 
lL, D.]). 
Sistersof:Morcy ....••.••.. IR.C ...• l or 81175 1 0 1175 1175 1 01 0 1 0 1 01 °1 ° 
~~~~~0 ~~~~li.~:~:::::::::: -~-~~~~::: .. : ... : .. ~~-. ~~ .. :: . . ~~ .. :~ .. ~: ... ~. --~- .. ~ .. --~ 













































































'Bettie Stuart Institute .•••••.•••.. 
Lee's Academy* ..... . 
Sugar Gro~e School a 
Vermilion Academy ••••••.....•.. 
Institute of Our Lady otthe Sacred 
Heart. 
To<l<l Seminary for Boys •••••••••. 
San<l Creek Seminary ....••..••••• 
Spicewood Graded SchooL •••••••. 
Bloomiu,!!clalo Academy ..••••...•. 
Dover Hill Academy .......••..•.. 




Inrlianapolis Seminary- ••..•.•••.• 
Montezuma Collegiate and Nor-
mal Institute. 
St. Mary's Academy ............... . 
Centr::tl Academy .••••••.•••••••.. 
Blue River Academy ••••••..•.••• 
Spiceland A~ademy .••••••.••••••. 
Stockwell Institute . .•••••.••..•.. 
St. Paul's Academy* .•••••..• . . ·'-· 
St. Paul's Grammar Sc.hool* ..••••. 
Academic department of Vincen-
Springfleld.Dl ...•........ 1869 18681 Mra.M.M~KeeHomes .••• -~ Non-seetl3110 1147111 1136 1105 1 29 1 471 •••. 1 ..•. 11 St.oekton,Dl.(Loxa.P.O.). 0 1871 ThomasJ.Lee,A.M .....•••. Non-sect 1 ..•. 110 64 46 .....•............•. 7 11 
~~7-:~rr~~vG~~~;:iii:::::: 1s~5 ·is7!. 6;~!~~~~.·;~1;::::::::: ·F;i~;;<1;: i i ·52· ·ail· -i6- ·46· ··6- ··o· ··a· ··o· ··a·l···o 
WashingtonHeight·s,lll •..••••• 187o S1stersofNotreDame ...••. R.C .••.•••. 15109 .... 109,109 .... 48 •.•...•......... 
Rev. Richard K. Todd, A. M •• Non-sect 2 1 20 20 0 20 2 8 2 3 0 * 1 Joseph W. Parker •.....•.•. Friends. 1 1 53 23 30 ...... ....... ...... . ... .. .... ...... ....... 
John Pennington .....•.•••. Frien<ls. 1 1 70 40 30 ....... ....... ..... .. .... ........ ....... ...... 
David W. Dennis, A. M •••••• Friends. 1 2 87 40 47 72 15 ...... 4 .... 1 0 
F . :M. W esthafer •••••••••••• 3 ···- 38 18 20 30 .... 12 . .... 11 2 .••• 
I 
Woodstock, Ill............ .••• •• 1852 
Azalia, lnd . . . . . • • • • • . • . • . . ••• • <. 1866 
Baker's Corner, Ind .••••••.•••••.••..• 
Bloomingdale, Ind . • • . • • • . 1846 1845 
Dover Hill, Ind . • • . . • • • • • • . • • . . . 1869 
Fort Wayne, Ind.......... 1846 1840 
Indianapolis, Ind . . . . • • • • . 1859 1859 
Sister Superior.............. R. C . • . . . . . . 10 300 .••. 300 ............................ 
Carl Pingpank.. •• • •••••. •• . Non-sect 2 2 60 30 30 ..•..•......•••..••.. .....••• 
1880 I Hiram Hadley and Junius B. I N-on-sect! b3 
Roberts. 
5 1223 1117 1106 1176 I 47 I 25 I 15 I 10 2 ••••• Indianapolis, Ind. (410 N.~ ·- 0 Pennsylvania s1i.J. 







Montezuma, Ind . .• . •••••• .••• •• .•• . • . George W. Rice, A.M........ . • •••••••• 2 3 214 121 93 .••......••..••..••...•..••• 
Sisters of t.he Holy Cross.... R. C ••••.••..•.. 1177 . . • . 177 ..•..••..••..••..••.••••.... 
Erastus Test, ?.L D ••••••••••• Friends. 1 2 ~79 38 41 . . .. .••. . •• . . . . . . •• . .••• 1 






Thomas Newlin............. Friends. 2 5 376 (376) ........•••...............•. 
JohnG.Laird ..•••••.••••••. Math... 1 3 184 8-i 100 184 6 •••. 60 50 10 26 
Sisters of,Pr~vide~ce .•••••• R. C •••..••...•. 202 741128 1-···I· ···j····l····l· ...... -1·-·-Rev.:M.OReilly,drrector ... , R.C ..••..•. 
1 
•... 43 43 ................................. . 
E. A. Haight, A. M., president Non-sect 2 3 120 45 75 90 30 12 .••..••. I 2 
nes University.* 
Union High School ••••.••••..•••. Westfield, Ind .•••.••••••....••• 
St, Mary's Academy '·............ Ackley, Iowa ...••.••..••...... 
Ackworth Institute ••• .•••••• •• • . Ackworth, Iowa.......... 1870 
Albion Seminary ...•••.•••••.•••. Albion, Iowa ...••...•..... 1874 
Jones County Academ~.......... Anamosa, Iowa .....••••••...... 
Birmingham Academy............ Birmingham, Iowa........ 1879 
Blairstown Academy . • • • . • . . • • • . . Blairstown, Iowa . . . • . . . . . 1868 
First German Evangelical School . Burlington, Iowa ..•••..•.....•. 
German Evangelical Zion School . Burlington, Iowa . . • • . . • • . 1864 
The Gordon School . • • . . • . • . . . . • . . Burlington, Iowa. . . . . . . • • . 0 
Coe College ...•. A................. Cedar ..Kapids, Iowa: .....••...••• 













Morris E. Cox, B. s ....••.••. 
Sister Mary Evangelista .••. 
Thomas Armstrong .•••..••. 
E.P.Fogg ---··············· 
Mrs. Col. Sprin~er, A.M .••.•• 
J. Wesley Wolt ..••••..••••• 
John McCarty .••••••••••••. 
Carl Fr. Griininger ...•••.... 
F.G.Klcin ........••...••••. 
William G. Gordon .•••••.... 
Rev. Stephen Phelps, D. D ••• 
Rev. F. W. Seifert ..•...••••• 
Friends.' 2 2 115- 1 50 1 65 
R. 9 . . . . . . . . 5 1~0 I 7~ 90 Friends. 2 .••. 1o0 7~ 78 
:M. E.... 3 3 170 1 80 ,
1
90 
Non-sect • . . . . . . . liS 29 29 
Non-sect 1 1 34 16 18 
Non-sect 2 3 175 100 75 
Evan . . . 1 1 120 160 60 
Evan ... 1 1110 55 55 
Non-sect 1 3 31 11 20 
Pres b... 6 7 201· 79 122 
Ev.Luth 1 .... 65 34 31 
•••. •••• •••• •••• •••• 0 0 
160 •••.... - -•• - -.. - 28 20 
150 ..•.. ·-· ···- ···- .....•.. 
100 30 40 6 0 4 0 
••••.••• 4 .••..••• -·-- •••. 
28 6 . . .. 2 2 1 2 
i~g ,.:~. -~~- --~- ~:. -~~-~---: 
80 0 110 .••. , ..•••••.•••• 
27 4 16 ···- - .•...•.••.•• 
125 50 j 40 .••• ! .......... . 
O.Read). 
Connoil Bluffs, Iowa-~···· -····· 
Decorah, Iowa ..•••••••••• 
1 
...•.• 
Denmark, Iowa. . • • . • • . . . . . 1843 
Dnhnque~,..Iowa ..•...••••...•••. 
Elkhorn, .LOw a . . . . • • • • •• •• -.-- .• 
Epwo1·th, Iowa ...... _. _.. 1856 
1872 Sisters of Charity- .•••••••••• , R. C . • • • . • • . 10 150 ..•. 150 - .. T ·· · · · · · -· · · · · · · · .. · · · · · 
1874 J. Breckenridge............. .• . . •• . . •. 5 1 393 217 176 393 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1H43 G._W. Bin:;ham, A.M .••••••• Cong.... 3 3 152 91 61 20 110 15 4 4 1 .••• 
1873 M1ss Harl'let H. Horr • . • • • • • Non-sect 1 1 20 . • • . 20 20 . • • . 3 .••...•..••...•• 
1878 Rev. Chr. Anker ............ Luth.... 4 . 2 49 32 17 49 0 30 0 0 0 ..•• 
1857 , Rev.J.B.Albrook,A.M •.••. . :M.E .... 61 5 222 119 103 60112 50 12 25 7 .••• 
* FI·om Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a This is a work school in the interest.of indnsu·ial classes; its aim is. to educate towa.IIds the f'll.rm and the workshop. 







































T.ADLE VI.- Statistics of institutions for secondary instruction for 1882, !fo.- Continued. 
:NAme. 
1 
.Academy of Iowa College .••••.••. 
LenoxColle¢-a.te Institute ....... . 
Humboldt Academy and Normal 
School. 
Preparatory and NormaJ. School* .. 
Jefrerson .Academy* ............. . 
Knox1'illEl .Academy ............ .. 
:E'riends' .A.cad:emy ............... . 
Lrnnville ,Academy .............. . 
R1verside Institute ............. .. 
Western NormaJ.and Business In-
stitute.* 
Howe's Aoaderny and Teachers' 
Institute.* 
Hazel Dell .A.oadomy ...•• · ........ . 
Cedar Va.lloy Seminary ...• • •••••. 
Ottumwa Norma-l School ....... . .. 
Ottumwa Seminary .............. . 
Pleasant Plain Academy ....... .. 
Gem1an EvangelicaJ. Lutheran 
School. 
Trov Acatlemy o.n<l Normal. ...... . 
Tilford Collo~lo.to .Academy ..... . 
'Vnshlugton Aoa<lomy .......... .. 






Ill ·a -e · OS 
OS ~ ~ 0 
~ .... 0 
<D .s 1a dl 
A ~ 
----
2 3 4 
Grinnell, Iowa............ 1847 1848 
Hopkinton, Iowa . .. . . • ... . 1878 1864 
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~ ~~~~~~.!l.!l~ 1'<1 ~'Q 
-------~-----------
J•"• M>oy,:" ............ ! Con: .... 
,.. s 9 10 H. 12 13 14 1li 16 1'1 1S 
- ... - .. ----~. - ~-~-· 
9 1 118 . 81 87 52 66 ..... 20 15 22 . ... 
Rev. Samuel Hodg~ D. D.... Pres b ... 4 2 15 66 49 48 45 22 18 80 17 13 
W. M. Martin, .A. M .. •• • • • • .. Non-sect 2 () 44 23 21 12 5 0 3 .... --·· ..... 
A.liull ..................... . Non-sect 4 2 150 100 50 100 20 80 10 20 10 
J. S. DUDlling, .A. M ... -... ~ ... ·· ····---· 1 2 137 65 72 137 14 19 14 ··-· a W . .A..McKee ............... 1 .... 80 36 44 ....... ....... .... . .... 4 5 
Iowa. City, I-owa. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. 1879 
.T e:fferson, Iowa. ..... v.... 1875 1875 
Knoxville, Iowa........... . . . . • . 1872 
Le Grand, Iowa .... -~..... 0 1872 
Lynnville, Iowa............ . . . . .. . •.... 
:t.yona, Iowa ........... •• •. 1879 1875 
MaJ. vern, Iowa ............ ~. ... • .. 1881 
Charles E. Cox, A. B ......... Friends. 
L. M. Jackson ..• ~--- ....... Friends. 
Rev. W. T. Currie, .A. M ...... P.E .... 
L. D. l:)a.vidsen .• u .......... Non-sect 
1 2 75 
2 0 57 
1 3 14 
4 g 115 
39 36 75 ..... •••• •••• 2 11 • so 27 ...... -- ............. 
8 6 1S 1 .... -- -.- ... -- ......... -·. 
50 65 .... 8 20 ........ 
:Mt. Pleasant, I-owa......... ...... 1844 Seward C. Howe............. Non-sect 2 1 228 
Newton, Iowa ................. -:. o 1856 Darius Thoma.s,A.:M ........ Non-sect 2 2 113 
Osage, Iowa............... 1869 1863 Alonz-o Ab~:rnethy •••.• -.... -Baptist . 3 4 150 
Ott.umwa, Iowa··--·~····· •••••. 1872 Mrs. M.A. Peck ...... _ ......................... 100 
OttmnwRotio:va. ..... w ••••• ··~--- 1sra Mrs. M:try Squire ........... No.n-sect •..•. l. 10 
Pleasant Flam, Iowa .... ~. 187S l816 I. N. R-1ch, .A.B............. :Fnends. 1 1 86 
Sherrill's Mount, Iowa.... 0 1856 Rev. Andrew Grafelmann . . Ev. Luth 1 • • • . 14 
67 46 113 • .. . • .. . . .. • ... . 41 .... 
-~- -~~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
40 46 70 14 2 •••. ·--· .... ·-·· 
4 10 ......... ........... 14 .. .. 
Ttoy, Iowa,. ................. l1853118521 C. E. Fosf:er ................ ! .......... , 2 
Vinton, Iowo. .............. 1871 1871 T. F. Tobm .................. Non-sect 2 
Wnshinp;ton, Iowa. ........ 1872 1874 James 0. Burns .•• - .... ~ .. Non-sect .2 
Wo.ukou, Iowa............ 0 1876 Prof, I. Loughran •• u •• • ... • ... • .... • • 1 
'3 ~8~~ j2i~ llg~ 1245.,.47. ,.7o .. , .. (7'fh··-~--9·/:::: 
a 12a 63 eo 36 44 23 44 I 36 6 .... 





































.Ainsworth's Grammar and High West Union, Iowa........ ••• • • • 1870 S. S . .Ainsworth, A.M........ ••• • •• • • • . 1 1 99 56143 94 3 2 4 5 5 2 
School.* . 
Wilton .Academy* • • •••••••• •••••. Wilton Junction, Iowa..... 1880 1880 A. C. Rnrt, A. :H.............. Cong.... 2 3 130 87 63 87 20 23 S 5 2 0 
.Abilene .Academy .. •• •• .. • • •• • • • . .Abilene, Kana .... • • . •• • • • ... • .. .. .. .. S. P. Harrinl!ton ..................................................................... . 
.Atchison Institute................ Atchison, Kana ........... .••• •. 1870 Mrs. H. E. :M:'onroe .... . • •••. Non-Rect 5 5 275 751200 150 10 40 10 15 5 7 
The ]freedmen's Academy of Dunlap, Kans ......................... Andrew Atchison ............ Ass o ........................ , ....................... . 
Kansas. -- . . Presb. 
387 
388 
Gould Colle.,.e ..... n.... .. .. .. . . . . Harlan, Kana . •• • • • . ••• • • • .... • . 1881 .A. W. Bishop, A.M., pres't. .. 'U. B .. .. 3 2 75 48 27 ........................... . 





BellewootlSeminnry andKentucky Anchorage, Ky '"·····--· 1876 1e60 
Presbyterian Normal SchooL . 
Mrs. Daniel P. Young ..••••. Presb ... 3 10 126 
~l~ :~;_ :~ :;;· ::~r;: ::;r:; Forest Academy.................. Anchorage, Ky .. •• • • • .. .. 1864 1855 Bracken Academy................ Augusta., Ky.............. .. • .. . 1803 J. W. Newman .............. Rev. Daniel Stevenson, D. D., Non-sect M.:E .... 1 1 59 2 ' 3 81 
392 Union Co1lo~e* ...... ·-~- ....... . g: ~:~g:;~;: ~::1!1!n1c~~malo ·fu: · 
stitnte. 
395 Nazareth LiteraryMdBenevolent 
Institution. 
396 .Alexander College .............. .. 
397 Calvary .Academy ............... .. 
398 Carroll Seminary ................ . 
399 Cottage Rome College ........... . 
400 Columbus College ............... . 
401 Dixon .Academy ................. . 
:g~ I :!r~~ll~~~~l~~0rF~~;{le·A~~d: 
emy. b 
404 Kalamont High School ......... .. 
405 Greenwood Female Seminary .... . 
406 Kentucky Eclectic Institute ..•... 
407 St. Aloysius Academy ........... . 
408 St. Joseph's Acodemy .......... .. 
409 United Schools of the Abbey of 
Gethsemani for Boys. 
416 GreenvilleCollegeforYoungMen. 
411 Greenville Female College ....... . 
U2 Harris burgh Righ School* ....... . 
413 Owen College c .................. .. 
414 Henderson High School ........ .. 
415 H<Xlgenville Seminary* 
416 High School ..... . 
417 Christian College* 
418 Franklin Institute ............... . 
419 Lancaster Male Academy .••••.••• 
420 Loretto Academy* ....••••••••.... 
presiclent. -
.A. H. Harritt, 8resident ..... Non-sect 3 2 151 81 70 133 18 0 80 60 43 
Miss Mary C. onnelly ...... Pres b ... 0 6 5! 20 34 54 30 4 4 0 ~I 0 H. J. Greenwell, A. M ........ Baptist. 5 2 94 63 31 70 24 15 20 10 0 
Mother Helena Tormey ..... R.C .... 0 25 120 0 120 120 . .... 70 .. ..... .... ............ 
Barboursville, Ky ........ _,l880 11880 
Bardstown, Ky ....................... . 
Bardstown, Ky .. .. .. • .. • . 1840 1835 
Near Bardstown, Ky...... 1829 1814 
Burkesville, Ky ........... 1872 1868 I Rev. James P. McMHlan .... , Presb ... l 1 4 85 30 55 30 28 0 0 0 1 0 
Calvary, Ky .. .. • .. ... .. .. 1830 1820 Sister Theodosia, directress. R. C .. . .. • .. 6 45 . . .. 4-5 .. . .. .. 3 .............. .. 
Carroll to~, ky....... ... .. 1860 1860 Edmt;n~ Longley, jr .. .. .. . . !f· E. So.,1 2 a199 aS~ allO 5; 1~ 0 4 0 3 0 
Cave Sprmg, Xy.......... 1876 1874 C. P. :Shields, A. l\I............ Non-sect 3 2 61 3;> 26 2., 2;> 8 1 5 0 0 
Columbus, Ky .•• .-........ 1877 1877 Rev. G. W. Flowers ......... Non-sect 1 2 60 23 37 60 3 5 17 8 ...... .. 
Dixon,Ky .......................... . . H. W. Davis ................ --··:--;" j··-- .......................................... .. 





:::: -~~~~ ;:~~~ ;~~~~~~;~~~~ ~ ~ :::::~~ :1 .. ~ ... ~ .. ~~ .. ~~ ... ~ .. ~~- . ~~ ... ~ .. ~~. --~ .. -~. ---~ 
Frankfort,Ky .................. 1846 Mrs. Mary T. Runyan ...... Non-sect
1
.... 1 36 8 28 .•..................••...••. 
Frankfort, Ky ............ 1871 1871 Samuel G. Stevens, A. 111 .... Non-sect 1 3 31 18 13 4 24 10 8 0 2 1 
Frankfort, Ky ......... ~.. 0 1868 Sister Vincentia .. .. .. . .. • .. R. C .. .. . . .. 2 50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 1 .. .. 
Frankfort, Ky .. .. .. • ... .. 0 1870 Sister Vincentia............ R. C .. .. 1 5 95 .. .. 95 .......................... .. 
Gethsemane, 'Ky.......... 1868 1851 Rt. Rev. B. M. Benedict, R. C .. .. 2 0 78 78 0 78 0 0 6 0 ....... . 
abbot. 
Green~lle, Ky .......... ~ 1848 1849 jRev. ~-Walter Hall, A. l'.r.,~ Greenville, Ky ...••.••.. 5 1 pros1dent. 5 
Harrisburgb,Ky .......... 1868 1870 J. W. Parish ............. .. 
Han-is burgh, Ky.......... 1868 1870 Hon. C. W. Threlkeld, sec-












... l ... 
~~~:~~~t .. : ... ~ .. ~~ .. ~~ .. ~~ ..~~ ..~~ ..~~ .. -~- . ~: ... : .,:::: 
..:!! ·. , retary. 
Henders~n, Ky ........... 1877 1869 Miss Mary L: Hodge ....... Non-sect .... 1 2 120 
Hodgenville, Ky --~· •••••• 0 1847 George Hamilton ........... Non-sect 1 1 32 
House's ~tore, Ky ~ ............. 1881 D. B. Robinson ............. Chr~st~an 1 .... 24 
HustonVIll(l, Ky .. •• ••• •• . 1860 1860 James B. Dunlap, A. l'.I ...... Chl'lst1an 1 2175 
Lancaster, Ky ••••••••• ; •. 1848 1848 Dr. M. L. Bourne ........... Non-sect 1 2 65 
Lancaster, Ky ;~ •••••••••• 1840 ...... J. L. Irvine ................... Non-sect 2 .... 38 
Loretto, Ky.~ .. • • • • • • • • .. • 1839 1834 .. • • • • .. • • • • .. • • .. • .. • • • • • • • • • R. C ... , .... 110 40 
13 16 14 15 .. . • 2 1 2 .... 
16 16 . . . . 6 0 2 . • • . 0 0 
10 14 22 2 .... 2 ........... . 
32 43 67 8 .................. .. 
50 15 60 10 0 .. . . .. .. 0 0 
.:~. ·4o· .~:.~.~~- :::: .. : ... :~ :::::::: 
*From the Report of the Commissioner of EducatiOn for 1881. 
a Including public school de11artmeut. 
b No school held during 1882. 









































TADLE VI.-Statistics ojinstitutionsjo~ secondary instru.ctionjor 1882, 9·c.-Continued. 
Na.me. 
l. 
Gorman and English School •••••. 
¥~f~~~l~~~e~o~~ sch~~i:: ~:: ~ 
Louisville cofiegiate Institute ... . 
Louisville Rup;by School ........ . . 
Normal and Theological Institute. 
Marion Academy ................ . 
Mayfield Seminacy ............... . 
Unlon Academy ................ .. 
Perry Academy . ................ .. 
Henry Male and Female College .. 
:Bethel Academy ................. . 
Jessamine FemaJ.e Institute ..... . 
Oakland Seminary* .............. . 
Browder Institute ............... . 
Owenton High School* •••••••••••• 
:Ba.th Seminary* ................ .. 
Garth Female Institute* ........ .. 
Lockhart's (W. H.) Classical Insti· 
tuto. 
Princeton Collegiate Institute .••. 
Madison Feo1nlo Institute .....•.. 
Miss Sevier's Sohool ............. . 
SlJarp!l'lmt·p; Mnlo and l!'emnle 
.Aondem.:v. 
1=1 






Q 0 .... .... 
0 0 
~ .£ cO 
A A 
- -
2 3 4 
Louisville, Ky ............ 1880 1878 
Louisville, Ky .................. ,1866 
Louisville, Ky • .. .. .. • .. .. 1882 1865 
Louisville, Ky .. .. .. • • .. • . 0 1881 
Loui!lville, Ky . . . • • . . . • . • . 1876 1872 
Louisville, Ky. (712 West 1865 1879 
Kentucky street). 
Marion, Ky ............ ~. 1867 1867 
Mayfield, Ky .. • • • . • .. • .. • . • .. .. 1877 
MorJran:field, Ky . • • . . • • . . . 1832 1868 
Mt. Vernon, Ky ..................... . 
New Castlci Ky. . .. .. . .. • . 1851 1850 
Nicholasvil e, Ky ......... 1798 1790 
Niaholasville, Ky......... 1852 1854 
g~:~d~y::::::::::::: 'i868' 'i866' 
Owenton, Ky .. .. .. . .... • . 1873 1874 
Owingsville, Ky • • • • • .. • • • 0 1840 
Paris,Ky .. . • • • . • .. • .. • .. . 1875 18'T5 
Pallia, Ky ............. :.. . 1870 1870 
Princeton, Ky . .. • • • ... .. • 1882 1880 
ii~~~~w~~~~~:Y::::::::::: -~~- ~~: 
Sharpslnng,Ky. .. . .. .. • .. 1875 1848 
Number of students. 
G) 0 .... q; 
~ ~ 0 ~.: 
p P G:> ·~CIS 
0 0 C1J CIJQ;> 
• . 0 0 ~s.;~~ 
-~ .,; ~ ~ ~ ~ l~ 
~ ,; •• ~ ·;;;.;~<!5 ~~as~ .s . $.< G) gJ cO ~ b.() <D b( ,.~ ·~ Q a! 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~~ ~I)~ ~ ~ 
l'l ~ e 0 g ~ s 0 ··") <D~ l':l..., 
~ ~ a ; ~ ..... ~-s .s .s ~ ~ ·6 ~ 
~ ~ •M .!l .~ ~ ~ ~ Q-;; 00 ~ 
.9 .s ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ rg -~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~a$~ s ~ 'O I S ft ~ ~ ~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~'Q 




William Mueller....................... 2 ~ 1 68 , 43 25 , 68 .... ,6~ ~ --·· ·---~----~·--· L. D. Hampton, prestdent .. Non-sect 3 L 200 .... 
1
200 200 75 7o ....... . ...... .. 
Miss:BelleS.Peers ......... P.E .... 2 9140 .... 1~0 .................... , ...... .. 
Thomas D. Davidson, PH. D. Non-sect 1 2 43 0 43 43 7 6 ............... . 
W.N. &.A.L.McDonald ... Non-sect 5 1 108 108 .... 108 86 22 54 22 51 2 
Rev. William ;r, Simmons, :Baptist. 3 6 192 94 98 184 8 0 0 0 0 0 
.r.'~:. 1!NJ[~~i~-~~~· ........... Non-seot 2 1 135 70 65 120 10 1 3 311 .. .. 
James M. Quinn ............ Non-sect 2 . 3 161 81 . 80 75 15 40 5 .......... .. 
Thomas Posey........................ 1 1 55 29 26 55 27 0 2 0 ...... .. 
Patl'ick .A. Skeahan ................................................................. . 
:Benjamin F. Hill........... Non-sect 2 2 115 55 60 115 20 4 .. .. . .. . 0 0 
A. N. Gordon ............... Non-sect 2 0 45 45 0 45 28 0 .... .... 3 0 
Miss M. F. Hewitt ........ : Non-sect.... 5 115 12 103 115 8 16 ............... . 
W. H. F. Henry............ .......... 1 .... 50 30 20 45 5 .... 5 2 5 2 
D.B.Estes ........................... 1 2 88 45 43 69 15 .... 7 .... 1 .. .. 
.Austin Woods.............. ...... .... 1 3 132 65 67 90 22 20 50 50 10 12 
H. Turner, A. M ............. Christian 2 1 75 30 45 50 25 10 3120 16 4 
Charles E. Young •••••••••. Non-sect 2 4 60 15 45 60 15 8 ............... . 
W. H. Lockhart ............ Non-sect 1 .... 35 35 .... 30 20 15 4 2 .5 1 
Rev. Heman H . .Allen, D. D. Pres b... 2 4 107 46 61 80 27 .... 1 ..... ... ! .. .. 
Charles P. Williamson ...... Christian 4 8 115 ........................ 
1 
.... 90 .. .. 
Miss Elizabeth Sevier ...... P.E ........ 1 30 •••• 8Q ........................... . 































4441 "Fairview Male and Female Semi-
nary. 
445 West Kentucky Classical and Nor· 
mal College. 
446 Academy of St. Catharine of S~­
enna. 
447 Riverside Male a)ld Female Semi-
448 w'f!~~ster Male andFemaleHigh 
School. 
449 Ba!Uwin Seminary .•.•.•.••••••••. 
450 llead villa. Seminary ..•...•.....••. 
451 Feliciana. F emale Collegiate Insti-
tute.* 
452 Coushatta. Ma:le and Female Insti-
tute. 
45::1 Millwood Female Institute ...... . 
454 La Teche Seminary .............. . 






.Academy for Young Ladies ..••••. 
Commercial and Classical Acad-
emy for Boys.* 
Evangelical Lutheran Progymna-
sium. 
Mt. Carmel Convent ............ .. 
St. Isidore's Institute ........... .. 
461 I St. Mary's .A.catlcmy ............ .. 
462 
463 
St. Mary's College ............... . 
St. Joseph's Day and Boarding 
Academy for Young Ladies of 
Color. 
Simpsonville, Ky ..••. ~... 1879 1869 Rev. H. F. Jordan .......... Baptist. 1 2 50 25 25 50 ........................ 
South Carrollton, Ky ...... 1873 1872 E. B. Smith, A.M., president. .......... 5 3 216 143 73 150 50 25 0 0 0 0 
Springfield, Ky ..••••••••. 1840 1822 Mother Regina O'Meara., pri· R.C .... 0 40 70 0 70 70 ..... 20 ---- ....... ........ .... oress. 
Vanceburg, Ky ........... 1881 1872 Henry K. Taylor ........... Non-sect 2 4 95 35 60 60 10 10 ....... --·· ..... .. ... 
:::~:: ~~~: :~~ :~~ ~~: -~~~~ · -~~~~- · ~~~: ~~~~~-~---~~~~~ -~--~:: -~~~~~~~~~--~·I--~ ·I·~ .1. ~~·I-~~ - I~ -~~ ·I·~~ ·11· ~~· I ·~~ ·I· ~~-1- -~-~---~ Baton Rouge, La.......... 1859 1849 Mrs. Mary W. Read .. . .. .. . M. E.... 1 5 40 1 0 40 40 12 20 ............... . 
Bayou Sara, La. (West Fe- 1850 1848 Mrs. Virginia Z. Howell, M.A. .... ...... 1 5 ............... . ....................... . 
liciana Parish). 
Coushatta, La ............. 1880 1880 J. W. Pearce ............... Non-sect 3 I 79 I 43 I 36 
Jackson, La .............. 11870 118661 Miss M. B. McCalmont ·····1 Non-sectl 0 14150 171431
5
0 121 3~----~----~---·~···· La. Teche, L:J. ... • .. .. .. .. . .•• .. . 1875 Rev. W. D. Godman, n. D... Non-sect 3 3 255 137 118 72 5 . . .. .. .. ... . 1 •••• 
Mis~~e,La. (Ouachita. Par. . •• • • • 1866 Sister Seraphina, superior .. R. C ·-.. .. .. 5 74 24 50 63 11 12 ............... . 
New Orleans, La. (370 Ba- 1870 1882 Mrs. Alice L. Lusher ....... Non-sect 1 2 51 3 48 51 2 I 2 2 
.ronne street). . 
0 0 
New Orleans, La. (283 St. 
Charles street). 
New Orleans, La. (115 Terp-
sichore street). 











New Orleans, La. (3d dis- 0 18t9 Rev. J. Scherer, c. s. c ..... R. C.... 6 .... 80 80 .... 80 1 80 ............... . 
trict). 
New Orleans, La. (Or-
leans street). 
New Orleans, La. (corner 1188211850 I Brother Oliver, president ... I R. C ••• . I 11 
o!!t:!~:.:: -~~~-
5
:~~~~- ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : •• , •••••••••• , •••• ,.~.·I· ... , ... ·I· ...•....•... ·I· ... 1 .... •. -- ·•· · · ·•· ••· 
1865 Robert M. Lusher .......... 1 Non-sectl 2 1160160 60 
1866 I· Rev. Albert F. Hoppe ....... 1 Ev. Luth 1 22 i 22 22 I 10 I 20 I 10 
5 7 2 
Rev. Mother Magdalen ..•.. 1 R. C ........ . 154 1 .... 1154 50 1154 
0 1225 I 30 I 80 I 36 I 20 I .... I• ••• 225 1225 







~~~l~'lt;~a8~~~!;~~s~~~·a;;: ~~~~~i>~tM~:::::::::::: f~~ f:~ ·:R~;~}i~;;i~·w-:·:P~~~~:"A:M:: ~~E~~~ ··.r .. 4.1245. ii3' li32. ·33· ·4i· ·2o·~-34 ~ --2-~--a·1:::: 
Corinna Union Academy ......... Corinna, Me .............. 1851 1851 A.M. Burton, .A.M ......... Non-sect 2 1 122 59 63 93 15 4 5 0 .... 1 4 
Greely Institute* ................. Cumberland Centre, Me ... 1859 1868 S. K. Hitch!!Jgs, B.s ......... Non-sect 2 1 195 128 67 107 25 14 l4 .... 3 .••• 
W estbrook Seminary and Female Deering, Me. (Stevens' 1831 1833 Rev. J.P. Weston, D. D ..... Univ .................................................. . 






Abbott Family School for Boys at Farmington, Me.......... 18i0 1844 A. H. Abbott............... Non-sect 2 1 30 30 .... 20 10 10 
Mt. Little Blue. -
Foxcroft Acatlemy ............... Foxcroft, Me .............. 1823 1823 Stephen A. Lowell, A. B ..... Non-sect 2 3 140 62 78 47 17 
Froedom Academy .. .. .. . .. • .. . .. "Freedom, Me .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1836 1837 S. S. Twombly.............. Cong . . . 1 1 1 51 25 26 46 5 
FryeburgAca{lemy ............... Fryebur"R",Me ............. 1792 ...... Prof.GeorgeH.Ricker,A.?ti. Cong ... 1 5 44 20 24 ...... -..
1 
.. .. 
Hallowell Classical and Scientific HaJloweu, Maine . . . . . . . . . 1872 1874 I Rev. Almon W. Burr, A. M .. Cong . .. 3 4 145 53 92 52 26 22 
Academy. 
*From R eport of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. a No school during 1882; to be reopened in 1883. 
10 1 1 
12 --~-1---~ 4 1 3 0 

































TABLE VI.-Statistics ofinstit1lU011Sjor secondm·y instructionfm· 1882, g-c.-Continued. 
Name. 
1 
llamp<lrn .Academy a .•......•.... 
Hartla:ml Academy b .•••••.••.• -- . 
Maine Wesleyan Seminary and 
Female College. 
LiminJrton Academy ......•••.•••. 
M!Ktnna.wcook Academy . •....•.. 
Monmouth Academy .•.•.••••.•••. 
Lincoln Academy ..........•...•.. 
NoxTidgowock English and Clas-
sical Institute. 
1\It·s. Cnswoll's School •••••.•.•••. 
Miss Sargent's Boarding and Day 
School. 
t;:~~~ 1-~1~~~;~i :::::::::: 
~~~a.<!r~l!c~osth~~:::::::::::::: 
F. Knapp's Institute ••••••••••••• 
Franklin Square Academy •••••••. 
lit. Royallnstltuto .•••••••••.•••. 
"' Mt. Vernon Inetituto .•••••••••••. 
Nuro ber pf s.t1,1dents. 
Cl) Cl) ..... 
e ~ 0 ::; ::; 
0 0 
s:i <:) <:) 
<:) .s ai ~ ~ ai Cl) Principal. I -~ 
~ 
Q bfj 
ai .£ ~ '" s g_ 
0 
.... <:) p 
~ ..8 ::; 0 0 1=1 <D e ~ <:) <:) ~ 'd .s ~ 'd ~ rn 
I~ 
.s .... p 
<DI 
Q O'.o ~ 
<D 0 'd "blJ 1 ~ $ 'd ~ 0 
~ ~ s 
~ C) s 




..; '" N <D i ~ 
,.t:l ~ 






~ 3 4 ~ 6 ,. s 9 10 '1 11 1~ 13 14 15 :16~1'11.8 
I Hnmpden,Unine .•••••••• 1803 1805 Edward W. Texrple ..•••... Non-sect 1 2 86 ~~· ~~-;;-~= 1 T~" 
Hartland, Me ..••••••••••. 1832 1849 James Bradbury, chairman. Non-sect .....................•..................... ·.,:· ••. 
Kent'sHill,Me ••• .rt •••••• 1821 1821 Rev.EdgarM.Smith,M.A .. M.E .•.. 8 4 294154140 401150 50 50 5 5 • 2 
Limington,Me .••••••• ~ ••• 184S 1851 W:itliamG.Lord,A.M .•••••. Non-sect 1 2 156 80 76 .•...••.•.•. 8 3 2 
Li.ncol.D, Me ..•..••.••••.. 1846 1847 A. E. Whitten, A.B ..••••••. Non-sect 1 5 86 37 4.9 80 7 .••. 3 
Monmouth, Me ..••••••••. 1803 1803 W.H.Judkins .•••••••••••. ---------- 1 1 .... ____ .... ____ .......... . 
Now Castle, Me........... 1S01 1804 Charles A. Black . • • • • . . • • • . Non-sect 1 2 109 60 49 69 20 10 10 ' 0 ' 41 0 
Norridgewock, Me ..•••••• 1867 1856 George 0. Hopkins, A. :u •••. Non-sect 3 4 124 71 53 86 25 15 21 2 3 5 
Portland, Me . . . • . • • . • • • • • • •• • • • 1882 Mrs. Mary S. CaswelL...... Non-sect 2 4 39 0 39 34 5 21 2 o .••. 




South Berwick, Me ••••••• 1791 1793 SanfordPerryRecord •• - ••• Non-sect 1 2 67 29 38 30 23 0 14 0 3 0 
Topsha.m,Me ..•.••••.•• -. 1872 1857 D.L.Smith ..••••••• •• •••••. Non-sect 2 2 33 20 13 24 7 6 4 0 0 0 
Vas~alboro' , Me •••••••••. 1857 1857 Edwar~ H. Cook, A.B •••••• Friends. cd3 •••• d100 54 46 ...................... :"-~ . • .:~ 
Baltimore,Md. (438Euta.w •••••.•••••. Mrs. S1ngleton •••••••••.••..•••.••••..•••..••..••.•••..••.•••..••.• :: ......... ::.·i::-.. 
place). ;. ;:-
Baltimore,Md.(29,31,a.nd 1864 1852 F.Knapp .••••••••••• n .. •·· Non-sect 5 3 300180120 .••..••.•••..••••••• 2 .'-;;-.-. 
83 ;N'- Holliday Slil'eet). . . ~ r 
Baltrmore, Md .••.••..•••.•••••• 1879 ::MisaJenmeGillman .••.••.. Non-sect 0 a 40 16 24 40 .••......••..••.•••••••• 
Baltimore, Md. (42 Den· •••••• 1880 Mrs.JohnR.MoDa.niela.nd Non-sect 1 6 23 •••• 23 -23 ••.. 22 .••. i: ... !':.9: : ••• 
mead street). Miss N. R. Nowlin. I } f 
:BnlUmore, :U(l. (40 Mt. 1850 1850 Mrs.MaryJ.Joneeand]){re. P. E.... 9 7 80 •••. 80 80 40 80 •••.•••• ; •••••• , 




























. Now ton Academy .•••••...••••••. 
493 Oxford School for Boys ..••••••••. 
49!• The Misses Reinhnr(lt's School ... 
495 Roland A.cndomy 
496 St. Francis Academy* .•••••••.••. 
497 St . .Joseph's Academy (Calvert 
Hall). 
498 School for Boys ...•..••.•.•••..••. 
499 School for Girls ....••.••••••.••••. 
500 Soleet School for Girls and Boys .• 
501 Southern Rome School* .....••.•. 
502 Miss Yeates' School and Kinder-
garten. 
503 1 Zion Sch_ool of Baltimore .......•. 















:Mt. St . .Joseph's College .....•..•. 
Overlea, Home School for Young 
Gentlemen. 
Centreville Academy ..•••.•.••••• 
Charlotte Hall SchooL .•••••.••••. 
Holy Trinity School 
College of St . .James 
School. 
Vvest Nottin,!!hnm Acaclemy .••••• 
Easton Friends' School ......... .. 
Elkton Academy .•••.•••••••..•••. 
Patapsco Institute .•.•••••••••.••. 
St. Joseph's Academy* ..•.•••.••. 
St . .John's Literarylnstitute ...... 
Glenwood Institute ...••.•........ 
Notre Dame of Maryland. Colle· 
Baltimore, Md. (798 W. 1··-.··-11844 I Thomas Lester ..••••••••••. !. .•..•.•.. ! 2 
Bnlhlmore street). 
Baltimore, Md. (McMe~ 
chen street, near Madi-
son avenue). 
1873 I William C. Hynds, A.M ..••. 1 Non-sect 
Baltimore, Md. (219 Ham- . . . . . . . .•• . . Misses Reinhardt ..•••••••••.•••••.... 
ilton Terrace). 
Baltimol'e, :Md. {253- Hoff- .... "' 1872 Miss Rebecca McConkey... Non-sect 
man streetl. 
::I:: I:::J~~l~~t·~-~--~l::J-~l~~: 
140 ! •••. 1140 
70 70 I 70 I 20 I 70 1.. .. 1 .... 1. ... 1.1 ••• 















Baltimore, Md. (79 Sara- . • • • • • 184-2 Brotber Gustavus . . . • • • . . . . R. C . . • . 12 .••. 260 260 .••. 260 30 150 60 35 15 12 
tog;a street). 
Baltimore, Md. (Garden 
street, near Biddle). 
1864 I Gern:ge G. Ca.rey, A.)L ••••••••••••••••• 5 66 I 66 63 I 21 3 . 1 
Baltimore, Md. (71 Bolton 1879 1 MissF.Graffiin .•••••••••••• l P.E .••.•.•.. 2 I 24 I 10 14 I 24 ............................. . 
street). 
Baltimore, Md. (24-8 N. 1876 I MissH . .J. C:ulden .••.•••••. l Non-sect, ..•. 1 I 20 10 I 10 
Carey street). 
Baltimore, 'M.d. (197 N. 
Charles street). 
1842 
Baltimore, Md. (89 Mc-
Culloh street). 
1875 
Baltimore, Md.(N. Gay st. )1 183511836 
Brookeville, Md . . • • • • . . . . 1815 1814 
Carroll, Md . . . . • • . • • • . •• • . 1876 1879 
Catonsville, Md......... •• ••• • • • 1862 
Centreville, Md.. ••••• .••. 1792 1793 
Charlotte Hall, Md ...•••• 1774 1796 
Churchville, Md . • • • • • . • • . . • . • • . 1869 
College St . .James, Md .••. I 1844 1842 
Colora, Md . . • • . . • • • • • . • • . 1812 1812 
Easton, Md ......•••••••••.•••••...... 
Elkton, Md............... 1812 1812 
Ellicott City, Md ......•...........••. 
NearEmmittsbnrg, Md .•. 1816 ...•.. 
Frederick, Md. .• • • • . • • • • • 1848 1819 
Glenwood, Md............ . . . . . . 1865 
Govanstown, Md • . • • • . • • . 1864 1846 
Mrn. WUoon M. c.,y and I Non-•oo1 3 
Miss Cary. 
~sOli~iaYoat.es ...•••.••. P.E ........ 
Rev. Henry Sbe1b .......... Non-sect 8 
Re-v. Cleland Kinloch Nel- Non-sect 2 
son, D. D. 
Brother Alexius .••••. ··---· R.C .... 8 
Rev. Geo. \V. Ebeling, PH.D. Ev.Luth 1 
Rev. Albert G. Harley, sr ... Non-sect 2 
R. W. Silvester, secretary .. Non-sect 3 
Rev. Edward A. Colburn, P.E .... 1 
.A.M. 
Henry Onderdonk, A.M .•••. P. E .... 4 
7 I 70 70 ..•. -·· ····- •..•. ····- -·-·· •••••••• 
2 I 35 I 15 I 20 I 35 
1 1310 l2oo 
1
110 l31o I o 
44 44 .... 44 38 10 1--~-~--~- 4 0 6 0 
50 
12 










.... 8 1 
..... 85 14 
0 60 50 
6 ···- ...... 
..... 40 30 
12 4 .... 2 
0 11 0 5 0 
14 5 15 4 4 .... .... ...... .... .... 
8 ..••. . ... a .••• 
Geor~e K. Bechtel, A.M .••. Non-sect 2 0 44 44 0 e27 17 •••• 1 6 2 •••• 
M1ss Sarah N. Randolph.... Non-sect 5 11 100 1 99 100 10 97 . •• . • ••• 66 .... 
Sister Raphael. directress... R. C ............ 100 .••. 100 ............ "" .•••..••.•••• 
A . .J. Tisdall,s.J ............ R. C .... 2 2 83 58 25 83 .••.....•••••••.•••• ··-· 
Prof.L.G.Mathews,A.li:L. Non-sect 2 .... 60 40 20 35 18 12 .••• 5 •••.•••• 




giate Institute for Young Ladies. 
Hagslrstown Female Seminary I Hagerstown, Md ......... -~1852 
and Musical Institute. · 
McDonogh School ................ McDono,!!h, Md........... 0 




~~~~~ti~G';:b. ~~~A.:~!::. :: ~~!~~~t ··2· ··r ·57· ·33· ·34· ·47· ·26· ·i9· ··a· ··2· ··a·i--i 
perioress, ss. DEN. D. , , 
Rev.C.L.Keedy,A,M.,M.D. ' Luth .••. 3 8103 .••. 103 103 .••• 40 ············;:.., 
William Allan, A.M ..•••.••. Non-sect 5 0 50 '50 0 50 0 S7 •••• •••• 1 0 
Mrs . .M:. E. Porter ..•••••••• Non-sect.... 4 20 •••. 20 •••• _ .............. . 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for iss I. 
a No spring term in 1882. · · · 
b No instructors nor student.a for the year 1882. 
c Sex not reported. 
cZReport of normal department is here included. 
















TADLE VI.- Statistics of institntions for seconda7'!J i<t~struction for 1882, cJ·c.- Continued. 
Number of students. 
I
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1 1-~-1~1 :5 --6-~~~ 10 11 11!> 1311<1 u 1617118 


















St. Gcat·go's llall for Bors ...... .. 
St. :Mary's Fom!llo Seminary .... .. 
l~ockla1i!l School for Girls ..•...•. 
Springfielu Institute ........•..••. 
Pt>n Lm~y School for Boys ....... . 
llome School for Girls 
I>uuchnnl Free School 
Riverside School ................. . 
Fnmily School for Young Ladies .. 
Powers Ins titulo .... . 
ITowe School . ....... .. 
Houghton School ................ . 
Miss ..Abby IT. Johnson's Home 
nnu Day School for Young La· 
dies. 
:Boston Academy of Notre Dnmo .. 
Boston School of Languages ..... . 
6381 Ina titulo of Langungot~ • ..... . . .. . 
ri :IO M u. N owlmll' 11 Rcl.o111 for Gld11 
IUIIl \' Ullll.ll f oiHlh•ll, 
Reisterstown, Md......... 0 1876 
St. Mary 's City, Mu. .... . . .. ... 1844 
Sandy Spring, .Md........ .. .. .. 1878 
Sykesville, Mtl. .... . .... .. .... .. 1877 
'\Yaserly, Mu............. .... .. 1867 
..Amherst, Mass ..................... .. 
.A.mloYer, .Mnss . .. .. • .. . .. 1851 1856 
Auburndale, Mass........ . .. .. . 1882 
Belmont, Mass .................. 1R66 
Bernardston, Mass........ 0 
1
1858 
Billerica, Mass ............ 185~ 1852 
~olton, Mass ...... --·..:----118~8 18J~ 
Boston, :Mass. (18 JSew- ...... 187o 
bury street). 
Boatou, Mass. (Berkeley 1865 1864 
street) . 
Boston, Mass. (44 :Boyl· 0 1881 
Rton street). 
Bnt~tou , Mnt~s. (liotel Pel- ........ 1870 
hnm). 
H1111ton, Mnt~s. (01 Now- ...... 187!) 
\1m·y 11treot). 
M. D., rector. 
Prof. James C. Kinear, A.. M. P. E.... 4 1 40 40 .... 30 12 10 3 2 3 1 
Miss .A.. E. Thomas ......••. Non-sect.... 4 30 .... 30 30 •••. 18 ............... . 
Henry C. Hallowell, A.. M .... Non-sect 2 4 42 .... 42 42 6 13 1 .... 1 .. .. 
Misses Beach ............... Presb... 1 4 70 25 45 50 20 .... 0 0 0 0 
RichardM.Johnston........ .......... 1 1 18 18 .... 18 15 .... 6 .......... .. 
1\{rs. ,V, F. Stearns .................................. . ............................... . 
William G. Goldsmith, .A..l\I. Non-sect 2 2 77 36 41 77 , • • . 21 2 0 0 0 
Delia T. Sn1ith ....................................................................... . 
Miss Mary C. Pratt ......... Non·sect 2 4 20 0 20 20 5 16 0 0 0 I 0 
L. MeL .• Jackson, A.. 1\I ...... Non-sect 1 
1 
3 132 65 67
1 
............ 20 .... 2 ... . 
Samuel Tt'l.cker, A.. M ........ Non-sect 1 1 I 4!) 23 26 47 2 14 1 o o 0 
I. 9'· Sianton ............... t Non-sect 1 .... ,41 ........ 41 5 I 3 1 3 0 0 
M1ss ..Abby H. Johnson ..... Non-sect 7 11 55 .... 55 55 16 50 ............... . 
Sister Marie de St. Denis, I R. C .... 1 .... 110 1 60 
S. N.D. 
C. B. Frye.................. Non-sect 6 1 200 
60 I• •••I••• •I• •••l••••i••••l• •• •I•••• 
50 1150 6 0 6 0 
Arnolll .A.. F. Zl1llig ........ , .......... ! 1 
Mrs. Emily J . F. Nowbnll.. Non-sectl 
80 I 5 I 75 1 .... 1 so I eo ••••. , .... , ........ . 




































Miss Putnam's English and Clas-
sical Family and -:Day School.•· 
St. Max·garet's SchooL ....•...•... 
~ 5-121 Mrs. S. H. Hayes' Home and Day 
School. 
t:r.1 513 Mr. Stone's Cla11sical School for 
Boys. 
































Hitchcock Free lligh School* . .•• . 
Deorticl!l Academy and Dickin-
son High School. 
Nichols A.cademy .....•.•••.••••.. 
Partridge .A.ca<lemy ...... . ... . . .. . 
Home School for Young Ladies .. . 
Lawrence .Academy .•..•.••••.•••. 
Sedgwick Institute ...•........... 
Prospect Hill School for Young 
Wom~n. 
HanoYer .Academy .•••••••..•.... . 
Bromfield School. ••••.••••••...••. 
Derby .Academy . ............ .... . 
The Misses Hill's Boarding and 
Day School. 
St. Patrick'!! Female .Academy ..•. 
Tabor .Academy ••••••.....•••••.. 
Baratow School ...••••• , .......••. 
Eaton Family School ............ . 
.Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin's Lan-
casterinn School. 
Friends' ..A,cademy 
Boston, Mas!l. (68 Marl- ...... 1866 Miss M. L. Putnam . . . . . • . . P. E .... 2 9 
" --- r " " .. 1 .. ----r--·----·--·· borourrh street) . Boston, Mass. (5 Chestnut 0 1875 :Miss Edith L. Chase ........ P.E .... 1 10 54 .... 54 ................ street). 




Boston, Ma~s. (78 Marl- .......... 1879 Ch:1.rlcs W ellington Stone .. .. ............... 3 1 3<J 3<> - -- . 22 13 35 131 . - -- 3 borough street). . 
llraintree, Mass. (P. 0., 1879 }877 J . B. ScwaU, A. M., head Non-sect 5 1 79 37 42 54 25 54 25 o 2 I o 
South Braintree). mnster. 
Brimfield, Mass . • • . . . • . • . 1855 1835 Ch_ar:les H. Coo0er, _A. 111 •••. 2 2 116 6-l 52 52 3 11 3 Deerfield, Mass .......... . 1876 1878 \ Vllliam Starr uttmg .... . . Non-sect 2 1 66 40 26 52 13 ....... 4 
DutUry, Mnss ............. 1819 18.21 H. T. Dawson ............. . Non-sect 2 2 83 52 31 ,, " I''[ ' 1' 1' 1 • Dn:s:tury, Mass .. ......... 1829 1845 C. F. Jacobs . ............... .............. 1 1 69 32 37 Everett, Mass .. ........... 1874 Mrs . .A.. P. Potter .......... Baptist. 1 6 30 30 ~~ 2~IOfo ~ --~- --~- ---~
:Falmouth, Mass .......•.. 1833 1834 S . .A. Holton . ... . ..... .. .... Non-sect 1 1 38 18 20 38 3,.-.. 1 1 0 0 Great Barrington, Mass •. . 1855 Rev. H.J. VanLenncp, D. D., Cong ... 2 3 25 25 
and E. J. Van L cnnep. -~~ - : : 2: ~ -~~- 3 2 1 Greenfield, Mass . .. .••.... 1868 1869 Rev. James C. Parsons ..... Non-sect 3 5 36 3G 
Hano>er, Mass ........... 1862 1812 Frank W. Brett ............ Non-sect 1 0 31 15 16 ~g 1--4· -~~- 1 ~ 1 ..~. 1 gj 2 Harvard, Mass .... • ••.•••. 1875 1876 Selah Howell, A.M .......... Non-sect 3 1 46 26 20 2 Hingham, Mass ..... ...... 1797 1783 James E. Thomas, A.B . •• •• Non-sect 1 3 72 30 I 42 :::: 1. ~~ - 2 1 .... Low6ll, Masa. (126 W or: 1866 Lucy A. and Katharine .A. Non-sect .... 1 .... 
then street). Hill. 
Lowell, Mass ............. ......... 
'"' s'''"Agn .. Aloy···---···- R.c .... ____ 10 ,,0 ... . 120 ·· ··r· l ·--- ~ ----·----·-··r·· Marion, Mass ............. 1877 1 C. P. Howland ......•.•••••. Non-,eotl 2 0 27 1 16 11 I 9 10 0 10 I 0 I 0 0 Mattapoisett, Mass .•••••• 1870 1870 Miss .Annie H. Delano...... Non-sect. ... 1 42 13 29 42 . . . . . . .. 0 0 o 2 
Middleborough, Mass •••. 1854 Amos H. Eaton............. Non-sect 1 1 32 24 8 30 G 10 4 6 o 2 
Nantucket, Mass . ........ 1827 1827 E . .B. Fox .................. ! Non-sect 1 · 3 93 48 45 60 33 20 1 1 o 1 
New Bedford, Mass . • •• • • . 1812 1812 .Andrew Ingraham. ......... Non-sect 3 4 -- •.. - •. 
1 
........ -- .. 
1 
.... ---- --- -~-- --~-- .. 
Newburyport, Mass ...... 1838 Hh1} G eorge E. Gay . ............ ... .. .... 3 4 280 115 ,165 200 80 100 20 10 1 1 
New Marlboro', Mass..... 1855 1856 S. T. Frost, A. !tl ...... •••••• Cong . . . 2 4 88 56132 53 22 , 13 6 1 
~~~S:~ir1rr~::~: :::::::: -~~~~- -~~~~- -~~1:~~1-~~ ~~~~~~ :::::::::: . ~~~~~~~~ .. ~- --~ - . ~: . . _ ~ .. ~~ .. ~~. --~- . -~. _ -~- --~- --~- ---~ 
Northfield, Mass ............ ... . 1879 HnrnctteW.Tuttle ......... Non-sect .... 6 125 .... 125 .... ---- ~ ---- ............... . 
Sherborn, Mass ........... 1871 1874 Horace W. Rice............ .... .... .. 1 1 34 16 , 18 24 1 10 4 ............... . 
South Byfiold, Malis ...... 1782 1763 R ev. E. G. Parsons, M.A. a . . Non-sec 1 1 23 14 9 23 5 0 1 .... 0 ... . 
Springfield, Mass .. . • .. . .. .... .. 1865 Miss Catharine L. Howard .. Unitarian 1 G 58 . . . . 58 ........................... . 
Waltham,Ma.ss ................. 1860 
St{)ckbridge, Mass . •••.... ~------ ~ 1875 
Wellesley Hills, Mass . . • . . . . • . . 1882 
Wilbraham, Mass......... 1824 1825 
Williamstown, Mass...... . . . . . . 1876 













BenJamm V. orcester ....... New Ch. 2 6 79 32 47 ................. . .......... . 
Mrs. Frances M. Chesbro ... ----------~---- .... ··· ·1 --·· ........ ---- ~·-'- ............... . R ev. G. M. Steele, LL. D.... M. E . ... 7 6
1
400 231 169 200 150 50 , 50 8 10 ... . 
Frances A. and Marcia P. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 3 21 8 13 11 10 8 1' 6 ........... . 
Snyder. · 







































Number of students. 
~ I ~ '0 18..; 
~ g :g -~ ~ 
g I ~ ~ ~~g~ 
::3 . ~.§.~.8~~-s a ~ c:$ c:$ ~gjg.§~•.s.;::~.g 
. s .; .s f':l ~ ~ ~ 3 ·:-;~ I "' s <t:l ol 
o ~ ~ ~ g gr o'Q ;;;c; ~~ ·.o ~ 
g ~ .!3 g ~ ~ e ~ ~ s ~ 5 .~ tri 
~ ~ .S :§ -~ S b!J""" ~n· 8! ~ ~ 
5 ~ tt) Q:) t.o ~ ~ ·8 ·~ r'd ~ ~ 0 .bh .,... d ~ <D d ~ ~ 0 ce ~ e- ~ ~ 


















:i ------: I: : : :0: :2 :3 :4t':5 :6 ~:~ :: 
I J I I ------I --~------
Worrester,Mass . ....•. ~, ...... 1856 1 C. B. Metcalf, .A.?tr. , sup't .. Non-sect! 6 .•.. 50 50 .... 50 4 3 2 a .... 
1 
... . 
Worcester, Mass . ............... 1875 Mrs. Minna V.Fitch .....•. Non-sect .... 4 45 13 32 12 ... 45 ... . ......... .. . 
Worcester,Mass.(25Chat- 0 ·1873 MissAvaWilliams ........ • Non-sect 3 5 25 0 25 25 24 25 0 0 0 0 
1>76 ., Highlnnd Military Academy ..•.. 
577 Sf' I.Jool of lilodern Lnngu:~.ges ...•. 


























Raisin Valley Seminary ..•..••••. 
Detroit Colleg~ ..••.. .•...••••.••. 
Detroit Female Seminary* .••.•••. 
l!'clician Sisters' Seminary-- ..... . 
The Misses Bacon's School for 
Young Lndies and Child1·en. 
St. Jos~ph's Academy 
St. Mar_v's .Acndemy ..•.•••.••••.. 
Oa.k Park Seminary ··········~··· 
Somer~ me School .......•••.••••. 
Spring A1·bor Seminary* .......•.. 
Bethlehem Academy u.nd Parish 
School. 
Shattnck School ......••••••••••.. 
St. Bonifnco .A.cndomy ........... . 
St. Mncy's Sclwol. .............. .. 
M~11()\~i~:l~~l~~f .. ~~~~::::::: ::::: 
Mhmi'IIOII\ Arnclomy ....•...• ••••. 
UmtJ.tU t:ollc.~:o untl Sominnry . .•.. 
ham street). 
Adrian, :Mich . . . • • . • .. • .. . . .... ·J1851 
Detroit, M.ich. . . • • • . • .. .. . 1681 1877 
Detroit, :Mich............. 1859 185.!) 
Detroit, Mich .... ......... 1882 1882 
Grauel Rapids, :Mioh . . . • . . . • • . . . 1874 
Ma.rquette, lilich. . . . • • • • • . . • • • • . 1869 
Monroe, Mich . . . . . .. . • • • . . • • . . . 184i:i 
PawPaw, Mich .......... ---···------
St.Clair,Mich ..... ...... 1880 187!) 
Sl?ring Arbor, Mich • • . .. . . . . . . . 1874 
Faribault, :MinD ................ 1865 
Fstribault, :Minn .•. · ••••••. 1860 
ii~~~~~~~::::::::::: :::::: 
Minneapolis, Minn........ 0 
Northfield, :Minn ......... 1874 
Owatonna, Minn .......... 1877 








William W. Wltite, B.s .... - ~ Friends. 2 
Rev. J ames G. Walshe, s. J., R C . . . . 9 
11resident. . 
Marcus ll. Martin, .A. 1.1 •• __ • Non sect 6 
Sister M. Monica, superior.. n. C ....... . 
Misses Ba~on .. ............. j _No!J.-sect 2 
2 !)5 I 53,42 89 ! 6 
.•. . 157 157 . . . . 59 98,49 I 21 I 77 
9 271 I .... ,271 221 120 30 ,. - . ·I · ... , .••. I .••• 
5 45, .... 45 ·--· ··-· j···.· .... , ........ , ... . 






Sister M. De. Pazzi ......... R. C .....••. 10 1230 80 150 230 . -· ................ · ·· · t::::1 
~~!~r.f~~Il~~:~~~ ::::~::: -~-.0~:::: :::: ::: : ~~~- ::~: ~~~ - :::: :::: ~ ::· :::: :::: :: :: :::: § 
Mrs. Caroline F. Ballentine.: Non-sect . __ . 7 65 .. _. 65 03 2 10 2 . __ ...... - •. > 
Clark Jones .. . ... ......... : Fr.Metb. ct4 .••. 143 ...... . .. ...... ... ...... . : .. ......... ~ 
Sister Mary Gertrndo ....•.• . R.C •••. ..•. 8 J244 110 ,134 .... ..... ... .... .... .... .... 0 
Rev.JamesDobbin,.A.M.,n.n: P.E .•.. & 
Sister M. CocoliR> .. __ ....... R. C ... ... . . 
Sis tor l!I. C. Borrome(l,, snp':r R. C .... ... . 
Cbas. Davidson, .A. 1'>£ •• •••• ; Non-sect 3 
Thorbjorn Nilson Molm . . . . Luth .. _ 3 
Isrnolli. De Wolf, A. JIL.... Baptist. 2 








128 . -- . 116 12 28 10 6 2 . .•. 
. . . . 80 60 . . . . 20 . - .. . . - . 30 ..•. 
.... 40 ··-· ··-· .... ·-·· ... . .....•.• 
103 5!) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 . -- .. ••• 
68 24 83 9 27 9 . . . . . . . . .. . 
77 106 58 37 20 8 29 5 ... . 




























Roobf'sterSeminaryandNormal,Rochester,Minn .•..•••••• 1882 1882 EugeneW.Young,A.n .... . M.E .... 2 4120 60IGO 100 1 5 7 1 3r .. ··r····'·--· 
G~r~~~~~Am+'l'icnuinstitute ...... St.Paul,Minn ........................ Mrs. C. Nolte ............................. 5 ............ 1 ........ 11 ···J 
St. PtLul IIome 8chool* ........... St. Paul, 1\linn. (36 Igle- ...... 1856 Mrs. M. W. Brown ......... Non-sect 1 10 70 23 47 70 17 03 . '7 1 20 3 I 4 
Gustnvns Adolphus Collo!!'e ..... . 
Snuk Centro .Acndomyof Individ-
ual In~truction. 
Wesle . -:m Mf'thollist Seminary ... 
Methodist District Ili!!;h School .. 
Bluo Mountain .Ac:.:tlemy ........ . 
Johnson's Classicnl School. ...... . 
Brandon Fe malo Gollo)!'o ........ .. 
Brookhaven Male Aoauemy ..... . 
Waverly Institute .......... ..... . 
Carrollton Fomale College ....... . 
Talluhatchie Colle!!e .........•.... 
Columbus 1Jistr icfHigh School* .. 
Mt. Hormon Femnlo Seminary* .. . 
Corinth Female Colloge ......... . 
Crystal Springs Institute* .••...•. 
Cooper Institute .......... . ...... . 
Grenada District High School ... . 
HarperYille College .............. . 
Holly Springs Kormal Institute .. 
Maury Institute ................ .. 
Kosciusko Male and Female In-
stitute. 
Kossuth School ................... . 
bart street.). 1 I 
St. Peter, Mi.nn..... .. . • . . 1874 1875 Rev. J\1. W:thlstrom, .A. n ... S.Ev.Lut 4 1 123 102 21 .. 125
1
. 
Sauk Centr", Minn ·--:--· ...... 1876 D. J. Cogan ...... .......... .... ...... 3 .... 80 SO .••• 80 4 .. _ ......•. 
Wasioja, Minn ........... 1873 1873 E. G. Paine, AM; ............ Wes. M. 2 2 79 49 30 25 10 6 10 
1 
;; 
Black Ha.wk, Miss........ 1873 . . . . . . E. W. Tarrant, A.. M .. . . . . •. M. E. So. 1 4 1U9 40 69 101 1 20 5 1 L:O 1 5 
mue}.~~mntaiJ?, Miss····· ...... 1875 T. B. Winston ........................ 2 .... 102 100 ··:· · ·:· ··: · ..... : .... 1 ~ 11 I"'" 
B:>ono>ille, M1ss .......... 0 1873 John W. Johnson .......... Non-sect 1 4 16o 80 Sv 16o1 lo 31 4 3 . .. . 2 
Bramlon, Miss . ........... 1845 1840 Miss It'· .A. Johnson ........ Non-sect.... 4 75 ... . 75 ... 9 5 . . . . . .. . . 
Brool,~utwn, Miss .............. 1875 Emily B. Hunt....................... . . .. 2 43 43 .......... .... 1 ....... _ 3 ... . 
Bybnll:-~, M1g!1.. ........... 1880 1880 .A.M. Moore ............... Non-sect 1 4 141 80 61 . . 30 0 1
1
.... ... . 1 .••• 
gh~~~:t~~.~a·::::::::: .:~~~ - .:~~~- -~~--~:~~~~~~~:~:~·:~~~~i-~~~~ -~~~~~~~~ .. :. --~ - .~:. :::: 61 -~~ - .. :. --~- :::: ::: . :::: :::: 
~l~cstu, l\l~ss ................... 1~! J?~ R. Ed!llunds .......... Meth .. . 1 2 90 50 40 55 j 15 11 12 . .. 4 _ ... 
Cllllton, M1ss. .... .. ... . . . 1873 l81o Sittah .A. Dwkoy . . . . . ... .. . Non-sect.... 3 180 80 100 l PO 
1 
... ........... ......... . 
Corinth, .Miss . ............ 1876 1875 Leoni~as C. D1ckey, A.M., M. E.So. 2 3 76 34 42 37 1 39 1G 1! 37 I··· · 1 4 
presHlent. I 
1865 1860 Rev. Oscar Newton ......... Presb .. . 1 3 55 10 45 55 12 .....•.. ....... 
1 
.. .. 
1873 1865 Rev. J. L. Cooper . .. ... . .. . Non-sect 6 2 15~ 103 4~ 15~ 74 ~ 1- ....... . .... --~ 
0 1857 Thos. J. Newell ............ M.E. So. 1 5 12o 50 7;J 12<> 12 o . ............. .. 
1881 1875 C . .A.Hnddleston,A.lll.,pres't ........ . 5 2 117 57 00 .................. .. ....... . 
1840 .A. D. Chesterman . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 2 3 180 100 80 . . . . 1f; .......... . ....... .. 
1882 Miss E. D. ·watson ......... , Non-sect 1 4 37 10 ' 27 37 14 2 ............... . 




622 I McComb Cit:v Academy ... ...... . 
~23 East Mississippi Female College .. 
1878 Z. B. Whitehurst and W. L. .. • .. .. .. . 2 1 93 51 42140 1 4 I ............ 1 ...... .. 
1870 I 1870 Rev. J. W . .Adkisson, A.M., M. E . So. 2 3 127 .... 127 .. . . . . . . . • .. ............ .. 












Cool Springs .Acuc1emy .. .•.••.•.. 
Okolona. Female Institute ....... . 
Okolona Male .Academy* ........ . 
Pleasant Rill Masonic Male and 
Female Institute. 
Pontotoc Male .Acnderuy* .. .••..•. 
Chamberlain-Hunt .Academy* ... . 
Stonewall Femalq College* ..... .. . 
Sardis Malo Institute .... ........ . 
Greenwood Normal Institute .. . ,. 
6341 VHi<lenMaleandFemalelnstitute.l Vaiden, Miss 
635 North Mississippi Female College. Vcronn., Miss. 
636 Wa1tball Malo and Fom:tle High Walthall, Miss 
School.* 
·--~~~:~~~~t.' ................. M.E .. .. a2 .•.. 100 ....... J ......................... .. 
J. H. Cluyten .............. Meth . .. 1 1 68 31 37 I 52 Hi .... 9 2 ....... . 
J . .A. Kimbrough .......... Non-seet 1 3 100 0 100 1100 20 10 ..... .. ....... .. 
·----····:·.:--·····-----·----· Non-sect 1 2 8~ 82 0· 45 12 0 6 8 1 0 
J. B. Wilnams .............. Non-sect 1 5 !lo 48 17
1
30 20 0 .. .. . ... 0 0 
18551 J. M. Carter ............... Non-sect 2 .... 57 57 .... 57 5 . 10 . ... 1 .. .. 
18;;0 Mrs. M. J. Buchanan ................................ 
1
.•• . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •.•••• 
1855 J . .A. R!!inwater......... . .. Non-sect 2 1 75 1 75 . . .. 50 18 . . . 16 4 8 5 
1878 M.A. Westbrook, .A..n:, and Non-sect 2 2 107 63 44 2:1 ... ... .. . 5 1 .... 
Rev. J. C. Portis. · I I 
18U4 W. M. Chalmers ............ Non-sect 1 2 73 1 40 :35 7.) 18 10 4 . . . 11 •••• 
1870 1870 S. P. Rice .................. Non-sect 1 3 81 5 76 .. 15 ... . .............. .. 
0 118771 W. J. Taylor ..••••••••••••• 1 Non-"ot I 1 50 I " 27 1.... . ... -- ... -·1· .. ·I·-- ... . 
18~9 J. H. Leckey, .A..n .......... .......... 4 .... 72 72 .... 1
1
72 :n 17 51 .•.. 1j 0 




















TA::u: YI.- Statistics of institutions for secondary i11strucHonjo1' ltlc2, 9·c.- Coutiuucu. 
Name. Location. 
;..; 
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•637 Jefferson .College ..... ·: .. . . . • .• . . Wasbingto~, Miss........ 1802 1811 JosephS. Raymond......... Non-sect 3 0 54 54 0 40 
638 Both Eden College Institute.:.... Webster, Miss............ 1878 1878 F. :S. Brown .............. _. Luthemn 2 1 61 34 27 61 
-639 Winona. Female College .......... Winona, Miss ............. 1880 1880 Milton E. Bacon ............ Non-sect 1 4 114 0 114 70 




040 ·watson Seminary ................ Asbley,Mo ....... : ........ 1847 1855 J.DielleD.Ca.nton ......... Non-sect 3 3 150 70 80 .. . 




1 15 0 
642 The Kemper Family School. .... .. 
-ii43 Pnrri~<b Collegiatolnstitute ...... . 
644 Butler Academy ................ .. 
t45 Bellevue Collegiate Institute ..••. 
fi46 Hooper Institute .................. · 









Lorotto Academy ................ . 
Classical and "English School. ... .. 
Kirkwood Seminary ............ .. 
'Vont,vorth Male Academy ..... .. 
Mot;uno College ................. . 
Mlwionville Co11egiate Institute .. 
lnt~liluto of Snored Heart ......••. 
Montgomery College* ........... ~. 
12 l • ••• 1 ... • •I•••• 
president. 
~:~:~~;:g::::::::::::~ ·--~-- .:~~- -~---~--~~~~~~~~-~~-1'>~:::::::: -~~~:~~~~ --~- .. :. -~~- -~~~ .. ~. :::: :::: :::: ::::,~::~ --~ · ..... 
Butler,¥o ................ 1877 1874 JamesM.Naylor,A.M ...... Presb ... 2 1125 Gl 64 89 36 8 .... 3 2 
Cnledomn-,Mo ............ 1867 1867 W. D. Vandiver, PH. n., M.E.So. 3 3 146 71 75_ 80 36 15 (6) 0 
2 
0 
. president. · · 
Clarksburg, Mo ................. 1876 J. N. Hooper ............... Non-sect 1 1 75 40 35 75 ............ 14 41 .. .. 
Farmington, Mo .. .. • .. . .. 1859 1854 Miss Eliza .A. Carleton, A. M. E.... 1 4 133 .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 10 ............... . 
Florissant, Mo .. • .. • .... • . 1869 ......... ~~~ ~-r_e_s!~~-~:·........ .... .. R. C .. .. • • .. 10 75 .. .. 75 ............... ~ ........... .. 
Glendnle, Mo .......................... E . .A.. Haight .... , ............................................... :· ............... : .... . 
Kir~wood, Mo ............ 186811861 Miss Ann~ C. Sneed ........ Non-sect .. .. 11 110 12 !lS 64 31 15 ..... -· .
1 
...... .. 
Loxmgton, Mo ............ 1881 1879 Sandford Sellers, :u. A ....... Non-sect 2 o 53 53 0 40 13 3 (10) 2 .. .. 
Lou~siana, Mo .. . .. .... • . . 1881 1880 .A.. Slaughter, president .. • .. Baptist . 3 3 105 47 
1 
58 105 30 21 .. ; -~ 3 ., ...... .. 
Manonville, Mo ........... 1872 1872 John Turrentme. A.JII ...... M. E.... 3 2 201 118 83 150 50 .... 2o 30 . 0 0 
MaryYi.llo, Mo. (Merameo . • • • . . 1827 Madame .A.. M. Niederkorn. R. C •• _. 2 21 127 .... 127 127 •••. 127 .••.. '<: • •••••••• 
street). 
Mont~omery City, Mo ..•. 
G;\(l 
1849,1849,John T. Bibb, D. t., an<lJ Non-sect! 2 
John W. POlTV A. :&I. 
"Munl ,,·!lin "i\fnlo t\ntll~omnlo"Col-1 MolTlsvillo, Mo ........ ... 11876 1872 Rev. W. C. God. bey, D. D., M. E. So 





10 I i4 l J3 ll8-l 11 

































557 Neosho Colle~ate Institute .•.••.. Neosho~ Mo . .••••••••••••• 1881 1880 
658 Oak Ridge High School*.......... Oak Riage, Mo............ 1877 1874 
659 Palmyra Seminary.. . . . • • • • • • . • • • . Palmyra, Mo............. . 1873 1852 
660 St. Paul's Collegec..... •• • • • . • •• • . Palmyra, Mo............... 1852 1848 
661 Park College* ..............••..••. Parkville, Mo .•••••••••••. 1878 1875 
6G2 Peirce City Baptist College . .• • • • . I>eirce City, Mo............ 1879 l!l80 
663 Van Rensselaer Academy ..•...•.. Rensselaer, Mo .•• ...,. •.•••....... 1853 
664 Academy of the Sacred Heart.... St. Charles, Mo .••••••••........ 1820 
665 St. Chal"les College ..•• •..•.....•.. St. Charles, Mo .•••••.••.. 1838 1837 
666 Academy of the Sa.credHea.rt •.••. St. Joseph, Mo ..•••••.•• . 1856 1853 
668 Mrs. Cuthbert's Seminary for 
Young Ladies: 
St. Jo.se_Ph, Mo .•.•........ l 0 
St. Lou1s, Mo. (2324, 2326, 
2328 Olive street). 
1869 
1865 
Rev. W. C. Montgomery . ···1 M. E. So I 41 2198 W. T. Carrington........... .. . . . . . . . . 2 2 112 
Rev. J ."S. Dingle, A. M ••••• Non-sect 2 4 103 
Rev. J. A. Wainwright, A. P. E .•....•......... 
lll.,M.D. 
Rev. Jolm A. McAfee, A. liL 
Charles S. Sheffield ...... ••. 
James Donnelly, A. M •• ••••• 
Moth~r Rose Conway ..•.•.. 
J". P. Brannock, A.M., presi-
dent. 
Presb .. . I613 1J55 Baptist . 3 2 71 
Presb... 1 1 57 
R. C ........ 30 125 
M.E.So 2 3 60 
40 15R \ 50 1 15 40 ....... . , 0 I 2 65 4i 112 . . . . . . . . . • •. 10 4 6 
40 63 ~~~- -~~- -~~- :::: : ::: :::: :::: 
95 1 60 .1551100 . . . . . . . . . .. . 
~o 31 . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. ·I ~o o 
24 33 43 10 4 2 .••......••• 4·5· 1i~ 1~~ ·io· ig ·i5· :io· \··2 -l: ::: 
suc,erior of Sacred Heart I R. c ····1··· ·112 1100 I" ... 1100 1100 
Re:.Cvh~rl~s Martin, M. n . • . Non-sect 2 8 120 .... 120 120 I 20 I 4 
Mrs. Eugenia Cuthbert ..... Non-sect 1 10 118 0 118 .••. 48 1118 
20 ..... ..... ..... .... . 
667 1 Young Ladies' Institute ......... . 
669 EdacationaJ Institute ..•••••••.••. 
6i0 ]foster's School .•••••••••••• : • •••• 
St. Louis, Mo ............ . 1879 1 John Toensfeldt ...••• ······I Non-sP.ctj1g 
1878 Ben. R. Foster •••••••••..... Non-sect 4 
0 1240 1240 
1 53 53 
0 1240 240 
St. Louis, Mo. (corner 16th 
and Pine streets). 
671 I German Institute ..••••• ··········1 St. Louis, Mo. (215 S. 3d 11857 1856 John Eyser ..•.•••••••••••.. Non-sect 5 .••. 215 ~5 ..•. 215 24 24 ..•......••..••• 
·street). 
672 Lutheran High School. ....... .-••• St. Louis, Mo ................... 1867 Augustus C. Burgdorf ...••. Ev. Lutb 2 .... 54 54 .....•...••.•••...•......••.•••• 
673 ::5chool of the Good Shepherd..... St. T.ouis, Mo. (2029 Park 1867 1874 Sister Catharine . • • • • • •• • • • • P. E . • • . 3 12 101 7 94 ........................... . 
t . avenue). 
674 Salem Academy ....••.....••••••• , Salem, Mo................ . • . • . . 1872 Wm. H. Lynch, A.M......... Non-sect 2 7 480 245 235 480 .••.•••....•. · 25 4 1 
675 
Sedalia l!niversity .. , •......•••••• Sedal~a, Mo ..••••••••••••. 1882 1882 GeorgeA.~eattie,presidentl Presb ... 4141119~-·-· ·---~----~----~·-·-~·-·-~····~····~··_.-· 676 TheBI~ke School. .•..••.••• ~~·---~ Beatnc~, Nebr .•••••••••••...... 1881 Henry N.Blake ..•..••••••••...•••.••. 1 1 111 58 53 111 .... 20 .•...••......•.. 
677 Franklm Academy . .•••••..•..••. Franklin, Nebr •••.••••••• 1881 1881 W. S. Hampton ...•••.••••••. Cong. •. 3 2 109 51 58 29 15 .••. 7 .••......•.. 
678 Nebraska Baptist Seminary .••••• Gibbon, Nebr ..••••••••••..•.... 18SO George W. Read .••.••.....• Baptist. 4 2 139 64 75 111 28 .••. 9 . ••. 1 .••. 
~79 Hastings College .•••••.••••••••••• Hastings, Nebr .•••..••.•. 1882 1882 J. M. Wilson, principal of Pres b ........•.. 40 .••..•...•..... . ..•...•..........•.. 
' - normal department. 







681 Shoenbergcr Hall. .•.••..•..••.••. Nebraska City, Nebr ....••............ Rev. R. W. Oliver, n.n· ...••. P. ,E ......•..••. 
682 Gates College . .....••••••.••••..•. Neli"'b, Nebr ............. 1881 1881 Rev. M. L. Holt:............ Cong .. . 2 .•.. 
683 Oakdale Seminary .•••.•.••.•••••. Oakdale, Nebr .••••..••••..•••.. 1882 Rev. Harvey Wilson .....••. Presb. •. 1 . ... 
684 BrownellHall* ...•••.••••••••••••. Omaba,Nebr .............. 1867 1863 Rev.RobertDoherty,M.A., P.E ..• 3. 5 
50 
, .••. 1. ···1····
1
····1····1····1· ---~·-··1···· 20 .... 20 ......•..••.......... ·-· .... 
66 27 39 56 10 . . . . 10 .....•...... 











L~omi.s Select School ..•.••••••••• 
St. Catherine's .Academy* .. --~---
S~. Mar.~ Ma~dal<:n SchooL ...... . 
Silver Ridge ;::;emma.ry ..........•. 
Nebraska Conference Seminary .. 
Proctor Academy ......••.•...•... 
Atkinson Academy .....• . ........ 
Candia Village High School ..... . 
Btede Academic and Normal In-
stitute. 
Omaha., Nebr •.•••• ;·.-••• ~ -.:-~ .• .-••• 11880 
Omaha, Nebr .....••.• ~: ••..••••. 1877 
Omaha, N ebr .... · .. ;...... . • . . • • 1871 
Silver Ridge, Nebr........ 0 1878 
Yo~:k, Nebr .•••.••...••••. 1879 1880 
And_over, N.H. ········~ .. ~-~r1874ld1874 Atkmson.N.H .....•..••. 1791 1789 
Candia Village, N. H ...• -:'. · 0 1878 
Centre Sandwich, N.H .. ;; . 0 1839 
rector. 
Mis3 L. B. Loomis ..•..•••••• 
Sisters oLMercy . , ..••.••••. 
Rev. George J. Glauber ..•.. 
Walter H. Clark ........•... 
Rev. Edward Thomson, A. 
P. E .. ,.~·-··14 1 54123131! 54~---.-~·'··:···-~-·-~·-··~···· R c  .  . . . . 0 124 12 112 120 4 8 ............... .
R. c -. . . . . . . 5 281 129 152 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 5 4 
Pres b... 1 1 20 12 8 20 6 1 4 0 3 0 
M. E . • • . 6 2 145 80 65 113 20 · 12 20 25 t {) 
!If., B. n., PH. n~, president. . 
Wm.Jas.Lloyd ...•..•.••.•. l Unitar'nj 1 I 2166 
Bartlett H. Weston ...••.... Non-sect 1 1 37 
Austin Powers ~'ostel'. •• • • . F. W. B. 1 0 23 









21 11112 ll : I< , !···' 22 0 5 14 8 1 1 0 0 0 
41 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Chester Academy* .......•••••.•. -I Chest"r, N. H 
"" From Report of the Com~issioner of Education for 1881. 
a These statistics are for the .rear 1881. 
1853 I W. I. Smith ...•••..•..••••. ! Non-sect! 2 
bNumber in scientific course. 
o I 40 20 20 25 15 1 ..•. 4 
d Chartered in 1880, and organized in 




















TADLE VI.- Slatistica of institntions jo1· sa.conda1·y instmction for 1882, g·c.- Continued. 
Name. 
695 Stevens lligh School. •••..•••..•.. 
600 Colcblook Academy .•••••.•...... 
697 Contoocook Academy* ..•..••..•.. 
691:1 PinkoJ·ton AoRdemy .•••••........ • 
699 FrnuklinAca<lcmy ....•.•.•.•..... 
700 Connut High School ••. 
701 F1·ancN~town .Academy 
702 Gilmanton ..Acn<lemy ............ .. 
703 Brack ott Acndomy ........•.. -.- .. 
704 lll\mpstend lligh School ...•••.... 










Kingston .Academy* .•...••••..• 
Lancnstcr Academy 
:Marlow ..Acadomy* ...•..•••••..... 
Now Hampton Literary nnd Bib-
Heal In:;tihttiou. 
Not·tbwootl. Seminary ..•••••...•.. 
l•cmbroko ..Acmh·my ...•.•.••.•••. 
Pittfltlcl•l Acnc1ems* ............ .. 
.M if's Mlll'J!Un's EnJ.';liRh, French, 
tttl•l (llmHID School for Young 
Ltlllit·A. 
Sniltlt!fl .Arnt\Nuy an<l Comnler-
rlut< ;ullo•J:I•. 
7Hi I lt~ nwtttl llt~~oh 1-khuol. .......... . 
Number of st.udent~. 
Location. 
I~ Iii I~ 18 ... ;; I= <:,) .8 d 
. js Is !L .~ ~ § ~ <::> 1<:,)"' 0 0 
• • ~ cf. • ~/~ -· ~ .·ig ~-~·g"@ 
PnnClpal. I .s . ;3 0 55 :;; I ~ :'t ~ ~t1' ·;;;.~ c~ 
8 Vi Q ~ ~ fo i "i~ :·<J~I11~ r~~ 
5 t ~ 8 8 ~ 1.2 ~ I ~ 8 1~1!~ I~ ; :::3 ._. _.. - :::l. ':::1 ,....-.( c:.,.. .,.., ~ 
~ !i· ;g ~ g e It;.· .... ~ -;~-... 8~ ~~ 
§ ~ ·; a5 fo -~ ~ -~ !.e ~  ~ ""g 1j 
.,..., .,..., '06 ,....; • 'C6 ;:I <.':! 0 lc: 18 ,~~, ... <::> 
i:.fJ $ s ~ ~ s ~ ~~<J j s l ;' l fr ~ B~ ~ d <::> c ~ <::> l'::t ~ >:l .... ' ;., l'::t f:;~ 
! ' ' I ~ ~ R H l"'l R H H H P-; lp.; F1 f:::l 
~I :i 6 __.':'_ 8 9 :10 1.. 1. 1 1.~ :13 Ji.4 11a lu; ,1.7 , l.S 
Claremont, N. H -------~-- ...... ' 1868 
Colebrook, N.H .......... 1846 184R 
Contoocook, N. IT. . . . . . • . . 1856 1856 
Derry, N.H ............... 1814 1815 
Dover,N.H ............... 1818 1818 
East J' affray, N. H . . • . . • • . 1868 1869 
Franoestown.N.H . ....... 1819 1800 
Gilmanton, N.H.......... 179-i 17971 
Greenland, N . H . . . . . . . . . . 1823 1824 
Haml'stead, N. H . . . . . • . . . 1816 1876 
Holderness, N. H. (P. 1878 1879 
0., Plymouth). 
Kingston, N. H.. .... ..... 1824 1825 
Lancaster, N.H ........ .. 18~8 1828 
Marlvll', N.H ........ ........... 1850 
New Hampton, N.H ...•.. 1853 1853 
Northwood Ridgu, N . H .. 1807 1867 
Pembroke, N.H ....••.••. 1818 1819 
Pittailcld, N.H ...... ..... 1830 1830 
Portsmouth, N . H .••.•••..•••.. 1874 
.~ol"tsmontl,, N. II ········~······11873 
lmymoull, N. II .•••••••••••••••• 1807 
Lemuel S. Hastings.. . . ..... Non-sect 1 2 111 52 59 1 74 37 15 16 1 5 .••..• • •. 
Samuell!'nmcisTower .•... . :Non-sect 1 1 90 40 50 I 75 15 2 5 . •• ..•.. ..• . 
Charles M.Sargent .. ... .... NewCb . 1 1 40 15 ~5 .... .... .... .... .... 0 1 
Edmunu R. An~ell, A. u-.. . .. Non-sect 1 2 1a71 a33 ass· ct51 a20 a3 2 0 0 0 
.JobnScales,A.M ................... .. . 1 2 45 25 20 35 10 4 4 6 ....... . 
Benjamin F .. .Armitage ................ 1 1 50 25 2-.5 1---· ........ .... --·1···· .. .. Hervey S. Cowell, A.M •••••• Non-sect 3 3 138 72 66 100 25 15 15 3 1 0 
F. M.McCntchins, A. n ...••. Non-sect 1 2 48 24 24 27 21 4 6 0 0 0 
Miss S.C. MerrilL ..••.•.•.. Non-sect 2 2 50 .. .......... ... . 12 .... .... 1 1 
:Forrest E. Merrill ....... ... Non-sect 1 0 24 12 12 24 2 .... 1 1 0 0 
Rev. Frederick M. Gray .••. P. E.... 4 ..•. 55 55 .... 24 ,1 31 16 27 6 •••• 1 
C. H. French ................ Non-sect 1 .•.. 36 1G 20 30 G 1 30 ............... . 
Fr-ankB.Spaulding,A.B . ... Non-sect 1 •... ,65 38 27 51. 18 i 41 2 .... •••· ·••• 
I!~~?:s~Jese~~y.-A.:i.I.;· ·:F:w:n: ~ ~ 2~b 16~ ~~ iiio· ·r,o· ··s· ·2o · ··2· ··3· ···o 
PH.D. 
J.H.Hutchins·,A.M ...•. .•.. FreeBp. 1 1 43 21 22 34 6 3 2 . .. . .... . .. . 
Isaao Walker,A.lll. ....•.... Cong ... 1 1 67 3'6 31 43 24 1 6 7 . ... 2 .••. 
Daniel K. Foster ............ Cong. .• 1 1 GO 35 25 .................. ........ . 
Miss.A.C.l'rl organ .•.... •••. Non-sect . . .. 5 291 .... 29 29 5 29 ........ ... ... . . 
Lewis~. Smith .•.•••.••••••• , .•••...•.. 
John 'l:.Bn.rtlett .••••••••••. Non-aoct 



































716 :McGaw Normal Institute......... Reed's Ferry, N. H ...•.•. 1849 1849 ElliotWhipple,A.M .. ... .. .. Non-soot 1 2 67 38 29 33 171 3 3 1 3 0 0 
717 Ba.rnarcl.Acaclemy~ . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . South Hnl:fton, N.H ..•.. ...... 1842 .John L.Dearing- . ....... .... Non-sect 1 0 30 16 15 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 
718 New Hamdshire Conference Semi- Tilton, N. . ....••...•••. 1852 1845 Rov. S. E. Quimby, A. M., M. E.... 7 5 216 94 122 GO 53 40 25 4 2 2 
,nA.ry an Female College. president. 
719 SliDOu<ls ]'tee High School . . . . • . . Warner, N. H ......•••••. 1871 1871 Charles .A. Strout, A.B .•••.• Non-sect 1 2 59 28 31 49 10 8 3 0 0 0 
'120 Tubbs ' Union Academy ..••••.•.. Washington, N.H ....•... 1848 1848 FrankP.Newmnn ... ................. 1 2 77 36 41 62 6 .... 6 4 .... 3 
7:!1 \Voltborongb Academy* ..•...•... Wolfborough, N.H ..••... ...... 1878 ······ · ················-······ ··•·•····· 1 1 25 15 10 ........ 6 .........••. ---· 722 mum·s School ....... ..... ..•.•... :Belloville, N . .J ..•••••.... .•.... (b) Dr. C. W. Blum ...................•..... . .....................................•.. --·· 
723 :Blalr Presbyterial .Academy .•.••. Blairstown, N . .J .••••••••. ...... 1848 Henry D. Gregory, A. M., Presb. .. 2 3 72 40 20 35 37 4 .... ... . 4 ..•. 
PH.~. 
724 Gy~l~~~~~~of\l:t~f!J~~~·yT~~- Bloomfield, N . .J .•••••••.. 1871 1809 Rov. Charles E. Knox, D. Presb... 6 •... 18 18 ........ 18 18 ·-~· 0 ..•. 0 
fofcal School of Newark, N . .J. 
D., president. 
725 Bore cutown Military Institute ... Bordentown, N . .J ..•.••••. 0 1881 Col. Samuel E. Rusk ..•...•. ! .................. 1 38 38 , .... , ........ , . . .................. 
720 St . .Josoyh's .Academy ............ Bordentown, N . .J ...••.•.. 1873 Sister :Mary Stanislaus .. .... R. C . .•. .. . . 3 45 10 35 35 .... 20 ................ 
727 IvyHal .......................... Bridgeton, N . .J ........... 1801 R ev. Henr:vReoves, A.M .... Presb ..• 2 5 40 ........ . .............. . ... . ....... 
728 Sonth .Jerseyinstitute ....... _ •••. Bridgeton, N. J" ........... 1868 1870 Henry K. i'rask, LL.D ....... Bnp.. ... 4 6 140 100 40 100 50 25 30 20 7 5 
729 Westfield Friends' School ..•.•••. Cinnaminson, N .• T. ....... Helen P. Marshall . . ........ Friends ............................ ... . ......... -· -· ···· 
rJ2 730 Brainel'd Institute .........•.•.••. Cranburv, N . .J ........... 1865 1865 William E. Marshall ........ Presb... 2 0 39 25 14 39 5 0 5 1 0 1 
731 The Elizabeth Institute .....•..... Elizabeth, N . .J. (521North 1861 MissN.C.Read ............ Presb ....... · 6 60 18 42 60 ........................ ~ >-
732 I MiRscs Hayward's English and Broad street). ~ Elizabeth , N . .J ...••••.••. ....... 1869 Misses .Juli!~ L. and .Amy P.E .••. 1 6 39 ....... 39 39 3 39 ..... . ...... ..... .... .. 1-< l •'rench School for Young Ln- Hayward. 00 di es.* ~ 
733 .J dl'erson Park .Academy ....••.... Elizabeth, N . .J. (315-323 1873 1872 .James H. Lansley, PH. D •••• Non-sect 3 2 1_..08 81 27 10 14 ...... ....... ...... .... ..... c .Jefferson avenue). >-734 Institute of the Holy .Angels .••••• Fort Lee, N . .J ............ 0 1879 Sister Mary N onna, supe- R.C .. ,. 0 4 55 ...... 55 55 ........ 27 --·- .. . ... ...... ........ t" rioress. 
735 li'reehold Institute ................ Freehold, N . .J .....•.••••. 1844 1844 Rev . .A. G. Chambers ....... Pres b ... 6 0 67 67 0 25 42 . 0 34 5 7 3 1-3 730 Centenary Collegiate Institute .... Hackettstown, N. J ....... 1869 1874 R ev. George H. Whitney, D. M.E .... 7 7 220 130 90 !JO 49 86 30 60 10 2 > D., president. t:d 737 St. .Agnes' Hall ......•....•..•.... Haddonfield, N.J ..••••... ............ 1878 R ev. T. M. Reilly, B. D., P.E .... 1 2 20 . ..... 20 19 1 7 .... ...... ........ ...... t"1 rector. \ tJj 738 St . .John's Military .Academy ..... Haddonfield, N.J . •••••••. ............ 1865 Rev. W. M. Reilly, B. D., P.E ..•. 6 1 91 91 .. ..... 85 8 12 8 .... ....... ..... ~ rector. 
73!} The Home Seminary ............•. Hightstown, N. J"......... 0 1864 Rev. WilliamM. Wells,A.lii. Presb ... 1 3 56 16 40 56 11 5 0 0 0 0 740 .Academy of the Sacred H eart ..•. Hoboken, N . .J .................. 1875 Sister Teresa Vincent ....... R.C .•.. 3 8 105 25 80 105 0 50 ........ ....... ........ .... 741 German-American School. ........ Hoboken, N . .J.(100Bloom- ...... 1871 .John .A.. von Duisburg .••••. Non-sect · 1 1 70 45 25 55 ........ 70 ........ ...... ....... ·--· field street). 
742 German, English, and French Hoboken, N.J. (272Bloom- 1873 1868 Frederick H. W. Schlesier .. Lutheran 3 2 90 60 30 90 12 90 ........ ........ ....... ..... .Academy. field street) . 
743 Hoboken .Academy ........•...... Hoboken, N .. J ............ 1860 1861 .J osep)l Schrenk ...... · ...•••. 12 4 442 296 146 442 ........ ...... ........ 9 1 3 741 Young Ladies' Institute* ..•••••.. Hoboken, N.J. (352Bloom- ...... 1868 Miss Mathilde Schmidt ..... Non-sect 4 6 150 ....... 150 150 ....... ...... ....... ....... ....... -·-· field street). 
745 Hopewell Seminary ...•• .•.••••••. Hopewell, N. J" ...•.••••.. 0 1860 Miss Elizabeth H . Boggs .... Non-sect 1 3 40 15 25 40 0 5 0 0 0 5 740 .Jamesburg Institute ............. .Jamesburg, N. J"...... .... o 1873 B. B. Seelye . ................ Non-sect 1 1 30 20 10 ........ 8 4 2 0 0 0 747 Hasbroucll: Institute ....••.••..... .Jersey City, N . .J. (109 0 1856 Charles C. Stimet's ••••••.••. Non-sect 9 4 245 160 85 150 so- eo 25 30 6 3 
Grand street). 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. bOrganized in 1877 at Newark; removed to Belleville in 1882. 
~ 0} These figures are for one term of the school year only. 
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Number of st-udents. 
<1) Q t..,. c1) 
rn "' o c:.> • 
E; g ~ -~ ~ 
~ ~ ~~g~ 
. ~ -~ . ~ . ~ ~ .g ·s 
~ Q 4i ~ ~ g} § g} .s .;:; ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ .a~·~~ ~ ~ s g 
8 0 g ~ '"' 8 ... 8 ~"g 'i:i ~ 
~ (,) .-4 ~ ~~cE;:l~o.~ctJ 
~ ~ ~ e bll .... ~-... s;; ~~ 
·:;; d f 0 "til ~ -~ ·.: rg ~ 'al o ~ .....: • 'd3 Q ~ o as ca ~~""""'~ "-~co .s s _g ~ 8 Fl ~ 8 go g. .s ~~ 
Cl! <l) 0 "' <:) '"' '"' ~ ~-~ R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .:l P-t P-t Fl Fl 0 
1 1 
__ " " " I-; s 9 !1olul:t21':tal:t4l:tiil161:t,.l:ts 
JerseyCity,N.J. (124Mer·I------118G7 MissEleanor:M. Wreaks ...................... 40 1---·1---- ..•..•.. 1 ..• .1. .......... J .. . 
cer street). j 
'i-tS 
1
. The Mis11rs Wreaks' Boarding 
aucl Dny Sl'hool for Young La-
dies anil Cltildl'cn. 
3 4 
'i40 Classical und Comme.-cial High 
School. 
'j ,;() Lnwroncovillo Young Ladies' Sem-
iunt·\'· 
751 '\Ynynfieto Pursonngo School. ... .. 
75:! Glenwoodinl!titute ...... ........ . 
7:13 Moorestown Academy .......... .. 
7:-il I MoJTis Acadl.'my* ................ . 
755 ~Iol'l'istown Setnina.ry 
750 St. llildn.'s School.. .............. . 
757 :Miss Stevenson's French und Eng-
¥.~~l~~~~Jn:Ci~~~~lrf~.r Young 
758 Beacon Street German-Ameri~ 
Sc11ool. 
759 First Gorman nnd English Pres-
uytorlnn School. 
760 Gorman-American Elementary 
AtH\ lliJ(h Qranunar School. 
761 St. Vlnc\'nt'A .AcndNny ......... .. 
70:! 'l'wc•lfth Ward Gonuan . .Enall•h 
Hchuul. 
'71\3 ,N,!wlllll (~uliNrll\ln In11Utulu ...... 
Lawrenceville, N.J ............. 1810 Rev.Samuel:M.Hamill,D.D. Prcsb ... 6 0
1
60 I GO 
Lawrencoville,N.J .•••••..••••. 1835 Rev.R.HamillDavis,PH.D Presb ... 2 2 22 .... 122 
Madison, N.J .•••••.••••...•.... 1882 Rev. Walter Wyndeyer ....................................................... ____ ...• 
Matawan,N.J ............ U!fl5 1856 CharlesJacobus,A..M .•••••• Non-sect 3 2 117 67 50 100 14 17 6 .... 1 .. .. 
Moorestown, N.J ............... J878 WilmerP.Leeds ....•...••. Friends. 1 2 70 40 30 ................ 3 1 .. .. 
Morristown,N.J ............... 1793 AndrewF.West ........... Non-sect 3 1 42 42 .... 17 25 4 25 3 ....... . 
Morristown,N.J ..................... MissE.ElizabcthDana .... Non-sect 2 9 110 .... 110 .... 40 50 .............. .. 
~~~=~~~;~:~ :::::::::::::::::::::1 ~!:rL~~~!l~~!~R~-~t_::,:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
30 I 35 I 11 
3 2 .. ... . ............ .. 
Newark, N.J. (10 Beacon 1858 1858 Arnold Voget ............... Non-sect 41 4 1300 160 140 300 ;: ,~: ;:F:r:r·: street). 2 1330 200 130 Newark,N.J. (35Morton 1860 1860 Rev. John U. Guenther ..... Presb ... 3 150 street). 1856 Hermann von der Heide .••. Non-sect 3 7 :2!!0 160 130 230 Newark, N. J. (19 Green 1856 
street). 
































































~assaic, N . .i ~:~-~:~:::::: ···o·· Charles W. Stxckle, A. M .... P. E . . . 3 Mh• Emily A, Rioe .. _ .•••. -~ N on-"'"l-. -~ ~ l l~ I;; I ;; I ;, r ~: ·1o -[- ·4· --2· !-·ol--i 
North Plainfield Seminary* ..••... 
.A.oa<lemy of Science and .Art .•.••. 
Seminary at Ringoes ...••...•••••. 
Collegiate Institute* .•••••........ 
Salem Friends' Snhool ~--··· ••••.. 
"The Heights" Academy .•.••... 
Paterson, N.J. (cor. Mar- .••••• 
ket and Church streets). 
Paterson, N. J. (cor. Van . •• • •. 1863 
Jioutonand.Auburnsts.). 
Plainfield, N.J. (box 341) . . ••• • . 1876 
Ringoes, N. J . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . 1876 
Ringoes, N.J ................... 1870 
Sal om, N. J............... 0 1867 
Salem, N.J .. ........................ . 
Short Hills, N. J.......... . . . . . . 1880 
Rev. Joseph C. Wyckoff .... Non-sect 2 6 45 8 37 40 10 
'-. 
Albert B. Wiggin, A.M ..••. Non-sect 2 2 52 37 15 25 27 -
1
: ~ --; ·;·I :I 0 
Mxss M. Helen Burrows .... Non-sect 2 1 4 45 15 30 1 45 13 40 4 . -- .
1 
.. . 
Cornelius W. Larison,!!. D •• Non-sect 1 3 17 9 8 ...................... . 
.Am1aM. Kieffer ..•....••. -;-. Non-sect .... 3 16 6 10 16 4 .... 1 ........ 
1 
... . 
South Orange Academy .•••.. ····! South Orange, N.J .•••••. ~-···· .•.••. 
~b~~1ela~~~~~~·-~:-~::::: -~-~~--~~~~ --~- ~ --~- -~:. -~:. -~~- ~ -~~ -~~- --~ - --~ --~ 1::: :::: 
Rev. Julius D. Rose, A. :&1., P. E..... 1 3 41 26 15 41 15 15 3 2 2 .••• 
)(.D., PH. D. a 
Rev. Julius D. Rose, A. :&I., • •• • • • .. • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• , •••• 
M.D., PH.D. 
CMneviere Institute . 
Summit, N. J ..• __ •••.•••. • • • • • • 1882 
Woodstown, N.J ................... .. 
Adams, N. Y. . • . • • • . • • . • . . 1864 1864 
Albany, N.Y .•••••.••••.. 1813 1815 
Albany, N. Y............. 1821 1814 
.Albany, N.Y ..• .•...••••. 1869 1856 
Amenia~ N. Y . . . . . . . . . • . . 1834 1835 
.A.msteraam, N. Y .•••.••. 1839 1839 
Antwerp, N. Y........... 1856 1853 
.Argyle, N.Y............. 1841 1841 
.A.mora, N.Y ......•.•••.. 1801 1798 
Bedford, N.Y ................ .. 1809 
.Alfred Newell Fuller, A. B •. Non-sect 1 
.A.. C. Norris ... .. . ........... Friends. 1 1 
A. B. Watkins, A. li., PH. D. NQn-sect 5 3 
James M. Cassety, A.1tL ..... Non-sect 9 4 
Lucy .A. Plympton ..•....••. Non-sect 3 12 
Brother Leontine ...•.. .• ... R. C..... 8 0 
H. Isbell .................... Meth.... 2 1 
George H. Ottaway, A. B •••. Non-sect 2 4 
Rev. C. E. Hawkins, A.M •••• M.E .... 4 6 
M.H.Bowman,A.B ........•. Non-sect 1 1 
CharlesK. Hoyt, A. B •••••••. Non-sect 2 2 
James F. Williams,jr .............•.. 1 1 
William C. Joslin, A. B .••••. Non-sect 4 3 
8 1 8 0 8131818 83 43 40 83 3 2 3 
207 106 101 .. .. 41 .. .. 25 
315 015 0 215 100 20 55 
b192 .... b192 41 1() 160 2 
120 120 0 120 20 12 26 
: ;·xl---g 
0 I 0 0 
6 
55 25 30 50 5 - .. - 5 
69 30 39 co 9 20 2 . - . . 1 
228 120 108 l EO 27 21 27 24 8 
70 40 30 70 11 3 11 0 0 
41 25 16 30 11 1 8 3 1 
61 S6 25 54 7 . . .. 3 4 1 
3 
0 
llelfast, N. Y ..••••••••••. 11857 1857 
Belleville, N. Y . . . . . • . • • • . 1824 1822 
Binghamton, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1875 
Bridgehampton, N. Y • . . . 1875 1860 
Floyd M. Crandall.................... 1 ~--· 
Lillian M. Craig . . . . . . • . . . . . P. E .. .. 1 6 
Lewis W. Hallock, A. B • • • • . Non-sect 2 2 I 51 
4!:<,1813012811317 2 ---·----1·•·· 
96 - ~~- -~~- -~- -~~- --~-. -~ -'- -~- --~-1 ~ 
35 16 44 7 .. . . 3 r ....... _ ... _ 
Brooklyn,N.Y. (Lafayette\1869 \1869 I StephenG.Taylor,A.M.,PH.D\ Non,sect\ 19 \18 :800 1425 1375 \700 I 76 1 .••. 1 .... 1 10 I 5 
avenue). 
Brooklyn, N.Y. (350 Wash-
inp:ton avenue). ,, 
Presb ... 1879 I Mrs. S. C. Baker . 3 23 23 20 ·--·-·····1···.!•••• 
29 29 I 29 28 1····1--··1······--· 
merhorn street). and MadameJ.M. Stamm. · 
Brooklyn, N.Y. (}53 Scher-~---· .. 11865 1 Rev. Wm . .A.. Stamm, A.M., I Non-sect 
794 Christiansen Institute .....•.••••. Brooklyn,N.Y.(207Scher- ...•.. 1872 Mrs.E.C.Stacker .......•............ 1 .... 1 4 I 60 1····1----~---·1····1····•····•····•···-•··-· 
merhorn street). 
795 College Grammar :5chool. •••••.•.. Brooklyn, N.Y. (44 Court 0 1849 Rev. Levi Wells Hart ..••••. I Non-sect! 3 25 25 20 5 0 0 
street). . 
7!l6 Female Institute of the Visitation. Brooklyn, N.Y. (209 Clin- 1863 1855 Mother Superioress . .•••.•. -~ R. C ... ·I-- .. L 15 1130 I .... 1130 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 .••. , .••. 
ton avenue). · 
797 Frienus' School. .••••••••••••••••• Brooklyn, N. Y. (Scher- •..... 1867 ClaraJ4ockwooa .•••••••••.. Friends .~ ---· 
· merhorn street, near 
Boerum). 
84 I 45139 I"' --~---- ~ 10 ~-··l··-~·-··t···· 
• From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a The Rev. Dr. Rose became t·ector of South Orange Academy, South Orange, in September, 18~2, having transft'rred nearly all his pupils fror.1 ''Tho II eights" Academy, 
Short llills. · 






















791! I Germ:m-Americnn :Boanlin~ nnd 
Dny School for Young Ladies 
antl CbilclTon.* 
71lll Ln1~lyetto Academy ..........•.... 
800 Boili.uo Practical School •...•••••. 
801 Hcatllcoto Scl1ooL ......•..••.•••. 
802 Miss Hoffman's School.. •.•••••••. 
S03 Cannndnigua Academy* .•••••.••. 
f!04 Canisteo .Academy ............... . 
805 Drew Seminary and F emale Col-
lege. 
806 Chappaqua Mountain Institute ... 
1!07 Ciuoiuuatus .Aonclemy ...••••••••. 
ROB Clifton SJlrings Seminary .••••.... 
f!09 .l:!'oster SchooL .•.........••••..•.. 
810 Clinton Grammn.t: SchooL •••....•. 
811 Ilonghton Seminary .•.•••.••..... 
812 E'•t•uiog C1nssea of the Poppen-
lmRon .Association. 
~ ~ ~!'~'!llll CQ!legiato School for 
i=l 
Location. 0 
~ I ~ ., -e ·= "' cit t.O .g 1-4 
0 ..... .... 
0 0 
~ .s 1;3 
"' A A 
- -













Number of students. 
Q ~ .... <l) 
ltl "' 0 t.l • g g ~ -~ ~ 
.:: ~ ~~'0~ . ~ !·~ . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ·s 
• ~ c:i g ~lJ g) ~ § ~ .s -~ cr.~ 
"' I .s <T.l .. & c:s <::) ~ -~ <l)l Ctl s ~ <:! .£ t.l ~ 5 ~ 10~ g~ ~<l):.:; g olE 8 t.l ..S ~<:J I 8t.J~~g..., 
ltl ..... <,o, >=I .... :::1 t.l -~ Ctl E >=I .c ~ :::1 I t~·~ . ct· .... l g ~ <.) .S 
.s :; ~ ~ -~ .g ·a ' ·~ ~~ ~ ~ 
Ill <:! ,....; ~ c:s >=~ c: o lal ~ ~ I ............. o 
_..::. t...::_ E-1 ~ R H H H ~ lp..,_ ~ J:.:i t.l 
:Brooklyn, N.Y. (154 Mon-
ta~uc street). 
:Brooklyn, N. Y. (149 La-
fayette a>enuc). 
~ 1.~ ~I~ § I ~ I ~ ; ,@' I ~ ~~ ll t.S 
.,- I s ~ :a.o 11. 12 t3 .14 t.a l l.G :l'r •.t8 
,. .. I "~ R. Goo·~·: .......... 1 ......... I-;- ---; ,~ I~ ~I ~ I-;--;;--=r-:: ::-:-J:~ 
18771Rev.D.Marvm,Jr.,A.M .••. I P.E .... I1II I 13I13I .••. IL I 11 3 1 0 Ol Ol 0 
Bnflhlo, N.Y. (23 W. Swan 
street). 
1875 
Buffalo, N. Y .• . ... . ...... · 0 1865 
Buffa!(}, N. Y. (623 Delft- .•••........ 
ware avenue). 
Cannndaig-un, N.Y........ 1795 1795 
Canis teo. N. Y...... . . . . . . 1870 1871 
Carmel, N. Y... . • . . • . • • • . 1866 1866 
HennanPoole .••••••••..... , .......... , 1 J I j H 14 1 0 51 0 2 3 6 
Lester Wheeler, .A. lL •• • . . . . P. E . . . . 3 1 1 45 45 1 0 34 • 11 6 11 I ~ 1 1 ~ - ... 
=~a;c~l::::.nM~.-~~.-~.· -~~:~~~~ -·~· --~· ~~~- ~~~~· -~~- ~~~- ~ -~~- -~~- ~ -~~- :::: --~- ··-~ 
Danrel M. Eetee, A. ~r..... .. Non-sect 1 4 128 64 64 1 30 18 10 1 5 o 1 .... 
Geo. Crosby Smith, A. 1>I., M. E.... 2 6 65 .... 65 ..........•..•.......••..••. 
presi<leut .. 
Chappaqua, N. Y . . . . . . . . . lBiO 1870 S. C. Coliins, M.A............ ll'rien<ls. 2 4 77 56 21 70 7 34 . . . . . . . . 3 .... 
Cincinnatus, N.Y......... 1857 1857 Myron E. Cnrmer, A. n . ... . . Non-sect 1 2 9:l 41 51 02 12 . . . . 4 3 . . . . 1 
Clifton Spdngs, N.Y ..... 1868 1868 Miss C. E. Hahn ........• : .. P. E.... 1 5 40 .••. 40 25 5 10 .•.. , . .. . 1 ... . 
Clifton Spri~s, N. Y . . . . . 0 1876 Rev. Geo. Loomis, D. D ••••• . Non-sec.t 3 . . . . 94 0 94 . . . . 30 . . . . ... ....... . 
Clinton, N . .l(. ••• • • • •••• •• 1815 1813 Rc'\"'. Isnn.c 0. Best, A. l£.... .. Non-sect 3 3 110 •110 . . . . 60 50 R 50 4 5 ... . 
Clinton, N.Y............. 1881 1861 .A. G. Beueclict.. •. .••••••... Pres b . . . 3 8 !16 . . . . 86 40 30 Hi ... . ..• . .••.•••. 
College Point, N.Y .•..•.. 1868 1870 Ferdinand Martens ...•...•. Non-sect 3 ... . 120 105 15 . . .. . . . . . . . . . .• . . •.. . ••. 1 
Cornwall-on-the-Hn<lson, ..•.•. 
1
1877 Rev . .Alfred C. Roe .•.....••. Non-sect 2 3120 0 26 13 4 9 4 1 0 11 1· ••· 


































815 , DclnwnroAcnclcmy . .......••.... . Do1hi,N.Y ...•...••..•.•. 1819 1819 j James 0.-Griffin .....••.••• . Non-sect 3 5 206102104116 (10 30125 18 3 2 
816 DnnueoPrc :watorySchooL ••• •. Dnndee,N.Y .......•..••. 1882 1879 JohniDme,A.M ..••••••.••. Non-sect 2 3 125 60 65120 18 10 6 1 0 0 
817 .Al':rorn.AcnR~my . .. ........ ...... East Anrora,N.Y ......•. 1~2 1833 Lo~lieW.Lake .....•••••••. ····.·· · - -- 1 2 255 121 134 . .. . 12 26 ... . 
1 
.... ... . ... . 
818 FnC'nds'S~tlllll:tryofEaston ... .. . Enston,N.Y . ............. 18;~1 1860 WilsonM.Tylor ....•••••••. Fnends. 1 2 86 52 34 86 0 0 0 0 5 0 
819 Rurn.lSem:m.ry .. ........... . ..... East- Pembroke,N.Y ..... 1856 1857 LuellaE.Scar:ff ........•.•.. Non-sect. ... 2 38 14 24 36 2 3 . .. . 
1 
. ...... . ... . 
s;!l I Starkey .s .. ·nii_ll1ry . -. ·.· -... .. ----- Ed<l.ytown, N. y ... . -.. . -. 1848 1842 9,scar F. Ingoh~sby, A. :H • --. Non-sect 4 5 153 99 ~ 112 27 4 9 . -.. 5 .. -. 
8w1 1\fHnroCollef{I:lteinshtute . ...... Elbn<lf,!e,N.Y .•• . ..•..... 1839 1839 ImmanK.Wnght,PH.D ... Non-sect 2 4115 58 o7 .... 20 15 6 2 1 0 
822 Fair1ieh1Rt>minar_v ............. .. . Fnirfirlcl,N.Y. ........•... 1803 1803 JolwB.vanPctten ..... . .. . Meth ... 3 2 51 27 24 40 11 JO 5
1
1 1 0 
823 Erasmus Ba1l.Academy .. .....•.. Flatbu:;b, N.Y .•....••••. 1787 1787 Rev. Robert G. Strong ...... Non-sect 4 6 101 40 55 101 8 23 2 .... . .. . ... . 
824 S. S. Sewanl Ins titute . .. ..•••.... . Florida, N.Y ...... .•. •.• . 1846 1843 Mrs. Martha S. Parks . .... .. Non-sect 2 3 38 21 17 38 14 4 · 0 0 0 0 
825 Flu.:;hinl!lmtitnte . .... .•.... ... . . Flnsl1ing.N.Y . . . . .....••. .... .. ...... E.A..Fairchild ........•••............ 7 .... 77 77 .. .. 52 25 30 ............ . .. . 
526 St,J"osepll's.A.c:Hl cmy ........•••. Flnshing,N.Y .. .•..•••... 1860 1115. 5 MotherM.Teresa . ........ . R.C .. .. 3 10 120 0 '120 110 10 80 --- -~ ---········· 
827 ClintonLiberalinstitnte ..••...•. For-tPlain,N.Y ••••••.••....... ,a1831 Charles v. Parsell, A.M., Univ ... 7 5151 77 74 41 32 28 5 8 4 .... 
president. 
828 Delaware Litomry Institute .••••. Franklin, N.Y ......•..••. 1835 1836 Charles H. Verrill, A. M., Non-sect 4 5 213 106 107 171 42 25 12 5 4 0 
829 Ten-Broeok Free A.ca<lemy ..•••. . Frankliu>ille, N.Y .•••••. l 862 1867 T.P£!." 8hapin, A.M ••••••••••• Non-sect 2 3 240 128 112 18 30 3 5 I 0 0 0 
830 Frien<l11hip Academy~ ........ :. . . Friendship, N. Y . . • • • . •• . 1!l40 1849 P. Miller, A. M . • • • • • • • • • • . • • . Non-sect 1 fl 85 40 45 75 6 14 2 I· .. ." 2 2 
831 1 FalloySeminary . ................. Fnlton,N.Y ..... .••••••.. 1836 1834 R cv. JamcsGilruour,A.?.I . .. Presb ... 2 2 55 30 25 50 5 2 1 1 2 0 0 
832 St.Mar.v's(Cathe<lral)School. ... GardenCity,N.Y .••••••. 1877 1877 MissH.CarrollBates .. ..... P.E ... . 4 3 42 .... 42 34 18 2'5 . . .... ..... . 
833 I St. Paul's (Cathedral) School* . . . . Gardeu City, N. Y • • • . • • • . 1877 1Si7 R e>. T. S_ta::fforc1 Drowne, P. E . . . . 10 .... 112 112 .... 112 40 J·... 25 51 4 2 
D. D., actmg warden. \ 
834 I Gilb<'rtsviHe Academy and Col- Gilbertsville, N.Y •••••••. . 1840 1839 Rev. Abel Wood, A.M . .•.... Non-sect 1 3 75 39 36 58 17 2 8 o' 2 0 
, le~iate Institnt~. . , . . I I 1 ~ 1· I 835 Elmwood CommetClal and Select Glens Falls,N. Y ..••.•••. ··· .··- .•... . James N. Whtpple ...•••.•.. Non-sect 2 4 194
1
109 So ................ -·· · .... ···· 
School. * I 
836 GlcnsFallsAcaflemy~ ..••.••••.. GlensFnlls,N.Y ....••••. 1841 184.1 DaniclC.Farr,A. M: ...•..••. Non. -sect\ 1 5 200 75 1125125 25 30 j 10 ~ -- -· 1 ···· 
837 Gvsheninstitnto* ...... .. .•.. .... Goshen,N.Y ... ...••••••. 0 1840 Joel Wilson ..............•. Non-sect 2 3 l:!O 35 45 50 2 · 10 2 0 0 0 




22 3 2 .... 
839 Greenvulle Academy.... . ... ...... Grcenv1Jie, N . y.......... 1816
1
1816 Rev. W. F. Albrecht........ Non-sect 2 1 1 74 1 41 00 1 40 I 4 ·-- - ~ 4 · · · · 1 
~0 Hartw ~kSem_inary ..•.•••••.•••• Hurt~ic~S?minary,N.Y. 1816 18!5 Rev.James~itcher,A.M .... Lutb .... 4 2 103 68 ! 35 . .. . ................ 1 ... . 
8.,.1 Mountamlustltnte ... ... ......•• . HavCistra",N.Y ...•.... 0 18;~2 1-avaletteWJ!son ....•..... . Nor;1-sect. 1 1 56 40 16 56 8 4 2 0 2 0 
&!2 Hempsteadinstitnte .............. Hempstead,N.Y ..• •.••.. 9 1837 E.Binds,A.1>L .......••... .. Non-sect 2 2 20 20 .... 20 .. . . 5 .••.........•••. 848 1 Aoadomy of On,· Lady of P&- Hoganabu,g, N.Y ••••••••..•••...••••...••.•••.••.••••.••••••••••• . R. C .....••..•....• .. ... 1 .... 1 ... . ........ .. ..I. ..... ..1. .. . 
petnall!elp.* , .. 1 • j I I I 
844 lludsonacndemy . ................ Huclson,N.l'? •.•••••••••. 1807 1807 Rev.WilliamD.Perryb .... Presb ... 3 1 84 51 33 51 23 j lO 1 2 0 0 0 
845 Hudson Young Ladies' Seminary .. Hudson, N.Y............. 0 1848 Mis!les Elizabeth and So- Non-sect 1 4 20 0 20 20 2 1 18 .........•...••• 
phia C. Peake. 
846 T ho l\Iisses Skinner's School for Hudson, N. Y •••••• •••••• .••... 1867 Sax·ah R. Skinner .••••..... . Baptist. . .•. 3 50 . .. 50 .... 21 I 4 .............••• 
Young- Ladies. ., 
847 Lansiugbur;rhAcademy* ..••.•.•. Lansingbur11b,N.Y •••••. 1796 17!l7 CbarlesT.R.Smitb,A.!L ... Non-sect 2 3 7.8 38 4.0 64 14 1 0 5 3 0 2 
848 Lawn' ncevilleAca.demy .....•.••. Lawr enceville,N.Y ••••.. 1861 1861 D.D.VanAllen,A.i\1 ....... . Non-scot 1 2 149 70 79 131 18 1···· .... 0 0 
8~9 L~ Roy .J\C:tclemic In~titnte . ·••••· r.~ Roy, N. y •••••• ••••••. 1864 1864 FrankM.Comstock,A . .&!I.,C.E. ~or.-sect 2 4 165 1102 03 165 13 I 10 0 12 ] 0 
8::~0 LibertyNormalJnstttn~e . ..•..••. L~berty,N.Y .••.•••••••.. 1847 1P47 AlvaSeybolt_ .......... . .... Non~sect 1 1 .95 , 50 ~5 94 1 ~ -- - - J --- ~ ---· 0 0 
851 Genc~ee Wesleyan Semmary ..••. Lxma,_N. Y .....•.•.•••••• 1832 1830 Re_v._G. H. Bm1gman, D. D ... lt!. E.. . . 7 5 ;J;2 160 1.>2 1100 1 48 , ~() I 3~ 1~ 6 · ••· 
852 Low,tlle.Academy ..••.•.••••.•.•. Lowvill-!, N.Y ........••.. 1808 1808 "WilhamR.Adams,A.:u ..... Non-sect 3 3 oO 1110 140 200 70
1
38 , L 1 <> 
1 
4 3 
8~3 1\fnC(>U?nAcnuemy ....••...•.•••. MacedonCentre,N.Y .••. 1842 1841 Fred A..Whito .....•... .• .. Presb ... 1 2 113 liO 63 .... ···· 1· · 1 5 1···· 1 2 
8;,4 Frankhn.Academy ...•••.•.....•.. l Mnlone,N. Y ............. 1832 1832 . M.E.McClury,A.n ...•..... Non-sec 1 11 !l9 41 58 75 24 1 0 i 15 ! 5 , 4 



















T:u~LE V L- Statistics of i nstitu.tious for secondary ·instruction for 1882, cf'c.- Continued. 
Namo. 
1 
855 · SL .Jolm's Military School .••••••• 
856 I ).!nrion 9o!)egiate Institute .•••.. 
!157 Mechnmcvillo Academy .•.••••••. 
858 Sol oct Family School ..•. .•••••••• 
8.'l9 Mexico Academy ...•••••••••••••• 
86& Millbrook Academy .••.•••••••••. 
861 Sherman Academy ..••••••••.••.. 
862 Homo School* ... ....•••••.••.•••. 
863 Nnssnu Academy 1> • ••••••••••••••• 
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872 Dmmo R. Everson's Collegi::tte 
Sdl•Jil1 fn r Bo.vil. 
873 Euglisb , Cl:l:>sic~l , and llfathemat-
ieHI Sehoul for Boys. 
874 Tile Fiftll Avenue School for Boys 
875 French anc.l English Boarding and 
Day Scllool. 
876 French Protestant Inst..iLution ... . 
877 Friends' Seminary ............... . 






Miss Gibbons' English and E'l:ench 
Sohool for Girls. 
Holladay's Private School for 
Boys. 
Miss Jaudon's Boarding and Day 
SchooL* 
Miss J. F. Wreaks' Boarding and 
;>:l Jw~X~n~or Young Ladies 
John MacMullen's Suhool. ....... . 
884 I Dr. J. Sachs' Collegiate Institute .. 
885 The Misses Leeds' School .......•. 
8861 Mrs. Leopold Wail's School for 
Young Ladies. 
887 Manhattan Academy* .••••••••.•. 
888 The Misses Marshall's School. .... 
889 1 New York Military Academy ..... 
890 
891 
Misses Perrin's Young Ladies' 
School.* 
Mrs. Roberts and Miss Walker's 
English and French School for 
Now York, N.Y. (729 6th ...... 1865 lJuaneS.Evcrson,A.M ...••. Non-sectl' 91 2 120 120 .... ----~--·- .... ' . ....... , 10 1 
avenue). 
Now York, N.Y. (112 W. ......... 1868 
38th street). 
New York, N.Y. (20 West 0 1873 
59th street). 
New York, N.Y. (711 and ............ 1879 
713 Fifth aYenue). 
James H. Morse, A. i\L....... . .. • • • • • • . 4 2 36 36 . .. . 36 36 36 . . . . 213 1 
E. A. Gibbens and D. Beach, Non-sect 9 0 90 90 .... 30 60 50 25 15 ....... . 
:Mi~~ Annie Brown .......... Non-sect! ...................... J ...................... . 
New York, N.Y. (36 East ........... 1871 
35th street). 
Now York, N.Y. (cornGr 1861 1860 
Rutherford place and E. 
16th street). 
Miles. F. :mu M. Charbon-~ Non-sect\ 
: 1
1
~ 11:~ ~ -~~-~ :: ~~~~l-~l~~T·~-[J~~~I~~~ nier. Benjamin Smith, A.M ...•••• Friends. 
New York, N.Y. (28 East ....... 1867 
50th street). 
New York, N.Y. (55 West ........ 1872 
47th street). 
Mrs. Bellina Froeblich ...... ~---······-~13 1 12 1160 110 1150 1160l ... l .... l 
: ~ --~- ~-- ~.1. .. ~ Miss Julia Gibbons......... .......... 2 6 53 3 50 ............ 
NewYork, N. Y.(26West 0 18i3 
43d street). c. and M. E. 
New York, N.Y. (348Mad-
ison avenue). ···--· 1806 Miss Lucy B. Jaudon........ Presb ... 3 8 61 . .. . 61 ........................... . 
NewYork,N.Y. (52 East ............. 
Waller Holladay, B.s. c., I Non-sectl21 0 1131131 0 I ' 419 1 4 0 I 0 
1 
........ . 
Miss J. F. 'Vreaks .................... ·••· •••· •••· ·••· ·••· .... ----1---- .... ···· .... ! ... . 77th street). 
New York, N. Y. (1262 
Broadway). 
Now York, N.Y. (38 West 
59th street). 
New York, N.Y. (21 East 
126th street). 
New York, N.Y. (56 West 
55th street). 
New York, N.Y. (213 W. 
32d street). 
New York, N.Y. (250 W. 
38th street). 
New York, N.Y. (Fort 
Washington) .• 




1850 John MacMullen, A. :r.t ....... ·~······ •••• 5 2 25 25 I 0 I 20 I 5111 I 0 1 0 I 0 
1872 Dr. Julius Sachs ............ Non-sect 13 1 .......................... .. 
1879 Misses Adeline A. and Nel-~ P. E........ 4 31 10 21 31 . --- ~24 , .... , .... , .... , .••• 
lie A. Leeds. 
1867 Mrs. Matilda Well.......... ...... .... 4 11 90 20 70 90 .••. 90 
1864 Brother Quintinian.... .... • . R. C .. . . 10 .... 182 182 .... lOll 20 60 I 10 1 ... I 5 , .... 
0 
1849 
1854 I 1854 
Susanna C. Marshall ....... . 
J'no. B. Hays, 1r1. D., sup't ... .. 
Non-sect, .... 
Non-sectl 13 
P.E .... 2 
60 I 60 i 0 130 115150 115 I 27 112 I 7 
1878 Misses M. F. and A. F. Per-
rin. 
Mrs. J. J. Roberts and Miss 
Walker. 
64 _ . . . 64 64 10 45 o I 6 





Madame Roch's School. ........... ! New York, N.Y. (713Mad- 1877 I Madame Adele Roc h .•..••.• 
Non-sectj 5 








.. . . 
l 
ison avenue). 
St. Bridget's Academy ............ New York, N.Y. (313 and , ...... ,1856 I Sister M. Sophia 
315 East lOth street). 
St. John's School* •••••••••..••••• New York, N.Y ................. 1873 
RC .... I 8 
P.E ... .I. .. ~ 
10 200 30 1170 !200 25 93 .. • . . . . . 1 2 
181100 (d) !100 I. ... / .... , ........ .. : . ....... . Marie Louise Irving .•..••.. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
aRecba.rtered and reorganized in 1881. . 
b School closed during scholastic year ending in 1882 ; reopenetl fall of 1882. 
c In "English course" aml' "course in modern languages." 
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IS · I 6 ~ ~ -~-10 n <2 U <4 <5 <6.'7
1
<S • ! . ,. 1 3 4 I -"" I sc ""'Y'• Sohool• ................ [ Now Yo,k, N.Y. cs Eaat ······!"" 46th street). 
89G St. llatthow'R Acaclomy. •• . •••••. Nt~w York, N.Y. (corner ............ 
J3roome and Elizabt:th 
st.reets). 
897 St. Vincent's Free School .•.•••••. New York, N.Y. (River- 1849 1876 
ualeP. 0.). 
898 Miss Spring's Pri\Tnte School..... Now York, N.Y. (121 East .••••.••••.. 
36th street). · 
899 School for Gi.rls ...•.•.•••.•..••••. New York, N.Y. (9 West ···-·. 1872 
School for Young La11ies and Chil-
39th street). 
900 NowYork,N.Y. (47 East 
1 
............ 
drcn. 21st street). . 
901 Suburban Seminary ............... New York, N.Y. (Boston .••••• 1878 
avenue and 167th st). 
902 Va.n Norman Institute •••••••••.•. New York, N.Y. (315 W. .... . . 1857 
57th street). 
903 William W. Richards' School for Now York, N.Y. (110 W. 0 1877 
Bovs. 42<1 street). 
904 Chili Seminary ... ................. North Chili, N.Y ......... 1869 1867 
90ft Gran·l'illo :Military .Academy...... North Granv:illo, N.Y..... 1855 1856 
000 l~ooklnn1l College ..... ............ Nynok-on-the-lludson,N.Y 1878 1874 
007 Un.1·y Cullol(h\tn P.1•mlmwy .••.•.••• Oa.kfleld, N.Y .••..• - .•..• . 1845 1843 
!lOR 2~'r.~.~~~~~~~~~~:~~·:~:::: : ::::::::::: 8~~~~1~,~~-~~1~~:: ~: :~::: ~~&2 1813 000 1704 
Sister.A.gnes . ....•.••••••••. , P.E .... , 3 , 14 ,1B5 j· ··· J135 1135 / 4o J135 j-··· j···l···j···· 
Rev.EdnnmdBobm,directorj Ev.Luth 6 5 ,320 !170 1150 280 I 16 1320 1 16 .... ! ....... . 









Miss Spring ........... ~·····, ._. ••• :~··: ............................................... . 
Anna C. Brackett ................... :. .. • . 9 136 .... 136 13G 112 92 4 .. . . 0 , .••• 
Miss S.D. Doremus ....................... 10 100 .... 100 100 90 100 
Rev. Edwin Johnson ..•••.•. Non-sect! 1 sl 35 5 30 25 10 
Dr. and Madame Daniel C. · 'Non-sect 
VnnNorman. 
William \V. Richards ....... Non-sect! 8 
Denson Hnwn.rd Roberts, A. .. ...... .. 
u. 
Emerson G. Clark, A. )L, c. E . Non-soctl 7 
\V.ll. Bannist.er, A. )L. ... .. . Non-sect 5 
Roginn1d H. Coo ............. P . E.... 2 
Oliver ,V. Sturdevant ....... Non-soot 3 
J"amcs A. Brown, A.M . ....... Non-aeot 2 
10 I 81 
30 l ao :~ I" ~~T~~l~~ l ---,----, .... 
2 I 49 31 18 36 
60 60 .. .. 48 12 1 2 G I 12 ...... ... . 
; ~ ~ 1 ~~ lg~ . ~~ .. ~~ .,. 36 ~~ 31 1 . 6 
5 1156 109 97 98 17 30 4 111 1 .... 





































910 1 Pawling Seminary .••...•••..•••.. Pawlin~. N.Y.············! 0 11880 I D. Yonng H~yt ....... , ..... P .. E .... 1 1 I 2 30 j14 16,30 J 21 0 \ 4 1 61 ... . , • ••. 
911 Pet·kHklll academy............... Peekskill, N.Y............ 1838 1838 Col. C. J. WrJght, A. III...... Non-sect 9 .... 132 130 2 60 30 40 1 10 . . .. 1 3 
912 15t. Gab1iel's Sohool. ••.••. :······· Peekskill, N.Y .••..••••••• ···:··~18~2 . Sn~;:~~oftheSistersofSt. P. E.... 2 14 ~0 ~ -- ·· 60 , ..•. / ........ 1 ............. . 
913 Eynns, Academy ................ ... P!!terborough, N.y ....... a18a3 18~3 Willis A. !ngalls, B. 8....... N'~?n-sect 1 1 I~ 39 35 I 4-Z 51 4 3 I 5 3 I" .. 
914 P1keSommary .................... P1ke,N.Y.- ............... 1856 18:>6 R.M.Danus,A.M.,A.B ...... Non-sect 2 2 14:> 77 68 1 81 38 20 4 ..... 1 1 .. .. 
!115 SeymourSmith.A.cndemy ........ _. PinePlains,N.Y .......... 1879 1879 Rev.AbrahamMattice,.A.Af: Non-sect 5 3 130 39 91 46 34111 10 ! 1 1 2 j 0 
916 l~om~ey 4-?::tdcmy .. : .... . . .. . . .. .. Pompey, N.Y............. 1811 1811 Robe~t C. A •ery ........... ~ .. .. .. .. .. t 3 80 j 50 30 I 25 4- • • • . 4 ' 10 
1
... 5 
917 Starr s M1htary ln"'tltute ......... Port Chester, N.Y........ . .. . . . 1854 0. Wmthrop Stan, .A. AL.... Non-sect 4 .. .. 40 40 .. .. 37 3 2 3 1 . .. . 
918 Mrs. J3ookeo's Seminru:yforYoung Poughkeepsie, N.Y ............. 1866 Mrs. Catharine \V. J3ockeo .. Non-sect 2 3 34 .... 34 1 3-! 12 23 (5) 1 •.••. 
La<~ies: . _ . . · 1 
919 ClassiCal ancl Homo Institute ...... Pougbkeeps~o, N.Y •.•••••.••.•. 18Z9 ~1ss Sarah V. H. J3~1tler ..... Non-sect 1 7 43 12 31 I . 1 . .• . 1 ........ 1 ........ 
1 
... . 
920 St. Mary'~ S~hoo~'": ........... : .•. Poughkeeps~e, N.Y....... . •. . .. 1819 S1ster Tor~Ra Evansta ...... - ~· C .. .. .. . . 5 170 .... 170 170 
1 
.... I 3. . . -- ~ -- .. I ....... . 
921 Dr. Warnng s Mil1tary J3oardmg Poughkeepsie, N.Y....... 0 1863 C. 13. Wa.rrmg, PH. D •••••••• " :Non-sect 4 2 GO GO .... I 40 20 I 5 4 3 0 I 1 
School. · 1 I 
922 Pulaski Academ~....... . . .. .. . .. Pulaski, N.Y .............. 1853 1855 E. M. Wheeler ............. ; Meth... 2 4 1200 !16 104 llii8 1 GO ~o 12 23 1 ...... .. 
923 Cham"~?crlaininstltuteand Female Randolph, N.Y ............ 1851 1849 Uev. James T. Edwards) .A. J\f. ,E.... 6 5 1210 100 110 1 70 , 40 1 :l3 27 17 4 1 3 
.College. M., D. D. . ! 1 9~4 Red Creek -qnion Seminary ....... Red Creek,~- y ...... · .--· 1839 1840 L. ~- n~kflr ................ ]'l. "'on-sect 1 3 1~0 50 GO 80 1 15 11 15 ! 5 1 5 1 0 I 0 
9_5 Rensselaerville. Academy ........ ~ Re':lssola.e~Vlllo, N.Y...... 1844 1844 BenJannn F. Eato~, A.M .... 1 Conv, ... . 1 1 ~6 42 ~4 ~ 76 LO 1 6 1 ....... .l. .. . 
92G Do Garmo Inst1tute ............... Rbmebeck, N.Y.......... 0 1864 James hl. De Ga1mo, .A.M., : P. E . . .. 4 5 11...2 61 ,1 .... 41 14 8 1 3 I 1 
PH.D. 
927 .A.c~~emy of the Sacred Heart . • . . Rochester, N. Y..... • . • • • . 1858 1855 Madame Augusta G. Par- ·, R. C .... . .. _ 22 60 _.. . GO 1 60 . . . . 60 ........ J .... 1 ... . 
dow. I 
928 Miss ·CTuttenden's English :mel Rochester, N.Y. (7 and 9 .••••• 1875 Miss Martha Cruttcnden ... ~ .Non-sect 1 8 1 75 .... i 75 75 50 70 .... .... 1 ........ . 
French J3oardin_$ and Day Gibbs street). : · I 
School for Young .Ladies. _ . 
ll29 Li.vi~gston Park Seminary .••..••. l Rochester, N.Y ..•...•••••.•...• 1858 llfrs. C. M. Curtis ............ P. E .... 1 1 7 1 40 .. .. 40 1 40 JO 1 20 1 I .... 11 
1 
... . 
930 Nazareth Academy* .............. Rochester, N.Y........... 0 1871 Mary Stanislans ............ R. C .... -- . 11 10.5 ... . 1
1
105 , !JO 20 35 ........ 1' ....... . 
931 R~chester Re!ilschule. •• .. •• . .. • • . Rochester, N.Y. (7 and 9 .••• •• 1855 Hermann Pfaoillin.... •••... . .. . . . .. . . 2 5 66. 35 31 I 66 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 .....••. 
, Mortimer street). . 
932 St. Peter's Acac1emy ............. Rome, N.Y ...................... 1865 Mother Enphrasia, superior. R. C ........ 10 268 68 l2oo· 268 .... 25 .............. .. 
933 W"ashingtonAcade}lly ............ Salem,N.! : ............... 1791 17~~ John~.McFarlancl,A.M .... ~on-sect 2 7 '300 140 !160.
1
270 18 12 7 21 2 2 
934 Temple G.rove Semmary ..•..••••. Saratoga Sprmgs, N.Y .... 1860 18oa Rev. Charles F. Dowd, A. AI .. 
1 
Non-sect 5 8 151 0 115L ........................... . 
935 Saugerties Institute ............... Saugerties, N.Y ........... 1866 1866 William Wight ............ . Non-sect 1 2 G4 28 , 36 50 8 9 3 0 1 o 0 
936 Sau~uoitA~ademy ......... - ..... Sauquoit,N.Y ............ 1-847 1843 E.J3.S~Iith,B.PH .. , ......... Non-sect 1 4 40 12 28 30 6 4 6 .... j 1 .••. 
937 Law s CI~ss10~l. Sch_ool b........... S!Iush~n, N.Y ......... ··-. . •.. . . 1881 F. H. R10b ...... _........ •••. Pres b... 1 .. .. 37 21 16 I 32 5 .. . . 5 i .... 1 ....... . 
93'8 Holbrooks Mill tar~· .S.ch~oL. .. • •. S~ng S!llg, ~- Y. .••.• .... • . . ... . .. 1866 Rev. D. A. Holbrook, PH. D... Non-sect 4 0 50 50 0 30 20 15 6 2 j 2 .••. 
_!)39 Mount Pleasant Militaxy .A.cad- Srng Smg, N.Y........... i830 1830 J. HoJVe Allen, .A. At. ......... ~on-sect 8 0 180 1 80 0 69 21 48 12 4 1 2 
940 O~~~glnstit:ute ................ SingSing,N.Y ••• :~ ••••••. 0 1867 Rov.C.D.Rice,.A.l!..~ ...... Presb ... 2 7 90 .... 90 !JO 13 281 .... , ... .1. ...... . 
941 Vireiin ........................... SingSing,N.Y .•••••••.•.. 0 1870 Col.H.O.Symonds .......... P.E .... 2 .... 28 27 1 28 12 9 .... 17 , .... 13 
942 SoutboldAcademy .......... ..... : Southold,N.Y .................. 1867 LemuelWhitaker,.A.B ..•••. Non-sect 2 0 39 20 19 35 18 .... 5 0
1
2 .0 
9<13 Griffith Institute and Springville Springville, N.Y......... 1827 1830 E. W. Griffith............... Non-sect 1 21110 50 60 88 22 .. .. 2 ........ -· •• 
Union School. ' . 
944 Edgewater Institute.............. Stapleton (S. I.) .••••••.•• ; • • • • • • 1878 H. Sterzing and Dr. G. (){!en- ; Non-sect 3 1 j 69 32 ' 37 69 0 69 .. • . 2 1 ..•. 
dall. , 
945 St.Jobn'sSchool . ................. Syracuse,N.Y .................. 1870 Brother13asil .....•......••.. R.C .... 7 01300 300 0 300 0 40 ........ 1 .... 
1 
.. .. 
946 Syracuse Classical School"'........ Syracuse, N. £ ....... ,.... 1867 1867 Wesley ·curtis Ginn, A. lL... Non-sect 1 4 35 28 'l 14 17 13 6 2 ! 4 0 
947 Miss Bulkley's t:lehool............. Tarrytown, N.Y.......... . . .. • . 1859 Miss H. L. Bulkley.......... Non-sect 2 5 50 .. .. 50 50 I 20 · 40 3 , .. 1 1 · .... 
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9481 Irvinoolnstitute . .................. l Tarrytown,N.Y .......... I=IIl:B i D;vidARo:~u ......... No:•oot ~ -~- ~2 1: ~ ~~ :: 1~ •7: ~~ 1~ 1~ 
049 MonutHo eLadies'Seminary .... Tn-rrytowL,N.Y .......... 0 1859 RobertClarkFl::tck,A.liL ... Non-sect 3 2 15 0 15 15 3 7 o 0 0 0 





















St. Mary's Academy 
Troy Academy .... .. ............. . 
Troy Femnlo Seminary ........•••. 
Onkwood Seminary* ......•.•..... 
Utical<'emalo .Acadomy .......... . 
WahYorth .Academy* ............ . 
Wn.rreuslmrgb .Academy ........ . 
Warwick Institute .............. . 
West Winfiol!l Academy ........ . 
Alexander Institute .......••.•... 
Whitestown Sominlll'y .......... .. 
Middlebury Academy ... ••..••••.. 
Yntes A<·ndomy .... ...... ...... .. 
School for Young Ladies and Chil-
<h·en. 
A.lbom:u:lo .AoM1omy ..• •••••••••• . 
Ilolvl!loro.A<'nl1emy .............. . 
Iling1111m ScltO;ll . .. ....... ..... . . 
Jlruvnul Cht!\.,ic:ll Fl<'hool. ........ . 
(lu.ry 1111!11 Hohool• 
D. 
Troy, N. Y ............... . ..... . .......................... ----- ................. -- ---- .. -- - --. ---- . --- ...... -- -- .. ---- -- · · ----
Troy,N.Y ................ 1834 1835 T.Newt.onWillson,A.M ..... Non-sect 3 1104104 0 91 13 0 9 17 3 14 
~roy, N.Y ................ 1837 1814 Emily T. Wilcox ............ Non-sect 1 5 100 0 100 100 30 20 .............. .. 
Uniou 1:iprings, N.Y ...... 1860 1858 Elijah Cook,jr .............. Friends. 2 5 104 55 49 .... 26 9 4 5 0 0 
Utica,N.Y ........................... Mrs.J.C.G . .Piatt .......... No:q-sect 3 10120 .... 129 70 50 75 5 .... 3 .. .. 
\Valwortb,N. Y .......... 1842 1842 J. Carlton Norris ........... Non-sect 2 2 90 50 40 80 10 .... 10 ........... . 
Warrensburgb,N.Y ...... 1860 1856 L.L.Packard .............. Non-sect 1 2126 60 66116 10 5 5 ....... . ... ·. 
Warwick, N. Y . .. .. .. • • .. 1854 1854 A. G. McAllist-er, A.M....... . .. . . .. . .. 1 1 55 25 30 39 16 0 4 0 1 2 
West Winfield, N.Y •••• ~. 1851 1851 Leigh R. Hunt, M. A........ Non-sect 2 3 120 65 55 90 20 10 8 . .. . 2 .. .. 
WhiteP!ains,N.Y ....... 0 1845 OliverR.Willis,A.M.,PH.D. Presb ... 5 0 26 26 0 14 12 1 712 131 21 .. .. 
Whitestown, N. Y .. • . . . .. 1845 a1827 Rev. M. Em:l Dunham, D. D., Non-sect 3 4 286 166 120 261 2Q 5 10 0 1 0 
PH.D. · 
Wyoming, N.Y ........... 1816 1819 Ida. I. Griffith ............... Non-sect.... 3 75 25 50 20 2 .................. .. 
Y:ttes,N. Y ........... : ... 1840 1841 Loyd Crossett .............. Non-sect 1 1 70 45 25 25 2 ................... . 
Yonkers, N.Y .................. 1876 :Mrs. K. T. Holb•:ook ........ Non-sect... ..... 6 .••. 6 .... 1 ....................... . 
Albemarle~,.¥· C ........... ~------~ 18751 ·H. W. Spinks, A. M .......... 1 Non-sect 
Doh-illere.~.c .................. 1840 Geo. 'V. White .............. ]friends. 
Diughnm School, N.C ..... 186,! 1793 Mnj. Robert ~inghnm, A. JIL. Non-sect 
Drovn.rcl,N. C ......................... Prof. Co1dtra.m ............. Non-soot 
'nry, N. 0 .. .. .• .. .. .• • • •• ...... 1880 l'tov. Solomon Pool, D. D..... Meth .... 
1 1 2 1'127 1 60 1 67 1107 1 20 ~ ---- ~ --- -~ ---- ~ ---· 1 ···· 1 1 63 32 31 60 3 .. . . .. -- .. . . 1 .. --6 -- .. 258 258 -- .. 258 150 25 100 .. .. 10 !! 
1 1 1147 .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 0 0 













































































Macon SchooL .........•...••••.. 
Buckhorn Academy .•.....••••.. 
Concord Malo lligh SchooL .•.••. 
Scotia Seminary ..........•..•••. 
Bethel Academy .......•••. .••••• 
Denver Seminary* ......•......•. 
Union High School. .......•.•.•.. 
~~~z~~~\\~~W~~n-~~~:::::::::: 
St. Mary's College* •.•••.•.•..... 
Woodland Academy* .••......... 
Bennett Seminary ......•......•.. 
Greenville Academy ......•... .. . 
Miss Jones ' School. ............. . 
Miss Saunders' Femnle School .. . 
Hayesville Acaden1y ........... . 
Hendersonville Malo and Female 
School. 
Judson College ............ ..... . 
Fairfield Higu SchooL ......... . 
Hopewell .Academy ............. . 
Jonesboro' High SchooL ........ . 
Kinston College .. . .... ......•.... 
~c:~~~:tn~~i~~!~~~=-:::::::: 
Brown Seminary ..•.••......•.... 
CentrallnstitutoforYotmgLadies 
Monroe Hi~h School ............ . 
Moravian 1' alls Academy .. ..... . 
Mt. Airy High Sehoolfor Boys .. . 
Mt. Pleasant Female Seminary .. . 
New Garden Boarding School. ••. 
Catawba High and Normal School 
Oak Ridge Literary and Com· 
mercial Institute. 
Horner School ..... ...•.••..•.•.. 
Oxford Homo School . ...•....... . 
Yadkin Mineral Springs Insti-
tute. 
Carolina Academy ..... ....•..... 
Pittsboro' Scientrl:ic Academy* .. 
Raleigh Male Academy .....••••. 
10091 Reynoldson Male Institute .. .•.•. 
1010 Salem Female Academy" ...... .. . 
lOll Misses Welfare's Private School* 
1012 Vine Hill Academy .•..••..••••.. 
1013 Male A~demy ..................... . 
Charlotte, N.C............ 0 1871 W. A. Barrier ...........•.. Non-sect 2 0 50 50 0 128 15 9 10 3 r e 0 
Como,N.C ....••••••••••••..•......... ThomasD.Boone ..•.•••.••. Non-sect 1 .••. 20 15 5 20 5 .... r. ..•. .. ..•••• 
Concord, N.C .••....•..•........ 1881 RobertS. Arrowood •••..... Nvn·sect 1 1 47 47 .... 47 20 . . . . 0 . . . . 1 .••• 
Concord, N. C . . • . • • • . . . • . . 1870 1870 Rev. Luke Dorland, A. ?tf..... Presb... 1 9 224 .... 224 22-! !) . . . . o 0 o 0 
l)avidsonCollege,N.C •... .•.•.. 1876 R ev.L.lLGlasgow,.A. M .•• . Presb ... 1 1 49 26 23 31 IS J8 G .... 2 .••• 
Denver, N. C . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 1874 1873 D. Matt. Thompson, .A. :r.r • • • • Non-sect 1 1 112 63 49 112 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 ......•. 
EastBend,N.C ......•.... 1881 1881 T. S. Whittington,A.?tf. ..•. Non-sect 2 .••. 88 72 16 78 10 0 10 .... 0 0 
Elizabeth City,N.C .••....•.... 1878 S.L.Sheep ..•............... Non-sect 1 2 75 50 25 GO 15 2 5 ..•. 1 •••• 
Fremont,N.C .....•.••••..•.... 1868 CbarlesG.Dewey,.A.B ..••.. Non-sect 2 .•.. 140 88 52136 4 ..........•...•..••• 
Garib&ldi, N.C .•••.•.•••...••••. :i875 Rev. F. Alban, o. s. n ... ...•. R. C.... 5 .... 32 32 .... 32 5 10 ...... . ......• •. 
Goltlsboro', N. C ........•. ·...... 1878 Cyrns P. Frazier, .A.M.. ..... Friends . 1 2 75 44 31 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 3 5 1 
Greensl;>oro',N.C ............... 1874 Rev.WilburF.Steele,n. D. M.E .... 3 2 151 74 77 14~. 15 . .. . 15 ····:· ······· 
GreenVIlle,N.C . ....•...•. 17!l3 1798 S.D. Bagley ..........•••••. Non-sect 1 0 33 33 0 2a 8 4 7 9 3 2 
Green~e, N.C........... . . . . . . 1832 M~ss Sa~lie .A.nn Jones...... Baptist. . . . . 1 18 14 ... 4 j ~8 £ 0 0 0 0 0 
Greenville, N. C.. . . . . . . . . . 1877 1877 Miss Bnt R. Saunders. . . . . . Non-sect . . . . 2 33 . • . . .,3 .,3 1 0 5 0 2 0 
Hayesville, N. C . . . . . . . . . . 1871 1871 N. A. Fessenden............ Non-sect 2 ..•. 137 76 61 132 5 1 3 . . . 1 
Hendersonville,N.C ............ 1873 L.A .. Woodburn ..•••••••... Non-sect 1 1 40 15 25 11 37 3
1 
... . 
H~nderso~viUe,N. C .••... 1860 1878 W. A. G. ~rown .... : ..•••.. Baptist. 2 1 120 83 37 3g 24 0 1 42 j 5l 1 35 41 
Hillsboro, N.C........... 0 1882 Rev. Archibald Curne ...... Pres b... 1 .... 42 30 , 12 I 4_ o 
1 
o 0 o 0 0 
Hopewell, N.C........... 0 1879 Hu~~ A. Grey ...• .•.. ... ... Pres b... 1 1 63 43 , 20 J 40 23 . . . lii . . . 4 .••. 
Jonesboro, N.C ..•.•••••. 1881 1878 William C. Doub ........... M. E. So 2 3 92 51 41 1 !J2 1 4:! ... 13 ~ 6 2 
Kinston,N:C ................ _ ... 1882 RichardH.Lewis,.A.?ti.,M.D ...•.....•. 2 4 1 b1~3~·:·· bl~3 ··;· ... ..... ............ ·••• 
Laurel Spnngs, N. C . .• • . . . . . . . . 1876 John B. Hands.............. . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 9.-, oO 4a 7a 5 30 10 5 . . • . 1 
Leasburg, N.C .•.....•••....... . 1840 Rev. Solomon Lea, .A.M ...••. M. E. So. 1 1 45 25 20 45 4 2 ......... . 
Leicester, N.C .•••••.••••....... 1880 H. F. Ket-ron, .A. B .... ...... M. E.... 1 1 109 61 48 108 1 . . . . 1 ... . · 1 
1 
... . 
Littleton, N.C •••.. .•..•....... . 1882 Rev. J. M. Rhodes, .A.M .... M. E. So. 1 2 37 2 35 ..• ..... 1 . .. .... .. ... ... . ..• 
Monroe, N.C .. ...•..•..••. 1875 1875 I Miss Jane C. Wade ...•..••. Non-sect 1 2 75 40 35 75 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 
~~~Aii:~i~gs~ ~: ~:::::: -~~~:. -~~~:. ~~;i.1:."':: ~~~i~,eA:if:::::: -~~~:~~~~ --~- :::: ~~~- . ~~. -=~- -~~ - -~~- --~- -~~- . -~- --~- ---~ 
Mt. Pleasant, N. C .. .••... 1870 1858 G. F. SchaeJfer ....•...••••. Lutheran 1 2 52 12 40 50 2 .•............•..••• 
New Garden, N.C ..•..•.. 1833 1837 L.L.Hobbs, .A.B .......••. .. Friends. 2 2 99 49 50 69130 ... . 7 ..•..••.•••• · 
Newton, N.C ...•.•..••••. 1853 1851 Rev.J.C. ClapP., .A.M., and Ref. Ger. 4 4 ,150 80 70 150 20 1 10 15 .••..••.•••. 
Rev. J. A. Foil, .A. llr. I 
1850 J. A. and M. H. Holt. .••••• Non-sect 4 124 1100 I 24 I 55 I 34 
0 1 1850 , J. H. and J. C. Horner ..•••. , Non-sect! 3, .... ,94194 
0 1879 Mrs. J. W.Hays .....•...••. M.E... . .. . 2 23 · 8 
0 1875 0. C. Hamilton .•.••••••••••. Non-sect 2 I :no 71 
o I 1874 












5 I 10 5 4 8 
. . .. ~ ........ .. .... 8 
...... ..... ···r·· 0 . . -...... 9 0 •••• 
6 4 
11 35 10 13 
Reynoldson, N. C •••..•.• -~ - ..... 11855 
Salem, N. C .•••.• ";....... 1866 1804 
Salem,N.G ........• . . ~ ••..••... 1870 
Scotland N' eck, N. C. • • • • • . 1807 1807 
L. Shurley ..........•••••••. Non sect 2j .... 70 43 
James S. Manning . . . . . . . . . . Non-sect 1 1 50 34 
T. E. Waff ..•.•••••••••••••. Baptist.. 1 1 45 35 10 35 10 . ... 8 .••. 3 .••• 
Rev. J. T. Zorn .•••••••••• ,. Morav'n. 3 12 168 0 168 168 12 25 0 0 0 0 
Theo . .A.. Welfare .•••••...•. Non-sect.... 3 70 30 40 70 .••. 6 .••..••.•••..••• ::;!,~~ ... :.:· .. : :::::: -"'~~:~~~~ .. ~ ..... :~ .. ".1. ~ .L t J :::1::::1::: :I:: ::1:::: Shelby,N.C •••.••..•..•• , ... .....•••. 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1B8i. 
a As Oneida Seminary; rechartered as Whitestown Seminary in 1845. 



















TAllLE VI.- Statistics of i:nst:itutio11.,s for secondary instrtwtion f0'1" 1882, ~c.- Continued. 
Name. 
1 
1014 I Summe1-fleld ffigh School .••..•.. 
5~{~ I ?;.E jii~~~!i~~~.t~-~::::::::::::: 
1017 \V"arrenton l<'ema1e Inst.itute .. ... 
1018 1\''ashh\gton Malt~ IWd Feronle 
aca.tle.mY. 
1019 Fra.nldiu District High School. .. . 
1020 IY1dteville lligh School. ........ . 
1021 CapeFe-.'lr Acnd~my •..•.. ._.:··· 
1022 Rav. Dnuiel Morrrlln's Eughsh 
n.nd Classic.al School. 
1023 "Winston M.ale Acat1eruy* ....... . 
1024 Tho Gran~re lli~h Sobool ....... . 
1025 Ya<l1dn Colleg.e* .................. . 
i~~ ~~ayr~~~:t::il:t~~~~~~!.:::: 
1028 BoT"~rly Col1r~te .............. ..... . 
1029 .A.en.d!'my of C~ntra.l College . ..•. 
1030 Gta11ga &mimn-y . ............... . 
1031 Ae.:lo(lemy of tho Sistorsof Notre 
l>nml.'. 
'1032 l.)ay St:hool • •••••••••. 







"" CD ] ~ 
,.Q -~ 0 0 .... .... 
0 0 




. . ~ r· "' rD 0 0..: a a~ .~d 
. g g s~~~ 
"'§ ~ 0 'Q ~ 0 ,(,} 
.,... • d <0 CD<li'_g•,... 
~ . · ~-~-:;;. 0 i>ooS .s . g ~ ~ ~fj ::5 ~ § ~ -~-~ ~~ 
g . .§ ~ . ~ g -~ ~~ ·~~ 5i~ ~ ~ 
~ 'b ~ g c ~ ~ Q ~ \.,) ~ ~ ~~ 
~ 8 E ~ c3 ~ ~·~ ~-~ g ~ ·a~ 
g ~ ·:;; cD ~ ~ 8 ·~ -~ rd"i ~~ 
-~ o,.-4 ~ ,_..; • C1 ~ ~ "8 ~ a ~...... 2: cD 
,g .;; ~ ~ .;; ~ .. " • ~ I ~ ~ .Jl .. 
~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Fl r=lo 
----------------
6 7 .S 9 1-6 l.l .1.2 13 :1.4 :15 16 1.7 1S 
Prillcipal. 
5 




....... . Trap Hill, N.C ... ......... 1877 1877 C. W. White, .A.. M • •• • • • • • • • 1\fetlt . . . 2 .... 145 102 43 145 18 16 24 30 14 9 
W1trrenton, N.C .••...•.. ·····- l8G9 .Jobn Graham .... - .•••••...... 1\on·seat 1 ...... 21 15 6 21 4 .... 6 ............ . 
~~~~~~~-~::::::::: :::::: -~~~~- -~·~: ~~--~~ -~~~~~~:::::::::: -~~~~~~~ :::: --~- -~~- :::: .:~ .. :~ ... : ... :. :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Waynes>ille, N. C ............... .... 1880 .J. L. Holmes................ Melli... ~ 2 75 40 35 75 5 0 51 0 4 0 
W~H«?villo, N. C . . . .. .••• •• 0 1866 H. A. ~cEaehern ....••..••. Non-aec:t 1 1 50 33 17 40 10 0 5 . . . .. 1 2 
Wilmmgton, N.C ................ 1&71 WnsbmgtonCa.tlett ..••••••. Nan-sect 2 .•.. '64 64 -··· 64 12 10 ----~·-·· ....•••• 
Wilm.Wgton, N.C........ 0 1859 Rev. Daniel M{)l'relle ......... P. E.··-· 2 ..•. 20 20 .••. 11 9 8 .••.......•..••• 
WinRiion, N. C . . . . • • ••• • • . 1860 1860 ;r_ .A. Monroe, .A.¥.......... Non-seat 3 0 60 60 , 0 ..40 20 6 15 6 20 .••. 
Woouland, N- C . ...•••.... 1878 1878 .Tobn 1-V. Fleetweod, .A.. n ..... Non-sect 1 0 Il4 24 0 il4 4 6 4 1 0 0 0 
Yadkin, N. C .............. 1868 1856 ReV". S. Simpson, .A.. iU., pres't M.P.... .3 1 80 50 30 30 40 15 . . ................. . 
Albany (P. 0., Lee), Ohio .. 1863 1&63 Rev. Thomas .J. Furguson .. N{)n·sect 1 2 _ 60 28 32 10 2 0 6 0 0 2 
AustiD.burg, Ohio ......... 1832 1831 .P~·of . .T. Tuckarman, .A.. M ., N.on-sect 4 3 06 100 106 156 50 13 6 0 4 0 
Pll . .n., pr~llident. a 
:Beverly, Ohio . .. . . .. .. . . • • • • . 184211842 
Central College, Ohio... . . . 1842 1840 
OheeterCroasRoads, Ohio 1842 1842 
R.J. Smith ......• _ ................. ____ 1 .••. 52 28 24 50 7 .... 0 6 ..... .. . 
Re:v. George Fraser, D. D...... P~·esh . . .. 2 2 -62 36 26 50 12 2 2 . . . . 2 0 
G. L. Ensign;M . .A.. .•••••••••• Non·seot 1 2 107 52 55 40 . .• . 7 . •• 10 .... ··-· 
~i~f~.~{)hl~t31~t6th .1843 1841 
etveet). 
Cin!'iunati,Ohio (166West -····· 
7lb. 11treet). 
Sister ~ouise, .ss. DE N.D., I R. C. ·--~----,16 .,170 , ..•. _,170 
~uoer10r. 






































1033 Matl:nne fl·pil in 's SchooL........ Ch;cinnRti, Ohio (15 M~r- ' ...... 1881 
riil stroet, :Eden Park). 
1034 .1\'ft. St. \inct'nt's Academy*.-.- C.illcinnati, Ohio (Ceda~ ··-··· 1857 
Grov~). I 
1035 Rt. Francis' G~·mnaeium .. b ..... .. Cincinnati, Ohio-----····- 0 1858 
1036 Cle: mont A enllcmy ---- --.--.. . . . CJeL"Inontville, Ohio . . . . . . . 0 1839 
1037 Clt-velaud Acaumny .............. Cleveland, Obi{) ........... 1865 1866 
103!:! St. Joseph's Acadt"ruy -----····· Columbus, Ohio ..• "····--· ...... 1875 
1039 St. Mary's Institute ..•....•••... Dayton, Ohio ........•..•. 1 1882 18SO 
1040 EwingtonAcademy .•.••......•.. Ewington, Ohio ...... ; .... 1857 1857 
1041 Fostoria Acntlemy. .•• . . ••. . •• • • . Fostoria, Ohio .. .. . . • .. •• . 1879 1879 
1042 Gallia Academy* .......•..••••.. Gallipolis, Ohio ........... 1811 1810 
1043 Harcomt Place Academy*....... Gambier, Ohio ................. _ 1851 
1044 Goshen Seminary...... .......... Goshen, Ohio ............. I 1861 1861 
1045 Green Spring Acru.lemy ..... . .... GrcenSpring,Ohio ......... ... 1882 
1046 Harlem ~prings ~llege .. --- - ----- Harlem Spr~gs, Ohio. ---- J 1867 1857 
1047 I! art ford Aca.derruc I:rlst1tnte . .. . Hartford, Oh10 ............ . 1872 1871 
1048 Verroillioninstitute .............. Hayesville, Ohio ......• ~--- ~ 1845 1846 
1049 Hopedal~ :Nonnal College ... -.... Hopedale, Ohio ........... , 1879 1852 
1050 .A.twoodinstitute ................ Lee,Ohio .. ............... 1881 1856 
1051 Boariling School of the Visitation. Minster, Ohio . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 1853 
1052 I New Hagerstown .Academy _. _ . _ 
1053 I N ortbwood Normal and Colle-
giate InRtitnte. 
1054 1 Pleasantville Collegiate Institute 
New H agerstown, Ohio ... 1837 I 1837 
N ortbwood, Ohio . _. _. . . . . 1880 1 1880 
1055
1 
Poland Union Seminary __ _ . _ .. __ 
1056 Ursuline .Academy for Young 
Ladies. 
1057 St-arr 's Institute .. .. .. .. __ ...... . 
1058 I Smithville Normal College ....... . 
1059 New Lyrut> Institute ..•.....•••. : 
1060 1 Springfield Seminary ........... . 
1061 1 Steubenville Seminary . ....•••••. 
1062 College of 'Ursuline Sisters .•..•. 
1063 Plains Seminary_ .. . ... . . __ .. _ .. . 
1064 Twinsbur,!!h Institute* ... ...... . 
lOG.) '\V rstern RPserve Seminary_ ..•.. 
10Gti Hayen H igh School . .. . .•...•.... 
10u7 Pntnmn Classical Institute* .... . 
1068 ..Alhnn.' Collcginto Institute ... . 
1061J Asblaurl College and Normal 
Pleasantville, Ohio .............. 1 1882 
Pohinrl, Ohio''··........... 1861 1861 
St. Ma1tin's, Ohio......... 1847 1845 
Seven Mile, Ohio ......... . ..... . 
Smithville, Ohio ............... . 
South New L yme, Ohio ....... .. 
Springfield, Ohio.......... 18U 
Steubenville, Ohio ............. . 
Tiffin, Ohio . . .. . . .. .. .. • • . 1878 
TuJ,>per's Plains,, Ohio .... . .•.... 
Twmslmrgh, Qb10 ............ . . 
West Farmington, Ohio ... 1855 
Youngstown, Ohlo _ ... _... 1856 
Zanesville, Ohio ..... . .... f 18:J6 
Albany, Oreg .•••.••.•• _... 1866 















1070 Gnwe Church Parish School._ . ... , .Astoria, .Orl'g ............. , 0 1 186~ 
1071 :Notre Dame .Acaclem.v• _ ..... _.. Baker Cit.y, Oreg.... . . • . . 0 187o 
1072 L~ Crcolo Academic Institute_ .. Dallas, Oreg .. . ........••. 1856 1853 
*From Tieport of tbe Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
Madame:B.FJ'N1in ...... ____ Non-sect 1 8 40 4 36 40 ~----140 I a I 0 I 0 I 0 
Mother Regina 1[atti:ngly . . .R. C _ .............. . ........... ................... -- ~ - .. . 
Rev. Jo!le.ph M. Roesl. •... . R. C.... 8 .... 46 46 .... (46) I (46) 16 4 
.James li. Parke.r .... __ ...... Baptist_ 1 2 55 37 H! 31 24 .. . . 5 , .. . ... 
I saac B1 illgm:w, .A.. M........ Nov-sect 2 4 54 ;ro 18 .. __j 44 1 G 20 ! 10 I 1 1 
Sister Josephine Ignatius, R. C . . . . 0 12 130 1 30 100 1130 16 86 
88. D.B N.D. 
Rev. George M eyer......... .R. C .. .. 15 .... 2{)0 200 .... 200 2 lOD I 10 I ~ 
I. N. McCash , 11. s .. . . .. .. .. Non-sect 2 .. . . 47 28 19 I 47 ....... 
Rev. W. T. Jackson,.PH. D •• U.B ... 5 2 195 116 79 108 29 12 U 
A. Baird,jr ................. Non-sect 1 1 150 87 63 ........ ....... . . 
.JohnD.H.McKinley,.A..M .. P.E. .... 4 .•. . 42 42 .... 3 .;m 13 1{) 2 6 .••. 
C. M. Rip:gs .... .. .......... Non-sect 1 1 67 32 35 60 7 8 20 15 5 10 
Rev. R. B. Moore, D. D .•.... Pres b ................................. -- .... ---. -- .. -- ·· 
.John I-l.. Steeves, .A.M....... Nou·sect 3 2 75 40 35 66 5 4 ............ -••. 
John H. J. Rice ............ Non-sect 1 1 56 26 30 ..• . .. . . ... . .. .. 5 . ... -··· 
Rev. S.Diefendorf, D. D .... . Presb... 5 • 1 90 .. .. 90 .... JS .8 .... ---- ....... . 
William Brinkerhoff, LL.D ...... ____ __ 3 2 c222 cl46 c76 . • .. .. .. . . . __ ...... - .•. -••. 
Lyman C. Chase, .A.. M . --- ... Fr. W. B 1 3 79 38 41 48 31 40 22 10 5 1 
Sister M. Christina, direct- R C . . • . . . . . 4 58 . . . . 58 52 10 51 .. .. ........ - .•. 
ress. 
~~~s~sY~v~!·~~~- -_::::::: :: ,. :N ~~:~~~ii · · s · 
W.H.Tibhal!l ,M . .A. ......... Presb ... 1 2 
R~v.J. B. Henry,.A.JII ...... , Ref'm'd. 









... 4. ··ot::J::T·o· ~·:::: 
~~ 30 3~ .•.••••. ··--1--·-'-·--1---- ----
~8 -~~- ;~ '58'""7-r45' :::J::: ::::~:: 
.B. Starr, A.M ......... : •••••. M.E ..•. 1 .... 8 B l ---- ~ 8 I 2 -··· 2 -··- ·--- ···· 
J.B.Eherly,M . .A. ............ Non-sect 3 1 189 119 70 .... 8 20 ....... . 15 20 
.J.Tuckerman,A.M.,PH.D ... Non-sect a· 2 260152 1108 203 57 8 30 ........... . 
Mrs. Ruth A. Worthington . N on-aect .. . . 4 50 5 45 50 18 37 2 -. -- . --. · ·- • 
Rev . .A.M. R eid, l'H. D • • .. • • Pres b . .. 3 9 lO!l •• -~109 1109 . ·-- 12 - · ·-- · · ·- - • ·- · • • · 
Sist~~ I~natius . . . . . . • . . • . . . R. C . . . . . . . . 8 100 .. .. 100 _... . • • .. . . .••..• -- • ·-- , ••• 
~~~1:n~~:S~lf:::::::::::::: ~~:;~~~; ~ ~ ~b -~~- .~~J5o- :~:: :::: --2· ::~: :::: ~::: 
Rev. E. B. Webster, :r.r . .A...... M. E ........... . .......... _ 
M. S. Campbell .. . .. .. .. . . . . N o.n-sect 2 2 113 37 76 
D . .J.Eva.ns,A.M ............ I Presb ... 2 5 63 <1 63 
R ev. Elbert N. Condit.... . . Presb~.. 2 ~ 131 68 63 
Rev. Lowell L. Rogers, A. M _ M. E.... 2 3 d142 74 68 
Miss Marion C. Trenehard ... P. E .. . . 1 1 24 G }8 
Sister Mary .Juetina ... _ ... -1 R. C .. . . . . . 5 77 .... 77 
S. A. Randle, .A.. n .••.••••• •• Non-sectl 2 2 160 72 88 
::: :liis· j-i5 · -·3 · --o- : :~J-· o 
io2 '1'29· -~:: ·i2· --7· __ i_L •. 
72 I 43 21 45 52 2 
24 1 o o __ __ .. ~- o I o 
77 0 8 0 0 0 0 
117 5 9 3 7 1 . 8 
c Number in bienniaJ catalogue. 
a Has becomn principal nf the N ew Lyme Institute, South New Lyme, Ohio. 
'.rbe namo of thi<J U.stitution has since been changed to St. Francis' Ecclesiastical College. 

















TADLE VI.-Statislics of institutions far seconctary instruction for 1882, <J·c.- Cootinuec1. 
d 
Name. Location. 0 :s 
~ 
ca 
























Number of sfuuents. 
<l) <l) j""' <l) C11 CD 0 ~ • ~ El <l) .s ~ 
8 8 ·.9 ~!~ 
...... o o ea go 
. ~ -~ . ~ . 8 ~ ~ ·m 
I" ·a) ~Gill<DI'l<PI'lo<D<P .; .s ~ ~ g ~ ~ -~ !' ·iiJ ·a l.g ~ 
~ o El g ~ ~;:g "'c ~~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 8 <.;> ea o '-' f5 <,;> 0 ea §-P 
;:; ..... ....... ...... '+'< ~ '+'< l'l :::::1 Q ..... "' 
;.; ~ ..<::1 ea ~ ~:>~· '"' bll'"" g ~ <.;>~ 
~ .,..., -~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g'Jtt-1 
.s ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ .g -~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
3 s .;g 3 s ~ <:l a ~ ~ ~ .s:g 
~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~'Q 
~1-,-------''--1--
~ I 6 ·I ,. I § 19 10 11. 1.2 13 14111) 1.6 17 1S 
1 r ---1--t ------- --------
1862 tSisterBenedict ............. R.C .... 1 2!41 21 20 141 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 1073 ' Grancl Ronde Indian Agency 
I 
Mnnual Labot·, Boarding, and 
Dn.:y School. 




LO.Il Oaldaud.Academy ............. .. 
1077 13isbop Scott Grammar SchooL .. 
1078 Indopon!lcut Gorman School* ... . 
1079 St. Michn<'l's Colle go ............ . 
JOS!l .Acndemy of the Sncreu Heart . . _ 
10~1 Shorit1nn Aoaueruy ---- ... - .. ---. 
JOS3 St. :Mary's Acuucnw---.-.-- ..... 
10:':1 ~Vnsco lm1opendent .A.cn.uemy* .. 
{~~~ gc~R~Yfu~a~~i~~~-:~:::::::::::::: 
1086 St. Xavier's Academy ........... . 
1087 Beaver C6lllego and Musical In-
fllitnte. 
JOSS Bt·llcronto Acndomy ........... .. 
101:;1) n~thlcltem .A.cndomy ........... . 
1.0!10 Bu'lhopthorpo School. ......... .. 
10\H Monutnlu Son.1inury 
1tl!l:! Uri~tul S!•minn.r,v ... 
11111:1 I F•tlr\'ll·w Acn1lomy ....... ...... . 
ltl\~1 \VIth 1 I"'Ollln>!l!tnto• . ....... .. 
ll •ll~ l'ltlll'~ \ •lliC\.\' hlllllltlu"' ....... . 
Grand Ronde, Oreg ...... . 
Lakeview, Oreg .....••••. ·118~2 
Lebanon, Oreg .. .. .. . .. • • . 18:J4 
Oakland, Orog .. .. • • . .. • • . .. ... 
Portlant1, Oreg. ........... 1870 
P011l::mcl, Oreg ............ 1870 
Portland, Oreg...... .. • .. • 1871 
Sn.lc1~l, Or~............... 1866 
Shendau, vreg .. ..... . .... 1874 
The Dalles, Oreg ............. .. 
Tho Dalles, Oreg .. .. .. . • . 1860 
Willmr, Oreg .. .. .. . . . .. .. 1857 
.Alloghony,Pa ....... ........ .. . 
~~~~-~. ~~: ::::: ::~::::::: -i853-
(a) ......... ..... ................ ! Presb ... 
1 



















1854 J. L. Gilbert ................ M. E.... 1 2 93 43 50 93 ....................... . 
1880 George T. Russell, LL. n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 88 42 46 86 2 2 ..•......•...••• 
1870 J. W. Rill, M.D., head master P. E .. .. 6 2 80 80 .. .. 80 30 10 20 6 ........ 
1870 J. H. H. Maenner ........... Non-sect 1 ' I 29 15 14 29 0 29 0 0 0 0 
1871 Rev . .A.. J. Glorienx ......... R. C .... 3 0 120 120 .... 80 40 20 ........ 25 ... . 
1863 Sister .Assumption... ....... R. () .. • . .. .. Jl 132 .... 132 109 .. .. 23 .............. .. 
1875 W. •.r. VanScoy...... .... .. M. E.... 1 2 100 45 55 100 5 .. .. 5 2 ....... . 
1863 Sr. MaryPerpetua, superior R. C .... .... 6 130 .... 130 130 .... 20 ............... . 
18,61 Thomas M. Gatch, PH.D • _ ...... _..... 2 3 180 77 103 140 40 37 ............... . 
1854 Henry L. Benson, A.M ..... , M. E.... 3 2 92 42 50 67 25 --.. 8 5 2 ... . 
1872 Miss Mary Maitland ........ Non-sect.... 3 J3 2 11 13 9 0 .. .. . . .. 1 . .. .. 
1845 Sisters of l'>lcrcy............ R. C ............ 100 .... 100 100 . . .. 10 .............. .. 
1H56 Rev. R. T. Taylor........... M. E.... 3 7 100 .... 100 40 20 25 .............. .. 
Belh:fonto, Pu.............. 1806 1807 
Bethlehem, Pu. . .. • • • ••• • • • . .. . .. 1!;57 
Bethlehem, Pa............. 1871 1868 
~!~~~~~.~~~~-~~-:::::::::: -~~~~- im 
Rev. J'. P. Hughes . . . . . • • . • . Non-sectl1 3 SO 
C .. H. Schwartz ................ _.,. . • • . .. . . .. .. 31 
Miss Fauny I. vValsh ....... P. E .... . . .. 5 33 
L.G.Griot·------------------ Presb... 2 5 100 
40 40 40 40 . • • . 20 20 ....... . 
31 - ... --- .. - -· ....••.. ---· .....•.• 
-.. 33 33 15 31 1 ... - .... - ••• 
45 55 100 30 12 4 ... - .. .. .. •• 
Brorlhondsville, Pa ..•........... 1881 
Butlot·, l>n. ................ 1849 b1851 
Ct·nLro llall, Pn. ................. 1877 
Miss Amelia Merriam ...... Non-sect
1
.... 6 38 
Geor'iJo G. ~unklo, A. ?t! ••••• Luthern.n 1 1 z8 
~v~:P . .13:~~~~~~1!~~.\:i;~::::: .::~~:~~~~~ i --~- 1 ~~ 
... 38 2310 7 .............. .. 

















































































Chester .Aontlem_y ....•••••••.... 
Mnplewooll InstiW!te .•••••.•••.• 
Umou Academy ........••..••••. 
Chester, Pa .......•....... 0 j 1862 1 George Gilbert ..........•.. Non .scct 1 5 ·112 58 1 51 ltd i 1 1 J" 
Concord ville, Pa.... ••• • • • l 870 1862 Joseph Shortliuge, A.M..... Fnends. 11 3 60 4U I ::n : 50 1 1 o 1 o ! 1 o 1 i o 
!· :~~: ::~:~~~~:1 Darby Friends' School. ........... . Chester Valley Academy ....... . 
Doylestown Seminary ...... . ... . 
Da.mascus,Pa ..••.••.•••. 1848 1849 TheophilusN.Glover ...... N on.sect 1 1 55 33 I 22 I 50 i 5 10 
Darb_v:, Pa . . . . . . • . ..... •••• .• . . . . . . . . . . Cllarles S. Walton . . . . . . . . . . Fnends. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ·1· ......... -
Dowmngtown, Pa .••••••..•.... 1870 F. Donleavy Long, A.M •.••. Non·sect 2 3 40 40 . . . ••• .. ••.•• 
Do_ylestown,Pa •••...• .' ••. 1876 1868 John Gosman, PH. D ......••. Non·aect 3 4 G3 37 26 34 23 6 
Easton,Pa ....•••.•••..••....... 1872 R.li.Trach ...................•....•.. 4 2 1131 03 38 1100 20 11 
10 .... -· .. 
8 2 1 .••. Trach"s Academy and Commer-
cial School. 
EldersridgaClassica 1 and Normal 
Aca<lemv. 
Erie Academy .......••.•.••..... 
St. Benedict's Academy .•••••.... 
Keys ton£• A cademy• ...•..•••• .... 
Frienus' School ....•••••••.•.... . 
20 1 6 I .••• Eldersridge,Pa ••••••••••. 1876 1847 Rev . .A.Donaldson,D.D . .... Non-sect 3 ····! 05 51 14 1 40 25 0 
Er!e, Pa ••••..•• -:-. .•••.•.. 1817 1823 Alaric Stone,A.~··········· Non,-sect 1 3 85 46 39 1· ··· 15 27 
Ene, Pa ..••...••••••••••. 1868 1854 Stater ~f. Gregorm, o. s.u ... R. C.... ... . 9 1100 . .. . 1100 70 .... 50 ~----~---·~---·1···· 
Factoryville,Pa. ..•.•••••. 1868 1869 Rev . .TohnH. Harris,A.M .. ·.Baptist. 7 2 154 87 67· . .......... . .••..••. _ .••.••• ·• 
Germanto\l"ll, Pa. (Green . •• • • . 1861 l.Irs. Sallie .r . .Ackley ....... Fnends. . . • . 3 55 25 30 55 . • . 20 .... I.... 2 
Glade .Academy . : .•••.•••••.•..•. 
Greensburgh Semmary .••.•..... 
Pine Grove Normal .Acaaemy ... 
Hollidaysburg Young Ladies' 
Seminary.* 
Abington P'riends' School .••••.. 
Eclectic Institute .•••••.•••••.•.. 
English and Classical School .••. 
Martin Academy .•••••••••••.•.. 
Pickering Institute* •••••.•••.••. 
Buckingham Friends' School ..•. 
Lanp:borne Friends' Institute .... 
Lincfen Hall Seminary .....•..... 
London Grove ~'riends' School. .. 
St, .Aloysius .Academy .•••••.... . 
Stone Valley .Academy ....••.... 
.Tu~ia~ Collegiate ~nstitute ..... 
Sw1thm C. Shorthdge's Media 
and School streets). 
Glade, Pa .•....••..•••.••..•.... 1881 
Greens burgh, Pa..... • • • • . 1874 1875 
GroveCity,Pa ...•••.•••••...... 1876 
Hollidaysburg, Pa • • • • . • • . 1866 1869 
J enkintown, Pa ..••...•••• 
1 
..... . 
Jersey Shore, Pa. •• • • • . . • . 1852 
Johnstown, Pa............. 0 
Kennett Square, Pa. ••••••..... 
Kimberton, Pa............. 0 
Lahaska, Pa, ..••.••••••••....••• 
Langhorne, Pa .••••••••••... - ~ . 
Lititz. Pa........... •• . •• . 1863 
Lomlon Grove, Pa ..•...•....... 
Loretto, Pa . . • • • • . • • • • . • • . 1879 
M;cAlev~'s Fort, Pa . • • . . . 0 
Martins burg, Pa.......... 1859 














.Academy for Boys. 
Greenwood Seminary .••.••.•••.. Millville, Pa. .....••..••••• 1 0 
H<~.zzard's .Acadomy ••••••.. •• • • • Monongahela City, Pa .... i 0 
1851 
1866 
Western Pennsylvania Classical Mt. Pleasant, Pa .••••••••• , 1873 1873 
and Scientific Institute. 
Laird Institute .•••••.••••••••••• Murrys'\"ille, Pa .••...•••.. · 0 1862 
Nazareth Hall ..•.....•••.••..... Nazareth, Pa. ...•..•. .-••••. 1863 1785 
Union Seminary ...•••..••••••... New Berlin, Pa ..•..•••••• 1880 1855 
McElwai• Institute .••..•.....•. New Lebanon, Pa......... 0 1880 
Newport Academy . . . • • • . . • . . . . . Newport, Pa..... •• • • • . • • . . • . . • . 1880 
Newville Academy ...••..•••..•. Newville, Pa . ....•••.•••.•.•..•. 1881 
Oakland Female Institute* ••• • • . Norris town, Pa . • • • . • • • • •• 1845 1847 
Treemonnt Seminary .••....••... Norristown, Pa .••.•• .••••.••.•. 1844 
St. Mary's Preparatory College.. North East, Pa..... •• •• • • . .•• • • • 1881 
North Waaliington Academy .••. Nortll Hope,Pa........... 0 1879 
Friends' Select School ........... Oxford, Pa ........•••••••••••••• 1881 
l From Report of the Commissioner of. Education for 1881. 
Mrs.Rev.W.W.Deatrick .. , Ref"m"d . 3, ... . 57 41 16, .... 15 .... 3 .... 1
1 
.... 
Rev.LucianCort,A.l\1 ...... Ref'm'd . 3 4 99 48 51 70 ~9 14 ..•..••. 4 •••• 
Isaac C. Ketler, A. lll . • • . . • • . . • • • • • . . • . (9) 492 250 242 . . . . . . . . . . • . . ....••.•••..••• 
.ros.ek~tC:~~~~ and Robert Presb... 3 6 70 . . • . 70 50 6 6 .••..••. ~ •.. 
Mrs. Annie L . Croasdale.... Friends . . . . . 2 95 36 59 95 . • • . 10 .............••• 
JamesW.Cheney,A.M ..•••• Presb . .. 2 1 55 32 23 34 21 .•.. 4 2 - 0 .••. 
H elen Magill, PH. D ......... Non·sect ..•. 3 41 24 17 13 9 19 0 0 0 0 
Lewis W.Brosius .....••••• Friends. 1 2 63 29 34 63 .••. . ••. .•.. .... 1 •••• 
Rev . .T.R.Dimm,A.l\1. .••••• Lutheran 2~· 2 30 24 6 28 2 ..•. 2 .... 1 .•• ·• 
Elizabeth Lloyd ....•...•••• Friends. 0 1 37 15 22 37 10 0 .... 6 .....••. 
CassandraH.Rice .••..••••. Friends .. •.. 2 65 35 30 65 .••. 3 0 0 0 0 
Rev. H . .A.. Brickenstein .••. Moravi'n 2 9 74 .•.. 74 .....•....•......••. , .... , •••. 
Emily E. Wilson .......••••• Friends . .... 1 30 17 13 24 8 6 0 0 0 0 
Sister M. Gertrude Cosgrave R. C . • . . . . . . 7 45 . . . . 45 45 . . . . 20 0 0 .... 
Samuel Dodds ....••.....••. Non-sect 3 1 79 42 37 .••. 25 . ••. 2 .... 11 
P. H. Bridenbau h ..•....... Ref'm'd. 4 2 148 85 63 91 22 35 15 G 2 4 SwithinC.~horfifdge,A.M .. ~on-sect 13]····1~0 100 ····170 30 30 30 5 10 I 2 
John M. Sllllth ...•....•..•. Non-sect 1 1 tO 30 40 .••. .... .... 0 0 I -· 
Thomas L. Hazzard, .A. M., Non-sect 3 4 91 64 27 . • • . 91 91 . • • . . . • . 7 
M.D. 
Rev. Leroy Stephens, A.M., Baptist. 4 I 5 1147 I 72 
president. . 
J. I. Blackburn .......•...•. Presb... 1 
Rev. Eugene Leibert . . • . . . • Moravi 'n 10 
Rev. Aaron E. Gobble, A.M. Ev . .Aaso 5 
W. H. Dodds, A. B • • • • • • • • • • Non-sect 3 
D. Fleisher . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . Non-sect 1 
M. F. Zimmerman .•••.••••• Non-sect .1 
W.P.Husse.v,A.l\1 ..•.. ~--· Presb ... 3 
John W. Loch, A.M., PH.D .. Non-sect 6 
Rev.Jos.M.Schwarz ..••••• R.C .... 9 










1 6:j I Gl 41 ~~
.. 1251125 
2 150 60 
2 46 24 
:: ~ ~~~ .~.~~- .. ~. \ 1: 
. . . . 69 1 3 25 1 3 . . I _ 
1s. ~9 1 22 12 1 21 .... 
1 
.... : .... 
79 I tiS 56 .... 1 12 17 9 16 
~~· ~ -~~· !: :~: : :~l :~ :I ::: :~: ~:::::: 
2 ! ~~ I ~ 7 ! ')~ i (j ! 3 I 0 1 
• . . !L.:> ,L5 i1-,> , ..•. 1 ....... . . . . 
!l\1 :140 : 10 i·---1 ::!() i""l 0 ..•. 
22 I 46 ! . . . . . ... I. • • · •. ~ • • • • • • i • • • • 


















TABLE VI.-StatiatiM of institut-ions jo1· secondm·y inst'J·uctiun for 1882, ~c.-Continued. 
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;;---;r-; -;;-1 ... ... ·~ ""' u •a .J ... •s 
"" I (}rl"d Aondomy .•.. - •• ·- •• , oXrorn, ,.,._ . -· .••.• --·.-·I'"' I '~ I"'!"\"' OIT ..... ' .... ----'"I Non-ooo<l 1 r 1 I " I " 1"1,.1"1 'I ., ... r ...... 1140 Pa.t•kosbnr~r Academy----·~- Pnrkeebm·g, Pa.., .... ·---·- ·0 18o7 William .A.. DeeTmg, A. AI ••.• Non·seC1i 1 2 36 27 9 26 10 ..... 10 ........ I .... 
1141 PeddomeuSominart-··---·----- PennS1.mrg,Pa. ............ 0 1875 CharlesS.Wieand,A.li. ... Ref'm'd. 3 2 7-o 50 20 70 · 10 .... 4 1 
1142 .A.catlcm:vofthe.PtO esta.ntEpis· Philadelphia, Pa. (corner 1787 1785 ~ev.JamesW.Robins,n.n., P:E ---- 12 (). 160 1:60 0 ....... .... · ....... ... .......... 
oop.U Chon<h. LooustondJunipo"ts.). hoad m.....,. · · .. 1 · I I I I 
1143 Agnesirwin'sSchool. •••••••••• " Philadelphia, Pa. (1834 .••••• 1866 .A.gnesirwin .•••••••••••.••. Non-sect 3 10 50 o- 50 .... 40 50 .... 
. ~ruco street). 
1144 .Aldino:tnstitute ••••••••••••••••. P ·adelphia, Pa ......... '" . ...... 1869 Misses Anne C. Webb and Non-sect 3 7 50 · .... :;o j---+---1---- .... 
• Louisiana T. Scott. • 
1145 Miss Anable's School fo.r Young Philadelphia., Pa. (1350 .:.·---· 1850 Misses Isn,bellaand Harriet Non-sect 2 9 ...... ·t-·1···-J- -~·k •........ 
Ladies.* Pino street). r. Anable, ' 
1146 llroad Stn>et .A.cadomy'- ---. ·-. Plillrui.Upbia, Pa. (237 s. .. .. .. 1872 Ed warn Roth. A. ".......... R. c .. .. .. 7 a 70 " ___ _I "' I" .......... 
Broad street). 
1147 Byberry:Eriends.' SchooL.- .... Philadelphia, Pa. {Station .••••. _1721 Mary~. Hoopes ..•••••.••••• Friends ..... 1 27 13 14 27 o ........ 
OJ 1148 Classtcalinstitute ••••• .; ......... Ph' adelphia, Pa. {247 S ..••.•. 1837 J.W.Faires, D.D ........... Non-sect 6 .... 65 65 .... 4 61 ..... 6'1 . ... 
1 
........ 
~ - 13th street). · 
1149 Frio nels' Girrurd A. venuo School.. Philadelphid Pa. (Girard 0 1872 . Lizzie Pratt .•.••• --........ Friends. 0 5 120 60 GO 120 .. .. .. . . o o 9 o 
• avenue an 17th atre.et).' 
1150 ll'riencls' School. •••••. --·--·--·- Philadelphia, Pa. (illland ...... ; ..... Martha.Heacock.v••••····· Friends..... 5 87 47 4~ ......................... .. 
Greene streets.). "' 
1151 Frlontla'SolcctSchoolforDoys .. PhUl\dclphio., Po.. (820 0 1833 JohnH.Dillingilam .••.•••. Friends. 2, 2 43 43 .... 33 10 1 o o 2 2 
Chern' street). . , 
111>2 GimtdCollc~oto.OrphnnK.---·· Pbiladeipbia,Pt.-.......... 1882 1848 .A..H-.Fetterolf,A.M.,PH.D., Non-sect 8 31110<tll04 0 1104 .... 155 ···-··--··--j···· 


































11531 Mt. St. Joseph Academy ..•••••• . 
1154 Philadelphia Seroinncy. ···~·-···· 
1155 Rittenhouse Academy ..•••••.••. 
ll56 I R. S. Ashbcid~. aon<l L. V. Smith's 
School for Youug Ladies and 
Children. 
1157 I Rugby Acallemy ................ . 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Chest-
nut Bill) . 
PbiTadelphla, Pa. (fl.325 
North Jlroad street). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (n. e. cor. 
18th and Chestnntsts.}. 
Philadelphia, Pa.. (1833-
Chestnnt street). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (1415 
Locust street). 
1158 Sch migh Academy_.............. Philad-elphia, Fa. (18th st. 
and Girard avenue) .. 
1159 Schoolfor Young Ladies ......... Philadelphia, Pa. (4117 
1858 I 18M SistersofSt. Joseph ........ , R.C .... [ ..•. 112 I 96 l .... f •••• l 96 r .... r 96 
0 
1871 I Rebecca. E. Judkins ········•····•n••· a 
2 
1854 1 De Bennov:ille K. Ludwig .. I Non-sectr 6 
1880 Raehel S. Ashliridge and FYien(ls 
Lydia V. Smith. &P1·esb. 
1865 I EdwarclCln.renceSmith,M.A. I .......... 1 12 
1877 Miss Fanny M. Schleigh .... , .......... , ... . 
1867 Annie and Sarah Cooper .... 1 Friends. , .... 
9 1112, .... 11121112117,107 
46 46 ................ I 23 4 4 
24 24 I 22 I lD I 24 
160 1160 so I so 50 I 50 I 30 12 6 
8 I 43 I 18 ! 25 
53 53 I 36 I 17 51 . .... ..... ......... . 
Walnut street). 
1160 SchoolforYoungLadies . ........ Philadelphia, Pa. (1519J ...... J ....... J MargaretS. Gibson ......... ! Non-sect! 2 I 6 I 45 
Walnut street). 45 l""'••"l"" l "" l""' j""'''""' 
40 I 40 1 20 40 ............ ... .. • 1161 Sn{lplee Institute for Young Philadelphia, Pa. (1713 
Ladies. Spruee street). 
1162 Ury House School"" .............. Philadelphia, Pa. (Fox 
Chase P. 0.). 
1163 West Chestnut Street Boy%' Pre- Philad,elphia, Pa. (1707 
_ para.tory School. Chestnut street). 
1164 West Chestnut Street Institute .. Phlladelphi-a, Pa. (4035 
Ch-estnut street). 
1165 WestChestnutStreetSemina-J;y.~ Philadelphia, Pa·. (1707 
Chestnut street). 
1166 W est Wnlnut St.reet Seminary Philadelphia, Pa. (2045 
1855 Rev. Enoch H. Supplee, A. M .I P. E .... 
1863 I Mrs. Jane Crawferd ........ ! P. E ... . 
1877 I Miss M. B. CochPa:a .. -· •... J Moth ... 
1873 Mrs. Julia .A. Bogardas· ... ... 1 Pres b-.. . 
18i8 Miss M. B. Gochr:11n ....... .I Metb. . _ . 









(,¢1) , .. .. ..... ..... ........ .. 
9' ---- !) ~ ---· 1 2 1 .... . .... 
5e , ......... .... ····1··--
3(:) ! 30 · .... 3(:) 1---- ,----
4:0 14o ~a 1 39 1 .... 1 ..... .... , .. .. 
for Young Laclies.* Walnut street). 
1167 YoungLadies'AcademyandSe- Philadelphia, Pa. (1313 ...... 1851 MissMaryAnnFisher ..... P.E .. .---·· 2 51 1 21 30 1 51 ··· · ··· ····- ~ -----~ ----·-- .. 
lect School for Children.* P lar stFeet). . . . 
1168 St.Ursula.'sAcadem:v ........... Pitt'iburgh,Pa ........... 1871 1870 SisterMarie Alphonse ...... ~.C ... . ----11 55-~-- 55 t .. ····-.·. -·----- .. _ ········~- --· 
1169 Pleasant:MonntAcademy ....... Pleasant:Mount,Pa ...... 1881 1877 JamesH.Kennedy ......... :Non-:o;ect (1;4 .... 8± . ....... ----·-----··· -· · . .. ....... .. 
1170 AiryViewAcademy ....... .-••... PortRoyal, Pa ............ 1866 1852 David Wil son .............. Presb ... 3 1 GO I J5 25 44 16 0 20 5 8 0 
1171 SelwynHall ..................... Reacling,Pa ...................... 1875 LotC.Bisbop ............... P.E .... 3 1 33 33 ........ . ...... 2 2 1 4. .. .. 
1172 R eidinstitute ................... Reidsburg, Pa ............ 1862 18.62 C.A.Gilbert, A.U ........... Baptist. 1 2 79 35 44 1 7.6 3 ... 1 5 ... · ll----
1173 RidleyParkSeminaryb .......... Ridley Park, Pa ................ 1882 Miss C . .r. Taylor ........... ~ ------·--· . ... 3 21 9 12 15 __ _ 15 ... 1 ·------· 
1174 ClarionCollegiateinstitute* ..... Riruersburg,Pa .......... c1859 1858 R ov.J.J.Pennepacker, A.M. Re:f'm 'd. 3 1 33 15 18 ............ 2 ........... . 
1175 St. Ceo. ilia's A. cad-amy* ........... Scranton, Pa .............. ··-··· 1872 Mother M. FranCis ........ R. C ........ IO 1325 ... . 325 ·325 ... .. 10 ·---- ..... .... ... . 
1176 Scho~loftheLaokawanna ... :--·· Scr!lnton,ra .................... 18?3 Rev.Thoma~M.Cunn ...... Presb .. a7 .. eo .. . . --- -- ··J·--- .................. .. 
1177 ClassiCaldel)artmentofMISSIOn- Sehnsgrove, Pa ........... 1859 1858 Rev.J.R.D1mm,A.M ....... Ev.Lnth 3 0 56 44 12 ......... . :1-1 - 1 4' 1 
ary Institute. 
1178 SeWlr.kloyAcademy ........... "' Sewickley,Pa ............ 0 1838 John\Vay,jr.,snp't .................. 3 5107 ................ _ ----~----·-·: ••. 
1179 AcademyoftheHolyChild.Tesus. SharonHill,Pa ........... 1866 1864 MotherMaryWallmrga .. n.c ........ 8 48 .... 48 48 1'3 48 ............... . 
1180 ·Cheltenham Academy ........... Shoemakertown, Pa •••••• 0 1871 R ev. Samuel Clements, A.M., P. E.... 5 1 62 62 ----~- ... 62 I 2·~ .... . . .. 2 1 
. D.D. I 1181 Georgo'sCreekAcademy ........ Smithfield, Pa ....•••••••• 1856 1856 J.M.Hantz, A.~r. ........... Baptist. 1 1 9Q 50 40 80 10 .... 3 1 2 ---· 
1182 StewartstownEnglishandClassi- Stewartstown,Pa ......... 1855 1855 ChariesT. Wright, A.M ..... Non-sec~ 1 .... 72 33 3D 72 3 5 .............. .. 
cal Academy. 1 
l1S3 Sugartown Friends' School··----· Sugartown, Pa ............ . -···-· 18Sa Louis B. Ambler ....... ---· .. Friends ........ _ ... . __ ..... J ... , .. __ --·- ............ ·-·· 




































































Number of students. 
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9 10 1.1 12 1a 14 .Iii 16 ii :is 
I I I I l 1--1-1-1-----.....____ ----L .:.._.: ;:r 
Toughkenamon Boarding Sc.booL 
Snsquobanna Collepa.te Institute 
Washington Hall vollegiate In-
Toughkenamon, Pa. ....... ~------ ~ 1867 1 Hnnna. M. Cope .••••.• ·•.•••. ! Friends.
1 
.... 
stitute. ;- .• 
Trinity liall ................... .. 
Wnterford.A.cndemy ............ . 
Peiraol's Academy ..•...•..•..... 
Darlington Seminary for Young 
Ladies. 
West Chester Friends' Graded 
School. 
· Lucretia M. B. Mitchell's School 
for Girls. 
Young Ladies' Seminary ........ . 
West town Boarding School ..... . 
The Wllkes-Barre Female Insti-
tute. 
Ladies' Classical Institnw ...•... 
WUlin.msportDickinson Seminary 
Fnmily and Day School for Girls. 
Island Dlgh School"' .....•••••••. 
Towanda, Pa. ............. 1850 1854 Edwin E. Quinlan, A.M ..... Presb ... 3 
Trappe, Pa ..................... 1830 Abel Rambo, A.M., PH.D.............. 2 ! ~ ~ iiaa·i t~ Ji67Tio·J·22·j-io·J--s·J:::::I:~:: 2 46 27 19 46 ~ 7 . 4 5 . . . . 1 .... 
Washington, Pa. .......... ~------~1879 1 Rev. Samuel Earp, PH.D ····1 P.E ... . 1 512157157! .... 1 .... , .... 1 .... 1 .... , .... , .... , .. .. Wa.terford,Pa. ............ 1811 ...... Rev.PerryA.Reno, A.M .... Non-sent 1 1 103 G6 47 ........................... .. 
West..:Bridgewa.ter, Pa. .......... 1877 S.H.Peirsol. ................ Non-sect a3 .... 90 .... j .. --j----[---·l----j .... j .. --j----1·--· 
WestChester, Pa ............... 1854 RicllardDarlington,jr ...... Friends. 3 4 60 .... 60 60 15 20 ... : ............ . 
West Chester, Pa. ... :: ... -I· ..... 1 ...... 1 Anna Jackson Friends.! .••. I. ... I. ... I. ... I .... I ... J ........... •.,: ., ......... , ... . 
WestPhiladelphla,Pa. (315J ...... j1877 ! Mrs. Lucretia M. B. Mitchell! Friends. 





North 35th street). · · 
Westtown, Pa. (Street 
Road Station). · 
Wilkes-Barre, ~a ...... : .. l 1854 I 1852 
. • .. ~ .. 
Williamsport, Pa. ---·--··-~------~1865 Williamsport, Pa.. . . • . . • • . 1848 1848 
Newpot·t, R.I .................. 1874 
Now Shoreham, R. I. .. .. .. 1:676 
('Blook Island). 
MissEdnaSpa1ding ......... l P.E ....... .. 4 15 15 I 15 I 15 I 15·1.·:.~ ..... , .... , .... 
Jonathan G. Williams, sup't. l Friends .I 10 
.AndrewT. McClintock, pres- Pres b .. . 
10 12"24 1128 




s;:~~E. Wilson ..................... 1113 1 65~---- ~ 65 1 48116 1 1 Rev. Ed ward J. Gray, A. li., M. E.... 7 6 303 130 173 138 28 20 
resident. · ~s.Helena.L.Gilliat . ...... P.E .... , ..•. 4130 G 25 30 6 30
1




































1200 Fl'trtalo Academy of the Sacred I Pro-vidence, R.I ..•.••••.. , 1873 , 1872 
llcart. 
School. 
Ellen ~ite .••.•••••••••••. , R.~ .•.. , •••. J16 
.A.ugustme Jones, A..:r.t •••••• Fnends. 10 ~:: ~~~~t:: 1:: 1 6~ I:: ~ - ~~l-~'1"-~l- -~ 1~01 I Friends' New England :Boarding Providence, R.I.......... 1823 1810 
1~02 La Salle Academy Providence, R. .I. (119 
Franklin street). 
1871 I Brother James ..•••••••••••• 1 R. C .••. 9 I •••. 1200 1200 1 ..•. 1200 25 I 32 I 20 I ..•. I 10 
1~03 St. Mary's Young Ladies' Semi-
nary. 
Providence, R. L (Bay 
View, box 866). 
1875 1 1874 I Sister Ma-ry Leo ..••••.•••.. 1 R-. C •••. , •••. 
1~04 Polytechnic and Industrial Insti-
tute. 
:Blufft.on, S. C .•••••••.•••. I 1880 
8 50 . . • . 50 130 10 I 20 I 10 
1878 I Rev. James D. Robertson... Non-sect 6 4 357 187 170 .357 2 2 
J 203 Chnrlest~n Female Seminary .... 1:'06 ·wallingford Academy .•••••••••. 
J 207 :Brainerd Institute .........•••••• 
1~08 Clinton College ........•......... 
1209 Col•esbnr:r Hi~h School. .••...••. 
1210 Benedict Institute 
1~11 Penn School ........•...••.•••••• 
J ~1~ Cooper-Limestone Institute .••••• 
J 213 Gowensvillc Seminary .......•••. 
1214 Greenville Milita.r:v .Institute ••.. 
1~1~ 1 Gro:c StatioJ?. .A.cauemy ..•..••••. 
J _! G 
1 
L cxm:rt.on High School ....•••••• 
J~l7 Rcillvillo Female College •••••••. 
12!8 Sumter Institute ......••••••••••. 
Charleston, S.C ..•.••.••• l .....  
Charleston, S.C. . . . • . • • • • . 1868 
Chester, S.C .. ............ 0 
Clinton, S.C.............. 1882 
Cokesbury, S.C .••••••.....••••• 
Columbia, S.C............ 0 
Frogmore, S. C .••••••••• -~ 0 
Gaffney, S. U .....•••..••..•.... 
Gowens ville, S.C......... 0 
Greenville, S. C .......••..•.... 
Grove Station, S. C ..•••• -~ 0 
Lexington, S. C . • • • • • • . • • . 0 
Reidville, S. C . . . . • • • •• •• • 1857 















l~l!l I Williamston Male Academy •..•. , Williamston, S. C ••••••••. l ...... ,1848 
1 2:!0 J ohntown Academ:v* . . . . . . . . . . . . Williston, S. C . • . • • • • • • • . • . . • . . 1880 
1221 E:ing'sMountainMilit:.trySchooL Yorkville, S.C ....••••.•. 1881 1855 
1 2::~ York-ville High School........... Yorkville, S. C ..•.••••••............ -1~~3 Masonic Normal School. •••.••••. I.Alexandria, Tenn .•.•...•.. ..•. J ..... 
I 
Miss Etta .A.. Kelly......... .....• .••. 2 11 170 o 170 1170 W . . . . 3 




601 11 ·- • · 11 
l{ev. S. Loomis, A.J.I •••••••• Pres b... 5 3 300 150 150 300 0 0 2 0 .. 
~~~i'e!~~l~cld~--~~-e:.~:~::: -~~~:~~~~ .• : ... :. ~~ -~~- -~~- .:~. -~~- -~~- ::::1::::1:::.\ .... 
Rev. C. E. Becker, A. H., :Baptist. 2 4 239 126 113_ 177 21 . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . ..• 
president. 
La.uraM. Towne ...•.....•.. Non-sect 0 
H. P. GriffithandR. 0. Sams. Baptist. 2 
Rev. Thomas J. Earle •••• •. Non-sect 1 
J' ohn B. Patrick • . • • . • • • • • • . Non-sect 5 
E. T. Kemp . . .. . . . ... . . . • ••. Non-sect 1 







106 108 214 .... 1 0 
.••. 85 65 20 10 
38 27 62 5 0 
111 .... 111 35 10 
43 26 63 12 2 
26 32 38 20 
0 
1
. 0 I 0 I 0 
~ .. :. -~~- :::~ 
RobertP. Smith, A.:u ..••••. Presb ... l 1 




90 90 15 13,15 \ ' ··· \· -··\···· 4 ••••..•..••.•••• 
E. E. Cooper. 
E.K.Harilin ........•••••• ." .......... . 
~~r:nl~c~~~~t~: ~--~::::::: ~ ~~:~:~~ 
J. A. Wilson ................ :Presb .. . 


















2 1 130 74 56 107 25 8 25 34 
4 • •• . 43 43 ..• - 43 15 20 . • . . 5 
2 4 101 45 56 74 18 14 8 5 











llrecb Gro>e College .....••.•..•. 
lriu_gsley Seminary .••..•..•.•.•. 
Sullins College ...•••.•.•.••••••.. 
:Boon, B.s. 
1869,1870 I J.G.Diqiot ......••...•..... Non-sect 11 2186,55,31 ,86, 121 8 
0 1877 Joseph H. Ketron, A.M...... 1ri. E.... 3 1 117 75 42 93 23 1 23 
1874 1868 Rev. D. S. Hearon, A. M., M. So... 2 7 209 .... 209 209 25 6125 •.... 
J.){~r~;:bt~rt............... Non-sect 1 
g 1. .. ~ 
l:l27 1 Cairo Institute ....•••...•••..••.. 'Cairo, Tenn. ......••.•.•.•• , 0 1809 
1:!~8 Milligan Colle)!e ...••...•••.•.••. Cave Spring, Tenn ..•..•.. 1882 18G8 
1220 Centrevillelligh School. ......•. . Centreville, Tenn ...•..•.. 1842 1842 
1230 Chapel Hill .Academy ......•••... Chapel Hill, Tenn ..••••••. 1859 1855 
1231 Cb:uleston High School.......... Charleston, Tenn......... 1871 1812 
1232 Chatata High School. ....•.... ~.. Chatata., Tenn............ 18GB 1867 
1213 Cla.rksdlle Female Academy* ... Clarksville, T~nn ......... 1846 1846 
1234 Cle>elaudMa~onic Institute* .... Cleveland, Teun .•• : ...... 1854 1855 
1235 0lifton Masonic Academy*...... Clifton, Tcnn .••••••• • •••. 1856 1856 
1236 Cog Bill Collegia.telnstitute ..••. Cog II ill, Tenn .•.•.•..•.. 1870 1869 
1237 Tipton Female Seminary......... Co·dngton, Tenn.......... 1852 1855 
1238 Culleoka Institut(). •••• •• • • • •• • . . Culleoka, Tenn........... .• . . . . 1870 
1!!3!i I HatchieAcademy ...•.••••••••••. Durhamville, Tenn....... 0 1880 
1240 Telillessee Valley College .••••••. ,EYensville, ¥.renn .. . ............. ...•. . 
~~8~Ijf~~h~~~'-'-~~~::::::::: ~~~~~~~ f 
S. V. Wall ..•......•••••••.. Non-sect 1 
H. Cate ...•..........••..•. . Non-sect 1 
M. R. M. :Burke .....••••••• ~......... . 2 
JohnS. Collins, A. B ••••••••• M.E. So. 1 
Thomas C. Blakeney .•• ;·-; ·~~. Non-sect 1 
.A.. L . Whitaker .• ••••••••••• . Non-sect 1 
W.-J. J. Terrell ..•••. ·••.•••. Non-sect 2 
George D. Holmes, A.M •• ~: •• Non-sect 1 
W. R. andJ. M:. Webb •• : •••• M:eth. .. 4 
IsaacL. Case, A.M ••• •• ::~ ••• Non-sect 1 
Prof. W. E. Stephens....... • .. . • •• • • • 3 
2 100 
1





4 185 139 46 .•• - 25 11 - . • • . - . - . . - . . . ••• 
2 45 18 27 45 2 .. -. -.. . 1 . - - .. ••• 
2 110 58 52 85 25 7 . . . . . . . . 10 .••• 
1 109 64 45 109 10 0 2 0 
1 05 50 45 95 .••. -... . . . . 10 
4 60 .•.. 60 60 ................ , .. . . 1 ... . 
2 83 38 45 ·. : . . 12 . • • . 8 - - - . . - - . . ••• 
1 105 50 55 . ............ -- ...... - - ..••• 
~ 1g~ ~~ 1~~ g~ 1g ··o· :::: ::: · ··· ···· 
•••. 1172 100 12 172 125 2 ·-·· ··· ·1-···1· ··· 
g .:~. -~~- . ~~ .. ~~- . ~~- --~- . -~- .. ~. --~ .. --~ 









































TABJ,E VI.- Stati-stics of institzttious f()r &ecoodttry, i11Btnwtion fm· 1882, ~c.- Colrlinued. 
Nlilmber of s.tu{lents. 
' a:> ' Q) 1.._. 1<1) en at 0 o. 
! ' ~ ~ <I) ~ 2; lg g rll ·;;; ~ 
ld 1: ~· ~ ~ ~ I~ ;;' .9 . . 00 : ~ .<D Q,J . ·~ 
~ : : ~ • .. • cD ~2 ·~ <15 :g <15 ,g ~i~ g 
.;:l I • , ;.. : a:> rll I ct1 ,w lOll ,., IOIJI ·:;;·~· o'"d s . e 1 .s ~ .... 1 t:! :,g~ ;s Q o s 'S g 
0. $ : 0 : t:!' g : ~ :Q-o· 00~ t~· ~ « 
.§ ~ : § , : . 8 ::. ' ~ ;8 ~ ~ "' J~ ~L~ ~ 
~ ;:; ;g i I . ..c:l = . ~ b.L'""' :wS .g <:! · "'~ 
~ ' ~ ...... ! -~ .::: 81:.. ... ' ~ :; .... 
0 ! .s ~ . I ,0 bD gj I '"d i& ·;:::. ~ ~ <;) 0 
;gc : ~ l ! ] ~ g ' ~ . .z : 2 'g. ~ 2"'"'' ~ ~ 
. ~ ~ r ~ H ~ ~ ~ i ~ · ~ ~ ~ tl ~-o 
f,~. --!-~ .---- .-~-~. ~. - -













3 I 4 
Principa·L 
- -~-,-- ,---~-: 
Mnso.nicinst.itute ................ Falllli.auch,Tenn ........ I ...... . 1879 1 E.P.Motgan .................. N .. o.n-se~t 1 .... 75 35 40 : •.. 7·5 !. ... · .. ~. j .... . ....... ' ... . 
FlagPondSeminary ............. Fln.gPond,'l'enu .......... 0 1869 .JuimC.M.cEwin,.A.!L ...... Eav.tist. 1 1 12:> 70 55 25 · 40 ! 20 50. 15 5 3 
Friendsville Academy ........... Fri:enrlS'\"illo, Tenn ........ 1880 1855 W. V. Marshbm:n,.A. B ...... Fl'iends. 1 2 115 60 55 09' 6: : 0 0 0 0 0 
Henderson Masonic Male and llenders.on. T.enn ... • . .. .. 1869 1868 G. M. Savage. A.. Mor cha.ir- .. ... .. . .. 6 3 140 75 65 98' 24 : IS. .............. .. 
Femalo Institute. man of faculb.y.. ' ' 
West Tenness€.0 Seminary ....... Hofiow Rock, Tenn ...... , 1874 18i4 . Rev . .T<!se.p.hJ. Losier ....... M.E ... j a .... !lei 60 35 . !J5 .... .... 3 2 , .... 
1 
.. .. 
Hollow Sprillgs.A.cnde.my ..•..... llollowSp1·ings. , Tenn ..... . 1881 . 1880 ' Re .. v. W· . • {). Carler ........ ---· M. E.... 1 .... . 61 so· 3!. ' tH- . ... : .... ·--~· · . . ··!--..... . 
Ou<l Fellows' Male antl Female Humboldt, Tenn .......... 1871 18.i2 S.A.MJillde'l's. ........ ~ ...... Non.-se.ct 2 6 458 175 283. 279 15.8 · 21 ............... . 
College. . i ' i . 
Sam~ouston.A.caden:cy* ......... .Tasper,Tenn ............. 1855 1256 A.F.Moore.~ ... -...... ~ ..... No:n.sect 2 2 200 : 90.110 _oo : .... : a ....... . , .... , •••• 
hlartmAcndemy* ................ .Jonesboro'. Tenn ............ ___ a1840 , Rev. IV'. G. Barker.......... ........... 1 2 75 ' 35 40 50 25 .... 2 3 2 ... . 
Ln. Gran go Female SchooL ....... La Grange.. Tc.nu .............. -· 1881 ' L. H. Miliiken..... ............ Non-see. 1 11 i 40 . 9. ll . 40. 8 0 2 .......... .. 
CumborL'lnd University School Lebanon. Tenn............ ....... 1877 : W . .r. Grannis, A.M... ......... Cnm.b.l>. 2 3. ' 5'4 !... . 54' 54 5 5 Q. 0 ..... ---
for Girls. · . . i 
Greenwood Seminary ........ u•· Ncar Le.banon. Tenn ............ 1852. , Mrs. N. Law.rence Lindsle.y. Non-sect ... . 
Masonic .A.cauemy ......... ••••.. . Liberty, Tenn ..........•.. 1879 1869 ! .James F. Turner ..... ...•••. Non-sect . I 
Savauno.ll Grove .A.cadomy ....... ; LongSa>annab, Tenn ..... 1875 1875 : William F . .Andersen~ ...... . : Non-sect · 2 
Z.o\\,lon IDg!~ Sobool. ............ : Loudon, Tenn ............. . 1869 1870 . Rev, E . .r. McCI;oat:ey, A. B .. Cumb. P · 3 
L~nohburg .l'jormal. ............. i L:ynchburg, Tenn ......... . 1855 185.3 ' Charles W. Estill ... -........ . No&sect 1 
:Now Male ~ntl Fo~nle Iustitute* . ! Lrn~burg, Te~ ...••. _ •. : ...... , 1881 1 Irenry D. Fetzer ............ i· ... : .. :.. 7 
Wnt~rs nn<l Wnlhng Colloge •••. . MeM.1unnlle, Tenn ........ 1879 1870 , R. B.Nortbcut .. ~~~-~------· ·Chl'lst1an 2. 
lfm tlnn1nleamlFt'mnloA.cndomy i ltm-tm, Tonn ............. j 0 • 1876 1 B. H. Mnlone ................ i Non-sect 1 
l1nl!m\ Hl!.!;h l::ichool .............. Mason, TGnn ............. ~ : ....... 1880 M:1·s.E H. Rives ......... - •• ' . .&"-----· .•. 
\Vt•Kl 'l'NmOKH(I!I Stllnlnnry• ...... llasouJ Tonu.............. . 0 1877 , Uev. Charles E. Alexnn<ler .. i .111. E.... 1 
~1onu.>hlll lnt~lltnto• . ............. MemJ>nis, Tenn ................... 1879 i ~on G. Tyler, M.A ••••••••• .! Non--sect 1 
3 32. ... 32 32 
0 75 35 . 40 12 
1 95 GO : 45. 60 
i ,1~~ :~ : gf ,. 89 
l . 30. . 15 15. . 20. 
1 75 : 411 I 3'·! • 74 
1 4 .............. .. 
3 0 1 0 0 0 
35 ... . 18 22 14 6 
................ 3 .. .. 
1.3 .... .... .... 1 ~ .. . 
6 20 ............... . 
.... 1() 2 0 10 0 
10 ...... . .... 4 .. .. 
5 5 6 2 ...... .. 
2 4'0 18 22 34 
1 :ncr 90. 20 111o 2 : 65 : 30 35 55 



































1.2631 St .. MMy's School .••••••••• - •••. 
1264 Mi£1(1leton High School ......... . 
1205 Falrmount .....•........• ..•...•. 












East Nashville .Academy b-.•••••• 
Montgomery Bcll.A.eadomy .••.•• 
Alpino Academy ..... ... ... . .... . 
Union Seminary o ..•• ••••••••••. . 
IIolston Seminary ......... ... ... . 
Ooltewah Academy .•.•.. , ...•... 
:m~:tV::oo Instit-utt>* .....•. .. .• .•. 
Pari!l1blelli~Scboolcl ..•...•. 
Th~Mrs. S. H. wolch Ili~hSchool 
Parrotts,me High SchoOl ....... . 
Memphis, Tenu. (352 ···-·· 1873 Sisters of St. Mary-·-·--- F. 1<---~ 2' 1 85 . ·-· 85 85 4-'a 4-2 • ·-· •••••••••••• 
Po lar st.) · 
Mid!Keton, Tonn• •••. ·'·.. 1880 1878 J!""" W. G<ah= --------- ·-·-· •.•. 1 2 7.5 40 35 60 10 2 10 ..... 5 •••• 
Mont Eagle, Term .. •••••. 187:! 1873' S1las McBee ...••••••••••••. P. E .... 1 5 35 ...... 35 35 9 12 ...... ·-- · ...... ---· Morris.tow-n, Te1m ....••• ~ 0 1853 Geor~ H. Cox •• ·-····· •••• •. Non.-sec 3 . . --- 10.0 ..... 100 70 30 .... _ . ..... . . ..... ....... ·-·· 
Mount .Ii'leasant, Tenn .... 18G7 •••••. S. A. . Swann •••• -- •••••.••. Non-sec 1 a 61 25 36 50 10 2 0 0 0 0 
N as'llville, Tenn . .••. -~~ •.. · . .•.• - ~ 1880. 
Kashville, Tenn .. .. .....•.. •• . .. 1867 
NettleCa.rrier, Tenn ..••.. 1879 188~ 
Newbern, Tenn .. ....•.•.•. 1881 






Ma.'o Cabell Martin . -·- •• -· 
J'. Vl. Yeatmun, M.A -..•.• • •. 
William P. Smith .... •• •••.. 
Prof. S. L. Cockrof -··· ·---·· 
S. P. Fow l t>r, A. l'ti. •••••••••• _ 
\.V. S . .Johnson ....•••••. -.•.. 
Non-sec~ 2- 0 30 3.0. .... 30 15 3 ---· ........... . 
Non-sect 4 1 14.0. 1-W ... . 100 40 . . .. 20 30 0 0 
~~~:!:t. -~- . -~ - . ~~- - ~~ - -~~ - -~ .. -~ .. -~- --~ .. -~ . . -~- ---~ 
M. E.... 2 a 130 75 55 118 12 --·· 10 25 3 .••• 
Ooltewah, Tenn ... ~- .•••.• 1867 
Orme's Store, Tenn. ···- ·· 0 
Pari$, Tenn. . . . . . . . . • . ••• . 0. 
Paris, Tenn _ . .. .. . . . . . • • . . 1877 
Parrottsv'.Jle, Tenn ----~-- ..•.. . 
A. C. Muncie . ................ M. E.S.o. 
'.l'.H. 11'. Hu:nter .. - -· ·- ·--... Non-sect 
Mrs. S.R. Welch •... ...... .. Non-sect 
J. W . Lucas, M.A., and G. R. Non-sect 
Stuart. 
1 .••. lOS 40 OS 108 ....................... . 
1 1 55 30 25 45 . --- -- -- 10 . . . . 5 .••. 
1 1 40 40 . . . . 40 8 0 0 0 3 0 
~ f ~ gg ~~ 1 1!~ 1~ ~ ~~ I 2g ·-~· :::: 
1278 People's Colle~ ....... ·········-~ Pikeville. Tenn ..... ··-- -· 1872. 1 J872o I Rev. W. B. Stradleyt A.M •••. M. E.So 21 2 131 17s; 56193 19 2- 27\29 
1~79 O~kGroYo.A.e.'l-demy . .....•.•••.. Pi.Bhoo!'-Laa.d'ing,Tsllll ... 0. 1870. T. W.Burke.·-····---········-· l!o:n.-scc~ 1 ~ lQS. 58. 5.0. 108 0 0 0 0 
LBO GilesCollege .....•..•••••..•.•••. Pulaaln, Tenn ....••.•..•. 0 1854- 1 W.T.Mann,A.B.,a.ndW.C . .Non-sect 2 1: 86 8ft .... &6 2S . .•. 1 
Gutii.ri:o, A. B. 
1281 Greenvillo District Semina:ry .••. Rheatown, Te:an .......... 1flSO. 1880. Rev.J.C. WrightrA-'M----- 111. E..... 2 2 164. lOa 01 125 40 .... 20 50 2 128~ Laudenlll;lo Institute............. Ripley, Tenn ...•..••.. -... 1882 1882 E_ R. Randle.--- .. ·-- •• ·---- M . E. So. 1 • 1 107 63 44 10.0 5 0 ........ I 0 
1283 Madison Aca.clomy ..••.•••••..••. Rutledge, T6'11D.. --~---···· 1-SJ.O. 18"-!Q Mi~;s Laura.Lnwe...---····-···· Non-sect 1 I 70' as. S5 50 10 17 10 23 17 
0 
9 
1284 HardinCollege* ........•...•••... Sannnah, Tenn .•........ 1879 !879 H.P. Walker ................ Norr-sect 3 2 13'0 70 60 125 3 4 5 20 10 
1285 Sequncheo College*.... ...... .... Scquac-heeCoHego, 'l'enn-e. 1~58 1858 Prof. W. E . Ste-poons, pres't Non-sect 5 5 14-5 94.- 51 ......... . ----· ........ -..• 
1 
... . 
128G Collegiate Institute ..•••••••.••• . Shelbyville, Tenn .. .. .. .•. 1853 1852 J. T . Fariss ..••.•..•...•.... M. E . So . 1 5 110 15 95 40 10 10 8 18 l .•.. 
1287 Fulton Academy ..•••••••••••.•.. Smithville, Tenn .•••••.•.. 18GS 1840 .r. H. Denton .....•..••.•.••. Norr-sect 2 o- 130 67- 63 112. S. 0 0 0 o: 6 
1288 Nourso Semin:uy ...•..... -•.•.•.. Spa.rta, Tenu .... ..•• "-.. .•.• 1853 --- - -- James L. Cary .. ....................... 1 2 75 35 40 60 15 2 5 .... . . . 
1~89 TazewellCollege . ...... .... ..•••. 'l'azewell,Tenn ..••..•••.. 184D 1842 W.A. Evans,A.M ......••••• Non-sect 2. , 2. 120. 66- 54 99- 21 0. 10 4 0 
1290 UnionCit.>DistrictHighSchooL Troy, Tenn . .. ... ....•.......... 1845 R.W.Erwin .. . ... ......•... M.litSo. 2 . 2 153 82" 71 .... 2q .... 5 ..... . 
12!ll PleasantGrovoSeminary ..•.•••. T.vner,Tonn .... ......•... 188{) '1874 W . .T.HixsonandW . .T.Moore : Non-sect , 2 .... l!Hi 5:t 5-1 .••.. .. ... .. 0 0 0 ~ --· 
1292 Washington College .. ••••••••••. Washington Collage, Tenn li95 1795. Rev . .J. E. Alexander ........ : Presb . .. 2 2 80 38 42' 65 15 3 ............. .. . . 
1203 WatangaAcademy* ... ..•••.•... \'Vatauga,Tenn ........... 1SSJ. 1820 L.N.Shoun ........••...•... ; Non-sect ' 2 .••. , 90 50 40' 00 ltl .... 5 .•.. 3 •••. 
12!>4 Powell's Valley Seminary* ...•... Woll Spring, Tenn .. : .... : ... . .. ...... W.A. Wright, A. n .......... [ . ......... · a · 2 l70 .. . . · ... . ...... .. . . .................. . 
1295 University of West Tennessee* .. WhiteHaven, Tenn . .. . ••. 186'8 18'T4 Horatio N. Rankin, pres't ... - Meth ... 3 4 142 142 .... 142 .•• .. ••..••..••...•.•••• ' 
1296 Woodbury College .••••••.••..•.. Woodbury, Tenn ......••. 1858 1850 Lyman B. McCrary, presi- Non:-sect ..•..••. , 75 35 40 ................ --·· .••.•••• 
• dent board of trustees. : < 
1297 WoolseyCollege ..•.••.•••••••••. Woolsey College,Tenn .••..••••. 1875 C.R. M~nning ....•......... ·F.W.Bap 1. ____ i 20 2Q : ··-·······-······-···········~· 
1298 NewHopeAcademy ..••••••••••. Alto, Tex ...•.••••••...••••••••• 181!2 D.W.T1dwel1 .... .. ......... ME . ... 1 0' 10:t 75 26 ..•..••..•...•....•. 2 •••• 
1299 Austin College.,_. ..••..•••••••••.. Austin, Tex .•••••••••.•••..••••.•••.•. A.M. C. Nixon, F. s. A., and ' .•...•..•. . 4 • ··· ~ --· ..•...................•..••..••..••• 
W.T.Cline. : , ; ' 
1300 
1301 
. TexasGermanandEnglishAoad-~Austin, Tex. ··············r······t· 1877 emy. . , 
Carlton College .••• ___ ...• •• . • • . Bon bam, Tex............. •••••• 1807 
Jacob Bickler, A.M .........• : Non-sect 4 , ••. h8 1118 ·~ ••. 102 1 16 70 16 9 .... ' 
Charles Carlton, president .. ;_ .....••...••. ~ ••. · ... .J. ........ --- -- .. --.. J. - • • • - • • ·- • • '• • • • 
*From R eport of the Commissioner qf Education for 1881. 
aRe.org:mizei in 1879. 
d Suspended in 1882 as a private enter.prise ; to be resumed after 1882 The statistics 
b Th~'"' S't:tti1tilies are for- tlle-y~I" etltlin~ :May: U, 1882, up-~ whl~h time the in-sti-
tution was known as Edgefield School. 
cSuspended on accowtt of loss Q.f buitding_a by 1h& 
above given are for the year 1881. 
s:Po.st.o:ffiie chauged-.ft,om Robet:son1s Cross Roads. 









































TABLE VI.7 Statipiic8 of instittttio~18 for seco'lldary i11stnwtion for 1882, 9·c.- Coutim:ctl. 
~ \ 
NI\Ille. 
st: Joseph:scollege-::: ... . ...... : 
Cnh·ert H1gh SchooL .•....•..•.. 
.A.cndemy of the Sacred Heart of 
Mary. . ·-- -- ---- · 
Dnsilln. Masonic Institute ••• ;-•• · •• 
Fairfield College .. .... ; .•.••••••. 
Te~ns Wesleyan College .••••.••. 
Livo Oak Semirulry* ...•••••..... 
Jones'MaleaudFemaJeinstitute. 
Gonzales Malo and Female School 
Sabine Vnllov University .•.•.... 
1Iomor Male· and Female High 
School 








Number of stuuents. 
PrincipaL 
Brownsville, Tex •.••• _ •••.. ~--~ •• ; 18691 M.C.Bntler .•• :: ••••••• : •••. R.C ··· ·1·· ·· .••. 150 50 1·--· ···· -·-- ---- ···· -··· ···1···· 
g~~~f~~~~ex::::,::::_·:~:: .. _ .~_:· .:~:~ .. ~::-·- ~-~~~:::::::::::::::: . ~~~~~~~~ --~-: -~. ~:~ .. :~. -~~- ~:~ .. :~ ... ~. <· :::: .. ~ :::: 
Davilla, Tex ...• ·····~. •• . •••••• 1874 Milton Ragsdale............ Non-sect 2 2 85 45 40 80 15 . . . . o ~0 1 1 
j~~~fi.#~~~~Te~:::::::-::~~-~~~: .. :~~~- .~:~·.:.e_~_r_n:~~::::::::::::: ~:it~~: .. : ... ~. ::~ .. ~- . ~~- :~~- . :~. :::: .. ~ - -~~. :::: :::: 
Gay J;[ill, Tex:............. 0 1853 Rev. J. W. Miller, D. D....... Presb... 1 1 33 15 18 33 5 0 6 4 2 0 
Goliad. Tex .. ..-........ ....... 1881 1881 Rev.CharlesP.Westbrooks, Non-sect 1 3 130 55 75 13 . ... ..•. 6 4 ....•••. 
1 . B.s., president. ' 
Gonzales, Tex .••.•••.•••. , 0 1855 J. H. Ranson . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . Non-sect 1 2 155 75 80 ............ - .• - .....•. ·1· ·- · 
Hemphill, Tex............. 1879 1877 T. G. Arnold................ Non-sect 2 1 90 42 48 80 10 0 . . . . .. . . 0 0 
Homer, Tex ...•..••.•••••. 1880 1880 .A..J.Fowler .....••.•••.•••..•••••.... 1 1 200 100 100 .... --·- -··- ............ ·••· 
Wulcott Ins~tute •••••••••.•.•••. Honey Grove, Tex .••.••.. 1882 1881 J. S. Kenda.U ...••.......... Non-sect 3 1 172 90 82 172 ' 20 15 ............... . 
Houston Sem10nry •••• •• . . • ... . •• . Hon'!ton, Tex............. 0 1842 Rev. C. W. Campbell, PH. B •• M. E.... 1 1 151 50 101 124 ......•............. · • • · 
-~~~~~~~~~0~~~-~~~: :::::: IDI~~~~~~r~~:x:·::::::::::::: :::::: ·js7a· -ii6~::r'S·o:~~Aie~a;;ci6~::::::: ·i.i::E:s~: ·a4· :::: ·9o· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
LBnoa,ter Mason10 Institute . . . . Lancaster, Tex _ .• . • • . • • • . . •• • • . 1876 W. E. Clark................ Non-sect 1 4 125 60 65 125 4 .. .. 4 ....... - -- · · 
East ·rexn.s Academic Institute. Leesburg, Tex.......... .. 0 1880 M!!J. John M. Richardson .. Non-sect 2 .... 107 55 52 107 15 o 15 15 1 ·••· 
Bishop Daptist College........... Marshall, Tox ••.•••... ••. 0 1881 Rev. S. W. Culver, A . 111., Baptist . 5 3 298 (298) ............... - ..... ... - · • · 
president. I Wiley Un\vol'f!ity •.••••••••••••. Marshall, Tex............. 1882 1873 Rov. W. H. Davis, A. 111., M. E.... 2 2 282 148 134 266 1 
, resident. ..., 4 1 Ml•xlt~ l'l)lvl()(llmio Tnlltlhtro ••••• Mmd~, Tox .•••••••••••••. 1880 1876 :MY!ton :I'ark .••••••••••••••• Non-sect 1 3 151 68 83 122 20 , .... ,20 j :n I ., l 1 



















































































Champlain HalL ..... ·--··-- ----· 
Lamoille Central Academy .•••.. 
Black River Academy* .•...•.... 
Morgan .Academy* .............. . 
Newbury Seminary and Ladies' 
Institute. 
Beeman Academy .............. . 
CaledoniaCounty Grammar School 
Troy Conference Academy ...... _ 
Villa Barlow Boartling and Select 
School of the Sisters of Notre 
Dame. 
Overton, Tex .............. 
Paris, Tox ................ 
Pine Hill, Tex: ..•..••...•. 
Rhea's Mill, Tex ...•••.••. 
Rockdale, Tex ........ ~ •.. 
San .Antonio, Tex: ....•.•.. 
San Ant-onio, Tex ..•...... 
San Antonio, Tex ......... 
San Antonio, ':lex .....•... 
San Antonio, Tex ......... 
San .Antonio, Tex ..•...... 
San Marcos, Tex .......... 
Sherman, Tex. · ............ 
Sherman, Tex .. ...... .. ... 
Sulphur Springs, T ex ..... 
Thorp's ~ring, Tl3x _ ..... 
Barnett, t ......... ...... 
Barre, Vt ................. 
Barre, Vt ................. 
Bellows FallA, Vt ......... 
Bm>lington, Vt ..•..... _ .•.. 
~=~-~I,·it:: ::::::::::::::: 
~i~:::~·~!.::::: ~::::: :::: 
Highgate, Vt ............. 
Hyde Park, Vt ............ 
Ludlow, Vt ...... ......... 
Mor~an, Vt ............... 
New ury, Vt ............. 
New Haven, Vt ........... 
Peacham, Vt ....... _ ...... 
Poultney, Vt .......... --· : 
St. Albans, Vt ............ 

































.T. H. Fitzgerald ............ Non-sect 1 2 100 40 60 ........... , 10 12 ll .. -·· Rev . .J. C. Carter ........... M. E ... .. ..... ·--· ...... ··--· ···· -··-
George F. Ross ...••.••••••• Non-sect 1 1 49 25 24 49 ........ 5 0 3 0 
L.Lee Dye, A. B ............. Non-sect 1 1 64 36 28 64 12 8 3 1 2 
G. R. Hamman, B. sc .••..•.. Non-sect 2 0 54 21 33 54 0 40 2 
William Scbuwirth ......... Non-sect 1 ... . 56 34 22 56 ...... 56 . ..... ....... ........ ....... 
William Bar beck ........... ------·-·· 3 3 218 127 91 218 ........ 218 ....... ..... ~ ..... ....... Mrs. L. N. Edmonds .•.••••. P.E .... 2 2 20 ..... 20 20 8 2 .... ...... .. ~ .... ---· 
Philippa G. Stovonson .••••. P.E .... 1 11 68 0 68 68 3 7 ..... ...... ...... ...... 
Father Feith ................ .R.C ..... 12 350 ~50 350 .........  80 
Sister St. Isabel, superioress. R.C ..... 13 250 250 250 50 10Q ....... ......... ........ ...... 
R. 0. Ronnsl\vall, A. M _ ••••• M.E .... 2 6 231 105 126 
.Jntlge J. M. Owins ......... M.E.So. a6 90 00 
.T. G. Nash, A.M., president . _ ~~1]!~8~~ 2 7 190 190 184 15 3 15 l!'. Z. T . .Jackson ........ , ••. 2 2 130 60 70 
A. Clarvres~dent ....•••.. Christian 10 3 401 268 133 .. ..... ---· ...... ..... .. ..... ....... ..... George . Ba1ley ........... Cong ... 3 3 .... ·--· ...... ....... .. ...... .. ..... ....... .. ...... ....... . ...... John P. Slocum ............. Cong ... 5 2 98 52 46 51 40 7 15 5 5 .... 
Henry Priest ................ Univer. 3 5 H1 71 70 30 15 12 8 4 6 1 
Miss ';r ane Hapgood_ ••••••.. P.E .... 5 30 ... .... 30 ........ 14 18 .. ...... ....... ....... .. ...... 
Henry H. Ross, M.A •••••••• P.E .... 4 1 37 37 0 37 17 8 15 6 ........ ........ 
F. F. Whittier .............. Baptist. 1 3 38 40 48 7 6 5 4 
William A. Deering, A. M., Non-sect 2 2 150 73 77 150 50 50 10 10 3 6 
and A. C. Ferrin, A. n. 
0 Albert G. Cox, A.M ......... Baptist. 1 1 54 24 30 49 5 0 4 0 0 
D. S. Waterman ............ Non-sect 1 1 43 20 23 30. 15 3 5 2 .... ...... 
Miss H. Sibyl Swett ........ P.E .... 2 1 86 46 40 86 14 . ..... ....... ....... ........ ...... 
R. W. Hulburd ............. Non-sect 1 2 89 39 50 78 20 0 .... .. ..... ....... ..... 
Charles G. Farwell, A.M .... Baptist. 1 4 162 92 70 30 12 .. ..... 12 1 2 .... 
Miss Emma Colburn ........ Non-sect 23 10 13 23 ........ ........ .. ..... .. ..... ....... ...... 
Rev. S. L. Eastman, A.M .... Meth ... 2 4 105 45 60 12 6 3 · 1 0 2 0 
Curtis C. Gove, A. JII •••••••• Non-sect 1 3 101 58 43 65 33 4 4 0 3 0 
C. A. Bunker, A.M .......... Non-sect 1 4 117 58 59 81 36 0 8 0 0 1 
Rev. Chas. H. Dunton, M.A .• M.E .... 5 6 260 160 100 192 ·oo 8 35 , 6 7 0 
Sister St. Wilfrid ........... R.C ........ 9 260 .... 260 200 200 ............. ---;··--- · ....... 
St . .Johnsbury Academy ........ . 
Vermont .Academy .•.......•••... 
Newton Academy ...•... , ...... . 
Green Mountain Perk..ins Acad-
em\'.* 
St. J ohn•bmy, Vt ..••..•• -~1842118431 Rev. H. T. FnJIO<, PH. n •••• ·1 N on-•ootl !I .1"'1"'1"5 1"5 111'1"1''1 w 11'1···· Saxton's River, Vt........ .. .. .. 1876 Horace M. Willard, A.M..... Baptist . 4 155 93 62 98 33 50 30 3 4 2 Shoreham, Vt ......................... C.~- French ............... No1:1-sectl 2 LOO 50 50 . . .. .. .. 12 ............ • • • • South Woodstock, Vt ..... 1848 1848 Irvmg S. Cook .............. Umver. 3 94 51 43 79 15 5 4 ............ 
Thetford Aca.r1emy ... _.. •.. . • • • • . . Thetford, Vt .......•...... 
Leland and Gray Seminary ......... Townsend, Vt ............ . 
Glenwootl Classical Semimtry....... West Brattleboro', Vt ... . 
School of the Bluestone Mission. Abbyville, Va. .......... .. 
Abingdon ¥alo Academy ....•.•. Abingdon, Va ............ . 
Acarlemy of the Visitation ...... Abingdo:a, Va ............ . 
S:onPwall Jackson Institute..... Abingdon, Ya ........... . 








1819 B. M. Weld, A.M.: •.•• -... ...... Cong ... 1 2 
1835 Cyrus C. Boynton .. -. ........ Baptist . 1 4 
1861 Clarence E. Blake, A.M..... Non-sect 1 4 
1880 Prof . .J.A. Littell ........... U. P.... 2 2 
1823 .James B. Baker ............. Non-sect 2 ••• 
1867 Mother Benedict-a Fenwick . R. C ....... _ 9 
1868 Alexander Q. Holladay • . • .. Pres b .. _ 2 3 
a Sex not reported. b Reorganized in 1876. 
~~~s~~~~~: ~~~~ :~~: :~~: :~~: -T ~~~: :~~: ~~~~ 
16 151 165 316 .. -- .... - .. - 1 --- .•••• 
50 50 .. .. 50 1-i.. 5 10 .. .. 5 •••• 
40 .... 40 40 7 40 ............... . 
60 . • • . 60 6~ 14 20 -- .. .. .. .. .. .. •• 








































TABL"E VI.- Statistics of institwti€m.8 fo1' .8e(mJd~ry instruction for 1'882, ~:c.-·C{)ntinued. 
Name. 
.Alexnnt1da. Acn<ltnuy 
Clnt·e11s Home School . . . . . . ..... . 
Epil'copnl High School of Vir-ginia.. 
Pot<>mao .Acau-ero~· ......... . .... . 
St. John's.Ae.adt>ruy ..•.....•••.. 
St . .Mary's Academy* 
:m. Pis~nb .Acacloroy ..........•. 
Yeaies' .Lower Free Sohool*a .... 
Ye:Hes' Uppe1· Freo School a. ....• 
ilE,tbel Cla!:!sic.nl and :Military 
Acad{)mv . 
.Abin~<1vn 'District High SchooL. 
Bowliug Groen Female Seminary. 
P1mtopa Academy . .... .. ..•. .... 
Piatlmout Female Institute ..... . 
Th:yneitW.ituto ................. . 
Elk Ct•ecP .A.cndomy ........... . . 
Gordonsville Female College ..•.. 
Ht~mdon Sornin11ry ···· ·- .•...•... 
ViU1\novn. Aootlenty .•••....•.••.. 
())ntroh tichool• o .•••••••••••.••. 
Nol'lolk ANt<lomy •...•••••••••••. 
.Hottumu ~:khool• ..•••• 
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aj,...:; • '; J:l oil o l ~ ll c;s ;...--.;..<D 
I ~ ~~~ __:___~ ~ ~ ~ :~~ ~  ~o 
4 I 6 I & 7 I_::_ _:~Jo n ~.: ., u ' 1;> 
1
<6 n l~ 
··4 ~~ 1 ~ ii l'i ~ -;, --,- ) -,----. 
I ~ ~ __ I_ 
fi I , 
NPln· Alcxanqria., Va .......... . 
.Alexandria, Va. .....• •••.. 
1 
..... . 
Nt-tu· .Alexandria, Va .•••...•••.. 
.A.lcs3lllirin, Va .•••.•..••....... 
.Ale:xnndr:ia, Va ..•.••.•••. 
1 
0 
Alexandria, Va ••••••...•..••... 
1877 Mi's VirginiaMason ..•..... 'P. E.... '2 
1..880 I Wm. H. Greenwell ..• ~--- ~· -· ...... 11 
1839 L. M. Blackford, M.A •••• -- . .P. E . . . . 5 
1869 J~bn S. Blackburn.......... . ... . . . . . . 2 
1833 R1c-hard L. Carne, A. M . •• • . :R. C.... 4 
1869 Mother .M:. of the Compas- R. C . . . . .. . 
0 94 91 0 94 74 59 20 . -- . j 12 3 
52 !)2 . . . . 52 36 lS . . . . _ .......••. 
2 I : -·~:' I : -: : ;; I : -~ I : ---; sion . 
22 13 1l\1715 1 .... J n .... \ 1 .Aylett's, Va .••••••••••• -- ~·- · ·· -- ~ 1871 Miss F. Page Robinson .... . Non-sect 0 Belleville, Va....... .••• .• 0 1731 A. P. Gomer .•.....•....... . Non-sect 1 
Belleville, Va ...•...•••••. 1'803 1731 ............................. Non-seci ·-·'1· ···1···· 1···· 1···· •···· 1···· 1···· 1···· •··· ·• ········· 
Bethel.A.caclemy, Va...... 0 , 1869 Major Albert G. Smith .••... _Non-sect 5 -o I 80 I so 45 I 28 I 18 , .... , .... 
Bickley's Mil~s. Va ... ·-·. o 1872 
Bowling Green, Va. .•••••..•.... 1866 
Charlottesville, Va.. •••••• 0 1877 
Oll:nlottesvillo, Va.. •••... . . . . . . 1853 
Chase City, Va..... •..•••••. 0 1876 
Elk Creek, Va ...••••••••..•.••. 1869 
Gordoos-..-:ille, Va. •••••••••..•••••.•.... 
IIerndon. Va .. .••••• u·-~· ...... 1876 
Lewinsville, 'Va.. ••••••••.. . . .. . . 1878 
Norfolk, Vn. ········-····· •••... 1874 
No1·folk, Va .••••• ····-· •. . ••••• 1804 
Norfolk, Va. ·······-~ · -··· •••••. 1870 
C.C.Fi&her . . _ .•.......•.... M.E.So. 2 2 126 85 41 1:26 1'5 .... 112 
Mrs. W. T. -C:handler . . . . . . . .M. "E. So. li5 _. . . 60 uO . . . . . . . . _ _ ... 
Rev. Edga1· W-oods .•.... . - . NoB-sect 3 .... 35 35 ... . 35 30 10 12 •.... •....•.... 
R ev. and Mrs. R. K.Mec'tdc. P. K . . - . .. 8 5(; .... . 56 54 5 24 
Rev. Jno. A. Ramsay··-···· · U. P. ... 2 2 218 . ... 2·18 0 -Q 
Ellis W.D. Ward,, A. B...... M. E... . 1 2 75 40 ;m 75 3 4 10 
J. Wade Shelburne . ....•.•• ....... ...... ... ........... . .. .... ···- ....... . ........... . 
Mrs. M. M. Castleman ...•.• P. E.... .•.• 3 20 '7 13 20 . 1 4 ......... .•..... 
.Andrew J. Shipman, A. B •••. Non-sect 1 1 110 4 6 '1-0 3 .... · · · · · ·· · · · ·· · ··· 
Miss Mary E. Rowland •.•.. Non-seot 1 4 60 . . . . 60 60 15 26 . . .. . .. . . •. . .•. 
R. W. Tunstall and J . .H. . . .. .. . . . . 3 .... 123 123 .... 123 90 22 .• . . .... ·•· ·· · ·•· 
~~ . . . 1 
















































Webster Scientific and Litera.ry 
Institnto. 
A cademy oftbe Visitntion, Monte 
l.1<lrin.. 
icl.unond Institnto. _ ..••.•..... -
Suffolk Coll<'gi:lto Institute* ... . _ 
Sutl'olk Fomalo Institute*_ .. . ... . 
Fairfax Hall .. ..... · -- - .. _-------
Pt·ince Edward Academy* ...... . 
St. Mary's Acn(lemy* ... ___ ..... . 
.Ac1ulemic department of Storer . 
Collc~o. 
Morgantowu F emale Seminary* _ 
.Academy of tho Visitation• •..••. 
S11elton C(ollHgod .. ............. . 
Seguin Collegiate Institute ..•••. 
Wheelio_g Fomale Academy .•••. 
1404j E"'"nns'l"iDe Seminary 
1405 M-errille Iustitu. te .. ... -. . -- ...... . 
1406 Fox La'ke Seminary{Acauamy) .. 
1407 College of the ll:lission House* .. . 
14&8 Lake .. Gemrva Seminary- . ....... . 
1409 Janesville Eo:rlish Academ.Y .. .. 
14.10 St. LaWl on-ce College_ ..•.....•... 
1411 Germ no and English Academy .. 
1412 } Marquette Celloge ..... __ ........ 
14.13 St. ;Mary'd Convent Day SchooL 












Oconomowoc Seminary ..•....... 
College and University of the 
' Sacred H eart. 
St. Mary 's Institute 
The H ome School. ............. .. 
St. Catharine's Female Academy 
Ro<·-h estor Seminary .... .•... . .... 
Seminary of St. l!'rancis of Sales. 
University of Our Lady of the 
£acred Heart. 
Carroll College Academy ...••••• 
Dakota Colle~e* ...... ... ....... , 
Academy of tne Holy Cross .••••• 
Norfolk, Va ..... . .-1869 I N. B. Webster, A. M ........ 1 Non-sect! 2 1 .... 1 40 I 40 •..•.••••.•.•• 4 I 5 
1866 1£66 
1876 1867 
Suft'olk, Va _ .............. 1872 1872 
Suffolk, Va ............... 1880 1869 
'VinclH>ster. V~ . ................ 1869 
Worshn.m. Va, .. _......... 1875 1874 
.Ch1nleston. \\T. Va . ............ 1871 
H-arper's Ferry, '.V. Va.. _. 1868 1867 
Morgantown, W.Va. .......... .. 1869 
Pa.r'keraburg, W.Va ...... 1867 1864 
S.t. Albans, \V. Va ................... . 
\\' heeling, W.Va ............... 1868 
Wheeling, Mlt. de Chan- .. • • • • 1848 
-tal, W.Va. 
.Evansville, Wis .. -- . . • • • • . . .... - ~ 185.5 
Fond du Lac, Wis . • • . . • • . 1869 1866 
Fax Lalre. , Wli! ................. 
1
e18T5 
Franklin, Wis ······------ 1868 1860 
-Gene.-a, Wis ............. 1871 1869 
Janesville, Wia . .• • • • . . . . . 0 1880 
Mm:shfit:id, Wis ·-··---·· ---- 18\il) 
Milwaukee, Wis .....••.•. 1 1851 
Milwaul;:ee, Wis ....... : .. 1864 
Milwaukee, Wis ......... . 1869 
Milwaukee, ~is .••••••••• 1869 
Oconomowoc, Wis ...• ••• . 1856 
Prairie du Chien, Wis . • • . !831 
Prairie du Chlen, Wis . . • . 1877 
Racine, Vvis .................. .. 
Racine, Wis .. .. . • . . • • • • • . 1874 
Rochester, Wis .. . • • • .. .. . 1867 
St. Fmncis Station, Wis ....... . 













.Sister M. Justina Prevost, 
superior. 
RcY. Chas. H. Corey, A. :AI., 
D. D., president. 
P. J . Kerno!llo, A.:r.r ...... .. 
Sally A. Finney .. .. . . . .. .. 
.Miss Mary E. Billings _ .. . . . 
I: ev. Thomas Wl1are_y, D. D 
Sister .M. Vincent, tlirectress. 
Rev. N. C. Brackett, A. :r.r .... 
'R. C ..•. 1.. .. 1 10 I 70 70 I 70 I 20 I 45 ..... ..... .... ..... . 
:Baptist -I 3 I 2 1124 1103 I 21 1116 I 8 2 .............. . 
Christian! 2 2196 46 50 ........ ··-- .... --- · ...... ,. 
Meth .. -~-.- - 6 98 ... - 98 . - .. - ... - ....••. -.. - . - •...•• 
Prcsb ... ---- 9 113 19 94 113 42 41 1 .......... .. 
PH?sb... 2 .... 27 27 ... . 27 24 5 24 0 4 0 
R. c . -.. ---. 3 I .55 - --. - --- - .... - - ... - - - --- ... . . - . ...•. 
F. W. B 4 4 ,231 116 115 . . . . 30 ... - - .. - 1 _ .. - ..•• 










.. . . 
~~-~~~R~:_ ~Jits~~~-~;~~~-:: --~--~:::: :::: -~~- -~~- :::: ~~~ ~. ~~~- :::: -~~-. :::: :::: :::: . :::: 
MISS P!mhne H . Segum ..... Non-sect 1 3 130 .... 60 1 130 4 10 ........ ____ .••. 
Slsters of the Visitation .• _. R. C .. . .. • • . 2'~ 97 .. .. U7 '92 18 ................... . 
-~~~~-~~-~~~~~: ;:: :::::: -~~u~;~~~~ : :~: .. ~. ~~~ . : ~~: -~~. : :~~· 1 :~~~~: :~ :.j:: ~ :j: : ~: I ::: :I:: :: 
Rev. H. A. Muehlme1er, D. D. R ef or ed 6 0 50 50 0 .. . 40 .. .. 9 .. .. 8 ..•• 
Mrs. J,uia A. Lake Warner - 'N on-sectl 3 6 85 18 67 '85 '7 .~ --.- ..... --~ •• ••• 
.J. B.Silsbee ............... . . _. ...... 2 2 130 45 15 GO o ' lf• I - --- '--·· -··· 
Ve-ryR.::v.iP.An.toniusRot- :&. ·C .... TI .... 89 89 .... , 89 63 SO 26 60 ........ 
teustemer. ' 
I. K eller -- ................ --1 Non-sect 9 13 263 146 117 263 . .. . 263 ., 13 _ ........••. 
R_ev. Joseph B.igge, s. J ...... R. C . . .. 5 _ ... 86 S6 ---- '3! :2B 
1 
• 27 _ .. _ -~ .... . 
J31~~~.:.ary Ernesta, ss. R. C.... 3 17 365 .... 365 23o 33 120 
1
47 31 49 . ••• 
Sister M. F. Seraphica, ss. R. C . • • . -4 18 105 ___ . 165 ·91 . \1:4 36 ·. _ ...... : ....... . 
DEN. D. 
Grace P.Jones .............. P. E .... --- 5 '25 .... 25 22 :5 ~0 .
1 
0 0 ---· .0 
Very Rev. William Becker, R. C ..•• 12 . • .. 94 ~4 .... .94 4:5 10 12 __ .. 60 •••• 
&~ . 
Sister M. Serapbia ...•••.... 
Mary L. Stuart .McMurJ?Ihy 
Sist-er M. Hyacintha, o. s. D • 
A. E. Scha.ub, A. n .......... . 
A. Zeininger _ ......•...•.... 
Rev. John O'Keeffe, c. s. c ... 
~:~ :::: ·-r ~ 1~~ ·io· 1~~ ·7~ ~~--:6·1-io· --9- --o· --.o--··o 
R..C .... 2 9110 .... 110lll7 '3 : ,20 ............ _ ••• 
F. W. B 3 2 85 45 40 . 7'0 . 2 '1'2 2 8 1 1 
R. -C .. • . 12 ... _ 213 213 .. __ (11&) .... _.-- -~ ~ ..••• 
Waukesha., Wis ..•..•.••. 11845118461 W. L. Rankin, A. :r.I •••••••••• 
Spearfish, l)ak . .. .. • • . . . . .. . .. . 1880 H. H. Gay ____ .• ____ ........ . 
Washington, D. C. (1312 1877 1868 Sister M. Perpetua, direct-
Massachusetts ave.), 1·ess':' 
R. D .. • . 12 •••. 100 100 . • • . 95 'I 03136 .30 16 5ll '1 
Pres b _ .. 3 2 98 59 ; 39 ' 15 67 - 16 . 4 . 5 ... . . --. 
Con"... 1 0 ............................ ---- 0 ··-· 
R. C' .... ... : 10 160 40 120 .••. --·· ........ -··· ... : ... . 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a 'The Yetrtes' school~ -are &bout <Sh: ~ -apa,rt; they lut\"0 the '&a-me board of 
. trustees and aYe supported by private endowment. 
c The name of this institut.ion bas since been changed to 'Private School. 
d Sus.p.ended.for 1882 for xel}l~ani.zati.on; reopened in 1883. 
































TABLE VI.- StatistiCB of instih,tions for secondary instruction for 1882, g-o.- Continued. 
Number of students. 
Name. Looa~ion. Principal. 
I I I I I I I~ ~ 
..... 
~s-< 0 
8 ~ ~ -~as 0 0 0 • 
= 
Q Q ro; -I» 
-~ Q 
Oo 
0 o .... 
~ IZ! Q ~-
<l)<l:> 
'§~ Q >---. ,.; g ~ ·;;~ -~.;,; .s ... g (:l<l> "' .-o 
~ .s ca ~<l) .~~ Oc:s s ... ... ~ Q~ <l)s ~g 0 -§ Q p p g;:z cr<l> ,:;l p 0 0 ,:;l .... Q ... Q ~~ f';l..., 
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I I l--1 l---1-l-l-1-1-l-1-1-l-l-l-1-
---:.;.:.a 
Academy oftlie Visitation ••• : •. Washington, D. C. (Con-
necticut ave. and L st.). 
.Arlington Academy .......•..••. Washiniton, D. C. (Cor. 
coran uilding). 
Boys' English and Classical High Washington, D. C. (lock 
SchooL box 535). 
Mrs. C. B. Burr's SchooL ........ Washington, D. C. (1308 H 
street). 
Emerson Institute............... Washington, D. C. <jfth 
st., between I and ). 
Incarnation Church School...... Washington, D. C. (1213 
Twelfth street north· 
west). 
Mt. Vernon Institute ..•••• -~···· Washington, D. C. (1530 I 
street). 
Mt. Vernon Seminary ...•.•...•. Washington, D. C. (UOO 
1\f street). 
Tho Norwoo<l Female Institute.. Washington, D C. (1212 
and 1214 Fourteenth st.). 
RJttonhonao .Academy........... Washington, D. C. (306 
Indiana avenue). 
St. Croilil\'s Acntlomy........ .. . . Wr\sbin~tou, D. C. (601 
ll:ost Uapitol st~oet). 
St.. .Tohu'll Oolll.'~-thtto InRIIll\to ... WnRhiugton, D. C. (Vor-
mont IWOilllO}. 
1B53 11850 I SisterM.AuguatineDyer ... l R. C •••. 1 ••.. 1 20 1····1····1····1·· .. 1--··1··--•·· .. •··· ·•----•··--
1880 I Burton Macafee, A. M ••••••• 
1 
........ , 
1868 John W. Hunt, A.M • •••••••• Sw'd'g'n 
3 1 .... 136,36 
····I 22 22 




3 I 2 I 0 2 
40 , .••. , ......... ( . .... l---·' ··-· 1·· ··1•••• 
1852 I Charles B. Young ........... ! Non-sect! G 1 .... 1120 1120 1 .... 1 70 2
: I _~~ . I.~~_ :. ~~.: ... ~ 1869 I Euphemia. H. MacLeod •.••. I P. E ..•. 31 25 I 31 
481 .... , .... , .... , ... . 
10 I 45 • . .. . • . . 2 . .•. 
1870 I Mrs. Charles W. Pairo ...... 1 P. E .... I 2 I 4 I 48 48 I 48 
1875 I Mrs. J. E. Somers .......... I Non-sect! 2 92 92 I 67 
Mr. and Mrs. William D. 
Cabe-ll. 
0. C. Wight. Non-sect! 3 I 0 I 34 I 34 IG I 18 0 2 
1882 
1840 
1877]1868 Sister Mary Ambrose .....•. I R. C .... , .... 6 1100 1 .••. 1100 I 70 I 30 




































1438 Washing ton Collegiate Institute* Washintgon, D. V. (1023 ........... 1874 
Twelft street). 
1439 Wa;erley Seminary ••••••••••••. Washington, D. C. (1537 .......... 1878 
~ 1440 
.-.z.. .. ~·- I street) . 
West End Seminary* .•••••.••••. Washington, D. C. (1915 ..•.. . 1873 
Wes~:;:\vashington School for H street). tt;1 1441 West 'Vashington, D. C. 1881 1 1882 
Girls. · · · : (2928 P streot). 
14!2 Lewis Collegi~te Institute ..•••.. Lewiston, Idaho ..••••.... 1882 1882 
1443 Asbury Manual Labor School. ... Eufaula, Ind. Ter ...•.... ······ 1845 
14-14 Harrell International Institute .. .Muskogee, Ind. Ter .•.... . ..... . 1881 
14-15 Spencer Academy b •••••••••..••. Nelson (Chocta.w Nation), 1842 18-!2 
~·~ ·.· "" , ..... ·~~ Ind. Ter. 
1446 ~::;~~~e J:ti~~~1s~;~arSe~:. Oak Lodge, Ind. Ter . . ..••. 1842 1447 Tahlequah, Ind. Ter ...... 1850 1850 
1448 
nary. · . 
Inuian University ..••.•••••.•••. Tahlequah, Ind. Ter .••... 1881 1880 
I 
1449 Chickas:nv Male Academic ..••.•. Tishomingo, Ind. Ter ..... 1844 1845 
1450 Le;ering Manual Labor chool .. 'Vetumka (Creek Nation), 1880 1881 
Ind. Ter. _ . .. 
1451 St. Vincent's Academy .•.....••. Helena , Mont .....•••..••. 1866 1870 
1452 Holy Family Boarding School ... St. Ignat.ius, Mont .•...... 1864 
14.33 St. Nicholas School~ ...•......... Bernalillo, N.Mex ..•••••. 1872 
1454 Academy of the Visitation . ~-:... Las Cruces, N. :Mex ••••••.... ~. 1870 
1455 Las Vegas Academy* ..• ,.~ •••... Las Vegas, N.Mex ..•..... 1880 1880 
1456 Las Ve~as College .........•...•. Las Vegas, N.Mex....... 0 1877 
1457 The .A.l uquerque Academy ..••. NewAlou1fe:h{ue,N. Mex. 1879 1879 
1458 AeademyofOurLadyofLight*. Santa.l<'e, . ex .•••••... 1874 1853 
H50 Christ ian Brothers' College...... Santa F6, N.Mex ••••.... 1874 1874 
1460 Santa F o Academy .•.•••• ••• •••. Santa F6, N. :Mex .•••.••. 1878 1878 
1461 Cacl10 Valley Seminary" •••.•.• •. Logan, Utl\h..... ..... .••. 0 1878 
1462 St . .John's School .•.••••••••••••. Logan, Utah ..•....•••..•. 1873 1873 
1463 Wahsatch Academy ••••••••••••. Mt. Pleasant, Utah .•••••..•.•.. 1875 
1464 Ogden Academy ..•.•••. ••.•• ••• I Ogden; Utah~~~~~::....... .•.. .. 1880 
1465 Sacred H eart Academyk •••..•••. Ogden, Utah.............. 0 1878 
1466 School of the Good Shepherd ••.. Ogden, Utah .................... 1870 
14G7 Brigham Youn~r Academy....... Provo City, Utah......... 1875 1876 
J4ti8 Provo Seminary"' .••.•......••••. Pro;o City, Utah ......••...•••. 1875 
14W Rowland Hall ....•••.•••••.••••. SaltLakeCity, Utah ..• · ...•••.. 1871 
1470 St. Mark's School................ Salt Lako City, Utah . • • . . . • • • . . 1867 
1471 St.Mars'sAcademy .. •••••.••••. SaltLakeCity,Uta.h .•••. 0 1875 
H72 Salt Lal;:o.Academy .............. Salt Lake City, Utah .••.. 1878 1878 
1473 Salt Lako CollPgiate Institute.... Salt Lake City, Utah..... 0 1875 
1474 SaltLakeSemiuary .••.....•.•••. SaltLakeCity,Utab .••.. 1871 1870 
1475 Tooele Semin::.ry .••......•...... Tooele, Utah .....••...•..•••••• 1871 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Se:~: not fCilOl tecl. 
Mrs . Z. D. Butcher and Miss I Non-sectl 51 7183 M. C. DouJ.!las. 
Miss S. A. Lipscomb .••..••. Non-sect 3 7 70 
MissFaust. . . ............. .. .••••...•. .... 3 23 
Miss Margaret H. Lee •••••• 1 Non-sect GO 
S3 I F:J I ~:; i 151. --- ~ ---·,· ·--~---· 
70 l 7o I 27 1 2 .............. . 
23 
50 I GO 30 
Rev.LeviTarr,A.M .......• I :M.E ..• . I 1 1 2 1 54 1 30 1 24 1 46 1 8 1 51 .... 1 .... 1 0 I 0 Re~ . .Joseph F. Thompson .. M.E.So. a3 .•. . 80 ............... . ................... . 
Theodore F. !.hewer ........ M.E. So. 2 4 110 46 6! 108 2 ................... . 
0. P. Stark, superintendent. No. Pres I ........ ........... . ............ ........ I ...••••• 
Uev. E. R. Sbapard ........ . M.E.So . a4 53 
F.M.Eng:ish,A.n .......... Non-sect 2 1 100 
A. C. Bacone, A. !II., presi- Baptist. 1 2 68 
dent. 
B. W. Carter .....•......... Non-sect 0 GO 
Rev . .J. A. Trenchord, A. !II.. Baptist. ~I 2 100 
L. B. Palladino .••••..••..••. 
Sister Remi .............••.. 
Rev. Brother Gabriel of 
Mary. . 
Sister M. Praxedes, supenor 
Walter H. Ashley, A. !IL, M. D 
Rev.S.Person6,s.J.,president 
A. S. McPbeiTon ......••.•.. 
Mother Fraucisca Lamy .••. 
Brother Botulph .••....•.••. 
.J. S. Eastman, A.ltr. , ltf. D ••••• 
Mrs. C. M. Parks ........... . 
Miss Ellen M. Thompson .. . 
Rev. Albert R. Crawford, 
minister in charge. 
A. W. Adkinson ... . .••..••. 
Sister Francis .•••••.••••... 
Charles G. Davis •••••••••. . 
Karl G. :Maeser .•••••••••••. 
~~~~-~u~if :f:n::r~;;h::::: :-: 
Rev. G. D. B. Miller, A. ltf •••• 
Sister Superior .•• •••••••••• 
Edward :Benner, A.M ••••••• 
.JohnM.Coyner, PH. D •••••• 
Rev. Thos:w. Lincoln, A • .r.r.. 
Rev . .J.P. Morris ..•••••••••• 
R.C .••. , . ... , 5185 
R. c .. -. . -. . 7 50 
R. c.... 2 . 0 130 
R. C........ 7 185 
Non-sect 3 2 1S3 
R. C . . • . 10 .... 26·1 
Non-sect 1 3 175 
R. C ............ 300 
R. c .... 10 1 .... 140 
Presb... 1 4 50 
Presb. .. 1 2 91 
P.E .... .••. 1 42 
Pres b... . .•. 2 130 
:M.E ..•..•.. 2 
R. c.... 0 14 
P.E .•.. 2 2 
Lat.D.S 6 2 
M.E .... 2 1 
P. E .... 3 6 
P.E .... 3 8 
R. C.... 0 20 
Cong ... 2 4 
Presb... 2 6 
:M.E .•.. 1 5 













100 53 '""' l"""" l'"" 'l '""l""' l'""'l"""" 0 .••. ..•. .••. .••.. .. . 1 .••• 
31 37 "1.'1-· l·r 60 0 
~ '---~ 50 50 1~~ .. :~ . :::: 1~ 1~ I 
50 50 . .. - . . .. .. .. . . . . . ... ,. -- . 




.. _ . 
:;; ~ ~~~- ~.;;, ;;;; :;;:!:;::·;;;. :::J;;; 
264 .... 252 12 ... : G 15 1 .••• 
90 85 169 6 0 0 0 1 . - •• 
.... 300 .....••............. ··- .... 
140 ..•. 140 ..•. .... .... .... .... 3 
27 23 .... .... .... 6 .... 6 .••• 
61 30 91 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
~g ~~ iao· :::: :::: ::::1:::: :::: :::: 
70 60130 ····1 ··--1···· ··· ········· 75 150 200 0 121 8 20 2 5 
75 93 1.68 9 • • . . 1 .•...•... - •. 
2~~ 2~~ ~~~- :::: --~. , :::: •• : .• :::: ••• : 
26 78 104 . ••. 12 .••.. •........•. 
231 208 •123 16 0 5 0 0 0 
70 250 200 0 60 j· .............. . 
122 100 . . . . 22 . 4 2 12 1 ... . 
1!~ 1~~ ~!~ -~~- :~~: --~-1::~: .:~. :::~ 
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~ ~ b c; ~ Q ~ f ~ 1:1~ ~ Ft I E-< ~ R ;:! ;:! ;:! ,P. P. I~ I~ <:.) 




3 4 ~ 6 ,- s 9 i l.o 1
1
l.1 l.~ j l.3 j l.<a l.a tti l l.,- 11§ 
1476 I Alden Academy .•••••••••••••••. I Anacortes (Fidalgo Isl- 0 1879 Rev. E. 0. Tade, A. :r.r • • • • • ••• Cong . . . 2 -1 -;-;--; a37 ~ ----; ~ ~~-0 ~--0 
and), 'Vasb. Tor. I 
Cheney, Wash. Ter .•••••• 1881 1882 Daniel H . Felch, A.M .••••••• Non-sect 1 . 3 1201 87 1114 199 2 ...... . ........... . 
Colfax, Wash. Tor . .•...• . 1881 1878 Miss Leoti L. West ......... Baptist. .. .. 3 100 50 50 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Beni. P. Cheney Academy ...•••. 




olville ln<liau Industrial Board-
ing Scbool for Bo:ys. 
ft~~a!r;~~~~o1~1~~~:::::::::::: 
St. Mary's SchooL. .•..••••••.•.. 
Fort Coh'ille, Wash. Tor ........ 1880 Rev. Joseph M. Caruana, s. s R. C.... 8 ..•. 40 40 .••. 40 5 5 , 30 5 
V::mconver, Wash.Ter ... , 0 I 1866 1 Rev.P.Poa.ps .••••••••••.••. , R.C .••. , 51 .... , 85 , 85 , .... , ..•. , .... , .•.. ,15,25 
WaUa Walla, Wash. Ter .•••••. 1872 H. D. Lathrop .••••••.•••.••. P. E.... 1 7 90 .... 90 ......•.......... ···1· ···~···· 
Laramie City, Wyo....... .... .. 1870 Sister Alberta............... R. C.... . . . . 4 110 50 60 . . . . . . . . ••• . . . . . . . . . 1 .••• 


































TABLE VI.-Statistics of institutions for seoonda1·y inst1·uotion for 1882, tfo.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
I Is drawing I Is music I "g I Library I -a l~rOI)erty income &c. 6 
taught1 taught~ ca • ca · ' ' '2 
• ..,. 4> ~ rn 
t;> ~ .,; -';" 0 .s <I) A I 6 I 6 I t5 ~ .s .S ;.Qa, S ~ +'13 '"dc:i! i=l .g .$-~ rn;..: 
~ g~ ,S ~ ~ ~~ srg e ui f! a5 ~=a ~ ~ 
Name. I . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ <8. ~ c:6_ A'g ~ ~; ~ ;;' 
g .-d ] : :8 §: ~ .s ~ -a~ '+-< ~..; ~ .s 0 .s .s 8 ~ ~ ·a a s 5 5' c:il ft ~ 0 ...... ~ o .s E . ..,. 4> ~ <!) -5,.... ~ ~ 
.2 ~ ~ !:! '§ ~ .o ~ 1 @ E ~ ~ ~ g ~ s ~ ·tt ~ ~ J; 
Q "' Q ..., Q) ~ a 1-< ~<ll ,....~'lea c 0 Q<PQ> s 
~ 1-< o ~ ,.<:l ..<:l i=l g ~ c:i!.O A ~ c;> 4> p.,,.... p 
__ l"'l_~~-~-~ ~ _!l __ H__ ~____ I>___ ~__ .!:1 ~ Z 





1 ' .Andrews Institute ............................ 1 x 
2 Trinity Normal School* . . . . . . . . . . . x x 
3 Wilcox Female Institute . . . . . . . . . . x x 















...... ol ... o. 
$5,000 I .......... I (a) 1 ............ 1 ...... 1.Tanuary 2. 10, 000 .. • • • .. • .. .. • . . .. • • . .. .. . .... . .. 40 October 1. 
7, 000 ..... .. ... .... . . • ... ... .... .. .. . 40 September 3. 
1, 200 $0 $0 $1,200 40 Sept., 3d .Monday. 
emy. 
5 Dadev~lle Fen~ule Institute........ . • • • • . x x x j x x 0 , 0 I 2-5 1, 500 0 0 1 000 40 1 October 1. 
~ i1~1~Fl{~{8~~;f~:::::::::::::::: ···.,;·· :::::: :::::: :::::: ···o·· :::::: ······o· :::::: ....... 25· ···~2,"ooo· ::::~::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ···35· september4. 
8 Gaylesville Higb SchooL.......... .. • • .. x x x 0 0 0 .. .. .. 13}-31~ 1, 000 . • • .. • • • .. . • • . •• • • . . 1, 500 36 October 2. 
9 Greeno Springs SchooL............ ... • .. . ... .. . .. .. . x x x 2, 000 . .. .. . 36-40 . • .. .. . . . . 0 0 .... .. ••• ... 38 October 1. 
10 Lowery's Industrial Academy..... .. . .. . x x x .......... • • 50 10 0 2, 000 . • . . ••• • .. . • • .. • • • • . . . • • • .. • • . . . 40 September 1. 
11 La Fayette Mule and Female Col- 0 0 x x 0 0 0 ...... 25 4, 000 .......... .......... ...... ...... 36 January 8. 
lege. • 
12 Livingston Jdale Academy .............................. • · ... • · · • · • • • • .. · · .... · •• • .. • •• • ......... -...... . • • .... • •• . . .. .... .. ••• • • • • •• • .. 40 . Sept., 2d Monday. 
13 Ricbn.rclson and Cleveland's Acad- .... •• x x x .... •• •••••• .. •. ... . ...... 45-90 ••• . •••••. . •• .... ... .. • ....... •••••• .... .. 38 September. 
emy and Commercial Institute. d 
14 Hamner Hall .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .... • • x x x x x 600 25 
15 Mount Union Seminary ............................................................. . 






25, ~~~ , ........ ~.f. ....... ~. 




361 October 2. 
40 December 4. 
40 September. 
October 2. 17 You:· ~ Ladies' Academy of the .................. 
1 
.............................. .. 
18 Talladega College . .. . .... . . . . .. ... 0 x x x x x 3, 000 ...... 10 95,000 26,350 1, 318 ............ 33 October 1. 
!9 Talladega_Male High School*...... 0 ...... 0 0 0 0 ........ 1------1 50 I 1, 500 l .......... , .......... j ............ l 40 I Sept., 1st Monday. 
20 Mountain Spring High Schoolg.... ...... ...... .••.•. ...... 0 0 0 0 50 4, 000 •••. ...... .......... 1, 000 20 
*From ReportoftheCommissionerof Educationfor1881. dTbese :figures are for the school year 1881-'82, during eincome from all sources. 
a Rent of 100 acres of land. which year·· the school was known as Richardson's flncludes board. 
bAveragecharge. Academy;attheopeningof tbeschoolyear1882-'83it gThese :ligures are for the year ending .June20, 1882; 





















TAnLE VI.- Statistics of i-11stitutions for secondary inskuctionfol' 1882, g·c.-Continued. 




tn.ught1 Library. 1 Property, income, &c. ,.g 
• ~ <D § g 
'1;1 
§ 
~ .g~ s .$. <D:g rg~ .a 'g ~:E JJg ~ ~ -9 . ~ ~ .S=+3 mP. o g ~ § .9 . 
..... 1:; ~~ -§ Ji ~ ~lis g ;a e~ ~ -5.;g f p., 
,...< I _s .g iS C:S > .._, ~ <OCM l;'.o ~ ..::~ S i=l 1'-< S .S 
g .-d § ;:::: ;ag: ~ .9'0 .g~ ...,1fn.,; o<S >=><S .So ~~ 
·a § s ~ g. ol ~ ~ o ..... ~ o .9 E ~ ~ <+=l ~ $ ~ ~-
Scholast.ic year 
begins-
ol ..c:l ~ ;:l -~ ... ,0 c:s~ ~ ::J <D:.s ~ :::!=+3 a·~ -~"".,; ,0 I .g ~ <> ~ ~ .(3. s t a> i=l ~ ..8 ·s ~ ' a 0..., ~ ~ :i:l s 
Q) ~ 0 i=l ..c:l ;a p i=l i=l ~ ,0 P< ~ <> <D ~..... ::J 
I ~ -~-~~~~-tzi--~-~-__ P.___ · __ tEl ~ tzi ! _____ _ 
1 19 20 21 22 23 ~~ 26 ~~ 29 30 "' ,.,.
1 
33 
21 PnrkHie:hScl10ol. ..................................................... 3,000 400 a$35 .......... .••••••••. •••••••••. ............ 38 September. 
22 A1·kndefphia. Baptist High School. .... . . x x x 0 0 0 . . . . . . 20--40 $1, 200 • •• • • • .. .. . • . • . • . . . . $1, 500 40 Septembei· 1. 
23 Austinlnstitute ................... 0 0 x x 0 0 0 ..•••• 20 1,500 $0 $0 200 36 October2. 
24 Scionti.ficnndNormalSchool ..• ....••••• x x x 0 0 · 143 ...... 20 7,000 .•••••.... .•••..•••. ............ 36 SeptemberS. 
25 Clinton.MnlenndFemaleA..cademy. . ••••. .••.•. x x 0 x 500 451 15-25 3,000 .•••••.•.. ....•••••• 1,800 40 September!. 
26 IndepenclentiiighSchool* ....... ;. ...... .•.... .••••• .••..• ...... ...... ......•. .••••• 20-40 b1,500 .......... .••.•••••. 1,000 40 .Jn.n.,2clMonday. 
27 Evening Shnlle College* .. • . • • • . • .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 5, 000 0 0 1, 500 20 Sept., 1st Monday. 
28 LeoHighSchool* .................. 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 25 1,500 0 0 400 40 September12. · 
29 A1.·kansns Female College.......... x x x x 0 0 200 0 a50 25, 000 0 0 5, 000 40 September 4. 
30 PhilanclerSmith College ...................................................................................................................... . 
31 Melbourne Academy.................... x x x 0 0 0 ...... 15-40 3,000 .......... .......... 1,000 40 September4. 
32 Monticello Male and Female Insti- ...................................................................................................... u•··· 
tuto. 
33 Prnirie Grove Academy .. -- .... -.. .. . • .. x x x • •• • • • x 300 50 18-45 5, OOQ • • • • • • • • • • . • • .. • • • • • 800 38 
~~ ~~~t~~;~~o:&e!t?it~~::::::::::::::~ :::::: :::::: --·;·· ···;·· ···o·· --·o·· .... :~~- :::::: ····2~o- .... ~·-~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ···4o· 
36 Contenniallnstitnte............... 0 ...... x x 0 0 0 .••••• 20,30,40 2,500 .......... .......... ............ 40 
37 St. Cn.therine's Academy n•• ... -.- • • .. • • X X X 0 )( 400 . •• • • • c225 30, 000 .... - ..................... -..... 40 
38 St. Mary's Hall*................... 0 0 x x 0 x 300 ...... 40-350 40,000 0 0 3, 000 40 
39 Litton Springs College*............ x x 0 x x x 200 . . .. .. 360 60, 000 . • • • • • .. • . .. • .. . • . • . 12, 000 40 
40 ConYentofMaryimmaculo.te*..... 0 x x x 0 0 ........ ...... c200 7,()00 •••••••••• .......... 1,400 42 
41 GllroySeminary ................... 0 0 0 x 0 x 400 10 40-60 6,000 0 o l,GOOJ 40 
42 College of Notre Da.me............ x •••••• x x •••••• ...... 500 ...... c250 .. ........ .••••••••. .......... ............ 40 
43 No.po.Colleglatelnstituto.......... x x x x x x 565 60 50 45,000 .......... •••••••••. 16,258 40 
44 Napa Lndlos' Seminary............ 0 x x x x x 500 50 30-60 16,000 0 0 ............ 40 
4:S Muse llisbeo'e !:)ohool' for Young .••••• x ~< x 0 0 100 ...... 100 27,000 .......... .••••••••. ............ 40 
Lad loa. 








































46 Con;cnt of Our Lady of the Sa-
cred Heart. 
X X )( 0 X 1, 300 100 lac300-350 
47 Miss Fjeld's Home School for 
Young Ladies. 
X X X X X 984 
48 Hopkins Academy................. x x 0 I x I x I x 
49 Sackett School .•.... .. •. . .. . ..•.•• x x x x x x •••••••••••••• 
50 Snell Seminary for Young Lauies.. . . . • . . x x x x 0 .••.......••.. 
52 Howe's High School and Normal ..•••..........•••.•••.•.••••..••••. 1 150 I 10 
300 25 
51 Placerville Academy . . . . . . . . . •• • • . . . . • . . x x x x x 500 10 
Institute. 
53 Sacramento Institute.............. . • • . • . . •• . • . x 
54 Sacramento Select SchooL......... .••••. x 
55 Sacramento Seminary* . .. .•.••. ••. ..•.•• x 
X 
56 St . .Joseph ' ~ .A,cade~y............. 0 x 
57 Youn,g Lad1es Semmary . . . . . . • . . . 0 x 
58 Mrs. Colgate Baker's School* . . . . . . 0 x 






















2, 000 I 60 
0 0 
625 15 










....... ... , .......... , .......... , ............ ! 






30, ooo I 1, 500 
1 
........ _ .. . 
•••••••••· •••••••••• 2, 500 
0 •••••••••· 7, 800 
60 Irving Institute .. ···---··········- 0 x I x x 0 I 0 500 1100 100 , ••••••.•.. , ....•••••. , ...••..•.. , 7, 000 
~~ r~¥J~l~~f8r;~~:~~i~~::::::::: :::~:: ---:-- :::~:: ---:-- :::~:: :::::: ::~·:~~~: :::::: ::::::~i~: :::i~~~~~: :::::::::: ::::::::~: :::::::::::: 
04 Urban School.... . ................. x x x 0 x x .•....•. •••••• a125 e150 0 0 9,000 
65 :MissWest'sSchoolforGirls* ..... 0 x 0 x 0 0 50 ...... 80-150 ............••••........•..... 7,250 
66 Madame Zeitska's Institute . • • • • • . . . . . • . x x x x x 650 50 72-144 20, 000 ....•..••...•.•••••..••.. _ ..... . 
67 Home Seminary . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . . • . . x x x 0 0 200 10 c250-260 4, 000 . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . 800 
68 Laurel Hall . ....................... x x x x 0 . ... .. 500 ..•... c300 25,000 .••..•......................... 
69 St. Matthew 's Hall . . . . . • • • • • • . . • • . x x • • • • • . x x x 250 25 c375-450 ....... --. 0 0 ------.---- - ~ 
70 SchooloftbeHolyCross .......... x x x x 0 0 240 ...... 150 10,000 ······-~············ 3,8!!7 
71 California Normal a.nd Scientific .•.•.. x x x x x 2, 000 50 54 10,000 ....•..... ....•. .... 2, GOO 
School. 
44 1 August 7 • 
40 l.ruly. 
40 I August 1, 
40 .July 16. 
40 .July 26. ' 
40 August 23. 
52 
August 1. 






40 j .July 31. 
45 .July 12. 
42 .July 6. 
44 .July 10. 
40 August!. 
48 .July 18. 




40 May 20. 
72 Washington College*.................................................. 700 ...... 60-100 36,000 .............•..... . .................. 
73 San .Joaquin 'Yalley College........ 0 0 x x 0 x 600 85 40 10, 000 25, 000 500 2, GOO 40 1 September 10. 
74 ColoradoSemmary ...••......••••. x x x x •••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••. 
1 
................. . 
75 WolfeHall .........••......••••... x x x x x x 500 50 40-60 100,000 0 0 18,000 40 
76 Tillotson .Academy . ............... 0 x x 0 0 0 0 0 30 3, 000 0 0 800 38 
77 .Academy of t e Holy Family . • . . . . . . • • • . x x x 0 0 200 . • • . . • 20 . . • . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
September 7. 
Sept., 1st Monday. 
September 4. 
September. 
September 1. ~g a~id~~:tirus1~~~lt~% ~~a\r~y· --·o·· ···o·· ···;·· ··:;·· ···o·· ···,;·· . "6,"64ii' '""i4' 8o~i~~ '""25~ ooii' ········o· --····--u·l······ "'563' :g Boarding School. 
80 Hillside Seminary . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . x x x x x 300 . . . .. . 50-100 23, 000 . . • . • • • • . . . ......•. ' .•• _........ 36 September 20. 
81 Morgan School...... . • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . x x • • • • • • x x 1, 300 250 0 75, 000 . • • • • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . • . . 39 Sept., 1st Tues. 
82 Bacon Academy* . . • • • • • • . • . • . • . . . . 0 0 x 0 0 x 300 20 18-24 5, 000 32, 000 1, 600 . . • . . . . . . • • . 40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
83 Elm,voodSchool ........................................ 1 .........•.••. ········ -·--·· -········· .......... ---······· -········· ··········-- ······ 84 DurhamAcademy~ ............................ x x x x 1,300 100 25-60 5,000 0 ..•.....•. 1,000 40 Sept.,lstMon. 
85 Glastoo~ury Acailem_r... .. .. • . • . . 0 0 0 0 x x 400 50 36 9, 900 0 0 1, 500 40 ~ep!ember ~-
~~ ~~!:a';dci~~l~~~::.~::::::::::·:: :::::: ·--~-- --~-- - ···x··· .•• ~ .. ···x··· :::::::::::::: -----~~~~- ···io:ooo· ····2;4oo· ······i2o· :::::::::::: ·--~~- ~:~t::~~~-wo. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 188L 
aA>erage charge. 
b Grounds and buildings. 
c Includes board. 
d Exclpding house. 

















TABLE VI.- Statistics of institutions f01' secondm·y instnwtion fo1' 1882, ~c.-Continued. 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicn.tes no n.nswer. 
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21 1 22123124 2a 26 2'r I 2s I 29 I 30 I 31. 1""'1 aa 
8'31 Miss ;rraines's.School for Yotmg 1 ...... ,-x-~-x-~-x-== . .... : . . = $80,130 ==== .......... ............ 37 Septemberl9. 
Lndtes an<1 Gu'ls. 1 1 • • 
20 1~12~ 19 
89 Seminary ofMt. St . .Joseph.... .... x 
90 Rooky Dell Institute . . . . . . . • . . . . . . x 
X 
X 
91 Mrs. Robert H. Griswold's School. ······j x 
92 Yonng Lrulies' Seminary ....... ... ...... x 



















a200 1 .......... , .......... 1 .......... 1 ............ 1 40 I September4. 40 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. • • .. $3, 000 4'0 
a300 .......... ,.......... .......... ............ 36 September. 
40-60 ...... _.,, ......... . .......................... .. 
50 $10, 000 $0 $0 2, 000 40 August 27. 












... .. . 
95 New Cannan Institute............. x x ...... x ...... ...... 150 20 
96 The Elderngo School. ....... .. .. .. . .• .. . x 
97 Miss Nott's English and French ...... 
X 
X X 
. Fu.ruil.v nml D1ty SchooL 
0 500 20 







a250 .......... .......... .......... 1,200 
50-70 25, 000 .......................... .. .. .. 
70-106 .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 5, 000 
40 1· Septemb~r. 
39 September 17. 
36 Sept., 3d week. 














West End Institute . ... ........... . . .... . x x x ..... . .... . . ... .. .. . ...... 45-60 .............................................. .. 
TI;~~~~~.ft.:-?n~~ftllta·i'~r·:y~~r;i· ... :. .. ···:.·· --·:.·· ·--:.·· :::::: ·::::: :::::::: :::::: .... ao.:.w· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ... 4o· 
Lndies !llld Children. 1 -
~\\~l~·~~~~~~r~i~~1s~lo~i: ::::::::: .. :. .... ~ ...... x .... __ x_ .. :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: ... :~~~~~ ... bi5: ooo · :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ---~~-
oonl>ulT lnstituro . ......... ....... ...... x x x x x 100 ...... 20-100 25,000 .......... .......... 900 40 
Betts Military .A.cndemy .... .... .. x x x x 0 x 150 0 a350 40,000 0 0 6, 000 3B 
~~{~c~&~~~~li~~-~;;ti·no:~;Scb~~i*:: ---~- - --~--- :::::::::::::::::: .. :. .. . ----~~~- :::::: 1gtigg --~~~~-~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ 
EuttliRh nn<l Classical School" . .. .. o o 0 o o x _.... ... ...... 26 8, ooo o o 4G8 40 
~~~:~H~!:a a£;;~1[i1t~~o .. !~~--:y.;u:r;g· :::::: ~ :::::: : ... 0 ...... x ... ----~~~- :::::: 4~~~g :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: al, ~gg !Z 
J,atllnll." 














































111 St. Margaret's Diocos.m School for . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
(iirJA. 
X 30-60 I • • • o o o • o .. I • • o • • o • • • • I • • • • • o • • • • I • • • • • • o o o o • • 40 1 September. 
H~ ~~}l~~~Q~~~f~~~~~~l~t~~:::::::. ·::~:: :::~:: :::::: :::~:::::;:::::X::::::::::::::::: -~20~~~~f ···-~;~gf :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::i.:~6b: ... fg· 






116 St.Jolm':iSl'hoolfor Boys ....... . . ..... x x x 0 x 1,000 100 a350 30,000 .....•.... .•••...... 12,000 39 
117 :l!'t'ltoo Semiuary.... .. ............. 0 0 x x 0 0 100 0 22 ......... . .......... 0 900 39 
118 Georgetown ,\cndemy............. 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 25-44 2,000 .......... .......... 1,200 40 
119 Lnnrol Select Schoolx . ............ . ...... . .... . ........... . ....................... · .................. _ .... _________ ................ _. __ ........ . 
1~0 Milf(ll'tl Seminary................. x x x x ...... .•••.. ..... .. . .••••• 20-40 ... .. .... .......... .......... 500 40 September 1. 
September 5. 






121 .AcndemyofNowark .............. . ..... x x x 0 x 500 ...... 25-45 10,000 7,000 . ........ . ............ 40 
1~2 Smyrna. Seminary................ . ...... x x x ................... . ............................................................... . 
123 Friends' Rclwol.................... ...... x 0 0 x x 75 ...... d34 .......... .••••..... 500 3,400 40 
n; W~r~1n~:~1~~~~~(i~~s--.·.-_·.-.:~:::~:: ~ --~-- ~ ·--~-- ___ x ___ ·--~-- 2},~gg ··;5o·--·----~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ 
126 Daytona.Institute ..... . ........•........ x .••.•. x 0 0 200 15 18-:16 .......... o o 550 36 
124 Cookman Institute.............. ........ x x x 0 0 300 · 100 e1 12,000 0 0 219 29 
128 Florida Military Institute .................................................. .. ............................•••.•. __ .......... . 
129 Convent of Mary Immaculate...... x x x x 0 0 595 45 a200 40, 000 
130 Florida Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x x 0 0 300 . . . . . . 8 4, 000 
42 I September 4. 
35 October2. 
13l Sanht Rosa .Academy ..... ... .............................................................. _ ........... , ...•.•.... , ..•....... 
132 .Acn_dcmyoftheSncre<lHeart* .......... 1 x x x .••... .•.... .....••. ...... .••••••••. 10,000 .•.••............... , ............ ! 381 September15. 
133 1 CbnstChnrchSchool.............. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... .•.•...... 2,000 .......... .......... 1,0v0 36 Octoberl. 
134 West Florida Seminary* ........ .. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . 6~ 10, 000 40, 000 2, 800 0 44 October, 1st Mon. 
135 LimettaAcndomy ................. 0 x x x I 0 x 400 20 15-25 ........................................ • September. 
136 Adait·sville High School........... x x x x 0 0 50 12 20 1, 500 0 0 1, 000 40 Ja11uary 1. 
137
1 
Bartow Classical Institute* ........ x ...••. x x •••••• x ........ ...... 30 1, 500 .......... .......... ........... 40 .Au..,.ust 17. 
138 Cedar C1·eok Higb·School.......... x x x .... .. 0 0 25 11 .... . .. . .. 1, 000 0 0 800 32 Ja~1ary 1. 
139 Bo:ys'HighSchool. ................ x 0 0 0 x x .............. 40 .............................. 1,500 40 Septem'berl. 
140 Sterne'slnstitute .................. x ...... x x 0 0 .............. 20-60 .......................................... 40 Sopte,_,ber10. 
141 MulberryGrove.Academy ........................... x 0 0 220 0 ·······'-· 550 0 0 808 40 Jannary30. 
142 HomeSchoolfo1·YoungLaclies .......... x x x 0 x .............. 30-60 .......................................... 40 Septem'ber15. 
143 Atlanta Baptist Female Serninary . ..................................................................... . ................... . 
144 .Atlanta.BaptistSeminary ..................... x .••••• 0 x 675 50 8 20,000 .............................. .. 
145 .AtlantaFemalelnstitute ................ x x x x x .............. 50 50,000 .................... 15,000 
146 Storrs School...................... . . . . . . . . . .. . x . • • .. . 0 0 0 0 fl 9, 000 . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . 2, 500 
147 Summerville .Academy* . . . .. . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5, 000 80, 000 6, 000 0 
148 Gordon Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. x x x x x x 2, 000 . . . . . . 40 12, 000 . __ ... _... . .• . . • .. . 6 000 
149 Union .Academy................... 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 20 300 0 0 '600 
150 Jackson.Academy ....................... x x x 0 0 15 ...... /2 2,500 ...•••.... J,OOO 800 
151 Blackshear Academy*............................... x 0 0 0 ...... 20 2,000 .............................. .. 
152 Boml's Academy.................. 0 ...... ,...... 0 0 0 0 0 25-32 200 ..•....••. .......... 400 
153 Boston Academ.v ................. 
1 
0 0 0 x 0 0 0 ..•... /1~3! 1,500 .............................. .. 
Institute. 
33 October 2. 
40 September 3. 
40 September 1. 
40 September 15. 
40 August 21. 
40 January 1. 
40 January 15. 
40 Jannary,lstMon. 
40 February 6. 
38 January. 
40 September. 154 1 Butler Female College and Malo I x x I x x 0 0 0 0 12~ 7, 000 o o 1, 850 
155 CalbOl~nAcademy...... .. ......... ...•.. ...... x x .••••. .••••• .•••.••. ..•••• 25 2,000 ....•••••• .......... 900 I 4'0 I January. 
156 Mrs.Ftelds' S(•leetSchool* .... .'.... ...... x x x .•••.. ....•• ........ ...... 25 .•••••..•. ••••••.•.. .......... 500 40 Janunry12. 
*From Reportofthe Commissioner of Education for 1881. <:Value of buildings and grounds. elncidental fee; free to all o>er twelve years of age. 
a Includes board. <l Average charge. /Uharge for a month. 





















TAl:I.E VI.- Statistics of institutions for secondm·y instnwtion for 1882, tj·c.-Coutinnctl. 
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33 1 ,.9 1--;;-,2; 22 23 1 -;,;~1 26 1~----;;----;;----;;-~ 
I 
---------~- I --
157 I Camak Arn~lcm~* .. • ..•• •••...••• . x x x x 0 0 0 1 0 $27 $800 .•••••••• . .•.. . .••.. $GOO 36 Jnnun.r.v 16. 
158 Cherokee ll1~h :school............. . .. ... x x x 0 0 . • •. .. . . . .. .. . al! 700 . •••••.••. .••• •• . • • . 600 43 October 2. 
150 I ~on< II ""ouio Iu••tnto• . ..... ... . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • . . . x ....•• 1 ............. ·I· ..... 1 20 4, 0~0 . • • • • • . • . . . • • . • . • . • . 1, 200 .MJ J '"""'" 4. 
160 Cnrsonnlle.Acndem.v .............. 0 ... ... 0 ...... 0 0 ........ ...... 15 2n0 .......... .......... ............ l\) Januarv 8. 
161 Ca.ttOI"S>illo High School.. ........................... , x 0 0 . ....... . .... . .......... 1, 600 ...... .... ...... .... !JOO 40 January. 
162 Cartorsvi~leScminary ····: --·----· ...... x x x 0 0 0 ...... 30 . ... .. ... . .......... .......... ......... . .. 40 I .AnglJSt20. 
163 C:wo Sprm)! Female Semmary of . . .. .. . .. . .. x x 0 0 100 20 b2-4 5, 000 . .. . .. .. . . . • • .. .. .. . 1, 000 40 August 28. 
lloarn School. 
164 HonrnManu~l Labor School. ....... ........... . ..................................... 20,30,40 10,000 · $5,000 $300 1,000 40 Soptember4. 
165 Cc<lnrtownlltghSchool*........... 0 x x x x x ........ ...... .......... 1,800 .......... .......... 1,500 38 January2. 
166 I Cedartown ::Unlo:md FemaloAcad- x x x x 0 x .............. 20, 30,40 850 0 ...... .... 1, 750 40 January 1. 
cmv-. 
167 St.Joseph's.Acn<lcmy ..... ...... .. ...... ...... x x ...... ...... 500 ...... .......... 25,000 ...................................... Scpt~mberll. 
168 Slndo's !:lchool for lloys ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... x x 0 0 60 2, 000 .......... .......... 2, 000 40 September 15. 
169 Concortl.Acacleuty ......... ..... ... - ----- . ..... . ..... ...... ... . .. ...... .••.••.. ...... .......... c300 .......... ......... . GOO 32 January!. 
170 Conyers Malo nn<l Fcmnlo lli,;h 0 . .... . 0 I >( 0 0 0 0 20 1, 500 0 0 0 36 Jauuar_y 10. 
School.* 
171 1 Corinth Arncl<'my ........................ ------ x x .. .... ...... ........ ...... d20 600 .......... .......... 600 36 January 1. 
172 CII\Wforll.Ac.t<lo.my ...... . ......... l 0 0 0 x 0 0 .......... -... 20,25,35 1,000 .......... ......... . 800 40 ,Januryl5. 
173 Ct·utrnlCollo~itt!AI!nslituto ....... 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 25 1,500 0 0 700 40 Janua1-y8. 
li4 Cn><RotaAc:t<lomv ...... .... ....... x ...... x x 0 0 0 ...... d25 400 0 0 1,200 40 Jan .ruJ<l.Angust. 
175 Ilownr<l Normnlluslit uto ......... ...... ...... x x 0 0 500 60 9 1,000 .......... .......... 800 32 October. 
176 Cr•twfoJ'(\ll~ll Schoo.\............. 0 0 0 x x ........ ...... b2 7,500 0 0 1,800 40 Augustl5. 
177 Dt'lhlllil!h School . .............. o o x x o o o o 1~0 400 o o! :liiO H JanutlQ' 8. 
1711 llt•ct~tut·. lll!(.'h S<.·hool ............. 
1 
0 0 ...... x 0 0 0 ...... 20-40 3, 500 0 ......... . , 1, 300 40 Jnnt.Jnr~:· l~t Mon. 
1711 Fm·mMKvlllt· A.t•1Hh11uy ........ .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a2 300 0 0 ~65 40 Non·mut>r 1. 
li!U ll ••lu th ,\•·n•ll•u•' .•. ···H••--·•••« 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...... d20 500 .......... ......... . ;!00 40 ,Jnuu;ny 1. 








































Elbert ¥nlo lli!!h School* ... ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...••.. 
183 1 hlo~;; lllll .L\_cuucmy*... .. .......... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 •••••••.•••••. 1S4 1 Eli_J,.JOY SlllllOilr~' • • • • • • • . • . • • . • • • • . • • •• • • . • • • • • X • • • • • • 0 0 0 ••••• 
185 Frurlmm Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . x x 0 0 0 0 
186 For~<ytl.t Mnlo and Fcmaleinstitute. . . . . . . x x x 0 0 0 0 











.............. . ................. . S:i7 3~ 
............. ... . ............... . 2!10 4tl 
0 ····•····· 4GO 40 .................. .................. 1, 000 36 
0 .......... 2,250 40 
o· .••.•••••. 5'1 30 










................... ............. .... ................ . ....................... ......... . 
.J::nu::r.Y 10. ' 





.January 23 . 
January 8. 189 Fort Valley Female Seminary . • • . . x . • • • •• x x . • • . . • x .•••••...•.••. 1, 500 •..••... .. . •. . ...... .••... .•••.. 41) 
100 Franl;liu Institute . ... ...... ....... 0 0 x x 0 0 .... .... ..... . 5, 000 0 0 . .• • • . .••• •• 40 
19t Gninesville College ......... .... .. x x x x 0 0 300 .. ... . 
192 Methodist College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x .•• • •. x 1, 200 600 
15, 000 0 0 3, 500 40 Septcm ber 1. 
September 6. 
November. i~ g~~e~~t~-~?of-M~~~~~K<1Fe~~i~·c~;: ... 0 •.. .• • 0 ••• • •• 0 •••••• 0 •• • :::::: :::::: :: : ::::: :::::: 
6, coo . • • • • • . . . . . . • • • . . . . 3, 000 4J 
1, 000 .......... ·· - •••••. 500 33 
....... . . . ...... .•. . ...... ... . ...... ...... 40 Sep t., 1st Monday. 
operative SchooL* 
195 Miss .Por-ter's High School.- . . .. ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · x x 0 0 · · · · · · · · · • • · · · 20- 50 ~ - · · · · · · · · - ~ - · · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
lOG I Samuel Unilo_y hlnle Institute* . . • . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 18, 000 . . • ..•.....•••...•. . 
Hl7 llnrtwell High School. .. . . . . . • ••• • • • • . • • . x x x 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20-40 2, 000 .•..•.........•..... 
198 I Hawkins>illo Institute .••......•..••.•••.•. -.. x x •• . . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . ••• • . 37§ 6, 000 .••••.•••..•.••• .. .. 
199 Hephzibah High School . . . . . • . • • . . 0 0 . • • . . . x 0 x 200 . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . 8, OOiJ 0 0 
200 Bradwell Institute................. .... •. ... . .. x x x x 420 ...••. 30 2, 000 ..••••.••........... 
201 Hogansville Academy............. x x x x .••.. . .•.•. . . •••. ••. •••••. 15-35 5, 000 ~--·· ..........••.... 
1 
....... . .. . . 
202 Jasper Institute . . . . . ••. .• • ••. • • ••. .•. . • . . . . . . . x .•. -.. 0 0 0 . .. . . . d15 *1, 200 0 0 800 
203 Au bum Institute* ................. 0 0 x x 0 0 0 . .. . . . 20-36 GOO • •• ••• • • • . • ••• •• • • • . 1 Ot10 
204 Middle Georgia College............ 0 0 . . . . . . X 0 0 0 0 d27! 5, 000 0 0 5
1 
000 
205 Union High School ...••••••..•.•••.••••......................••........... · .... ······ j 18 250 .••••••••. .. ..•••••. ' 635 
206 Juniper High School*... ........... x x x x x x 1, 000 300 35 6, 000 . .•••• ••• . . . . . •• .. • . 3, 675 
207 Groovorville Academy...... ...... . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . 16, 24, 36 500 . • • • . • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . 750 
208 La Grange Seminary . . • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • . • • . • • . • x ••• -.. 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 4, 000 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107 
209 Meson Academy. .................. . • • • • • . • • • . . . • • • • • x x x 200 0 16-32 3, ooo 2, 500 200 000 
210 Liberty Hill High School.......... . . . . • . • . • . . . • • • • • . x • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • . . • • • . 2, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . 400 
211 Washington Institute .••• •• ••••. .. 0 .0 x x x x .. -..... . . . . . . 15-40 8, 000 . .. • • . . . . . . . . . .•••.. 2, 500 
212 Lewis ffigh School . . . . . • ••• • •. . . . . .•. . •• x x x 0 x 3, 000 1, 000 8! 12, 000 .•.•••.••. .•. •• • • . . . 750 
213 Forest Home Institute • • . . • . • . . . • . x • • • • • • 0 x . • • • • • . • • • • • 150 3 22~ 4, 000 . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 500 
214 Madison Male Hiah School . . . . . . . . x 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 40 2, 000 0 0 1 300 
li! ~~1E~~!~~1~~;'i:~~:: :::i:: :::~:: ::::: ::~:: :::~:: :::~:: ::::::~: ::::~: "·fgc;! ;:;;~~~~~: ~~~::~~::~:~~~~~~~~~::::::;:iii-
219 M:1rsballville High School. •.. ·..... . . . • . . x • • • • •• x 0 0 75 15 30 3, 000 . . • . •••.•. . . . . . • . ••. 1' 600 
220 1liays-ville Institute. ............... .. . • . . .•.••• ... . .• x 0 0 . ••. . . . . .... .. .....•.. •. 400 .•.•.•..•....•.•.....•••••. ~ ••.. 
221 Milner High School*...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 0 0 
222 Montezuma Male and Female In· ...•.. x x x 
stitute. 
· ··o ··1···o ··1~:::::: :1 ::::::1·25; so;35·1··· · 2; iioo ·1::::::::::1: :::::::::1····· · i;5oo· 
40 .Jann:11'y 8. 
40 Aug. , l:1st Mon. 
40 Janu ary 10. 
40 January 8. 
40 Septem ber. 
40 July 6. 
40 J anuary. 
40 N ovcm ber. 
40 January 9. 
40 September 1. 
35 January 2. 
40 February 15. 
40 F eb., 2d Monday. 
36 October 1. 
38 January 9. 
30 January 1. 
40 Jan., 2d Tuesday. 
34 October 1. 
. . . September 1. 
42 September 6. 
36" October 1. 
40 January 1. 
40 January 8. 
40 January 8. 
36 January 9. . 
32 Jan., 1st Monday. 
40 September. 
223 Rpalding Seminary . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . 0 0 . • • • • • x 























0 0 800 40 August 7. 
225 Stonewall School* . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . 0 0 0 0 
226 Mountville Academy . . . • • • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . 0 x 0 
227 Newnan Male Seminary........... 0 0 0 0 
228 N own an Seminary................... . • • • . . . . . . . . .. • . • • . x 0 
>- From Report of the CommissionerofEuucation for 1881. 




0 .•..•. d25 
b Charge for a month. 
oValue of building. 
1, 500 
0 0 300 40 January 1. 
0 ••••. ..•. ... . .. .... .. 40 January 9. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 600 33 January 1. 
0 0 2, 000 40 .January. 
0 0 1,100 40 January 18. 
dAverage charge. · ' 

















TADJ.JJ: VI.-Statistics of institulionsjm· secondm·y instruction for 18S2, g-c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x in<licntes nn affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .••• indicates no answer. 
l11 c1rn"'iHg · Is mn:::ic 
t:wgbt 1 taught~ 
I 
'g Library. ~ 
. .:: g d 
~ ~ cii ,-~ 0 ~ - I 0 0 ,.P ~ 
.s ~ ~ s .$ ""' ·a .g §< • .g .g Ji ~ 
Property, income, &c. 
1:-ame. 
~ <.).., o o ~ ~..., P-o o . e . <!)·a 
~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ e § ~~ p,~ ~~ 
2 I .._: I ~ ~ -§ ~ ~ .s ~- .g ~ tiJ ~ • ~ ~ ~] Jl ~ 
'i:i ;j .. s g g.:.~ ... ~ 0 ,_.g ~-8 ~ .... 0 <!:: <!) .s<!:: 
"' ~ • >' .,... "' o c;,.q c;: 0 ""'~ ~'<P. <DP. P<~-<. 
~ ' ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ e ~ 6 ~ §:a ~ g ~ s :o ·s ~ ~ 
:) - :> w tD ·- '"' <::> 1"1 ~ - oil 8 ° <::> h a;> 
~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ' ~ ~ ~ -1 ~.0 P< -1 ~ ~ '.:< 
I 1 - ·--- -- -- -
1 1~ I ~3 I 21 I Z2 I ~3 I 2-l Zii 25 2'r 2S 29 30 31 
I 
229 1 Southern Institute, Malo an<l Fe- x I x I 
I 
male. 
230 Norero11s llL•h School.......... .. . x •••••• x 
231 Bl'inld('\' J\<':ulem;y* ............... 0 0 1------ J x 
233 Norwoo'tl .\c •• domy. ............... 0 0 0 0 
233 Fm·mP.rs' Ui~h Schoo~............. 0 0 x X 
X 234 Mercer fli!.!.h School . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . 0 0 0 
235 lionston "ltlnle nnd Ferunle College. x x x 
23G Pl1ilomnth Institute .................................... .. 
237 Piue Log l\[nsouic Institute........ . ... .. .. .. .. x x 
238 WilliR Institute-> ........... _....... .. .. .. .. .. .. x x 
239 Powl'ltou :nrnlc nnd Fcmalo School 0 0 0 x 
240 Quitmnu Acrulomy........ ......... x x x x 
241 }{nlnm Gnp Institute ..................................... . 
242 Mt. Vemou InsLitnto" . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . x 
243 Mnsouio Litcrm·y Institute* . . . . . . . x 
244 Rook Mnrt School ..................... .. 
~ .. 1 
0 
I 
300 I 50 
X 0 
! I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
X I X ::::::::,:::::· 0 
I 
0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 ................ , ............... 
0 0 
0 
0 0 ...... 
215 Icllo"\Vild.A.cnderoy ............... ...... x x , ...... , ...... . ...... ......... ..... .. 
246 Rome Mnlo Bir.h School..... ...... .. .. .. .. . . .. 0 
0 
1 ........ 1 ...... 
------ ~ ------ 0 ...... 
0 0 .............. 
2·17 Roswoll.Acndomy ......... ....... ....... ·--- .. ----- -
248 Rutlctlgo High School ......... ... . 
1
...... ...... x 
2.!9 Boncb lnstilute............. ... . ... . .... . .... .. x 
~0 Sn.vnm1nb. Military .L\.ondemy . • • • • . x x 0 
2ol Excclalor Acndemy................ o 0 x 
252 N. m. \VI\1'018 nu!lilll.'tlS 1\U(l Literary 
l.natltuto. 
X 
. -----. --·g -- ~ - -·g -.,. ---. ~ g - ~ - -. ~g-
2, 500 I" -- -- . I 
0 l""" lf 





















$0 $0 $1, ioo 
.......... 1 .......... 1 900 
.......... .......... 900 
0 0 400 
0 0 1, 200 
0 0 flOO 
.......... ......... . 2,000 
600 ........ -- 700 
600 0 ...... ... 1, 000 
500 ...... .... .......... 600 
250 . 0 0 500 
2, 000 0 0 ........... . 
1, 000 .......... .......... 400 
800 .............................. . 
10,000 .............................. .. 








----s:oao· ........ ii. :::::::::: ~::::::::::. 
.......... .......... .......... 450 
110 
1s, 2o 1 } 
25, 33~1 
16--<10 
!g:~~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: ~:88~ 
1, 200 












32 I 33 
20 I September. 
36 January 1. 
36 January 9. 
36 Jauuary 8. 
36 January. 
40 January 14. 
40 
40 January 15. 
40 Jauum·y 1. 
10 Januo,ry . 
34 Jamutry 8. 
3'2 October 2. 
32 July 1. 
40 Jan., 2cl Monday. 
40 1 Septem bcr 1. 
40 I Januar.r. 
40 August 28. 
40 October 2. 
40 January 1. 
33 Octobc•r 1. 
34 October o. 






































23:1 j Smyrna ~rate and Fcn1ale Academy x 1 x 








l ('Ill\'.* 2;J:i Sparia 1-I.nlo and Female .Academy..... .. x x x 0 I 0 0 
1 
..... . 
23!1 I 8prinu: Place Hi:-:h School.......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1, 137 217 
2:>"1 ~t'le:;tuno' Institute*-------------· .................. ---- -- .....• ------ ............. . 
2:i8 ~touc ~Iountain High Scl10ol ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25!) ~npn·VallryAcaclemy ... ......... x x x x 0 0 50 
260 ::i:uuach ~cminar~·* - . . .............. 0 0 x x 0 0 0 
~Gl Sn•nmen·illoA.cademy*..... ....... 0 0 x x 0 0 0 















263 Society.Hill.A.cndemy ----------- --- ----------- x 0 0 0 ·-····· ·~ ------~ 15 
264 '£t'nnillfllfi!-\h Sd10oL............. 0 .•.••. x x 0 0 0 ..... . a 30 
265 RE.Leeinstitutl' -------·-- --·· ·-- x x x x ------ .....• .•...... ...... al5 
::!GG Thomson lii~h School*.. ......... . x ...... x x 0 0 ........ ...... 25 
267 Toccoa .Academy*..... . .... ...... . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 15-30 
2GH ruionPointHiahSchooL ........ . 0 0 X ...... 0 0 0 0 ·---------
20!) 'iValthoun·illc Academy ................. ------. . .. .. x 0 0 0 ...... 20-28 
270 W nrrenton Academy* . . .. .. . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. .. . . 15-30 
271 I 'NnRhin~ton Female Seminary..... 0 0 x x x 0 0 0 a25 
272 'iYasl!ingtonMaleAcat1eroy ............. ------ ...... ...... ...... .... .. ........ ... ... 22!-45 
273 .AuthonAeademy* .. . .. ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 
274 lktbclA.cndemy* ..... . ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16-24 
275 ' D:t>YS'm institnte . . . ..................... ------ x x ..... . ...... ... . .... ...... b2i 
276 Whitesburg Academy ............. 0 0 x x 0 0 0 ...... 20 
277 1 Excelsior Academy.. . .. ........... 0 0 x x 0 0 ...................... .. 
278 German Evangelical Lutheran ...... ...... x ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... 3-6 
Scl10ol. I 
27!> I .Aledo .Academy..... ........... ... 0 x 0 0 0 x 250 ...... 32 
280 Jennings Seminary and Aurora. 0 x x x x x 2, 200 200 32! 
:Konual School. 
281 Institute of the Immaculate Con-
ception. · 
282 Ruuke1: llil! Academy ................. ·· j x 

















~ 1· ·-- -- · · o- ·--· · · i; 2oo · 
---- -- • - - . .. -- - - - . -- 800 
0 1, 000 
0 1, 750 
0 600 
0 l 0 '100 






















-----· --o ·1····-- · · o ··-- ·-- "6aa· 
0 I o 850 
~ --------~- 1, ~~~ 
0 0 1, 200 





------ .... , .......... , ... ---------
. - .... -- -- . -- --- - - - - 1, 500 
.... - - - - - - -- . --- - - .. 1, 280 
978 - -••• -- -- - 93 2 









28-! ChicagoLadies'Somina.ry ......... 0 x 







· --o · T--o--1· ..... ol---o· 
800 
3, 000 
605~~g 1· · · i2; oiio·1· ---2;iiiio -~--· · i; ooo ·1· .. · · · · · 5oo · 
286 D carbornSeminary ............................ , x 
287 French ancl English School.... .... • .. .. . . . . .. . x 









150 50 80~ng I ::::::~::: 1-- -···- -~·I····-·-- ~ - 1----- ~~·- ~~~-a68 el, oOO • .. .... • • • • .... .. • .. 3, 000 
cago. 
28!) German Institute........................ x 
2!>0 Heimstreet's Classical Institute.... x X 
291 Kirkland School . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. • x 
29:3 Mrs. Loring's SchoolforYonng La- 0 
dies and Children. · 
X 
X 
X , ...... , ...... , •••••• , . • • .. • • ., ... • .. , ...... • ... , ..... • .... , .... •• • •• ., ........ •. 
X X .. .. .. .. .. .. 632 11 50-300 . .. . . . . . . . . • .. .. • .. . .. ....... . 
• --,; ... --,;.. 1 o ~ 1, g~~ ... 20. 40-~~g .. _ ~~·- ~~~ _ :::::::::: :::::::::: 
293 Luthera-a.;Immanuel School........ x I x I x I 0 I 0 X 0 1--·-·-1 8, 9 31, 670 3, 9!)3 
40 October. 
40 January. 
40 September 1. 
40 September 4. 
40 .Jan., 2d .Monday. 
40 .January. 
40 .January 15. 







40 February L 
3!) .August 8. 
40 
40 .January 16. 
40 September 4. 





32 .January 1. 
44 April1. 
40 ..August 28. 
44 August 30. 
42 September 1. 
40 September. 
40 September 11. 
40 September. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 11. 
40 September 11. 
45 September 1. 
39 September 15. "I Soptombod. 
40 September 20. 
44 
""From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
aAverage cha.rge. 
b Charge for a. month. 
cReceipts for the last term from tilltion fees. 
d Grounds and buildings. 








































TABLE VI.- Statistics of i11sfituHons for secondrwy ·inst1·uction for 1882, <Jc.- Continued. 
NOT.&.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; •••. indicates no ftns wer. 
Is drawing I Is music ,. ~ Library. 13 Property, income, &c. ] 
taught ~ taught 1 ~ ~ . ~ 
--.-----.-- t> ~ ,;, "" $~ rtf~ Q Q ~ ;:1 .s. 
~ ~ ~ s ~ . q)] 'g~ .a . ~ . ~~ ~ ~ 
... ()+> .E ~.... 1::..0;... ~ Cl 8"" I-I"" ..c ~ 4) p., 
....l ~ te ~ ~ ;9 a ~ .s ~ ~ P.'g ~-g ~-a ~ .:: 
~ od ~ : .:: g: ~ .s- ~ ~ "" ~ ai 't;..:! e e ~ s 't;: 
.:: ~ q)s ., '&:a ... ~ g - ~ o .s ~ .... ~ ...... ~ -5,.... ~-
Cl <1:1 <J o <1> OO,.<:l "' 'd~ Cl t> o..,. p.,~-o • ..0 
] ..<:l ~ e '§ ~ '8 ~ ~ g E ~ :::= ,.. g :+3 E :+3 ·a; ~ ~ S 
~ ~ g ~ ] ] :::: ~ 1'1 Gil -a.E ~ 8 8 ~ [.>.~ r:s 




1 19 I 20 I 21 I 22 I 23 I ~-l 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 I 33 
: l--l--l--l--1--l- -1--l--1---l---1---l---1 I II 
40 September 13, 
40 September 1. 
43 September 1. 





~00 1 ...... ,. $40-150 1"?'"""1"'"""'1"""""1""'"'"" ;.>00 .. .. .. a300 $-50, 000 . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $40, 000 500 .. .. .. 10 50, 000 $0 $0 4, 000 
50g .... ~.1 3~g '"5o,' 000 c:::: :::: ::::::::::1 ...... ~~-~~~-
Patk Iustitnto . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. x 
St. I•'l'llncis Xa,ier's .Academy . . . . . x 
St. P:ttrick's .Academy............. 0 











East Illinois College and Normal x x 
Scl.wol. 
X X 





St. Thoresns Ursulme A.oadom:Jc... ... ... x x x 0 0 200 ...... 5 8, GOO 1, 500 . ......... 600 
~to:!~~l~aa~~~~~~-c-~~~~~~~-.. ~:~. :::::: ... .; .. :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :~: ::::: ....... 24· :::::::::: ~ ::::::::: :::::::::: .......... .. 
Tench~rs' Institute and Classical . . . • . . x x x x x 150 I 25 21-27 1, 500 .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. 1, 000 
Semmnry. 
.IIowo Literary Institute........... x x x x 0 .............. I...... 20-25 20, 000 .. .. .... .. .. • .. .. . .. !l50 
Elgin Aondcmy .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. x x .. .. .. x x x 300 6 21-36 10 000 0 0 4 009 
~~~~S~~Rfl1~~~f~a~rv~ti·t-~~~--.-~::: ···a··\ ... o ..... o ..... .; ..... o ..... ,; ...... 2oo· :::::: ....... 24· :::::'::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::·:::::'::::. 
NorthOinlllinois Col ego antl N'or o 0 x . x x x 450 o 32 ............................ .. 
mnl SclJOol." 
Germnn-English College .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. x I x x x 1, 000 150 28 10, 000 1, 000 80 
Mout.icello Lntlios' Semiunry....... ...... x x x x x 2, 500 ...... 40 200,0110 .................. .. 
'.rhoYoungLadies'.Athemcum ................ x x x x 400 20 50 15,000 o ........ .. 
St.. ~~raneis' Aondomy* ... . .. .. .. . .. .... .• x x x 0 0 150 40 14 45, ooo 16,000 4, ooo 
St. Josoph'H Sominn.t'y.. ... .. . ...... x x x I x ...... ...... 400 75 10-30 23,320 .................. .. 
:UcDonoughNormnl, Sciontitic, nn<l ...... ...... ...... ...... x ...... ........ ...... 36 ............................ .. 
Comml'r<'in.l Collego.~ 
Gt·n.nll l'n~ll'\(1 Somiltln·y, Commcr-
l'll\1 Cullt•~fl, nml Cuntwt·v"t.ot·y of 
Mtuo\tl. 









40 September 4. 
39 .August 30. 
39, September 4. 
40 September!. 
36 September 4. 
36 Supt.ember. 
40 September 4. 
40 SeptP.m ber 10. 
38 September 21. 
36 September. 
40 Sept., 1st Monday. 
45 September 1. 
37 


































316 I St, Francis Xavier's Academy . .... •••••• •••••• x x 0 x 300 100 19 25,000 8, 000 480 2, 500 40 Sept., 1st Monday. 
317 Edgar Collegiate l!lstitute. ...... •. x x x x 0 x 500 20 30 5, 000 .......... .......... 2,140 36 S13ptember 8. 
318 Peoria German School Association .. .. .. • .. .. . • • .. .. • • .. .. • ................................................... • .............................. . 
.319 Pettengill Semina.ry ....... .••••• •. 0 x x x x 0 26 26 35-60 20,000 0 0 1, 282 38 September 15. 
320 1 Bettie Stuart Institute ............ ...... x x x x x 500 0 30, 50, 60 40,000 . •••.•.••. 0 5, 000 40 September 13. 
321 Lee's Academy* ................... ...... x 0 x 0 0 500 12 30 .......... .......... ....... .•. 1, 296 41 July, lastMonda.y. 
322 I Sugar_ <frove Sohoolb .... .. .. .. • ... ... ... ...... .... . . .... .. ... • .. .... .. ... .. .. . . . . . . . 21 .... •• . .. . .. . . . ••• • . ... . ••• • • . .... • . . .. • . . 33 September 18. 
329 Ve:rmilwn .Academy............... 0 0 0 0 x x 250 25 15-24 8, 000 10,500 840 ............ 36 October 3. 
324 ' InstituteofOdrLadyoftheSacred x x x x ...... ...... 300 ...... 150 .......... .......... .......... 14,980 44 S@pt., 1st Monday. 
Heart. 
325 Todd Seminary for Boys........... . .•••. x x x ...... .... • . 650 
326 Sand Crel'lk Seminary...... .. • .. • . • . • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. • . x 100 
327 Spicewood Graded School.......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 
i!28 Bloomi!Jp:dale Academy .. • .. .. .. • . 0 x 0 0 x x 500 
329 Dover Hill Academy. .............. x .. • .. • x x 0 x ............. . 
330 St.Augustine's SchooL............ x x x x .......................... 
1 
............. . ...... 
1 
................... . 
331 Gs~:i~nglish Independent ...... x x ................................ 
1 
.......... . 1s,ooo ................... . 
332 The Hadle:y and Roberts Academy. x x x x x x 200 . .. .. . 50-100 ............................. . 
5~~ i¥~::E~~8c~u~~:f[~i;ciN"o~~ai· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Institute. 
a300 40 I September. 
28 September. 
34 September. 
Sept., last week. 
April I. 
Sept. , 1st Monday. 
39 I September 11. 
335 St. Mary's Academy............... .. .. .. x x x .... • • x .. • . • • • . • .. • • • a220 :.. . .... .. . • • . • .. . . . . .. • .. .. . • . .. . .. . . . . . . 40 Sept., 1st Monday. 
336 Central Academy.................. 0 x 0 0 0 x 194 ..• .. . 24-28 5, 500 0 0 1, 100 37 September 25. 
337 Blue River Academy . . .. .. .. .. . • . . 0 0 x 0 x 0 . . . . . .. . . . .. .. 10~25! 2, 500 0 .. .. .. • .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . 36 October. 
338 Spiceland Academy................ 0 x x 0 x x 2, 000 100 . .. . ...... . .. . .... . . • ... ..... . . ... ... • •. ... ......... 40 Sept., 1st week. 
339 Stockwell Institute................. . ..... ..... . x x 0 x 100 ...... 28 12,000 .......... .......... 1, 600 40 September 15. 
340 St. Paul;s Academy*............... ..... • x x x .. . • • . ...... c400 ...... a135 c10, 000 . .. ....... .... ...... . ... .. . .. .. . 42 Srpt., 1st Monday. 
341 St. Paul s Grammar School* . . . . . . . .. .. .. .... .. . ... . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . • .. .. . • . . . .. . .... .. 3! ... . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . 42 Sept., 1st Monday. 
342 Academic departmentofVincennes 0 0 x 0 x x 3, 500 ...... 10-20 20,000 50,000 4, 000 400 39 Sept., 1st week. 
lli~~· I 
343 Union High School . .. .. . • .. • . .. . . . 0 0 x . .. • .. 0 x 60 0 d20 3, 000 7, 000 ~50 1, 200 36 September 18. 
344 I St. Mary's Academy............... ...... x x x 0 0 300 40 120 25,000 ........ .. .... ...... .... . . ... . . . 40 Sept., 1st Monday. 
345 A ckworth Institute . . . . .. ..... .. . . 0 0 0 0 0 x 500 .. .. . . d24 6, 000 0 0 1, 200 36 Sept., 1st week. 
~~ I ~~~~nc~=~~ad~~:Y:::::::::::: ... ~ ..... ~.. = = ... o ...... o ....... ~~- ... ~~- 20-3~ .... ~·-~~~- .... ~:~~- ...... ~~~- .... ~-~~-~~~- ~~ ~:~l:~~:~_5. 
348 B1r~mgbam Academy .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. .... .. 0 0 60 . . • .. . 22-25 2, 500 . ... .. . .. . ... .. .... . 500 42 Sept., 1st Monday. 
349 Blaustown Academy . .. . . . .. .. .. .. 0 x x x x x 300 25 20 8, 000 . 0 .. . • .. . .. . 1, 600 28 Septembl'lr 1. 
350 , First German Evangelical Sch.ool.. . • .. .. x x x . . .. . . . .. .. • . . . .. .. . . .. . .. 8 ......... ~ .. . • • . .. . . . .. . . • • .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . 50 
351 Gorman Evangelical Zion SehoUl .. x 0 x 0 0 0 I 0 0 8! e20, 000 .... .••• .. .......... 750 46 August 1. 
352 The Gordon School................ x x .. .. . . x . • • • .. x 1, 000 50 50, 100 7, 000 . .. . ... .. .. .. . .. • .. . 2, 300 40 Sept., 2d M:mday. 
353 Coe College ............ ··~... . ... . . x x x x 0 x 900 800 25 56,000 50, 000 3, 500 3, 000 36 September 15. 
354 Evangeli?al Lutheran Parish School
1 
............................................................... · ...... · · ... · · .. · - ............ · .. · ·- .. · ·· .. ··I 
355 St. Franc.s'AcademyforYoungLa- x x x x ...... 1 ...... 
1
........ ...... 10-25 .......... .......... .......... ............ 36 Sept., 1st Monday. 
dies.* I 
356 Decorah Institute . .. .... .. . .. • . .. • 0 x x 0 x x . .. . .. • . . .. .. . 25 . ... .. • .. . ... .. • . • . . • • .. . . . .. . 3, 750 40 , Sept., 1st Monday. 
357 Denmark Academy................. • .. • .. x x x 0 x 500 .... •• 30 20, 000 7, 000 425 2,-400 38 i Sept., 2d Tuesday. 
358 Yo~~ La_dies' School ................... ,. X 0 ................. I...... 300 . .. . .. 60 ...... 0 •• 0 ...... 0 .. 0 • .. • • .. • • • 900 to I'' s,ept., 1st Monday. 
359 Damsu High School. .............. ! 0 X X 0 0 X I 300 10 112 7, 500 2, 500 ....... -... 1, 768 w8 :November 1. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. c In 1879. 
a-Includes board. . d Average cl1arge. 













































TADLE YI.-Statistics ojinstitutionsjo1· secondm·y inst1·1wtionjo1·l882, q.c.-Continued. 
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1 1~1 20 ~  22 123 ! 24 ~1 26 1~1 28 I 29 30 I 31. I 
Epworth Seminary . . • • • • • . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . x x x x x 250 I 30 $22i, 27 $1, 200 $0 $0 $3, 600 I 
Academy of Iowa College.......... 0 0 x x I (a) (a) (a ) ...... -··· •••••· (a) · ••· ·•••·· ·•••·· ·••· •••••• ·•···· 
Lenox Collegiate Institute......... x x x x x x 1, 352 I 20 30 18,000 14, 932 1, 035 2, 056 
llnroboltlt .Academy anu Normal .••••. . ••• . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 0 X • •• • • • • • ••• • • • 25 . • •. . ••• . . 0 . ••. .••••. 396 
~~ I 
361 August 31. 
38 September 10. 
37 September 6. 
38 September. 
Preparatory and Normal School* .. .•.. .. x x x I x x 100 .••••• 29 15,000 •••••••••.. w........ ...... ...... 40 




..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12-24 5, 000 . ••• • • • • • . ••• • •• . • • . . . • . . • • . . • . . 36 
Knox~illo Ac!ldomy • •• • • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . • • . 0 0 0 0 20, 30 . •• . . .. . . . . •• • • • . . . . • •• • .• . • • . • •• • • • ••• . . . 40 
Fl'iencl:'l ' .Academy................. 0 x 0 0 x i 0 142 10 19 6, 000 0 0 750 38 
Riversi<le Institute................ . . . . . . . .. . . . x x x x 1, 000 . ... •• 20,40 cl, 000 .......... ..• . . • . • . . 300 40 
stituto.* 
August 15. 





Lynnv11le Aonuemy ................................. 
1
...... 0 o 0 ...... .... ...•.. b1, 500 0 ........................... . 
Western Normal and Business In- x x x x I x i< 500 ······1 27 • 30,000 .••..•••.. .••. ...... 2, 000 44 
ll~U~e~~:.,.cudemyan<l Teacher&' In- .................. , ................................ 
1 
36 •••••••••• .......... •••••••••. · 4, 000 451 August, last week. 
Tinzel Dell Acauemy ............................................................... _ 18-22 2, 000 . • • • . .. . .. . • .. .. . . .. 924 36 September. 
Cedar Valley Seminary............ ... . .. ••••.• . ..... ...... x x 650 250 20-28 15, 000 I 6, 000 420 ..••.• .... .. 40 September 10. 




.----io ., september 4. 
Plea.Bttllt Pl!nn Acn.~emy .......... ·I-- ... ·I· ..... ,...... . .. . .. 0 I X I 125 I 100 d20 3, 000 . • • • • . .. . . .•• .. • . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . 36 September 12. 
Gerru au E'\>angclical Lutheran 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ............................... -. .. ...... ............ 16 I November 1. 
Sohool. 
Troy Acnclom:r nn!l Noro1al. ...... -~ x 
Tilford Collog\nto Acndoruy........ x 
WnRhington acntlemy. .•••••.••.•. 0 
\V1Lulwu Sominnt·y . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . • 0 
Ahlt-~Wol'lh'K Un\mnlnr 1\ll.tl Uigh 0 
fkhuvl· 





























20 .......... .......... .......... ............ 40 
23 26, 000 . . .. . . . . .. . . .. • • • • • • 3, 000 34 
26, 28, 32 20, 000 . .. .. • . . . . . • • • • .. • . . 2, 100 39 
e15 ............................................... . 
20-25 . • .. • • • • • • . • • .. • • .. • • •••••••• - 1, 500 32 
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385 Atchiseninstitnte................. x x x x x x 2,000 100 40 17,500 ...•...... .•••••.••. .....••••••• 40 
~~ 
1 
~t~~~~~~i{~~cc:i~~~I-:~:;~ ~::::: :::::: :::::: :~:.:: ::::~: :::::: :::::::: :::::: ·----~~r ::::~:~~~: ::::~:~~: ::::::~~~: ::::::~:~~~: :::~~: 
Institute.* 
389 Bollewootl Seminary and Kentuch-y x 
Presbyteriail Normal School. 
X X 
390 ForestAcallerny ....... ..••...•.••. x 
391 Bracken Academy ...•....•.•••......•.•. , ...••. , x 
39:} Union Colle,ge* • .. ......•. ·-·-··.. .. . ... . . .... .. x 
393 Bardstown l!'omalo.Academ:v-. ... . . . x x 
39-! Bardstown Male auu Femaio Insti- X X 
tute. 










X 300 100 


























396 AlexandorCollege ..•••.•••••...• •. x x x x 0 0 1,000 25 28 14,000 7,000 500 1,800 39 
397 Calvary .Academy................. x x x x ...... ...... 350 20 60 ..••...... ..•.•..... .. .....•.. .•..... ..... 42 
398 CarrollSominary ...•...••..•.••... 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 .••........••. 20-40 4,000 0 .......... 1,600 40 
399 CottageHomeCollege ....•••.•.......... x x x 0 x 300 ..••.. 30 10,000 0 0 1,000 40 
400 ColumbusCollege.................. x x x x 0 x ........ .••.•• 15-40 16,000 ..•.•.••.. .•.....•.. 1,950 4ll 
401 Db:on Academy .....•..•••••.........•...••••...........................•......••.•...•..................•••••.....••••..••.•••••............. 
402 Elkton lli~;~ School* ..•• .....•......•........... --. .. x 0 0 0 ... ... 30 1, 500 ..••••. .. . .••••••••. 1, 200 40 
403 Eminence.JUaleand Femalo.Acad- ...... ...... .••••. . ..... ...... ...... ........ ...... ....•.•... 3,000 ...•.•.•...• · •..••••. 
emy.[J 
0 404 Kalarnont High School . •• • • • . . . . . . 0 
405 Greenwood Female Seminary ..•......... 1 x 
40G Kentucky Eclectic Institute....... 0 
407 St. Aloysius .Academv . ............ x 
X 
X 
408 St . .Joseph's Academy ................... , x 
409 United Schools of the Abbey of 0 0 
Gethscmani for Boys. 































411 G reennlle Female College ....... 5 · · • • • · 











~::::::::I::::::: :~j:·---. ~.- g~g-







44 40, 000 ••••.• - • - . --.... . • • . . . - . . . . . . . . . 40 
413 Owen Colle;re_j..... ................ ...... .••... ...... .•.... 0 0 0 
414 HcndersonH1ghSchool............ ...... ...... x ...... x x (k) 
40 8, 000 . - ... - •• -..... -•. --. 3, 000 40 
•••••• I • • • • • • • • • • 2, GOO • - - - • • • • • . • •• "' •• - • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • ••.•. 
415 Hodgenville Seminal'y* ............ 0 0 0 0 .............••..... •...•.. 
416 High Schpol .......... .. .•. . ••.. •. . ... . .. .•..•. x . ..... 0 0 .... . 
35 k40, 000 18, 485 863 794 40 
32 ······---· ·······--· ··-···---- ·••••· ...... 40 
September L 














Aug., last Mon. 










417 Christian College*................ 0 0 x x 0 0 ............. . 
418 Franklin Institute................. 0 0 x x x_ x 40 0 20-50 4, 000 0 0 
!~g i:~~~i't~t~c~f~~~c~~~~::~~:~:::::: :::::: :::::: ···,;·· ···,;·· ···o·· :::::: ····766. :::::~ ------~~~- ----~~~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: 
421 German nml English SchooL....... . • . • . . x x . . • . . . x x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3G-5G 25, 000 .....•••...••....... 
422 HamptoaColle~·-······················ x x x x x 800 200 150 30,000 .....•.....••..•.... 
40 I Sept., 1st Monday. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 1. 
40 September 1. 
40 September 4. 
423 TheKentucky.liomeSchool ....••............. x x ...... .••.•• ........ ...... 50-100 .......... 1 •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 
36 I September 14. 
?9 September 12. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a lias the use of those belonging to Iowa College. 
b Grounds and buildings. 
c Value of apparatus and furniture. 
d.A.verage charge. 
e Tuition for six months. 
f Includes board. 
q "No school held during 1882. 
'h Private libraty of principal. 
iValue of building. 
j Suspended for se>eral :y:ears; somo prospect of its re-
opening in the near ii1ftlre. 



















TABLE VI.- Statistics of ·institutions for secondary i?lstruofion for 1882, <]·c.- Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmati'l'e answer; 0 signifies no or none; •••. indicates no answer. ~ 
'§ Library. .g Property, income, &c. ] 
~ . ,. 0 
Is drawing I Is music 
taught1 taoght7 
--.-----.- ~ C.l ~ "' 
~ ~ ai ~ 0~ aiP, 0 6 ~ ~ .s . 
0 :a.,; s .5 ......... "0 ~ :::1 ::l ~-~ "''"' 
~dB ~ 0 ~ o.S Sre rg. rg_ ';=8 ~~ 
F-4 °c:S - .CCI t.OF-4 0~ '"'"' '"'"' ,c.._, ~I>. Scholastic year 
begins-..... $ ?. .... ~ • .... C.l .... ,£ !i'.c cS P.,"C P.,"C ... ~ C) . .$ « ua ::l~ .E~ ai .,...§ S§ ~S ..,.:;: .,.., ~ - ;a p., ~ •.-<'Q 0 ::l .... t.0 • O"" 0.... ~ 0 o"' 
§ a ~ g.« ~ ~,g -~ o.e_e .... ~ ~~ :J~ ~~ 
-= -a e ·a :g .o Zi~ ga ~;g~ §:;3 s~ .e-~..; .o 
<:) C) ~ ~ :::: s .... ~"' ,E>::c:S 0 0 8<:)~ s 
~ 0 ~ ..d .c ::l g ::l ~.0 p., s g ~ ......... ::l 
~ p. H 0 ~ Z H <j p. <j H P:i Z 
--l--l--;.;l lU 2~ I 2:1 "" -;;-II ~6 27 2S 29 30 31 32 I 33 
42-l Louisville Collegi:\te Institute.... . 0 - 0- -x- -x-1-0- - 0----0-= ~ == ~ ...................... 1 
425 Louis'l'ille Rngby SchooL.......... x x 0 0 x x 0 ..... . 85, 105, 135 . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . • .. .. .... • .. . .. $9, 600 40 I S•pt•mb•• 7. 
42tl Normal :\Del Theologicnl Institute.. x x x x 0 0 300 100 9 $17, 000 $0 $0 875 
427 Marion .Academy.................. 0 0 x x x x 50 0 15-30 2, 200 0 .......... 2, 000 I 
428 Mal field Seminary • .. . . . .. .. . .. • .. 0 0 x x . .. .. . 0 .. .. . . . . . .. .. . 25 4, 000 .. • . • .. • .. .. .. • .. • .. 2, 000 
429 Umon .Academy................... 0 0 x x 0 0 0 ...... 25-40 4, 000 0 0 a765 
430 Perry .A.cndemy.......... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .... .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. •. .. . . .. • .. • .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. • .. . .. .. .. ••. . .. .. • .. . . . .. 
431 ITenry .Malo and Female College... o 0 x x 0 x .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . • . .. . .. .. 3, 500 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 500 
432 13etbcl.A.cadomy.. ... .. .... .. .... .. o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 50-00 bl2, ooo 1, 500 120 
433 J cssaminn :Female Institute....... .... .. x x x o 0 .. . .. .. . . .. .. . 5:> 7, 000 ................... . 
43-! I Ou.kl:lncl Seminary• ................ ...... X 0 0 o· ...... 150 50 c40 4, 000 .................... ! .......... .. 
435 Browder Institute................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. X 0 0 .. • .. .. ')!;; C) 1:1\1\ 1 o~n 
437 Bath Seminary* .. .. .. • .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . x x 0 x l 
... 1 0 
50 I 50 
430 Owonton ·IDgh School• ...... ...... x x x I x 0 x ..... 
438 Garth Femnle Institute ........ ·.... x x x x x o 0 1. .... 
439 Lockhart's ( W. H.) Classical Insti- x x x x o o ~ oo I 
tnte. 
440 Princeton Collegiate Institute..... x x 
441 Madison Female Institute......... x x 
442 Miss Sevier's School . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. •• .. x 
X 
X 
443 Sl•arpsburgMaleandFomalc.Acail- ............ 1 x 
omy. 
444 Fnir'l'iow .Malo and l~emale Scm· .... . . .. • • .. x 
inal'y. 
4.1(1 'Voet kentucky Cl118Ricalnncl Nor- .... .. ... • .. x 
mo.l <:oll~>~e. 
I 











410 Acntll\lny ol'~t. Cnthnrluu ofRit,nnn . x 







.. ~·. ~~~ .1. _ ~~~ .j a5o-;~g I 0 )( X 
b25, 000 I 5, 000 I 350 I I, 100 
25, 000 .. • .. .. .. . .. .. • .. . .. 6, 000 
6,000 .............................. .. 
4, 500 1, 200 





.......... , ...... 2.ooo· 
o,COO .......... .......... ' 
40 September 11. 
38 September 3. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 4. 
40 f!eptember 4. 
40 Sept., 1st Monday. 
40 September 4. 
40 September. 
38 September 1. 
44, .August 29. 
40 September 9. 
40 ~eptember 9. 
40 September 11. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 11. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 4. 
36 September 4. 
40 September 1. 
43 1 September 4. 


































US I Winchester Mule lllld Fe malo Iligh 
School. 





























Re:ldvillaSominnry................ ....•. ...... x x .•.•.. .••..• 200 ...... 45 6,000 ....••..•..••..•.... 
l!'eliciana Female Vollogiate Insti- . . . . . . x x x • • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • • . . • . . • . 30-50 · 
36 I October 1. 
40 September 12. 
tute.* 
Coushatta Male and Female Insti-
tute. 
t;j 452 0 X 
!~ ~T~~h~ ~!ia~:rr:~~~~t~::::::::l::::::·~ ·-·,;·· ' x 
455 St. Hyacinth's Academy • . .••••... . ··•••• ··---- ~ x 
456 AcntlemyforYonngLadies .•...... 0 0 0 
457 Commercial and. Classical Academy 0 0 0 
for Boys.* 
X



















0 . . ••••• 
550 
275 
········ I··· ··· 
30 ' 6 
0 
27-36 
50 0 0 
36 I October 2. 
40 I Septemuor 4. 
35 Januru.-y. 
40 September 1. 
43 September. 
43 Sept., 1st Monday. 
458 E vangelical Lutheran Progymna-
459 M~'6~~mel Convent . •..••..•••• . .. ······~·-···· x I x ···---~---··· ·····--- ~ ·-···· •••••••••· ·••••••••• ·········]·········· ········---~ 40 
40 I October 1. 
160 St.Isidore's Institute.......................... x •••••••••••••••••• 1,500 .....• 10-30 ... . ...••. .•••..•••. .••.•••••• .••..•..•••. 40 
:~~ ~t~~~::&gli:;::.::::::::::::::~ ··:,;·· :::::: .. :. .. ·--~--···a·· ···a·· 2,obg ·--~~- :::::::::: ·--~~:~~~: :::::::::: :~:::::::: :::::::::::: ···4o· 
463 St. Joseph's Day and Boarding ...•..•••••...••...•.•••.••••• .• .~ ••• .••......•.••..•••••.•• ..• •...•••..••••••••..••.••••••••••••••.••..••••• 






464 Gould's Acanemyg ....... .. ..........•. . .•••.•.••••....•••.•••...•••••.....••..•.•••.•.•..•••.••••••••••.•.•.•.••.••••.•••••.••••••.•••.•••••• 
465 East Maine Conference Seminary.. x x x x . x x 1, 900 234 15-24 ••••••..•. 18,000 .••..•••.. · 2, 500 38 I August 30. 
466 Corinna UmonAcademy ..••••. ... ! 0 0 1. ..... ...••• ...... 0 I 150 ....•. , e8 b2,000 I 2,100 1261 320 20 I Aug. lastweek. 
467 Greel Institute* ....... . .......... .... .. .••..• ....•. x x x 500 25 13 .• •. .• .••. 20,800 1, 238 240 33 Sept.' 1st Monday. 
468 Westbrook Seminary and Female 1--· ··· x 1. ..... x I x x I MOO •••••• •••••••••• M,OOO .••••••••••••••••••• !............ 40 j September. 
College.* 
X 
Mt. Little lllue. 
469 Abbott Family School for Boys at .•..•.••••••.... - - ~ x 
470 Foxcroft A cademy . •• • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . •• . . • . . . . • . . • • . • x 
471 Freedom Academy ...•....•...... ....•..••........•..... j 0 
!~i ~;ibe~~fi t:f!~s~~J -~~~i"s~i;~iific · ~ .. -~.. : I x X X 
Academy. 
474 IIam den Academy~ • • • • • • . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 x 
475 llartfnnd Academy j • •••••• .• ••.•...•••••.•••••......•••••• 1 0 
476 :h!aine Wesleyan Seminary and Fe- 0 x x x 
male College. 
477 Limington Academy ...•....•..... ~ 0 x 
78- Mattanawoook Academy ......... ..•... x 
79 Monmouth Academy ••••••..•..•• . .....• ······ j x 
80 Lincoln Academy...... . . • • • • . . . . . . 0 0 0 
481 I Norridgewock English aml Classi- x x 
cal Iristitnto. 










* From R~pnrt of the Commissioner of Etlucation for 1881. 
a For second semester . 
b Gronnds anrl buildings. 





















4, 000 ··•••• 
300 25 
--~-- ~ ----~~~l ·-~r 
X 600 
78 
d Ind.udes board. 





























' ~~ I.A.agnst. 
39 September 6. 
00 September. 
221 March 5. 
36 Janua.ry 1. 
39 August 20. 
5i 4, 010 1, 000 60 ,............ 22 February 20. 
15 5, 600 3, 000 . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 30 September 6. 
3-4! 2, 500 4, 300 250 . . • . . • • • • • • • . ••... 
14t-23i 4, 000 10,000 .••.•.... ·j······ ...... 40 September 4. 
19l-27 10,000 . •• • •• . . . . .••• •• . • . . . •• . . • ... . . . 39 September 4. 
60 .•••••••••.••••••••. , • • • • • • • • . 2, 300 32 September 18. 
hin 1879. 
i No spring term in 1882. f Valuo of buildings_ 
g No schools during 1882; to b~ reopened in 1883. 






































TAULB VI.-Staiistics of ir~stitntions for secondary i'nsi?'Uction for 1882, g.c.-Continuea. 






















Berwi<'~ Acnd.etn.Y*.............. •.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 400 . .. . .. 20 $7, 000 $10; 000 $600 $1, 175 40 AuP.i·• ~astMonday. 
'Franldm Farml.r School........... .... .. x . .. .. . x 0 0 450 0 a300 5, 000 0 0 a9, 600 41 Sepn., 3d week. 
Onk Grove Seminary ........ ..... 0 x 0 x x x 271 10 16!--30 *30, 000 0 0 *1, 600 33 Augu~ 30. 
.Eutaw Place Sch(l•)l • ••• • • . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . x x x .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... .. 40, 50 .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . ... . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. September 20. 
F.Knapp'sinstitLtte .............. x x x x x x 2,300 ...... 20 60,000 ................................ · 44 Septemhcrl. 
FrankliuSqu:noAc:Hlemy ......... 0 x x x ............ .............. b30 .............................. 600 40 Scptembor15. 
Mt. Royalinstitnto................ ...... x x x .................................................................................... September 20. 
1\ft.Veruoninslitute .............. x x x x x x ........... ~ .. 50-150 ..................................... - .... 40 September20. 
Newton Academy .............................. · ...... ...... ...... ...... 300 ...... 60 15,000 ......... .......... ............ 40 I 
Oxford Sohoolfo'r Boys.................. x ...... ...... ...... ...... 200 ...... 66-126 .......... .......... .......... 2, 500 40 Se1>tember 17. 
ThehlissesRhinehnrtlt'sSchool. .. x x x x 0 0 ........ ...... 50-110 .......... .......... ......... . ............ 39 September20. 
~t~IF~~n~·~al~~J'0;1;;;<:::::~:::::~ ---~-- :::::: --·;-- --·;·· ___ o ______ o ___ :::::::::::::: ....... i2. :::::::::::::::::::: :;:::::::: ::::::::::::· ::::::1 September20. 
St. J'os1·1>h's .A.cndemy (Cal "ert x x x x 0 x 150, 000 0 24-48 . .. • • • .. .. . • • • • • .. .. . •• • • • .. .. .. .. • • • . . • .. 42 September 4. 
:Hall). 
Scboolforl3o~ ............... -... x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 130 ... ....... .......... .......... ............ 40 September. 
SohoolforGil'l.s .......................... ------~------ ............ ------~----···· ...... 30,40 ~--·--·---- .......... 1 ................... :·· 40 I Septembcr18. 
ScleotSchoolforC'rtrlsauclBoya ......... x ...... ............ .................... 20 -----~----· .................... 3o0 40 Sept.,3<lweek. 
t~~~1JY·~~~~:n~o~:~~o~:~c1-xi~(tei:.· --~-- ~ .. : ..... : ..... : ... :::::: :::::::: :::::: 3~~~g :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ........ 866' ···4o· ~~~~~!%~~edn'y. 
,;sll't<'n. 
Zion &•hooll>C Ualtimot·e .......... \ x 
Brunktwi\ln Ars\tli•my ...... ....... 0 
!\1L ~t ,Ju~t~l)h'K C:t~llt l!t\ • • ....... ... •••• x 
















500 I o 
2, sog .. 5oo· !& ~----5;66o·J-- ------o·J ........ o ~------i:soo a200 40,000 .................. .. 
a3UO 18,000 ................... ~ 
40 I Sept om ber. 
40 September 15. 
40 Septombl'r4. 








































































Ccntr<:rl'ille Academy.............. 0 0 0 0 0 ..•... 160 28 0 2, 000 ..•.•.. .. . 800 
Chnrlotto Hnll School...... . . . . . • • . 0 . • • • • . 0 0 x x 2, 000 100 30 20,000 0 0 
Holy Trinity School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • • . x .••..•••••••........••.•.•.•••........•.......••••.•.••..•••.•.•.•. 





421 October 1. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 11. 
42 I September 12. 
School. 
~~t~~F;~:~7Sct~~f.e_~~::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ---~-- :::::: ----~~~- :::::: ----~~~~~- .... :·.~~~ - ··---~~~~- :::::::::: 
Elkton Academy.................. •••••• .•.... ....•• ...... x x . •• .. • . . . ••••• 32 .. ... ....... . ........••••.... . 
Patnpsco Institute................. x x x x 0 0 0 . .. . . . a370 20,000 0 0 
~t~~~~~~Je~~~~ng:ti~te::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: a2~~ .... i .. 5oo 1··········1·········· 
Glenwood Institute................ . .. . •. x x x x x 1, 800 140 40 18, OGO •••••••••••••••••••• 
Notro Dame of Maryland. Colle- x x x · x x x 3, 500 75 a25G ..............•.... . .•••••.••. 
giate Institute for Young Ladies. 







McDonogh School ..••..•...•..••.. I x I x I x I x I x I x I 1, 700 I 150 0 I 227,500 I 705,000 I 37,000 ! 0 42 
Briar ley Hall...................... x x x x 0 0 50 10 25 10, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . 40 
The Hannah More Academy....... x x x x 0 0 200 40 40 20, 000 4, 000 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
St. George's Hall for Boys . • • • • • • • . x x x x x x 400 30 a275 30, 000 0 0 7, 500 40 
St. Mary's Female Seminary . • • • • • . x x x x . • • . . . . • . . • . 200 . . . . . . et160 10, 000 . ••• • • . • • . . •• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Rocklaml School for Girls.......... .•.. .. x x x 0 x 300 25 40 15,000 .•••••. ••. ..•••• ••. . 2, 000 38 
Springfield Institute............... x .••• •• x x 0 0 0 0 30 7, 000 .••• •• ••• . .••• •• •• •. .•. • •. . . . . . . 40 
t~~~s~t~~N~;~~~~:~::::::~::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: ------~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ·-----~·-~~~- ·--~~-
Punchard Free School.. ........... X X X 0 X X 88 2 0 40, 000 75, 000 4, 000 o· 39 
Riverside School ...............••...•••..•.........•.•.....•........•. -··· ·-- ..•.. -. ······.-- ....•. ·--- · .•••••.•...•.•.•. --- .••......••. ·••·. 
Family Schoolfor Young Ladies... ....•. ·x x x 0 0 200 10 60 6, 000 0 0 ..••••. ·..... 40 
Powers Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • • 0 x x 0 0 x 4, 000 200 d21 . . . . . . . . • . 5, 600 672 . • . • . . . . . . . . 36 
Howe School .... ·.. . . • . . . . . . • .. . . • . 0 0 0 0 x x 200 0 12 10, 000 23, 000 1, 200 500 40 
Hougl1ton School. .... :-... ......... 0 0 o· 0 0 X 50 0 d12 1, 500 12, 000 673 0 40 
MissAbbyH.Johnson'sHomeand .••... x x x •••••• •••••• .••.•••. .••••• 200 ...•••.•...•••••..•..••••...•..••.••••..•. --~---
Day School for Youno- Ladies. 
Boston Academy of Notre Dame... . . . . . . x x x . • • • • • x 1, 800 .•••••.••••...... -........ . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . 40 
Boston School of Languages....... 0 0 0 0 0 0 250 . • • • • • 200 . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . 8, 000 40 
i!~~~tN-~:~lil~gs~if~~; ·io;:·Gi;i.S· :::::: ··;;·· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::l::::: 2~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: ••••••• ~·-~~~- ~~ 
and Young Ladies. 
X • Miss Putnam's English and Clas-~ x 
sical Family and D ay School. 
St. Margaret's School ......•........•.••• 1 x 
Mrs. S.Jr. Hayes' Home and Da.y 
School. 
Mr. Stone's Classical School for 0 
Boys. 
Thayer Academy ........... .. .••.. , 0 
Hitchcock Free High Scl10ol* .........•• 






























*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Includes board. 
500 •·••••• 
850 '1······ 














100, 000 ., 240, 000 
10, 000 82, 667 
25, 000 48, 597 
b Average charge. 















d To non-residents. 











































































TADLE VI.-- Statistics of institutions for secondary inst?·uct·ionfor U~S2, 9·c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative a.nswer; 0 signifies no or none; •••. indicates no answer. 
Name. 
Is drawing I Is nmsic I 'd Library. .a Property, income, &c. tuught1 t:mght1 ~ ~ d 
..... <!)ci 
~ <!) .n ~ 0·~ M .!'3. 
~ 
Cll -+-~ ~~ <'.> 8 .s ,om d oE D ~a5 ~ ~~ 1'::! <!);.; ::1.-o 
'd 
.... t:D;.; 8~ 
0 • ~ 
...... 0 '¢ ..=l~ ~~ 
;.;rn 
-~~ d ~ c:l~ "'" 
~<!) ~'d 
-; .-dt 1:1 -~ P< ""' .s~ 
,.<::~ bll.o 'tj~ .;::<!) .g.~ 0 o::~ 'tj_s~ 0 ~ Q) ~ <!)g <l) p. -~ 8 .... ~<!) 0 g <!) Cll,.=l '0$.-o ~d 1'11> ~:s ..cl ~ ~ ·a 
,.,::. ~0 =E P"'"' so .g <!) 0 
~ ~rn 
~:;:J .... 0~ ol'l 0 a:> ~ ~'~"' ~.s ~ a:> <l) 0 0 s:l 8 o'd ~ s:l 
,.<:: d ~ p. H 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ p. -<1 H 




















$280 Nicb~ls .Academy.. ................ 0 0 0 0 1 x j x I 700 I 500 
Homo School for Young Ladies.......... x x x J------1. .................. . 
~:aw;;?~~t~~ft~~l:::::::::::::::: :::::: --·,;-- :::::: ---,;-- x 










· · · · 2; 5oo ·1· .. io; ooii ·.1· ·· · · · 6oo ·1· ·· · ·· ··ssii · 
20,000 .................. .. 
X 
Women. 
Hnuovor Academy...... .. .. . .. . . .. x x 





Derby Acnclcm;y: .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. . . 0 x 





X St. Patrick's Female .Academy ..•...•.••...... ·j x 
T1~bor Ac:ulemy .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • .. 0 0 ..... ·j· ..... I 0 
Barstow School.................... 0 · 0 0 0 I o 
Eaton Familv School.............. x x 0 



































·-- ·· · o T ... o., ...... ·24 ·1-- · 35; ooo ·1--···· .. o-~------ .. o -~· .... --·i>ia· 
50 I 31 0 3, 500 I 15, 000 .................... . 














1 32 33 
38 September 9. 
40 September 1. 
38 September 15. 
36 September 4. 
37 September 15. 
36 September 20. 
381 September 4. 
38 Sept., 2d Wedn'y. 
40 September 1. 
36 
421. September 4. 
38 September. 
40 September. 
38 September 11. 
40 September 1. 
Friends' Academy................................................................... 100-150 .................................. -........ 39 




South Bel'kshiro Institute*........ x ...... x x o x ........ ...... 37 10,000 .......... .......... 1,126 38 
fr1~rr~~~~~n a~~~~~fo~· n~y;::::::: .. -~ ..... 0 ..... -~ .... -:_ .. .. -~ .. __ -:_ .. .... ~~ ..... ~ _ .... ~~~~ ... ~~: ~~~ ..... :: ~~~ _____ .. :~~ ... _ ..... ~~~ _
1 
__ . :~. 
~~~.~~nx~~~~~~~:~~~:::::::::::::::: ___ x ___ •• : ..... : ... ___ x___ ~ ~ ----~~- :::::: ...... :~~- ·--25."ooo· --·io."ooo· ----i;aoo· :::::::::::: ~~ 
Dum mot• Aonllom.v............ .... • 0 0 0 0 0 0 300 .. .. .. 21 6, 000 20, 000 800 113 30 


















































































Family ttnd Day School for Young . ••• • . x 
Ladies.* 
X 
Hillside Home. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . • • . • . • • • . . . x • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 40 ...........................................•.... 
Waltham Now Cimroh School*.... .•.. .. x x x x x •••••••. •••••• 60-75 d20, 000 d13, 000 d700 d2, 800 36 
Homo School....................... .• . • . . . .. . . . x x .••.•. .••••. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 38 . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 
Wesleyan .Academy . ... • •• . • . .. . . . x x x x 0 x 5, 000 10 18-96 15, 000 0 0 10, 000 38 
Gleri Sem.inar.y... . . . . . . . • • • • ... • • • • • . • • . • . x x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 50 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 700 38 
Highland Mihtary .Academy.. ..... .x x . • • • • . . .• • • • x x 1, 000 . . . . . . b350 75, 000 . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . b15, 000 38 
School of Modern Languages • • • • • • . • • • . . x x x .•.... :. • . . . 400 56 ..••.•. _ •..•...•.. ~. . • • • . • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Miss Williams' Schoof............. x . .• • • . x x 0 0 300 . . • . . . c150 . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . 3, 500 2, 000 40 
Raisin Valley Seminary............ . . . . . . x 0 0 x x . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 10 . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . . . . .. •• • • . . . . . 1, 000 40 
Detroit Colle~e . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 4, 000 150 40 60, 000 0 0 4, 57!> 41 
Detroit Foma.to Seminary*......... . . • • • . x x x x. x 100 25 60 35, 000 0 0 10, 000 40 
~~~ci~~i:;er~~~~~~as"lho.o"i"£<>;· :::::: ···,;·· ···,;·· ···;·· :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: ···ao~5o· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ·· ·4o· 
Young Ladies and Children. 
St. Joseph's Academy ...••.•..••••.••••. · x x x 0 0 200 50 .•••••.••. 3, 500 .. .•...... ..•..•.... 1, 000 40 
g;:r;~~~~:~~~;::::::::::::·::: --~-- :::::: --~-- --~-- :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::~:: ···--~~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ---~-
Somerville School. . . . . • • • • • . • . . . • . . . • • . . . x x x . • • . . . . . • . . . 1, 000. 233 b350 30, 000 . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . • . • • . 13, 000 36 
Spring .Arbor Seminary*........... . • . • • . . •• • . . . •• • •• . . . . . . . .• • . . . •. . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 12-24 5, 000 ••• • •• . • • . . • . . . . . . • . 1, 358 
Bethlehem Academy and Parish x x x x . ••. •. .•• . • . 350 50 b175 20, 000 ...••. __ .. ..• . . . . . • . 2, 288 
School. 
Shattuck School . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • x . • • • • . x x x x 550 50 b350 j 110, 000 3, 000 1 240 34, 713 
St. Boniface Academy • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . • • • • . x x 0 0 220 50 30 2, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . 900 
St. Mary's School . .. .•. ·••.•••.••••. x x x x 0 0 . . .. .••. . .. . .. 120 
Minneapolis Academy. . • • . • • • . . • • . 0 0 I x I x x x . - · · · ·- · ------ 25-31 
St~Ola.f'sScbool*................... .••••. ...... x x .•.... .••••. 200 100 30 
Mmnesota Academy . .••....••••••..•••• ·j·..... x x 0 x 1, 000 25 19-25 
Hauge College and Seminary...... ...•.. x x x ....•. x ..•..... ...... 25 
&chester Seminary and Normal x . • . . . . x x x x 50 50 27 
School. 
· ··· 6; oao·1:::::::: :: :::::: ::::······· 2,'7oo· 
ilO, 000 I 400 .•••••... ·I 2, 662 
8, 000 10, 000 480 1, 835 










German-American Institute ....•.. 1 •••••• 1 x •··· ··· •···· .. , .••••• , ...... , .••.. -··•······ 
St. Paul Home School* .. .... : .• • • • . x X 
Gustavus Adolphus College . . . . . . . . • . • • . x 











··i:~gf l ""i~g· 
50-~g ~-- - · 9; ooo ., .... · · · ·o ., .. ··-· · · o .,. · · · · · s: 5oo -~- · · 4o· 
20 30,000 .......... .•••••. .•. 1, 209 33 
160 4, oeo .•••••. ... ....... ... 5, ooo 42 
Wesleyan Methodist Seminary..... x x x x x x 500 53 e18 . 20, 000 18, 500 1, 800 304 38 
Methodist District High School.... . • . . . . . . . . . . x x .• --.- x · 100 ••••• • 20, 30, 40 3, 000 . • • • • • . • • . . . .. . . .. . . 2, 500 40 
Blue Mountain .Academy . .. ,...... .••• .• ...... x ... - .• --- .-- ---- .. 72 19 30 5, 000 .•••••.. .. ... . .. . ... 1, 200 40 
Johnson's Classical School......... 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 20-50 8, 000 0 0 1, 600 40 
~~~~~~.;~m:M~~ec.f~:3:~y:::::::: :::::: :::::: ---~-- --~-- --~-~ ::::::. ----~~~- :::::: ..... -::~~- ·--~~:~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ---~~-
Waverly Institute................. x x x x 0 x 400 0 e22! 4,900 ..••••.... .••••••••. .•••.••••••. 40 
Carrollton !emale College......... .••••• .•••. x x ...••. 0 502 20 20-40 10,000 0 0 .....• ..•••. 40 
Tallahatch1e College .................................................... --· .••........•••...... 
Columbus District High School*... . • • • • • • •• • • . . . . • • • x 0 0 100 0 20-40 





Cot'i.nth Female College............ x x x ·x .•••.. .•.... ........ .•.••• 25-50 ....••••••.•••.•.••. -~--······ 
September. 


































January 1 . 
October, 1st :Mon. 
Sept~mber. 
* From Report of the Comurlssioner of Education for 1881. 
c To non-residents. . 
d. In 1878. 
e .Average charge. 
{Charge for a month. b Includes board. 















































TADLE VI.- Statistics of institutions jo1· secondary instnwtion for 1882, g-c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifi:es no or none; ..•. indicates no answer. 
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Property, income, &c. 0 = . <l>l=f 
0 
.s:a arp,. 6 6 ·a '0= :z '"' <1)-+" ~rei rei P<...; 
til,_. g~ 
0 • rei '"'"' ~<£ A"-=' ~~ !;D..,- <c;,S ""~ <c;_s~ ~<I) <I) 

































I I 1--1--l--l--l---1--l----1----. 1---1---1 1-· -1-------
CrystnlSpri;ngs Institute*......... x x x I x •••••. .••••. 150 ~ ------' $40 I $6,000 ~- ·····---- ······----~ $2,200 
CouperlnatJtute ................... 0 x x x ---·-------- 3,200 50 38 15,000 $0 $0 2,000 
~~~-~~~~Ji!s6~~!~i-~~-~~~-~~1.::::: :::::: :::::: ·--~-- ---~-- :::::: :::::: ··--4ao· --·ao· ····ai>-43. :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 
Holly Springs Normal Institute ......... :... .. . ... . . .... .• .....• ... . . . . .. .. .. . .•••.. a3 4, 000 ....•.....••••••. __ .........•... 
Maury Institute.. .... . .................. x x x 0 0 ........ ...... 25-50 10,000 ............................... . 







32 1 October 1. 
40 Sept., 2<1 week. 
40 September 6. 
KossuthSchool* ..........•.••••......•........ x x 0 0 200 0 15--40 1,000 0 0 700 40 
McComb City Academy ............................................................................................... ....................... . 






EastMississip:piFemaleCollege... 0 x x x 0 0 600 50 .......... 15,000 .•••••.••. .••••••• •. ............ 40 
~~li~;~~;1~~;e:;y-::::.:::::::: :::::·: :::::: ---,;·· ···,;·· ·--o-- ·--o-- -----22· ---22· -<---~ta· ··--i;soii· --······o· ·-----··a· :::::::::::: ···4.o 
OkolonaFemalelnstitute.......... .•.•.. ...... x x 0 0 0 0 b30 3,000 0 0 1 500 40 
Okolona Male.A.oademy* ......• . ... · 0 0, 0 U 0 ------ 0 0 8-20 3, 000 400 .•...•.... '500 20 
Pleasant Hill Masonic Male and .••••. x x x 0 x ........ ...... .......... 6,oeo .......... .......... 2,500. 40 
Female Institute. , 
Pontotoo:Malo..A.oaclem:v""--·-······ ..••.. ------ ·····- ·••••• 0 0 ° 1······ Cl..lnnJberlain-Hunt.A.caderoy*...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 2, 500 0 
Stone:wall Fomal<?College* ............... . x x x ......................... . 
Sa.rdis Male Institute.............. x 0 x 0 0 0 200 .••••. 
Ol'Qonwood Notma.linstitute ...... x .•••.. x x 
Vaidon Mnlo and Femalo Instituto. . . . . . . . . . . . . ·x x 
North }rfiMissil>Pi lJ'emL\lo Collop:o. x .•.... x 
Wnlthnll Malo tuul Fomttlo !Iigll 0 0 0 
fkhcml.* 














20-40 ... - - . - - -- . -..... - - . . • -- . . . . .. 500 
20 10, 000 40, 000 . 3, 800 1, 100 
31~-40t , ____ ... -. ---------. ------ .. -. ---- ....... . 
20,30,40 1,000 ---·--·--- ---------- 1,000 
15-30 800 -------.-. --------.. 900 
20, 30,40 25, 000 ------ .... ----- .. --. 1, 500 
20-50 ---------. ------ .... ---- .... --
20-40 . --- - - . - . . . .. - . - .. - . . ---- - . - - . 
30 
13A-27 a~;~~~ !. .. ~~:~~~-~---~:~~~- 1, 000 700 
46 Sept., 1st Monday. 
40 Sept., 3rl Monday. 
38 Sept., 1st Monday. 
40 .January 1. 
40 September 4. 
40 Septem bor 1. 
40 Scptcmi.Jor. 
40 JaBuary. 
















































































Winonn FowaloCollegc. ---------· 0 0 x x 0 x 150 -·---- ~ 20-50 6,000 0 0 2,000 40 
\VatsonSomin:lrY----- ------------------------ x x x x 440 50 22-42 :>,ooo 9,670 6i5 2,700 ,w 
.a..·alou l:oll• ·gec -.----------------- 0 0 x x x x 100 10 21 15,000 10,000 ---------· 1,000 39 
. ~~~-~:;'(;~]1'~~~~~~~nfn~;1~l~~·! ._ :::::: ___ o ______ o ___ . --~ ___ _ : ______ " ___ ---~ __ -~~·-~~~ _ _ _ ~~- ______ ~~~ _ ---~~: ~~~ _ ~:~:::: ::: ~::::: :::: ------ ~~-~~~- _ --~~-
l3utler.Acatlcmy ------ ----- -·----· -----· X \. 0 0 -- ---- x 240 42 22-26 5,000 ····-··---~-----·--· 1,395 40 
SeptemlJer. 






Sept~m bar 3. 
September 7. 
September 1. 
J3oHovneColleg:ia.toJnstitut~---··· X ..... . X X X x 240 100 20,40 15,000 0 0 2,875 40 
IIooperlnstitnto ·-----·--· -------- 0 o· X X X X 50() 105 28 3, 000 ·--------- ~--------- 2,000 40 
i~r;i~fi~;;~~~~~i;:::::: :::::: :::~:: .; .. --~-- ::::: :::"::: ::.:::: ::~;~: .... :::. :::;;~~;: :::::::::: ::~:::~::: :::~:::::::: ---~: 








McCune College .•..... ----.. ...... x x x x x x 300 10 20-40 20, 000 0 0 2, 500 36 
l.larionvi11e Collegiate Institute . -. X 0 X X 0 X 225 100 12i 10, 000 e 0 1, 975 36 
InstitnteofS,wreilll~art. ....... " ------ x x x .••••• x 5,000 100 e250 270,000 --------------·----- 26,000 40 
MontgomrryColle~e* -----------·- x x x x ------ ·----- 0 -----· 27 3,500 .••.••.... -------·-· -----------· 36 
Morris\·ille Mnlo and Female Col- 0 0 x x x x 400 150 20-40 8, 000 0 0 2, 300 40 
!egiato InstiLuto. 
Neosho Collcgi;tte Iustit.nte........ 0 0 
Oak Ritige High School*........... x x 
X 
X 
Palmyra Seminary .. ,---- .... ------ ---- ...... __ 
St. Paul's College/---··----------------·-------~ x 
Pa~kCol:Jog;e* --.------------------- ------ -----· x 
Perrce Ctty Baptist College_....... .... .• .... .. x 
Van Rensselaer Acac1emy __ .... _ _ _ _ x x 
Academy ofthe Sa.<:rou Heart...... ...••• x 
St. Charles Colle17e- . .. ------. --·- .. --·- .. ···- ·· 
Academy of tho ~acre<l Hoart . . . . . x x 
Young Latlies' Institute ... ....... ..•••. x 
Mrs. Cuthbert's Semina.ry for . :. • . • x 





























































0 .......... 1, 800 ··········l······--· "---------- I . t5
0 : •••• ·---~- ···---~·.:~~-----i~~r 
1






··· ia; ooo l. · 23; oiiii -~ - ·· · i; 04o ·l· · · ·-- · · 9oii · 
:f g~g·1--------~- ...... ·-~J .... ~fgg~. 
Fostor'sSchool. ... . ! .............. x •••••• 0 x 0 x 400 ...... 50-100 .............................. 3,500 
Germ:mlnstitnte ................. x x 0 0 x x 2,000 12 24-48 12,000 .................... 6,000 
40 September. 
40 Sept., 1st Mon. 
39 September 4. 
40 Sept., 1s~ Wed. 
37 September 20. 
36 September 4. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 1. 
40 September 4. 
40 I September 1. 
40 September 4. 
40 Septemller 11. 
441 September 4. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 1. 
Edncatiouallustitute.............. x x x x I x x 270 70 I 40-80 ~--········ ....•••••• .•••••.... 12,000 
Luthura~JiighSohooL ................. x o 0 .................... --·-·· 40 .......... .......... .•••••.... 1,400 
Sclwol of the Good Shepherd .................................................. ------ 30-130 ...... . ... ...•.•.••. .•••••.• • . ...•.•....... 40 September 13. 
S::tlem Academy .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . • . x x x x 0 x 325 25 16-37 13, 000 .. . . . • .. • . . •• • . . . . .. 3, 125 ·40 September 4. 
Sodal1n. University................. 0 x x x 0 0 ........ ...... 30-54 10,000 ...•.•.•.. .•••••.... ............ 39 September6. 
TheBhkeScllool. ................. x x x ...... 0 0 200 50 36 2,500 .................... 1,800 40 September4. 
l!'rankhnAcmlcmy ............................ x x 0 0 500 100 18,21 8,500 5,000 500 960 39 SeptemberS. 
Nobra;.lm.BaptistSomin:try ............. x x x 0 x 640 ...••• 19! 21,000 7.,000 600 900 39 September7. 
ft:~~t~~-~~Vk~~-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ~~:::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: -:::~~:~~~: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: September. 
GatesCollcgo ...................... . :.... .....• ...... ...... 0 0 1 ...••• 15 7,000 0 .......... 330 36 SeptemberS. 
OakualeScminary .... ....... ...... ...... x ...... .....• ...... 0 0 0 1S 500 .••••• : ... .......... 300 12 SeptemberS. 
*From Tiepot~oftbe Commissioner of Euucation for 1881. c These statistics are for the year 1881. JClo¥d for the year 1882; to be reopened Sep-
'L Charge for a month. dPrivate library. £ember, 1883. 














TAULE VI.-Statistics of instiluiionsjo1· seconda.ry i11stnwtionfor 18!:32, g·c.-Continued. 
Non-.- x indicates :m affirroa.ti>o answer; 0 signifies no or none; .••. indicates no~&>nswcr. 
--
Is tlmwing I Is nmsio 
taught 7 t:wgl.Jt 7 § Library. ~ Property, :i.ncome, &c. ~ I
~ ~ . 
~ q)~ "' 
b .9 . gj ~ ~~ aS~ cJ 6 1;5 § .s . 
.s ~ gJ § ~ . q)'§ "g"' ~ ~.,; ~:E :a~ 
~ <.:> ~ ~ ~ ~ be>< 5 1l "' ui S "g ~ E ~ hi Scholastic year 
_ ] ~- ~~ I> ~~ ]~ ~~ ~§ 8,;! _ ~a ~~ begins-
g rd ~ J:l :::: ;a 0. '0 '"''d c J:l '+-< t.O.,; 0<+-< '+-< <D ~ ~ ~ 
Name. 
' i:j . § S ~ g. as ~ ~ .8 - ~ o .9 E ~ ~ <D ~ :J CM ~ ..... 
d ~ • 1:! • .., rn ,.c "'<.:> d d '0 <e ,........ So 0.:.. • ,.c .g ¢l -c; ~ s .9 8 ~"' §w ~r;: a ~ o--" o d ·co~~ s 
¢l ~ •• g "' ~ ;a p 0 J:l ~ .E 0. s <.:)"' ~ ..... ~ d 
1. ~ ~ .J::_ ..:1 6 ~-Z_!3__<l __ P. <l ~ ~ Z 
, • /:to . »o f n ,.,. ,__::_ u ..:"____ ,.6 ~_:"__~. 30 31 a .. [ 33 
6S4 r BrowncllHaJ.l* ........ ~;:.~·~ •• .... -~·.... X X X ............ 2,000 ...... $32-60 a$10,000 ............................... . 
685 LoomisSelectSchool .................... x x x o · o 0 ...... 24-40 5,000 .................... ' $1,500 
686 St. Catherine's Academy* . . • .. . .. . . • .. .. x x x .. • • .. x ................................................................. . 
687 St. MaryMagdalen SchooL.............. x x ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... bl 5,000 .. ::....... .......... 1,200 
688 Silver Ridge t:>eminary-............. o o x x 0 0 150 10 2'(; 1, 800 $0 · $0 240 
680 Nebraska Conference Seminary.... x x x x x x 300 100 15-24 15, 000 15, 000 1, 300 1, 800 
690 ProotorAoademy .... ~............. ...... x ...... x x x ........ ...... 18-24 15,000 0 0 ........... . 
691 Atkinson Academy • .. .. • • • .. • • . .. o o 0 0 x x 1, 200 100 24 6, 000 6, 000 240 250 
692 Candia. Village High SchooL. .. .. • . o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 8 400 0 0 200 f3 Bee~e Academic ancl Normal In- o · o 0 o 0 l o 200 ...... 12-15 10, ooo 0 o 30Q 
~ atttute. . . . _ 
694 Chester Acn.demy* ........ :. .... .. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9-12 .. • • . .. . .. .. • .. • .. • . • .. • • • .. .. 250 
695 Stevena High SchooL.............. 0 0 0 0 0 x 3,00' 0 c21 30, 000 10, 000 · ". 600 250 
696 Colebrook Acndemy . .. • • • • • • • .. .. . 0 · 0 0 0 0 x .. • • .. .. .. .. .. 6-12 · .. 1, 500 1, 000 · 60 575 
697 Contoocook Academy• .... ~ .. _;, ........ -~---- ...... ...... ......... ...... ........ ...... 10 3,500 0 ·o .......... .. 
698 Pinkerton Academy ....... ~.: ~. ;.. 0 0 0 x . 0 x 350 0 18 5, 000 20, 000 ~ 200 .. 850 
699 Ft"&nklin-:A-oademyt ••••• ~ •• t~: ••. ·--;·· ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 850 50 20-30 10,000 5,000 .......... ·-~-----·--
700. ConantH1ghSchool ..................... ~----- ............ 0 0 o ...... o o 9,400 564 .......... .. 
701 Francestown Academy·............ x x 0 x " x 350 o 18-21 2, 500 10, 6!1 462 "' 1, 426 
702 Gilmanton Academy' .. ~···.:...... -x x x x x x 82:> 12 18 4, ooo 10, ooo 700 500 
703 :Bra.okott Ao:Mlemv ............ , • .. o o o o x x 110 .. . .. . 19 4, ooo . . .. . .. . .. .... .. .. . . 600 
704 Hampstead High Sohool........... o o x 0 o o o o 0 10, 000 20, 000 1, 200 O 
705 Sc11oolfor Boys .. . .. • .. • .. • • ... • .. .. .. .. · x x . .. .. • x . o 300 100 d250 30, 000 .. . • .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. d7, 500 
700 K.ingst~n A.cauoroy* • .. • .. • • • • • . .. . o o o x x x o . .. • .. 15, 18 250 4, ooo 180 600 
707 LAncaster .A.oa(lony .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. o o o o o x x .. .. . .. . . • .. .. 22~ 5, ooo 2, ooo 100 400 
~g~ . ~~~0t7.\~~~~l:\w~n;:ynn;i'Bil)ii: :::::: ---,;-- -- -,; .. -- -,; .. ---,;-- ···,;·· "4;ooo' '"5o' '""2~25· a~; ggg ·.;.· io; 000 ....... 6oo ' """ 4,"ooo' 
(' II\ lm•tllutltiU. 
40 September 7. 
40 Sept.em ber 4. 
42 Sept., 1st Monday. 
42 Septeml:er 4. 
30 October 17. 
39 Septcm llor. 
36 August 29. 
36 September 1. 
24 November. 
30 September 1. 
24 I+ 
39 August 30. 
20 September 6. 
:lO March. 
40 August 28. 
40 September. 
22 
35 August, last week 
36 
39 September. 
36 Au~nst. 29. 
36 Septembot• 7. 
30 Sopt .. 2<1 Tuesday. 
39 Sop tom ber 4. 
24 .August. 



































710 I NorthwoodSeminary •••.•••••••••. l·····-~·····'-·····1···-··j······j x 711 Pembroke ..Academy............... 0 ••••• r ·x •••• •• x x 
712 l?itts.field ..Academy* •• • • • • • • • • • • • . x x 
7la Miss :Morgan's English, French, •••••• x 
X 
X 







171-21 ...... , .... ··ioo· 
~: ggg l""i4; soo·r::::::::::,······ ""963. 
3, 500 ·•·•••···· ·······••· ············ 20,000 ••••••••....•...•....•..•...... 
36 1 September 5. 
37 Augm;t 1&. 
38 September. 
37 September 27. 
and German School for Young 
Ladies. 
714 Smith's Academy and Commercial x 40 September 4. 
College. 
716 McGaw Normnl Institute............ ••••• x •••••• x 


























250 I 12 1 Decembe1-. 836 36 August 28. 
0 12-14 
3, 000 39 August 30. 
715 Raymond ·High School. •••••••• , ••••••••• ·····-~····· ~ ······' 0 
718 New Hampshire Conf~rence Semi· x x x x 
' nary nod Female College. ' • . . . . 
719 Simonds Free High School......... 0 0 0 x x x 185 .••••. 15,18 11,000 25,000 1, 500 170 39 A.ugust 21. 
720 Tnbbs'UnionAcademy .••.•••••••. -~··· ••.••• x x x x , •••••• , .••••• 12 5,000 1,!300 90 840 33 August. 
~~~ ii~?~s~'h~t~~~~e-~!.~::::::::::: :::::: ··:_,··· ···;·· ···;·· :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: ······uaoo· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: september6. 
723 Blair Presbyterial Academy....... X > X X X 0 . • . . • . 500 . • . . . . 40 . • . . . • . . . . 50, 000 3, soo· 1, 600 40 September 5. 
724 GymDnsium or Preparatory De- 0 0 x •• • • •• x x 2, 000 400 0 15, 000 20, 000 700 0 36 September 13. 
, partm6nt of the German Theo-





















726 St, Joseph's Academy.............. .•..•. x x x 0 0 ~ 0 0 2-5 M, 000 •••••••••. •••••• •••. 500 40 September 3. 
727 Ivy Hall............................ X X X X X o· 1,000 0 d250 20,000 •••••••••. ••••••·•·· ••••.••••••. 38 
~~g ~~~!ft~~~li~d!~ tg;h~~i:::::::: :·: .. -~ . . . . -~ . . . . -~ . . . . -~ . . . . -~ . . . . -~ . . . . ~·. ~~~. . . ~~~. . ... ~~~~~. . .. ~~: ~~. . ....... ~ ......... ~. ~ ... ~~~·-~~~. . . _ ~~. Septeru ber 13. 
730 Bramerd Institute .....•••••••• ••••! 0 l 0 I X I X I 0 I 0 I 0 . 0 I 321 10,000 I 0 t 0 r 900 I 40 I Septembe~; 3, 731 The Elizabeth Institute........... x x .••••• x 0 x 500 •••••. 40-80 .••••••••. .••••••••• .••••••••• ..•... .••••• 40 September 20. 
732 Misses Hayward's English and •••••• _ x •••••• x •••••• ...,.... 200 .•••.. . 60-140 .••••••••. ••••••. ••• .•••••••••. •••••• •••••• 39 Sept., 3d week. 
French School for Young Ladies* 
733 J~fferson Park Academy.......... x x 
734 Institute of t~e Holy ..Angel~ . ..... . ..... x 
735 Freeholtl Institute................. x x 
736 Centenar~ Collegiate Institute..... x x 
737 St. Agnes Hall .•.•....... · '·..... •• x x 
738 St. John's :Military Academy...... x x 








X 740 Academy of the Sacred Heart . . . . . x x 
741 German-American School.......... •• . • • • x 1 x 
742 German, English, and French x x ~ x 
Academi. 
743 Hoboken cademy-:.......... •• •• • x x x 
744 Young Ladies' Institute*.......... x x x 
745 Hopewell Seminary-................ x x x 
746 Jamesburg Ins.titute.... .......... .••.•• •..•. x 
747 Hasbrouck Institute. .............. x x x 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Original cost. 
b Charge per month. 






X X • • • • • • • • 25 40-120 10,000 0 -~••·• • • •..•••.• •••••• 40 
0 0 500 100 d200 •••..••••. •••••••• •• •••••• •• • . •••••• •••••• 40 
X X 1, 500 45 t d350 40, 000 0 ' 0 . . • • . • . • • • . . 38 
X X 1, 000 100 42 210, 000 . . . • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . • . • • • • • . 39 
0 0 . . • . . . . . • • • • • • d195-275 6, 000 . . • • • • . • • . . • • • • • . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . 39 
0 -0 200 • • • • . • d225-275 h50, 000 . • • • • • • . . . • • • • . • . • . . d15, 000 39 








••• x ••• l...~ .. 1 ~ 6~g ···io· ····iz:a2· :::::::::: :::::::::: ::~::::::: ······1;i5o· ···48· 
x o ~--·····r····· 20-48 1,600 o o ••••••...... 40 September4. 
~ , --~-- ·--~-- :::~~~b: .::~~: ·---~~~- ·--~~~~:- ········~- ':·······~· ·····d~;~:- ·--~- :::::::::·13. 
x x 0 , 0 0 40-60 10,000 0 .••••• .••. 900 40 September 17. 
.x x x 2t0 20 100 30, 000 . • . • • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . 20, 000 40 September 18. 
dlnclii.des board, glncludes board, lodging, tuition, uniform, and various incidentals. 
e In 1879. _ h Grounds and buildinjl;s. 




















TABLE VI.-Stat-istics of institutions jm• seconda1·y inst1'ttet-ion fo.! 1882, g-c.-Continued. 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .••. indicates no answer. 
Is dmwing I Is music 










































































































I I 1-- :-. --l--l--l--1---l~-l---l---1---l---1 1-------
748 I The Misses Wreaks' Boarding and 
Day School for Young Ll\dies 
nnd Children. 
X 
749 Classical and Commercial High x x 
X X 
X X X 
: ••.. ,a$350-400 40 September 20. 
X 75 $40,000 ..................... . .. 38 September 12. 
School. . . , ,.._ 
750 "Lawrenceville Yonng Ladies .•.••. .•••.. x x 1--···-~·-···· ........ ...... 45 8, 000 ]·········· . ·········I······...... 38 I September 14. 
751 w~;~~~YParson. age School . • • . . . . • . . . • • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . ............................ - ......... -~-... . . . . . . . ..••.......•••••••.•••.•.... 
7:.>"2 Glemtoo<l Institute................ x • •• • • . . • . • • . x .••• •. . •• . . . . . • . . . . . •••••• 28-6.8 10, 500 .•• . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • . • . . . •• . . . • 361 September. 
753 Moorestown .Academy............. . •. • . . x " 0 0 ...•. -~ x 700 . . . . . . 24-4U 4, 500 $3, 600 $180 $2, 000 40 September 1. 
754 Morris .Academy* .... -~-·--···--~--. .••••. x 0 0 0 0 7, 800 . . . . . . 100 20, 000 0 0 2, 000 37 Sept., 2d Tuesday. 
755 Morristown Seminary ......... -~"- •.•. ~... x x x 0 0 600 75 a4GO 40, 000 . . • • . • . • • . •• • • • . . . • . . • • • • . • • • • . • 40 September 22. 
756 Sfi:Ril<la's Soho?l . ................. .••••. .••••. x x -. •••.•••••• , ........ ,...... a22a .••••••••. , .•••••••••..•••••••••••••••.••••• ------1 Sept.,lastMonday. 
757 M1ss Stevenson s French and Eng- .................. · ........................................................................................ .. 
~~~~~~:J¥it~JtG~~l!~r Young 
758 Bei\Oon Stt•eet German-American 0 X 
School. 




lli.l.\'11 Grn.mmat· School. 
760 Germ-au-American Elemonta.ry and \ x 
701 St. Vluoent's .A.cadomy .................. t x 
7G2 Twolfth Wa.:rd Gcrmn.n-Eugliah ...... x 
~lHIOl. 
1011 Nc1wt~111 CctHog!l\tll Tti AIUuto •• - •••• 






















310 , ..... ·I 12-18 15, 000 .. • . • • • .. . .. . .. • .. .. 3, 800 
50 10 12 20, 000 .. • .. .. .. . 1, 000 3, GOO I 
420 I 5 9-12 24, 600 200 10 5, 64-0 
:::::::::::::: ....... io· --··s:ooo· :::::::::: :::::::::: ------i;ooo· 
500 !----·· 20-50 12,000 
"""o'"l""o"l b~gg """i5" ao-~g ]~:888 l""""ol"'""'"ol"'""i,'ioo' 
46 I .Aprill. 
4K I Aprill. 
47 I April. 
40 I September 4. 
40 .Apt•ill. 
40 I Sopt()mb()r. an Rt'ptomlwr 27. 






























7G6' Pnssaio Fnlls Institute*................. x x x x x 600 .••... 50-96 12,000 .•••••.... .....•••.. 3,500 40 






7G8 North J>lninfield Seminary*........ .•.••. .••••• x x •••••. •••. .• 800 .••.•• 100 .•. . .•. . .. .••••••••. .•.••• .•• . .•.••. •..•.. 40 
769 Ao:ul<'my of Science nn<lArt...... x x x x x x ••.. .... .••••• 30 8,000 .••••••••. .......•.. ............. 42 
770 Seminary ntRingot's ...••.......•. ..... . x x x ...... ..... .. 1,000 ..•••• 36 3,000 .••..••... .•.•.•.... 500 38 
771 Colleginte!nstitute* ...........•••. x x x x · x x 200 ...... 4~-50 25,000 ..•.••.... . ...•..•.. 1, 800 40 
772 Salem Friends' School . ....... .................................... . . .......... ....... . ............. --~---· ...•... - ....•.•... •· .••........ . -··.-. 
773 "Thollcip;hts" Academy......... x x .••••• x 0 0 b2,500 100 a340 '.......... ..•.••.••. .......... 1,200 40 I Septembcr 12. 
Sept., 1st Tuesday. 
774 South Orange A.ca<lmuy .......................•.•...••....••..................•..•..•..•.....•... -~ . ....••••...•..•••••.••. 
775 ThoSummitMilitaryAcademy . . . .•••.. x ••• • •••••••• 0 0 0 .••... · 100 8,000 ..•.. ... ...•••... .. . ·····-~····· 
77G Woodstown Academy. ....... ... .. x x x x 0 x 500 25 25 8, 000 3, 000 180 1, 000 
777 Hunp;erfor<l Collcgin.to Institute... x x x x x x 1, 000 0 27-40 50, 000 6 0 3, 429 
778 Albany.Academy ... . .............. 0 x 0 0 x x 226 20 20-88 96,006 c3,550 d1,040 15,703 
7i9 Albanyl<'<'mnleAcademy. ....... .. .•••.. ...•.. x 0 x x •••..... .•••.. 24-96 60,000 .•••. •.. .. .•....... . 11,000 
780 Christian Brothers' Aca<lemy*..... . . . . . . x x x x 0 500 0 24-48 50, OQO 0 0 2, 709 
78~ .Amenia Seminary.. ........................... x x x x 600 .••... 30 ...........••.•••••..•.........••••....... 
78~ / Amstercl~m .Academy ............. x x x x x x 500 10 e40 40,000 .•.•••.... ..•....... 3,000 
783 lvesSemmary ... .....•....•.••.... x .•.••. x x x x 508 4 33 32,161 0 0 2,840 
784 .Arg_YleAcn.demy .. . . .........••••. 0 x 0 0 0 0 600 0 24 2,000 0 0 500 
785 Cnyugn. Lake Academy*... ....... . x .••.•. x x x x 3, 000 .•.•.• 36,40 .......... 5, 500 . ••... .... 800 
786 Bedford .Academy.. ...... .... ..... 0 x x • ••••• 0 x 0 0 20-48 1, 000 0 0 I 800 
~~~ %~~~~el:a~~~y8;£W:Jr~~:::::: ·--~-- ··-;;·· ···,;·· = ···,;·· ···;·· .... 865. ----4· ti~ ···23;458· ~--27;544· ··--i;5oo· 1, ~~~ 
789 B1nghnmton Inshtute . ... . .. ... . .. .••••• x x x ••.••• x .•• .. .. . .••••. 20-36 ...•.......•.......................•...... 
790 Bridg'champton Literary and Com- .••••• .••••• x x x x 82 ...... 30 3, 670 .......... . ......... 923 
mercial Iilstitute. / 
7~()1 Adelphi Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 0 0 x x 964 51 40-160 185, 766 0 0 58, 577 
7!l2 l llrooklyn Hill Colle,!!;iate Institute . .••••• •••••• •••••• •••••. ...... ...••• .••.• ••. .•.•.. 40-120 ......... . ................... ·j· .......... . 
79:J CMnevicre institute .............. .•.•.. x x •••••• 0 ..•••• ••••.••. .••••. 40-100 15,000 .......... ......... . 1,400 
79-! ~ Christiansen!nstit?te......... .... ...••. x x .......................... ·"··_·· 24-100 ............................. . 
795 CollegoGrammarScbool .......... x x 0 o .••••. x 250 .••••. 70-100 ...•• ~ ....................... . 
296 Fo~ale,Instituteof the Visitation., ...•.••••••• l x x ••••.•.••••. , 800 ...... · 40-72 ............................. . 
t97 Fnends School.......................... x x •••••• 0 0 0 0 40-60 .................... .. ........ . 
798 ' G~:;vans~h~~rf-~~ :g:~infa~~ •••••• x x 1 x x 1 x .••.•••. 1 .................................... . ...... .. . 
and Children.* 
40 September. 
40 September 11. 
39 September 5. 
40 l:ieptem ber 11. 
38 September 6. 
40 Sept., 1st Monday. 
40 September 11. 
















40 Septem her 13. 
38 September 20. 
40 September 22. 
40 September. 
40 Septemb.er. 
40 Septeil'lber 4. 
38 
40 September 23. 
799 Lafayette Academy. .............. 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 •••••• 4~120 .......... .••.•••••. .. .. ...... ............ 40 Septcmber12. 
800 Buil'alo Practical School........... x x x x x x 1, 325 . .• . .. 100 1, 500 . • • • . . .. . . . . . .. . • .. . 1, 250 42 September 4. 
801 Heathcote School. .•..• •............ 0 0 0 0 x , x 0 0 40-120 20,-ooo 0 0 5, 000 40 Septemb er 4. 
802 MissHofti.nan'sSchool. ...••.•••••••••••• x •••••• .••••• .••••. .•••.. .•...... ...... 6o, ·so .....................•.••.......•.•............. September5. 
803 Canandaio-ua .Academy* ... ......... 0 x 0 0 x x 1, -200 20 40 18, 000 13, 000 780 3, 900 40 Sept., 1st Thurs. 
804- CnnisteoAcademy . .. . ....... . ................. x x x x 400 .•••.. 24 18,000 2,200 140 1,742 39 August30. 
805 Drew Seminary and Female College x x x x x x 3, 000 . . . . . . 30-100 65, 000 0 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 September 13. 
806 Chappaqua Mountain Institute.... » x x x x x 400 ..... - ~ a235 55, 000 . . • • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . .. . . 40 September 11. 
807 Cincinnatus Academy......................... x x x x 366 1 16~-24 3,983 .......... .......... 735 42 .A.ugust2. 
808 CliftonSpringsSeminary .......... x · x x x 0 0 -450 50 a250 10,000 ..•..••••..•••...... 4, 000 40 September. 
809 F~ster SchooL ........................... X X X •••••• X 2,000 100 a350 .......... ··•·••·•·· ...................... , 38 1 September IS. 
810 Clinton Grammar Schoo}.......... x x x x x x • 230 8 1.!8 6,000 .......... .......... 1,630. 38 September'?. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 188!. c Also two houses, the value -of which is not stated. j$2 additional for each language and $1 for each higher 
a Includes boR.rd. d Rents and interest. study not a language. 










































TA&E VI.-Statistics of insWntionsfor secondary instructionfm·1882, g-c.-Continued, 
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. ~ ,...-----• --. -. - . ----·- I ~ ~ 
Houghton Semmnry. .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . x x x x x 740 .••••. $28· $45, OOQ •••••••••••••••••• _. a$5, 063 40 o.::eptember lu. 
Evening Classes of the Poppen- x x x 0 0 0 1, 300 .• • • • . 0 60, 000 $55, 000 $4, 586 0 29 October 1. 
husen .Association. 
Cornwall Collegiate S.cbool for 0 x x x 0 x b800 •••••• a400 12,000 . ••. •••••. •••.•••••• 4, 350 40 September 17. 
Younp: Ladies. 
Cornwall Heights School. •.••••• & x x x x x 0 300 .•.•.. a500 20,000 .••.•••.•••••.•••••. ··-·... .. . .. 40 September 14. 
Dclawaro Academy................ x x x x x x 1, 700 100. c27 32, OOtl . • • . . •• . . . . • • . • . . . . • 2, 700 40 September 1. 
Dnnuee Preparatqry Sohool. •.••••. :..... x •••••• x 0 x . 300 6 18-30 6, 000 0 0 1, 900 39 September 12. 
Aurora .Ac•tdemy.................. . . . . . . 0 x x x x • 776 12 19! 25, 000 • • • . • •• . . . . • • . . •• . . . 1, 279 39 September 5. 
Friends' Sentinacy of Easton • • • • . • 0 x 0 0 0 x 200 0 15-27 15, 000 0 0 1, 000 40 September 11. 
Rru·al Seminary.................... 0 0 x •••••• 0 x 600 •.•• :. 18 4, 000 .••. .... .. . ••. •••••• 300 39 September 10. 
Starkey Seminarv . ...••• .••••• •••. x , x x x x x 1, 500 •••••• c25 22,058 5, 000 250 1, 875 39 September 4. 
.Munro Collegiate Institute........ • .. . . . . • . . . . x x x ><.: 908 40 24 23, 815 12, 000 720 1, 087 40 .August 31. 
Fairftelcl Seminary .•. -.. . . . • . . . . • • . 0 x ~ x x x 2, 000 0 c30 25, 000 6 0 1, 200 39 September 1. 
EJ;asmus Hall.A.cndemy. •• • . . • • • . • • . . . . . . x • • • • • • x x x 2, 755 . . . . . . 24-100 27, 000 6, 000 500 •. -~....... 40 Septem her 13-15. 
S. S. Seward Institute.............. 0 tx x x. 0 x 250 70 14-32 20,100 20,000 •••..•.... 1,171 40 September 13. 
~tf~~~i~se~~~~~t;~:::::::::: :-::::: ~ ~ ~ ···;·· ~ ~:g~g :::::: a2gg 2gg:~gg '""25,"ooo" ····i;75o""··-·a;22i' ~g ~~~~:~~~ti. 
Dclo.wnro Literacy Institute....... .•.... ..•. .. x x x x 5, 000 0 30 30, 000 0 0 7,136 42 September 5. 
Tcn-llrocck Free Academy........ ••. . .. ...••. ... . •. x 0 x 680 86 lOi-18 24,618 46, 654 2, 606 859 39 .August 29. • 
Fl'ionMship Acaclemy* . •.•..• .•..•• 0 0 0 0 x x 600 .•.... 23 10,000 f......... . ......... 2, 500 39 Sept., 1st Monday. 
Ftulo SC'minnry. ....••..•••• ...••. 0 0 x x x x 728 0 18-24 22,800 0 0 460 30 September 4. 
St. ~.nt·y's (Cnt'hcdml) s_,:hool. .... x x x x 0 0 100 50 60-80 ••••.•....• ...•••••• .••. .•.••. .•• . ........ 40 September 19. 
St. I'au1's C(.'nt'ltO<lrnl) School*. •. ...... x >* •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••••. •••••• 50-100 ....... ... ..•....... .•........ ............ ~g _lept., ~~?ed. 








































































Elmwood Commeroi:U and Select .•••.. 1 x 
School.* 
Glous Falls Academy*............. x 
Goshon Instituto• ....•.•.....•.•.. 0 
Gouverneur Wl'sleyan Seminary •• 0 
Greenville .Academy................ 0 
Hartwick Seminary................ x 
Mountain Institute................ 0 
llompstcad Institute . . . . . . . . . •• • • • x 
Acatlomy of Our Lady of Perpetual 
Help.* 
Hudson Aca<lem:l·················· l 0 












Lansingburgh Academy* ..•••••••. , x 
Lawrenceville .Academy. . • • • • • • • • . 0 
LeRoy Acadomio Institute........ x 
Liberty Normal Institute.......... 0 
Genesee Wesleyan Seminary • • • • • . x 
Lowville Academy •.•..•••••....••.... 
Macedon Academy................ 0 I 0 
Franklin Academy . • • • . • . • • • • • • • • . 0 I 0 
St . .John's Military School......... x 
Marion Collegiate Institute........ 0 
Mechanicville Academy........... x 
Select Family Sohool • • . • . • • • . •• • • . 0 
Mexico Acadell\y ..•••• ...•••.••••• 0 
Millbrook Academy . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • x 
Sherman Academy . . . . • • • • • • . . . • • • 0 











Nass:1u .A.oadomyf......... ..... ... x 
Gormly Seminary* ........•••••.... 
Miss Maclde's Boarding and Day 














































































































































































































o I . o I 1.. 778 
0 0 .••.•• · •..... 
••••••••·· •••..• -:.... 1, 370 ... -~:~~~·I· ..... ~~~. 1, ~g~ 
8, 500 510 2, 721 
0 0 11., 000 
64, ooo I' 3, 580 .•••......•. 
15, 000 ' 900 4, 500 














600 30 •·· •..... ··•·••••• .••...•••••••• ···••••• ·••···••••••••••• 
40 Sept., 1st Monday. 
40 Sept., lst Monday. 
41 Sept., 2d Monday. 
39 August 29. 
39 September 3. 
39 September 11. 
42 Septeru'ber 5. 
42 September. • 
40 Sept., l&t Monday. 
40 I September. 





































Sept., 3d Wed. 
September 20. 
NewPaltzAcademy ............••.••••.. x x x x x 750 150 48-60 8,000 ······························-~ 40 Septemher13. 
Academ oftheHoiyCross ....••.. x x x x x x 550 ....•............•••.•.....••••••••..••••••••.••.•••.•••. 42 September4. 
Miss Bahow's English anu French ...•....•......•.•.••••• ~.... . • . • • • . • • • • • • . . • • • . . 75-200 .•••••.••..••••••••..••••••••.•••••••.••• -. 38 September 27. 
School for Young Ladies. · 
Miss Chisholm's School for Girls*.. .••••• x x ....•. 0 x .••..••. •••••• 100-200 .•••.•••••.•••..•••..•••••.••.•••••••.••. :1 30 Sept.,lastMonday. 
Mr. Churchill's School............. x x 0 0 0 x •••..••. •••••• 150-300 .•••••.••..••..••••..••..••••••••.•••..•. j 36 September 26. 
TheCollegiateSchool. •............ x x .....•...••.........•..•.•••..•..••••• 75-250 .•.•••.••..••..•.•......••••••••.•.•.••... ·38 Sept.,3dweek. 
Duane S. Everson's Collegiate x x 0 0 0 x . • • . . • • . ••• • • . c~OO ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .-.... 36 September 20. 
School for Boys. 
English ClasRical and Mathemati- 0 I x ······I······ ...... ...... ........ ...... 200-300 •••••••• -. .••••.••••••••••••••.••••••.•••• ······I Sept., last week. 
cal School for Boys. j 
TheFifthAvenueSchoolforBoys .....•. x 0 0 0 0 0 0 100-300 .••••••••..•••.••••..••....••••••..•.••..•...... 
• From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. .c .A. verage charge. · f School closed during scholastic year en din):{ in 1882; 
cz, Includos board. d $3,000 of this came from taxation. reopened fall of 1882. 

















T.ADLE VI.-Statistics of institutions for secondm·y inst?·uctionjm· 1882, 9-c.-ContinueCI. 
N OTE.- x indicates an affirma.tive answer; 0 signifies no or none; ..•. indicates no answer. 
I s dm wing I Is mns ic I ~ Library. ..d Propert;r. income, &c. 0 taught ? t aught1 a ~ 1 ~ <l:>J'i 
1>, Q) ..; ~ 0 ...,~ <=I c:l .s:e t£ ~ Q 0)• ~ :am Q) rn ::l ::l rn o 
"' '"' s ~ ::I 
'C~ ~:p -e cil::j ~~ "" '0 ~d r::s co ~ Q) .., ~ 
Q) ''"' Q~ bl; .., g~ ea5 ~E ~ ~ , Scholastic year N':ur.o. I ~ 0 ~~ '0 ..dd ~ I> -+-' <l:> ~~ b'nar p,'O ~-S l1egins-,...l 1l ocil ""' .s~ ..d~ 'Cl~ s~ f:;S d ..... ;flA ......... Q -::3 A§' 0 oc:~ 'Cl.s~ o.S 'HO om ·a ~ Q) 'e;! ~ ~g Q) ..,Q) .,;; Q :J~ ..,.:!! f3 Q ~ .-c'O ""1:3 ~I> <l:>l> Q) cil ..d ~ ::I '§ ..d ~~ Clip g~ s~ -~~~ 1 ,<:; Q) ~ 0 ~ p.., ~~~ Q Q Q) I ~ §"' 8 ~ Q) 0 ..d Q ~.C A s gh~ ~ p. ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ p. -11 ~ ~ ~ 
1 ~ ~ ~  22 ~~ 24 1 2a 1 26 ~ - :>s ~ /___""_j a< 1 a2 33 
875 , .Freuch nn<l English Boarding and ..•... .• : ••. ..•... ·----- .............................. u ....................... . 
D:1.y Sch ool. 
876 .FrcnchProtestantlnstitution ........... x x x .......................... $200,275 .............................. ------------ 40
1
1 Septcmber28. 
877 Friends' Seminar.v................. .. .. .. x 0 0 x x 100 .... . . aOO $75,000 $95, 000 $5, 000 $5,600 38 September 13. 
878 Mrs.l!' rochlich'sSchooL . .......... x x x x 0 .................... J00-200 .......... 0 .......... ---··~--.---- 39 September20. 
87!> Miss Gibbons' Englisll a.ntl French ---·-- x •••••• ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... 100-200 .......... ••••••.••. .......... ...... ...... 38 September 26. 
School for Gil"ls. . 
880 liollaua.y 'sPri:n.to School for Boys 0 0 0 0 ........... : 0 ...... 100-300 ..••••.•. , .......... .......... ............ 37ltj Sept., last week. 
881 Miss .Tuuclon's Boarding and Day ...... x ...... x .......................................... ,... .......... .......... ~ 
School." 
882 Miss J. F. Wreo.li:s' Boarding a.nd 1 •••••• 1 •••••• 1 x 
Day Scboolfor Young Ladies a.nd 
Cblluren. 
l( 100-175 , .......... , ••••••••• -q .......... . ........... . 40 September 27. 
1 I 
883 John MacMullen's School . ------... x x 0 I 0 I 0 j ·o I 5581 58 
884 Dr. J. Sachs' Colle iate Institute... x x ...... .••••• x .................. .. 
885 TheM.issesLeeds'~cbool.......... ...... x ...... x ······!······ ............ .. 
886 Mrs. Loopol<l Well's School for ...... x x x ...... ...... 500 50 
Young Ladies. · 
1~t~~g 1---··-~~~"1--······~J ....... ~-1---···:~~~~-'---~~-' ~~~~~~~:~_15. 40-100 --······-~ .......... , ..................... "\ 3!) j September 26. 
80-200 ---······· .••.••••• , .......... _ .•••••••••.. ] 40 Septembe;r~5-20. 
887 Mnnhntt:tn.Acnuemy•............. ...... ...... x 
888 Tho Misses Mrwsbnll 's School..... x x 0 
889 Now"I"orkMilltary.Acndemy ...... x x 
890 Misses !'orrin's Young Ladies' x x 
School.* 
891 Mrs. Rol,erts and Miss Walker's 
- En1.1Ush n1Hl l!' ronoh School for 
YonngT,rulies . 
892 :l\f(\()llll\1> lt!>d\'11 F\('11001. 















--~~- ~ --·-5oo' :::~~: a~~~g :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: """""so;oiio" 
. ·----~------~---· ·---~------~------. ---~---- ...... , .......... , .......... ! ..










Septeru ber 4. 
September 26. 
September 25. 
































89-1 St. J"ohn's Scl1ool* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 
~95 St. M:u-y's School*....................... x 
806 St MattlJOw's..AcaCiemy........... .•••.• x 










X ig~ 1:::::: 
85-100 J. ··- --.-- .,. -... ·--- :,---. ···- .. ,. -- .... -- ... , ..... . 
40-125 ------ .... -------··· ---------· 18,000 38 
20-60 32,000 ·--------··--------- 7,000 40 
0 30,000 . ------.-- . -----.--. ---- ... ----- 45 
october 1. 
Septcm ber 21. 
September. 
St>ptem ber 4. 



















~~~ ~~~~~H~~~~~~~-i:LaC1i~~-:l~a.·c1u:· :::::: ~ ·--~-- ::::::1. .. ~-- --~-- :::::::: :::::: 1~~=2~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 




..... ,, ......... , ..... . 
902 Van :Norm::m lll.stttute....... ..•... x x x x 0 x 1, 000 .... . 
90:t Wm. W. Ricl1ards' School for l3oys x x 0 0 ...... ...... 2t0 10 
904 Chili Seminary* . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . x • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 x 500 
905 Granville Military Academy . • . • . . x x x x x x 
906 Rocklam1 College.................. x x x x I x x 6:!5 I 25 
907 CaryCollegiatoSeminary.......... x x 0 0 .......•.... 
908 Onandaga Academy . . . • . . • • . . . • . . . 0 x x x x x 
909 Oxford .Academy.................. 0 x x x x x 
910 Pawlin~ Seminary................. x x x x 0 0 
911 Peekskill .Academy................ x x x x X 
912 St. Gabriel's School................ x x x x X 
913 Evans ..Acac.lemy.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 0 x 0 0 0 
914 Pike Seminary ..................••..•............••.•...... , x 
915 Seymour Smith .Academy.......... x x x x 0 
916 Pompey Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 
917 Starr's .Military Institute .................••......... 











1, 373 I 203 
1,196 
0 
1, ooo I 150 




Ladies. I 919 Classical and Home Institute...... x x 
920 St. Mary's School•.............. ... ...... x 






0 ·--- ··· ·--· 5oo ·t-·ioo · 
500 I 20 
School. 
922 Pulaski Academy...... . . . . . . . . . . . . x 










































0 0 X X 924 Red Creek Union Seminary........ 0 
925 Rensselaerville Academy.......... ... •... x 1 •••••• 1 •••••• 1 x 
926 DeGarmo Institute................ x x 
927 .Academy of the Sacred Heart..... . . .. •. x 









X 180 I 0 I 24 250 13 ----------
. · i; 2oo · · --4o ·j b2~~ 
500 ---·-· b400 
X 
X 
French Boarding and Day School . 
· .. is; 9o4· :::::::::: :::::::::: ···· · · · ·7si· 
60,000 2, 000 -----·---· 10,000 
_25,000 ----·-······--···--·, 7,200 
25, 612 20, 000 . -- .... -.. 900 
13, 406 1, 600 96 1, 4-22 
14, 214 7, 150 625 1, 218 
· · · 7o;ooo ·1:::: ::::: :J:::: :::::: , ... · ·i2; ooo· 
·-· ~g; ~~ ·1· · · ~f ~~r 1· ·--E ~~r 1· · · ·- · ·-~~r 
15, 233 0 0 2, 564 
_________ .
1 
700 I 42l 700 
. -.:~·-~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: ----·-~:~~~. 
35,000 0 0 










929 ~inn?stou"ParkS~minary ..•......••.•• x x x 0 x 1,500 40 50 40,000 ····················:· 
for Youna Ladies. I 
!130 !ilazateth..Academy . .....•...•..•. x x x x 0 0 400 -~···· 300 401 000 .••••••••••••••••••. 
931 RochosterRealschule.............. .••••• x · x .................................................................................... . 
932 St. Peter's Academy..................... x x x •••••• •••••• 300 •••..•..••..•.....•.........•••••••••.••.•••••..••••••••••. 
933 \VashingtonAcademy............. x x x x x x 1,800 10 30 20,000 .••..••••.•••.••••••..•..••..••. 
934 Temple Grove Seminary................ ..•.•. x x x x c100 ···'"·· 48 1QQ~OOO .•••••••••.••••••••..••••••..... 
935 S::mgertiesinstitute ....•.•...••••..••••• x x x 0 0 •••.....•••••• a40 6,000 ············v······ 1,300 
936 , Sauquoit Academy................ x x x x x x 200 .••••• 21-30 2-,000 ..•.•••••••••.•••••.•••.•••...•. 












































42 I .August 28. 
391 August 21. 
40 . September . 
39 September 11. 
40 September 6. 

















*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 188L b Includes board. 
















TABLE VI.--Stai'istics of in.'ltitutiO?tB for seconda1·y instruction for 1882, tjc.- Continued. 












• ~ • 0 
!:' .s . ~ ~ .s;s .,;p. Q g ~ § 
~ ~ f5 s ,... . ~.s '8~ .§ 'g .;~ 
"" Q~ .E ~~ 1:.01'< p~ o. ~- ..d~ 
..... 0 ...... "" 0 :g ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~.a ~ ~ .... . .a ~ -~ ~ .:: d ~>-> ~: ~.,; ~ ~ s ~ ~a 
'd ~ ...., ..d p., o .;;;,....., Q ~ ~,; o,S o,Z ""o 
§ s ~ s= :3 ~ g -~ ~-s.s ..., ~ 4::: ~ 2~ 
~ ~ e -~ ~ -a ~~ ~.s ~;g~ g~ s~ -~~~ 
~ g ~ ~ ] = ~ ~ "' 01] ~ a 8 ~ ~-~ 




























0 ~::.: ---~~---- ---~~--- 3 •$328 
938 I Holbrooks Mllitnry School....... .. .. .. x .. • • •. x x x 1 200 40 b500 25, 000 $0 ..•.••••••.••.•••..... 
9:!9 :Mt. Plensnnt Military Academy.. x x . • . . • . x 0 x 12, 000 15 50 75, 000 0 • _........ 4, 000 
38 October 17. 
40 September. 
9-10 Ossining Institute................ . ..• .. x x x x x 1, 200 .•. • • • 30-80 ....................................... .. 
9H Virei.i.n . ........................... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 15,000 0 $0 ........... . 
94:l Gritlitll Institute a.nd Springville 0 0 x x x x 600 · 20 15-24 8, 000 12, 000 700 




10,000 o o 700 
450 
35 September 13. 
38 September 15. 
37 September 15. 
40 I September. 
42 August 28. 
Union School. 
9!4 E«g__ewator Institute.................... x x x x x ........ ...... 40-100 .............................. ! 4, 490 40 
945 ' St. vohn's School................. x x x 0 0 0 275 80 (c) [ 30 000 0 0 150 41 
946 S.vracuse Classical School* . - •.. - . 0 0 x x 0 0 500 40 45, 75, 105 c.no: 000 o 0 3 350 39 
947 Miss Bulkley's School............ ...... x x x ..••.• .••••• 200 •••••• b400 .................... ·········-~-----·-'·--·· 40 
948 Irving Institute . . .. . . .. .. .. . • •• • . x x x x x x 1, 000 . • • • • • b500 20, 000 . • • . ••• • . . . • .. • •• • • • . • .. • • • .. • .. 40 
949 Moun-t Hopo Ladies' Seminary.... 0 x x x 0 0 250 0 40-80 ... . .. . . . . 0 0 .. • . . . • . • • •. 38 
950 Trinity School..: .... -.......... -. x x x x .. • • .. x 400 100 b450 40, 000 .. • • • • • • • . .. • • • • • • • . 26, 000 38 
9:>1 St. Mary's Academy ................................................. -----~-- .......................................................... ·--··-
952 Troy Acntlemv . _....... ••• • • . . . .. x x 0 0 0 x 208 21 40-72 16, 232 0 0 4, 385 40 
953 Troy Femo.lo Seminary........... 0 x 0 0 x x 1, 520 5 68 75,000 0 0 5, 000 40 
954 Oakwood Seminllry* ....•• •••.. •. . .••... x ...... x x x 550 o 210 22,400 ••••.••• .• .••••••••. .•. . .. ••••.. 38 
955 Utica Fe mille .Academy . •• • • • .. . . x x x x x x 3, 000 500 b600 100, ooo o o . . . . . . . . . .. . 40 
956 '\Val worth .Academy*............. x •••••. x x x x 300 . .... . 21 10, ooo 800 48 1,150 40 
957 Warronsbur~h .Academy . • .. . . • .. 0 0 . • • . • . x 0 x 200 0 24 4, 030 0 0 809 35 
958 Warwick Iustit.nte .... .••••• ... .. x x x o x x 1, 520 1, 244 26 o, 247 ••••••. ••. .••• ... • .. ...... ...... 42 
950 '\Voat Winflol<l .Acn<lcmy . • ... . . . . ... .•• . .. .. . x x x x 450 •• •• •• 24 14, ooo ................. -.. 1, 800 40 
000 .Aloxnudor In11liLnto .. .... .••.... . x x ...... x x x 3, 000 15 b400 20, ooo o 0 a. ooo 39 
001 '\Vhlt<•Riowu Somhun·y . . .. .. .... .. .. .. . . >< .. .. • • x x x 1, 300 0 e30 50, 000 0 0 ~. 000 39 
110\l lo11cltlk1Hn:v A <'ntl uu1 y .......... _. • • .. .. • • .. • . . • .. • • ... • .. x x 808 .. .. .. 18-24 . •• • • .. .. . 2, 500 1:l0 250 28 
uO;J Y oilc•ot A l•t~il o· lll .)' • ·• ....... ...... x x 0 0 >< >< :150 ...... 12-18 3. GOO ............ · .. . .... 6 l0 :10 
September 4. 
September 4. 















Sopt.mu btw 0. 














































































School for Young Ladies and Chil-
tlren. 
0 75-150 X X X X 
Albemarle A-cademy • • • • • • . • • • • • • x x x x 0 x 100 . . . . . . 15-30 
Belvidere Academy............... 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 18-20 
~~~~~c~;~~i~:'li.scb.·o-;i::::::::: g o g ... ~.. g o ...... o ..... ii. 1~g 
Cary lligh School" ........... .... x x x x 0 0 300 ..... . 20-50 
Macon School..................... 0 x 0 0 0 0 75 0 40-60 
Buckhorn Academy.................... ...... .•.••• .••... ...... ...... ..... ... ...... 24-32 
Concord Male High School . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . • • • • . . • . • . . o o 0 0 20-40 
~:l~:i~!~~li~:::::::::::::::: :::~:: .. : .. :::~:: ::~:: ... 8 ... ·--~-- :::::::: :::::: i~=~~ 
Union High School...... ........ . 0 x 0 0 0 o 0 0 16-35 
Elizabeth City Academy . • • .. . • .. 0 x x 0 0 x 0 .. •• • . 20-35 
Fremont Institute................ .. . . .. .. . • .. .. . .. . . • • . . . 0 0 0 0 15-20 
St. Mary's College*............... ...... ...... x x x .... .. 300 ... _.. b170 
Woodland Academy*........ ..... ...... x x x 0 x • .. ..... ...... 25 
Bennett Seminary . . • . . . • • • • .. • . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . x x .. . .. . . . . . .. 2, 000 . . .. .. 0 
Greenville Academy.............. x x x 0 0 0 100 52 elG 
1\liss Jones' School ...... .. .... .. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 
Miss Saunclers' Female School.... x x x x 0 0 0 0 20 
Hayesville Academy .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . • • .. • 0 0 125 . . .. .. 20 





























1. 500 ......... _ j230 I 
~- ........ ~ ......... ~~~-
0 .......... 1, 200 
.......... .......... g650 
.......... •••••••••• G, oco 
0 I 0 I 1, 200 0 0 300 
0 0 600 
::::::::::1:::::::::: ...... --~~· ·, 
Judson College................... x x x x 0 0 317 62 20-BO 20,000 0 0 I 1, 600 
Fairfield High SchooL............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. . ....... 0 0 0 150 
Hopewell Academy...... ......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..... ; .. .... .. 10-~0 GOO .. .. .•. . .. . ... . . . . .. 800 
Jonesboro' High School........... .... .. x x x 0 0 MOO ...... 15-tiO 2, 500 0 0 1, 800 
40 September. 
40 August 14. 
36 Oct(Jber. 
40 August 1. 
20 August 7. 
40 Aug., 2d 1\fionda.y. 
40 September 10. 
40 Sept<'mber 4. 
40 September 1. 
32 Noveml.Jcr 1. 
40 January. 
38 August. 
40 January 10. 
40 September. 
40 December 1. 
13 September 1. 
40 August 4. .. 
40 October 3. 
40 'September 1. 
40 August 28. 
40 SepLember 1. 
40 August 7. 
3G August 28. 
40 Oct()ber 2. 
40 August 6. 
20 July 15. 
40 Jnn., 2d Monday. 
E~~t~:~¥;::t~tl~~Y.::::::::: :::d:: :::d:: --~-· ~ :::;:: :::;:: :::::::: :::::: .... io:~g- ····a:g~g- :::::::::: :::::::::: ·····---~~f 38 Sept., 1st Monday. 42 October 1. 
Brown Seminary. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . • • . . . .. . . .. • . . . x . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 10-25 2, 000 . • • • . • . . . . . • • • . • • • • . 500 
Central Institute for Young Ladies .. . • • • x x x 0 0 300 50 75 5, 000 0 .................... .. 
Monroe Hi,gh School........... . .. 0 0 x x 0 0 25 25 10-40 5, 000 0 0 i300 
Moravian ]falls Academy......... 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 10-40 1, 000 0 0 1 500 
~t ~i~!s!\g~~~~~~~:i~~l;::: ... o .. :::::: --·;·····;··--·a··· --·o·· .... ioo· .... 5. 10-~~!~----2,'iioo· ........ o ......... o. ······-··uoo· 
New Garden Boarding School .... ..•• .. x 0 0 x x 1, 000 .... .. 30 12,000 22,000 600 .••......... 
Cat-awba. High and Normal School. x x x x x x 2, 000 .... .. 10-45 15, 000 ....... ••. ...•••. ... 2 500 
Oa~ Ridge_ Litarary and Commer- . • . . . . x x x 0 x 500 100 30 3, 000 • • • • •• . . . . . . • . • • . • • . 3; 500 
mal Institute. 
20 February. 
40 August 7. 
40 September 10. 
40 Janua1·y. 
40 August 7. 
40 September 4. 
40 August 7. 
40 Sept., 1st week. 
20 August 7. 
40 August 1. 
Horner School.................... 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 • • • . .. . . 0 60 10, 000 0 o ........... . 
Oxford Home School.................... .... .. x I x ,..... . .....• ........ ...... 10-35 ....•. .... .••..••••• .......... GOO 
Yadkin Mineral Springs Institute. .•.••. ...... x x 0 0 0 0 10-70 800 0 0 750 
Carolina .A.cauemy. ......... ....•. 0 0 II 0 0 0 0 0 ..•••• 15-30 400 . ••• .••••• .••••••••• 600 
Pittsboro' Scientific Academy*... 0 0 0 0 0 0 ••••.••. ...•.• 30-50 d400 .•••••.•••••••••.••. 
40 July 24. 
40 January. 
40 August 1. 
40 August 1. 
40 August. 
*From Report. of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Theso fi)!ures al'e for the year enning Juno 30, 1882, at 
which time the school was closeU. 
c Free to residents of St.John's Parish. 
d Grounds and buildingiJ, 
g Inclmling tax. ' 
b Includes board. 
eA verage charge. 
f For music only. 
h Principal's library. 












































TABLE VI.-Statistics of institutions fm• seoondm·y instruction jo1· 1882, g-o.- Continued. 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; •••. indicates no answer. 
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Raleii!ll Male Academy.. ......... 0 ~-····-~ 0 0 ............ ,........ ...... a$50 $20,000 ~ --·----·· .......... $4,800 1 40 I ~ugust28. 
~yooldson Male Institute....... 0 0 0 0 x x 0 ...... 20-30 1, 000 ........ .. ...... .... 500 I 40 ;:,eptember 11. 
Snlom Fom11le Acndemy • . . • . . . . . . 0 x x x x x 4, 500 . . . . . . 100 50, 000 $0 $0 10, 000 40 September. 
:Misses Welfare's Private School*. . .. • .. x . • .. .. x • • . .. . . •• • • . . .. . . .. . .. • .. . 15 .•• • ... • • . • • • . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . ••• • . . ••• .. 40 [ January. 
i?~:~~te~~~:::~:::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: ---~-- ···0··· .....• ~. :::::: : ••• :~~- :::::::::: .••• ::~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::: ·--~~-
Summerfield High School......... 0 0 x x I 0 0 . ••. ... . . ..... 20 1, 000 0 .••••• ..•. 400 I 40 
Fot·klustitute ......... :······--·· 0 0 0 0 0 0 .............. 40 1,000 .................... 700 40 . Januar:v15. 
TrnpJiillinstitute .•.••.••••.•••• x x x x 0 x 3!J6
1 
46 25 4,000 .•••••.....••.••••.. 2,000 40 I August7. 








·Franklin District High School. .. - ~ 0 I 0 
Whiteville mgh School.......... 0 0 
Ca}lO Fcnr_Acndemy .. ;·· · ; ·;,·:··· .•••••.••••. , .••... , ..••.. , ...... ! x ............... . 
Rev. Damol Morrelles En.,lish .•.••• ••.••• x x 0 X 2, 000 
20-30 1, 500 0 • - •.• ---.. 1, 200 20 I 1. 000 I o I 0 I 800 
36-56 . .. ....... .•••••. ••. .••••• •••. 2, 000 
45-60 5, 000 .......... •••••••••· .••••••••••. 
and Clnssicnl School. 
"\\'"ius ton :Male Acnrlemy *..... •• . . x 
The Grnnj!e lligll School......... 0 
Ynclki.n Collop;e* ..... ...... . . •• . • . 0 
.Aloany Enterprise Academy.. ... x 






Bo•orly College........ . ......... 0 
Arntl(lmy .• of _CN1tm\ College .•••.••••••. I x 
Gc•tlUJ,!"I\ 8cmmswy... ..... .. . . ..... x x 
.At•nthuuy or 1ho 1::\letors o{ NotTe .... .. )( 
Da11111 


















o I o 100 . • . • .. 20-40 
• __ o_ ..•. _o_ ........ ~ _ ... _ ~ _ ~g:~~ 
0 "'400 40 16 
--·io,"ooo· :::::::::: :::::~:::: ····--2;5oo· 
12, 000 . •• . .. . . . . 100 100 
7, 000 0 
.... 600 25 ......... . 
X •••• •••• •••••• 20 
16, 600 12, 000 600 2, 000 
500 2, 200 175 800 
)( 500 20 20-30 25, 000 0 0 800 
)( X ........ ...... 15 2, 000 ....... .. . .......... 1, 200 
0 X ..... ·- ............................ ~•··· .......... ·•·••••• ........ , ... ...... •• .. • .. .. 
150 , __ •·•••••••••••••· ···•· ••.•••••• 10,000 
4o I August 7. 
40 August 7. 
40 Octob(lr 1. 
34 Oct., 1st week. 
40 August. 
40 Septemoer 1. 
40 Aug., 2d Thurs. 
36 October 1. 
39 August 20. 
38 August 5. 
39 Septcru bor 6. 
37 August :t2. 
44 September 4. 



































1033 Mnclnm<> Fredin's School. ......... •••••• x I x x .••• •. x 600 ... .. . 150 8, 000 .••••. .••. .••..• •••. 7, 000 35 1 September :w. 
1034 Jtrt.~t.Vim·ent's.AcatlPmy* ..•••..••... x x x x x 4,000 50 bl50 ....... . ...•••••......•...•.•..•.•••.....•...... Sept.,lstMonday. 
10;$5 St, Francis' G.rmnnsium*c ... . .... •••••. x x x x x . . . . . . . . .•.• •. 0 7, 000 .••••••••. . .... .. .. . .•••.. ...... 40 Sept., 1st .Monday. 
1036 Cl<nmont. Acluh'my............... . .. . . . x I x x 0 x 200 . . . . . . 30 5, 000 ... • •. . • . . . . . . . .•• . . 1, 000 36 October 2. 
1037 Cle"l"l' lnnllAentlrmy .............. x x x x x x .••. . ... .••••. 80-100 2.3,000 ..•....•.. ...•...••. 4,300 4o0 September13. 
1038 St. Joseph's Academy.. ........... 0 x x x o x 200 . . . . . . 20-00 . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ••••••.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 September 4. 
if,1g ~~~~~~i~~fc~A~~~· :::::::::~~::: __ :-_ __ ---~-- ·--~-- - --~ -- ·--~-- ___ x ___ - -~·-~~~- - -~~~- ···· 2o.:.23· ···a3;775· :::::::::: ~::::::::: ::::::~:~~:: !8 ~~}~~~:~:~:!: 
1041 FoiltQrht Academy ... ... .......... x x x x x x 725 225 22 41, 000 12, 000 75(1 2, 000 39
1 
August 29. 
10-t~ Gall in. .Academy* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600 . . . . . . 21 28, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750 36 
1043 Hm·court Pineo Academy*.. .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . b400 10, 000 . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . 14, 795 40 Sept., 1st Wed. 
1044 GoshenSeminary .... , ....•....... x ...... x x 0 0 50 4 35 2,500 .................... 975 42 Septembcrll. 
1045 Gtern Sprin~Acailemy ....................................................................... d26,000 ..................................... . 
!0.16 hn.rlcm ~p1:in~s Colle _go . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . • • • • . x x 0 0 250 100 40 6, 000 . • • . . . . .. . . • • • . . . • • . 1, 500 40 
1047 Hartfonl.A.cadamiclnstitute ..... 0 0 ........................ 60 ...... 5-6! 2,500 .••••••••....•.•.... 550 32 
1048 Vermillion Institnte...... . ....... ...... ...... ...... x ...... ...... 300 ...... 25-30 10, 000 .......... .......... ...... ...... 40 
10-19 Hopl·c1 ah~ Norm~l College .............. ··-··· x x x x 1, 500 ...... 40 40,000 ...... .... .......... 4, 000 40 
1050 Atwo!hl Institute.... .. .. ......... 0 ...... x x 0 0 250 ...... 18 1,500 ...... .... ...•.•.••. 1,800 33 
1051 Boarding School of the Visitation. x x x x .•• • .. x 200 87 b88 1, 280 1, 580 . .. • •• . • • . 1, 350 42 
10.32 NewH~gerstownAcademy ...... ...... ...... x x •••.•. ...... 100 ...... 12-36 .......... ,...... . . .. .......... ............ 40 
10.3:J Northwood Normal and Collegi- 0 0 x x 1 x x 30 I······ 22 10,000 0 .•...••••. 1 1, 000 I 32 










1055 Poland Union Seminary . . . . .. . . . . . . .• .. . . • • • . • •• . • . x x x 400 ..... . 
1054 PleasautvilleCo11egiateinstitute ...••.. 
1 
....... 1 x x ••••.. 
1 
............. . ..... . 
1056 Ursuline A.cademy for Young ...... x x x x x 4, 000 40 
La!lirs. 




10,000 10,000 800 1, 600 39 j August 24. 
40 September 1. 
1058 I SmitllvilleNormal College........ 0 0 0 x 0 x 600 40 
1059 · New L;·me Institute .............. ••..•• x x x .••... x 300 .... .. 
1.060 Springfield Seminary . . .• • • • • •• • • . 0 x 0 0 0 x ....... . .. -- .. 
J.061 Stc11benville Seminary............ . • . • • . x x x x x 3, 000 50 
l-062
1 
Co11rgo of Ursuline Sisters..... . . . . . . . . . x x x x x 350 .•.••. 
1063 Plains Seminary .................. 0 (} 0 0 . .................. . .... .. 
1064 Twins burgh Institute* . . .. . . • • • • . • ...................... -••.. - -.... - 560 .... .. 
1065 Western Resen·e Seminary....... x x x x x x 1, 000 50 
1066 l1nyenHighSchool .. .. . .......... 0 0 x .•.... x x ............. . 
1067 Putuam Classical Institute* . . . • • . x x x x x x 3, 240 200 
1068 Albnuy Colle!!iate Institute . ...... .•. . . • .•. . .. x x x x 1, 000 50 
1069 AslllaiHl College and Normal x x x x x x 50 20 
Scllool.* 
1070 Graco Church Parish School...... . • . • • . 0 
i8~~ ~~\J~c~l~~c~d~~~~l:~tit~t;:::: ~ 
1073 Grand Ronde Indian Agency x 






































3,500 1········--j·········· ···-········ 40 12,000 .••••• .•.. .•..•• ..•. .••••• ••••.. 4-1 
15,000 ·····.·---- .......... ...•••••••.. 39 
30,000 0 0 .•. • •• •••• •. 38 
40,000 .••••• .••. .•••.• ... . .••••. ••••.. 38 
...... ... . .......... .••....••. .•••• .:....... 42 
2, 000 .......... ·······- ~ - 400 ·•···· 
.......... .......... .......... ............ 40 
18, 000 3, 076 185 . • • • • • . • • • . . 40 
75, 000 70, 000 5, 000 . • • . • • • • • . .. 38 
4,000 1,000 ····--- --- .••••....... 39 
20, 000 17, 000 1, 300 2, 000 38 


































*From R rport of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a .8xer ngr cl!:1rgo. 
c The name of this institution has since heen changed 
to St. Francis' Ecclesiastical College. 
a Grounds and buildings. 
e Free to all in township who pass the examination for 
the highor studies. 
















T.\. BLl<~ VJ.-Stalistics of institlLtions for seC(Jndary inst1·uction jo1· 188'4, g·c.-Continued. 
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32 ; ___________ "--- - 2-0-,-2-1- _2_2 __ 2_3_1_2_4 ___ 2_5_ 1_2_6 _ __ 2_7 _ _ _ 2 _S_I---I l-
1076 1 Oakland ~ademy ·~:~':" -r~·-······1 x x x x ••••••••••.•.••..... ,...... $9-30 $4,000 .•.•••............•. 
30 
-
1 19 ~9 31 
1077 Bishop Scott Grammar School.... x x x x .•. • •• •••••• 1, 500 ..•... 40,60 150, 000 .•••••...•..........••••........ 
1078 Intl~endent German School" ..... x x x x 0 0 0 0 20 7, 000 $0 $0 $600 
1079 St. ichael's College . . . . . • . . • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . x x 0 x 400 I 100 36 50, 000 . • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 J 
ig~~ ~!~1~~1~~:~;~~-~~~~~:~-~~:: ---~-- ~ ~ ~ --~-- ---~-- ::::::::1:::::: !~ ····s:ooo· :::::::::~ :::::::::: ···--·i:ooo· j 
ig~ ~\~~,~~~~~~licad-;;~y;::: ···o·· ~ ~ ~ ··o··· ···.;·· ----~~- ::::~: ·······4o· ~g:ggg l:::::::::~ ~ :::~::::::~·-····5:iii. 
1084 UmpquaAoademy .•••... ·...• •••. x x x x x x 300 2.., 28 4, 000 0 .... .. . . .. 1. 200 
1085 Schoolfor Girls* . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • • 0 x 0 0 0 x . • • . . • . . . • . • . • 80 . . . • . . . . . . . ••••................••••• ." •.... 
1086 St. Xavier's Acf¥lemy . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 x x x 0 x 2, 000 50 b208 . . . . . . . . . . 0 .............•.••.••. 
1087 Beaver College and Musical Insti- . . . . . • x x x x x 900 75 30-45 50, 000 ....•........••••........•..... : 
• tute. 
1088 Bellefonte Acadomy . • • • . • • • . . • • . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 .. . . . . 40 
1089 Bethlehem Academy.............. . • • . . . . . . . . . x x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
1090 Bishop thorpe School.............. ...... x x x 0 0 600 175 b425 







lgi~ ~~~~~~~~~~t~i-~1;~~::::::::::: :::::: --~-- = ~ ··-g-· :::;:: :::::::: :~~~~~ ~~~ ---T~if ::::::::6::::::::::: ::::: ·:::~~~: 
1005 roun's Vnllry lnstitnto* ..........•.................... -. 0 ... . . . .. •.. .. . ... . .. a25 3, 500 . .•. ...... . . . . .....• 450 
109U Chulltt·r .t\.(•n<lomy . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . x x x x x x 500 0 48 15, ooo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. 4, 400 
}01)7 l\fl~plOWOOil lnRtitutO • . • • • • • . • • • • . X X X X X X 3, 000 . . . . • • 60 35, 000 ..................... · ·. · ... -- .. 
lOilB Oufon Al'tHll •lll~· • . . • • • •••••••••• • . • • • • x x x 0 0 0 . . . . . . 17-32 c4, 500 0 0 800 
1~::\~ w:~;~,~~~~~~i::n:~ ~ ~~:~::t::~~~:v· :::::::·. ···,;·· ···,;"' ·· ·,;·· ···,;·· :::::: ···,;·· :::::::: ""ooo" ..... b2ilo" :::::::::· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::. 
































Scholas.tic }Tear 0 










September 5. 1:::: 
September 1. 1-t 00 September 3. 00 
August 28. 1-t 
September 10. 0 
August, last week. z 
Sept., lst Monday. tzj 
September 5. liQ 
September. 
0 September 4. 
Sept., 2d week. "".j 
September 1. t;j 
September. t:::t 
September 15. q 
September 13. 0 
Sept., 2d week. > 
.August 14. 1-3 1-t Sept., 1st Monday. 0 
October. ~ September 11. 
September 9. 





















































. .... . 
Eldersridge Classical and Normal . ..... ...... x , .••••. , ...... , ...••• 
.Academy. 








St. :Benedict's .Academy . . • • . • . . . . x I x 
Keystone .Academy ... ................... x 
Friends' School......................... x •······ •······•······ •······ •···· · ··· 
Glade Academy ...•.•••••••............. 
Greensburgh :5eminary ............... ··j x 
Pine Grove Normal Academy . . . . 0 0 






























1~: g~g 1 .. -. ~·- ~~~-












e12 40, 000 30, 000 1, 200 270 
Eclectic Institute................ 0 x x 
MnrtinAcademy .••...••.......•• ...... x 1...... ...... x 
X 20-40 15, 000 . - - - - . - - -- -.... - - - -- -.... - -- . - - -
English and Classical School...... 0 x 0 30-60 -.. -- ----- 0 0 2, 065 
Pickering Institute..... ......... 0 0 x x 0 
X 9-21~ 3, 000 14, 000 650 538 







24-42 7, 000 . -.--- - - - - -.. --- -- -- . -- ••. ----.-
Lana horne Friends' Institute ..... 0 x 0 0 x 
Lind'enHallSeruinnry............ ...... x x x x 
London Grove Friends' SchooL... 0 0 0 0 0 
St. Aloysius Academy............ x x x x 0 x 
Stone Valley Academy .....••.....••... -·---. x x 0 0 ....... -I 38 
JuniataColYegin.telnstitute .. . ..• 0 x x x 0 0 350 Gu 
Swithin C. Shortlidge's M edia x x x x I x x 2, 500 1, 000 I 
Academy for :Boys 
Greenw~od Seminary. . • • . . . • . . • • . 0 0 0 I 0 0 x - --- - -- - - • ·- --
Hazzard s Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x . • . • • • 0 .. .. x x 347 50 
Western Pennsylvania Classical x x x x I x I x 1, 000 
1 
200 
:mfl Scientific Iu~titutc. 
Laird Institute .. .. . .. . . . .. • • • . .. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 300 -.. -- - 20 
Nazn.rith Hall . ................... x x x I x I x x 5, 000 1------' b295 
Union Seminary.................. ...... ...... x x x x 1 2, 551 50 32,40 
1\!cElwn.ininstitute .............. 0 0 x x 0 0 300 50 24 
Newp~rtAcaderuy ............... .•••.. ...... ...... ...... 0 0 ........ ...... 28 
~:ki~~eF~=;l~n1~s-tii~i:~<:::.·:: :::::: ---~-- ·--,;-- --·,;-- ~ ·--; -- --·,;·· --s:ooo· :::::: ' ~~ 
'l'rcemountSemiuary . ............ x x x x x x 1,160 10 b280 
St. Mary's Preparatory College . . . 0 0 x 0 0 0 2, 100 250 b200 
North,Vashingtou.Acaderuy ..... x ...... x x . 0 x 200 50 21 
Friends' Select School............ 0 x 0 ...... , x x ........ ...... 16-22 
Oxford .Academy .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .. .. . . . .. . .. 30-50 
ParkcsburgAc:ulemy............. ...... x x x 0 x 150 ...... 38-50 
PerkiomeuScminar_y ......................... x x 0 0 50:-J ...... a2R 
Academy of .t-h o Protestnnt Epis- x x x 0 x x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75-123 
copal Clnuch . 
.A~mesirwin'sSchool............. 0 j x 0 0 .......................... 140-170 
.Aldiue Institute .................. _ x x x 0 ,...... x .... ... ...... G0-125 
2, 400 
500 
0 3, 500 8, 500 550 0 
4-14 2, 600 4, 400 220 550 
b250 40, 000 - . - --... -- -- -- - . - .. - -- -- -- -- -- --
27 2, 000 OG6 33J- 477 
19~=~~ I : : ~ ~ :: : : : : · · · · · · · · o ·1· · · · · · · · o- · · · · · · i; o3o-
40 I 20,000 0 
1
__________ b3,700 
100 40, 000 ... - .... -- -- .. - - . . .. .. ...... -... , 
6-i~ . -- -~·- ~~~ J ....... ~- ...... -- ~- :::::::::::: 
27-45 30, 000 2, 500 0 1--'-·-----
··------- ~ ----------~----------1 400 30, 00() .............................. .. 1,800 .......... .......... 1,180 
8, 000 .a 0 1, 344 
---------- .......... .......... 600 
o I .......... . 
......... . 1 .......... .. 
d Convent and school. 
44 .August H. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 4. 
40 August&O. 
.18 .April15 . 
40 September 6. 
3D .August 14. 
38 September. 
44 September 4. 
3D September. 
40 September 4. 
3G September 19. 
89 September 1. 
40 September 4. 
40 August 27. 
40 September 5. 
36 Sept., 1st week. 
40 
38 August. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 12. 
22 April, 2d week. 
34 September 1. 
39 September 6. 
40 Apri125. 
40 Septem b~;r 6. 
40 .August 16. 
39 August 22. 
36 September. 
40 September 15. 
40 September 12. 
44 September 1. 
39 August 23. 
28 September4. 
40 September 4. 
40 Septom ber 5. 
10 September 4. 
... 
39 September 21. 
39 Scptcm ber 20 . 
*From Report of the Commmissionerof Etlncatio:::~. for 1S81. b Iudu,les boartl. 






















TADLE VI.-Statistics of institutionsjo1' seoondct?'Y inst1·uctionjm· 1882, 9·c.-Continucu. 
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tanght1 1i Library. ~ Property, income, &c. ,2 
• : ¢')~ ~-
~ .S . ~ ~ $ ~ w ~ o g ~ 3 .s ~ 
~ ~ ~ e ~ . ·a ~ ~ g ~ .s ·~ ~ ~ 
• ~ <.>~ .!:; s ~ g>DF-< ~] e,; ~ .n Jr8 ~ ~ 
• ~ ~ g~ ~ ~;;', ~~ ~":_ A] ~ "t:;~ ~-~ 
'5 rd ~ ,_ :d~ ~ .S~ Q~ g}ai ~~ o:S ~~ ~~ 
·a ~ a ~ 5' cS ~ ~ 8 ..... ~ 'S .s E ~ <0 -; <0 ~ ,.'::j ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ "§ 2 'S ~ 1 g ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ § ~ -~ ~ ~ 'S 
Scbolnstic year 
begins-
a ~ g "' 1l ] ::s <.> ::s <e.o A s o as;;-.~ ::s 
' i~~~~~~~-z -~-~ _ P. ~ ~ ~ z ~--
1 1·9 20 !11 I 22 !13 ,.,. ~ 26 _:::_____::'_ 29 30 31 32 I 33 
11451 Miss .Annblo's School for Young .... .. ...... x x ..... . ...... ........ ...... $80-150 .............................................. .. 
1 Ladies ... 
1146 Broacl Street Academy*........... .. • . .. x x . . .. • • x x . . .. .. . . .. .. .. 60-l 30 ............................. _ .. .. .. .. .. • • 40 
1147 I By berry lfricnrls' Scliool.... .. .. .. 0 ...... 0 . .. . .. 0 0 0 0 a9~ $2,500 $4,500 $260 $240 38 
11~8 Clal'<sionl Tn:>tituto................ x x 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 5, 000 0 0 6, 000 40 
1149 Friends' Giranl..A.•cnno School... ...... x 0 0 0 0 0 0 34-GO 2, 500 0 0 3, 500 40 
1150 Fric1uls' School................... .... .. x .. .. • • • . .. .. 0 0 0 0 15-20 . •• .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. • .. .. • • •• .. .. .. 40 
115l }'rirn<ls' Srlect Scltool for Uoys... 0 x 0 0 x x 100 . .. .. . 48 28, 000 . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. 1, 700 40 
1152 1 Girnnl Colleg-e for Orphans....... x x x 0 x x 8,180 339 0 2, 888,975 9, 629,205 931,296 ...... ...... 42 
ll!i3 Mt. St. .Josrpb .Acat101ny.......... x x x x .. .. .. x 3, 500 100 b200 100, 000 . .. • .. •• • . .. • . •••••• .... • .. .. .. . 40 
1154 Pllilaclolpbia Seminary............ . . . . . . x. x x x . .. .. . 750 150 b600 I 30, 000 .. • • • .. .. . .. • .. .. .. . .. • • • • • • • • .. 40 
1155 Rittenhouse .A.cadomy............ x x I 0 0 0 x 0 0 60-100 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40 
1166 R. S. ..A.shuridge nntl L. Y. Smith's ...... x x 1 x ...... ...... ........ 25 70-100 .......... .......... .......... 1, 600 33 
I 
School for Yollng Ladies aml 
Chihlren. 
1157 Rll~ru:y- A.cndemy ... . .. .... ..... .. x x . .. .. . . .. .. . x x .. .. .. .. .... .. 120 .. • • .... .. .. ...... • •••• •••••• 19 200 40 
1158 Schlcigh.A.ontlt'iny ... :............ ...... x x x 1 ...... ...... 1--·--:-- ------1·----· ...................... : ........... !. ...... : .... ~ 40 
tl~~ I ~~~g~H~~~g~~~t~~ii~:-::::::::: :::::: ~ ·--,;·· ·--,;-- :::::: ---~-- :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ---~~ 
1161 I Sllpplco lnstitnto for Yonng La- ...... x x x x x 1, 200 50 125 .......................................... ! 40 
lliNl. 

















September 17. llO:J w. i•t-tt. C'. h(lt-t(llnl Stl·oet Boys' rro· ..... .. X .... .. .... • • 0 0 .. .. . • .. ...... 50-70 I'......... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . . ...... .... .. 40 
J"n·nt.:n·~· ~1'1101~1. • 
llM \\ • 111 l:ht,llliiHt !-;t t"l•f't ltmlltnto . . .. .. .. . .. • .. x x . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. • .. .... .. 50-120 ............................. . 
IIIII\ \\'! .1 l('hi'MI11111H!I"I' t'I.Hl'mhuu· ,· ................... ....... 0 0 ... ...... ..... 50-120 .................... ........ .. 
l Wll I W!," :~~~~~~'\',',:::i~~:!·'" !;, .. ,,,,.~, y r-.... "' ,. >< x x x 1, 000 . ..... 75- 125 c40, 000 .................. .. 
~~ I ~~¥~t~l~f~· 20. 































1167 I Young Ladies' Aca,lemy and Se· x x x x •••••• x ····~·-· ······1 
l ecL School for Children.* 
1168 St. Ursula's Academ .. ..•.•• .•.. ...... x x x x x 1, 000 30 
liG!l· Pl~a.sant. MountAc:;.lemy ...... .. ···--· •.... . ...... ...... ...... .... .. 300 . .... . 
1170 I Airy View Academy............. x x x x 0 x 600 12 
1171 Sel~";-nllall. ..................... x x x x .•.•.• ...... 300 50 
1172 R~·i<l'Institnt? ... _... ...... ... .... . ..... . x - -- -- · x •••••• -····· 500 7 
1173 Rulle:vParkSemman·e ......•.. .... •.. x .••• .• x ................... . ..... . 
14-44 1· ····-~--- ~ ·-········1·········. 
b51JC 100,000 ....•.•....•..•••... 
l!l~ 1, 500 
d30 10,000 
50-550 I 25, 000 
25 1 7 I 000 I' ...... -. "I" . -- -. -.. -
35 3, 000 ..•.....• - -•. -..... . 
18 8, 000 -..... -•. - -...... -.-1174 Clarion Collcl!iateinstituto* . ..... ...... x .••••. x .••••. x 100 25 
1175 St.Cecilia.'sAcadoruy* ......... .. x x x x ····•-··-·· · 600 ···- --~-····· 
u~.d) Scbool oftbe Lacka.,..:·anna .. .. .......... ... .. .. .. ............... . . . --- 1, ooo -. .. . . 50 
1177 Classical department of .Mission- x x x x x x 1, 000 -..... 27-39 
ary Institute. 
1178 Sewickley.A.cadcmy .......... .. . .... .. x x x x x lOtl •••••• 60 
25, 000 
25,000 
20, 000 ~ ---- .... -- ~ ---- ....• . 
117!l Acndt•my of tbe lloly Child J esus . x x x x 0 x 2, 000 ----- - ~ b300 
11 80 (Jhdtt•uhn.m Acn.tlcmy .... . ....... 0 x x x 0 0 300 !...... b400 
118.~ Geor~~·~ Creek Acn.!lemy . ........ l ...... , ...... , •..... ······1······ ...... , ........ !---··· 34 
118~ Stew.ut~town Eonglish nn<l Clas- 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 •••..•.. !---··· ......... . 
i<ical Academy. 
X 










1183 Sugartown .I!'riends' School .... __ . 
ll84 Tou;!hkcnnmon Boarcling School. I x 
111'5 Susquehanna Colle~ate Institute. x 
1186 W~tsbin~n Hall Collegiate In-
11 87 T!~i~~f:rran . ......••..•.•••••.... ~ .--··- ~ ------ ~- ----- ~ -----· ~- ---- ·~ ------~ 3oo 
1 
..... . 
1188 W aterford Academy. ............. 0 0 0 0 0 x 250 ..... . 
11 89 Peir!!ol's.A.cademy .... ...... . ..... . ................. · -· · ·· ······ ····•· ........ -····· 
ll !JO Darlington Seminary for Young x x x x x .••••. 600 40 
Ladies. 
1191 W eE>t Chester Friends' Graded 
Sl'huol. 
1192 Lucretia. M. B. Mitchell's School X X · 1•••••• 1····-- 1-····· 1· ······ .. ' ·····-
for Girls. 
1193 Young Lauies'Seminarf:"··········l······l X I X I X r··---, ..... l····-·· l······ 
ig~ ~C:t#~J'J~e~~~rc;!:~~~a~~l r~sti·-- ~ ~ ,_. -~ ..... -~.- x x 3, 600 I 75-
tutc. 
1196 Ladies' Classical Institute........ . ..... x 
1197 IYilli:tmsport Dickinson Seminary...... x I x 
1198 F;1mily and Day School for Girls.. . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
11!:~ I sland High School* ....... __ . ... . 0 0 0 
1200 F emale A cademy of tho Sacred x x 
IIenrt. 
1201 Friends' New England Boarding 
SchooL 
1202 La Sallo .Academy ...........••.•. 
120'3 St. Mary 's Yotmg Ladies' Semi-
nary. 










X 2, 000 ·------





























50, 000 . .•....••. 1 •• -- •••••• 
GO, 000 ....••.•• 
2, 500 •••••••••..••..••••• 
4, uoo ...•••..•. 
1 
......... . 
3, 000 ! .................... '' 
... .... , ........ . 
30,000 0 .....•..•. 

















43 Sept., 1st Mom1n.y. 
40 Septerr ber 4. 
40 September 10. 
40 September G. 
40 September 5. 
40 September 18. 
42 August L 
40 ~eptember 1. 
39 AuguEt 17. 
40 Sept., lf<t Monday. 
42 September L 
40 September 15. 
38 September 4. 
40 September 4. 
36 September 1. 
40 August28. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 6. 
42 August, 





38 September 4. 
40 September 4. 
34 3cptem ber 28. 
40 Sept., 1st Monday. 
40 September 6. 
40 September. 
3, ooo I 40 Septern ber 4. 
6,000 40 September 4. 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
~~To mem hers of the Society of Friends; $19 to non-
members. 
b Includes board. 
cValue of building and apparatus. 
dAverage charge. 
e These figures are for four months only. 















































Tam .. J~ VI.-Stnlisfics of institutions for sccouccm·y 'instnwtionfor 1882, ~·c.-Continned. 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .•.. indicates no answer. 
Namo. 
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Polytechnic and Industrial Insti-l x x x x 0 0 1, 200 . . • .. . -$10 
tnte. 
Chnr;eston Femalo Seminary . . • . . . . . . . . x x x . • . . • • . . . . . . 2, 000 200 50-100 
~~l~~~fc{oi~st~~re0~!. ::~~:::::::: ~ --~·· :::::~ ~ :::::: ~ ~ ~~~ g 2'6 
g~k!~b·~·~~~:h·s~h~~i~:::::::::: ::~:~: :~::: : ... ~ ..... ~ .. :::::: :~~::~ ::~:::~: :~:::: .... ~~~~-
Benedict Institute . .. • .. . . . . .. .. .. x . . . . . . x x 0 x 1, :JOo 70 8 
Penn School .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. x x x o I o o 100 20 0 
Cooper-L~meston? Institute....... . . . .. . x x x x x . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Go\Vent> villo Semwary............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a20 
Greenville Military Institute..... ... ... x ........••• l .................. · ...... 36-56 
Gro>e Station Ac::uloroy ....... .. . x ...... ...... .••••. 0 0 ........ .... .. 10-~0 
Lexington lligh School........... ...... ...... ...... .... .. 0 0 50 ...... 11-30 
Rcid'l"illo ]'emale College......... x . ... .. x x x x !:100 ...... 40 
Sumter Institute . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. x x x . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . 20-50 
Williamston M:Uo Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ ....... _ . . . . . . . .. .. . 1...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16-30 
Johnto~n .Ac:~tlcmy *.. ..... ... .. . x x x x x x 18-1. 72 15-50 
King's. Mom~t:lin. Military School. x x 0 0 x . • .. • . 500 25 b21~ 
YorkVJllo lltgh Scl10ol. ... .. .. .. . . 0 x 0 x o 0 o .. . . .. 15-3;3 
Masonic Nor;nnl School........... x x x x 0 6 .. - . .... .. .. .. 20 
Derol1 Grovo College.............. x 0 x x 0 0 200 0 10-40 
~~Hf:~(c:(~f(~~~l~~~·:.:::::::::~::::: o ~ : ~ g o --··aoo· .. ioo· ~t~g 
Cn\ro Int~tituto. ...... ...... ...... o 0 x x 0 0 o ...... c2-4 
Milll~nu Cnllli;!C\........... ... .. .. .. .. .. x x x o x 2:;0 . .. • .. 13-27 
C(•lltrtwilltl ll l~ll Hchoo\....... ... ...... x x x o o ....................... . 
01111}101 IIlli At'lltlOllly ...... ...... ...... 0 X X 0 0 ........ ...... 21!-41~ 
$10, 000 $13,750 40 October 1. 
20, 000 . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. 10, 000 40 October, 1st week. 
13, 500 $0 $0 538 4 0 .A. pril 1. 
10, 000 0 0 0 3G October 1. 
2, 000 ...... .... .. ........ 1, 600 40 September 4. 
3, 000 2, 000 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
25,000 .... ... . .. . ... ...... 938 35 Octoberl. 
300 300 18 0 35 October 15. 
35,000 .......... .......... ...... ...... 40 September 28. 
800 ....... ... .... .... .. ...... ...... 20 January 1. 
.......... 1 .......... 1 .......... 1............ 40 September 12. 
500 0 0 . 600 40 Sept om ber 4. 
GOO 0 0 bOO 40 September 4. 









g , ...... :·.:~~-
0 ........... . 
.... 3;iiiiii' ........ ti ......... 0. 
2,200 ................... . 





800 .................... , ........... . 
!Jgg :::::::::: :::::::::: ...... ~:-~~~-
40 Janulll'y. 
40 Jau., 1st Monday. 
42 August 1. 
40 Septcm ber 1. 
40 .Angnst 7. 
40 August 7. 
40 Anp;ust 7. 
40 Aug-ust 31. 
40 Docomhcr 4. 
35 Snptcmuor. 
20 Soptemuer.C. 



































1:?31 Charleston Iligh School........... . • • . . . 0 x x 0 0 0 o 18-20 
1232 ChntutnHighScltool.............. ...... .•.••. x x ...... ••.••. .....•.. .•.•.. 15 
1~33 Cl:ll'ksvillo ]'cmr.lo .Ac::ulemy*.... . . . . . . x x x 0 x 1, 000 . . . . . . 50 
1~34 I Clovclnn<l Masonic Institute··> ..... 0 0 0 x 0 0 40 . . . . . . 17! 
12~:5 Cliftnnl\InsonicAc:Jdemy''······· x •••••• x •••.•• 0 x 75 75 25 
1:?:;G Cog llill Collegiatoinstitute...... ...... ...... ...... x 0 0 125 100 10-40 
12:17 Tij)ton l<'emule Seminary.......... 0 0 x · x 0 0 110 . . . . . . 24-36 










-.•••... -- -•••.• - .. ~ 500 
0 , .......... .. 





GOO 1230 1 Ilatchie.Aendcmy .......•••...... 0 ...... 0 ...... ...... ...... 2GO 15 30-50 
lH~ 1 M~~~i~Jri~0~a~;~~~~~::::::::: :::::: ::~:: :::~:: --~-- ·-f· :::~:: ::::::~: :::::: ·---~~~~- ·--T~~f :~~~~:~~~: :::::::::: -----· ·- 3~f 
12·13 Friends>ille .Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 x x x 0 x 500 0 15 3, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 650 
12-t4 Hcn<l'lrson Masonic Male and Fe- x x x x x x 500 30 15-50 4, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 
mnlo Institute. 
40 Angn~t7. 
40 August 1. 
40 Sept., 2d Monday. 
40 Scptem ber 1. 
40 Septem bcr 1. 
40 August 7. 
40 August. 
40 .Aug;ust 1. 
40 September 4. 
40 August7. 
33 September. 
40 August 1. 
38 August 21. 
40 September 4. 
124~ 1 West T~nn~ssee Seminary........ x • •• • • • • • • • • . x x 0 100 0 15-30 5, tlOO •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -~ 40 I Septeml,ler 4. 
124G H ollowSprl!lgs.Acaclemy......... ...... ...... x ••••••.•.....•..••.••.•••...••••••••••.....••....•...•.....••.••••••.•••..•.•.•.•.•••...... .rulyl. 
1247 O<ldFcllows Male amlFemaleCol- x x x x x x .....••. .••••• 0 10,000 ........•. ..•.....•. ....••...... 40 Sept.,1stweek. 
lege. 
1248 Sam Houston .Academy* ......... +····· x 
1240 Martin .Academy* ........................... . 
1250 La Grange Female School .. . . .. . . . .• . . . . .. . . . x 
1231 CumberlandUniversitySchoolfor ................ .. 
Girls. 
X 










30 I 5, 000 I 10,000 , ....•..•.. 
16 2,000 .......... ··••····•· c2~-3 ~ ........ --1- ........ : .......... 
1 
........... . 
30 5, 000 ·····•·•·· .......... 700 
0 5-16 
20 I ..A.ng., Jst Monday. 
32 Sept., 1st Monday. 
40 September 1. 
40 September 4. 
40 September 4. 
1253 Masonic .Academy .. . . . • . . . • • • . . . . 0 0 0 
1234 Susannah Grove .Academy........ .. . . .. .. .. . . x ~ ...... , ...... 










····· · .. ii ., ...... · · ii -~---··· ··5oo·l 
...... -... . ••••• --.. 1, 800 
40 August. 
40 .January 8. 
120J6 LynchlmrgNormaL............. . 0 0 x x 0 
1257 New l\Iale and Female Institute* . x x x x x 
1258 Waters and Walling College...... 0 ...... x ...... 0 
1259 MartinMalean<lFemaloAcademy ...... ...... ...... x 0 
1260 Mason High SchooL ........................................... -
1261 \Vest Tennessee Seminary*. . • • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . x .. . .. . 0 
1262 Mempbie Institute*............... 0 0 0 0 0 
1263 St. Mary's School . . . . . . .. • • • . . . . • . x ·x x x 0 
1264 Middleton High School . . . . . . • . . . . x x x x 0 
1265 Fairruount........................ ...... ...... x x x 
1266 Morristown Female Institute..... 0 0 0 x 0 
1267 .Mt. Pleasant Mnle and Female x x x x 0 
Academy.* · 










::::::::::1:::::::::: . ~: ~~~ 40 August 1. 40 September 1. 









1, 200 40 Marc.h 5. 
a20 40 September 1. 
·--,;-- :::::::: :::::: ........ 9. ···-i;ooii· ::::::::·:: :::::::::: ........ 45o' --·aa· 
0 - .. -.••. -..... 50-70 -......... --........ . • . . . .. . • . 3, 150 40 
X ..... ... ...... 50 20,000 ..••• , .••. .......... .... ........ 40 
0 75 10 15-40 1, 500 .................... ···••• .... .. 40 
0 500 30 60 15, 000 -.. .. . . • . . . . -- .. .. . . -.. - . . . . • . • . 40 
o o o 12~-3o 2, ·5oo I o o .. . ......... 20 
0 0 0 20-50 6, 000 0 0 1, 500 40 
2, 500 -.. -- .. - .. --.-...... 700 
GO, 0.00 50, 000 3, 000 4, 27G 
Sept., lst Monday. 






1269 Montgomery Bell Academy...... . .x 0 0 f 0 
1270 Alpine Academy.................. 0 0 x 0 
1271 UnionSeminaryj................. ...... 0 x x 
1272 llolston Seminary . . . . . • . . .. . . . • • . . .. .. . 0 x x 





















500 0 0 500 
.................... 0 ........... . 
10, 000 0 0 878 
1, 000 .•.•.•..•. ...... .. .. 400 
40 Soptcmber4. 
40 September 6. 
20 February. 
40 September 4. 
40 August. 
20 September. 
* l~'roru Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
~ ~~f~~~~ ~~~~a~· 
o Cl.iarge for a month. 
dUses that of university. 
eThese statistics are for t.he year ending May 24, 1882, up to which time the institution 
was known as Edgefield School. 
















































TADLB YI.- Statistics of institutions for Beoondary i-nst1·uction jo1· 1882, <)·c.- Continued. 




t:mght1 'g Library. ~ Property, income, &c. j 
.:; ~ ci ~ 
~ .9 0 ~ ~ .s :3 rti Pt Q g 1h § .s 4 
~ - ~ ~ ~ .:s . <l):§ 'g~ .§ 15 ~~ ~ ~ 
. ~ 0 d E ~; b£~ g ~ 8 a2 ~ ai ~·p ~ ~ 
. d 1 .8 ~A ~ ~ ~ ~~ tl: c: A'g ~ ~..., ~.0 <:! . .,_. ~ .:3 A ~ ~ h ..Q.._, co ..._. :::l S :::l o S ..._.:p o 't:l § ....... .!:I Pt 0 .,...~ c ~ 4-( tom o=..c 8~ ~ 8 o ~ 
-~ § S ~ ~d 8 ;i_g -1~ o;S.fi -P~ ~~ $~ ~~ 
.§ ~ _. e ·a ~ ..o a5 o ~ E <D ~ ~ § ~ s :;j .~ ; tt5 rO 
<> * ~ --" j ~ r.:; S ._.co ~"' ,B::lce g o 8<P~ 8 
~ ,_. o ~ ..a ..a :::1 g ~ ce P A "' g "-' P..<H ::I 
I ~ ~ __t:::_ l~ ~-~--~_<I__ I> <I H P::i ~ 
1 19 I ~o 21 22 1 23 2-t _ 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
----------~-- ---------------
Bledsoe In~ tit utE>* ..•••••.••. •• •...•..•..............• •.. • , 0 0 0 . • . . . . $20 $2, 500 . .. . .. . . . . .•• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Parishlaleiii;.!hSclwola .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..•••. . 22 1,500 $0 $0 $1,100 22 
ThoMrs.S.U. \\TclchBif!LlSchool. -----· ··--·- ·----· . .• • •. .•..•. ...... ..... . .. .•.... 20-:.JO 5,000 .•.•...... .... .. ... . 1,800 40 
Parrotts~illo lligb. Scl1ooL ........ 0 0 0 x · 0 0 80 0 1'0-30 2, 000 0 0 _..... . • . • • . 40 
People's Colle)!<• -_.... . ...... •. . . . 0 o x x 0 o 500 200 17k 16, 000 0 o 2, 227 40 






Soptem ber 4. 
August2. 
August 7. 
GilesColle:re ----·--·-·-··· --· ---· 0 0 0 0 0 x ···---- · ------ 44,54 10,000 ..•...•• :. --····-··· 2,400 40 
Grel'n\"illc District. Seminary . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . x x 0 0 200 50 ...... _... 3, 000 . . . • • . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . I, 100 3G 1 August 28. 
Lautlcrdnloinstitute ..... . . .... ... ............ ------ ------ 0 0 0 0 b27! 7,000 0 0 0 40 September4. 
l1:adison .&cadcmy . • • • • .. • .. • • • • • • x x x x 0 0 • . . . . . . . . • . . . . b20 3, 000 5, 000 300 600 40 August. 
HardinCollego~.. ................ . ...... x x x x x 1,000 ...... 40 3,000 .... ... . . . ...•...... 2,500 40 September!. 
3~~~~~~~:&~1{~~~:::::::::::::::: :::::: ···,;·· : : : ~ ·-- -250- ---4o- ·--2o:ioo· --·io;oiiii· l:::::::::: :::::::::: ··--··4;2oo- ---4o· september!. 
Fulton A.cndemy- .. -.-- .. ---- ... -- 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 20 530 0 0 500 40 August 7. 
Nour~eSominaxy .. ......... ...... ------------ x x 0 0 -·-·---· .•••.. 25 1, 500 .......... -···----- · . ........... 40 August6. 
'l'nzow·eUCollop;e .........•........ 0 0 x x 0 0 0 ------ 12!-31! 3,000 .......... 2,500 1,500 36 September3. 
UnionCit:vDistrictHighSchooL ...... ...• .. . x x 0 0 34-6 50 15-40 8,000 .......... --------·· ------------ 40 August7. 
PlcMantGrovo8emiuary ......... ------ ------ ...... x ............ -----·-- ...... 15 1, 500 ---------· .•........ ·----------· 40 July. 
Washington College ...... _....... 0 0 x x 0 0 ... -.... ... . . . 1~-25 10, coo 12, 000 500 GOO 38 September 4. 
~1~[_{_if.~~~!_ff~:H:~~- .:::~: +~ :~~~~~ .:E ~~~::: :m:. },;; 1 .:~~:~ ·· ·:_:ii ··l:iii 1 ~~E:; :-...:::~: _.:::::: .. : . !! ;:~::~;:~··,. N11w llu~loAc·n<lt•my..... ... ...... 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0 --- --_- GOO 14v .......... o /\'' l~P em c - · AIIHIIIl Cull<>gn. .................. X X X X ·----- ··-··· ....... . ·--·:·/ 32-BO .......... !· --······· ···------- ······4-uiio" 40 Sll ol<'mlwd. 















































































~frY~~e~l~~~e6?Ji~~~- ~~~::: :: :::::~ :::::: :::::: - --~-- ·--~-- :::::: :::::: ::::::::1:::::: .... :~~. """25; coo' :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :~ I ~~~~~~~~~-4. 
CalYct-t ll1~h 8clwol....... .. ... . . ...... x x x 0 0 0 0 30 2, 500 0 0 2, 000 40 September4 • 
.At·ademy of tho Sacred Heart of ..... . ............................................................ ................. ........................ . 
l\f:ny. 
Da ,. ill;1 Masonic Institute....... . . . . .. . . . .. .. . x x 0 0 0 . • . • .. 30 2, 500 .. .. .. .. . . .• • • •• .. . . 2, 000 40 I September 1. 
¥~~~~~-~~-~:~~~~~~ ·c~iiQg~:~~::::: :: :::::: :::::: _ --~ .. __ ~ .. :::::: :::::: ::::::: : ::~~: _. .... ~~~~~- .. . :~·- ~~~ _ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: ::~~ : : ---~~ _ 
Li\·e Oak ~eminnry* ... . . . . . . ... . . 0 ..... . x 0 0 0 0 0 30 5, 000 () 0 400 30 
Jouc:s' Malo and .Fcmnle Institute .... . . . ..... x x x 0 119 71 18 2, 000 .......... ..... .. .. . 1, 500 36 
Gonzalt•s .lfal" and Fcmnle School. . .. . . . . .. . . . x x 0 0 0 .... .. . .. .. .. .. . 10, ouo 0 .. . . . .. .. . 2, 000 20 
Rnuiuo Valley T:'ni>ersit.v......... o 0 x x o 0 0 0 30 .... .. . . . . o o 950 40 







Wnlrott Im;titutc... .... . ......... x x x x 0 0 350 50 15-4(} 4, 000 0 0 2, 500 40 I September 1. 
!Ions ton Rcmiuary......... ....... x x x x 0 0 50 .50 Si 7, 500 0 0 425 35 October 16. 
Toxas Polytechnic College . ...................................................................................... .. ............ _ ............ .. 
.Alcxnudor Insti1 ute ..... ............. .................. ..... ........... .............. ........ ...... ..... .................. .............. .. . 
Lancaster Masonic Institute ...... ...... . ..... , x x .... .. .. .. .. . • . . . .. . ...... c2-4 2, 500 .......... ..... .. . . . 1,100 .... --1 September 4. 
East Toxa!:l Acn.tlomic Institute.. . x .. • .. . x x 0 x d1, 000 .. . .. . 22-52 1, COO .. • • • • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • 1, 500 40 
~~~1#:~~-~~!i~\?~-~~~:::~:::: :::: :~::~: :::::: ~ : ~ ... o .. ·-i;2iio- --~~~ - ~~ 2i;~~~ :::~::~::: ~::::::~~~ ..... ii:oa2· ---as· 
hlexin.Polytcchnicinstitute ............ x x x ............ 300 10 45 3,000 .................. _. 3,800 40 
Summer llill Select School...... .. .. .. . . . .. .. . x x x x 0 0 40 2, 700 ............ -· •••.• -- 3, 200 38 
~~r~~Sc~~o~1~~~~-:::::: ::~:~:::::: ---~-- - --~-- ---~-- ... 0 ... --~--- ---~-- :::::::: ·---~- -------~~- ----~~~~~- :::~:::::: :::~:::::: :::::::::::: ---~~-
Pine Hill Academy* .. .. . . .. .. • • .. 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 18 1, 000 . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. ..... . 300 40 
Rhea's :Mill .Academy.. ........... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... x 360 38 17~-35 .......... ---------· 190 350 4.0 
English-German .Academy........ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 300 45 40 4, 500 .......... .......... 1, 748 40 
.Alamo German-Engli~;h School*.. x x x ...... 0 x 0 ...... 22 ., .................. -- ~ ------- 1,100 47 
Genuan-English SChool. .... ...... · x x x ...... 0 x 250 ...... 22-33 20,000 .......... .......... 5,000 40 
High School for Young L adies.... .. .. .. x x x 0 0 500 .. . .. . . • . . . .. .. . 15, 000 . . .. . .. • .. • • • .. .. . .. . • • • • • . • . .. . 39 
St.Mary's!Iall ................... x x x x ...... ...... 56 ...... 40-50 .............................. ···--··-·--· 40 
St. Mary's Institute .................. _.. x x x x x 500 50 10-25 30, 000 .. .. . .. .. . .. • •. • .. . • . • . • • .. . • .. . 40 
Ursuline Conv<'nt . ................ x x x x ...... x 500 ...... 180 . . .. .. . .. . .......... .......... ............ 48 
















NorthTexasFcmnleCollcge . .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .... . 400 ...... ......... . 17, 500 .................................... .. 
Shernmn Fcmnlo Institute........ x x x x x x 300 50 30, 40, 50 15,000 . ... ...... . .. ....... •••••• ..... . 40 I September 3. 
District C~nfercnce High School.. .. .. .. X X X 0 X ~50 .. .. .. b27! ~· 000 .................. -- ••••• :. --... 40 Septem u er ~-
.A<ld Rnu College.. ......... ...... x x x x x x 1, 600 30 36 2o, 000 .. .. . .. ... .. .. ..... . 13,500 35 September 25. 
Mclndoes Falls Academy*........ 0 0 0 x 0 0 .. .. .. .. . .. • .. 12-15 3, 000 3, 000 16.0 . .. .. .. .. .. . 33 .August 31. 
:Barre .Acade~1y.... .. ..... .. ...... .. .. .. .... .. x x x I x 700 . ... . . 20-30 ...... _ ....••........•••.. _ ....•• ••.. .... _ 40 I Au gus. t 30. 
Goddard Rem wary ........ - .. - .... 0 x x x x x 1, 300 100 30 80, 000 12, 000 540 2, 300 40 August 23. 
St . .Agnes'H:tll ......... _ ............... x x x 0 0 600 ...... 20,30 .......... ,.......... ........ .. ............ 40 Septcmber20. 
VermontEp1scopnlinsbtnte ..... ...... x x x x x 300 75 g300 .......... 0 0 ............ 40 Septcmher l. 
Derby Acat!cmy .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. x .. .. .. x .. .. .. .. .. .. 325 .. .. .. 16 10, 000 · 2, 500 125 1, 000 1 33 8cptem ber 5. 
*From Report of tho Commissioner of Education for 1881. b .A veral!e charge. e Incic1ental fee. 
a Su;,penlle<l in 1882 as a Jlriv>'te cnt{lrpriso; to be rcsume<l c Charge for a month. f F rom room r ent and donations. 



















TADLE VI.- Statistics of ·institutions jo1· scronilary inst?·uction for 1882, 9·c.-Continuod. 
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33 1. 1.9 Z6 21 Z2 1 23 Z.,l 25 I 26 2':' I 28 
1345 ~ssex Classical Ins~itu~ .......... ............ -x- -x-,-0- -x------;;;--~ $1?-20 $6,000 $10,000 $600 $2,000 I 40 .August 29. 
1346 :New IIampton Instltut.lOn... .... . 0 0 . .. .. • x x x 2, 800 0 1o, 18 9, 000 2, 000 120 500 33 .August 29. 
1347 Orlcnul!Liucralinstitute ............ . .. x x x 
1 
.... .. x ........................ 1,000 800 48 --···------- j--·---
1348 Cha.mplainHnll. ............ ...... x x x x ...... ...... ........ ...... 22 2,000 .......... .......... 600 40 September4. 
1340 LnmoilleCentral.Academy ....... x x ...... x 0 0 300 8 12 2,500 .......... ,.......... 175 1 33 September !. 
1350 Dhck I:i•er Acndemy*....... .... x x x x x x 150 . .. .. . 20 8, 000 .... • .. . .. .... .. . . .. . .. • •• ... . .. 34 .August. 
1351 Mor~un.A.cnclemy"' ........... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... 0 ...... ........ ...... 1 1---------- .......... 22 23 10 I September. 
13;)2 Nowuury Seruinnry and Ladies' x x ...... x x x 1,000 20 15 10,000 .......... .......... 500 . 32 September!. 
Institute. I I I 13~3 Dccmnn_A cnclcmy ... ... .... ...... 0 0 x x x x 100 26 18-24 
1354 Cnlctloo1n Connty Grammar School ... ... x 0 x x x .. . .. . .. . • .. . . 12, 16 
1355 TroyConferoncoAca.dem. ....... ...... x x x x x 1,140 ...... al68 
1356 Villn. ll:nlow nonrding ana Select . .. .. • X X X ............ - .. - .... I .............. .. 














. 5, 420 
1357 I St. Johnsbury Acn.dcmy ................ I x 
1358 Vermont Aca!lt:~my ............... x x 
1350 Nc"l'iton .A.cndcm.v ............... . ...... x 
















100. 000 I 6, 000 I 7, 000 
i~:.~g . --~~·- ~~~- ---~~~-~~~- ----~~~~~. -.. -.- ~·- ~~~. 
18-22i 12, 000 .. --.. .. .. 1, 370 726 
emv.* 
n~~ 1 £~1(~\~·~r~~~*c&~~~~o~i-;;;y.::::::: -- ·o ·- : --,;-- ~ ~ -- ·,;-- ~ ---- ioo-- --- o- b§~ 1---- ~: oco · ---- i: :i5o · -------67 · ------i: 5iii-
110:1 GlenwvotlClusllicnlSemin:u·y* .... 0 0 x x x x 200 6 2.> 12,000 0 ........ ...... ..... .. 
~a~~ Sd.\oolof thel.· Hncatono~ission ...... ..... ... _x ...... o o 0 o O I 5,oog ::::::::::::::::::::: : ::: :::::: : lllti5 
1 
All\Jt'•<loul\fnloJ\c•ntlem)......... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... ......... . 15, 00 
l!l66 A\'fllt7,mv of th o ViRitntlon ... .... ...... x x x x 0 200 50 nl60 10,000 .......... ---------- .......... .. 
l:lli7 HltllltlWilll Jn!'\<.lltltl In!iUiu(.o...... 0 )( X )( 0 0 800 40 b:t~ Hl, 000 .......... ....... ... r· ggg 
1:11U4 .Ah•>tiiiiChln .. \t•tultlnly . ....... ...... >< x ...... ...... ...... lGO ....... 2o .......... .......... .......... ' 
39 1 .August 29. 
40 September 5. 
39 September 4. 
40 Septemter 5. 
40 .August 29. 
39 September. 
32 September 12. 
35 Aug., last W edn. 
36 September. 
3;1, .A.ugnst. 29. 
35 September 14. 
36 September. 
40 .A.u~u st 28. 
40 Sl'ptontber ·t. 


































1360 C'larrns llome SchooL............ 9 0 x x 0 0 900 . . . . • . 30-190 
1370 Episcop::lRigb School of Virginia. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . .. . .. 90 ~~:~~~ r·······ol·······o· 1, 000 a21, 950 
J 371 I>otomao d.oatlomy........... •• • . . . • • . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x . • • . . • • • • • • • • • 50-70 .......... .••••................••... ...... 
1372 St. JPlm's Ac:\tlemy . ••. . . •. . .. . . . x x 0 x 0 x 1, 000 0 3~-40 0, COO 0 0 2, 661 
1373 St .. hlnry'slt..cnderuy* ................... x x x ..•..•......••....•..••••. 24-40 . ........................................ . 
39 I September 13. 
38 September 27. 
40 September 20. 
43 Soptcmber 4. 
44 Soptem ber 1. 
1374 1Ht. PisgnhAcaderuy ................... x x x 0 x 250 37 a.250 10,000 .....••.................•.••.... 
1375 Yt•ntcs' LowerFrceSchool*c...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...... 0 500 .......... .......... .•.......... 38 
September 1. 
October 1. 
i~~~ ~~~~~f ~rfs~lc~0ea~dh0~t~I:;; ···o·· ···o·· ... 0 .. ···o·· ···~ .. ·--~ .... i; 5oo· . "5oo· ....... fio· ···25; 000. :::::::::: .... 4; 000 ....... 4;5oo· ... 4o· September 13. 
Academy. · I 
1378 Abinl);don District Ri_,gh School... .••.•• ....•. x x 0 0 0 0 dl-2~ 1, 501) .......•.. .••....... 1,100 40 September 4. 
1379 Bowlin o- Green Female Seminary. . • . • • • . •• • • • . • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 .................•...•................ 
1380 Pan tops Academy................ o .••... 0 .•• • . • 0 o 3, ooo . . . . . . 50 12, ooo ... • . • . . . . .. . . •. . . . . l, 700 40 





1382 Thyno Institute . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . • .•• . . . . . . . . . x 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . 0 4, 500 o 0 0 30 
1383 Elk Creek Academy ...........•...• .-... • • • • • • x x • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • 25 1, 000 . . . . . . . . . . 250 250 40 






1386 VillanovaAcademy............... .••••• x •••••• x •••••• •••••• ........ .•••.. 25 .......... .......... .......... ...•........ 40 
1387 Church .. School*e .•••..••••..••.•.. ~---··· x ~- ····· x ~ ---··· ······1 180 ······1 48 ····;,····- ~ ·-··--···· ·······---~············ 40 1388 Norfolk Academy................ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..•...•. .•••.. 00-90 2..,, 000 ....... .•. .•••••. ... 6, 000 40 
1389 Rodman Sc~ool~ ..•....•.. ;....... 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . .. . . . . • • • •. b60 3, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • . . 1, 800 j 40 
1390 ·webster S01entlfic and Literary ...••• x . •..•. .•.•.• x x 3, 000 .•••.. b50 10,000 ..••••.... .•••••.... 2, 000 40 
Institute. 
1391 Academy of tho Visitation, Monte 
Maria.. 
X X X 
1392 Richmom1 Institute............... ..•... .•••.. x 
i~~ ~~~}~ ~~~~lj~a~1i~~i~~~~:::::: ---~-- ... ~.. ~ 
1395 Fairfax Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • • • • . x x 








• St. ::.Uary's Academy*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••• • • . x 
13!18 Academic department of Storer x x x x 
0 0 5, 000 •.••••. 
---~--~--~- --1--:·.~~~ · I ·-~~~-0 0 260 ······ 
0 0 ·•······ ..... . 










···o· · ·1···o · T · 3; 5oo· 1: :::::1 ·· 'iio:.i2 ·1 ···so: ooo ·1 · ·· io; ooo l ..... 5oo ·· · ··· ·· ··· · · · 
College. 





1400 .Acauem of the Visitation* . . . . . . . ••• •. x x x x x 500 .. .• . . a150 10, 000 .......••..••..••.•. 
i!~i ~~:~i~~o~l~~~:t~fu~tit~t~::::::: :::::: ··-.;·· ···x··· ···,;·· :::::: :::::: :::: .. :: :::::: :::::::::· ········· · ·········· ·········· 
1403 WheeliJ?H Fomale Academy...... .•.•.. x x x x x 5, 000 ..•... a210 
42 I September 1. 
36 October 1. 
40 Sept., 2d Monday. 
40 Sept., 2d Monday. 
40 August 29. 
40 Sept., 1st Monday. 
44 Sept., 1st Monday. 
40 October. 
39 j Sept., 1st Monday. 





1404 Evans ville Seminary .......•...••. · •• • • • x • • • • • • x • • • • • • x · • • • · • • · • • • • • • 18-241 20, OOO 1· ·: · · • • • • -~- · • • • • · · · · 
1405 Merrillolnstit~to .. .. ............. ····•· ···••• ··•••· ··•··· ·••··· · ••··· ··•····· ······ ····•••••• ·••··••··· ··•··•••·· ·········-~·-·······--- ~ 39 
1406 Fox Lake Seminary (Academy) ..........••••.••••..••....••••..•.............................••........•.... .. ...•.......................... 
1407 College of tho Mis_sion House*.... 0 x x x 0 x 2, 434 211 alOO •••• ~..... 6, 000 280 600 40 J Sept., 1st Tuesday. 
1408 Lake Genova Semma.ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x x 400 25 32 5;>, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 7, 500 36 September 13. 
* FromReportoftheCommissionerofE<lucationfor1881. c The Yeates' schools are about six: mil~s apart; they e The name of this institution bas been clumged to Pri-
alncludcs board. have t.he samo board of trustees and are supported vate School. 
b A>ernge charge. by private endowment. j Tuition and room rent. 















TABLE VI.- StaHsUcs of institntions jm· secondary insi1"u.ction for 1882, g-c.- Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates nn affirmative answer; 0 sip:nifies no or none; .•.. inclicates no n.nswor. 
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1410 St. Lawrence Collep:e . .. .. .. . . .. .. x x x x 0 
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1413 St. :Mary's Com·ent Do.y School... . . . . . . x x x x x 300 192 
1414 St..hlnr\·'sinstituto............... x x x x x x 1,500 
14J5 Oronorciowoc Seminary........... . x x x x 0 0 500 ...... 
1416 Collogo nnd University of the x x x x x .. x 3, 000 250 
Sacred lleart . 
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40 September 1. 
40 September 6. 
42 Septe)n ber 4. 
40 September 4. 
42 September4. 
40 September4. 
40 Se1}tcmber 18. 
40 1 September 5. 
140!) l .ranesYmo Eng.lish .a.caderny ............ 
1 
..... . r..... ...... o 





1417 1 St.Mnrv'elnstitute .............. x x x 
1 
x ...... x .............. ~ .............................. ,'..... ..... ........... . 40 September4. 
1418 Tho Home School...... ..... ..... ..... . x x x 0 0 2, 000 50 30,100 7, 000 .......... . ... .... .. 5, 000 39 September. 
141!> St. Catharine's Female .A.caclemy.. x x x x .... • • ... • • • ... . . • .. • • .. .. bl40 . .. . . . . . . . . .... • . • . • . . .. .. . . . . .. ... .. . . . . 44 September 4. 
14:!0 Roches tel' Seminary .... -... ...... 0 x x 0 0 x 221 19 18-~4 - 5, 000 0 0 775 39 September 5. 
1421 Seminary of St. Francis of Sales.. . . . . . . x x x 0 x 6, 200 . .. . . . b150 100, 000 0 0 b30, 000 43 September 5. 
1422 u~~~~~~\1e~t.our Lady of the 0 ...... X X X X 4,750 --· ··· b200 ·•••••·••· .......... .......... ............ 42 September4. 
1423 Carroll College Academy......... 0 0 x x x x 1,100 ...... 30 25,000 3, 000 200 1, 302 40 September 5. 
1424 Dakota Collej!e* .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . • . . . . . ... ... 30 5, 000 0 . ......... . .. .. .. .. • . . 40 Sept., 1st week. 
1425 .A.cndomy of t he Holy Cross...... X X X X ..................................................................... - ............. . 
142G .A.cauemy of the Visitation....... . . . .. . x x x x · x 2, 500 . . . . . . 60-100 .. _.. .... • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . 40 Septem her 4. 
1427 Arlington .A.cnclomy .... .. ........ x ...... ...... ...... .•.... ...... ........ ...... 60-100 .......... .......... .......... 2, G60 40 September. 
1428 BEfca' Euglish A.lld Claasionl lligh o o 0 0 0 o . . . . . .. . . .. .. . 84 . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. ..... . 2, ooo 40 September 4. 















































































The Norwood Female Institute... x x x x •••..• •••••• .••.•••. •••••• 100 .••..•.....••••••••..•••••••..•••••.••••.. 
Rittenhouse Academy............ 0 0 0 0 0 x • • •• ••• • •••••• 100 5, 600 o 0 3, 358 
~~j~ft~!:'8~l~~::yi~~u·t~;i~~::: ~ ~ ---~-- --~--- ···,;·· .. :-. .. :::::::: :::::: 12ig :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::~::::: :::::::::::: 
Washington Collegiate Institute*. x x x x x x •••.•••. •••••• 40-80 ...•••••••.•••••••••..•..•..........••••.. 
Woi\Ol'loy Seminary . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . x x x 0 0 600 •••••.•••••......•••••....••••••........•.••..•••••••••••. 
~:~~ ~~~~~fo~r~~hiioi·i~r-Gi~i~ ···o·· ···,;·· ···o·· ~ ···o·· ... o .. ······o· ····o· ~t~~ 
Lewis Collegiate Institute........ 0 0 x x 0 0 25 25 30-45 
Asbury Manual Labor School..... ...... .•..•. .•.. .. .•••.• ... ... .•. . .. 500 .......•........ 
Harrell International Institute.... 0 0 . ••••. x 0 0 0 0 el!-2~ ..........••••••.....•...•.••. 
~~il~tec;~~~i/se~bi"~;,Y:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: .... 5oo· :::::: :::::::~:: --·io;ooo· :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Cherokee National Male Seminary . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • . . . • • • • • x x 500 200 0 120, 000 . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 36 
Indian University .......•.....••..•••••........ -... x • • • • • • • • . • • • 300 . • . . . . 18 . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . . . • • . . •• . . . 367 36 
Chickasaw Male Academy........ 0 0 x x 0 0 150 0 0 g5, 0(10 0 0 0 40 
Le>el'ing Manual Labor School... •••••. .•.... x x •••••• •.•••. 200 .... .. 0 15,000 10, 000 ..••.•.•.. .••••. ... . . . 44 
St. Vincent's Academy........... x x x x 0 0 150 25 b200 12, 000 . . . . . . . . . . • •• • • • . • • . 7, OCO 2•1 
Septemller 20. 
September 11. 
Sept., ist Monday. 
Se1)tem ber 4. 
Sept., 3d Monday. 
September 20. 









Holy Family .Bo:tr<ling School.... . . . . . . . • . • • . x • • • • • • • •• • • . . • • • • • 64 . • • . . . . •• • • . . . . . 7, 000 800 . • •• • . • . . . 3, 000 52 
St. Nicholas Schoo~* .... :.......... . . . . . . . . • . . . x x 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . 8, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 800 40 I Nov., lst Monday. 
Academy of tho V1s1tabon • . • • • • . . • . • . . x x x 0 0 120 0 20-50 15, 000 0 0 5, 000 44 Septeru bor 4. 
Las Vegas Academy*............. . .•• •. x x x 0 0 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 20-30 10,000 0 ••••••.... 3, 000 38 September. 
LasVe~asCollege .................••••....... x x x x 4,000 500 b20C 30,000 .••.•.........•..... 17,000 42 October28. 
The Alonqnerque Academy--. ... . •. . . . x x 0 0 0 50 I 6 25 6, 000 0 0 1 350 36 Septeru ber 4. 
Academy of Our Lady of Light*.. ....•. ...... ...... ...... .•.•.. ••.... ..... ... ...... b200 ••••••.••.•••••••••.•••••••••..••••• -~---· ••••.. November ·s. 
Cbristian.Brothers'College ....... x x x x x •••.•• 850 1 100 b:;oo .......................................... 40 Novomber6. 
Santa Fll Academ:y . . .. . . . . . . • • • . . 0 0 x x 0 0 100 25 30 1, 500 0 0 1, 500 34 September 4. 
Cache Valley Semmary .•. . . . . . . • . 0 0 0 x 0 x 0 . . . . . . 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . 50 40 Sept., 1st Monday. 
~d~~~~~a!~~~~~:::::::::::::: :: ~:: :: :~:: . --~ .. -- -i .. :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: .. ·-.-~I i: 2~g ::::::: ::: :::::::::: ·--· · · · · ~~g · H ~~H~; ~:H~· 
Sacre<lHeartAcademy* ...........••... x x x 0 x 200 20 b200 10,000 0 0 b6,0CO 40 September!. 
Sc~ooloftheGoodShe})herd..... .••••. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......•. .•.... 10-25 12,000 .......... ····-····· 1,000
1 
40 Scptcrubcr4. 
.Bnghnm Young Academy........ x x x x x x .... --.. . . . • . . 24-40 20, 000 0 0 7, 200 40 August 28. 
Pro,·o Seminary*.. ..................... ...... ...... .••••. .•.... ...... 100 ...... 6-64 ..•....... ..•....... .......•.. 400 40 September 1. 
:Rowland Hall . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • •• • • • x x x x 0 0 450 89 32-48 15, 000 . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 800 40 September 4. 
St. J\Iark's School................. x 0 x x 0 x 952 64 20-36 20, 000 500 40 1, 500 40 September 4. 
St. Mary's Academy .............. x x x x x x 2, 000 200 4-12 . . . . . . . . . . 0 o ••••••..... _ 40 Septemuer 1. 
Salt Lake Acauoruy............... . • • • • • x x x 0 0 320 0 32 35, 000 0 0 3, 000 38 Septem bcr 4. 
Salt lAtke Coll~giate Institute.... 0 0 x x x x 200 40 20-40 16, 000 0 0 2, 700 40 Septem oor 4. 
SaltLakeSemmary .•.........••. .•.... x x x .••••. x .•...... ...••. 25 60,000 ..•.• ••.. .......•.. 800 39 September4. 
Tooele Seminary 0 •••••••••••••••• - •••• - • • • • • • X • • • • • • 0 0 ...... -. . . . . . . 8 1, 800 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185 38 Septem uer. 
.Alden Academy.................. 0 0 x x 0 ·0 450 10 25 . 500 0 0 300 36 Septt•mber 5. 
Ben,j. P. Chenoy .Academy.............. x x •••••. 0 0 25 ...... 30 12,000 0 ..•...•... 1,9S4 36 Marcl1 2. 
Colfax Aeademy.................. x . • • • • . x x 0 0 100 50 21 3, 500 0 0 1, 000 36 September 2i. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 188L 
aA,orage cbarj:!e. 
b Includes board. 
,: Includes >nlue of convent building. 
.tV aluo of apparatus. 
e Charge for a month. 
I :Removed from Doaksville to Nelson, and suspended for a year for the pnrpW~e of 
erecting new buildings; reopened in November, 1882, in the new building at 
Nelson. 





















TAUJ.E Vf.-Stafi~>fics ojinstitutious.for n ·r,ontlary instruct-ionfor 1!:)82, 9·c.-Continucd. 
NOTE.-x im1icntes an aftilwali>o answer; 0 signifies no or none; ••.. indicates no answer. 
Is t1r:Jwing 1 
tmtgllt? 
Is mnRic 
1aug!Jt ~ I 'g I Li\.)lary. ~ Prop~-:1ty, income, &c. ,2 
• i ~ tV d ;;5 
~ I .5 . ~ ~ ~ ·3 ar ~ Q g ~ § .S .. 
~ ~E S ~ .· o.E e~ i ] r;~ ~ g 
....l I ~ , ...... ~ 0 .::o ; ;:_n ~ o l'l ~ ~ ::o.,; ~ E o ~» I Scholastic year 
.S ~ -~ fi ! -;;;, ,a':; tn: ,:l'l g B ~ S ~] bogins-
-d I g __. ,.::~:::. o -~C) "'l'l '+-<c.om c,E ... <H <Ho oi@ 
~ a g 5'~ ~ ~_g 'd~ o~E -;:; ~ ':; g: 2~ I ~....::: I ..::1 ....< ~ ";:i I "' ,;) ~ o ~ ~ <ll,:::: ~ D .,.. S .,.. .8< ;..c rn .::> 
~ 1 ~ j ~ ' ~ 1 ~ l <0 I ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ r~ ] ~ ! ~-~ · ~ 
I 20 1---;;:- :J2 23 24 ----;;-- ~6 ---;-- 2S ~ 30 3.1 I 32 ~ --_-3_3 ___ _ 
1470 I ColvJllt• Inclianintlnstrial Board- ...... =-x-=~====--(-a_)_-;;== .......... (a) 40 \ September!. 




liolv An~cls' Collcgo ............................... ·-~--- ...... ...... 1,200 60 .......... .......... .......... .......... ............ 42 j Sopten1ber 3. 
St. }>aut's School . . . . .. . . . . . . .... . .... . . x x x x 0 1, 300 ...... $20-50 15,000 $0 $0 $10, 000 38 September 7. 
St. Mary's School............................ x x J .................. l ..... bl-lt 2, 500 ................................ ······! 
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List of institutions for secondary instruction from which no information has been reoeived. 
Name. Locntion. Location. 
Gorman in. Institute ......... . 
Ur:'!ulin0Institritoof St. J'ohn 
Tnllatloga-,-A- 1-a-. --~ Sylvania Academy ....•••.•.. 
Tuscaloosa, Ala. Excelsior High SchooL ..... . 
Sylvania, Ga. 








Searcy Female lnstiinte .... . 
St. Joseph's Academy ..... .. 
Goethe's German Scliool .... . 
Sacramento Homo School .... 
St. Mary's Arademy of the 
Sisters of Lo•otto. 
Golden Hill Seminary ....... . 
Everest Rectory School. .... . 
:Kent Sem~nary ....... ..... . . 
Bnlkeloy School ... . . ... .... . 
Hillsirle Scbool for Boys .... . 
Tho Selleck School ......... . 
Boarding 1\ll(l Day School for 
Yonn~ Ln<lies. 
Our Lady of Perpetual Help. 
Saybrook Seminary ......... . 
Miss Aiken's School. .... .. .. 
Thn Maples; :Family School 
for Youn~ Ladies . 
..A.lworth Hnll .............. .. 
.Academy of St. Margaret of 
Cortona. 
.Academy of the Visitation .. 
St. J' oseph's Academy ..•..... 
Means High School ......... . 
.Ackworth High School ..... . 
Bairdstown Academy ....... . 
Oak Grove High School. ...•. 
Brooks Station Academy ... . 
Buena Vista High School. .. . 
Peach Orchard Aca<l.emy ..•. 
Lodge Academy .........•• •. 
Byron .Academy ............ . 
Paris Hill Academy ........ . 
The .African Methodist Epis-
copal High School. 
W offorcl .Academy ........ .. . 
Chincapin Grove High School 
Plenitude Academy ......... . 
Cochran High School ..... .. . 
Conyers Female Seminary .. . 
Conyers Male Academy . ... . 
Crawfox·dville Academy .... . 
Culloden High School .... .•.. 
Culverton Academy ....... . . 
Cuthbert Malo High School.. 
Dirt 'rown .Academy ...... .. 
Elberton Felllllle Collegiate 
Institute. 
Mt. Paran Academy . ...... .. 
Fairmount Academy ....•... 
Fayetteville Seminary . ..... . 
Fort Valley Male Academy .. 
Grantville Hi~rh School. ... .. 
Braswc11 Aca<lom.v ......... . 
Planters' High School ...... . 
Martin IMtitnte . ........... . 
Kingston lligh School . ..... . 
La. Grange MnJo lligh SchooL 
Monnt de Sales Arailcmy . ... 
Matietta High School for 
Boys and Girls. 
• Tohnston Institute ........ . . 
MoDl'oe Male ami Female 
.Academy. 
Liberty ..A.cad~my .......... .. 
Raytown .Acac.omy ........ .. 
R ynolrll'! Academ.v .. ...... .. 
Rome J\Iilitary ln ~o; titute ... .. 
Sandor11villo High Rchool ... . 
Senoi :~. Jligh School . ........ . 
C. P. J3t'm:l.u School ....... .. . 
3G E 
(n. c. cor. I and 
11th streets) . 
S:wramcnto, Cal. 























:Brooks Station, Ga. 
:Buena Vista, Ga. 
















Dirt Town, Ga. 
Elberton, l:Ta .. 
Euharleo, Ga. 
Fairmount, Ga. 
Fayo1 to ville, Ga. 
Fort VaJley, Ga. 
Grant\1illo, Ga. 




Ln Gmt1p;e, Ga. 
Macon, Ga. 
Marietta,, Ga. 
~r onroe, Ga. 
Monroe, Ga. 
Pine Lo>cl. Ga. 
Ray town, G:t. 
Royno](h\, (}a,. 
Rome, Ga. 
Sand <•r~o;v i l l o, Ga. 
Senoia, Ga. 
Sparta, Ga. 
Tazewell High School ...... . 
Thomson School for Boys 
and Girls. 
Fulton lligh School. ........ . 
Way Cross Hi!il} School .... . 
Wynn's Mills .ro.alo and Fe· 
malo .Academy. 
U rsuli~e Convent of the Holy 
Family. 
Notre Dame Academy . ...•.. 
Trickum, Ga. 
Way Cross, Ga. 
Wynn's Mills, Ga. 
Alton, Ill. 
St . .Joseph's Female .Academy 
Misses Grant's Seminary .... 
B-o u rb onn a i a 
Groveilll. 
Cairo, Il. 
Chicago, IlL Cl30 
Dearborn avo.). 
Sts. :Benedict and Scholasti-
ca's Select School. 
St. Mary's Institute .........•. 
Rich Square School ......... . 
Academy of the Assump-
tion. 
St. Rose's Boarding and Day 
School. 
st8~~:!E~~!~~emy of the 
Des Moines Collegiate Insti-
tute. 
St. J' oseph's Academy ... .••• . 
Iowa City .Academy .. . •. .. .. 
Kossuth Normal Academy ••• 
St. Mary's Female Academy. 
St. Ann's Academy ........ .. 
La Rue English and Classical 
Institute. 
Ghent College .............. . 
Holyoke .Academy ...••••.••. 
Graves College ............ .. 
~~:r~~e~:~~;r! ':F~~;i~ · 
College. 
Bethlehem Literary Institu· 
tion. 
Spencer Institute ..••••....•. 
West Liberty Male and Fe-
male Seminary. 
Collegiate Institute ......... . 
Convent of the Presentation. 




McGrew Institute .......... . 
St. Aloysius Academy . . .•... 
St. Mary's School for Colored 
Girls.' 
St. Vincent's Academy ...... 
Beechwood Academy .••••••. 
Somerset Academy .....••••. 
China Academy ...... . ... .. . 
Lee Normal Academy .•• .... 
Litchfield Academy ...••••.. 
Mt. St. Agnes .Academy ..••.. 
Stc~:~~~}~l~~~~li~:: and 
M t. De Sales Academy .. ..••• 
Academy of tbe Vi11itation ... 
Day and Boa.1·~ing School for 
Young Laclies and Chil· 
drPn. 
Ot,is Place School ........... . 
Dr au Academy .... ...... .. .. 









Des Moines, Iowa. 
Dubuque, Iowa. 
Iowa City, Iowa. 











St. J'ohn (Har(lin 
County), Ky. 
Taylorsville, Ky. 
W est Liberty, K.y. 
Baton Rouge, La. 
Marksville, La. 
New Orleans, La. 
New Orleans, La. 
New Orleans, La. 
(271 Harmony st.). 
New Orleans, La. 












(1028. W. Balti. 





(West Ches ter 
Park). 
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List of institutions for secondary inst'l'uction, goc.- Continued. 
Name. 
Miss Salisbury's School for 
Younj! Ladies. 
Willow Park Seminary ..... . 
German-American Academy. 
School of the Holy Apostles. 
.Acadewy of Oar Lady of 
Lourdes. 
.Assumption School . ......•• . 
~~f~e~&~i:S~if::~:::::::: 
Oakland Ma1e and Female 
College. . 
Sardis Inst.itute ........... . 
Arcadia College and A.cad-
emy of tho Ursuline Sis-
t ers . . 
St. Joseph's Academy ....... . 
Pilot Grove Collegiate Insti-
tute. 
St. Mary's Hall .... ... . .. ... . 
.Academy of the Sisters of 
Mercy. 
.Appleton .Academy ......... . 
Coo' a Northwood Academy . . 
Dearborn .Academy .....•.... 
Trinity Hall. ....... . ....... . 
Hackensack Academy .. ... . . 
Germa1~-.Americau School in 
the Martha, Institute. 
St. Aloysius .Academy .. .... . 
St. Peter 's Collogo . ...... ... . 
St. Elizabeth's Academy .. .. . 
Tallma,n Seminary . ......... . 
Pennin~~;ton Institute .... ... . 
Union Aca.demy ........... .. 
St.evensdale Institute ....... . 
Miss Sarah 13. Mathews' School 
English, French, and Classi-
cal Institnte. 
St. Mary's School for Girls .. 
.Alfred University (academic 
department). 
St. Elizabeth's Academy .... . 
Young Ladies' Institute . .. . . 
Brooks' Seminary for Young 
LadieR. 
Lor,kwood's Academy ....... . 
St. Mary's School ........... . 
Waehington .Avenue Insti-
tute for Young Ladies :1nd 
Misses. 
Parker Union School. ....... . 
Lescmnn 's Institute ....... .. 
Coxsaclcie Academy ........ . 
Dansvme Seminary .....• .•.• 
Hamilton F male 'eminary .. 





Mankato, Minn . 
Rochester, Minn. 
St. Paul, Minn. 






Pilot Grove, Mo. 
Virginia City, Nev . 
Manchester, N.H. 






Hoboken, N. J. 
(cor. 6th st. and 
Park ave.). 
Jersey City, N.J. 
Jersey City, N.J. 
Near Madison, N. 
J. (Convent Sta-
tion.) 
Paterson, N. J. 
(York ave.). 
Penning~on, N.J. 
Shiloh, ..N. J. 
South.Amboy,N.J. 
Summit, N .• r. 
.Albany, N.Y. (131 
Pm:.1·l streot) . 
Albany, N.Y. 
Alfred, N.Y. 
Allegany, N. Y. 
Aubmn, N.Y. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brookl~n, N. Y. 
(894 Washington 
ave.). 
Clarence, N. Y. 
CollegePoint,N.Y. 
Coxsackie, N.Y. 
Dansville, N. Y. 
Hamilton, N.Y. 
Jamaica, (L. I.), 
N.Y. 
Monticello .Academy......... Monticello, N.Y. 
Trinity School. .............. New Brighton, (S. 
I.), N.Y. 
M.'lle M.D. Tardi>el'a Insti- New York, N. Y. 
tute for Yotmg Ladies. (25 W. 46th st.). 
Moeller Institute ............ New York, N. Y. 
(936 W. 29th st.). 
Murray Hill Institute ........ New York, N. Y. 
(1 W. 89th st.). 
School for Boys .. ............ New York, N. Y. 
I 
(10 W. 45th st.). 
Stern'sSchoolofLanguages .. x ew York and 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Si~terbooll of Gray Nuns.... Ogdensburg, N.Y. 
Villa de ales, Academy of Near Parkville, N. 
the Visitation. Y. 
Port Byron Free School nnd Port Byron, N.Y. 
Academy. I 
Name. 
Bishop's English and Classi-
cal School for Boys. 
Pelham Institute .........••. 
Riverview Academy .•.•..... 
Rochester Female .Academy . 
· St. .Andrews' Preparatory 
Seminary. 
Boarding and Day School for 
Location. 






Rochester, N. Y . 




Rye Seminary ............... Rye,N. Y. 
Sodus Academy .............. Sodus,N. Y. 
Mountain Institute . • • . . • • . . . Suffern, N. Y. 
Unadilla Academy ........... Unadilla, N.Y. 
:Hartwell's Family School for I Unionville, N.Y. 
Boys. 
Ra:venscroft School.......... As_heville, N.C. 
Prmceton School . . . . . . . . . . • . Pnnceton, N. C. 
Washin~ton School . . . . . . . . . . Raleigh, N.C. 
Wilson uollegiate Institute.. Wilson, N.C. 
Friends' Boarding School . . . . Near Barnesville, 
Ohio . 
Madison Seminary ...••••.... 
Ursuline College ... ......... . 
Savannah Academy ... .. .... . 
ta;se~i~ecc~~~!~t- ;,r- tb.~- s;:. · 
creel Heart. 
Dague's Collegiate Institute . 
St. Mfl.r;y:'s Academy for 
Young Ladies. 
Jefferson Institute . ........ .. 
St. Mary's Academy .... .... . 
St. Paul's Academy ......... . 
Linden Female Seminary ... . 
Collegiate Institute .... ..... . 
/ Friends' Graded School ..... . 
Germa.ntown Day College ... . 
Friends' Central School. .... . 
Friemls' Select School ... .... 
Lauderbach Academy ....... 
Mt. Vernon Seminary and 
Kindergarten. 
Semina.r.v for Young Ladies 
and Little Gids. 
S. W. J' anne,v anU. Sisters' Se-
lect School. 
West Green Street Seminary. 
The Bishop Bowman Institute 
St. Mar.v's Academy ........ . 
Home School for Girls .. .... . 
York County Academy ..... . 
English, French, and German 
Board.ing School. 
Brewer Normal SchooL .. ... . 
Chattanooga Female Seini-
nary. 
Dickson Seinina.ry ........•.. 
Edwards .Academy ........ .. 
Central Tennessee Confer-
ence Seminary. 
Huntinrrton Hig.h School. .. .. 
Irving College.. . .......... . 
SouLh Normal School and 
Business Institute .... . ... . 
Lynchburg .Male and Female 
Acad my. 









J effcrson, Oreg. 
Portland, Oreg. 








(s. w. cor. 15th 





(108 S. Tenth st.). 
Philadelphia, P:l. 
(1313 Green st.). 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
(60'1 N. JStb s • 
Philr.tlelphia. Pa. 
(1806 Wnlla ; . 
Philadelphia, Pa.. 
(1602 Green st. . 
Pitt burgh, Pa. 
Pittsbur~h, Pa. 
West PhiladepbiA, 
Pa. (3511 HAmil· 
ton street). 
York, Pa. 





Hollow Rook, Tt'JIA 
Hnntin:!ton T 
Irnng Colle e, 
Tenn . 
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List of instittttions for secondary instruction, tjc.- Continued. 
_____ N_ a_m_e_. ----+--L_o_c_at_i_on_. --I'I _____ N_a_m_e_. _____ , ___ L_o_c_a._ti_o __ n_. __ 
Miss Higbee's School. .•.•••. Mempllis, 'Ienn. I St. Alpho~sus School .••.•••. Wheeling, W. V:.h 
Young Ladi.cs' School. ....... Memphis, Tenn. St. Joseph·s Academy ........ Vvheelmg, W. Va,. 
Monistown Male High School Morristown, Tenn. St. Mary's School ............ Wheeling, W. Va,. 
Branner :Female Institute .... MossyCreok, Tenn. St. John's Female School. .... Milw::mkee, Wis. 
Sout.bern Union Normal N(:)wbern, Tenn. AcademyoftheSacredHeart Washington, D.C. 
School. of Mary. (8th and C sts. 
g~!'b~fi~~tr!~fi~~f.::::::: i~:~~~tl}~e~n. English and French Board- W~~~!~~~!~·D. c. 
Eaton Institute.............. Sparta, Tenn. ing and Day School. (1 018 17th st. 
West Texas Conference Sem· Austin, Tex. northwest). 
inary, Pinkney Institute • • • . .... • . . Wa!!hington, D. C. 
Unmlino Academy .•.•.••.•.• Laredo, Tex. (818 Connecticut 
Linn Flat Academy .........• Linn Flat, Tex. ave.). 
Alamo Military and Commer- San Antonio, Tex. St. Matthew's Institute •••••• Washington, D. C. 
cial Academy. (K .st., bet. Hth 
The Grove Academy......... The Grove, Tex. and 15th)~ 
St. Joseph's College and Di- Victoria, Tex. School for Young Ladies and Washington, D. C. 
ocesan Seminary. Chilclren. (90S Twelfth st.). 
Mt.Anthony Seminary •••••• Bennington C en· Young Ladies' Seminary ..••. Washington, D. C. 
Bristol Academy ......•..••. 
tre, Vt. I {1730 Mass.achu-
Bristol, Vt. setts ave.). 
Bell Institute .... ......... .. . Underhill, Vt. Academy of the Visitation .. West Washington, 
Near Fork Union, D. C. (35th st.). White Rock Fema.le High 
School. 
Ann Smith Academy ...••••• 
Leache-Wood Semiriary: ...•.. 
St. Mary's Female Academy. 





ast.einstitute for Young West Washington, 
Lexington, Va. di D. C. (3100 N st. 
Norfolk, Va. ·.l northwest). 
Norfolk, Va. Cherokee Female Seminary.. Near Tahlequah, 
Staunton, Va. Ind. Ter. 
Landon Female School . ..... . 
Academy of the Sisters of St. 
Stevensville, Va. Brigham Young College ..••. Loo-an, Utah. 
Clarksburg, W.Va. University of Utah.......... S a'i t Lake City, 
Joseph. 
French Creek Institute ..... . 
utah. 




ElDorado High School .••••••••.••••.. 
Golden Gate Academy ............... .. 
Home Institute ..•....••••••••••••.•••. 
~~~~~!~ct:Or f~~-Cib:i;::::: ::::::: 
Location. 
Eldorado, Ark ....... . 
Oakland, CaL ....... .. 
San Francisco, Cal. (218 
Eddy street). 
Trinidad, Colo ....••.. 
Bethlehem, Conn ..• •. 
Commercial and Military Institute . . . . Bridgeport, Conn •.••. 
Fitch's Homo School................... Darien, Conn ....... .. 
Lewis Academy .. • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• •••••• Southington, Conn .... 
Milton Academy . ................... -.. Milton, Del .. .......•. 
:Brandywine Academy................. Wilmington, Del. ••••. 
Wyoming Institute of Delaware .• • • • . Wyoming, Del ....... . 
Limetta Academy..... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Bay St. Joseph, Fla ••. 
Santa Rosa County Graded Free School. Milton, Fla ......... .. 
Antioch Academy..................... Antioch, Ga ........ .. 
Groovernllo Academy .••••• .•••••••••. Boston, Ga .......... .. 
Brantley High School ................. Brantley, Ga ........ .. 
Franklin Institute ........ .... ......... Carnesville, Ga ..... .. 
Cartersville Female .Academy . • • •• . • . . Cnrtorsville, Ga ..•••.. 
Erwin Street School .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . • . .. Cartersville, Ga ..... .. 
The Methodist Episcopal SchooL ...... Carten~ville, Ga. .•• •.•. 
Farmers' High School ..... •• • ••• • • • • .. Houston. Ga. ........ .. 
Howard Institute...................... Marietta, Ga ........ .. 
Perry Male .A cadcmy ...... •••••• •••• •. Perry, Ga ..... ...... .. 
Camden County Academy............. St. Mary's Ga ....... .. 
Scji.rboro' Academy.................... Scarboro', Ga ....... .. 
Remarks. 
Closed. 
Name changed to Hopkins Academy. 
Not found. 
Name cbangecl to Tillotson .Academy. 
School changed t.o Curtis School for 
Boys. 
Closed. 
BuihlingR in wllich this school was 
originally conducted are now used 
for a soldiers' home; school is con-
tinued under the name of Elmwood 
School. 




See Limetta Academy, Yellow ;Bluff; 
iUentical. 
Name of this institution changed to 
West Florida Institute, which· nome 
has in turn been changed to Santa 
Rosa Acailemy. 
Merged in the Mulberry GroYe Aoall-
emy. · 
Sec Grooverville Ac:~demy, Key, Ga. 
A public elementary sehool. · 
This institute exists onlv in nnmo. 









Not in existence. 
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TABLE VI.-Memoranda- Continued. 
Name. Location. 
Sharon Business Institute. ............ Sharon, Ga ..•......... 
Philomath Institute................... Wootlville, Ga ....... . 
German-American Institute.. ... . ..... Chicago, Til , . ........ . 
Germa.u School of N ortb Peoria . . . . . . . Peoria., TIL •..••..•.... 
J3uttle Grountl Collegiate Institute . . . . Ba.ttle Ground, Ind . . . 
Collegiate Institute.................... Ln. Grange, Ind ...... . 
Eldora Academy. . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Eldora, Iowa . ...•..... 
Lottsvme Academy.................... Lettsville, Iowa . ..••.. 
Manchester Academy.................. Manchester, Iowa ..... 
Oelwein Seminary . • •• • • . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . Oelwein, Iowa ..••... . 
Geneva .Academy...................... Geneva, Kans .... .... . 
Calvary .Academy ..••.....••.•..•.•••. Near Lebanon, Ky .. .. 
Home School for Girls................. Lebanon, Ky ....••..•. 
Sayre Female Institute . • • • • • . . . . . •• • . . Lexington, Ky .•..•... 
Tlirelkeld Select School . •• •• •• . . • . . . . . Lexington, Ky •.....•. 
Hampton Institute .· ·····.·············· Louisville, Ky ....... . 
Preparatory School for Guls........... Louisville, Ky ..•..... 
Christian :Brothers' College ............ New Orleans, La ..... . 
St . .Augustine's School................. New Orleans, La .... .. 
Select School .......................... Now Orleans, La ..... . 
Eaton Family and Day School ..•••••.. Norridgewock, Me •.. 
City of Portland.,School .............. . 
Ne\v Education Seminary .........•••.. 
Pembroke School for Boys ...........• . 
Scl10ol of Letters and Science fot Boys. 
McDonogh School ... ....... ..... ....•. 
English and Classical Institute ........ . 
Leicester Academy . . ..... .••••.••...•. 
St. Croix Valley .Academy ..••••••••••. 
Grove Lake Academy ...... ... . ...... . 
Portland, Me ........ . 
Baltimore, Mel. (343 
· Linden avenue). 
TiaWmore, Mel ....... . 
Bn,ltimoro, Mel ....... . 
Owing's Mills, Mel ... . 
Boston, Mas11. (40 
Cortes street) . 
Leicester, Mass ...... . 
Afton, Minn .... .... .. 
Grove Lake, Minn .••. 
High Forest Methodist Episcopal Sero- High Forest, Minn .••. 
inary. 
Rochester English and Classical School. Rochester, Minn .•••.. 
St. Lonis School . .. . . •• • ••• •••• •• . • • . . . St. Paul, Minn .. .••... 
Baptist Female College................ Hernando, Miss ....••. 
Iuka Femn.le Institute . ................ Inka, Miss ...•.•..••.. 
Starkville Female Institute............ StarkTille, Miss .•• •••• 
Southwest Ba.ptist College............. Bolivar, Mo . .•.. ••... . 
Mt. Pleasant College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H nntsville, Mo ...... . 
:Bartram's German:English Academy.. St. Louis, Mo ..••..••. 
St. Patrick's Academy .. .....•..••...•. 
~eda.lia. Co-qegiate Institute .....• •.. ... 
Pawnee City Aca<lemy .................. . 
Eng;li1:1h n,nd Classical School .......•.. 
Hillsborough Bridge Union School and 
Valley Academy. 
North Conway 11 cademy ............. . 
Kearsarge School of Practice ..••.••••. 
·wykollam Institute . ................ .. 
English and ClasRical School .. ...•.•.. 
Morris Classical Institute ......•. . .... 
Blum's, cbool .... ................... .. 
'l'r nton .Academy ................... .. 
St. Louis, Mo ••••••••. 
Sedalia., 1\{o .......... . 
Pawnee City, Nebr ... . 
Concord, N. R ...... .. 
Hillsborough Bridge, 
N.H. 
Nort\1 Conway, N.H .. 
Wilmot,N.II ....... .. 
Bergen Point. N.J ... . 
Flemington, N. J .••... 
Morri town,N.J ... .. 
Newark, N.J ....... .. 
Trenton,~- J ••••••••. 
German, English, and French Institute. Brooklyn, N. Y ..•.•.. 
,Tuvenil High School.. ........ .... .... Brooklyn, N. Y ..... .. 
Pro~ ssor Da.~ison's In titute..... .... . :Brooklyn, N. Y ..... .. 
tate treet Academy .... . ... •• •• • .. .. :Brooklyn, N. Y ... .. .. 
Chatham .Academy .................... Cbatbaru,N. Y ..... .. . 
Cottage minary...................... Clinton, N. Y ....... .. 
Di!~fl!~s Home School for Young Clinton, N. Y ........ . 
Remarks. 
Superseded by N. E. Ware's Busine 
and Literary Institute. 
Seo Philomath Institute, Philomath. 




at Montezuma, Ind. 
Closed. 
Clo~cd. 
No academy exists here. 




Sec Calvary Academy, Calvary; illen-
tical. 
Closed. 
Seo 'l'ablo VIII. 
Closed. 
Nm:ne changed to Hampton College. 
Closed. 
Seo St. Mary's College; identical. 
Not in existence. 
See Ev:mgelical Lutheran Progymn:.. 
sium; identical. 
Nnmo changeu to Norridgewock Eng· 
lish and Classienl Institute. 
Principr.l removed. 
Removed ; not found. 
Closed. 
Closed. 
Post-offlco changed to McDonogb. 
Closc<l. 
Seo preparatory schools, Table VIL 
Not now in existence. 
Removed to Sauk Centre and name 
changed to s~uk Centre Academy 
of Individual Instruction. 
Closed. 
Sold to tho principal of Rocbest~r 
Seminary and Normal School. 
A parish scl10ol only. 
College no longer in_ exi~tenc~; s~all 
privato school mamtamed m build· 
in g. 
Merged in Iuka Normal In titute, 
Table III. 
See 'l'alJlo VIII. 
See 'l'able IX. 
Bu.ildings destroyed by fireJu}y, 1 
A department in Johnson's CoJDIDU· 





A common district schooL 
Closed. 




Removed to Dclleville. 
:Buildings r ented to city for pu 
school. 
Name changed to Chri tian en :fu. • 
tuto. 
Closed. 
RcmoYccl to Yonk<'I , .~. -. Y .. 
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TABLE VI.-Memomnda-Continued. 
Name. Location. 
DeansYille Acatlem~l-.................. Deans ville, N. Y ..... . 
1'ergusonville Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l''ergusonville, N. Y' .. . 
School for Young Ladies and Children I In·ington-on-the-Hud-
(Miss L. lL~lpin). I 11on. 
Martin Institute ... .................. . . Martinsburg, N.Y ... . 
Montgomery .Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Montgomery, N.Y ... . 
Classical School ....................... New York, N.Y. (54 




Not in existence. 
Closed. 
Becarno the academic department of 
the Union Free School at tho be~iu­
ning of the year 1882. 
Removed; not found. 
Mme. Mace I-cfrnnc's French, Gorman, New York, N.Y ...... Closed. 
and English Boarding anu Day School. 
Brooks Seminary for Young Ladles . . .. Poughkeepsie, N.Y .. 
Gorman-American Institute . . . . . . . . . . . Stapleton, N. Y ...... . 
Rogersville Union Seminary .••.. ,.. .•... South Dansville, N.Y. 
Riverside Seminary .•••••...•.....•.••. 
Candler College ......•.•..•............ 
Hughes Academy . .... ...••....•...... 
Charlotte Female Institute .....•.•••.. 
East Bend Academy .................. . 
Kinston Collegiate Institute ...••... ... 
Bingham School ..•.....•.•..........•. 
W(\llsville, N. Y .....• 
Asl.levillc, N. C -~ .•••.. 
Ceda.r Grove, N. C ... . 
Charlotte, N. C ...... . 
East Dcnd, N. C ...... . 
Kinston, N.C ....... .. 
Mobaneville, N.C ..•.. 
Removed to Brooklyn. 
N arne changed to Edgewatorlnstitute. 
No session for 1882-'83; will probably 
be reopened September, 1883. 
Buildings burned aml school closed. 
Suspended for want of funds. 
Closed. 
Transferred to Table VITI. 
Not in existence. 
Ceased to exist. 
Post-office changed_ to Bingham 
School. 
Mt. Airy Academy . . • • • • . . . •• . . • . . . • • • Mt . .Airy, N. C . . . .. • • . Superseded by Mt. Airy High School 
for Boys. 
Raleigh High School................... Raleigh, N. C ......••. 
Sylvan Academy . . . . . . . .. . . . • • • • • • .. .. Snow Camp, N. C ...•. 
St. Francis' Gymnasium................ Cincinnati, Ohio ...••• 
Not in existence. 
Not in existence. 
Name ehangetl to St. Francis' Ecclesi-
astical College. 
Hopedale Normal School .....•.•••••.. Hopedale, Ohio ....... Name changed to Hopedale Normal 
Lexington Male and Female Seminary. 
Morning Sun .Acadom.v ........•....... 
College. 
Lexington, Ohio . • • • • . Closed. 
Morning Sun, Ohio.... Closed. 
Smithville lligh School . .. ~ ........... . 
Northern Ohio Collegiate Institute ... . 
Linncan Academy .. .............•.. ... 
Academy of Mary Immaculate ..... .. . 
Eldersridge .Academy for Males and 
Females. 
Smithville, Ohio . • . . . . Change<! to Smithville Normal College. 
SoutJ:New Lyme, Ohio· NamechangedtoNewLymeinstitute. 
Harnsburg, Oreg . . . . . Closed. · 
The Dalles, Oreg .•.••. Name changed to St. Mary's Academy. 
Eldcrsridge, Pa....... See Eldorsridge Classical and Normal 
Academy; identical. ' . 
Parkesburg Classical Institute ....... . 
R. S. Ash bridge's School for Girls .... . 
Parkes bur~;, Pa.. ... .. See Pn.rkesburg Academy; identical. 
Philadelphut, Pa ...••• Superseded by R. S. Asnbridge and 
L. V. Smith's School for Young 
Wilff;~ ~~~e~tct~~to~~h~~1~::::: :::: ~~R:a:l~~1~:~~ :::::: 
Cottage Semimtry for Young Ladies ... Pottstown, Pa ..•..••. 
Unionville .Academy................... Unionville, Pa ......•. 
Ladies and Children. 
Closed. 
Transferred· to Table Vll. 
Closed. 
Su~gh~~~-ed by U nionvp.le Public High 
Miss SmiLh's 1-'amily and Da.y School .. West Chester, Pa . .••. Closed; principal bei n~ associate 
prinCi.J?al in R. S. Ashbndge and L . 
V. Sm1th's SchoolforYoungLndies 
School of St. Jolm the Evangelist ..••. 
Cunyton llaptist High School. ....... . 
Yorkville Female College .•.•.•••...•.. 
f~~~~ein~~i:~:~·~:::::::::::::::::::: 
ColumbiaN ormal School ...... ... .... . 
Morristown Female High School ..... . 
Banington Centre, R. I 
Uami.Jnrg, S.C ...... .. 
YorkYille, S.C ....... . 
Arcal1ia, '.renn ....... . 
Cave Spring, Tenn ... . 
Columbia, Tenn . .••• ._. 
Morristown, Tenn •... 
and Children, Philadelphia. 
Closed. 
Closed. 
Superseded by Yorkville High School. 
Post-otlico changed to Bloomingt}ale. 
Sncccccled by Milligan Cplloge. 
Closl'd. 
Sufn~~~~g;: by Morristown Female 
Nashville Academy ...•.•••••••••••••. Nashville, Tenn •••••• Closed, being sup erseded by Nash· 
~~tJ.eC~¥:f_EC for Yo u n g Ladies; 
Oak Hill Institnte .••• •• . ....... ••. . • . . Norris Creek, Tenn .. . 
Arlington Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Powder Spring Gap, 
Tenn. 
Ripley AcadPmy ................. . ..... Ripley, Tenn .....•.... 
West Tennessee Normal School and Ripley, Tenn .••....... 
Business InRtitut.o. 
Sequacbee College .•••••......•........ R o b e r s o n ' s Cross 
Roads, Tenn. 
Corsicana. Female College ...•••••.••••• Corsicana, Tex ....... . 
East Texas UniYcrsity........ .. • •• . . • . Tyler, '.rex ..••••..•••• 
Rural llome . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . • . Pownal, Vt ..•..•••••• 
Delle ILwen Institute ................. .Alexandria, Va ...... . 
Gordonsville Female Institute ......••. Gordonsville, Va .•••.. 
Now a public school. 
No school now. 
Supers ecled by Lauderdale Institute. 
Not in existence. 
Post-office changed to Sequachee Col-
lege. 
Not in existence. 
Buildings now used by,Tyler graded 
schools. 
Closed. 
No session for 1882-'83; to be reopened 
September, 1883. 
Not in existence. 
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TABLE VI.-Memoranda- Continued. 
Name. Location. 
Locust Dale .Academy ................. Locust Dale, Va ..... . 
ChnrchSchool .......................... Norfolk, Va ......... .. 
.Albion Acauemy and Normal Institute. Albion, Wis ......... . 
Dnpont .Academy ...................... Marion, Wis ......... . 
M snshall .Academy . . . . • • . • .. .. .. . .. • • • Marshall, Wis ...... .. 
Tho .Archer Institute.................. Washington, D. C ... .. 
Miss Calkins's Select School. •••••••••. 
German and English School ......... .. 
Metropolitan Semi.J:iary and Kinder-
Washington, D. C .... ·• 
Washington, D.C .... . 
Washington, D. C ••••• 
Remarks. 
Removed to Greenwood Depot and 
name changed to Greenwood; tra.lli-
ferred to Table VII. 
Name chanrred to Private School. 
Closed; to .be reQpened September, 
1883. 
Not in existence. 
Not in existence. 
Superseded by The Norwood Female 
Institute. 
Principal bas left the city. 
.A. p ansh school. 
Closed. 
go,rten. 
Osborne Setninaty ................... .. 
St. Matthew's .Academy ..••••••••••••. 
Washington, D. C ..... Closed. 
Washington, D. C ..••• Name changed to Academy of the 
School for Young Ladies ............. . Washington, D.C. 
(New York ave. 
near 13th). 
Spencer .Academy ..................... Doaksville, Ind. Ter .. 
.Albuquerque .A.cademv ................ .Albuquerque, N. Me:x:. 
Rocky Mountain Semfnary ... • ...... •• Salt Lake City, Utah .. 
Whitman Seminary.................... Walla Walla, Wash. 
.I Ter. 
Holy Cross. 
See Mrs. C. :n. Burr's School; idenii· 
cal. 
Removed to Nelson. 
Removed to New Albuquerque . 
Name changed to Salt Lake Seminary. 
Name changed to Whitman College 
and Seminary, and college wofk 
added ; l!ee Table IX. 
TADL"E VII.- Statistics of prepamtot·y schools, including schools fm· seconda1·y instruction having preparatory depm·tments, fo1' 1882; f?·om 1·eplies to inquiries 
by tlle United States Bureau of Education. 
Name. 
l. 
1 I Oak Moun<l School. ..........•.. 
2 Califernia ~ilitary Academy ... 
3 Oakland H1"'h School. •........ . 
4 St. Helena Academy ..••........ 
5 .Jarvis Hall .................... . 
6 llartford Pablic High SchooL .. 
7 Collegiate and Commercial In-
stitute. 
8 Hopkins Grammar School .•.•.. 
9
1 
N orwi'Ch Free Academy ....... . 
10 Connecticut Litera.ry Institution 
11 Vvoodstock Academy .......... . 






i '§ bl) 
~ 1-4 
0 0 ..... .... 
0 0 
~ $ <IS 
~ ~ 
- -
2 3 4 
Napa, Cal............. .. . . .. 1873 
Oakland, CaL......... 0 1865 
Oakland, CaL.. ....... 0 1869 
St. Helena, Cal ....... 1882 188'<! 
Denver, Colo .................... . 
Hartford, Conn....... 0 1638 
New Haven, Conn . . .. .. .. .. 1830 
New Haven, Conn .. _. 1600 1664 
Norwich, Conn . . . . . • . 1854 1856 
Suffield, Conn .. .. . . .. 1833 1833 
Woodstock, Conn ..... 1802 1802 
_o\.ugusta, Ga .......... 1783 1783 
13 South Georgia Male and Female j Dawson, Ga .......... -~1882 
College. 




C. M. Walker ............... .. 
Rev. David McClure, PH. D .. . 
.J. B. McChesney, .<\.. M ...... .. 
Rev. Lowell L. Rogers, A.M .. 
Charles Hill, head master .. _ .. 
.Joseph Hall, A. M ............ . 
William H. Russell, A.M ..... . 
William L. Cushing, rector ... . 
Rev. William .Hutchison, A. u. 
Martin H. Smith, A.M .• - ..• - .. 
William E. Bunten ........... . 
George W. Rains, M.D., LL.D., 
chairman. 
M.A. McNulty, A.M., preshlent 
.J . .J. Schobinger and .John C. 
Grant. 
~ .; 

















P. E ..... 5 
Non-sect. 9 
Non-sect. 4 





Baptist .. !) 




Students. o ~ 
~ p., 
~ .~ . ~ ~ g ~ ~ ;s § 8 ~ . I I.... <I) .... o;; • ~ :3 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ .£ ~ :§ ~ .£~~ '§ ] <l-" 1 ~.. ~ .• 0 ~ g .• 0 ., ~ ~ 
tJJg 'Mg E ~ 1 g P> ~ ~ ti ~~ -S~ .S 
j:l ~ b.O Cll cod -~ ~ o;; <I)~ ..... Cll ;:j Cll 
·~.::: .::; .s ~-o ~-o "'·a o c:<S 171 "'~-o f.< ... ,.!:4 
~ ~ ~ <I) ] .::: ~ <l> ~ ~ ~ -~] ~ "' * 
~~ g.~ ~ ~ .sa ~~ 2 s~ p., ~ 
l5. 8 l5. 8 "¢ .!=l 8 ~ ·~ ~ o;; i ~ "¢ "¢ 02 
~-o .... ~'-< o 1-o & o;;'tl o;;'>-< _e o1:; ~-o ~-o 
~.@ .~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ .a;~ I $ Jl ~ 
S "' iS"" S <~> .£ .£ ~ s ~ o 1 S ~ ~ z lz z ~ ~ ~Q 8""' j:l z z til 
;-;I~-;; ... 
1
13 ... ·5 116 ~ 
2 I 8 I 54 6 21···· .. ...... 4 40 t-3 
.................. 9 3 440 >-
a300 14 9 . . • . .. 40 3 43 txl 
1~~-~-~~-1 ~~~ ... i~- ---i~-1-···~· :::~~: .... ·~- ~-~~- ~ 






....... 11-121 18 5 0 
i!g 1:::::: .... ~. ----~- ---~~ -
16 ...... 3 0 0 




5 I 40 
Non-sect. 10 I 20 I 14 
a2:: 1---~~ J~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~ ... ~~ -~ 




1876 Charles N. Fessenden ........ I Non-sect . 0 I 40 
9160 140 
8 25 30 
:: ~~---~~- : ----~-1----~-~----~- :: 
16 Knox Academy ................. Galesbnrg,TIL ........ ,1837 
17 Whipple Academy ............. .Jacksonville, Ill ........... . 
1838j GeorgeClmmhill, A.ll[ ........ ,Non-sect. 
1869 H. W . .Johnston, A. 111 .. .. • • • .. Non-sect. 
a Whole number of students. 
.. 
82 14 18 24 .. .. • • 3 38 
13 ........................ 2,3 36 ~"1 
0':> 
'I 
TADLJ~ VII.-Slatisti.cs of pre}Jaratory schools, including schools for secondary ·instntetion having yrepamtory depttrtments, jo1· lt:38:2; £$·c.-Continued. 
Name. 
1. 
18 ; Evnn~elisch-Lutl.terisohes Col-
I 
legium.* • 
1{) Mon!an Pnl'k Military .A.oallemy* 
20 I St. ]'nmcis :5oL1nus Uollego .•••• 
21 Fort Wnyue Colloge ......... .. . 
22 Iu<1iannpolls Classicnl School ••• 
23 TIHrlington tJnivcrsity ........ .. 
:?4 I St. Jobn's .A.cn.clemy 
25 1'E<lwm·d Little High SchooL .. .. 
26 Hebron academy .............. . 
27 1 ITonltou .A.oa.domy . . .......... .. 
28 Nichols LR.tiu Sobool -- ....... .. 
20 Maino Central Institute• -------
30 Waturville Clnssionl ln.stitnte .. 








tli\'Ot'~< it.y School for Day,;* ... . 
Mnllpln'M Univ<>rsity Soboolc .. . 
Rookvlllo Aoa<lt>my .......... - .. 
Philllllll Act\llllmy ............ .. 






~ ·s C\1 
,.<:l to 
0 0 ..... ..... 
0 0 
<I) .£ ~ C\1 
A q 
!) ;- I~ 
Mendota, Ill .......... 1 1875 1 1868 
Morgan rark, Ill ..•........ 1873 
Quinoy, Ill............ 1873 UlGO 
Fort Wayne, Incl . . . . . 1R47 1F4>l 
Indianapolis, Ind . . . . . 1880 1870 
Burlington, I own. . .. .. 1853 1853 
Garden Grove, Iowa. . . . . . . . . 188~ 
.Auburn, Me .......... 1870 1810 
Hobroo, Mo ........... 1804 1805 
Houlton, Me ... ....... lRH 18-!7 
Lewiston, UQ......... 1808 1868 
rittsfiel<l, Me......... 1~66 1866 
\Vnterville, Me ....... 1842 1829 
:Baltimore, Md. (Lom- 0 1864 
bnr<l st., nt·ar Eutaw). 
Doltimore. Md .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1880 
EllicottCity, :Ud -----~------ 1880 
Rocltvillo, :M<l ........ 1805 1808 
.A.nclo''N', Mnaa ------- 1780 17i8 
..i.\.~<hlHn·ohnm,ll'htRR ••. 18~5 l8i5 







0 "' >:l >:l 
<I) .... 











~~~l~L: --~- -~~- --~- ---~~- __ <~~! __ ----~- ----~- ----~-
Non-sect. 4 35 2 63 1 15 4 1 11 
Free Ba.p. 4 63 0 2 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . ..... 
FreoBap. 6 48 6 15-i 
1






~4 ~ Baptist.. 5 114 0 44 (l1) 22 0 9 
Fl'iell(1S.. 17 20 13 351 8 14 6 I 20 ro ~ 
IV. S. Marston .............. --I Non-sect. 
James M. GR.1 n ett, M.A., LL.D. dl Non-secL. 
Coo)Hl :q. Luck<'tt . ....... ... .. Non-~:~eot . 
Ce011 F. P. Bv..uoroft,l'JI. u ..... Non-scot. 
Jnmo>~ E. Voso ........... ..... Non-sect . 
Wi1Ho.n.1 fl. Laud ....................... .. 















5 I 1 . - - -- - -- -- "I SG 10-20 I 1 ______ 2 (li) 30 
(II) 2 2 S 4 4!3 
(b) 38 14 15 4, 3 38~ 


































SS I :English llip;h School 
39 Gi~·ls' Ln~in S_choo! ............ . 
40 .Pnvnto UlasslCal :School ...... .. 
41 I Private Classical School ....••.. 
42 Public Latin School ........... .. 
43 I Cambridge High School .••..••. 
'Boston, Mass . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . 1821 
'Boston, Mass .. , .. .. .. .. • . .. 1878 
:Boston, Mass.(40Win- ...... 1866 
tor street). · 
Boston, Mass. (20 Bo:rl- . . • .. . 1868 
ston Place). 
Boston, Mass. (Bed- 0 1035 
ford street). 
Cambridge, Mass . . . .. •.. . .. 1847 
44 1 D:1oy and Family School. ........ ! Cn.mbridgE\ Mass. (13~····-- ~ 1865 
Appian Way). 
Concord, Mass........ .. .. .. 1851 
Everett, M.ass . . . . . . .. .. .. . . 1874 
45 Public High SchooL .....•...... 
46 Preparatory department in Home 
School for Young Ladies. 
Francis .A. Waterhouse, hfacl 
master. 
Ncn-sect. 
John Tetlow, A.M .•••••••••••• Non-sect . 
G."W. C. Noble ......•••.••••.. Non-sect. 
John P. Hopkinson ........... Non-sect. 
Moses Merrill, PH. D., head 
master. 
Non-sect. 
William F. Bradbury, head 
master. 
Non-sect 
Joshua Kenclall ....•...••..•.. .............. 
16 (413) 
8 (145) 
5 70 I· ... 
7 (107) 
14 381 
12 46 .•.. ! 370 
2 7 2 
4 12 31 60 



















1 1 6!40 
48 '2,4,5 40 
...... ....... 1 36 
4139 
4 38 
47 Lawrence Academy ..•••••••••.• 
48 Elmwood Institute* 
49 Leicester .Academy 
Groton, Mass . . . . . . . . . 1793 1793 
Lanes borough, Mass ............. . 
Nathan Thompson, A. M:. ••••• • Cong . . . . 5 6 4 47 (b) 2 0 9 3 39 
Rev.A.A.(:Hlbort,A.M ..................................................................... . 
50 Monson Academy ........•.••••. 
51 Classical School for Girls .....•.. 
Leicester, Mass. . . • . . . 1784 1784 
Monson, Mass . . . . . . . . 18C4 1806 
C . .A. Page, A. At. • • • • • .. • • • • • .. • • • • . .. • • • . 2 7 3 59 .• _.... 0 0 . • • . . . 4 39 
GeorgeJ.Uummings,M.A ..... Cong .... 3 3 .•.. 97 (b) 1 .••... 1 4 39 
52 .Allen Homo :School ............ . 
Northampton, Mass . ........ 18i7 
Northborough, Mass.. 0 1882 
Plymouth, Mass . . . . . . . • • • . . 1867 
MissMaryA.Burnhnm ....... Cong .... 15 15 0 53 ...... 4 0 0 5 36 
Edward .A. H . .Allen, c. E .••••• Non-sect. 6 2 6 7 12 0 1 ...... 4 38 
53 Mr. :Knapp's liorue School for 
BO,\"S. 
]'.N.Rnapp .................. Non-sect. 4 5 2 9 10 2 3 2 5 40 
54 1 .Ann~ Academy* .........••..•.. 
55 Pratt's En;!lish and Classical 
School far l.loys. 
56 St. Mark's School. ..••••.••... 
57 Greylocklnstitute .......•.•••.. 
~~ ~~~~g;1~1~~~s~~~~1 ~~~~:~~~: 
60 Dana Hall School. ............. . 
ShellmrnoFalls, Mass.j·····- j··· .. ·J Charles D. Seely, A. :u .. ....... , .......... . 
t:>hellmrne Falls, Mass. . . . • . . 1882 H. A . .l:'ratt, A.!>! ............. . 
Southborough, Mass . . 1865 1865 William E. Peck, acting bead I P. E •. -- . 
master. · 
South Williamstown, 0 1842 GeorgeF.Mills,A.?t! .......... Cong ..•. 
Mass. 
Sprinp;field, Mass .... . -----· 187-l Clarence E. Blake, A. liL .• ••... Non-sect. 
Stockbridg<'. Mass .... 1853 I<'erdinamlllotfru[Lnn .. .. ....... Non-sect. 
'\Velleslcy, Mass .•.... 1880 Misses Julia .A.. and Samb L. Non-sect . 
l!.:a-stman. 
5J····I····I a126J······J······I······I······I 4141 










40 I 12 
40 (b) 
12 


















\Vest Newton, Mass .. 1855 1854 I Nathaniel T . .Allen ............ Non-sect. 13 15 12 
4 35 4 
6 10 15 
80 10 6 15 8 37 
3!1 
36 
62 \Vorccster Academy*........... Worcester, Mass...... 1S:l4 1834 Nathan Lea>enwortb, A. AI .. .. Baptist .. 
63 Michigan Military Academy .... Orchard Lake, Mich .. 1877 1877 U~L.J. ~umner Hogers, super- Non-sect. 
In. ent.ent. 
G4 Smith .Academy ................. St.Louis,Mo ........ . 1R53 1fl57 D••nltam Arnohl,A.M ........ . Non-sect. 
63 A ustin.Acnderuy ................ Centre:Stmtforu, N.H. 18:;o 18:10 I. Copp ........... ............ Non-sect. 
ti6 St.Pnnl'sSclwol. ............... Concord,N.H ...... .. 18:•5 lfl36 HeY.l:icury.A..Coit, n.n ...... .P.E .... . 
67 I>hillips Exeter .Academy ...... 
1 
Exeter, N.H .......... 1781 1783 .A.ll>crt C. P erkins, 1'11. D •. ••• -- ~ Non-sect. 
68 Kin; ball U11ion . .Acndemy........ Meriden, N. H . . . . . . . . :iH!3 I 1~!5 .ll'iat_shall R Gn.ines, A. M • • • • • • Uong .... 
69 McCollom Inst1tute . ............ Mt. Vemon, N.H ..... 18<>0 1 }l;;,O I Luct ~m Hunt, A.lll. ....... . .... Non-sect. 
70 I Colby Aca<leuiy................. New London, N. IT.... 1837 1 1836 James.!:' . .lHxon, A.M., presillent .BapList .. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education c These sta-t-istics are for tho yea.r culling June 14, 1882, 
for 1881. up to which time the school. was known as Gar-
a Whole number of stmlents. n3tt's Uui ,-m·sity School. 2 Not specified. 
19 62 63 
2 ... . ·--
20 1!)0 50 
G 180 6 
4 .,14 6 
4 15 0 
























30 I 6 
4~ ·---~-
4 0 
d Succeel101l in Septeml>er,1882, by Prof. Chapman 
Maupin, u. A. 
e Thirteen years for boys and 14 years for girls. 
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I l. I !J · 1-=--1~1 5 I 6 I ;-1 s 9 10 1 11 12 . 13 1 14 15 16 
109 1 6 o o I 8 10 40 71 Farnnm Prepnmtory School •••. 
~~ ~~J~ifl1~~dYJ~~~~!. ~~1.1~-~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 74 StcYcns Hi_gb SchooL .••....... 
75 l'ntgers vollege Grammar 
School. 
16 Pennington Seminary ..•..•.•... 
Be"'erly, N.J ... ...... l lfl5G 
Burlington, N. J . . . . . . 1S.i6 
Higlltstown, N. J . . . . . 1860 
Houoll:en, N. J ............ . 
Now Bronswick, N. J. 1770 
Pennington, N. J ...... l1839 
1856 1 J. Fletcher Street, A. u ....... . 
184tl Rev. E. Maxwell R eilly . .••••. 
1809 Rev. Jollu Greene, A.?tL .•••••. 
1870 Rev. Edward Wall, A.M ..••••• 
1770 . E. 'l'. Tomlinson, bead master . 
1840 Re'l". Thomas Hanlon, D. D., 
77 1 Cazenovia.Seminnry ..•••..•••.. l Cazenov!n,N.Y .••••.. I 1825 1 1824 
785 Cla;erack College and Hudson~ Cl"~ornc'· N y 51779 (1779 ( lli>cr Institute. 5 ••• • "'• · · • •·· • • (1854 ) 
79 FortEdwnrdCollogla.teinstitute ~·ort Edwa1·d, N.Y .••. 1854 1854 
president. 
Re....-. J.D. Pbelps, A . ;\f ••• • •••• 
~
Rev . .Alonzo ]flack, PH. D.,~ 
president. 5 
ev. Joseph E. King, D. D., PH. 
D., president. 
SO Colgate Acac1emy .•••••••••••••. 
Non-sect. , 6 2 1 
P. E .. ... G 18 2 
llaptist . . 11 12 6 
Non-sect. 6 7 40 
Reformed 6 60 43 
M. E ..... l 3 20 10 
M. E ..... 10 30 
Non-sect. b35 c40 lc10 
Non-sect.l 13 12 
7 75 I 15 
30 10 G 2 12 4 40 
146 I (a) 6 .•.... 2 5 40 





















8t Cook .A.e~lom~ ................ . 
82 Hbncn.llJ:.;h :school. .•••...•••.. 
83 Priovato Preparatory School ..••. 
84 Kin<lorhook .Academy ........•. 
85 ICiu1411ton Free .Academy ....•••. 
SO Sigln.r'a l't'Clltnn.tory Sc'hool .... 
IIamilton, N. Y • • • • • • • 1853 
Ha>nna,N. Y ..•..•••. 1872 








Rev. F. W. Towle, PH. D .•••••• Baptist •. 
All!ert C. Hill, A.?tL ••••••••••• Baptist .. 
D. 0. Barto .................•............ 

























87 .Arnol(l Scltool ......•..•..•••••. 
118 Cluullor lnalltnto 
·.u <Juhu .. bll~ Unuun"''' 1-khuul •••• 
Ithaca., N.Y .....•.•••..••. 
X:indcrhook, N.Y..... 1823 
KingstonbN. Y . . . . . . . 1795 
N~:U~~rfiJa!)!·(Sem- o 
NewY01:k,N:Y .......•..•. 
Now Yorlc,N. Y. (Cen- o 
tr1tl l'nvl<). 





L . .A. Wait .................••. Non-sPct. 
Jolln B. Aloxnm1er, A.M . •••••• Reformed 
Fl·nncis J. Cheney, A. :u ..•............... 










Charles A.111iles .•.•........•. l Non-sect.l 7120 
Prof. Elie Chndier, director ... . Non-sect. 30 50 I 20 
R . R. l~n.<·ou , M. n., .A. lit., tl'nd 13. 
H . Ollllllllll\ll, A.M. 
Non-sect. I 15 05 I 35 
125 
























































90 Do Ln. Salle Institute .••••••..• . 
91 New York Latin School •••..... 
92 Preparatory Scientific School. .. 
93 Pri>ate School for :Boys •.....•.. 
94 School of Mines Preparatory 
School. 
95 Uni>ersity Grammar School. ... 
96 .Mohegan Lake School* •••••.... 
97 Cottage Hill School* .....••..•.. 
98 :Bradford Mansion School. •.•••. 
99 Park Institute . .•....• -•. - •.•••. 
100 Fairview Institute ....... -- .•••. 
101 Union Classical Institute .•••••. 
102 St. John's School 
103 DeVeaux College 
104 Prof. Davison's Institute d .••••• 
( 
105 Rev. M. R. Hooper's Academy 
for Boys. 
106 The Yale School.. .............. 
107 Chickering Classical and Scien-
tific Institute. 
108 Collegiate School ••••••••••••••. 
109 :Brooks Military Academy .••••• 
110 Collegiate Preparatory School 
for Young Gentlemen. 
111 Kenyon Grammar School. ..•••. 
112 Western Reserve Academy .•••. 
113 Ohio Central College .•.•••.••••• 
114 Miami Classical and Scientific 
Trainina School for :Boys. 
115 Chambers'burg Academy .•••••. 
116 Germantown Academy .•••••••. 
117 Wyoming Seminary* ••••• ~ ••••. 
118 Franklin and Marshall Academy 
NewYork, N.Y. (482d 1861 1858 
street). 
New York, N.Y. (8 E. . ••••. 1874 
47th stree~)-
New York, N.Y. (341 .••••• 1872 
Madison avenue). 
NewYork,N.Y.(20W. 0 1873 
43d street). 
NewYork,N. Y. (32E ..••••. 1882 
45th street). 
New York, N.Y. (1481 ...••• 1837 
Broadway). 
Peekskill, N.Y....... . .. • •. 1850 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y . ...••••..•.... 
R~. ~-- 0., Hanison), .••••. 1880 
Rye, N.Y ..••...... .. ..•.•.. 1869 
Saratoga Springs, N.Y ....•.. 1872 
Schenectady, N. Y . . . . 1855 1835 
Sing Sing, N. Y . . . • • . . . . . . . . 1869 
Suspension Bridge, N. 1853 1857 
Y. 
Yonkers, N. Y. (181 0 1859 
Woodworth avenue). 
Yonkers, N.Y ......• -~·-····~1867 
Yonkers, N. Y ......•..... _. 1877 
Cincinnati, Ohio 0 1855 
(George street, bet. 
Smith and John). 
Cincinnati, Ohio (6 W-~---··- ~ 1803 
4th street). 
Cleveland, Ohio (Sib· 1874 1874 
n;Vto~~o~!~ .................... . 
B:"thed>!•urioo .•••••••••••• ·1 R. C .•• -~11 1"1· .. -~110 I 'I :I:::J 
15 1 l' Vrrgmms Dabney • ••••• •••••• . •• . • • . . . . . 8 20 5 31 ...•.. ~ I . 6 40 Alfred Colin ....••.•••••••.•.. Non-sect. 3 0 10 7 (a) 4 38 
Arthur H. Cutler,~ B ••••• -·--~-~~~~~~~:~ •• ~- ~ -~~. : .-~ .: •••• ~-: .•• ~~- ~ ---·~- ~ ---·~- ~ ---.~- ~ ---·~.:.-~~ J. Woodbridge Davis, c. E., PII. 
D. 
62 M. M. Hobby and William L. 
1 
Non-sect. l 9 ! 2818 
Akin, A.M. 
Yah~- ¥N~;~~-:: :: ~.:::~: :~:::: -~:.0-~~ :::: ··~- I -.:· · · ~- 1 ··· ~~-1- -· ~~- 1 --· · ~- 1 ···· :. j .... ~- 1 ·-- · =-1- -=~ Rev. Charles J ewe,t Collins, Non-sect. 4 8 7 9 (a) .••• •• .•••. . 3 ...... 40 
A.lii. 
(a) 40 
Henry Tatlock, M.A.......... . Non-sect. 
Otto von Below... ............ P. E .... . 
Charles S. Halsey .....• ....... Non-sect. 
B. Stuyvesant Gibson, A. llf., P. E .. .. . 
head master. 
Prcsb .... 
Wilfl'ed Harold Munro, A. 11r. , 1?. E ..... 
president. 
Rev. I. S. Davison 
Non-sect. 
5 25 5 
4 5 4 
7 41 9 
9 10 6 
7 40 10 
1 8 
5 26 1 
41151 3 
13 30 20 























49~------~-----·~ 1 1 3
1 
..... . 











11 38 20 1.. .. 1 57 
7 1 ...... 1. ••••• 1 •••••• 1 10 I 40 
Non-sect . 
Gambier, Ohio ..•..••...•••. 1837 H. N. Hills,.\. B .•••••••••••••• P. E..... 6 45 1171 6 13 ...... 14 ..•... 4 as 
Hudson, Ohio .•••••.....•....••••. Newton B. Hobart, A.l! .•..... •... .. . . .•. 4 ..•... .. .... .. ...... ..... . ...... ...... 2, 4 37 
Iberia, Ohio .••••••••• . 1854 1849 Rfd~~t.hn P. Robb, A.llr., pres- Non-sect. 4 I (77
1
) ...... . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . 4 88 
Oxford, Ohio •••••••••..•••.. 1877 Isaiah Trufant, .A.M., and B. Non-sect. 5 24 18 32 10 10 2 15 3 40 
F. M~•rsh, A. :u. 
Chambersburg, Pa •• ,. 1797 1793 J. H. Shumaker, PH. D •• ••••••• Non-sect. 3 12 6 32 12 4 3 7 4 39 
Germantown, Pa. 1784 1760 William Kershaw, A.M., PH. D. Non-sect. 11 (210) 7 4 1 4 G 6 40 
3,4 40 Kingston, Pa .••••••••. 1844 1844 Rev. David Copeland, PH. D., M. E..... 14 15 20 155 12 
D. D. 
.39 
(School Lane~. I I 







• 1 rector. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. b For all departments. d These figures are for the year ending June 23,1882, up t.o 
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.... .... F-4 
0 0 0 0 Q 0 "' & 1'3 F-4 ~~ ~.;3 ~ >'0~ ... ~ 1-3 ..... .... 0 <I) 
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I-( 
119 Uni-versity .Acnilemy ..•.•..•.•. Lewisburg, Pa .. : .••.. 1846 1846 William E. Martin, A.M ••••••• Baptist .. 6 43 19 8 14 1 5 3 40 U1 00 120 Lewistown Academy ...•.••.•. ~ Lewistown, Pa. .••..•.. 1815 \V. H. Schuyler, PH. D .••••••• . Non-sect. 7 16 1 83 10 3 0 2 7 39 I-( 121 Palatinate Colle go .....•..•..• :. Myerstown, Pa ...... . 1808 1868 Rev. George B. Russell, D. D., Reformed 8 45 37 28 14 12 6 8 5 40 0 
president. z 122 North Wntes .Academy and North Wales, Pa. (P. 0 1871 Samuel U. Brunner .•.•••.••. . Non-sect . 4 3 5 30 10 2 3 4 3 40 t?:l 
School of Business. . 0. box 725). ~ 123 Fewsmith Classical School* •••. Philaclelphia, Pa. (1008 1857 William Few-smith, M.A ••••••. Non-sect. 4 4 7 2!! 9 4 3 7 3, 4 40 
Chestnut street). 
Non-sec( . ;;· . -~ , .. ;;; . 0 124 The New W ellesley School ..... Phil:l.clelphiu., Pa. (2027 1882 'Miss Eliza. beth B. Root, 4· B .. G 4 37 I'C'Ij 
North Broad Streot Seloot School 
Chestnut street). 
t:rj 125 Philadelphia, Pa. (700 0 1868 George Eastbur..~. :r.r. A ........ Non-sect. 13 4 10 5 2 !) G 40 
~lfi~WJ1~ch:~~s!~<>o1 _. N. Broad street). t; 126 Philadelphia, Pa. (8 S. 1711 1689 Tiichard M • .Jones, M.A., hea(l Friends .. 8 (135) 5 3 3!J q 
12th strert). master. 0 127 P~~~~;~f[v~cilool for Lehigh South Bethlehem, Pa .. 1878 William Ulrich, PH. D .•••••••. Non-sect . 5 6 25 38 12 31 4 40 ll> 
11 
128 \Vest Philndolphin.Lntln School. w;~~~ r;~ii~~e;h~~~:ta. 1874 .T. Morgan Rawlins, A. u . ...... ~ ....... - --- . ~.- -- s 40 
H .:········-- 0 
120 WllkoR-'Bt\rro .Aontlomy .......•. Wilkes-Barre. Po. ..•. . 1881 1878 llemy S. Grern, A.B .••••••••. Non-sect. 8 28 25 !) 10 G 3 0 7 37! ;z 
130 Yorlt Colleglnte Institute ..... ... York, Po. .... ......... . 18i3 1873 nov. ,;n.mcs McDougall, jr., Presb .... 7 20 5 75 (a) 3 2 7 5 40 
Plf.ll. , 
1111 T'n'JlRl·t~tory Sol•ool* ............ DriRtol, R. ! ....................... Rev . .John .IT. Con-verso . .......................... · ··· ... ·· ...... · ··· ·· .......... ·- ...... , .... 
1:1\! Ot~~t•tlwkh Aonth•my• ••.••••••. ~~~>ltOrl!onwloh R.I. . 1902 l~2 J~ov.I!'l'tl.JtoisD.Blnkrslcc,.A.M. M.E ... . . l'2 ....... IJ143 ······ ······ .... . ..... 3. ~ !8 
1:1:1 Hn"ut·K l!IJ.:h Kl'IHinl ............ NuW]H>rt,R.I .. : ...... 0 1873 l~rc1lurlo\V.'l.'ilLon ..•........ Nou-soot 7 40 4 C2 (a.) 7 0 1 
13-l I Euglisu :m<l Cl:\ssical School. .. . 
135 University Grammar Scl10ol ... . 
136 · Stat a :llilitnry Academy ....... . 
137 1 Mt. Ziou Institute ............. . 
138 Mnnch~stor Copege ........•.... 



















Tullahoma College ............ . 
:Burr and l3urton Seminary .... . 
Green Mountain Seminn.ry ..... . 
Kenmore University High Sch'l. 
:Bellevue High SchooL ......... . 
Greenwood ...... ---- .......... . 
:Norwood lligh School and Col-
lege. 
Uni•ersity School 
llnnover .Acnflemy ............. . 
Shcnandonh Valley Acauemy .. . 
Wa:vlan<l UniYersity ........•... 
:Berlin High School* 
Concordia College . 
Markham Academy 
Racine Academy .. . 
Yankton College ...... ----------
Columbian College Preparatory 
School. 
University of New Mexico ..•.. 
14 13 10 I 39 rrs;~~?~~~e~: r. (49 . • • . • . 1864 w~~i:n~ Z;h~~Ie~r:J: ao~;· A.~~: ........ _ .. 114 1101 ju j 164 
~::::::::.·:.~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ -~~~~- -~~~:~?~~!?~~.~·._~:·~:~~~~~~- -~-~~~~~:: --~- -~~- :~:: ·--~~- ------·-----·•······•···--··-----··---· 7 38 
Winnsboro', S.C ...•.. 1773 1777 R.MeansD:t'l"is ...........••.. Non-seet. 5 2 3 25 (a) 
Mnnchester, Tenn .•.. 18U7 1869 JameR A. Clark ....•.......... Non-sect ..... 05 ............................ , ..... . 
MeKenzie, Tenn .•.•.. cl870 1871 Rev. E. :B. Chappell, B . .A., and M. E. So. 4 ........ dl71 (a) () • • • • • . 13 
Gram·illo Goodloe, 111 . .A. 
3 1 40 4 40 
4 ' 40 
Tullahoma,Tenn ..... 1877 1876 Rev.JosephDuffy ............ l>.LE ..... 5 ....... . d107 7 -·-·-· ...... ·----- ~ 7 40 
Manchester. Vt ....... 1b29 1833 John W. :Simonds .... ......... Co~ ... . 4 6 .... U ...... ...... ...... 4 3,4 37 
r:~:~t\).~~~~-:~: -~~~:. i~~~ N.i.~:~i~~}1~~~~1-~~:::::::::::: -~·---·-~-~p ~ --~ - --~- ___ :~. __ <~!.. ~ ----~- ·--~~. - -~·-~ - ~~ 
:Belle>uo, Va.......... 0 1866 , Wrl.J::tml,. Abbot .....••..... P. E.. ... 4 30 5 b 12 5 ...... 1 6 3\J 
GreeuwoouDepot,Va. ·----- ...... Daviul!'.l3oyd ........................... 4 .... .... ..... . 13 ....................... . 38 
Norwood, Va ......... 1872 1865 R. H. Willis,jr ...........•.... Kon-sect. 4 10 81 18 14 2 0 2 (a) 38 
Petorsburg,Va ...•... 0 1865 W.GordonMcCabe,.A.~I. ................ 5 50 ... 45 12 25 .•••.. 20 6 40 
1'aylorsville, Va ..•......... 1840 Col.BilaryP.Jones,:M . .A ...... Non-sect. 4 (36) 14 .................. (a) 38 
'\Vincl1ester, Va ....... ------ 1865 C.L.C.Minor,111 . .t...,LL.D ...... Non-sect. 5 .... .... ...... 12 ...... .•... . ...... 6 36 
BeaverDam, Wis ..... 1835 1855 Rev.N.E.Wood,A.111.,B.D .... Baptist. .. 8 14 1R 56 ...••. .••... .•.... .••••. 3 39 
l3erlin, Wis ........... 1857 1858 C.M. Gates .... ............... ...... .... 14 3 4 90 ..•... 3 ...... 1 4 40 
Milwaukce,Wis ......... ... 1881 E.Hama.nn ................... Ev.Luth. 5 40 ..... ................ . ...... ... ......... 42 
Milwaukee, Wis...... 0 1864 Albert Markham .••......••.. Non-sect. 5 37 20 36 ...•.. 9 ..... . 1 6 40 
Racine, \Vis.......... 0 1875 John G.McMyLn, .A.M ..•..... Non-sect..... 5 6 38 10 3 2 6 4 40 
Yankton,Dak .••..••. 1881 1882 Rev. Joseph '\Vard ............ Cong ...................................................... .. 
·washington,D.C .. ... 1821 1821 OtisT.Mason,.A.111.,PB.D . .... Non-sect. 5 40 20 5 12 12 5 . 7 4 38 
Santa F6, N. Mex . .... J 1881 I 1881 I Rev. Horatio 0. Ladd, .A. 111 .... J Evnng ... I 5 84 1 •••• .'. 0 0 ·-·· ··- 4 I 40 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 188L 
G Not specified. 
b Enrolment in all classes for the winter term. 
o Rechartered in 1882. 




















TAllLI~ VIl.-Stafi~t fics of 1n·eparatory schools, inclttding schools for secondary instruction having p1·epamtory departments, for 1882, g·c.-Continued. 
NOTK.- x indicates nn affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... in•licn.tes no nnswer. 
Property, income, &c. 2 1'5 .,.. Library . ~ ~c 
= I ie;; § _ ] ~ 0 
.~ ~ ~ -~ g ; ~ ·. ;g . -~ -~ ~ 
§ :§g_ § . g gd ~8 2E g -g ~<i 
..c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ..P .9 ~ r:l ... d ro r-::.1 en ~ 
Q o d c: t.O s ~ .s~ -= § ~ ~ e e ~~ 
« £ ~"= ~ 1:1 _. • 1:1 "-':... j:; c. P..,; A,; o 1':1 
]i: ~~ g ~ ~~ th~ ~& 8~ ~-g s-g ~~ 
~ ~ ~ -a 'S .!:l » ~'"" g ~c bi'"g o ~ £ .E ~ E 
o ~ :§ : ~ ~ ~ g>.o·~ ~ d- ~ Q) .5 a 
:5 :;:; 1.3 ~ .:::> ~ ~ s <D ~ :::3 s .8<~, 
~ ~ : § g § ~ ~-~ a g ~ 
:::::: I ~ ~ z H <j <j l> <j H ~ 
Name. 




I ' -;_-;~·-.-S-1 19 --- I 
1 l----1 I I I I I I I 1-----
2 California :Uilitury .Academy..... x x 0 1, 500 
1 Onk Monnd School...... . ......... x I x I 0 I 240 
3 Onldanu Higi.J School... . ......... x x 0 400 
~ ~~~-~~lil~~{~-~~-~~~-~:: :~~~:: ~ ~::::: ___ o __ .. - ~- _. ___ o_ •• _ .•....... ~-······· .... 
6 IJnrt ford l'ul•lir Tiigl1 Srl10ol..... x 
7 c •• n.•gtllltl antl Commt>rcial Insti· .......... --1 X 
tntc. 2, 000 •········· · 




.... . .... . 
9 Nonnch 1! rtJO .Ac,tllt•my . . . . . . . . . . x x 0 10, 000 .••....... 
10 I Connot'licnt LitPrnry lnstitntion x x -< 1, 600 100 
11 'VoNh.took Acnllem:v . .... . ...... 
1 
x x 0 500 o 
12 A cndrmy of niclJtllODd Cnn uty... . X X 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
lS South Gl·•wgiu. :Mulo and Female 0 0 0 I 250 1 100 
Colloj!~. 
14 ITuw:ml School.:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . x I x 
15 lii:rlwr Sclwol for BoyR. ... . .. . . . . x x 
10 Kno" A cntl••m v .. .. •..• .•..•.•• --. (cl) (d) I (d) 




















$300 $7, 000 .•••••.••...••••••••• ~.. $2, 800 
80, 000 · ·•••· •••••••••••••••••••••••.••• •• . 
a~~~ 1. .... ~~;-~~~- :::::::::::: :~~~:::!~~~: ::::::~~:~~~: 
c315, 000 . • • • . . . • • • • . 0 4, 000 
...................... .................. .................. . a400 
300 0 
• ·-- • 7s:i4i·l· · · $i49; 329·~------9; 9ai· ~ ---- ·· a."ooo· 
] 00, 000 40, 000 .•••..... ... .••.•....... 
30, 000 5, 000 400 700 
30, ooo I so, ooo 3, 5oo . 1, soo 







Sep'tem ber 5. 
.A pril2l. 
September 14 • 
Seplember. 
September 7. 




~gg: i~ 1:: ii~~~~ :I. ----~:/~~ ·I-- ---c"cii-- ~· I· --- -(d).--~ ·I·- ---~::- ~~~-1 ~~~!=~~:~ r 
18 . • . • . . . . . . {o) {e) (e) (e) September. 
:!, 000 . . • • . • . . . • . . . .• • • • . . • • • . . . . . • . . . • . • . .Juno 20. 
17 I Wbippl•• .\l·ncl!lmy . . . . .. . . . . . . . (r) (6) ••• ••• 
~.:ham.• 
Ill 1\1mwm l'nl'l< i\11lltlll'\ \(•nthlluy· 0 0 ••.•.. 410 10 .••••• •••.•. a400 50.000 0 0 ...••.••.••• S!'pt., 211 'l'uosday. 



































23 Burlington Unh-ersity....... •• . • . x x 0 600 
24 St. John's Ar.ndcmy . . . . . . . • •• • • • . x x . •. . . . 100 100 
25 E!lwartl J ... ittlo IIlgh School . • •• • • • x x 0 100 
26 Hebron Aea<ll"my. ...•..•.•••••••. x x 0 500 60 
~ ~f~~f~r!ih:1s~!o-a"l·~==::::~::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: 
29 Maine Ccntrnl Institute* . . . . . • . . . x x 0 600 40 
30 WaterYillo Classical Institute . . . . 0 x 0 50 0 
.31 Frieutls' Elementary and High x x 0 3, 000 100 
~ School. 
32 University School for Boys*...... 0 
33 Maupin's Univnrsity School g..... 0 
34 Rockville Academy............... 0 I x 
35 Phillips Academy ...••• •••••• •.•. x x 
36 Cushing Academy................ x x 






38 En~lish High School . • • • • •• •••••• x x 1 x 
39 Girls' Latin School................ ••. . • . . . . . . . 0 
40 Pri"Vate Classical School.......... 0 0 
41 Private Classical School.......... 0 0 
42 PublicLatinSchool .........•.••. 0 x 
43 Ca.mbrid~,e High School . . • • . ..• . . x x 
44 Day ::mel .l!'amily School . . . • . . . . . • . 0 x 
45 Public High School............... 0 x 
46 P1·eparat01y department in IIome 







125 1 50 0 ...•...... 
~: ~~g ···· ··ioo· 


































..... ~~~~~~-1--·.---. ~~~·I· ... -... 644. 
..•... ...... ...... ..... 88 





······225· ~ -----io:ooo· 
200 5, 000 I" .. --...... ·j· ... -...... "I h1, ROO 
350 100, 000 211,883 11,823 11, !)83 
125 !l5, 000 100, 000 7, 091 2, 502 
:::::: ~J<~mm ~m: ::::::~ m~:: mJ1::s;~~;: 3i5, 000 0 0 ••••.••..... 100,000 ···-········ 800 200 
39 •·········· 
(3~5) 
21-24 47 Ln,wrence Academy .......••.... - ~ x I x I x I 2, 500 I 3 
49 LeicesterA.cndomy............... x x ••••••••••.........••••..... , •.•••....... , ..••...••. , 10,000 I 5~,000 
50 Mons_?n .Acaclom:y ... :. . .••• •• . • • . x x 0 1, 000 2 21-27 175 15, 000 2-, 000 I 1, 000 1 1, 811 
51 Class teal School for Gtrls ....... ••. x ••. • . . x 1, 100 .• • • .• . . . . 80-100 a450 1· ........... , ............ , ......... ·-·[· .......... . 
52 .Allen Home School............... x x 0 400 30 100 1 k400 4, 000 0 0 900 
53 Mr. Knn,pp's Home School for ...... .••••. x 3, 000 59 (600) 15,000 
. Bovs. I 
54 Arms Academy*................. x x ..•••• •••••••••••• .••••..••. 21,24 .••••••••• 
~ Pratt's English and Cla-ssical . • . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . (400) 
, School for Boys. I 
56 St. Mark's School................. 0 0 x 900 50 (500) 
September. 
September 4. 
Scptem ber 4. 
August 22. 
September 4. 
Au _gust 29. 
August. 
.August 28 . 
September 5. 






















!>7 Gre;rlock Institut~---·····:··· .••. x x x 350 10 100 
58 Sprrngfieltl Collegmte Institute... x x x •••••• ••.••. .••. .. . . .. 100 
59 Edwanls Place School . .• . . • . . . . . . . •. . • . . •. • . . . • • . . . 500 . . . • . . . • . . 500 
~0 Dana Ball School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 x 200 GO 70 







75, 000 0 
September. 
5, 500 ·! September 14. 
2, 500 September 4. 
3, 000 
14,900 Se1)tember 9. 
10, 000 September 19. 
62 Worcester Academy*.. ..•..• .•• . x x x 1, 500 0 45 1 105 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. e A.ssociate(l with Tilinois College (Table IX). 
100, 000 ! 83, 500 I 4, 800 I 1, 100 I August, last Tues. 
-a Boanl and tuition. f Value of grounds and buildings. 
b For non-residents. g These statistics arc for the year ending June 14, 1882, 
c This includes $260,000 prospective value of buildings up to which time the school was known as Garnett's 
! now in process of ereotion. University School. 
4 In connection with Knox: Colleg;e (Table IX). 
h$800 received from the State for free tuition of 8 pupilB. 
iin 1879. 
jFree to residents. 

















'l'ADLE YIL-CllltiiJiics l'j lJ/'eJ>flra.tory schools, inclwl:ing schools j ot· sec<mda-1"!/ instnwtion havill fJ p1·eparato1·y clcpartmen ts, j'o1' 1882, ~.f"c . -<Jont.inucd. 
Kame. 
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b.C e 


















0 0 .... .... 
A.,; A.,; 



















~ ~ ~ ~ .~ <Q ~ <tl ~ 
I 1--1--1--1 I I 1----1----------------------
~- .... 
i:::j 
l 17 I 1S I 19 20 I ~l. ~2 23 ~L.l 25 26 21' 28 
I 1 1---1----1---~-----
63 Michig:mMilitaryAcademy ...... x x x 500 . .. . . . . . .. ($350) $60,000 1 . . • . .••••... · - -· -· · - ---· $35,000 SP-ptt>mher15. 
z; ~~~~ti~~~g~~~~-~:::::::::::::::: --~-- ... ~ .. ·--~- - ........ 5oo' :::::::::: 70-1~~ ·······5o' ·~:~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: 2~.~~~ iel~~~~~erl4. 
OG St. Pnnl's SchooL ..........•.... -. x x .x 4, 200 229 500 300 250, 000 $30, Of10 $1, 000 122, 000 St>Jlt., J st wPek. 
67
1
I:l.lillipsEx~torAcntlcmy......... 0 I x 0 640 JO GO . 250 10~,000 230,000 11,000 7,349 l Sqlt., 1st Wcdnes. 
GB l\.lml>nll Umon .A.callcmy . • .• .• •. . 0 x x 2, 000 ... . . . . . . 30 200 2;:>, 000 30, 000 2, 000 1, 500 
no .McCollominstiLute ............... X X 0 1,000 0 18,21 150 5,000 15,000 800 562 SeptemlJcr l. 
70 ColbyA<'ntlemy .................. x x x 1,600 100 15-30 .......... 100,000 81,000 I 5,056 1,076 September6. 
71 Ftnmun Pr<'paratory SchooL..... x x 0 50 G 25 175 40.000 20, 000 a2, 400 1, 900 September 4. 
72 Bnrliugtou Military Colloge.. .. .. x x x 2, 000 30 (275) 5, 000 .. . .. .... .. . .. . - ..... . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . September 13. 
n l'ctldio Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X X X 1, 000 100 50 220 125. GOO 1, 000 60 R, 000 September G. 
74 1 St(lvcns liighSchool.. ............ (b) (b) 0 0 0 60-150 .......... c26,COO 0 0 5,976 September JR. zr; I~ntg~rs College _Grammar SchooL X X X (d) (d) 70 380 25, coo ...... .. .... ... . .... ... - .. ........ .. September 16. 
16 I cnnm~ton Semma.ry. ...... ...... x x ...... (e) 0 40 ...... . ... (e) 0 0 (e) Sep t., 1st week. 
77 Cnzouovia Seminary.............. x x x 3, 200 50 30 175 75, 000 G, 000 ~ 350 6, 000 ~ up:u st. 
78 Cl twcra<·k Collogo and Hudson x x x 1, 401 1 60 Hl5 fGl, 182 0 0 13,789 St>pteml.Jcr 12. 
lhvot I118tituto. I 
Jo'ort EclwMtl Collegiate Institute. x x x 400 100 36 160 80, ooo 
Jol~nto Aca<lomy................. x x 0 1, 500 100 :;o 120 61, 500 
~UOkACtlllomy ..... .............. >< X x 800 25 8~-15 g104 178,618 
ltlu\cn lli~-:h School............... o x o 1, 673 ... .... .. 30 200 18, 300 
l'tl\'llto l'rt•parntory Scllool ...... 0 0 0 0 0 1'10 1150 
l( luclc•1huok f. cnclt•my ... • • • ••• .. • x x x 500 .. .. • . .. • . 40 aoo 
I\ lllj.;>•lUII Jfrtll\ ;\t'l\t \11 111~ . ~ ...... )( ... 0 1,122 200 :Ill 210 
t;t~11t',',\,rJ::;::!:~/'i>lua·~ H•;~•:u•l :::::: ~ g ~ ......... ~~~ - ... 25 tou :I~~ g-too 
5'-. ooo I 3, o5o 
3, 000 HiO 
...... a:ooo· 















.AUJ,!th) t 20. 



































€S t Chntlit'rln!'t.itnt ll ... . ...... .. . ... (lLJ (h) x 4,000 200 
89 Colu:uhi.t G r·nnllll!l l' School.. ..... x x x 0 0 
00 D' La 8nllt• Im;tituto _ .... .. ..•••. x x 0 2, 500 800 
!H I New Yorl; Latin School ......... . ...................................... .. 
~ 0:! 
1 
Pn·p:1ratory Scit>u titic SchooL.... x x 0 0 0 
-.103 l 'ri ,·ateSchoolfurllo,8 .......... 0 0 x 300 25 
t::l 94 School of Mmes Preparatory .••....••••..••... 







____________ .•••••••.••..••••• _____ _ 
210 0 100, 000 0 0 .. 40, 000 
24-50 . • • • • • • • . . 230, 000 . • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • 6, 000 
100-280 ..•. ••••·· ...... _...... .••••• .••••• .••••••••••. 9, 000 
250, 300 .•••..... -., d, ooo 1 o o 4, 150 
3oo-5oo I· .................... ·I·........... ...... ...... 18, ooo 
300 
05 Univer~ity Gr::1mmar SchooL..... 0 0 0 . .•••.•••••..••.••••.. 
!l6 :MolJog;ln L:1 k~ ::>chool* .. .. . . . . • . . x x x 400 25 
07 Cottn~-rollill Sl'llool* .. .. . ...... .... ......••••..•.••..••••... . ....••.•..•. . ••••••••.••. , .•••••.•.. 
1 
........... . 
OS Bradford Mnni'ion School......... x x x 250 . . . . .•• • . . (500) 40, 000 
99 1 Park ln$tituto............... •. • • . x x 0 . • • . . • •• • • •• . • • . . • • . . . 80-140 I g600 25, 000 
1 
........... . 
100 Fniniowlnstitute................ 0 x x •••••••••.•• 100 (360-400) · 20,000 .•...••••..• , . •••.•..•... 















101 Uuiou Classical Institute......... 0 x 0 306 6 36 1 168 20, 000 0 0 
102 St. John's School................. x x I x 700 100 .••••••••••. . g600 
103 Do Voaux_Col~ea:o ··:····:········ x 0 x 1, 500 
1
.......... ....••..... . g350 
104 Prof. Dn.nson s 'Inst1tutoJ . .. .. . • . 0 0 . . . • . • 1, 000 . . • . . • • • • . 120 400 
105 Hev. M. R Hooper's Academy .............................. !.......... 50-160 
············ I 
1,4-00 1 September 17. 
6, 000 I September. for Boys. 
106 TheYaloSchool ................. 0 0 
107 ChickeringClassical:md Scientific x x 0 
130 
50-150 
3, 250 I September 18. 
Institute. 
108 Collegi:lto School................. 0 0 0 •
1
............ .......... 100-180 I 300 
109 Brooks Military Academy........ x x x • •• • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • . 125, 150 .••..••••. J k27, 000 
110 CollegintoTropa.ratorySchoolfor .......••••.••••.•.••••••••••.•••••••••. ···--······· ~ ·-········ 
Young Gentlemen. I 
111 Kenyon Grammar School _ . . . . . • . . 0 0 x (l) (l) 60 190 40, 000 
112 \V'~ste,rnlleserve Acatlemy. .•••.. x x .••••• ••••••••..•• •••.•••••• 25 ··········!············ 
113 OluoCeutralCollege.............. ••..•• •••••• •••••. 200 50 24 l 95 - 10,000 
114- Miami Classical and Scientific x x 1 0 10,300 150 40-60 200 200,000 
Trainiu~ School for Boys. 
115 Chambersburg Academy .•....••. ! 0 
116 Germantown Academy ..•••.•.•.. 
l17 \Vyorni_ug Seminary* ........... ... x 
118 , Frankhn and Marshall Academy. 0 
1~9 I Uni':'ersity Academy . .. • • . .... . . . 0 
1~0 LewJstown Academy............. 0 
121 l'ala.tinato CollPgo........... .. . . . x 
122 North Wales Acauemy and School 0 
X 
of Dn siuess. . 
123 l~owsmith Classical School* . .. . . . x 
1!:!4 '.rllo NP-w ·wellesley School....... 0 
123 North Drontl :3t-t-cet Select School X 

















1, 000 15 
600 I 50 
(m-) (m) 
g - ~~----~~> _____ .... <~~---
•••••• 1,500 .••.....• . 
0 3, 000 120 
.••••• 175 15 
X 300 o I o o 
*From lloport of the Commissioner of Ed ncation for 1881. /Includes furniture. 












300 I 20,000 0 
0 
0 
..... ····j 50,000 
~~g 1~g: ggg ..... -................. . 
150 (m ) (m-) (m) 
200 j······ ...... 0 0 ........... . 
200 25, 000 0 0 g9, 000 
150 . 10, 000 .•••.••••••..•••.••• ·,... g1, 200 
...... 275·1:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .: .... :·.::~. 
250 I i5, ooo o o 1~. 500 
September 8. 




Sept., 1st Wed. 
September 6. 








Sept., 2d Monda.y. 
September 26. 
September 11. 
bUs<'!! that of ~tcY<>ns Institute of '.recbuology. h Uses that of Columbia School of :Mines. 
c Vnln<' of grountls nml buildin"S. i Value of apparatus. 
dHns the n-<u ofltutgers Collo~e library. j Tbf'se figures at·e for the .vear ending June 23, 1882, up 
k Value of buildings and apparatus. 
l Uses t.hat of Kenyon College. 
mReportod with collegiate department (seo Table IX). 
n Uses college apparatus. 
o A. verage charge. 



















TADLE YII.-.Siatistios of ]J1"el)(!rafo1'Y schools, including sollools for seconaa1·y instruction having P'reparato1·y departments,.fo·r 1882, q·c._-Continued. 




to Library. ~ 
~ "' "" 
Property, income, &c. 
Name. 
s 
c:; P.~ ;:l 
<:.) 
g_g ·~ '0 
'8 ~~ 0 1'1 -a 
_g~. ~& I ~ ttl "' ..., <:.) ~ cl §' bl) a til d £ I ,.....~ cl ,.:!l 
~~~ ] 
c 0 • • 
'0 .0~ 
I> +>a> .... .s ~ : :.§ ~ 0 ... a> 
:5 ~g ~ a> "' ] 
o:s 
<D 
"' "' "' ... c:: <;! d Q 
~ l:Il ~ lzi .:1 
~~ 11) ' 20 2l. l. 
125 I William Penn Charter Scl10ol .... · ................. . 
127 Prel>t~mto~·y Sehoul for Lehigh . . . . . . .. .. .. x .................... .. 
UlllVt'l'!';)ty. 
128 W~s\Phil~delphin Lntin School.. .................... ......... . 1 ........ .. 




































160 130 YClrk Collegia to Institute* . ...... X x x 12, 000 200 
g§ ~~~~~:~h-~~;~1~~;;;;:::: ::::::: : ... ,; ..... ,; .. --·,;-- ::::::::: ::: ::::::::: ......... ~... b185 






























13~ English.nua Clllssical Scl10ol. .. .. x x x 1, 000 .......... 60-125 280 100,000 
~~6 ~t~~~e{~Ml\~~ax~~g~;~~~~~:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ..... ~~~~~- :::::::::: ::::::::::::1------
137 Mt. Ziou Instit·nte. .... ........ . .. '0 0 0 0 0 d25 150 9 000 
188 111nuchostor Colle~o .............................. -. .... .. . . .. .. .. .. • . .. .. 20-80 .. .. .. .. .. 5; 000 
10!) J.tcTyoil'O ltlSti tute............... X X 0 400 400 40-50 140 9, OllO 
110 Tullnhumo. Collcgo ....... ...... .. ... ... ... .. . . .. .. . 130 50 12-35 100 2, 000 
141 13un mHl Uurtou Seminary....... x x I 0 1, 200 H 18-.24 140 25, 000 
142 Grc(•n Mountnin Smuillni'V ... ... .. x x 0 1, 000 100 21 90 20, 000 
l4!l Kt~ut~wniUniv(\.r~it~'nighScllool. x o x .................... .... ......... : 300 
HI .Jlo-11"' 1111 Jll~h l:)chool............. 0 0 x 4, 000 78 (350) 
l<lli Gn·t•nw~>llt\ .......................... ---··-~·--·'-- ............ \.......... 75 I 175 
lltl l\ 111 woml 11\L:h !'khunl nntl CollcJ:,e x " x 300 .. • .. . • .. . 40-120 160 
~ · ~~ n::!~;:~~~:~x~:;t~:::~ :::::::::::: ~ ~ : t~gz ...... ~~~- 1~ ~gg 





























$11, '736j September. 
5, 700 September 4. 
Septem be'r 21. 
September 12. 





Se)ltem her 7. 















































Waylnml Universit.y •••••••••••••• x x 0 1,650 •••••••••• 26 100 30,000 37,000 ••••••••••••••••••••.••• September. 
Berlin High School• . . . . . . .•• • • • • • >< >< >< 500 100 cl5 140 50, 000 •••••....... . •• • • • •• • • • • 150 Sept., 1st Mon. 
~fa~~o~~: ~~~<i~~y~~::::::::::::: g e ···a·· ... ' ... ---~- :::::::::: 80, 1~ :::::::::: ig: ~~~ ; ......... 0. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: September 1. 
Haciue.Acadomy...... ...... .•.... 0 0 0 200 0 100 250 6, 000 0 0 4, 500 September 1. 
Yankt.ou College ..................... . .......................................................................................................... October. 
(Jolmubian College Preparatory 0 0 ...... 500 50 SO 250 25,000 0 0 4,750 September13. 
Scllool. 
157 University of New Mexico....... 0 0 600 400 30 .......... . 16,000 950 I September 3. 
* From Report of t he Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Value of n.ppru:atus. 
b Board and tuition. 
c For non-residents. 
d English course free. 
e From public school fund. 
List of p1·e1>amtm·y schools j1·ont ·which no inforrnation has been 1·eceived. 
Name. 
Berkeley Gymnasium ................................ . 
.Allen .Academy and Polyteclmic Institute 
Yale School ............................. .. 
Roanoke ..l.cademy ................................... . 
.Bethlehem .Acauemy ................................ .. 
West Lebanon Academy ............................. . 




Chicago, lll. (1832 Michlgau ave.). 
Chicago, lll. (103 Ashlanclave.). 
Roanoke, Ind. 
Elizabethtown, Ky. 
West Lebanon, Me. 
Boston, Mass. 
Name. 
Williston Seminary •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~~~~n~~~sds~!ooi::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.Anthon Grammar School. ......................... . 
Cumberland Valley Institute .•.••••••••••••••.••••• 
"The Hill" School ................................ . 






Ithaca, N. Y, 




Santa Barbara College .......... ·••••• ••• • • • •••••• Santa Barbara, CaL ••••••••• No school since close of term in June, 1882; indications are that the college association will dis-
organize. 
Garnett's University School. .............. -··.. Ellicott City, Md .•••••••••. 
Family S<:l10ol for Girls..... . ........ . • • • • • •• • • • . Wellesley, Mass ..•••••••••. 
Easton Cla;sical and Mathematical School...... Easton, Pa ..•..•••••••.••.•. 
McKenzie College . • . . . . .. • • • • • • . . • . . . • .. • • . • • • • . McKenzie, Tenn .••••••••••. 
Superseded by Maupin's University School. 
See Dana Hall School; identical. 
Closed. 














TADLR Vlii.-Stalislics of inBfiftttimtsfo1' the Bupedor inBt1·uct·ion of womenfm·1882; front replies to'inquiries by t11; United States Bureau of Edtwai'ion. 
Name. 
1 
l I Unio-n Female Colle~"'· ----- .... 
3 Floronco S,vnodical J!·emale Col-
logo.* 
3 Hunts'>ille Fomnle College . ____ . 
41 Rnnts,.illo l?omale Seminary 
(Rotberwood llome). 
5 Livingston Academy ........... . 
6 Judson Female Institute ••••••.. 
7 Marion Femalo Sominnry ..•.. - -. 
8 Contenarl Institute .. - .... - .... . 
1~ i~~~~~! c!~fr:j~~:~~~~ii~i6* 
11 Aln.bamn. Conference Female Col-
lege. 
12 Young LR.dies' Seminary ....... -. 
13 Harmon Seminn.ry . ___ •••..•... .. 
l4 Mills Seminary .. _ . .••••• __ ··- .-· 
iG Colle~o of Not.ro Dnn)(l ····----·· 
lG Unrti'ot·!l Female Somiunry _- •. _. 
17 Conw,-ti~ntion t.1o Notre Dame . •. . 
11! Luuy (;ol.>l) ln!4tltutc. ·---···-----
19 QulumlHtR Jrownlo Oollogo .. ____ . 
20 Ot,OI'"ltL 1\tat.hotlilll 1•\,mnl o Col-
InK'' · 
'I tlllt 'lll\"'' l •'tllllllltll'llllllj.(ll • •..••• 
Jli•\tiiH JrtlhUtltJ f ~ll 1l&\"ij 1 •••••• 








Q) -~ -+" 
~ a: bl) 
-5 ... 0 .... 'H 
0 0 
Q) 




.S t; NUIDber in col- ~ 
§ I ~ S legiate depart- ~ ~ 
~ ;5....; ~ ment. ~ ;a 
g ~~ ~~ . . . ~ ~ ·2 s e Q) ~ ~ ~ • .,; "B 
0 = t: p. s ~ p. . ... Zl .s ~ .J:l 
§ ·: g. ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ :§ 2 Q) ~ 
'-; ~ .,... go ;.. ~ g o] S S ~ 
::I • ..., "'"0 .s ..... 0 ... rll ::I ... 
.9 . ~ s Q) -~ g-" Q) Q) ~ Q) 
if :s ~ 1 s E -e ~ ~~ 'S ~ ] ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~p ~ ~ 
1 
" I 6 ~ sl9 •o uln •a l u u- 16 
Location. P resident- or principal. 
~ 
Eufaula, Ala .••..•.••. l 1852l. ui~s I F. B. Moodie ... .............. / Non-sect.l8 
Floren co, Ala .. _ ... __ . 1855118o0 Charles P. Walker, A. M • • -- ·1 Presb . _-. 8 
Huntsvillo, AJn. ..... .. 1852 1852 Rev. A. B. J'ones, A.M ........ M . E. So .. 14 
Huntsville, Ala .. ---- -l 1820 1829 I Mrs. F. R. Ross ....... -- ..... Presb. _- .1 5 















Livingston, Ala ....... 1840 
Marion, .Ala ---······· 1839 
Marion, Ala. . . . . • . . • • . 1842 
Summerfield, Ala. . _... 1840 
Talladega, Ala ... __ • .. 1840 
Tuscaloosa, Ala. .. _._.. 1858 
Tuskegeo, Ala . •• __ • .. 1855 
Benicia, Cal-----··--- 0 
Berkeley, Cal .. - ..... . 0 
Mills Seminn.ry, Cal .. 1877 
Snn J'os6, Cal ..... ---. 1868 
liMtford, Conn .••.•.. 1827 
Wn.terbury, t;onn ... .. 
Athena, On---·------- 1859 
olnmbus, Ga.·-··--·- 1875 
ovi-eglon, Go. ........ dl852 
Ou lhlu11·t, Gt\ .... .... . 18114. 


















Dr.CarlosG.Sru. ithandMiss .............. . ---- ~· ··· .••••• ······1······ ······ ~ ······ ...... 
1 
... . J'. Strudwick Tutwiler. 
RobertFraze; ............... Baptist .. 12 3
1 
9 3 53 76 ~ 13 147 ••• ~ 
W. W. Legare, A.M .......... Non-sect. 11 3 8 2 ...... 45 b 4 blOO 
Mrs.J'osiahBarker .•••••.••. Meth .... 3 1 1 2 ------ ·•··•· ------ -------~ ,..... 42 
Mrs.M.K.Craig ............. Presb .... 9 1 8 6 30 50 -----· 2 82 
A.K.Yancey,jr ............. Non-sect. 12 1 2 10 ·····- 46 87 ...... ··----- 133 
John Massey, LL.D ---------· Meth ---- 10, 2 8 ...... 40 114 5 , 1 160 
Mrfi!. Mary Atkins L ynch c • •. Non-sect. 12 4 ' 8 -····- 48 64 3 1 116 0 Mrs. F. W. Harmon _________ Non-sect. 10 5 5 ------ . ....... ........ . ........ .......... 80 . ..... Rev. C. T. Mills, D. D ....... . Non-soot. 16 4 12 3 46 134 10 0 190 7 
Sister Marie Cornelia, sup'r . R.C ...... 19 1 18 22 400 . .......... 2 1 403 0 William T. Gage,11r. A .• _ •.••• Non-sect. 10 6 4 .. .......... so .. ...... 
Rev. Mot-her St. Gabriel .. •.. R. c .. .. .. 20 4 16 2 52 10 10 bl90 ....... 
Miss M. Rutherford .......... Non-sect. 17 8 9 4 30 67 21 6 124 I 15 
~e~ ~~e~~It~:neii, ·;,_~ ;; ::::: Non-sect. 10 4 6 1 20 104 23 5 152 Moth .... 9 4 5 2 60 30 10 .......... 100 

































23 Georgia Ba.1·tist Seminary for Gainesville, Ga. . .•••.. 1878 1878 Rev. William Clay Wilkes, Baptist .. 6 
il 
4 2 65 46 6 2 b202 Young Ln<lies. A.ll:[. 
24 Gritl:iu Fomnle Coll~e- ...•.•.... Griffin, Ga ...•..•••... 1848 1849 Geor~e G. Butler, A. M .•••••• Non-sect. 7 4 2 33 57 ...... ....... 90 25 Lo. Grange Female ollege .••... La. Grange, Ga ........ 1846 1846 Rev. obn W. Heidt, D. D ..... M.E.So .. IO 7 1 36 83 2 •••••. 121 26 Solltb~ru Female College .••..•.. La Gran~e, Ga. ..... ... I847 1843 I. F. Cox, A.M •••••••••••••••. Non-sect. 10 8 2 60 90 8 4 Hl2 27 Wesleyan Female College .•••••. Macon, Ga ......•..•.. 11836 I839 Rev. W.C.Bass,D.D ....•.••. Meth ..•. 13 6 7 2 40 174 29 ······ 243 28 College Temple .................. Newnan, Ga. .......... I853 I853 ~6?. :r ~~~oN. caici ;;;1i:::::: Non-sect . 6 2 4 1 27 62 .......... ............ 89 29 Rome Female College ............ Rome, Ga. ............. I856 1856 Presb .•.. 9 3 6 3 ...... ........... ......... 4 147 30 Shorter College .......•.•........ Rome, Ga ... ... . ...... 1877 1873 Rev. R. D. Mallary, A.M ..... Baptist .. 9 3 6 2 76 83 (IO) I69 31 Young Femaie College ........... Thomasville, Ga. ..•••. I 869 John E. Baker, A.M .•••••••. Non-sect. 4 I 3 1 I6 105 ............ ----- · 121 32 Seminary of the Snored Heart ... Cllicago, Til ........... I870 1858 Madame Genevieve Ganci . .. R.C ...... 30 0 30 25 20 57 52 11 I40 33 Woman's College of tho North- Evanston, Ill . •.•.•••. I869 1869 J ane M. Bancroft, PH. M., dean M.E ..••. (f) (/) (/) (f) ~ -....... .......... ......... ......... (f) western University. 
34 Knox Seminary .................. Galesburg, lll, •••••... I847 Hon. Newton Bateman, A. u., M.E ..... 11 6 5 ...... ........ 29 8 .•••.. gl 06 LL.D. 
35' Almira Collogo ...............•.. Greenville, lll ........ 1859 1855 James P. Slade, A.M ......... Non-sect .. 7 7 ......... fl5 41 . ......... ............ 76 36 Hi~hl_mul.Ilall College for Women Highland Park, lll .... 1 1876 I876 Nathaniel Butler, jr., A. :u .••. Non-sect . I2 3 9 26 33 6 ••.••. 65 37 Tilinoi!> Female College ... ....• . . Jacksonv~lle, Ill . .. .. . I86~ I 847 Rev. W. F. Short, A.M., D. D .. M.E ..... I5 1 14 88 64 ...... -- ~ 152 38 Jacksonville Female Academy . . Jacksonville, Ill ...• .. 18tlo 1830. E. F. Bullarcl,A.lii ........•.. Presb .... 9 2 7 83 19 3 105 ..... 00 39 St. Mary 's SchooL ............ ... Knoxville, Ill . ....... . h1858 1868 R ev. C. W. Leffingwell, D. D., P.E ...... 12 s 9 .••••• ....... 60 . ......... 0 IJ130 1 8 rector. >-40 Ferry Hall, Lake Forest Univer- Lake ForC'st, lll .•••.. 1857 1869 Rev. D. S. Gregory, D. D ..•. Presb .... 20 9 11 3 62 34 4 0 g111 0 8 ~ sity. 
00 4I St. .A.ngeb's Academy ......••.•. Morris, Ill ............ 1867 1857 Sisters of the Holy Cross .... R.C ...... 6 - .. . 6 .••••. .......... ........... ......... ........ ........... ........ 1-3 42 Mt. Carroll Seminary ............ Mt. Carroll, Ill., .•... . 1852 I853 Mrs. F. A. W. Shimer ....... Baptist .. I3 11 2 ...•.. ........... ......... ......... .......... 175 .. ....... ~ 43 Rockford Seminary* . .•••...•.•.. Rockford, IlL .•...•••. I847 1849 Miss AnnaP. SilL ........... Cong.and 16 3 I3 4 60 53 80 8 20I 3 0 
Pres b. >-
44 Do Pan w College for Young W o- New Albany, 1nd ..... 1852 1852 Rev. F . .A. Friedley, A. M ••••• M.E ..... 8 1 7 2 45 40 44 I 130 t"' ....... men. 
8 45 St. Mary's Academic Institute .. St. Mary's, !nd....... 1840 I840 Sister Superior .............. R.C ...... 25 ..... 25 .. ....... 
..... 1 7 148 .. ..... > 46 Immaclllate Conception AclW.emy Davenport, Iowa...... I869 1859 Sister Mary Gonzaga ...•.... R.C ...••. I7 I7 133 61 
... ;: ..... :. 234 bj 47 I Cru.!nnon Collogo . .••••••••••••... Des Moines, Iowa..... I880 I 879 Rev. C. R. Pomeroy, D. D ..... Non-sect. I2 2 10 66 27 b1M 0 t"' 48 St. Agatha.'s Seminary . .......... Iowa City, Iowa...... I861 I 859 Sisters of Charity . . .•.•.... R.C ...... 11 11 311 t:rj 49 College of tho Sisters of Bethany. Topeka, Kans ......••. il861 I862 Rt.Rev. Thomas H. Vail, D. D., P.E ...... 21 4 17 56 57 b183 0 sn LL.D. 
50 Bowling Green Female College .. Bowling Green, Ky . . . I Sil I871 George M. Edgar ............ Non-sect . 7 2 5 1 25 50 .•••.. ........... 75 
51 Clinton College .................. Clinton, K y... ........ 1874 1874 .Amanrla M. Hicks .....•••••. Baptist .. 10 2 8 4 I44 56 0 200 0 
52 Caluwell Female College ........ Danville, Ky.......... 1877 186I Rev. J obn Montgomery .•••.. Presb .... 8 1 7 .••••. 49 41 I3 I03 63 Fmnklin Female College . ....•.. Franklin, Ky . . . . . . . . . 1868 1869 Horace H. Epes . .........••. Non-sect . 8 3 5 2 ao 75 10 2 bl41 0 
5! Geor~retown Female Seminary ... Georgetown, Ky . • • . • . 1829 1846 James J. Rucker, LL.D ....... Baptist .. 11 3 8 2 fl9 76 3 118 0 
5~ 
1 
Liberty Female College .... ...••. Glasgow, Ky.......... 1873 1875 E. W. Elrocl .................. Baptist.. 7 2 5 2 90 40 0 0 I30 0 
5ti I Donghtern Co !logo .• ••••••• ••••• . Harrodsburg, Ky..... 1846 1856 John ..Aug. Williams ...•..... Non-sect. 10 2 8 •.•••• 50 ..•... 6 bl50 
57 Betli ~l :Female <.:olleffe ... ..... ' . . Hopkinsville, Ky.... . 1853 I854 J. W. Tiust, A.M., LL.D ........ Baptist .. 7 2 5 ...... 20 75 ...... 4 99 I2 
58 Hamilton Female Co lege ....... . Lexington, Ky........ I870 1870 J". T . Pa-tterson .............. Christin,n. I4 7 7 1 30 I60 I 6 0 I96 0 59 St. Catharine's Female Acn,deii:J.y. Le:rington, Ky ............ -- 1831 Sister Lucy, superior ...... .. R.C .......... ... ::. "j83' ***85* .... 6' 75 GO Sayre Female Institute . .......•. L exington, Ky . . . . . . . 1856 1854 H. B.McC1elll1n, A. ~I . •.•••••• Presb .... 12 5 7 I74 
*From Report of the· Commissioner of Education c Since deceased ; figures given are furnished by John f See report of Northwestern University (Table IX). for 1881. Lynch, A.M., B. L. , actin~ princ~al. g Includes students in music and art. 
a Includes students in art, language, and mnsic de- d As Southern Mil sonic Female ollege; chartered a.s h Reorganized under general law in 1882. 0. partments. Georfa Methodist Female College in 1882. i Rechartered in 1870. 
00 b Il!.cludes other students not separately specified. 6 In aca ernie course only. j Includes s~ndents in primary department. 
~ 
TABLE VIII.- Statistics of institutions for the superior instruction of women jm· 1882, .fc.- Continued. 
Nrune. Location. 




































































Number in col-' I ~ 













































'1 I § I 9 I 1.0 I 1.1 I 1~ I :t3 I l.<t 1.5 1.16 
I I 1--1--1 I I 1--1--1-- 1--1--·--·-
61 Millersburg Female College ..•.. 
62 Mt. Sterling Female College ... . 
63 Bourbon Female College ........ . 
64 Kentucky College .............. . 
65 Logan Femn.lo College* ......... . 
66 Sciel1Co Hill School ......•••••••. 
67 St..uart's Fomale College ..•.•••.. 
68 Stanford ]'emnlo College ....••••. 
09 Ce<la1· lllufl' Female College ..... . 
70 Silliman Female Collegiatelnst'te 
71 Kcachi Colloge ................ .. 
72. Mnnsfiel<l F1' malo College ...... . 
73 Minden Fomnlo College ......... . 
74 St. Ca.thariue's Hall 
75 Maino Wesloyan Seminary and 
Ferunle College. 
7G Waterville <.:lassicnl Institute ... 
77 B:tltimoro Academy of the Visi· 
tatiou. 
78 Baltimore Fcmalo Coll<:'ge ...... . 
79 Tho MiRI!OS Norris' School. ..... . 
110 Hnrl•ittsvlllC\ l"<'mn.lo Amnint\ry .. 
81 Cutol\ultlu;o ,li'UlliLLI!I oumlutl.l'Y •••• 
Paris, Ky ...... : ...... 1871 
Millersburg, Ky ...... 1 1856 
:rut. Sterling, Ky.. . . . . 1876 
Po wee Valley, Ky.... 1874 
Russellville, Ky .. • .. . 1867 
Shelbyville, Ky . . . . . . . 18HO 
Shelbyville, Ky ...•••. 1849 
Stanford, Ky . . • . . . . . . 1868 
Woodburn, Ky . ...... 1866 
Clinton, La........... 1852 
Keachi, La . . . . . . . .. . . 1857 
Mansfield, La. ......... 1855 
Minden, La ........... 1853 
.A.ngusta, Me ......•.. 
















Rev. Geo. T. Gould, A. M., D.D ·1 M. E. So_ .116 
Rev . .Jos. ':C. Leonard ......... Presb.... 6 
~~~~E~~~t~a· ii~,~i~y::D: ;·::: ·N~~:s-~ct: 1g 
.A.. B. Stark, LL.D ............. M.E.So .. 6 
Rev. \V. T. Poynter, D. D ..... M. E. So.. 6 
W. H. Stuart ................ Presb .... 8 
Mrs. S. C. Truebeart, A. 111 • • • • Non-sect . 9 
Rev. B. F. Cabell ............ Non-sect. 6 
E(lwin H. Fay, A. u .......... Presb.. •. 7 
~:;: J-fa·n~~~~,e~::::::::: f£.J?i~~to:: ~ 
George D. Alexander, A.M ..• Non-sect. 9 
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. P. E...... 6 
D., president; Georgianna 
Mondan, principaL-



















































~-1······1······1111 ....... ...... . 3 ................ . 
7 1 30 57 
7 ...... 80 30 
5 1 16 31 
10 ... .... ....... ...... . 
1g 1 .... ~. 
4 .................... . 
Watervi:le,Mo .•.••. . ,1S42118291JamesH.Han'lon,LL.D ...... ,Baptist .. ,(d)l- ···\····l (d) 1 (cl) 1 40 
Baltimor~, Mtl ...•••.. 1838 1837 · MotherMa.ryLeonardNeale. R.C ...•.. 28 .... 28 .......••......... 1 5 I 10 
B:t!timot·o, Md. (Park 1849 1848 Nathan Covington Brooks, Non-seot. l ll I 6 
B~\~~~~e,M:d. (S2Mc- ............ T{;~·~tsses Norris ........... Baptist-- 4 
Cnlloh street). 
~n.ddtt11ville, M:cl..... 18~7 1806 Re...-. W. C. Wiso . .. • • • • . • • • • . Ev. Luth. S I 1 
Unmbridgo, Mll. ...... 18J8 186l J. F. :Baugher, A. :M .......... Nou-seot . 5 1 
81 56,.·----~·-···· 




12 ~~ J····aT ... i. 
232 I o 
160 
100 






















































82 Lnthcr>ille Fomalo Seminary .•• . Lutherville, Md . . . . . . 1853 1853 Rev. J. H. Turner, A.M •.•••• Lutheran. 8 3 5 ·••••· 8 59 . .......... ....... .. 67 
83 Abbot Academy ....... , ......... Andover, Mass . . . • • • • 1829 18~9 Miss Philana McKeen ..... , . Non-sect. 15 5 10 .... .... .... 26 87 0 0 113 1 7 84 Lnsell Seminary for Young \Vo- Auburndale, Maris .... 1851 1851 Charles C. B:ragdon, A. AI .. ... M.E ..... 24 9 15 ............ 27 9J 1 0 151 0 
men. 
83 Gauudt Institute .. .............. Boston, Mass ......... 1852 Rev. George Gannett,A.l\I ... Cong ..... 17 8 9 ...... ............ ... ........ ........... , .......... 81 
86 Bn1(1fonl Academy* ............. Bradford, :Mass ... .... 1804 1803 Miss Annie E. Johnson .. , ... Non-sect. 11 1 10 ............ 27 70 50 .. ........ .. 147 
87 'l'he Swain Free School. ......•.. Now Bedford, Mass .. 1881 1882 Francis B. Gummore, A. H., ................. .. .. a 3 .... .. .......... ............ 87 . ........... ............ 87 
PII. D. 
88 Smi.t h Coll<'ge .. ................. Northampton, Mass .. 1870 1875 :Rev. L. Clark Seelye, D. D ... . Non-sect. 22 11 11 0 0 237 27 1 265 
8!1 \\'hNlton Female Seminary ...... Norton , Mass ......... 1837 1834 Miss A. Ellen Stanton ....... Cong . .... 11 1 10 ........... ........... ........... ......... 1 !l9 I 17 
90 Mll.plt,wood Institute for Young Pittsfield, Mass ....... 1848 1841 Rev. C. V. Spear, A. 111. ...... Cong ..... 10 4 6 ...... .......... GO .. .......... ........... 1175 
Ladies. 
91 Mount llolyoko Frmalo Seminary South Hadley, ::U:ass .. 1836 1837 Miss Julia E. Ward .......... Non-sect. 28 ....... 28 0 0 207 .. .. .. ...... 1 268 
92 W ell<'sloy College ............... W r.llesley, Mn11s ...... 1870 1875 Miss Alice E. Freeman, PI!. D. Non-sect. 54 !) 45 0 0 275 e172 3 450 I 13 93 . :Uiclii~au Female Seminary ...... Kalamazoo, ::llich .... . 1856 1866 Miss M. H. Sprague ......... Non-sect . 7 1 ' 6 14 19 6 39 4 
94 Young Ladies' Seminary and Col- Monroe, Mich ... .... . 1850 1849 C. C. Wetzell .............. " Non-sect . 6 52 
lctriate Institute.* 
95 St. Mary's Hall* .... , .... " .... _ .. Faribault, Minn ....•. 1866 1866 Rt. Rev. H. B. Whipple, D. D., P.E ..... . 11 2 9 2 ...... ~ ..... -~ •••••a .......... .. 120 
rector. 00. 
96 Beunet Seminary ................. · Minnenpolis, Minn. 1871 1870 I Mi"os Kenyon ond Abbett .. Non-sect. 10 l !) 2 28 80 .......... ............ 
'"I···· 
1-3 
(lOth st. S. and Park 
il > n•enno). ~ 97 I Blue :llonntain Female College. ·I Blne Mountnin, Miss . 1877 1873 Rev. M.P. Lowrey, D. D .... .. Non-sect. 10 2 8 "56 72 7 ...... 135 .... 00. 98 ··whit worth College.............. Brookha•en, Miss .... 1800 1859. Rev. H. F. Johnson, D. D .•••• Met.h ... . 16 4 12 40 230 ............ 4 274 0 1-:i 
99 Central Female Institute........ Clinton, Miss .. ..•.... 1853 1853 Rev. Walter Hillman, A.M., Baptist .. 7 2 5 .••••• 54 62 3 .•.••. 119 ..... 1-1 
LL.D. c 
100 Franklin Female College ........ Holly Springs, Miss .. 1849 1849 Mrs. M. B. Clark ............. Non-sect . 5 1 4 2 30 50 ............ ............ 80 . ..... > 
101 :Meridian Female College ........ Meridian, Miss .. . ... . 1866 1865 Rev. T. A. Moore ............ Baptist .. 7 2 5 2 39 26 15 ............ b123 .. ...... t"4 
102 Chickasaw Female College . ..... Pontotoc, Miss ....... 1852 1852 William V. Fri<-rson ......... Presb .... 4 1 s 1 30 45 3 ...... 78 .... 8 103 Port Gibson Female College ... .. Port Gibson, Miss .... 1854 Rev. T. C. Bradford ..•.••.... M.E.So .. 5 .... ...... .......... . .......... ........... ............ ........... 77 . ...... > 104 Starkville Female Institute ...... Starkville, Miss ...... 1872 1869 Elder T. G. Sellers, A.M ...... Baptist .. "l 1 6: ...... l20 24 ............. .. _ ........... 144 ---- 0;:1 
105 Lea Female College ... ....•. ••... Summit, Miss ......... 1877 1877 Rev. Charles H. Otken, A.M .. Baptist .. 5 1 4 4 1 40 .......... 1 b75 .. ..... t"4 
106 Stephens Female College ........ Columbia, Mo ........ 1857 185.6 R.P.Rider ................... ~~~-i~~:: 9 2 7 1 63 75 22 .......... 160 ....... trj 107 Howard College .. ..... .......... Fn.~etto, Mo ......... . 1859 1859 H. K. Hinde, A.M., M.D ...... 9 3 6 1 a75 83 14 ............ 172 ....... 00 
108 Fulton Synodical Femalo College. Fu.ton, Mo ........... 1870 1871 Rev. B. H. Charles .......... Presb .... 11. 4 7 1 20 109 10. 0 139 n 
109 St. Louis Seminar,v· ... .. ......... .Tannings, Mo ......... 1872 1871 B. T. Blewett, LL.D .......... Non-sect . 4 1 3 ···· -- ........... .......... .......... .. ........ 30 
110 Baptist Female College .......... Lexington, Mo ....... 1855 1855 John F. Lanneau, A.M .•••••• Baptist .. 12 2 10 1 36 90 10 1 137 
111 Tl_le Elizabeth.Aull Female Sem- Lexington, Mo ....... 1859 1860 Rev. James Addison Q11arles, Presb .... 16 2 14 2 53 70 6 0 129 
I mary. D. D. 
112 Hardin Female College* ......... Mexico, Mo ... ........ 1873 Mrs. H. T. Baird ............. Baptist .. 6 1 5 2i ...... .......... .... ........ 1 108 
113 J.inclenwood Co"ilege for Young St. Charles, Mo ....... 1853 1830 Rev. Robert Irwjn, D. D ••••• Presb .... 12 3 !) ...... 11 73 10 ............. 94 
Ladies. 
114 Mary Institute, Wa.sl1ington Uni- St. Louis, Mo ......... 1853 1859 C. S. Pennell, A. M ........... Non-sect. 23 l 22 ....... 221 184 0 16 421 
-versity. 
115 Bishop Whitaker's School fur Reno, N ev ............ 0 187G . Rt. Rev. 0. W. Whitaker, D.D. P.E ...... 8 2 6 ...... 20 34 10 ............ '70 
Girls. 
116 Robinson Female Seminary ...... Exeter, N. H .......... 1867 1809 Annie M. Kilbam .... ..... ... Non-sect. 10 2 8 3 96 47 ........ .... 4 l47 , .... 
,*From Report of the Commissioner ofEdncation for 1881. c Number of females in attendance for the year; a For other :figures, see pmparatory schools (Table 
a lnclu .!es students in primary department. there were also 154 males included in the total VII}. 
01 lJ> Includes other students not separately specified. attendance of 29! reported in Table. VL e Eighty- of these are in teachers' collegiate course. 
00 
~ 
TABLB VIII.- Statistics of institutions for the szporitn• instruction of tvomen for 1882 q.c.-Continue<l. 01 
. . ~ .. ~ ..... . .....iS*Ck.~1C'"- ~ - ' 00 




Corps of in- Q 
~ ~ -. strnction. 'd Students. 
1>. 
"" ~ 0 t> Number in col-§ ~ 0 legiate depart- rti ~ J.o ~ Po .eo ~ s:i ~ ~~ mont. a) "' .-;;;J ~ ~ ¢ C\1 g.~ :;;: .s ala) ~ :a "" 0 Name>. I Location. I President or principal. ~Jj a)~ ~ .-d o:s r.: cil a J-oG) ~.; '0 ~ 
-~ Pta "" t1~ ~ 
0 l=l~'-< = p.. -~+" ,..::l ~ ~ ~ •...Ocil t: 0 ~£ "'= ~ Q ..,P< 0 ~.g a)al ,.<:l l:lC '"d .s~ ~g -sa ..... 0 "" ~ a; 0 0 Ill ~~ 0 1-:rj .... .... 1:1 ci = -~ 0 ""..., ::I "' 0 0 0 g~ QID l'l a) 't'o 3 ~ ~ 1 ll.O .0$ ,0 ~ ~ :a <ti ~ Q P..~ See 3 a 1-3 -= "" rD.., 0 ~ ~ ~= 0 ::I Ill A A p:; E-4 ~ ~ :z. = :z. H H ~ trj -- ----------
1 I ~ I 3 4 ~ 6 .,. s 9 10 11 12 13 14 lli 16 a 0 
---------- - ~ 
117 NewllnrupshireConferencoSem- Tilton, N.H ....•••.•. .. , I'"' Rev. Silas E. Quimby, A. M •• ·1 M. E .•••. 115 11 : 1····~·1 ... ~· 63 105 ......... a256 1 IS: inary nn<l Female College. ~ 118 West Lebanon, N.H .. 1869 1855 E. Hubbard Barlow, A. M •••. Non-sect. 10 00 Tilden Seminary ................. 1 7 82 3 00 119 l3ordeutown Fomalo College ...•. Bordentown, N. ;J ..... 1853 1851 Rev. William C. Bowen, A.M. Non-sect. 14 5 9 ...... 15 67 8 4 94 ~ 
120 Froobold Young Ladies' Semi- Freehold, N. ;r ........ ...... 1845 .Amos Richru:dson, A.M ...... Non-sect. 6 2 4 1 10 35 0 45 0 0 
nary.* z 
121 Pennlngton Seminary ............ Pennington, N. ;r ...•. 183!) 1840 Rev. Thos. Hanlon, A.M., D. D. M. E..... 13 8 5 (b) (b) 3 160 20 t;i 
1~'2 Academy of the Sacred Heart ... Near Albany, N. Y. 1861 ...... Madrun:E.L.H~gan ......... R.C ...... 17 17 6 20 3 90 ~ 
(Kenwood). 
123 St . .Agnes School ..... __ ..•...••. Albany, N.Y ......... ....... 18il Rt. Rev. William Croswell P.E ...... 22 5 17 .. ...... ....... ............ ............ . ........ 200 ...... 0 
Doane, B. T. D., LL.D. 1-:rj 
124 Packer Coll0gi.nto Institute ...... Brooklyn, N. Y ...••.. 1845 1846 Alonzo Crittenden, A. M., Non-sect. 31 3 28 ............ 504 86 ............ . ......... 590 41 trj 
PH.D. 
125 Buffalo Female Academy ..••••.. Buffalo, N.Y .......... 1851 1851 Rev. AlbertT. Chester, D. D .. Non-sect. 13 3 10 4 69 95 6 ...... c170 17 t:1 
126 Holv Ani<'ls' Academy .......... Buffa1o, N. Y ......... 186t 1861 Sister Mary Angela. ...•...•. R.C •••••• 8 8 8 183 .......... 4 ...... 187 .. ..... c::l 
127 Granger 'lace School. ........... Canandaigua, N. Y ... 0 1876 Ca.roline.A.: Comstock ... ! .... Non-sect. 10 3 7 48 21 26 ............ 95 ........ a 
128 Cla.verntk College and Hudson Claverack, N. Y ...... 1869 1779 Rev. Alonzo Flack, PH. D •••• Non-sect. 17 6 11 11 200 61 5 1 2G7 . 0 > 1-3 Rivor In11titnto. ~ 
120 St. ;Josllph's Academy ........... Lockport, N. Y .. ... _. 1866 1866 Sister Emelie ................ R.C ...... 8 ..... 8 5 500 85 ··---- ·----- 585 ...... 0 
1~0 Academy of tho Sncretl nca1·t• .. :Manhattanville, N. Y . Madam~ Irene Robinson, R.C .••••• 200 ...... ;z 
1865 
aupenoress. 
R.O ...... 30 9 ...... 25 1 cl206 131 .A~~1t1~~~!n~~<l!~~~t~nt St. Vincent- Now York, N.Y ...... 1847 Mother M.. Jerome Ely ...... 
36 6 45 
1:12 Acnth•my or tllo Sa<'t'etl Ueart• ... N~~~:~o{.f.h ~t-r~t~~9 ...... ...... Mo.dante Mary G. Edwards, R.C .............................. ------ ............ 
135 
lluperioreae. 
2 g ...... ....................... 112 lli:J Fitllllllll nntl t'l.tiii!CIII ............... 'NtlW Ym·k, N.Y. (-10 ...... 1880 Ml811 ltfary llnrriott Norris, ........... 11 ······ ........ 
l C1~11t !'18th a tn•t't). A.. II. 
1341 Mrs. S. Rood's Boarding and Day New York, N. Y. (6 . •• . . . 1864 
School. and8East53dstreet). 
1~5 D'Yo~'"illo .A.<:~ademy • .· ...•...... Plattsburgh! N.Y.... 1869 1860 
13G Cooks Colle~mte Institute ..•..• Poughkeepsie, N.Y ........ 1848 
137 Poughkeepsie Female .Academy. Poughkeepsie, N. Y . . 1836 1836 
138 .Asheville Female College........ .Asheville, N. C . ..• • •. . .. • • . 1854 
139 Charlott~ Female Institute . . . . • . Charlott-e, N. C . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1857 
140 Greensboro' F emale College ..••. Greensboro', N.C ..... 1839 1846 
141 Davenport Female College*...... Lenoir, N. C . • . . . . . . . . 1856 1856 
142 Wesleyan Female College...... . Murfreesboro', N.C . .. 1854
1
g1853 
143 Oxford Female Seminary . • • . • • • . Oxford, N. C.......... 1850 1880 
144 Pea co Institute.................. Raleigh, N. C......... 1857 1872 
145 St. Mary's School. ••••••••.•••••. Raleigh, N.C ..••••••. 0 1842 
146 Simonton Female Collefft ..•.•.. Statesville. N. C .••••• 1857 
147 Thomasrulo Female Co ego ..... Thomasville, N. C .•.. 1855 1849 
148 Bartholomow English and Classi- Cincinnati, Ohio .•.••• 1875 
cal School. 
149 Cincinna.ti Wesleyan College .... Cincinnati, Ohio .••••. 1842 1842 
150 Mt. Auburn Young Ladies' lnst-i- Cincinn.ati, Ohio ..•.•. 1856 
tute. 
151 Cleveland Seminary for Girls* ... Cleveland, Ohio....... 1853 1854 
152 Cooper Academy ..............•. D::tyton, Ohio • ; • • . . • • . 1842 1843 
153 Glendale Fema.le College ..•.•••. Glendale, Ohio .•••••.. 1854 1854 
154 Gmnville Femalo College* ....••• Granville, Ohio . • • • • • • 1833 1833 
155 Young Ladies' Institute ......•.. Granville, Ohio . . . . • • . . . . . . . 1832 
156 Highland Institute .............. Hillsborowrh, Ohio • . . 1860 1857 
157 Hillsborough Female College .•.. Hillsborough, Ohio . . . 1854 1857 
158 Oxford Female College .....•.... Oxford, Ohio ....... .•. 1854 1854 
159 Western Female Seminary . ...... Oxford, Ohio.......... 1853 1855 
160 Lake Erie Female Seminary ..•.. Painesville, Ohio . . . . . 1856 1859 
161 St. Helen's Hall .............••... Portland,Oreg ...•.......... 18G9 
162 .Allentown Female College ....... Allentown, Pa . ....... 1867 1867 
163 lllairs•illo Ladies' Seminary ..... Blairsville, Pa . . . . . . . . 0 1851 
]lit \Vilson College .............•.•.. Chafubersbura, Pa.... 1869 1870 
165 Pennsylvania Female College ..•. Collegeville, 'P::t. . . . . . . 1853 1851 
11iG I French Protestant School. ....... Germantown, Pa. ·····1······ 1 1857 
1ti7 I Miss Mary E. Stevens's Board- Germantown, Pa. (W. . • . • • • 18G8 
in::r and Day School for Young Cheltou avenue, be-
Mrs. Sylvanus Reed .•••••••.• f P. E ...... f 18 I 6 I 12 
Sister M. H. Lefebvre, sup'r.. R. C...... 12 . . • . 12 
George W. Cook, :PH. D ....... Non-sect. 14 3 11 
Rev. D. G. ·wright, s. T. D. Non-sect. 13 8 5 
rector. ' 















Rev. James .A.tkins, jr . •• • • • • M. E. So.. 8 4 4 3 99 60 . • • . . • . •• • .. 159 
Rev.Wm. R. Atkinson, A.l\1 .. Presb .... 10 2 8 .••••. 101 51 23 ...... 175 
Rev. T. M. Jones, A. :&I., D. D .. Meth ..... 13 2 11 1 11 129 4 4 148 
Rev. George F. Round, A.l\1;. M. E. So.. 2 1 1 ...... 8 15 1 .•.•.. 24 
E.E.Pasham .••••••••••...•. M.E. So ...................................................... . 
F. P. Hobgood .. . . .. . . . . • .. .. . . • .. . . . • . . 8 2 6 1 28 70 2 .•• ·... 100 
Rev. R. Burwell, D. D., and Presb.... 12 3 9 2 50 ••.... 11 ...... d197 
John B. Burwell, A. M. 
Rev. Bennett Smedes, A,M .. , P. E ...••• 17 5 1 12 .••••• •••••• •••.•. .••••. ...... 140 
rector. 
Mrs. E. N. Grant h .••••••••. Non-sect. 7 .. • • 7 
H. W. Reinhart . • • • • • .. • .. .. . Non-sect. 7 2 5 






62 , ............ . 
84 
Rev. W.K.Brown, D.D •••••• , M. E ..... 1 32 1 11 121 
H. Thane Miller .. • • . • • • • • • • . Non-sect . 12 2 10 
S. N. Sa.nford, A. M .......... ~ 
James .A.. Robert, A.M ..••.••. 
Rev:. Ludlow D. Pot.ter, D. D. 
William P. Kerr, A.M ....... . 
Rev. D. Shepardson, D. D •••• 
Miss Eleanor P. Allen .•••••. 
Rev. John F. Loyd, A.M ...... 
Rev. Robert D. Morris, D. D •• 
Miss Helen Peabody ...•..... 
Miss Mary Evans ........... . 
Miss Mary B. Rodney .•••••.. 
Rev. W. R. Ho:fford, A. M .... . 
Rev. T. R. Ewing .......... .. 
Rev. J. C. Caldwell, D. D .•• : •• 
J. Warrenne Sunderland, 
A. )f., LL.D., rector. 













































.29 68 22 •.••••• 119 
70 
·······------~·-····1-·····1······ 43 98 41 ...... ...... 139 
17 59 21 0 97 
(68) 23 . .. . .. illO 
60 45 .•.•.. . 4 109 
0 
0 
.... i., ... 3i" ... 23 .... i5" :::::: ... 69 _, .... 
.. 10 51 8 .••••. 69 
. • • . . . . • • • • . 185 . • . .. . . • . . . . 185110 
28 81 35 -..... 144 1 
25 ...... ...... ...... 186 2 
29 40 5 ·••••· 74 1 
::::::1:~:::: ~~ :::::: :::::: ~g 
Prof. and Madame Paulin .... 
Miss Mary E. Stevens ...•... 
P.E ...••• I13 
P.E ...... 12 
4 
6 ~ J:::: :: \: :::::1::::::1:::::J··i2· 62 85 
Ladies. low Wayne). 
l GS UniYcr>:it.vFemaleinstitnte .... Lewisburg,Pa. ........ ,l846,18521 Mrs.K~ttherineB.Larison ... ,Baptist .. ,12141 8, .••••• , 371 36 1 30 , ...... ,103 
1 69 , Brook o II all Female Seminary... Media, Pa. . . • • • • • . . . • • .. .. .. 1856 Maria L. Eastman...... . . . . . . P. E ... ... 12 3 9 • • . • .. . • • • • . . . . . .. . . . . .. 6 50 
liO , Acr.demy of Notre Dame"'" ....... Philadelphia, Pa...... ... . .. .... . . Sister Julia, superioress ..... R. C...... .... ... . .. .. .... .. .••••• ....... .... .. ...... 155 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. d Includes other students not separately specified. g Date of'fir!}t opening; reopene(l after several years' 
a fllis is the total enrolled in tho various departments; e Include8 students in primary department. suspension in September, 1881. 
the number of different students enrolled is 216. 1 This is the total number enrolled in the various depart- h Since deceased. 
b See statistics of preparatory schools ('l'ablo Vll). menta; the reported total is 105. i ~his includes 19 pupils in primary department. 
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Corps of in- ~ <b 
struction.. '1:! Students. 
t>, 
.£ !» Numher in col- .P 
~ .£ legiate depart- [ ~ 
«~ . ell ment. <l) ..... 
~~ ~ ~ ,a 
e 2 ~~ . . I . ;::: ~ 
A_£ ~ <l) ~ ~ ~ ct3 ~.,; ~ s ... p, e ~ P< • .... ..., -~ .... ..Q · a l:l ~ 8 ~ ~ ~g t § ~ 
~ ·~ g. ~ ~ g 0 'g '8 ~ ~ 
ci ~ ~ro 'a ·a C) ;:; ~ • ~ ~ ..... I · 1 ~ e .a b.() t~ .=> <l) I ~ ..a 
~ .a I ~ ~ ~ f Ul:;=j g g I ~ ~ 
I I f&l ~ ~~ ~~~~ ~--~ ~ 
5 6 ,. s 19 I® j.t:t ll2 1.3 ].<! I ll~ 116 
. * . . ? - ' . -,--------
Chegary Institute .•••.•••.•.•• ·1 PlnladelphlR, Pa. (15~71--- .. -118141 Madame D Hervilly •••• -----I-.-- ...... -I---- -- ... --- . -·· ··1------ ----- · ------ · -----1------ ·-- · Sprnoe street). 
Chestnut Street Seminary ·······1 Philadelphia, Pa ....•. ------ ~ 1850 I Misses M. L. Bonney and H.l Non-sec~ -~18 ' 8 10 ~ --···- ~- ----- ...... ---··- --···- 80 .A..Dill:we. 
Pittsbur~hFomnleCollege ...... Pittsburgb,Pa ....... 1854 18~ Rev.I.C.Pershlng,n.n ..... M.E ..... 28 13 15 20 65 43 316 8 432 54 
\VashiugtonFemaloSomiunry ... Wf>shinrton,l'a. ... ... 1836 1836 MissN.Shorrarcl ............ Presb .... 10 .••. 10 1 10 J.60 ............ 170 ..•. :Mrs.GoodwinWntson'sEn~lish, West ~hiladelphia, 1 ............ Mrs. Goodwin Watson. .............................. --~--- .................. 1 ............ 1 ... . 
Frl.'nch, nnd German Young 1 Pa. (4111 Walnut st.). 
Lndicl:l' School. 
.Audor:lon Female Seminary ..... 
Colt1tu bin. I•'cm:llo Coli ego ...•••.. 
Dno W<'st ]'omnlo Collogo ....... 
Grcouvillo Femalo Collego ...••.. 
\Vnlhnlh Fomale Collo~o .••..... 
Willium!lton 1!'omnlo Co1lcge .... . 
.Ath<.'ns l!'emnlo Seminary" ...... . 
St. Jnm<'sllall ................ .. 
llristoll!'omnlo College ....••.... 
l:t·u\nt!wille Femnle <Jollege .... . 
\Vc'lloynu l!'omnlo Collogo ..... .. 
lk,llovuo l!'lllltnlo College ....... .. 
}n\nmbil~ Athonronm ........... . 
Jolluuhlt\ l•'l,mnlo lnAtituto* •.••. 
Tt•Hno""'~~·· Ft•l\Htl\1 Oo1lt'~O- ...... 
lllll!ll l'hl .. (.)onft•t·ouco l~llllll\10 Iu· 
Anderson, S. C ............ .. 
Columbia, S.C ........ 185-! 
Due West, S.C ....... 1859 
W:i~ii~.es~c ~ ~:::::: . ~~~~ _ 
Willin.:r.nston, S. C . . • • . 1875 
Athens, Tonn......... 1869 
:Boli\"ar, Tenn ............. .. 
:Bristol, Tonn . . . • . . . . . 1872 
Brownsville, Tenn.... 1851 
:Br·ownsvillo, Tonn.... 1870 
Collierville, Tonn ..... 1872 
Columbia, '.renn ...... 1858 
Columbia, •.renn ...... 1835 
Franklin, Tonn ....... 1856 

















Lewi& M . .A.yer ... ... -~- ------
Rev. Osgood A. Darby, D. D .. 
J.P. Kennedy, A. M ......... . 
.A.lex:ander S. Townes .....••. 
Rev. J.P. Sweitzer, D. D ..... 
~~~: ~:;a~rs~i1~,.;;.~· .~:::: 
Rev. J. Jl. Lee, D. D., rector .. 
Prof. D. C. Wester, A. ll! , .... 
~e~-J~~~e{Vtii'!~;~ A'. !1::: ~:: 
Rev. James A. Heard, D, D •••• 
Robert D. Smith. A. M: •••••••. 
Rev. Georgo Bookett, s, T. "Q • -
M1:s. M. E. Clllrk ............ . 
Rov • .A.. W. Jones, A. r..r., D. D .. 
<: 1~~.',\:~1,1i; 11 ,,1 l_,'Nnalo Cull••ao _ ... 1 J\f0Minnvlll(\, :l'•lnn .•• \ 18GO I 18GO 1 N.J. Finney, A. :u ...... ·····-
Non-sect. 7 1 6 2 38 40 ' 251 0 103 
M.E. So .. 10 4 6 2 40 83 ------ 1 124 
Non-sect. 8 1 7 2 75 94 6 ...... 175 
Baptist . . 10 3 7 3 91 80 9 . • • . . • 180 
E>. Luth. 5 1 4 1 47 40 o 1 88 
Non-sect. 10 4 6 1 22 --~--- ------~-----· 116 
~.0its_e.~~: .. 6. --r --5· :::::: :::::~ ···a· :::::: .----2- ~~ 
Baptist.. 5 1 4 2 45 55 ...... ...... 100 
BaJ>tist . . 4 1 3 .... ,. .. . . . . .. .. • • . . . . . . . . • . . . 00 
M. E, So . 4 1 3 . .. . . . 25 28 .. . . . • 2 55 
Non-soot. 6 1 5 2 39 64 ...... 2 105 
Non-soot. 18 5 13 1 20 ...... 15 12 I a151 
:P.E ..... 10 2 81 1 35 83 3. •.••.• 125 
Non-soot, 9 0 9 1 20 81 15 ~ ll~ 
M. E. So . 9 2 7 1 IJB9 OS 21 ..•..• , 153 






































193 · Murfreesboro' Female Institute. Murfreesbom', Tenn .. 185- 185- James 'E. ScoW,,..&.. M. •••• •• . Non-sect. 11 ;! 9 2 50 •••••••••••. •••••• 
19-l Nashville College for Young Nashville, Tenn. (6 1882 1880 :Rev. George • F. Price, M. M. E. So. 15 3 12 ...... ...... 200 . ..... ........ 
Ladies. Vauxhall street). .A.., D. D. 
105 St. Cecilia.' a Academv ............ Nashville, Teun .••••. 1862 1860 Sister Ursula. Wildman ...... R.C ..... 15 0 15 8 20 60 0 0 
196 W. E.Ward'sSeminaryforYoung Nashville, Tenn ...... 1860 1865 Rev. William E. Ward, D. D •• Non-sect. 18 2 ~6 1 35 191 41 5 
Ladies. 
107 Martin Female College .......... Pulaski, Tenn .••.•••. 1872 1873 W.K.Jones ................. Meth .••. 4 1 3 4 45 65 ···--· 2 198 Rogersville Female College ...... Rogersville, Tenn .••. 1852 1849 Rev. James D. Thomas, M.A.. Pres b.... 7 2 5 2 45 52 0 0 
199 Ma.ry Shnrp Colleg& .••...•..••••• Winchester, Tenn .... 1850 1851 Z. C. Graves, LT •• D............ Ba~ist .. 11 7 4 2 52 83 4 6 
200 Soule College* ................... Chapell Hill, Tex ..... 1853 1853 Rev. E. D. Pitts, D. D .. .. • • • .. M. . Su ............................... 
201 Dallas Femrue College •••••••••.. Dallas, Tex ........... 1872 1872 Rev. G. J. Nunn .............. M. E. So. 7 3 4 ...... 60 65 78 
202 Ursuline Academy ............... Galveston, Tex ....... 1847 Mada;me St. Augustine, su- R.C ................................... ........ .... .. 
penoress. 
203 I Young Ladies' School, South- Georgetown, Tex ..... 1875 1840 Rev. Francis Asbury Mood, M. E. So . 13 9 4 2 45 54 ······ --···· western University. 
1846 
D. D., regent. 
20( Bnylor Female Colle~e ........... Independence, Tex ... 1846 Rev. John Hill Luther, D. D •• :Baptist . . 12 3 9 7 20 99 8 4 
205 Woodla.wn Fema.le College ...... Paris, Tex ............ 1871 1871 P. F. Witherspoon, A • .u •••••• Non-sect. 5 1 4 ...... 42 54 4 
206 Nazareth Academy .............. Victoria, Tex ......... 1880 1866 Mother Mary St. Claire ...... R.C ..... .... .••. .... 16 ...... 120 2 
207 Vermont Methodist Seminary Montpelier, Vt .•••••. 1834 1834 Rev. .r. D. :Beeman, A. M., M. E..... 9 4 5 1 42 50 0 1 
and Female College. 
1853 
pres't; E. A. :Bishop, prin. 
208 Marlh:t Washington College ..... Abingdon, Va. ........ 1858 Rev. E. E. Wiley, D. D •••.•••• M. E. So . 11 3 8 .................. 
200 Hollins Institute ................ BotetourtSprings, Va. 1843 1842 Charles L. Cocke, M.A., sup't. .Baptist . • 14 5 9 1 15 115 
210 Albemarle Female Institute ..... Charlottesville, V a ..•. 1855 1856 Rev. Aloxander Eubank, A. 111. ~~~~o·: ~ .. : ... : ..... ~. :::::: :::::: 211 :Montgomery Female College ..• . Christiansburg, Va ... 1854 Mrs. 0. S. Pollock ............ 
212 Roanoke Female College* ........ Da.nvillc, Va .......... 1859 1859 S. Yv. and J. T. Averett ...... :Baptist . . 8 a 5 1 15 84 4 
213 E<lge Hill School ................ Keswick Depot, Va. ... 1866 Miss M. B. Randolph ........ Non-sect. 6 0 6 .................. 
2H Marion Female College .......... Marion,Va, ........ ... 1874 1873 Rev . .r. J. Scherer, A. M ....... Lutheran 6 2 4 1 30 66 2 • 2 
215 Norfolk College for Young Ladies Norfolk, Va ........... 1880 1880 Rev. R. M. Saunders .••.•••.. Non-sect. 13 5 8 3 113 164 36 4 
216 Southern Female College" .•••... Petersburg, Va ....... 1863 1862 W. T. Davis, A .. M ............. Non-sect. 8 2 G 0 ............ 
217 Staunton Female Seminary ...... Staunton, Ya ......... 1870 1870 Rev. James Willis ........... Ev.Luth. 8 2 6 ...... 28 39 3 
218 Wcs1o:-an Female Institute ...... Staunton, Va ......... 1849 1850 Rev. William .A. Harris, D. D • Moth . .. . 20 (20) .................. 
219 Fauquier Institute ............... Warrenton, Va, ........ Rev . .r. A. Chambliss, D. D .••. ........... 6 1 5 .................. 
220 Episcopal Female Institute ..•... Winchester, Va ....... "i874' 1874 Rev . .r. C. Wheat, D. D •••••••. P. E . .. .. 7 2 5 1 26 46 0 0 
221 Valley Female College ........... Winchester, Va ....... 1874 Rev. John P. Hyde, A.M ...... :M. E. So . 7 2 5 1 15 46 2 
222 :Broaddus Female College ........ Clarksburg, W.Va ... 1877 1871 Rev. Edward J. Willis, LL.B .. :Baptist.. 10 2 8 2 25 39 7 
• 223 Parkersburg Female Seminary .. Parkersburg, W.Va .. 0 1865 Mrs. H. L. Fiel<l .............. ........... 4 .... 4 .................. 224 Wheeling Female College ........ Wheeling, W. Va ..•.. 1848 1850 Miss .A. Taylor, A.M .......... Non-sect. 15 7 8 ··~·-- 14 78 14 225 Wisconsin Female College ....... Fox Lake, Wis ....... 1855 1856 Helen A. Pepoon ............ Cong .. .. 5 • • • . 5 . .. .. . 55 20 7 1 
226 Milwaukee College .............. Milwaukee, Wis ...... 1853 1851 Charles B. Farrar, A. lii ....... Non-sect. 16 3 13 3 143 27 95 
227 St. Clara Academy ............... Sinsinawa Mound,Wis 1852 1852 Sister Mary Emily Power .••. R. c . . .. . 22 .. .. 22 . .. .. • 35 44 3 
" From R eport of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Includes other students not separately specified. 
b Includes students in primary departments. 
































































































TABLE VIII.-StatistiC8 of instifldionsfor the snpe-1·ior i118t1·uction of womenf01·1882, g·c.-Continucd. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or no~1e; .... indicates no answer. 
~i e ~ Library. Cost of- PI·operty, income, &c. ~ 
'd"' p = .;::: 
-~ ~ ~ ] ... ~ ~ bn -d I ~ ~ ~ ~-o -a ;$ ] ~ ~.3 e :S .; ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ':;; ~ .;:1 .,; ;$ & .s ~ .s .::> .E ~ ~ t; ~ 
~-~ ·:-g al"' ~ ~ 1:(1 s~ s $ ~~ 8 8 .s~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .s -; "' ·~I) s § a § ~ § §: p. ~ p. ~ ~ -~ 
,g;: ~»~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -g ::s =~ <II g 8 ~ ..... § sa .... ~ 
:g~ <s '8 <s .s~» ~~"~ ~t> , ~~ ~ o .... ~,... ~->J 
.s g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .B ~ 'S ~ ~ 4) .s 
] .B -a '8 '8 ~ 'E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g @ -~ 
""'~ s ::s ::s Q ~ ·e p. ·e .a·.... s Q ~ 
Name. Date of next com-mencement. 
~..s :z; 
1
z z ~ P=l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p::; 
!----------.---------~.; ~s J ~u 20 21 
1 
22 23 ,.,. , 2~ I ,... 2~ J-:;-_____ _ 29 
4 
4 
38 1, 500 30 $150 
40 1, 500 25 160 
40 1,125 156 150 
40 .............. ....... 200 
40 ........... ........... a170-200 
37 3, 500 20 158 
40 250 150 150 
40 ............ ••• 125 
40 500 5 120 
38 ........ ...... 150 
40 1, 000 .••• •• 150 
40 "1, 000 *100 275 
700 ...••• a330 
4, 000 100 330 
*2, 875 . ••• • . 300 
b500 ...... a450 
2, 530 ..•... a200 
168 57 150 
2, 000 ...... 165 
500 .••• •. 140 
*2, 000 .....•.•••••.••. 
~gg 1 12g 125-~gg 
1, 200 1...... 150 
.... ~~~ .... ~. ~gg 
$30 $50-60 $20,000 .......... ............ Juno 15. 
24 40 30,000 ..... $o· ..... $o· $6, 000 .Ttme 7. 26 25,30 45,000 al3, 000 Ma.v 30. 
40 50 12,000 0 0 .Tune 6. 
30,40 50 .Tune 13 . 
30-50 60 50, 000 . • • .. • • . . • . . • • .. 12, 000 .Tnne 14. 
30,40 50 25,000 . . ...... .•• .. ... 3, 500 I.Tnne 7. 
20 40 25, 000 . . .. • • .. . . . .. • .. . • . . ...... .Tune 20. 
40 50 10, 000 .......................... 
1
.runo 22. 
24-36 60 210, 000 .. .'..... . • • . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . Juno 25. 
20-40 50 60, 000 . .•• . . . . . .• . . . . . 5, 500 .Tuuo 20. 
50 50 30, 000 0 0 a26, 000 May 30. 
(50-80) 40, 000 . . • . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 21. 
20 1 20 200, 000 . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • • • • . • • . May 31. 
....... ... ...•••.... .•... . ... . 0 0 .......... Juno. 
(60-120) 1140, 000 . ... .• •. ...... •. M, 500 Juno 27. 
28-40 60 ......... . ... ... .. .•. ..... 8, 000 July 1. 
20 60 *35, 000 .. . . • . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . .. .. June 20. 
30 70 40, 000 . . . .. . • . . • • . . • • . 11, 500 .Tune 20. 
20, 35 50 20, 000 . . . • . . . . ... • •• . . 3, 000 .Tnno 20. 
.... i0.:.3o ....... :to· 1~:ggg ······o·······o·····a:ooo· .rune21. 
1~g 4o-gg J:g~g :::::::::::::::: ~;~gg ~::;:~~&: 
30 50 50, 000 0 0 . ..... .. 0. j~:::~ ~J · 




































21 W e•loyau Fomale College . • • . ••• • •• • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • . , 5 40 2, ooo 275 250 <5 70 225, ooo 50, 000 j 3, 000 7, 300 July lL 
28 CollegoTcmplo •.••••.••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• x 4 40 1,500 .•.... 125 20-40 50 25,000 .••..... .•.••••• 6,000 June15. 
29 :RomeFerunleCollege ..•••••.••••••••••••••.•••••••. x 4 40 .••...•. .....• 150 c30 50 15,000 ...... 
6 
..........•••...... June14. 
30 Shorter College..................................... x 5 40 . ••. . . . . •••• •• 180 50 60 120,000 0 *7, 500 June 27. 
31 YoungFemaleCollege .•••... ...• •.•.•... · ..•••.••••. x ••••.. 40 ........ .••••• 175 30 50 *20,000 .••••... ........ *2,500 June26. 
32 Semin:J.l'yofthcSacre<lHeart ... : ............................ 40 2,000 ...... 240 30 50 1,000 .......................... June27. 
33 Woman'sCollegeoftheNorthwesternUniversity .. x 4 37 (d) ...... 212i 48 66 .................................... June20. 
34 KnoxScminary ......................................... 4 39 (e) ...... 135 .......... 45 (e) (e) (~) .......... June27. 
35 .Almirn.Colle\le .................................... 0 0 4 40 1,000 ...... 135 35 45 /40,000 ....... . ..•..••. 1,992 J"tme15. 
36 Highland IIa College for Women .................. x 4 38 ........ ...... l!JO 40 60 ..................................... June 13. 
37 lllinoisFemaleCollege ............................. x 4 40 1,000 ...... 230 40 40 100,000 .......................... June7. 
38 Jackson-ville Female .Academy . .. • . • . .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 38 400 . .. • . . a260 50 50 35,000 . • • .. .. . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . .. . June 6. 
39 St.Marv'sSchool ................................... x 4 40 ........ .••... a360 20 40 *75,000 0 o .••....... June13. 
40 Ferry Hall, Lake Forest University................ x 6 37 400 0 a300 40-60 60 72,500 0 0 o s, 230 June 27. 
41 St. Angela's Academy ........................................ 40 ........ ...... alSO ..................................... ~ .................. June 26. 
42 Mt. Carroll Seminary............................... x 5 37 5, 000 . • .. . . 215 30 40 100, 000 . • • .. .. . . ... . .. . .. • • .. . . . . June. 
43 Rockford Seminary• . ... ........ .... .......... ...... x 4 38 2, 650 50 165 28 36 120,000 16, 000 1,100 7, 469 June 21. 
44 DePauw Colleae t'or Young Women............... x 3-5 40 1, 200 41 176 32 40 30, ooo ...... .. ........ 5; 100 June 14. 
45 St.Marv'sAca emicinstitute ...................... x ...... 42 3,000 ...... alSO ........................................................ June27. m 46 Immaculate Conception Academy .. .. • .. . .. • .. .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . 43 1, 610 160 alSO . . .. .. . . • . . .. .. • . . . . . • .. . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . • • .. • • • • .. • .. . . . . June 28. 1-3 47 Callanan College .................................... x 4 36 50 ...... .......... 30 36 50,000 0 .................. June7. ~ 48 St.. Agatha's Seminary .............................. x ...... 42 620 80 ............... . .................................................. June. • 
1-1 49 College of the Sisters of Bethany. . .. • • • • .. • .. .. • • .. x 3 36 1, 000 50 a225-400 ................... 0 150, 000 2, 000 200 .. .. . • .. . . Juno 6. m 50 Bowling Green Female College..................... x ...... 38 400 .... .. 160 30 40-60 15,000 0 o 3 000 June 10. t-3 51 Clinton College.-... ................................ X 4 40 500 100 100 30 40 2, 000 0 0 a: 600 June 7. 1-1 
52 Caldwell F emale College...... . • • .. • .. • • • .. .. • • .. • .. x 4 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180 40 50 18, 000 .. .. • . . . .. • • • • . . 33, 000 June 13. c 
53 Franklin Female College............................ x 4 40 300 25 160 35 50 30, 000 0 o s, 900 Juno 7. ~ 54 Georgetown Female Seminary...................... x ...... 40 300 0 175 30 40,60 25,000 0 0 .......... June 13. 
55 Liberty Female College............................. x 4 40 300 100 130 30 40 20,000 0 0 3, 500 June 7. 
t-3 56 Daughters College.................................. x 5 40 3, 500 . . . . . . ao250 50 50 40, 000 . . . . . . . . . •• .. .. . a18, 000 June 1. 
~ 57 Bethel Female Colle~e............................ .. x 4 40 400 ...... 150 50 50 30,000 .••..•.. ........ 4, 500 May 31. 
Ill 58 Hamilton Female Co ele....... .... • • .. .. .. .. .. .. • . x 4 40 . .. . . . . . ... . .. 200 30 60-70 100, 000 0 0 4 560 June 5. 
~ 59 St. Catha.riue's Female cademy... ... .. • .. .. .. •. .. . . . .. .... • . 40 400 100 300 20 40 100, 000 3, 000 . . . . .. • . ' g500 1 60 Sayre Femaler Institute............................. .. . . .. . . . . 40 . . . . .. • . . . . . .. 220 50 60 100, 000 5, 000 h1, 7 50 8, 000 June 6. 
~ 61 Millersburg Female College........................ x 4 40 1, 500 150 160 25-40 50 25,000 0 0 6, 700 June 14. 
62 Mt. Sterling F emale College .... • • • .. . • • •• ... .... • .. x _4 40 -....... . •• .. • 200 32 42 10, 000 .............. ...._ .. • • .. .. • . June 12. 
63 Bourbon Female College............................ .... 4 40 ..•.. .. . ...... 160 30 50 5, 000 .......................... June 13. 
64 Kentucky Colle6e .................................. x 4 40 500 30 175 40 50 20,000 o o 8 000 June. 
65 Logan Female ollege* ... ,.................... •• .. . x .. • .. . 40 1, 500 .. • .. • 160 30 50 25, 000 0 o .• ••. .'..... June 7. 
06 Science Hill School................................. x 4- 39 1, 500 ...... 200 45 60 20,000 ........ ........ a9, 000 June 4. 
67 Stuart's Female College .... .. . ... • • ... .. ........... x 4 40 500 20 160 32 42, 50 10,000 ........ . ... .. • . . 2, 000 June 6, 7. 
68 Stanfor<lFemaleCollege .............. ~ ............. x 4 40 70:1 ...... 160 40 50 13,000 ................ 6,500 June14. 
69 Cedar muff Female College . . . . • .. .. .... • .. . • .. • • • . X 4 40 1, 000 100 150 26 40 ........ - . -....... . . .. .. . . • •• • .. .. • . June 1. 
70 Silliman :Female Collegiate Institute................ x 4 40 325 25 200 20 50 20, 500 20,000 1, 600 .......... June 20. 
71 Keachi College 0......................... ... . • .. . .. .. x ... .. . 40 200 50 110 35 50 20, 000 . .. • .. . . .. • ••• • • ... • • • . . • . June 15. 
72 Mansfield Female Colle~e....... ••• • .. .............. x 4 38 1, 048 900 ° 150 30, 40 40, 50 25, 000 ............. ~.. 2, 700 June 13. 
73 Minden Female College............................. x ... , . . 4-0 400 120 150 40 50 16, 000 0 o 3, 000 June 14. 
74 St. Catharine's Hall................................. 0 5 '40 500 . .. . . . 250 30 36 20, 000 0 0 6, 000 June 21. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. c Average char~. /Includes value of furniture. 01 a Board and tuition. 0 a See report of ort.hwestern University (Table IX). 1ft From the city, for poor children. 00 bin 1880. e See report of Knox College (Table IX). :Ucludes $1,450 from rents. 
~ 
TABLE VIII.- Statistics of institlttionsfor the superio1' instruction of womenfo1·1882, 9·c.-Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signilies no or none; .••. indicates no answer. 
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' I . I 75 :!fnine Woslt'rnn Son1inat·y and FemRle College..... x 4 39 4, 000 ••••.• $120 .................... $104,000 $40,000 $2,400 $4,000 76 WntcrvilloClassicnlinstitute ...................... x 4 40 50 0 120 .......... $20-24 10,000 35,000 2,100 2,200 June28. 
71 D•ltimo~• Aon<l•m~ of th& Vi>itaMon •••••••••••••..••..••••• <2 3, 000 ...... .......... $55 75 ........................ ..!. ......... ~ June 20. 
78 BnltuuoxeFomnloColloge .......................... x 4 40 3,926 54 a260 50 60 62,500 ........ b2,500 6,000 June14. 
79 The~liss~sN. orris'Sohoo~ .............................. 
1 
...... 40 . ....... ...... a-350 ........................................................ June20. 
80 :But·kittsvllloFema.leSemmary..................... .... 5 37 ........ ...... 130 16 30 ................................... . 
81 CnmbridJ;!o Female Seminary....................... x ...... 41 500 50 200 I 20-35 40-50 10,000 .......................... June 17. 
82 Lutherville Femnle Seminary....................... .. .. 4 36 ........ ...... 140 30-40 60 25,000 .......................... June 10-12. 
sa Abbot .Academy.................................... o 4 36 2, 396 35 a300 54 54 50,000 12,600 695 7, 396 June 8. 
84 LaaellSominnryforYoungWomen ................. 0 4 36 900 50 310 90 90 90,000 o o 12,000 Juno21. 
85 Gnnoettinstitute .................................. 0 4 36 3,500 100 300 80-125 200 75,000 .......................... June6. 
86 :Braufon1Acallemyk ................................ 0 4 38 2,500 40 260 60 · 60 206,300 ........ ........ 8,800 June21. 
87 Tllo Swn.in Free School. ...................................... 36 300 .••••• .......... .......... o 30, ooo 153,500 8, 500 o 
88 SmithColloge ....................................... x 4 36 1,500 ...... 250 .......... 100 300,000 300,000 .................. June20. 
89 When.ton Fomnlo Seminary......................... 0 4 38 3, 800 100 210 45 45 .............. - • ._ .................. June 27. 
90 :htapl<"wooulnstitoteforYonngLadies ............. 0 4 38 1,200 100 24.0 24 30 75,000 .•. ' ....................... June27. 
01 MountHolyokoFomaleSomina.ry .................. .... 4 38 11,000 181 a175 .................... 277,200 71,685 4,837 a44,2-31 June21. 
02 ''Vollosloy Collo~o .......... ........................ x 4, 5 38 23,000 .••••. 190 .......... 60 .................................... June 19. 
03 MiollignH ll'omruo Seminary......................... 0 4 88 1, 000 200 a175 .......... .......... 50, ooo ...... •• ........ 7, 244 June 21. 
04 Young Ln1lies' Somiua.ty nnd. Collegiate Institnto*.. •••. ...... •••. 400 ...... .......... (20-80) 10, ooo ......................... . 
05 St. Mn.ry.'A uan• ....... ............................. .... 4 40 c800 ...... a350 40 I 50 c30, 000 .......................... June. 
00 111-nnl'tSominnry ................................... x 4 36 250 ...... 240 35 65 30,000 .......................... Junel. 
07 .DiuoMounta!n'i•'om!UoCollego ...................... x 6 40 321 103 120 30 40-~g ~~·888 ------0-·-----0· 1~·~88 ~~:it: OA Whllworpt Colle~to .................................. x • 39 500 ...... 120 SO GO zo' OOO 
5
• 000 Juno 28. 
































101 Meridian Female Colle,"lL ..... . • • • • • • •• • • • • . • • . . • • • x 4 40 . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 150 35 1 45 
102 Chickas~tw FemoleC<>lle e. ............. . ........ . .. x 4 37 2, 000 ...... 100 20-30 40 
103 PortGib~on l!'erualeCoifcge . .......... .. ...... ... ... . . ..... .... . . . ..................... ~ . ... . ..... .. ........ . 
lOt Stm'h.-villo Ft>male Institute......................... x • .. .. • 40 600 50 125 (20-100) 
103 Lca..l!'cmale College .. . .. --~- .............. --~ ••• • .. x 4 40 . .. • . . . . . . . .. . 165 35 
lOG Srophens Female (;ollcge ....... ... ............ .. .. .. x 5 39 200 25 160 20 
107 Howanl Colle~e .. .. . . . . • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. x . • • .. . 40 100 .. .. .. HO 30 
108 Fulton SynodH:nl Female College . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . ... x 4 40 500 . . . . • • 150 35 
1(19 St. Louis Seminary.. . .. . .. • .. . • .. • • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. x 4 36 . . . . .. . . . .. . .. a2JO 40 
110 Baptist Female Col!$e............. . . ........ . . . ... x 6 40 400 . . .. . . 1(30 20-40 
111 Tlte Jmzabeth .A.nll .N•male Seminary... . .. . .. ... ... x • • • • • • 40 1, 600 100 16{) 20-40 
11~ I DnnlinFemale College*.................... . . . ... ... .. .. 4 40 500 .... .. 140 30 
113 Lindemrood College for Young Ladies... ........ .. . x 5 40 2, 500 50 200 40 
114
1 
M.aryinstitutQ, Washington University .•••• • .••... 0 5 40 425 25 -----~ ---- 80 
115 Bishop ''"llitnkcr 's School for Girls. .. .. ............ 0 4 40 280 30 300 40 
11 G :Robinson Female Sernina:ry.. .... .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . 4 37 500 .. .. . • • . .. .... .. 30 
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/25, 000 lf14, 000 /900 / 2, 880 
College. 
118 Tilden Sem. inary.... .. .. . . . .. .. • • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 0 4 38 1, 400 0 255 30 j 45 GO 000 2 000 · 120 .2 000 
119 BordentownlfemaleColl<'ge ... . ... ................. x 4 40 600 ...... (240) a2SO 35:ooo ... ' .... .............. : .. . . 
120 Free bold Young Ladies' Seminary* ... . ............. 0 4 39 1, 200 .... .. 200 24 44-52 30, 000 '() 0 ......... . 
1~1 J.>cnnington Semioa:ry ... . .. . ...................... . x 3 40 2, 000 0 200 4'0 40 75 000 '() '() 5 QOO 
1:?2 1 .A.cudemy oftheSa.credHeatt . .... . ..................... . ..... 42 2,015 15 200 ......... .. .. . ..... 3oo: ooo .................... .' ... .. 
123 St. Agnes SchooL.. ....... .......................... 0 . .. • • . 37 2, 050 200 a.S50 (50-125) ............. .. .. _ ........... .. .... . 
12-! l'ac~er Colle~iate Institute.. .. . .................. .. 0 . ... .. 40 4, 717 57 475 12 15--25 200, 000 I :n, 581 2, 067 36, SUO 
12<> Buffalo Female Academy.. ......................... 0 ..... - 40 1, 237 1 336 32, 48 64-96 81, 759 400 16 9, 882 
126 Holy Angels' Academy . . .......... .. ................. .. ..... . 40 625 20 150 ....... .. 24 100, 000 o o 11, Suo 
127 Granger Place SchooL. ..... ... .. .. .. • .. .. . .. . . . . . .. 0 4 38 1, 200 41 a400 57 76 30, 000 .... . .. _ .. ... .. . . .. .. .. .. 
128 Claverack Colle<re and Hudson River Institute . . . . . x 4 39 1, 401 1 195 60 42-60 ' g61, 182 0 0 I 13, 789 
12l.l St. J oseph:s Acaiiemy .. .. . .. -- .: .......... . .... .... .. x 5 40 625 10 150 0 20 60, 000 ... ~.... .. .. . .. . 2, 000 















J u ne 27. 







J une 14. 
J une 29. 
J un e 20. 
June 14. 
Juno 27. 
130 Academy of theSacredHeart· ......... . ........... --·· ...... -·-· ..... . ..... . .. . ........................... . . . . . . . .................... . ---~----- -
131 .Academy of Mount St . Vincent-on-the-Hudson... .. x 4 42 2, 000 150 a295 .......... .... .. .. .. 600,000 .......................... 1 June 28. 
~~~ ~~~~~~~cfb~~s~~sa.~~~~-~~~~~*.:::::::::::::~::::::: :::::::::: :::: ''i,' 2iiii' ::: ::: · --~i;iiiiii. --····~o- ...... 3iiii - ···6o;ooii· :::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 
13! Mrs. S. Reed 's Boar din g and Day SchooL........... 0 4 30 1, 000 . .. • •• 650 225 250-300 200, 000 .. ............. _ ........ .. 
135 D'Yom·ille.Academy* .... . ......................... .... 7 40 405 ...... 1':!0 10 16 12, 000 ......................... . 
136 1 Cook's Collegiate Institute.......................... 0 ... .. . 39 1, 500 .... .. 300 48 60 50, 000 ........................ .. 
137 Poughkeepsie Female A cademy .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. 0 4 40 2, 000 20 250 32 50 21, 000 ....... . ........ _ ....... .. 
138 .A.she>ill e Female College. .......................... x 4 39 ....... - .•• • • • 120 16-30 50 18, 000 .. • .. .. . ... .. • . . ~ 000 
139 Charlotte Female Institute . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 4 40 .. --- .. - .. .. .. a 250 40 50 30, 000 .. .. . ... .. • .. .. . a14, 000 
140 Greensboro' l<~emale College .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. x 4 40 2, 000 50 100 30 40 _ ................. _ ...... _ ......... _ 









142 'Vesleyan F emale College .......................... x ........ . ............................... ... .............................................. . 
143 Ox for<l Female Seminary - .. .. .. • • .. • .. .. • .. • .. . .. .. .. .. 4 40 600 .. .. .. 170 ao 40-50 10.000 0 -............. - .. 'I June 7. 
144 P eace Instit ute.. ................................... 0 ...... 40 2, 000 ...... 180 30,40 50 60,000 ........................... June 4. 
145 St. :Mary's SchooL................. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 5 40 I 4, 000 50 a230 30-40 50-GO 
1 
.................... : .. .. . . ... .. .. .. J nne 7. 
146 SimontonFemale College .......................... . 0 ...... 40 .............. 175--225 20 40 - 15,000 ........ ....... . 6, 500 1 June G. 
* F rom R eport of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. c In 1879. j This college is financially associ:1.ted with N ow Ramp-
a Board an cl tuition. d Total income from all sources. shire Couference Seminary (Table V 1). 













































TAIH .. B VIII.-Statistics of instit14>tions fm• the sttpm·icn· inst1·uction of women fo?' 1882, goo.- Continued. 
NoTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; •• •• indicates no answer. 
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Thomasville Female College ........................ X 4 40 a800 ··-··· b$160 $20-40 $40 $24,000 ......... ......... . ......... June7. Bartholomew English a11d Classical School ••••••••. 0 6 37 ............ .......... 500 110-130 150 30,000 . .... $o· ..... io· June 7. Cincinnati Wesleyan Co~e7e ... ,. ................... X 4 40 2, 000 ....... 200-240 50-80 100 250,000 June 13. 
Mt. Auburn Young Lad1es Institute ... ............ 4 36 600 ...... 350 100 150 .Tune 5. 
Cleveland Seminary for Girls* ...................... X 4 40 200 ...... 300 . .............. 60 100,000 ........... . ........... June 16. 
Cooper.A..caden1y ................................... 0 4 40 c2, 500 ........ 160 100 - 100 60,000 0 June 18. 
G londalo Female College ...••••••••.• ••••••••••••••• )( 4 40 3, 000 100 b250 15 20,25 75, 000 0 0 June 14. 
Granville Female College* .......................... 0 4 37 ........... ......... 150 15 30 20,000 June 21. 
Young Ladies' Institute ............................ 0 4 37 1, 000 ........... 180 30 36 25,000 June. 
Hi!Jhlnnd Institute ................................. X 4 --·- ............ ....... b275 30 36,45 --6;ooo· ... $3; o7o-H' lsborough Female College ....................... X 4 40 1,500 ........ 140 30 30 50,000 316 June 14. 
Oxford Female Colle&e - .. .......................... X 4 40 300 ........ b250 50 50 70,000 · i5,'ooo· 3, 000 June 8. Western Female Semmary .......................... 0 4 38 3,366 194 b170 116,000 1, 000 26,131 June 14. 
Lake Erie Female Seminary ................. -....... 0 4 38 2, 000 10 b175 ....... ao· ....... so· 150,000 30,000 3, 000 20,700 June 21. St. llelen's Hall ................... ................. 4 ~ 600 ...... 250 60,000 June 11 • 
Allentown Female College .......................... X 3 40 400 ........ 180 32-36 40-50 28,000 June 22. 
Blnil·avJllo Ladies' Seminary ........................ 0 5 38 600 .......... 210 20 40 25,000 June 13. 
Wilson College ..................................... X 4 38 1, 500 ...... 200 60 60 100,000 June21. 
~~~~~llp~~!~H~~~nJ~~o~f~~~; :::::::::::::::::::::: )( 4 40 2, 700 ...... 160 40 50 50,000 .......................... 0 6 40 500 50 b500 80-100 .... ... • • . 50, 000 . • • .. • • . • • .. .. • . • ... • .. • .. June 15. 
:Miss M1wy E. Stevens's Doa;rdlng nnu Day School 0 ...... 40 1, 500 -····· b500 80 130 .................................... June 16. 
£ot Yonu'i.-Ladies. ;r 21 












































































C~1ostnntStreetSeminnry .•. •.•••••••.••••..•..... . 0 .•••.. 38 1 2,000 ..•... , 475 .......... 123 -········-~········ ······· · .......... · June. 
PittsburghF~mnloCollol!;o .............•.........•. x 4 40 738 40 210 44-56 60-80 100,000 1,600 90 19,415 June. 
Washington .}'cmnleSeminary...................... ... . 4 38 500 ...... 2;;o 24 30-40 18,000 ............... .. . . ....... June13. 
M.rs. Goodwin 'Yntson'sEn~lish, French, anuGer- .... 4 ..........•....... b-!00,500 70-120 140 ...................••.•............. June. 
mnn Yonn~ Ladies' School. 
.Anuerson Jt'en~nlo Seminary . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 5 40 1, 237 2-10 150 35 4:5 10, 000 8, 000 500 3, 600 J nne 8. 
Columbin.FeroaleCollego........................... .... 4 40 ... ... . ...... 150 40 50 40,000 ... . . ....••......•••. . ... . June20. 
Due\VestFemnleCollege .••...•...•...•••..••...•. x . 4 40 500 .•.... 1~0 .? 15-21 40 20,000 1,100 .....••. 5,000 Juno29. 
Greenvmo Female College ... ............•.••....... x 5 40 600 200 140 20- :30 40-50 20,l00 ....... . ................. . Juno21. 
Wnlhalln.FemaleColloge ... .........•••... ...••... . x 3 40 .... ... . ...... 100 6-11 32 5,000 . ..........•...........••. Juue21. 
WillinrustonFemaleCollege ...••...••.•..•......... x 4 40 000 50 120 20 40 12,000 .................••...... . Jnuo22. 
Athens Female Seminary*.......................... x 4 40 ' . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 100 18 33 d5, 000 .................•..•..•.. 
St.JamesHnll .........•......••••.•••••••.......... 0 4 40 560 200 150 40 50 3n,ooo ...•••......... . . ......... Jnne22. 
BristolFemaleCollege ......•.......••......... . ... x 4 40 ........ ...... 100 20 40 15, 0<!0 .•••••. ... ................ June. 
BtownsvilloFemaleCollege .•.••..•......•......... x 5 40 a1,200 ...... 134 40 50 30,000 .••..•....• ... . . .......... Juuo17-19. 
WeslcyanFemaleColloge ....•......•••••...•.••...• x 4 40 a500 ...••• 150 40 50 0,000 0 .•...... 1,800 Juno13. 
BellovueFemaleCollege ...•.•••••••.••••.•......•. x 4 40 ····---· .....• 140 25 50 7,000 .•••.... .••..... 2 200 June6. 
Columbia.A.thonrenro ...... . ...•.•••••..•....••..... x •••••• 40 10,000 500 b!'!3U 10 50 ...........•••••...••.......... ' ..... June14. 
ColumbiaFema.leinstitute* ••••••.••••.•••••.•••••• x 5 40 5,000 1~0 250 30 60 50,000 ...•••..••.......•...•.... June7. 
T ennesseel'orualeCollego ...........•.••••••••••••. x 5 40 ....... . 0 140 28 50 10,000 ..••••...........•••••.•.. June6 . 
MeruphisConferenceFemaleinstitute •.•.••••••••. x •••••• 40 *4,000 ...... 160 28-36 50 41>,000 .•••..•..........•••.•.... June13. 
CumberlanuFomaloCollege .......•.•.••••••••...•. x 4 40 ........ ...... 110 30 36,44 20,000 ••••••.. .•.••... 1 400 May24. 
Murfr~esboro' :h'e. male Institute·.-···· .•••.••.•••••. X I 4 40 125 15 170 32-.40 40-~0 11~, 500 ········I······.. a: 500 June 6. NnshvilloCollegeforYoungLadies ..•...•..•••..•. .... 5 40 ........ .•••.. 200 40 50-tO 5o,OOO 0 0 ..•.•..... ! June6. 
St.Cecilin.'sAcademy ......... .. . .... .•....•••.••. . 0 4-6 40 850 -····· HiO 20 50 90,000 0 ...••... 3 400 Juno20. 
W.E.Wa.n1'sSeminaryt'orYonngLadies ..•••.•..• . x 5 40 2,500 ...... 200 30-40 60 100,000 ........ ........ 7:ooo June4. 
MnrtinFeroaleCollnge . .......•....•...•••••••.•• 9 •. x 4 40 ... . .... --···· 140 30 50 30,000 30,000 1,800 5,000 June. 
BO<TOI"S'i'ille Female Colleae . --.-.-- •. - .•••••. -.---. . X 3 40 1, 000 0 1 uo 20 30 40, eco 0 0 2, 460 June 19. 
MarySharpCollege .. •.. ~---························ x 4 40 1,500 18 135 30 60 20,000 o 0 .•••••.... June20. 
SouloCollego* ........••••••••••••....•••••••••••••. x .••••• 40 ••••••• . •••••• 140 (::!0-50) ............••••..••••.•••.••...... . June • 
DallasFemnloColleae .•••••••••.•. . ..•..••..•••.•• . x -····· 40 · ·····•· ······ 120 40 50 20,000 .••..... .....••. 4,500 ,Tune13. 
Ursuline.A.cauemy.~ .•...•.....•...•.........••..••. x .•••.. 40 ........ -····· b200 ....•.........•.......•••......•••.•.....•••..•.••...... June28 . 
YounaLadios'Scbool Southwestcrn Unin~rsity .... x 4 40 ........ · ····· 160 35 60 5,000 ........ ........ 4 970 Jnno26. 
Ba.ylo~Fema.le Colleg~---·-························· x 4 36 175 100 1~0 36 36 20,000 10,000 1,000 b7;ooo May u. 
WootllawnFemaleCollege ............... ... ........ x 3-4 4~ ....... . ...... 120-loO 20-30 40-50 6,000 0 0 .......••. Jnno15. 
NazarothAcademy ..... ... .. ... ............. .. .•... x •••••. 43 1,00::! 100 120 24 30 .•....... .••.••........•.•.•••••.•.. June29. 
Vermont Methodist Seminary and :Female College . . x 3, t 39 1, 000 0 140 30 30 85, 000 . • • • • . . . . • . • . . . . 2, 700 .r uno 21. 
.Uatthn. WnsllingtonCollege .•.........•.••......•.. x 4 40 1,000 · · ···· 175 40 60 40,000 0 o ...•.•.... June20. 
Hollinslustit.ute ... .............••.•••..•••••••.•....... ··•··· ···· ........ ······ 180 25 60 80, 000 .••..... .••..... 12,000 June 20. 
.A.lbemarleFemalelnstitute ..••••••••.•.•••••••.•.. x 4 40 2,500 100 210 .•••.•.... 50 25,COO 0 0 3,000 June20. 
Montgomery Fomalo College ...•.•.••.•••••••.•••.... - .....•.. --- 3jl) - -·- •• •••• •• • • • . •••••••••• •••••••••. 8, 500 .••........•.•...•........ ,Juno 20-27. 
noanol,eFcmaloCo!lege* . ." ....•••••.••••••••••••••. X 4 38 ...... ........ 130 36 50 23,000 0 0 3,000 May31. 
Ed<TellillSchool.................................... ..•. t 40 4,0CJ ······ 135 .......... .•••••.... 15,000 .....•....•...•..••....... 
MartonFemnloColl~~o .•............•.•..••••••..•. x 4 40 150 ······ 110 25 45 20,000 .••..... ......•. 1,800 
NorfolkColle..,efor ioungL:u1ies .•••••.•.•••••••.. x 5 1 40 200 ~ ---··· 170 I 40,50 60 60,000 0 0 18,596 
SoutbernFeu-f'alcColle,.o* .•••....••...••.••..••.... x 6 40 1,0l0 ·•·•·· 150 30,40 50 20,000 0 0 .••.•••... 
StauntonFemnloSemii'inry . ............ ............. x 3 40 400 ···•·· 160 30 40 15,000 ...•••...............••••. 
Wesle~an Fe~ ale Institute......................... x 2-4 40 .... . ... ·•··•· b230, 280 .••••..... . .. . .. . ... 50,000 .••....................... 
Fauqmerlnshtute ..... . ........•........•......... x .•.••. 36 ········ J······ 162 39 48 ................................... . 
*.From R eport of the Commissioner of Euncation for l88L b Boarc1 ana tuition. d Value of grounds and building in 1880. 





















TADLE VIII.- Statistics of institutions for the superim· instruction of tvomen for 1882, tj·c.- Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates nn affirmative answer; 0 signifies no or none; .... indicates no answer. 
I>-"; :g 1-~ Library . Cost of- Property, income, &c. a .0 C1) J.< ~ 0 
'g~l g $ ¢ 
>d ~ ~ "' ·e.g ~ ~ 'd § <P bo ~ -~ ~0 J.< • ~ :-::=. ~ <l) Jl.e ~ .., ..d J.< P<""' 1-1 pc.o j>, 
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• 17 l.S 19 20 21. 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 -- - --------- - -------------------• 
220 Ep'scopal Femnle Institute......................... x 4 40 a300 0 $200 $30 $40 $1~ 000 10 I $0 $2, 000 Juno 20. 
221 Vnlley Female College.............................. .... 4 40 500 •••• •• 175 25 30,40 25,000 . •• .. ... . . . ... .. b4, 959 June 20-27. 
22'~ Broaddus Female College........................... x 4 36 ........ .•.••. 150 40 50 10, 000 .. .. • • • . . • • . .. • . 3, 000 .J Ulle 13. 
223 Parkersburg Female Seminary . . .. . . .. . . . .. . • • . • •. . x . • • • .. 40 ........ ...... .......... 25 30 ........................ ............. .June. 
224 Wboclin{{ Female College........................... x 4 40 ........ ...... 300 30 50 ................. l ................. Jnno13. 
225 "Wisconsm Female College.......................... .. . . 4 38 1, 120 ~0 b~O ~ ~g 25, 000 9, 000 670 2, 000 .June 20. 
226 Milwnnkeo Collage................................. x 4 40 
1 
3, 500 137 b3JO 50 60 *150, 000 . . . • . . • . . • • . . • • . • • • • • .. • . . .June 13. 
2Z1 St. Clara. Academy ..................................... ·I 4 46 !J70 30 b165 .......... ........................... ······--i··········J.ruly .s. 


































STATISTICAL TA.~LES. 595 
List of i.nstittttions for the superior instruct·ion of tvomen f1'0'¥1t which no information has 
been received . 
. 
Name. Location. Name. Location. 
- r 
Tuscaloosa Female College .. Tuscaloosa, .A.la. Brooklyn Heights Seminary. :Brooklyn, N.Y. 
School for Girls .............. Farmington, Conn. Sr .. Clare's Acadc-m1y ..... --- r :Buffalo, N. y:. 
Gro~e Hall .................. New Haven, Conn. English, French, and German New York, N.Y. 
Young Ladies' Seminary ..... Windsor, Conn. 13oarding and Day Rchool. (13 E. 31st st.). 
\Vesleyan Female College ..• Wilmington, Del. English, French, and German New York, N,, Y. 
Nassau College for Young Fern~ndina, Fla. School. (222Madiso~ave). 
Ladies. Chowan Baptist Female In- Murfr-eesboro', 
Hamilton Female College .... Hamilton, Ga. stitute. N.C. 
Lumllkin :1\{asonic Female Lumpkin, G~. Estey Seminary ........ . ..... Raleigh, N. C'. 
Co ege. Moravian Seminary for Youn~; Bethlehem, Pa. 
Chicago Female College ..... M or~an Park, Ill. Ladies. 
Female College of India:na ... Greencastle, Ind. Irving Female College ..••••. Mechanicsburg, 
Mt. Pleasant Female Semi- Mt.Pleasant,Iowa. Pa. 
Cb1~~{'Church SeminMy ..... Lexington, Ky. 
Pennsylvania Female Col- Pittdburgh1 Pa. lege. 
Louisville Female Seminary. Louisville, Ky. Cottage Hill College ...•..... York,Pa. 
Paducah .Female College . ... Paducah, Ky. State Female College .•••.••. Memphis, Tenn. 
Frederick Female Seminary. Frederick, Md. Soule Female College ........ Murfreesbor()', 
Notre Dame Academy ....... Boston, Mass. Tenn. 
Columbus Female Institute .. 
(Highlandsf. Austin Collegiate Female In- Austin, Tex. 
Columbus, l.i ss. stitute. 
Union Female College ....... Oxford, 11.'fiss. Bryan Female Institute ....•. Bryttn, Tex. 
Female College . .. . . ....... Sardis, Miss. Goliad College ............... Goliad, Tex. 
Christian Fenialo College .•. , Columbia, Mo. Andrew Female College ...•. Huntsville, Tex. 
Woodland College ........... Independence, Mo. Waco Femalo College ........ Waco, Tex. 
St. Teresa's .Academy ........ Kansas Citt Mo. Farmville College ...... ...•.. Farmville,Va. 
Central Female College .••••. Lexington, o. Petersburg Female College .. Petersburg, Va. 
Clay Semi~ag .............. . Liberty, Mo. Richmond Female Institute .. Richmond, Va . 
.Academy oft e Vi~:~itation ... St. Louis, Mo. Augusta Female Seminary ... Staunton, Va. I 
Ursuline .Academy ..•........ St. Louis, Mo. Virginia Female Institute ... Staunton, Va. 
St. Mary's Hall .............. Burlington, N.J. Kemper Hall ................. Kenosha, Wi~ • 
.A.thenreum Seminary ........ Brooklyn, N.Y. 
TABLE VIII.-Memoranda. 
Name. Location. Remarks. 
Southern Masonic Female College .•••. Covington, Ga .• •••.. Changed to Georgia Methodist Fe-
male College. 
Georgia Female College . • . • . . • . . • . . • • . Madison, Ga . , ...... . 
Houston FemaJ.e College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Perry, Ga. ........... . 
Cherokee Baptist .Female College...... Rome, G9, ....••.•.•.. 
Moravian Seminary for Young Ladies. 
~~el{;tl_e_~~ -~~~~~~ -~~~~~~:::::::::: 
Rowland School ..................... .. 
Mrs. Goodwin '\Vatson's English, 
Frencn, aml German Young LrLdies' 
School. 
Hope, Ind ........... . 
Independence, Mo .. . 
13ridgeton, N.J ..... . 
Union Springs, N. Y. 
Ash bourne, Pa ••••.• 
13uildings burned and college closed. 
Now open to both sexes (see 'l'abl0 VI). 
Not in existence; succeeded by Shorter 
College. 
Not in existence. 
Not in existence. 
See T::tble VI. 
Closed. 























TADT.l~ IX.- St a fist ics of unirersities and colleges for 1882 ; j1·ont 1·eplies to i·nqui?·ics by tlte United States Bu-reau of Educat·ion. 
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Southern Unh·ersity• .................. Greensboro', Ala ....••••••. 1856 1859 M.E.South ... 
lloward College ............•.•.•••••. Marion, Ala ........•••••••. 1843 1842 ~~b~~:::~::: ~ring Hill Col logo .................... Near Mobile, Ala ..••..•••. 1836 1830 
ni"ex-sityof Alabama .......••.. •••. Tuscaloosa, Ala .•.•••••••.. i820 1831 Non-sect ...•.. 
Arknnsns Collego .............•••••••. Batesville, Ark .•••••••••.. 1872 1872 Presbyterian . 
CtlDO llill Collego ..............•.••••. Boonsboro', Ark ...•••••••. 1852 1852 Cumb.Prea ••. 
.Arkansas Industrial Unh·ersity •••••. Fa~etteville, Ark .••••••••. 1871 1~1 Non-sect ...•.. 
Jmh10n University .....•...•.••.•••••. Ju sonin., .A.rk .............. 1871 1875 fr~~~~t_:::: ·::: Little Rock University .....••.••••••• Little Rock, Ark ...••...••. 1882 
College of St. Augushne ..•.••••••••. Benicia, CaL ....•.•••••••.. 1868 1867 P.E ....•.•••. 
University of California. .... •••••••••• Berkeley, Cal .....••••••••. 1868 lfl6!) Non-sect .•••• ~ 
Pier<"o Ch1·istian College*............. College City, Cal........... 1874 1874 Christian ..... 
St. Viuc~nt's Coll<'~O ...... :: ... :..... Los Angeles, Cal.......... 186!l 1867 R.C .....•.... 
Univorstty of Soul ern Culifonua. .... Los Ang!'les, Cal. .......... 1880 1880 M.E ....••.... 
St. IguMius College ...•.•...•...•.••. San .Frnucisco, Co.l. (cor. 1e59 1855 .R.C ..•.••.••. 
lln.)Fsst. &.Vo.nNessa.ve.) 
St. Mn.rrs Colloge*................... San· • ran cisco, Cal......... 1872 1863 R.C ...••..••. 
~nntn. C nrn. College................... Snutn.Clnrn, Cal. .•.•••..••. 1855 1851 R.C ...•..•••. 
Unlvcrtllty of t11o raclflo .••••••••••.. Snntn.Clara, Cn.l .••.••••••.. 1852 1852 M.E .......... 
l'nclfio Muthotlil!t Collogo . • . . . • • • • • . . Santa. Rosa, Cn.l............ 1862 1861 J\f. E. South ... 
ll~ptnhm Collo).(o ..•......••.•••.••.. 'Voo!llaml, Cal. ....•....... 186!l 1861 Christian ...... 
UnlvnNIItC of Colorodo.. • • • ••••••.••. 'Bonldor, Colo.............. 1875 1877 Non-sect .••••• 
CuliUJ\IIU 'ullll~l· . • ••••••••••••• (.1olurnllo syrlngll, Colo ..••. 1874 1874 Non-acct ..••.. 
Uni"'''"'~Y ul ''"VIIl •• •••••••••• • Ul•nvnr,Co o •••.••••••••••• 1R0<4 1880 J\L E ..••••.••. 
Preparatory department. 
..; 
Students. ~ ... .s ., 
Q 
~ ~ i .,!. ;;.l~ <I) C)~ ]ai .f;l ..,., "'"' .... .s~ .s~ .:~ 
0 b.OO bJ;g 0~ ... 
~ 
pQ 
-~ Q ..,os <I) -~~ '"''l'l ~C) 'S ~ ~ =Q ~~ a ~ .... ~ ~ 
<l)al <I) >:I p <I) .. .. "<I) 
tzj ~ ~ ~ tzj 
President. 
- ----------
6 ,. s 9 1.0 l.l. 1.2 
----------
Prof. J. S. Moore, chairman of fac- 1 20 . • • • • • . • . • . . . . • • • . . .•••• 
ulty. 
James T. Mnrfee, LL. D • ••• •• • • • • • • • • • 20 0 15 5 ...••• 
Rev. John A. Downey, s.J ............ 168 •••••• 110 58 ...••• 
Burwell Boy kin Lewis, LL.D...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rev. Isaac J. Long, D. D •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~:::~--~-~~·~:~:::::::::::::: ""7' """(327) ..... :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Rev. R. S. James;. D. D., LL.D •••••• a5 a48 1 a62 ••••••••••••.••••• 
Rev. George W. uray, D. D •••••••• as a(UO) ................. . 
Rt. Rev. John H. D. Wingfield, 5 70 •••••• 17 20 33 
D. B., LL.D. 
William T. Reid, A. ll ••••••••••••. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
James C. Keith, .A. B.............. 2 .•..•. .•.••. 8 .••.•..••••• 
Rev. M. V. Richardson, c. M....... . . . . . . .. . .. . . ......... _ ............ . 
Rev.M.M.:Bovard, A.M........... 7 106 54 15 50 35 
Rev. Robert E. Kenna, s. J •••••••• a27 a783 .••••••••••.•..•..•••••• 
Rev. :Brother :Bettelin............. 2 60 . • • • • • 20 20 •••••• 
Rev. John Pinasco, s. J .•• • • • .••• •. • • • . 153 0 39 114 .•••.• 
Rev. C. C. Stratton, A.M., D. D •••••• 11 96 71 11 130 2i 
Rev. W. A. Finley, A. 111., D. D • • • • • • 5 (103) 4 50 49 
A. M. Elston, A. M • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. 2 251 20 9 13 23 
.Jose h.A..Sewa.ll,M.D.,LL.D .••••..••. 45 28 27 28 •..... 



































24 Trinity College ..•.•••..••.••••.•••••. Hartford, Conn •••••.•••••. 1824 1826 P.E .••••••••. Rev. Thomas R. Pynchon, D. D., 0 0 0 Oj 0 , . ••••• LL.D . 
25 WeslE>yan University• •••.•••..••••••. .Middletown, Conn .......... 1831 1831 M.E ..•.•••••. Rev. John Wesley Beach, D. D., ........ ........................ .. .......... 
·---~l·---~ LL.D. 26 Yale cone5e .•••••...•.•.••.....•••••. New Haven, Conn ....••... 1701 1701 Non-~ct ...... Rev. Noah Porter, D. D., LL. D ..•.. 0 0 0 0 
27 Delaware 'ollege* ........•••......••. N cwa.rk, Del. .......••.•••. 1867 1870 Non-sect ...... William H. Purnell, A.M., LL.D .... ....................... 
28 University of Georgia. .........•...••. Athens, Ga. ...•............ 1785 1801 Non-sect ...•.. Rev. P. H. Mell, D. D., LL.D., chan- ...................... 
1:ellor. l . 
29 .Atlanta. University .• •.••••••..•.... . . Atlanta, Ga .••..•••.••..••. 1867 1869 Non-sect ...••. Edmunrl..A.. Ware, ·.M-'; ••••• -. ••... (22) ao Clark University ••••••.•...••........ .Atlanta, Ga .••••••••••.•••. 1877 1869 M.E .••..••• :.. Rev. E. 0. Thayer, A. M •••••••••••• 5 10 2 9 a 
31 Bovrclon College .•••••.••.•••••••.•••. Bowdon, Ga. ..••....•.•• · ••. 1857 1857 Non-sect ...... Lucius C. Adamson .•••••......••. ........................ 
32 Mercer University.................... Macon, Ga.................. 1837 1838 ~~bt~~:: :::::: Rev. Archibald J. Battle, D. D ..... ........... ··--·· :::::r::::~ ,. 33 Pio Nono College .••••••......••..••.. Macon, Ga. •••••••••..••.... 1876 1874 Rev. Louis D. Bazin ••••••......... 9 50 .••••. 34 Emory Colle~e* ........•....•••••••••. Oxforcl, Ga .....•.••.•..••.. 18.'!6 1837 M. E . South .•. Rev. Atticus G. Haygood, D. D •••. 2 48 ...... 
35 ..A.bin~don Co lege* • • • . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • . .A. bingdon, TIL .........•... b1855 b1853 Christian .••.. Francis M. Bruner, A.M .•••••.••.. 52 22 14 ...... 
36 H~ld-!D~ollege ..... : •••• :. • • •• . • • . . . .A bing~ on, TIL............ 1875 1855 M.E .•••.•.•.. Rev.Jos~h S.Cumming,A.M .•••. 3 46 41 ..... · .... , ........... 
37 llhn01s esl2an Umvers1ty... .. • • . . Bloommgton, ill........... 1850 1850 M.E .•••••••.. Rev. W. . H. Adams, D. D .••..... 4 175 100 ........................ 
38 St. Viateur's ollege............ ••• • •• Bourbonnais Grove, Ill . . . . 1874 1865 R.C ..•••..... Rt. Rev. P. Beaudoin, c. s. v ...••.. 3 70 ...... (70) 
39 Blackburn University .•...•••.••••••. Carlinville, :m ............. 1857 1859 Presbyterian . Rev. E. L. Hurd, D. D ........••.••. 2 80 40 30 I 90 ...... Ul 40 Cartha.go Collefio* . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • . Carthage, ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1870 1870 Lutheran-••.. Rev. J . .A.. Kunkelman, A. :u .•••••. 52 16 .••••• ·•···· 51 1-3 41 St. ~gna~ius Co e~e*. ................. C~cago.lll. ( 413 W .12th st.) 1870 1869 R.C ...••.•••. Rev. Thomas O'Neil, s.J .......... 3 70 0 70 0 ...... I> 
42 Un1vers1ty of Ch10ago.... •• •••• •• . . . . Ch1cago, Ill................ 1859 1859 Baptist .••.... Rev. Galusha Anderson, s. T. D .... 1 62 16 62 16 ...... 1-3 43 Eureka.Collegec ............... · •••••.. Eureka, Til •••••••••••••••. 1855 1853 Christian ..•.. J. M. Allen, :u. D., A. M .•••••••••••. 170 80 ...... 
44 Northwestern University ...•••••••••. Evanston, ill .............. 1851 1655 M.E ..••••.•.. Rev.J oseph Cummings, D.D., LL.D. 8 147 86 ... 7i" 'c.ii58' ..... 4 00 1-3 45 EwingCollege ........................ Ewin~,Ill . ................ 1874 1867 Baptist ...•••. Rev. John Washburn, A.M., D. D ... (67) . -- .. .. .. .. ......... ~ ............ ,..... 46 Knox College c ..•...•.•.•••...•.•..... Gales nrg, Ill. ....•.••..... 1837 1841 Non-sect ...... Ron. Newton Bateman, A.M., LL.D. 10 124 65 41 74· e74 c 
47 Lol!lbard UnivP.rsity .••.•••.•....••••.. Gal_esburg, Ill ......•••.•... 1851 1852 Universalist .. Rev. Nehemiah White, PH.D .•.••• 50 36 4 12 70 lJ:o-
48 IrvmgtonCollege ..................... Irvmgton,Ill ......•.••.•.. 1863 1865 Presbyterian . Rev. Edgar W. Clarke, A.M ...•.... a5 34 18 10 5 37 ~ 
49 Illinois Colle~ .......••.••.••.•••••.. Jacksonville, Ill .•.••••••.. 1835 1830 Non-sect ...... Rev. Edward .A. Tanner, D. D ...... (/) (f) --···· (f) (/) (/) 1-3 50 Lake Forest niversity • .. • • • • • •• • • . . Lake Forest, ill............ 1856 1876 Presbyterian. Rev. Daniel S. GreTiory, ·A. M., D. D. 8 97 7 50 3 51 
51 McKendree College .....•••••••• ~ ••.•. Lebanon, Ill ..•••••••.•••.. 1834 1828 M.E .....••.•. Rev. Daniel \V. Ph lips, A. M •••••• 39 31 25 45 --···· 
I> 
52 Lincoln University················'·· Lincoln, ill ................ 1865 1866 Cumb. Pres ... Rev . .A.. J. McGlumphy, D. D., LL.D. 156 95 t:d ---i4- ... 44· ····aa t" 53 Monmouth College . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . Monmouth, ill............. 1857 1856 United Pres .. Rev. J. B. McMichael, D. D ••••.••. 5 (141) t."'.l 54 Mt. Morris Colle~e .•.•...•••••........ Mt. Morris, Ill .•••••••••... 1840 g1840 Ger. Baptist .. D. L. Miller ••••••.•...•.•••••••••. 8 154 95 4 178 -----· fiJ 55 Northwestern Co lege................ Naperville, ill ............. 1865 1861 Evang. Asso .. Rev . .A. • .A.. Smith, A. M ..••...•.•••. 5 167 43 7 15 ·•·•·• 56 Chaddock College .••••..•••••.•...... Quinct,ll1 ................. 187~ h1876 M.E ........•. John T. Long, LL.D ...•.•.••.•••.. 4 132 68 54 18 .....• 
57 .Aufostana College ...........•••.•... Rock sland, ill ............ 186o 1863 Evang. Luth .. Rev. T. N. Hassel9.uist,D.D .•••••. 3 65 0 (45) 20 
58 St. oseph's Diocesan College ......... Teutopolis, lll ............. 1881 1861 R.C .•••••..•. Rev. P. Michael Richardt, o. s. F •• 1 ............... ... i6- ... 32· ····4o 59 Shurtleff College ..................... Upper Alton, Ill ........... 1835 1827 Baptist .•.••.. Rev . .A . .A.. Kendrick, D. D ••••••••• 3 49 39 
60 lllinois Industrial University.. . . . . . . Urbana, Ill. (Champaign 1867 1868 Non-sect ...... Selim H. Peabody, PH. D., LL. D., (i) (i) (i) ·----- ........... ······ P.O.). 
United Breth. 
regent. 
61 Westfield College ..................... Westfield, Ill .......••.•••. 1865 1865 Rev. Samuel B. Allen, D. D .••••••• 49 37 7 17 ·-----62 Wheaton College ..................... Wheaton, Ill .............. 1861 1855 Non-sect .•.... Charles A.. Blanchard .......•••••• 116 100 50 --···· 139 
63 The Indiana. University . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Bloomin§ton, Ind.......... 1828 1828 Non-sect .•.... Rev. Lemuel Moss, D. D........... 3 121 73 (136) 58 
64 Wabash College . . . . . .. . . . . • • • • • • .. . . . Crawfor sville, Ind. . • . . . . . 1834 1833 Presbyterian. Rev. JoseEh F. Tuttle, D. D .••.••...••. 89 ........... 26 I 35 28 
65 Concordia College .... ·--~-- .••..•.•.. Fort Wayne, Ind •.•..•••.•. 1850 1848 Evan g. Luth.. R. .A.. Bisc off, director .•.......••...•. 77 ........... (77) 
"From Report of the Commissioner ofE(lucation for 1881. a Includes students preparing for other collegiate courses. g Reo~anized in 1879. 
a Tot.'lJ for all departments. e In English course. hAs haddock College; in 1853 as Qnincv 
b lteorganized in 1881 under State law. /Preparatory deJ_['l>rtment is identical with Whipple English and German College. . 
01 c These statistics are for the year 1881. Academy (see able VII). i See Table X, Pa.rt 1. 
c.o 
~ 
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Frn~klin Colkge ... ~--·-~·············j Franklin, Ind .............. ,1844 Indiana. .Asbw:y Umvers1ty ..••.•••••• Greencastle, Ind ..•••••.••. 1837 
Hanover College...................... Hanover. Ind ..•••••••.•••. 1833 
llnrtliTillO University. ................ Hartsville, Incl............. 1851 
Butler University . . . .. . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • Irvington, Ind............. 1850 
Union Chril:stian College ••.•••.••..••. Merom, Ind ......•.•••.•.•. 1859 
Moore's liillCollego .................. Moore's Hill, Ind ...•..••.•. 1856 
Uni\orsity of Notre Dame dn Lao* ••• Notro Dame, Ind ........... 1844 
EnrlliamColloge ...................... Richmond,Ind ............. 1859 
lU«lgoTillo Collelfe ..... ·"---· •••.•..••. . Rid~oville, Ind .. ·····-· .••. 1867 
St. Meinrad's Cole~"................. St. Meinrad, Ind........... 0 
St. Donaventure's College .•..••..•.... Torre Haute, Ind ••• r •••••• 1872 
Amit.y Collego ...•.•...••.••..•..•.... College Springs, Iowa·-···· 1858 
Griswold Colloge .•••••••••.••••.•••••• Davenport, Iowa........... 1859 
80 Norwegian Luther College .•.•••.•••.. 
81 Dm1(0 University ..• . ....... : .••••.••. 
82 Uuivorsity of Des Moines• 
83 St..Tosoph's College ..••.•. 
Decornh, Iowa. • . • ••• • • •• • • . 1866 
Dlls Moines, Iowa.......... 1881 
Des Moines, Iowa .... .•••.. 1865 
Dubuque, Iowa •••••• ·-· ••.. -.. --
Fair .field, Iowa............. 1875 
ll'ayotto, In.d . • •• •• • • • • • .. • . 1857 
Grlnnoll, Iowa . .•......•... 1847 
Imllanoln., Iowa . •• • • . • • • • • • 1867 
8-1. J>arllOJIH Uolll'gO ..................... . 
85 U)'lpl'l'lowo. University .............. . 
t!tJ lnwnGolloj,~O ..................... .... . 














































M.E .•..• ·-··· 
R.C ........ .. 
Friends ...••••. 











. r& Students. § • I-< ',: .s "' 0 
"' ~ :::1 ..... .!;! ell • "". ~.-d '0~ mop '.s : '"'"' _a a:> ,gg .s~ .,:;:! . ..... 
~~ . o b.() c.> b.08 
·$ al ~- .s"" ~"a .... .a 
al <t ~-~ ~~ .c ~ ~ 




Rev. W. T. Stott, D. !> .............. 
1 
... . 
Rev. .Alexander 1\Iartin, D. D., 4 
LL.D. 
Rev. D. W.Fisher,D. D •••••••••••• 3 
Rev. C. H. Kiracofe, . .A.M ....•••........ 
Harvey W.Everest,LL.D ·--······ ..•. 
Rev.Eiisha'l>'ludge .......••••..•••.... 
Rev. L.G . .Aclkinson, A.ll....... ... 4 
Very Rev. Thomas E. Walsh, 18 
c. s. c. 
s 9 l.O 1.1 1.2 
-----~-~--
52 I 15 
(219) 
471 24 45 22 
36 16 










40 26 2 64 •••••• (85) ~-- ····1······ 1 ---·-· 
180 !. .... ., ................. . 
JosepliMoore,tL.D ............... 4 103 77 53 42 83 
Rev. Samuel D. BatesdA.:rrr ........ .••. 38 37 •••••• .••..• 75 
Rt. Rev. Fintan Mun wl1er, o. s. B..... 30 •••.•..•.•...••••••••••• 
Rev.M.McEvoy,o.M.c ........... 4 103 10(} ................. . 
Rev. S.C. Marsliall,.A.ll ............................................ . 
Rt.Rev. William Stevens Perry, 2 49 ..•.•• 25 24 .••••• 
D.D.,LL.D. 
Rev.Laur.Larsen ..•.......•..... .... 67 0 63 a4 0 
~~~~:~·a~~r~:~tiO!;~.M:::::::: .. 4. ···oo· ···45· :::::::::::::::::: 
YeryRev.R.Ryan,V.G ............... 35 .•.••. 25 10 .... .. 
Rev.ThomasD.Ewing,D.D ....... 1 73 50 17 22 84 
Rev . .Tohn W. Bissell, D. D ......... 10 66 73 30 38 ..... . 
Rev. George F. Magoun, D. D...... 2 102 51 (3 ) bl21 

































88 State University ofiown... •• . . •• .•• . . Iowa City, Iowa............ 1847 1855 Non-sect ..••.• Jo.siuh L. Pickard, r.r ... D........... 0 0 0 
::iii: I:: i~:: :::: ii 89 Gerrunn Collego . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• • •. . • . . Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.......... 1873 1873 German M. E. Rev. William Bulcke, A.M .•••.•••.••.• 38 12 90 Iowa Wesleyan University ...•.•••... Mt. Pleasant, Iowa .•••.•... 1855 . 1852 M.E .......... Rev.W.J.Spaultling,PH.D ........ 2 80 43 91 Cornell Collo~e • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . .. . . Mt. Vomon. Iowa. . • • . . . . . . . 1857 1853 hl. ~. .. .. .. . .. . Rev. W~ F. King, D. D .. .. . . .. 10 198 177 
92 O.gkaloosa Co oge .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . • .. Oskaloosa., Iowa. .. .. .. •. . .. 18~7 1S61 Cbnstian..... G. H. Laugblrn, A. M .................. 59 34 (44) 49 93 Penn Colle~e . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . Oskaloo,su, Iowa .. . . .. • .. .. 18t3 1873 J!'I·it>ntls ....... :Benjamin Trueblood, A.M......... 2 c62 c58 ...... ...... ...... 
94 Central Uni\•crsity of Iowa........... Poll a, Iowa .. .. . .. .. • • .. • .. 1853 1l:j54 Baptist ....... Rev. George Warren Gan]ner, .... 60 40 l8 16 (,i6 
D. D. 
95 Tabor Colle Tie ........•............... Tabor, Iowa .. . . . . • • . ••• • .. 1866 1866 Cong ......... Rev. William M. :B.rooks, A. u ..... 3 51 19 13 21 d3(i 
96 Western Co logo ........... ........... Toledo, Iowa. . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 1856 1857 United :Breth . Rev. W. M. Beard shear, A. I>I •••••• (161) 4 22 e73 97 St. l3enm1ict's Uollege* ........•....... Atchison, Kans .. .. . . . • . . .. 1868 1859 R.C .......... Rt. Rev. Innocent Wolf, D. D.,o.s.n. 2 62 ...... 24 38 ...... 
98 Baker University ..................... Baldwin Oity, Kans ........ 1858 1858 M.E .......... Rev. W. H. Sweet, A. I>I ••.••••••••. 109 89 ...... 198 
99 Hi~?hland University ................. Highland, Kans...... • . . • • . 1858 1856 Presbyterian . H. D. McCarty, LL. D., acting ...... 2 65 58 26 15 82 100 Umversity of Kansas ................ . La wren co, Kana .. . . . . .. . • . 1863 1866 Non-sect ...... R ev. James Marvin,· A.M.., D .. D ..... 4 141 96 ···-·- ------101 Lane University . ... .................. Looompton, Kana .•.•.•.•• f"' 1862 United Breth. N. B. Bartlett, A. M ••••••••••••••• . 35 30 20 ...... 102 Ottawa University* ................... Ottawa, Kana . . • • • • . • • . • . .. 1860 1tl65 i~bt~~~::::::: T.111. Stewart, A. M ................ 1 40 26 ........ t .......... 103 St. :Mnr.v's College ..••..•..••. : . :: .... St. Mary's, Kana........... 18ti9 1869 Rev. C. Coppens, s. J ••••••....•••. 2 81 0 30 15 ...... 10! Wa~hburn College ••••.•..•.•.•••..... Topeka, Kans.............. 1856 1863 ~~(f::::::::: Rev. Peter McVicar, M.A., D. D .•.. 1 3'7 12 39 10 105 St. Joseph's Collego ................... B:mlst<>"WD, Ky............. 18'24 1819 Rev. W. P. Mackin ................ 1 glOO •••••• 
::~~!l:::~~ 
106 :Berea College .... ......• • ...•..••..•.. :Be reP, Ky. . . . . .. . .. . • • • • • • . 1865 1858 Non-sect ...... Rev. E. H. Fairchild, D. D .••••••••. 2 46 24 11 107 Ogden Coller;e ........................ Bowling Green, Ky . • • . • • . . 1877 1877 Non-sect ...... Rev . .t. W. WightQ.an, D. D , ....... 
'"5.6' :::::: 1.08 8:~~~C~ll~;g~-:: :~~ ~::::::: :·: ::::::: Cecilian, Ky .... - . • • • • .. . . . 1867 1860 R.C .......... H. A. Cecil, A. lii. •••••••••••. •• , •••. 3 10 109 Danville, Ky ............... 1Sl9 1822 Presbyterian . Ormond Bea.tty, LL.D .••••••••••••• 2 67 •••... 43 24 110 Eminence Colle~e .. .... - ...... ....... Eminence, Ky .. . • . • • • • • • .. 1856 1857 Christian ..... W. S. Giltner ...................... i1 ...................... .. .... 1···· .. 111 Kentucky Miiita.ry Institute .....•••. Ftumdale, Ky ........... ~ •. 1845 1845 Non-sect ••••.. Col. Robert D. Allen, llf. D., c. E., 2 14 ·· ~: · : 10 4 0 
112 Georgetown Collt>~e ................. . Georgetown, Ky ...••..•... 1829 1831 Baptist ....... 
superintendent. 
Rev. R. M. Dudley, D. D .....•..•... 2 24 ...... 12 12 ···••• 113 South Kentucky COllege ..... ......... Hopkinsville, Ky .......... j184!l klSSl Christian ..... l3. C. Deweese, M. A •••••••••••••••. ....................... 114 Kentucky Unh·ersity ................. Lexington, E:.y ............. 1858 1859 Christian .. ... Cha,rles Louis Loos ..••.••••••••.. 1 '"39' .... 0. 24 15 ...... 115 Kentucky Wesleyan College .. _ ....... Millersllnrg, Ky ........... 1860 1866 M.E. South ... D. W. Batson, A . .1.1 ................. .......................... ------ ............ 116 Kentucky Classical anu Business Col- North Middletown, Ky •••. 1878 1877 Christian _ .... E. V. Zollars, A . .!.! .................. 2 20 30 .................. 
l lege. 
117 Central University .................... Richmond, Ky - .......••••• 1873 1874 So.Presb ..... Rev. L. H. :Blanton, D. D., chan- 3 95 ......... 65 25 ······ 
118 :Bethel College ........................ Russellville, Ky........... 1856 1856 :Baptist .•••.•. 
119 St. :Mary's Colle~~ ..... . _ ... _......... St. Mary's, Ky .. • • • • • • •• • • . 1837 1821 R. C...: ........ .. 
12" }Louisiamt State university and Agri- ~ 51853 1S60~ ,.,. v l coltura.l nod Mechauicnl College. ~Baton Rouge, La .... :···· .. 11874 1874) ~,on-sect ..... . 
121 St. Charles College . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . • • . Grand Coteau, La.......... 1852 1837 R. C ........ .. 
122 Centcuar.v College of Louisiana. . ...... Jackson, La .. _ ............. 1825 1825 M. E. South .. . 




Co~.h;~;; ~?f tho Immaculate Concep- New Orleans, La ........... 1856 1-8.47 R. c ........ .. 
124 Leland Uni'i'crsity .................... New Orleans, La ........... 1870 1874 :Baptist ..••... 
125 New Orleans University*............. New Orleans, La........... 1873 .• . .. . M. E ..•.••.... 
126 Straight Unh·lrsit.y ...... _ ... ___ .. _ .. New Orleans, La ........... 1869 18i0 Cong ........ .' 
1~~ :::::: .•.•. <.61~> ..... 1l123 
Rev. James F. Morton ............. 
1
1m51 rn99 m49 ................. . 
Isaac N. Failor, A. liL.............. l 45 39 .... _. . • • .. . 68 
Rev. W. S. Alexander, D. D . • . . • • • . . . .. 4 8 12 ........... . 
*From Report or the Commissioner of Education for 1881. jNew charter in 1881. 
aPreparator.v normal stud~cnts. gTotal for all departments. 
b Inclnilt>s 2:.1 prep:ninlL fOr ladies' course. hScientific and normal. 
ciucludes students in ~np;lish and normal course. iin 1881. 
dN umber Jll'l•pai·ing for literary course. j As an institution for the higher education of women; 
ell aroin teachers' courseanu 62 in commercial department. recently amended so as to admit both sexes. 
kUnder the amended charter. 
Z These Me in commercial course. 















TAllLB IX.-Statistics of universities and colleges for 1882, tj-c.- Continued. 








Univorsityof Louisiana ............. . 
Jefferson College (St. Mary's) ........ . 
Bowdof:~~lleg~. :.·. :·: · :~: ~: •• ~: ••••••. 
Ba.tes College ...................... .. 
Colbv University .................... . 
132 St . .John's Colll'ge ................... .. 
1!13 Baltimore City College• .••••••••••.•.. 
134 ,John<~ Hopkins University •••••• ~-·-· 
l 35 Loyola. Co1lego* ...................... . 
136 Wn!'bington College ................. . 
1U7 ltock Rill College ... 
138 St .  Cllnrles's College 
139 l\1t. St. Mu.ry's College 
140 Frolleriok Colle go .................... . 
141 Now Wlnclsor College and Female 
Remluarv. 
l42 W\,Rtom litsn·yltm<l Collogo 
Ha AmhN'Rt Uollogo• .................... . 
14·1 Un!lt.oll CuliORU ... -................. .. 
Hr.. linK tun Un\'l"(lndty (Collrgu <>f L\utn·nl 
At·tK) . 
HI\ I!ILI\'111 '1\(~IIIIIllll 

























































A ~ A 




a., >:I ... ., 
Poi ~ 
~ 314 I ~ I 6 l'f 
1847 , 1878 1 Non-••d---~ 
s 9 l.O l.l. l.Z 
New Orleans, La ..•..••.... 
St. James Parish, La. (Con- 1861 1864 , R.C .......... 1 VeryRev.J.B.Bigot,S.11L ............ . 
173 
a85 
0 .................... . 
vent~- 0.). ~.~·- , 
1 Bru~sWlck, Me ............ , 1794 1 1802 ~ng ........ .. 
Lew1ston, Me ·.·...••.••.••• 1863 1863 F. W. Bapt ... . 
Waterville, Me . • • .. . • .. .. . 1820 1818 Baptist .•••••. 
.A.nnn.polis, Md ............. 1784 1789 Non-sect ..•. ~. 
Baltimore, Md. .•. • ........ 0 1839 Non-sect ..... . 
Baltimore, M<l... ... •• . • • • 1867 1876 Non-sect .•.... 
Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1853 1852 R. C ......... . 
Che~:tertown, Md .•••....•. 1782 1782 Non-sect ..•••. 
Ellicott City, Md . •. • • • . • . . 1865 1857 R. C ......... . 
EllicottCity,M<l •••....... 1831 1848 R.C ......... . 
Enmrittsburg, Md .......... 1830 1808 R. q ........ .. 
Fredorick~Mll .. ........... 1 1829 1 1763 
Now Winusor, M<l......... 1843 1843 
Non-sect ...... 
rreslJytcrian . 
Wostmiustor, Md .......... 1868 1867 Met b. Prot ... . 
Amborst, Mass ............ 1825 1821 Cong ........ . 
Boston, :M:1tss ............... 1863 1864 R. C ........ .. 
l3o11ton, Mnss ............... 18G9 1873 Meth. Epis ... . 
OnmlJrhl~o. :Mflflf"... ••••••• 1050 1638 Non-sect ..... . 
'uii11"0 11111, 'MIUIII ......... 1853 1855 Uuiven!a.list .. 
.Joshua. L. Cha.mberla.in, LL.D...... 0 j 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 
Rev. 0. B. Cheney, D. D ............. (b) (b) (b) (b) {b) (b) 
Iwv. George D. B. Pepper, D. D., 0 0 0 0 o o 
LL.D. 
Rev . .John M. Len.vitt, D. D......... 2 21 .. • .. . 6 . • ... .. 15 
William Elliott,jr .................................................. . 
Daniel C. Gibnan, A. III., LL.D...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rev. Edwanl .A.. McGurk, s. J • .. • • . . • . 30 . .. • .. 30 ........... . 
'Villiam .J. Ri'l"ers, A.M ............................................. . 
Rev. Brother .A.zarias... .... . .. •• . 6 110 ...... 40 . 10 60 
Rev. P. P. Denis, A.llf., s. a......... . .. . 61 . . . . . . (61) 
Very Re>. \V:illiam Byrne, A. 1>[. 5 55 0 40 I 15 
D.D.,V.G. 
Thomas .A.. Gatch, A. lll . 
Tie> . .A.. M. J;clly, D. D 
Rov . .James Tllomns Ward, D. D •••. 
Rev . .Julius. H. Seelye, D. D., LL.D. 
ltev. Jeren11au O'Connor, s. J ...... 
Rov. William 1''. \ValTCll, B. T. lJ., 
LL.D. 
ClJO,rlca William Eliot, LL.D .•••••. 
Rev. Elm orR. C1tpon, D. D ••••••••• 
c4~ , .... 9'1::::::1::::::1:::::: 









































































-~·-~otv,rn, Mass ..••••. 
Williams Collc!!e . . .. . . . . ... -······ Wot:cestcr~ Mass ..••••.•.•. 

























University of Michigan .•••••••••••••. .Ann Arbor, Mich .••.•••••. 
Battle Creek Colle~e ..•.••.•••.••••.•. Battle Creek, Mich •.••••••. 
Grand Tmverse College ••••...••.•••. Benzonia, Mich 
Hillsdale College...................... Hillsdale<, Mich 
Hope College .....•.•••.••••..•••.•••. Holland, Mich ......•..•••• 
Kalamazoo College .......•.•••••••••. Kalamazoo, Mich .•.....••. 
Oli;et College ..•...••....•••••••.•••. Oli;et, Mich ............•.. 
St. John's College. . . . • • • . . • • • . • • • . . • • . Collegeville, Minn .•••••.•. 
Hamline University ..•..•......•••• •. 
A ugsburg Seminary, Greek department 
University of Minnesota. ..•..•.. •••••. 
Cn_rl~to~ C?llege ........ ·········-;.···· 
MissiSSippi College ..•••••.••.•••••••. 
Rust Universit:vli ........•.••••.••••.. 
University of MississitJpi. .••••.••.• ••. 
Southwest Baptist College ..•••••••••. 
Christian University* •..••••••••••.•. 
St. Vincent's College .••............... 
Uni;ersity of the State of Missouri ... 
Grand River College •••..•............ 
Central College ..••.....•••••••.•••••. 
~ri'Ct!it~~i0o~i :r;;~tit~t{; :::::::::::: 
Lincoln College* •••... 
La. Gra.nge COllege .......•••.••.•.... -
William Jewell Colle,ge .........••.... 
College of the Christian Brothers ..... 
St. Louis Uni;ersity ....•••.•••.••••.. 
Washington University •••••..••..••. 
Drury Gollege ........•.•.•.•••.•••••. 
Stewartsville College ..•..•••.• ; •.•... 
Central Wesleyan College 
Doane College ....................... . 
Nebraska. Weslt~yan Universit.y ..••••. 
Unh·ersity of Nebraska* ......•. .•.••. 
Ham line, Minn............. 1854 1855 
Minnen,polis, Minn .•••••••..••... 1874 
Minneapolis, Minn .•..••••. 1868 1867 
Northfield, Minn •••••..••. 1866 1867 
Clinton, Miss.............. 1850 1851 
Holly Springs, Miss........ 1870 1868 
Oxford, 'Miss . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 1844 1848 
Bolivar, Mo................ 1879 1878 
Canton, Mo .•..•.••.••••••. 1853 1855 
Cape Girardeau, Mo . . • • • . . 1843 1844 
Columbia, Mo .......•..•.•. 1839 1840 
Edinbur~. Mo .••••.••..••••...... 1859 
Fayette, Mo ..•..••.••...... 1855 1 1857 
Glasgow, Mo •••••..••.•••. 1865 1866 
Glasgow, .Mo.... . . . . . . . • • . • 1868 1866 
Greenwood, Mo............ 1870 1869 
LaGrange,Mo ..••.....••.. 1859 1866 
Liberty, Mo .........••.... 1849 1852 
St.Louis,Mo .••••.••••••• .. 1855 1855 
St .  Louis, Mo ...•..•.•.••.. 1832 1829 
St. Louis, Mo............... 1853 1853 
Springfield, Mo . . . . . . . . . • • . 1873 1873 
Stewartsville, Mo. . . . . . • . • . 1879 1863 
Warrenton, Mo ..•...... · ••. 1,865 1864 
Creto, Nebr ........•..... · .. 1872 1872 
Fullerton, Nebr .••.....•... jl880 jl879 
Lincoln, Nebr...... . • • • . • . . 1869 1871 
187 1 Nebraska College ..•.•..•.••••••••••.. 
188 Creighton University ..........•••.. •. 
189 State University of Nevada* k . •.•..•. 
NebraskaCity,Nebr ..•.... l 1868 1S66 
Omaha, Nebr ..... ..••..••. 1870 1878 
Elko, Nev ......•.••....••• l ..... 
1 
1874 
Non-sect ..... . 
R.C ......... . 
Meth. Prot .•.. 
Meth . .Epis ... 
Non-sect ...• .. 
7th Day Adv't 
Cong ........ . 
F. W. Bn,ptist. 
Ref. Dutch .. . 
Baptist ...... . 















Meth. Epis ..•. 
Non-sect ..... . 







Non-sect ..... . 
German M. E. 
Cong ........ . 
M.E .......••. 
Non-sect .••... 
Prot. Epis .... 
R.C .....•.... 
Non-sect .•.••. 
Franklin Carter, PH. D., r.L. D . . . • . . 0 
Rev. Edward D. Boone, s ............. . 
D.S.Stepheus,M.A .........•••••• 2 
Rev. L. R. Fisko,D,D.,LL. D....... 7 
James B . .Ani'.<Tell, LL.D............. 0 
Eld.George . Butler •...••.••..•...•.. 
Charles E. Bailey, sec'y........... 8 
Rev. De "Witt Clinton Durgin, D. D ..... 
Rev. Charles Scott, D. D........... 3 
Rev. Kendall Brooks, D. D. . . . . . • . . 1 
Rev. Horatio Q. Butterfield, D. D... 4 
Rt. Rev. Abbot Alexius Edel-
brock, o. s. n. 
6g 1···-~- ···-~- ·---~- ..... ~ 50 28 .......••.....•... 
8:> 121 25 17 164 
0 0 0 0 0 
(584) .•..•...........•• 
2~~ 11:~ """47" .cii22" 1~~ 
44 20 40 2 e22 
56 61 35 14 68 
(2:JG) 61 . . . . . . 149 
24 1 •••••••••••.•••••••••••• 
Rev: G. H. Bridgeman, D. D ........ 5 57 39 96 ....•. , .••••• 
Prof.Ge<>.,E.gSverdrup............. .••. 32 ...... 32 .......•.... 
William watts Folwell, LL. D . . . . . . . . . G8 36 19 52 33 
Rev. James W. Strong, n. n ...•... f5 /97 /136 g61 27 
Re;.W.S.Webb,D.D .......•••••. 1 164 .••... 30 40 
Rev.\V.W.Hooper,A.:r.r. ...•..••..... 151 76 129 52 
Alexander P. Stewart, chancellor. 3 92 .•... ..•.....•....•••••. 
Rev. J. R. Maupin, A. :r.r • • • • • • • • • • . 2 79 75 16 50 88 
J. C. Reynolds, A.lii .........•••••• 2 .......••••........••....•••.. 
94 
Rev.JohnW.Hickey,c.M: .•...••..••. 144 ••••.. 94 50 •••••• 
~~~:~.s~!~r~::'.s:~:~-.. ~=-~-:~~:~: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Rev. Engene R. Hendrix, A.M., D.D. 2 77 .••••• 20 15 42 
Rev. James C. Hall, A.M.............. (12) ...... ...... 12 
Rev. J. H. Pritchett, A.M., D. D . • • . 2 70 80 42 48 60 
J.A.McKirahan.................. .••. 14 12 14 12 .•••.. 
J.F.Cook, li.A.,LL.D ·............. •••. 72 54 67 59 ....•• 
Rev. W. R. Rothwell, D. D............. 74 .••••. 40 34 .•••.. 
Brother James, F. s. c .............•••.........•••....•.............. 
Rev. R. J. Meyer, s. J .••.• ;_... • • • . 7 196 0 91 45 60 
Rev.Wm.G.Eliot, D.D ........•.. (i) (i) •••••. (i) (i) (i) 
Rev.NathanJ.Morrison,D.D ..... 2 115 100 35 68 112 
R1w. W. 0. H. Perry, A. M...... . . . . 2 43 28 9 23 39 
Rev. Herman A. Koch, D. D • • . . . . . 3 98 15 16 20 77 
Re\.Da;idB.Perry,A.M .......•. .... 62 69 (45) 
Rev.J.J.Fleharty,A.M.,PH.D ..•. 2 (46l ······1 6 
Rev. Edmund B. Fairfield, s. T. D., .••. ······~·-···· ............ 
1 
..... . 
LL.D., chancellor. • 
Rev. John McNamara, D. n .•..... 4 74 ••.... 4 .•.•.. 70 
Rev.ThomasH.Miles, s.J ........ 4 253 0 .••..........••.•• 
JohnS. Mayhugh, pres't board of 1 (40) 
regents. I 
40 
*From Report oftheCommissioner of Education for 1831. 
a Total for all departments. 
bPreparatory school is identical with Nichols Lat-in 
School (see Table VII). 
e In En~lish stu <lief'. 
/Including English and musical departments, and counting 
DODO twice. 
i See report of Smith Academy (Table VII). 
j At Osceola; removed to Fullerton in 1881. 
k Preparatory department only organizecl. 
eThcse are in elementary studies. 
d Includes a number preparing for philosophical course. 
ginclndes tl.Jose pre:paling for literary course. 
h These statistics are for the year ending June, 1882, up to which 



















TABLE IX.- Statistics of univers-ities and ciJlleges for 1882, ~c.- Continued. 
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1
1 DnrtmonthCollcho ................... , Hanover,N.H •••.••••••.•. , 1769 1 1770 
1!)1 St Benedict's Col1ege ................. Newnrk, N . ~ .............. 
1
1881 1868 
192 Rntgei•sCollego* ..................... NowBrunsw1ck,N.J ...... 1770 1771 
~~(f·.·-~·.::::: 
Non-sect ..... . 
1!)3 1 College of New Jersey ....•••••••...•. 
1





H>! Seton IInll Colle~ . .. . .. .. • • • .. • • .. .. . South Orrmge, N . .r......... 1861 1856 R. C ••••••... . 
19o St. Bona,·entul-o's College.. ........... Allegany, N. Y .. .. •• . •• • .. 1S75 1859 R. C ......... . 












Wells Coll~e ........................ . 
Brooklyn Collogiato and Polytechnic 
Institute. 
St. Frttncis College ................... . 
St. John's College* .•••••.•...••..••••• 
Caniaius Collog:e ..................... . 
St. .Tose!lh's Collego ....... ..... . ..... . 
St: Ln \n-once University .••..••..••••• 
lJnmilton Collogu• ................... . 
Eltuit'fl.l•'omnlo College ....••••..••.••. 
St . .Tolm'R Col logo• ...... ·. ~ ........... . 
liobnrt Collogo ............ :: ••••.•••. 
.A.\uora, N. Y .............. · 1 1808 1 11\68 I Presbyterian .. 
Brooklyn, N.Y............. 18""'o4 1855 Non-sect ....•. 
Brooklyn, N. Y 
Brooklyn, N. Y .••..••••••• I 1873 
Bnffulo, N.Y ...... -:. ....... 1881 
Buffnlo, N. Y .................... . 
Canton, N. Y .......... ::.. 1856 
Clinton, N.Y .............. 1812 
Elmlrn, N.Y ............... 1855 
Fordham, N. Y .. • . • • • • . • • . 1846 










R.C ......... . 
R.C ........ .. 
R.c -...... .-:. .. 




R.C ........ .. 
P.E ........ .. 
20 16 
Rev. Samuel C. Bartlett, D. D., LL. D.
1 
........ _, .................. 
1 
.... .. 
Rev. P. Mellitus Tritz, o. s. B...... 2 68 .. . . .. 22 .. .. .. 46 
Rev. Willia.m H. Campbell, D. D., (a) (a) ....................... . 
LL.D. 
Rev . .Tames McCosh, D.D., LL.D.. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Very Rev . .r ames rr. Corrigan, A. M •• -- ........... - • • -- .. - .. -- •• I ..... . 
Very Rev. Fr. Theophilus Pospis- 8 59 . • • • • . 37 22 
ilik, o. s. F. I Rev. Robert B. Fairbairn, D. D., .••. 17 ...... 17 
LL.D • 
Rev. Edward S. Frisbee, D. D .•••••.••. .•••.• 1 36 
David H. Cochran, PH.D., LL.D .... 23 599 1 ...... , ...... , ............ . 
Brother Jerome, o.s.F ............ 6 205 ...... 35 ...... b170 
Rev. A. ,f. Meyer, c. 111... .......... 4 85 0 ................ .. 
Rev. Martin Port, s. J • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 70 .. . . .. 40 30 ..... . 
Brother Frank, director ............... c240 ...................... .. 
Rev. Absalom G. Gaines, D. D...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rev.HonryDarling. D. D., LL.n ................................... .. 
ii:;: ~ ~W~~~o'le~~~~~·. ~: ~-::: .. 5 · ·-- iiii · ... :~. ~g ~~ .... ~~ 
Rev. Robert Graham HinsdaJ.e, ................................. . 
lii.T.D. 
Ba.ptist ....... IRov.Ebene~erDodge~D.,LL.D-~(d) (d) ...... (d) (d) ..... . 
Nou-seot ...... llon . .Andre-wDiclrsonwnito,LL.D. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Presbytorlan .
1 
B~b·n~~~foi.~ D. Walsworth, 1). n., .... •••••• Sl ................. . 
208 1 :a-tntlillon University ....... .-.••••••.•. ! Romiltou, N. Y ········----~1846~1820 
• 
0 ~ wl.Uniuwsity .................... ltlHtcn,N.Y ............... 186!> 1868 





































211 Colle~e of St. Francis Xa.vier* . ••• . . • . New York, N. Y ····--···. 1861 1847 
212 College oftl.Je City of New York .•..•• New York, N.Y ..••••.•••. 1866 1848 
213 Colulll~ia College .•••.•.•••••••••••••. New York, N.Y •••••••.•.. 1754 1'754 
214 Mnnhathm College* .....••.•..•••••.•. New York, N.Y .•.•••..••. 1803 1853 
215 Rut.gl!rs Female ollege* .••..•••••.••. New York, N.Y •••••••••.. 1867 1838 
216 St. :Louis College ......•...•..••...•••. New York,N. Y ...•.•••••. 1869 
217 University of the City of New York .. New York,N. Y .••..•••••. 1830 1830 
218 Vassar College ........................ Poughkeepsie, N.Y ........ 1861 1865 
210 University of Rochester .............. Rochester, N. Y --··-····· 1850 1850 
220 g~~~~~~l~0e~i~~;j · oi ·a;~· i'~cijr' ~i- Schenectad.v, N. Y ....•.... 1795 1795 221 Suspension Bridge, N. Y • . 1808 1856 
222 
Angels. 
Syracuse "'G"niversity .................. Syracuse,N. Y ..••.•••.•••. 1870 1871 
223 Uni.-ersity of North Ca.rQlina ••.•.•.•. Chapel Hill, N.C ........... 1789 1795 
224 Biddle University .................... Cbnrlotte,N.C ............. 1877 1867 
225 Davidson College ..................... Davidson Coll:fle, N.C ..... 1837 1837 
226 No•th Carolina College• .••..••..••.•• , MtPlo"ant. . C ..•...... 1859 1 1859 
22'7 Shaw Ulliversity ...................... Raleigh, N.C .............. 1875 1866 
2'23 Ru.t~erford Colloge ..•..••.••.•..••••. Ru.~erforcl Coll~e, N.C .. e18?1 el8?1 
229 Tnmty Collejle....................... Tnm~ College, . C....... 18o2 18;,2 
230 'Wake Forest College"' ................ Wake <crest College, N.C. 1834 1834 
231 Weaverville College ................ .. 
232 Buchtel Colle~e ..................... .. 
233 Ashland College .................... .. 
234 Ohio University ..................... . 
235 Baldwin Unive1·sity ................. .. 
236 German Wallace College ............. . 
237 Hebrew Union College ............... . 
238 St. Joseph's College* ................. . 
239 St . Xavier College .. ................. . 
240 University of Cincinnati. ............ . 
241 .Adol~ert College of Western Reserve 
Universitv. 
Weaverville, N.C .......... 1873 1874 
Akron, Ohio . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1870 1872 
.Ashland, Ohio .. . • • .. .. • • .. 1878 1879 
.A.thens, Ohio .. • .. .. . .. .. .. 1804 1809 
Berea., Ohio ................ h1S56 h1856 
Berea, Ohio .. .. • • . . .. . . . . . . 1864 1864 
Cincinna.ti, Ohio ........... 1874 1875 
Cincinnati, Ohio ........... 1873 1871 
Cincinnati, Ohio .......... 1869 1831 
Cincinnati, Ob.io .. ... .. .. .. 1870 18i3 
Cleveland, Ohio ............ 1826 1826 
R.C ......... . 
Non-sect; .... .. 
Non-sect .... .. 
R.C ......... . 
Non-sect ..... . 
R.C ........ .. 
Non-sect ..... . 
Ron-sect .... .. 
Baptist ...... . 
Non-sect .... .. 
R.C ......... . 




Evan g. Luth .. 
Baptist ....... 
NOll·SCCt ....•• 
M.E.South ... . 
Baptist ...... . 
.t.Jexa~der Stewart Webb, LI .. D ... 11 480 
Fredcl'lck A. P. Barnard:, s. T. D., 0 0 








Rev.SamuelH.Frisbce, s.J ....... 10 1 276 
Rev.BrotherAnthony ............ 20 5~4 ....... , •.... . , ...... , .... .. 
Rev. Samuel D. Burchaul, D. D.... 2 
John P. Bro;1by................. 10 
Rev. John llall, D. D., chancellor, 
50 
4~ l"'i2l .. 3sl:::::: 
ad inte1'im. 







Martin Brewer Anderson, LI,. D .. • ............................... .. 
Rev. E. N. Patte:, D. n. , LL.D ..•••. , ................................. . 
Very Rev. Patnck V.Kavanagb, .... 73 0 ................. . 
C.M. 
Ro\'. Charles N. Sims, D. D., cl1an- 0 0 
cellor. 
Hon. Kemp P. Battle, LL.D........ 0 I 0 0 I 0 1: ' 0 
Rev. Stephen Mattoon, D. D....... 7 136 0 58 5 73 
ReY.A.lJ.Repburn,D.D., LL.D .... 1 5 ...... 5 . ..... ! .... .. 
Rev. L.A. nikle, D. D............. 1 I G6 ...... 1 25 121 ..... . 
Rev. H. hl. Tupper, A. ;\1.......... .. .. 27 10 27 10 .... .. 
Rev. RobcrtL. Abernetby,A.M.,D.D ................................. . 
Rev. Braxton Craven, D. D., LL. Dj . ................................. . 
Rev. Thomas Henderson Pritch- 1 50 ...................... .. 
ard,D.D. 
Non-sect...... E. hl. Goolsby, M. 







Ger. Baptist .. El~ja.h Burgess, A. u., ac-ting ......... .. 
Non-sect ...... \V1lham H. Scott.................. 3 
M.E .......... Aaron Schuyler, f-L. D............. 5 
M. E . . . .... . . Rev. William Nast, D. D 
Hebrew ...... Isaac hleir \Vise ...... . 
R. C . .. .. .. . .. Rev. P. J. llurth, c. s. c .......... --~ 6 
R. C .. .. . . .. .. Rev. J. I. Coghlan, s. J............. 5 
Non-sect ...... Thomas Vickcrs,n. D., rector...... 0 
P1·esb. & Cong Rev. Canoll CutJ.er, D. D........... 4 
72 I 76 
(130) 









15 23 44 
49 
60 1110 ~----·· 8g ""o' ..... 0 
35 ...... 28 
242 Farmers' College ...................... College Hill, Ohio .......... 1846 1846 Non-sect ...... P. V. N. Meyers, A.M.............. . . . . 14 
243 Cap1tal University.................... Columbus, Ohio............ 1850 1850 Evan g. Luth.. Rev. M. Loy, A.M.................. 1 36 
17 24 ....... 1 
23 ............. . 
244 Ohio State University ................. Columbus, Ohio ............ 1870 1873 Non-sect ...... R eY. Walter Q. SCDtt, D. D......... (j) (j) 
245 Ohio Wesleyan University ............ Delaware,Ohio ............ 1842 1842 M.E .......... Rev.CilarlC'sH.Payne,D.D.,LL.D ..... 217 
246 Kenyon Colleg·e ....................... Gambier, Ohio ............. 1824 1825 P. E .......... Rev. Wm. B. Bodine, D. D.......... 5 68 
247 Denison University ................... Granville, Ohio ............ 1832 1831 Baptist ....... Rev. Alfretl Owen, D. D............ 3 101 






* Fl'omReportoftheCommissionerofEducation for1881. e.As an academy in 1858. j See Table X, Part I. 
aPreparatory department is identical with Rutgers !Deceased November 7, 1882. kin ladies' literary course. 
Uollege Grammar School (Table Vll). glncludes students preparing for philosophical course. Z.Has since been made superintendent of city schools, 
bPrepaling for commercial course. hAs Baldwin University; founded in 1845 as Balthvin Clevela.nd, Ohio. 
c Total for all departments. Institute. mlncludes all the students in school not. in regular col-











































TABI,E IX.-Stat-istics of 'l.tn·iversities a-n'd colleges for 188'2, g·c.- C ontinue<l. 
NoTE.-For statistics of the professional schools or departments connected with any of these institutions, reference is made to the approprmte tables. 
Name. 
1 
Marlett.'\ College .•••••••••••••••••.••. 
Mt. Union College• 
F.mnklin Colle~!~--- .................. . 
Muskingmu Couege* ................. . 
~f:~~n~0M~fi~· ~- ::::::::::::::: :::· · 
lUo Grmule coWege ................. . 
Scio College . ........................ .. 
Wittenberg College .................. . 
Heidel borg College .................. . 
Urban:~> University .................. .. 
Otterbein Untversity ................ .. 
Wilberforce UniYersity .............. . 
Willoughby College .................. . 
Wilmington College ................. . 
UniverRity of Wooster ............... . 
Xenin.College ................. ; ...... . 
Antioch Collegoe ...•...•.••••..•..... 
Cot:Vnlli~ Collego . ......... ·--~o·· ..... . 
Un1vore1ty of Oroll;on ........ rr .••..••. 
'Pacific Unlvoraity null Tunln.t.in 
Aol\(lomy. 
1tfoMiunvlllo Dtiptlet Oolle~e .. ....... . 
tlh1111l\nu Cn1lh~C\· ................ .. 
l•hllumnt h Ot>ltul.(\1* . • . • , ...... . 
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34 '······ Marietta, Ohio ...••.•••..••. 1835 183. 51 Non-sect .... .. :Mt. Union, Ohio ............ 1858 1846 Non-sect ..... . 
New Athens, Ohio ......... 1825 1!125 Non-sect .... .. 
New Concord, Ohio ........ 1837 1837 United Preeb. 
Oberlin, Ohio .............. 1833 1833 Gong .... .. . .. 
Richmond, Ohio ............ 1835 . 1843 
Rio Grande, Ohio .. .. .. . .. . 1875 1876 
Scio, Ohio .................. 1866 1865 
Springfield, Ohio........... 1845 1845 
Tiffin, Ohio ................ 1850 1850 
Urbnna, Ohio . . . . .... .. .. .. 1850 1851 
Westerville, Obio .......... 1847 1847 
Wilberforce, Ohio .......... ' 1863 1863 
Willoughby, Ohio.......... 1858 1859 
Wilmington, Ohio .......... 1875 1870 
Wooster, Ohio . ............ 1866 1870 
Xenia, Ohio................ 1850 1850 
Yellow Springs, Ohio ...... 1852 1853 
Corvnlli~ Ore9; . . . . . . . • • • • . 1868 1865 
Eugcno vity, vreg.. .... • • . 1876 1876 
Forest GroY-e, Orcg .•..•• :. 1854 1854 
F. W. Daptist. 
M.E . ........ . 
Evan g. Luth .. 
Reformed ..... 
New Cburch .. 
United Breth. 
Af. :M.E .... .. 
M.E ......... . 
Fri~nds ...... . 
Presbyterian . 
M.E ......... . 
Christian .... . 
M.E.South .. . 
Non-sect ..... . 
Evang .••..••. 
Rev. Israel W. Andrews, D. D., LL. D 2 104 
0. N. Hartshorn, LL. D. . . . . . . . • . . . . a7 115 
Rev. George C. Vincent, D. D...... . ... 41 
Rev. F. M. Spencer................ . . .. 61 
R ev . .James H. Fairchild .......... 23 437 276 306 b407 ..... . 
70 
40 ~ ---··· 1 """"'1""""'" 17 ................. . 
25 30 59 ··•••• 
M. Stahl. .......................................................... . 
Alban us .A.. Moulton, A. M.......... .. .. 78 31 2 26 ..... . 
E . .J. Marsh. A.M., B. D ......... ~... .... 25 26 ................. . 
Rev . .J. B. Relw1g. ~- _n............ 3 60 10 45 ........... . 
Rev.Georg:eW. \V1lhard,D.D ..... 6 62 11 16 36 .... .. 
Re\. Frank Sewall, A.M........... 3 28 37 35 .. . .. . 30 
Rev. H . . A.. Thompson, D. n:....... 1 69 38 W c21 25 
Rev. Benjamin F. Lee, D. D........ . .. . 90 52 11 26 •••••• 
J. C. Ward, principal............. 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
,James B. Unthank, B.s............ .. . . 26 31 21 29 7 
Rev . .A.rcbibn.ld .A.. E. Taylor, D. D.. 8 115 61 50 d36 90 
iie~~:D~l~i~~~: ~~ir~::·:::::~:::: --~- :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
B. L. Arnold, A. M....... ... .. .. .. . 1 
.John W.Jobnsou, A.M ............ 1 





Dnptist ..•••. ·1 Rev. E. C. Anderson, .A.M., D. D .... 11 
lJhristin.n.... . '1'. F. Crunpbell, A.M ............... 2 
Uultod Dreth. Hev. 'Vnyne S. 'Vnlkor, A • .r.r ......... .. 
:M. E .......... '£herons 'Vn.n Seoy, A.M., n. n...... 5 
-.. ~jil45;~~- :::: :~jG:~~~:: :~?~~ 
37 23 ...... ...... 60 
44 36 26 M .... .. 
70 30 27 73 ..... . 






























































Western Unh·crsity of Pennsylvania. 
Mnltleuber:r Colle~re* . .. .. .......... .... 
LobllllOn Vnlley College ..• .•..•••..•• . 
St. Viucent ':; College .................. 
Dickinson College . .... ........ ..••••. 
Pt!nu:~ylvania Military Academy ...•. 
Lnfftrotto College . .••..••...•. .• ....•. 
Ursin us College* ..............•..••••. 
Allegheny City, Pa .......... 1819 1819 
Allentown, Pa ..•••.••.•••. 1867 1867 
Annville, Pa. ..•••••..••.••. 1867 1866 
Beatty, Pa .......•..•••.••. 1870 1846 
Carlisle, Pa. ......•..••.•••. 1783 1783 
Chester, Pa ..•..•. ; ..•..... 1862 1862 
Easion, Pa. . .. •..... ........ 1826 1832 
Freeland, Pa. (College- 1869 1870 









M""dville, Pa ..•..••..•••.. ll817 1815 
Philadelphia, Pa. .•••••••••. 1863 1863 
New Wilmington, Pa. .••••. 1852 1 1852 
Philadelphia., Pa.: ... • .•.•• -1 1852 1852 
Philadelphia, Pa. ..••..•.•.. 1755 1748 
Pittsb'Q.rgl;J., Pa. ............ 1882 
South Bethlehem, Pa ....•.• 1866 
Swarthmore, Pa. . . . . . . . • • . . 1864 
Villanova, Pa. . . . . . . . . • • • • • . 1818 
Wasbingt.on, Pa. ..••.•..•.. i1802 







301 I College of Charleston ..•..••.•••••... ·1 Charleston, S. C .•••..•...• -~ 1785 1 1785 
302 All~n U!!ivcrsity ··--·-··;···.········· Columb!a., S.C ... . ..•••.• •... . ... 1881 
303 Unn·orsttyofSouthCarolma.J . .•••.••. Columb)fl., S.C ..•• •.•••.••. 1801 1805 
304 Erskine College....................... Due W est, S. C . • • . • • • • . • • . 1841 1839 
Non-{lec.t ...•.• 
Evan g. Luth .. 
United Breth. 
R.C ..••.••••. 
M.E .. . . .••... 
Non-sect .. : ••. 
~~~~~::~~~-: 




N.on-sect ...•• . 
R.C .•• •.••••. 
M.E ..•. ....•. 
United Presb . 
R. c ..... : ... . 
R.C ......... . 
Non-sect .••••. 
R.C . .. ...... . 
Prot. Epis .•• . 
Friends ..••••. 
R.C ..•.•••••. 
Presb . ..•..••. 
Non-sect .••••. 
Non-sect .•••.. 




150 ·····-· 43 107 Rev. HenryM. MacCr:leken, D. D., 
chancellor. " 
Rev. Benjamin Sadtler, D. D. . • . • . . 5 103, ...... I 34 
0 
Rev.D.D. DeLoug, A.M: .. ....•.... 1 48 17 13 22 30 
Rev. Hilary Pfraengle, D. D., .......... ------ .... . J .... J .... . 
o. s.·B., director . 
. Rev. James Andrew McCauley, D. D 2 32 · 
Col. Theodore H yatt, M. A......... . . . . 169 
2 24 
19 
0 15g 1-----: R ev. Wm.C.Cattell,D.D., LL.D.... 0 0 
Rev.J.H.A.Bomberger,D.D ..••.. 3 52, .•.•.. , ...... , ...... , . ••••• 
Rev. Milton Valentine, D. D........ 2 
Rev. H . W. Roth, A. :u. . ........... 4 
Thomas Chase, LTT. D., LL.D....... 0 
Charles S. James, PII. D .. .... ........•. 
Rev. Thomas G. Apple, D. D. . ..... 3 
Rev. David J. Hill, A.M............ (g) 
Rev. Isaac N. Rendall, D. D ........... . 
Rev. Brother Angelus Laughlin, ... . 
O.S.F. 




13 38 · ····- 25 
(gJ2 . • :~)-- I ·-~~) .. ! .. ~~) 
98 . -.-.- 12 1 27 
137 351172 ···-··1···--· (h77) 42 1 13 h22 
100 .•. -.. 35 40 . --- .• 
180 I 220 I 30 . - . - .• I -.-- •• 
Rev. Lucius H. Bugbee, D. D....... 3 
Rev. E. T.Jeffers, D. D............. 2 
Rev. Brother Romuald . • • • . • • • • • • . 5 
Rev. Burcl1ard Villiger, s. J........ 8 
William Pepper, A.M., M.D., LL.D., ..•..••••....•...•.•....•••. 
provost. 
Rev.P. W . Power ................. 6 135 0 10 0 125 
Robert A. Lamberton, LL.D....... o 0 0 0 0 0 
Edwa.rdH.Ma.gill, A.H ...•.•••••• 4 86 56 ...•...••..•.••••• 
Rev.JosephA. Colema.n,o.s.A ..................................... . 
Rev.JamesD.Moffat,D.D. . ...... . •••. 37 ..••.. 30 7 .••••• 
Rev. Ezekiel Gilman Robinson, ~--· .•••...•••.•••...........••••• 
D. D., LL.D. 
H. E. Shepherd, A.M .. ............................... . ... . ............. . 
Rev.JamesC.Wa.ters,D.D ........ 6 12 ~4 ~ 9 6 .• ..-.-•• 
I. M. McBryde, chairman of faculty ..................... . ............. . 
Rev. W. M. Grier, D. D. ............ 1 23 • • • • • • 16 7 .••••• 
35 
40 ~~ 1· --ioT····5 S051 Furman University ....•...•••••.•••.. Greenville, S.C .•••••••. ._.. 1850 18511 Baptist. .•.••. R ev. Charles Manly, D.D .••..••••• 2 306 Newberry College . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Newberry, S.C............ 1856 1858 Evan g. Luth.. Rev. G. W. Holland, A.M.......... 2 
307 Cla:fii~ University an~ South Carolina~ . ' .,. a 1869 1870 • 
Agncul~uralColle.,eandMerha.n- , Oran.,ebur.,h,S.C . ..••.• f 1872 1ll74 1}M.E .•••..•.. Rev.EdwardCooke,A.H.,B.T.D ••. 511691 561 24~------~---··· 1cs' Institute. J l 
308 I Wofford College .•••••.......•..... . . . Sp:utanburgh, S.C ......... 1851 1854 M. E. South .•• James H. Carlisle, A.M., LL.D .•••••.•......•..•.•. J .......... -..... . 
, *From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. /Includes 10 normal students. j See report of South Carolina College of Agriculture 
aPreparatory and normal. • gSee report of Uni>ersity Academy (Table VII). and Mechanic Arts (Table X, Part 1); this is ihe only 
b Preparing for literary course. h. Includes normal stmlonts. · department of the university which has been reorgan. 
clnciud~s stud en~ prep'l.!'ing for philosophical course. iDate o~ charter a.nd organization of Jefferson C?lleg!3; ized, the university having been suspended for several 
dPl'epa_rm~r for philosoph teal course . Washm!!ton College was chartered and orga.rnzed m years. 



















TABLE IX.-Statistics of universities and colleges for 1882, 9·c.- Continued. 
NO'l"E.-For stn I is'tics of the professional schools or departments connected with any of these institutions, reference is made to the appropriate t.n.bles. 
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--·-----I I I •--•--•--
1 ~ 3 I 4 ~ 6 7 s 9 10 I 11 I 12 
309 1 Adger College .•........... -.--- . -•.•. Wn.lhnlln., S.C ..... ....... .' 1877 1877 1 Pres b ......... Re~.F.P.Mullnlly, D.D.----······~····1 1~~ 1' ""58' 1 181 8 310 Enst Tennessee Wesleyan Univemity. Athens, Tenn.............. 1867 1868 ?t!L E .......... Rev. John Fletcher Spence, s. T. D. 2 45 165 
311 Kin!! College ......................... Bristol, Tenn .. • .. .. .. .. .. . 1868 1867 Presb ......... Rev. J.D. Tadlock, D. D........... 2 39 ...... 3~ ····a·l 9 312 Southwestern;Presbyterian University Clarksvillo, Tenn . .. .. • • .. . 1875 1875 Presb ......... Rev. John N. Waddel, D. D., LL.D., 0 , 0 0 0 
chancellor. 
313 Hhva.ssee College ..................... Hiwassee College, Tenn a . _ 1850 1849 :M. E. South .•. Rev. John H. Brunner, A. M., D. D ......... ~.. . ..... 
1 
............ 
314 Southwestern Baptist Uni-rersity ..... Jackson, Tenn ............. 1874 1875 Baptist ....... GeorgeW.Janrum,A.M.,LL.D .... 1 30 ...... 24 ...... 6 
315 University of Tennessee; Tennessee} Knoxv-ille, Tenn ......... { 1807 1808 }Non-sect ..... Rev. Thomas W. Hwues, s. T. D • .. b3 b46 .. • • .. . • • • .. .. .......... .A.~icnltut'tll Colle~e. 1869 1869 
31G Curu erlantl University ............... Lebanon, Tenn ............ 1842 1842 Cnmb. Pres b .. Nathn,n Green, LL.D., chancellor .. 2 59 ------ ........... ............ ·····-317 Betl1el Collol!e ...•.....••..••••••••••. McKenzie, Tenn ..••••••••• 1850 1850 Cumb. Presb .. Rev. W. W. Hendrix, n. D c ........ 2 15 16 ------ ........... ....... 
318 M'Vville College ..................... Ma.ryville, Tenn ........... 1842 1819 Presb ......••. Rev. P. Mason BRJ:tlett, D. D ....... 4 100 70 46 ........... ....... 
319 Chnstian Brothers' College ........... Memphis, Tenn .••..••..••. 1872 1871 R.C .......... Brother Ma.urelian .......•.....•.. ....... 146 ----·- ........... --··-· 320 :Mosheim Institute .................... Moshoim, Tenn ............ 1870 1869 Lutheran ..... Rev. J.C. Barb, .A.M .. ........ ~ .... 1 9! 52 ........... ........... ......... 
321 Carson Colloge ............••.••••••••• Mossy Creek, Tenn ........ 1853 1850 Baptist ....... Rev. N. :B. Goforth, D. D •••.••••• , • 1 93 -----· 
322 Central Tennessee College ••••.••••••• Nash-ville, Tenn ........... 1866 1866 Meth. Epis .... Rev. John Braden, D. D .•••.•••••. 5! 63 40 ............ 77 
823 Fisk University* ..................... Nashville, Tenn ........... 1867 1866 Cong ......... Rev. E. M. Cravath, M.A .......... 3 39 14 53 .......... ------
324. Vnndet·bilt Umversity* ............... Nashville, Tenn ........... 1878 1875 M.E.South ... Landon C. Garland, LL.D., chan- 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
University of tho South*-·~····: •.•.. 
ceUor. 
325 Sswnneo, Tenn ............ 1858 1868 Prot. Epis .... Re-~. Telfair Hodgson, D. D., vice 5 66 ............ .............. ........... ........ 
\ cltall()ellor. 
ll26 BurrlLtCollogo ....................... ~noor, Tenn ..•••••••••.. 1850 1850 Christian ..... T. ·w:Brents .......... ................ dll5 d5G 30 60 ...... 
327 C Cilcn&villo aud Tuaculum College •••. culum, Tenn ........... 1794 1794 Non-sect ...... Rev. A. :u. Do:~ok,A.:r.t............ .... C~> ·--20- ·--50· --···0 3211 Wluo\HIII(or Normal .................. ~Tv~~~~~~~;~~~-::::::::: 1878 1878 
Non-sect.. ..... J'l\mes W. Terrill................. 2 • (7o) 





































S31 Henderson Malo nnd Female College*. Henderson, Te:s: . • • • • •••••. 1870 1873 Non-sect .•..•. Lyman Gould, A. JIL ••••••••••••••• d6 d65 d71 ·--··· .......••••• 
332 Ilaylor Unh-ersity . ................... Independence, Tex .••••••. 1845 1846 Baptist . . . •• . . Rev. Wm. Carey Crane, D. D., LL.D. 2 35 ..... J 10 25 ...•.• 
S33 Mansfielcl Malo and Female Collego*.. Mansfield, Tex............. 1872 1869 Non-soot ...... Rev. John Collier ...........•.•••. d186 d154 109 121 ...... 
334 Salado Colle go........................ Salado, Tex................ 1860 1861 Non-sect ...... Prof. James M. Smit.h e ••••••••••. 2 38 34 40 ... -.. 32 
335 .Austin Collo.~re .....•.•••.•••.••.•••••. Sherman, Tax: ..•...••..... 1849 1850 Pres b. 0. S.... Rev. E. P. Palmer, D. D ......•..... I 50 ...... 25 7 18 
336 Trinity University.................... Tehuacana, Tex............ 1870 1869 Cum b. Pres b.. Rev. W. E. Beeson, D. Dj ••••••.••. 2 90 96 8 . ..... 178 
337 \Vaco University..................... Waco, Tex................. 1861 1867 Baptist . . . . • • . Rev. Rufus C. Burleson, D. D., LL.D. 3 (230) 50 100 g80 
338 l\farvin Co'tloge . ...................... Waxahachie, Tex .••.•.•.•. 1873 1872 Non-sect...... Rev. L. M. Lewis, A. 111., D. D ....... 3 60 so .•.....••••..•...• 
339 University of Vermont and State} Burlingtoo Vt .••.•.... ··{ 179! 1800 ~Non-sect ...... Rev.MatthewHenryBuckham,D.D 0 0 0 0 0 0 A/D'lCulturnl College. ' 186() 1865 
S40 Middlelnu-M College................... Middlebury, Vt............ 1800 1800 ·cong ......... Rev. Cyrus Hamlin, D. D., LL.D ..•. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
341 Randolph aeon Colle go...... ....... Ashland, Va..... ••.••..... 1830 1832 M. E. South .. Rev. William W. :Bennett, D. D .•.. 
342 Emory an<llienry College •...•.•••••. Emory, Va ................. 1839 1838 M. E. ~outh .. Rev. David Sullins, 11£. A., D. D ...•. 3 38 
343 Hampden Sidney College .....••.••... Hampden Sidney College, 1783 1776 Presb . ........ Rev.J.M.P.Atkinson, D.D ....••. 
Va. 
:l44 Washington and Lee University* .... Lexington, Va .• u ......... 1782 1749 Non-soot ...... Gen. G. W. C.Lee ................ ---· ......... • ••• "•I • • • • • .. t• •• • • •I• ••••• 345 Richmond College .••..•••••••..•.•••. Richmond, Va. . ..••..•••... 1840 1832 Baptist ...•... B. Puryel!-r, LL.D., chairman of 
faculty. . 
346 Roanoke Colle~---·-- ................ Salem, Va. .................. 1853 18.53 Lutheran ..•.. Julius D. Dreher, 111. A., PH. D ...... 2 31 ------------ -----r··--347 University of irginia ............... University of Virginia, Va.. 1819 1825 Non-soot .•.... James F. Harrison, M.D., chair- ···- ... - .. · .... - ...... man of facnlty. 
348 :Bethany College* . ......•••••••••.•••. Bethany, W.Va ........... 1840 1841 Christian .•••. W. K. Pendleton, LL. D ••••••••••. 2 -.. -........................ 
349 West Virginia College* ............... Flemington, W.Va. ........ 1868 1868 F.W.:B ....•.. tioward N. Ogden, A. B .•••••••••• 2 12 15 .................. 
350 \Vest Virginia University ............ Morgantown, W.Va ..••... 1867 1867 Non-sect ...... William L. Wilson ................ 2 40 0 20 10 •••••. 
351 Lawrence Universit.y ...••.••••••..... Appleton, Wis ............. 1847 1849 Meth.Epis .... Rev. E. D. Huntley, D. D:, LL.D ... 80 39 9 53 57 
352 Beloit Colle go ........•.••.•..•..••.•.•. :Beloit, Wis ....•..••.••••.. 1846 1847 Cong. &Presb Rev. Aa.romL. Chapin, D. D., LL.'D. 3 154 ...... 75 32 47 
353 University of Wisconsin .............. Madison, Wis .............. 1848 1849 Non-Se-ct ...... Rev. Jo·bn Bascom, D. D., LL.D .... •••••• h5 ............ 
354 Milton College ........................ Milton, Wis .••.••••••••••. 1867 1867 7th Day :B1tpt. Rev. Thomas R. Williams, D. D., 7 121 85 .•.•.. .•••.. 206 
acting. 
355 Racine College .••.•••••••••.••••••.•.. Racine, Wis . -~ •••••••••••. 1852 1852 Prot.Epis .... Rev. Albert Zabriskie Gray, A.M., 8 91 .••••• 63 28 •••••• D. D. 
356 Ripon College ...........••••••••••••. Ripon, Wis ................ 1851 1863 Cong. &Presb Rbv.EdwardH.Merrell,A.M.,D.D. 5' (118) 4 51 i63 
357 N orthwostern University •.••••••••••. Watertown, Wis .......... 1864 1865 Evang. Luth .. Rev. Augustus F. Ernst.......... 1 j131 jl4 55 90 •••••• 
358 Georgetown College* ................. Georgetown, D.C ......... 1815 1789 R. C .......... Rev. Jam~s A .. noonan, .s.J .••••.. 3 147 ...•.. 147 .•••••.••••• 
359 Columbian University ..•..••••••••••. Washington, D. C .••.•••••. 1821 1821 Non-sect ...... James C. Welling,LL.D ...................................... 
360 Gonzaga College .... ......•••••••.••.. Waehington, D. C .••••••.•• 1858 1848 R. C .. . . . . • • • • Rev. John J. Murphy, s. J .. • • .. • • . . • .. 85 • • • • • • 49 36 
361 Howard University ........••••.••••• ~ Washington, D. C .••.•••••• 1867 1867 Non-seot •••••• Rov.w;u;amw.Patton,n.n.,Lt.n 1 ,. ...... " ----·r----362 National Deaf-Mute College .••.•••••• Washington, D. C ...••••••• 1864 1864 Non-sect...... Edward M. Gallaudet, PH. D., LL. D 6 40 13 10 0 ...... 
363 "University of Des01·et ................ Salt Lake City, Utah ...... 1850 1850 Non-sect .••••• JohnR. Park, M.D................ 4 108 85 0 0 193 
364 University of Wasbin§ton Territory. Seattl~, Wash. Ter ......... 1861 1862 Non-sect .••••• A. J. Anderson, A. :M., PH. Dk. •••. .••. (105) .................. 
365 Whitman College and 'eminary ...... Walla Walla, Wash. Ter .•. 1859 UB66 Non-sect .••••• A. J. AnderSQn, A.M., Pll. D...... .••. (113) 8 32 73 
*From Report of Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Tho fema.lo department is at Sweetwater, seven miles 
from Hiwassee College. 
d Total for all departments. 
eRed~ed Juno 12; succeede~ by Prof. Smith Rags-
i In English course. 
bNo preparatory department, but a subcollegiate class. 
c Since euccoede<l by W. B. Sherrill, A. B., who furnished 
this report. 
/Since decellsed. 
g Co=ercial students. 
h Preparatory Greek class. 
j Academic, normal, and preparatory departments. 
kResigned July 1, 1882; succeeded by' L. J. Powell, 
A.M. 



















TADLE IX.-StaNstics ojtw'iursitics and collegesjo1·l882, g-c.-Continued. 
N o-rl!..-For st.\ li:;tics of tho professional schools or departments connected with any of these institutions, reference is made to the appropriate tables. 
Collegiate department. ~ ~ 
I:! Q;> 
. 0 ~ 
t:n I a5 \,) 0 
Corps of instruction. § Stutients in classical course. Students in scientific c01use. ~ "§ ~ ~ 
. , ...,-o -o ] --- o.l 'g . .,; ·~ "a 
I e .s I= 1'1 Q;> • "' Fresh. SophO· J . s . Fresh- Sopho- J . s . 1'1 ~ "' .S< ;::::: '3 Name. I P. ~ <'$ !:=: ~- 'B man. more. nmor. eruor. man. more. umor. emor .. S . cc .S< A 8 "' 
. P"d ,.... 0..... ..., "' ..., A a:> d 
;:... , l'lj:l a:> -o:a ... ------------------------~""' ('$ "' ... 1'1 .;::l 
;!::! Q) c;S • ~ 1': . 1'1 "' $ 0 § I:! 1::: ~ ·~ co 
~ ,~ !" ~ § ~ ~ Q) g g . . . . . . . . 8'<l ] s ~ ~ ~ .... e ,,~ , = cc ~ ~ gs = cc cc cc cc "' cc cc "' - b.O ~ "' ~ ~::: 
~ ~ ~E ~ e~ .'B ~ $ 1 $ 1 $ 1 $ 1 $ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 !·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ o"""' o p.,.::; ~ P< A ~ cc ~ " ~ cc ~ cc ~ cc ~ cc ~ cc ~ cc P< ~ o o o o 
~~~-~_y _ _ ""-~~~-1"'1-~-""-~~~~~~-""-~-""-~~~ z z z z 
I 1 I~~~ 16 ~ 18 I"' 20 ,.1 ,.,. ,.3 ,. .. l>G ,.6 ,..1 ,.8 ,.9 30 :u 3,. 33 34. 33 36 30' 38139 
t ~~f~t~~N~~~D~:n::~~-u·~ Ji_ :;;;: J: J.::: -~:: m: ::~: ·:~~ m- :~~: ::~: ~~t -~~- m- :~~: m. ~~~- :~~: m: :::: :r -:;:~~~I -1 !! 
7 .Arkanr ns Inuustrial Unh·ersity... .. . • . 9 9 0 0 87 c2G c8 c17 c4 c12 c5
1
c15 . . • . • • • . . •• . . • • . •• •. • • • • . • • . • • • . • . . . 0 0 0 0 4 39 
J ~!\tt~~~~:ui!;::~ie~~:::::::::::::: :::: :::::~ :::::: :::::: ::::::.:::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::.::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::::: ·T ··:g 
11 Uuiversit.y of Cnliforni:t .....••...•.... d33 d30 d3 2 e142 38 9 13 4 10 1 13 3 (e) (e) (e) (e) · (e) (e) (e) {e) e36 3 0 0 4 40 
12 Pierce Chtist~n College*.............. 5 8 .. •• •• •••• •• 22 5 0 2 . • . . 1 • • •• 0 . • •• 3 4 2 1 2 . • • . 0 1 1 0 0 .•• • •• 4 32 
18 St. Jinc~nt' s College..................... 5 5 .•.... .••... 8~ .... .... .... .... .... .... .••. .... .... .... ..•. .••. .•.. .... •••. .... .••. .... .•• ...••. .••. 43 
H Unn·ersityofSonthemCahforma ..... 8 7 1 ...... 1o 4 1 2 ..•. 2 1 .••...•. 3 a .......................................... 4 40 
15 St, I~ntins College......... . ......... . .... ...... ...... 0 ..•... .... .••. .... .•.. .•.. .••. .••. •••. .... •.•. .••. .••. .••. •... .••. .... .••. o o o .••. 41 
16 St. Mary's College*.................... 15 12 3 o 79 15 . . . . 5 . • . . 5 . • • . 6 . . . . 15 . . • . 17 . . . . 7 . . . . 6 . • . . . • . . 3 o o 4 43 
17 Snutn.Cla.raCollege.................... .... 20 4 o 120 39 0 .•.. 0 .•.. 0 .••. o 33 0 26 o 16 o 6 o ... . .•.. .... o 4 44 
lf:l Uuivorsity of tho Pnoiti.o . • . . . . . . . . • . • . 15 15 . • • . • . . • • • • . 85 5 1 4 1 2 1 3 1 7 8 11 3 6 4 2 1 25 . . • . . • • . . •• • • • 4 49 
19 J>Mifio Motboclist College............. . 4 4 .••• •• . •• • . . 60 . • . . . . . . 2 . . . . 1 1 1 . •• . 17 14 11 . . . . 1 4 3 5 . • •. . . . . • • •. •••• •• 4 40 
2D Jiospcrinn College . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . 7 7 ..•.•. -..... 49 4 3 6 4 3 2 2 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 2 2 . • • . 2 . • • . • • • • • • 4 40 
~i g~~~.~~~tc~L~~~~:~~~~-:::::: : :::::::: ~ ···-~- ·---~- ·---~- ·--~~- --~c_I~> ... --~~1_o! .. ___ <_c~~- - ___ <_c~> ___ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: --~- --~- --~- :::::: --~- ~g 
21l Ultivot·slty of DonYor.. ................ 0 0 0 o 1~ 4 1 3 0 1 0 o o .... .... .•.. .... ..•. ... . .•.. .... 6 o o ...... 4 40 
24 'l't•lnlty Coll<'Jl:O...... .•• • . • . . . •.. •. . . . . 12 8 4 . .. . . . 84 17 . . . . 18 . . . . 19 . • • . so . • • . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . • . . • • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •• . . . 4 38 
25 'Vollll;~· nu UuiYt•rMity* .. •• • • • •••• •• • • . . 20 20 0 9 103 c46 o5 o40 o1 o32 c1 lo29 c1 . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 3 0 . .. • . . 4 88 
20 Ylllld)ulh•~n ..... , . ••• • •• • • • • •• • • •• . • • . 42 42 • • • • • . 14 e602 103 .. .. 130 .• •. 160 . .. . 149 . . .. (e) •••. (e) . • • . (e) • • • . (e) • •• . ~40 41 ~ 5g ! ;n 
'!7 l>I'II\\\HI'od ~ ul .lo • _,. , •••• •••••• • ••••••• • ••• 0 2 •• • ••• &I 4 7 4. 2 0 0 . • • . 2 15 . .• . 7 .. . . 4 0 7 . • •· 1 1 l ;.
















































































Atlanta. University .•••••••••.•.••..•.. a16 · ••••• -····· •••••• 14 ·- ·· · · • · · ··· ···l-·· · ·· ·r·- ·· · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · -~·-··]--· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ··· · · · 4 
r~~~i~~:j.tttt=.tm_jj~~m=~j: ::!: ·::::. :;;;!; ::::.: --~:!· ;~ •·, '!i ~ :··· ,::: :··· ,::• ••:• :~; •·••• : JO• · :·· ~ ••:. :::• •• := •=:• :-,· : .. : ··= =_:;: ::; :;; 
Heddin~Colleg1i..... ........ .•...•.••. 5 5 •••... 0 4-! 1 3 l 1 2 1 2 1 1 10 1 6 41 2 
1
••• 3 5 ... 1 ... o 4 36 
Tilinois \Vesl~yanUniversity .. . •... ... 8 8 0 3 12!J 35 15 18 4 13 2 10 2 ·-· ~ ·-· · ... ... .. ··· 1···· ........ 0 g:JO ... o 4 1 39 
St. Viateur's College.................. 20 .• ••. - ••••••.•. --. 100 c40 . ... c25 .... cl 5 .... 
1
cl0 .................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ~ 10 . . . . .• . . . 5 42 
Blaokburn University .•• ••••.•••.. •... 10 10 •••••• ...... 105 3 ~ 4 2 G 4 21···· 8 4 6 ~ I 8 1 4 1 4 45 ... . ....... ... 1
1 
4 1 38 
CnrtbageColleg_e'" .•.• .• . .•••••. . .... •. 7 ..••.. ••.•.. .•.•.. 66 6 10 13 4 5· 6 1 4 .... 1 .. .. 2 1 1 2 1 7
1 
~ 2 1--- ..• .•••. 4 1 35 St. Ignatius Couege'" . .................. 9 9 0 0 16 7 0 0 0 7 1 0 2 0 . ••......•.. .. . . 
1
... ... . . . . . ·I 8 o o 
1 
4 1 40 




... . GO I 4 ::19 
EurekaCollegeh ....•.....•..•.•...... 5 8 .••.•. ...... iiO 12 . .. . 17 8 3 4 G .... . ... . .. ... 
1 
• ••• • .. T ... .... .... . 4 40 
Northwc~tern University .•••••.••..... 12 12 .••••• 1 161 Hi 6 8 1 9 ... . 12 2 il7 ilB i7 ilO iS iS i G il 2!J •........ 367 4 37 ~~gc~fr;it.::·:.:·:::::::::::::::::: ~ ····9· ····o· :::::: 1~~ ·2i· ·-i· ··9· ··1· ·is· ··a· ··a· ··i· ·2i· ··7 ··a· 11 .. 6.1. .fi.]--a· ··5· '1 ··i· i7 . ··5· 1 :::: :::::> ! ~g 
Lombard university . .•••.•••••.• •. .... 9 9 0 3 28 0 1 g i1 1 i3 1 0 6 3 3 2 3 1 3 0 .... .... .... ..... 4 40 
ill~r:ocoR~k1:~~:::::::::::::::::::::: ·1o· ··-ia· :::::: g 8~ i --~- ··9· :::: ··4· :::: ··a·:::: ·ai · :::: ·ia· :::: ·ii ::::··a · ::: :: :: :: ::: '·-~- ~ ! ~~ 
LakeForestUniversity .••••.••••••.•.. 10 10 0 0 f6 8 2 10 6 3 2 1 2 .. . . . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ..... .. .. . 22 o 0 10 4 37~ 
McKendreeCollege .....••••••••••..... 13 11 2 ...... 136 9 . .. . 4 1 4 1 4 .. . . 14 15 3 3 3 2 4 5 64 .. .. .......... 4 40 
Lincoln University.................... 8 8 0 . ••••. 74 (i32) (i21) (i9) (i12) . . .. .... .. .. ..•. .... .... ... . .. .. ... . ... . .. ...... 4 4Q. 
MoumouthColloge ...•. · ..••.•...•...••. 13 13 ..•••. .•••.. 122 24 9 11 4 11 2 16 2 6 13 .•. . .... !:! 15 3 4 . .. . .... . .. . o 4 4(1' 
Mt. Morris College . ... .•.•••....••..•. . ... . ...... ---- ...•.•................. - . . .. ... --. . .. . . . . . . ... ... . . ... ... . ... . .. .. . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . .•.... 4 40 
Northwestern College ..••...•...•.••. 6 ...... ...... . ..... 87 2 .... 3 1 3 .... 1 .. .. 9 3 2 .... 2 2 1 1 !57 .•• .. •• • •••••• 4 3!1 
ChaddockCollego ...••... .. . ..... .•.... 10 7 3 0 52 10 8 4 2 2 2 3 1 2 .•.. 1 2110 3 ........ 2 .. . .... 6 4 39 
.A.u ust:ma. College .•...•••...•.••.... . 10 9 1 0 67 17 .... 12 .... 14 . . . . 5 .... 1 .••. 1 ..•. 1 .••..•• ..• . . 16 ... . .•.. o 4 38 
St. ~oseph'sDiocesian College.......... ... 9 .•• . .. .••. .. 120 ....... . ....... . .••.... . .••..........•. . ... . .....••..••. .••. .........•... __ . .•.... 5 40 
ShurtleffCollege. ...................... 7 7 .•••.• b3 ?O 10 .... 7 .... 3 2 5 2 .... 3 4 1 .•.. ..•. 1 2 10 .• . o 16 4 3!J 
W:~~~ff~~~~:;.~~~~~~~~::::::::::: (jJ ····6- :::::: ~::::: <fo :::: ··i · ··i · ··i· ··i· ··i· .. 4 ... i. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::::::: :::: :~:: :::: :::: .... ?. ! ~g 
WhontonCollege .•• .•• .••••••••••• • .• . 10 10 0 b3 29 14 1 .... 3 . •. . 5 3 3 . .....•......••.... . •••. . ••..••..••. 0 0 0 4 39 
Thelndiana.University .•••••••••••.•.. 14 14 2 0 157 IC49 c16 c37 c8 c18 c7 c17 c4 .... . .• . .. .. .•• . . •.. ..•. .... •••. .••. 1 ..•. 64 4 40 
·wabashColle.~e •••.•• •••••••••••• .•••• 11 11 ...•.. ...... 87 18 .••. 16 ... . 9 .... 10 .•• . 16 .•.. 8 .... 6 .••. 4 .... .... .... .... 60 4 38 
g~;k]i~'b~ll~:f~::.:·:::.:::::::::::::: k~ k~ :::::: :::::: 1~& 3~ :::: 3g :: :: 3~ :: : : 2~ ::::··a· ··i· ··2· :::: ··2· :::: :::: .. i. ·iii.:::::::::::::: ! ~~ 
Indinna.AsburyUniversity .•• ••••••••. 15 13 2 10 239 i86 .... i35 ... . i33 .••. i38 . .. .. .•...•.... . ..•..••..........•.. 47 .•...•..•••••. 4 40 
Hanover College .•••••..•••••••••••..•. 7 7 0 '"5 72 25 4 18 1 7 .••. 7 1 1 .... 1 .•.. 4 · 2 1 •••. o .........•.••. 4 ..• 
Hartsville University.~................ 4 4 ...... 1 35 ·4 .... 3 .... 1 ..•.... .• .•. 11 11 2 ... . 3 .••. .••. .••. .... ... . ..•. .••••. 4 38 
ButlerUnivereity-.••••••••••••••••••••. 8 8 ...... 2_ 106 17 3 9 7 13 7 7 2 ..........•..••...•..••..•...•.. 37 4 .••..••••. 4 39 
Union Christian College •. ~ ••••.•••.•• . 7 5 2 0 63 .•...••......••......•...•..•••..............••..••..••......•...... 2 ........•. 4 37 
Moore's Hill College.... .. ............. 8 8 0 0 74 2 3 0 2 4 0 2 1 10 12 3 5 1 5 4 4 13 3 o .••••• 4 39 
UniversityofNotreDame duLac* •••. 24 ••••••.••... .... .. 144 .•. . . .•..•..•••..•• • .• ..••...••......••..••..••.•••..••..••..... 34 .•. . .••..••••• 4 41 
Eadham College. . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • .. . • • . 5 5 0 0 55 6 2 2 3 1 3 0 2 4 5 3 2 o 1 1 o 18 2 o o 4 3!J 

















a Total for all departments. j Students in the Yale Schoo of Fine Arts. j See Table X, Part 1. 
b Partially endowed. fJ There were also 40 non-resident students pursuing the k.A.lso 1 professor of painting and 1 professor of music C') 
c Undet·c!assical are included students in scientific course. non-resident course. with 10 scholars outside of all classes. 
0 a Faculties of colle.a;es of science and of letters. h These statistics are for the year 1881. ~ 
TABLE IX.-Statistics oju1tit:er8ities and collegesjo1·l882, 9-c.-Continued. 
NoTE.-F or statist.ics of the professional schools or departmenis connected with any of these institutions, reference is made to the appropriate tables. 
Collegiate department. ~ ~ 
::s ct> 
0 p., 
c6 . ' ai Q .o 
Corps of instruction. ~ Students in classical course. Studer;ts in scie11ti:fic course. .S 1:l .S ~ 
~ <7J <I) -~ ..::l 
• • -+'>r::j ::I ~ 'g .,; ~ 0 
e.S ~ ~ ~ ~ Fresh- Sopho- J · s· . Fresh- Sopho- . . >:t ""' a3 A ;::;:= ..g 
A ~ d ll= ;i '0 man. more. umor. ~?mor. ma.ll. more. Jumor. Somor. -~ . ~ .8< ;a g ~ 
~ §rg. "ia) ,g:a ~ ------ ------------------ ~~ ~ ~ ~ .s ·;; 
-a 3d~ ~ ~ sti § ~ ~ ;..~ .; ~ "0 z: ~ 
~ ~ ~.s ~~a;; ..... gj ~ ~ ..: ~ • • • • • 0 ~" ~ .g g ~ ~ 0 o "'ct>E O <ll .... ~ - ,;::; ct> ct> ct> ct> ct> ~ ._., o,;;, rt) ,...., p-
'0 '0 ~ e '0 2 0 'B ~ a) ~ Q ~ a) ;! ~ g a) ~ a) ~a· al ] ci ';s ·z '0 '0 '0 '0 '0 
c:i 0~ ~ ci ~ 0 ~ ~ di ~ 'd ~ ~ ~ "; ~ '(; m ~ ~ 'a a ~ Q) 13) 0 d 0 0 d 
~ ~ '~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ R ~ R ~ R !2:1 R ~ R. ~ R /Ji ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I 1 113 ~~~~~--.-; 18 19 ~0 ,.. 22 "'3 "" "" 26 ,.~ 1 28 "" '30 31 32 33 3<0 ~li j 36 1 a~ I;-; 39 
75 Ridgeville Colle:<o .............. -··· ••. 5 3~--2 --0----;- - 2 -1 -2 -1 ~ ~ -1 =-9 -3-1 ~ -1 -1 -1 ~ -;-l-2 ~---;- - 4 1 36 
H ~~l~JA~::~~~~~:::::::::::::: 'i ... :;. :~~::: :::::: :::~ ~~: :~:: ::;: ::: ::; :::: :~: :::: ::~: :~~: ::: :::: :::: :::: ::~ :: ,::;: ·::· :::· ::::: ·-V~i4 
80 Norweg!_nn Luther College._........... 10 10 0 0 78 23 ... _ 21 . . .. 15 .. .. 12 • . .. a7 .... __ .. _ ..... __ .......... _. 0 o 0 o 4 40 
81 Drake university ...................... 11 ...... 2 ...... b323 ........ ____ ..... . .............. ---- .... ---- ...................................... 4 39 
82 Uni"ersityofDesMoines"' ............. 6 0 0 ...... 52 4 3 12 6 6 3 3 2 ................................ 13 .............. 4 39 
83 St. Joseph's College.................... 7 7 ...... ...... 86 JO .... 8 .... 15 .... 8 .... 5 .. .. 3 .... 2 .... 3 .... 26 6 .... ...... 4 42 
84 Pnrson.s C&ll<'~------ .................. 9 7 2 0 47 5 1 4 0 10 2 o o 2 5 4 o o 4 o 0' 10 o o o 4 36 . 
85 Upperiowt\University ................ 5 5 ----- - 5 44 4 5 4 ---- 3 1 4 .... 11 3 1 2 ........ 2 .... 4 ........ 1 4 38 
86 Iowt\ College .......................... 17 16 1 c9 160 10 d19 10 d24. 9 dll 14 d14 12 .... 1 1 1 2 1 3 .... 29 o o 12 4 38t 
87 Simpson Ccntcnnry College"'........... 8 8 ...... ...... 62 6 1 5 5 2 3 0 2 4 19 1 2 . 4 2 2 o 4 o o o 4 37 
88 Stn.teUni>ersityofiown. .............. 12 17 ...... ---·-- 272 38 13 28 7 10 11 25 9 42 4 10 7 1 9 3 9 ____ 32 ........ , ...... 4 1 38 
89 Gennnn College. ....... . ............... 3 3 ------ ...... 23 2 .... .... . . .. 2 .... 1 .... 1 2 7 2 .... 1 1 .... 4 .... ____ ...... 4 40 
90 Iowa Wesleyan University .. • • . • .. .. .. 11 11 0 2 159 e37 e23 e18 el4 e9 e5 el5 e9 ............ __ .. .. .. .. __ .. .. .. 28 1 o o · 4 37 
91 Cern611 College ........................ 10 10 o 3 103 10 .. .. 6 3 7 2 3 2 d21 dll d10 d8 d5 d7 d6 d2 .. .. o o 175 4 37 
92 Oskl\looso. College............. • •• .. • .. 11 11 1 1 19 d2 d1 dO .. .. d1 d2 d4 dl __ .................... , . __ .. __ .. .. .. 2 .. . .. __ .. 4 ! 40 
93 FonnColleiZe--- -------------···--·· ·· 5 5 0 0 55 6 3 3 1 3 3 2 1 4 6 2 4 2 3 .... 3 o o o ...... 4 38 
04 Cenh·R.) University ofiowa ............ !) 9 ...... 6 36 6 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 4 1 2 2 .... 1 1 .... 2 .... .... ..... 4 1 30 
115 TaborCelloge .......................... 11 9 2 ...... 88 7 .... 4 2 1 1 1 1 11 12 4 9 4 2 2 1 26 . ... 
1 
. ... --·---~ 4 
1 
39 
G6 W11ste. TU C. olloge. . .. .. • • • • .. .. • • .. .. • • • . 7 .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. 23 7 1 1 ........ -..... -- .. -. 4 4 --.. 1 1 2 2 .... . ~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 1 . .. . 07 St.J.lenNltct'e Collego*' .... • .. • ••• • .. • • . 14 14 ... • . • .. . .. . 54 5 . . .. H .. .. 4 ..... - ........ - . .. -- .... -- .. .... - -.. .. .. .. .. 31 
1
.... .. .. 1 4 
1 
42 
llll llakf'>-r Unlver11ity .. _ ....... ••• ••• ...... 5 5 0 0 S5 9 2 1 0 1 3 . . .. . . . . 3 1 1 8 3 ~ 3 1 g g g g ! J~ 
00 lll~thhuu1Uulv(lr .. lty ... . . ............. 7 7 0 0 16 6 1 4 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 .., 
1 
'so 
)00 ' U~tlv ~ a'lllty ntKumm11 .......... .. ...... 15 16 0 0 11l8 11 6 0 2 4 3 4 2 30 14 16 15 12 5 I 5 ~ .. :. :::::::::::::: 
4 
:lO 






































1G2 Ottawa-"~ni:l'rnity ...................... 41 
103 St .. ·~.hn·y s C1•lkgo . •••.•. .••••• •••.•••. 9 
104 Washburn Coll,•ge ..•.••.........•.•... 10 
105 St. Josepl1'!< Colle;;e.... ••••.. .• •. •.• . . . 13 
106 Bere;"t College......................... 7 
107 Ogdt-n Collea:e .............••••••.•••.. b4 
198 Cecilian College . ...... .....• .••..•.... 7 
109 CentroColicge ............••.••.••.••.. 6 
110 Eminence College. __ ..........••••..... g8 
lll Kentuek:x .Military Institute .•• • • . . . . . 7 
1.12. Gtlorgetown Collel!;e . . . . . . . . . . • •• • • • . . . 7 
113 South Kontucky College............... 5 
114 KentuckyUniversity.. ................ 9 
115 Kentucky Wesleyan College........... 5 
116 Kentuc.ky Classical and Business- Col- 13 
4 •••••• ··--- -
7 2 0 
10 0 •••• • . 
90 29 0 30 0 e.3 0 e5. . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 3 . . . . 0 
9 
.•••...••......... , .... 1··· ·1 ····,····1···-,-·-·l···l····,---l -.. 1··· ·, ····,·-··1····1···1····,---·,····,····1··-·· · 
•••• :. ----~- :::::: b~~ --~- ::::'1.~. :::: --~- :::: --~- :::: --~- ~ -~~- --~- --~- :::: --~- :::: --~ - --~ - :::::::: ... :~. 
6 1 ...... 10 
2 1 2 , .••. 1 .... I. -- .1.?- ., ... "I' .. -~---·,----,- ... , .... , .... 1 ... "I• -- -~-- "l".- "I• ... I .... , .. --~·--· --







6 .•••.. 1 85 
.....• ····-· .•••.. bgll8 
9 2 0 75 
7 .••••. •..•.. 140 
5 0 0 90 
9 0 1 103 
.••... ···--- ·----· 74 
10 3 .•.... 121 













:::I :::1:::1:::1::: l:: :I: :: :I::: :1::::1::: t :: :1::: :I::: t:: t :: ~I:: :t :: :1 ~ 
:::T:::J::::c:T::I:: J ·2 ·1 ·-9l:::l:~:l::J::I:::I:::I:::I:::l::J:::J:::l::::: 
loge. 
117 CentrallJniversity •••••••••.....•..... 71 7 .•.•••. 
1 
..... . 
118 Betbel College......................... 6 ...... ••.•.. 3 
119 St.Mary'sCollege ..................... 12 12 .•.....•.•.. 
120 Louisiana State lJniversity ancl .Agri- 5 5 0 0 
cultural and Mechanical College. 





















30 I 4 1 40 69 15 . . . . 12 . . . . 10 . • • . 8 . • • . IO . • • . 8 • • • • 6 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . • . . . . 4 40 
i~03 . . • . . . - . . . . . . • • . -- • . . - • . . - • . . - - . . . - . • - - . . . . . . • • .. . . . . . - • . . - •.. . - - - . - • . . • • . . - • - - - ••.. 3, 5 42 
J99 24 .... 13 .... 4 ·-· · 7 . •.. 37 ·--· 11 .••. 2 ••• • •••. ·••·· 0 1 .... 0 (h) 40 
122 CentenaryCollege-ofLomsuma .... :··; 7 3 4 .•••• ~ 49 e27 .... el2 .... e5 .••. e5 ······················· ·· ··-··························! 4 40 
"123 College of~o l';Umacnlabe Conception 8 ••••.. •••••. .••... 14 .....•• J ............................... · ....................... J ................. 
1
• _ •• 42 
1~~ ~;~n8r~~~~eu~~~~~~ii:Y*:::::::::::::: ··4· :::::: :::::: :::::: ····9: ··a·:::: ··2· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::::::: ··i· ::::::::··a·:::::::::::: :~::1::~: :::::: ~ --4· ·34.· 
126 StrrugbtUmverslt;Y"-·--·····--···-····· 4 4 ..••.. 0 24 9 2 1 2 5 1 0 .•.. .... .... .... .•.. ... . .... ..•. •... .... 4 4 32 
127 Unh·ersityofLomsiana ..•.•..•••.•••. 6 6 o o 77 .... o .... o .... o .... o .... o ..•. o .... o .... o ......•. ··o· .... 5. 56 38 128 Jotfers~m College(St.Mary's) ..•.. ; ••. 15 15 0 0 ................. . ................................................ , ..........••.•••....... '6 42 
129 Bowdom College •.••...••••..•••••••••• 14 11 3 --··· 147 35 .... 43 .... 28 .... 35 ·.--· ·-·· ..•...• . .• '" 1 .... 2 ••.. 3 .. . . ..•. 4! 4 38 
130 Bates College ......••••••• --·······t-·· 7 7 3 .•.... 106 26 2 27 3 18 5 21 2 .•.. .... .••. ..•. .. • . ..•. .•.. .... 2 o o 24 4 38 
:131 ColbyUniv&t·sity .•.•.•••.••.•••••• :'... 9 9 0 2 124 46 2 20 2· 23 4 31 0 •••. ... . .... .... .••. •... ..•. •... 2 o o 6!) 4 36 
1.32 St.John's College...................... 8 8 0 0 51 5 .•• • 13 .... 2 .•.. 4 ... • . -.•..••.•••..••..•....•......... 27 o o . 26 4 40 
~H ~h~i:~~:f:~·;~::~:~::~~=: if ;;;~: :;;;~; ~~:~:: ·~ :;;: :::~ ::~ : :::: :;;: ~::: :~: :::: ::~· ::: ~~~: ~~~: ~~~:. ~~ :::: ~::: ::i :;i -~• ::'•; ··i i 
1.37 RockHillCollege .......••••••••••..••. 8 2 1 0 32 15 0 5 0 4 0 3 0 5 0 0 0 o o o o o .... o o 4 42 
:138 St.Cbarles'sCollege .• .....•••••••••.•• 12 12 0 0 96 e35 •••. 
1
e33- •••. e12 .•.. el6 ........•...•...................•.. o o · o ..•. . 4 42 
'!~9 Mt.St . .Mary's Colloge ... .....••••..••. 11 20 3 0 71 17 .... 13 •.•. 10 ..•. 11 .... 7 .... 2 .... 2 ........•.•. 9 o o : ..... 4 40 
140 FrederickCollege ..................... 3 3 0 0 49 .... --·· --- --··· --·· .....•..... . ..•..... -··· .••.•........... ~--· ... ..... o o (h) 42 
141 NewWindsorCollegeanclFemaleSem- 9 7 21······ b77 ···· 17 ~ ---- 7 ·••· ··•· ···· 7 ···· ·•·· .---· ·••· ••·· ·--·~·-· · ·.·-· ···· ···· ···· ······ 4 1. 38 ., inary. . 
142 WesternMarylandCollege ..•••.•.••.. 11 8 3 0 90 12 15 4 ... . 11 10 11 8 4 5 1 .... 5· 4. .• ,.· ••••••• . o o 3R 3,4 42 
143 1.AmherstCollege• ···················•·. 21 21 0 81 339 82 .... 104 .. .. 69 .•.. 74 .... ---· .... 3 .•.......... 5 ··-· ... 2 1 100 I <1 38 
144 BostonCollege ..•.....................• 10 10 2 0 111 28 0 32 0 32 0 18 0 .•.. 0 ..•. 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 o 20 4 42 
*~'romReportoftheCommissionerofEduoationfor1881. eUnder classical are inclnded students. in scientific hNot prescribed. 
aNt'nnber in normal conrso. course. i 27 in cln.ssical course and 76 in colllmei·C:a.l com,se. 
b Total for all d~partments. f Curriculum consists of elective schools or departments. j Counting none twice, 50. 
c Partially endowed. gThese statistics are-for the year 1881. k Total enroliuent, including fellows. 

















TABLE IX.-Statistics of univmtities and colleges for 1882, g·c.- Continued. 
NOTB.-For atatistics of the professional schools or depru-tments.connectecl with any of these institutions, reference is made to t:~e r.ppropridc tables. 
Name. 
Collegiate department. ~ ~ 
... cl) 
!=! .., 
a) 1· Cfi 8 .o 
I:: Stnclents in classical course. Students in scientific course. •B ~ ~ ~ ' 
~ ___ I~ .g . ·Sv o 
1
6 il ~'d 'd E So h Fr h S h I I ca ~ • "' ~ ~ 
... ·~ ~ ~ Q) • on Fresh- P O· Junior. Senior. es · op O· Junior. Senior. l § ~ ~ .S< o ~ 
A ~ c.: ~ ~ 'C) man. more. man. more. :;:; .,; cp -~ ~ o 0 
!>. ~] ·a; .g:E ... -----------·---------- ·--- P.~ ~ ~ .... s .;:< 
~ <:>ciS Q)<O ~m cp oo ~ ~ ~ IZl 
~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ Q) ~ 'S ;..'d ~ :3 ] ~ ~ 
.~ ~ e.s o gj e ..... :g ~' • • . . • . • • o t<. .!ll ~ ~ ~ 
~ "'oc::> !=lcp~ o.., 1=1 <:> a:> <:> a:> <:> cp cp cp 'd ""' ~ ~ ,... ,... 
'C) 'c; ~ .§ 'C) '813 ~ ~ a) Qj a) Qj cV ?. cV ~ cV ?. cV 'd ci ~ a;i ?. '<j 'C) 'C) 'C) 'C) 'C) 
0 0~ a) 0 ~ 0 P; ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ & 0 0 0 0 0 
~~~~-f::: _l"l ~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~-l"l ~-l"l ~~~~_!:_~~ 
1 I' 13 , 14 1li 16 1 1'7 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2;) 26!27 28 129 30 31 32 :J3 34 , 35 36 3'7 38 3.9 
145 1 Boston University'(College ofLiberhl ~ ~ --~-=1----;;- -5 --;--;- ---;- ~  ~ -8---:; ~~  ~ -~ ~ = = = =1--;; =--; ~-;-
Arts). 1 . -. 
146 Tinrvnrd College.. .•••••..•• ·.......... . 56 .. .. .. .. .. .. 15 ab988 263 ... . 20? .... 209 .... 203 . .. . (a} 
1
.... (a) .. • . (a) . • • . (a) .. • . 46 c;>2 8 118 4 37 
147 Tnfts College* ......... :-............. -.... 12 11 1 0 G3 19 .... , 1;> ... . , 12 .... 10 . ... 3 .. . . .. .. .... 3 .... .... ... 1 o o 28 4 37 
148 Williams ~ll'ie ......... ·............ 15 14 1 dl 251 69 .••. 75 .... 56 .... 49 ........... . ..... :... ... .... .... . ... .••. 2 o e41 4 38 
i~ ~~~r~:~~r1~~e* ~~-~~~~~~~~::::~:::::: 1~ .... s ..... i. :::::: ~~ ·i5· .. 4. ·i2· .. 3. ·io· .. 2 . .. 5 ... 2. :::: ~::: :::::::: :::: ::: : :::: :::::::::::: :::: :::::: ~ ·39 
151 Albion Colle~e ..................... L. 11 11 0 o 58 15 6 6 2 3 5 3 3 2 "3 4 1 2 0 o 1 . . . . 2 .. . . o 4 37 
~~ ~~!~i~~~r~~~:::.:::::::::~::: M eN <u>~ ::::~: ·-:>~- ~::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :~:: :::: :::: ::~: :::: :::: :~~: ::~: "(i>~- 31 i: 
155 Hillsdale College . . . . • • . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 9 13 0 2 190 9 1 2 1 2 2 5 1 i35 i33 i30 i21 i16 i9 iS i12 .. . . 3 . • . . j300 4 38 
156 Hopo College .. • • • • • • • • • • .. .. . . . . . . . . . iJ 5 . .. . . . . • . • • . 28 5 . .. . 2 1 9 . . .. . 7 2 1 . .. . 0 1 0 . . . . 0 o . . . . . . . . . .. . 1 4 40 
157 Kalamazoo College.................... 6 6 0 1 78 9 . . . . 10 6 1~ 1 4 . • . . 3 3 3 1 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 4 38 
158 Olivet College......................... 13 12 1 . . . . . . 93 9 1 8 . . . . 6 1 7 1 6 2 6 . . . . 3 1 I 3 .... k39 . . . . . .. . ... .. . 4 40 
i~ tt-a~~~:~~~~~:¥~ty:::::::::::::::::: 2~ .... (; ..... 0. :::::: 2~~ ··.; · .. 6 ... 5 ... 2 . .. 3. :::: ::::· :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: : :::: :::: :::: :::::: .. 4. '38' 
161 Augabur~Sominnry, Greekdepartm't. G 6 ...... .. .... 48 19 .... 14 . . .. 7 .... B . ... . ... . .. . . •.. .•.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. •••. . • .. ...... 4 30 
102 Umvo1-ai ofMinnoaotn.. ...... ....... 21 20 1 0 149 10 1 14 3 7 1 8 3 15 7 25 8 5 0 11 11 14 ... . . ... o 4 38 
163 Carleton ollego..... .••••.• ••• . • .. .. . 9 9 o . . .. .. 59 8 i5 5 i3 i6 i2 9 2 6 2 2 4 3 o 1 1 o . .. . 1 o ...... 
1 
4 37·1 
HI' MiR!liARippl Collogo ...•••••.•.....•. , . 6 o 0 0 80 . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 5 o o (f) 40 
165 Ruet Univor~>ity L ................ , . . 5 4 1 . .. .. . 51 18 !> 5 1 5 o . . . . . . . . o 3 2 1 1 o . . . . . . . . . . . . o . . . . o 4 36 
166 Univ('rRity nOtiRRiSRippt............. 10 10 0 ...... 110 17 .... 9 ..• . 5 .... 12 .... 30 .... 12 .... 14 ··;· 0 ·· · · ··· 2 0 ...... 4 ~9 
167 \ Boutltwl',>~t \\n-pth1t Uollego.. .... • . . . . . 8 8 . . . .. . . . .. . . 40 4 3 2 . • • . 4 2 3 1 4 1 4 L 2 2 1 -.-. 6 .. - · · .. 2 4 ~~ 
~g~ ~~~~:'~~~~:~~~!~·',~.·:;l;~~f --··--· ::::::::· ~g --- 1~- ::::: :;:::: ~~~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :::· :::::::: :::: ::::1: ::: :::: ::::,: :;: -=~· :::-~:,--g- , ~g 
170 ·u .. tvou"ll) ur ,,.,, Hl1•tn ut J\1t.u•nut·l .. m:111 m ::R o m~ ••• m !)IJl ......... ...................... - ·••• . ........... •••· .... J ... · .... ···· 































!! iltWt&;~:tf.;Ji·iii J. ::J ;;_;;; ;;) ~;! J :1:; ; 1: :15; :20; ;:: :t: ;1r !!!: :;;: :!;; :~:; ;:;; ;;;; ;;::' ;~: " f) :;; :;j; J r I. 
179 St.LouisUniversity ......... ....... .. 17 14 3 0 95 25 .... 14 .... 8 .... 4 . ... 20 .... 10 .... 12 .... 2 .... tJ /···· o o 6 41 
180 Washington University ..•. .••..••.. . o24 o22 o2 CJp4 o80 10 1 7 3 4 / 2 2 1 14 . ... 10 .... 8 .... 4 .... 13 1 o 30 4 40 
181 Drury College... ..................... 12 12 0 3 43 4 2 3 4 2 1 1 0 3 5 1 4 3 3 0 4 . .. . il o 13 4 40 
182 StewartsvilleColle~e . ........•.•.••.. 3 S 0 0 40 1 1 ........•....... . ....... 11 7 6 4 4 3 2 1 o o · o o 4 40 
183 CentralWeslcyanvolloge ... .... .. ... 7 7 0 2 69 3 . . . . 7 . .. . 2 .... 2 .•.......... 4 1 1 .... 1 .... 48 ... . 1 1 4 : 30 
184 Doane Collf>ge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 8 . . . . . . 2 26 9 1 4 2 . . • . 1 .••..... 'J 1 1 2 2 . . • . 1 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 4 
1 
so 
185 Nebraska Wesleyan University........... 9 10 .•.... 8 1 3 .... .... .••. 1 2 .... ,.... .... .... .••. .••. .... .••. .. .. 1 . ... ... . o 3,4 36 
~fi f~~~t?~~~t:~i;~:::::::~: J ·:J ::::;: ·} :::::~ :. :::::::: ~~:: :::::::::::: :::r~: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::r::~:d:~:::: Jb: 
J~~ 1 ~ .. a;,~o~~~5~.o~~n~ ·. ······:·· ·········! 18 1 ...... 
1 
............ a235 1 63 .... 47 .... 61 .... 94 .... (a) •••• (a) •••. (a) ..•. (a) . ••. .• • . .••. •••. 100 4 1 38 
191 I .,u . .ubll.etu\:~::1 vv~og~... ........ . ..... 6 3 3 ···· ·· . ..... , .. .. .... ..... ... ..•...........•.... . .....••.... .. .........•.... . '··· ..•. .•.. ...... 5 40 
192 Rutuers College* .... ................ . 16 16 0 r4 889 16 0 22 0 23 .... 26 .... (8) .... (8) .••. (8) .... (.~) .... .... 2 0 o 4 36 
193 CollegeofNew.Tersey ..••........•• . . SO 37 . ••.•. 12 a461 '111 ..•. 93 .... 96 .... 90 .••. (a) .... (a) .... (a) .••. (a) .... 18 a53 9 65 4 38 
194 Se';onHallCollege . .... ..... .• .....•. . m 14 · ····- ~ ·-···· ..... . nt100 ... ......•...••......•.......••...........•..•. . ........•.. . ............••...... . 4
1 
... . 
195 St. Donaventure's College............. 13 14 1 ...... 94 15 .... 11 .... 20 .... t15 .••. 19 . ... 14 . ... .•.. ... . . ... ..•. . ... . .. . .••. ...... 6 40 
196 St. Stephen's College.................. 5 5 0 0 42 7 . .... 11 .... 8 .•.. 4 .... .. •. ... ......... . ....•...... . .. . 8 4 o 40 4 1 37 
197 Wells College......................... 14 12 2 0 34 .... 10 .•.. 6 ..•. 4 .... 2 .... 7 .... 5 .••. .... .... ... . .•.. .... o o 4 40 
198 Brccklyn Collegiate and Polytechnic 14 14 0 0 170 .............••..••......................••.................••. .,_ ... 4 o o 4 38 
Institute. 
199 St.FrancisCollege ..................•........................ 20 15 ..... 1 •••· 4 ---· 0 0 ··•· ·· · · ················ · ·· ····· ·····-·· 0 .•••.. 6 40 
200 St..Tolm'sCollege* .................... 10 9 1 0 75 t25 ••. tl8 .••. t17 .•.. t15 .... . .. . .... .... .... .... .. .. .. .. ..•. ..•. ... . .••. 3 4 42 
~~~ ~:~~~~~S~1beJlr~g~~::: :::::::::::::: ~ --~~- ·--~~- ::~~ :: :::::: --~~~ .:~. :::: .::. :::: -~~- :::: --~- :::: .:~. :::: .:~ . :::: :::: :::~ -~~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: --~- .~: 
203 St. Lawrence Uni>ersity.... .......... 8 7 1 4 65 t14 t8 t3 t2 tll t3 t5 t7 ....... .. ...... ...... .. .. ....... 12 0 0 1~ 4 40 
204 Hamilton College* .................... 13 ..•.......•. · ··-~· 183 42 . . . . 64 ... . 38 .... 34 ·-- · ···· ·•• · .... .... .. .. .... .••. .•.. 2 3 0 36 4 36 
205 Elmira F emale College. ............. . 13 13 ...••• 1 59 .... 20 .... 17 .. . . 17 . ... 5 ··•· ···· .... .. .. . ... .• . . .... ..•. .... .... .••. (u) 4 40 
206 St . .John's College*.. .................. 24 24 .. .... ...... 65 20 .... 18 .... 16 .... 11 ............................. . ............... . ........ 5, 7 42 
207 Hob:nt College ... ....... . . ........... 10 10 . 2 v1 72 13 .••. 5 .••. 19 .... 16 .... 11 .... .•.. .... 5 .... 2 .•.. 1 0 0 22 4 38 
208 Madison Uni>ereity . ............••... 10 10 . ..... .•.... 94 26 •••. 19 .••. 22 .••. 19 .•. . .•.. -~·· .... .... ..... ... .... .... 8 .... .... 62 4 39 
*From R eport of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. g College proper not open. 
aF<r students in scientific department, aco Table X, h Scholarships to amount of $13,000 sold. 
Part 2. i Includes students in other collegiate courses. 
bincludes holders of follow11hips. j Approximately. 
c Includes cnnclidates for higher degre~s. kIn the ladi~s' ,i.ltera_ry course. 
d.A.lso l!leveral partially endow('d. l These statistics are for tho year en din"' .Juno, 1882, up 
e.A.lso about $70,000 of cllaritable funds undivicled, the to which time the institution was known as Shaw 
i!)come of ' -bich is applied to remitting tho tution University. 
of indigt•nt students. m Total for all departments. 
/Not prescribed. nln 1880. 
o Includes r eport of O'l!'allon Polytechnic Institute. 
p Partially endowed. 
q Preparatory department only organized. 
rThree are only partially endowed. 
8 For students in scientific d epartment, see Table X, 
Part 1. · 
t Under classical are inc.ludcd students in scientific 
course. 
up.n aid fund of $30,000. 














































TABLE IX.-StatiRtics of mtiverBities and colleges jo1· 1882, q·c.-Continued. 
:Xont.--For st a tistics of the professional schoolR or departments connected with any of these institutions, refet·ence is made t<> the approprin.te tables. 
Collegiate department. ~ / ~ 
g I h ai • eti <:) .s 
Corps of instruction. 1:: Studpnts in classical course. Students in scienti:fio course. E ~ ~ "t; 
~ "' ~ ·rn ~ 
e.S §"g "g • ~ Frosh· Sopho- . . Fresh- Sopho·1 . . . ] ~ . oo t ~ ' ~ 
p, -o a~ ..... m '"" man more .Tun1or. Semor. man mo-re .Tun10r. Sen1or. 0 -~ -~ o ., ..., 'd ..... ... p. 0 • • • • -~ aS .s .!:l ,"1 <.l ~ 
~d ~ ,g;_a ~ ----------------------~-~~ d r£ f .s •t-o 
.gaS..; ·':' flo,o ~ ~ $ 0 ~ .g ~ ~ <f} .~ 
-~ rt} s § ~ ~ ~ &1 ~ • • • • • • • • 13'0 ~ ~ ~ ~ $ 
~ ~: !:cS g ~$ ~ ~ .s ~ ~ ~ ~ ,£ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ 
o "'E o eo o ~ a> ~ .G) «! <li .~ <li :<$ Q "' a> "' <li = Q e11 ·z o . o c o ~ 
o.$l "' o ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c; ~ ~ ~ c; ~ ~ ~ 'd ~ <t> o o o o o 
~ Z ~ ~ ~f:<l~l=i~l=i~~~l=i~P:.~I=i~f:<~~?z; ~ Z ~ zz 
--1-1-------------~---·---------




.. ~ "'sl "9 !"" 31 3,. 33 3~ :·
1
36 37 38 ,... 
Corn611 Uluvetstty ...•..••••..••.•••••. 44 1 47 6 1 1 I aa84 ........... -•·· ..•............. IJ92 b16 b75 
1
b13 ·bG1 b10 b48 bll 3<.> ~3 o o 4 36 
~f~~ oYst~fi~!~isxa~-or-.•::::::::: ig i~ ~ ----~- df~g ·45· :::: :•6· :::: ·24· :::: ·.3o· -~~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --7· :::: ·i7--- ! !g 
College ofth• City of New York .•..•. 14 34 0 0 349 76 0 59 0 34. 0 31 0 76 0 40 0 19. 0 14 o o o 0 o 5 .36 
Columbia College .....•.••....•.•.••••. 14 29 0 1 e285 &7 .... !73 .... -61 ..•. 60 .•• . (e) .... (e) .... (e) .... (e) .... 0 4 6 19 4 37 
Manhn.ttanCollege* .................... 11 8 3 0 114 52 .... 33 .... 15 .... 14 .... .... ..•. .... .•.. .••. .... .... •••. .... .... .••. o ~ 43 
Rut{.(er~Fem. ruaoonege* ..•....•.•.••. 1 1 2 o 41 .... 
1 




5 .............................•.. 20 11 .... o 4 s8 
St.LontsCollege . ...................... 10 3 7 ...... 14 12 ........... . .. .. ................. .. ...................... 2 .... ··-· .......... 39 
U.ui.'l"ersityoftheCityofNewYork ... 14 14 0 0 92 11 .... 13 ... 11 ... 10 ... 12 ..•. 14 .••. 13 .••. 8 ..... ....... 3 1 4 &3 
Vaasa:rCollege . .......••.•..••..••.•.•. 9 9 .••... 2 235 .... 42 .... 30 .... 33 .... 40 ................................ 85 , 5 .... 4 4 38 
Un~>ersity~f Rochester .••.•••.•••••.. 12 12 ...... 4 162 , 32 .... 29 .... 2~- ..•. 18 j .... 8 .... 5 .••. 1 .••. 4 ..•. .36 ' --:· ·:· 28 4 38 
Umon Cofie.,.o --:··········-··········· 8 /18 /11 /4 /239 bf67 .••. bf49 .•• . b.j:>4 .••. bf66 .••..•••..••..••.•••••••..••...•.•••. ---· J fo fo ...... 4 37 
C~~:l~d SeiDllloo-yof Our Lady of 15 14 ...•.. ...... 99 g19 ..•. g28 .... g25 ..• g47 ·-·· .••..••..••. ···'!"--· .... , ............ 
1
.... ..•• o ·4 42 
SvracuseUniversity ...•......•.•.•••.. 8 7 1 1 156 1 39 0 21 1 15 1 19 0 8 6 17 2 7 5 5 4 51 0 o 3 4 39 
U;niversi~ of:ts:orth'Carolma .••..••... 15 14 1 O hlt3 15 .•.. 21 •••. 13 .... 10 .... (h) .... (h) .... (h) .... (h) ... 47 7 .... 96 4 40 
B1dtlleUmverstty .•..•......•.•.•.•... 6 6 0 0 -3 7 .... 3 .... 3 .... 4 .... 2 .... .2 .••. 2 .... o ................... ... 4 34 
Dn.vidsonOollege ...••...•..••.•••.••.. 7 7 ............ 113 29 ... . 18 .... 24 .... 19 .... 9 .... J. .•.. '2 .••. 1 ..•. 10 .....••...•... 4 40 
~t~:;:~!f~~:fti'~~:~~~:::::::::::::::: ~ ~ :::::: :::::: ~~ --~· ::: :f ~ - :::: --~- :~:: 1. -~- ·::>:::: :::: :::: :::: :~.:: :::: :::: ::: · ::::1:::: :::: ~::::: ! ~g 
Rutb~rfot·dCollege ..•••••••••••...... . 13 8 5 0 225 b43 b21 b40 b18 b3-7 b19 b16 bl4 ................................ 17 o o ...... ~i) 40 
Trin. ity. Uollo~o ....... .................. 5 0 0 0 107 ............ 1 ... .' ....... ·--- ~ ---- 1-- -- ............................... \.... .... o 4 40 
'"ako'Fori'RtC.'o111111:e* .••••...•••••.... 8 8 0 0 1St .... ..... . ............... ..... ... 
1 
................ ·-·· ............ ····1 o o 10 !' 3-5 40 
'V('Il\'t~r,·llloColl'('t;e ......•••.......... 3 3 ···--- ~ ·-··· · 22 5 .... 3 ... 1 ...... ..... o .. ~ ....... . ........... 2 .............. 4 40 




.... 1 .... · '2 j 1 lblS lb.l.l b1 b2 1 1 b5
1 
b3 .... .... .... 3t 4 39 
A.Mltlllnd Colln~o ..•. •••••••....•.... .. 8 8 0 0 21 .•• .... S 3 .•.. .... .... J. 7 2 . - ~- .•.. ~ g ~ i g 0 g o ! ~g 
Ohin • ll nb:t·t·l<lt~ ••••• • •••• ••.• ••••..••. 1i 5 0 0 ;12 ~ 1 2 0 3 0 2 .••• 3 fi 2 2 • •. 
89 
:::: .•• • :::::: 
4 

































~~~ *:b~:~iJni~~c83~~~g-~~~~~:::::::::: --~- ----~- ----~- - ---~- ---~~. --~- --~- . . ~ 1 --~- .. : J .~ 1 --~- ~ --~- --~- .. :. --~- --~- --~- --~- -~· --~· --~- ~ --~- --~. , :::::: --~- !~ 
~g ~t~~~~~'CSf~1~cro~:-::::~::::~::::::: 1~ ···14· ····i· :::::: 4g ' i6- ·::· .10 :::. ·j2. l .... ·7 1:::: :::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::: .:: . ::::
1 
... . ~ ! ~~ 
~0 Universityof-GhJci~mati.. ............. 11 13 0 0 !J4 bl8 b4 b~ I b3 b7 b:1 bll ... ..•.••...•............ .•. ... . . 39 j 5 .... {) 4 "D7 
241 Adelbert CollegeofWestern ReseiTe 9 8 1 4 88 22 a lt 
1
3 21 , ... 1 13 --- ....... . -- - - .... ---- .... ---- -- - -- ---- ....... ... 4 38 
Universit-y. 
~~ 6~~!Irs~~i~~~~~-Y~:::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ :::::: ... !~. ~~ ·12· :::· ··9 :::: ·;, :::: --6 
1
:::. :::: :::: --~- --~ ·::: --~- --~- --~- :::: --~ :::· :::::: ! , !~ 
244 Ohio State University ................. (k) . •• .. . .. • • .. • •• .. • (k) .. .. • • .. .. . . . . .. . 1 • • .. • .. • • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • • .. .. • • • • .. .. .. .. @ 0 4 1 37 
245 Ohio Wesleyan University ............ 20 18 2 ...... 286 35 ,b32 30 .b40 1 22 b':'6 24 b19 20 2 16 1 7 2 10 .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 4 1 37 
M6 Ken;vonCol!ege .; -------·--·····------- 10 10 ...... 5 Gi 26
1
' .... 16 , .... 9 
1
.... !l 1--- ............... . ........ 
1
1 ........ 4 ,.... .... 6 4 37 
247 DemsonUmvers1ty .................... 8 8 ...... 4 61 · 13 .... 16 3
1 
.... 7 1·· · 4 ... 2 .... 1 ... . 2
1 
.... 13 .... ... 13 4 39 
248 Hiram College . . . . .. .. • • . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • 6 6 0 0 40 1 . 1 3 2 1- . . . . .. . . . . . 5 4 3 b2 b6 1,9 , b2 b2 . • .. .. .. ! . .. . 9 .. 4 i 39 
249 Mnrietta.College ....................... 9 6 ...... ...... 69 12 j---- 15 , . .. , HI -- ~6 , . ... 7 .... 3 .... 3 .... 2 ~ --- - .... ... . ... 36 4 38 
T;)() Mt.Un~onCollege"' .................... l17 .................. 221 g83 g35 g42 g6 gl9 g.t g30 g2 .... .... .... ... .... .... .... ... .... .... ... 4 37 
251 Franldm Colle~e .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. 9 7 2 0 25 5 0 7 0 0 0 5 2 1 3 0 0 (} 1 0 I 1 0 . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 4 40 
252 Muskin~mCollege* .................. 8 8 ............ 69 2 .... 13 16 4 6 4 ................... 6 7 7 4 .............. .... 6 40 
~~ ~f:h!:nJ~~~g·e:~~~~~: =~~::: :::::::: 1~ 1~ .... ~- .... ~- --~~~- . ~~ . . ~~. -~~- -~~ .. ~~- . ~~- --~~ ... ~- .. ~. ~~~~~: ::: ~~~~ :~~. ~~~~~::: : ~ ~1·~~~1 .. ~- .. ~ . --~~~- ~ ~. ~ · ~* ~r~~~::~::::~~::::::::::::::::::: t ----~- :~~~~~ ----~- li; -2~ .. ~~~~ -2~ :~~: -j~- :~i: <· :~:: ::~: :~~: :~:: :~:: ::i· :::: --~- :=~~ :ici: :::: :::_ ::::~: ! H 
2:>8 Heidel~rg College... ................. 6 6 ....•. ...... 82 7 .... 12 ... . 16 1 4 ... . 14 13 3 3 1 2 5 1 .... ... .... (11) 4 40 
~~ H=:~l}~T~~t;.·::::::::~::::::::: ~ ~ ----o· ····4· ~~ ~ --i ~ --i- --7- .. 2. --2 --i· 1~ --9·1--9· --5---9--·5---9 --i- --~- --o--·o ·---o- ! ~~ 
261 Wilberforce University .••••••••.•••••. 7 5 2 0 29 4 1 3 2 ................ 3 5 3 5 2 ........ 1 ... .... ... 5 4 42 
~~: ~R:ht.!i~~ 8~ll~: ::::::::::::::::::: --~- ·---~- ----~- ----~- 3~ ~ --~- .. i. --3- ··3· ··2· .. i. --o· --i· ··i· ~ --i- ·-i- -·2· --;:~· ~=~: :::· ·i7- :::: --~- .... ~. ! ! ~~ 
264 Uni"V'ersity of Wooster ................. 15 13 2 4 198 23 11 37 2 34 1 16 4 v!l oa o6 oil- o2 o·3 o4 o5 . 28 12 0 .... - ---- ~ 4 ll6 
~g~ ~~~~~:6J~J~;i::::::::::::~::::::::: --~- ----~- :===~: ====~= -~~~r :==~ r :::: :::::::: : ·==~~==: ==== ::::~==~ :::~ 1 :::~ :::::::::::: ~~== =~:: :::: ::::1:::· ~::::: ~ --:- --~: 
268 UniversityofOregon.................. 6 ...... •..... ...... 72 g14 g6 11 0 3 1 4 2 .... ---- 7 3 5 10 2 4 .... ·-·· .... ?'113 4 39 
26!) Pacific University and Tuala.tinAcad- 6 6 ...... 1 12 2 1 1 .... 1! •••• 1 1 1 1 .••. 1 ........ :. .. 1 .... .... ... ...... 4 39 
amy. 
2'll0 McMinnville Baptist College . . • • . • . • • . 3 2 
271 Christian Collt\gez..................... 2 6 
272 Phil<>math College*.................... .5 5 
273 Willamette University .............. -- 7 7 
274 Western University of P ennsylvania .. 14 14 
*From Report oft-he Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Total in all courses. 
b Includes students in other collegiate courses. 
c Includes !licentiate. 
d \Vhole number of students in art, music, antl college 
courses. . 
e For studen.ts in School of Mines, see .Table X, Part 2. 

























1 __ ?_1 ____ 1 ____ 1 ____ 1 ____ J. ___ I ____ I ____ I ____ I ____ I ____ I ____ I ____ I ____ I 0 I 0 ~------ 1 4 15 L 7 5 2 21. ... .... . .. . . ... .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .... . . .. 0 20 4 
4 4 3 5 1 0· 12 14 8 3 1 2 1 0 .. - . . - .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 





!l Under classical are included students in scientific 
course. 
hFor stttdents in scientific department, see Table X, 
Part 1. 
iN ot prescribed. 
j Partly endowed. 
k See Table X, Part~-
Z Total for all departments. 
m These are in literary course. 
n There are about 1,200 scholarships owned bymcruberM 
of tb.e Reforl)letl Church, wbi{)h can be bad by stu-
dents of Heidelberg at $40 for three years, or $50 
fer four y~ars. 
o In philosophical course. 
p Suspended for 1881-'82; reopened in September,1882. 

















































TARLE IX.-Statisi'ics oftt11'it•lwsitiesand colleges for 1882, cfc.- Continued. 
NOTR.-For stn.t.istios of the professionAl schools or departments connected with any of these institutions, reference is made to th~ appropriate tables. 
~ ~ w ce 
1:; 4> 
0 >, 
Corps of iustrnction. ~ Students in classical course. Students in scientific course. E ~ .£ ~ 
~ a> § .~ ~ 
~~E ~.-o .,;~,g e 1':1 1=1 1'1 4> w Fresh- Sopho- ;r - S . Fresh- Sopho- ;r . S . 1=1 _a .,; A ;:::: <::> 
A.... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ man. more. umor. emor. man. more. umor. emor. :3 rti ;g .9< :<:1 8 ~ 
t- §'g -~a> 'g~ t ------------------------g.~~ -;} ~ .s ·;;; 
'a ~ ~ ~ ~::; ~ 4>::; 8 .. ~ ~ ~ ] ~ ~ 
~ fl ~~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ g ~ G) ~ ~ ~ ~ G) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ CQ ~ ,~ ~ E CH $ . ~ . dS . 'd . -; . ~ . "'; . ~ . ~ .~ '+-of Cf-.4 Cf-.4 ct-.1 f.H c: c: :s~ c: e <::> • e o .$ 8 .$ a ~ 8 .$ 8 ~ s ~ 8 ~ s .$ 8 <::> c: c: c: c: c: z z'""" z ~ z A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ >-1 - ~ ~ ~ i z z z z z 
I I ------------------,-----
1. 13 14 1 u 16 n· j1s 19 20 I ~1 ~~ ~3 ~4 -
1 
~:i ~6 ~,- ~s ~9 ::~o 31 3~ 33 34 35 36 3'1 3S 39 
I ------------------------~~------
MuhlenbergCollege*-------···········16 6 •.•••. 3 ' 68 a18 .... a19 .... al7 .... a14 .................... · ............................ 32 4 40 
Lebanon Valley College .. .. .. .. .... .. . 8 8 .... .. .... .. 45 7 1 9 .. .. 7 .. .. 4 1 2 .... 4 1 1 4 4 .. .. .. .. .... . .. . .... .. 4 40 
St. Vincent's College .................. b30 .................. b308 ....................................................................................... .. 
Dickinson College .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 6 0 0 93 15 . .. . 18 .. .. 17 .. .. 19 . .. . 5 .. .. 7 . .. . 4 . .. . 5 . .. . 3 0 0 (c) 3, 4 39 
Pennsylvaniahlilitary.Academy ...... 12 12 0 0 152 ................................ 71 . .... 38 .... 35 .... 8 ...................... 4 38 
L:~.fayette Collep;o... ..... .. .. .. . .. .... . 23 21 2 5 <Zl73 46 .. .. 45 . . .. 43 .. • . 34 .... (d) .... (d) .... (d) .... (d) .. .. .. .. 5 o o 4 37 
~i~;~~~~i~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::: i ""f :~:::: ""f 1n aig ::~: ~i ::~: ~~ ::i: ~~ :::: :::: ::~: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :~:: :y ~ :::: :::i~: i i~ 
Hn.verford 0ollo~e ............... ...... 9 7 2 1 71 7 .... 12 .... 7 .... 6 .... 6 .... 6 .... 4 .... 9 .... 11 3 0 e14 4 37! 
~~~f:~~:ii~;:f!iic'oli~g~-:~:::::: ~ ~ ·---~-----~- ~~ 2~ --~- 2~ --~- 2i --~- 2g .. : ... ~---~---~---~---~---~ ... : ... ~- ' --~ - --~---~-----~- 3'! ~~ 
f~~~~~~~1~~~~~--::::::::::::: --~- ::::i: ::::i: ----~- 1~ ~~:- :::: ~~:- :::: 1 :~~: ~:?1 :~~: :::: :~~: :::: ::i: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::~: :::::::: :::::: __ ;_ -~~ 
Alloghony College*.................... 8 8 .. .. . . 5 108 J32 f8 1f26 
1 
f3 110 f3 lf22 f4 .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 4 36 
Westminister Colle{!;e ... .. ...... ...... 8 8 o . o 86 18 2 17 3 16 .... 21 1 0 2 1 0 0 2 2 1 .. . o o 0 4 37 
LR. Salle Collogo........ ... .. .. .. • .. • • 14 13 1 o 110 20 . .. . 18 .. . . 15 .. .. 10 .. .. 10 .. .. 10 .. .. 12 .. .. 15 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 4 44 
St. J"osopl1's Collt>go .................... -- ...... -- ·---- · ·---- ·1----- · -- .. ---- ---- -- .... -- -- .. -- .. · · ...... -- .. ---- .... ·-- · .... -- .... · ., ........ ·.. .. · .. · · · .... · · 
Uni'\"orRity of ronnsylvn,nia............ 15 15" ............ d143 38 .. .. 36 .. .. 32 .. .. 24 .... (d) .... fd) .... (Ill .... (d) .... dl3 .. . . .. .. g50 4 3u 
Cn,tholioCollogeoftlu,]IolyGhost .... 7 3 2 0 17 o o 5 o 7 o 5 0 o o o o o o o o I o o o o 6 42 
Lehigh UniYOrRity ..................... 13 17 1 ...... 144 2 .... 2 .... 6 ........ .... f64 .... f31 .... lf24 .... .f7 .... 4 4 .... 1 4 43 
Swnthmot·o Colll'ltO .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. 10 14 4 0 84 2 J12 f2 f8 f6 fS 7 lfll • 0 6 0 5 0 2 0 11 0 0 5 4 40 
AuguRihlinn C.:ollt,goofVillauovn. ...... l4 10 4 ...... 111 ........................ ---- ~ ----~-- - · ........ ----~---- ........ ---- ~ ---.· ·--· .... ...... 4 42 
Wc•ill•ln,~tttm n•Hl ,J..ffo\·t~on Collogo ..... 10 9 1 a 1GG 45 .... 81 .... 29 .... 31 .... 5 .. .. 2 .. .. 1 .. .. 6 -- .. l<l -- .. --- .... -.. 4 as 






































ift ~~lf~M~;?~~~r~~~~m:::: ··i· ::::f ::::;: :::~1: -- ~ i~ E :;; =m ::;: ::):;; ·:_: ::=: ::~- f E fEE E ::JJ:= + _::_: ;.·Hi! 
307 Cla:fl.inUniversityandSout.hCarolina 6 6 .••••.•••••. 17 4 .••. 4 .... 2 2 5 .... ... .... .... ..........•......... . ... J ...... ....... 4 ; 33 
Agricultural College and Mecbanicll' I 
Institute. 
308 Wofford College....................... 7 .••... .••••. .. •... .•.... .... .••. •••. .... .... ... . .... .... .... .... .... .... .•. .... .... .... .... .... ... . .... .. 4 ' 37 
309 Adger College.................... . .... 5 5 0 0 47 15 . . • . 0 . . . . 4 . . . . 7 . . . . 8 , . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . • . 11 . . . . o o 4 ! 40 
310 EastTennosseeWesleyan University.. 7 6 1 0 30 2 .••. 1 .•.. 2 1 4 ..•. 3 I 2 3 1 4 1 6 .... ..•. •... .•. . ...... 4 40 
31} KingColloge .......................... 4 4 0 i2 33 14 .••. 9 .••. 8 .•.. 2 .•...••......••......... ...•......••......•..... . ..•... 4 , 40 
312 SouthwestornPresbyterianUniversity. 6 6 0 0 77 .••. ..•. •••. .••. .••. ..•. .••. .••. .... .... .... .... .... .... .••. .... .... o o o (j) , 40 
~l~ ~~:;:~~::t~~1f::Pu~t"uiti~~~~ii:V:::::: 1i 1~ ----~- ::::~: bl~~ :::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: ::: : :::: :::: ::: :::: :::: ::::::::--a·:::::::::: 0~ . :~ 
315 University of Tennessee; Tennessee 9 11 0 0 k169 . • • . . • • . • • • • . • • • . • • . . • • • • • • . • • • . . • • . • . • . . • • . . • • . . • . . . • . . • • . • • • . . . • . . • • . . • . . 275 4 1 40 Agricultural College. 1 
m ~~!ir!~tlii~~:::~~~i:~:~~~~~~~:: J. .. .J ~~~:~: :::~: ~ :! J -;~- :::: i ::;: J ::: :~·: ,, :~~- ~~~~ .~~~: :~~. ~~~~ ~~~: ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~: ~~~~~~ __ ;_ .!~. 
320 Mosheim Institute.................... 3 2 1 •••... J7 1 .••. 4 .••. •••. 2 1 .••. 1 .... 1 5 . ... ..•. 1 1 .. .. .... .... 2 4 40 
321 Carson College ...•..........•.•••..••. 3 3 .•.... 0 54 23 .... 15 .••. 11 .... 5 .••.••..•••. , ..•..................... o o o o 4 40 
322 Central Tennessee College............. 7 7 0 0 5 1 1 ... .••. 2 .•.. 1 . • ....•..•. . ·.. .. .••. .... .••. .... .. .. .... o o o 4 36 
323 Fisk University*...................... 7 6 1 0 21 4 2 7 1 1 0 6 0 .....••..••...........•..••...•.•. o .... o ...... 4 36 
324 VanderbiltUniversity* .•.••••••••......... 17 .••......... 240 .....•...••.•••...•..........••.......•..••...............•......... 11 4 10 4-6 ii9 
325 Uni>ersityoftbeSout.h* •.•..•.....•.. 18 17 1 ..••.. 103 24 .••..••...•..•...•. :15 .••. 41 .• ...••......•...••. 11 .... 2 ..•. •.•. 20 I 4 40 
m !~J.~t!;]¥,~~~~~;~~~~·~::~~= J .3: ::::;: ::::; ::~i~: ·::: ::::::::::::::: :::_ ::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::: :~:: ::: :::. ::::::;: :::: ::::::1-~t. _;~_ 
330 Southwestern University.............. 9 9 .•.... ..•.. . 155 63 .••. 43 .... 9 .... 10 .... 13 .... 12 .••. 4 •••. 1 .... .... .••. .••. .••••• 4 40 
331 Henderson Malo and Female College~ . . •. . ...... .... .. .•.... .•.. .. .. . . .••. . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..•. .. 4 40 
332 BaylorUniversity .•.•••............... 8 6 10 i2 91 8 .•.. 10 .... 12 .••. 3 ..•. 17 .••. 16 .... 20 ... . 5 .••...•. o o 0 ·3-5. 40 
333 Mansfield Male and Female College*.. 8 8 0 0 ••.•• , ..........................•..•....•..••..••. ·.•.. .... .••.. ... ..•.. ... . ... .... ..•... 4 40 
334 Sa.IadoCollege ...•.....•••.••••...•••.. 4 4 0 0 172 23 27 19 24 19 20 6 3 .••........•...•..........••..•.. 31 o o o 5 36 
335 Aust.in College............... ••...••. 4 .•••.. .•••.. .•.... 21 12 .... 5 .... 2 .... 2 .... .... .... •••. .... .... .... .... .•.. .... .... .... .•.... 4 40 
336 Trinity University.................... 5 5 0 0 63 8 5 2 1 6 1 1 0 17 8 8 4 1 o o 1 . . . . o o 31 4 40 
337 Waco University ..•••••••..•••..••••.. 15 15 0 0 209 20 22 12 14 8 7 2 8 16 18 8 6 6 6 .... . ... fiG . •• . o o 4 42 
~~~ ~~r;:s~~~~e~~~~i~~dst~te . .Aii;i:· 1~ 1~ ····o· ····a· 2~~ a:i a4~ ati as; afg ali' ··9· at .<.zi .. <.z)· .<.z). ··o· "(z)· "{z). ·<-zi. ·(zi· ag ~ ··o· ···is· ! :g 
cultural College. 
~!~ 5t~~~~1~b.r~~~~:~~ii6ii~::::::~::::::: 1~ ····6· :::::: ····o· 1~! --~ - :::: --~- :::: .::. :::: --~- :::::::::::: :::: :::': :::: :::: :::: :::. :::: :::::::: ---~~- <,;> ~-~~-
*From Rellort of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. !Includes stuuents in oilier collegiate coiuses. k Also 10 State ap'{lointecs (colored) of this uni-
aUnder c assical are included students in scientific gin 1880. >ersity, taught m Fi~k University, Nashville, 
course. h See report of South Ca.rolina College of Agriculture and ~{c- Tenn.' · 
b Total for all departments. cbanic Arts ('.rable X, Part 1); this is the only depatt- lFor sttHlents in scientific department, see Table 
cAll student~ on sCholarships. ment of the university which has been reorganized, the X, Part 1. 
a For sturlents in scientific department, see Table X, university having been suspended for several years. m Curriculum consists of elective schools or de-
Part 2. iPartially endowed. partments. 



















TADLE IX.-Statistics of un.iversit-ies and colleges fm· 1882, g·c.- Continued. 
N01'11..-F••t· l'tRtL-<ties of the profes~iooa.l sohools or d-epartments connect~n with any of these institutions, reference is made to the appropriate tables. 
Name. 
•}rrom ltll'flOI"t ortllll CommisRionorof EdtWatiou forl881. 
uC1•rrknlum Nm11111t11 nf el('IC~tiveRchoolll or <lopnrtmollte. 
II U 111h~1 ''''''"tiC11tl tn·n lunlmlotllltuuout.a lu 11olontHlo cOUl'l:l-6. 
Collegiate department. 
o Totn.l for nll clopartmonts. 
a Also 1\ numlJ.;t· of ulunmi schnlnrslti-pfl. 
oi.uoludes students in other collogit~to cout•sos. 
J 1 is only -parti11iiy encLowt><i. 
g 1 is fnlly ondowed ; 6 l•urHally. 
~ ... 


























































































.s Libraries. Property, income, &c . ..., 
~ume. 
l. 
~ . p., rtf • 00 s s .:. 'g College llbrary. 4') b.O ~ "g o o ~ 
~ ·s .E = ~ ~ ~ o 
en o '1:J ::l '+-< ._. ~--< • ..<: 
.g ..; ~ ~ :s . '; ~ ~ ~-~ ;;; 
~ g ~ - ~ l~ ·; ,Q gj -~ :g .!:' cri !''d ~ 00 
.s~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g s ~ ~~ g .§ ]! ~:& ~'g 
<~>.S ; ::l 8 ~.a o·~ ~~ "g 8 ell~ ~8 5-E 
~ 00 'd c<~ ~ -~ o ;... 15 ~ ;... ~ ~-S ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ .!: !: ~ ~ .!:~ ~ : § ~:a ~ <'l :~ 
Q _g ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .:; - ~ ';..., ':~ ~ 
~ -s $ _g ~~ .8 4l § s :S. :e-5) l 
~ ..., s s ;....... s .:l 0 0 ' ~ ~ biJ 
~ 8 ~ . ~ ~b.O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~I ... ..,. ~~~ ..... .... 47 48 ~ ,... ... 
1 I S.onthern University* ....•.••••••. , $70 $21-4 I 1,600 .........••..... 1,000 I $100,000 $10,000 $600 $2,000 .•••..... . .......... 
2 Howard College.................. 80 31 *1,200 *300 ..•. ,... *500 .50,000 0 0 .......... $0 $0 
3 SpriugHillColl(lge............... a300 ........ 8,000 500 300 2,000 .......•................ ---------- .........• 0 o 
4 Univ-crsityof.Alabama. ..... ______ .......... ........ ~.ooo *3,000 *150 ........ *150,000 b302,000 b.24,-ooo -~-------- ................... . 
5 ArlcnnsasCollege . ................ c30 3 520 150 ........ .... .... 12,000 8,000 750 2,000 .......... 1,500 
6 CanellillColloge............... .. 16-50 2! 100 50 ........ --~----- 4,000 ............ ---------· 1,500 ···-··---: ........ .. 












.rune 21. g tW!r~R~~~vu~~~~~~iiY::::::::::: ----27~o· :::::::: ------~~- :::::::::::::::: ::::~::: ~:~~~ :::::::::::: :::::::::: 'i:t~~ :::::~:::: :::::::::: 
10 Col!ege?fSt.Au~sth;te ......... a350-400 .... .... ·2,500 375 18 410 :50,000 ............ .......... 1,800 .......... ··········1 May24. 
11 UmversttyofCaliforma .••••••••. (g) 4-l-7! 20,101 4, .000 3,724 ........ "£.(}5,000 1,600,000 92,000 0 14,000 o May29. 
12 PierceChristianCollege*......... 50 4 .......... ........ ........ 150 10,000 10,000 900 3,000 .................... .Apri129. 
13 St.yiu_c~nt'sCollege ...... :--··~·· 30-50 ........ h:2,000 --·-:--···------ k'llOO 23,200 ..................... ~-- ----.... 0 .......... May3l. 
14 Um>ersityofSouthernCaliforma. 3.6-45 5 800 oOO 1.50 200 'l:J, 000 "30, 000 -2,000 5, 500 .................... June 20. 
15 St. Irua.tius College . • . . • . . . .. . . . . 30-110 .. • . . • • . 11, 006 
16 St. Mary's College*............... a280 .. . .. . .. 1, 000 
17 1 Sn~taCl_ara College ... _............ 77 4t 10,0~0 
18 Umvors1ty of the Pamfic... .... .. 45-69 5 2, 2o0 
19 Pacific Methodist College • . • • • . . . :30-70 5 *2, 500 
20 HE'sperian College...... . • • • • . • • .. 60 4-5 300 
21 University of COlorado*.......... 0 5-7 1, 000 
; ~~~~d ~~~o{~~fo~~e Commissioner of Education for 188L 
bin 1879. 
c A vora,:oe char.~te. 
.... 3oo· ..... 25· --i:ooo· .... i5o;iioo· :::::::::::: :::::::::: ·--:25:ooo· ........ ii. :::~::::::~uno 1. 
2, 000 . 200 2, 000 100, 000 .25, ooe :2, 000 1, 500 0 0 ugust 7. 
250 250 1,000 75,000 35,000 2,750 8,250 .................... Jnne7. 
. • . . . • • . . • • .. . .. 800 ..... 40, 000 .. • .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. 5, 000 .. ·-...... . • • • • .. . .. May 24. 
.................. - .. --~ 20, 000 25, .ooo 2, .00.0 4, 000 .. - .... -.... - .... - .. 
75 40 .. .. . . . . 75, 000 (i) 300 0 17,000 . .. .. . .. .. .Jnne. 
dFree in aU departments of· college proper; (!To residents of California nothing; to others $50 . 
. $30 in prepara-t-ory .department. h In 1880. 
eSee Table X, Part 1. i60,000 acr06 of land. 

















TABLE IX.-Stafistics of ~miversities and colleges for 188-2, g-c.-Continne<.1. 
Libraries. 
College- library. .t? G) 
·o 
<i> ~ .,; ::::l- .s "t) OCC! ai ;;:l 0,.!<1 "'. Q) ~0 OJCC! a P< CC!O s-~ 
~ ~ 
~,0 E§ <Dt=l 
~ P< ,0 "'"" ~§ ~;.. ..... ..... .s ~ ..... 0 0 0 
~ J.< 
.vi>-> F-1 
Q) ~.s ~ 'S '8 G:ld 
"' p 
~-r.o p 
~ I ~ ~ ~ 
42 43 44 4;') 
Property, income, &c . 
aJ ai a5 s a ~ bn 't:l 9 0 .!3 "" ~ ~ 0 a .;:; I rQ 1e J.<. .a :;:l G) oet=l ~ p . Q) 
~ 
G) c::>.S 






0 "' ...,~ next com-""ce p 't:l ........... ~~ ~t=l mencement. t=lP< 't:l 0 Q)p p~ 0 F-1 <DJ.< 0'+-< PP< F-1 P< ~:3 .OP< ~-S< ~ P< s -;:~ ..... 0 ~:s ~G) _s.;J 
~~ 0 ~ § :s :Si ce Q) b( Q) s .S< .SUi G) p 0 0 Q) G) 6l, 
~ a 0 0 0 bll Q) G) p.. <j ~ ~ ~ <j --------- ---
46 4')' 4S I 49 50 <'i1 I 52 
I --~-$75,000 $17,934 $982 $366 •••••••••••••••••••• June2. 





















































4a Irvington College................. 18 3-4 
49 IllinoiS~ Collo.e:o . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . • . 18-36 3 
!iO Lake Forest University . • . . ...••. 40 2, 3 
51 M cK endree Coll~ge . .••••• .••••. .. 36-431 2~-3i 
52 Lincoln University............... 10 j2i 
53 Monmouth College............... 40 3-4 
54 Mt. Morris College . .•.. .,.......... 30 2 
55 Northwestern College . ........... 18 2i 
56 Chaddock College . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . 39 3 
57 .A.u~ustana. College . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 2~-28~ 2 
58 St . .Joseph's Diocesan College. .... e150 ..... . 
59 Shurtleff Colleg:e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 36 11--3 
60 illinois Industrial University. .... 0 2-4 
61 Westfield College................. 24 11-3 
62 Wheaton College................. 30 2! 
63 The Indiana University........... 0 2-4 
64 Wabash College . . . . • • ••• • • • .•• • • • 30 2! 
65 Concordia. Colfege..... •. • • • . • ••• •• 40 2 
66 Franklin College.................. 24 zt-3 
67 Indiana. Asbury University...... 8 2t-5i 
68 Hanover College ....••.•••••.••••••••••............. 
69 Hartsrule University............. 18 2 
70 Butler University . .. . . • . .. • •• . • •. 29 j3 
71 Union Christian College .•••••.••••••.•••.....•..... 
72 Moore's Hill College.............. 36 3 
73 University ofNotreDamednLac* e300 .•...... 
74 Earlham College.................. 55, 65 3-3! 
75 Ridg:ev.ille College................ 18 2 
76 St. Meinrad's College . • • . . . • • •• • • • 30 3 
77 St. Bonaventure's College . • • . • • •. • •••••........... 
78 Amity Colle~e. .. . .. ....... .•.• ••• 24 21 
70 Griswol<l College . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . 40 2~ 
80 Norwe&an Luther College........ nlO, 20 1~ 
81 Drake univer sity................. 30 {p) 
82 Uni>ersity of D es Moines* ..••••.••••...........••. 
83 St . .Joseph's College............... e190 
84 Parsons College................... 32,38 
85 U pper Iowa University........... 27 
86 Iowa College...................... 21-28 
87 Simpson Centenary College •...... 30 
88 State U niversity of Iowa .......• : 10-!::5 
80 German Colle&e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 18 








1, 350 I 200 50 I 60 50,000 
8, llOO I 2, 000 200 3, 000 125, OGO 
4, 137 . . . . . . . . 100 -....... 200, oco 
... :~·-~~~- ·--~~~~- :::::::: -~~·-~~~- ~g:ggg 
2, 500 500 . -...... 1, 000 67, 000 
12, ooo I 18, ooo soo . . . . . . . . 4o, ooo 
............... -. . . ....... . ....... 50, 000 
2, ooo I 438 \. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 243, 500 
4, <~o2~ 000~, ooo __ • _ ~~~ _, ____ ~~~ _ .•.. _ ~~·- ~~~ _ 
7, 076 4, 309 105 1, 729 30, 000 
(l) (l) (l) (l) (l) • 
769 260 .. - ... ,. . 350 40, 000 
2, 500 1:00 10 . . . . . . . . 75, 000 
12, 000 2, 500 2, 000 ... ·.- . . . * 160, 000 
22, 000 .•. . . . . . .•. . . . . . 4, 0~0 *170, 000 
5, GOO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1, 000 100, 000 
3, 500 500 500 . . . . . . • . 40, 000 
6, 000 1, 500 700 1, 500 230, 000 
*5, 000 c2, 000 . . . . . . . . k4, 000 c75, 000 
1. 100 200 25 _______ .
1 
20. 000 
2, 700 300 150 1, 100 80, 000 
1, 223 600 128 . . . . . . • . 50, 000 
600 • . • . . • • . 100 . . . . . . . . 25, 000 
15, 000 ..•..•. - ....... ' 1, 400 .•.......... 
3,166 . ... ..• . 85 1, 7741 80, 000 
163 50 16 . . . . . . • . 20, 000 
7, 000 . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 2, 000 c150, 000 
1, '736 368 .. - ... - . . ...... . 
500 ........ ······•· 
6, 500 1, 500 ..•.••.. 
3, 700 .. . .......•..... , 800 
100 50 ............... . 
3, 000 .... . .........• . 
1, 800 300 300 
1, 522 100 62 
2, 000 800 300 
6, 277 .... . ... 960 





200 675 1 400 l 75 
300 150 50 250 
1, 8oo 3oo ....... . I 1, ooo 
0 0 492 ' 0 0 I .June 1. 
125,000 7, 000 3, 7l'9 j..... .. . .. 1, 500 .June 7. 
100,000 6, 000 4, 000 . .. . . . . . . . 5, 000 .June 27. 
35, 000 *2, 500 *2, 7( '0 ·........ .. . . . . . . . . . . .Juno 14. 
50, 000 4, 300 625 . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .June 15. 
80, 000 6, 400 6, 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Juno 19. 
. . .......... 
1
.......... 4,800 ....•...........•... .Juno14. 
92, 073 5, 747 3, 095 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Juno 14. 
....•....... ........... 7,01:0 ...........•........ .June20. 
0 2, 240 0 0 .Juno 7. 
. ........... , . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Septem bar. 
66, 243 4, 000 4, 000 0 . . . . . . . . . . .T uno 7. 
(l) (l) . (l) (l) (Z) .June 6. 
*30, 000 1, 500 900 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jnne 7. 
32, 000 1, 800 2, 970 . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .June 18. 
m133, 477 6, 815 1, 651 25, 000 0 .June 13. 
*210, 000 1 •••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••• .June 27. 






10, 000 3, 266 ..•••....... - .....•. 
1. 000 
1
--- . - 7oo ·1:::::::::: I :::: :::::: 
4,000 ·········- .••.•..... ········-· 
1, 200 3, 950 0 .••....... 
·-· .. 54; ooo·1· ·- · a:2oo.,. · ·· 5;45ii ·1· ·- · ···· o ·1· ·······a· 
10, ooo soo I soo . • • . • • • • • • 10, ooo 
····-47; ooo· -···4; ooo · ·· · · i;2oo· :::::::::: :::::::::: 
55, 000 2, 300 300 . -..... - . . 5, 500 
0 0 ~8 0 0 · 
25, 000 1, 600 .. - ...•.. - . . • . . . . . . . . • - .... .. . 
50,000 . ......................•.••••...••....... 
8, 000 ·····•···· ....•..... 
3, 535 0 200 
5, 000 ... . .............. - . 
4, 382 0 10, 000 
3, 375 0 0 
4, 033 r25, 000 .•••.•.... 
900 ······ ............. . 
· · · · · 34; 7i5 · · · · · 3; i o9 · 
15, 000 1, 000 
142, 000 11, 000 
40, 000 2, 641 
216,436 16, 488 
16, 000 1, 300 
50, 000 4, 000 2, 380 0 0 























*From Report of the Commif!sioner of Education for 1881. 
a University, academical, and art school funds. 
bCurrent income for university, academical, and art de-
g Income from all sources other than tuition. 
h These statistics are for the year 1881. 
n In preparatory department ; free in 
department. 
collegiate 
partments; from all sources other than tuition. 
cin 1880. 
din 1881. 
e no:n·u and tuition. 
.tin 18i0. 
iEstimated. · 
j A. verage charge. 
klncludes volumes iu students' libraries. 
l See Table X, Part 1. 
m Not including lands. 
o V alue of grounds ancl buildings. 
p Average cost about $2.85. 
q Value of grounds and apparatus. · 
r Regular appropriation, $20,000; special, $5,000; 














































TABLE IX.- Stati-stics of universit-ies and colleges for 1882, 9·c.-ContJnued. 
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~ 00 ~ 8~ 
~ a ~ ~.8 
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~ <g ~ .s~ 
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..... cD cD IXI<D 
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Property~income, &c . 
..; a a '" 'g e o .s; e .::: .;:; -o 
cD ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~- ~~ .: . 
~ g ~ ~ ~·~ ~~ = 'g ~~ ~ §< § ~ '8 .,. o ~ <D.,. o.S 
... p. :g.s .:lP< SP. 
P4 a ... ~ "'~ ~:a ! .§ . .s~ ~.s ~"' 
r:f cD $ _.,,5 tiC 
g s .e- .em ~ 





~- ~ ~ ~ ~-
' • ~~~~-~~-J-~~~-~~--~ u I <&6 I n <&s <&9 -----;;;---- ~· I "~ 
CorneU College - .••••••••.••••••• -I $361 $3-4 
0Rk:tloof<!1. College. ................ 30 2-4 
Peuu Coii••J!f' . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . 32 2!--Sl 
Ctm1rnl1"ni•oTsity oiiowg. ....... 24 3-3! 
Tnbor Collt'I!C ... . . . .••• •• .. •.. ••• 19!----25! 3-3J 
West()rn Uolle_go .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . 2t 2;}-3 
s~. 'BI'Dcilict's Colle:;te*.... .. ••• ... 6{) 2. 85 
lbkor University..... ............ 15,21 2!--3-l 
llighlaod U ui.-ersity. . • .. . •• • • .. . 25-36 3-3t 
U niversity of Kn..nsas............. o 4 
La no Univ<-rsity... ... .••••. .•• •• • 10 3-4 
Otbtwa. Unh·o-rsity* .. .... . .:-....... 30 ...... 










&o 1 1, 000 








$50, 000 $3', 00(} $11. 000 $0 
1 
... __ .. ___ 
10, 000 800 2, 500 .................. .. 
55, oo& 4, oog .... ~~ ~~~ .. .. ..... ~ ........ ~~-
30, 25!} 2, 311 2, 216 .. .. .. .. .. 352 
.... 4,'428' ""tiOi)' :: ::~::: ""6i7' :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::~:: ::::::· :: : :::::::::: :::::::::: 
1, 200 100 . . • . . . . . ~ 25, 000 2, 500 200 2, 900 0 0 
5, 000 3, 000 150 1, 000 22, 000 0 0 1, 875 0 0 
6, 000 1, 780 1, 637 .. . .. .. .. 257, 500 155, 000 7. 000 .. .. .. .. .. 30, 477 .......... . 
-- - · ........ ··· ·· · ··· ........ 20,000 ...................... '\. ........ ........... .. ......... . 
250 50 2;0 ........ 60,000 ---- - ······ ·· 50()- .. ....... 0 ........ . 
June 28. 











Wnsbburn Collogo.. ...... ........ SO 2:1--4 
St. Joseph 's Coll<>ge.. ...... .. .. • • . 40 4 
Bo1·oa College....... .. .. . • .... .. .. 6-9 1!--
0gdeu Collo!!o ...... .............. biO ... .. 
6, 000 200 200 2, 000 a75, 000 .. .. . • .. .. .. .. • .. •. .. . 6, 000 0 0 
~:ggg --~·-~~~- ----~~~- .. 2;oiiii. 1gg;ggg -----~·-~~~- ----~·-~~- 1~;&gg· --------~- ----~~~~~-~ June-13'. 
4,000 ........ 24 ........ 85,000 101,100 3,817 1,237 .......... 580 June 20. 
100 ....... . 10 ........ 20,000 120,000 8, 000 ...... - ....................... Jnne 8. 
)ecilinn ( 'o1loge . • . • • • .. • • • • • •• • .. 40 4-4!: 
:entro Co1!Q)!O .... ........ ... .... 45 3-&. 
li:miuoo<·o Collo~e ................... ..... ........ . 
J\.l'ntnuky Milltnry Institute...... 100 5 
~~~~:r~'1~~:;~~~~~:·~;~(1r..~,i~~~~~:::::::: ~ 2iia 
1\oulu•·l~y· tJuiV4•t'"''·Y .... ........ .2 2-4t 
t'•·utwJh.V W••>~lr ,\1111 <) ullttu,u ,..... •o Q. -t 
1, 000 100 20 .. .. .... 30,000 .... . ..... .. ... . . .. . .. c5, 000 ........ .. ........ .. June 8. 
4-,710 . ••. . . . . 229 3, 600' 70, 500 184,000 10,400 2, 790' 0 10,000 Juno 2L 
a1, 600 a300 .. .. • . .. a300 a20, 000 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .... .. a6,. 500 ... .. • .. . . .. ........ 
4, 000 1,·000 .... .. .. 2, 000 135,000 0 . 0 .. . .. .. ... 0 0 Juno 7. 
8, 000 2, 000 200 2, 000 50, 000 90, 000 5, 400 3, 700 0 .. - ... .. • . June 8. 
... i2;~i6. ·-- · aoo · ·-- ·i2i · ·T ilw· .... i3o,'iioo· ·--· i84; j27. · .. ii: o1o .... i; 535· ··· ..... a· .... ····o· ~~:~~~I~· 































116 Kentucky Classical a.nd Bnsiness 
Collea;e. 
117 Central University-----·---~-­
ll8 Bethel College ...... -·---·---·-·· 
U9 St.l\fary's College ..•...•......••. 
120 Louisiana St:~ote Univet sitv and 












1, 000 ................ 325 
5, 000 1, 000 
: :~·:~:I.-~:~~. 3, 000 1, 000 
17,000 3, !JOO 242 
122 Cenrenary Colle::ro of Louisiana.... 40, 60 2H 
123 Colle~o of the Imma.cula.t.e Con- GO •• •• ••• ••••••••••• , •••••••• , •••••••• ••••••••• 
5.100 I 500 I 100 
2, 010 5CO .. ..... I 2, 000 
ccption.* 
124 Leland Uni>ersitv................ ....••.... ..••.... e1,000 
125 NewOrleansUnivorsity*......... o ........ a500 
126 Straight University . ............. 8 3 400 
127 University of Louisiana ... . . . . . . . 50 5- 6, 000 
128 J offerson Collt'~e (St. ::u.ru:y's). __ •• c260 . . . . . . • . 5, 000 
I2!l .Bowdoin College ..... ···----···- 75 2H! 33,500 
130 Rates College ..................... 36 /3 6, P.83 
131 Colby Uni;ersity ..•... ·-···-----· 45 21 17,763 9, 50(} 573 0 
~~ , .. i..oool::::::: 
132 St.John's Collo)!:e . •. . . . • •.. • . • • • . /75 g5 t!, 000 





134 Johns Hopkins University . ·-~ 80 . .•... .. 12,000 ...................... . 
135 Loyola. College* ......... .•.. ·----- 60 ........ 11,000 2,000 56 
-if~~~. , .. ~.-i~f l ::i.: ~~~-
........ I. ······· 350 
136 Washington College ..... ---··-··· 40-00 4. 2, 000 ..... . ...••...•. 
137 Rock Hill College . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . c2GO . . . . . . . •5, ooo 100 100 12, ooo 
138 St. Charl'}s's College . . • • . . . . . . . . . • c180 . • • . . . . . 5, 400. 800 SO ...... . 
139 Mt. St. Mary's College............ . . . . . . . . . . c6-8 3, OCO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 
140 Frederick College................. 25-60 . . . . . . . . 3, 000 j........ . . . . . . . .. 0 
141 New Windsor Colleae and Female 45 4 3, 000 I 5GO . -- ...... ---.- .. 
Seminar>. "' 
142 We::. tern Maryland College ......• 
143 .Amherst College* .. ..........•.... 
144 Boston College .....•..........•... 









42. ooo I j7. 259 
20, 000 5, 000 
j:tCS I j5, 3<!5 



























6, 000 Junc5 . 







0 Ju1v 23. 
Juue6. 
July 25. 


























June. . --~::·~~n- .. -~: ~;~ ... --. ·- ... -June 29. 
July 11. 







0 June 27. 
0 
Junc15. 
0 I 5, 2751 i6, 2!JO I 6, 29(} I June 21. j25, 000 ..................... j150, 000 June 28. 
0 8, 000 0 .......... June 28. 
*8,400 .................... June 6. 
Liberal Arts). 
146 HaTvard College.................. 150 3!-8 202. 000 Z202, 000 10, 000 m23, 300 ............ n4, 511, 862 o~44. 656 128, 657 . . . • •• •. • . 338, 648 Jnne 27. 
147 Tufts College*.................... 100 3 19,126 6, 000 485 ........ 300,000 600,000 .... .... .. 2, 000 .... •• .. .. 25, coo June 21. 
148 Williams College . . . . .. .. ..•••. •• . 90 3-6 20, 000 . . . . . . . . 500 9, 000 310, 000 336,"608 22, 156 19, 476 0 120, 000 July 4. 
149 College of the Holy Cross""........ 60 ......... ...............•.... --·· .......................................................................... June. 
150 .Adrian College* ..•. .• ..•••• .•.... p9! 2! 3, 000 . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . 1, 000 125.000 80,000 5, 000 .............................. Jnne-22. 
151 .Albion College..................... b15 2! 3, 500 300 112 .. ... .. . 75, ooo 170, ooo n.ooo p6, 250 o o June 20. 
152 University of Michigan........... (q) 2-6 33,903 8, 184 2, 700 3", 100 681,442 458, 656 38,000 62, 745 85,000 . .. . . . . . . . June 28. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. h To residents;: $50 to non-residents. m. Libraries of observatory, herbarium, Pea.body 
a In 1879. iincindes $1,090 for perman~nt objects. Museum, and Jl.fusemn of Comparative Zoology. 
b Incidental fee. j In 1880. n For all departments-of tho unrrersity, the college 
c Boa1·d and tuition. k Value o£ assets of the university, independent of funds alone being $1,174,440. 
<tVnluo of grounds and buildings. property held by trustees of the Rich estate and o Colle go receipts from all sources. 
e These statistics are for the year 1881. that received from New Engl-and Female Medi- p Incidentals and tuition. 
j A Vt>rage cbar:re. cal College. , q $20 to students of Michigan; to others $30. 
















TABLE IX.- Stat·istics of unive1·sities and collcgr.s for 1882, ~c.- Continued. 
~ Libraries. 
~ 
§ . ~ rg College hbrary. -. $ 
~ 0 
= . ~ 
~. .bl ~ ~cO .s 
~.~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ gs cO 
o~ j:!:: ~ rn o SOl 
..,.] E S' ~~ ~·c 
~ ~ '0 ciS ~ .s '0 ~ 
~ .. ""' P< ;:~.. 1>:9 
.g ~ ~ ~ .s ~ ~-
,c .. .. ~ ~ 1-1 
] ~ $ $ gJ_s $ 
~ ~ s s ~.s a 
~ 8 ~ ~ ~bJJ ~ 
40 ... j .. ,. 43 44 o I 
Name. 
1 
153 1 Battle creek colle~e .••••••.•••••• 
1 
................. . 
154 Grand Traveriio College . . • . • • • • • • $15 $2 
155 Hillsdale College . . . .. . . • • • • • • • • • • 6i-10l 2-3! 
156 Hopo College . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . a15 · 2!-3 
·~~~ :::::::: ::::::::I· ..... 0. 
6,050 ......... 156 
5, 560 5,000 730 
157 Kalamazoo College .••••••••••••• -~ 18 2!-5 
158 Oli1'ot College .. • . • • • • . • • • •• • • • • • • 21-30 21 
159 St . .John's College .................................. . 
160 Hamlino University.............. 30 21 
161 Augsburg Seminary, Greek de- 25- 1! 
partment. 
ig~ g:r~~~~tOoll~~~~~~~~~:::::::::: 
164 Mississippi Collage ............. .. 
165 Rust U niversi t:v e . .••••••••••••••• 
166 U ni varsity of Mississippi. .••••••. 
167 Southwest Baptist College .••••••• 
2-6 
2! 2-n 
3,199 1, 043 139 I 900 
9, 000 13,000 1, 212 
3, 800 •••••••• !•••••••• 
2, 000 ---· ....... 500 0 
*1, 000 ............ ........... *500 
13, 500 ••..•.• 'l 750 0 4, 450 750 308 600 
2, 000 500 328 1, 900 
600 100 2G ....... 
6, 000 .• - . . . . . . ••. - -.. 1, 500 
































Property, income, &c. 
j 
ai -s s ~ "=' 0 0 l=l ~ - ~ '0 .e 1-1 ~l'l ,c G) CIS 0 
G) 
""' 
G) <PO rJ:l ..... ~· ... 'H 
""' 
~ ·~ 
:G 0 ~rn ~ciS o.,; rJ:l<D ~·c ~"=' 0 ::l ~~ 
~ 
'd ...,p. 
5~ 0 Q)~ Q)O "" ~~ 
,c'"' .. .p. ~P< ~-~ P< s ~df 'H .SE Q),c 0 0 .,::;<l) ....,"' 
~ ~ 2 <7} .... d ~ Q) ~d ~t .eo .,....., ::s s -~rn ~ 0 Q) 
s 0 0 t:J) 0 Q) Q) bJJ 
<j ~ ~ ~ <ti -------- - -
4't 48 49 :50 :51 
---- ----
................. ................ .................... .................... ............. 
$10, 000 $750 $300 $0 .................. 
133, 131 10,409 3,427 . ............... ................... 
83,310 3, 757 bl, 136 c3, 000 $1, 100 
44,241 2, 506 3, 343 ................ .................. 
*130, 028 *7, 397 *4, 257 .................. ................. 
.................. .............. d20, 000 . ........... ········-· 84,070 7, 500 3, 000 
*50, 000 ····------ ................. ................ ............... 
550,000 33, 000 0 23,000 0 
117,427 10,956 6, 421 0 12,694 
8, 000 800 6, 550 ................... ..................... 
0 0 396 ........ . ........ .. -.. --.. --- ~ 
544,000 32,640 bl, 800 10,500 ---····-·· .............. ........... 3, 900 ··-··----· ·--------· 
Date of 
next com-
. men cement. 
~~ 
.June 21 • 
.June 27. 
.June 20 • 
.June 14. 
May7 • 
168 Christian University* .......... .. 
169 St. Vincent's College .•..••...•.••• 
















.Juno 27 . 
.June 6 . 
.Juno 28. 
May24 . 
.June 1. .. -....... , ..... -- "j'-- .. -.. ,. -- ..... , ... -.. ·.· .... , ....... --- .. , .... ------,---···--- ., .... --.-- ., ......... . 
. ....... 
1 
s, ooo 5oo 5o 4oo g6o, ooo ... _ ..... __ ..•••••. _ .. _ •• _ •••• _ .. : __ . _. __ .. ___ : .••.. 
2i-4 12,377 13,050 204 ........ il50,000 480,000 27,500 .............................. /.June7. 
171 Grnnd River College ..•••••••••••.•. 
172 Contml Uollego .................. . 
17!1 L<lwii\Colln~o •••••••••••••••••••• 
174 1'\'ll<'lH\\.t 1-i<-lwol :rust.ltute •••••••. 
171\ .1.\nt·nln <:ullulo(<l* ••••••••••••••••• 
l~g l ..... ai· 
35 8-S, 






6~:ggg l .... iio;ooo-~·-· s:soo· 
50,000 *9, oco '540 
60, 000 80, 000 5, 600 
1, 000 0 0 
1. 450 
1 
... ___ .... 
1 
......... . 
5; 200 0 . . . . . . . . . . June 13. 
*2, 200 •••.•.••.... . ...... . j.Tuno 0. 
3,000 ••••••.••• 200 Juno6. 
410 .......... ·-·-·· ·· .. 
170 l 200 l' .... -.. 
~gg ···-ioo· .... 5oo· 















































































La Gri\Ilgo Colle~e. •• • • • • • • • • • • • •• .(0 3 1, 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . 30, 000 ....................•..•.•.•.••..•••.•.••..•........ 
William .Jewelh;ollege. •• . . . . . . . . 40 2-4 4, 300 300 420 4CO 75, 000 100, 000 5, 000 3, 400 ••••••.•.. 8, 400 
~~1~~~i~~!f,~~~~~~~-~~-t~~:~: ·······eo·:::::::: ~g:ggg :::::::: .... ioo· --6;ooo· .... ~?~:~~- :::::::::::: :::~:::::: :::::::::: ········o· ···· ·· ··o· 
Washington Uni-rersity ..•••• .••. 100 4-8 . 6, 000 . 500 . . . . . . . . 300 75g, 000 250, 000 20,000 70,000 0 3~, !'~0 
Drury College .. . . . . . . •. •• •. ••• • • • 48 3-4 Jl5, 000 J17,000 2, 000 0 10~, 000 60, 000 4, 800 3, 000 0 o, 5o0 
Stewartsville College............. 40-50 3 250 25 0 0 6, 000 600 100 1,200 0 0 
Central Wesleyan College........ 22!-36 2! 2, 800 . . . . . . . . 125 . . . . . ... 40, 000 27,000 2, 100 5, 200 0 1, 300 
Doane CoUse.................... 14.1-21 1~-3-t 1, 821 k2, 500 197 . . . . . . . . 38, ooo 34,425 3, 762 1, 078 •••••............... 
Nebraska wesleyan University.. 24 2~3 100 .....••. 75 ..•...•. 6, 000 .•.••.....•.•••••......•••.•.....•..........••••..•. 
University of Nebraska.* • ••. . . . . . .• . ....... . . . . . . .. g2, 700 . .... .• . .••..... . . . .. .•. g150, 000 .••••.. .. . . . .••.••. .. . .•.. .. . . . . 28,000 ..•.....•. 
Nebraska. College................. 45 6 1, 200 . . .. . •. . ..••.••. . . . . . . . . 1::;, COO 0 0 /7,000 0 0 
~::;g~~~-~~\I;r~}~6:;~ci~~i::: :: ....... -~. :::::::: ... -~·-~~~- :::::::: :::::::: ... -~~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::~: :::::: ....... -~- ........ ~- ....... -~ 
Dartmouth Colle~e............... 90 3-4& 55, 000 ..........•..•.. m1, 450 i125, 000 i500, 000 i25, 000 i16, 000 inl, 000 i100, 000 
St. :Benedict's College............. 60 ... ...... ................... ... __ . 400 
Rutgers College* . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . 75 3~-7 9, 700 3, 500 1, 300 4, 300 
~~~~~gn~{l~~lle~~~s-~~:::::::::::: .•..••• :~ .... ~~~.. 5~: ~gg . -~·-~~~· I ·-~·-~~~- . ~~~-~~~-
St. :Bonaventure's College. ........ /200 5 5, 240 270 250 900 
St. Stephen's College............. /225 .•...... , *2, 500 *1, 000 I *50 *1, 200 
Wells College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 6~ 2, 000 . . . . . . . . 350 500 
:Brooklyn Collegiate and Polytech- 160 8 2, 123 . . . . . . . . 12 0 
nic Institut!'. 
St. Francis College................ 60 /5 
St. John's College*................ 60 ... . ... . 
Canisius Colle~e.. .•... ..•. .. . . . . . 40 ....... . 
St• Joseph's Cotlege . .....•...••....••............... 
St. Lawrence University.......... 30 2!-41 
Hamilton College.................. 75 21-4 
Elmira Female College............ /300 
St. John·s College*................ /300 
Hobart College................... 50 I 3-3;! 
Madison Uinversity .....•........ 39 2~ 
Cornell Uniyersi~.r................ 75 2~-~ 
In~ham Umvers1ty..... ..•... .•.. /260 o 
Couege of St. Francis Xavier* . . • . 62 
College of the City of Now York.. o 
Columbia College................. 150 
Manhattan College*...... . . . . . • • • . j310 
Rntger~ Female College* . . . . . . • • . 100-200 j 8-10 
St. Loms College.................. 100-250 11 
UnivorsityoftheCityofNewYork 0 
GOO 100 
3, 000 1, 500 
12. 000 1. 000 I 900 800 100. 000 
i2, 090 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i120, 000 
15, 000 2, 000 . . . . . . . . 0 125, 000 
21, 000 4, 500 1, 000 1, 400 420, 000 275,131 13, 560 9, 848 0 31,000 
2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2, uoo 180, 000 06, 000 5, 400 f2<J, 843 . . . . . . . . . . 30, 000 
20, 000 1' 500 200 2, 000 g375, 000 .............. -. . . . . . . y50, 008 ....•............... 
15, 000 4, 000 215 . . . . . . . . 91,650 274, ls.t 23,005 4, 237 ... . . . . . . . 47, 965 
16, 300 . . . . . . . . 433 1, 000 122, 000 515, 000 30, 397 3, 774 . . . . . • . • . . 50, 000 
43, 800 12, 500 2, 580 0 1, 003, 502 1, 263, 099 66, 701 13, 590 q18, 700 .•......•. 
3, 000 1, 000 75 . . . . . . . . 101, 000 .................. -. . . 12, 000 so .••...•••. 
18, 000 . . . . . . . . 600 7, 000 238, 000 . .• . . . .•. . . . 1, 5J5 5, 634 . . . . . . . . . . 17, 000 
19, 804 . .. . . . . . 502 1, 200 207, 800 . . •. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r140, 000 ......... . 
30, 000 3, 000 7, 000 1 1, 000 1, 185, 500 4, 680, 590 211, 271 29,225 0 7, 000 
0, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256, 000 0 0 /39, 238 0 0 






























* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Incidental fee. 
b Incitlentnl fees. 
j Board and tuition. 
gin 1879. 
It Incidentals and tuition. 
iin 1880. 
mIn Christian Fraternity's and astronomical libraries. 
n Proceeds from sale of land given many years ago. 
o Available for annual uso. 
c From churches. 
d Total in como from all sonrces. 
• Tl1eso stntistics are for tbo year ending .June, 1882. up 
to which time the institution was known as Shaw 
Uni•ersity. 
j Including duplicates. 
k Estimated. 
l Preparatory department only organized. 
p From salaries of brothers in parish schools. 
q Permanent State fund. 












































TABLE IX.-Statistics of ttniversities a'nd colleges jm· 1882, tf·c.- Continued. 

















































































































































o:>O ,_ .... r-•+> 
~-~ 

































1-~--·--, I ~ I ,--~-~--va~sa~ qolle~e-ooo. o •••••• .• •••••• $100 $8 13,6571 300 247 ...... •. $r5~, 516 $2~8, 67~ $2~. 0,52 · $114, 828 .......... $1~4, O?O June 13. Umvet stty ot Rochester.......... 75 3-5 19, 000 ..... 0.. 1, 100 ....... 0 37::>, 048 4_3, 716 2u, 670 5, 466 ........ 0. 66, 500 June 20. Union College .... 0 .... .. .. .. .. .. • .......... .. .... • • (a20, 000) ...... 0 ° a2, 000 a430, 000 a586, 080 ab27, 815 a6, 168 ....... 0 0. a100, 000 Juno. Colleg-e and Seminary of Our I~acly c250 ,..... ... •• 6, 000 ....................... 0 227,000 1 ........... 0 ..... 0 •• ..10 .... 0 0 .............. 00.0 0 0. 0. June 27. 
of Angels. 
Syracuse University ..... 0.. .. ... . 60 31-5 9, 356 2, 896 156 .... 0 •. 0 271,000 
University of North Carolina..... 85 2-3 8, 000 2, 500 300 16,000 250, 000 
Bidtlle U niYersit:r . . . . . . . .. .. . • • • . dO 1 ~ 2, 000 500 ........... . , .. 0 2J, 000 
Davidson College. 0...... ..... .... 70 1!-2! 3, 000 500 . . .. • • .. 6, 000 125, 000 
North Carolina College* ......... 0 40 2! 700 100 ........ 1,100 10, 000 
Sbaw University ............ : 0·... 8 1 2, 500 500 .•• 0 0... ........ 125,000 
1lutherford College . 0 0. 0. 0. 0 •• 0 0 °. 25-40 2 *8, 000 *4, 000 *200 . 0...... 5, 000 
Trinity College 0: ..... 0........... 45, 60 2-2~ 4, 527 600 . 0 .... 0 0 .. .. • .. • 50, OCO 
Wake Forest College* • • • • • • • • • • • • 60 2-~~ 8, 000 300 300 0 45, 000 
Weaverville College.............. 34 2 200 75 10 450 8, 000 
Buchtel College 0..... • • • • • • • • • .. • • 40 3 4, 000 .... 0 ........... 0... .. • • 15::!, 73l 
Ashland College . .. • . • •• • • • • . • • • • . 30 3~ . • .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . • • • . .. . . .. . . .. . 60, 000 
Ohio Uuivorsity ... ·....... •• ••• • • • 0-30 11--3! a7, 800 . .. . . .. . 100 *2, 000 *100, 000 
Bn,ldwin University 0 ......... . ... 0 18 2i 2, 500 500 50 550 60, 000 
German WallacoCollege. ......... 8-20 li-3~ 600 75 200 400 53,000 
lie brow Union. College ........... 0 0 0....... 8, 000 200 ... 0 ° ....... 0... 30, 000 
St;. Joseph's College* .... 0 ... 0..... 50 0 .... 0.. 2, 000 1, 000 200 . 0 0 •• 0 0. 40. 000 
144, 000 6, 811 13, 568 $0 3, 000 
5, 000 140, 000 8, 100 7, 100 5, 000 
10,1 20 0 424 0 0 
85, 000 6, coo 6, 500 0 ••••• 0 .. 0 0 ........ . 
•••••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ••••• -- 0 1, 500 0. 0 ••• 0 0. 0 ••• 0-0 • 0. 0 
5, 000 300 0 .. 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 ..... 0 -.. 300 
.... 0 ............. 0 00. 2, 300 0 0 
0 0 ...... 0 ... ......... . o.oooo.-. 
50, 000 3, 000 6, 500 0 10, 000 
ooooooooo ooo oOOoOO ooo o 1,15i) ooooooo••• ... ••ooo 
63, 0~9 13, 396 4, 220 0 34, 760 
oOoOooo oOo 0 ••ooOO 2,1500 0 1 .... oooooo 




4, 000 ~ 2, 000 0 0 0 0 .. • 0 • .. 0 0 0 0 • 00 0 
3, 500 475 0 2S, 000 
15,000 ooo•ooooO• ooooooooo o oooooooooo 
Rt,. XOi\·wr CoHoge ....... 0........ 60 . .. • • .. . 16, 000 3UO 800 5, 000 200, 000 
~:\:~;::.~\\.:::;.~I,~·~.~~·~v~~t.;,:,;·it"l.:· 3g 0 .... ii" ... io; oiio" :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ... 0 32o:ooolo .. ii5o; iioiil"38," 000. 
llt·J "VI\ IJ~tiYI ' l 'Mlty 
0 0 0 0 0 
5o." ooo·1· 
0 0 0 























































242 Fnrm!lrR' Colll'!!A -- ---············ 3 3 500 
~13 C:\pitnl Unin•rsity................ 40 2 4,000 
244 Ohio Stat!\ Uniwr;,Hy --- --- ...... 15 2-5 (f) 
~45 Ohio 1\"eRlO'\":lU Uninrsity ....... _ 20 g'23; I~. 000 
2-IG Konvon Colle)-!1'. . .... ............. 75 3 5,000 
247 Dcni"-on Unin•rsity............... 3-1 3 14,000 
248 Hirnm Collt•!!e ...•.••....•.....•.. 21-30 2~ 900 
2-19 1\Inriettn College .. ...... ......... 45 2-3! 17,;}00 
·••·•••• - •...••. 2, 000 
---. -· · . ··-···· 300 
{f) (f) (f) 
. . --- 100 ----- ... 
2, 00:1 200 5, 000 
-• - ... - . - - - .. - - . 2 000 
150 ·····--- 2,100 
7, 100 536 12, 700 
250 Mt. Union College*............... 30 .•...••. 5,000 
251 FrnnklinCollf-)!0.................. 40 21-3 ........•................. 3,000 
252 1\Iuskin:,..•um f' • •llego~ . . . . . . . . ••• . . 27,33 2! ..... _.... 3CO . •• . . • . . 500 
253 Oberlin Colle• . . . . . . .. . . . . ... .. 30 li-3 *15, 000 .••......••..•..•••..... 
25-1 Richmond Collug . . . • .... .. •••••. 33 2 ........................ _ ....... . 
255 Rio Grnn<lo College............... 28 21 252 ........ 29 ....... . 
2561 Scio Coli<' go . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . . . • • . 33 2 ... _ .......... __ . . . . . . . • • . 2, 000 
257 WitteuberJrCollcge"'.............. 30 2~ 7,000 2,000 100 .••..•.. 
258 H!'illellJorgCollege................ 26 3 5,000 .....•.. 50 ....... . 
259 Urbana. Unh•crsity ...•....••..••. 75 4 5,000 ........ 50 ....... . 
260 OttcrbeinUniversity............. 30 2-2! 1,300, ........ , ..•..... , 1,600 
261 Will.Jerforco Uni>ersity.. ••• •• . . . . 30-33 2 4, 200 200 20 4, 500 
262 Willoughby College.............. 20 3! 1,000 ............••.. 
263 WilminJrton College . • . • . .. . . . . • • . 39 2!-4 1, 000 






0 265 XenhtCollcg-o..................... 40 4 ........ . 
266 AntiochCollcgei . .......................•...••.•••. a6,000 al,OOO a50 a350 
267 CorvallisColl!',!!e.................. 35 3 500 300 50 600 
268 Uni>crsityof On•gon............. 30,40 3,4 a500 ....................... . 
269 1 Pacific University and Tualatin 30,45 3;\-4~ 5,000 .•.......•••.••.••..... 
.Acnclomy. 
270 1\Ic'hlinnvilleBaptistCollego...... 20-40 2-3 100 ........ 
1 
............... . 
271 Christian Colle)!o* ..•...........•. 36 3-3t 220 120 20 ...... . 
272 PhiloruathUolloge* ......•..•..... 15-~7 -------- a800 a300 al12 a100 
2i3 Willamett<>University ............ 24-52 3t 2,5CO 500 ........ 450 
274 1 \Vest~rn University of Pennsyl· 80 4 3,000 ........ ,! ,_. .... 300 
Yml!n. 
275 MnblenbergColloge* .. .....••.... 40,50 2,3 2,500 500 300 3,500 
276 LebnuonValleyCollege.......... 40 3i 1,441 240 100 ..•.•••. 
20, 000 63, 000 4, 000 
50, 000 ------ ---.-- - . -- . -----
(j) (j} (f) 
2iU, 000 270, 000 21, 000 
:lO, 000 230, 000 12, 000 
96, 609 303,841 11 , 468 
35, 000 50, 000 2, 750 
130, 000 -.--- - -•. --- 5, 769 
(516, 000) ..• ------
3, 000 14, 000 800 
20, 000 10, 000 500 
*400, 000 *247, 354 *17, 655 
* J 5, 000 -- - - - - -.-- - . - .. - - - - - - . 
35, 000 *75, 000 *750 
10, (100 ..•... ------ ..••.• - ... 
75, 000 125, 000 7, 000 
25, 000 75, 000 4, 000 
~5. 000 60, 000 
55, 500 70, 000 
60, 000 14, 000 
10, 000 0 
25, 000 6, 000 









































· · · ·aso; ooo·l···aii; ooo 1·· ·az: 5oo · :::::: :_:: :1:::::::::: 
1,500 .••.........•...•••. ,.Tnne6. 
j5,203 1,875 .•........ .Tune14. 
2,000 .................... .Tuno6 . 
............ , ......... . 
63, 074 5, 582 
8J, 000 5, 4 00 
20, ooo I . 2, 8oo 
June 14. 
.Tune 27. 






















41, soo 1 





soo .• _. • • . • • . 25, ooo I 
500 0 20, 000 I .Tune. 
a!,300 .................... .Tnne23. 
<>, 100 . . . • . • • • • . 10, 000 .Tnne 14. 
12, OOv .••••••••.••• · ....... .Tuno 21. 
lG, 000 1, GOO 
a17, 000 ai, 700 
27, noo 2, 200 
310, 000 13, 000 . 
116,000 .•........ 1
1 
.......... , 0 j 32,000 j.Tune23. 
20,000 1,000 4,365 .................... .Tune14. 277 St. Vincent's College............ cl80 ___ ,____ 16,000 ' 
278 Dickiut<onCollo.!to ................ 61 3-4 8,183 :::::::: · · · · ii5 · · 21: o42 · · · · · 2oo: coo· · · ·-i9o: ooo · · · · · ii: ooo - ~ - · · k 1: 2oo l . · · · · · · o · · · · · · · · · o ·
:::::::: ::::a~; : :~.:~o ... ~l: ggg ::::::::::::1::: i<; iii :'';: ggg_ :::::::: o: :::::::::: 279 Pcuns~ lmuin. Military .Academy._ c500 . . • . . . . . 1, 000 280 LafnyetteUollege................. 45 2~ 19,424 281 UrsinnsCollc~o* ................ 40,48 .•...... ZlO,OOO 








.Tune 27 • 
283 ThirlCollPJ!O..................... 4'J 2 4,575 
28-l HnYPrfnrd College................ c425 ........ 9,300 
28li ~lonnngahelaCol!ege . ............ 23,32 g2~ 330 
.. From Rcp01·t of the Commissioner of Euucationfor 1881. 
a Iu ll"eO. 
b Cunent iucomo from nP Rources other t.hmr tuition, in-
cluding rovl'nne from the ".Kott trust." 
cBoa.ru antl tuition, 
300 600 1,000 44,000 ·••••······· 1,500 2,47<:> ·•·•••···· 5,000 
1, 000 360 4, 266 400, 000 . -.--- ------ *t!, 500 .. - .. ---- - 0 .••• -- - - -. 
250 20 o 4o,ooo I5,ooo 7uO 1,012 o ........ .. 
d$3 incidenta1 fee. 
e To resit1ents; to non-residents, $60. 
jSee Table X, Pn.rt 1. 
g A >era.ge cost. 
h Includes incillentals. 
i Suspended for 1881-'82; reopened in September, 1882. 
j Tuition, incidental nnd other fees. 
kTuition and room rent. 
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June 30 • 



































311 KingcoTlcgo ......••. ... ... ...... . 









East Tennel'seo Wesleyan Uni· 
versity. 
313 · Hi wnssce College. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 12~-20 21-2~ 
314 Sonthwe"tern Baptist University . 50 21-
315 . Unh·ersity of Tennessee ; Ten- 30 2!, 2~ 
~ ~ ~~~ _,f -- - . ~~~·I---~~~- I :: ~~~ 

















"2, 000 *3, 000 I. ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . Mny 24. 
15. 000 900 1, 800 I 0 0 June 15. 
130, ('00 7,500 2,000 4,140 .......•.. June6. 
........... . ......... . .•••.......... . . . ............. 11Iny18. 
65,000 2,500 3,500 .................••.• Tnne 7. 
405,000 24,410 802 0 .......... June20. 
30,000 1,COO 2,000 .................... Jnne 6. 
. ...... ..... .. .... . . .. 1,10J ... ..... .. .......... June. 
13, 300 _____ _ :~~. ____ ~ ~ ~~~. 1::::::: : : : , : ~ ~:::::: ~ May 31. 
I nessee A~ricultnrnl College. 
316 Cumberland University.......... j45 1!-4 8,000 ........ ···-- ·· · ~ ----·· ·· 
317 Bet-hel College... ... ........... ... 8-25 2! 750 200 ..... ......... . 
318 MnryvilleCollege ....... ..•••..• . 6-10 2-2! 3,000 500 ............. . . . 
!ll9 Chrh;tian Brothers' College....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 3, 000 ....................... . 
:1:!0 Mosheiminstitute................ 15-30 1!-2~ .......................... -··---·-1 2,5CO !·· ·· ·-··---· .......... 2:l5 j 225 ...... . ... May18. 
321 CarsonCollege... .... ........... .. 35 2! 300 200 ........ 1.000 50,000 17,000 800 l ,GtO 
1 
l GO ....... ... Juue5. 
322· Central Tennessee College........ 9 1! 1, 500 800 50 0 55,000 6, 000 350 1, C.J1 0 0 May 17. 
323 Fisk Uni_versitr* .. : .. ; . . . • • . . . .. . 11 2~ 2, 037 300 400 200 ~oo, ooo 2, 284 ? 137 2, 405 0 4, 410 May 25. 
324 VanderbiltUmvers1ty ........... 50 4!-5 8,000 ........ -- ·-- --- ~ ---- - -- - 600,000 000,000 4.,000 0,000 ! .................... May3L 
325 University of the South*.......... 100 4~ 10, 000 1, 000 .. .. . . .. 500 09, 000 5, 000 .. .. . . . • .. 10, 000 . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. M:1rch 16. 
:1~6 linrrittCollege. . ................. 30,40 2-2~ 300 150 ..... ... 400 25,000 .. ...... . ... . . ........ 3,000 .......... .. ........ July13. 
327 GreeuevilleanclTusculumCollege . 16,20,24 2-2! 5,000 . ....... .... .. .. 2,000 a30,000 .............. .. ..... . al,SOO .................... 1April20. 
328 WinchesterNormal.............. 50 3 300 100 25 ........ 10,000 ............ .•••••.••. 6,000 0 0 August29. 
329 St.Mary'sUniversity ...................... ···----- ~ "500 "200 *100 ..... ... *75,000 
1 
...................... *20,000 .....•......•....•.. 
330 SonthwesternUnivers~ty... ..... . 60 3~ 703 1,100 100 221 63,000 .•••......•. .......... 7,900 .................... Juue26. 
331 llenderson Male and l!omale Col- 30-50 .••. .... 
1 
....... . ...... .. ........ --1-- ................ --~·-·· ............... ---~·-·- ........ -· ... --- ~ ---- ...... June 15. 
~ I 332 BaylorUniversity..... ... .. .. .. .. 50 3! 2,100 400 250 200 70, 000 4,000 400 1,900 0 0 Jnnc5. 
333 Mansfield Male and Female Col- 20-GO 2! 2, 300 800 300 1 100 50,000 0 0 7, 500 180 0 June 16. 
lege.* 
33:l Sala.uo College ................... . 
335 Austin College ....••.••..•••••.... 
330 Trinity University 
337 Waco University .• ••••••••..•.•.. 
338 Marvin Colle~---·······-·--··---













340 Middlebury College.............. 45 2-5 
341 Randolph Macon College . . . . . . • • . n75 2~-4 
342 Emory and Henry College . . . . . . • . 50 2! 
343 Hampden Sidney College......... 60 2~-3 
3!4 Washington and Lee University*. 50 3-6! 
345 R ichmond College . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . 70-80 2:} 
346 Ro~-nok~ Colle~.---.--:............ 5~ 11--31} 
847 Umvers1ty of v u·guna. .•. . ... . . . 7o 3-4~ 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
aln 1880. 
b Board a.ncl tuition. 
cin 1878. 
d. Includes value of library. 
eFrom city. 
53 78 47 0 
2, 000 1, 000 ····---- --------
50 40 -·------ 700 
3, 000 1, 500 200 700 
500 300 100 ............ 
19,855 -------· 50'/ ... ......... 
o~g: ~~~ 1-- ~~~~~-I- ... ~~~ - ~ - ... -.. -
10, 000 1, 000 -- . -- .. - .. -- -- - . 
:~. 000 I 2. 000 50 6. 000 
20, 000 . -- -- -.. 100 5, 000 
(i, 000 2, 000 -- . -- . .. 2, 500 
ll: ggg :::::::I .... 100 J .':0~0 
10,000 0 0 5, 200 0 
20, 600 10, 000 1, 000 2, 500 
·········r········ 40, 000 10, 000 1, 000 3, 000 0 --·-····· 37, 000 3, 000 300 7, 500 0 0 









140, 000 8, 000 mll, 000 0 40, 000 
20, 000 1, 200 -.- ... - .. - -.-- -.- ... -.. - -.... -
.... .. · ·· · ·· ....... -·. 5, 000 .••••..•.. -········· 
110, 000 6, 500 flOO . . . . . • . • • . . ... . .... . 
i 150, 000 ilO, 000 i4, 000 .,. . . . . . . . . i2, 500 
100, 000 6, 000 5, 600 0 2, 500 













June 13 • 
June 28. 
!Sec report of South Corolina College of Agriculture 
and Mechanic Arts !Table X, Part 1) ; this is tho. 
only department of the university which has b een 
r eorganized, the university having been suspended 
for several years. 
iin 1879. 
j Average. 
k Exclush·e of ngricultural college funds. 
llncome fl'om agricultural college fund. 
m Tuition fees aml subscriptions. 
n For three or more schools. fl Iuchtdes rent.s. 






































'd 0 ... 1:> c:s ..... 0 0 ,Q ... ... C) 
0 ,Q ..., E rn ::s 0 z 0 
Libraries. 
--------
Collc~re library. t> (!) 
.s 
-~ 
.5 Cui .a 
C) C)~ rn. 
~ ...>0 """' 11:.0 E-~ A C::..::l s 
~-= 
Pd 
c:\l I ~~ P.. ..... -~ ~ ........... 0 0 ... o;:.-, 
I 
... 
a.; ~s 0 ,t:J ,t::J 
s ~-~ s ::s I ::s z ~ z 












Property, income, &c. 
..; .gJ E1 s a 
~ s. ~ -~ 0 
] ~ ~ ~d rg 
~ e.> o..S rn ;;> :;: p.,. P..-P ,... 
:s ~ ~ ~ "ti·~ ~~ 
~ rg ~~ ~ s s s 
"g ... ,g § il ... (5<;:; 
... A ..., . ..,. ...,g: SA 
A E1 .... -::: ,.. c:l "';El 
~ 8 ~.£ .s (!) .s"' 
~ ~ ~ t:~ ~ 
::s s I .eo .8-w e a s ~ g ~~ 
.,q .:1 ~ ~ <j 
40 ~~ 4~ !43 1 4,1 4a 
I ,--·--'-- ---34~ 13cihnn ...- Colle go*................. $30, 40 $2-41.......... a2, 000 . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . a$130, 000 a$30, 000 a$2, 000 a$3, 200 ................... . 
340 I \Yt.st Virgini:t Collr.~e* ........... 30 2D-3 600 375 50 .. . . . . .. 15,000 .................................................. .. 
1 46 
--~-
47 4S 49 ilO 1}.1 
:150 \\'u•t Yirgiuia Uni\·ct·sity .••••••. 15, 2-! 3 5, 000 500 100 200 75,000 110, 000 6, 400 2, 500 $15,000 ......... . 
351 I.awrcurotlnivcr<'~ity ............. b10A-1G1 3-5 10,000 ........ 15:J ........ 6:!,Gv0 ·69,000 4,663 bl,41G 0 $0 
:t~:! I lll·l~lit C?lll'J'~'- ..... • ......... ... • • . 30 2-4 11,000 5, 000 1, 0 8 1, 000 I 100, 0~0 1~0 , 000 19, 000 ~. 5~Q ...... ;:, .. . 17, 000 
3.>-3 Um,·cnnty of W1scousm . ........ cO 2-4 11,200 . ... . .. . 800 200 4\JO, 000 4,3, 700 28,669 d.>, G:Jo 44 180 500 
3:>4 ~tilton Colh'ge.............. ••• . .. 27-33 3 1, 250 .. .. .. • . .. . .. .. . 800 27, 000 12, 000 455 3, 308 ..... ' .............. . 
:155 nut'iuoCollt>.go .................... c377,412 ........ 8,000 ........ ........ ..... 150,000 30,200 I 2,200 36,000 
1 
................... . 
:l5li JHpon Colle~e .. .. . .. . .. .. • .. • • .. • 21, 24 2! 5, 000 1, 000 100 GOO 65, 000 113, 000 7, 802 1 362 o 1 500 
!157 Northw("41tcrn Univcl'Sity. .••.•••• 301 2-3 (2, 000) ........ . ..... .. 35,000 ............ . .... .. ... 1: 5u0 ............... ' ... .. 
g~~ g~~m\';~~\~1u~~~~;!'ty:::::::::::: ·----~~~~- :::::::: J~:ggg :::::::::::::::: ~~:::::: ~~~~:~gg :::::::::::::::::::::: .... 7;25i. :::::::::: ... i7;997· 
3('>() 
1 
Guuzn:.:a College.................. 40 ........ 4, 087 2, 018 65 300 j50, 000 ...... ...... .... .. .. .. .......... o o 
301 IIuward '('uivcrRity .... •·••••• .... 0 2 11,000 .... •• .• ........ . .. ... .. 500, ono 18,900 g7, 950 0 hlO, 000 ......... . 
302 Naltionnl Dcnf.Mute College...... 150 .. • .. • .. 2, 500 .. .. . .. . 100 .. .. . .. . 650, ooo ..................... . ................... . ........ .. 
3U:I lJuivf\rt~lly of D(I!!Orct...... ... • .. 48 4 2, 826 341 63 0 36, 000 0 0 3, !JOl 2, 500 0 
3U.l Univc.t·llity of Wnablngtou Terri· \ 27-39 3H /1,800 /800 j1, 400 . ..... .. /100, ooo J5, 000 f500 /2,500 fil, 250 ........ .. 
tny. 





















• ll'ronl Report. of tho Commissioner of Eduoo.tion for 1881. 
a 'In lk7U. 
d. Incidentals and tuition. 
e Boarcl and tuition. 
/In 1880. 
g Includes $5,3::i0 income from real cst~1.te. 
h Con~ressioual appropl'iaLion. 
i Territorial approlJriation. /1 1ur.ldontaiM only. 

































STATISTICAL TABLES. 631 · 
TABLE IX.-Memoranda. 
Name. Location. 
Fort Wayne College... ................ Fort Wayne, Ind .... . 
Macalester College .................... Minneapolis, Minn .. . 
Shaw University . .. .. . . .. .. .. •• • • • . • . . Holly Springs, Miss .. 
Western Reserve College . . . • • • • • • . . • . . Hudson, Ohio .•.. .••. 
Ohio Central College .... ............... Iberia, Olrio ......... . 
Miami Valley College .................. Springboro', Ollio .•.. 
Mercersburg Collego ..... ............. Mercersburg,Pa . .. .. 
Pitts burgh Catholic College...... • • • • • . Pittsburgh, Pa ..... .. 
Western University of Pennsylvania.. Pittslmrgh, Pn. ...... . 
Manchester Collega...... . • • . . . . • • . . . . . Manchester, Tenn .. . 
Woodbury College ..................... Woodbury, Tenn ... . 
Shepherd College ...................... Shepherdstown, W. 
Va. 
Holy Angels' College .................. Vancouver, Wash .. . 
Remarks. 
Doin~ only pre]Jaratory and academic 
work; see Table VIi. 
Not in existence dming 1882; may be 
reopened fall of 1883. 
Name changed to nnst University. 
Removed to Clevelmlu aud name 
changed to AdcliJert College of 
·western Reserve University. 
See Table VII. 
Not in existence. 
Closed. 
See Catholic College of the Holy Ghost; 
identical. 
Removed to Allegheny City. 
Reports only preparatory students; 
see Table Vll. 
See Table VI. 
See report of this college in Table III, 
Part 1 ; public normal school. 
See Table VI. 
Colleges j1·om which no information has been recei1wd. 
Name. Location. Name. Lopation. 
St. John's College of Arkan- Little Rock, Ark. Concord Colle5e ............. New Liberty, Ky. 
a as. Westminster 'ollege ........ Fnlton,Mo. 
College of Our Lady of Gua- Santa Ynez, CaL Alfred University ........... Alfred, N. Y. 
dalupe. Blue Mountain :University ... I,n. Grande, Oreg. 
Murray Male and F emale In- Murray, Ky. Waynesburg College ........ w·a.yneshnrg. Pa. 
stituteand West Kentucky Galesville University ........ Galesville, Wis. 
Normal School. I 
• 
1'., ::1.1~ X.-PART 1.-.Statistits of schools of science (miwing, engineering, agricultu1·e, g-c.) ~11(lowed ·with the nationa-l laud gmnt, for 1882; from 1·eplies 
to inquiries by the Un-ited States Burea.n of Education. 
d 

























"' I 0 0 I I ,...,. 10 ~ . Jl.,; ~.c First Second Third Fourth '.:!! - ~ 
~ ~ e ~ ~ d :rear. year. year. year. I ~ .g $....,, Ai=$ ·.-<en lA l ~oo 
ou ~~ ~~ ,------ ------ ' ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 8 I .s I~~ +'til 't:l.._, d · O't:l 
• ~ 1'1 ·;3 ~ ;:1 ;e • . • 1 . 1 ... , ~ ... = 
~ cD ·~ QJ c:: s:1 ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ! <U $ ~ 
d <e l't:l.-o ~"' ""P I d ce d ce d ce d c.s ·'S IS 
~ ~ ~-~ ~ § ~ ~ '2 ~ '2 ~ '2 ~ <il ~ I ;:1 1'::1 
~ ~ ~ Z "' ~ ~ Fi ~ Fi ~ ~ ~ ~ ,z lz 
----------- ---,---
,. 8 
119 10 11 ~ 1~ 13 :t4 1i'i 16 :t7 IS :t9 20 1121 
I I I I I 1-1-------------!-- -
Auburn, .Ala. • •••• - ~1872118721 W. Le Roy Broun, M. A., 1 1 141 I 0 I 8 Str1te A;n-icultural and Mccbani-t·nl <'oll~~o. 
.d.rkansn.-< lll(lustril\l Unh·ersity .. 
olh-gos of Agrieulture, Mechan-
ics, Mining, Enginccrin~, and 




\g-ricultuml tlopnrtmcnt of Dcla-
wnro ColleSto. 
7 · !-;t!lteAJ . rriculturnlCollcgec ...... 
8 , t:cor~ia.StateCollogeofA~icnlt­
nro and Mccbanie Arts (Uni-
ver'liLv of Geor~ia.). 
Southwest Georgta Agricnltnral 
Colle~to (University of Georgia). 
0 I No1·th Ororgia. Agricultural Col-
le~:e (Unlvon~ity of Gcoq~ia.) . 
)11tltl\o Goor~tin. :M:illtnr:; and Ag-
rh:ultnt1ll Collogo (l]niversity 
or Ooor~ia). 
Fn.yette-.ille, Ark . 1871 1871 G;; ~·.H. Hill, LL.D ...... (a) (a) (a) 3 
Berkeley, CnL .... 1868 . 1869 . William T.l{eid, A.M ..... _ 0 0 0 b30 
0 
b3 
81 22 o 31 o 13 o 15 _ .• ·I 3 
41 0 
58 17 "i'l1~ 1~ J··d lg 0 24 , .... 













New Haven, Conn 1701 1847 Rov. Noah Porter, D. D., 0 0 0 (27) 181 .. • . . • .. 81 .. .. 53 .. .. 47 .. .. 6 a19 
~n \ Nownrk, Del .••... 1867 1870 William H. Purnell, A.M., 3 . • . . 0 3 0 24 6 0 8 0 7 0 3 0 3 0 
Athe~:;;,.-:::~::: 'i872. 'i872- ·iii;~<~~~~~~fi>:·u:;Li.:· ::::::::\::::··a·:::::: ... 39· \:::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::-1::::1:::: 
Cuthbert, Gn. ...... l 1879 I 1879 I Vincent T . Sanford, A. M .. 1 d4 1130 , .... , .... , •••••• 
25 1 18 1---- 7, .... ---+--· ·---:----l··· l --
Da.hlonogn., Gn. ••.. 1 1871 1873 Hon. D. W. Lewis . . ..... .. 
Milledgeville, Ga. -I 1879 I 1880 I W. S. Dudley, M.D ....... .. 
2 I (129) 
5 151 1167 
6 .. • .. • 48 (18) (13) (11) (6) • "l" 




































n I So~~~~u~ee~~W~h~~:~~n~1c ~~~ 
I (Univergity of G~>orgia). 13 Illinois Industrial University .... 
14 t runlue University. 
15 Io";a Stnto Agricultural Coll<'&e .. 
~ ~ ~~~?~~~l~t~~!f !~r~:~~~l~f c~f-e 
I lo,go of Kentucky. 18 Louisiana State University and} 
~£I~c~tm-al and Mechanical 
10 Mnino §tate Collc~e of Agricult-
tlt'O and tho Mechanic A"rts. 
20 United States Naval Academy ... 
21 Maryland Agricultural College *. 
22 Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
lege. 
!:!3 Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nolog;y. 
24 ' Michigan State Agricultural Col-
I lege. 25 Collego of Agriculture and Me-
l clwnic.A.rts(UniversityofMin-nesota). 
2G ' A~ricultural an<l Mechanical Col-
I 
lO{!e of the State of Mississippi. 
2i Alcorn Agricultural and Mechan-
ical College. 
28 Missouri .Agt·icultural and Me-
chanical College (Uni>ersity of 
Missouri). 
20 I Missouri School of Mines and 
Metallurgy (University of Mis-
souri). 
Thomasville, Ga. .. 1 1879 I 1879 I Oscar D. Scott .••••••••••• f d5 1171 
Urbana, Til .••.•.• 1867 1868 
La Fayette, Ind . .. 18i2 1874 
Ames, Iowa .. ..•.. 1869 1869 
Manhattan, Kans . 1863 1863 
Lexington, Ky ..• . e18G5 e1SGG 
Baton Rouge, La, { 1853 1860 1874 1874 
Orono,Me ........ 1865 1868 
Annapolis, Md .•.. 0 1845 
College Station, 1856 1859 
Md.f 
Amherst, Mass ... 1863 1867 
Boston, Mass . .••. 1861 1865 
Lansing, Mich .... , 1855 1857 
Minneapolis, Minn 1868 1867 
A~ricul~ral Col- , 1878 , 1880 
1ege,M1ss. 
Rodney, Miss..... 1871 1872 
Selim H. Peabody, PH. D., 3 60 11 23 
LL.D., r~ent. 
Emerson .1'.<. White, A. M., 2 142 77 12 
LL.D. 
A.S.Welch,LL.D ........ . 3 16 5 17 
George 'l'. Fairchild, A.M.. • • • • . • • • . • • . 14 
James K. Patterson, PH. 2 .•••.••. 11 
D., F. R. H. S., F. 8. A. 
l Col. William Preston l (a) (a) (a) 
S Johnston. S 
M. C. Fernald, A. ~r., PH.D ..••..••..•• ·1 9 
Capt. F. M. Ramsay, u.s. 0 0 0 57 
N., superintendent. 
WilliamH.Parker ............ 6 .... 7 
Hon. Paul A. Chadbourne, 
D. D., LL.D. 
Francis A. Walker, PH. D., 
LL.D. 







William W.Folwell,LL.D.j .••. l (a) I (a) I (a) 
Gen. Stephen D. Lee .••••• 




Columbia, Mo ..••. l 1870 1 1870 I SamuelS. Laws, A. ~r., !f. 1 .... 1 •••• 1 •••• 1 11 
D., LL. D., }>resident; J. 
W. Sanbor.p, n. s., dean. 
Rolla, Mo .•••••••• 1 1870 1 1871 I SamuelS. Laws, A. M., M. I 2 I 45 I 15 I 4 
D., LL. D., president; 






~ I ~ '·;;·' ~ '·::·'·::·'-:~t: ~ ··: ' ::· , ···~ 
48 • - ...... 15 5 8 5 1' 10 5 10 3 
Jgr ~~~- . ~~- -~;_ . ~~ .. ~~ .. ~~ .. ~~ J _;. -~~ ..... . 




1G 10 11 
26 19 I 2 I 13 4 
57 I 0 I 63 65 
7 12 25 , .... ..... ... .. 
80 135, .... ,13, .... 1 13 , ..•. 1 19 , .... , 8 1 8 
219 111 3156 1 26 3 1 19 0 J29ihl 14 








.... , 15, .. .. 
61 ......... . .. 
5 ..... ............... ... .. 0 
20 ..................... , •••. , ..... , ........... ..... . 1 
30 I IndustJ:ial Colle~e of the Unh·er-
sity of NebrasKa. 
31 College of Agriculture (Univer-
sity of Nevada) ... 
Lincoln,Nebr ..... ,18691 1871 1 Sa
1





Elko,Nev •.••.•••.•••••. 1874 H~~~~ohn S. Mayhuj1;h, (i) (i) (i) .••• •••••• .............. ·••· ·••· .... ·--· ........ ·--·1···· 
president of board of 
regents. , 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 
1881. 
a Reported with classica.l department (sell Table IX). 
b Faculties of colleges of science and of letters. 
c Loeat.ion not fixed and college not organized at last 
report, 1880. 
d For all dei>nrtments. 
e As a department of Kentucky University; rechar-
tered and reorganized in 1880. 
f The name of this :post office has since been changed 
to Agricultural College, Md. 
g Includes officers of instruction in the School of Me-
clJanic Arts and the Lowell School of Practical 
Design. 
hincluues 57 students in School of Mechnnic Arts 
and 91 in Lowell School of Practical Dc:<ign. 













































~rti ., .... 
~.s 
o<.> .. ::s 
0) ~- .... 
~ ~-d s .... ~ 
$~ 






~ .. oo ~ 
- ~ ~ 
~ ~ce ~ 
I I I ·-·-
lZi"' 
• 1 
32 I Now IIam-p11hiro College of ..Agri-
, rnlturo aml tho :Mecbnnic Arts 
I (Dnrtmonth Coll.-~c). 
33 • llutg:l·r>~ St•it•utiilc School (Rut-
;!l'l"H Collt·~<' ).* 
31 Collt•)!.rs of Bngineet·int!, Agri-
t•ulturo,-4 rchitt!dmo,:Mcchanic 
..Att~; , &c. (CurJI\'11 UniYerRity). 
35 I Uuitcu ::itatl'!'l Military .A.callemy. 
dO I .Agricultnralnnt.l M<'cllanicnl Col-
l<'t;o (Uuivon1ity of North Ca.ro-
litu\). 
37 I Ohio State University-........... . 
38 Rtnto A~ricnltnrnl Uoll<'I!O . •••••. 
30 I I>cnus)·lvaJiia. Stnte Colh~I!O ...•.. 
40 .Agl'lcultmnl nml !ICiontifio tle-
pntlmont (D1·own Uuivl•rsity). 
41 South Cm·oliua. Collc~e of ..A.gri-
cultmu nncl the l.Il•cbnnir Arts 
(0 ui,t•r•1ity of South Ctuolina). 
2 I Clatlln Ut.ll\.·orllity 1\U(l Sont111 
Cnrollna ~\grhmltnrnl Collego 
nntl M\!chanlcll' lu~tUtutc. 
!I 3 4 
Hanol'er, N. ll .••. 1 1SG6 I 1866 
New Brunswick, ~ --···- ~ 1865 
N.J. 
Ithaca, N. Y . • . . . . 1865 1808 
~ 
Rev. Samuel C. Bartlett, 
D. D., LL.D. 
6 "' I s 191 1.0 ,--,------- ........ , (11) 
Rev."\V.H.Campbell,D.D., , (a) (a) ~ ---- ~ 14 1 0 
LL.D. 
Hon. .Andrew Dickson 0 I 0 0 .b17 b6 
White, LL.D . 
West Point, N. Y .1. ..... 1 18021 Col. Wesley Merritt, Bvt. I 0 I 0 
Maj .Gen., u.s. A., super-
intendent. 
Cbapellllll,N.C .. J 1789 l 1875 J Hon.KempP.Battle,LL.n.l 0 I 0 
o I 45 ..... .. 
Columbus, Ohio ... 1870 1873 
Corvallis. Oreg.... 1872 18i2 
State College, Pa.. 1854 1!!59 
Providence, R.I ........ 1869 
Columbia, S. C .... d1801 dl805 
o :b14 I b1 
Rev. Walter Q. Scott, D. D. 4 213 30 19 
B. L. Arnold, A. M .. .. .. • • . 4 20 . . .. 4 
~:~~~:.R~t~~~~~~n~n~- --~- -~~- .::. f~ 
LL.D. 






Ornngoburg,S.C. I I i~~g I i~~~ I JR~T,; ~~~rd Cooke, A.} 1 (b) 1 (b) 1 (b) 1 (b) ••••••• 
Scientific department. 
Students. 
~ First Second Third Fourth 3 ~ S . year. year. year. year. ~ .g 
·~~ -------------- Aa5 ~2 
2 g .s z: .;.n~ s (.) ::l 0'0 
g ~ a5 a5 ell a5 f;j 8 ~~ 
3:; ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ] -s -a 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ 1.2 13 J:t4 l.~ 16 1.'1 J.S 19 !20 21 
43 I .... I .••. I 19 ·••·• 12 12 ·---· ·--·· 1 
40 I 18 1 •••• 1 4 1 .... 1 8 1 •••• 1 10 1 •••• 1 10 I 4 
c90 I 44 19 1 •••• 1 19 8 , ___ _ 2 
242 1109 I. ... 1 43 .... . 38 52 · - - -· 0 0 
77 ! 41 17 ····- 8 ..... 11 j·--- 'b47 1 
1~g I~~ 1.:: .1 ~g 1--~-1 ig '- -~- ~, ig 1- -~-1:::: 1 ---~ 
(~2 .:~ .!..~. --~- - -~ - .. :.1 .. : .. :~- ~-- ~- .. : .... : 
127 I 57 1 ••• • 1 45 1-- - -1 14 1 •. •• 111 1 •••• 1 2·1 I' 2 
































43 ' Uuh·orsity of Tennessee; Ten-} . { 1807 1808 } Rev. Thos. W. Humes, J (b) (b) 0 (b) 0 (b) ne»seo Agricultural Colle~. Knoxville, Tenn. 1869 1869 S.T.D. ....... .... ..... .... .... ..... ·-·· ·--· ..... ... 
t4 Stutn A!!Ticultnral and :Meo an- College Station, 1871 1876 .Tohn Garland James .••••• ·--· ---- .... 9 ·-··· 258 213 -·-· 32 .... 13 ... .... ...... ...... . ..... . .. ienl Colll'l!l' of Texas. Tex. 
t5 Univer~<ity of Vermont and State~ • rr { 1791 1800 ~Rev. Mn,tthew H. Buck-} 0 0 0 •••. 22 10 3 3 0 2 1 1 2 0 
A~rit'nltnral College. Burlin.,ton, Vt.. 1865 1865 ham, D. D. . ....... 
~6 Virginia Agricultural and Me- Blacksburg, Va .•. 1872 1872 Thomas N. Conrad, A. AI. •• 7 20 0 8 2 115 60 0 40 0 15 ....... ........ ... .... ---· 1 
chanical Colle~o. 
i7 li~~~.Rtl:11tTI~~~al nnd Agricult- Hampton, Va. •••• 1870 1868 Gen. Samuel C.Armstrong, 9 125 73 41 2 303 95 71 4-1 30 36 27 ..... .. ..... 0 ••• principal. 
48 Agricultural department of West Morgantown, W. 1867 1867 William L. Wilson ........ (b) (b) 0 (b) 0 (b) ..... .... ...... ....... ..... . .... ....... ....... . --· 
Virgiuia. UniYerl'ity. Va. 
~9 Collflgo of Arts (University of Madison, Wis ..••. 1848 1849 Rev. John Bascom, D. D., . --- ....... ...... e31 0 b95 26 8 25 2 12 3 18 1 (b) (b I Wisconsiu). LL.D. 
*!<'rom Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Pro_ramtory department is identical with Rutgers College Grammar School 
{".ntl>lo VII). 
dOf tbe University of South Carolina, of which the South Carolina. College of Agri-
culture and the Mechanic Arts is a department.; this department was organized in 
1880, after the university had been in suspension for several years. 
I) Reported with clnssical department (see Table IX). 
o For totnl n111llber of students in a.ll courses, see Table IX. 
















































































































































I I 1 1--l--l---1---1--l--l--1---l---1-----l 
; I State Agriculturn~ and ~ech~nicnl College. ···1 0 1 •••• --1 4 I 391 $0 1 ........ ·····--~------ 2, 500 I $100,000 I $253,500 
" Arknn~ns In<lustnal Umvers1ty ...........•.. a661 I 60 41 40 (b) (c) (c) (c) •.•• ··1 150,000 130, 000 
3 Colleges of ~griculture, Meclianics, Mining, 0 0 4 40 dO (c) (c) (c) ••• • • • (c) (c) 
En~ineering, and Chemistry (University of j 
California). 
4 Stato Agricultural College.................... .... . . .. .. .. 4 38 . .. . . .. . 50 30 .... • . ... • •• 50, 000 (e) 
5 Sheffield Scientific School of Yale Coll~e..... *27 ~3 3 37 too, 150 5, ooo ............. ~---··· 200, ooo g665, 000 
~ t~~o~~~~~~t!rtc~fie~~~~~~~~~ .. ~~-e-~~: --~~- .... ~ ..... ~ .... ~~ ...... ~~ ... ~·- ~~~ .. :·.~~~ ... :~~ ... ~~> ...... ~~)--.. 1~~: ~~~ 
8 Georgia. State College of A,grionlture and Me- ...... ...... 4 48 jl5 (c) ....... (c) (c) · 50,000 k242, 202 
chnnio Arts (University of Georgia). 
0 SoutbwostGcorgin.Agn. 'cultura.lCollege(Uni- ...... •••••• ...... 42 jlO ..................... ·••••• .......... 1 (m) 
varsity of Georgia.). 
0 North Gcorp:io. .Agricultural College (Univor- ...... ...... 4 40 j10 n500 
1 
....... n500 .••••• n20, 000 (m) 
sity of Goor~r\). 
1 Midclle GC'or~in :Military and .Agricultural ..... . ...... 4 40 jlO 3, 000 ..... • . .••••• •••••• n95, 000 
., Collc"'o (U~ivorsity of 0-cor~ia.). . 
.. South Goorg1n Collfl,ge of Agriculture nnd tho ...... ...... 4 40 JlO .. ...... ...... . ...... ...... 15,000 
0 l 0 j 
Mc<'llnnio Arts (University of Georgiaj. 
13 Illinois lnthtst'rinl Uuh·ersity................. 0 0 
14 Purtluo Uuivo~ity . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. ..... .. ol84 ...... 
15 Town Stnto A~riculturnl CollC'ge...... .... . ••. 0 0 
16 Kan&nt'l State Ap:l'icttlturol Collo,go . ... . ................. .. 
17 A~rlc. ·ntturnlnnll :Mcchnnlcnl Collo~e of Ken- 400 0 
hwky. 
18 J~oult~lillln Stall' t Tuivl\rPity nncl Agricultural 0 4 
nutl .Mt•t•hnnltitl Cullt·~('. 
















j22~1 13, 000 ' 2, 800 I 800 I 0 I 490,000 
p14 ~. 7:10 , . . . . . . . 404 . . . . . . . 300, 000 
o 4, u~o -soo as2 1 ...... 1, ooo, ooo 
0 3, 500 600 667 300 109, 109 
20 I. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . uo, ooo 




1 c350, 000 
30 
1 










$20, 280 I $0 I $0 I .Tune 24. 
10,400 1, 500 7, 500 .Tune 7. 
.... :~)---·~-~-:~)--·~ fl::)o:o I May29. 
h35, 711 16,145 .......... ,.Tune 27. 
4, 980 (c) 0 .Tune 20. 
10,004 ................. . 






















14,150 I June 6. 
20, 000 June 7. 
q24, 000 Nov. 14. 
'1'16, 000 Juno 13. 
17,000 
clO, 000 I July 4. 
































20 United States N:wal Academy................ 0 0 
21 Marylaml Agricultwnl Colle_ge ........................... . 
22 Mnssachnsofts Agricultural College.......... 0 13 
23 Massachusetts Institute of Technology....... 0 8 
24 Micltiguu State Agricultural College.......... 0 0 
25 Collo~re of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts o o 
(University of Minnesota). 
26 A~icultural and Mechanical College of the , .••••. , .••.•. 
::;tate of Mississippi. . 





28 Missouri .A.w:·icultural nml Mechanical College 0 0 
. (University of Missouri). 
29 Missouri Schoo 1 of Mines anll Metn,llru·gy (U ni-










4 30 Industrhtl College of the University of Ne- , .••••• , .•••.• 
brailka. 
31 Colle~of A~rricnlture(UniversityofNevada)* .•.......... •.••.•. 
32 Now .tJ.ampshiro College of Agriculture and 12 22 
the hl<'chanio Arts (Dartmouth College). 
33 Rutgers Scientific School (Rutgers College)*.. 40 
i!4 Colleges of En~neering, Agriculture, Archi- 128 
tecture, Mecnanio Arts, &o. (Cornell Uni-
versity). 
35 United States Milibry Ac:ulemy ............. 0 
36 Agricultural and Mechanical College (Univer- 96 
. sity of North Carolina). 
37 Ohio State University . . . . . •. • .• . . • .. • . . .••• •• 0 











4 39 Pennsylvania State College................... 50 





















22,297 353 .••••• 1 0 
....... : .•••••..••••. 1, 500 
2, 200 . - . . . . . . -.- . • 400 
*3, 000 ...... - ...... 0 
6, 135 800 400 







1, 500 1 2, ooo ...••..•.••••• 
1, 357, 390 0 
100, 000 112,500 
207,024 240,(145 







0 0 0 
6, 975 825 (), 000 
12,958 2, 500 ................ 
10,876 55,264 ............... 
23,734 33,082 
(c) 0 (c) 
5,679 0 tl20, 000 
*6, 000 .......... 11,000 
10,950 ........... ............. 
3,000 800 7,500 36 




0 ~ --······~---···-~·-····-~······~ (u) 30 2, 000 . . . . . . . 800 ••• --. *100, 000 
vO (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) 










39 1 •••••••• 28,609 
40 aa85 2, 000 
2,421 
500 
4~~ ti; ooo ·IY2b~~~~oog 1· · i25;ooo·l· · · · 7; 5oo · 0 (c) 
37 j1& 2,400 
40 500 
40 0 3, 500 
40 (cc) (c) 
337 
300 I 50 I 500 1, 000 . -.. - - 2, 350 








31, 6221 j5, 096 






























* From Report of the Commissioner of Eduostion for 
1881. 
i Location not fixed and college not organized at last 
report, 1880. 
q For 1882-'83, $24,000 ; $3,000 for experiments and $21,000 
for buildings. 
a, 350 beneficiaries, 237 norm:tl students, and 1 bonorn.ry 
n.ppointment from each of the 74 counties. 
bFree in all.deparbnents of the university proper; 
students m preparatory department without nor-
mal or beneficiary appointment pay $30 per ann= 
nncl all students pay $5 matriculation fee. 
.c Reported with classical department (see Table IX). 
a To residents of California; others, $50. 
e..l!:nilownient is the congressional gmnt to agricultural 
colleges, nmonnting, in Colomdo, to 90,000 acres, 
but not yet sold. 
fOne-"fifth of 1 mill tax, n.mounting to $16,000 for the 
year 1882. 
!J '.rhis includes a largo amount of funds received durin~ 
tbe l)ast year from the estate of the late Joseph E. 
Sheffield, no income from which appears in the col-
umn of incomn given. 
A Income from all sources except tuition. 
j Incidental fees; tuition is free. 
kEntire proceeds of the sale of l:md scrip the income 
of which, $16,954, is, by val"ious acts of the legisla-
ture, divided between the State Colle~e at Athens 
n,nd the branches at Cuthbert, Dahwnega, Mil-
ledge~ille, :md Thomasville. 
ZEn tire income of public land scrip fund, which income 
is divided, as abo~e stated, between the State Col-
lege at Athens and the branches at Cuthbert, Dah-
i.onega, Milledgeville, and Thomasville. 
m See notes on these items given in above report of 
Georgi:~. State College of Agriculture n,nd the Me-
chanic Arts. 
nin 1880. 
o Two students appointed by each of !!2 counties under 
State law; 48 of the students i:J;~. t\ttendn.nce dming 
this year wero thus appointed. 
p Mn.triculation and incidental fees. 
~ 
r For building and library. 
s Also two years at sea. 
tFor two years. 
uSee report of university (Table IX). 
v To State students; $75 to others. 
w Income from land grant. 
xTo State students, to resident gr:uluates, and to stu-
dents pursuing ancl intending to complete the pre-
smibe<l course in agt:iculture; $75 a year to others. 
yValue of grounds and buildings as roportellfor 1879. 
zCongressional appropriation. 
aaExcept to those receiving scbolnrships. 
bb Value of buililin[-'l only. 
cc The income of $o0,000 which bas accnu~·cl fmm the 
n:~.tional grant is 11isbursed nt tllo rate of $"100 a. 


































41 I South Cnroliltn College of Ag-riculture and tbe , .••.•• 





















latlin Uni~crsity aml South Carolina Agrl-~ ·-···· 1 ······ 1 3,4 




44 Stat~ L\gdcullurnl and lllocbnnical College of 
T~::otn!l. • 93 •·••••• 
3 
ni \Orsity of Vermont nnd State .Agricnltnral 
College. 
45 dl7 4 
51 
4G I Virgluin. .A~ricnltnrnlnn<l Mechanical College I *200 •.•• •.. 
47 IIamptou N ormnl nn<l A!!rlculturnl Institnte.. 0 



















































~] ~~ ~ ...... o S'i:: Pc 0 0 c 0:! 
-z,; "E I ~~ ~ -~~ ~>. 
,_..J:l oQ:> ... ~ 
0 p.. tiJ p., 0· .... 
,0 c.:,..... ,.Q 0 
s ~ g 8 
£ ~~~I~ 







Property, income, &c. 
.-d 0 
:Srn :t 
..c.E .., c _e:s "t:l 





oc ..... .... ~ 
O,r: ~ 
0 bl) j:l 
-@-~ 0 E p. ~ 
260,000 204,000 
(d) 
100, 000 I *360, 000 











































































0 I .Tuly 1-4. 
h10, 329 f May 24-. 
(d) .Tune 14. 
J'une21. 
* From Rorlort of tho Commissioner of Etlucation for 
1881. 
c Total income of agricultural fund, which income is f Agricultural funds only; for university funds, see 
divided between this institution and that at Orange- Table IX. 
a rucitl\•ntal foe; tuition h~ free . 
b l'rinripnl of nl{l'itnltnrnl fund, tlto income of wbicb 
ia for thil'l htRtitution ruHllho South Carolina. A~ri­
culluntl Collogo nt Orangeburg. 
burg. · . !J Does not include amount arising from sale of con· a Reported with classical department {see Table IX). gressionnllnnd ~nnt. 
eSee note on this item in the report given above of hlncome from land grant. 





































T ,\ n: 1<~ X. - P .\TIT 2.- Statistics of schools and of collegiate departments of science (mining, enginem'ing, <)l-c.) not endowed with the · national land grant, 
for 1882; from 1·eplies to inqui1·ies by the United States Bm·eau of Education. 
. Nrune. 
l. 
1 I School of Practical, Civil , M.ining, 
nnd Mocbanical En!tinoering, 
Sur.,..eyin_!!, and Dra,wing. 
2 I Department of Mining !I.Dd Metal-
lurg'\' (Colorado College). 
















2 3 " 
SanFrancisco,Cal.l ...... 1 1862 
(24 Post street) . 
Colorado Springs, ......•..•... 
Colo. I I 
Golden, Colo ...... 1874 1874 
41 Stor:s Agricultural St?hool . ..... -~ Mansfield, Conn .. ·1 ).881 j 1881 
5 A.g;·1cultnral comse m Atlanta. Atlanta,Ga ................. .. 
university. a 




' Stu- ~~orps 
dents. of u~struc-
tlOn. 
~. ~cO .s 
~~ ~e ~~ 
~"" P,p Q .... 
lS I 1 ~s r~ ~ 8 .8 a ~ 1ri :3;:;; ~a 0 Q) ~.s "'~ -::::! - Q) Q dl So 
Scientific department. 
Students. 
First I Second I Third I Fourth I] ~: year. :year. year. year. ~ ::::! 
------------ P< ~.iS 
l'l bill':l 
~ ~ s I~] I ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~<12 ~ 
-----
6 .,. s 9 10 
Q) I ~ I Q) I ~ I Q) I <1 1 • <1 ·j li 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ i P ::::! 
_____ _:_j__>:_j_"__:_l '" i-l.-l.-(2: :4 :~ :6 :. :s :91:01:. 
A. von de' Naillon .•... ...1 2 I 26 I 8 (5) 48 .••...•.•••..••..•....•..••. ··· ·120 ( .... 
Charles 0. Thompson, A. 
:;:~=·:.·:~:~:~!!~:~:~.~- :~~:1:::: ::::] ~ :::::: ---~~- ·~~- :::: -~~ - :::: --~· :::: --~· :::: 1 ·~~·,---~ 
PH.D. 
~!;!d.oi~·{V';r~,'!\~:::: ::::1:::: ::~J.:. :::::: ---~~-~-~~.~:::: .. :.1::::::::1:::: ::::1::::::::1:::: 
. ......................... , ...... !. ....................................... .. 
71 Collo_go of Agriculture (Bost~n 
Uni>orsity). c 
;\I.,rH.D. 
Boston, Mn.ss .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . Ron. PauL~ ... Chadbourne, 1-- --1-- -- I· .. ·I (1_01 
. D. D., LL.D. 
5 11 '.-- ... -................... -. ·•· -- ··--- .... -. 
8 School of All Sciences 
UniYcrsity). d D., LL. D., president; 




(Boston I Boston, Mass ..... 1869 1874 William F. Warren_. s. T.1 ............. . 
D., acting dean. 
a Atlanta UniYersity, although not founded under the act of Congress establishing c The place of this college is supplied by the :M:nssaclmsetts Agricultural College at 
agricultural colleges, receives an annual aJ?propriation of $8,000 from t.he legisla- Amherst. Each successful candidate is allowed, on entering tLe college, to ma-
ture of Georgia under an act of 1874, entitled "An act equitably ro adjust the tricnlate also in Boston University, and at graduation may receive his degree at 
claims of the colored people to a share of the agricultural land scrip." the hands of the nni>crsity, with a diploma e11titling him to the relation and 
b To be opened in March, 1883. privileges of its alumni. 
d A department for elective graouate study only. 




















1'Anu: X.-PAHT 2.-Stalistiaa of schools and of coUegiate departnumts of science (mining, engi·neering, cJc.) vot enduwed, g·c.-Continuecl. 
Name. 
14 I Cltnndlor Scientific Department 
of Dartmouth Colle~e. 
Thayer School of Civil Engineer-
ing (Dartmouth Colle~e). 
10 1 Slt'venslnlltitntc of Technology .. 
17 .Tobn C. Groen School of Science 
(ColleJZo of Now .Tersoy). 
oopt'r Uuion Froo Night Sllhools 




oohool ol' Minos of Columbia Col-
lt•~;tl . 
Hc-!ciltlfll•.tlt•par·imNlt, Univol"ttity 
of tim Cit,· of N1•w Yo1·k. 









Now York, N. Y .. 1 1857 
NowYork,N. Y -- ~ 1754 























~ ~ rD ,.s 
ala> '+'<$-4 a) 
r/J ~ e e ~ C1J 
~+> P,C <::> ~ 
~e ~~ "S8 
~ <3)1""""4 ~ ~ ..., a ~'"d ~"' 
~ ~-,.; ~ § ~ 
., ~ l'"d'"d .. - b.O 
$ s ·;; cl ~ e c;l <l) 
~ ~ ~~ z~ ~ .. 
1321251 .••. ,51 , .... ,35, .... ,21 ~----~·--··---· 
(a) •••• ---- -------- •••.•••• · .••••••. ····•···· 
(c) (c) -···•····•····•····•····•····'····1·---~tU01, .... 
60 I 23 18 1.. •. 1 11 ··--· 8 ··---·-···•···· 
.2 j •••• j ••••j .. ••• j• ••• i ••••J••••I•••• 
43 I· --·I 43 I· ---118 I" •.. 





·;;·1::: :I·;~ ·I::: :I·~~- ~ : :::1· ~~ l :::l· -~ -~---~ 




































21 Sob(lol of Civil I:n_sineedng of Sohenootady,N.Y. 1705 1845 Rev. E. N. Potter, D. D., •••••••..••. (f) (/) (/) ·---1---- ..•. -···r···- .... r •••••••• --- · (f) Uuiuu (Jol'ouo. LL.D. 
1?2 Rensscl:tcrrol_rtcci.Juicinstitute . Troy,N.Y . ....••. 1826 1824 Hon. JamesForsyth,LL.D .. •...•...... 15 •••••. 159 83 .••• 29 .••. 30 .••. 17 •••. 19 •••• 
~ Ohio .Mechanics' Institute a .... __ Cincinnati, Ohio . . 1829 1828 Thomas Gilpin ...... -----· 0 0 0 . -- ..••••............ -·· --·· . ·--~-- •· •••· · ••· · ·- · · --· •••• ~N CnseSohoolofApplic<lSoience ... Cleveland,Ohio .•. 1880 1881 Jo~e~:-stockwell,PH.D. , ..•......•.. 6 .•••.. 15 15 .••..••..••..••..••..••..••...•. • ••• 
t.%J 25 Toledo Uni"\"orsity of Arts and Toledo, Ohio ..•••. 1872 1874 ·-·---------·-------·--····· .••.....•••..••..••••..••••..••...•.•••..••..•••.••..••..... ____ .••• 
~~h I 
26 School of EngineC'riog and Chern- I Allegheny, Pa. •••..••••. ,1882 Rev. Henry M. McCrack- I· .... _. 1-. .. 7 1 3 16 1 7 . . • . 4 _ ••. 1 4 . . • . 1 ..•. i26 •••• 
i~;try (\Vcstcm University of en, D. D. 
Ponnsyl v:min). 
Mechanics. 
28 Panlco SciciHifio Department of 
Lafa:retto College. 
29 rnnkiin lnstituto ..•••••.•...•.. 
30 Sprin!! Garden Institute j ..•..••. 
31 Towne Scientific School (Uni-
Drifton,Pa. . •••••. 0 1879 
Easton, Pa .••.•••. 1826 1866 
Philadelphia, Pa.. 1824 1824 
Philadelphia, Pa. .. 1851 1852 
Philadelphia, Pa. .. 1755 1872 
27 ~ndustrial School for Miners and 
versity of PC'nnsylvania). 
32 WngnerFree institnteofScionce., Philadelphia, Pa. . . ,1855,1847 
33 Schools of Civil and Mechanical South Bethlehem, .... __ .••.. _ 
Engineering, lWning, and Met- Pa. 
allurgy (Louigh University) . 
34 I Lewis College* Northfield, V t .•.. 1 1834 I 1834 
35 I School of Civil and Military En- I Lexington, Va •••. 1 1782 
gineering (Washington ana Lee 
Oswald J. Heinrich, prin-
cipal. 
22 2 
Rev. William C. Cattell, 
D. D., LL.D. 
0 0 0 1/21 
William P. Tatham ....... --- -~- - -·.... 3 
John Baird-·-·-------·--· 4 158 .... 1 
William Pepper, llf. D., LL. • • • . • • • . . • • . 24 
D. (ex officio). 
William Wagner, I.L. D. • • . . ••. ,600 300 8 
Robert A. Lamberton, 0 0 0 /17 
LL.D. 








Gen. G. W. C. Lee .••••.••..•.... _ . .••. 
5 
1 
36 I 22 5 5 1 .•• ,1 4 
/2 116 I 36 38 32 10 1 •••• 1 .••. 1 (/) 
.............. ...... ..... .. ... .. ......... .. .... ... .... ..... .... .. ..... .. .... , .......... . 
14114 1"""' 1"- . - ~ ----~- -- -~ ---- ~ ---- ~ ---- ,- ·--~---· 2 0 137 . 4-!> . --. 42 . -.. 23 . --. 23 •• -. 33 1 
· --ii ·l}f~g liiio·l::: :lj311::: :liiil::: li6 'I: ::1:::1:::: 
5 
20 110 j· ·- ., 4, .... 1 4j····j 2, .... ,. --·1· ... 
University).* 
36 I VirginiaMilitaryinstitute .•••••• l Lexington,Va .••. l1839118391 Gen. Francis H. Smith, ~--··~----~----~12 
LL.D. 
UniversityofVir- -1819 18~5 James F. Hanison, JII. D., •••. •••• •••• 6 
ginia, Va. chairman of faculty. 
Washington,D.C . .•••••.••••• W.J.Newton,secretary ....•..••..••• ---·•······•······•··-·······-····-·····--···-·· •·--· •····•·--· •···· 
37 1 Scientifiodepartment,University 
-- of Virginia. 
38 Polyteclinic department of Na-
tional University. l 
k6 •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···J···· 
127 I 51 1. ••• 1 32 1. ••. 1 21 1. ... 1 23 1 ..•• 1 .....••• 
28 ·······-····--- ··············· ··- -· ·········· 1 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Included in rep01·t of the department of literature, science, and the arts (see Table 
IX). 
b In tho elementary school of the Polytechnic Institut~. · 
c See report of the undergraduate department of Washin~n University (Table IX), 
which includes the college and the Polytechnic Institute. 
cZ Students in Manual Training School of Washington University, which school organ-
ized in 1880, has now a fa~ulty of 10 and a. course of instruct-ion covering 3 years. 
e See report vf Stevens High School (Tablo VII). 
f Ueported with classical department (see Table IX). 
g .A. deJ>artment of science and arts was creat-ed in 1881 in which instruction is given 
by lectures on chemical, astronomical, physical, and mechanical topics, and in 
1882 the School. of Design of tho Institute was reorganized on the bacis of system-
atic instruction in the principles of applied scienc~. and will hereaft-er be known 
as the School of Technology of Ohio Mechanics' Institute. 
h. Instruction was suspended in 1877 on account of nnproductiveness of endowment 
funds, and has not yet been resumed. 
i Theso are students in analytical chemistry. . 
j This report embraces only the mechanical handiwork schools l\nd schools of steam 
eno-ineering. 
k Num'ber attending school of a~plied mathematics. 

















T.\uu; X.-PAnT 2.-Sto,listics of schools and_of collegiate departments of science (mining, engineering, qoc.) vot evdowccl, 4'c.-Continued. 
.,; "" ~ $ Libraries. Propert:y, income, &c . 0 • 8< G) G) I» i .,; ~ ~ C) 
! rti .,; a; s s ~ "' 0 ~ '"d General library. t:l: '<:I '0 0 0 ~ '0 C) ~ ! l:l ~ 1=1 <!::. . ~ C) c -a ~ :§ cE . ..... ~ 5§ ~ .d ~- j~ ~ Q) t(S '0. Cl C) ~ .s ·s ar I Q) ~ a;> P., ''"' G) Cl) "" I» • ..... .d Q) .St>. .s Q)§ .,; Cl). ~::l :;3 C) .p<ll .p Cl· a ~ 'd a;> ;a GIO .ne 0 ~~ ~·& Cl o:$ ,do a;> ell c rn::l ~ s s.:!l c '<:I Q) k ~ .... .... a ~ .P,.Q. "'d '"d ~8 tf ! G) asaa ..El ~ ~~ . 0 Q)~ ~..., .S.E: l=lA 0 ~. fJ a;> Q) 0 e~ ~ A i~ ~~ 0 
1». ~ ~ ~ Po <I)~ ,::;g ~ s E)~ "" 'S "" 'S .d .... ...... t:l:r.:1 ..... 0 0 0 0 CI)Q) 0 0 0 ""'a:>• 0 =.~>-> -s§ ~ ~ ~ ~ "' .... .... ~ ..... .s ~g Q) o Q) Cil Q) Q) · a:>Cl <I) 1=1 Q) .8< ,.Q ,.Q ,.Q ,.Q c ,.Q ,.Q ~'-<o ! 




1 22 23 2-1 2:i 2G 27 2S 29 30 31 32 33 3-1 3:i 
---------------· ------
1 I School of Practirnl, Civil, :Mining, and Mechanical En-
gin!:oriug, Sor;o~ing:, nnd Drawing. 
2
1 Dopartrucn.tof M.i.uiJlgnuu.Metallurgy (Colorado Col- ---· ---- ··••·· ................... _ .. 1 .......... _ .. , ................. ---·~--··· ......... ·--···--~------·· lo~o). · 
3 Stato School of Mint's .. ..... .. .. .. • • • •• • . .... .. . .. • . . . . . . .. .. 4 ..... - 0 750 250 150 . • • .. . $50, 000 .. • • • • .. .. .. .. • .. .. a$947 $19, 200 
• Ston-s i\gricnlturnl SchooL.......................... . ... .... 2 36 25 250- 50 100 ...... 20,000 .......... "....... 500 110,000 
5 AgricnltutnlcoUI'lleinA.tlnnta.Uni\'orsityb .......... (c) .......... 36 (c) .................................... . ..................... "- ..... (d) 
6 noiloPol~toob~ioinstitutec ...... :··--:- ................................. --...... /900 .................. /135,000 /$250,000 / $15,000 .............. .. 
























.Tune 20. ~ ~c~~~
0
o~~t~~~~~~(~s~~C:J1n~~~~~\~::::::::: :::::::: ----~- ·--~~- ---.. ~~- :~:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::~:::: ::::~::: ::::::~: 
9 Lnwronco Scien!ifio School (Har:nrd "!Jnl\·ersity) ......... i4 1, 4 37 150 2,400 .................. -----· ..... 765,623 42,886 4,985 ......... .Tune 2-'('. 
10 Bns:.'leylustitution (l!nrvnrd Uruvors1ty).... ........ .... .... ...... 37 150 2,400 ...... 100 ................. 210,234 ·5 516 410 ......... .Tune27. 
11 WorocstorCountyFreeinstitutooflnuustrin.lScionco. 20 3 3,3 42 150 1,225 ...... ...... ...... 160,000 408,500 21:580 4,025 0 June28. 
12 Dt'partmentofCivilEngincering (UnivcraityofMich- .... . .. 4 40 (j) (a) (d) (ar (a} (d) (d} (d) (d) (d) Juno 28. ignn). e 
13 Polytl•ohnic School of Washington University........ 0 *9 4 40 100 (d) (d) .... .. (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) 0 .Tiftl.e 14. 
14 CbantllerScicotifio~~pn.rb.n_ento~DartmouthCollego. e k20 4 38 60 td> ...... •••••• (d) ........... 
1 
k140, oco k7, 500 kl, ~oo , ........ .rune 28. 
15 Thnyor School of C1v1l Engmeenng (Dartmouth Col- 0 0 2 30,38 60 2,100 ...... ...... ...... kZ1, 700 k60, ooo k3, 500 k360 Io:o). 
10 Stovotleinalitute of Tccbnology .......................... 17 ' ..... . 
17 JobnC.GrconSchoolofScienco(Colle<TeofNewJ'ersey) 0 0 4 as 
18 Cooper Union Froo l\ lgbt Schools o! Science and Art~ .. .. .. .. .... .. 25 
19 ·Scbuol of Mince ot Columbia College .......... ---.... 0 l} ' 31 
20 Soicutlfio aopartmout, University of tho City ofNew .... ... 4 38 
YHk. . 
ml50 15,000. [1.900 1100 ~------~ 300,000 1500,000 120 .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. . .. . 0 (d) (d) 
0 16,798 2, 900 870 -- ... *2, 000,000 knl50,000 
200 8,400 --·--- ...... 0 (d) (d) 
0 (d) ..... - (d) (dJ (d) (d) 
30, 000 117, 1.00 I 0 1-.June 14. 
04~~.k;; .. _<~! ___ ...... ~. Juno 20. 
(d) 4c4, 445 0 .Tuoe la. 
(d) 0 0 .Tun~ 21. 









































~~fg~:~~n~?~r,~~fl~ui:~.t~~~::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: .••• ~ •. •• :~ ..••• :~~- :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::I::::::::! June 13. 
Case School of Applied Sc1ence ....••.••.•.•.•••••..•• , .••• 12 4 37 ••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *1,250,0110 .....•••. 750 ....•... June 15. 
Toledo University of Arts and Trades q .••..••..••.•. .••.•••.••••••.•••••.•••••...••••••.••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•• • . *rlOO,OOO .....•••.......•...•..... 
SchoQl. of Rn~ineering a~d Chemistry (Western Uni- .••. .••. 4 40 80 ·······;_ ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••• ·,;. .•••.•••. (d) · •••••••. June 21. 
>erSity of PennsylvnBla). • · • 
27 In<lnstri::tl School for Miners and Mechanics.......... . .•. .••• 4 48 0 1, 040 150 50 "{tiil·-·<a>··-- ::::::::::···(d)··· ···(ai·· ······o· ~~ 21. 28 Pardee Scientific Department of Lafayette College... . . • . . •• . 4 37 45, 75 (d) . . • . . . (d) 
29 F1·nnklininstitute .....•...••.....••.••••..•••.•••••••.••..••..•••••..•....•••.... 16,000 10,000 600 
36 Spring Garden Institute t........................... .. . . . . . .. . 2 30 10 12, 000 .••••. 2, 000 
31 Towne Scientific School (University of Pennsylvania) .•.• 10 5 35 150 (d) •••••••••••• 
1 
..... . 
32 WagnerF1·eeinstituteof Science ........•........... 0 .••. .•••.. 30 0 18,000 ...... .••••. 0 
33 Schools of Civil anti Mechanical En~Pneering, Mining, .••.. ~. 4 43 0 (d) (d) (d) .••.•. 
and Metallurgy (Lehigh University). 







*s94, 000 *50, 000 *3, 000 ............... . 
60, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 782 ........ A pril20. 
(d) (d) (d) (d)· .••..... JUlJC 15. 
351, 000 80, 000 8, 000 0 0 
(d) (d) (d) 0 0 June 21. 
20,000 
(d) .... (d)····l···(d)""" 1, 000 (d) 
Jmie 15. 
June 21. 351 SohoolofCiviland MilltaryE11gineering(Washington •••.•••. 
and Lee University).* 
36 Vi!gi~in. Military Institu~ ····.--······:··:·:·······'-· 50 41 ( l 421 100 I 5, 500 12,000 I 500 I 500 I 300,000 I , 20,000 I 1, 200 I 7, 000 130,000 \Juno 30. 
37 SCientific department, U•1vers1ty of Vrrguna .••••• •• .••. 5 •••••• 40 100-200 .••..••.••.••..•••••.••••.••••.•...•...•...••...•....••..••...•..•...••. June 28. 
38 Polytechnic department of National University u ..••..••..••..•.••..••....•••.•....•...•..••••...••...•••.. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Incidental fees. 
b Atlanta University, although not founded under the 
act of Congress establishing agricultural colleges, 1'6· 
ceive.'i an annual appropriation of$8,000 from the legis-
lature of Georgia under an act of 1874, entitled "An 
act equitably to adjust the claims of the colored peo-
ple to a share of the agricultural land scrip." 
c The university is bound to receive, free of charge for 
tuition, one pupil for each member of the house of 
representatives. 
dReported with classical department (see Table IX). 
e To be opened in March, 1883. 
/These figures are as reported for the year 1880, and the 
productive funds then excluded a bequest of $105,000 
which had not been placed, up to that time, in the 
hands of the institute authorities; during 1382 the in-
stitute was re,ported as having an annual income of 
'"' Name. 
$30,000, reserved accumulations amounting to $75,000, 
and an original endowment of over half a million dol-
lars. 
g The phce of this college is supplied by the Massachu-
setts Agricultl}.ral Cullege at Amherst. Each success-
ful canuidate is allowed on entering the college to 
:matriculate also in Boston University, and at ~radua.­
tion may receive his degree at the hands of the uni-
versity, with a diploma entitling him to the relation 
and privileges of 1ts alumni. 
h A department for elective graduate study only. 
\There are also scholarships in the scientific school, not 
exceedin~ eight at any one time, of the annual value 
of $150 far graduates of tha State normal schools. 
j $20 to residents of Michigan, $30 to non-residents. 
k As reported for 1880. 
ZValue of apparatus. 
m To residents of New Jersey; $225 to others. 
TABLE X.---.Memoranda. 
n For all departments of the institution. 
o Receipts from a,ll sources. 
p A department of science and arts wal'! createrl in 1881, 
in which instruction is given by lectures on chemical, 
astronomical, physical, and mechanical topics, and in 
1882 the School of Design of the Institute was reorgan-
ized on the basis of systematic instruction in the prin-
ciples of applied science, and will hereafter be known 
as the School of Technology of Ohio Mechanics-' In-
stitute. 
q Instruction was snsJ>ended in 1877 on account of unpro-
ductiveness of endowment fund, and bas not yet been 
resumed. 
r Includes endowment property. 
s Including value of library, estimated at $40,000. 
t This report embraces only the mechanical handiwork 
schools aml schools of ste::tm engineering. · 
u Not fully organized as late as December, 1881. 
Location. Remarks. 
- · 
School of Engineering and Chemistry (Western University of Pennsjlvania) .•••••••••••••••••••••••• , Pittsburgh, Pa ...•••••.•••••••••••••. ·j Removed to Allegheny. 





















TAULF; XI.-Statistios of schools of theology fo1· 1882; from replies to inquiries bJJ the United States Bureau of Education. 
Nruno. 
1 
1 I Alnbnmo. Baptist Normal and Theological SchooL 
2 Theological department of Talladef!a College ..••. 
3 lnstitnto for •.rrninin~ Colored Ministers .••..•••. 
4 Pacific Th~olo~~cnl Se11:1inary ··: .... ...•••.••.••.. 
5 San Frnnc1sco lhoolog1cal Semmary ..••••••••••.. 
; ~~i~~1:1 Cso!1~~;.::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::: 
8 Theological Institnto of Com,octicut 
9 Berkcloy Di~inity School* .................•..•... 
10 Tbcolo~icnl dopn.rtmont of Yn.lo College ......... . 
11 Gammon Thoolo~cal School (Clo.rk University) a. 
12 Theological depat'tmentof Morcor University ..... 
13 Theological tlepartmon~f St. Vintour's College*. 
14 Theological department of Blackburn University. 
15 Gormnn Thoologicnl Class in <.;nrthn.go College* ... 
16 Cbico.go Theological Semin:ny ..•.•..•............ 
17 Gormnn Theological Sominnry ................... . 
18 Presbytorinn Tlieologicnl Seminary of the North· 
west. 
~g ~i~A?ef:~~b\~~f~!t~~~!~~ -~~~-~~~:::::::::::::: 
21 Theologicnl<lcpartmentof Gorman-EJ$lisb College 
22 Tilt'ologlonl department of Lombard university .. 
23 Swctlisb-Amoricau .A.nsgnri College nnd :Missio~nry 
·~ InAtituto.• 
2·1 Thoologloal clepo.rtmontofMoKoudroe College .••. 
25 Wa.-tbnr~~; Somino.ry ..•.•...•..............• .••••. 
~I ~~s~~~\y~:~~\ 1'~:~~~~5~~~~~~-~~-~~~:::::::::::::: 
28 Juhl\11<• Culll'/fl' tl . •. • • •••••• ••••••••••••.••••••••. 





4) -~ = i ~ <IS ~ bll -§ I-< 0 .s ..... ..... 
0 0 8 
4) 4) 0 
~ ~ l=l <I> 
A A A 
-- -.....---
~ 3 4 :5 
Selma, Ala. ...•••••••••.••. 1881 1878 Baptist. ••...... 
TnJ.ladoga, Ala............. 1869 1872 Congregational • 
Tuscaloosa-, Ala........... 0 1876 O.S.Presb. So .. 
Oakland, Cal. . . . . • . . • • • • . . 1869 1869 Congregational . 
San ll'rancisco, Cal........ 1871 1871 Presbyterian ... 
Santa. Barbara, Cal........ . . . . • . 1808 Roman Catholic. 
Denver, Colo .•.••..••••.•............ Prot. Episcopal. 
Hartford, Conn ..••.•••••. 1834 1833 Congregational. 
Middleto\rn, Conn . • • • • • • . 1854 1854 Prot. Episcopal . 
NewHa>en,Conn ..•••••. 1701 1822 Congregational. 
Atlanta, Ga. .....•..........•.•.....•.. Meth.Episcopal 
Macon,Ga ..............•............. Baptist ........ . 
Bourbonnais Grove, Ill.... 1874 1865 Roman Catholic. 
Carlinville, Til •••••••..... 1857 1859 Presbyterian ... 
Carthage, Til.............. . . . . . . . ... . . Lutheran .••••.. 
Chicago, Ill............... 1855 1858 Congregational. 
Chiongo,Ill(393Lincolnav) ...... 1881 Evan.Lutheran. 
Chicago, Ill............... 1856 1859 Presbyterian .•. 
Eurokn,Ill ...••••••••••... 1855 1864 Christian ..•••.. 
E>nnston,Ill .••...•..•••.. 1855 1856 Meth.Episcopal 
Galena, Til . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • . 1881 1868 Ger. Moth. Epis. 
Galesburg, Ill ...•••••.••••••.•.. 1881 Universalist ..• 
Knoxville, Ill ....•••.•••••. .••••. 1875 Evan. Lutheran. 
Lebanon, Til ....•••••••••...•••..••••• Meth.Episcopal. 
Mendota, Ill....... . • . . • • . 1875 1853 · Evan. Lutheran. 
Morgan Park, Til .......•. 186,l 1867 Baptist ....•.... 
Nauorville, lll ...•••....•....••....... Ev. Association. 
Robin's Neat, Ill. ..•...••. 1847 18tO Prot. Epi!!copal. 
ltookislnud,lll. ..•••.•.•. 1865 1863 Evan.Luthonm . 
Corps ~f insti'uc-



































Rev. W. H. McAlpine................ 1 ........•... 
Rev. HenryS. DeForest, D. D......... 2 0 0 
Rev. C. A. Stillman, D.D.............. 2 ••••..•••••• 
Rev. George Mooar, D. D., dean........ 2 6 2 
Rov.W.A.Scot~D.D.,LL.D ..........•••••• 3 1 
VeryRey.J'.M . .Komo,o.s.F.,q;uardian 4 .•......•••. 
Rt. Rev. John Franklin Spalllfug, D. D. 4 .......•••.. 
Rev. William Thompson, D. D., dean.. 8 4 5 
Rt. Rev. J'. Williams, D. D., LL.D., deMl. 6 1 •••••• 
Rev. Noah Porter, D. D., LL.D......... (13) 6 
Rev.E.O.Tbayer, M.A............................ 1 
Rev.ArchibaldJ'.Battle, D. D......... 2 .•••..•••••• 
VeryRev.PeterBeaudoin,c.s.v .... 4 •••••••••••• 
Rev. E. L, Hurd, D. D.................. 9 .•.... 1 
Rev. J'. A. Kunkelman, A.llr ...•••.••. 1 ...• ...•• ; •• • 
Rev. G. S. F. Savage, ·D. D., secretary.. 8 0 b1 · 
Rev.E.F.Giese1A.M.................. 1 ........... . Edward L. Curtis, A. B., librarian . . . . . 5 . • • • • . 4 
J.M.Allen,A.llt....................... 1 .••.•..••••• 
Rev.WilliamX.Ninde,s.T.D........ 5 10 4: 
Rev.F.Kop:p ...................... ... c6 ...••.•••••• 
Rev.Nehem1a.h White, PH.D ..••••• ~.. (7) .••••• 
J.G.Prinoell .•.•.•......•..••..• -..... 4 t 1 0 
Rev. D. W.PbilliJ.>S, A.M.............. 1 .......••••• 
Rev. Si~undFntaohel,D.D.......... . 3'' .••••• · 1 
Rev. G. w.Northrup,D.D., LL.D ..•.•.. (10) .••••• 
Rev.R. Yeakel........................ 3, ...... ----·· 

























30 I Concordia. Seminary ..•••••.•.••.•................ 
31 Theologicalllepartment of Shurtleff College* .... . 
32 Wheaton Theological Seminary ......... ..... ... . 
33 Bil>licnl department ofinclinna:Asl>uryUniversity 
34 Theolo,gical department, Union Christian College .. 
85 . St. Mofurad's Ecclesiastical Seminary ........... . 
37 German Presbyte1·ian Theological School of the 
~ring:fie.ld, Til .••••••••••••••••• 
"\~fe~to~~~·-~~-~::::::::: -~~~~-
Greencastle, Ind . • • . . • • . • . 18a7 
Merom, Ind .....•.....•••..••••• 
St.Meinrad, Ind .••••••••....... 
Davenport, Iowa........... 1859 















Prot. Episcopal . 
Presbyterian ... 
Prof . .A.. Craemor, director ....•••..... 
Rev. A. A. Ken<lriuk, D. 1> ••••••••••••• 
L. N. St.ratton ........... ,, ........... . 
Rev. Alexander Martin, D. D., LL.D •••.. 
Rev. T. C. Smith~ A.M. e ••••••••••.•.•. 
Rt. Rev. F . .Munawiler, o. s. B ••••.•••• 
Rt. Rev.W. Stevens Perry, D. D., LL.D. 
Rev. Jacob Couzett, senior professor .. 
36 1 Tbeolo~:ical department of Griswold College ..... . 
38 G~~~~c~~e~e .................................. . 
a9 I Biblo department of Oskaloosa College ...••••••••• 
40 Kansas Theological School/ ......•..••...••.••••. 
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa .••••••. 11873118731 Ger. Meth. Epis. 
Oskaloosa, Iowa • • • • • • . • • . 1857 1872 Christian ...... . 
Topeka, Ka.ns . . . • . • • •• • • • 1874 1874 Prot. Episcopal . 
41 Danville Theological Seminary .•.•••.•..•••••••••. 
42 College of the Bible ....•....••..•....•.....•••.••. 
43 Kentucky Normal and Theological Institute .•.••• 
44 P1·eston Park '.rheological Seminary .....•••••.• 
45 Southern Baptist Theological Seminary .••••••..•. 
46 School of Theology in Bethel College .....•....•.. 











CbQrch in tho diocese of Kentucky. h 
48 Theological department, New Orleans University* I New Orleans, La ••••••.••• 1 •••••• 1 •••••• 
49 Theological department of Leland University .... Now Orleans, La ...•••.••.....•.••..•. 
50 Theological department of Straight University.··\ Now Orleans, La .••..••••• 1869 1870 
51 Theological Seminary*............................ New Orleans, La ....•..••..•••........ 
52 Bangor Theological Seminary ...•••..•••••.•.•.... , Bangor, Me • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 1814 1816 
53 Bates College Theological School.................. Lew1ston, Me............. . . . . . . 1870 
fA Centenary Biblical Institute* • •• • • • . . • . • . • . • • . . . .. Baltimore, Md. (Fulton st. 1867 1872 
and Edmonson ave.). 
55 Theologic.'ll Seminary of St. Sulpice and St. Mary't! 
University. 
Baltimore, Md .. ..•..•••.• 1860 1791 




Presbyterian .. , . 
Christian •.••••. 
Baptist ....... .. 
Roman Catholic. 
Baptist ....... .. 
Baptist ........ . 
Prot. Episcopal . 
Meth. Episcop:U. 




Free Will Bapt .. 
Meth. Episcopal. 
Isaac N. Failor, A.M •••••••••••••••••. 
Rev . .Tames F. Morton ..... 
Rev. W. S. Alexander, D. D 
Rev . .r. M. Berromet ................. . 
Rev. Levi L. Paine, D. D .••••••••••••• 
Rev. Oren B. Cheney, D. D .••••••••••• 
Rev. John Emory Round, M.A •••••••• 
Roman Catholic.! Very Rev . .A.. Magnien, G. s., D. D ••••• 
Roman Catholic. Very Rev. William Byrne, DD •.••••••. 
Roman Catholic. Rev. George Ruland, c. s. s. R ••••••••. 
41······ ..... . a ...... 2 
(5) •••••• 
4 .••••• ··•••• 
1 1 ······ 5 ......•••••. 
4 0 ~ 
3 ...•...••••• 
3 ......•••••• 
1 ...... 1 
0 0 ...•.• 
a o 4 
a o o 
(g!J) ~····· 




8 1. .... .1. ..... 
3 0 
6 1 ..... ••I•••••• 
56 Theological department of Mt. St. Mary's College. 
57 Scholasticate of the Congregation of the .Most HOly 
Redeemer, Mt. St. Clement. 
58 Theological department of Western Marylnnd 
College. 
·westminster, Md ......... j •••••• j •••••• j Meth. Protestant! Rev. James Thomas ·wa-rd, D. D •••••• 1 •••••• 1······1 ..... . 
59 Woodstock College* ...•...•••..•.••.•••••••••••••• 
60 Andover Theological Seminary ...•...••••••.••••. 
61 Boston Universitw School of Theolo~y .••••••••••• 
62 Divinity School of Harvard Univers1ty •.••••••••. 
Woodstock, Md .•••.•••••• l1867118691 Roman Catholic. 
Andover, Mass............ 1807 1808 Congre ational . 
Eoston, Mass .............. 1869 1847 Math. ~piscopal. 
Cambridge, .Mass........ 1650 1819 Non-sect' ••••••• 
Rev. F . .Tames Perron, s. J.i .......... l 10 
Rev. Egbert C. Smyth, D. D........... 6 
William F. Warren, s. T, D., LL.D..... 11 
UharlesW.Eliot, LL.D., president; Rev. 7 ~ 1-----~ 6 4 
63 1 Episcopal Theological SchooL .••••.•••••..•.•••••• I Cambridge, Mass ........ . 
6l Tufts College Divinity School* ...••••••••••.•••• ·1 College Hill, Mass .••.• .... 
65 Newton Theological Institution ....••......•.•.... Newton Centl'e, Mass ..... 
C. C. Everett, D. D., dean. 
1867118671 Prot. Episcopal ·1 Rev. George Za.briskie Gray, D. D., den.n 
1852 1869 Universalist .... Rev. E. H. Capen, D. D. (ex officio) ...•. 
1826 1825 Baptist . . • . . . . . . Rev. Alvah Hovey, D. D., LJ,. D ••.•••• 
~ 1""'"3"1'""""i 5 j1 0 
*From Report of tbe Commissioner of Education for 1881. eResigned .Tune, 1882; since succeeded by Rev. Elisha :Mudge. 
/This school has only a. nominal existence. a To be fully organized in tho fall of 1883,when the builclin~, which is to cost $25,000, 
will be ready for occupancy :.md the professorship endowed by Rev. E. H. Gam-
mon will be filled. 
g For all departments. 
h This institution exists only in nn.me and in the poosession of a valuable 
library and productive funds. ' bIn whole or in part. 
c For all departments. 
a All instruction sus:pended for some years; the college exists only in name and in 
the vossessio:1. of 1ts librar> and build~s. 
\Since succeeded by Rev. Joseph E. Keller, s. J. 


















TABLE )!I.-Statistics of schools of tnrology for 1882, if"c.-Continued. 


























































---- I I ·--
1 2 3 4 :; 6 ,. 8 9 
--,--I 1--•--•--
66 Now Clmrch Theological School* ................ . 
67 ~chool of '.rlu:obgy, Adrinn College* ............ . 
68 Thoologicn~ <~ep:ntment. of llillsd!ile College* .•••. 
69 Scabnry D1nmty School. ...•. 
70 .Anl!stmr~ Seminary 
71 St . .John's Scmina.ry 
72 Nn1rhez SelJiiMry .............................. . 
"!Valtbam, Mass .•••••.••. 
Aclrian, Mich.~ •••••••••. 
Hillsdale, Mich ..••.••.••. 






185711857 a 1877 
18-!3 1844 
1849 1868 
New Church .... 
Moth. Protestant 
Freo Will Bapt . 
Prot. Episcopal. 
Lutheran ...... . 
Roman Catholic. 
Baptist ........ . 
J:.oman Catholic. 
Baptist ......•.. 
Minneapolis, Minn .•...•.. 
St . .Joseph, MinD ..•...••. 
Natchez, Miss .....•.••••. 
Cape Girardeau, Mo .••••• 
Liberty, Mo .•••••. •••.••. 
78 :.;t. Vincent s College nn<l Theological School. •.. .. 
74 I Jt•rcwiull Vnl'(leman School of Theology i.u Will-
itun .J(\wcll College. . 
nurordia College (Seminary) .................... St. Louis, Mo ............. 1853 1839 Ev. Lutheran .. . 
'l'hoologicaldopartmeutof Central Wesleyan Col- \Varrenton, Mo ..••••.•••. 1864 1864 Meth. Epis .••.. 
lego. "' 
Gcnunn Con~rrc~a.tional Tboolo!rleal Seminn.ry ... Crete, Nebr ..•... ~ •••..... 1882 1878. German Cong ... 
Gonnnu Throlo;!icnl Svllool of Newa.rk, N..J ..... llloomfield, N. J" .......... 1871 186'9 Presbytel'ia.u ... 
Drow Tltcolof.P_Cal Sominrtry ...................... Mallison, N . .J. ..... .••••• 1867 1867 Met.h. Epis ..••. 
'lhoologicnl Semi.nnry of the Roformcd (Du.tch) New Brnnswick, N.J .... 1784 1785 Ref. Dutch ...... 
ClJm·ch in America. 
Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church . Princeton, N . .J . ........ •. 1822 1812 Presbyterian .. . 
DiOCC!;li.U Soruinat·y of the Immaculate Concep·l South Orange, N • .J ..... .. 0 1856 Roman Catholic. 
tion. 
St. Boitaventure's Seminary.................. . . .. Allegany, N. Y 1875 I 1859 Roman Catholic. 
t\.uburo Theological Scmio:u-y •••••••••••••••.•••. 
Cnnton Tboolo~ical Sobool" ••••• ······-···· •••••. 
'Do r.am~oy I>ivlnity School .. ..................... . 
Han1ilton 'L'h(l(>logioal S<•minary .•...•....•.•••••• 
llar~wll'k s.·mhun·y, theological <lopart.mont .•••.. 
Nuwllutlth '.Cuoolo~icnl SuminQryo •.•.•.••••••••• 
A.uburn, N. Y ·---······· 1820 1821 Presbyterian ... 
Canton, N.Y .•••••• ----· ~ 1858 1858 Universnlisli ..•. 
Geneva, N. Y . . • . • • • • .. . • . . . • . .. 11':61 Prot. Episcopal. 
llamilton, N.Y....... . . • . 1819 1820 Bapt-ist ........ . 
Hartwick Seminary,N. Y. 1816 1815 Lutheran . ..... . 
Newburgh, N.Y....... . • 1836 1805 United Pres b .•• 
Rev. S. F. Dike, D. D.................. 0 4 .•••.. 
D. 8. Stephens, M.A.................... 3 . .. . . . 1 
Rev. De Witt C. Durgin, D. D......... 3 1 1 
Rt. Rev. Henry B. Whipple, D. D • • • • • 6 .•.••••••••• 
Professor Georg Sverdrup............ 3 ..•••• 3 
Rt. Rev. Abbot A. EdelbroGk, o. s. n ................... . 
Rev. Cba.l'les Ayer.................... 5 ..••••.••••• 
Rev . .John W. Hickey, c. M. •••••••••• 3 .•••••.••••• 
Rev. W. R. Rothwell, D. D ••••• ~ ...... ·1 3 .••••• ·••• ·-
6 .••••.•••••• 
a7 1. ••••• 1 2 
Rev. William Suess, chairman .•••••.. 
Rev. Chll.rles E . Knox, D. D • ••• •••••••• 
Rev. Henry A. Buttz, D. D .......... .. 
Rev. David D. Demarest, D. D., secre-
tarv. 
Rev. William H. Roberts, A.M., regis· 
tra.r. 
Very Rev. Willia.m P. Salt, A.M., di-
rector. 
Very Rev. Fr. Theophilus Pospisilik, 
o.s.F. 
























Rev. L M. Atwoort, D. D ••••••••••••••• -~ 4 
Rev. Ebenezer D<){lp;e, D. D., LL. D • • •• • • 5 1 
Rev . .James Pitcher, A.M., principal... 3 1 1 




































90 I G<mernl Throlo~iral Seminary of the Protestant I New York, N.Y .••••••••. ,1822,1820 I Prot. Epis .••••. J Rev; Eugene .Aug. Hoffman, D. D., dean 
Episcopal Chnt'01L 











ROchester Thoolo)!ical Seminary ................. . 
Christian Billlicnlinstih1te ... .................. . 
Seminary of Onr Lr.dy of Anl-(<'ls ............... . 
St. Andrew's Dinuity School* ............... ..... . 
St. Joseph's Provincial Seminary ................ . 
Theolo~icnl dopal'tment of Biddle University ... . 
~'heologicnl dep:.ntment of Shaw University .. .. 
Theological department of German Wallace 
College. 
St. Charles Borromeo Theological Seminary .. ... . 
102 Lane Tbeologiool Seminary ........ .............. . 
103 St. Mary's Theological Seminary ................ . 
104 German Lutheran Sominnry* .................... . 
195 Union Biblical Seminal'y ....................... .. 
_ _ Theological Seminarv of tho Protestant Episco.. 
100 pal Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 
Rochester, N. Y . . • . . . . . . . 1850 
Stanford-ville, N.Y.. . . . . . . 1870 
Suspension Jlridge, N.Y.. 1863 
Syracuse. N. Y • . • • ... .. .. IS76 
Troy, N.Y .. .................. .. 
Charlotte, N. C... .......... 1877 
Raleigh, N.C....... • .. . .. 1874 









Baptist ........ . 




Presbyterian ... 1 
Ba]Jtist ......... · 
Meth. Epi-scopaL 
Carthagena, Ohio ......... 1 ...... I 18G4 I Roman Catholic. 
<::incinnati, Ohio ....•••... 11829118321 Presbyterian ... 
Cleveland, o_ hio ..••••••••..... _.. 1849. Roman Catho-lic. 
Colun1bus, Ohio ..••••••••. 1830 183'0 Ev. LntheTim ... 
Dayton, Ohio . . • • • •• .•••.. 1871 1S7i · U. B. in Christ .. 
Gam bier, Ohio -~..... •• • . • 1824 1825 Prot. 'EpiscopaL 
LL.D. 
Rev. Augustus H. Strong, D. D ....... . 
Rev. J'. B. Weston, A. M •••••••••••••••• 
V-ery Re:v. 'P. V. K:a;vnnagh, c. M ••••••• 
Rt. Rev. F. D . .Rnntington, s. T. D ..... . 
Very Rev. ;Henry GabJ.':iels, D. D ...... . 
Rev. Stephen Mattoon, n-. D .......... .. 
Rev. H. M. 'Tupper, A. M • •••••••••••••• 
Rev. William N ast, D. 
7 4 3 
8 3 6 
10 ···-·- 6 
2 4 b1 
4 ...... 0 
3 ...... ............ 
6 ...... ......... 
4 ··· -·· 
~==== 2 2 1 0 0 
8 ...... ...... 
5 1 5 
4 ...... ...... ,. .. 
'3 ...... ......... 
4 0 1 
5 ...... :4 
107 Depa1·tment of Tbeolo~y (Oberlin Collep:e}* ...... 
108 ThPological department of Wittenberg College* .. 
109 Heidelber~ Theological Seminary ......•. ......•.. 
~0 Thcolo$1:10:11 department of Urbana University ... 










Ev. 'Lutheran ... 
Reformed ....••• 
NewChmc:b .... 
.A.f. M-etb. Epis . 
Unit;edPresb ... 
.Rev . .Tam·es H. Fairchild, J> • .D......... 5 1 2 
Theological Seminary of Wilberforce University. 
lll Unit~d Presbyterin:n Theological Semina.l'y of 
Xenia. 
Springn!}ld, Ohio .••••••••. 
Tiffin, Ohio ..•••.••.•••••• 
Urbana., Ohio.·········-·· 
Wilberforce, Ohio·' .•••.•.. 
'Xenia-, Ohio .............. . 
~ Theological Seminary of the United Presbyterian .Allegheny City, J>a . .• .. .. 1868 
. Chmch. 
U3 Western Theological Seminary of the Prcsbyte- .Allegbeny City, .Pa ....... 1844 





Rev. S. Sprecher, D. D., LL.D........... 2 • • • • • • 2 
Rev. if. 'H. Gooil, D, D . .. • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 0 2 
Rov.:Frank Suwall, A.M............... 5 ........... . 
Rev. Benj.a:m1a. F. Lee, D. D ............................. . 
Rev. J'ames llarpar, D. D ......... ,..... 4 2 3 
Un~ed 'P~esb .. ·j Rev. Alexander C~k, D. D .••..••••••.. 





114 Theological cnnrse in St. Vincent's College.-..... Beatty, P~'t ... ·- ... - ·-····· .••• -- ~-- ... -~ Roman Catbolic.;l Rt. Rev. Boniface w_ immer, o. s. n .... .-
115 Theolog~cal depa~tment of UI'Ilinus College* ...... Freeland, Pa .............. 1869 187.0 Ref. German ... Rev. J'. H. A.. Bomberger, D. D ........ .. 
llG ThPologw:tl Sommary of the General Synod Gettysburg,Pa .. : •.•••••• 1828 1826 Ev.Lll'theran ... Rev.CharlesA.Stork,D.D 
of tlie E>angelical Lutheran Church in the 
d18, ...... 1 ..... . 
3 ........... . 
3 3 3 
United States. 
117 Th<:ologic.al Seminary of the Reformed Church I Lancaster. Pa. 
) . in the United States. · 
lil31 I 1825 I Reformed ....... I Rev. E. V. Gorh:trt, D. D 3 3 
3 118 Theolorrical <leparhnent of Lincoln University* .. . 
119 Meadville Theological SchooL .................. .. 
120 Philadelphia Theolo~ical Seminary of St. Charles 
Bm-romeo. 
Lincoln Unh·ersity, Pa. ... , lS71 ·1 1871 I Presbyterian .. . 
Meadville, Pa ............. 1846 1844 Unitarian ..... .. 
Overbrook, Pa...... •••••. 1838 18S2 Roman Catholic. 
Rev. Isaa.c N. Rendall , D. D 
Rev. Abiel.AbbotLh·ermore ......... . 




8 -~ 1-----~ 
< Church in Philadelphia. 
1862 I Prot. Episcopal. 
1£04 Ev. Lutheran ... 
Rev. Daniel "R. Go.odwin, D. D., LL.D., 
dean. 
Rov. C. W. Schaeffer, D. D ................... . 
5 
5 
121 Divinity School of the Protestant Episcopal I Philadelphia, Pa .......... 11862 
122 'l'heolop:ienl Seminary of tho Evangelical Lnth- Philadelphia, Pa.. .. .... • . 0 
eran Church nt Philadelphia. 
123 lllisswnary Institute.............................. Selinsgrove, Pa .......... . 1858 I 1856 I Ev. Lutheran ... 1 Rev. P. Born, D. n., superintendent .... l 2 
.,. From Rt' port of tho Commission<'r of Education for 1881. 
(t ln Ceutral Wesleyan College, of ·which tho theological sehoul is a part. 
b Partinllv enuowed. 
c Instruction snspendecl in 1878; the seminary exists for the present only in 
its library and propert-y. 
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The Crozer Theological Seminary* ....••.......... 
..Augustinian Monastery of St. Thomas of Vil-
Upland,Pn. ............... ,1867 , 18681 Baptist ...•...•. 
Villanova, Pa. ............. 1848 1842 RomanCatholic. 
Rev. Henry G. Weston, D. D ••••••••••• 
Very Rev. Thomas C. Middlet{)n, o. s. 
lano~a.* 
Benedict Insl itute .............................. .. 
Thoologicnll1epartment of ..All on University .... . 
Theolo~rical School of Cumberland Unh·ersity* .. . 
Nnsbvillo Normal and Theolo(tical Instituto ..... . 
Thoolo~rical conrso in Fisk University ........... . 
TheolO;!iCnl department of Central Tennessee 
Collt'ge. 
Theolo~:ir.nl tlepnrtment of Vanderbilt University. 
Theolog.icnl t\l)p::trtmont, Universit:-,' of tho South* 
'l'beolo~ic~ l tlopartmcnt of Baylor University .... 
'l.'hl'olo,L.rit:al tlOp':ll tmcnt of Bishop Baptist College. 
Union Tllcolo:!icnl Scmin:~ory .................... .. 
"Richmoutl Tn!'titute .. ............................ . 
Thcolo~rit·nl Seminary of the Evangelical Lu-
. theran General Synml Routh. 
Protc!itnut Epi~<copnl 'l'heologicnl Seminary of 
Columbia, S. C .••••••••••• 
1 
..... . 
Columbia, S.C ................ .. 
Lebanon, Tenn ..••.••••.. 18·12 
Nashville, Tcnn ....•••••. 0 
Nashville-, Tenn ..••.•••••• 1867 
Nashville, Tenn ....•••••. 1 1866 
Nashville, Tenn .•..•••••• 11872 
Sewanee, Tenn ......•..••. 1856 
Indeponclence, Tex . . . • • • . 1845 
Marshall, Tex ................. . 
Hampden Sidney College, 1867 
Vn.. 
Richmonu, Va. 
Salem, Va ......... ... . 
1876 
Theological Seminary, Va. l 1854 
Virl!ida. 
Mis!!ion lton~v- ....•• . 
Lntllot· Rc·miunry• .. .. 
-· I Franklin, Wis .•••••.••••• 1868 
Madison, Wis ..•.• ••.•••••...... 
Na1:1hotah IJonso ........... .... .... .............. . 
Sl•milmt·v of St. l•'rnn<'il' ofRnka ................ . 
Theologlcnl clt•pnl'l m1·ut of llownrtl University .. . 
'\V'n.ylnlllll:il·miHnry .......... .................. . 
Nnsbotnb,Wis ............ 1847 
St. Frnnois, Wis ..•.•••••• 1877 
Wasbington,D.C ..••.•••. 1867 








.Af. Moth. Epis .. 
Cum b. Pres b ... . 
Baptist ........ . 
Congregational . 
Meth.Epis ..... 
A., senior professor. 
Rev. C. E. Becker, A.lf ............... . 
Rev. James C. Waters, D. D ••••••••••• 
Rev. N. Green, chancellor ..••.•••.•... 
Rev. D. W. Phillips, D. D 
Rev. E. M. Cravath, M. A 
Rov. John Braden, D. D •••••••••••••••• 
1875 Metb. Epis. So .. L. C. Garland, LL.D., chancellor ...... . 
1876 Prot. Episcopal. Rev. Telfair Hodgson, D. D., dean ..... . 
1866 Baptist . • . . . . . . . Rev. William Carey C;rane, D. D., LL. D 
1881 Baptist ......... Rev.S.W.Culver,A.M ............. .. 
1824 Presbyterian • • . Rev. Thomas E. Peck, D. D., professor 
1867 Baptist ......... Rev. Charles H. Corey, D. D •••••••••••• 








Prot. Episcopal.! Rev. Joseph Packard, D. D., dean .•.•.. 
Reformed ...•.•. 
Ev. Lutheran .•. 




Rev. H . ..A. Muehlmeier, D. D .•••••••••. 
Rev. H . ..A. Preus ..................... . 
Rev. A.D. Cole, D. D .................. . 
~:~-: ~!lli:!;. ~~:Wa~~~~: n: n.: Li."n ~:: 
·Rev. G. M.P. King, A. M 
• l~rnm H<'llOrt of tho Commissioner of Education 
for ll!l:l1. 
a For all departments. 
bin Hl86. 
c .Also one partially endowed. 
cZ..Also several tutors. 
4 ··-··········· 5 






a~ 1 ..... ~ 
2 0 
6 ...... b4 
9 1 ~-----
2 •••••. 0 
1 -----· ------
4 ------ 2 
5 ...... ------
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Date of next 
commence-
ment. 
~~ $ $ $ $ ~h ~ ~ 4) 
. , .. '' 10 lzi z lzi lzi ~ ~ ~ ~ 
' '--;;;- u 1,. n u 1~ 1s n 1s ~ ·. ,.o I ,.1 : ____ _ 1. 22 
1 .Alabamo.BaptistNormalandTheologicalSchooL........ 45 .•.... .•••.. .••... .•.... 32 400 ·:....... 50 a$10,000 
1 
................... . 
2 Theological department of Talladega College............. 14 0 0 0 3 34 1, 000 o 0 5, 000 $5, 000 $250 
3 Institute for Training Colored Ministers . ...... ..•••. ••• . 39 ...... .... .. ...... 3 43 884 196 125 2,.000 .... •. . •.. b3 200 
4 Pacific Thcolo!!ical Seminary .................. :. . . • • • . • .. 8 0 3 5 3 36 3, 500 500 800 75, 000 60, 000 a' 600 
5 8an lf~ancisco 'Theological Seminary...................... 4 • •• • • . 2 1 3 32 5, 000 1, 000 1, 500 *25, 000 8!1, 230 *c2; 770 
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~T<~~~~~~~:~~~::~~:::::::::::::::::::::~ .... i ·---~- ···-~- :::::: :::::: :::::: .. ~·-~~~ :::::::::::::::: ... :~~~~~- ........ ~. :::::::::: 
8 Tboological Institute of Connecticut .... .,................. 46 . . . . .. .. . . .. 7 3 34 27, 000 ....... , 8, 000 125, 000 ................... . 
9 Bcrkolo:yDivinit.ySchool* .............. ::-:. ................ 38 0 36 ...... 3 38 17,000 ............................................. . 
10 Theolog1cal depar~ment of Yale Colleg~ j ... .-............. 93 13 87 32 3 35 *2, 000 ... • . . .. •••••••. d415,_000 321, 031 e27, 714 
11 Gamrool?- Tbeolog1Cal School {Clark UI?lver~lty)f ....................................................................... ,...... 20,000 ......... . 
12 TheolojpcaldepartmentofMercerUmv~rsity ............ 13 ........................ , ........................................................... . 
13 Theolo~icaldopartmentofSt.Viateur'sColloge* ......... 20 ...... 5 ...... 5 40 2,000 100 ..................................... . 
14 Thcologica.l department of Blackburn University........ 7 ...... ....•. 2 3 38 {{]) (,g) ({]) ............................ .. 
15 German theological class in Carthage College*........... 0 
16 Chicago Theological Seminary ................••.......... · 44 
17 German Theological Seminary............................ 6 
1 R • Pr·csllytorian Theoloj!ical Semin:uy of theN orthwest.... 15 
~~ ·: R~-~?ci:li1b\~:} ~!ti~~~~~~--~~~~~~~:::::::::::::: ·.::::::: ~~ 
~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ !!~ ~~~~ :~ : ~~~: ~ ~~~ :!-~ ::::: !~~: ~~~~~~ ~~r· :~~ ~::: ::!!:~ :~1: : ::~r ::~:. ::: ~!~ :~:-
.••••• .••••• ...... 3 40 (g) ........ .... .... {g) < {g) 6g) 













*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a In 1886. " 
b From contributions of tb~ churches nn<Ier the care of the Genera-l Assembly for 
c E!~i~~~~ao:!~!a\bi~c~~~~l. 
din 1870. . 
elncludes amount received f11om students' lees, donations, &:o. 
/To be fully or~anized in the fall of 1883, when the bnildi11g, which is to cost 
~.5fi~~~o~ ~b!oftn~d~upa-ncy and~ the professorship endowed by Rev. 
g Reported with classical department (see Table IX). 
h Value of school building. 

















TABI..E XI.-Sta.tistics of schools of theology for 1882, 9·c.-Continued. 
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Date of next 
com·mence-
ment . 
·:i f:~~J:.~t~~:L~.I···:.;T ···;;or' ·s;; ·1··· · · iiT:::::::::r:::::::: :1::::::::::1 ,_ 
1 l.-5 - 16 l.'f lS '1.9 20 ~l. 
20 •···-·-·························· 
~~ 
ss 50 Jnl'le 11. 21 1 T.l~ologicnl department of Germrm-English College .••••. 22 1· 'l'lwolo)!:it'al <lopartment of Lom&ard University ......... . 
23 Swc<li~h-Amencan .A.usgari College and Missionary Insti-
tute.* 










... _ ................... _ .... 
1 
................... . 
25 Wurtl.lur~ Seunnnry................ ... ...... .... .. . .... .. 31 .... .. ... • .. 7 3 40 2, 200 ........ ··-·.... $!0 000 $11 400 $870 
;a Bn~tist ~n!on Th~~lo~icnl Seminary..................... 93 3 ~6 24. 3 35 14,000 5, 000 ........ 40:000 _150: ooo 9~ 006 
~ 1 Yt~t~f~~enc~\1;~~~~~~~~-~~:::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::~ ---~~- :::::: :::::: ::~:~: ----~- :::::· --i~-5oo· ·a~ooo· :::::::: ... is:oaa· :::::::::: :::::::::: 
29 .Augustli_M Th~olo~cnl Seminary......................... 2~ 0 5 9 2 38 (b) _ (bJ (b) (b) (b) . (b) 
30 Concoi'(hn. Scmtnary ...... ....... . . . .. .. .................. llo ...... ...... ...... 5 43 800 ...... •. .... .. .. 25,000 ................... . 
3; Thcolo~icnl dcr,ar~ment o~ Shurtleff College*............ 9 ...... 4 3 2 36 2, 000 ...... • t: 150 . ......... 40,000 ~~ 600 
!! ~~~~~:?:s~Ji~t£$1~ii:~.f~~:~~:~::~~: ~ :~~~~: :::::: ::~::: ···+ ::::i: ::~::::: ::::~::~ ~~~:~~~ :~~:::~::~ :::::~::~: ::::::::~: 
36 Theolo~ical depart~ont of Gri~wold College ...... :.--.... 7 0 2 2 s 36 ----~--- .... ~ ... ----~--- ............................ .. 
87 G~~~~ Presllyter1an Theolog1cal School of the N ort.h- 23 .... .. •• .. .. 1 ... •• • ..... . . .... • •. ..... .. .... .. .. 1-4, {)49 38,611 63, 275 
38 Gorman Colle~o....... ........... ... ...... ...... .... ...... 22 ...... ...... .... .• 3 40 (b) ~) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tiO Billie deportment of Oskaloosa College................... 5 ...... ...... 3 2, 4 40 ................ ~------- ...... .... 10, ooo soo 
40 KnnAM 'l'hoolo~ical Scboold.............................. 0 \ 0 ~ 0 ............ ·--·--;:· ........ · ................................ _ ... _ ... 
41 Danville '£heolo~icnl Seminary........................... 7 0 4 1 3 33 6', OOu ..... ... 4 8, 500 135,295 9, 809 
•2 Colle~e of the Bible .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... ........ 57 0- · o 6 4 40 ·aoo 100 -so .. .. . .. . .. 1o,_ooo 3, ooo 
43 Kt>ntnokv Notmnl nnd Theoloj::icnl Institute.............. 10 ...... ...... .... .. .... .. 38 e300 ••• • .. •• elOO e17, ooo o ef-6, ooo « PtMtonl>nrk'l'heolo~icalScmina.ry ............ ~ ............... 16 ...... 2 s. 40 8,000 · .............. :. 40,000 .................. .. 
41\ , Soutlu'm Rnptlst Tboologloal Seminary ........... ·.: •• -. 94 ...... ...... . 10 S 40 10, ooo 3, 000 ......... ,..... .... 200,000 . 12, eoo 















































47 Theolo~ical Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
111 the Diocese of K(lntncky. g 
0 0 0 •••••••••••••• 5, 000 17, 000 1, 000 
48 Tlwolol!ic-•lllep!lrtmcntNewOrlean~Unh·orsity* .....••. 9 ~- -----~---··· j ·····-~ 31 341 (b) ~--······j········j (b) , ••••••.••. , .••••••••. 
49 1'ncolo !cnl<le~rtmento1: Lela!1d Um\ersit;r-----······- 21 ...............•....... 0 o .... . o···o··· .............. 00 ······o··· .......••........•. 
0 
50 Tht'<liO;!JClllllopartmentoi Strru~htUnn-crstty........... 35 .•.••. .•.... ...... 3 32 260 ........ 50 (b) .•••••.••.••••••.••. 
fit Thco!ooi<'nlSeminarr*.................................... 2 
52 Bnn~o,;Theolo~ica.l Seminary............................ 28 
58 Bate-'! Colle2.l ~l..teoloj:ri~al S':.bool. ...... ....... .... ... . . . . 20 
54. Cent•nnrymbhcallnstltnte .... .......................•. 30 










56 Thculo#ical department of Mt. St. Mnry's Colle~re........ 17 . . . . . • 11 I 4 
57 Scbolasticato of tbo Congregation of the Most Holy Ro- 53 0 ••••••••••••••••• 


















~g --~·-~~~- :::::::: ..... :~. ~&;~~~ .... :b! .... ----~~> ___ 0 
40 (2;>, 000) ••••••• - 0 •• 0. 0 0.-0 ••••••••••••• - 0 •••• 0 
40 
1 
...... _ ol· .... __ .
1 
...... _·I 5o, ooo I (I) 
1 
........ _. 
40 ] 1, 000 550 ...... - 0 0----- 0. • • 0. • •••••• 0 0 ••••••••• 
58 Th\·o1ol!ic.'ll department of Westo.I'D Maryland College ................................. . 0 •••••• - . - ••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 
........ 0 •••••••••• 
1 
......... 0 
59 WootlstockColleg-o~-----···-····························· 110 0 0 () 7 47 40,000 4,009 2,0!5 05,000 0 o 
60 A..ndoYcr Theological Seminary- .. --.-.................... 41 23 55 20 3 · 40 40,000 15, 950 1 05l 225 000 825 000 48 000 
Gl Bost~ln UuiYc.rsityScboolof Tlteolo~y.................... 75 , 17 61 13 3 35 o ...... o ........... : ........ .' .......... : ........ .' ... . 
62 Di~oinityS~boolof_llar"\"'"artlUnivorsity ...........•.••••.. 23 4 16 5 3 38 16,350 ........ 98 .......... 360,922 j25;377 
63 Ept~COJ;nl :rheol~~;u~al School._ .•..... -.-.................. 19 1 17 8 3 38 3, 000 1, 000 500 370, 000 125, 000 6, 000 
6t ~utts Col~ego DlYJDltV S<:boo~ . . . . . . . •••••. •. •••••• •••••• l'r 1 3 81 3, 4 39 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
65 I ~ cwtou Theol?t.ncal ~nstl~utJon; ............... •.• • • . . . . . 60 2 33 15 3 39 17, 000 . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . 13G, 835 302,050 19, 020 
00 :New Cinn-ch ThcologtcalSchool . ..............•.••...... 6 ...... ...... ...... 3 28 ...................................••........•........ 
67 1 RcboolofThcolo,gy,Adri:mCollege~ .. ..........•••.•• _.o 18 ...... 1 .•••.. 3 39 o··o···· ............... 0 •••••••••• 20,000 1,200 
68 Theologica~ ~apartment of Hillsdale College*............. 31 3 6 3 3 39 2, 000 500 200 (b) 35,000 2, 500 
70 AugshuqSemin:n-y...................................... (18) ..••.. 5 3 35 ........ ........ ........ 40,000 50,000 4 000 
69 1 Seabury D1vmtty School. ....•...•............. · · ~---··· ........ 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••• 0 ••••• _ ••••••••••••• _ •••••••••• __ •••••••• __ •••••••• __ • 
~~ ~~t~~~1~~-s~~~i~~?'. :::::: ::::::::~::::: :::::::::::::::::: ~~ 1:::::: :::::: :::::: ···· 2· ·--a6· ·- ·*aoo· ··· *aoo· :::::::: · ··2o: coo· :::::::::: :::::::·::: 
73 St.Vincent'sCollegoandTheolo.gicalSchool ............. 7 1 ...... 1 ..••.. 40 5,000 500 50 .....••.•..•.........•••..••.. 
74 Jereminh Vanleruan School of Theology in William 51 ... ... 1 1 2 40 (b) (l•) (b) .......... 40,000 .••.•••••. 
Jewell College. 
75 Con co retia College (Seminary) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (107} . . . . . . 34 3 42 (5, 250) . . . . . . . . h150, 000 
76 Theological deptntment of Central Wesleyan College..... 321 0 0 4 4 39 3, 000 ~-. •. . . . . 100 (D) 
71 Gcx1nan Congregational Theological Seminary............ 8 0 0 0 4 38 50 12 20 
78 GermanThcologicalScboolofNewark,N.J .....•........ 20 0 0 2 3 36 *1,500 *600 *200 
79 Drew Theological Sominar.v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88 0 31 23 3 35 15, oliO •••••••..••••••. 





.... (b·;··· .... (b)···· 
0 0 
20,675 700 
250, 000 :1_5, 000 
350, 000 18, 000 





&1 · Tlleological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church ..... _.. 110 
82 1 Diocesan Seminary of the Immaculate Conception........ EO 







84 Au bum Theological Seminary............................ 48 . . . . . . 32 20 
i I. __ ;~_I_ ~~<~~~-1: ~~·:~~~:I::~·:~~~ :I .. ~~~t~.i~·- ~~~:-~~~-~- .. !:_~~~-


























*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a All instruction suspended for some years; tho college exists only in name and 
g This insti~tion exists only in name and in the possession of a valuable library 
and productive funds. 
in tho possession of its library and buildings. 
b Reported with classical department (see Table IX). 
c Income from all sources. 
d This school has only a. nominal existence. 
e For all departments. 
(Total income for the year. 
h Prospective value of a new building now in process of erection. 
i Number ordained during the y-ear. 
j Included in report of Seton Hall College (Table IX), of which this seminary is a 
department. 
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Date of next 
commence-
ment. 
22 1 10 11 1~ l.3 14 1~ 1 16 17 18 1 19 20 21 
85 1 Canton Theological School*............................... 14 --2- --1- --4---4- ----;-1 8, 200 ~ ~ $50, 000 $85, 000 ~~.Tune 29. 
86 1 De Lnncey Di,inity School*.............................. 5 . • • • . . 2 . • . . • . • • • . . 521 106 • • • . . . . . 6 . • • . . • • . . . 44, 696 1, 8881 
87 Uamilton Thcolopcal Seminur.v ...... ....... .... ... ...... 46 .••••. 25 12 3 40 (a) .••••••. (a) 30,000 47,500 2,850 .Tune 20. 
88 Hartwick Seminary. theological department.............. 11 •••• •• •••. .. 3 3 39 (b) . ••..•.. (b) (b) (b) (b) .Tune 27. 
: ~ ~:o~1g~h~~~~i~los~=~;rl/ ih~· p-;~t"~8ia-~ i Epi~C:<;: · · · 72 · · · · · i · · .. 56· ···so· .. · · 3 ·, .. · 86 · 1 ~: ~~f 
1 
9, ~~~ 1· · · · 281 · 
1 






















Union ThooloW.cal Seminary.............................. 116 9 117 35 3 
Rochester Tbeoloj!ical Somlnury............ ... . . . . • . . . . . . 77 . •• • • . . •• • . • • • • • • • 3 
Christian Biblical Institut~............. •••• •. . • • . . . • • . . . . 20 0 0 2 3 
Seminary of Our La<ly of Angels.......................... 69 .••• •. •••••• •••• •• 4 
St. Andrew's Divinity School*............................ 5 . • • • • . • • • • • • . • . • • . 3 
St.JoSOJ?h's Pro'l"incinl Scminstr.v .................•....... 117 . ..... .••••• d18 4}-5 
Tboologtcal department of llicl<Ue University............. 56 . .• • . . .•• ••• 2 3 
Theological department of Shaw Uni,ersity.............. 50 
Theological department of German "\Vallnce College...... 25 
St. Cbndee Borromeo 'l'boologicaJ Seminary............... f-!0 
La no Thooloi(1C01 SPminary....... ... . . . .•. . .. . . . . . . .... .. 39 
St. Mary's Theological Seminary.......................... 25 
.... i.l····i· l·· .. i·l----3· .............•••.. 8-10 
1 33 14 3 
.•. . •. .••... •••••• 5 
Union Biblical Son1innrv.................................. 32 . . •• • . 6 5 




in tl1o DloccRe of Ohio. 
34141, ooo 1 39, soo 
36 19,616 
34 1,850 
42 6, 000 
36 
1. 000 I *250, 000 
1
.1,000,000 I *64. 500 
947 123, 000 367, 419 23, 967 
.... ~:~.!. .... ~~- 2~~: ~~g ·--~~~~~~- .... ~:~~~-1 ~~ ~7. 
'0 .. s: 5iiii. :::::::: .... ioo· .. 2oo; oo() :::::::::: ::::::::::I .rune 27. 
(e) (e) . • • . • . . . (e) (e) (e) .Tnne 6. 
32 2, 500 . • . . . • • . 200 (e) . • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • . May . 
46 .............•...•• . ................•.•••.....•.••••.. June 6, 
40 6, 500 1, 000 50 12, 000 0 ....••.••. 
34 13, 500 •. ••• • . . . • •••... 200, 000 260, 000 17,000 
42 ................ •••••••· 75,000 .......... ·•••••••·· 
40 4, 000 ••••••••••• . •••..•...•.....••••.... ·••••••••· 
32 609 ......... -...... 20, 000 76, 000 •••••.•••. 




Genu an LuthN'tl.n Seminary*............................. 26 ..•••. [ •••..•••••• 
Dopnrbncnt.ofthcolol{y (Obcr.Hn College)*............... 41 ··•••• 29 171 3 1 38 1····· ··~·······-~·-·····-~··········~··········~··········~June 2'· Thrologico11lepnrtroont of Wittenberg College* . . . . . . . . • . 18 . . . • . . 6 10 2 40 2, ooo • • • . . • • . 50 .•..••••••••••.......••.••.•.. 
lit•lch•lbt-rg 'Xbeologlclll Seminary......................... 11 o 7 11 2~ 40 2, 700 1, 000 . • • . . • • • . • • . . •• • • . 30, 000 1, 600 · June 21. 








































































United Presbyt~rinn Theological Semino.ry of Xenia ·····1 30 
Theological Seminary of the United Presbyterian Church. 29 
Western Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian 91 
Church. 
30 







28 I 3, 800 J 1, 000 t 100 I 10, 000 I 50, 000 
28 3, 000 . • • . . • • . . • • • . • • . 40, 000 g64, 129 
22, 443 372 481 h75, 000 h362, 369 
S, 500 1 March 29. 
5, ooo March 30. 
h22, 000 
Theological course in St. Vincent's Collep;e .•••••..••.•••. 
Theological department of Ursin us College* ...........••. 
Theolol{ical Seminary of the General Synod of the Evan-
gelical Lutheran Church in the United States. 
1
j I :::::J==~~: F=ii: 1· .. -: T ·-~f I: ii; i~~l: ::::::1:::: i~5 :1: ::~~; ~~~l =i~~; ~~5l: ::~~=~~:I ~~: ~~: 
Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church in the 
United States. 
20 17 5 3 37 I 10, 000 I •••••••• 30 20,000 70,000 4, 000 I May 10. 







Meadville Theological Scbool. ...... .••••. ... . .. . . . . ...•.. 17 0 1 2 
Philadelphia. Theological Seminary of St. Charles Bor- 92 •••••.•••••..•••.. 
romeo. 
~ 1· · · 38 ·1· i5; ooo ·j· · s: ooo ·j· · · · i2o ·j· · · 37; ooo ·j--1 6o; ooo ·1·-· · 7; ooo ·I t J~~ lt· 
9 40 16,000 .......... ····-· --········ .•••••..•. ---· .••••. 
Divinity School of the Protestant Episcopal Church in 
Philadelphia. 
16 5 10 3 37 7, 000 
300 ·· ········•································ June 21. 
Theologica1 Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran Church 
at Philadelphia.. 
40 52 13 500 30 6, 000 2,000 g40, 000 1---······-1··········1 May 16. 
Missionarylnstitute ....•...•••...•••••••••••.•.•.•••.•••. l 10 I 0 ~-·-···~ 4 1 3 1 39 ,·······-~---····-~········~··········~·-········1·········· The Crozer Theological Seminary*........................ 42 ..•••. .••••• ..•. .• ...... .••. .. 6, 000 .••••• .. .• •••••• 158 870 244 130 15 000 
Augustinian Monastery of St. Thomas of Villanova.*...... i24 . • • • • . . •• • • • j4 . •• . . . 42 g6, 000 ......•..•••.•...••.. ~ .....•... ~ .....•••• : .••. 
~enedic~Institute ...••..•..•....... :····:················ 33 .••••.••••••.••••. 3 35 k1,aoo k200 k70 k25,000 l22,000 .•••••.••. 
TheologiCal department of Allen Umvers1ty.............. ...... .•.••. .••••• .•.... 3 ...........••. ········~········ .•••.•. ·-·~·········· .••••••••. 
'Iheolo~Ucal School of Cumberland University*........... 16 .•.... ..•••. 6 2 40 •..... .. ..•••••• .••••• •. 20,000 2, 500 l, 500 
Nashvil~eNormala._nd~heologicai:~~:nstitute .•••••• _ •••.••. 7~ m13 •••••• .••••. 2 36 3,500 .••..••. .•.••••. 8,000 .•...••••. n10,049 
~~=~~~~i~:l :I~;:e~~~~ &~~~s~l~;~~s~~-c~1i~g~-:::: ~~ · · · · o · · · · · 2 · · · · · i · i · · · 36 · · · · · · · o · · · · · · · o · · · · · · · o · · · · · (;>· · • • • • • · (;>· • • • • · • · (;>· • • · 
Theological department of Vanderbilt University........ 68 1 .••... 9 2, 3 
Theological department, University of the South* . • • . . • • . 19 2 7 7 4 
Theological department of Baylor University............. 7 .••••. .•.••• ..•••. 3 
Th~olop_ical de:pa1-tmen~ of Bishop Ba.ptist College........ 13 . • • • • . . • . . . . . • • • • . 3 
Umon ·J:heolog1cal Semmary.............................. 50 .•••.• 25 11 3 
Richmondinstitute....................................... 63 ...... ...... 8 7 
Theological Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran Gen· 7 ...... 6 2 3 
eral Synou South. . 
Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary of Virginia. .•. 
Mission House ....••.•••••••••.•••••.•.•••••.•••.••••••••. 
Luther Seminary* .•...•••..•••.••••••••••••••••••••••.••. 
Nashotah House ......................................... . 
Seminary of St. Francis of Sales ......................... . 






















a In common with that of Madison University, reported in Table IX. 
b Reported with academical department (see Table VI). 
c Instruction suspended in 1878; the seminary exists for the present only 
i-n its library and property. 
d Numbor ordained during the year. 
e Reported with classical aepartment (see Table IX). 








40 ·•···••· .••..... ........ 30,000 ·••·•••••• .••.....•. 
...... , ........ , ........ , ........ l .......... j .......... , ......... . 
40 (e) (t} (e) (e) (e) (e) 
... 36 -~- i2; ooo·l: ::::: ::1···· soo·1···75; ooo·~- · 25o,"ooo·~-- ·is;ooo · 
36 2, 800 ···-·· .. 100 30,000 ..••.••••..••.•..••. 
40 500 .•••.••. ····-··· ........... ---······· ······-~--
36 11,000 ··•··••· 500 ]50, 000 ................... . 
S2 2, 500 , 154 62 *18, 250 *2, 000 *200 
40 200 100 0 25, 000 ................ -- .. 
39 8, 000 . 1, 500 800 95, 000 55, 000 2, 200 
43 6, 200 500 • • • . • • • . 100, 000 0 0 
33 ................ .••• :... .......... *25,000 ......... . 
32 .• -... • . .. • • • • .. . • • • • • .. g40, 000 .••..•• - . • . -- •••• - •• 
gin 1880. 
hin 1879. 
i Number of scholastics. . 
'i Number ordain~d as priests during the year. 
k Also reported with academical department (Table VI). 
l A. legacy; not yet productive. 
fn Pnstors' class. 



































654 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
List of institutions j1·om u•hich no information has been received. 
~ 
Bishop Green Associate Mission and Training School......................... Dry Grove, Mise. 
Theological School of W eetrninster College...... . . . • • • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • •. . . . Fulton, Mo. 
Tbe?logical department of Trinity College .•••.• ·~···· .•••....••...••••••••••. Trinity, N.C. 
Blbhcal department of Ashland College....................................... .Ashlnnd, Ohio. 
Moravian Theolo~ical Seminary............................................... Bethl~hom, Pa. 
St. Vincent's Semmary . .................•••...•.•••.•••••••.....•....•.••..••. Philadelphia, l'a. 
Bo.ker TJJ.eological Institute................................................... Orangeburg, S. C. 
Theological department of BUI'ritt College.................................... Spencer, Tenn~ 
TABLE XI.-MemOJ'anda. 
Name. 
Theological department of Clark Uni-
versity. 
Divinity School of Nebraska College ... . 
Bennett Seminary ..................... . 
Theological department of Trinity Uni-
versity. 
~ orweg~an Seminary •••.•••••••••••••••. 
Location. 
.Atlanta, Ga ........ . 
Nebraska City, Nebr 
Greensboro', N. 0 .•. 
Tehuacana, Tox •••. 
Remarks. 
See Gammon Theological School; 
identical. 
Not in existence. 
Has not a distinct depl\rtmont of 
theology. 
Not an organized department. 
Marshall, Wia ..... • . Removed from MarshalL 
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I 1-1 l , __ , __ , __ 
1 1 Law Sollool ofUniversity of Alabama ..••. ·1 Tnscaloosa, .Ala ••.•••••••••••••. tal832118731 B. B. Lewis, LL.D-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2 Bastings Co liege of the Law, University of San Francisco, Cal . •• • . . • • • . • • • . 1878 1878 S. Clinton Hastings, dean ..•.....••••.. •. ... 
California. -
L:JW department of Yale College ..•••• -····-~ New Haven, Conn .•••••••••••••• t .. -. .f 1824 
4 Law dt>partment in Unive~ty of Georgia.. .Athens, Ga...................... 1785 1867 
5 Law {\apartment of Mercer Univl}r~ity ..... Macon, Ga .•.•• .•.••..•••••••••.. 1874 1874 
6 Blo9min~ton Law School (Illinois Wesleyan Bloomington, ill................. 1853 1874 
Rev. Noah. Porter, D~ D..., LL. n.., president;. 
Franci.s Wayland, M.A., Lt.. D., dean. 
Rev. P. H. Mt~ll, D. D., LL.D., chancellor . .••. 
Clifford Anderson, chairman of faculty .••. 
Reuben M. Benjamin1 LL.D., dean .••..•••••. . Unh·orsity). 
7 Union OollegoofLawofChicago and North- Chicago, TIL ••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 1859 I Henry Booth, LL.D., dean .• ...••.••••••••••• 
western Universities. 
8 Law department of McKendree Co !loge .••. 
9 Law depru:t.toent of Chaddock College ..... . 
10 'Law department, Indiana Asbury Univer-
Lebanon, m ..................... 1··--··r 1860 I H. H. Horner, A.M., dean .••..••.•••••.•••••. 
Quincy, Til • . • . • ••••• •• • .. • • . •••• •••• •• • . . . . . John T. Long, LL.D •....••.•••..•••••••••••• 
Greencastle, Ind ....................... 1881 Rev . .Alexander Martin, D. b., LL.D .••••••••• 
sity.* . 
11 Law department, University of Notre 1 Notre Dame, Ind .••••••••••.••• -~184411842 I Very Rev. Thomas E. Walsh, c. s. c .•••••••. 
Dame.* 
12 Iowa College of Law (Drake University) ... Des Moines, Iowa. .••.••••••••••. 1881 1881 
13 Law department of State University of Iowa. City, Iowa. ..•.••.•••.••.••. 1847 1865 
Iowa. 
George T. Carpenter, A. ~I. •••••••••••••.•••• 
.J. L . Pickard, L"L. D., president; Lewis w. 
14 Course of Law in Iowa Wesleyan Univer-
sitJ". 
15 Law School, University of Kansas ..•...... ~ Lawrence, Kana ..•••••.•..•••••• [ •••••. [ 1878 [ Rev . .James Marvin, A.M., D. D., president; J. 
W. Green, A. M., dean. 
Ross, A. M., chancellor. 
Mount Pleasant, ::rowa ...•••••••• 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 Rev. W.J. Spaulding, PH. D ••••••••••••••••• 
*From Report of the Comfinssioner- oi Education fo£1SS1 "University ~barter. 
3· 
2 1i~ ·1·· ·2.o· 15 u6 
tl~):::::] ___ ;t_~L-~; 
7 .•.•••. . 35 1- ---···' 15 
5 0 131 40' 53 
1 2 ' 10 2 6 
6 •••••• 18 ···-·· 1 
5 ·--··· 12 _ ...... . ........ 
4 2 60 -·- .... 4 
3 9 '17 2 4 
4. 4. 126 22 131 
2 •••••• ····- -·---·· ...... 


















TABLE XII.-Statistics of scllools of la~vfor 1882, ~c.-Continued. 
Name. 
1 
lG ' Lnwdc~art~ht;;"tun'i~e~i~;;r'i~~~lle. 
17 Lnw depnrtme;t, Straight frni~ersity ..... . 
18 Law department, Ux;iversityof Louisiana* .. 
10 School of Law oft he University of Mars la.nd. 
20 Bo:~ton University School ofLa.w ..•.•••.••. 
\ 
21 Law School of Hnrvnrcl University •••••.•.. 
. .... '"' . ~· .... .~ 
22 Lnw department, University of Michip:an .. 
23 De'Pnrtment of law, University of ::Missis-
• ~ ., 8lppl. 
24 Lnw department, State University of Mis-
souri. 
25 St. Louis La'\T School (Washington Univer-
. .sity).* 
2G Low depArtment, Nebraska Wesleyan Uni-
. versity. ,,,. · .· ,_ 
27 Albany Law School (Union Univeraity) ... . 
28 Law !:iohool of IInmilton College ... ~ ... .... . 
29 Colnmbll\ Collt•:;:e Lll:W Sobool ••....•.....•. 
30 DOJHntmt•nt of lnw, Univ01'8ity of the City 
ofNow York .... . .,) .. 
31 Low 1\(IJlnrlment, Universlt.y of North Cnr-
ollnn. 















~ 3 4 
Louisville, Ky .................. ·11846 1 1846 
New Orleans, La ................ 1870 1870 
New Orleans, La. (box 1915) ..... 1847 1847 
Baltimore, Md............. •••••• 1812 1815 
Boston, Mass .. • • .. • • .. . • .. • • .. .. 1869 1872 
Cambridge, Mass ...................... 1817 
Ann A1bor, Mich ................ ..... : 1859 
Oxford, :Miss .................... a1844 1853 
Columbia, Mo ................... 1839 1872 
St. Louis, Mo. (1417 Lucas place) . 1853 1867 
Fullerton, Nebr ............................ . , : .. ,.\ 
.Albany, N'. Y ......... , ... _. ~·-•... 1851 1851 
Clinton, N . Y .......................... 1854 
NewYork,N.Y ......... ~··--··· 1754 1858 
New York, N.Y................. 1830 1858 
. .... 
Cbnpol nm; N.c............... 1789 1795 
Rutherford Co1le&o, N . C ......... 1871 
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Isaac Caldwell, president; James S. Pirtle, 
sec'y. 
Rev. '\V. S . .Alexander, D. D., pres't, ex officio. 
Carleton Hunt, LL.D., dean ................. . 
George W. Dobbin, LL.D ............ · •••••••• 
William F. Warren, s.T. D., LL.D., president; 
Edmund H. Bennett, LL. D., dean. 
Charles W. Eliot, LL. D., president ; C. C. 
La.ngdell, LL.D., dean. 
Thomas :M. Cooley, LL.D., dean ............ .. 
.Alexander P. Stewart, chancellor ..••.•• ~ ••. 
S. S. L11ows, LL. D., · president • Philemon 
Bliss, LL.D., dean. 
William G. Hammond, LL.D., dean .••..•.••. 
Rev. W. F. Wan:en, LL.B., dean ............. . 
Horace E. Smith, LL.D., dean ........... ~ .. .. 
Rev. Henry Darling, D. D., LL. D •· •••••••••••• 
F. A. P. Barnard, s. T. D., LL.D., L. H. D. • •; • .... 
Aaron J. Vantl.erpoel, LL.D .......... · •• :·-::-~ •• 
Kemp P. Battle, LL. D 
Rev. R. L . Abernethy, A. M., D. D • • • •• • • • • • • • 
s 9' 
-- -----> 1.0 
............ .!. ..... =.~ 
·I······ 20 1 ...... 11 4 ...... 35 ...... .... so 4 ...... 64 15 
16 0 176 73 48 
10 ........ 131 87 23 
2 3 333 61. 170 
3 3 12 ....... 5 
4 4 38 4 20 
8 0 70 32 25 
4 •••••• .......... ....... ...... 
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331 Lsw School of tho Cincinnati College ..•.... 
3-t Law department of LRfayetto College ..... . 







Law clopartmont of Allen Uni>ersity ...... . 
Law School of Cnmberlancl Uuiyersity ..... . 
Law department, Central Tennessee College. 
La.w de-partment, Vanderbilt University* ... 
School of Law and Equity, Washington and 
Lee University.* 
41 Law School, Richmond College ..........••. 
42 La.w School, UniversityofVirginia ........ . 
43 Law department, West Virginia. UniYersity. 
44 Law department, University of Wisconsin .. 
45 Columbian University Law School* ....... . 
46 Law department of Georgetown Uni>ersity* 
47 Law department of Howa.rd University ...•. 
Cincinnati, Ohio ................. 1819 1833 
Easton,Pa ...................... ....... 1874 
Pbilaclelphia, Pa....... ••••••• ••. 1755 1790 
Columbia, S. C . . . . • . . ... • • . ... . . . 1880 1881 
Lebanon, Tenn ••• .. • • • • . . • .. . .. . 1842 1847 
Nashdlle, 'l'cnn ....................... 1880 
Nashville, Tenn 
L exington, Va .. 
1872 1 1874 
1782 1867 
Richmond, Va ................... 1840 1832 
University of Virginia, Va ..... . 1819 1825 
Morgantown, W. Va ·-······--··· a1867 1867 
Madison, Wis .. . . • ... • .. • • • .. • • . 1848 1868 
Washington, D. C ....... . ........ 1821 1864 
Wa~;;hington, D. C ................ 1815 1870 
Washington, D. C ................ 1867 1870 
48 I Nation!\1 University, law clepartment ·····--1 Washington, D. C ........ : · ••••.•. l 1870 11870 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a University charter. 
Jacob D. Cox, LL.D., dean................... 5 0 127 331 07 
Willia.m S. Kir1.-patrick, A. :r.r., dean ...................................... .. 
E. Coppee Mitchell, LL.D., dean............. 6 . .. . . . 122 .. • • . • 37 
I 
D. Augustus Stra.ker, LL.B., dean........... 2 1 8 1 I 0 
NathanGreen,A.lii.,LL.D.,chancellor ....... 3 ...... 59 ...... 40 
Rev. John Braden, D. D., president; E. L. 1 4 5 0 0 
Gregor.v, clean. 
Thomas H. Malone, M.A., dean ............ .. 
General G. W. C. Lee, president of univer-
sity. 
B. Puryear, J.L. D., chairman of faculty ..... . 
James F. Harrison, M.D., chairman of faculty 
William L. Wilson, president .........•.•••. 
Rev. John Bascom, D. D., LL.D ............. .. 
James C. Welling, LL. D .................... . 
Charles W. Ho:ffi:oan, A.M., LL.D., dean ..•... 
Rev. William W. Patton, D. D., LL.D.; B. F. 
Leighton, dean. • 
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-5 ~ Library. Property, incom <', &c. 
~ ~ 1-----~--~. --~-----1-----~------~-----~-----
.s ~~ . ~ ~oo rg Q o ~~ 
~ ~ ~:3 ~ ~ $~ ~ ~ .g ..s~ 
Name. 
~ a1 ..... ·a s p, Q) _g ~ . e . e . ::: ~ 
Q) ~ Cl~ .=! s ;:l ~ ~ rn p.~ P.!! ~-~ I Dateofnextcom-
.,_.Q) ~~ rt.£ ~ ~ ~·: g_9 .... § s§ ~-o:-g mcncement. 
~~ 
1>--~ 
o ~ ~ .s rg ~ d ~ ·M ~ tra o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~-og ~ ..... Q) ~ ~ Q)~ "'-' :::~ ~> I> tsS 
2 Q ~ ~'d $ $ gc: ~.0 §+3 s~ .e-1: 
~ ~ g ~ ~ ~,g ~ s g ~ ~ 
~ z ~ ~ ~ ~~ I> ~ ~ ~~ 
1 ~~--;;-~,~~~-----;_-;-~~ 21 
11 Ln~-;;hoo.lofUnlveraityof.Alnham:\................. ... .... ... . 2 ~------;;=~===~== 
2 llaatingsCollog-eofthoLnw, Uuiver~:~ityofCnlifornia....... .... . 3 40 0 .. . .. . ............... . ....... $100,000 $7,000 ·· ······1 June. 
3 Lawllep:utmeut?fYn~eUol_lege ........ _.......... ...... .......... a2 35 100,125 P,OOO ........................ 10,000 600 $7,333 June26. 
4 Lnwl1epartmcntmUm\er:>Jty_ofG~orgu~o ........................ 1,2 40 100 (b) ................ (b) .......................... July. 
5 Lawl1<'pnrtmentof:MorcorUmver:>lt.Y ........................... 1 38 60 .................... .... ..... .......................... .. 
6 Bloomington Law School (lUinois ·wr~eynn University)......... 2 36 GO ................ ....... .. ...... . ................. . ........ June 13. 
7 Uuion Colle~e of Lnw of Chic:l.~o aml Northwestern Universities . 2 36 75 (c) .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. $0 0 0 8, 500 June 14. 
1! t~~ ~~t~~~~~~~r~t~~~~xtt~~~l{f!:o~~ii~~:::::::::::::::::::: ------~ - · ---~~- d~g :::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
1
:::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ~~~: M: 
11 La.w:dep:ntmeut, UniYersityofNotreD!\lDe*.......... ........... 2 40-42 .......... (b) ........ ........ .......................... , ........ Juno21. 
12 Jowi\Collo~e ofLnw (Drn.ko Unin:rsitv) ...... ................... 2 20 50 (e) 1· ------- ~----- · .. · -- -- --- ~---- ------ ~- --·· ··- ~· -·--·· · 
13 J.nw dcJlnrtmeut, Stn.te Univorsitv oflowa.. ••••• .... ... .......... 1 il7 50 3, 000 .. .. • • • . 300 .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. June 1'9. 
1~ Counlf' ofh\w in. low~~ 'Yc~loynn Uni>ersity . ....................... . .... . ----:· ................. . . ........... . ....... .. ............... ...... .. . .. .. 
lo Lo.w~hool, Uw\"('T!;ltyotKnusa.s................................ 2 3:> 25 30 ........ ........ (b) ........ .. ........ 17~ June 6. 
1G Lnw tlep!U·hucnt ofUniver~ity of Lonis>illo ..... ....... .... ...... 2 il+ 85 
17 Law d('p:utmeut, Straight Uuiver:>it.v .. .. . .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. • • .. . .. ~ 30 56 
18 JA\W tl(.'l}l:lrtment, Uni>er:;ity of Louisiana........ ........ ......... 2 ...... 100 
1t> School of Law of tho University ofhlnrylan<l.... ..... . .... ... .... 2 32 100 
20 Boston University School of Law ................ ...... ... .. --~··· 3 34 125,75,50 
21 Law School of Ila.r,·a.rd Univet:sit:y --.......... .................... 3 37 150 
22 Lnw tlepartmont, Um;er::.Hty of hllChlj:tnn..... .• .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. 2 37 (h) 
23 Depnrtmeut ofl11W, University of 2\lhsis~ippi . .. .... . .. ... .. .. .. .. 2 39 50 
24 Law llllpnrtmout, Sta.to Unin:rsity of?tli&lom·L.................. 2 30 4.0 
25 St. Louis Lo.w Scl1ool (Wo.~bincton Univerility)* ........ ......... 2 33 80 
26 Law tlU}Hil"ttU(\1\t, Nt>brnslm '.V"(\sleynn Uni;or&ity ............... ~ 2 . ... .. 30 
27 .Albany Law· School (Union University) .. . .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. • .. 2 1 38 130 
J~w l:>Cllool of lll\1niUon College.................................. 2 37 60 
Colnmbiii.Collof.(O Ln.w ~cbool........................ ............ 2 35 100 
l>olHlrtlnent oflil.w, Uulveuity oitho City ofNew York.......... 2 35 100 
""'"'1---~--··l·------- ~ --------~· .. ··----- ~ ·--··-- ·1--- ·----. .. ..... ........ ........ (b) .......... ........ J , 120 
!26, 000 ..... . . . ........ glO, 000 ...... - ·.. .. • .. . • . g3, 000 
.. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 000 
21,000 \' -- .... . 2, 000 . .. . .. . . 296, 867 8, !)!)} j 22. 550 
--~·-~~~- :::::::: ·. ~: · :::. i35i~oo ____ <_b! .... ___ <_b! ... 13,~~~ 
--~~-~~~ )---~~~~- ---(~~~~- -~~~-~~~- ---~~:~~~- :::(:b!: : ~ --~:-~~~-
], 150 0 50 30,000 0 0 6, 765 
~: ~~g ~ ::::::: :::::::: ... <tX .. .. "\b> .. .. .. ·<·by .. ·43; 92o. 














































31 Lnw department., Uni.>orsity of North C:.uolina ...•••••••••••••••• , 2 40 100 800 ••.••••. 100 .••. .••. .••••• ••• . .••.•••. 1, 000 
3~ Law llo]mrtmeut, r.ntberfor<l Collogej .........•••..•••••••••.•••..••............•.....................•...............•..........•................. 
33 Lnw Stlltool Gf tho Cinciun:tti College............................. 2 35 60,30 2, 328 . ....... 300 .••.•....••....... *6, 000 6 570 
~~ f~~ g~J;~m~~~!~:v~r~~:u~:~~~~w~!~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: ------~- ···gr ······-~g- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :~~·:~66: 
37 Law School of Cnmberlnn<l University.......... .................. 1 40 100 *SOO ................................................. . 
38 Lflw tlop:u·truent, Contral TennessPe College.. .................... 3 32 3::> 75 .•.•.• .. 75 (b) (b) (b) 50 
3D Ln.w tlE'Jl~ntrucnt, Vrmdl'rbilt. Unh·ersity* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 39 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . 5 300 
40 Sci10ol of Law nncl Equity, Washington and Lee University*..... 1, 2 40 50 ................................... . ......... ..... .. .' .... . 
41 Lnw School, Richmond Cclll'_go . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2 3!J 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (b) (b) (b) (b) 421 LnwSdwol, Uni>or!'ity&~~V~rginia..,. .... ,......................... 2 40 25-82 3,500 .................•..............•......... 9,000 
43 Law departmeut, "<:St Vl.rglDll\ u.mver~lty .•. . . .••••••••. .•.. .. . 2 41 1D (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
4-1 Lnw llopnrtmcnt, Um>ers1ty of \V1scon.sm. .... .. . .•. .••••• ••••.. 2 38 50,25 1, 400 . .•.. .•. 100 0 0 0 1 800 
:~I ~~~~~~llt~t:i~r~ri.f?X~~~i~~~;!~~t~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::: : ~~ !~ ::::.:::: ::::::::,::::::::,~~~·:~~~:,::::::::::,:::::::: :::.::::: 


















*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a \l'ith graduato course, 4 years. 
b Reported w-itl1 classical department {see Table IX). 
ell as nccess tot be library of tho law institute containing 
dFee per session. 
e Students ha>e access to private awl State libraries. 
jState library. 
h.Annual fee for residents of Michigan, $30; for non-resi-
dents, $50. 




iValue of building. 
jReportedin 1880 as tE-mporarily suspended; no law stu-
dents appearin the catalogue of tho college for 1881-'82. 
Location. Remarks. 
College of Law, Kentucky University .•••••...•.••.•••••.••••• ···········································-~ Lexington, Ky ················-~ Discontinued. 
Law department of Central University .•••••..••••...•••••••••...•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••..••. Richmond, Ky •••••.•..••••.... . Discontinued. 
Law department, Trin_it .. ) ~ollege ···.··· ·:······················ .........•••.•••••••.•••••••••.•••.•.....••. Tr~nity, N. C ... _. ••.•••••••..... ~o iJ:for~:ation recei>ed. 

































President or dean. 
~ 
A A 
I I I 1--1 I 
1 ~ 3 
I \ 1--1. 
I.-MEDICAL AND SURGICAL. 
1. R cgnlar. 
4 :i 
1 I Mrll!cnl College of Ahl>,a.ma. .............••...••. , ~obile, Ala. .••••••••.••••..••••• l18~0 I 18~9~ William H. Anderson, M.D., dean ••••••• . 
2 ~ll'th{·ol clt•p:wtmeut of .d..rknnsas Industr1nl L1ttle Rock, Ark ....•••••••••.•. 18,9 18,9 P. 0. Hooper, llf. n ..••.. 
UniYt•rsity. 
Cooll<'l' ~Icllil'nl Colleg(.\ ...••... San Fmncisco, Cal. •••••.••••••. 1 1882 I 1859 
4 ~lcclicnl tlepnrtment, Univl'l'Sity of California. .. 
5 Denver :Mcdicnl College (University of Denver). 
li ~Iulicnl {h•pnrtmeut. of Yale College ......•••••. 
7 Atlnnttt 11[Nlicnl College .............•••••••.•.. 
8 South(•ru 'Mrclical Celloge ...................... . 
0 1.Ic!licnl College of Georgia (University of 
Geor~-.rin). 
San Francisco, Cal .•••••.••••••. 
Denver, Colo .....•.•••.•••••••• 
New Ha.ven, Conn ..•.••.•••.••. 
Atlanta, Ga. .•••••.•.•••.••..•••. 
Atlanta, Ga. ..•.•.•..•.•••••••••. 













10 Cbicn~o Mt'dicnl College (Northwestern Uni· 
Y('\l'Stty).* 
Chicago, Ill .•••••••••••••••••••. 1 1859 I 1859 
11 Collt•go of Pbyt~lcinns nnu Surgeons of Chicago. Chicn.go, TIL.................... 1881 
12 Rush Me(licn.l Collog;o . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . Chicago, lll.... •• ••• • • • • • • . . . • . . 1837 
13 Wmnnn'A '.M(Icllcnl Collep;o of Chicago........... Chicago, Ill..................... 1870 
11 Qnlnoy Mollicnl Collo~e (Chaddock Colloge}.... Q,uincy, Ill ...•..•••••••••••••••..•..•. 
15 Mcclkull'ollll~o of Evansville .••.••....••.••••• ~vnnsville, Ind ..••••••......•.. 1845 
lG l lo'nrt Wt~ynll Colle~:e of MNlicino. •. • •. . .. . .• . . . . Fort Wayne, Ind . . . . •• . . • .. • . . . 1879 
17 Mccllcnl Collul(u uf Fort Wayno• ... . . . ... . . • . . . . Fort Wnyne, Ind .•. .•• . .• . . • •. . 1878 









L. C. Lane, M.D., president; Henry Gib· 
bona, jr., M.D., dean. 
Robert A. McLean, M.D., dean •••••••••. 
H. K. Steele, M.D., dean ....•.••••••••••. 
Charles .A.. Lindsley, M. n .. dean •••••••••. 
H. V. M. Miller, 111. D., LL.D., dean •••••••. 
William Perrin Nicolson, M.D., dean •••. 
George W. Rains,llf. D., LL. n., dean ..•••• 
Nathan Smith Davis, M.D., LL. n., dean .. 
.A. Reeves Jackson, A.M., 111. D ..••••••••. 
.T • .Adams Allen, M.D., LL.D ..•.•••••••••• 
William H. Byford, A.M., M. D .•••••••••. 
C. R. S. Curtis,llf. n., dean .•.••......••••. 
F. W. Achilles, 111. D. (sec'y of faculty} ... 
W. H. Gobrecht, 1\f. n., dean .••••...••.•• 
H. D. Wood, A.llf.,ll!. D., dea.n .•.••••••••• 
W. S. Haymond, M.D., dean .•.••••••••••. 
Corpsofin-
struction. 
-~ I'd § 
I'd tll 
§ ... 0 
"' ~ai .... orn rn'"' ~~ rno <S'b ...,,e 
ZE ~0 
At; ell ell -o-..., 
'al ~ 
ell 0) 























12 I 4 
Students. 
~-------
elltll ~ 1>-'"' 0 
"'.23 >:l ,..q..., ell 




<D ~b.O ,..q'+-< 
'S ell<D ...,o 'g~.p ~-::; 
~ 
tia5€ <DO) >:l ..., ~a ~.~·g >:l 
ell ell ell"' .§ ell GQQ ... 
<D ~ ... ~~0 ili C!l 
------
8 9 10 
------
GO 2 21 
36 . ..... 5 
64 5 12 
59 .. .......... 15 
20 0 5 
30 6 2 
135 ... ..... 58 
123 .. ........ 37 
61 .. ........... 23 
150 30 45 
165 25 0 
()84 114 188 
83 .. ....... 23 
............. ............. ............... 
17 4 11 
25 ......... 10 
42 ........... 22 





































19 lifcdicnl College of Indiana. (Butler University) 
20 Iowa Collel!o ofPbysicinns and Surgeons ...... . 
21 .Medical {!cpnl'tmont of tho State University of 
Iowa. 
22 Collogo of Physicians and Surgeons 
23 IIospital College of Medicine (Central Univer-
sity). 
24 Kentucky School ofMedioine .•..•. 
25 J,ouisville Medical College ...........•...••..... 
26 .Me<lical department of tho University of Louis-
ville. 
27 .Me<licnl department of the University of Louis-
iana. 
28 .Medical School of Maine (Bowdoin College) .... 
29 Portland School for Medical Instruction a .•.... 
30 College of Physicians and Surgeons ......•.•••. 
31 School of Medicine (University of Maryland) .. . 
32 Woman's Medical College of Baltimore ........ . 
3:1 Collej!:o of Physicians nntl Surj!:eons ............ . 
34 Uarvar.d .Medical School (Harvard University) . 
35 Department of Medicine and Surgery (Univer-
36 D:~~i~k~A~~t~ndite!!ek . _____ .••••..•...•.••... 
37 Michigan College of Medicine ................. . 
38 Medical department of Minnesota College Hos-
pital. 
39 Medical School of the University of the State of 
Missouri. 
40 Kansas City Medioni College .......•........... 
H 1r1etlical department of the University of Kan-
sas City.* 
42 Northwestern Medical College of St. Joseph ..•. 






R.N. To(hl, M.D., dean ................ .. 
J. A. Blanchard. lii. D., do.'to ............. . 
J. L. l;'ickard, LL. D., president; W. F. 
Peck, .A.M., M.D., dean. 
E. J. Gillott, M.D., LL.D., president; H. 
T. Cleaver, :a-r. D., dean. 






1849 1 1850 I William H. Wathen, M.D., dean ........ ·1 13 
1868 1869 J . .A. Ireland, M.D., dcn.n................. 8 
1837 1837 J . . M. Bodine, M.D., dea-n................. 13 
















.Alfred Mitchell, 11-I. D., dean ............. . 
Israel 1.'. Dana, :r.r. D .................... . 
Thomas Opi.e, M.D., de?.n ....•...•..•.•.. 
L. McLane Tiffany, M.D., dean .•.•...•.. 
William D. Booker, li~D.,<lean .•.•...... 
T. Haven Dearing, III. D., dean ........... ·· 
Calvin Ellis, M.D., dean ............... .. 
.Alonzo B. Palmer, 11r. D., LL.D., dean .... . 
Detroit,Mich ................... l1868 1 1868' 1 Theo . .A.McGraw,M.D ................ .. 
Detroit, Mich ................... 1870 1880 Henr.v F. Lyster, M.D .................. . 
Minneapolis, Minn .................... 1881 F . .A. Dunsmoor, M.D., dean ......... .. 
Columuia:Mo ................... l 18391b1845 
Kansas C1ty, Mo ................ c1881 1869 
Kansas City, l\Io ......... :...... 1881 1881 
St. Joseph, :M:o .................. --~1881 
St. J osoph, Mo .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • . 1877 




S. S. J,aws, .A. 111., JII. D., LL.D., president; 
Joseph G. No1·wood, M.D., LL.D., dean. 
Edwanl W.Schaufller,ii:I.D ..•••...•..... 
Henry F. Hereford, M.D ..•....••••••.••. 
Francis .A. Simmons, ~r. D ............. .. 
Jacob Geij:jer, 11-1. D., dean .......•••••.•.. 


























































































125 44 l\I1ssoun Meilical College ......•..............•. 
45 St. Louis College of Physicians and Surgeons .. 
46 St. Louis Medical Collt>go ..................... . 
47 Omaha Medical College ........•.•••.•••.•...... 
48 New Hampshire .Medical Institution (Dart-
St. Louis, Mo 
St. LoniR, Mo 
Omaha,Nobr 
1 12 94 
· ~~~r 1· ~~~r 1· ~~tiXf.~~:~~t~t:· (i~~~-; :~;~~i~~~~~: 1·---g -,--- i~-~--i~g·l: ::: ~: , ... · 2~ 
Georgo B. Ayres,11r. D., dean. 
17G9 1796 Rev. S.C.Bartlett, D. D.,LL. D., presitlent; 7 29 
mouth College).~· 
4!J Albany Meclical College <l!ni~n University) .. . 
5!J Long Island College H.osp1tal ................. . 
!i~ Medical clepar~ment, U:mversity of ~uffnlo .... . 
5~ Bellevue Hosp1tal Med1cal College ............ . 
53 Colle~e of Physicians a,nd Surgeons (Columbia 
College). 
.Albany, N. y · ................... 1183911838 
Brooklyn, N.Y ................. 18:>8 1860 
Bnffalo,N. Y .................... 1846 1847 
NewYork,N.Y ........ · ........ 1861 1861 
NewYork,N.Y ................ 1807 1807 
Carlton P. Frost, 111. D., tlean. 
Thomas Hun, :~or. D., dean .•............•. 
Samuel G. Armor, 111. D., LL.D., dean ...... 
Thomas F. Rochester, li. D., dean .....• -. 
Isaac E. Taylor,M. D .... 














"' From Re:port of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a This institution does not confer degrees. 
b Founded in 1845; reorganized in 1873. 
d Formed by the nnion of St. Joseph Hospital Medical College an<l the College of Physicians and Surgeons. 
e 14 gra<lnates of St. J osepb Hospital Medicnl College and 21 graduates of College of Physicians and Surgeons. 
f Also a practitioners' class of 24. . 





























l'i C$ ~ 
I 0 ~<ti Name. I Location. ~ President or dean. ~~ ,..; ell ?J~ "" ~b ~~ 4) '§ 
~ 00 ........ tl1l ........ !=lo .g .... A"" <1)4) 0 .._,<ll 'd .... ..... .... 5 Ill 0 0 <l) 
• I 4) 4) 'd .... 1e ~ 'fil i:l <!) 0 
A A ~ ~ 
--
1 I ~ I 3 4 5 6 ,. 
-I 
54 :M:Nli<•al department, Uni>ersity of the City of I New York, N.Y .••••••••.•••.•. -~~~~-~ ::: Charles Inslee Pardee, 11r. D., dean .•••••• 27 ......... Now York. 5:i Womr.u's:McdicalCollcgoofthoNowYorkin- Now York, N.Y. {128 Second Emily Blackwell, 1lL D., dean .......••••. 0 22 
ilnuary. avenue). 
so Collc~c of ).fe,1irino of Syracuse Uni,orsity .... Syracuse, N.Y .................. 1875 1872 Frederick Hyde,?tr. D., dean ............. 16 2 
57 Medical Stllool (University of North Carolina). Chapel Hill, N.C ................ •••••• 1879 Kemp P. Battle, LL. D., president; 3 .••••• 
LroMnl ~fe<liral School (Shn.w Uni>ersity) .... Raleigh, N. C ................... 
Thomas W. Harris, A.lii., M.D., dean. 
58 1875 1882 ReY. H. M. Tupler, A. l\1 .. -- •• - .• - .• -- •• - 1 ...... 
50 Ciucimmt i Collc~o or :Mt~dicino and Surgery .... Cincinnati, Ohio ................ 1851 1851 R C. Stockton eed, A. JII., M.D., cleau .... 9 3 
GO !lcllit'nl Collcllo of Ollio ........................ Cincinnati, Ohio ..•....•••••••.. 1819 1819 W. ,V. Seely, M.A., JII. D., dean . .......... 11 0 
61 Miami Mctlicnl CollC~~o* ........................ Cincinnati, Ohio .•••...•••••.•.. 1852 1852 John A. Murphy, 11r. D., dean ...•......•.. 20 ............ 
G:l Mctlicnl <lopnrlmcnt of Western Reserve Uni- Cle>eland, Ohio .......••........ (a) (a) W. J. Scott, .A.. i\I.,M. D., tloan ............. 16 0 
ver!lit~·- . . 
63 Colnm bull ~fcclicnl College ...................... Columbus, Ollio ................. 1875 1875. D. N. Kinsman, .A..liL, ~r. D., clean .....•... l) 7 
61- Statliup: MctliCi\1 College ........................ Columbus, Ohio ................. 1847• 1847 Starling Loving, JII. D., dean ............. 13 2 
CG 'Mrtli<'nl tlopartmrnt, \Villamcile University ... Portlnncl, Orep: .................. 1853 1800 E. P. Fraser, i\f. D., dean .. ............... 10 1 
06 J o1r,•t11on l\Lcclical Collep:o .............. ......... Philadelphia, Po. ................ 1826 1825 Ellerslie Wallace, M.D., clean ............ b8 .......... 
07 lllt-tlil'al tl(•Imrtutont, University of Pennsylva- Philadelphia., Pa. ... ............. 1749 1765 William Pepper, 111. D., LL.D., provost .... 0 43 
llh.• 
OS 'Mcllico ·Chit·m·~cnl College ofPltiladclphia. ..... Philadelphia, Pa. ................ 1867 1881 George P. Oliver, A.M., M.D .............. 22 1 
U!l \\'omnn'11 Mt·<lical Collo~~;o of Pennsylvania ..... Philadelphia., Pa ...•••••.••.•••. 1850 1850 Rachel L. Bodley, M.D., dean .•••.•.•.... (10) 
70 M1!11irn l Collo~o of tho State of l:iouth Carolina.. Charleston, S.C................. 1832 1832 .r. Ford Prioleau, M.D., dean ...••......•. 1~ ~----o· 71 .Mo111phis Hospital Mr\lirnl College ............. Memphis, Tenn ............... -- 1878 1880 w. E. noifers, JII. D., clean . --- ............ 







~-~ s~ OCX> 
111<1> OCX> ,..; ......... <!) ..... 
4) i=~t>Jl ,.<:l'<-< 
'S 4)4) -+"0 't;l'd • ~~ ~Cjl1) 0 !'g ~ lllo;> 1=1 ~a 
~ ~-~·s .§ ~ <1l<1lw 
"' ~g .... ~ .... ........ o P-t P-t C!:) ------
s 9 10 
575 42 213 
41 2 9 
42 1 11 
12 ...... -.. ····--
3 3 •••••• 
146 5 34 
34-2 ........... 104 
126 . ........ 34 
189 .......... 83 
133 59 
116 2 52 
35 ............ l) 
509 .. .......... 250 
375 07 115 
27 9 3 
clll 1 19 
56 ............ 19 



































73 :M.e(lical ,lcpnrtmcnt of V:mdcrbilt Unrrers:ity .. 
74. llobnrry .:Uetlical Department of Central Ten-
uN;sco Co11e,.e. 
75 Nashville Medical College (University of Ten-
ne!;SCC). 
76 Medical dt>partment, Uuixersity of Vermont ... . 
77 Medical <lepartment, University of Virginia ... . 
78 Medicnl <lepnrtment,Gt>orgetown University* .. 
7'J Medical department of Howard University ..... 
~ 
80 Nation:llMe<1ioalColiege (Columbian Un.i>ersity) 
2.-.Eclectic. 
81 I California, lferlical CoUege (Ecl~ctic) 
82 Georgia Eclecti-c M~dieal College .... ........•.. 
83 Bennett College of Eclectic Meilicine and Snr-
ery. 
N"lwillo, Toon .••••••••••••••. , >873 1874 
Nashville, Tenn .••••••••.•••••. 1866 1876 





Washington, D. C .. ••.••.....• --1 1831 1822 
Oakland, CnL.~----~---···------~187811879 
A tlanfu., Go.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 1877 
Chicago, ID. (511-513Statostreet) 1869 1868 
Thomas Menees, M. D., dean .•••••....... 
G. W.Hubbard,M.D., dean ..••••..•...•. 
Duno:ut Eve, M.D., clean ..•••••.•••••.... 
Rev. Matthew Henry Buckham, A.M., D.D 
James F. Harrison, ?If. D., chairman of 
faculty. 
F. A. Ashford, M. D., dean ............... 
William W. Patton, D. D., LL. D., presi-
dent; Thomas B. Hood, M.D., dean. 
A.F.A.King,M.D., dean ...•.•.••...•••. 
10 r····· .,, 141 8 5 29 2 8 
14 .... .. 136 ll9 
(21) 190 13 85 
5 0 52 . ~ ....... 12 
14 0 26 10 6 
9 ··---- 93 .......... 13 
17 0 44 9 8 
10 0 
~I . 13 4 7 61 8 24 
14 ......... 1: ·--~~- 41 9 8 7 
.................... • ••••• 1 •••••• . ....... 
84 In~iann. Eclectic Medical College ..••..••••••••. , Indianapolis, Ind ............... 1 1880 11880 
8~ I Eclect1c Me.d~caJ Colle~ed .••...•••••••.••...••. Des :Moines. , Iowa .••..•.....•... 1 ..•••••••••. 
So EclechcMed1Cal.Colloged ---·················-- Lewiston, Me 
87 American MedioaJ. College...................... St. Louis, Mo 
18 
· is7a ·1· is7a·I·J-~c~b· :s: ·:M~~~~i1; ·p~~;ia"G~i --b~-a~·cc ~:rT ··-a·~-·- ·2 .,. ··i25·1::: :~~ 1 ·-- ·.4o 
trustees. ·1 
Rob.ert Safford Newton, M.D., L. n. c. s., ..•••. 17 153 54 881 Eclectic Medical College of the City of New j New York, N. Y ..•.•..•••••.... 11865 11866 
York. 
89 'United StatesMcdicnlCollege .•••••••••.••..••. Now York, N.Y. (9 E. 12th 1S78 1878 
street). 
90 E"clectie Medical Institute .••..••.••••.••••••••• ! Cincinnati, Ohio .••••••.•••..••. 1845,1843 
3.-Homreopathic. 
91 I Chicago llomreopatbic College .......•... --·····1 Chien-go, Ill ...... ---- .......... ,1876,1876 
92 Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital...... Chicage, Ill. (281~ nnd 2813 Cot- 1855 lff59 
tage Grove avenue). 
Iowa City, Iowa . . 931 Homreopntbic medical department, State Uni-
versitv of Iowa. 
94 Boston University School of Medicine ....••.••. 1 Boston, Mass. (E. Cencord st.) ... I 1869 I 1873 
1877 I 1877 
9~,1 ;llomceoprlthi.c M~dical College (University of I AnnArbor,':Mich .••••••••••.•. .J 187411875 
.f :Michigan). 
96 Homccop!!thic Medical College of Missonri ...•.. 
97 Now York llomroopathic Medical College ..... . 
98 New York Medical College and Hospital fer 
Women. 
St.Lonis,Mo ..••••............. 11857,1858 
New York, N.Y. (cor. 23dstreet 1859 1859 
ancl 3d avenue). 
Now York, N.Y. (213W. 54th st.) 1863 1863 
'\ 
dean. 
Robert A. Gmm, M.D., df\an ..•• · .•••.. ~.... 13 
John M. Scudder, M.D .•••••••••••••••••. . 
R.N. Foster, A.M., M.D .••••••••••••••... 
R. Ludlam, M.D., clean ..••......••.••••• ·. 
J. L. Pickard, LL. D., president; A. C. 
Cowpcrthwnite. Ill. D., Pll. D., dean. 
Rev. William F. Warren, S. T. D., LL.D., 
pres't; I. Tisdale Talbot, Ill. D., dea.n. 
T. P. Wilson, M.D., dean. 
W.A.EdmondR,.A.M.,M.D., dean .••..••. 































*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Formed in 1881 by the union of Cleveland Medical College, in its fortieth sesliion, and the medical department of Wooster University, lin its eighteenth session. 
b Kumuer ofprofcssord onlv. 
c I<'or the winter term; thoro were 77 matriculates for the spring· term. 










































President or de:m. 
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99 I Pulte Medical College* - · l_l_l_i_l_ Cincinnati, Ohio (corner 7th aud 1872 1872 .r. D. Buck, M.D., dean................... 8 2 78 .• •• •• 41 
Mound streets). • 
Hommopn.tbic llo;Spihu College ... ~ ........ _. .• ·· j Cl~veland, 9hio .... ·.: . . _ ......... , 1849 11849 N. Sohncid", M. n., do.'n ••••••• ••• •••••• 18 0 108 ...... 54 100 
101 IlahncmnDD_Medical College ofPhilndelphHl. ... Philadelphia-, Pa. (lOJFJlbcrtst.) 1848. 1848 A.R. Thomas, M.D., de:~.n................ 20 0 _ 145 .••••• 57 
I 
ll.-DEl\"'T.A.L. 
10~ Uental <lcpnrtment (University ofCalifornia-) ... San Francisco, C:J.l .................... 1882 
103 I. nclinnn. Dental College ............... ·: .... ····1 Indian~polis, Ind .•••••.•.. -- .. -~1870 11879 
104 Duntal dopnrtment, Iown. Sta.te Univors1ty ...... Iown.C1ty,Iown. ....................... 1882 
105 Baltimore College ofDont.nl Snrgory ............ Bnltimore, Md .................. 1830 1840 
1'16 l)entnl dopnrbnont of the University of Mary- Baltimore, Md .................. 1807 1882 
laud. 
107 Bo~lon Dental College ......................... . 
lOS Dental School ofHa1;vnrd Univorsit) ......... . . 
100 Don tal Collo~e of tho University of Michigan .. . 
110 ICan!lall City Dontnl College* ...........•....... 
111 ,\ftRsourl Dental Collo):(o ..... . ....... _ ...•...... 
11~ . \\'estern College of Dontnl Surgeons b ......... ~ 
Nl~W Yurl< Collo11:o ofD<'nlistry . .............. .. 
Ohlo Cnlltl~l' of Dout:\l Htrrr!or.v .......•....... -. 
Dl•Jlnl'tnwnt of Deut111tt y, l1ni.'\"OrsiLy of Ponn-
sylvtmln 







1865 1 1866 
11)44 1845 
1878 
1854 I 1855 
C.L.Goddard,A.llf.,D.D.s.,dean........ 171 6 1 23 -~ 0 I 8 
Junius E. Cravens, D.D.s., secret:1ry •••• 6 2 36 .... . . 15 
L. C. Ingersoll, A.M., D.D.s ........................................... . 
R. B. \Vmder, M.D .. D.D.s., dean......... 11 10 89 10 47 
Ferdinand J. S. Gorgas, A. u., M. D., ...... 18 ................. . 
D. D. f'., dran. 




32 Jonathan Taft-, M.D., D.D.s., dean . . .. . . . 8 
John K. Stark, doan.. ........ .... ....... 16 
Henry H. Mudd.,M. D., dean............. 12 
C. W. Spalding, D.D.s., :r.r. n., dean. ...... 7 
Frank A..bbott, M.D., dcnn .. ............. ~ 22 
Henry A. Smith, D. D. B., dean . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Chnl'les .r. Essig, M. D., D. D. s., dean ...... · 6 
7 
0 
3 1···---·------16 6 
6 ···--- J ....... "L •• 
o I 138! 7l 30 6 70 ....... 38 
18 78 ·----- 48 



































111 1 PhUndolphin Dental coue~e ......•.•...••••.•. ·r Philadelphia, Pa ••••••••••••••. -~1863 
118 : Dental dep:u tmC'nt of the Unh·ersity of Tennes- Nashville, Tenn ••••••••••••••.. 1878 
I see. 119 , Dental department of Vanderbilt University ... Nashville, Tenn •••••••••••••••. 1874 
. III.-PIIARMACEUTICAL. 
1?0 I California College of Pharmacy (University of 
California).* 





James E. Garretson, !If. D., D.D.s., dean .. 
Robert Russell, M.D., D.D.s., dean ...... . 
(28) 
71 





122 Louisville College of Pharmacy . ........... .... . 
123 
1
. Class in pharmacy of the medical department 
San Francisco, Cal. (859 Market 1 1872 1 1872 r Emlen Painter, dean ••••••••• -- •.. - .••• "I 41 ... -. "I 4 i 
Chicago, lll. (79 Dearborn street) 1859 1860 N. Gray Bartlett........................ 5 0 168 
Louisville, Ky .................. 1873 1871 Vincent Davis.......................... 3 •••••• 45 ..... . 
New Orleans, La .••.•••••••••••............. Tobias G. Richardson, 111. D., dean ..•.•••..••...••••••.•.... ! ..... . 
of the University of Louisiana. 
1~4 Hnryland Collec:e of Pharmacy ................ . 
1:?5 1 ?.fassachnsetts College of Pharmacy ..•.......•. 
1:?6 1 School of Pharm:wy of the University of Michi-
gan. 
127 , St. Louis College of Pharmncy ................. . 
1 ~8 ! AlbnnyCollegeofPharmacy(UnionUniversity). 
129 1 Colloge ofPh>,mooy ofthe City of Now Y<nck .. 
130 I Cincinnati College of Pharmacy* .••••••.••..••. 
1:11 Philadelphia College of Pharmacy ............ .. 
132
1 
Pittsburgh College of Pharmacy* .............. . 
133 Department of J?harmacy, Vanderbilt Uni-
v~>rsitv.* 
134 I Nationa) College of Pharmacy ................ .. 
Baltimore,Md .•••••••••••••••.. ,1841 1 1841 I Joseph Roberts ......................... , 5 
Boston, Mass·;···· •••••••••••.. 1852 1867 Solomon Carter......................... 4 
Ann Arbor, Mich ..•••••••••••••..... -I 1868 Albert B. Prescott, M.D., dean ..••.•••••• I 13 
St. Louis, Mo ...•.•••.••.•••••.. , 1866 , 1865 1 James M. Good, PH. G., dean ........... _.. 
Albany, N. Y . •. . .• •••••• ••••.•. 1881 1881 Jacob S. Mosher, M. D., PH. D., presi-
dent; Willis G. Tucker, M. D., PH. D., 
secretary. 
New York, N.Y. (209-213 E. 23d 1831 1829 Ewen Mctlltyre, PII. G ••••••••••••••••••• 
street). . 
Cincinnn.ti, Ohio (corner 5th and 1850 1871 H. F. Reum .....••••••••••••••••••••.••. 
.Tohn streets). 
Philadelphia, Pa.... •• .•••••.... 1822 1821 John M. Maisch, PHAR. D., dean ........ . 
Pittsburgh, Pa .................. 1878 1878 George A. Kelly ...............••..•..•. 
Nashville, Tenn ..••..••.••............ 1879 N. T.l..upton, M.D., LL.D., dean.··--:···· 

























































TABLE XIII.- Statistics of aohools of medicine, of dentistry, and _of pharmacy for 1882, tj·c.- Continued. 
Q 0 
Library. Amount of-co ~ ... 
Name. 
1 
I.-MEDICAL .L'<D SURGICAL. 
I.-Regular. 
1 Mctlionl College of Alabama. ..•.••.•••••. 
2 Mcdicnl uepartmcnt of Arkansas Indus· 
hial Unh'·ersit.y. 
3 Cooper Medical Vollege ............... .. 
4 1\tcdical department, Unh·ersity of Cali· 
fomia. 
5 Dcnwr Medical College (University of 
Dt•n"'cr). 
6 Medical tlepnrtmcnt of Yale College ... . 
7 Atlnnta. Mctlicnl Colloge ............... . 
8 Southern Mctlicnl Colle~e .............. . 
D Me<lienl College of Georgia (University 
of Ge01·~in.). 
10 C':licngo Mc<licnl College (Northwest~rn 
Uxti~ersit~·).* 

























0 Q • 
~ ,.s:~ao ~~ 
.s _:g 1=18 .D Q ''"'..0 
Q :a ~-S ~~ s p 
~ 
...... 
;~» '0 ,Ceil p ~ ;:::lal .,..~>-> .... .... .... 
0 0 0 oo ... ... ... QO 
Q Q Q ao,.<:l 
'S 'S ! 
tl!o 
ct>ao 
~~ p p 
tzi tzi ~~ ------------
12 13 14 1~ 
------------
20 500 ................ . . 
20 .... - ...................... . 
20 , ........ , ............... .. 
22 
24 ................ .......... . 




500 I *1, ooo I: ::: : : : : 
5, 000 •••·•••• ...... .. 
30 ........... .............. .. 












































12 RnAh Mt•llicnl Coll('ge ................... ~ 8l 21 ~--···· · • ·····~·~······ ·r 5 b30 13 Worunn'R1tlcdicn1 Volle~e of Chicago... 3 22 .••••••.•••••••..••.•• ·.. 5 20 
If. Qnl·t· tqy Mod ioal College (Chnudock Col- ............ ~ .•.•••••••..••••••..••.••••••• · · ~ ......... . 
h•j:\1). 
15 Modi<'nl Colll'~e ofl•!vnnAvillo ... .•••••. 3 20 ••. . ••. .••. .... ....... 5 25 















Property, income, &c . 
rd Q Q ~~ 1:- p. :a.; ~ ~ a:> ,.<:I 
.e.g 0 0 ~~ p p 
-<il rc rc E-g ao,_. 0 0 I Date of next com· "0«! ... ~00 Qcil ~=~~ ~00 mencement. =~ rc rc zg Ocil .... ~=~ s~=~ 
~-g ~~ o.;:l 8~ 
~<il_ .... ao.E .p 
ao 1=1 ct> :S.s.; <PbiJ ::s s 
=~=~ 0 0 a:> Oct> 'd·r-t ~ 0 g.;::~ p. ~ ~ ._____ ---------
19 ~0 21 22 I 2~ 
$75 I $150,000 I $0 1 .... ····1 $3,500 I March. 














50,000 , ••• ~~~~~~-!-·~-~~~ ·t~ -~·-~~~-1 ~~~~5i. 
25, 000 .. • .. • • • • . .. • .. . .. 5, 000 J February 27~ 
50, 000 0 .. . .. . .. .. • .. . .. March 1. 
75 .I a50, 000 0 9, 9021 March 28. 







~g 1 ...... ~~~-1= ::: ::::::i: :::::: :j .. ~·- ~:~ . 






































18 CentrAl College of Physicians nnd Sur-
geons. 
10 Medical C~llego of Indiana (Butler Uni· 
~crsitv). 
20 Iowa. College of Physicians and Surgeons 
21 Medical department of the State Uni-
~crsity of Iowa. 
22 College of Physicians and Surgeons .... 
23 Hospital College of Medicine (Central 
Univert:.ity). 
24 Kentucky School of Medicine ......... . 
25 Louis~·ille Medicnl College ............. . 
26 Me~1ical dor.artment of the University 
of Louisville. 
27 Medical department of the Universit~ 
of Louisiana. 
28 Medical School of Maine (Bowdoin Col-
lej!e). 
29 Portland School for Medical Instruc-
tion.h ~ 
80 College of Physicians and Surgeons .•.. 
31 School of Medicine (University of Mary-
land). 
32 Woman's Medical College of Baltimore. 
33 College of Physicians and Surgeons .... 
3-l Harvard Medical School (Harvard Uni-
versity). 
35 Department of :Medicine and Surgery 
( Q niversity of Michigan). 
36 Detroit Medical College* .........•...••• 
37 Michigan College of Medicine .....•••••. 
38 :Medical department. of Minnesota Col-
lo(To Hospital. 
39 Mediral School of the University of the 
State of Missouri. 
40 Kansas City Medical College ..........•. 
41 Medical department of the University 
ofK:msas City.* 

























22 400 100 
:w •············ ···· -
~~ 1····aoo "1::::::::1 ..... 25· 
20 , ........ , ........ , ....... . 
20 
20 , ........ , ........ , ....... . 
21 ....................... . 
20 4, 000 ...... - .. -- .... . 
21 1,000 2, 000 1 ..... : •• 























32 ........................... ......... ........ . 
20 .......................... . 
22 
30 , .••.•••. , ........ , ....... . 
31 
37 2,000 ................ .. 
37 .......................... . 
j~g , .... i~fl'""'~;gl"""~~f 
38 300 500 
20 1--······1····---···---·---
26 



























43 St. Joseph :Medical Collegom ....... ····I 31 20 I 200 I 1, 500 1· ...... ·1 5 1 25 
44 :Missomi Medical College . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 3 20 • • • . • • • . . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . 5 25 
-55 c4,000 , .......... , ....... . 2, 226 1 March L 











75 , ..... ---- -'~-- ...... -- -~ -- ... ---~-- .... : - ~ June 28. 75 .. . . . . .. . . .. . • .. .. . . . .. .. .. . 7, 963 March 1. 
85 150, 000 .. .. • .. .. . .. • . . . . . .. .. . . . . March 1. 















0 I 21, 405 I March 28. 
2, 500 140 
01 0 0 0 
228, 588 12, 557 
7, 253 I. July 8. 
1, 200 
24, 000 March. 
March 15. 
1, GOO I ~ay 1. 
2,200 May. 
51,416 June 27. 
June 27. 
~g 1· .. ao:rao·j--· .... · o .,. · ·· ··o· j· ·4:-~oo ·J ~~~~~ ~: 















40 ~- ......... 1 .......... 1 ........ 1 ........ 1 March 1. 
~~ ---~~~-~~~- ........ ~.1:::::::: --~·-~~~- ir~~~'f:~:r· 
* FromReportofthe CommissionerofEducationfor1881. f For the entire course of instruction. 
a Value of buildings and apparatus. g Estimated. 
b Examination fee. h This institution doe!! not confer degrees. 
c Value of apparatus. i For residents of Michigan ; for-non-residouts, matriculation fee $25 and annual tax $35. 
d Each canc1idate for graduation 11 must file a satisfactory certificate of having studied j Obligatory; also l 4 optional. 
medicine for at least three years under a_regnlar graduate or licentiate and prac- k Includes value of hospital property. 
1 titioner of medicine in good standing." l Reported with classical department (Table IX). 
e Including matriculation and dissecting fees. m Formed by the union of St. Joseph Hospital Medical College and the College of 












TABU~ XIII.- Statistics of Bcllools of nwlicine, of ilentisi?'!/1 and of pharmacy fm· 1882, #c.-Continued, 
II) 0 
Library. ~ :.3 
"' : -------0 '0 0 II). 
~ ] 2 ~~ -~ do ,.s p:, :8 II) ·~.c 
~~ :a ~-S Name. jS] a. p. Q 
~~ ·. ~~ "' 8 ........ ~ 0 "' ,Qd ~ h~ ·~II) ~ ~ ..... ,.... 0 ..... ..... ..... ..... "-<...., ~ 0 0 0 0 oo d 
t ~ ... .... c!)O 'a Col II) a:..c:l 
'S .c .c .c <IS<> .~ a E ~ 
<o><n !: .... ..., 






0:;3 ..... d 
• II)~ 
II) b~ .... 
~ ~.s = .c..., :3 Q§ 
<;! ...... "<:~ 



















Property, income, &c. 
II) II) 
I> ~ ::3 
Q Q 
"' >:: "<:1 "C 
8 0 .... 
AtLi P<.,; 
"<:1 s1l ..... = o.g 0.~ 
~"'1-4 
~ II) 
"' s 0 0 a Q 














Date of next com-
mencement. 
--·----~--~--
1 I _u I 
1~ 1 13 1~1-~~--'~:_~--~----- ----·-- --·--·---1--- -----~3 
1;-l-1s ------ -19 28 '21 ~~ 
45 ~t. Louis Collogo of Physicians and k ....... 1 ........ 1 ........ , ........ , ........ , ••• ••• • • , ••••• ••• Snrgcon11. · • 
40 St. Louis Medical College .............. . 
47 Omahn. Medical College ................ . 
48 N ew Hampshire Modienl Institution 
(Dartmouth Colle~e).* 
40 .Albany Medioni College (Union Univt-r-
aity). 
50 Lon~ Island College liospitnl * .... ..... . 
61 Medical department, Umvcrsity of Buf-
falo. 
52 Bolle,ue llospitnl Me<licnl College .... .. 
53 College of Physicians anllSw·geons (Co-
lumbia. ColJcc;e). 
54 Mc<licnl dopnrtmcnt, UniYersity of the 
City of N ow York. 
65 Womnn's Mcli'icnl College of tho New 
York Infirmary. 
56 Collo~o of Mcc1icine of Syracuse Uni-
voNity. 
67 lliollion\ School (Uuivorsity or N'orfu 
Cnroliun.). 
68 Lt·onnnl Mc<licnl School (Shaw Unlvor-
lllty). 
60 Cincmtmtl Coll11~o of Mo<llcino nml Snr-
~t,ry. 
l(l I Mt·tllt•hl <1ultt•j!n orOhln ............... .. 





















200 ....... 0. 












80 ....... .. 



















40 500 150 ......... ......... ...... .. . 
20 100 100 
20 ......... ......... ........ . 








$90 , .......... , .......... , ........ , ........ ~ March 7. 
35 $!>,000 .................. $1,500 March28. 




67, 000 6, 000 335 I 12,000 I March 7. 
···65' i>iio" l···-- · ·-ii ·1:: ::::::1::::::::1 February 27. 
140 1 .......... 1 0 ,. 0 1 41,612 1 March. 
140 cl55,000 .................. dl1,900 
1 
May. 
140 181,500 ............. ........... 18,769 
115 23, 000 . ................ .............. 
f100 25,000 0 0 
2, 208 1 Ma.y 31. 
4, 000 Juno 14. 
(g) . ................ ... .......... ..... .. .... .. . J, 000 
60 35,000 .. ............ ...... ..... ........ 1 .April. 
35, .......... [ .......... , ........ [ ...... .. 
75 .................................. .. 





































G2 Medical department of Western Re-
serve Uuivtlrsity. 
<63 Columbus Medical College ......•...•••. 
tl4 Starling Medical College ... . ........•.•• 
65 Medical department, \Villamette Uni-
>ersity. · 
66 .Jefferson Meclicnl Colle~e ... ........... . 
67 Medical department, Umversity ofPenn-
S)l>nnin. 
68 Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadel-
l)hia . 








:: --~·- ~~~- . -~·- ~~~J ~~::::: 
24 2, 000 1, 000 
20 100 200 
26 0 0 
i22 4, 730 3, 700 200 
43 I 207 I 504 0 























10, ooo 1 
• ••••••••••·•••· ••. • •·5, 000 





. ·aoo: 000 -,~~ --5o:ooo·
1
--a: ooo· l·5o.- ioo· l ~~-~112is .. rune 15. 
k140 l7, 000 0 0 3, 080 March 20. 














71 M01~phis liospital Me~:Ucnl Coll!lgo.: .. . , (m.) I 20 I  I  I 50 I 1 I !'iO I 1 . ROO 1 ________ 1 ___ • __ •• ' !:, GGG 
72 M~fN~;{;!fu!~ment of the Umvors1ty .••.•••..••••••..••. .. .......••..........•••..•. ········1··········--1---······-1----·····-1 ........ 1 ....... . 
73 Mcclical department of Vanderbilt Uni-
Yersity. 
74 Meharry Medical Department of Cen-
tral Tennessee Colle.,.e. 
'75 Nashville Medical College (University 
of Tennessee). 
76 :lleuical U.epartmoot, University of Ver-
mont. 
·'17 Medical department, University of Vir-
ginia. 
78 Medical department, Georgetown Uni-
versity.* 
79 Metlicaluepartmentof Howard Univer-
sity. 
.80 National Medical College (Columbian 
University). 
2.-Eclcctic. 
'81 I California Medical Colle~e (Eclectic) .. . 
82 Georgia Eclectic Mcclical College ...... . 
83 BennettCollo~o of Eclectic Medicine and 
Surgery. 















120 I 1, 200 
(1, 090) 
17 , .••. .• •. , .••..••. , .••••••. 
40 .••••••.•••••••• •••••••• 
32 20 50 1 











1 ········ 1· ··--~- -'1 ······· -1 
5
1 20 0 0 0 ·••••••· 26 .....••. ••···· .••..•.. 5 



















1, 000 60 400 
12, 000 I Fel.ruary 27. 
1 
*12, 000 ••••••••• ·i ....... ~~ k8, 000 I .Juno 25. 
~~: ~ --·-~:~~~- ·······-~ ·1:::::::: ··;,;~· ::::" 
0 100, 000 2, 200 15! 2, 019 March 6. 
60, 100,45 I~ 000 o·l 0 ........ ·1 Mocoh 15. 
n65 7, 000 .• ..._ ••. -~. . • . . . . . . 2, 700 March 8. 120 I 20,000 1 ••••••••• 1·····---~3, 500 I April 26. 
50 75,000 .• W'.. •••. •• • . . ••. 7, 500 March 20. 
40 .......... 1 a, 000 • •.. •.•. 1, 000 Fohmacy 1& 
* From Report of tho Commissioner of Education for 1881. g $87. 50 for the first year and $50 for the second. 
a Also an optional recitation term of 26 weeks. h Final examination fee. 
b For recitation term. i Compulsory; 14voluntary. 
o In 1880. j For the first and second years; for the third, $110. 
d I{eyenuepaid into the col!cge treasury for session ending March, 1880. k For the first and second years; for third $100. 
e In the regular winter ses;;ion; the collegiate year embrac:.os a period of nearly 9 l Vnlue of apparatus. ' 
nto:!ltlHl. m Two courses of lectures. 


















TAnLl~ XIII.-Statistios of schools of medicine, of denti8try, and of pharmacy for 1882, g·c.-Continued. 
~ C) 
;.. :a 
::1 ] 0 




-~~ .s .,;, 
~~ 
C) 
Namo. I ~.e 8 
~Ill ;~ .a h .... 0 
0 p. .... .... .... 
0 0 0 
:l~ ~ .-d g: g: ~n~ 
.,; ~ g ~ ~ :s ~ ~ ~ ~-~ 
~ -~..c 0 0 ..0..,;> ::l ::I ~ 
~ t'.s 4i ..., ~ "'~ -g 'g ..::1 a 
o. e.,. $ . c:>E ]o. ~.n ~,; C)<;j 
~ :e g 1'1 $ tn;.. ::1 P. ":j . '0 .:3 8 
o. ;;h .s ""' _a.;:; e~ '0§ E§ ;..~ 
.... c- """ § <J+" tiJI::l '+-< 8.... ~-.... 
~ ~ I al ~ ~~ ~ ~ -~ ~ C: ~ ': zsB 
..c ..c ~ ..c ~ ~ -~ ::~ § ::1 "' r.o ::~ s .e- s a, 
§ ~ § § t ~ ~ ] § 1n ~ .s s 8 ~ ~ ~ z z z z ~..::1 ~ C!:l <j p.. <1 ~ p:j 
85 Eolooti' Modi"l C:,,,, (Town) •... . . . .~~. . .~~. J. ~
3 
·l· ~~. . ~~. ~ . ~~. . .... ~~ ......... ~. . ... ·~.. . ~··j· ~~. 
80 Eclectic 1\!:l'lli<•nl Collel!o (Maine) a .......•..... ........ 1 ....................... ............ ..... ..................... ........ ........ ... ....... . 
87 4mori~·nn M.o!licnlCollrgo ........ _...... 3 42 100 I 10 0 ..... ... J $25 b$100 .----;---.. ......... . $0 $6,000 
88 'E~~~~~y,~~~hcnl Colle go of the C1ty of 3 2o 1, 300 500 200 
1 
$5 30 50 1 $4o, d'oo .................. , 9, 000 
~g I r~~~~ncs~~~~~~ct~~Nt~f!1.~~~: ::::::::: 
3.- IIoma'opathic. 
01 Ch icn(::o llomreopnl hie Collcj!o .......... 
2 llabnt•mann llc<licnl College nnd llos· 
pita!. 
93 lit>mu•o,mthicmrdical department, State 
U oi \' Cl'<~ity of Iowl\. 
04: Boston Unhon-1ity School ot Medicine .. 
DS llomwo~1nthio Mc!lical Col...GgO (Univer-
sit,· or hlicbi~u). 
00 llomll'opnthic edirnl College of M.is-
aonri. 
07 N~w York IIomwopnthio Mc{lical Col-
lo~o. 
OS New Yotlt Mollicnl College nnd Hospi-











22 1 • .. • • • • • I • • • .. ' • ' 1 " .. • • • • 
40 
~~ · · 40' ·1· ~. ·~~ 1= = :::::: 
20 300 .. -. -- . . 20 
35 *1,800 *500 ........ 
36 (g) .. ......... ..._ ... . ..... .... 
2.0 ........ , ..... ............... ............... 
22 0 0 0 




























c1,600 ~-------- .. ~ ------ .. 1 3,197 
so, 000 $0 .. -.. . .. 30, 000 
50,000 0 0 5, 000 
75,000 ............... .......... 17, 500 
.................. ............... ............. *1, 000 
*110, 000 .............. ............... .............. 
(g) (g) ............ ---··--· 
.......... .... ....... .................. ............... _ 2, ~00 
.. ......... ....... .. ..................... .............. ............... 
.. ............... ............... .............. *2, 100 














........ M:ll'ch 1. 





































102 Dentn.l department (Uni"ersity ofCali- 2 20 20 40 20 5 30 130 cl, 500 4, 240 No>emberL 
fomin). 
103 Indinni\DentalColloge .... , ..... . ...... , 1-2, 20 , ........ , ........ , ........ , 51 25i 951 i1,500 , .......... 1.: ...... , 4 513 
104 DenW department, Iowa State Univer- ........................................................ .. v .. ·-· ............ ·----- ............... .' .•... 
March 7. 
sity. 
105 Bnltiruore College of Dental Surgerv .... 
106 Dentn.l department of the University of 
Maryland. 
107 Boston DeutaJ College ................ .. 
108 Dental School of Harvard University .. . 
1.09 Dental College of tho University of 
1\Iichigun. 
110 Kansas City Dental College" ..........•. 
111 Missouri Dental College .........••..... 
112 Western College of Dental Surgeons} .. ; 
113 New York College of Dentistry ......... 
114 Ohio College of Dental Surgery •........ 
115 Dep:u1:ment of dentistry, University of 
I 
Pennsylvania. 
116 Pel:lnsylTa.J?iu. College .?f Dental Surgery. 
117 Plilladelpluu. Denta11.Jollege ....... .. .. . 
118 Dental department of the University 
of Tenncasee. 
119 I Dental department of Vanderbilt Uni-
versity. · 
ill.-PBARMACEUTICAL. 











22 0 ......... ........ . 
22 ......... ......... ........ . 
32 04 125 , ___ ..... 
40 , ........ , ........ , ...... .. 
23 





2 1 ........ 1 4, 000 ................ . 
2 221 ...................... .. 
2 21 . -- . ' ....... -- ........ .. 
2 21 2, QOO 1, 000 3 
2 211. ..................... .. 



























10,000 , ....... ···•· ....... 
8, OOQ 
. .. ~i,' 000 'I:::::::::: 1:::::::: 
··-is· iiao·l···-···--·
1 


























8, 000 1 Marcl1 2. 
·--50; iioo· ........ o ....... o. "2,'7oii February 21. 





>ersity of California).* 
121 Chicago College ofPharmacy ......... .. 
122 Louis nile College of Pharmacy ........ . 









l3,000 ~--···--'"1"-~---·11,480 I November. 
3, 000 300 12 .. . .. .. . March. 
7, 000 ................... , 1, 700 March. 
..................................... March 28. 
ment of tlle University ef Louisiana. 
124 Maryland College of Pharmacy .... . ..•. 
125 Massachusetts College of Pharmacy .•.. 
126 School of Pharmacy of the University 
I 
of Michiuan. 
127 St. r.ouis 6'ollege of Pharm<lCy.-- .... -- "I 
128 .Albany College of Pharmacy (Union 
University). 




















22, ........ 1"""""""'1"""'"""' 20 ...................... .. 
22 1,145 700 100 
*From Report of t.he Commissioner of Eancation for 1881. 
aFa.>oret by the National Eclectic, Medical Association, but not formally recog· 
nized up to the close of the year 1882. 
binclll(leR matriculation and clemonstrator's ticket. 
c Value of apparatus. 
dFor full courso. 
1 Final examination fee. 













. . . . 5; ooo T ... aiio. 
(g) I (g) 
4, 000 I Marcb . 
5. 000 Apl'il27. 
(g) June 28. 
4 1 51 36-621 c3,500 1 ........... 1 ........ 1 4,500 I ::\{arch. 3 10 30 ............................ , 888 February 27. 
0 10 50 71, 000 1, 500 60 15, 000 March 2. 
gReported with classica;l department (Table' IX). 
h Matriculation f-ee $10 ancl annual tax $25 to residents of Mio:higan; to 
non-I;esidents. m~riculation fee $25 and annual tax:$35. 
i Value of apparatus ancl furniture. 
j Suspended for one year-; figures are for the year 1881. 
k For the course, including demonstrator's ticket. 
l Value of groumls and apparatus. 


















TAnLE XIII.- Statistics of schools of medicine, of dentist1·y, and of pharmac.lf jo1· 1882, <Jc.- Continued. 
Amount of- Property, income, &c. 
N"amo. 
~ ~ ~ 
0 ~ (.) 
:::1 ~ 
.E rD 





.... 0 .... 
10 0 







<1i ..2 .s,g 
Q ..c:l t:.s a P< ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
1>- P< 
..... Q) d 
.-<p.. 0 .... .... ~'0 :+3 0 0 "' ~ J.< <l>O 'i3 Ql "'..c:l 






~ .:l~ ~ 
~ ,;, Q) al 
...... 
t> t> ojQ) "' . _, ~ai :+3 :+3 O,.c:l ;:., .... all'~ ..:=>E 0 0 ..,o 0 d p 
0'"' -ol ~ 't:S "'-o ~~ "'" 0 0 ~~=~ I Date of next com-
Q).E 
'Ool ... ~..; Q)«l <15 I'IP< ~=><a; menceruent. 
~ r;~ PI='< "0 s"g ..:::= O«l .... = ...:>o = ..c:l""' ~ o~ ..,. ~~ ~~ 
~ 
0~ ~~ 
~~ ~ Q) ~~ 
::sE alar p a .S<S.,; 
~ 
dbfj 0 cDOcD =Ill ~~ s 0 a;~~ ... 1'1 ~ ·r-4 0 
r.!:l ~ p. ~ ~ ~ H 
---- ,---
1 11 1~ 13 14 15 16 1,. I 18 19 
1 1---1---1---~---~---1---1 , ____ _ 
-,-1-· -I 20 ~· I 2~ 23 
--------,--130 Cincinnati College of Pharmacy* ..•••.. 
131 Philadrlphia. College of Pharmacy ..... . 
132 Pittsburgh Collo~e of Pharmncv* ...... . 
133 D~pnrtmcut of pharmacy, Vanderbilt 
Uni\·orsity.* 











450 800 25 











$30 a$1, ooo $0 $2, 600 March 8. 
36 75, 000 $0 0 ........ 
1 
March 16. 
36 a200 0 0 1,100 
50 (b) ........ February 21. 
48 c2, 500 0 0 1, 951 
*!<'rom Report of tho Comm issloner of Education for 1881. 
a Value of apparatus. 
b RE-ported with classical department (see Table IX). 
c Value of apparatus and furniture. 
TABLE XIII. -Memoranda. 
Name. Location. )'-
Co~swell Dental Colloge ..... --·- .. -- ... ------ ................... ---·-· ..... --. San Francisco, Cal. 
\Vomnn's Medical College of tho Pacific Coast.. . . .. .. .. • . .. . • • • .. . . • . . . . . • . . . . . San Francisco, Cal. 
Savannah Me<llcnl Colle~e ......... ---··-··---------------------- -----·· ....... Savannah, Ga. .... . 
Dontulllepartmont of tho College of Physicians and Surgeons of Boston........ Boston, Mass ...•. 
st : JO!I(IJlh lTospltnl Medical Colll'~e . ..... . ......... : .......................... St. Joseph, Mo .••. 
St. Loul11 Collogo oC liomooopatWo Physicians and Surgeons ..• -··--······:···· St. Louis, Mo:-··-· 
Rnleigl1, N. C .... .. 
Richmond, Va. .. .. 
Remarks. 
Does not exist. See dental department, University of California. 
No information received. 
Suspended. 
Not organized beyond the first year, and further organization postponed 
for the present. 
Closed. 
Succeeded at close of session 1881-'82 by Homooopatbic Medical Collc-ge of 
Missouri. 
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TABLE XIV.-Sumrnm·y of examinations for admission to the United States Military 
and Naval .d.cadernies for the year 1882. 
States and Terri-
tories. 
:MILITAUY ACADEUY. NAVAL ACADEMY. 
Number rrjecte<l. Number rejected. 
On what accotlnt. On what account. 
ro rn 
~ For deficiency in- $ For deficiency in-
""' -d t> ~ 'Cl i- 1--------
;a_s :;1. ;a_s :;1 1!. I 
fJ ~ ~ ~- § ~ ~ 0 
~ ~ ;a "g~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;8 "g~ ~ ~ ~ ti 
~ ~ 5 ~:0 ~~ s 1 .. ~ ~ ~ ~ bt ~~ s 1 ~ t> 
J5 .0 ....< 'Cil '""' :§ ~ .q ~ ~ 0 ,0 J5 ~ ·::;; ~ ~ ~ ... Q, ~ 0 
~ § ~ ~ i ~  :S "5 go ~ ~ ~ ~ o .t' ~ ~ :S "5 ~ ~ ~ 
_______ ,_z_ ,_:z;_ ~ =-~~- _:_ ~..!.. ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ _:_ ..!....!.. ~ 
.Alabama ............. 4 3 1 .... 1 1 ............ 1 0 1 ...... 1 ........ 1 1 .. 
Arkansas .. . .. .. .. .. . 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8~~~~:g~~~::::::::~~: ~ ~ ~ :: :: :::: :T :::: :::::::: .. ~- .. ~. :::: :::: :: :::::::: :::::::: :: 
Connecticut • • • .. . .. . 3 2 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 1 1 1 .................. .. 
Delaware .. . .. . • .. . .. 1 0 1 1 .. .. 1 1 .......................... .. 
Florida .. .. • • • . . .. . .. 2 1 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 1 .. 
Georgia.............. 6 3 3 .. 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 "2' "i' :: "i' .... "i ' .. i. 
Dlinois .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 7 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 1 . . .. 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 
Indiana.............. 9 4 5 1 .. 1 3 2 6 5 1 1 1 1 1 .. 
Iowa................. 3 3 0 .. .. .... ... . .... .... .... 3 0 3 2 .. 1 .... .... 1 .. 
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 ...................• 
Kentucky ........... 10 8 2 :: "i "i" "2' :::: ........ 10 5 bG 3 .. 1 1 1 1 .. 
Louisiana.... . .. • • • . . 4 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 .. 
Maine............... 2 2 0 .. .. .... .... .... .... .... 1 1 ...................... .... .. 
Maryland ............ 7 4 3 1 3 .... 1 .... 1 1 .............. ........ ... . .. 
Massachusetts....... 2 2 0 .. .. .... .... .... .... .... 5 ................. . ........ .. 
Michigan .. .. . .. .. . .. 5 4 1 1 .. .. .. .. • . . .. . .. .. . .. . 1 0 1 .. .. .. 1 1 1 l .. 
Minnesota . .. . .. . . . .. 2 o . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . 21 0 2 . .. - .. 2 :.! 2 1 · · 
Mississirpi . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 o . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
i:~~~~~~:::~:::::::: ~ ~ ~ :: :: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: : :~: ::~: ::~ : :::: :: ::~: ::~ :: :~: : :~ : :: 
New Hampshire.. ... 0 0 0 .. .. .... .... .... .... .... . ..................... --· · -··· -· 
















2 1 .. .... 1 .... --
New York ........... 24 17 7 4 1 .. 1 1 1 .. 
~bl;~-~~~~0•1~~~-:::::: ~I ~ ~ ~ ~ "i' i "3" .. 7 ... 4 ... 3. :::::: .............. 3. :: 
Oregon .... . . . . . . . . • . . 1 1 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . - - ....... - -. -- .. -.- . -.. . -- -· · · ·- · · 
Pennsylvania ........ 16 12 4 1 4 12 7 1 .. 6 3 .. 
Rbodo I sland . . . . . . . . 1 1 o . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . ............. -...... - -... -. -. ---- --
South Carolina .... .. 2 1 1 1 .. .. .. .. . .. . 3 o a 1 .. . .. . 1 1 .. 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . 10 3 7 6 2 1 a 2 1 1 1 ......... . 
Texas................ 4 4 0 .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 5 2 3 .. .. .. .. .. 3 1 .. 
Vermont .. ·........... 1 1 0 .. .. .... .... .... . ... .... 3 1 2 1 .. 1 1 1 .. 
Virginia .. .. .. .. .. . .. 4 3 1 1 .. .. 1 . .. . 2 2 ..................... . .... .. 
West Virginia .. . • .. . 2 2 o .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. 5 1 4 1 .. .. .. 3 1 .... .. 
Wisconsin .. .. • • .. .. . 4 3 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 7 4 3 1 .. .. .. 2 ........ .. 
Arizona...... .. .. . .. . 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 2 1 1 . .. . .. . .. . 1 1 ..... . 
Dakota . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .•................ -.- -... -.. - · ·- · ·-
District of Columbia.. 1 1 0 ...................... .. 
li~~u:~~:::::::~:~:: : ~ ~ ~ .......... i. :::: '"i" :::: ._·:_1_:._· -_·._·1_:_: _:_:-_:_: _:_:·_:_: _:_: -_:_:_:_: -_:_:_:-_: ·_:._:_:_l_·:_·._:_: _:_: 
Now Mexico......... 0 0 0 ...................... .. 
Utah . .... .. ....... o o o .................................... ...................... .. 
Washington ......... 0 0 0 .......................................................... .. 
~~~~~-~~::::::::::: ~ ~ ~ :: :: --~- :::: :::: :::: :::: --~---~-1:::: :::: :: :::: ::::1:::: :::: :: 
.At large ............. 10 6 4 2 3 .................. ................. •· 
Total .. -...... . ,183m 54 3f218 391oT2617 1ru 6o,b55,-i5 ~,16 34 24f22 1~ 
aN ot examined in this branch. b Includes 1 withdrawn. 
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TABLE XV.-PART l.-Deg1·ees conferred in 1882 by universities, colleges, scientific 
fThe following are the e:oqllanat.ions of abbreviations used in Part 1 of this table: L. B., Bachelor of 
flf Science; B. C. E., Bachelor of Civil Engineering; C. E , Civil Engineer; B. Agr., Bachelor of AjV'i 
Mining Engineer; D. E., Dynamic Engineer; B. Arch., Bachelor ofArchitecture; Ph. B., Bachelor of 
D.B., Bachelor of Divinity; D. D., Doctor of Divinity; M.D., Doctor of Medicine; D.D.S., Doctor of 
NOTE.-0 shows that no degrees were 
.All classes. 
All degrees. 
Institutions and locations. 
P:i 
~ 









1-1 ~ ~ 
-
1 !I 3 4 
1 Agricultural and Mechanical College, Auburn, Ala....... . • . . 12 
2 HOward College, Marion, Ala ........................ - · • ·••••• 7 
Letters . 
u.l .. "' 
---1--
r 
g & 0 ~ ~ r... ... ce c:: 
;::l .... p r... 
0 0 0 0 





H ~ ~ 
- - - -
~ 6 ,. s 
- - -
4 ........... . 
5 
4 3 Spring Hill College, near Mobile, Ala........................ 8 
4 UniversityofAlabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala ................... ~ . a15 .............. ··•· ...... .. 
5 Arkansas College, Batesville, Ark........................... 6 0 .... 6 .......... .. 
6 CaneHill College, Boonesborough,Ark ...................... 1 ......................... . 
7 Arkansas Industrial Universityi Fayetteville, Ark........ ... 20 2 13 .... .... 1 
8 University of California, Berke e~ Cal...................... 99 6 .... 2 .. .. 
9 Pierce Christian College, College l..iit.y, Cal................... 1 ......................... . 
10 St. Ignatius College, San Francisco, Cal...................... 9 4 .. ... -- · · .. . 
11 St. M~ry's College, San Francisco, Cal .. .. • .. •• • • . .. .. .. .. .. . 14 l 0 2 .. .. 
12 Santa Clara Colrege, Santa Clara, Cal........................ 8 2 .......... .. 
13 U Diversity of the Pacific, Santa Clara, Cal................... 14 1 . .. . 4 6 
14 Pacific Methodist College, Santa Rosa., Cal................... 8 1 .. . . 1 3 · · · · 
15 Hesperian College, Woodland, Cal............................ 2 ................ - · 1 · .. · 
16 University of Denver, Denver, Colo......................... 5 0 ................... . 
17 State School of Mines, Golden, Colo.......................... .. .. .. 1 ...... - . . ......... · · 
18 Trinity College, Hartford, Conn .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. 23 12 .. .. 17 8 5 2 
19 Storrs Agricultural School, Mansfield, Conn .. .. .. . • .. .... .. . 6 ........ -. · .. · 
20 Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.................... 46 .... ii. :::: ·21 .... 25 4 
21 YaleCollegoiNew:Haven,Conn .............................. 221 4 .... 119 .... 4 2 
22 Delaware Co lege, N11wark, Del.............................. 9 2 /4 .... .... .... 2 
23 University of Georgia, Athena, Ga ........................... g36 • . . ............... . 
24 Atlanta University, Atlanta, Ga............................. 2 ::.::. :::. 2 .... ·--· ... . 
25 Mercer University.z.Jdacon, Ga............................... 18 .......... 18 ........... . 
26 Pio Nono College, .M.acon, Ga................................. 2 ...... .... .... ... 2 ... . 




-· •·•••••• .·:.·: :::: "2 
28 Abin~don College, Abingdon, ill............................. 5 
29 Hedding College, Abingdon, Ill ........................ +.... 18 4 .. • . 2 .. -. 2 ~ 
30 Illinois Wesl~ya.n University, Bloomington, ill.............. . 37 1 .... 3 ... m10 .. .. 
31 St. Via.teur's College, Bourbonnais Grove, Ill................ 8 3 5 .. .. 
32 Blackburn University, Carlinville, Ill........................ 12 2 .... 3 .......... .. 
33 St.Igna.tiua College, Chicago, Ill............................. 4 4 ......... .. 
34 Univeraity of Chicago, Chicago, ill........................... 22 4 .... 13 8 1 
35 EUl'ekaCollegc,Enreka,m ..... ~--------··--·-- ............. 6 4 ... . 1 ... . 
36 Northwestern University, Evanston, ill...................... 78 4 /2 13 .... 12 1 
37 Ewing College, Ewing, ill.................................... :J ........................ . 
38 Knox College, Galesburg, DL................................ 14 8 . - ...... · .. · 
30 Lombard UDiversity, Galesburgi ill.......................... 6 1 1 .... 1 .. · 
40 Tilinois Colle~, Jacksonville,ll ............................. j8 2 ................ ··.· · 
n LakoForstUniversity,La.keForeat,lli .................... 6 2 --~· ~ ::::--0· ~ 42 M Kendr e College, Lebanon,lll............................. 35 5 
43 :Lincoln University, Lincoln, m.............................. 11 1 ............ f"1 ... . 
44 Monmouth oil ge, Monmouth, Ill............................ 21 a 12 :: .. .... ··· · 
45 Mt. Morrill Coli ge, Mt. Morris, Dl... .... .. .... • .. ... • .. .. • .. 11 2 .... ·- .. · • · · 
46 Torthwe tern College, Nap rvillo, lll........................ 8 ...... a5 1 ........ ··· · 
47 haddock Coil _ge, Quincyr;u................. ... ........... 10 3 3 .... .... 2 
4: Au u tana. 'ollcgURock land, Ill......................... t13 ~ :::: .. 7. :::::::: --i· to ~~-1eind~Ji 't uPJ~r ~l~~u~£a~a:ni:::::::::::::::::::: u~ 0 9 1 ........... . 
aTh . e nr d gr confcrr din tb law depart. gNo report of d grc conferred on stud nts in 
m n poly i no r port of tho e conferred in Franklin oilege. 
:oll nnto a partmf'nt. h "Bachelor of ch mien! science." 
II Tn~lu'l 1 honor r.v ~~ gr. or . D. ,; "Bnch lor of en~n rill g." 
e ITono ry d gr · of D$llnf' r of min a " j Degre not Rp c16ed. 
dTh "bn b lor of 'lcr•l th ology:" kTwo ar "mat r of En~li b litera ute" and 3 
eln 1 11~ 5 "mn t or la e." are "mietre s of English liternture." 
I" :B c lor or lit rntUio." 
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and other professional schools, and by schools for the superior inst1·twtion of women. 
Letters· A.. B., Bachelor of Arts; A.M., Master of Arts; Sc. B., Bachelor of Scie:rtee; Sc. M., "Master 
cnlt.uro; B. M. E., Bachelor of M~ning: Engineering; M. E., Mining ~ngineer; C. & M. E., Civil and 
Pbilosoplrv; Ph. D., Doctor of Philosophy; Mus. B., Bachelor of:Mns1c; Mus. Doc. , Doctor of Music; 
Dental t~ui-gery; Ph. G., Graduat0 inPharm:w-y; LL.B., Bachelor of Laws; LL.D., Doctor of L&ws.] . 
conferred; .... indicates none returned. 
Science. Philosophy. 
So. B. Sc. M. M M Ph. B. Ph. D. 
____ o ~ ----
Art. Theol-ogy. Medicine. Law. 
~ ~ rxi 8 
rxlf1M.g~ ~A rJ.i A 
o ~ ~ ~ ~ rxi ~ ~ ~ A A A ~ j ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 A ~ ~ A A ~ A ~ H H 
~ ~ g & t :g" ~ ($ ~ ~ g & ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ 
,_. d ;..... ee '"'" ~ J..f ~ ~ ~ ~ ce ....,. ~ ~ ce ~ ce ~ ~ ~ J..l ce 1 
8 gig g 8 8 8 8 g g 8 ~ 8 g g ~ g 8 ~ g 8 § ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .:1 ~ ~ ~ 
9 10
1
11 1,.l13 14l1 ~ 16117 lS 19 ,.o ,.1 ,.,. ,.3 ,.,. 2~ !J6 ,.7 '~;,; 30 31 
1 ....... -.. 4 2 . 1 .. -.' ............................ ---. .. • . 1 .. .. . • .. . • .. .. .. 2 
2 .................................................................................... .. 
4 ..... .... ................. .................................. ., .................... .. .. 





............. ............... ..................................................... ··-· .... 5 
... ... . .. .... 1 .................................................... ---- .... .... .... .... 6 
..................................................................... b6 ............ 1 7 
• .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 32 ... . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15 8 .. .. 36 ... - 8 
...... 1 ........................................................ ---- ................ ·-·· 9 
5 ...................................................................................... 10 
2 - ..................... ... - ........ - ................................... --.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 11 
5 ... 1 .... ---· ........................ --·· ............................................ 12 
i 'i' 'i' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~ :::: :::: :::: --~- :::: :::: .. :. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: i! 
. ~. ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: ~ :::: :::: ~::: :::: :::: --5. :::: :::: :::: :::: ~~ 
..................... c1 .. .............................................................. 17 
1 .............. . .............................................. l ................ 1 18 
6 .......... · ............................................................................ 19 
...... ··- ........................................................ 2 .................... 20 
.. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . • • . .. • . .. .. .. .. 36 .. . . 2 ............ d32 1 2 . • .. .. .. e26 1 21 
5 ...................................................................................... 22 




























... ~ . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ......... -... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. -.. . . . . .. -- .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . -.... .. ..... 
....... . -·· .......... ........................ ...... ..... ................................................. .. ..................................... . 
::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::: ·-r :::: :::: :::::::: :::: 
'4' ::: '5' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: "4' :::: "ii' :::: :::: :::: :::: "i' :::: :::: :::: :::: "i' 
3 . .. 2 ............................ n2 .... n2 .. .. .. .. • • • • .. .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. •. 15 .. .. 
·7· ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --i- :::: :::: · o2. ·-r :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
·i· ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::· :::: ::::::::··a·:::::::::::::::::::: l :: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: : :~: :::: : ~~ ::: :~: :::: :::: ::! : ~~~: :::: :::: :::: ::~ 
3 :: : .i. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ·-r :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
~: : ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --2. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: i :::: :::: :::: :::: .. ~-
14 ... 4 1 . ... ---- ........... ---- •.•. .••. .••. .... .... .... .... 1 .... .... .... 6 ] 
'9' ::: ::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: --~ - :::: :::: :::::::::::: :::: ~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
2 ... ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 7 ................................ ···- ........... . 
2 ..................................... --·· ........................................... . 
5 -- - ....... ---- ---- .... .... .... .... 1 .... .... .... .... .... .... 1 .... .... .... 1 . .•. 1 
............................................................. o9 ...................... .. 
i~- ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --~- :::: :: :: :::: :::: :::: --~- --~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
~"Master of philosophy." rincln<les 1 "mistress of liberal arts." 
mSeven in cours~ nml 3 on examination. a '' Lrmreate of English literntnre." 
nConferred on examination. tNine are graduates in theolocry and 4 degrees n~t 
oGraduates in tb_eology. specified. "' 
p !~eludes 2 hosp1tnl g~nduates. . J t£IncludM 11 "full certificates," given to special 
qD1plomaa qn ~mplet10n. of mns1cal courue • . _. tudents. 
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TABLE XV.-PART 1.-Degrees conje!·rccl in 
NOTE.-0 shows that no degrees were 
All classes. Letters. 
All degrees. 
Institutions and locations. 
1 j ! j 11  j 
---;- --;-~ a J-;--;-; 
1--------------------1------~---
1 
51 Westfield College, Westfield, Til............................. 5 .................. 2 .. .. 
52 Wheaton College, Wheaton,Ill............................... 9 1 a5 ........ 3 .. .. 
53 Indiana.University,Bloomin~ton,Ind ........................ 28 9 15 ........... . 
54 WabnshCollege, Cra.wfol·dsville,Ind......................... 14 10 .......... .. 
55 FranklinCol:lege, Franklin, Ind.............................. 6 0 .... 2 .... 3 ... . 
56 India.naAsburyUniversity,Greencastle,lnd ................ 48 8 .... 33 9 2 
57 Hanover College, Hanover, Ind .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. 5 14 .. . . 2 9 
58 Hartsville University, Hart~villA, Ind....................... 3 .................. 1 .. .. 
59 Butler University, Irvington, Ina............................ 85 6 .... 4 ........ 4 
60 Purdue University, LaFayette, Ind.......................... 10 ........................ .. 
61 Union Christian College, Merom, Ind........................ 0 
62 Moore's Hill College, Moore's Hill, Ind....................... 11 .... 0. :::: --3· .... "i' :::: 
63 U niversitv of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 6 4 .. . . 3 3 
64 Earlhambollege,Richmond,Ind ... .......................... 3 1 .... 2 ........ 1 
65 RidgevilleCollege, Ridgeville,Ind ............................ 3 .......... 1 .......... .. 
66 Iowa State Agricultural College, Ames, Iowa................ 25 0 ................... . 
67 Amity College, College Springs, Iowa .................. . . • • • . 10 4 
68 Griswold College, Davenport, Iowa ...... ············. ....... 5 .... 4. ···· :::: :::: .. i ... i.l 
69 Norwegian Luther School, Decorah , Iowa.................... 11 0 11 
70 Drake Universicy-, Des Moines, Iowa......................... /4 . ... 
4 
.. :_:_:_:_ -.·.·.·. :_:_:_:_ -.--.· -_._: :_._·:_._· 
71 Parsons College, Fairfield, Iowa.. . . . . . .. • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . .. . .. 0 












_·_·· .. · .--.·.·. __ 1 __ 
73 Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . • • . . .. .. .. .. . . .. 30 
74 StateUniversityofiowa,IowaCity,IO>Wa ................... 233 1 .... 20 .......... .. 
75 German College, Mount Pleasant, Iowa...................... 2 1 ........... . 
76 Iowa Wesleyan Unh·ersity, Mount Pleasant, Iowa........... 28 4 .... 7 ........ 2 
77 Cornell Collej?;e, Mount Vernon, Iowa........................ h38 2 .... 5 .......... . 
78 Oskaloosa College, Oskaloosa, Iowa.......................... 6 2 .... 1 .. .. 
79 Penn Colle~e. Oskaloosa, Iowa .. ............................. 13 0 .... 6 .... 2 .... , 
80 Central Umversity of Iowa, Pella, Iowa..................... 1 2 .... 1 ...... ...... 
1 
81 Tabor College, Tabor, Iowa.................................. 2 .... 2. :::: --~- :::: "2' :::: ~~ ~etterngoi!e~o,Ifoledl:tib:vo. ... K.......................... ~ I , 
84 Baker University, Baldwin City, Kans....................... 3 . ene c s o ege, c 1son, ans........ .............. --·-~-- _···:·:·: .:.:·· .. ·. _:·_-_:_: ::
8




85 Hi~blantl University, Highland, Kans........................ 8 
86 UniversityofKansas,La.wrence,Kans ...................... 21 ...... j4 7 ....... ... .. 
87 Lane University, Lecompton, Kane.......................... 4 ........................ .. 
88 Kansas tate Agricn!tnro.l College, Manhattan, Kans........ 11 0 . ... .... .... 2 .. .. 
80 Ottawa University, Ottawa, Kans............................ 0 ..... ................... .. 
90 t. Ma.ry's College, St. Mary's, Kans......................... 3 
91 'Vasboorn College, 'l'opcka, Kans............................ 3 
92 t. Joseph 's College, Bardstown, Ky......................... 1 
93 ~erl~ Colle_1Ze, Barca.,_ ~y .................................... ·I 4 
94 c1 1nn ollego. Cemlian, Ky................................ 4 
~ Een_tr Co~I)Y· DaEvil~e, KY-:,;..---------····················· 17 
97 
mm nee o og , mmenc , ..:..y ...... .... .................. 10 
98 
KentuckyMilitnrvin titute, Farmdalo~....Ky................. 19 
""" Rout.h Kentucky oil go, Jiopkinsvillc, 1\.V ...... ............ 5 








~ ntucky oi'\"rr11ity, L xington, Ky .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 
~~~.ktt:v~lu !tical nntl Busine s ollege, North Middle- 11 
Ken~nlkv·f . l_y:m _o11 " , illersburg, Ky............... 5 
,enh~~ cou ~er Ji~· H1\~Wonll. _Ky......... ................. 4~ 
Lo?i I na.. t-;.t' "niv r ityautf.A"g~f~uit~ai~ndM-~chMlC~- 2 
Colloi: , Bakm Roug , La. 
n Th• r L.A. {laur te in nrta) 
b ·• o ter of philo ophy." · 
nt n ar nd cun m 1l !,'T 
0 ... . 3 .......... .. 
0 .. .. 1 .... 1 .. .. 
::::~: ~~~~ ·x ~~~~ ::~l ~~ ~ 
................. . G .. . 
1kl 7 .... 3 .. .. 
----~- :::: .. 3. ::::::::::: I 
0 .... 3 .... 1 ....... , 
9 1 .......... .. 
0 3 .... 1 ...... .. 
3 2 .......... .. , 
0 5 .... 1 .. .. 
0 2 ........... . , 
h mist"). 
chool only. 
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188~ by ltnive-l'sities, colleges, qoc.-Continued. 
conferred; .... indicates none r·eturned. 
Science. Philosophy. Art. 
Theol-
ogy. Medicine. Law. 
3 ........................... :~ ............................................. ............ 51 
'3' ::: 'i' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: .. :. :::: :::: .. :. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: t~ 
4 .......................................... ---· .... ---- .......................... ; ..... 54 
1 ... ......... .................. ---· ........................................ ---· ........ 55 
.. . ... ... 1 .... .... .... .... .... .... 6 ........ '1 .... .... .... 3 .... .... .... .... 1 56 
3 ... ... .... ... . .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... •••• .... .... ... . 3 .... .... .... .... 2 57 
1 .. . 1 ............. ; ...................... -··· ........ ---· ........................... 58 
1 ... ... 1 .... .... .... .... .... .... 2 ........ b1 ................ c18 ................ 59 
dlO ................................................................... : .................. 60 
·:,· .............. ---· ............................ --·· ................ .................. .. 
2 ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: : ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: :· .. i ... i. 
i ::: "i' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
23 1 .... 1 .............................................. ........ ......... . 
6 
--~ - ::: ::: ~::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :~~- --~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
............................................. ··-· ................ :::: :::: :::: :::: "4' :::: 
'2' ::: ::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ·-z-1:::: :::: .. :. :::: :::: :::: i :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
3 .......... ... ............... .... ................ . . --·- .... ... . 2 ................... . 
~ .......... --~· :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: .. ::. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: -~:. :::: :::. ~~: ... :. 
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6 ... ... ..•. .••. .... .... .•.. .••. .••. .... .••. .••. .... .... ..•. .... 1 .................... 231 
.. . .•. ... .••. .• •. .••• .•.. .••. .... .••. •••. .... ••.. .... ..•. .••. 9 ........................ 232 
........................................................................................ 233 
6 ...................................................... ···- ............................ 234 
5 .•. ••. . ••• .... •••• •••• .••. •••• •••• •••• •••• .••• .... •••• •••• •••• 2 .................... 235 
3 ... •.• .... . . •• ••.• .••. .••• •••• .... •••• •••• .••• .... .... •••. .... 2 .................... 236 
......................................................................................... 237 
................................... ..... . .... • : .. ........................................ 238 
::: ::: -~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: .. :. :::: -~~- .. :, :::: :::: :::: .. :. :::: :::: :::: :::: --~- ~~~ 
3 ............................ .. .................................................... ••• : 241 
5 ... ................................................................................... 242 
...... 1 ........................................ 1--········--····--·············· 1243 
::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: .::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~ 
.............. ........ ................................................................... 246 
... ••• ••• •••• •••• •••. •••• .••• •••• •••. • • •• . ••. •••• •••• •••. •••• •••• 3 h10 •••••••••••.•••• 247 
...... .. ............................ . 4 ........................ 1 .................... 248 
·a·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·~i· :::: :::: :::: .. i. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~~~ 
.................... . ................ 6 ........................ 3 .•...••..••.•••..••. 251 
••. ••. ... .... 9 .............. ................ ..... ..... ................................ 252 
10 . . . . . . . • .. 2 . .. . . •• . . • • . . • • . . • • . 5 . ••. . • • . 2 .... •••. •••. 3 . •• . . • • . • ••. . • • . 2 253 
t ~)~ ~:: :m ~ :~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~: :~: . ~:· :: :· :::. :::: :::: ~ :1~ ::~~ ::::~:m ~::: ::1 ~::: ~::: :::: -~:: ~:~: m 
4 ............................................................ .. 2 .••.•••..••..••. 1259 
................................................................. 1 ......•............. 260 
a7 ...................................................................................... 261 
..................... . ........................................... 1 .....••......••..... 262 
3 ... ... ..•. .... .... .... .... .... .... ..•. .... .... .... ..•. .... .... 1 .................... 263 
........... ............ ....... .......... .............. ................................... 264 
24 ••. .• . .... . ••. . • . . .• •. . •. . . . . . .•• . • ••. . • •. 4 .................... 122 41 .... 37 3 265 
.. ........ ................................... ............................................ 266 
.......................................................... ............................... 267 
1 ... . •. .... 4 ..• . 2 ................................................................ 268 
3 ... ... .... .... 1 .......... ...... ......... ........................................... 269 
2 .......... 1 ........................................ ................................ 270 
......................................................... .......... . . ... . ... . ............ 271 6 ... ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 3,.... .... ... .... 1 272 
::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: ::~: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::~: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::~: ~~i 
jDegr es not specified. 
g "Mastor of -philosophy." 
h Includes 1 honorary M.D. 
i Includes 7 receiving certificates of proficiency on 
completion of special courses. 





















































TABLE XV.-PAUT 1.-Degrees conferred in 
Non.-0 shows that no degrees were 
.All classes.,~..,_-L_e_t_te_,r,--s. ___ 
1 
.All degrees. A.B. A.M . 
Institutions and locations. 
p:i 
~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ Q 
:.:, 
~ @ lt; 
... 
;.. k c 
~ 1::1 k :::l 8 0 0 0 0 0 





~ ~ H ~ 
- - - - -
1 3 4 ;) 6 
,. s 
1-----------------------1----·-----
Erskine College, Dne West, S. C.. . . .. • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • .. • • • • . 12 1 . .. . 12 ..... -- .. ---
l!~urman University, Greenville, S.C......................... 5 ...... .... .... .... 3 ... . 
Newberry College, Newberry, S.C.......................... 12 2 6 .... 7 ... . 
Claflin University and South Ce.rolina Agricultural College, 2 1 1 .... .... 1 
· Orangeburg, S. C. 
Wofford College, Spartanburg, S. C ......................... - all g -.. · · · 7 · .... · · · · .. -· 
AdgerCollege, Walh:ill.a,S.C ................................ 9 ........... . 
Eaat Tennessee Wesleyan University, .Athens, Tenn........ 1~ 2 2 .... 3 ... . 
~~~~~~~;~ ~~::~~~r~~-ir~i;e~~itY..ci~~'k~~ill.~;-±6~~~:: 4 ~ ~ .... ··2· :·1· 
Hiwassee College, Hiwassee College, Tonn .. _ .. _ .......... - . 15 2 9 .... .. .. 1 
Southwestern Bnptist University, .Jackt!on, Tenn........... 4 5 1 3 - ... 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn................... 96 i : :::: :::: :::: 
Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn..................... 48 
Bethel Collej!o, McKenzie, Tenn............................. 4 2 .......... .. 
Maryville College, Maryville, Tenn . .. .. .. • .. .. .... .. . . .. .. .. 5 1 5 . -........ .. 
Mosheim Institute, Mosheim, Tenn.......................... 3 1 c1 1 
Carson College, Mossv Creek, Tenn ...... _................... 5 3 .. .. 5 .......... .. 
Central Tennessee College, Nashville, Tenn.................. 9 0 ...... 2. :::: :::: :::: Fisk UU:versity, Nashville, Tenn............................ 2 
UniversityofNashvillel..]rashville, Tenn .................... d48 ...... e40 8 ---· .... ---· ~ 
VanderbiltUniversity,~ashville,Tenn ...................... 190 .......... 3 .... 1 .. . 
University of the South, Sewanee, Tenn..................... 13 1 2 3 . .. . 4 .. .. 
Bu.rrittCollege, Spence~, Tenn............................... 4 .......... 3 .... 1 .. .. 
WmchesterNorma.l, Wmchester, Tenn...................... 1 0 ............ 1 ... . 
.Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, College Sta- 11 ............. · .. -- .. - · • ... I 
tion, Tex. · 
Southwestern University, Georgetown, Tex ................ . 
BaylOl" Universityi Independence, Tex .......•.•••••••••.••.. 
Salado College, Sa ado, Tex ................................ .. 
Austin College, Sherman, Tex ......•.•••••..•.•••••.•••.•.... 
Trinity University~Tehuacana, Tex ........................ . 
Waco 'University, waco, Tex ............................... . 
Marvin College, Waxahachie, Tex ................... .. . _ .. .. 










Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vt............. .... • ..... .. 14 
Lewis Colle~e, Northfield, Vt ................................ 3 
8 .... 2 .. .. 
3 .... 3 .......... .. 
0 .... "i' :::: ~ :: : :::: 
1 .... 1 .... .... ·-- · 
.......... -··· .... \10 ---· 
.... ii. -~~- ·io· ::::··a·:::: 
4 .... 10 ... . 
3 .......... .. 
1 .... 3 ... . 
4 
1 
3 Ranuolph Macon College, Ashland, Va. .•........ ___ . _ .... _.. 6 
V~.ni.a Agricultural and Mechan,icq,]. College, Blacksburg, ll .............. -.. · · · .... - · 
Emory and Henry College, Emory, Va....................... 9 
Hampd n Sidney College, Hampden Sidney College, Va . . • . . 12 
Virginia. Military Institute, Lexington, Va .. __ •..••... _..... 21 
Wa bington an<f Lee University, :Lexington, Va.... . ... ... .. 21 
N w Market Polvte,:hnic Institute, New Market, Va. . ...... 3 
Ricllmon~l Go!lege. Richmond, Va...... ......... .............. 9 
Roanok Coll ~~·., alem, Va. ................................. 10 
niv nlit:v of ii·ginia, University of Virginia, Va ....... ... 67 
Bf'tbany 'olleJ!e,ll thany, W.Va.................. .......... 11 
W irJ.,rinia niver ity, Morgantown, W.Va........ ....... 14 
L wrenc<' niv1·r ity, Appl ton, Wis............ ............ 12 
Beloi Coli• l!:C, 13 loit, Wis.................................. . 12 
hal vill Unh· •t. i ·,Gale ville, Wi'l ........................... .. 
11l~n d~h of W1Jt~0iu\ ¥~ison, Wis.......... ............ 104 g, , Vu ............ .................... 4 
a .... 7 ........... . 
7 .... 12 .... .... 4 
"'"5' :::: "7' .... "2' .. .. 
1 2 .. .. 
4 .... 2 3 .. .. 
8 .... 8 ........ 8 
0 2 4 .... 8 .... 
7 
3 7 .... "2' :::: 
! ~ .... "3' 
! ~21· ·2o· :::: ·94· 






" taw n~rmal coli ge 
e "Licentiate of instruction." 
I "Bach lor of ngine ring." 
o Gra.duate in theology. 
h Tb are ''mechanical op¢ueer." 
i of the aro " maid of arts." 
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1882 by ·univetsitie8, colleges, tJ·c.- Continued. 
conferred; .... indicates none returned. 
I 
Theol· Sciencf'. Philosopy. Art. ogy. Medicine. Law. 
so. B s~ M. ~ ~ .ci I ,; I Ph. B. Ph. D. g 
---~- ~ ! ~ ~ ; ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
a)~4)~~~~g-g-~~ ~g ~<D-h~~a)~~a)h 
~0~ 0 g g g g g g g ~ g ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ g g ~ ~ 
ol'lo l'l o o o o o o Q s:llo s:l o l':l o 1:1 o Q o Q ;:::1 
~~.:I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
9 10111~ •a u u 16 n 1Sit9 ,...1~• ~~ ~3~~" o>6 ,.6 ~7~o>s ,.o ao 311 
•.....••..••. ---· .••. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 1 276 
2 ...................................................................................... 27i 
... --· ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 2 .................... 278 
1 ...................................................................................... 27!) 
..................................................... ··'· ................................ 280 
2 ...................................................................................... 281 
6 .......... ·--- .... .... .... .... .... 2 .... .... .... .... .... .... 2 .................... 282 
--· --- ........................................................... 2 .................... 283 
. 6: :: : ::: :::: : ::: :::: ::: : :::: : ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: .. i. :::: :::: :::: :::: .. ~. ~~~ 
io- ::: :::::::--a·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::: ~ b69- ·i2· :::: :::: ~ ~~~ 
1 --- .. - .... - .. - ............ -................... -•• - .. .. .. .. 4 1 - .. - .•• - .. • • 40 .. .. 288 
.. - -.. -.......... -.. - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 ................................................ 289 
--- .............................................................. 1 ···- ................ :.!90 
:i :: ::: :J::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: :::: :::: ::::::::-:; :;~: J :::::::: :::: :::: Hl 
......................................................................................... 295 
2 .. - .. . .. .. jl . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. 2 ............ g9 .... 141 14 G ! 11 .... 296 
3 .......................................................... g1 1 .................... 297 
......................................................................................... 298 
.. - ..... - ............ -.. - ....................... - ................... - ............... - .... 29() 
...... --- ............ h11 ................................................................ 300 
1 .. - .......................................................... - .... - ...... - ............ 301 
. -. -- ... - ....... - .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. • • .. 2 ........... - ....... - -... 3 ............... - .... 302 
..... - .. - .... -.................. - ....................................... - ... - ....... - .... 303 
......................................................................................... 30-l 
2 .. - .. - .... -.-- .... - •. - .... - ........... --.. .... . 1 ................... - ................ 305 
......................................................................................... 306 
............................................................... · .......................... 307 
• .. . . . .. . .. .. 4 .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • • .. 1 . • .. .. • . . . .. ... . .. .. .. .. 1 85 . .. . . • .. .. • . 2 3P8 
.. - .. - .. - ... - ................................................. ~-- 2 .. .. .. .. • • • • • • • . 2 30!l 
2 ... ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 2 .... .... .... 1 .................... 310 
~1 ;_; ~-; ,;: i; ; ;;; ;: ~; :~~; :i~; -~~-; ~~: ·;~; -~~: :;; ; ;~~: . ;:·1:;; .. ;;; . :i: :;;: . ;;; ;~;~ ~;;_ :~;~1 ;;; 
.. . • .. . .. .. .. 2 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . • .. 1 .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . 1 .. .. .. • . • • .. 9 m4 316 
.. .... ................................................................................... 317 
··- ...................................................... - ~-- .... s .... .... .... 4 1 318 
2 ...................................................................................... 819 
1 .. . .. . .. . . 3 n1 .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. • . . . • . . . .. . • • . . • .. .. .. .. .. • • .. 12 . • .. . • .. 36 .... 320 
4 .............................................................................. ··-· .... 321 
2 .. - 1 -... -... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ...... -.- .. -..... - ....... - .. • . . . .. 2 ....... - . • .. 2 1· 322 
5 ... - .. - .. - - .. - ........... - ... - ............ -.. - ....... - ... - ....... - ....... - ............ 323 
;~ ~~d :i: J :::: :;;: :~:: ~::: ::~~ :::: :::: :::: :::: ::~: :::~ :::: :~: ~:~: :~~: :::: :~~: ::~: !~ 
j M. E. L. (mistress of Engliah literature). 
k "Bachelor of mechanic arts." 
l Thc!!o aro '' grauuate Virginia :Military Insti-
tute." 
m2are~'D.J:..." 
n '·Dachelor of scientific ~grioulture." 
o These are "S. T. D." 
p Includes 6 "M. L." (master of letters), 
of which 1 was conferred on examination. 
q Includes 1 conferred on examination. 
r Conferred on examination. 
8 ":Bachelor of mining and metallur~ ... 
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TABLE XV.-PART l.-Deg·1·ees conferred in 
NOTE.- 0 shows that no degrees were 
. 
Institutions and locations. 
3281 Racine College, Racino, Wia.~ ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••.••••••••. 
329 Ripon College, Ripon, Wis ................••••.•••••••••••••• 
330 N'orthwestern University, Watertown, Wis ................. . 
331 Georgetown University, Georgetown, D.C .................. . 
332 Columbian University, Waehingto11, D. C ................... . 
333 Howard University, Washington, D. C ...................... . 
934 National Deaf-Mute College1.. Washington, D. C .••••••••••••. 
335 University of Deseret, Salt Lake City, Utah ................ . 
336 University of Washingion Terri~ry, Seattle, Wash. Ter ... . 
All classes. Letters. 
All degrees . A.B. A.M. 
P:i 
..:j 
cl ~ <D cl ~ tD ~ r1J ~ ?; ~ 
~ 
~ til Cll 
I= ~ !=$ ~ .. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 l'l 





- -.. - ,_ 
~ 3 4 ~ 6 7 s 
10 2 •••. 6 .... 4 .••. 
6 0 .... 2 .... 1 .. .. 
5 ·•••·· .... 5 .......... .. 






"'"'3' :::: :::: :::: :::: "'i" 
~ :::: .. ~.,::::,:::: --~-
...... e3 1 .......... .. 
a These are "S. T, D." 
b5are "LL. M." 
cDegreea conferred in the medical department 
only. 
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1882 by universities, colleges, ~c.-Continued. 
confened ; ..•. inuicates none returned. 
Science. Philosophy. Art. Theol- Medicine. Law. ogy. 
Sc. B. Sc.M. ~ ~ Ph. B. Ph.D. 
--,,- 0 ;J ------
<.(3 <.(3 Fi 0 .g 0 ~ "' ~ )j ~ A u.i ~ A b.O )j .... l'<i IIi IIi ~ A A A 6 0 <l <!1 <.(3 ~ ~ .d ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 A ~ ~ A· A )j A fl.{ H H 
4i 
~ 




0 .. tl tl ~ ~ tl .. 0 ~ 0 ~ .. 0 ::I ~ ~ ~ 0 P=l P=l H H H P=l P=l t:Q H P=l H P=l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
9 10 111~ 13 14 l1:i 16 11'1 lS 19 20 ~1 .~2 23 24 ~;> 26 2'1 2S 29 30 31 
................................................ , .............. .. a2, .... ................ 328 
t [~[ ::· :::~ E :m :~:: :::::::. :::~ ::::::: :m mn: .T :w :~;: jt:~ E ;;;:::~:iii 
2, .•. 1 ....................... , ............ 1 .... .. .. 1 ........ 1 ............ ---·~·-·· -··· ........ 334 ......... ····J···· ........................................................................ 335 
3 ............................. . , ........................................................ 336 
dGraduates iJl theology. e 2 are ~ormal graduate&, and 1 graduate in oommercial course. 
688 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE XV.-PART 2.-Degt·ees .conjor?·ed in 1882 by professional schools not connected 
with universities and colleges. 
(The following are the explanations of abbreviations used in Part 2 of this table: D. B., Bachelor of 
Divinitv; D. D., Doctor of Divinity: M. D., Doctor of Medicine; D.D.S., Doctor of Dental Surgery; 
Ph. G., Graduate in Phal'IIlacy; LL.B., Bachelor of Laws; LL.D., Doctor of Laws.] 
Theology. Medicine. Law. 
Institutions and locations. 
~--:-~---:-~ 
A A~ A~~~ 
1---------------------1-----------
l 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 
SCHOOLS OF THEOLOGY. ------~--
1 Pacific Theological Seminary, Oakland, Cal............ ab
1
5 •••• 4 ... --.·.·. _··.· . ··. ·. ·.·.· .. · ·.· ..... ·.·.·. ·. ·.·.·.·. 
2 San Francisco Theological Seminary, San :F'rancisco, Cal. 
~ ~~!~~~e;i~~o~f~~i~~~~s!!Iin~~;c:t~~h~1k~~th~e~i:· bg :~~:~: :: :: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
3 Theological Institute of Connecticut, H:1I"tford, Conn · · b7 · • • · · • · · • • • • · · • -~-- .. 
Chicago, III. 
6 Garrett ~iblical Institute, Evanston, Ill .. •..•.••• •••.•. 
7 Warthul'g Seminary, Mendota, TIL .................... . 
8 Baptist Union Theological Seminary, Morgan Park, TIL 
9 Danville Theological Seminary, Danville, Ky .... .. .... . 
10 College of tho Bible, Lexington, Ky ............. ...... . 
11 Preston Park Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky .. .. 
12 Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky. 
13 Bangor Theological Seminary, Bangor, Me .. .... . ....•. 
14 Andover Theological Seminary, .Andover, Mass ........ 
15 Episcopal Theological School, Cambrin~e, Mass .••. .... 
16 Newton Theological Institution, Newton Centre, Mass. 
17 Concordia College (Seminary), St. LouiA, Mo ..... .. .... . 
18 German Theological SchoolofNewark,N . .J.,Bloom:field, 
N . .J. 
19 Drew Theological Seminary, Maclison, N . .T ........... . 
20 Theological Seminary of the Reformed (Dutch) Church 
in America New Brunswick, N .• r. · 
21 Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, 
Princeton, N . .J. I 
22 Diocesan Seminary of the Immaculate Conception, 
South Oranf!e, N . .J. 
23 Auburn Theological Seminary, Auburn, N.Y ........ .. 
24 Hartwick Seminary, llartwic'k Seminary, N.Y ........ . 
25 General Theological Seminary of the Protestant Epis-
copal Church, New York, N.Y. 
26 Union Theological Seminary, New York, N.Y ........ .. 
27 Christian Biblicallnstitnto, Stanfordvillt\, N.Y ...... .. 
28 St . .Joseph's Provincial Seminary, Troy, . Y ......... . 
29 Lane Theological Seminary, Cincinnati, Ohio ........ .. 
30 Union Biblical Seminary, Dayton, Ohio ...... ...•...... 
31 Theological Seminary of the ProteRtant Episcopal 
Church in the Diocese of Ohio, Gambier, Ohio. 
32 Heidelberg Theological Seminary, Tiffin, Ohio ........ . 
33 I United Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Xenia, 
Xenia, Ohio. 
34 Theological Seminary of the United Presbyterian 
Church, Alle,gh IJ.Y Pa.. 
35 W stern Theological Seminary of the Pr sbyterian 
Church, Allegheny, Pa. 
36 Theological eminary ofthe General Synod of the Evan-
gelical Lnth ran Church, Gettysburg, Pa.. 
87 Tlioolof!ical · minary of the Reforme<T Church in the 
nit d tates, Lancaster, Pa. 
38 MeadviU 'l'h ological chool, Meadville, Pa. .......... . 
39 Divinity, chool ot the Protestant Episcopal Church, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
~0 I Tht>olo~rical eminacy of the Evangelical Lutheran 



















12 .................. ...... .. 
6 ........ .. . ............. .. 
9 ........................ .. 
3 ...................... .. .. 
b35 ............................. .. . 
b2 ........................... ... .. 
il8 ............................... . 
bti ::::i: , ::~: :::::: :::: ::: :r :::,:::: 
bll 1 ..... .1. ................. ----j----
b13l ................... . .......... .. 
11 11 .................. 1 ...... .. 
j35 .................... 1. ......... .. 
bll 




:::::: :::: :::::: II :::: :::: :::: :: :· 
....... ····•······ ...... 
a l_r c ·iYed c rtificat only for partial course. 
b umb r of Jrra<luatts r ported. 
c 9 r ·i~ fl dipiomn only. 
and re-u Number who ornplet d the cou 
c ived holy or<lel's. 
c! 6Jn11 l!rndnntt l'Lllll 4 Engli b gradua s. 
t ~~m b~r or Jrraduat r ported, of whom 6 ro-
lVCd t.o dcp_£ of D. B. 
/14 r iv d d1plomn only. 
h ao ar ~n":ldnat for tb year antl 3 ar "D. B. 
i Numb .r of pri ts ordained during tb. y ar. 
j 34 r ceived the <liploma of tb in t1tut1on n 1 
a po t-gradnate diploma. 
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InGtitutions and locations. 
I 
\Theology. Medicine. I Law. 
l....:...------------·------~1--l---l--1--1----· --
l. 6 ,. 8 9 
1---------------------1-----------
41 Missionary Institute, Selinsgrove, Pa .••••.. . .......... 
42 Union Theological Seminary, llampden Sidney Col-
lege, Va. 
43 Richmond Institute, Richmond, V:~> .................. .. 
44 Theological Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran 
Church, Salem, Va. 
45 Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary, Theologi-
cal Seminary, Va. 
46 MisAion House School, Franklin, Wis ................. . 
47 Nashotah House, Nashotah, Wis ...................... . 
48 Wayland Seminary, Washington, D. C .•••••••••••••••. 
SCHOOLS OF LAW. 
49 Union College of L aw of Chicago and Northwestern 
Universities, Chicago, Til. 
50 Law department. University of Louisville, Ky ....... .. 
51 School of Law, University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md. 
52 Law School of the Cincinnati College, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
53 National Univershy, law department, Washington, 
D.C. 
SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE. 
54 Medical College of Alabama, Mobile, Ala ............. . 
55 Cooper Medical College, San Francisco, Cal.. ......... . 
56 .Atlanta Medical College, Atlanta, Gn. ................ .. 
57 Southern Medical Colle~e1 Atlanta, Ga ............... . 58 Rush Medical College, Ch1cago, Ill .................... . 
59 Woman's Modica! College. Chica~o, Ill ..........•..••. 
60 Medical Colle~e of Evansville, Evansville, Ind ........ . 
61 Fort Wa~ne College of Medicine, Fort Wayne, Ind ... . 
62 Central College of Physicians and Surgeons, Indianap-
a4 
all 
aS ............................... . 
a2 
ala 
a~ .... 2. :::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
a4 ................ . ........... , •••• 
53 ........................ 53 
20 ........................ 20 
30 ........................ 30 
67 ........................ 67 



















olis, Ind. · 
63 College ofPbysici::tnR ancl Surgeons, Kt"okuk, Iowa .... g124 
64 Kentucky School of Medicine, Ky. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . e65 




06 66 Medical department of the University of Louisville, !Hi 
Louisville, Ky. 
67 College of Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore, Md. ... 153 




69 College of Physicians and Surgeons, Boi!ton, Mass..... 11 11 ............... . 
70 Michigan CoUege of Medicine, Detroit, Mich.......... 2
4
0 .......... 1 20 ............... . 71 Medical department of Minnesota College Hospital, 4 .....• •.•••..••• 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
72 Kansas City Medical College, Kansas City, Mo......... 16 
73 Medical department of the University of Kansas City, ell 
16 .... ... ....... .. 
10 
Kansas City, Mo. 
~1 45 NSto~hwehsteMrn 1¥ed1 iCcalllColle!Zte,TSt. Jo1sepb, Mo......... h3265 3261 .............. .. . vosep C(ICa o oge, S .vosep1,Mo...... ....... .. ............ .. 
76 Missouri Medical College, St. Louis, Mo . . .. .. • . .. . .. .. 125 125 .............. .. 
77 St. Louis .Medical College, St. Louis, Mo............... 29 29 ............... . ig £mahjlfedJcca\yollcr, OJ?~a:BNe~r1 .... N.............. s s ............... . on~ f! an o ega osptt , roo · yn, . Y......... 61 61 .............. .. 
80 Medtcal department. Universitv ofBu1falo, Buffalo. N.Y. 65 65 ............... . 
81 Bellevue Hospital Medical Coilege, New York, N.Y... 163 163 ............... . 
a. Number of graduates reported. h St. Joseph Medical College was formed in 1882 
b 15. nrc "maRicr ofla.wa.' by the union of St. Joseph Hos.~;>ital Medical 
c 11s a1l un!lcm dci!I'ec. College and tho Collflgc of Physimana and Sn . 
d 10 arc ad onlHlcm de!Zl·ees. geons. The former institution conforr din 1882 
e Includes 1 honorary dci!I'ee. 14 degrees, of which 2 were honorary, and the 
f 5 nro n1l cnndem degrees. latter 21 degrees, of which 2 were honorary. 
g Includes 2 honorary M.D. 
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Institutions and locations. 
.!S u.i 
eli ~ A Q • p:i A A A ~~ ..c:l ~ ~ 
~8 
A A ~ A ~ H H 
~ 
h ~ t ~ g- >; If) I-< 
~ e ~ ~ I-< ;: I-< .., ::l 
I-< 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




~ ~ 101 ~ 
0 
A I:Q H H ~ 
--- -- - - --
1 2 3 4 ii 6 ,. 8 9 
1---------·-----------11-- ---------
82 Woman's Medical College of the Ne'v York Infirmary, 
New York, N.Y. 
83 Cincinnati College of Medicine and Surgery, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. 
84 Medical CQllege of Ohio, Cindnnati, Ohio ............. . 
85 .Miami Metlical College, Cincinnati, Ohio ....•••.•...•.. 
86 Columbus Medical College, Columbus, Ohio .•..••••••.. 
87 Starling Medical College, Columbus, Ohio .... ....•. . ... 
88 .Jefi'erson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa ........... . 
89 Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia, Phila.dol-
.. phia, Pa. 
90 Woman's Medicn.l College of P ennsylvania, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 
91 Medical College of the State of South Carolina, Charles-
ton, S.C. 
92 Memphis Hospital Medical College, Memphis, Tonn .. . 
93 California Medical Uolle~e. Oakland, Cal. ............. . 
94 Georgia Eclectic Medical Collee;e, Atla.nta .. Ga. ... . .. .. . 
95 Bennett College of Eclectic Meuicine and Surgery, Chi-
cago, iJ1l. 
96 Indiana Eelectic Medical College, Indianapolis, Ind ... . 
97 .American Medical College, St. Louis, Mo .............. . 





























United States Medical College, New York, N. Y ...... . 
Eclectic Medical Institute, Cincinnnti, Ohio ........... . 
Chicago Homreopathio College, Chicago, Ill.. .....•... . 
Hahnemann Medical College and Hospitnl, Chirap:o, Ill. 
Homreopathic Medical College of Missouri, ot. Louis, 
Mo. 
New York Homreopn.thic Medicnl College, New York, 
N.Y. 
New Yol'k :M:eclical College and Hospital for Women, 
New York, N.Y. 
Pulte Medical College, Cincinnati, Ohio ...•............ 
Homreopl\thio Hospital College, Clevelnnd, Ohio ..••• •• 
Hnhn6mann Medical College of Philadelphia, l'a ..•••.. 
SCHOOLS OF DENTISTRY. 
Indiana. Dental College, Indianapolis, Ind ............. . 
Baltimore Colle~e of 'Dental Surgery, Baltimore, Md .. . 
Boston Dentnl College, Boston, Mass . .•••.•.•.......... 
Iissonri D ntal College, St. Louis, Mo ................ . 
New York College of Dentistry, New York, N.Y ..... . 
Ohio College of Dental Surgery, Cincinnati, Ohio ..... . 
P nneylvania College of Dental Surgery, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
Philadelphia Dental College, Philadelphia, Pa. ....... .. 
BCUOOLS OF PUARMACY. 
Chicago Co !leg of Pbarma y, bicngo, Til. .••••••• •••• 
Lonisvill College of Pharmacy, Lom. ville, Ky ...••... 
Marylnntl oll g of Pharmacy, .Baltimor , Md .... ..••. 
1' ~us tt College of Pharmac~ Doston, Maas ...•. 
' t. Lon oll ge of Pharmacy, t. Lon is, Mo . ........ . 
Coli ge of Pharm cy of tb City of Tow York, New 
York, N.Y. 
Cin innatl Coil g of Phnnnacy, Cin innati, Ohio . ...•. 
P.hil.ad ·lp¥a Con ~: of Pharma y, Philadelphia Pa ... 




































•••• # . ...... 
..... ... ........ 













19 ........... .. .. . 




7 .............. .. 
40 






36 ............... . 




....... . ...... 
....... 
........... 










.... ..... .. ... 
..... ..... -·-· ....... ...... ..... 
........ ........ ·--· 
···- ...... .... .... .... .... 
..... ---· -·-· 
-··· .... ··-· 
27 .................... '1!1 
14 .................... 14 
17 .................... 17 
12 .................... 12 
27 .................... 27 
67 .................... 67 
18 .......... ·••••· .•.. 18 
153 .................... 153 
7 .................. . . , ~7 
a. In clod 11 2 honorary degr of " mnstcr in sur-
J! ry" and 1 or .; doctor o( pharmacy." 
c Includ s 2 bonorary d wee . 
d.4ar acl und rod!;!' . 
b 3 cuo ad cund m d gr · ~These oro 1 1 doctor of pharJDAcy." 
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i'.A.BLE XV.-P AUT 3.-Degrees conferred in 1882 by schools jo·r the BUperior instruction of 
~comen. 
[The following are the explanations of abbreviations used in Part 3 of this table: .A.. B., Graduate in 
A.rts; A.M., Mistress of Arts; B. L. A.,.Graduate in Liberal Arts; B. L., Graduate in Letters; M. L.A., 
MistrE-ss of Liberal Arts; M. E. L., Mistress of English Literature; M. Ph., Mistress of Philosophy; 
M.P. L., Mistress of Polite Literature; B. Sc., Graduate in Science; Mis. Mus., Mistress of Music.] 
All degrees. 
Institutions and locations. eli ~ .... ,.; !Xi 
~ ~ -~ ;~,cl'; ~ 
8 g ~~~~H~il<il<~ai 
, ___ __...:., _________ ,_~_ -~ ~~~~~~~~~.~!. 
1 3 4 ii 6 ,. s . 9 10 11 12 1l:J 
1------·---------1----------f-----
1 Huntsville F emale College, Huntsville, 
.A.! a. 
2 .......... .. '1 .............. .. 
2 Judson Female Institute, Ma.rion,.A.la.. a12 
3 Marion Female Rominary, Marion, Ala. 12 :::::: :::: "i2' :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
4 SynodicalJ!'emale Institute, Talladega, b1 ............................................ .. 
Alo. 
5 Alabama Conference Female College, c22 ...................................... , ..... .. 
Tuskegee, Ala. 
6 Young Ladies' Seminary, Benicia, Cal .. 
7 Congregation de Notre Dame, ·water-
bury, Conn. 
8 Wesleyan Female College, Wilmington, 
Del. 
~ :::: :::: :::: :::: =~:: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
0 0 ....................................... . 
9 Columbus Female College, Columbus, bl3 ............................................. . 
Ga. 
10 Georgia Methodist Female College, 
Covington, Ga. 
11 Andrew Female College Cuthbert, Ga.. 0 
12 Dalton Female College, balton, Ga . . . . . 3 
13 Georgia Baptist Seminary for Young 10 
Ladies, Gainesville, Ga. 
14 Griffin Female CollegeilGrifftn, Ga ...... 
15 La Grange Female Co ege, La Grange, 
Ga. 
0 ....................................... . 
0 ....... .......... ...... . ........ ....... . 
a ' 
5 --2· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --aa 
• ......... 6 ............................... . 
7 ............ ......... .............. .. 
~~ ~~!fe~:nF;~:a~~~l~~fei~~~~~~~~~: e~~ :::::: ·34· ·35· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
l8 Rome Female College, Rome, Ga....... bla .. 
19 ShorterColleg~Rome,Ga.............. o .... o. :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: .. 
20 Youn~ Female vollege, Thomasville, Ga. 6 6 .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • • ............. . 
21 DlinoisFemaleCollege,Jacksonvillo,Ill. 21 ...... .... .... .... .... 5 16 ............... . 
22 St. Mary's School, Knoxville, Til........ 4 4 .................................. .. 
~: ~;c~::d1§~;.rn~:;,y:R~tg~d~~P~::: ~i~ ........ 2. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
25 Do Pa.uw College, New Albany, Ind.... 2 1 ... , .... .. .. 1 ............... . 
26 St. Mary's Academic Institute, St. h9 ............................................ .. 
Mary's, Ind. 
27 College of the Sisters of Bethany, To-
peka, Kans. 
28 Bowling Green Female College, Bowl· 
ing Green, Ky. 
29 Clinton College, Clinton, Ky .......... .. 
30 Georgetown Female Seminary, George-
town, Ky. 
0 0 ...................................... .. 
il ............................................ .. 
0 ...................................... .. 
0 
0 ...................................... .. 31 Liberty Female College, Glasgow, Ky .. 0 
32 Daughters Colle~re, Karrodsburf!, Ky. .. j17 ............................................ .. 
~ ~:.~l:l£a~rn~~:~~1~~~~~~e~fn~~'iff b~ .... o. :::: :::: :::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :~:: 
35 Sayre F emale Institute, Lex.ingtoni Ky. b16 
36 Millersburg Female College, Mil ers- 19 .......... "2' :::: :::: :::: 'i4. '.i:i' :::: 'z2· :::: 
burg, Ky. 
37 Mt. Sterling FemalA College, Mt. Ster-
ling, Ky. 
38 Kentucky Collegr Pewee ValleY.• K:v . . . 
39 Logan F emale Col" gc, Russollv 11le, Ky . 
a 7 received the title of "full grad nat,e " and 5 
arc graduates ln eclectic course. 
b Degrees not speciilcd. 
c 10 completed the rcgnla.r course of the literary 
dopatt ment, 2 tho English course, and 1 the 
COUl'Se in art. 
d Thesr aro P.M. (pro:ficienry in music). 
e 12 diplomas on com:pletl n of fnll Latin course 
nnd 8 on complctwn of English course. 
/ 1 on completion of nonnal cours •, 2 on com-
I>l tion of collegiate course, 7 of musical 
course, ancl 1 of colll'8e in art; tb re was 
also a male gradu!l'to in normal course not 
included in ~tal given aboYo. 
6 ........................ .. 6 .............. .. 
1 1 
g 9 are graduates from the collegiate <1epurt-
ment, 2 of whom receive<l the d gree of :n. 
A., and 7 from tho m11Ric dofartment. 
h 2 "honors post graclnate " ant 7 conftJrred on 
gradnatcs in the literary department. 
i With tl10 de~ree of "fraduate." 
j 12 with the degreo o "aluruna" nn<l 5 with 
"teacher." 
k "Maid of philo opby." 
Zl " maidofscicnce" nnill "mistressofscience." 













































TABLE XV.-PART ·3.-Degrees conjer1'ed in 1882 by schools, 4'-c.-Continued, 
.All degrees. 
institutions and locations. g ~ a3 
::; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~,: ~ ~ 
1---------------- 1--H-~- ! ~ ~ ~ j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
:l 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 :c.o 11 12 13 
1--------------1----------~----
---~ ::; ::: :::: :::: :::: ::; 1:::: ::: ::: :::: Science Hill School, Shelbyville, Ky ..•. Stuart's Female College, S!Jelbyville,Ky. 
Stanford Female Collefre, Stanford, Ky. 
CedarBluff Female Co ege, Woodburn, 
Ky. 
Silliman Female Collegiate Institute, 
Clinton, La. 
Keachi College, Keachi, La .......... . _. 
Mansfield Female College, Mansfield, La. 
Minden Female College, Minden, La .... 
S:t Catharine's Hall, Augusta, Me ..... . 
Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female 
College, Kent's Hill, Me. 
Waterville Classic#!.! Institute, Water-
ville, Me. 
Abbot Academy, Andover, Mas~; ....... 
.Lasell Seminary for Young Women, 
Auburndale, Mass. 
Smith College, Northampton, Mass ..... 
Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mnss . .... 
Bennet Seminary, Minnea0olis, Minn ... Blue Mountain' Female 'ollego, Blue 
Mountain, Misa. 
Whitworth Colle~e, Brookhaven, Miss .. , 




Female College, Meridian, 
Union Fema-le College, Oxford, Miss .... . 
Chickasaw Female College, Pontotoc, 
Miss. 
Starkville Female Institute, Starkville\ 
Miss. 
Lea Female Colleee, Summit, Miss ... _. 
Stephens Female ollege, Columbia, Mo. 
Howard College, Fayette, Mo ........... 
Synodical Fema-le College, Fulton, Mo .. 
St. Louis Seminary, Jenning~, Mo ...... 
Baptist Female College, Lexmgton, Mo. 
Central Female Colle~e, Lexington, Mo. 
Elizabeth .A.ull Fema e Seminary, Lex-
in~n,.Mo. 
Lin enwood College for Young Ladies, 
St. Charles, Mo. 
New Hampshire Conference Seminary 
and Female Coll~e, Tilton, N. H. 
Tilden Seminary, est Lebanon, N.H. 
Bordentown Female College, Borden-
town, N.J. 
Pennington Seminary, Pennin~lr N.J. 
Holy An~els' A eadem[, Buffii o, . Y .. 
Claverac College an Hudson River 
Institute, Claverack, N.Y. 
Greensboro' Female <..:ollege, Greens-
boro', N.C. 
Thomasville Female College, Thomas-
ville, N.C. 
Cincinnati Wesleyan College, Cincin-
nati,Ohio. 
GlendaleFemaleColleg , Glendaleb Ohio. 
HlUsboro' Female College, Hills oro', 
Ohio. 
W eatern Female Seminary, Oxford, Ohio 
a; "Mill M of science." 











































c In clod 0 young lady graduates from the 
i ntitlc conr ; tb• re wer also 8 male 
grnduate in thevnrious coors s. 
dNo ~ confen ; the diploma. of the 
cl 1:[ ~d 2 ~ tifl.~.on 0 grndaates, 4 
1 .... .... .... 1 ........ a!l .••• 
10 .........••..•.. 
b3 .••..••. ·-·· ........................... . 
7 ............ 1 .... ........ .. .. 
5 ....... ....... .. 
0 ............. .. .. . ........... .. ....... .. 
··-··· --~- :~~: :~~: --~· :~:: :~j:~~: :~:: :::: :::: 
0 ..... ... ........ ...... ................. . 
el 36 1 ............................... . 
···-·· ~6 2 .... .... . ... .... •.•. .... 2 f3 
···-·· ·-·· ........................... g4 .. .. 
15 ............ /2 
1 .......... .. 1 ............... . 
4 .... ·-·· ·-·· ....................... . 
. ......................... 4 ....... ··-· .. .. 
...... 4 ........ ---- .... . .................. . 
.......... ·2 ............ 4 ............ , ... . 
:::::: :::: --~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: -~:. :::: 
................... ··-· ................. .. ............ . 
...................... ·-·· 5 .............. .. 
...... ··-· ............................ 1 ·-·· 
·····- ·-·· 11 ....... . ....................... . 
····-- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: '"6' :::: :::: :::: '"i4 
··-··· .... ·-·· ............ 11 .... ··-· ...... .. 
0 ""7" :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: "j4" :::: :::: :::: 
1 ··-· ................... . 
····:· ::~: J ~~~- .:~; .;~: -:~; ···: :~;; :]::-: 
e"Doctorofphilo opby." . , 
fTh are "bachelor of mns1c. 
9 The ear L. '. (laureate of cieuce) . 
h Dep e not . pecified. 
i W1th tho d gr<'e of" grndnate." 
jTh ar Ph. B. 
k 1 "full graduate. 
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TAnLE XV.-PAnT 3.-Deg1·ces conjen·ed in 1882 by sqho,ols, 9·c.-Continued. 
Institutions and locations. 
I AI~·-."· 
~ 1>. If) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
;:l 
..:l ::!l 0 0 
~ )1 ;.i ~ ;.i · JO;i p.; ~ 
c) 
a5 C) "' rn 
1=1 
0 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )1 )1 ~ ~ H p:j 
- - - -- - - - - - -
1 2 3 4 <l 6 '1 s 9 10 11 12 13 
1-----------------~----------------
84 Lake Erie Seminary, Painesville, Ohio .. 
85 Allentown Female College, Allentown, 
Pa. 
86 Wilson College, Clntmbersburg, Pa ..... 
87 Pittsburgh Female College, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 
88 Columbia FemaleColl~~e, Columbia, S.C. 
89 Greenville Female Couege, Greenville, 
S.C. 
90 Walhalla Female College, W alha.Ua, S.C. 
91 Williamston Female College, Willia.ms-
ton,S. C. 
92 AthensFemaleSeminary,Athens, Tenn. 
9a Wesleyan Female College, Brownsville, 
Tenn. 
94 Bellevue Female College, Collierville, 
Tenn. 
95 Columbia Athenreum, Columbia, Tenn •• 
96 Tennessee Female CollAge, Franklin,· 
Tenn. 
97 Memphis Conference Female Institute, 
Jackson, Tenn. 
98 Cumberland ]'emale College, McMinn-
ville, Tenn. 
99 Murfreesboro' Female Institute, Mur-
freesboro', Tenn. 
St. Cecilia's Academv, Nashville, Tenn. 

























diea, Nashville, Tenn. 
Martin FAmale College, Pulaski, Tenn .. 
Ri?:~~~lle Female College, Rogersville, 
Mary Sharp College, Winchester, Tenn. 
Dallas Female College, Dallas, Te:x: ..•.. 
Young Ladies' School, Southwestern 
University, Georgetown, Tex. 
Baylor Female College, Independence, 
Tex. 
W oodlaud Female College, Paris, Tex .. 
Vermont Methodist Seminary and ]'e· 
male College, Montpelier, v't. 
Martha Washington College, Abingdon, 
Va . 
.Albemarle Female Institute, Charlottes-
ville, Va. . 
.Farmville College, Farmville, Va ...... . 
Marion Female College, M11.rion, Va .. .. 
Norfolk College for Young Ladies, Nor· 
folk,Va. 
Southern Female College, Petersbur~, 
Va. 
Staunton Female Seminary, Stauntou, 
Va. 
Wesleyan Female Institute, Staunton, 
Va. 
Episcopal Female Institute, Winches-
ter, Va. 
Valley Female College, Winchester, Va. 
Broaddus Female College, Clarksburg, 
W.Va. 
Wheeling Female College, Wheeling, 
W.Va. 
Wisconsin Female College, Fox Lake, 
Wis . 
.Milwaukee College, Milwaukee, "\Vis .••. 
0 0 ...................................... .. 
a10 ............................................. . 
4 \ 0 4 .................................. .. 
13 ...... .... .... .... .... 4 b4 .... .... .... c5 
17 9 ............ 5 : ....... d3 .. .. 
elO ............................................ .. 
5 .......... j5 .............................. .. 
1 .............. 1 ........................... . 
g :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ·ua· :::: :::: :::: :::: 
3 •• ., ....................... 3 ............... . 













16 ..... .... ... . ... 
2 ..... .... . ... . ... 
12 .... ..... ..... . ... 
4~ :::::: :::: • 4i. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: . ::. :::: :::: 
5 .......................... 5 .............. .. 
0 0 ...................................... .. 
14 .......................................... c14 
9 .......................... 9 ............... . 
i7 ............................................ .. 
7 ............................... . 
0 0 ...................................... .. 
3 ...................... 1 2 .............. .. 
11 6 ............................ 5 .. .. 
~-a ............................................. . 
0 0 .................................. · ...••• 
G ...................................... 6 ... . 
5 2 3 ............................... . 
i1 ............................................. . 
· a5 ................ .......................... •••• 
al2 ............................................. . 
9 9 oooo oooo oooo oooo ""' "" roo• "'" 0000 
a4 .............................................. .. 
a8 ............... _. .................. \" .... :··· 
, . '. 
··a13 .................................. ·-· ...... .. 
I 
:~,. :::::: :::: ··~· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::~r:: :::: 
a Dep;rees not speciftecl. 
b 1 of these is ' 1 13. E. L." (bachelor of English 
literature). 
f 11 Maid of arts." 
" g 1 is 11 mistress of olassicalliterature." · 
h Includes 6 special diplomas for higher at' tain· 
ments. c These are 11 bachelor of music." 
d "Mistresfl of science." 
e With the llcgn·e of" grntlun.te." 
\With the degree of 11 full graduate." 
TAnW X\'I.-Stati.8tiC8 of additional public lib-raries nmnbering each 300 volumes or ttpwards jo1· 1882; j1·on1. replicB to inquiTies by the United Slates 
Bureau of Education. · 
(1~'-l'lnnation~ ~ npln~vintione: Sch., echool; Tho'!, fb:eo~ogica.l: ~ub:, public; Con., college: Soc'y, college society li].mu1es; Soc'l, social; Sci., scientific; Y. M. C. A., Yo-ung 
:Men's Chnsttnn .Aosoc1at10n; .A. & R., asylum and reformatory; Mia., miscellaneous.} 
• I 
.... ~·- .. -··_ ; 
Namo. Location. 
1 ~ 




















g ~ ·g ~ ·g ~ ~ a . .!!l -~ 
t ~ ~ ~ :; ~ § g ~ -~ ~~ .s ..... .... ..... I» Q Q. d;... >'0...., 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t> p.§ ·;. g -~ ~ 'g ~ 
'§ ·~ "g,El .!!l] <s..... ~! ~.;:1 ce.S 
rn ..,.... rn;::l ""' <ll,... ~,c l::l 
r.. ~ C).... (1) ~as ~ <:1 --o :rJ~ 
~ ~ 'S ~ ~ g~ ~~ ~§ -~ e ~ ::s o '0 s ~.;: o dl 
~ 5 z I> I> . ..q ~ P=l 00 
------___ c.___ ___ !'! __ _ 
~ 6 ')' s 9 10 :tl ·~ 13 
1 Union l'omnle College Library .... 
2 Liurnry ot'the Institute for Train-
in~ Colore<lllinistors. 
. ·· ~ I ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-I~-
En£a.nla,.At!lt ...................................... , ............ 1 Con..... 400 , ........................ ········!···~····· ....... . 
Tuscaloosa., .Ala •••. W. Sheppard ................ 1876 aFree Sch ..... 961 100 •••••••. 1 $0 ...................... .. 
3 Doy.~· nnu Girls' Aid Society Li· 
ln·ar:r. 
4 St.Mntthow's Hnll •••••••••••••••. 
5 Stooldon Fl'OG Publio Library .... . 
6 l~nh·tloltlltemorinl Library ..... " .. 
7 J,il.Jt:rry of Rocky Doll Iustitnto ... 
S t'ton-R A~ITicultural School Library 
9 .Mill 'Plnin Librncy ... ~ ........... .. 




i2 Scott Libr:iry, Confercnco .A.cnd-
cm:r. 
13 Flotilla. Iustituto ................. . 
H Ah\'l!sininn Library .............. . 
lii Ali•h~ Library, ~outh Geor¢a. 
llnle nud Femnlo Collcp;o. 
10 ];utcrtletw Liht'lny, So nth Gcorgta 
Malo f\ud Fomnlo Cnllt•~,;o. 
17 Mctbolllst Collo~to Lilsmt·y ....... . 
San Francisco, Cal.. 
San Mateo, Cnl .•••. 
Stockton. Cal ...... . 
Fnid\eld, Conn ..... . 
Li.me Rock, Conn •.. 
MnuEifield, Conn .••. 
Mill Plu:n, Conn ... .. 
ThomastvL., '• 'ln .. . 
Edmond T. Dooley, superln· 18741 Free ......... . 
tendent of society:. 
Rev. Alfred Leo Brewer, .••••..•••.. Mis ..... 
_ principal of schooL 
W. F. Clowdsley .••••••••••• 1881 Free Mis .•••. 
Mrs . .T. H. Nichols .••••••••. 1876 Sub .......... . 
Miss Libbie Hurlburt • ••••. 1865 .. .. . . Soh .... . 
.T.L. Fenn .................. 1881 Free Sch .... .. 
W.M.Smith ................ 1872 Snb .......... . 
.A . .T. Hine, s~retary. •• ••• •. 1881 Free1 ......... . 
Warehouse Poillt Isaac Schwab ........ u ••••• 1881 Sub .......... . 
Conn . 
Dover, Del. ••••••••. .T. Carter Townsend ......... 1878 Sub ......... .. 
Live Oak, Fla........ Rev . .T. L.A. Fish............ 1880 Free Soh .... . 
.Atlanta, Go.......... Ptof . .A. Gra.vos, secretary ................... ·••H• 
Dawson, Ga. ......... Prof. B.C . .Adams .••.••••••• 1879 Freo Soc'y .. . 
Dawson, Gn..... ••••. Miss U~sy McNulty •••••• 1879 Free Soo'y .. . 
















300 ••••••••· 0 •••••••••••••••••• $0 
. ••..... 29,487 ........ 
1 
$7,195 $1, 798! 2,596 
200 ........ 2, 500 500 ........ 100 
25 ................ !........ 50 •••••••• 
146 •••••••· 0 ................ , ...... .. 
100 .. .. .. .. 0 300 . • .. . .. . 50 
















































IS Lewis Public Library •• -••••••••••• 
1!) Normal Lfumry ...•.•..•.••..••..• 
20 Ll!_~~~tc~fv~orgnn Park Military 
21 0<111 l!-.cllom' Librar:v, St. Charles 
Lodgo No.14, I. 0. 6. F. 
22 Priocoton Library ......•...••••••. 
23 Boone Public School Library •••••• 
24 Tbe Gordon School Library .•••••• 
25 Librat-y of Iowa Cite .Academy .•. 
26 Lilmlry of German ollege .••••••. 
27 Burlingame School Library ..••••. 
28 Freedmen's A.caclomy Library ...•. 
29 Library of Select School of Geth-
aemnni. 
30 Library of Hampton College •••••• 
31 Tllo Ma.y::~" lle nn<l Mason County 
Library, Historicaland Scientific 
Association. 
32 Ro3.d>illa Seminary-Library .••••• 
33 Homo Library, Jewish Widows' 
and Or£hnns' .llome. 
34 Hamlin ibrary of Hebron Acad-
emy. 
35 Boys' Home Library ..••••.••••••. 
39 Southampton Social Library •••••• 
40 Battle Creek Colle~e Lilmu·y ..••. 
41 Library of Detroit Scientific Asso-
ciation. 
42 Eaton Rapids Public Library ..... 
43 L eslie Lyceum Library .•....••••• 
441· Library of Michigan Military 
demy. 
a Free to students. 
b Free to memb~rs. 
c Free to inmates. 
ca· 
MaconiiTa. .••••••••. W. A. Hodge, secretary • • • • . 1879 Free Sch ·- ••. 3, 000 Dixon, ..•.....••. J. B. Dille................... 1881 Free Sch ..••• 1,500 
Morgan Park, ill .... Ed. N. Kirk Talcott, super- 1876 aFree Sch ..••• 400 
intendent. 
St. Charles, Ill •••••. H.M.Clark .•••.•••.•••.•••. 1860 bFree . ........... 589 
Princeton, Ind .••••• Flora Miller .•.......••..•.. 1881 Sub. ...................... 1, 000 
Boone, Iowa •••••••. B. R. Gass, superintendent 1879 Sub. Sch ..••. 800 
(ex officio librarian). 
Burlington, Iowa. ... Wm. G. Gordon ......•.•..•. Sch ••••. 1, 000 
Iowa. City, Iowa ..• . Miss Laura M. Graves ...... 1868 Sch ...•. 320 
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. .. Geo. B . .A.ddicks, secretary 1875 Free Coll ..... 360 
ofcolle~. 
Burlingame, Ka.ns .• Carrie E. oty ...•••.••...•. 1870 
·jh:~~ 
Sch ..... 677 
Dunlap, Kans ....••. Andrew Atchison .•.••..... 1881 Sch ..•.. 600 
Gethsemane, Ky •••• Right Rev. B. M. Benedict, 1862 Sch ..... 399 
abbot. 
Louisville, Ky •••••• L. D. Hampton .••••••••••••. 1878 Coll ..• ~. 2, 000 
Maysville, Ky •••••. W. D. Hixson .•••••••••••••• 1875 Free Pub •••. 1, 000 
Ba. ton Rouge, La .•• ·1 Mrs. W.ll. Goodale .•••.••• -~1850 I Freel Sch .. -. -~1, 000 
New Orleans, La. .•.. Rev. Simon L. Weil, super- 1875 cFreo A. & R.. 500 
intendant. I 
Hebron, Me .••.••••. W. W.Mayo,A.B .•••••..••. 18- ,dFree Sch..... 500 
Baltimore., Md.(cor., John H. Lynch, superin- I 1871 I Freel A. & R .. 
Calvert and Pleas- t.endent. 
ant sts.). 
- - - --. ••••••• •••••• 1853 • •• • • • Sch ..... 
_ 3_3 N. Holliday st.). I 
',Al'"t .......... •••• 1878 ........ Mis ..••. 
_Higha!l~Lowsj;s.)l _ _ - reenleaf .••.•.• 1880 eFroe (/) 
soum building). 
Southampton, Mass. E. W. Birge ......•••••.•••. 1880 Sub. Soc'l. ••. 
Ba.ttloCreek,Mich .. Henry Veysey ...•••.•••.••. 1878 d.Froe Mis ...•. 
Detroit: ~ch ..• _. ••• John c .. Holmes .•••••.•••••• 1874 FI:eol Sci.. •••• 
Leslie, M1cn. (High Clara. Doty ..•...••...•..••. 1881 Sub. 
Earon Rop>~•. >l>?h 'i· L. Be>ggo, '""'-••••• -~1882 ( '' Pub .••. 
school room) . 
Orchard Lake, Mich . CoL J. S. Rogers . • • • • • • •• • • • 1877 •••••• I Sch ..••. 
e For the use of students a.nd employes of t•useum. 








d F1·ee to teach era and pupils. 
g Includes pamphlets. 




~ ·-; -........ 
0 , •••••••• ! •••••••• , •••••••• 
g ...... ~.1:::::::: :::::::: 







30 , . .•.•••. , .••.•••. ••••••• •. ••• ••.••.•.••.••.. 
20 • 0 , .•••••.. , .••..... 
0 








Ol 500 lT 50 
0 .••••••• 0 
0 .••.•••. 50 0 
1, 000 60 I 60 "I 0 
(\ ........................................ 
68 49 I • ••••••• 
(h) 
200 •.••••••. 0 175 155 20 
.... i2o · :::::::: ······a· :::::::: ::::::::1 ..... iso 
1, ooo ..••.••. o 4~5 3oo 1 il25 
1~: ~~~:~~~: ···--~~- ·---~~~- ..... :~.!-·····:~ 
i For inci<lentals only. 






















45 Gmnite Fnlls Librnry ............ . 
40 Librnry of llamliue trniversity •••. 
47
1 
Mnuknto lli~b School Library .... 
48 Library of Gustavus Adolphus 
Collr~e. 
49 1 Philom!tthonn Literary Society Li-
brarv (Cooper Institute). 
50 netil Edt>n InHtitute Library .••••. 
51 Southwest Bnvlist Collo~o Library 
5~ ' Graml Tiiv<'r College Library .•••.• 
531 Lihrnryot'Synodionl FerunloCollegl' 
54 ~fcCuno Golle~e Libra ......... . 
5:i :.Uonisvillo Institute L~rnry .... .. 
GG Lihrary of Nebrnskl\ Institute for 
r. I , tl~o Ulintl. • 
v7 CrOlf!htou College Library .••..... 
58 1 Lil.lrnry of Institute for tho Doni 
and Dumb. 
1\!l 1 Yuunl! Men's Christian Assooia-
1 
lion Librnry. 
0 Scllool fur Boys 
Ill 1 Dl'i<lgoton Library ......... ~ ..... . 
GO! Cro::11n lthl~~o Circulating Library. 
6:1 I !-\h·.vkt•t· Ll\.ltnry ....•. . .. ... ...... 
(;l Green Stt·cot. f:iehool Libmry ...... 
..... ..... 
Location. Librarian or secretary. 
<1l rD Funrl aml in- Yearl_y oxpcn· 
~ ~ come. ditUl'C. 
tl) til 
~ ·§ . ci ..; ·p;..: d! 0 u) 0 <l:> :::c':l :=a Sen c; 0 a ';;;j<J '::lo e .s D. "C;jh "C;j;.., oo 0 . -d ·c ::s 0 • oo ].S 0 4)1>, <1>1>, p,~ .9 ~ "!:lrn 4) 0 ~ ... :;:: ... ~ "d 
~ 
? 
~"' gJS .... :::: ho ... "d :::c; ::: ..... =~ o.,_. ~:: c;::: :::: 0 -~p P.·~ c:..., 
~ 
rD ... rn·~ ~~ ..... ~d ,!:) ;::::l "' ...... ....;::::l gj~ ... 0 s s :::<::> ..l:'s ."!j ::: 0 rD p g~ ~:::: ·~ 4) 4) § ~ ::s ~~ o"' ..cl Cl) "' 0 a m 0 'd ~ ~ 6 z p. p. ~ ~ ;:q rn. - ---------------------------
~ 3 4 ~ 6 ,. s 9 10 11 12 13 
-------------------------- -· 
Granite Falls, !finn ·1 George W. Sargent ...•.••. -~18781 Sub -~ Mis-- -.. 
Hrunlino, Minn . . • . . George S. Innis . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1880 Free Sch ..•.. 
Mankato, Minn ..... Bruno Bierbaner ............ 1876 Free Mia ... .. 
St. Peter, Minn.. . .. Prof. S. M. HilL............. 1876 Free ColL •••. 






Webster, Miss ...... K. A. Livingston ............ 1878 Sub . Sch. ..•. GOO 
Bolivar, Mo . ........ A. F. Shinn .. . • • • .. • • . . . • • .. 1870 Free ColL.... cl, 000 
Edinbur~h, Mo ..... .J.E.Brown ....................... :Free Coli..... 400 
]fulton, Mo . .. • .. • .. Rev. B. H. Charles, presideut ...... dFree CoiL.... 350 
of college. 
Louisiana, 1t1:o ... . . . E. A. Armstrong............ 1881 dFree CoiL.... 350 
Morris\'illc, Mo ..... T.W.A.lton ...... ....................... Sch..... 450 
Nebraska, City, Neb1·1 .J. B. Pl\rmelee .............. 1877 eFree .... ••••.. 350 
Omnl111., Nebr -------~William Hoffend ............ 1870 /Free ColL .... 4,125 
Omahn,Ncbr ....... F.L.Reid ................... 1874 ...... .......... 750 
Concorcl N.H....... E. F. Mcintosh, secretary... 1868 bFree Y.M.C.A 580 
lloldorness, N. H . 
(Plymouth Post 
Office). 
Bridgeton~ N.J ..... 
Croam Riage, N . .J •. 
Lam bert ville~,. N . .J •. 
Newark, N . .J. (19 
Groon at.). 
Rev. Frederick M. Gray, I 1879 
principal of school. 
M. C. Elmer ..........•••.••. 11881 
Mrs. E. L. Saterthwaite, sec . 1871 
Su~ie B. Hunt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1882 
H. von dEtr Heide, director.. 1871 
Freel Mis ..... 
Sub.l Mi.s ... •. 
Sub . ........ .. 
Sub. lUis ... .. 










.. _ .. ___ 
1 
$60 I $60 I $~0 
.. .. ~~~: -- --~~~. $1, 00~ .... ~~~. .. --~~~. . ••. -~~~ 
200 156 100 •.••••••• 35 
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65 Lyceum Library of Now .Jersey 
"Business Uolloge. 
GG Skelton Library h ••••••••••••••••• 
G7 Library of Addison Union School. 
68 Library of Albany Orpho.n Asylum 
691 Young Mon's .Association Library. 
70 Library of Dryden Academy ...••. 
71 Easton Circulating Libmry ....... . 
72 Flushing High School Library ... . 
73 Fort Edward-Union Sohool Library 
74 Library of Lisle .Academy .•••...•. 
75 Libra .·y of Mechanicville Academy 
7G Librnry of Moba.wk Union Free 
Sclaool. 
77 Newark V nlleyPublic Library .... 
78 Charity Hospital Training School 
Library. 
79 Lillrnry of Union Free District, 
No. 2. 
80 Library of Vassar Brothers' Insti-
tnt.(\. 
81 Library of Rhinebeck Free School. 
82 Lil.nm·.v of Ulster Free Academy 
and Union Free School, No.2. 
83 Library Schenectady Union School 
84 Sherman Union School Library .••. 
85 Somers Library .................. . 
86 Library of Christian Biblical In-
stitute. 
87 Librnry of Mt. Hope Ladies' Semi-
nary. 
88 Young Men's Chris Ua.n Association 
Free Library. 
89 Library of Waverly High School.. 
90 Public School Library ........... . 
91 Library of Hebrew Union College. 
92 Fostoria. Academy Library ...... . 
93 Rio Grande College Library ...... . 
94 Corvallis College Library .•..••••• 
a For incidentals only. 
b Free to members. 
c 600 books and 400 prunphlets. 
d Free to students. 
e :Free to teachers and pupils. 
Newark, N . .r. (764-
766 llroad st.). 
Trenton, N . .J. (High 
school). 
Addison, N.Y ...... 
.Alban;v, N.Y. (cor. 
Robm street and 
Washington ave.). 
.A.lexnndriaBay,N. Y 
Dryden, N. Y ..... .. 
Easton, N.Y ...... .. 
Flushing, N. Y ..... . 
Fort Edward, N.Y. 
(Union school 
building). 
Lisle, N.Y ...... ... . 
Mechanicville, N. Y. 
Mohawk, N.Y .. .... 
C. T. MUler, principal of 
colle.'!c. 
Cornelius Shepherd, super-
in ten<lcnt public schools. 
P.M.llnll . .............. .. 
Albert D. Fuller .......... .. 
18i6 Sub. Sch .... . 
1879 ...... Sch ... .. 
1863 iFree M.is .... . 
1869 Free .A. & R .• 
MinnieDavis ............... l 18i9 1 Sub.
1 
......... . 
Herbert M. Lovell . . . . . • . . . . 1871 Free Mis ...•. 
Mrs. Lucy P. Allen ......... 1879 Sub. Mis ... .. 
Sherman Williams ................ Free Sch .... . 
George .A. Honllley......... . • • • .. Free Sch ... .. 
M . .A.. Lewis ................ , 1868 1 Freel Sch ... .. 
Mary K. Ames .............. 1862 Free Sch .... . 
.r. H. Walker . ... ............ 1847 Free Mis ... .. 
Newark Valley, N. Y Miss Elizabeth Spaulding ... , 1881 I Sub ., Pub ... . 
New York, N. Y. Mrs. H. I,.. Clute, supervising 1881 jFree ........ .. 
( B 1 a c k we 11 ' s nurse. 
I sland). 
PnlatineBridge,N.Y .A.Dillenba.ck, sccreta.ry .... , 1857 Froo , liis ... .. 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. W. G. Stevenson, secretary .. I 1881 Free Sci .... . 
Rhinebeck, N. Y . . . . Theodore S. Barnes . . • • . • • • . 1840 Free Sch .... . 
Rondout, N.Y ...... Dr . .John .A. Weber ......... 1870 Free Sch ... .. 
Schenectady, N. Y. S. B. Howe.................. 1854 Free Sch ... .. 
(College st.). 
Sherman, N.Y ... ... J. L. Thayer, secretary ...... 1874 Free Sch ... .. 
Somers, N. Y.. .. . . . Margaret Patterson .. .. .. .. 1875 Sub. Mis ... .. 
Stanfordville, N.Y . Rev. Alvo, H. :Morrill.. ...... 1869 Free The'l .. . 
Tarrytown, N.Y .... Robert C. Flack, A.M ....... 1879 Free Sch ... .. 
Utica, N. Y.. ....... G. K. Shurtleff, secreto,ry.... 1878 Free Y.M.C . .A. 
Waverly, N.Y...... H. H. Hutton, principa-l of 1871 Free Sch ..... 
school. 
Fayetteville, N.C ... Luvcnia B. Williams ........ 1877 Sub. Sch .... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio .. .. Isaac Rubenstein........... 1875 Free Mis .... . 
Fostoria, Ohio . . .. .. W. G. King . . . . . . .. .. .. .. • .. 1879 1 Free Sch .... . 
Rio Grande-, Ohio . . . Thomas E. Peden........... 1876 nFreel Coli .... . 
Corvallis, Oreg ..... . B . .J. H awthorne ............ 1868 Free Mis ..... 1 
f Free to profesRors; part of it to pupils for $1 a yea-x:. 
g Approprio,tion for two years. 
h A bequest to the board of school trustees by Dr. 
Skelton. 




































1, 560 150 145 
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74 ........ l30, 000 Z2, 000 
5 ........ ........ 21 
35 ........ 0 114 
50 ....................... . 




















25 ...................... . 35 
10 0 
330 1 ml, 000 
35 
300 I 40 , ...... "I 0 1 ........ 1' 651 0 8, 0  1, 00  .. .. .. ..  .. .. .. .. 500 20  
800 . ...... ........ ........ ........ 100 ...... .. ~~~I 1g~ L:::::: ...... 0 ....... 0. ···--·o· ·····--o 
jFreo to nurses. 
k Contribution of books. 
lFor all departments of the institute. 
mSalary of general secretary. 
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1 ~ 3 4 r;-_--6~-,.-,-s- 9 ~~1---;;-----;;-
t----~---------t--------1 I I , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , __ _ 
05 Li"!mry of Uoi>(lrsity of Oregon .. 
!JG Pb1h>mnth CollCI!O L1bmry .....•.. 
07 Euepinn Librnry of Chester Acad-
emy. 
98 Lihr:iry of Dayton Soldiers' Or-
00 L~~~~v ~i!~!wish Foster Home 
nncl Orphnn .l.sylum. 
100 Lilmuy of Pine Grove Normnl 
Acnclomv. 
101 Libmry oJ Lait•tl Institute ......•. 
10:! L\bra1y or Excelsior Society 
(Uui~o Sominory). 
103 Lii.Hmy of N I.'OCOtuninn 8ocioty 
(Union S<'mlnl\ry) . 
104 Library of Pl.lilnuelphio. Sominn.ry. 
Eugene City, Oreg .. Mnrk Bailey .••••..•.•...... 1876 , ...... CoiL. ... Pbiloma.tb, Oreg .••. W. S. Walker . ••••••.•..••.. 1868 Free Mis ..•.. 
Chester, Pa ... •••• .. Dora Gilbert .•••••••••..•.•. 18i2 l:iub. Mis .... . 
Daytou, Pa •.••.•••. Elizabeth Ambrose, secre- 18i2 Free Sch ..... 
tnry. 
Germantown, Pa. Rev. N. Rol!cnau, superin- 1874 ll'rce .A..&R . . 
(Mill street). ten dent. 
Grove City, Pa. ..••.. Isano C. Ketler .. •••••••••••. 1877 ....... Sch ..... 
Mu~sville, ra ..... 
1 
F. L. Stewart, secretary..... 1865 
1
aFree Sch ...•. 








New Borlh~, ra ..... M.. L . Dunke~ -~···········--~1858 1 Freel Soc'y .•• 
Philadelplna, Pa.. M1ss C. A. B1ttrng . • • • . • . . . . 1871 . • . • • . Sch ..••. 
. (1325 N. Broa<lat.). 





Odd Fellows' Librnry, Tnrcntum Tnrentum,Pa. .•••••• JohnB.Reed ..•••••.•••.••. 1870 bFree Mis .•••. 
Lod~('l, No. M7, L 0. 0. F. 
Libmt·yofTdnltyllnll .... ... .... Washinrlon.Pa. ..•. Rev.SamuelEarp,PH.D ........... ..... Sch . .••. 
flt·N•nvillo Public Library ........ Greenvillo, :R.I .•••• Oscar A. Tobey, secretary .. 1882 Free Pub ... . 
l'nrrltt.Colll.'~oLibrnry ..... ...... "Speucel)_Tenn ·;···· .A...J.Denton .....•••••...... 1878 Free ColL ... . 
Wt~kott InRtltntu Llbmry ......... Ilonoy lirovol 'I ex .. :R. M. Shelton ..••••••••••••. 1881 Sub. Sob .. .. . 
'l'lnwthoun Libr:u·y o1' Trinity Tehuncana,Tex •••. :M.C.Johnson •• •••••• •..• • . 1879 Free The'l .. . 
llnivorelt y, 
llnnwt.l'n\1\lol.lhrnry .• : .••..•• .. Dorect,Vt .•• ~ -· -··· Bort11a.M.Pratt .•••••.••••• 1871 Sub. Pub ..•. 
lttltlt'ort\J,Ihrnry A~ot'ltttlon .•... Ilartford, Vt ...... ~ •. Mrs .. K Morrie, secretn.ry ... 1875 Sub .. ........ . 
l.iltl"ht·.vof Vouuout Ht~t'unu Hcl1ool .:Vcn-gNtnca, Vt .•••.. '\V'. E.ll'nirbank .•••••••••••• 1865 dFreo A. &R .. 




$0 I $0 I $0 
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115 1 Agrionltural.Lwr:\r~' c 
116 t .Jackson Instltuto I.1brary ....... . 
117 I~ibrary of Buloit llip:ll School. .••. 
118 Burlington School Library ....... . 
110 ' .Mission Hon11e Library ........... . 
120 Libl'lUT of tllO National German-
. Ame'riMu •.ranchers' Seminary. 
121 :Marquette College Library ...••.. 
122 Sacred Heart College Library .•••. 
123 Prescott School Library ......... .. 
124 Colll'geLibrurvUnivcrsit.vof Our 
Lad:v of the 'Sacred IIearL 
125 High School Library 
126 Library of the United States Geo-
Jogienl Survey. 
127 Library of Franklin Academy .. .. 
128 Library of the Cherokee Male 
Seminal'Y· 
129 Libmry-ofthe University ofNew 
Mexico. · 
130 Library of St. Paul's SchooL ••••.. 
W est Randolph, Vt . 
Abingdon, Va. ...... 
Beloit, Wis .....• ••. 
Bur lin .(!ton, Wis .. .. 
Franklin, Wis .. .. .. 
Milwaukee, \ Vis •••. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
{cor. Tenth and 
State streets). 
Prairie du Chien, 
Wis. 
Prescott., Wis . .... .. 
"\Va.tortown, Wis .. .. 
Wausau, Wis . .... .. 
Washington, D. C .. . 
F ranklin, Idaho .... . 
Tahlequah, Ind. T er. 
Santa Fe, N. Mex ... 
Walla Wall111, Wash. 
Ter. 
131 I Whitman Co11cge Library ......... ! Walla Walla, Wash. 
Ter. 
a Free to students. 
b Free to members of lodge and their families and 
members of order who pay $1 a year . 
., For incidentals only. 
Mrs. J. Hutchinson ......... 1870 Sub ........... 
.A.. \Holladay •••••••••••••• 1868 Free Soh .•••. 
W. . Bea<:h ................. 1869 Free Sch ••••• 
Edward Brady .............. Free Sch .•••• 
J. W. Grosshuesch ••.••••••. 1862 a Free The'l ... 
I. Keller .................... 1878 Free Sch .•••• 
Aloysius Rotter, s. J •••••••. ! 1880 ldFreel Coli .•••. 
Rov . .John Hagen, s. J • • ••••. 1880 Free Coli . .••. 
G. L. Bowman .. .. .......... 1857 Free Mia . •••• 
Rev . .J. O'Keeffe, c. s. c ...•.. 1875 Free Coll.. ••• 
C.D . .A.bbey, principal of ... .... {Free Sch ..... 
schools. 
Charles C. Darwin .••••••••• 1882 (h) Sci.. •••• 
Miss AnnaN oble, principal .. ··-·· ·---·· Sch ..... of academy. 
W. I .. Davis, principal of 1850 ~ch .•••. 
semma.ry. 
William M. Berger ..•.•••••• 1881 Jl'ree ColJ, ..... 
Miss A.A. Buck . ••••••••••. ........ Free Sch .•••. 
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0
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25 , •••••••• 
d Free t{) teachers and pupils. 
e The Agricultural Libr:bry bas been united with 
the Ladies' Library of Wo~t Randolph, Vt. 
J To students and ~a.~oJla. 
g Supported by city funds. 
h For use of members of tho survey only. 
















' TAilLB XYII.-Statistics of train~ng schools for nurses for 188'2; front 1'eJJZies to inquiries by tlte United States Bnreau of Education. 
ai 
I~ as ~ 6 :';1 -~ -a ~ A ~d d d l:S ~ .s,t. cQ 0 .£ A Ao .s . :a :3 0 ..... C\1 'S~ E; "'P 0: ~ 
0 
""""' "'~ "" ce "" 00 <I) c,ja:J -@<I) 0 >l 0 00 ~-~ e- ·a Superint-endent. .0 ,...; ~d .,.._. <1)1>-> Salary paid pupils . Conditions of atlmission. Nl\Dle. Locat.i.on. .s .s P..o ~-3 0 Ci! s .ObD ·w:3 <+-<<ll 0 1:,0 .... p s~ .s 0 s:l .& IIJ 0~ o"' 0 "" 
pel) 2l I'< ;::I ~~ .... ..... ., ""' ~ l=lo "' <llO 0 0 .0 ~ 0 $ ·~ p Po .0 ..s <I) s r::l ~ § s ~ ~ ce 0: ~ p "" 0 ;::1 A A lzi P-i c.!;) H c.!;) lzi lzi 
- -- - -
1 ~ 3 "' 5 6 '7 s 9 l.O l.l. 1.2 :13 1.4 -- - -
1 Hortford Tiospitnl Train- Hartford, Conn . ....... 1877 1877 Lenndcr Hall .....•••. (a) 16 4 42 26 2 52 $10 a month for the first -Age, 21-35; sound healtl,J. 
in:: School for Nurses. I year; $14 a month and a certificate of good for the second. moral character. 
2 Connecticut Training New Ha>cn, Conn .... . 1873 1873 Miss Gertrude Barrett 7 23 11 200 70 1! 50 $170 for 18 months ..... Age, 22; good health, good 
Sr bool for Nurses (State moral character, and 
Hospital). common school educa-
tion. 
3 I lllinois Truiuing School Chicago, Iil. (304 Ho· 1880 1881 Miss M. E. Hemple . __ b2 30 ..... ····- 6 2 50 $8 a month for the first Age, 21-35; sound health, for Nurses. nor6 street). year ; $12 a month good moral character, 
for the second. and common school edu-
cation. 
4 Bo!lton City Hospital Boston, Mass .......... c1880 1878 Mrs. Almirn. C. Davis . 9 50 9 159 21 2 50 $10 a month for first Ago, 21-35; sa.tisfactOry 
Tt-ninlng School for year; $14 a month roferenc.es of sound 
Nurses.• I for second ; $20-$30 health aml good moral 
head nurses (gradu- character. 
Boston Trninintt School Boston, Mnss .......... Miss Anno. C. Max-
at.es). 
Age, 25-35 ; good health 5 1875 1873 ·-·· 45 15 222 89 2 50 $10 a month for first for Nursc~l\Iassacbu- welL r::~~c~~~- 0. mouth and common school edu· sottsGcno Hospital). cation. 
6 Training Scl10ol for Nur- Boston, Moss. (Rox- c1863 1872 Marcia E. :Billings .••. (a) 16 7 dl50 d55 1~ 50 $1 a week for first 6 At~:~~R~r;~~~; ~~~1 I!<'S \New Englnnd nos- bury district). months; $2 a week 
pita). for secon<l 6 mout.hs; ~~;~, ~~ s~~~J~!~it~~ unu $3 n. week for 
last 4 months. 
7 Trnlnlm School for Nnr- 1\liuncn.polis,M.inn .......... 1882 Mn.ry S. Whetstone, ...... 4 •••. --·-- ---- ·-·- •••• ................................................ 



































8 I Trnimn~r Sc"taool (Grange 1 Orange, N. J .•.•.•.•.. 
Memorial llospit:\1). 
0 1882 I Miss Anna G. Clementi 1 7 0 7 0 2 I 50 I Nothing the :first 3 
9 I Brooklyn TrniningSchool ·l Brooklyn, N. Y. (257j •••••. j 1B80 I Lucy S. Lov~joy .••••• 1 .•.. 1 17 
for Nnrses (Brooklyn Adelphi street). 
Hos11ital). 
10 I New York State School Brooklyn, N. Y. (46,1871 1 187::1 I Mrs. A. H. Wolhaup- I 6 I 7 I 7 
for Training Nurses.* Concord street). ter. 
months; $6 a month 
for the 3 following 
months; and $12 a 
month for the re-
mainder of the 
course. 
24 I 7 I 2 I 52 I $9 a month for the :first 
year; $15 a month 
for the second. 
54 I 54 I 1 I 52 I Boarded and lodged 
during the entire 
course of instruction. 
11 I Training School for Nur- 1 Brooklyn, N. Y ••••.•.. l 0 
ses (Brooklyn llomreo-
patbic Hospital). 
12 I Buffalo General Hospital ! Buffalo, N. Y ••••••.••. I 0 
Training School for 
Nurses. 
1878 I Sister Mildred .••••••• ! 7 I 12 24 I 8 I 2 le52 I $10 per month for first 
year; $15 per month 
for second. 
1878 t Miss C. E. Seelye .••••. J 8 I 18 I 6 I 45 I 11 I 2 I 50 I $9 a month for the :first 
yea.r; $12 a month 
for second. 
1!! I Cbari~y Hospital Train- ~ NewYork,N.Y.(Black-1 1875 I 1875 
ing School. well's Island). 
14 Mount Sinai Training 1 New York, N.Y. (8521 1881 i 1881 
Louis L. Seaman, M.D., 
chief of staff. 
MissP. B. Washburne 
15 I 42 I 30 I 106 !120 
28 I 0 I 37 
2 I 52 I $10amonthforthe:first 
year; $15 a month 
for second. 
2 I 50 I $9 a month for the :first 
year; $15 a. month 
for the second. 
School for Nurses. I.exington avenue). 
15 I Tra.ining School for Nur-1 New York, N. Y. (426j1872 j1873 I Elna P. Perkins ..••.. J *6 1*64 I 20 I 168 1168 
ses (RellevueHospital). East. 26th street). 2 I 50 I $9 a month for the first yea,r; $15 a month 
for the second. 
1877 J Z. E. Whitaker •.••••. 10 I Tnunin~r School of New I NewYork,N.Y.(West 
York Hospital. 15th street). 
0 8 I 26 9 I 115 I 61 ! 1!/ 40 I $10, $13, and $10 a 
· month for the first, 
second, and third 6 
17 I RoobesterHospita.lTrain-1 Rochester,N. Y ....... 1 •••••• 1 •••••• 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 •••• 1 •••• 1 •••• , ••••• , .... , ••••••••• ing School for Nurses. 
months, respec.tive-
1y; graduates, $25. 
Age, 20-40 ; g;ootl moral 
character and common 
school ouucation. 
Age, 22-35; good English 
euucation and pleasing 
manners. 
Age, 21-40; satisfactory 
references as to monil 
chara.cter and gen-
eral health, ability to 
read and write, and an 
agreement to remain one 
year. . 
Age, 20-35; sound hea.Ith, 
good education, and 
satisfactory t e s tim o-
nial8 as to character. 
Age 22-35; g;oocl health, 
common school educa-
tion, and inoral char-
actor. 
Age, 20-35; satisfactory 
references of good health 
and moral character. 
Age, 20-35; sound health, 
good English educa!.ion, 
and good moral char-
acter. 
Age, 25-35; satisfactory 
references from phy-
slc.ian and clergyman as 
to sound health and 
good moral character, 
and a goo<l common 
school ellucation. 
.A.ge, 25-35; good common 
school educatiou, sound 
health, &nd good moral 
cbaractei'. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Lady superinienuent and attending physician. 
b With a corps of 8 medical lecturers. 
c Date of incorporation of hospital. 
d Since the formal orga.nization of the school in September, 1872. 



















TADLE XVII.- Statistics ~~training schools jo1· 1tu1·ses for 1882, cfc.- Continued. 
~ ; S~ j.e 1~ 6 ui j... "' 0 .Cl 
~ ~ .s 0 g. d '§ 1':; • al .9 p. . "'!l !;' r~-S . 0 0 ..... -:6 ~ i 
0 ~ ~~ 0 ~_g~~ "' ~ 0 ·a C() .""" ¢>. C'ja:: <l)Q,) l Location. I e- Superintendent. ~ 
,..... "'~ o ~ <1) .... <1) ""I Salary paid pupils. t Conditions of admission. Nnme. .s ~ <1> ~ -~ 9 l»o I!; o 0 as ..... 'S ~ "'~ ..... <1) ..... 0 b.C .... 
.E 1-< 0 s= «l 0 aJ Oro~~ 0 1-< ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~~ ..... ..... <1) "" 0 0 p "" .g ~ -~ .g 'S 0 'S <1) .s s ~ ~ C\1 0 ~ ~ C) ~ 0 ::j 
~ ~ tz; ~ ~ H ~ tz; tz; 
----
1 ~ 3 4 6 6 I '1 I s 1 9 110 I :11. 1.12 .13 1.4 
J I I 1--1 I 1-1-1-1-1-1 
181 llo1t11o nntl Ho"'Pitnl of 
tho Good Slw hetd. 
l!l '].'raining Srhoo~ for Nur-
l>l'~ (Cin<'innnti Colle:ro 
of hlctlicilte aud Sur-
••t>ry). 
20 I N;;t't'~· Tr:tining School of 
tho \\'oman's llospital. 
2l i Trnininl: Scbo!ll for Nnr-
!ll'S (llo!'lpitnl for \Vo-
mon). 
22 I )fmy l~lo•tcbt•r Hospital 
Traiuiug School for 
Nurses. 






..... , .... , .... , .... 1 ....................... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ................... ---~~: ............................................. t ..................... .. 
Philadelphia, Pa. la186111863 i Huela. E. Tyng, phy-
(North College ave- ! sician in charge. 
nne and 22d street). 
7 I 26 I 5 I 169 I 80 1 2 I 52 I .After 1 month's proba-
tion, $5 a month for 
5 months; $10 a 
month for the next 
12 mDnths; $16 a 
month for the last 0 
months. 
Charleston, S.C ....... j •••••• j ...... j ........................ l. ... l. ... l. ... l. .... l. ... l .... l. .. .l ....................... .. 
Burlington,Vt ........ j._ ••• j 1882 l A. J. Willard, A.M., I 6j21j----j--·--j----\----!··--jLodgedand.boarde~in 
M. D. 1 the hosp1tal durmg 
their term ef service. 
Age, 21-45; good health, 
average intelligence, 
fair education, and good 
moral character. 
Age, 20-40; certificates of 
sound health and good 
moral character ; also 
must possess a profici-
:f~~~~ r:;i1~Jeli~~t~!J 
grammatical expression 
of the English language, 
and must pay in lid-

































2:l i W":1~hinqtou Trlliningi'V:lshington,D.C .•••. I1877118"77j Mrs. Alice R. Woat-~ 
Sch"o~ fOl Nm-:;es. fall, matron of nur-
ses' homE>. 
* l lrum Report of tbo Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
71.2310140131 21211None .••..••••••••••••• IMuatbe20yoarsofageor over; good moral char-
acter, sound health, and 
elementary education. 
aDa to of incorporation of hQSpital. 
Training schools fm· nm·ses j1·orn which no injol'mation has been received. 
Name. Location. 
l'tfi~!'<iOll Sc~nol ~f?.{~dwifory ..............•. .' ....•••••••••.• ~ · •••••••••••••••• ····················-~-~- •••• ~ ··········1 St .. Louis, ]');1o. 


































'S ~ . 
~ ~ 00 
~ $ ~ 00 ~ .s s .g ~ s 
~ z ~ :i1 ~ 
I 1 I 2 I 31 4 I ~ I G -7 § I 9 I 10 
Alnbnmn. Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and 
tho Blind. 21 Arknnsns Denf·Mute Institute b .•••• •••••••••.•••• 
3 Institution for the Deaf 3lld Dumb and the Blind .. 
4 Institute for the Education of the Mute and the 
Blind. 
American Asylum for tho Education of the Deaf 
nnd Dumb. 
0 I Whip{>le's llome Sohoolfor Deaf-Mutes .......... . 
7 Gcor~tn. Institution for tho Deaf and Dumb ...... .. 
8 Chicn~o Dn.y Schools for Deaf-Mutes a ........... . 
9 llliooia Institution for the Educntion of the Deaf 
aodDumb. 
10 Indiana. Institution for EduC!l.ting the Deaf and 
Dumb.* 
11 Iowa Institution for tho Deaf and Dumb ........ .. 
12 Knn::;ns Ins titution for the Education of the Dea.f 
nmlDumb. 
13 Kt•ntucl<y Institution for the D eaf and Dumb ..... 
11 Loniainun Institution for tho Education of the Deaf 
nntlDumb. 
lG r:or!hmtl pay S<;:l1ool for tho Den!.. .............. .. 
10 .lo . h .nnp)l A fnslltutoo .......................... .. 
17 :Maryland Sohool for tho Colored Blind and Deaf. 
Mutoa. 
l R 1\fn1·ylnrul School fot· tho Drnfnncl Dnm\1 ........ .. 
1'J '.NtliY' J~n"lnml Inchutrlnl Sohool fol· Doaf.Mntoe . . . 
Talladega, Ala. ............ 1860 I State ......... Joseph H. Johnson, M.D .......... . 
Little Roc~, Ark.......... 1868 1 State .. ... • .. . H. C. ~arum _on~, lf. A ............ .. 
Berkeley, Cal ............. 1860 State ......... WarrmgW1lkmson,M.A ......... . 
Colorado Springs, Colo.... 1874 State .. .... .. . P. W. Downing ................. .. 
lliirtford, Conn .... . .. .. .. 1816 B 'dofilirectors Job Williams, :111. A .............. .. 
Mystic River, Conn ....... 1869 Private ....... Jonathan Whipple ............... . 
Cave Spring, Ga. .. .. • .. • .. 1R46 State .. .. .. .. . W. 0. Connor ................... .. 
Chicago, ill .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1875 B'd of edueat'n Philip A. Emery, M.A., D. D ....... . 
.Tacksonville,lll .. .. • • .. .. 1839 State .. .. .. • .. Philip G. Gillett, A.M., LL. D ..... .. 
Indi..wapolis, Ind .. • .. .. .. 1844 State .. .. .. . .. William Glenn, superintendent .. . 
Council Blnil's, Iowa. .. .. . 1855 State .. .. .. . .. Rev . .Alonzo Rogers, sup't ....... .. 
Olathe, Kans.............. 1862 State .. .. .. • .. W. H. De Motte, LL.D., sup't .... .. 
Danville, Ky .............. ,1823 
Baton Rouge, La........... 1852 
State ......... 
Trustoes ..••. 
Portland, Me ............. 1 1870 I City ........ .. 
Baltimore, M<l ............ 1877 Private . .... .. 
Baltimore, Md. (258 Sara- 1R72 State ....... .. 
David C. Dudley,jr., A. u ........ . 
R. G. Ferguson, liLA ........... . 
Miss Ellen L. Barton .......... ~. 
F.Knapp ........................ . 
F.reder1ck D. Morrison, l£. A., sup't 
Ft~~f:r~:~~~d .......... -- J 1867 
J3ovorly, Mass .. .. ... ••• .. 1879 
State ........ ·I Charles W. El.v. A. ?or .... .. ...... .. 































5 , ...... 
2 
10 I 1 
2 0 
48 28 20 
73 45 28 
124 77 47 
43 17 20 
210 123 87 
13 9 4 
80 51 35 
57 29 28 
550 311 239 
405 224 181 
270 171 105 
171 89 82 
145 78 07 
43 25 18 
20 14 12 
32 20 12 
15 8 7 
89 f2 37 

































2o·· Rornce Mann School for the D eaf ...... . • • . • • • • . • • . Boston, Mass. (63 Warren-
ton street) . 
. 1869 School boar-d .. Miss Sarah Fuller ..•••••••••••.••. 8 0 85 37 48 
21 Clarkl' Institution for Deaf-Mutes . ... ......... .••. Northampton, Mass ..••... 1867 Pvt. corporat'n Harriet B. Rogers .••••••.••••••••. 1-2 1 101 53 48 
22 Michigan Institution for Euuoating the Deaf anu Flint, Mich ..•..•.•••••••. 1854 State ....••••. F. A. Platt .•••••.••••••••••••••••• 15 2 264 146 118 
~23 
Dumb. 
Sohool of Articulation .•••.....•........•...•.•.... Marquettl', Mich .••.••••.. 1R71 Private . .••... Mrs . .A.M. Kelsey •••••••••••••••. 1 0 3 1 2 
t;rj 24 Evangelical Lutheran Deaf-Mute Institute . ....... Norris, Mich .. .. ...••..... 1874 Ev. Luth . .A.sso H. Uhlig .•••••....••.............. 3 0 40 24 16 
25 Minnesota. Institution for the Education of the Deaf Faribault, Minn .......... 1863 State . .. .•••• • J. L. Noyes, A.M., superintendent . 8 3 116 03 53 
and Dumb and the Blind. 
26 ~::~;r~!ti~~:~!~!ili!\?d~:ri~~doPt'h~ ~6~£- Jar.kson, Miss •••••••••••. 1853 State ..••••••. J. R. Dobr;ns ..................... 5 1 70 40 ~ 30 27 Fulton, Mo ..•...••••••••. 1851 State .••• ••••. William . Kerr, A. M •• •••• •• ••••• 11 1 232 138 94, 
and Dumb. 
28 St. Joseph's Institute ..•........• . ..••••••••••••••. Hannibal, Mo .. .... ... .•.. 1882 
. Sch~~i b;~;d~: 
Sisters of St. Joseph .•.••.•••••••• 
29 St. Louis Day School for Deaf-Mutes .•••••••••••••. St. Louis, Mo. (corner 9th 1878 Delos .A. Simpson, B. A ............ 2 2 47 27 20 
and Washington sts.). 
30 Nebraska Institute for the Deaf and Dumb .••• . ••. Omaha, Nebr .•..•...•••.. 1869 State ......... J. A. Gillespie, B. n .......•••••.••• 8 0 107 70 37 
31 Le Couteulx St, Mary's Institution for the Educa- Buffalo, N.Y. (125Edward 1854 Sisters of St. Sister Mary Anne Bul'ko ..•••.••. 11 0 132 74 58 
tion ot Deaf-Mutes." street). Joseph. 
32 St. Joseph's Institute for Improved Instruction of Fordham,N. Y .••••••••••. 1869 B 'd of mang'rs Mary B. Morgan .•.•..•••••••••••• 20 1 239 95 144 r::n. 
Deaf Mutes.* I 1-3 
33 Institution for the Improveu Instruction of Deaf. New York, N.Y. (Lexing- 1867 Trustees ..••.. David Greenberger ............... H 0 170 92 78 ~ 
Mutes. ton ave. bet. 67 & 68 sts.) 1-3 
34, Institution for the Instruction of the Deaf and New York, N.Y. (Station 1817 Directors ..••. Isaac Lewis Peet, LL. n ........... 20 h.9 500 316 181 1-4 r::n. 
Dumb.~ M). 1-3 ' 
35 Western ew York Institution for Deaf-Mutes .... Rochester, N.Y ••••••••••. 1876 Trustees ••••• Zenas F. Wester"\"elt .............. 20 0 134 69 65 1-4 
36 Central New York Institution for Deaf-Mutes ...•. Rome,N.Y .•••••••••••••. 1875 Trustees ...... Edward Beverly Nelson, B. A ...... 11 5 178 111 67 c 
37 North Carolina Institution for the Deaf and Dumb :Raleigh, N. C ............. 1845 Sta.te ......... Hezekiah .A.. Gudger, M. A ••••••••• 8 1 114 59 55 II> 
and the Blind. t-4 
38 Cincinnat-i Day School for Deaf-Mutes ............. Cincinnati, Ohio •••••••••. 1875 School board • . .A..F.Wood ....................... 2 0 27 17 10 1-3 3!) Ohio Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Columbus, Ohio., ••••••••• 1829 State ••••••••• Benj. Talbot, acting sup't .••...••. 26 7 513 273 240 ~ Dumb. t:d 40 Oregon School for Deaf-Mutes b ••••••••••••••••••• Salem, Oreg •••••••••••.••. 1870 State ......... Rev. P. S. Knight, superintendent. 3 i1 39 19 20 t-4 41 Erie Day School ................................... Erie, Pa ................... 1875 School board .. Miss Mary H. Welsh .............. 1 0 12 9 3 t%.l 
42 Oral Branch Pennsylvania. Institution ••••••.•••••• Philadelphia, Pa..(17thand 1881 Pa.. Institution Miss Emma Garrett .••••••••••••• 6 0 48 33 15 rn Chestnut streets). 
43 Pennsylvania Ini!titution for the Deaf and Dumb .. Philadelphia, Pa .••••••••• 1821 Directors ..•.. Joshna Foster .................... 18 2 383 210 173 
44 Scranton Deaf-Mute School. ...... -.- ............... Scranton, Pa .••••••••••••• 1880 School board .. Jacob Mitchell Koehler .•••••••••• 1 1 13 6 7 
45 'Western Pennsylvania Institution for the Instruc- Turtle Creek, Pa. .••••••••• 1876 Trustees .••••• John .A. Me Whorter .••••••••••••. 8 2 119 73 46 
tiou of the Deaf and Dum b.* .~ 
46 Rhoue Island School for the Deaf .................. Providence, R. I •••••••••. 1877 State board of · Katharine H. Austin .............. 3 0 33 16 ~ 17 
education. 
47 South Carolina. Institution for the Education of the Cedar Spring, S. C ........ 1849 Sta.te .•.•••••. Newton F. Walker,sup't •••••••••• 3 ...... 48 17 31 
Deaf and Dumb and Blind. 
48 Tennessee School for Deaf and Dumb............. . Knoxville, Tenn • ••• •• • • •• 1845 Trustees ...... Thomas L. Moses ................ . 7 ••••• 102 M 3g 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Edncat.ion for 1881. 1 This institution has three branches, one situated at Fordham, another at Brook:-· 
a These are deaf-mutes. gn (510 Henry street), and another at Throg's Neck. The statistics given are 
b These statistics are for the year 1881. or the t.hree branches. 
c One of these ia a deaf-mute. ~.A branch institution was opened at Tarrytown in October, 1879. 
d The mute schools of Chicago for 1S82 are the Deaf-Mute High School and fonr Five of these are deaf-mutes. -1 
;brimary schools. i This is a deaf-mll.te. 0 
• Sc ool for boating youth, with classes for deaf-mutes. Q't 
TABLE XVIII.-Statistics ojinst-ittttionsjor the deaf and dttmbfor 1882, g-c.-Continued. 
Nnme. 
1 
•n Te:xa." Institution for tho E{luoation of the Dea.f 
and Dumb. 
50 Vir~ini1\ Institution for the Etlucation of the Deaf 
and Durub nn1l the Blind.'" 
51 Wo~t Virp;iuia Institution for the Deaf a.nd Dumb 
nnd lllind. 




Austin, Te:x •.••.•••••••••. 
Staunton, Va. ............. 
Romney, W.Va ........... 













G3 Wi,w.•u~in Phon()lo~ic.allnstituto for Deaf-Mutes .. Milwaukee, Wis ..... ..... 1878 "I S•:Jobu's Catholio In•titutiou . ••...•.. · -·····----· SlFr>noi,St.otion, Wis ••• 187< 
55 D•lkoW. School for De:.lf·Mntes . . . . .. . . . . . .. ...... Stoux Falls, Dak. ...... ... 1880 
56 Columbia Iustitutiou fijr tho Deaf nnu Dumb...... Washington, D. C ......... 1857 








School board .. 
R.C .......... 





R. H. Kinney ••••••••••••••••••••. 
Thomas S. Doyle .••••••••••••••••. 
John Collins Covell, M. n .•••••.•.. 
John W. Swiler, 'M.A., supt ........ 
Prof. Adam Stettner .............. 
Rev. Charles Fessler .... . .•••••.•. 
James Simpson, superintendent ... 
E. M. Gallaudet, PH.D., LL.D., pres't 
E. M. Gallaudet, PH.D., LL.D., pTes't 
Numbflruncler in-






1 ~ I a3 ~ $ . $ 
3 s 3 :rs a 
- _ .... ____ 1"1 __ _ 8 .e 18 ~ ~
6 t' S 9 l.O __ , __ 
7 0 110. 77 33 
7 1 96 54 42 
5 2 66 41 25 
10 2 183 107 76 
2 0 24 15 9 
3 ...... 48 30 18 
1 1 11 8 3 
12 3 111 94 17 
















































TADLE XVIII.-Statipt-ics of institutions for the deaf and dttmb fm· 1882, tfc.-;Continued. 
NOTE.- x indicates an affirmative answer and also the "branches taught, 
..p 'd ~ m..; <j) Branches taught. ~ ~ 
~ ,.q <j) C) 0 
"'l'l <j) ,.<::l. 
~p. f.< ~f ell 
:;~ ~l=l cr.<ll ~ .S-5 ~ 
~~ 
,.qo 
0~ ~$ ~ 
,.q 
j Name. ~e 
p. 
1iell ~ ;e.g ;!:l : a .... ......... f.i;~ 
f 
bll 0 I ell"' :;::l =""" .c~ s:l to ~.a ""'o f;l;1 ,.q ~ ~ 00) p. ~.c § i t:Jiell ] e.;~ ! ~ ·a ·~ ~ ! ~~ I» ell 0 z 1i! ,.q ~ E-i 0 0 ~ -------- - - ----
I. 11 1~ 13 14 .l:S 16 U' 18 19 
-- - - -- - - - --
Alabama Institution for the Deaf and Dunro and ...... 175 ..... 0 X . .... .... ··-. X the Blind. 
A1·kansas Deaf-Mute Institute b ..•.••• : ••• ••• ••••• 2l 11511 
0 X . --· ...... ...... X 
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind •. 6 252 4 X )( )( X X X 
Institute for the Education of the Mute and the 7 60 0 X ax ..... ·--· ..... X Blind. 
American .Asylum for the Education of the Deaf 2,383 lf28 )( X .... .... .... 0 
nndDumb. 
Whip~lo's Home School for Deaf-Mutes ..••••••••• ......... "'60 0 {/X X . ... ..... . ... X 
Georgia I:::Istitution for the Deaf and Dumb ..•.••• : 330 0 
Chicago Da.y Schools for Deaf-Mutes k .••••••••••• 109 ii5" X X 0 illinois Institution for the Education of the Deaf 5 1,620 X mx X X 
and Dumb. 
Inclia.na. Institution for Educating the Deaf and 51 1,395 .... X nx )( X X 0 
Dumb.* . 
Iowa Institution for the Deaf and Dumb ..••••..•.. ........... 643 -··· .... ...... ... . ... ..... ...... Kan~<IHl Institution for the Education of the Deaf 31 306 .... X K .... . ... .... 0 
antl Dumb. 
Kentucky Institution for the Deaf and Dumb .•••. 7 810 7 X X X .... . ... X 
..... 
~ .... OS 0 Library. 0 p. ... 
~ ·~ ocr. cr.= ..s~ '0 .g 11.) ~;e =- 0 
s~ ,.q a~- P.p. 
l=lt-
~p. ~.s ai ~ l=l<i 
.~:a 











~- ..... t:S 
0 
~ ~ 
- -- - -----
~0 ~1 ~~ ~3 ~4 
- -- - -----
0 0 0 500 . ...... 
8 0 0 75 0 
0 0 0 a700 a300 
0 0 0 4-0 0 
0 0 0 2,000 . ..... 
0 0 0 300 . ..... 
1,000 ...... 
0 0 0 0 0 
X X 6, 070 312 
X X 0 3, 006 . ..... 
. ... ..... . ..... 473 . ..... 
0 0 0 500 .. ...... 




























Property, income, &c. 
..cs <j) !5 a :a..; .§ : f.< .e.g .s f.< ..re ~ ~ . 
~~ 
<lloa racil f;>-,0 
~~ ell~ ·~~ ocu ~§ P,..p ~ ooa ~~ .... !i ~ .s·a 
0 ~ 
~ ell..p <0 a ~to ell 
~-S ~ 0 0 
p. ~ ~ 
-----------· 
~6 ~,. ~s . 
• . i-
---~ ----
a$50, 000 a$15, 000 ......... 
32,000 c5, 000 ............. 
a300, 000 a40, 000 ............. 
43, 000 (e) $200 
103,390 32,779 394 
7,000 h2, 725 3, 290 . 
i30, 000 j15, 000 . ....... 
""423;976" 5, 000 ........ 85,000 ........ 
458,110 55,000 0 
171,669 . ............. . ......... 
54,000 25,000 0 










*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 
1881. 
a These statistics are for both departments of the insti-
tution. 
a Dra.win~ is also taught. 
e Institution is supported by 1 of a mill tax on taxabl~ 
property of State. 
/Up to the close of 1879. 
0 
jln 1880. \ 
'k The mute schools of Chicago for 1882 are the Deaf-Mute 
High School and four primary schools. 
b These statiatics are for the year 1881. 
c For sn.Iru·ies; $150 per capita for support, not t-o exceed 
$9£000 11er annum. 
g Lip-reading is also taught. 
h. Of this, $2,200 are from New Jersey. 
\Value of grounds and buildings. 
Z Up to the close of 1'880. 
m Drawing, painting, and sculpturinp; are also taught. 
n Language (mute), rhetoric, and algebra are also taught. 













TADLE XVIII.-Stati.stics of institut-ions for t7w deaf and dumb for 1882, 4-c.-Continned. 
NOTE.- x' indica.te11 an affirmative answer and also the branches taught. 
Property, income, &c. 
N:uue. 
~ ~ ~ ";)l""' 
&l ai > 1; Branches taught. .c ~ ... S 
P-:;:: -~ ..:l 8 ~ gj ::l 
"'§' g 0 ~ 6~ ~ '6 .-,j • ~ s . 
~ ~ "' ~ ai -§ ;a ... ~- 0 ~ • ::::! ~ 0 ~ 
· ~ ~>-> ~ • ~ ~ ... c'loo- ~g, s t> -§ ~ g ·s ai El ~ ~ 
.!:"·.c a1c:l gj..:l . ;lj c~.c'l~c'l.S • "' '+<:.3 .c_z '+'< "' ~ 
o 1:1 ~ :3 d g . ~ t:.O .S! s d o: ~ -~ ~ ~ o;; ..r ~ § . as ai ,.q 
t:3 .;;; .g~ ~ §' .; 'dci:3'8:3..:l § .s ~:.3 ]a, :p~ ~»:g -;: 
.c "' ... :... ~ 0 ;::: "' ~ :',::; 5 ::l ~ ::l c; - ~ ..: ~ ~ ::l P< .~ 0 ~ "+'< .a 
s~ ~~ b(S d bO ~ • '"' ~.c E~ ~ ;.c ~ ~ ~ c;:•... 8 c'l a~» ... § ~ 
g ~ s .s 'c; ~ :3 ~ '& tD t' ~ .s .s ~ .s ~ ~ 'c; .s h 'c; ~ b£1 8 ~ El ;g .a 
~-; ~ ~.0 .a § ~ ~ "' _5 ~ ~g l~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 'c; ..,~ t' -:.a ;a 
!:l ~ - .c Q s '"' "Oil .... ~ +>- ~ .c ~ .c ~ b.t) s ~ ~ d g a ~ s .E ~>-> ~ ~ "' "'g "' s f:5 S ~ .El.S .s o P< 
-Librn.ry. 
~-... ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ c3 ~ ~ ~-... ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ .§ ~ 
I 1-------------~-----------------
l~ l.S J4 l.il 16 :i 7 l.S 19 20 21. !22 ~3 24 2ii 26 2'r 2S 29 1 l.l 
1 1 
I-- ~~-=-~-x-l--:-l--:-1=1-=--o--o-l~~--o---3-l $28,000 $;o,ooo --$0- $10,000 14 Louisiana. Institution for the Educn.tion of the 
Dcnfand Dumb. 
8 
16 F. KDnpp's institute a.... . ............. ........... .... . . 70 
15 Portloml Day School tor tbo Deaf ...••••••.•••..••. , ...... , 37 
17 :Mru-ylaml School for the Colored Blind and Deaf- 6 115 
Mutes. 
18 Maryland School for tho Deaf and Dumb .....•.••..••.•. 
~~ if~~~:C:~ ~g:1tr~; t1c;no~ntt~~~~~~~~~~:::: ~ 
21 Clarke Institution for Deaf'-~utes ...................... . 













23 School of Articulation............................. 2 *15 0 x 
2-i Evangelical Lutheran Deaf-Mute Institute........ ~7 93 0 x 
25 Minnesota. Institution for the Education of the 5fa 315 4 x 













X 1 .... 1 X 





····• -· ··!···· ! X 




















X 2, 600 80 .. .. .. 60, 000 1, 200 ................ . 
0 1 .............. , ................ 1 *4, 000 , ........ , ........ . 









2, 150 . • .. .. 10 250, 700 





~~~ 1 10~ 1~ ... 9o;oo<>l ... i3;527·i·T4ii·l·--2s;997 




















26 M.ississlp~ Institution for the Denf n.nd Dumb.... 6 i123 1 x x .... x ... j x O o 0 7001...... 78 80, ooo 14,172 i:'J5114, 172 
:: :t~~~;~i:7t~=~-~~-~~ ~~-~~~~~~~ -~~ :~~ ~~~~~ ... ~ .... ~~~ ... ~ .. ~-- .. ~-... ~-- . ~- . ~ ~ ~ .. ~-- . ~- .. ~- ... 0 .... ~·- ~~~ .... ~ .. ~~~ .... ~~·-~~ .... ~~~ ~~~ ....... ~ _ ... ~~~ ~~~ 
29 St. Louie Day Schoolfo1; Deaf-Mutes . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 61 .. • . o .. • .. • .. • . .. .. .. • . o 0 o o 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. 1, 250 
BO Nebraak&hetltutefortheDeaftmdDumb........ 7 173 1 x /x .... x .... 0 0 0 0 700 ...... 23 6l,OOO 16,000 o 
81 Le Cootoulx St. Macy'e Institution for tho Educa- 5 320 .... X a X ••• .. .. .. • .. 0 0 0 )( 500 50 1 54, 000 Ill, 000 jl3, 200 30,000 
tlon of :0.."\af-Mutos.* 























































Institution for the Impro1"ed Instruction of Deaf-
Mutes. 
7 284 0 ex dfx X .... ........ 0 0 J X 0 *561 ···•·• .•••• ~ 300,000 15,291 5, 355 30,81' 
Institution for the Instruction of the Deaf and ...... 1957 i87 X djl< X X X X 0 X 0 a, 985 ...... ······ 524,000 m85, 016 "57, 398 n142,4U Dnmb.Z 
Western New York Institution for Deaf-Mutes ..•. 4i 198 0 X ox X ...... ..... X 0 0 X 550 ...... 0 ~g~ggg 15,600 j25, 584 44,774 Central New York Institution for Deaf-Mutes ..... 8 231 ...... X X X X .... 0 0 0 0 200 75 6i 42,547 50,420 
North Carolina Institution for theDeafandDumb 8 *349 .... X X . ... .... . .... 0 0 0 X 1,400 50 4 bioo, ooo b36, 000 0 b36, 000 
and the Blind. 
8ti~il::~t~~:n sf~~u;e ~d~~~f~~~ielli~· Deaf ~~d · i66 (z4i) ··-· X ..... ··-· .. ... ...... ··-· ...... p2, 000 ""iii; 8i2 8 1, 946 X X X X ..... 0 0 X X 2, QOO 10 500,000 112,000 0 
Dumb. 
Oregon ScJ1ool for Deaf-Mutes r .•••.•.•••••••••••.•••••. 61 ..... 0 X .... ··-· ..... X .... .. ..... . ... . ....... ...... ....... 1,200 ............. ........ 85,190 
Erie Day School ................•..•••••.•••••••.••.••••• 23 X dx ....... .... ...... ..... ...... .. ... .... .. ......... .. ...... . ..... ···i7."5oo· .. ............. .......... .. ......... Oral Brnnch Pennsylvania Institution ......••••.••.••••• 50 X ..... . --- ........... 
Ponnsylvani:\ Institution for the Deaf and Dnmb .. l 5{ 2, 034 14 X X X ........ ...... 0 0 X I X o, 000 2 500,000 78,000 tlO, 261 82,780 Scranton Deaf-Mute School........................ 2 18 0 X ....... ......... ........ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ............... 
Western Pennsylvania. Institution for the Ins true- .•••.• 150 0 X X ---- X ..... 0 0 0 0 100 30 0 ................... u86, 800 1,452 19,011 tion of the Deaf and Dumb.* 
.Rhode Island School for the Deaf ..............•••. 1, 9 41 0 X dx ....... ...... .... 0 0 0 X 250 . .......... 0 v500 w3, 000 0 3, 000 
South Carolina Institution for the Euucation of 8 175 .... X X X ..... ........ ...... 0 0 0 . ........... . ....... 157 b35, 000 b9, 000 b628 b9, 616 
the D eaf and Dumb and Blind. 
Tennessee School for Deaf and Dumb .•.•.......... 6 X X .... .... ..... X 0 0 0 300 50 8 150, 0~0 22,500 . ....... .............. 
Texas Institution for the Education of the Deaf 243 6 X X X 0 0 0 610 57 70,000 24,960 0 27,920 ........... ...... ..... ---- . ........ and Dumb. 
Yirginia.lnstitution for the Eclucation of the Deaf 6 530 3 X ~X X .... ..... 0 
and Dumb and the Blind.* 
0 X 0 500 10 41 b250, 000 by33, 480 0 b32, 301 
West Vhginia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb 7 196 0 0 dx .... ..... ..... 0 
and Blind. 
0 X 0 632 50 25 b80, 000 b27, 000 0 b27, 054 
Wisconsin Institution for t.he Education of the 
Deaf and Dumb. 
3n 593 6 X dx X X ·-·· 0 0 X X 600 150 37~ 100,000 34,000 ............. 30,888 
~.i}~tn:,i: Ea~~~fl~~:~~~~~~~-~~~ ~~~:~~~~~:: 7 .••. X dx ..... ....... . ... ....... ··o··· . ............. .......... ....... *10, 000 ................ *1, 502 *1, 572 4 133 .... X X ... .. .... .. ..... X 0 0 14,000 0 ........ ............... 
Dakota School for Deaf-Mutes .......... . ....•..... ------ ....... .. ...... 0 X ... . ... . ....... X 0 0 0 0 0 10 z5, 000 aa3, 350 0 1,350 
ColombiA. Institution for the Deaf ancl Dumb ...... 8 446 36 X X X X X 0 X X X 3, 000 100 100 700,000 bb53, 500 CC2, 178 58,029 
National Deaf-Mute Collegedd ••.••••••................•..................•...••...•..••..•..........................................•..............•.•. 
*From R eport of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a School for hearing youth, with classes for deaf-mutes. 
b These statistics are for both departments of the insti. 
k This institution has three branches, one situated at 
Fordham, another at Brooklyn (510 Henry street), 
and another at Thro::;'s Neck. The statistics given 
are for the three branches. 
s Includes $1,190 expended for permanent purposes. 
tincluding scholarships from New .Jersey and Delaware. 
ulncludes $60,000 for new buildings. 
tution. 
cLip-reading is also taught. 
d Drawing is also taught. 
eArticolation and lip-ren.ding are the basis of instruc-
tion in thil;rinstitut.ion. 
/Higher branches also taught. 
g For current expenses only. 
hlnstruction in the common school studies is given in 
German. 
iUp to the close of 1880. 
j Income from counties and other sources. 
ZA branch institution was opened at Tarrytown in Oc-
tober, 1879. 
m$24,169 of this from the State of New .Jersev. 
n $11,734 for pernmnent purposes. 
o Kindergarten iustructiou is given, and the higher Eng-
lish branches and Latin, French, and drawing are 
also taught. 
pin 1880. 
q Up to the closo of 1870. 
r These statistics are for the year 1881. 
v Value of apparatus. . . 
w Also a sum not to exceed $500 may be drawn to defray 
traveling expenses of indigent pupils. 
x D.~;awing ancl painting are also tauglCt. 
yincludes $3,480 from last·year. 
z Value of grouuils and buildings. 
aaincludcs $2.000 for building purposes. 
b:c ~o0~~~:~!f!~1 afJiftX::iation. 
dd A.n organization within the Columbia Institution; its 


















710 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE XIX.- Statistics of institutions for the blind for 188'2; from 
NOTE.-'- x indicates the employments taught; 
Name. 
1 
1 .Aluba.malnstitutionfortlJe Den,f 
and Dumb and the Blind. 
2 Arlwnsas Scl:ool for the Blind. __ 
3 Instit ution for the Dcnf and 
Dumb n,nd the :Blind. 
4 Im;titutc for tho Education of 
the l\!uto and the Dliull. g 
5 Georgia Acadomy for the lllind * _ 
Location. Superint~ndcnt. 
3 4 
Talladega, Ala._ 18GO Joseph H. John· 
son, M.D. 
Litt<le Rook, Ark 1859 Otis Patten- --.. --
lJel'keloy, CaL_. 1860 Warrin~ Wilkin-
son, III. A. 
Colorado Spr'gs, 1874 J. H. Kennedy ... . 
Colo. / .. 
A.Jif. 
MacOJn, Ga .... .. , 1852 1 W. D. Willu:tma, 
G Illinois Institution for the Euu- Jucksonvillc, TII. , 1840 Frank.llu W. Phil-
rntion of tho llliull. lips, 111. D. 
7 Indinnu. InRtitute for the Edu- Iu«1ianapolia, Ind 1847 W.13. W ilson .. . - -
cation of the Blind. I a Iowa College for tho Blind ...•.•. Vinton, Iowa ___ 1853 Thomas F. Mc-
Cune, M.A. 
9 Kansas I11st'itution for the Edu- 1 Wyaml11tte,KauB 1808 George H. Miller .. 
cation of tho Blinll. 
o Kentucky Institution for tho I Louisville, Ky _ _ 1842 Benj. B. lluntoon·, 
EducatiOIJ of the lllind. A. M. 
1 Louisiana Im,titution for the Batolol Rouge, La. l871 P. Lane . ..•...... -
Education of the Bliud ant1 the 
Industrial Home for the Blind.o 
2 MaryliWd Institution for the In- Baltimore, MlL _ 1853 Frederick D. Mor-
rison, ?ti. 4· 
Baltimore, Md., 1872 ;Frederick D. Mor-
strnction of the Blind. 
3 Mar.\ land ::ichool for tho Colored 
Blind and Dcat~Mutes. 
4 Perkins Irmt.itution an<l Mas8a-
cbu~ett~ Seltool for the .Blind. 
(258 Sara,ogast) rison, 111. A. 
Boston, Mnss . _. 1829 M . ..A.uagnos ..... . 
5 "Miclrigan School for the Blind __ I,anoing, Mich .. s1880 J. F. McElroy, A.M. 
6 M.inne~ota Institution for the Faribault, Minn. t18GG JamcaJ. Dow.-··-
Education of tho Deaf and 
Dumb and the Blind. 
17 M~3~~~¥Fo~ ~n~:~u~\~~/or the Jackson, Miss . . 1852 Dr. w. S. Lang1 y _ 
8 Missouri School for the B1ind ..•. 
0 Nebra!>ka Institution for the 
Blinc1. 
20 New York State Institution for 
the !31iud. 
21 N :w York Institution for the 
Blind.* 
22 North Caro1ioa Institution for 
the D af and Dumb · ud the 
mind. 
23 Ohio Institution for the :Educa-
tion of the mind.'" 
St. Louis, Mo _.. 1851 John T. Sibley, A. 
M., li!.D. 
N cbraska City, 1875 J. B. Parmelee ... -
Nebr. 
Batavia, N.Y ... 1868 Rev-. Albert D. 
\\Tilbor, D. II. 
New York, N.Y. 1831 
(34th st. and 
William 13. W~it .. 
9th avenue). 
P .. al igh, N. C .• _ 1849 IIczeki h A.. Gn<l-
ger. M.A., princi-
pal. 




"' Q ... 
f.< o.n 
0 ... ~ 
.s. Q;., i:lo 
cl ~ ~-<-
... 0 ... Po rn:a ~a 







~ ~ ~ 
G 6 
State ....... 3 
State ..•••.. 11 
State _ ..••.. /3 
State _ ...... ·-·--
State ......... 15 
State ....... 32 
State ....... 24 
State-······ 34 
State- ..•••. 8 
Stnte - ..•••. 25 





State -······ 25 
State ....••. 1'.1. 
State ...•••. 14 
State . ...... 21 
State ....... 7 
Stat-e . .••••• « 
state ..••••• 1138 
State ...... . 11 
State . •••••• 
24 Oregon chool for the Blind y __ . 
25 Penn ylvania. Institution for the 
In. truction of tho Blin<.l. 
SR1em, Ore~_ . _ .. 
Philndol!Jhia, Pa. 
1872 . ... • • ······-····-·· tate ........... . 
0 South Carolina. !rHititution for 
tiro B«luc. Uon of th D af and 
Dumb and tho llliucl. 
Cedar Springe, 
s. c. 
1833 1 William Chapin, Corporation. 01 
1855 N:-..:;,nF. Walk"! State . •••••• , 3 
for adllition t b !Ill-
, re 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 711 
replies to inquiries by the United .States Bureau of Education. 
0 signifies no or none; •••• indicates no answer. 
Employments taught. Library. Property, income, &c. 
------ - ~ -----------------------
,. 8 9 l.O l.l. 1~ 13 1.4 l.:i 16 11f 18 1.9 ~1 
0---;; *38 ==-~===~-;~-(-b)--(-b)-cd$3,848c$18,848 ~ 1 
1g ~f 173 X X X eX X X 750 • • .. . $20, 000 $11, 000 > 0 11, 587 $11, 788 2 
114 1 • • • • • • • X • ••. • • • • (b) (b) (b) (b) . • • ....... • • • • • • · (b) 3 
••..•••..••••• , ...................... ••••••• .••.•.••.•••••.••.••••..•••..•. ·•••· ·•• · ·••··••· 4 
4 61 217 X X X x hx X 1, 000 100 75,000 i22, 000 375 11,373 5 
1 128 j605 X X X X h X X 465 5 157, 575 60, 100 2, 583 62, 683 62, 503 6 
4 128 700 X • • • • X • • • • • • • • X 2, 070 100 354, 617 29, 000 k210 29, 210 28, 696 7 







X ••••••••••• (h) 
X X X X (h) X 
57 X X ••• X hx X 
m340 .••.. m100, 000 n41, 972 n41, 972 n41,972 
1, 200 50 100,000 18,870 28, 859 20, 084 10 
250 40 p3, 000 qlO, 000 0 6, 600 7, 200 11 
7 66 262 X • • • • X X (h) X 603 41 339,400 17, 000 4, 225 25,148 24, 614 12 
2 17 1·12 X X .......................... . (b) (b) (b) 13 
2{) 123 1, 055 . • • . X X eX (h) X *i, 383 *793 314, 499 30, 000 18, 865 r79, 306 r69, 668 14 
0 63 
1 36 
73 X • • • • X • • • • • • • • X 1, 164 850 105, 040 29, 800 
76 X • • • • X • • • • • • • • X *425 *25 20, 000 (b) 




589 ux ... 
X X X •••• (h) X 52 
509 X •••• X •••• X 
1, 500 300 250, 000 





0 46, 158 41, 869 15 
0 .•••.. .•. 8, 443 16 
0 ·•••••••· •••••••• 17 
0 28, 000 26, 000 18 
*7, 800 *4, 962 19 
0 51, 938 42, 982 20 
••. 236 ~1,306 .••. x x ex hx x to600 ••••. w373,634 40,557 /z41,389 81,946 69,145 21 
7 60 ·••••• X X ••• X (h) X 500 50 (b) (b) 38, 000 (b) 
8 180 1, 138 X X x •••. hx X w500 500, 000 29, 681 x5, 132 31, 81a 32, 950 2a 
.••. .• . . 24 
• 27 170 1, 130 rt X •:; • • ~. •:;. ::: •• "x" .. i," SQQ ::::: 187, 000 










t'Exclusive of snbscriptions to printing fund and 
payment of loans and inveRtm ents. 
6 Founded in 1854 as a department o.t' tbe Michl· 
gan Jnstitntion for tho Denf nnd Dumb and 
tbe Blind. 
t Of tho scbool for tbo blind; of tbe institnto, 1863. 
uBrnsh malcing and carpet weaving also taught. 
11 N umber of ollicers only. 
win 1879. 
:~:InclnJes income from all sources other than the 
tate. 
yThe l e islature of 1882 made an annual appro-
priation of$8, 000to this school; no schoolfrom 
I Bi S to March . 1883. 
z Also brush making. 






TABLE XIX.-Statistics ofinstitntionsjor the blindfo?' 1882; from 











~} Gl 0 "!;;~ ~ 
~~ Name. Location. d Superintendent. ~0 rc: rn:c 
~ oo:s ·~"' 
~ 
...,k ........ 
~ !:C 0~ 
"' ~+J .... ·rfj 0 
~ I 
, 
~ § CJ 
I ~ ~ t.:l 
l I 2 3 4 5 6 
Tennessee Schoolfor the Blind .. Nashville, Tonn . 1846 John M. Sturte- State and cor- bll 
vant. a poration. 
Texas Institution of Learning Austin, Tex ..•. 1858 Frank Rainey .... State ....... 24 
for the Blind.e 
Virginia lnstitution for the Deaf Staunton, Va ... 1839 Thomas S. Doyle, State ....... 9 
and Dumb and the Blind.* principal. 
West Virginia Institution for the Romney, W.Va . 1870 John C. CoYoll, State ....... 4 
.DeafandDumband tbelllind. M~~-Asfr-~th01r6·. Wisconsin ·Institution for tho Janesville, Wis. 1850 State ....... 21 
Education of the Blind. Little, A. M. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Deceased December 26, 1882; succeeded by Loyal A.. Bigelow. 
b These figures, which are for 1879, are the latest received from this institution for these items. 
cUp to the close of 1879. 
dFor two years, 1881 and 1882. 
c These statiatics, which ar·e for the ;year 1880, are the latest received from this institution. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 
replies to inquiries by the United Statu Bureau of Education-Continued. 
0 signiftes no or none; •••• indicates no answer. 
"' 'g '<ll h 
] .£ A s . ~til <ll§ .,.s -as "' ]~ ·p, ~r::l A <I) 
,.:lO ~ r:sA 
.... ~:: A AO ..... .... ~ 0..., 
F-<r::l 
0 Or;:l 
F-< ~-.... q,OI C) o"' 
,D .::> .::> s s a 
;:l ~ r:l z ~ ~ - ----
1 s 9 
- ----
b3 58 c222 
3 84 /485 
2 32 253 
0 32 72 
0 83 318 
Employments taught. Library. Property, income, &c. 
t:i 
] bD 
~ oS s ~ s 
0 <I) 










~ .;~. ~·~~ 
"' E -a= . .s g.s <I) 
t>1 s r::l-o 
~~ $ f5._g r::l ~ =~ ~ 0 ooS rn §'+> ~ bD ... r::lh F-< .s bllai 'S~~ F-< :' ..... ·~"e 0 r::l 0 bll• _.,.·~ 1:; E k ~~ ""r=l"' bi; o·..-.E <I) <D §·~ § k h .::> q)~s Q ~ 0 .s s <ll"' 0 ~ ..... ~ § ~ = oS § oS f:: = Q ~.::>A as~ h ~ il: 0 ~ J'r;t rn ~ ~ ~ 
- ---- - · -----------
.12 13 14 ·~ 16 11 1S 19 - ----------------
... .... ...... ........ b1,141 b46 b$110, 000 d$60,300 
X X gx X 701 20 75,000 18,710 
X X ....... X 200 20 (h) (h) 
... X (g) .. .... .. 150 25 (h) (h) 
X (j) ...... X 1,200 100 155,000 8,800 
.f From September, 1874; to close of 1880. 
!7 Mu::;ic is taught. 
hSce Table XVIII. 
i l!'or both departments. 
j Carpet weaving is tA'l.ught. 
Fo<•+> q) 
~~;g ~ ~t;.-.1""'"1 
o·"' F-< 
]<ll ~-s· ... :;l "'~ O<'Q +'<I) 
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1 !I 3 
Connecticut School for Imbeciles ........ ~ .• ..... b~ Lakeville, Conn. 1858 
lllinois Asylum for Feeble-Miuded Children .... Lincoln, TIL ..... 1865 
Indiana Asylum for Fe~le-Minded Children .•.. Knightstown, Ind 1879 
Iowa State Asylum for eeble-Minded Children. Glenwood, Iowa. 1876 
Kentucky Institution for the Education and~ Frankfort, Ky •• 1860 Training of Feeble-Minded Children. 
Private Iristitution for the EdRcation of Feeble· Barre, Mass ..• :... 1848 
Minded Youth.* 
Hillside School for Backward and Feeble Children Fayville, Mass .• 1870 
Massachusetts School for Idiotic a.nd Feeble- South Boston 1848 
Minded Youth. (723Eighthst.), 
Mo.as. 
Minnesota School for Idiots and Imbeciles ...... Faribault, Minn. 1R79 
NewYorkStateldiot Asylum (CustodialBranoh) Newark, N. Y .. 1878 
Idiot Asylum, Randall's Island* ................. New Yor~~r· Y. 1868 
New York Asylum for Idiotsk .................. Syracuse, . Y .. 1851 
Ohio Institution for the Education of Imbecile c'olumbus, Ohio . 1857 
Youth. 
Pthil~;:~!a Training School for Feeble-Minded Elwyn,Pa •••••• 1852 





Robert P. Knight, H. D. 
C. T. Wilbur, H. D ..... 
Dr. John W. White ... 
F. M. Powell, M. D .•••. 
fohn Q. A. Stewn.rt,~ 
M.D. 
George Brown, ll!. D .... 
Mesdames Knight & 
Green. 
George G. Tarbell, K. 
D., acting sup't. 
George H. Knight, K.D. 
C. C. Warner .......... 
Miss Mary C. Dunphy. 
E:erveyB. Wilbur, H.D. 
Gustavus A. Doren, 
M.D. 
lsaa.o N. Kerlin, K. D .. 
b Articulation is taught ancl Kindergarten in11trnction also given. 
c Instruction in calisthenics a.nd in domestic duties is al o given. 
dNumher dismissed improved up to the close of 1880, 
e In 18~0. 
1 Various industries are taught. 
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for 1882; j1·om replies to ingui1·ies by the U1zited States Bureau of Education. 
the branches taught. 
'd Number of in· Branches taught. ~ ~ mates. > 0 
"' ... J-4. Pt O<ll !3. -+>'4:1 
;; .S' Q~ e.s ~~ -+>P, lf)~ 
~8 <71 ·§ §< ..... ~ 
~ 
a) ....... d >, CI!<D 1-4 0~ ·~ Q 
~ J.<d :0 ,..<:1 ~ bD '0;::1 ~ ~ bi> bb <D ~ til 
.... ~ 
a) <DO .., .s ~ ~ s ·~ 
~"' ~ .0 
~ ~ 3 Q ~ s Q 1 !3 ~ ~ ~ 
~ 'd !l.() 'bb 0 ~ "' ·~ g ~- s ~ 0 ;E? ~ 'l=l .s Q ~ f'>1 E-i 0 P:i ~ ~ \!) \!) A r/1 ~ ~ Fl 
6 8 9 10 11 1~ 13 t4 1~ 1.6 u· 18 19 
---------------~~ -----------------
a25 a47 a31 a78 bex X X X X ......... X X ........... $iio:oao· 75 207 146 353 ex X X X X X X X 410 $60,000 
12 4 8 12 ex X X X ......... ........... X X 0 10,000 10,000 
?8 132 76 208 ex X X X X ....... X X d10 e24,000 e24, 000 
27 { (17) J 149 {f) X X X X X ........ X g53 31,748 34,446 70 62 
11.9 46 28 74 (c) X X X X X X X i140 ............... 36,000 
9 7 2 9 X X X X X X jx X d15 .......... ............. 
16 77 54 131 (j) X X X X X ....... ...... ........... 24,000 24,000 
12 27 16 43 (c) X X X X ........ .......... X 1 ·2o:4as· 8, 560 18 0 140 140 (f) X X X X .......... ........... .......... 1 17, 798 
h2 ......... ............ 81 .. .......... ·----- .. .......... ........... ............ .. ........ .. .......... ........... ......... 
67 ........ .......... 302 (/) X X X X ......... ....... .......... l750 57,322 54,859 






X X ......... .. ...... m201 e92, 945 c92, 945 
. a78 219 136 355 bfx X X X X ........... ....... X m458 88,500 88,352 
£Number dismissed improved up to closo of 1881. 
~Teachers only. · · 
i Number dismissed improved llP to erose of 1878. 
j Instruction also given in painting, frat sawlng, oewii!g, and pllysloal exerciseS. 
k These statistics are for the year 1881. 
l Number dismissed improvenuv to closo of 1879. 
m Number dismissed improved up to close o£ 1.877. 
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'!'ABLE XXI.~ Statistics ojrfjorm schools for 18i2; from 
Name. Location. Control. Superintendent. 
1 3 4 
1 Ci~~ho~L~ County Industrial San Francisco, Cal.. City and county . John F. :McLaughlin .. 
2 Colorado State Industrial School. Golclen, Colo........ State ••• • •• • . .. . William C. Sampson .. 
3 State l{eform School .. .. .. .. . • .. Meriden, Conn...... State • • • .. • •• • • • George E. Howe ... · · · 
4 Cf~~~{:fs~t Industrial School Middletown, Conn .. P~;~~te~ided Char lea H. :Boncl. ••••• 
5 lllinois State Reform School •••• Pontiac, Ill ......... State ......•..•. John D. Scouller, x. D • 
6 ~~f:. lndm;trial School for South Evanston, TIL :Boardoftrustees Eliza M. Miller ....... 
7 Indiana.Reformatoryinstitution Indi:tnapolis, Ind . •. State • ••• •• . •• •. Sarah J. Smith.······ · 
for Women and Girls. 
8 Indiana Reform School for Boys. Plainfield, Ind • • • • • • State . • • • • • • . • • . T. J. Charlton .. •••••• · 
9 Iowa Reform School*............ Eldora, Iowa........ State • • • • • • • • • • • :B. J. :Miles .... • · • • • • .. 
10 Girls' department of the Iowa Mitchellville, Iow:~~. State ••••••••••. Mrms~tLro. Dn.· LewelliDg, 
Reform School.* .. 
11 State Reform School • • • • • • • • .. .. North Topeka, Kana State • .. • • • • • • • . Dr. J. F. Buck .. • .. • • · 
12 House of Refuge .. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • Louisville, Ky .. .. • . Municipal • • • • • • Peter Caldwell .•••• • • 
13 Maine State Reform School ••••• Portland, Me ••••••• State ........... Joseph R. Farrington. 
1\ House ofRefngec ••••••••••••••. :Baltimore, Md .••••• State~ municipal, Robert Ja.bez Kirk· 
ana private. wood. 
15 Female House of Refuge a .. . . . . Baltimore, Md. (cor. :Board of direc- Rev. John W. Corne-
:Baker and Carey tors. lius. 
16 
streets). 
House of the Good Shepherd . . . . :Baltimore, Md . . • • . . State . • . . . . . . . . . Rev. J obn Foley, n. D • 
17 House of Reformation and In- Cheltenham, Md • • • . State and mu· General John W. Horn 
struction for Colored Children.* nicipal. 
18 House of Reformation........... :Boston, Mass . •••••• Municipal . • .. . . Guy C. Underwood.,· · 
19 Marcella Street Home ........... :Boston, Mass .•••••• :Municipal ...... Hollis M. :Blackstone .. 
20 PenitentFemales'Refuge• ..... . :Boston,Mass ..••••• Private .• ~-·· MissFrancisA.Hutcb-
inson. 
~~ ~!~~~~~~~l ::~~::::~::~:::::: ~~~~~idl!!.s~a~~·::: ~~~~~:i :::::: i~~~~~~s~~-~:: 




.r.G .. ir .. ls... Fall Riv r, Mass.... ~!unicipal ..... ................. · ..... .. 
... , Lanca ter, Mass .... State . .......... N. Porter llroun .... .. 
25 Lawr nco lndu trial cbool..... La. wren Mass Municipal .... .. Robert :B. Risk .. ••• .. 
2G Hon of Refiormation "or TU"C· ' .. .. nh 1 nil fli od rs. cl ,, " • Lowoll, Ma .. .. ... Municipl\lt-.... Lorenzo .r: e ps ...... . 
~ Truaul. hool .................. NcwB dford,Mass .l Municip:\1 .............. .............. . . 
: ~~~70_ port of the Commissioner of Educntion for 1881. 
b lnclud ven 11upll assistanta. 
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replies to inquiries by the United States Bu1·eau of Education. 
~ 
~ Number of (1J 
s teachers, Conditions of commitment. 
,t:l officers, and 
~ 
assistants. 
Means taken for the welfare of the 
inmates after leaving the insti-gs tution. 
..... ~ 0 'C'i Other conditions. <l) ~ ~ 
~ ~ s Cl) bO 
A ~ J";j ~ --
~ 6 'f s 9 10 
------
1853 tt19 a2 Under18 Commitment by court •••••••••••. 
1881 10 4 l:l-16 Criminal offences ..•••••.......... 
1854 12 16 7-16 Committed for all offences except Boys are required to write to 
mm·der in the first degree. the superintendent every six 
month~; if they fail to do so an 
agent lS sent to look after them, 
and if not doin~ well they are 
returned to the school. 
1870 5 b24 8-16 Truancy, va~ancy, and danger They are frequently visited by an 
of falling into habits of vice and agent and corresponded with. 
immorality. 
1871 15 8 10-16 Convict.ed of' crime ................ None. 
1877 1 5 1-18 Begging, want of parental care Provided with homes and employ-
or· ~uardianship, and danger of ment. 
1873 
lea ing a vagrant or vicious life. 
Homes are Krovided and they are ...... 6 Under 16 None ............................. 
overlooke as lone as possible. 
1868 3 1 10-17 ·-· .................................... S~et~~~n!~{u~t ~~t j~~~~ 
1868 :Must be-of sound mind and body . 
in~s through correspondence. 
12 11 8-16 Goo homes are secured, and the 
boys are required to report once 
1873 Must be of sound mind and body . 
a month for a year. 
1 4 ............ Corresponded w1th and, visited. 
1881 9 9 8-16 Committed for crime and incor- Returned to parents on probation 
rigihility. or indentured to farmers. 
1865 14 6 7-16 Discretionary with board of di- Those taking charge of the chil-
rectors. dren are required to report peri-
1850 Sentenced by conrts for any of-
odically to the superintendent. 
9 8 8-16 Good homes are secured; some 
fence not punishable by imRris- boys are indentured durin~ mi-
onment in State prison for ife. nority, others released on "tlCket 
ofleave" and required to re"fhort 
1855 
in writing every three mont s. 
15 5 6-18 Incorrigibility, viciousness, va- Visited by an agent every three 
grancy, larceny, burglary, &c. months, under whose charge 
they are. 
1866 1 2 Under 18 V a.grancy, incorrigibility, or vi- Placed in good homes and their 
mous conduct. interests guarded by the institu-
1864 Vagrancy and criminal faults ..... 
tion until 21fcears of age. 
........ 40 3-18 Homes or em;g oyment ~rovided. 
1873 15 ........... 6-16 For all offences ................... Homes ftroVIdM for a l who do 
not re urn to their p:.uents. 
1859 ,. ....... ....... 9-17 Vagrancy, incorrigibility, larceny, 
&c. 
1877 11 11 7-14 Legal pauper residence in Boston. An agent visits them in their 
homes and re-c,orts to the board 
of directors t eir condition, and 
any measures necessary for their 
1821 N oed of reformation .............. 
welfare are adopted. 
...... 4 12-40 Allowed to visit the institution 
and to stay there when ouolt of 
work, corresponded with, and 
their welfare in their difi'erent 
situations looked after. 
1877 ....... 8-15 Truancy n.nd absenteeism ........ 
i879' ...... 1 5-15 None ............................. They return to their homes. 
-········· Truancy and absenteeism ........ 1855 2 11 7-17 Commitment by courts ........... They are under the control of the 
school until of age. 
1874 2 3 8-15 None ............................. 
1851 1 0 7-16 ............... ·-···· .... ··-····· ........ Good situations secured and"ovex;. 
1881 TruAncy .......................... 
sight given. 
......... ........ . ..... ··-· .... 
c These statistics are for the year 1881. 
d. These statistics, which are for 1880, are the latest received from thid institution. 
eSinoo succeeded by Col. John C. Whiton. 
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TABLE XXl.-StatiBtiC8 oft•cj()fm 
Name. Location. Control. Superintendent. 
1 ~ 3 4 
28 Plummer Farm School .....•.... So.lem,Mass ........ Private ..•.•.••. Charles .A.. JobnaOJJ. ... 
29 Hampden County Truant SchooL Springfield, MI\Ss ... County ••••...•. R. C. Barrett .......... 
30 State Reform School ............ Westboro',Mass .... State ........... Jos . .A...A.llen .......... 
31 Worcester Truant School ....... Worcester, Mass ..•. Municipal ...... B. F. Parkhurst ..... .. 
32 Reform School for Girls* .••.•••. Near Adrian, Mich .. State ........... Miss Emma .A.. Hall ... 
33 State Refonp. School ..........•. Lansing,Mich ...... State ........... Cornelius .A.. Gower . .. 
34 Minnesota State Rei'orm School . St. Paul, Minn ...... State .... ...... . Rev. J. G. Riheldoffer. 
35 HolJ.se of ltefuge ................ St. Louis, Mo ....... Municipal ...... John D. Shaffer ....... 
36 State Reform School ... ......... Kearney, Nebr ...... State ........... G. W.Colllns ......... 
37 State Industrial School .•••.•.••. Manchester, N. H ... Sto.te ......... ~. John C. :Hay .......... 
38 St. Francis Catholic Protectory . Denville, N.J ....... Roman Cn.tholic. Sister M . Juliana ..... 
39 New Jersey State Referm School. Jamesburg, N.J .... State ........... .James H. Eastman .... 
40 State Industrial School for Girls. Trenton, N. J ....... State ........... H~trriet F. Perry, ma-
tron. 
41 Newark City Home ............. Verona, N.J .. ...... Municipal ...... C. M .. Harrison ........ 
42 House of Shelter b . •••••••••••••. Albany, N. Y. (52 MunicipAl •..... Mary L. Dare, matron. 
Howard street) . 
Sister M. Loretto, su· 41! House ofthe Good Shepherd b ... Brooklyn, N. Y. Roman Catholic. 
(Hopkinson ave. perior. 
Catholic Protectory for Boys .... 
and Pacific street). 
Roman Catholic. Rev. N. Baker ....... . 44 Buffalo, N.Y ....... 
~5 Catholic Protectory for Girls* ... Buffalo, N. Y ....... Municipal ...... Mother :M:ary of St. 
Bernard. 
46 New York State Reformatory ... Elmira·, N.Y ........ State ........... Z. R. Brockway ....... 
4'7 Juvenile House of Industry of New Lots, N. Y. Municipal ...... Joseph Wa.gner,jr .... 
Brooklyn. (East New York). 
Moth r Mary of St. 48 House of the Good Shepherd* ... NewYork,N.Y.(90th .. ·- -· ............ 
st. and East River). Magdalen, provinciaL 
49 New York House of Refuge ..... New York, N. Y. State ........... Israel C. Jones ........ 
(Randall'slsland). 
50 New York Juvenile Asylum .... New York, N.Y. State and mu- Elisha. M. Carpenter .. 
(171lth street and nicipal. 
lOth avenue). 
51 New Yo1·k Magdalen Benevolent New York, N.Y. (7 Municipal ...... Mrs. R. P. Hudson .... 
52 
ociety. b East 88th street) . 
Levi S. Fulton ........ Western House of Refuge b ..••. Rochester, N.Y •.•.. State ........... 
53 Protectorate aad Reformatory Utica, N.Y..... ... Roman Cntholio.
1 
Brother H. Thomu · .. 
forD titut 'bildr n. 
64. New York Catholic Protectory*. Westchest~r, N.Y .. State and mu- H nr:v L. Hogu 
nicipal. pr ident. 
.. From R port ot the Commi ioner of Education for 1881. 
e~Provid d for by an net of tho legislature in 1879, but not opened for reception of pupils nntil1881. 
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Conditions of commitment. 
Other conditions. 
Means takon for the welfare of tbe 





















































10-16 Some boarders are taken .•........ Corresponded with and visited. 























Truancy ......................... . 
Until 21; granted ticket of leave 
by board~ 
They must be "juvenile offenders." 
None ............................ . 
Must be residents of St. Louis 
City or Connty or United States 
convicts. 
Vagrancy and criminal faults ..... 
Must be sound in mind and body . 
Destitution . ..................... . 
Commitment by court .••..•••.••. 
Committell for n.ny crime except 
murder or manslaughter. 
7-18 Commitment by court until of age. 
No limit. Homelessness, indigence, &o ••••• 
36 ·••••· ••••• - .•••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 
12 
1 ·······7.:i4· ·Tb.~;:~~~'t·-b~·:Ro-r~;~-c~tb.~;uo:::: 
0 16-30 First offence of felony .••.••.•••.• 










Destitution and desire to reform .. 
8-16 Vagrancy, disorderly conduct, &c. 
Agents, supplied by the State, 
visit them and report their con· 
dition twice a year. 
They are looked after by superin-
tendent of' schools and required 
to attend school re~larly. 
Provided with good nomes. 
They are corresponded with. 
Some are indentured, some are re-
turned to their parents, and 
others take care of themselves. 
Situations are found for them by 
tho superintendent, and they 
are given a small amount of 
money and a change of clothing. 
They are visited and corresponded 
with by the superintendent or 
his assistant. 
Homes are secured for them and 
an effort is made to keep up a. 
correspondence. 
They are corresponded with and 
visits exchan~ed. 
Placed in good homes. 
Placed at service or returned -to 
friends. 
Situations procured or returned 
to friends. 
Situations are secured for all; 
they are conditionally released, 
a monthly correspondence being 
carried on and ~eneral super-
vision given until they are re-
leased from th~ir legal relations. 
Returned to friends; those in-
dentured are looked after by 
the institution during minority. 
About 200 placed in homes at the 
West yearly; others returned 
to friends, who furnish reports 
of their character, &c. 
Placed in homes and receive good 
attention from the institution. 
Placeu in hornell and giYen super-
vision and care, or returned to 
friends, whoarerequiredtoshow 
that they are proper persons to 
have the care and training of 
the child. 




Commitment by justices, masters 
oft he poor, or other authorities. 
Transferred b;y- commissioners of Visited and cared for by an agent 
public chnl'itv and eorrection of till their majority~_or returned 
New York City. to parents or guarmans. 
b These statistics, which are for the year 1880, are the latest received from this institu~on. 
c:As St. Vin ell~'s MalQ Ot·phan Asylum. 















TABLE XXI.-Stati8tic8 ofrejol'm 
I 
I 
Name. Location. Control. Superintendent. 
1 !I 3 4 
Cincinnati House of Refuge .•••. Cincinnati, Ohio .••. Municipal and Henry Oliver ...••.•.. 
contributing 
membershi£. . 
Protectory for Boys ................ Cincinnati, Ohio .•.. 
· ~erior. 
Cleveland, Ohio ..•.. 
Roman Catho ic.
1 
Bcot·h" ""'"'"'• orr· 
Zifr!~·e !!~~~~rai li~~~~~~~~~~~: Municipal .. • .. . . D. Patersor.. ....... Delaware, Ohio ..•.. State ........... D.R.Miller ........... l 
Stato Reform School for Boys ... Lancaster, Ohio ..... State .. .. ... .. • . Charles Douglass ..... 
House of Refuge and Correction. Toledo, Ohio ........ Municipal ...... Almond A. MoDonald. 
House of Refuge ................ Philadelphia, Pa .•.. State, municipal, 
and private. 
;r, Hood Laverty ...••• 
Pennsylvania Reform School* ... Pittsburgh, Pa. State ........... Jerome A. Quay ...... 
(Mor8anza). 
State Reform School ............ Howar ,R.I. ....... State ........... Frank M. Howe ....... 
Vermont Reform SchooL ........ Vergennes, Vt .... .'. State ........... William G. Fairbank .. 




Wisconsin Industrial School for Waukesha, Wis .... State ........... William H. Sloop ..•.. 
Boys. 
Reform School .................. Washin~n, D. C . .. United States •.. G . .A. Shallenberger ... 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a In 1880. 
I 
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o I ~ 
3 I c.-A 1"'1 F; ~ 
Conditions of commitment. 
Other conditions. 
721 
Means taken for the welfare of t.be 
inmates after leaving tho insti-
tution. 
----1-----------------1-----------
~ -~~-7-__ s __ ________ 9 _______ , _______ •_o ____ _ .,, ..... r ....... ~~~~~-:: .. ~=~::~:= ~~~::~~~·- ~:: ::::: T~~~.:·~· th~~.~~i. , •• ,., io 
1871 (6) 
186!) 8 21 . ------o:i5. "i~~"o"r~igibiiit'Y:. ·.;~~~~~y.; .. ~d. 
I crime. 1856 35 22 10-16 Commitment by court ..•••••••••• 
18i5 a6 a7 Uncler 16 Committed by court for incorri-
gible or vicious conduct, va-
1828 13 20 
gmncy, &c. 
-............. ......... ·--·- ........ ············ ·····-
(b) 2!J 13 7-21 Discretionary with board of man-
1850 6 8 10-18 
agers. 
Boarders ...•••.•••.•...•.... -.• ••. 
1865 7 9 Boys under Committ-ed by parent or guardian 
16; girls· by obtaining certificate from 
unrler 15. probate court. 
1875 2 12 Under 16 Destitution, petty offences, danger 
ofleading a vicious and depraved 
life. 
1860 32 12 10-16 None ............................. 
l86!J I 21 
8 1 
8-16 Commitment by United State!'! 
ancl District of Columbia courts 
I 
and president of board of trust-
I I ees. 
Good home!'! in private families 
-provided for them. 
Tl1e institution keeps a guardian-
ship over them until 21 years of 
age. 
Cared for until they are of age or 
thoroughly reformed. 
They are visited by an agent once 
a year and their condition care-
fully examined. 
Homes are provided for the home-
lass. 
Supervision of school officers untiJ 
of age. 
Sent to their homes, if they have 
suitabl~ ones; if not, homes are 
provided for them. 
Homes provided in good families, 
visited, and corresponded with. 
They report to the institution 
every month by letter. 
None. 
--
bChart!'recl in 1850 as "Rouse of Refuge;" in 1872 name changed by act of legislature to PellJ.lsyl-
vania Reform School. 
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TABLE XXI.-Statistics of refi 
NoTE.-xin · 
~ ~ Present inmates. cD ..... ..... 
<!) <!) 
~ i: Sex. Race. Nativity. b.() b.() 
·§ .s .... 
"' 'd 'd 




tl 0 ·s .::1 .., 
8 C) 
., 
0 -~ -;; 
C) '0 0 
~ .... $ ..cJ ~ ~ <!) 4i ,a ,a a3 cD I> :::. 
~ ~ 
4i o:s ~ ... ·a z «l 8 ~ 
0 ~ k 
~ 
'¢ 0 0 
~ :::a 0 ~ ~ ~ 
Name. 
1--------------1-----------------~ 
1 11 1~ 13 14 1~ 16 1f lS 19 
i------·--·---..,..----1--- ------------------
1 City and County Industrial School* ... . 
2 Coiorado State Industrial School. ..... . 
3 State Reform School. .................. . 
4 Connecticut Ind11Strial School for Girls. 
5 Illinois State Refocm School. .... ..... .. 
6 Illinois Industrial School for Girls ..... . 































ab4 a161 a29 a4 
3 77 a 9 
27 392 14 18 
21 169 12 19 
37 308 30 35 
5 46 9 9 
Women and Girls. 
8 Indiana Reform School for :Boys. .. .. . .. 177 e183 372 321 
9 Iowa Reform School*......... . · ....... 50 30 205 ( 
5: --~~~- ·---~- ~ --~ ~-
:: ·: ·: L:. 10 Girls' department of the Iowa Reform .. .. .. .• • • .. .. • • • . 65 5 240 School.* 11 State Reform School.. ................. . 
12 Rouse of Refuge ..................... .. 
13 Maine State Reform School. ...••....... 
14 House of Refugef ..................... . 
15 Female House of Refuge g ..• .•.•••.••. 
16 House of the Good Shepherd ......... . 
17 House of Reformation and Instruction 
for Colored Children.* 
18 House of Reformation ................ .. 
19 Marcella Street Home ................ .. 
20 P enitent Femalt~s' Refuge* ........... .. 
21 Truant School. ........................ . 
22 Truant School. ........................ . 
23 Truant School. ........................ . 
24 State Industrial School for Girls ....... . 
25 Lawrence Industrial SchooL ......... .. 

















































60 240 7 15 
~ ~~~ 1f 1'"27' 53 5 1' 
188 5 1 
203 203 ...... g 
1~6 .. 279· .... 9. "27o· ... is·:::::: 
19 19 ...... 17 2 0 
182 .................................. .. 
41 5 42 4 15 31 0 
··;ii ... ,r ··:s ···-r · --~- ···:n ·-r 
Offenders. g 
27 Truant School*.. ........... . .. .. • • • • .. . 16 18 18 ....................... • 
28 Plummer Farm School................. 13 13 · 30 0 29 30 ..... . 
2~ Hampden County Truant School. . • • • .. 20 7 d31 dl 32 32 .... .. 
30 StatoReform SchooL................... 108 146 133 0 129 4 ah78 ah15 
31 Worcester Truant School. ............. 17 12 17 0 17 0 17 I 0 
32 Reform School for Girls*...... ......... 36 .. .. .. .. .. .. 36 33 3 32 4 
33 State Reform School .. .. .. . .. .. . • • • • • • . 234 181 362 324 as 295 67 
3 
3 
34 Minne&ota State Reform School . . • . . . • . i106 i97 i06 i10 i100 i6 i8 i9 
35 House of Refuge........ .............. lO!i 155 195 68 210 53 ................ . . 
36 tate Reform chool.......... ..... ... .. 27 28 9 ...... ...... .............. ... . 
37 State Industrial chool........ ... • • .. .. 24 29 93 18 110 1 107 4 
38 St. Francis Catholic Protectory . . . . . . • . 20 114 71 71 4 23 li 
30 New Jersey tate Reform SchooL...... 130 !!7 322 285 37 276 46 
40 State Industrial School for Girls........ *9 jl3 30 25 5 28 2 ~ 
41 ; wark City Home.... ................. 74 72 134 20 144 10 45 109 ri 
42 Jiouse of Shelterg...... ...... ......... 33 ...... 2 20 I 22 ~l 1 g 
43 
1
rrortse_oftb e Good ) b epherdg.......... ...... ...... ...... 305 305 ...... 1~5 lsO 
44 I C3. hohc Protect-ory for Boys .. .. .. . • .. ...... .... .. 120 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ................ . . •sl CP.tholic Protectory for Girls*.......... 4 17 14 1 14 .. .. • • 14 ... ;,;.. . 3 
4G • w York State Refo m~ton· .. . . 2GG 218 516 0 500 16 306 !211 ...... 
47 ,Jnv niloliousP ofindustr_vc;fnrooklynl 1:~3 157 40 0 38 2 40 .... . 
48 llouseoftltc Good.'bephard ........ 170 210 ...... 1 441 ........ .......... , ...... ... .. 
"From Report of tlw Comr::JissioneT of Education for 1881. t ~~\'~h~r~e Chl~~;;_tcd during the year. 
c Al!!O civil gov rumcnt. 
rt Whole numb(•r during tho y ar. 
e R ·lr·al!ed on " ticket of 1 ave." 
f Th~;so stati tics are for the year 1881. 
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&c'Mol8 for 1882, ~c.-Continued. 
<the studies taught. 
Present inmates. Studies. 
Illiterate = .s bil (I) .8 when ,.q -~ committed. I!= ;::::j .s (I) .!:' <d• rd tt 
,.!. ~ ~~ oS ·~=: <d 0 • (I) I!= ~ ~] ~ fJ a) ~~ 0 0 a) ~ +> .... t>Z ~ bl) l=l< ~~ +> +> = ~ ~ <ds <d0 -§: ~ ~ bil 
~ 
~ = . g~ -=Q -a (I) ..,o o= $ ~ ·~:: c3 .8 ~ >, ~ ~ Obll Qll 1!: p. ~ 
Q 
"?~ 
QQ +> ~ ,.q ~ 
,.q b.l) !Iii 0 ~ ~ ~ !:>0 ~ 
(I) p. ] I> ~ 6b ~ 
aH~ (I) ..., §< 
I 




(I) s g -~ ~ 'ij3 ~ 
.c 'S ~ 
.g s ~ s 0 ~ -~ 
~ ... ~ Oil ·~=: bl) g 
0 ~ r.:l .... c6 = 
~ 0 
1:1 
~ :il 0 
(I) ~ ,.q 0 .c .... 
~ Pol J'r.t :z; ~ ~ ~ ~ r;!) C!:l ~ Pol P=l Pol A -----------------------------------
~0 ~~ 22 ~3 ~4 25 26 2'f 2S 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 3'f 3S 39 
----------------------------------
••. 2. '"26' )( 1 25 28 20 18 X 
(31) 120 X 
120 21 40 36 84 51 63 X 
50 15 25 150 52 188 286 X 
''95' 4 '''22' X 92 3 27 113 118 )( 
••••• •••••· •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••• X 





17 32 X 
61 58 X 
••••• •••••• ••·••• •••••• ••·••• ••• ..... •. • X 
50 3 80 107 53 100 X 
••••• ....... •••••• •••••· •••••• •••••• ••• • X 
120 73 ...... ...... 30 25 X 
(a47) 35 2 .......... x 
••••· •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• ....... ........ X 
........ • ...... • • 8 245 35 43 X 
0 ...... ...... ...... 19 0 0 X 
......... 2 ..... 4 ..... 5 .... 35· .... 5. ·ia· : 
X .................... X 1 
X X ............ X X 2 
X ............ ,._. .... .... 3 
X X ................ X 4 
x .... x .... x ........ 5 
X ............ X X 6 
X ........ X ........ 7 
)( . .. ~ .... ..... . )( 
X .... X .... X 
X ..... .... .... ex 
X .... .... .... X 
X .... X .... X 
X .... .... .... X 
X .... .... .... X 
X ................... . X ............ •••• .... 8 
X x ' •••• ........ X 9 X ............ X 
X ............ X 
X ........ •••• X 
X 
X )( .................... 10 
X ........................ 11 






X .... X .... X X .................... X 
X .......... .. X X X ........ •••• ...... .. 
X ........... . X X ................... , ... . 
X .... ..... .. ,. . ··-· ..... X .................. .. 
X ··-· .... .... X X )( .................. .. 
X ..... .... .... )( X 
X ·-·· .... .... X X X ........ X 
18 
X .... 19 
X •••• ............ X 
X ·-·· .... -··· X X X .................. .. 
X ..... -··· ..... X X X ................ X 
X .... ..... ... X X X )( X X .... X 








0 o ...... 24 .......... )( x ............ x ........................... . 
•••" ...... . ..... a4 ll60 ...... 4 X X .... .... • ... X X X ............... • • .. . 
..... .... o. --··5· ...... ·--u· .... 5. --6· ·"x-- ."x .. :::: :::: :::: ."x .. :::: .. X •• :::::::::::::::: ."x .. ~~ 
"2o' 0 5 8 22 5 6 X X .... .... .... X ........................ 29 
..... 0 8 ...... 125 8 8 X X ............ X X .................... 30 
7 .. .. .. .. .. • • 0 16 1 1 X X • .. • .. .. • .. • X X • .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. X • .. • 31 
24 4 11 8 13 15 23 X X • .. • X • .. • X X X .. .. • .. • X • .. • .. • • 32 
..... "i45 ... iai· "i5o· "i5a· ~g ~g ~ ~ :::: :::: :::: ~ ~ ~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~! 
....................................... x x ............ x x .................... x 35 
"5o· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ... i5. ·25· ."x .... X .. ::::·;;· :::: -~-- • ~-- :::: , --,;· :::: :::: :::: :::: ~~ 
::::: :::::: :::::: "i45' "i45' "i77' i77' ~ ~ :::: :::: :::: ~ ·;;· ~ ''x" :::: :::: :::: :::: ~g 
..... ...... ...... ...... ...... 6 12 X X ............ X ............................ 40 
:~~~: ::~::J~:::~ :::~:: ::::l: :::;;: :~:: .:. -~- ::~: :::: :::: :~: (:: :f:: :::~ :::: :::: m: E 11 
:~~~: ::::;~r):::: ::~~~: ::~~~: ::~~~: ~~~: -~ ... -~-- :::: :::: :::: -~-- :~:: ~:~: ;;: :~: ::: :::: :::: :::: !! 
g Theso stath•tics, which are for the year 1880, are the latest received from this institut.ion. 
hAlso 15 unknown. 
i l!'or two years ending November, 1882. 
j Ten of these indontured.' 
k Also political economy. 
l Moral philoaophy. · 




















TABLE XXI . ...., Stati8tics of reform 
NOTB.-x inditlates 




I N•lirity. ~ ~ Sex. P..ace. bl) !:D 
-~ .!3 ... 
:::$ ~ 
"0 "0 
Name. "0 "0 -d ~ 
C)) 
bl) 
~ ... '8 "' "0 s ] .!!l 
0 ;E c::l <:) 0 ... ... rd ~ ... Q "' <l) Q) Q Q 00 ;::l. ,Q ,Q <e ~ I> s s c:) ~ ... '$ :;J <e s ..::< 0 ~ "" p :::$ Q) '0 0 0 z z ~ ~ ~ 0 z ~ ~ 
---------------
1 ' 11 12 13 14 1~ 16 1'7 1S 19 
----------------
New York Honse of Refuge ..••••...••• 775 683 694 117 749 62 
New York Juvenile As:vlum .....••.••. 681 653 650 164- 779 35 790 24 132 
New York Magdalen Benevolent So- 166 149 58 53 5 ....... ...... ........ 
oiety. b 
c284 c54. c37 Western House of Refuge b •••••••••••• 338 338 465 127 558 34 
ProtectorY. a.nd Reformatory for Desti- 31 47 109 0 109 0 108 1 8 
tute Children. 
New York Catholic Protectory* •••••... 871 820 1, 34-6 667 2,010 3 ...... ...... ....... 
Cincinnati House of Refuge ............ 269 257 187 74 -····· ...... ...... ······ ...... Protectory for Boys .......... . ......... 120 ........ ...... ...... ······ ...... House of Refuge and Correction* ...... 39 60 137 27 ...... ······ Girls' Industrial Home ........•.••..... 69 70 268 230 38 ...... ······ 50 State Reform School for Boys ....•..•.• 131 168 537 513 24 -····· ...... 10 :House of Refuge and Correction ....•.• 70 d45 187 ....... 
~/28 . House of Refuge ....................... 368 318 4-67 148 c276 c92 cj330 54 
§fa~s~r~~; ~~or~-~~~~~~·.·.~·.:::::: 163 185 252 55 255 52 h286 h7 28 148 179 138 0 126 12 125 13 9 
Vermont Reform School. ............... 15 38 70 16 85 1 .......... ......... 
Wisconsin Industrial School for Girls •. 78 72 25 101 122 4 123 3 
Wisconsin Industrial School for Boys .. 88 160 299 294 5 288 11 
Reform School ......................... 99 94 143 55 88 c85 c14 25 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
aAlso astronomy. 
b These statistics, which are for the year 1880, are the ln.test received from th1a institution. 
c Of those committed durine: the yelli-. 
a Employment was secured for 10 of these and 11 were apprenticed. 
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scltf)ol8 jo1· 1882, .fc.-Continued. 
the studies taught. 
Present inmates. Studies. 
Illiterate ~ $ bo 
when ,..q 'i:: .S 
committed. ll: j;:: ~ 
~ 'g._; .._; <P ~ 
~ §.._; d~ ~ ~ "g 
<P ~ ~ .s ~ ~s .s .s ~ 
~ ~' p. ~ ~ ~ @ ~ ~ -~ . 
~ '§ Sa5 ~~ ~~ ~o if ~ ~J) • • .- ~ 
s ~ _g ~ g Q 8~ .s tl ~ ~ ·~ ~>, ~ ~ ~ ro .• g 
rn P< ~ ._. ._. 1:= ._. ._. b~ Ql oi Ql ._. p. c::S h P< , 0 tv ~ 
~ ~ .;!' $ $ ,g $ .s ~ ~ -¥ ~ :: ~ 8 ~ ~ ] -~ 0 
~ :+3 ~aSS s~:Eg>o~8~~~~~~;;·aJ 
<: <::: 0 ~ ~ ~ ~IQ) ......... 0 Q) Q) ........ ..=1 0 ..=1 ... ~ 
~ z fr.4 z z z z~~~p:qc!;)t!lt!l~P-4P=l~~l"l 





__________ ! _________ _ 
........... •••••• 0 345 430 430 X X .... •••• •••• X X •••••••• ·••• •••· •••• ! .... 49 
327 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • X X • • • • • • • • • • • • X X X a X • • • • • ••••• • • • • .. 50 
............................. •••••• •••• X X •••• ........ X •••••••••••• •••• ........... . 51 
20 43 182 347 
(476) 497 1, 040 
89 162 X X •••• •••• .... X X X •••••••••••• X 
72 18 X X •••• •••• •••• X 
250 100 X X •••• ............ X X ............ X 





....................... •••••• .............................................................. 56 
57 
X •••••••••••• X ..... •••••· ...... ••••·• ··•··· •••••• •••• X 
........... •••••• •••••• •••••· ···••• •••• X X •••••••••••• X 
..... •••••• •••••• ···••• •·•·•• ··•••• •••• X X •••••••• •••· X 
••••· •••••· •••••• •••••• ••••·• •••••• ···• X X X •••• •••• X 
X X ........ •••• X 
..... •••••• ••·•·• •••• •• •••••• •••••• •••• X X ............ X 
27 .................... .. .. 4085x X ••••••• •• ••• • X 
X X •••••••••••••••• X 
X X ............ ••·· ·•• · ..... . 
.... X 
•••• ex 
........ X •••• X 
X x •••.•••.••..••. gx 
• ••• •••• •••• •••• ••••. ••• X 
................. 40 98 •••••• 40 X .......... .. X •••• •••· .... •·•• •••• •, ••• •••· 
7 •••••• ..•••• 5 7 12 X ........ X X ........ •••• X .......... .. 
::~: ~:~~~~~~~~~~ :::::: :::::: ::::::j:::: ~ 
X ............ X 
X 
•••• •••• •••• X 
e Also civil government. 
f Also 10 unknown. 
gAlso object lessons. 
hAlso 14 unknown. 
X X •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• 
X •••• •••• •••• •••• ...... .. 
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~ til ~ .s ] .s 
~ ~ ell 
·~ s bt s 
~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 
0 
Cll 0 p 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Name. 
- - - -
1 40 41 4~ 43 
-- - - -
TABLE XXI.-Statiatics of ?'eform 
NOTE.-x indicates 
Industries. 
til ~I til til ~ .s .s ~ ~ 
~ ;;4 ,!Jl ~ 1:1 ~ ciS § >l 
~ 
biJ .!3 ciS b:O 0 <!) s 8 l'l 0 ·~ ;:: :§ (I) ~ .... (I) '8 ~ 
<!) ~ <!) A "' "' ~ ·; <!) .... ~ ~ § ~ ~ .... r:;: ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t.Q 0 0 0 
- - - - - - -
44 45 46 47 4S 49 ~0 ~1 ~2 
- -- - -- - - - - -
1 City and County IndlU!trial School" . • • . . . . . . • • . .. . . . •• . . • • . . • • . .. .. . • . . x ... · x x · · • · 
2 Colorado State Industrial School....... x • • • . x • • .. .. • . .. • • • • • . • • • . x ... · ... · x • • • • 
a Sta.to lleform School.................... .. . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . X • • • • • .. • X • .. • X ....... . 
4 Connecticut Industrial SchoolforGirls. x ........ .... ....... ..... cl x .... .... x x x 
5 TilinoiR State Reform School...... .. .. • . x .. • . . • • . .. .. x .. .. .. .. .. .. x .. .. x .. · · .. • · 
6 lllinois Industrial School for Girls...... .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • . x .. • . .. .. .. .. x .... 
7 Indtana Rcfonnatory Institution for x • • • . . • • . .. • . x . • • . .. • • .. .. .. .. • • • . . .. • x • • • • 
Women an<l Girls. 
8 Indiana Heforru School for Boys........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . x x .. .. .. .. x . .. . x ...... • • 
9 Iowa Reform School*...... . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . x • .. . . . .. (f) . .. . . • . . x .. .. x .... • • .. 
10 Girls' department of the Iowa Reform x . • . . . • . . . • . . . • • . . • • . . • • x . • • . . • • . . • . . x x 
SchooL* 
11 State Reform School . • •• •• • .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. . .. . . • .. .. .. .. .. . • • . .. .. x .. .. x x .. • · 
12 llouso of Refuge ....................................... gx ............ x .... x ....... . 
18 Maino tate Reform School. . • •• • • . •• .. • x .. • • . • • . • • • • x .. • . .. • . .. .. x .. .. x x .. .. 
H ~~~E~¥~f~~!~~Ql~f;~~~¥::::::::::: :~: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :~:: :::: :::: :::: ::x~: :::: 
17 lions of Reformation and Instruction x .... .. .. . ... .... .... . ••• .. .. x .••. .... x .... 
for Colore<l Children. • 
~ ~!~~r~~~~~~m~~!!~~l~~ :~l: ~l~: :~~: :~~: :~~~ m: :l~- :l~: )_ ::~- :ll: -~: ~t 
24 Ltatelndustrial~hoolforGirln ............................................ x .... x x 
25 ~wrence Industr1al School. ..................................... • · · • • · .......... · · · · • · · · .. 
26 ~~:d ~~.~ formation for Juvenile Qf. • • • • • .. . . • .. .. .. x • • • . • • • . • • .. x . • • . x .... • • • · 
~:~or0~~~~;;Sch~oi::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: ·-;· :::: :::::::::::::::: ."x .. x .... 
s~mp~ n Count~ Truant School....... . .. . . . • . . • .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . • • . X .. • • .. .. X •••• 
~J~~~f~?i~~~~~:~~:~::::~~~~ :~: ~::: :::: :~:: :~:: :~~: :::: :~: ::":: ::~: ::~: }_ :~: 
II mn o&tate Reform Scho.ol. .......................... . 'm x • . . . .. • . . • • . . • • . x .••. · • • · 
;~*!~~~)~~~~;~:~~~~~~: :~:: ~~~~ :::~ ::~: ::~~ :~~: :~: :~~: :=:: :~~: :~: :~: :::: 
• ~ I~d Ytri ~te Reform Sc~·ool . .. .. . x ............................ n x . .. . .. .. x .. .. 
~~~~~l8:~1~l.~;~ ~~l[ it!!:~: i~i lttt !it! i~i ;:o: :~: lttt :~: ~~- :;: 
ork d 1 ~ ~ um . .. . . . • . . . . x • .. . . . • . . • • . • • .. . .. . . .. . . . . . x . • .. . • • . x 
.i ' en .oc:nevolent So- x .. • . .. • . . .. • . • • . .. • . . • • . .. • . .. • . .. .. .. • . x .•• · 
~0 d r Refi fog i............ X .. • •• • •. .. • • X • •.. .. .. X X .. • • X X • • •. 
Chlld n. onn tory for Dosti- .. • . .. .. . . • . .. • . . • • . . • . . . . .. .. .. x .. • . x ...... . . 
or ho Comm ioner of Edn.cntion e Includes both penal nnd refonnntory dcpnrt-
cl menta. 
1879. /Engineering tnught. 
una ket making taught nlso. 
h Th se stati tic ar for th ~- nr 1881. 
iTbes stati tics, wbi h nr for tb year 1880, 
are the latest received from this institution. 
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schools for 1882, cfc.- Continued. 
the industries taught. 
--~- ·-- ------
Indust.ries. 
0 "d ..... rll 
Q <Po Library. 0 bJJ 
·~ ~c<3 1'1 l6 
..., '§ . rll 
r-0...3 0 u.i ~ 
Q cj$0 
til <1l::1 
o._. <!5 Q)d 
+>Q.) .~~ 
Q) 
.:s 'Odd 1'1 ~s s <a~ ;g "0._. p <1>;..: ::lS 





ciJ S;E 0<1> 
,.<::1<\l i=lC 
§~ 0 s ciJ ::1 .::> t.> -+-0 1'1''"' 
11; 
~ 
1'1 .s ;s 8~ ~.8 ..... 
::1 ..... ci:!,.q C;l<\l 
~ ciJ 
;.g 1'1 b~ 0 ·~.--< Q Q)Q) 
~ ~ 0 .... -- <:: ~g 
Q)c<l 
q .e cil d d 1'1 15~ .,1'1 ~ t:.Jl<ll t.~,"-< ':::1 "' ] s 
s -~ §~ d,.q "'0 1'1 0 .... "E .s ,0 "'0 ~ .... <l) <l) <1l a s ;:l rn p. !:;: .... 0 0 QO s ,_.rn <1l <1l 
al d 0: ~ ::l <:: 
;:l ~-<c ::l Q ~ 
I> 
~ <1l 







1'1 ·a . 
'"'"' .s ojO 
'+-< 
<l."l:;j 
0 -B ..., a~ "' 0 1'1"' 0 "'·S r;; ci:! 
;:l ~ 1=1 
1'1 0 
<lj E-1 
<)3 54 55 56 57 58 :)9 60 61 62 63 64 66 67 68 69 
X ..... • )( X X X a3,121 b400 $277 44c $44,900 1 ......... ........ ......... . ......... . ... $38' 
X ...... ...... ....... ......... ..... X ·-· · X 80 0 0 224 30 $0 54 12,785 ' 2 ...... ..... ..... ---· ......... X X ....... X 3, 639 80 2, 000 200 100 00 60,000 16, 000 3 
X ..... X .. ..... X ....... .......... .. ........ ·--· 535 66·a 1, 200 100 156 00 20 00 37,400 3, 500 4 
·-·· . ·~ .. ....... -·- · ....... .. ...... . X ..... X 1, 103 65 1, 200 78 147 00 19 50 33,807 4, 476 5 
---· ....... ...... ........ X ......... ......... . ... ......... ]80 90 400 160 ··------ . .............. .............. .. ........... .... 6 
X ... ,. . ..... ......... X ....... ......... ........ .. ...... 49~ 82 300 100 e132 52 .. .............. e28, 000 e2, 600 7 
X .................... X .... X 1;718 95 200 ······ 120 00 16,125 ........ 8 
32,000 •••••• { 1g .... ••·· ................ X .... X 
X ............ X .... . ......... .. 
.................... ,. ................... X ............ . 
X •• ........... X •••• ••• . •• •. • ••. 
........................ ,qx .••. x 
X ............ X ............ . .. . 
................ X ....... . ....... . 
X .................... gx .... X 








0 ...................... 12,000 
600 100 81 61 58 96 20, 158 
1,600 ................ *14,600 
87 1, 500 50 100 00 45 00 53, 000 
15 300 50 87 00 .. ...... 5, 473 
66~ .............. 100 00 75 00 2,100 
100 ............ ·- ........ 20,000 







••...••...•. ·-.. . . . . .•.. . ••. . ... . •.. 880 ... . (k) ...... 112 38 0 
• •.. .. .. .. .. • • • • X • .. • • .. . • • • • • • • • 2, 000 .. .. 400 ......... .... ........ . 
90 22 ....... . 
200 50 170 ()6 ....... . 
.................................................. ..... .... ... .......... .. .................... ; ........ . ........................... . 
................ X .... ... ....... .. 1,167 70 
129 .... 
1,4!!5 25 
1, 600 0 . ...... . 
650 ...... 127 92 






• ....... 11 
6, 604 12 
*5, 400 13 
10,800 14 
........ 15 
1, 500 16 
1, 200 17 






1, 500 24 
1, 642 25 
1. 677 26 
:::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::: ... i5a· ~ -89. ·--·7ar; ... so· ·i9s.i4. ··8s.o7.
1 
~:g~~ ·'2:552. ~~ 
........................... .. -.. .. .. 4 9 . . .. 0 . . • • • • . .. .. • . . .. • .. .. • 4, 044 29 
............................ ... ..... 5, 280 . . .. 1, 500 50 ...... .. .. ...... 3, 500 3, 306 30 
:::::::::::::::: ·:;· :::::::::::::::: 2~~ -~~- 1~~ 7~ - ~~~-~~. ------~- --~·-~~~- .. . ... ~ . g~ 
X • • .. .... ... • .. .. .... X • • • • X 2, 704 1, 2()0 0 Zl15 00 ........ : 135, !\00 8, 601 3a 
• • .... • • .. .. • • • • • .. . .. .. X .. .. X 573 80 1, 070 . .. . . . 186 00 1 ........ j:l7, 679 ... ..... 34 
:::::::::::: __ x., x .... -~-- .... .. .. 4,7!~ . :~ . ----~0~ - --~~~- -~~:.:~. --~:-~~- ~ .~~~-~~~. --~·.:~~- ~~ 
:::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: . ~-. :::: :::: . :~ ~~~ . . :~ ..... ~~~ ... ~~~. . :~~. ~~. ::.::. ::1 .:: ~ ~~~ ... ~~ ~~~. g~ 
• .. • .. .. • • .. • • • • .. • • X .. .. • .. . X 1, 267 75 550 0 148 20 65 48 I 42, !)12 18, 948 30 
X ...... ... ... X X •••• • •• •• ••• ] 81 75 220 0 ...... . ......... 0,152 ],J:J3 40 
................ x ....... ... . . x 456 b200 ...... 116CO .. . . .... 18,5 lO I*o1,460 41 
x . . . . . • . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . 583 425 25 57 25 24 23 2, ss:1 678 42 
.. • • • .. . • • • • • • X ............. - .. 3, 385 . . .. !HiO 50 .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . 55, U!)7 p64, 030 43 
:::: ·(~~- ~:: : :(:q:): :::: :::: -~-- :::: :~: -~.-~~- :~ii ::~.:~~~: ::~~~: :i~~:~~: :i~&:&&: l :&~:~b6: 1 :~~:~~b:IH 
........... .. ... ... P .......... ..... 3,301 . ... 250 50 ....... 0 I 11,000 0 47 
·:; · :::: :::· :: :: ·~-- :::::::: ::: ::::: 2o;o24 "1'7:i . ··z;isn· ··157· ·is7.oo· ·· si-3u·1~~:~ij 30,555. !~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X • • • • X • • • • X 23, 168 I 90 000 0 120 00 . - .... . . 870, 000 .. - .. . . _ II 50 
X ••• • • • • • • .. X • .. • • • • . • .. • • .. . . •• • .. . • • .. 330 10 102 68 37 29 1 5, 955 2, }61 51 
X • ••• ••• • • ••• X • •• • X •• • . X 5,682 1 75 1,]50 110 140 !)2 33 39 , 85,721 20,231 52 
. .............. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ,. . .. . ...... ... . *500 84 17 ·· ····· · 10,000 ....... . [53 
jTn lRSO. o Va.lne of f;1rm products. 
k llook~ are flunislv·d inmat;(>s f1 om Boston Pub- pincom!' f H•m all !!OII l'CI'S . 
lie Lillrary. q Type· setting :rud eloctt ot.ypinp; are tallght 
l Co t to tho ~tate. r Moaldin~, enginl'oring, plumbmg a.nd~as-fttting 
m..t.\lijo cabin t ma.ldng, painting, manufactur e of taught. 
toys, ancl tinware. 6 Not inclnding houso of reception and western 
n .lll11o brick making and painting. agency. 
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TABLE XXI.-Statistics ofref0'1'11t 
NOTE.- x indicates 
Industries. 
Name. biJ til biJ biJ t:iJ biJ ;:1 
~ ~ 
biJ ;:1 ;:1 .s ~ ~ ;:1 h ~ ~ ~ biJ :m biJ § 1':1 0 til ·~ s s ~ s ·a ~ 1':1 biJ s ~ ~ s .s " Q.> ~ 
~ .s ,!.4 ~ 
<l.l 
·~ gj ~ 
.... 'd 
0 Cl> A ·:; 1-4 l'l ,!.4 Q 0 ~ ;:1 ~ 
Q) 
~ 0 
c:<! ~ ~ ~ ell ,.<::1 
~ k 
~ ~ P=l P=l P=l 0 0 p A Ft Ft 
- - ---- - - - - - -
1 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 4'1 4S 49 ~0 . 51 52 
- - - - - -- - - - -- - -
54 ~.ew.Yorl~Catholic,Protectory* .••• : ••..••. x ... . .... x x ........ x .... : ~ .~ .. 
~~ mcmnat1 House of Refuge............ x . .. . . • .. .. • . .. .. x .............. • · 
~~ i~Vf.~~~fr~i~
0
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::::::: :::: :::: :::: :~: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::;: :::: 
~~ State Reform School for Boys • .. .. • .. .. .. •. .. .. .. • . x .. .. .. .. .. .. . • • . x ...... · · ........ 
House of Refu~e and Correction........ x .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. • . x .. .. x x x 
61 House of Refu~e ....................... x ........ x x x .................... ··•· .. .. 
62 Pennsylvania He form School* .. • • • • • • .. x .. .. .. • • .. .. • • • . • • .. . . .. .. .. x .. .. x x 
~~ ~~~!~fR':.o~~hs~h~~i:::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :::: ·;;· :::: -~-- :::: ~ :::: :::: ~ :::: 
~~ W ~scons~n Industr!al School ~or Girls.. x • • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. x ........ • • • · x ·;; · 
67 
Wu;consm Industnal School for Boys .................................. x ........ ··7· 
Reform School.......................... .. • . .. .. .. .. . • • . x .. .. .. .. .. .. x .. .. x ...... •· 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1&81. 
a Also ~love making. 
b Engineering taught. 
cin 1879. 
dA large proportion of this is for improvements and repairs. 
TABLE XXI.-Menwranda. 
Name. Location. 
Chicago Industrial and Reform School. Chicago, TIL .... .. 
House of the Good Shepherd .......... Chicago, TIL. .... . 
Honse of the Good Shepherd .......... Inuianapolis, Ind. 
Indiant~. House of I!.efo.ge .. .. .. .. .. • .. Plainfield, Ind .... 
Boys' House of Refuge..... ........... New Orleans, J"n. • 
Girls' HouseofHcfuge ................ New Orleans, La. 
St. Alphonsus' llouse of Mercy ....... New Orleans, La. 
Remarks. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
Name changed to Indiana Reform School 
for Boys. 
No infoi·mation receiveu. 
No information received. 
No information received. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 729 
schools for 1882, c)·c.-Continued. 
the industries taught. 
X • .. • • .. • X a X • .. • X • .. • X 161 000 90 ..••.... , ..... $128 32 $17 93 $308, 385$35,376 fi4 
X (b) ........ X .... X .... X 41857 .... C21 000 ...................... d47,000 ........ f>,i 
•• - .. - ... ~ ........ - .......... -" ... - ......... .. - .... - .................... - ......... - ................. - ....................................... ---- ... 5:; 
.................................... 1,089 
................ X .... .... .... .... 788 
.................................... 3,717 
X .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 731 
X • .. • • .. • • • • • .. • • • .. • X • , • • X 14, 300 
X • • • • • .. • • • • • • .. • • .. • X •• , • h X 3, 601 
•·X·· :::::::: :::: ·:,;· :::: :!:::::: .. X •• 3,"~i~ 
x ............ ex .... .... .... .... 347 
........................ X 1,979 
................... . .... X .... X 812 
c275 . . . . . . 100 68 . .. • .. . . 12, 410 
75 1, 177 2!)4 120 00 ........ *32, 000 
2, 134 e50 99 80 . .. .. .. . 43, 388 
j250 j-250 • • • • .. • . .. • .. • • . 28, 861 
66! *30, 000 ...................... 108, 459 
80 323 80 110 82 ........ 34,023 
661} 300 0 ................ 17,500 
75 • .. .. . . . . • . . . . 120 oo ........ •·1s, 338 
78 575 50 130 00 10 00 14, 627 
680 .... .. 145 00 . . • . . . . . 47, 975 
600 50 • • • • .. • • 12 00 34, 389 
e Also 840 magaz.ines and papers. 
fin 1880. 
,qincorne from all sources. 
II. Also saddlery and harness mn.king, cn.rpet weaving, an<l painting. 
TABLE XXI.-Memomnda. 
Name. Locat-ion. Remarks. 
Female House of Refuge •••••••••..••• llchester, Md..... Removed to Baltimore. 




*7, 000 5!l 
,q30, 121 60 
18,291 61 
2, 837 62 
·8 495 63 
4:196 64 
1, 418 05 
........ 66 
1, 739 67 
. 
Sheltering ATins ........•.••.••••••••. Allegheny, Pa .... No information received. 
Providence Reform School............ Providence, R.I.. Has uecome the State Reform School, and 
is located at Howard. 
Galveston Reformatory .••••••••••.••. Galveston, Tex ..• No information received. 
TAnu: XXII.- Statistics of llomett and asylums for 01-phan or dependent child1·tm, infant asylums, and indust1'ial schools for 1882; j1·om replies to 
inquiries by the United States BU1·eau of Education. 
PART I.-STATISTICS OF HOMES AND .ASYLUMS .FOR ORPHAN OR DEPENDENT CHILDREN. 
Nnmo. 
1 
J Cntbollc ?t!nlo Orphnn Asylum* ............ ·-·---
2 Chnnh Homo for Orphan Boys ........... ...... .. 
3 Churd1 Homo for Orphan Girls .................. . 
4 l,rotc~tant Orphnn Asylum ................... .. 
5 Orplums· llomo of the Synod of Alabama.* ...... .. 
(i G<'rmnn Southern Orphnn Asylum 
7 Gms,. Ynllcy Orphnn As:vlum .................. .. 
~ Los ~ngclcs Orpbnn .A.Rylmu* .................. .. 
0 Lo~ AnJ!elcs Orphans' Homo* ................... . 
10 l.1H\il'S' Rclid Society .......................... . 
ll :-;al'l'l\llll'llto l,rOtl'!ltnut Orphan .A.syltunj ........ . 
1~ -!Joy~:~' nnd Girls' .A..id Society .................... .. 
13 ChitH'!IO nn<l ,Tnpnnose Mission of the Methodist 
l!:pilwopnl Church.o 
H Snu l•'rnnci~co l{orutm Co.tholic Female Orphnn 
A~vlum.* 
15 Wonian's Union Mission to Chinese Women nnd 
Cbihlrl'n. 
16 Uomo of llene"'olcnco ........................... . 
17 St. Juhn'~; Orphan .A.11ylum ....................... . 
18 Sun Junn Orphan .Asylum ...... .. 
10 St. Yinct·ut Orph:m As\lum .... .. 
20 Snnt~ Cm~ Ft•tunlo Ol'}ihun Asylum 
21 St. Ymt·cnt'l! }'\'mnlo Orpbnn Asylum 
23 Goetl'l'rmJ)lart~' IIome for Orphans ............. .. 
23 l'I'Ljnto Vnlo Orphnu .A.R:,·lnm .................... . 
24 llritl~t•port l'rotestnnt Orphnn Asylum ......... .. 
25 lltu'lfortl Oq1hnu As~lum ........................ . 
l'i r1J 
Number of offi- a:> 0 ~ :13 cers, teachers, "! Sd 
~ and assistants. .S:3 '§ 
""'"~ 
0 .o't:l 
~ $§ C) 't:l 
"' s<S ::l .v :;:la:> .;; .. <::> 
~ <1i 
~ :s·~ <a ~ a:> 
~ 
0 p:; Ft 8 
d l'i 0 
~ 0 e ~ 
0 -~ e- ~ 
0 ctl 
<::> t:.l) .s 1-< 0 .... ..... 
0 0 




!I 3 4 li 6 ,. 8 9 
----
Mobile, Ala. (Lafayette st.) . . . . . . . 1847 Brother Paulinns ..•.•.••..•..•••... -~ R. C .. • • • . 9 0 820 
Mobile, ..dla.......... .... .. . 1871 1879 Sister Harriet, c. D.................. P. E .... .. ... .. .. . 3 20 
Mob~le, .Ala................. 1871 1864 Sister Harriet, c. D.................. P. E ... . .. .. .. .. .. 4 115 
Molnle, .A..la. ... •• • .......... 1839 1830 Mrs. Laura Ruggles, ma.tron.. ... •• •• P. E ... .. . .. .. .. .. 3 ....... . 
Tuskegee, .Ala ............ .. 1865 1867 Rev. G. R. Foster ................... Presb. .... 1 3 a32.> 
~~!~;~i~/c~1::~:::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::.-.-.-.-.-.-:::::::: -~-~~~~::::: :::::::::::::::: ::··.:::: 
Los A.ngcle8, Cal ........... 1869 1856 Sister Scholastica Logsdon .......... R. C ...... ........ 17 ....... .. 
Los .A.u~eles, Clll. .... .. • .. .. 1880 1880 Miss M. E. McClellan, :financial scc'y Non-sect.. 1 2 ., G6 
Oo.klnnn,Cal. ...... ......... 187~ 1871 Sarah Edwards Henshaw, secretary. Non-sect.. 1 5 417 
Sacramento, Cal. ........... 186t 1867 Mrs. W. H. Hobby, secretary ........ Non-sect.. 2 4 b730 
Snn Frau cisco, Ca.l. {68 Cle- 1874 1874 Edmond T. Dooley .... •• . ... •. .•• .. . Non-sect.. 4 2 
mention strret). 
San Francisco, Cal. (916 .. .. .. 1871 Rev. Otis Gibson ..... ~.............. M. E .. .. .. 4 5 
Washington street). .. 
San ]'mncisco, Cal......... 1858 1852 Sister Stanisla.us . • • • .. • ... .......... R. C .. .. .. .. .. • • .. 19 I 3, 315 
Snn Francisco, Cal ......... 11869 I 1860 I Mrs. Dr. A. W. Loomis .............. 1 Non-sect .. 1 275 
Snn Jose, Cal. .............. 1879 18~6 ~rs. Nellie Eyster, secretary ....... P. E ...... 1 I S 300 
San Juan, Cal .................... 18tl S1stcr Carmen Argelaga, superioress R. C ...... 0 3 ...... .. 
San Juan, Cal . .. ....... ... . .... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .......... . 
Santa Barba.rn, Cal .••••• ... ... .. . .... . SisterPhelitn.McCarty, sister servant R. C .... .. .. • .. ... 0 ...... .. 
Santa Cruz, Cal............. 1875 1862 Sister Rose Genevieve............... R. C .. .. .. .. .. . • .. 8 950 
Sonoma, Cal .. .. .. .•. • .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .................................... ------- .. -.... ·-- · · · -- · ·---- · · · ·-- · · 
Valle.io, Cal ................ 1869 1870 N. Smith, teaoher .................... No~-seot.. 3 12 6:11 
Watsom-ille, CaL........... .. .. .. 1869 Mr. Curran ............. -- .. -- --· ·-- R. C -- ·-- · 8 -- · .. -- -- · .. i4i 

































H o · 
EZ 
~ St. Catharine's Orphan Asylum ..••••••••••••••••• 
Z7 Middlesex County Orphans' Home*.·-······· .••. 
28 Home for the Friendless* .... .•••••••••••••••••••• 
29 New Haven Orphan .Asylum .•••••••••.•••••••••• 
SO St. Francis Orphan Asy1umt. •.•••.•.•...••....••• 
31 Home for Friendless and Destitute Children t .... 
32 St. Peter's Female Orphn.n Asylum a .•••.• ..... .. 
33 Au~1sta Orphan Asylum: .....•.•..•••••••••••••. 
S4 St. Mary's Orphan .As;vlum .•..•....•...•••••••••. 
35 Columbus Female Orphan Asylum t ......... •.•••. 
86 Orphans' Home, North Georgia. Conference* .••••. 
37 Appleton Church Home ....................••.•.. 
38 OrJ?hans' IIome, South Georgia Conference ••••••. 
39 Episcopal Orphans' Home* ....•.........•.....••. 
40 Union Society, Betl1esda. Orphan Home .. ....•.•.. 
41 German Emngellcal Lutheran Orphan .A.sylum .•. 
42 Orphans' Home of the Missouri Synod ..•.••••••• 
43 St. Agnes Orphan Asylum* ......... ...•.••..••••. 
44 Chicago Home for the l!'riendless ..•••••.••••••••• 
ts Chicago Protestant Orphan .Asylum ..••.••..•••.. 
46 St. Joseph's Orphan .Asylum* ... ~ ..••...•.••••.•.. 
47 Uhlich Orphan .Asylum ...•......•...•••.•.••••••. 
48 German Catholic Orphan .Asylum t 
491lllinois Soldiers' OrphanS" Home .. 

















Hartford, Conn . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • . 1852 Sisters of Mercy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. C ...... 5 1, 90G 
Middletown, Conn.......... 1877 1877 Mrs. Martha C. 'Todd Hill, president. Non-sect .. 0 2 55 
New Haven, Conn ..•.•••••• 1807 1807 Miss Elizal'letb '\V. Davenport, pres't Non-sect .. 2 ........ 
New Haven, Conn .••.•••••• 1833 1833 Mrs. Lnnra .A. Kingsley, matron ..... Non-sect .. 1 13 1, 600 
New Ha"\"en, Conn ••••••..•. 1864 1864 Sister Mary Felicite . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . R. C ...... 0 10 071 
Wilmington, Del ....••.•... 1863 1802 Mrs. I saac Crouch, matron ......... . Non-sect .. 0 6 034 
Wilmington, Del........... 1841 ...... Sister Mary Kostka. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . R. C ...... 9 ••••·•·· Augusta, Ga. . • • • . . • • • • •• • . • 1852 1854 Mrs . .A. E. McKinne .......•...•..•.. Non-sect .. 1 7 676 
Augusta, Ga ....••.•••••.••. 1856 1853 Sister Mary P eter .. ·············--·· R. U ...... 4 ·• ······ Columbus, Ga. •.••••••••.•.. 1840 1845 Mrs J. S. Cushman ......•......•.•.. Non-sect .. 1 98 
Decatur, Ga. . •• • • • • •• • • • • • . . 1873 1871 J. L. Lupo.... .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . M. E ...... 1 1 90 
Macon, Ga.................. 1868 1870 Rt. Rev. J. W. Beckwith, D. D . • • • • • • • P. E .. .•.. 0 3 61 
Macon, Ga.................. 1872 1872 Rev. L. B. Payne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M. E. So .. 1 2 319 
Savannah, Ga............... 1842 1843 .Mrs. Belle A. Reagan, matron .. •••.. P. E ...... 1 
Savannah, Ga............... 1750 1740 .A. V. Chaplin ..........•............ Non-sect .. 2 2 
Addison, Ill . . . • • • . • . • • • . . • . 1872 1872 John Harmening .•.•••.••••..•...... Ev. Luth .. 2 7 154 
Addison, Ill ••••••..••••....... .... ..... John Harmening . . . . ... . . . • •• . ..• • . . Ev. Luth .. .. .................... 
:Belleville, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 1879 Rev. L. Hinssen, rector ..••..•••..... . R C ...... 7 60 
c:1l Chicago, Ill. (1926 Wabash 1869 1859 Miss Louisa C. Holman .....••..••... Non·sect .. 1 21 ........... 
a. venue). t-3 
Chioogo,lll, (2228 Miohig= I 1849 1849 Mrs. H. C. Bigelow, matron .....•.•.. Non-sect .. ~ ........... 19 *3,381 ~. t-3· avenue). 
~-Chicago, Ill...... . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 1849 Sisters of St. Joseph .•••.•••...••••. R.C ·····• 14- ............... 02 
Chica~o, Ill. (221 Burling 1869 1869 Charles Mauermann .....••...•.... . Ev.Luth .. 1 1 500 t-3 
street). ~· c Havelock, Til............... 1872 1865 Sister M. Hyacintha ....•••.••••••••. R.C ...... 12 396 ~ Normal, Ill ................. 1805 1869 M~:: ;IiB:iW;r~i~~~::::: ::::::::::: Non-sect .. 11 26 1,573 t-4, Peoria., Ill. (cor. Main street 1870 1875 Non-sect .. 1 2 el,134 
and Flora. avenue). 
~! Quincy, IlL ................. 1852 1865 Sister M. Euseuia ............••..... R.C ...... ........ 5 315 
~uiucy, Ill. .......•......... 1ll55 1859 :Mary Holmes 'Vood (pres't ex. com.) Non-sect .. ........... ............ o:f 
vans ville, Ind ..........•.. 1866 1866 :Mrs. Elizbeth Sinzich ..•...•........ Non-sect .. 550 t-4\ 
Indianapolis, Iml.. .• . • • . . . . 1871 1871 Mrs. A. E. Strattan............ ••. • • . Friends... 0 6 340 t;jt 
Indianapolis, Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1881 .. ........ .......... ................... . .................................. rn 
Indianapolis, Ind ..•........ 1867 1873 Mrs. L. Weisgerber ................. Ger. Prot. 1 5 120 
Indianapolis, Ind . • • • . . . • . . . 1850 1855 Mrs. Hannah T. Hadley, president.. Non-sect.. 1 12 1, 935 
Jefl'ersonville, Ind ...•••.•.. 1876 1877 Mrs. A. McClure, secretary ...•••.... Non.-sect.. .••••• .. 1 175 
Knightstown, Ind .•••.•.•.. 1867 1807 Dr. J. W. White .................•••• Non-sect.. 4 4 1, 232 
La Fayette, Ind ...•••.•.•.. 1877 1876 Rev. John H. Guendling ........••••. R. C ...... 4 10 300 
Madison, Ind............... .•. . . . 1882 Mrs. Vina. Hall, matron.............. ..... •.•.• •. .••. •• .. .•••.... 23 
Princeton, Ind ...••••••••........ . 1882 Mrs. Malinda Hallock, matron....... .... .. .••••. .•••. ... 3 49 
Rensselaer, Ind .•••.•..••... 1868 1866 Rev. M. Zumbuelte ...............••. R. C •••••• 1 6 358 
Richmond, Ind ....•.•.••.... l1869 I 18681 Mrs. Sarah .A. Iliff Davis ............ , Non-sect .. , ••••.••. , 1 I 1,821 
Richmond, Ind ......................... Mrs. George W. Ba.rnes, secretary ..........•..••••••.••..••••••..•••.•.. 
1878 1879 John Dingeldey ..........•.........• Ev. Luth.. 1 3 110 
c The central station of this mission, which is at San Francisco, includes a. mis-
sion school and an asylum for Chinese women and girls; there are bro.nch 
stations at San Jose, Oakland, Sacramento, and Chico. -.:J 
d These statistics are from a rotlll'll for the year 1881. ~ 
eln 1880. ...,. 
TADLE XXII.-PART 1.-StatiBtics of llomeB and asylnrns for orphan or depende-nt children fo?·le82-Continued. 
Name. 
1 
67 Rush County Children's Home* •••••••• ••• ••••••. 
GS nonry County Cbildl-en's Home ................ .. 
G9 St. Ann'sli'omale Orphan .Asylum ............... . 
70 llnmilton County Children's Home 
'il DeCI\h.u Conn~ Children's Homo .............. .. 
'i:l G~:~ftu~~cbb~cfr~~~ Asylum for Orphans and 
Soldiers' Orphans' Home and Home for Indigent 73 
Children. 
H St. Mary's Gorman Orphan Asylum 
75 Swoclisb Orphans' Homo ......................... . 
7fl Home for tho Ftitmdless ......... .. . ............ .. 
77 E\·angolicnl Orphan Asylum (Swedjsh) .. ....... .. 
78 St. '£homas Orphan Asylum . ..................... . 
79 St.Josoph's Orphttn Asylum . .................... . 
SO Covington Protestant Children's Home .• ••••••••. 
81 :Baptist Orphans' Home ....... ................... . 
SJ German :Baptist Orphan !Iome ..•••••••••••••••••• 
83 Ge1·mnn Protestant Orphan Asylum •••••••••••••. 
84 Masonic Widows' and Orphans' Home •••••••••••• 
85 Orpbnnngo of the Good Shepherd ................ . 
86 St. Joseph's German Orpha.n Asylum ............ . 
87 Kentuo'k.y F~mnlc Orpba.n School. .............. .. 
88 St. John's Asylum ............................... . 
89 Clovelan<1 Orphans' lnstitutiont ................. . 
90 Orpbana'llomo Society a. ..... .................. .. 
Ol .Asslum for Dl!stitut~ Orphan :Boys ••••••••••••••. 
02 Jov. leu Widows' and Orphans' Home ............ . 
Lu,·;:tiun. 







<:) bll .s ~ 0 
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8~ fJ a5 P<ll 
~ 
~<:) 
a5 ~ ]·~ ~ ~ 0 
~ ~ ~ E-l 
~ 
- -
3 4 :i -6----7-, s ---9 
Rushville, Ind ........... - ~ . 1879 1879 
Spicelr.nd, Ind .. .. . • .. .. • • • . 1880 1880 
Terre Haute, Ind. .......... 1846 1849 
Westfield, Ind..... ......... .. .. .. 1881 
Jennie Hudelson .................... Non-sect .......... ~ 1 55 
Miss Susan Fussell. ................. F1iends... .... .. .. 4 59 
Very R ev . .A.. Bessonies, v. G ......... R. C .... .. 2 12 978 
Mrs. Elizabeth Ellis.. . .............. Christian. 1 2 48 
----,Ind .................... ... .. 
Andrew, Iowa............... 1862 1863 
Davenport, Iowa............ 1863 1863 
::~~~ }(i.flle~t~ici: :::::::::::::::: ~ . :E~.-i~~th:: ...... 3'1" ..... 3 ...... 275 
S. W. Pierce.. ....................... Non-sect.. 5 16 *1, 500 
~~~f~~ei~!'~::::::::::::: . :~~~ _ .:~·~~ .. ~~~: ~~~~~:. ?.1: ~~~-a-~~~:~~~:~:.:: 
Leavenworth, Kans ..•..•.. 1869 1868 Mrs. C. H. Cushing, president ...... . 
Mariadahl, Kans . ............................................................ . 
:Bardstown, Ky ............. 1850 1850 Rev. Nicholas Ryan . .............. .. 
Cold Spring, Ky............. . . . . . . . . . . . . R t. Rev . .A.M. Toebbe ........ ~ ..... . 
Covmgt:on, Ky. . . .. . • .. . .. .. 1880 1882 Mrs. M. E. Shirk .................... . 
Louisvili~ Ky. (1st st., cor- 1870 1869 Miss M.A. Hollingsworth ......... .. 
ner St. t;atberine). 
R. C...... 1 10 100 
Ev.Luth ......................... . 
Non-sect.. ........ 4 2, 250 
Ev.Luth ......................... , 
R.C ...... ........ 2 1, 0CO 
R.C...... 3 8 
Non-sect.. 0 6 
Ba1)tist .. . 0 5 
70 
389 





955 Louisville, Ky. (1912 W. J ef- 1852 1852 C. G. Leonhardt ...... 
farson street). 
Louisville, Ky • • • • • • .. • • .. .. 1867 1871 
Louisville, Ky .. • • • •• • .. • .. . 1869 1870 
Lomsville, Ky • • .. • • • .. • • .. • 1850 1849 
Midway, Ky ... ... .......... 1847 1849 
St. John's Asylum, Ky...... 1871 1871 
Versailles, Kv .............. 1870 1875 
L a T Oche (:Baldwin P. 0.), La 1867 1867 
New Orleans, La............ 1824 1824 
New Orleans, La............ 1855 1855 
J.13. Tharp ........................ .. 
Susan A. Orr, deaconess in charge .. . 
Sister M. Valentine ................ .. 
Sa.mnel P. Lucy .................... . 
Sitter M. Gertrude, o. s. B •••••••••••. 
Mrs. Nan rue E. Edwards, ma.tron ... . 
W. D. Godman ..................... . 
~~W:~!~~r.s.::::: :::::::::::::::::: 
Non-sect .. 
t71 ........ P.E ...... 2 3 107 
R. C.............. 8 420 
Christian . 1 4 ....... . 
R.C ...... 3 4
1 
73 
Non-sect.. . •• . . . .. 3 34 
~~~::~~L ...... 2 ....... 6. --·i;42o 
Jewish . .. 2 2 52'l 



















"'"" w. w. 













93 Lou:isinna. .Asylum• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. New Orleans, La.. (cor. Tonti ............ ....... Mother Theresa. ......•••••••••••••.. R.C .•....•••.•••. 6 and Hospital streets). 
94 Louisiana. Freedman's Baptist Orphans' Home* .•. New Orleans, L~ (Sevt>nth 1880 1880 Rev. Thomas Pt>terson .· ••••••••..... Baptist... 1 
..... ':.1 
22 district). 
95 Mt. Carmel Female Orphan Asylumt .•••••••••••.. New Orleans, Ln. (53 Piety 1857 1869 Sister ,Justine, supedoreas .••••••.... R.C ...•........•. bl, 200 street). 
96 Orphanage ..•..•.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• New Orleans, La.. (40 Liberty 0 1881 Len!\ Saunders ................•..... Non-sect ...••..••. 34 
street). 
97 The Protestant Orphans' Home ..••••••••••••••••. New Orleans, La. (7th st.) .. . 1853 1853 Mrs. Mary L. Middlemiss, secretary. Non-sect .. .............. 3 98 Children's Home . ..•......•..••..•.••••••••••••.•. f~~~fo!;M6::::::::::::::: 1838 1839 Miss J uli:t A. Sibley, matron ........ Non-sect .. 5 400 99 .Asylum of Our Lady of Lourdes ..•..•••.••.•••••. 1878 1878 Sister Cote, superioress ....••...•••. R.C ...... 1 2, ~00 100 Fem!'le Orb han .Asylum of Portland .•••••••••••.. Portland,Me ..•••••.•..••... 1828 1828 Miss L. B. Johnson, matron .•.•••... Non-soot .. 5 350 101 l3nltimore rphan Asylum ..•....•••.•.•••••.•... . Baltimore, Md ..........•••. 1801 1802 Mrs. J. Alex. Shriver, president ..••.. Non-sect .. 1 6 ·•····•• 102 l3oys' nome ..•..•••••.•.•••.•••••••.••••..••...•.. Baltimore, Md. (cor. Calvert 1867 1866 John H. Lynch .•......•.•••••.••••.. Non-sect .. 2 1 1, 206 
and PleP.sant streets). 
103 General German Orphm .Astn~t --. · •.• • • •• • • ·-. Baltimore, Mel .............. 1860 1860 L. B. Schaefer .•.•••.••••••••••••.•.. Non-sect .. 1 2 130 104 Hebrew Orphnn Asylum of altunoret .••••••••••. Baltimore, Md. (Calverton 1872 1873 Jon as Gabriel ••••••••••••••••••...•. Hebrew .. 2 7 84 
105 Home of the Friendless* •••..•.•• u ••••••••••••••. 
Heights). 
~ Baltimore, Md. (Townsend 1854 1854 ....................................... - Non-sect .. ......... ········ b1, 686 1-3 
106 Orphnn Asylum for Colored Girls* ................ 
st. and Druid Hill ave.). 
~ Baltimore, Md. (Chnse st. ........ . ..,. ..... Sisters of Providence .••••••••.••••. R.C ...... . ......... ---- ........ 1-3 and Forest Place). 1-1 107 St. James' Home for Boys . ........................ Baltimore, 1\:Id. (cor. High 1878 1878 Brother Hubert ..••••.•••••••••••••. R.C .••... 3 0 237 <n. and Low streets). ~ 
1-1 lOS St. Mary's Female Orphnline School •••••••••••••. Baltimore, Mel. (70 Franklin 1817 1818 Sister Gertrude .•••••..••••••••••••. R.C •...•. 12 a street). 
~ 109 St.Paul'sOrpbanAsvlum* ........••••••••••••••. Baltimore,Md .............. 1800 1800 Miss L. V. A. Wise, matron .••...... P.E ....•. 3 -------- ~ 110 St. Vincent's Male Orphan Asylum ..••..••••••••. Baltimore, :Md. (N. Front st.) 1840 Brother Anatole .................... R.C ...... 7 0 2,154 111 Baltimore Manual Labor School for Ind~ent Boys . Catonsville, Md .•.••••••..•. 1840 1840 E. A. Welch ...........••.•••••.••... Non-sect .. 1 4 500 ~ 112 Home for Friendless Children of the iocese of Easton, Md .•••.•••••••.••.. 1870 1871 Miss Phillipps ...•...•••.••.•••..••. P.E ...... 2 31 >-Ens ton. t:d 113 Loats F emale Orphan Asylum . ........••..••..... Frederick, Md •••••••••••••. 1881 1882 Rev. George Diehl, D. D •••••••••••••• Lutheran. 3 9 ~ 114 Bnlclwin Place Home for Little Wanderers ..•••.. Boston, Mass .••..•.•..••••. 1865 1865 Rev. R. G. Toles ........•.....•..•••. Non-sect .. 4 5 5,469 t;j 115 Boston Femalo Asylum . ............•..•......... . Boston, Mass ............... 1803 1800 Mrs. M . .A.. Holloway .•••••••••• · •..•. Non-sect .. 0 13 1,'000 rn 116 Children 's Friend Society* ....................... .. Bost.on, Mass. (48 Rutland st.) 1834 1834 Mrs. N.H. Brewster .••.•••••••...•.. Non-sect .. 9 b1, 842 117 Children 's Mission to the Children of the Desti- Boston , Mass. (277 Tremont, 1864 1849 William Crosby ....••..••.•••••..••. Non-sect .. t2 ts c6, 000 tute in the City of Boston. near Hollis street). 
ll8 Church Home for Orphan a.nd Destitute Children. Boston, Mass.(N and4thsts.) 1858 1855 S. A. C. Bond, secretary of board of P,.E .••••. -------· 2 700 trustees. 119 Honse of the Angel Guardian •.•..••.••..••••. •... Boston, Mass. (85 Vernon st., 1853 1851 Br. Eusebios, superior ..•.•••••.•••. R.C ..•.•. 15 0 6, 752 
Highlands). 
120 Dr. MRrtin Luther Orphans' Hornet ..•.....••..•.. Bost.on,Mass.(W.Roxbury). 1871 1871 Adolf Brauer .............•••...••••. Ev. Luth. 2 1 60 121 St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum~ ................... . Boston, Mas!'. (Camden st.) .. 1843 1835 Sister M. Vincent, s. s ........•.•.••. R.C ·••••• . .......... 13 3,516 122 Haverhill Children's Aid Societyt .••••••.•••••... . Haverhill, Mass............. 1866 1865 Mrs. R. H. Seeley, president .••..•.•. -:R.-ci:::::: 2 135 123 Protectory of Mary Immaculate .••••••••...•..... Lawrence, Mass ............ 1875 :l868 Sister Paiucbaud, superloress ...•... 3 23 593 124 St. Mary's O~hann.ge ..............•.•............ Lowell, Mass ............... . . . . . . . 1875 HarrietM:.Purdy .............•••... P.E ...... 1 40 125 Children 's Ai Society .......•••..••.•.•..•.••.... Ne.n.tucket, Mass ......... . ....... 1867 Mrs. Annie Coggshell ...•........ ~ .. Non-sect .. 2 17 126 New Bedford Orphans' Home ..................... New Bedford, Mass ......... 1843 1840 Miss Celia Brett ........•..••........ Non-sect .. 3 300 127 Newton Home for Orph:m lind Destitute Girls .... Newton, Ma-ss . . . . . • . . . • • . . . .. . . . . 1872 Mrs. Rebecca R. Pomroy • • • • . . • . . . . . Baptist ........... 3 48 
-1 
*From Roport of the Commissioner of Educntion for 1881. a Institution practically suspended since 1874; buildings b Up to close of year 1879. ~ 
t From Report of the Commission or of Education for 1880. in process of reconstruction. cUp to close of 1878. ~ 
























M~~tsat'hullott!l Mntl' Primnry SobooL ............ . 
llomu for l~c:;lituto Children ..... ............... . 
City Orphan .\ ~ylum ...... ..................... .. 
~c~im1·u K Orphnunnu Children's Friend Society .. 
Chihlt·t·u·~ Homo· ........................... ..... . 
Otllhnn!l' llmm•, Children's FJiond Society* ..... .. 
::-;tatol'ublio 8dwol ...... ....................... . 
Homtl fur tho FticmlloQs~ ....................... .. 
1-'t .. Autbony's Mnlo Orphan asylum .............. . 
Rt. Viunmt's Orpllnn .A!lylum ..... .............. .. 
1Imm.1 fo1· tho l~noudlcss ......................... . 
Chihh·~u·.~ Homo ........... ..................... . 
St. Jo~cph's Orphan As)·lum* .................... . 
St. )!nry's Orpbnn .Asvlum ......... ............. .. 
St. Pnu1 Pro.>t.Jstant Orphnn Asylum ••••••••..•••. 
~~i~~ .. ~~.~~}f~~n_s_'. ~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
St. ~lm·y's Orphnn .Asylwnt ...................... . 
Fomolo Orphan School. . ......................... . 
Cutholil' l'nJtectorn.to of St. Louis ............... .. 
St. J osoph's Roman Catholic Orphan .Asylum •.••. 
1491 Homo of tho .Friendlesst ........................ .. 
160 E11l~copnl Orphans' llomol ...................... .. 
161 Germau Emogolicnl Lutheran Asylum ••••••••••. 
162 Gc11.n.nn St. Yiucent's Orphnn .Asylumt .......... .. 
1531 Uouso of tho Good Shepherd (Class of Presorvo.-
iion . 


















~ 3 4 
Palmer, Mass............... 1855 1855 
~~!~~rU!sa~~: ~~ .~!~~ _s_t:~: · i868 · · i866 
Salem, Mass . .. .. • • • • • • .. .. 1811 1839 
Springfield, Mass .. • • • • • • .. . 1866 1866 
Worcester, Jl.lass. ••••• ...... 1849 1849 
Coldwater, Mich............ 1871 1874 
Dotroit, Mich ............... 1862 1863 
Detroit, Mich .. ............. 1878 18t7 
Detroit, Mich .... ........... 1871 1851 
East Saginaw, Mloh ........ 1870 1870 
Kalamazoo, Mich........... 0 1879 
Marquette, Mich............ .. .. . . 1879 
Monroe. ~h ............... 1855 1859 
St. Paul, Minn.............. 1865 1865 
~~~h~.i~8;;:::::::::::::: 'i858' 'i858' 
Natchez, Miss .............. 1854- 1847 
Camden Point, Mo.......... 1871 1871 
Glencoe, Mo................ 0 1872 
Kansaa City (MoGee P. 0.), ... • .. 1880 
s:l "' 
~ 
Number of offi- .s 
cera, teachers, ss:l 
1=1 and assistants. 
~~ ·a 
0 0~ 
l':l ~§ ~ 




'd Jf~ s Q3 Q;) 0 
~ F! E-1 
Superintendent. 
-----------
~ 6 ,. § 9 
Gardiner Tufts...................... Non-sect.. 24 25 23,867 
Miss SarahJ. Davis ................................................... .. 
SisterM.A.Mongeau ............... R.C ...... ........ 10 912 
Miss Ellen A. Brown, secretary .. .. . Non-sect.. 0 5 464 
Miss M. E. Kimball, matron .. .. .. . .. Non-sect.. .. .. . .. . 3 2, 254 
Miss Tamerson White, matron ...... Non-sect.......... 5 a811 
John N. Foster...................... Non-sect.. 11 29 1, 231 
Mrs. W. H. Stevens, cor. secretary. . . Protestant . . . . . . • . 3 b4, 750 
Brother Bonifacius, o. s. F • • .. .. .. • .. R. C . .. .. . 12 . . • .. .. . 650 
SisterM.Stella ...................... R.C ...... ........ 19 1,298 
Mrs. Eunice Dou11:hty, president .. .. Non-sect.. .. .. .. .. 6 1, 490 
Mrs. Jane .A. Dewing................ Christian . 0 2 SO 
Sisters of St. Joseph................ R. C . •• • . . .. .. . .. . 6 ........ 
Sister M. Justenia .................. R.C ...... ........ 3 120 
Ellen F. Young, secretary ........... Non-sect.. 1 6 390 
Rev. J.P. Svaerd ... • . • • •• • •• • • • .. • .. Ev. Lutb ........................ . 
Brother Gontran .................... R. C ...... 7 0 302 
Sister Tatiana ....................... R. C ...... 1 10 468 
Wiley Mountjjoy .................... Christian. 2 4 ...... .. 
Brother Leo ......................... R. C...... 5 ......... ~09 
Sister M. Octavia, superior .. • • • • . • .. R. C .. • .. . 5 . .. . .. .. 161 
Mo. 
St. Josepb, Mo .............. 1874 1874 I Mrs. John A. Dolman ............... 1 Protestant~·--···--~-- ······1 700 
St.Louia, Mo ................ 1842 1842 C.V.Burohard ...................... P.E ...... ........ 7 800 
St.Louis,Mo.(2612S.7thst.) .................................................. EvbLuth ........................ . 
St. Louis, Mo. (W. 20th st. 1851 1850 Mother Angela. ...................... R. ...... ........ 17 702 
bet. 0' Fallon nnd Cass ' 
a. venues). 
St. Louis, Mo. ~17th at., bet. 
s~t~~~t~. ~~~)Lucas 11860 11862 I Sister M. Seraphine • •••••• •••••• ••• .1 R. c ..... . 
avenuo). 
1869 I 1849 I Mother Mary of the Sacred Heart ... I R. C ............. .. 14 1,328 

































155 1 St. Jogoph's Convent of Mercy .•••.••••••••••••••. 















Central Wcsll'vnn 0IJ:lban .Asvlum 
St. Luni~ PrutrMrnntOrph:m Asylum ........... .. 
~~~l~a~~Pt~~~~~~~~-~~::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::: 
Nt>w IIampsbiroOrpbans' llome ................. . 
Cbihlrl'n'MI!omet .. ..... . ................... .. 
Camden llurue for Friendless Children* ....... . 
'Vc..-,t .Jt'rst>y Orphanage for Destitute Colored 
Children.• 
Cb iltlron ·~ l!'rioncl Sol'iety t ........... . 
Union Assol'i:ttinn oftheChil<lren's Home of .13ur-
. Jin)!ton County * 
Nt~watk Orphun Asylumc ...................... . 
~~~~~~~'J,hnb.'t;r~~!~~-x;;ocl'a:t·i~~· ::::::::::: 
St. Mary's drphan .Asylumt .......... .......... .. 
St. Louis, Mo. (23d and Mor-
gan st-reets). 
St. Louis, Mo. (15th st. and 
Clark ave). 
Wancntou, Mo ........... .. 
Weuster GroYcs, Mo . ...... . 
Carson City, Nov 
Concord, N . II ............. . 
Franklin, N.H . . .......... .. 
Portsmouth, N.H ... . . .... •. 
Camden, N. J ............ . 
Camden, N. J. (n. e. cor. 6th 
and Mechanic street~) . 
Jersey City, N.J ....... .. .. 
.Mount IIolly, N. J ........ .. 
1857 , 1856 1 Rev.MotherDePazzi ...••••••••••.. , R.C ...... 
1 
...... .. 

















Christian F. Schlinger ... .•...•..•... 
Mrs. R. P. Budd, president .•••...... 
John H. Mills ........ .............. . 
Miss Sn.rah L. E. Carter 
Mrs. A... R. Mack ... .. .. ............. . 
Rev. Charles .A.. Holbrook ......... .. 
Mrs. M. J. Eastwood, matron ..•..... 
Jane Price, matron ................. . 
Gr.M. E .. 2 
Non-soot._ 1 
Non-sect.. 1 
P.E .. .... 1 
Non -sect.. 1 
P. E .. .. .. 1 
Non-sect ........ .. 
Non-sect ......... . 
186311863 1 Sarah B. Wi!,lchester, m.atron ........ , ...... ------1 0 
1864 1864 Mrs. M. H. Keeler, president ........ Non-sect.. 0 
Newark, N. J .....••..•••••. ,1849,1848 Mrs. S.M. Van Vleck .....•.••• ······ 1 Nou-sect .. 
1 
...... --
Orange,N . .r ................ 1867 1854 Miss Mar)' Hubbel. . ....... .... ..... Non-sect ......... . 
Pn.tcrson, N. J . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1864 1863 Miss E. 'iV. Rogers, secretary.... . • • . K on-sect .. 1 






























Orange, N. J. 
................. ,Albany, N.Y. (cor. Wash- 1831 1830 .A.lbertD.Fuller. 
ington ave. and Robin st.). 









Orpl1ans' Home of St. Poter's Church ... ........ .. 
~t. Vinrcnt's Female Orphan Asvlum 
St. Vincrnt's Male Orpb.m .Asylum . . 
Cayn;!n. Asylum for De11titute Children .. ........ . 
St. ~lary's Catholic Orphanage* ................ .. 
Susquehanna Valley llome ............ ........ . 
Brooklyn Union for Christian Work ............ .. 
Convent of_tho Sis tel'S of .Mercy* 
180 I llome for Destitute Children a ................... . 
181 I Orphan Asylum Society of tho City of Brooklyn .. 




Orphan!!' IIouse on the Church Charity Founda-
tion of Lon[£ Island. 
St. Jolin's !Io1no* ........ ......... .. ............ .. 
St. Joseph's Female Orphan Asylum* ........... . 
Albany, N.Y..... .. .. .. . .. . 1875 1864 
Albany, N.Y. (106 Elm st.).. 1849 ..... 
Albany, N. Y ...... ........ 18-19 1849 
Auburn, N.Y ... ............ 1852 1852 
Binghamton, N. Y .............. ...... .. 
Brooklyn, N. Y ---- ......... 1871 1866 
Brookl~·n, N. Y. (273 Wil- ...... .. ... . 
P . E ............ "I 1 
~: 8 ::::: ~ ---- .. 7- 1~ ,. -- i; 4io 
Non-sect.. 1 .............. .. 
R.C .... .. ........ 8 ...... .. 
Non-sect.. 21 10 I 723 
~~c-~~~~:: . ___ .~~ _ ~~ *8, ooo 
Biughamton,N. Y ---------- ~1870 11869 
lou~rhby ave.) 
Brooklyn, N. Y. (Stcrlinl! 1854 1854 I Miss M. K.Battey, matron .......... 1 Non-sect ......... .. 
Placf', bet. Vanderbiltand 
2, 000 
Flvtbush a>es.). 
Brooklyn, N. Y. (.A.tlantic 2 1835 I 1832 I Mrs. J. B. Hutchinson, first directress! Non-sect .. 
a>e.). 
Brooklyn, N.Y. (E. D., Gra- I 1861 I 1862 Very Rev. Michael May ............. ! R. C ... . .......... . 
ham street, between .Mon-
trose and Johnson) . 
Brooklyn, N. Y. (.A.lbany 1 185111853 1 MissP.S.VanNostrand,secretary .. l P.E ............. .. 
ave. and Herkimer st.). 
Brooklyn, N.Y............. 1834 I 1830 
Brooklyn, N. Y. (Willough- 1834 
Sister M. Baptista . .. , ............ ---1 R. C ---- --~--------
Sister Mary L ewis .................. R. C...... 0 
l1y ave., bet. Yates and 
Lewis Btrcets}. 





*From Report of the ~ommis~ionor of Ecl.ucation for 188L 
t From Rt•port of the Cnmmissioner of Educ,ation for 1880. 
a Up to rlose or year 18~0. 
b Up to close of year 1879. 
c The Newark Orphan Asylum Association has several auxiliary socioties.. 
dThis home was erected by the Brooklyn_Industrial School Association and repre-
sents school No. 3 of that association. It is intended as a home for such very poor 
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St. Vincent's Homo for Uomeless :md Destitute 
llo:y ~. 
A svlum of Our Lntly of Refuge. 
Duilillo OrJlhnn asylum* ......................... . 
Cbnrcb Cbnrity Foundation .......•...•.......... 
EV'ou~<'lical Lutheran St . .John's Orphan Home .. . 
Gonuan l~omnn Catholic Orpbnn .Asylum ....... . 
St. Yincunt's F emnle Orphnn AsylUlll 
Ontario Orphan asylum* ............ . 
St. Mnry's Orphan Asylum-----·--·- · .......... .. 
Orpllnn Houso of tho Holy Sn.viour .............. . 
St. Mary's Orphan Asylum and School 
St. Mnlnch:v'a Tiomo ................. . 
Southern Tier Orphans' Home ................... . 
Hudson Orphan and Relief Association* ......... . 
Homo of tho Friendless ......................... .. 
Wa.rtbnr~ Orphans' Farm School of the Evangel-
ical Lutheran Church. 
IIome for tho Friendless ......................... . 
Colored Orphan Asylum ........................ .. 
Hebrew Orphan Asylum ........................ . 
205 Hebrew Sheltering Guardian Society* .......... .. 
2oo nome for the Friendless, American Female 
Gunr!lil\ll ~ocloty. 
20'7 IIospitnl of Now York Society for tho Relief of 
2013 n~0n;~u!i~:u~d 1I~xE~CC~r Little Wnndercrsc 
Brooklyn, N.Y. (7Popla.rst.)l 1869 I 1869 
:Buffalo, N. Y .............. .. 
Buffolo, N.Y .............. .. 
Bufl'nlo,N. Y .............. .. 
Buft'a.lo,N. Y ............. .. 
Buffalo, N.Y. (Best st.) .... . 
13uff:llo, N.Y. (41 Broadway) 
Canand~i__gus., N. Y ......... . 
Clifton, ..N. Y. (Staton Island) 
Cooperstown, N. Y ......... . 
Dunkirk, N.Y ............. . 
East New York (L. I.), N.Y. 
Elmira, N.Y .............. .. 
Hudson, N.Y ............. .. 
Lockport., N. Y ............ . 
Mt. Vernon, N.Y ......... .. 
Newburgh, N.Y .......... .. 
New York, N.Y. (143d st. 
and Tenth avo.). 
New York, N. Y.(77thstreet 
and Third ave.). 
New York, N. )7:. (57th st., 
cor. First a.ve.). 
Now York, N.Y. (32 East 
30th street). 
Now York, N. Y. (135 East 
42d street). 
































1862 1 1862 
1838 1836 
1832. 1860 
1849 1 1848 
1863 1862 
1864 1861 
Thomas P. Mulligan, secretary .... --1 R. C ...... 2 2 2,693 
Mother Mnry of St. Dominick ...•... 
Mrs. M. M. Thomson, matron ....... . 
Sister I.ouise, deaconess in charge .. 
Rev.Cbristiau Volz ................ . 
Sister Mary Ignatia ................ . 
Sister Mary Thomas 
Mrs . .A. S. Beigler .. 
Sister M. Everista ..... 
~~~~~ ir~A~~~;a~i0:B~~ovan . .•..•.. 
Sister :M. Agath:~, ..............•..•.. 
Mrs. R. H. Close, matron ........•... 
L. G. Guernsey, sec'y board trustees. 
Mrs. S. F. Johnson, matron ••........ 





R. c -.... •J• ..... -- 5 I 386 
Non-sect.. a1 aS b3,500 
P. E.............. 6 
Ev. Luth.. 4 5 
R.C ...... ........ 10 
R.C ...... ........ 10 
Non-sect.. 1 4 
R.C ...... ........ 6 
P.E ...... ........ 5 200 
R.C ...... ........ 5 280 
R. c .. -. . . 1 15 798 
Non-sect.. 1 13 1, 001 
Non-sect ........................ .. 
Non-sect.. .. .. .. .. 6 ...... .. 
Lutheran. 2 5 125 
Mrs: Hoctor Crai~, first directress .. ·I ~on-sect .. 
1 
•••••... 





Dr. Herma.n:Baar .................... l .Jewish .. . 6 6 1, 200 
S. Dublon ......................... .. 
Mrs. H. M. Harris, cor. secretary .... -~ Non-sect .. 
.TIUiles Knight, M.D., surgeon in chief Non-sect .. 




































































Institution of:Mercy* •••..•••••.••••••••••••••••.. Now York, N. Y. (35 East 1854 1846 1 Mother Mary Elizabeth Callanan . . . n. C ...••. ........ .. 
1 
·"· ., Houston street). 
1878 1 Max S. Davis .....•.•.•••••••••.••••. Ladies' Deborah Nursery and Child's .Protectory*. New York, N.Y. (95 East 1878 Hebrew .. 4 18 400 
Ladies' Home :Missionnry Society (Five Points 
Broadway). 
New York, N.Y. (63 Park 1856 1850 I Rev. Sandfonl I. Ferguson ..•.•••••. M.E ...... 4 9 26, 100 
Mission). street). 
Leake and Wattll Orpbnn House .••••••••••••••... Now York, N. Y. (llOth st. 1831 1843 Rev. R. M. Hayden ..•.••••.•••.•.... Non-sect .. 5 23 
and Ninth ave.). 
New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty Ne'v York. N. Y. (100 East 1875 1875 E . Follows Jenkins ...•••.•.......... Non-sect .. 
: . ····;; I 
eSOO 
t{) Children. ,,., .• , ... ). I 
Orphan Asylum Sooiuty of the City of New York* New York, N. Y. (West 73u 1807 1806 George E. Dunlap ........•.......... Non-sect.. 2, 375 
street and Broadway). 
~bans' Home and Asylum of the Protestant New York, N.Y. (49th st., 1859 1851 Mrs. Susan M. Dutilb, first dircctrosM P.E ...... 1 10 1, 093 
piscopnl Church.t cor.Lexin~ton avo.). I 
Rcmum Catholic Orphan Asylum ..•..••••••••••••. New York, . Y. (Madison 1852 1868 Sister M. Clotilde . ....••••••••..•.... R.C .••••. 0 8 *1, 350 
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum •.••• ." ••••••••••• 
avo., bet. 51st and 52d sts.). 
Now York, N. Y. (.E'ifth, 1852 1826 ~ister Ann Borromeo ...•.•.••.•••... R.C ..••.. 0 9 3, 613 
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum .•••.•••••••••••• 
ave., bet. 51st and 52d sts.). 
Now York, N. Y. (32 Prince 1852 1826 Sister M. Alo:x:andrin~ ..... ••....•... R.C ...... 0 14 ........... 
street). 
St . .Tames' Home* •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• New York, N.Y. (68 New Sister En genie, sister servant ..•.••. R.C .••••. 
Chambers street). 
St. Joseph's Asylum in the City of New York •••• New York, N. Y. (Avenue 1859 1~59 Sister Mary Gabriel, superioress .... R.C .••••. 4 24 1, 648 
A. and 89th st-reet). 
St. Stephen's Home for Children .••••••••••••••••• New York, N.Y. (145 East 1875 1868 Sister Frances X a vier, sister in charge R.C ..••.. 18 1. 306 
28th street). 
St. Vincent de Paul Orphan Asylum* ••••••••••••. Nflw York, N. Y. (215 West 1868 1860 Sister .A.nacasia, sister servant .•.•.. R.C .•...• al5 b821 
39th street). 
Tho Sheltering Arms ..••••••••..••••••••••••••••• New York, N.Y. (129th st. 1864 1864 Rev. Thoma.3 M. Pet-ers, D. D ••••••••• P.E .••.•• .......... 7 1, 237 
and Tenth avenue.) 
Tho Society for the Relief of Half Orphan and New York, N. Y. (67 West 1837 1835 Mrs . .Tano M. Campbell. .....••.••••. . Non-sect .. 1 20 ··-····· 
Destitute Children. Tenth street). 
Oswego Ofhbn.n .Asylum ..•..•••.••••••••••••••••• Oswe;r, N.Y. . • • • • • • • • • •• • . 1852 1852 Mrs . .Tulia Wilcox, matron .•••••.••. Non-sect .. ........... 2 ....... 
ii~:~uf~a~h~J~~~!:s !2~~~~i-i{ N~~ ·-y~rk:: Peeks ill, N. Y • . •• ••••• • •• . 1876 1876 Rev. Brother Lawrence . ............. R.C .....• 9 ········ 3i7 Plattsbur~h, N. Y •••••••••. 1874 I 1874 Mrs. Moss K.:mt Platt, president .•.. Non-sect .......•.. 4 
'Vest Chester Temporary Home for Protestant Pleasantville,N. Y •••••••••• 1880 1880 .Tames W.Pierco ............ . ....... ····--·----- ........ 1 
Children. 
Port Jervis, N. Y .•••••••••. St. Mary's Orphan Asylum* ...................... 
Pou~bkeopsie Orphan House and Home for the 
Fl·iendless. 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y . • • • . . • . 1852 
Western New York Home for Homeless and Randolph, N. Y .....•••.••• ~ 
Dependent Children. 
Church Home o.f the Protestant Episcopal Church Rochester, N. Y. (Mt. Hope 
ave.). 
New York State Children's Home Association .••. Rochester, N. Y ••.•••.••••. 
Rochester Orphan Asylum ••••••••.•.....•••••••. Rochester, N.Y .•••••••••••• 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
t Front Report of the Commissioner of Educat-iqn for 1880. 
aln 1879. 






1877 .r. D. ]'oote .....•...•.........•.••••. Non-sect .. 1 21 
1868 Mrs. Catharine E. Mathews, cor. sec .. P.E ...•.• 1 9 
Rev. Charles Strong ................. Non-scot .. 1 1 1882 
1837 Mrs. 'Villia.m N. Sage, treasurer..... Non-sect .. 2 10 I 
c The object. of this mission is mainly to assist familie3 in their own homes. 
dUp to close of year 1880. 
























TADLE XXli.-PART !.-Statistics of Tlontes and asyl·umsfor OJ:Phan or dependent children for 1882-Continued. 
liamo. 
1 
235 St. Josoph'e Gorman Orphan Asylum .•••••••••••. 
236 St. Ynry's Orphan Boys' Asylum ............... .. 
237 St. 'Pnhic'k's l'erunle Orphan .Asylum* ........... . 
238 Cll.ilfu·en'sHome .••..••..•••••.....••••••••••••••. 
239 Ononda~a County Orphan .Asylum ............... . 
240 St. Josopb.'s .Asylum nncl Rouse of Providence .••. 
241 St. Viucent de :Paul's .Asylum and School* •••••••. 
242 St. Vincunt's .Fl'lmnle Orpuan .Asylum .......... .. 
243 Troy Catholic Male Orphan .Asylum .••••••••••... 
24-' 'l.'l·or Orphan Asylum ............................ . 
245 llotise oft be Good Shepherd .................... .. 
2~6 Utica Orphnn Asylum ........................... . 
2~7 Thomas Asylum for OrphiUl and Destitute Indian 
Children. 
248 Jetl\!ltiOn County Orpbnn Asylum .............. .. 
2'19 Socioty for ltulief of Destitute Children of Seamon. 
250 St. Joseph's Male Orphan .Asylum* ............. .. 
;~~ ~£PJ~~l'!,ali~:e* ~~::: ::~: ~: :~~:::: ::::::::::::::: 
253 Bolmont County Children's Homo ............... . 
2;)4 Gormnn Metbodl8t Orphan Asylum ............. . 
~ The Children's Homo• ............. ·-············· 
~G Cinolrmllti Orphan As:vlum t .................... .. 
2S7 Clus of Preaervation, 'Convent of Lbe Good Shep-
he•l\. 
~ 1 Oennrm General ProleetiUlt Orphan .Asylum •••.. 







.E "' 0 .... .... 
0 0 
.... "' d ~
C) G) 
~ ~ 
~ 3 I 4 
:Roobooter, N. Y.(48Androw I'"' I'"' street). 
Rochester, N. Y • • • • • . .. . • • . 1864 1864 
Rochester, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . 1845 1841 
Smithileld,N. Y.(P.O. Petor- 1872 1871 
boro'). 
Syracuse, N.Y .............. 1845 1841 
Syracuse, N.Y. (Geddes st.). 1877 
Syracuse, N.Y .............. 1860 1852 
Troy, N.Y. {5th and Wash- 1863 1tl48 
ington streets). 
Troy, N.Y .................. 1864 1852 
Troy, N.Y. (294 Eighth st.) . 1835 1833 
Utica, N.Y ................. 1872 1872 
Utica, N. Y ................. 
1
1830 1830 
Versailles, N. Y. • • .. • • • • • • • . 1855 1855 
Watertown, N. Y ........... 1859 1859 
West New .Brighton (S. I.), 1851 1846 
N.Y. 
West Seneca, N. Y •••••• •• . 1851 1849 
Oxford, N.C................ 0 1873 
Wilmin:tton, N.C........... I) 1870 
Barnesville, Ohio ........... 1877 1880 
Bere.'\, Ohio . . .. . • . . • • • • • . • • . 1864 1864 
Cincinnati, Obio .••••••••••. 1864 1864 
Cincinnati, Obio ............ 1833 1832 
Cinoiun.'\ti, Ohio (B:mk st.) ....... 1857 
Cinoinnq,ti, Ohio (Higbl.-~nd 1849 1850 










:i 6 ,.. s 
--
Valentino Hetzler •• ·-·············-~ R. C ...... 
SisterM.Xavier .................... R.C •••••• 
1 
...... .. 
SisterM.Enlalia .................... R.C ...... 1 





Florence Hills ...................... Non-sect.. 1 16 
S~ster Mary ~agdnlen .............. R. C ............. . 
SJster.A.nacarJaHooy ............... R.C ............. . 




Brotherlmm:muei .................. R.C ...... 14 0 
Mrs. M.A. Greenma,n, matron ....... Non-sect.. 2 
Mrs. Morris S. Miller, president . . . . . P. E . . . . . . 0 





J. H. Van V:ll'kenburg ..••••••••••••. Non-sect.. 3 4 
6 
Ill 
$ "'. s~=~ 























George R. Torrey.................... Non-sect.. 1 
A. Al.Drew,m:~.tron ................. Non-sect.. 1 13 I 2, 019 
Rt. Rev. J olm Timon .............. .. R.C ...... ' 2 
J. H. Mills ........................ .. . Non-sect.. 1 
Rev. Alfred A. Watson, rector ..••.• . 
Joseph Green ........... . 
Rev. Philipp B. Weber .. . 
M. V. Cr9use ...................... .. 




.Mrs. A. J. C. Wils9n, matron ....... . 
Mother M. of St. Joseph David .... .. 
Non-sect ....•..••. 
R.C ............ .. 











































































N<'w Orphan Asylum for Colored YouthL ....••.. 
St Aloysius Orphnn .Asylum ....... --- ....•..•..•. 
CloYelancl Protestant Orphan .Asylumt .•...••••.. 
Jo,..-ish Orphou d.sylum, I. O.B. B .•••.••••••••••.. 
St.Joaepl1's Oqlhan .Asylum •...••.••.••.••••...• . 
St.Mnry'l! Orpbau Asylum ..........•••••••••••.. 
St. ViD?<'nt's Malo ~rph:n~ .Asylum* .............. . 
F:mnklm County Children s Home ........... -•••. 
St. J osoph's Orphan .Asylum ..... ~- .............. . 
St. Vincent's Orphan..A.sylum ... . ... ............. . 
St. Peter's and St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum ..... . 
Montgomery County Children's Ilome* .•••••••••. 
St. Joseph's Orphan Home ....................... . 
Ebenezer Orphan Asylum . ...................... . 
Chil<lren'al1ome of Lawrence County ........... . 
Warron. County Orphan .Asylum and Chlldren's 
Homo. 
Morgnn County Children's Homo . ............... . 
Washington County Children's Home ........... . 
l~airmount Childt·en'l! Homo ..................... . 
llome for Frieutlless Children .............. ..... . 
Scioto County Chiltlren's Home ............. . 
280 I Clarke County Chil' dren's Home ..... ............ . 
~81 Citizen Hospital and Orphan Asylum . ........... . 
282 Gorman Evangelical L•theran Orphans' .Asylum .. 
283 Protestant Orphans' Home ...................... . 
285 Ohio SolUiers' and Sailors· Orphans' Home ....... . 
Cincinnl\ti, Ohio ........... 1845 1844 
Cincinnati (Bond Hill), Qhio . 1843 1839 
Clevela.nd, Ohio ............. 1853 1853 
Cleveland, Ohio ............. 1868 1868 
Clevel3Jld, Ohin ............. 1863 1862 
Clevela.n<l, Ohio............. 1854 1851 
Cleveland, Ohio (Monroe st.) 1854 1853 
Columbus, Ohio ...... ------ - ...... 1880 
Columbus, Ohio (721 East ...... 1875 
Friend st.). 
Columbus (E. Friend street 1~4 !875 
and Rose a.venue), Ohio. 
Cumminsville, Ohio ................... .. 
Dayton, Ohlo . . • .. . .. .. • . • .. .. .. • . 1867 
Dayton, Ohio . . ... .. •• .. .. . . 1872 18.;9 
Fiat Rock, Ohio . . .. . .. . .. • . 1868 1866 
Ironton, Ohio ............... -~---- 1874 
Lebanon, Ohio ............. . ------ 1874 
Willis Felton ....................... . 
Rev . .r erome Kilgerstein ..••••••••••. 
.A. H. Shunk ....................... .. 
Dr. Samuel Wolfenstein ........... .. 
Miss :M. Le. Masson ................ . 
Miss.M.Le.Masson ...... ; ..•..•.... 
Mother M. Joseph ........•.......... 
\Villiam F. Schatz-, M.D ............ -.. 
Rev. J'o~>eph J'essing ............... .. 
Rev. J. C. Goldschmidt 
Sist~rs of Cha.rity .• . • •• .. •• •••••.•••. 
¥r~t:F~~:!i:a~~:~~:: :::::::::::: 
J.E. Dreisbach ............ ......... . 
F. M. LePage ... ............ ...... . .. 





R.C ............ .. 
R.C ............ .. 
R.C ...... 1 
Non-sect.. 4 
R.C ...... 10 
R.C ..... . 




Baptist .. . 







Manetta, Oh1o .............. 1866 
Mt. Union, Ohio .............. · 1876 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio ....... -... 1 lfr.'6 
Portsmouth (lock box: 76), - 0 
1881 I J.R.Barker ................ ~···-----~Non-sect .. 
1867 · Si:meonD.Hart ........ .............. Non-sect .. 
1876 John K. Niesz ....................... Non-s·e·ct ... 
1875 G. W. McWherter ................... Non-sect .. 




SpringfieM, Ohiq ............ l877 
Tiffin, Ohio .............. · ... 1869 
Toledo, Ohio ........ ~.. ..... 1860 
1869\ Rev.J'. L.Bihn ....... - •• w ........... • R.C ...... 8 
1860 Charles Beckel. ..................... Ev. Luth. 3 
























1'roy,Ohio .................. J878 
:Xenia, Oilio ................. 11)70 
1s:>80 W.Barnes ........................ - .. Baptist... 6 15 


























Knoop Children·s Home* ....................... .. 
286 Tho John Mcintire Children's Ilome* ........... . 
287 Children's Homo (Ladies' Rolief Society)* ..•..... 
288 Rome for Color-ed Children (Women's Christta.n 
Zanesville, Obio ............. 1880 
Portland, Oreg.. . .......... . 1871 
.Allegheny, Pa. . . . . . . .. . ... .. 1881 
1878 I Philip Tront,,ir ______ ............... ! Non-sect .. l·· 2 
1866 Alo:xan~er Grant, president ........... ;. ................ ·I-- .... _-
1872 Mrs. George Woods, matron ........ :Non-sect.. ....... 2 -----32o 
~ A.ssoci:l.ti.on of Pittsburgh and Allegheny).* 
289 House of the Good Shepherd ..................... . 
290 Prot~tant Orphan .Asylum of Pittsburgh a.nd AI-
. lel!'beny. 
291 St. J osoph 's Orphan .Asylum t .................... . 
292 St. Paul's Or~hanHome .......................... . 
293 White Jlall :soldiers' Orphan School. ............ . 
294 Chester Spiings Soldiers' Orp bau School. ....... .. 
i: ~~~~fo~o~~~o£~~IJ1~!:. ~~-~~1~-:::::: .......... . 
297 St. Joseph's Orphan. Asylum _ ................... .. 
~98 Ortf~~n0s~ ~~'E~-:~cl~i~1ltru~~~:::&;:~~~d In-
299 · Pauline Home for BhHdren _ ..................... ! Germantown (22d wa.rd),Pa 
300 Harford Soldiers' Orphan School.................. lla.rford, Pa .. ...••...•...•.. 
*From RepOTt of the Commissioner ofEd'ncation for 1881. 
t ,From Beport of the Commissioner of Education for 1880. 
1880' Miss Matilda Ware ................. Non-sect......... . 4 
















Sister Mary Rosamund~\ ............. R. C .... .. 
Rev. P. C. Prugh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ref. Ch .. . 
J'.Addison Moore, A.M., pt:incipal ... Non-sect .. 
R.S.Mnc:uamee ..................... Non-sect .. 
Mrs. E. :llcC. Ambrose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N ou-soct ... 
Miss 1111\ry Myers. matron .......... . Nou-aect .. 
~~~~fe!-F.~~~~~~~~~: ~::::::::::~:I r;l~be~;.;; 
L.H.Ka,y ... ............ 4 .. -..................... j 
H. S. s,roet .......•...• _,, ....•...... Non-sect .. 
a Up to close of year 1879. 






















































TAUI.E XXli.-PAnT l.-Stati11fics of homes and asylums for CWjJhan or depnulent chi.'cli'01 for 18:)~ -Continue<l. 
Name. Loco.tion. 
s:i s:i 0 
~ i "" 0 ::>. -a 




























"' .s "'. S§ 








~ ---~---------------------------------1 I I I , _____ , ___ _ 
1 
91.11 II nonw fur tho Frienillt'88 ............. -- .. -- .••••.. 
:lO~ li11ioutuwn S. oltlil'r:l' 01 pl1an School* .........•.... 
303 Holllt' for }'l'it.'ndlos:~ Ullildzen of the City and 
Couut_y ol Lancaster. 
:lM Ttt's~h·t· OIJ>hnns' llowe ......•.•........ ...••.... 
30.i Mc.\.listernlle Soldiers' Orphan SchooL ••...••••. 
300 Mnn>~tichl S1•ldior:l' Orphnn School. ....••......••. 
307 :Morcot· Solllicrs' Orphnn School 
~108 Em:\us Oq1hnn llouso ............ .••..••......•.. 
·:100 ~~t.J?y S;olllicrs' Ol]>hnu.~choo~ ........... .... ... . 
:no ::;,,.tus ot tho Holy Jhnmlity of .Mary .•.•••...... 
311 llapti:~t Oq>hnua~ct. . .... .•.... ................. 
"312 1 llothesd:\ Uhildrou's Chril:ltinn llome ........... _ .. 
:~~~ R1:~~c~rfr~':e 1:Jghlld\~~~-~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~:::: 
"315 I The Educational Home .••..•••••••.......•...•... 
3161 Foster llomeAssooiation• ..•..••..••••••..••..•• . 
317 Girnro College for Oryi..Jans* .••......•••••••.•••.. 
318 llou1o for Destitute Colored Children t ........... . 
310 Jewi>~h Fost{)r llome and Orpbnn Asylum ..••.••. 
320 Liut•ulu Institution 
!12l NowHhoys' Ai<l Sooiotyt .•..•...........•..••.•••. 
322 Nortbt.ll·n llomo for Friendless Children .••••••••. 
323 , I'ltilnuolplJ!a. Orphan Asylum 
~ 3 4 fj 6 7 
Ho.nisb1;1rg, Pa. .
1 
•••••••••••• , •••••• , 1~2, J.Irs. S. A. RPa, matron ..•..•.••••••.. , }!on-sect .. , 0 
Jumonnlle, Pa............ .•. 0 1866 Rev. A. H. Waters .. ............••.•. Non-sect.. 9 
LanCl.lster, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18GO 1859 Mrs. Kate Hamal{er, matron......... N on-seut.. 1 
.McAhsterville, Pa.. ••. . . . . . . 186! 1864 
Loysv:me, P.a. .... ........... 1186711867 
Mansfield, Pa.. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 1867 181l7 
l.Iercer, Pa.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . 0 186~ 
Middletown, Pn.............. 1828 1830 
hlount.Joy,Pa .... ..•...•... 1864 1865 
NewBedford,Pn. ........•••. 1875 1864 
Philadelphia, Pa............ 1879 1880 
Philn!Lelphia, Pa. (Chestnut 0 1859 
II ill). 
Philadelphia, Pn. .•.......... 1856 18G2 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Angora. 1856 1856 
station}. 
Rev. P. Willard ..............•. •.•.. 
Col. George .I!'. McFarland 
V. R. Pratt, principal. .............. . 
.r. M. Sherwood, principal .......... . 
William A. Croll, ]Jrincipal .•.•.•... . 
M . .r. Brecht ....... ...... ...•••...... 
Mother Mary Odile ....... ......... . 
:Mrs. Margaret Halliday, matron .... . 
Miss Auria W. Clement 





R.Q ....•. 0 
Baptist .....•..... 
Non-sect.. 0 
Rev. Gideon .r. Burton, A.M .•• ••••. ·I P. E ..... . 
Mrs. Cooke, matron ...... ---~---····· P. E ..... . 
Philadelphia. Pa. (49th st. 1871 I 1872 I Robert Gow and .John Holt ••••••••.. l P. E .•.... 
il 
(b9) 
and Greenway avenue). 
Philadelphia., Pa............ . . • . . . 1839 
Philndelphio., Pa ...... ...•........ 1848 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Woodland 1856 1855 
n.venue). 
Philadelphia, Pn............. 1855 1855 
Philadelphia, Pa. (308 South 1866 18b6 
nth street). 
Philadelphia., Po....... . . . • . . 1879 1879 
Pl~~J~~~~~o!~· !t;e:t~~r. 1854 tsM 
Pl.Jilauelphia, Pn. (64th st. 1815 1814 
nuu Lansdowne avenue). 
SarahR. Davidson ... ............ . ···1 Non-sPct . . . . .. . 
William H. Allen, LL.D. , president... :Non-sect .. 
SamuelA. Evans .................... Non-sPct .. 
Rev.N.RosE"nau ... •..•....•......... l H*1brew . . 
P.E ...... 
Lewis A. Hafley .......... : ....•.... ·1 Non-sect .. 
A. G. Huber ....•......••......•.... Non-sect .. 










13 1, 240 
2 373 












40 2, 77(i 
6 600 
: ~-- ·:: 
0 4, 470 




































324 1 Presbyterian Orphanage in the State of Pennsyl· 
~an ln. 
325 I St. Mary .Mn~dnlen de Pazzi's Asylum for Italian 
Orphan Girls.* 
3!!0 •· Tho Shelter" for Colored Orphans .•••.••••••••• . 
327 Soldiers' O!Jlhans' Institute . .. . , .•.....••••.••••• 
328 Southern Home for D estitute Children .•••••••••.• 
329 W(lstcrn Home for Poor Childrer .••••••••••••••. 
~~~ ~~D~~~~:l'~~~~j~~j~S:n~::. f~; Chlld;~~;:::::: 
332 St. Catharine's Female Orphan ~lum .••••••.••. 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Darby 
Road). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (913 S. Sev-
enth street). 
p~~:JEt~~asfr:et~~~th and 
1877,1878 1 Mrs. M.G. Hodge, secretary ..•••••• ~~ Presb .... , ........ J 
0 1876 MotherMaria.GiuseRPa ............. R.C .............. 
1 
1822 1819 I Elizabeth C. Loury, secretary . . . • • • . Friends .......... . 
Philadelphia, Pa . • .. . . . . . • .. . . . . • . 1865 
Philadelphia, P a. (s. e. cor. 1850 1850 
12th and Fitzwater sts.). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (4Jst and 1857 1857 
Daring streets). 
Pittsburgh, Pa.. (South side). 1873 1873 
Pottsville, Pa . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1873 1873 
Readin~. Pa. (1026 Frank- . • • • . . 1872 
A. G. Huber .................. _. .... . 
Mrs. William M. Singerly, president 
board of managers. 
Mrs. J"oseph M. Wilson, first direc-
tress. 
Andrew Stock ............•••.•••.•. 
Chas. H. WoltJen, treasurer . .•••.... 
Sisters of Uharity ......•..••.••.•••. 
Non-sect. ·I 6 
Non-sect ..••••••.. 
Non-sect ..• .••..••. 





4 •••··•• • 
24 1, 020 
2 3, 358 
2 !l90 
a 37 
1 ....... . 
4 118 
333 Orphans' IIome of tho Evangelical Lutheran 
lin street). 











Home for Friendless Women and Children* •••••. 
St. Patrick's Orphan Asylum .. .••••.••••••••••••. 
St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum ..•••.••••••.•••.••. 
Allegheny County H ome* ...•••••••••.••.••.••••. 
Bethany Orphan Home .••. .•..•••...•••••.• •. .... 
Children's Home for Borough and County of York. 
Dristol Home for Destitute Children .•••••......•. 
St. Mary's Orphanngot .. ..••.•.•••••••••.••.••••.. 
Children's Friend SOciety .•••.•.••••••••••••••.•• 
Scranton, Pa ...•••.••.•••••. 1873 1871 
Scranton, Pa ...... . . • • . • • • • . 1875 1875 
Tacony, Pa. . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • . 1856 1857 
Wood ville, Pa . . • • • • . . • . • • • . 1852 1854 
Womelsdorf, Pa .•...••••••• 1865 1862 
York, Pa .....•.....••.••.•• 1865 1865 
Bristol, R. I • • . • . • . . . • • • . • . . 1867 1866 
East Providence, R. I . • . • • . 1879 1878 
Providence, R.I. (47 Tobey 1836 1835 
Mrs. James Blair, president •••••••• Non-sect .. 
1 
....... . 
S~ster Loretto .•• _ •••....•• ·:......... R. C ...••••••••••. 
S1ster Mary Regma, supenor . ••• • • • R. C . . . . . . 4 
D. C. Hultz ....•....••..••••••.••.•. Non-sect.. 1 
Rev. D. B. Albright ...•.•.•••••.••. Reformed. 2 
Samuel Small, president .•••••.•••.. Non-sect .. ! 1 
Miss Hannah Gartside .•••••.••••••. Non-sect.. 0 
Daniell. Odell .•..•.......••••••.••. P.E ...... 1 










313 I Providence Association for the Deneftt of Colored Providence, R.I. (20 Olive 1846 1838 Caroline B. Weeden, r9c. secretary .. Non-sect .• , .•••.••. street). I 
South Providence, R.I ...•.• 1862 1862 1 SisterMaryCecilia .••••••••••••.... l R.c ••••.. 
Charleston, S. C. (Broad 1871 1867 .John Gadsden .•••...••.•••••••••••• P.E •••••• 
3 c500 
street) . 
344 St. Aloysius Orphan Asylum* ...•. . ..••.•.•••••• . 
I 
Children. 















~treo~. cor. Court-House 
. square). 
Thorn well Orphanage . ,,,,, .••••• •• ••••••••••••••. Clinton, S. 0 .......•........ 1873 1875 
Church Orphans' Home .•••.• . .•••••••••••.•••.•• . Memphis, Tenn .••••••.••••. 1867 1867 
Nashville Protestant Orphan Asylum .••••••••••• Nashville, Tenn ..•••••••••• 1847 1845 
St. Mary's Orphan Asylnmt ......•..•••...••••••. Nashville, Tenn............ 0 18M 
Texa.a Christian Orphan Home and School........ Thorp's Spring, Tex .. ...... 1882 ....• 
Home for Destitute Children •.••••...••••••••••.. Burlington, Vt .••••••••••••. 1865 1865 
Providence Orphan Asylum .•.•••.•••••.••••••••. Burlington, Vt •••••••••••••• 1866 1854 
Jal}kson Orphan Asylum .....• _ ....••.•••••••••••.. Norfolk, Va . • .••••••.••••••• 1856 1856 
Norfolk City Female Orphan Asylum* ••••••.••••• Norfolk, Va .......... n•···· 1805 1811 
PortsmouthOrphanAsylum .... ..•••••••••••••.•. Portsmouth,Va .•••••••••••. 1856 1856 
Richmond Male Orphan Asylumt ..•••••••••.•••.• Richmond, Va. •••••••••••••. 1846 1846 
St. J"osoph 's Orphan Asylum . ....•••••••••••••.... Richmond, Va. •••••••••••••. 180811834, 
St. Paul's Church Home ....••.•••••...•••••••.•.. l{icbmond, Va .•••••••••••.. 1861 1860 
St. Mary's Orph:m Asylum ••••••••••••.•••.•.••••. Elm Grove, Wis .••••••••••••••••• 1859 
* From Report of tho Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
t From I~port of the Commissioner of Education !or 1880. 
aU p to close of year 1880. 
R ev. William P.Jacobs .•••••.•••••• 
Sisters of St. Mary ................ . 
Mrs. H. G. Scovel, secretary ....... . 
Sisters of St.Dominic ...•••..•...•.. 
A. Clark, president boatel directors .. 
Mrs. Lama A. Hickok, president .... 
Sister Catharine .............••..•.. 
Mrs. Mary Smith, matron .......... . 
Mrs. M. F. Mallory, first directress .. 
R. W.Crilllin ...........••.•..•..... 
J" oseph R. Gill ..................... . 
Sister .Mary Rose .................. . 
Mrs. Mary C. Staite .........•....•. 






Presb . .... 2 2 
P.E ...... 0 4 
Non-sect.. 1 4 
R.C ....•• .••..•.. 4 
Christian . 8 a 
Non-sect.. 1 14 
R.C ...... .••...•. 10 
P.E ...... .•.•.... 2 
Non-sect.......... 2 








Non-sect.. 2 1 I c3·Ll 
Jt.C .•••••.•••.... 151 759 
P. E...... 0 3 ....... . 
R. <.: -r···· ................ ······•• 
b Instructors, professors, and assi.,tants. 
o Up to close of yoor 1879. 
r:JJ 













'f.,nm XXII.-PART 1.-Sta'istics of homes and asylnms for orphan or dependent children for 1882-Continned. 
l'i ~ 0 
~ 
0 
0 ~ e ·a 
0 1'1 
t;) l:f .s 0 .... .... 
0 0 
~ '"' d C!) ~ 
-- -
NllJlle. Location. Superint~ndent. 
l'l II) 
Number of offi- C!) 0 
~d ~ · -cera, teachers, .c!l 
·§ a!ld ll-88istants. ~~ 0 o.-o 
§ 1-11=1 <P;:: "0 'S.g a) 
:::: ai ::~<P .o ~0 
:§f ai ctl ~-~ s ~ ctl C!) ..., 
~ ~ ~ '0 -----~ --- _E-l __ 
1. 2 3 4 ~ 6 ,. § 9 
I I 1--l A •--·--
3(1-1 . ITome flir tLo Fl;N~letos* .............. ........... ! Fond duLac, Wis .•• ••••••.. l 1874 
Ml Ctullt• rr,)UIO :mll Hosp1tnlt....... .••••. ••. • . • ••• .. Groen Bay, ·wis.. .•• •• •••• •• 1872 I 1874 
3\;..! Northwr~h•m UrpllnM' llome ................. ... Green Bay, Wis ...... ....... 1882 1879 
3G:I ~t. Toih•p!t'" 01'phauA>~ylum ................ .. .... Green Bay, Wis ................... 1879 
36-l ~t. Mirhnel "Al.nlo (hphnn .Asylum ............... La. Crosde, Wis ............. ------ 1875 
365
1 
'1.ilwnuk.•o Urph:ms' .dsylum ..................... Milwaukee, '\'lis ............ 1851 1850 
360 St. J o~eph'a Asylum .. _........................... M.ihnukee, Wis .••••• •••••• 1860 1864~ 
~G7 :.St. Un<~o'~ Orpban.A11ylum ....................... Milwaukee, Wis .•••••...... 1856 18485 
9(i. ~t. Ca,;imir .P,)lJ,dt Bohemian Orrh:m Asylum .... Polonia, \Vis. ...... ......... 0 ... .. 
3Gil r ·.tylut Orphnn .A,.ylnm ........................... Tinciuo, Wis ......... _ ...... 1888 1872 
370 S1.A::tneliau's0r].JhnuAs:ylnm .................... St.FrancisSt~tion,Wis •••. 1850 1851 
37;1 \\ •,tt>nllerf{ Orpi.J:m.As_ylum (Norwegian) ......... ~Vittenberg, Wis .................. .. .. .. 
3 ..721 u<'rmnn Orphan A s\•lum .......................... Washington, D.C .•....••• . l8i9 1879 
373 N::ti<•nnlllowo for Destitute Colored Women and Washington, D. C .......... 1863 1863 
(.;biltlron. 
:li4 gt.. ,Jo~t~ph':~ Qq;han .Asylum ..... ................. Washington, D.C ...••••••. 1855 1856 
3~5 l:>t- Vi!JCl•nrA f.eclnle Orphnn-4-sylumt .... t. ....... Wash~gton, D.C .......... 1828 1826 
3,6
1 
"n~hmgtot . C1ty Orphan Asylwn ................ Wnshmgton,D. C. (cor. Hth 1815 1812 
a.ndS streets northwest). 
i7 Cherokee Orplmn Asylwn ••• • •• • ••••• ••• • • • •••• •• Cherokee Orphan Asylum, 1871 1872 
Ind. Ter. 
378 Cbo<'tl\w Orphan SchooL.......................... Doaksville, Ind. Tar........ ••• ... 1882 
'II) St. 'Vmcent't1 Asylum nntl Industrial Home* .••••• Santa. F6, N.Mex •• ---· ........... 1865 
*F1'0m Report of tho Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
Miss Jones ........................ ;. 
Bishop J. H. Brown ................ . 
it:~~ ~~~b~~~ft;t~~: :::::::::::::: 
Rt. Rev. Kilian Flasch ............. . 
Miss Maria P. Mason, matron···"--
Sister Camilla O'Keefe .••••••. • ,. •.• 
Sister Cajetana ..................... . 
Miss Amelia .r. Pip.er, matron .... .. 
Rev. A. ZeiningP,r, pres. b'd trustees. 
Rev. E. J. Homme .... _ ............ .. 
A. Killian, matron ................ .. 
Eliza Heacock, matron.-·-······· ·,-- · 
Sisters of the Holy Cross .......... .. 
Sister Mary_ Blanche ..•.•••••••••••• 
Mrs. J'. L Wright .................. . 
Rev. J. F. Thompson .•••••••••••••• 
W. B. Robe ......... ... : ••••••.•• : ••• 
Sister Cephas, sister servant ...... .. 
Non-sect .......... . 
P.E .. .... 1 
Lutheran. 3 
R.C ...... l 
R.C ...... 1 
Non-sect ........ .. . 















P.E...... 1 9 108 
R.C .............. 1 5 
Ev.Luth ...•••.. ,. ---··---1--------
R.C ...... 1 14 &74 
Non-sect .......... , 1 60 
Non-sect.. 1 12 883 
R.C •••••• 1 12 120 
R .C ...... 0 14 3, oop 
P.E . .. .•• 1 12 
Non-sect .. 2 ~ 1,50(} 
N.Presb •. 1 3 ao 
R.C •••••• ·--·· ..... 18 




































TADLE XXII.-PART 1.-Stati8tiCB of home8 and a8ylum8for orphan or dependent childt·mtfor 1882-Continue<l. 
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1 Catholic Mala Orphan Asylum* .......... . 4-14 
2 I Church lloruo for Orphan Boys .......... . 10 










~ .... s 
<:)4) 








How supported. Industries taught . 
·~ 13 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution . 
14 
Contributions ................... 1 Gardening and L<tiloring .. 1 Placed with well-to-do parties in 
t.l1e city. 
Contributions and proceeds of 
annual bazaar. 
Contributions and proceeds of 
annual bazaar. 
Domestic work, gardening, 
and t·ailoring. . 




4 I Pl'Otestant Orphan Asylum ............... ! Under14 .... 1 No limit .... I Contributions .................. . 
Domestic work, gardon-
in<T, and sewing. 
Gar~ening, housework, 
and sowing. 
5 1 Orphans ' llomo of the Synod of Alabama*. 
6 Gorman Lutheran Orphan Asylum ....... 
7 Grass Valley Orphan Anylum 
8 Los Angeles Orphan Asylum* 
9 Los Angeles Orphans' Home* ........... .. 
10 Ladies' Relief Society ................... . 
3-13 
11 Sacramento Protestant Orphan Asylum t .. I Under 14 .••. 
12 Bo'\'s' and Girls' Aid Society ............. . 
13 Cb.ineso and Japanese Mission of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. a 
14 San Francisco Roman Catholic Female 6-14 
16 I Voluntary contributions ........ 
State appropriation and pri fate 
contribution. 
Housework and farming; .. 
State appropriation, donations, , ............... . 
rents, &c. 
Contributions .................. . 
Appropriation 
l4 I State appropriation ........... .. 
Homes in good families are found. 
Given three full suits of clothing. 
Indentured. adopted, or returned 
to friends. 
The care that would l>e taken for 
a chilu leaving home. 
Adopted, indentured, put out to 
service, or taken by friends. 
Inuenturecl. 
Given two full suits of clothing. 
Orphan As:~lum.* 
15 Woman's Union Mission to Chinese Wo- 3-15 I No limit .... 1 Voluntary contributions ........ If possible, homes are secured for 
them. men and Children. 
16 Homo of Benevolence ................... .. 1-14 
* From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
tl!'rom R eport of the Commissioner of Education for 11!80. 
No limit ····j State appropriation ..... n····--1 D?mestic work anclsew-1 Homes are found for ihem. 
mg. 
a The central station of this mission, .,vhlch is at San Frllllcisco).. includes a mission school and an asylum 









































How supporteu. Industries taught. Provision for children who have left t.ho institution. 
I I I I 1-----------------~----------------------
1 10 11 12 13 
17 J St. Jobn's Orphnn A.aylnm...... ••••••••.. 3-14 14 State appropriation and dona-~ Domestic work and sew-
tions. ing. 
lP I ~rn.;:nnnOrphau Asylum ............... . .............................................................................. .......... . 
~g I ~~~~1! 'c~~! ~~~~:~~ ~:;·~~~~ .A8"i1~~;:: ~:: ~ · · · · · · · · · i.:. · · · · N ~ ·u~it":::: · i.. i>P"r"o"pri~ti~-~.-1~;~.~1 ~i i~~~'te~: · n;~~~~~ki~~~- ;~-{t·p~·~i>~;.: · 
and pay of pupils. I ing for teaching. 
1 St. Vincent 's Frmalo 01'phnnAsylum ............ .................................................................................. . 
2:! I Gootl Temphns' IIomo tor Orphans....... 1-12 14 State appropriation, contribu-
tions, and members' dues. 
23 Ptljnro Vulo Orpltnu Asylum.............. 6-12 14 .Approptiationand donations .•.. \ Domestic work ......... .. 
Drid~cport Protestant Orphan Asylum .. ·I 3-12 
llnrtfortl UTphnn Asylum . .......••.••.... Underll. .•. 
12 
12 
St. Clltlmrine's Orphan Asylnm ··--······! 3-121 15-16 
Milltllt·~ex County Orphans' Home* .••••. No limit .... No limit .•.. 
Uome for tho Fr;entlless* .. . 
Now lia.;en Orpbnu Asylum ···--····z.:.io·l···········i2. 
14 
Procure them good situations. 
A good out.fit and situations found; 
tbe privilege of returning to the 
home when ill. . 
Placed in good homes. 
Good situ:ttions are procured ft:~ 
1hem. 
Placed in families. 
Indentured. 
Indentured. 
Placed in good homes. 
Homes are secured, or they are re-
turned to friends. ' 
80 I St. Frnnois Orphan .A.sylumt ..•.••••••••• 2-12 Over 14 .•••. 1 Contributions, and $1,300 from 
tbe school board. and $1,000 
from the c.ity of New Haven. 
Housework and sewing •. -l Adopted or placed in homes. 
3\ I Home for Friendless nnd Destitute Ch:iJ.. 
drou.t 
32 St. Pctt>r's Femnlo Or han Asylum<J .••••• 
33 AugustA Orphan Aayfum . ....••.••••••••• 
34 St. Mnry 'e Orphan .As~·lum 
3~ I Columbus Fomnlo Orphan Asylum t ...•••• 
2-14 14 I :By endowment and subscription.! None ..................... j Apprenticed or placed at service. 
6-81 No limit . . .. Contributions ..•••••••••••••••••....••••••••...• ~ ••••••..... 
a No limit.... :By endowment • • • . • ••• • • • •••••• General housework and 
farm work. 
~11 -16 :By contribution • •• • •• • •• • •• • • • . Domestic work and sew-
1-7 
ing. 
18 By endowment • • • • ••• •••••••••• Cookery, J!enera.l house-
work, and sewing. 
~~:-e!~~:~o~l.rovided. 
Employment in families provided. 



































"I O'Ph""~' Home, No'th Goo,g;. Confe,. 3-12 No limit .•.. Contribution• ~• "'"""""' of D~meotio wO<k anol fa= 
euct>. farm. mg. 
37 .Applet{)n Church Home.................. 3-12 18 Endowment and subscriptions .. General homework ..••••. 
38 Orphans' Home, South Georgia. Confer- No limit .... No limit .••. Voluntary contributions and Domestic work and farm-
once. farm. ing. 
39 I Epiooopal 0'J>Ium,- Home• ••••••••••••.•. 3-12 18 Subscriptions .......•.•••.••••.. Domestic work and sew-
40 Union Society, Bethesda Orphan Home ... 
mg. 
6-11) 16-20 Subscrif:ions of members, in- Farming and trades .•••••. 
come · om rents, &c. 
41 Gt>rman Evangelical Luthern Orphan 2-14 14 Voluntary contributions .••..... Farming and gardening 
Asylum. and domestic work. 
42 Orphans' Home of the Missouri Synod .•...••••••••.•••..•••••••• ~ ..................................... . 
43 St. Agnes Oq>ban .Asylum* ... ... . . .. . ... 2-13 13 Contributions .••...•..•...••••. 
1 
........................... . 
44 Chicago llome for the Friendless .......•. Under 14 .••. No limit .••• Contributions ...•......•••..•... General home duties .••••. 
45 Chicn~o Protestant Orphan .Asylum .••••. Under 12 .... No limit ..•. Voluntary contributions .••.•••..••............. . ....••.•••. 
46 St. Joseph's Orphan .Asylum* .••••• •••••. 3-12 12 Voluntary contributions ........ .All domestic work .••••••. 
47 Uhlich Orphan .Asylum. .................. 2 About 14 ..•. Contributions, endowment, and None ••••••••••••••••••••. 
board of half orphans. 
48 l German Catholio Orphan .Asylumt ••••••. 
49 I lllioois Soldiers' Orphans' Home .••••••••• I Under 14 .... 
2-12 1 •••••••••••••• 1 Chureh contributions ami pay I Farming .••••••••••••..••. 
for half orphans. 
14 State appropriation ..••••••••••. Domestic work, sewing, 
farming, gardening, and 
care ofnorses. 
None. 
Provided with good homes and 
given an outfit of clothing. 
Good homes provided, where t.bey 
are received as members of fami-
lies. 
.A good wardrobe and situations 
provided. 
Situations provided. 
Boys are appre:nticcd and girls are 
placed as servants in good fami-
lies. 
Placed in good Catholic families. 
.Adopted or indentured. 
Provided with homes. 
Good homes are provided. 
Employment is found for them, 
and they are ¢ven the privilege 
of returning to the institution 
when in need of a home. 
.Adopted or apprenticed. 
Returned to friends or placed in 
homes. 
50 I IIome for the Friendless* .•••••••••••••••• 1 No limit .... 1 No limit .•• ·1 City appropriation and contri- .•••••••••.••..•...••.••••• ·1 .Adopted or furnished with em· 
butions. ployment. 
14-15 Contributions from St . .Aloysius .•••••••••••••••••••.••••••. 
Orphan Society. 
52 1 Woodland Home for Orphans and Friend· I Under 10 ..•. 1.. •• •• .•• • • . . . Voluntary contributions ..•••••...••••••••••••••••••••••.•• ·I Placed in families. 
St . .Aloysius Orphan .Asylum ..••.••..•••. H 51 
less.t 
53 Evansville Orphan .Aslyum* .•••••••••.••. 1-13 13 I County appropriation, contribu-
tions, and interest on endow-
ment fund. 
M .Asylum for Friendless Colored Children* . Under 12 .... . •• ••• ••••••.. .Appropriation, contributions, 
and endowment. 
Domestic duties .••••••••. I Provided with a good home~ two 
sui.ts of clothing, and a Bible. 
General house duties ..••. 1 Educatedandplacedingoodhomes. 
55 Children's Aid Society .......... ··-······· ...•.......•..•••••••••••............•.................. ·····-~······ .•••••.•••.. 
56 German Protestant Orphan .Asylll.lll. ••• • • Under 14.... 14 City appropriation and mem- ....••••••••..••.......••••. • 
bers' dues. 
57 Indianapolis Orphans' Asylum* ••••••.••. Under12 .••. Under12 .... County appropriation, contribu- Domestic work, sewing, I.Adopted,indentured,givenatrade, 
t.ions, and endowment. . and knitting. and given $100 when 21 years of 
age . 




591 Indiana. Soldiers' Orphans' Home ·········1 Under15 ... . 15 Stll.te appropriation ...•••••••••• None ..... ················1 Placed in good homes. 6P 'St. Joseph's Orphans' Manual Labor 2-12 Nolimit .... Conttibutions .....•••....•••.•.. Generalusefnlness ........ Place(lingoodhomes. 
:School. . 
*From Report of the CommissionerofEducationfor1881. tFrom Report of the Commi~ionerofEilucation for 1880. a These statistics are from a return for the year 18S1. 
58 I Jeffersonville Orphan .Asylum ...••••••••• 
• 
~ ;; 












TABU: XXII.-PAitT !.-Statistics of homes and asylums for orphan or dependent children/or 1882-Continued. 
Nnmo. 
1 

























62 1 Gib~<nn County Orphans' Home ........... , 1-161 16 
63 St. ,J u><t'ph's Ot-pban .A.I:'ylnm nud Manual During mi- No limit ..• . 
L:tlHll' Scl.tool. nority. 
64 I Home ot' tbe Friendless* .•••••.•••••••... ·I· ....•.••• 
How supported. Industries taught. 
1~ 13 
.Subscriptions, donations, mem· •••••••••••••••.•••.•••.•••. 
bers' dues, and appropriation. 
County appropriation ..........................•............ 
Contributions and proceeds of General hom;ework, knit-
farm. - ting, sewing, cookery, 
and laundry work. 
City appropriation and contri- General housework and 
butions. sewing. 
~~ I ~~~~~l~s~~h~~~,. rr~~~::::::::::::: ::::::I········· Z:i4·1······ ·····is·\ ·v~i~~~~y: ~~;;trii;~ti"o"~~:::: :::: · i:i~~~~iic" ~iuti·e~: ~-;;~h;g: · 
knitting, and farming_. 
f;7 I Rush Connt.y Children's Homo* .•••••.... 
68 Heury County Children's Homo·········~ 
1-16 I No limit .••. 1 Appropriation .••.•••••••.•••••• ! Domestic work and f:um-
2-16 16 I Hon~:~eprovided bycounty; f'n.r. 
niture, beds, &c .. by matron; 
25 cents paid a day for each 
child. 
ing. 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
1.4 
Placed in good homes. 
Adopt~d, placed at service, sent to 
other in;,titutions, or returned to 
friends. 
Have the privilege of returning to 
the institution when in need of a 
home until they are 21. 
They are to be eaucated and cared 
for until 21 years of age. 
60 I St. Ann's Female Orr,hnn Asylum . .•.••.. 
70 Hnmilt.on County Children's Home ••••••. 
B-10 I No limit .... 
2-16 16 
By charity .....••..••......••... 
Amount paid a day for each 
cbild, 25 cents; matron fur-
nishes her own house, furni-
ture, &c. 
Domestic duties ......•. ··1 None. 
Domestic work, farming, Homes secured. 
and sewing. 
71 I Decatur County Children's Home .••..••. 
79 Gol1llnu nnd En~lish asylum for Orphans 
I 
and Destitute Children. 









. v ~i~~t~~y ~~~t;ib~ti~~;:::::::: p:>~~~;ti"c" ;;~~k ~~;d "ir:.l~l~:. 
I 
ing. 
State and county appropriation. General domestic work, 
sewing, carven try, farm· 
inf!:. J!nrdPmn_g, cookery, 
&llll laundry work. 
Given an outfit of clothing and the 
privilege of returning to the home 
in sickuess or when out of work. 


































74 St. Mary's German Orphan Asylum . ••• • . Under 14.... 15 Contributions .•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
75 Swedish Orphans' Home .•....•.•••.•..••.............•.•••••••••••••...•..........•.•.......••..••..••..••...•.•.....••.•.••....... 
76 Homl' for tbo Friendless .................. No limit .••..••••••••••••. Ap_Propriation and contribu- House"YVork, sewing, and 
tions. nursmg. 
77 E~angell.cal Orphan Asylum (Swedish) ....•••••••••••...•••••••••••...•••.....••......•....••.•••.•.....•.........•••••••••••••.••. 
78 St. Thomas Orphan Asylum.............. 3-10 13 Contributions and proceeds of :Farming .••..••.•••.•••... 
farm. 
18 St. BonifMe Orphan Society .... 79 1 St . .JosE\ph's Orphan Asylum ............ -~ 2-3 







81 B .. pti~t Orphans' llome ................... Under12 .... No limit ..•. Voluntary contributions .••..•.. Sewing and dressmaking .. 
82 Ger10nn lhptist Orphan Home........... 2-12 Girls, 18 .... Donations .......•.....••••••••• Housework and farming .. 
83 Genu:m Protestant Orphan Asylum ...••. Under12 .••. BoJ!S, 14; By contributions •••••••.••••••. Gardening, housework, 
grrls, 18. sewing, and knitting. 
84 I Masonic Widows' and Orphans' Home .••. S-18 I No limit .•.. 1 By the Masons of Kentucky .•• ·I Chair bottoming, printing, 
shoe making and mend-
ingforboys; housework, 
plain sewing, a.nd fancy 
work for girls. 
85 I Orphanage of the Good Shepherd ......•.. 6-10 18 I Voluntary contributions ...... _.! Engineering, farming; and 
printing. 
Church collections .......................... ······~····· ... . 
Endowmeli.t and tuition fees.... This institution is a grade<l 
normal school for orphan 
girls. 
8t5 1 t:._t. .Joseph's Genn'\u Orpbau Asylum ..... ! Under12 .••. \ . . 13 
137 K entucky Female Orphan School. ........ ! 14 No linnt ... . 
88 St . .John's Asylum .••••••••••••••••••••••. ! 1-14 I 16 By St . .r ohn's Orphan Society... General usefulness and do· 
mestic work. 
89 1 Cleveland Orphl\ns' Institution t .....•... ·1 4-121 181 By endowment .•...••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••.•••. 
SO Orphans'. Ron1e ~ooiet;y a ................. ......................................................................................... . 
91 Asylum for Dest1tute Orphan Boys....... 4-14 15 Permanent fund................ None .................... . 
92 .Jewi..'lh Widows' and Orphans' Rome ..... No limit .... No limit .... Members' dues, voluntary con- Needlework ............. . 
tributions, and city appropri-
ations. 
93 I Louisiana Asylum* ...................... . 1-12 18 I Public charity •••••••••••••••••• Household duties and sew-
ing. 
Home.* 
941 Louisiana Freedman's Baptist Orphans' Under 12 .••• 1 •••••••••••••• 1 By charity ...................... ! Sewing and fancy work. 
~~ ~~~=~-~~~~l_e_~~~-~-~-8-~1-~~::::::1 Nolimit~~-~ Nolimit.~~-
97 The Protestant Orphans Home........... Under 12.... Boys, 12; 
girls, 18. 
981 Children's Home .•••••••••••••••.••.•••••• ! Boys, 2-8; 
girls, 2-12 
99 Asylnm of Our Lady of Lourdes.......... 3-18 
100 Female Orphan Asylum of Portland...... 1-10 
No limit .•.. 
No limit ..•. 
Cont~but~ons .•••••••••••••••••• , Laundr:y work and sewi~g. 
Contr1but10ns........ .• . . . . . . . . . Domest1c work and sewmg 
City appropriation and contri-
butions. . 
State appropriation, contribu- Domestic work and sewing 
tiona, and endowment. 
Voluntary contributions ........ None .................... . 
Annual subscriptions, donations, Housework, knitting, and 
101 I Baltimore Orphan Asylum .....••••••••••• 4-9 
and invested funds. sewing. • 
18 I Appropriations and contribu- General housework, knit-
tiona. ting, and sewing. 
Adopted or retnrned to guardians. 
They aro placed on farms. 
Put to trades or on farms. 
Good homes are found. 
Indenturerl until 21. 
Apprenticed to trades, placed on 
fartns, or provided with good 
homes. 
Returned to the lodges sending 
them or placed by direction of 
said lodges in some congenial 
home. 
Good l10mes or situations are pro-
vided. 
Placed at service. 
Positions as teachers secured. 
They are cared for by the society 
until of age. · 
:Placed in good homes. 
Good homes seemed. 
In situations to earn a good living. 
Placed in homes or returned to 
parents. 
Furnished with suitable clothing 
and necessary expenses paid. 
None. 
Adopted or bound out to service. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
t From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1880. 
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How supported. Industries taught. 
- --- - -
1 10 11 1~ 13 
10:! I Boys ' IIomo ••••.••••••• 9-18 21 Contributions and labor of in- 1 None at the home; boys 
mates. work at different trades 
or in professions for va-
rious person11 in the city. 
10:1 I GC'noral German Orpbnn '.A.sylumt ........ 3-16 Boys, 14; 
girls, 16. 





1 ft·brew Orpbnn .Asylum of Baltimore t .. ·1 4-11 14-151 By contributions ............. --~ Various useful handicrafts 
lltnut: of tho l"licndless•... ......... .. .. .. No limit... . .. • . • .. .. .. . .. .Appropriation, endowment, and Cookery and needlework. 
subscripti<ms. 
Orphan A trvlum for Colored Girls* ....... ................................................................................. . ........ . 
St. Jnu1es' Home fOJ; J3oys . .. .. ............ 9-18 21 Boar<l of inmates and donations. Boys learn a trade in the 
. 108 I St. ltfarJ 'a l<'omnle Orphaline School ...•.. 7-14 
· city . 











St. P aul 's Orpltnn Asylum* 
~~1;:~~~~:~1!:~ ~~t~:~~~\n:~ i~-di:. 
~oxtl Boys. 
llume ftlr 1-'riondlcss Children of the Dio-
t~ese of En~ton . 
r~onts Fomnle Orphi\D ARylnm . .. . . . . . .. . 
Baldwin l,lncollome for Little Wanderers. 
llo!lton F emnlo As~lum ........... . . . ... .. 
Children 's .Frion<l Society* ............. .. 
hil1l r1'n 's Mission to tho Children of the 
DoRtltu to in tho Cit.y of Do!lton . 
Church U otne for Orph:\11 and Dc~;tituto 
• ChUurcn. 
church collections. 
3-11 18 Church 'contributions ..•..••••.. I Domestic work and sewing 
6-131 131 By charity ...................... , . .......................... . 
8-16 No limit .... Contributions and endowment .. Farming .••••••••••.•••.•. 
3-8 18 .Appropriations and contribu-
tions. 
S-18 18 Endowment .................. .. 
No limi t . ... No linlit.... Contributions nnd i:aterest on 
endowment. 
3-10 14 Byendowment ................. . 
1!--12 21 By donations 
1}-15 Contributions, donations, and 
endowment. 
Housework, cookery, laun-
dry work, and sewing. 
Housework and sewing ... 
General domestic duties .. 
Housework and sewing ... 
Sewing and embroidery .•. 
Sewing and housework .•. 
4-8 I B 0 y s I 12 j 
l,l;irls, -. 
Subscriptions and endowment .. I Housework .•••••••••••••. 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
14 
None. 
Board of trustees has control until 
of age. 
Savings are put in savings bank. 
Sent to industrial school for girls. 
Giv£>n good clothing and placed in 
homes. 
Good homes found. 
Returned to parents or placed in 
homes. 
Good outfit; if remaining in a 
homo three years, recei>o $50. 
No special provision. 
.Adopted into families. 
Indentured. 
Placed in homes and given an out-
fit of clothing. 
Permanent homes are founfl and 
r.ontinued oversight is gin•n 
them. 



































15 Contributions and board of in· Baking, shoemakiug, and Placed in good families. 
mates. tailoring. 
farm. under Chl'istian influence. 
119 I Honse of the Angel Uuardian •••••••••••• 
120 I Dr. M:CU'tin Luther Orphans' Homet •••••. 
6-15 
4-141 No limit ..•. Contributions and proceeds of .••••••••••••••••••••••••••. PlMes are found where they are 
121 St. Vincent's Orphan .Asylum* . • •. . •••••. 3 No limit.... ••• . •••• •• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• General domestic work . .. Plf:~:./s~od homes or returned 





123 I Protectory of Mary Immaculate .......... ! Boys, 2-12; 
1 





St, Mary's Orphanage ..••••••••••.•••.•••. 
Children's Aid Society .................... . 
New Bedford Orphans' Home ..••••••••••. 
Contributions, proceeds of fairs, Housework, knitting, and 
and labor of sisters. sewing. 
£~':t~A~~~~':ta.a!~;;b~~~~ia!~osn~: · :D~{x;~8iic. ;;~;ir·::::::::::: 
Annual contributions, endow- Housework and sewing ... 
Placed in good homes. 
Good homes in the country are 
founrl. ment, &c. -
161 Private charity a.nd donations • . Housework, knitting, and 
sewing. 
16 State appropriation .•••••••••••. Baking, dressmaking,, Provided with good clothing and 
farming, tailoring, and home or returned to friends. 
127 Newton Home for Orphan and Destitute 
Girls. 
Massachusetts State Primary School ..••. 128 
5-12 
Under16 .••. 
Clothing for one year. 
. . shoemaking. 
g~ I ~a;~1.~~t;t:~~~~~:::: :::::::: J ........ ~i2 ·I· B 0 "¥ ·;:. i3 ~-!- c~~t;ib{,ii.~ii~· -~lid. ~d~;t;y· ~f-1 H'o"~e.;;o~kand.';;~edi~.;o~kj Placed at trades or in good homes. 
g1rls, no I mmates. 
limit. 
131 I Seamen's Orphan a.nd Children's Friend I 1i-14 Boys, 17; Voluntary contributions •••••••. Honseworkandneedleworkl Placed in homes. 
Society. fi:J!_s, no 
132 I Children's Home• •••••••••••••••••••••••• Boys ~der Boys, 8 ·····1 Contributions and income from I None .•••••••••••.•••••••. ! Homesfoundorreturnedtofriends. 
!~ ~!_s, fund. 
2-10 No limit ••• . Voluntary contributions .••.•••. ! Domestic work ••••••••••. 1 Adopted or placed in homes. 133 Orphans' Home, Children's Friend So· 
cietv.• 
State Public Sohool. .................... .. 134 3-12 16 I State appropriations ............ 1 General housework, fann- I Placed in homes. 
ing, knitting, sewing, 
1351 Home for the Friendless* ••••••••••••••••• 




and shoemakmg •••..••. 
Bo-,s, 10; I Voluntary contributions ....•••. ! None .. .•.•••.•.•••••••••. ! Homesarefoundforthem. 
grrls, 13. 
By contributions................ Domestic work and tailor- Returned to friends, adopted, or 








St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum ....•••••••• 
Home for the Friendless ..•...••••••••••• I Under 12 . .. 
Contributions ••••.••••••••••••. Domestic work, emlJroid- Situations found, or adopted. 
ery,knitting, and sewing. 
Private charity and board .••••. None ...•..•.•••.••....•.. Provided with homes or sent to 
State school. 
Children's Home . .... .• . . . . .••••••••••••. 2-12 No limit .... Private donations .••••••.••.•••. None .........•••...•..... None. 
St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum* . • •• •• . •• • • • 2-16 18 Contributions • ••• •• . • • • • • • • • • • . Sewing and fancy work... Placed at service. 
St. Mary's Orphan Asylum . . • . . . • . • • • . • • . • •••• •• • . . .. . . . . . . • • • • ••• • • . By charity...................... . • • . . . . . . . • . • • • • . • • • • • ••• . . . Placed in good homes. 
St. Paul Protestant Orphan Asylum...... 3- .•••••.••.•••. Contributions •••••• •.•••••• : •.• ..••....•.••••••••••••••••.. 
~~~:~:X0!fa~~~·- ~~~~-:::::::::::::::: · · · · · · · · · 5:i2 · · · · • · · · · i2~i5 · · c~~i~ib~ti~~~- ai;J · i~b~~- or· iit: · · F~;~iDi ·anil:m;~iret. ga~: · 
mates. dening. 
Placed with good families or in 
good situations. 

















































How supported. Industries taught. 
1!1 13! 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
14 
45 1 St. :Marv'e Orphnn Asylum t .•••••.••..••. 
46 I<'omruo 'Orphan Sr hooL ....••..•••••••••. 





............ -- .. 
18 
Bequests and donations ... _ ... -~ General domestic work ... 1 Good homes are found. 
Contributi&ns, endowment, and General domestic work. 
tuition. 
Voluntary contributions . . . • • • . . Farming ..•.•••.•••.••.••. Two suits of clothes, promise of a 
situation, ancl $50. 
3-15 ··••·•••·•••••• Contributions and charities .••. 
1 General domestic work 1481 St. Joseph's Roman Catholic Orphan Asy-
lum. 





No limit .••. I By contributions................ H?useholdduties and sew-
. mg. 
50 EpiscopnlOrphans'llomot ..••••...•..••. Under12 .••. Boys, 12; ApproprL'ttion and contribu- Domestic work and sew-
girls, 18. tions. ing. 
51 German Evun~elicnl Lutheran Asylum ..... . .........•...••••.........•.•............ ------------ ... -·· .. - .. -- ..•••.... - ·------- ... 
52 German St. Vincoot'sOtphanA..sylumt.. UnderlO.... 14-16 Church collections, members' Housework, knitting, 
fees, &c. sew.i.ug, a.nd dmwiog. 
153 House of tho Good Shepherd (Class of 4 . • • • • • • . • • . • • . Contributions and labor of in! Chair caning, sewing, and 
I>rcsorvntion). mn.tcs. laundry work. 
1~ St.l3ridget's HnlfOrphanAsylum........ 4.-16 16-17 Contributions ..••.••••••••••••. Sewing, &c .•••••••••••••• 
1>5 I St. Joseph's Convent of :Morey •••••••.••. 3-
1561 St. Joseph's Male Orphan Asylum*-···---~ 5-12 
167 Central W ealeyan Orphan Asyium . • . • • • . 3-18 
158 St. Louis ProtestantOrphan.A.sylum .•.•..••••••.•••••. 
169 I State Orphans' Home• .................... ! Under14 ..•. 
No limit .••. 1 Contributions, industry of in-
mates, and pay of 'hospital 
patients. 
12-14 I Contributions 
Boys, 16; Contributions .•••••••••••.••••. 
General housework and 
sewing. 
Shoemaking and printing. 
Farming and housework .. 
girls, 18. 
By endowment and collections. -I Farming and housework .. 
Good homes or employment pro-
vided for them. 
Placed in good homes and given 
two snits of clothes. 
Placed in homes or situations. 
Given to families for further edu-
cation. 
Returned to friends or placed in 
situations. 
Given two suits of clothing when 
possible. 
Good situations found. 
Placed in homes. 
Girls placed at service in families, 
boys with farmers or mechanics. 
Adopted or indentured; receive 
$50 and two suits. 
Adopted or indentured. 
~ I Orphans' Home-······-··················· 181 State appropriation.-······· ···· ~ Farming, housework, and sewing. 1-10 Boys, 12; Contributions and endowment .. Gardening, housework, Good situations found. 
girls, ] 8. and aew1n~. 




































102 1 Children's Homo t .•••......•••.••••••••••. 
163 Camden Home for Friendless Children• .• 
1M \Vest Jersey Orphanage fot• Destitute Col-
ored Children.* 
4-14 161 Contributions and board of in-, None .•••••••••••••••••••. r Placed in families. 
mates. 
3-10 I No l!m!t .••. VoluBtar_y co!ltributions .•••••• None.· .•••••.•••••.....•.. 
3-U No linut . • • . By contributions . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . Farmmg and g en era 1 
housework. 
Indentured until of age. 
Indentured and given two suits of 
clothing; $25 to be gi:von at the 
165 Chil<lren's Friend Societyt ....••.......•.. 
166 Union Association of the Children's Home 
4-10 
3-12 
121 Voluntary subscriptions ..••••. ,Sewing .................. . 
12 Voluntary contributions ........ None ............ . 
age of 18 to 21. 
None. 
Good outfit; $30 to boys, $25 to 
of Bnrlington County.* 







Adopted, placed in homes, or re-
and endowment. turned to friends. 
108 Ornnge Orphan Homet ..••••••••••••..••. 
16!> Paterson Orphan Asylum Association" ... 
12 Contributions, donations, and None 
board of children. 
No limit .••. Contributions ..••••.••••••••• ..! Housework.andgardening.l Gi>en homes in families or placed 
at trades. 
Homes found in good families. 
170 St. Mary's Orphan Asylumt 
171 All>any Orphan Asylum 3-12 14 Appropriation, contributions, Housework, gardening, Adopted, returned to friends, or 
2-121 No limit .... , Contributions and pension ...... , Farming and sewing ..... . 






and endowment. and sewing. indentured to farmers. 
2-12 .••.•.••••.•.. County appropriation ........... Domesticworknndsewing 
2-13 14 County appropriation.-........ Farming and gardening. 
2-12 No limit . . . . Approyriations, contributions, Domestic work, sewing, 
and mt~rest on funds. and gardening. 
St. Mary's Catholio Or-phanage* .......... , ......................................................................................... . 
8nsquehanna.ValloyHomo............... 2-14 16 Conntyappropriation ...... : .... Domestic work, sewing, 
farming, andshoemenll-
pro>it1e<l with suitable clothing. 
Placed in homes or with friends. 
Given a suit of clothing. 
Homes provided or children in-
dentured. 
ing. 
-12 .••••••••••••. Voluntary contributions ..•..... Sewinganddomesticwork 
- to girls. 










Convent oftbe Sisters of Mercy* ...................................................... -· .... -· .......... -·-- ........... - -· ··- --· ... 
Tiome for Destitute Children b............ 2--12 .••••••••.•••. Donations, subscriptions, &c- .. None .................... . .Adopted or placed a.t service. 
Homes found. Orphan Asylum Society of the City of 3-12 12 Appropriation, contributions, Domestic work, sewing, 
Brooklyn. and endowment. &c. 
Orph;n~s' Home, Church of the Holy 2-12 14
1 
By charity ..................... . 
~'rrmt:_r. 
Orphans Hoose on the Church Charity 5-10 14 City ~ppropriation and contri-
Founda.tion of Long Island. but10ns. 
St. John's Home*--·----······-······--··· 




14 \ Appropriation and contribu-
tions. 
16 Voluntary nontributions, be-
quests, &c. 
Contributions._ ................ . St. Vincent's Home for Homeless and Des-
titute lloj>s. 
Asylum of Our Lady of Refuge ........... ! No limit .••. l·-···········-1 Contributions, donations, and 
labor of inwates. 
Placed in homes or returned to 
friends. 
Domestic work, basket I Indentured to trades or sortice nn· 
making, sewing, and tillS or returned to friends. 
printing. 
Bakinj!, carpentry, and Proviiled with situations. 
engineering. I Domestic duties and sew- Transferred to industrial school; 
ing. some provided "Vith situations. 
None ..................... None. 
General domestic work, 1 Returned to friends or situations 
knitting, and sewing. procured. 
• From Report of the Commiasioner ef Education for 1881. 
t From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1880. 
a The Newl\rk Orphan Asylum .Association has several auxiliary societies. 
b This homo was erected by the Brooklyn Industrial School Association and 
represents school No.3 of that association. It is intended as a homo for such 

















































How supported. Industries taught. 
1~ 13 
Provision for children who have 
left tho institution . 
14 
188 I 13uffnlo Orphan Asylum ................. .. 
89 1 Church Charity Foundation 




No lim.it ..•. , ••••••.••..... 
14 I 13oard of children, contribu- ~ General housework, knit- Placed in homes. 
tiona, and endowment. ting, ani!. sewing. 
.Appropriation, contributions, Housework and sewing... A.dopte(l and indentured. 
and endowment. . · 
.Appropriation, contributions, Farming, housework, knit- Privilege of returning to the home 
I llomo. 91 GOt man Roman Catholic Orphan .Asylum. 12-18 
92 1 St. Vincent's Female Orphan .Asylum •••. 5-14 No limit .... 
93 Ontru-io Orphan .Asylum* ................. Under 12 .... 12 
94 St. Mary's Orphnn .A..~lum ..•..•..•..•••. 3-15 
':N~ 'li~ft':::: 95 Orphan House of the oly Saviour ....... Boys, 2-7; 
9G St. Mary's Orphnn Asylum nnd School. .•. 
guls, 2-12. 
3-16 ............... 
97 St. :Mnlnchy'sllome ...................... 3-10 .... .. ..... --. 
98 South<'rn Tior Orphans' llomo ............ 16 16 
109 1Iutleon Orphan and Relief .Association* .. 2-12 14-16 
200 llomo of tho Friendless .................. Underl6 .... ....... .. .. . .. 
201 Wnrtbu~ Orphans' Farm School of tho 6-10 .............. 
Evnngellcnl Lutheran Church. 
"'I nomo '" tho Friondl ..................... llloyo, 2-12 •. I B. y . ' 12' 
· girls, 14. 
203 Colorod Orphan .Asylum.................. 2-10 12 
2~ 1Iobrow Ot1>hnn Asylum.................. 5-11 14 
and proceeds of farm. ting, and sewing. when sick or out of employment. 
County appropriations, contri- Chair caning, sewing, knit- Placed in good families; bonus of 
but ions, proceeds of fair, &c. ting, and needlework. $500 required as guarantee. 
.Appropriation, collections, &c .. Sewing .................. Placed in good homes. 
Contributions and interest on Gardening, housework, Homes found or returned to county 
fund. and sewing. I house. 
By labor of inm<ttes ............ ..... ....................... . 
Contributions and board of chil- Dressmaking, housework, 
dren. and garuening. 
Contributions and coUllty tax ... General housework, knit-
ting, sewing, &c. 
Housework and sewing ... 
Good homes carefully sought for 
them. 
Proviucu with homes or returned 
to parents. · 
Placed in homes . County appropriation, contribu-
tions, and board of children. 
Voluntary contributions ........ j Houseworkaud gardening I Given suitable clothing and pro-
vided with situations. 
Dona~ion~. endowment, &c ...... l None ................... .. 
Contnbuhons and county ap- ........................... . 
propria tiona. 
Voluntary contributions ..•...•. General domestic work, 
sewing, farming, gar-
dening, and printing. 
Voluntary contributions .•••.••. J Housework .............. . 
Board of inmates, contributions,, Housework, sewing, and 
ancl endowment. J!;ardening. 
City appropriation and subscrip- Printing nml shoemaldng. 
t.ions. 
Indentured. 
Placed in homes . 
If deserving:, they nro allowetl to 
return to the homo whon sick or 
out of employment. 
Placed in homes ancl given cloth-
ing. 
Sent to friondl'l, indenturou, or 
placed at service. 






































malo Guardian Sooioty. ~t: no and legacies. ing. 
~ 207 llosmtal of Now York Society for the 
H~~:'fo~11~~~o~.fe~a1:~~.iai!~f~!r lf~-- ~ - :B~Y.~: · .2:-i"o;·~-ii ~ ·u~ii:::: ~- .A.i>P"r-~p~i~ii~;;.·- · co;;t~ib;;ti~;;8,· · :D~~~~ii~ ~~~"k · a.;;ci • ;e~: 
4-14 No limit.... .Appropriation, contributions, Housework, sewing, and 
.Apprenticed or adopted into good 
f~ilies and regularly visited by 
officers of the home. 
When restored to health are as-
sisted in supporting themselves 
or sent to orphan asylums. 
t;rj n o . ef of the Ruptured and Crippled. 
208 H oward Mission and liome for Little 
W:uJderers. a 
20!l I nst itution of Meroy* 
21'0 I Ladies' Deborah Nursery and Child's Pro-
tectory_.* 
211 Ladies' Home Missionary Society (Five 
P oints :Mission). 




New York Socioty for the Prevention of 
Cruel ty to Children. 
o~~~!nY!:?.l~m Society of the City of 
Orphans' H ome and A sylum of the Prot-
estant E piscopal Church.t 
:Roman Ca1holio Orphan Asyl um.·--·-·-· 
n oman Catholic Orpha u .Asylum ...•...•. 
and board of hospital pa- manufacture of surgical 
tients. appliances. 
2- I. No limit .... I Voluntary contributions.-···--· Sewing Placed in good Christian homes. 
2 and over--
2-14 
14 , .A.ppropriations, donations, and I Laundrywork andsewing. Placed in good homes, clothed, and ' 
labor of inmates. bavo privilege of returning. 
16 Contributions and city t ax ...••. Sewing ..•••••.••••••..•.. Boys placed at t ratles. 
.............. , .............. 
1
.A.ppropriation, contributions, 
and city tax. 
14 Endowment · -----3-12 
Sewing··-···········-·--- Given a good outfit and looked 
a.fter. 
General household duties. Indentured t.o tra.des· or r cturrlCd 
to friends. 
Limit, 16 .... 1 No limit ..• , Contributions, donations, and I None. 
members' dues. 
12 Endowment and contributions.. None 2-10 
3-8 12-14 Contributions and endowment._ 
4-9 No limit ... . I Charil;able contributions .•••..•. 
4-9 No limit .•. .! Charit.able contributions ...••••• 1 None 
R etnrnetl to friends. 
Homes are found. 
Returnoll to friends or placed in 
homes. 







~~~~!~;tii~~~e~~~~~ ~~=:~.~-:::::==:= I · ......... ~~ · I -~~-~~~::: :I. ~-~~~~t~~~l-~ ~-o-~:~i~~~i-~~~:::::::: I· ~~~-s~~~~·~ ~-~~. ~~~-i~-~::: I Returned to friends. 
St. Joseph's .Asylum in the City of New 3 Boy R, 13; Appropriation, contributions, Knitting, sewing, &c ..••. 
York. girls, 16. endowment, and subscriptions. 
.Apprenticed or placed at service, 
and have the privilogo of retm'D-
ing to tho asylum 'vhen out of 
221 I Sl Stephon'• Home fo• Childron •••••••• -~ ,_,. 1 " 
222 St. Vincent de Paul Orphan Asylum* ••••• 4-10 Bo_ys, 12; 





Charitable contributions ....... . 
Contributions, board of inmates, 
endowment, aml appropria-
. tiona from excise fund. 
work. 
Good homes are found. Domestic work and use of 
sewing machine. 
General housework and I Situations found. 
use of machine. 




The Societ.yfor the :Relief of Half-Orphan j··············i········ ...... 1 Voluntary contributions ...•••.. 
and Destitute Children. 
Oswego Orphan Asylum.................. 2-14 14 Appropriations, contributions, ..•••..•••••••••.••.••••.•.• 
interest on fund, &c. I 
Returned to friends or put in 
homes. 
226 I :Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum .••.•••••• 10-15 
*From :Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
t From Roport of the Commissionor of Education for 1880. 
Contributions .......••••••.••••• Domestic work, farming, I Placcdatservice. ' 
sboom:1king, and tailor-
ing. 
















































How supported. Industries taught. 
1.2 1.3 
Provision for children who have 
left the institution. 
1.4 
227 llo;ao for thoFricndl<-ss of Northern New j Bo:ys, ~der I No limit. ••. l Ap_propriations and contribu-1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 1 Indentured. 
"Y 01-k. 12; guls, tions. 





2-16 16 I Appropriation .................. , ........................... . 
for tho FJ:ionclloss. and endowment. · 
~~\~~fle·:p~rtoa~t.!YiT::se .. ruia· E:<>~6- •••• ··- ·-2:io ·1· ··· ···· ·· · 1.2·1· A.pP"r-O:P;i~ii~;;: · · ~~;;trl.i>;iii.~r{;,·l:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Western N. ow York 1Iome for Homeless Under16 .... 1 16 Contributions ...••.••••••••••••• None .•••••••••••••••••. ··1 Placed in homes or with friends. 
nnd Dopeu<lont Cbildroo. I 
Church Homo of theProtestantEpisoopnl No limit .•• • No limit •... Board of inmates, donations, Gardening, housework, Placed at service or with friends. 
Church. and subscriptions. knitting, sewing, &c. 





234 Rochester Orphan Aaylum •••••••••••••••. l Underl2 .••. 1 No limit .••. City and county appropriation Household duties .•••••••. 
and contributions. 
Adopted into families. 
2351 St.Joaoph'sGermanOrphanAsylnm ..... l Under14 .••. •.••••••••.•••. Appropriations, contributions, Domestic work, knitting, 
&c. sewing, embroidery, &o. 
236 St. Ynry'a Orphan Bo~a· Asylum ....••••. 
237 St. Patrick's Female Orphan Asylum* . •.. 
2'J8 Children 'a 1Iome ....• -~ .. ..... .......... .. 
239 OnontlagD Uoonty Orphan Asylum ••••••• 
240 St. Joseph's Asylum and House of Provi-
<lenco. 
241 St.Vin.cent de Pn.ul'a Asylum and Schoolk. 






........ . ............ 
16 
14 
Contributions, &o ................................... · •...•.•. 
Contributions, donations, &c.... Housework, sewing, &c .•. 
County appropriation ......•....•.•.........••..•••••..••••. 
Appropriations and endowment. Housework and sewing .•• 
City and county appropriation. -•· ........................... . 
Placed at trades. 
Adopted or returned to friends. 
Returned to friends or placed in 
good homes or at trades. 
&c. and sewmg. 
2-14 1· ·············1 City and county contributions, I Domestic :work, knitting, I Situations and homes are found. 








































243 I Troy Catbolio Malo Orphan Asylum .••... 2-14 
244 Troy Orphan Asylum ....••••••••••••••••• 3-10 
16 I Appropriation and contribu- 1 Light housework ••••••... 
tiona. 
&c. and sewing. 
Homes in good families are found 
for them, n.nd tbe.v are visited 
semiannually until old enough 
to care for themselves. 
Placed in good homes or returned 
to friends or indenturetl. 
141 Appropriation, cont.ributions, I Housew~rk, gardening, 
2J5 House of the Good Shepherd . ............ Under 12.... . ••••• •• •• • • . . Appropriation, contributions, General domestic work 
endowment, and board. a.nrl ga.rdenina. 246 1 Utica Orphan Asylum ......••••••••••••• .I 2-141 14 By endoWIOOnt....... ••• • • ••• • . . Housework and' farming . ·I Returned to friends or placed in 
Placed in homes or at trades. 
247 Thomas .As;\'lum fot· Orphan nnd Destitute 
Indian Children. 
218 1 .Je:ff&aon County Orphan Asylum •••... •. 
249 Societ y for Relief cf Destitnto Children 
of Scnm<n . 
250 St. Jose1Jh's Male Orpha.n Asylum* ..•.•• • 






16 I State :tppropriation ...••••.•••.. j Honse duties, sewin~. 
fancy work, broom mak-
ing, and farming. 
16 I County appropriation and en- I Housework and sewing ... 
dowment. 
homes. 
Some placed at service in families. 
Homes found. 
Contributions and donations .••. Gardening, housework, I Pbccd. at service or r eturnP<l to 
and sewing. friends. 141 Appropriation and contribn- I Farming and printing . . • . Adopted or given to friends. 
tiona. 
14- 18 
14 By contributions .•••••••••••.••. Domestic work and sew- . .Adopt.cd. or placed in situations. 
252 1 St. J ames' H ome .. .. ..... . ................ . , No limit .... , No limit ... . 
253 ll~lmo.ilt CoUl.lty Children's liomo . •• . .. •. Under 16 . ... 16 
~ Gorman Methodist Orphan Asylum .• ••• • 2-U No limit .•.. 
By contributions .••.•••••••••••. 
Taxation ..............•••....•. 
Contributions of the German 
Methodists. 
in~. 
beWJng ................. . . None. 
House and farm work . .... Homes in fnmi.lies. 













~?o 9hild;ren's Homo* . •••.• ··········:···! Underl5 . ···\No ~m~t .••. 
Cmcmnutt Orphan Asylnmt .•.•••••••.••. 1-13 No hnnt .••. 
Contributions ..•..•............ 
Contributions and endowment .. 
sewing. 
None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Placed in homes. 
Housework, knitting, and Adopted or indentured. 
sewing. 
Clttss of Preservn.tion, Convent of the 
Good Shepherd. ·· 
German General Protestant Orphan Asy-
lum. 
New Orphan Asylum for Colored Youth t. 
St. Aloysius Orphan Asylum 
Cleveland Protestant Orphan Asylum t ... 
.JewiBh Orphan Asylum, I. 0 . B. B ..•..••. 
St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum ..•••••••••••. 
St. M:ru:y'sOrphan..Asylum ..•••••••••••• ~ 
St. Vincent's llale Orphan Asylum* .. , •. 





16-18 Labor of inmates . Honse and laundry work, Given entire outfit of clothing and 
sewing and fancy work. secured good situations. 14 1 Dona,tions, endowment, a.nd dues] H~msework, knitting, sew-~ Bound out to responsible part.ies. 
mg. 
18 Bv donations . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • . . None . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None. 
16 Voluntary oontril.mtions .....•.. Gener-al domestic work, Indentured and regularly visited. 
• sewing1 tailoring, farm-ing, s».oemaking, and 
baking. 
Undor10 .... •••••••••.•..•. Contributions and endowment •........................... ··1 Adopted into good f.amilies. 




Underl6 .•• ............. 
in g. 
Charitable contributions and in- Plain sewin~: ....••...•.• ,. Sent to St. :Mary's for further edu· 
dustry of inmate!!. · cation . 
.Annualfairandlaborofinmates. ·Household duf;ies and 
n~lework. 
Collecti&naand OOII.tribntions . • . Domeatio work: &ewing, l Returned to friends or I¥aced in 
1111d gar~g. familioa. • 
Taxatiotl . • . • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • G€neral houaevrork, gar- Indentured <Jr adopted. 
dening, knitting, and 
sewing. 
267 9 St.J'oaeph's Olplaan . .hylum .••..••••.•••. a-u 21 Self supporting .................... J TJP6110tti.DI anA pzmtillg.l Situations .found. 
*!'rom Report of the C<lmmisetooer ef MMMik>n i'M U181. t From Report of the· Commissioner of Ednootion fol'lsso. 
00. 
r;! 














T,,nLE XXII.-PAnT 1.-Statutics of homes and asylurnsjm· 01'J>llan m· dependent chilinrnjo1·l882-Continued. 
n 
:; ir 
~ ~~ el; 
~.-::; ...,~ 





How au pportcd. Influstries taught. 'Provision fer cbilllr<>JJ wl1o lH!\'e left the institution. 
1 
208 1 St. Vincont's Orphnn Asylum ..•.••••••••. 










270 I Montgomery County Children's Home* ... I Under 14 .... 
271.1 St. Joseph's Orphan llomo .............. .. 
272 Ebenezer Orphan Asylum ............... . 
1-18 
2-10 
273 1 Childre~'s Home of Lawrenre County ... ·1 2-16 
274 ·warren County Orpbnn Asylum nnd Chil- Under 16 ... ! 
dren 's llomo. 
2'i5 Mor~nn Co\luty Cbilclrcn'sliome. .... .. .. Under 16 .. .. 





11 ll) 13 14 
No limit .... 1 Voluntary contributions •••••••. Gardening, shoemaking, 
and tailoring. 
Placed in good families. 
Ge»eral housework, knit-
ting, and sewing. 
16 , .A.pproprilltions by State and I Household duties and sew-
county. ing. 
18 Members' dues and proceeds of ........................... . 
festivals. · 
161 Contributions, endowment., and I Farming, housework, and 
proceeds of farm. sewing. 
16 .Appropriations ..... . ........... Knitting mid sewing .... .. 
16 County tax and donations .................................. . 
Contributions .................. . 
Homes found for them. 
None. 
Employment is fnund. 
Good homes found or trade 
An outfit and home. 
16 I County: a:ppropriatiun..... •••••. .. .. . . . . . . . .. • . • . ... .. .. .. . . Placed in ho;mes. 
16 By taxatwn ..................... General holl£lework and Alloptoo or mdcntured. 
farming. 
Appropriations . .. • • .. •• •• ...... House duties and farming. Indentured or adopted. 
By charity ................................................. , Adopted into families. 
County taxation................ Domestic work and gar- Given an outfit of clothing. 
2771 F 11irmoont Childron'l! Home .............. , Under16 .... , 18 
278 llome for Fticncllcss Children............ 1-12 No limit .... 
79 Scioto County Cl:liluron·a Home........... 2-16 16 
. dening. 
iven. 
280 I Clarke County Cbilclrcn's Home .......... 1 Under16 ..• . 1 161 County taxation ................ Gardening and housework Homes secured. 
281 Citizen IToapltal null Orph!\n Asylum..... 2 .............. Laborofinmates ................ Housework and fa.rming .. . Clothing and money giv<>n. 
282 G(lrm11n Evangelical Luthornn Orphans' 2-14 14-18 Members' .dues, contributions, Housework and farming .. Clothing given and employment 
Aaylnm. and proce.eds of farm. rovidcd. 
283 Protestant Orpllans' Home ................ Boys under .............. By subscriptions~ ........................................... A~gpted or returned to fliends. 
12; girls, 
284 I Knoop Clliltlron 's llomo• ................. 1 u~X~~~~---. 16 I By taxation ..................... ! Farm~g, housework, and 
sewmg. 



































285 I Ohio Soldiers' and Sailors' OrphMls' Home. 3-15 16 I State appropriation ••••••••••••. Homes are fonnd, good outfit nnd 
money given accoi·dingly as each 
has contributed to the net earn-
ings. 
286 1 The .John Mcl:B.tire Children's Home* .•.. 
287 Children's Home 1Lndies' Relief Society)* 
!lS8 Home for Colored Children (Womelf's 
Christian AssociatiGn of Pittsburgh and 
Allegheny).• 
3-12 ·1 No limit.--- ~ By endowment .••.•••••••••••••• 
Underl2 .... Boys, 12 ..•. Contributions ........•..•••.... . 
2-11 . . . . . • . • . . • • • . Cont ributions, collections, and 
board of children. 
Domestic"work, dressmak-
ing, carpentry, farming, 
ga.rtlening, plumbing, 
tinning, printing, shoe · 
making, tailoring, t~lel!­
raphy, en~ineering, and 
wood carvmg. 
None •................... 
None .................... . 
Domestic work and school 
duties. 
Indentured until of age. 
Adopted or taken by parents. 
Placed in good homes. 
4-289 1 Honse of tho Good Shepherd .•••••.••..••• 
290 Protestant. Orphan Asylum of Pittsburgh ' 




~1 I St . .Joseph's Orphan Asylumt ..••••••••••. l Under 12 ..•. 
292 St. Paul's Orphan Home .••••••••••••••••. 4-16 
293 White Hall Soldiers' Orphan School ..•••. I Under 16 .... 
294 1 Chester Springs Soldiers' Orphan School.., Underl6 .... 
295 Dayton Soldiel·s ' Orphan School*.......... 3-16 
No limit .••. 1 Charity and labor ofinmates .••. j House and laundry work, I Given au outfit. 









Board of children, collections, 
and donations. 
Charitable contributions. 
161 State appropriation .•••••••••••• 
16 State appropriation .•••••• .' ••••. 
16 Appropriations .•••••.•••••••••• 





Fs.rming, gardening, and 
housework. 
Farmin~ and housework .. 
Domei!tiO work, sewing, 
knitting, farming, gar-
Placed in homos or returned to 
friends . 
Business callings found, homes or 
tradea provided. 
Sent to friends. 
Returned tO friends. 
Situations found. 
296 I Home for the Friendless •..•••••••••.••••• ! Under 12 .... 1 •••••••••••••• 1 Voluntary contributions .••••••. G:::;:lg,h~~:e~~rlta~a· 
sewing. 
Employment or permanent homes 
provlded. 
297 I St . .Joseph's Orphan Asylum ..•••••••••••. 
:!98 I Orphans' Home and Asylum for the Aged 
and Infirm of tho Evangelical Lutheran 
Church. 






i}~x!~rf0~}!iF;;e~~iY!e~u School ..•..•••• 




Placed in ~ood families ; if not 
proverly treated, can return t() 
asylum. 
3-10 ·••••••• •••••••. Contributions .•••••••••••••••••• ! General housework, cane 
seating, and gardening. 




Under16 ... . 
4-
1>-13 
16 I Voluntary contributions and! .••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• ( Placed in homes. 
weekly allow:mce from guar-
dians of the poor. 
16 l State appropriation .....•..••• , • 
18 i Voluntary contributions ..•..••• 
16 I State appropriation ..•••••••••.• 
State appropriation ..•••• ·:.~".· 




wark. sewing, knitting, 
and sh.emaking. 
None. 
Adopted or boulld out. 
!Ddentured according t0 law. 
.Ap,Proprilltion and contrlbu· ll'arm.ia~ and holl&eWO,:k .. l Given to fdelldl!l M' put to tradeR. 
tions. 


































3051 MoAli'lt~rYille Soldier&• Orphan School •.. ! Under16 .••. 
300 1 .Mnnsfield Sol<li<'rs' 01'punn School. ••••• ··I 
307 Mercer Sold1or~o Orphan Sohool.. -~ ••••.•• 
6-1~ 
5-1 
308 :Em a us Orplli\Il Ho\lBO.. •••••••••••••••••••. ~12 
309 Monnt Joy Soldiers' Orphan School~ •••... 6-16 
310 Sisters of tho Holy Humility ofMa.ry .•••. 2-14 
311 B.'\ptist Orphnnagot .••••••••••..•••••••••. 3-10 
312 Bethesda Cbildtun's Christian Uome •••.•• 2-8 
313 ' Bunl Orphan Asylm, of St. Stephen's ~ 
(;hurch. 
314 Church Hom(\ for Childr~.n .• ••••••••••••• 3-















How supported. Industries tangM. 
FK 
l:2 13 
16 I State appropriation ..•••••••••• -I Farming, gardening. 
housework, sowing, and 
ehoemaking. 
16 , .A:pp-ropriations· ..•.••••.•••••••. , ........................... . 
16 Stato appropl'iation. ••••• ••••• •• Fanning, garoening, g~n­
oral housework, and 
. sewin~. 
15 By ondo'Wmont ••••••• •• •• • ••• • • Domeatlc eeonomy and 
horticulture. 
16 Appropriation .••••••••••••••••. Domest.io work and bak· 
in g. 
18 Industry of the .community..... Domestic work, knitting 
and sewing. 
No limit •••. Contributions, legacies, &c ..... General housework, sew-
ing, &c. 
14 Voluntary contributions .•.••••. General house duties .•••. 
18 I Endowment •••••••••••••••••••. , Embr?ider~, housework, 
aewmg, &c. . 
Contributions and endowment .. Housework .•••••••••••••• 
13 I State appropriatioll and board I None ••••••••••••••••••••. 
of ehildl.'OO. 
Provision for chiMren·who hay~ 




Given tho supervisory· care of the 
institution. 
Goocl_ situatioM secured. 
Given education and homes I!Kl· 
cured. 
Placed in families or returned to 
friends. 
None. 
Suitable employment or homes se-
cured. 
Given an outfit of clothing, $25, 
and a trade or profession. 
Outfit of clothing and situation 
provided. 
Transferred to Lincoln Institution, 
where they board, and situation 
are found for them. 
Endeavo1· to find homes. 310 \FoetorHomoAesoointion* ················1 Boys, 3-9.; I Boys, 12; girls, 8-6 girls, 16. 
317 GiriU'd College for Orphans*.............. 6-10 18 
ens ltomo for Dcetltute Colored Cl1Udron t. ···[ 3-121 No limit .•.. 
By endowment .•••.••••••••••• -I Working in iron, baking, I Given an outfit of clothing worth 
:.?~~~ening, $50 and indentur~d to trades. 
Contributions and endowment • ·I None...................... Indentured unt.U 18 years of oge. 
































320 I Lincoln Institution ....................... , Undol'9 ..... , No limit .••. 
3!!1 Newsboys' Aid Sooietyt .••••••••••••••••. Under16 .... Nolimit .... 
State appropriations, contribu-
tiont!, and labor of_inruates. 
Trades and other employ-
ment-s. · 
None 
Provided with situations. 
Effort· is made to secure homes Qr 
trades for therq. 
322 I Northern Home for Friendless Children .. 3-12 I Nolimit .... 
Contributions nnd " l o d g e 
money " of the boys. 
By contributions and appropria-
tions. 
Mechanical drawing, &c .. l Indentured. 




Donations, endowment, ancl sub· 
scri ptions. 
Bound for a term of years, with 
~rivilege to learn a trade. 
32-!I.Prt'sbyterian Orphanage in the State of 
Pennsyl~ania. 
3-10 12-14 I Voluntary contributions .••..••. 1 ............................ 1 Suitable homes found. 
325 St. Mnry Ma_gllnteu de Pazzi's Asylum 
for ltalian Orphan Girls.* 
3-13 18 I ContribU;tions .••..••..••••• Sewing, &c ..•••••••••••.. 
326 "Tho Shelter" for Colot·ed Orphans •••••• 1§-8 10 I Contributions and legacies ...... , .••..••••••••••••••.••••.••. 
3~7 I Soldiers' Orphans' Institute ....•••••••.•• 5-16 Appropriation ................. . 
3~ 
32!) 
Southern Homo for DrstituteCbildron ..•. , 2-12\······--------j Contlibutions ......•.•••........ 
Western llomo for roor Children ..... .... Under 10.... 12-14 Contributions and interest on 
endowment and board. 
Housework, sewing, mak-
ing artificial flowers, 
mechanical drawing, 
wood and iron work. 
NoDe ................... .. 
Housework and sewing .. . 
Placed in homes gr retarned to 
fliends. 
Placed in families, to be trained to 
usefulness; boys, until19; girls, 
until18. , 
Find situations when 16 years old. 
Adopted or placed in homes. 
Indentured or returned to friends. 
331 BenoYolrnt Associ:l.tion Home for Chil- I 4-12 
330 I St. M.icbacl's Orphan Asylum* ............ 1 Under 12 ... . 14 \ Contributions and endowment •. 1. .......................... ·\ Im1entured until 21. 
No limit .... Voluutarycontributions ... . .... 1 None ..................... Indentured. 
dren.* 





011>hans' Homo of tho E~an~elical Lu-
theran Church. 
llomo tor Friendless Women and Chil-
uren.* 
St. rntrick's Orphan Asylum ..••••••••.•• 
St. Vincent's Orphan.A.sylum ........... .. 
337 1 Allegheny County Home* .............. .. 
338 Bethany Orphan Home . 
339 Chilaren 's Homo for Borough and Cou~ty 
of York. 
2-22 I No limit .... 1 Vohmtary contributions ........ ! Genern.l housework and 
Under 10 .... I No limit .... 1 Church contributions 
sewing. 
Gardening and general 
housework. 





No limit .... , Contributions, &c 
Boys, 12; Contributions ................. .. 
girls, 18. 
County tax ................... .. 
No limit .... 1 Church contributions .......... . 
9-16 Board of soldiers' orphans paid 
by State, donations, and sub-
Rcriptions. 
Contribution ancl endowment ... 
Comfortable homes provided. 
Return to friends, remain in the 
home, or go to sen·icc. 
Indenture(} or provided with good 
homes. 
Pltl.ced' in good familic11. 
Indentured or returne(l to friends. 
Indentured and furnished with 
two suits of clothing. 
Indentured. 
:Bonnd in families until 18, then 
pvon $25 and two suits of cloth-
mg; soldiers' orphans returned 
to mothers at 16. 
Suitable b~mes pr;ovided. ~0 I Bristolllome for Destitute Children...... 2§-10 Boys, 21; 
girls, 18. 
341 St. Mary's Orphanage t...... ............. Under 12.... 12 
342 Children's Friend Society............... .. Under 12.... No limit •... 
343 Pro~idence AsRocintion for the Benefit of 3-8 No limit' .... 
Coloi·ed ehi..Ld.ron. l 
Contribution~andsubscriptions.l Housework and sewing··· \ Homes found or placed at service. 
By contnbut1oB and bequests .................... - .......... Homes found for them. 
Contributions and income from Housework and sewing ..• 1 Placed in families or returned to 
invested funds. I friends. 






























!lf-i I St . .Aloysius Orpbnn .Asylum* ............ 1 3-14 
345 1· Holy Communion Church Institutet ...... , 10-18 
34G Thorn well Ot-phnnnge.. ... •••••• .......... 6-13 
3171 ChurobOrphnns'llomo ................... l Under14 ... . 
348 Nash•Hie Protestant Orphnn .Asylnm .... Boys, undor 
10; girls, 
no limit. 

















ProYision for uhildrcn who have 





Vohmtarycontributions ........ j Sowing, &c ............... ! Placed in homes or at trarles. 
No limit ... \ Board and dori11.tions ..... ..... . 
16-18 Contl'ibutions, endowment, and I labor of inmates. 
Church contributions ..•••••.••. 
Don::ttions and subscriptions .... 
12 I Contl ibutious and county :tjlpro-
priation. . 
Drawin~ .......... ....... . 
Domestic work, laundry 
work, sewing, bracket 
sawinf!, fu.rml.np;, paint-
ing, and printing. 
Domc!ltic work, laundry 
work, aud sewing. 
Domo!ltic work and or-
dina.ry school unties. 
Assist<ld in college. 
Assisted in finding situations. 
Good homes are provided. 
Adopted or pbcecl in good homes. 
Domestic work ........... I Homes found or returned to 
friends. 
350 I Texas Christian Orpbnn Home ·--------·1········------1·--------- By conLrilmtions .............. .. Agrieultura.l an<l mechan-
icaL 
351 nome for Destitute Children .. . .. .. ... • .. 1-12 
352 Provitlonoo Orpbnn Asylum . .. • .. .. .. .. .. 2-10 
353 J~kson Orphnn .As~lum ................. 4-9 
354 Norfolk City Female Orphan Asylum•.... 2-12 
18 I Contributions m1d endowment .. 
Voluntary contributions ........ 
16 I Contributions ................. .. 
General housework and 
cane seating. 
Domestic work, sewin~, 
and farming. 
Sewing ancl kiitting ...... 
18 I Contributions and interest on j Household duties and sew-
355 1 'Portsmouth Orpbnn As"Vum ............. . 6-12 1 .............. 1 Endowment ........... ~- .. -- .. - D~~~~s~~~e ~fr~ocf.~~~~-fund. I in:r. 
850 Ricltmontl :Mnlo Orpbnn Asylum t ....... . 
357 S• .. Joseph's Orphan Asylum ........... .. 
5-14 
4 and 12 
Contrilmtions and donations.... Cigar m.n.Jdng ..•... • • : •••. 
By charity...................... DomC'stlc work, scwmg, 
and uso of machine. 
Clothing aml $25 from those to 
'vhom indentured. 
Placed-in good homes. 
Gh-cn :m outfit of clo'.hing and in-
dentnre<l. 
Placed at service. 





































58 I St. Paul's Church Homo ..................... ! 5-10 I 18 I By endowment .................... J Dom<.'stic work, sewing, J Goodoutfitofclothingnnd.ahome. 
knitting, fancy needle-
work, &c. 
.. D~a 359 1 St.Mary'sOrplum.Asylum ···············1 No limit .••. ~---··········-~ Industry of Sisters of Notre~--·························· 
360 Home for the Friendl~ss* ................. No ~m~t ..... No l!m!t .•.. By cont~bn~ons ........................................... -···.······J Placed in. homes. 
361 Cadle Home and Hosp1talt .•.•••.••••••••. No lumt .••. No hm1t ..... By contnbutwns ................ Housework and seWlDg .... Adopted mto good homes. 
362 Northwestern Orphans' Home............. Under 12..... 15 Voluntary contributions.......... Kitchen and laundry work, 
sewing, farming, and 
gardening. 
63 1 St..Toseph'sOrphanAsylum .••••••••••••. , Under16 ..... , ••••••.••••••. 1 Donations, board of inmates, I Domestic work, garden- ! An cutfitandhome. 
proceeds of farm, &o~ . ing, aud sewing. 
G4 St. Miohael(Bl!ale Orphan Asylum....... 2-12 12-13 By private charity .............. All common school 
branches. 
65"1 Milwaukee Orphans' Asylum ............. . 
66 St . .Tosepl1's Asylum-···················· 
67 St. Rose's Orphan Asylum •••••• ·~···· •••. 
68 ~ St. Casimir Polish Bohemian Orphan Asy-
lum. 
69 I Taylor Orphan Asylum ........ ·····~······ 
Sewing, knitting, making 
of rag carpets, &c. 
General domestic duties, 
sewing, embroidering, 
2-10 I Boys, 12; I By contributions .•••••••••••••• +···---·-·· 
grrls, 14. 
12 Supported from St. Rose's Asy-
lrun. 
5-121 Nolimit ..... Voluntarycontributions ....... .. 
2-8 
&c. 
Domestic work, farming, 
sewing, and care of 
stock. 
Girls, no lim-~ Girls, nolim-I ·Collections ...................... ! ............................. . 
it; boys, it; boys, 
under 12. 13. 





St.1Emilian's Orphan Asylum .. . .. •• ...... 1-14 16 Contributions and donations.... Gardening ................. . 
'''iltt·nborgOrphanAsylum (Norwegian) ................................................... ------ ............ - .. -- ....... ------ ........................... -- ... 
German Orphan Asylum................................ 2-14 ................... Voluntary contributions ............................................................ .. 
NatioiJal Home for Destitute Colot-ed 3-12 12 Appropriation, contributions, Housework, knitting, and 
·women and Children. and members' dues. sewing. 
74 1 St. ,Joseph's Orphan Asylum...................... 5-14 14 Contributions and school ..................................................... . 
75 St. Vincent's Female Orphan Asylum t . . .. 5-12 16 Bequests, donations, and pro- General domestic duties .. . 
ceeds from fairs. 
76 WashingtonCityOrphanAsylu:in .••• ~ ••• Under14 ...... Boys, 14; Endowment .................... Domestic work, sewing, 
girls, 18. stenography, and type 
writing. 
377 Cherokee Orphan Asylum ···-'···-:··:•w•"" 8-18 
378 I Choctaw Orphan School .••.•••.•••••••••. 6-121 Boys, 18; 
I 
girls, 16. 
379 I St. Vincent's Asylum and Industrial .............. .. 
Home.* 
None Domestic work, sewing, farm-
ing, and printing. 
Appropriation .................. 1 Housework, farming, and 
sewing. 
.. ..... ··-··· .................. --··1·····- ...... .. 
Adopted, indentured, or returned 
to friends. 
Situations are found for them. 
Provided with good homes. 
Adopted or situations found. 
Placed in homes or at trades. 
Good homes secured. 
Homes found for them .. 
Given an outfit of clothing and a 
trade. 


















TA.DLE .X.XIJ.-PART l.-Statistics of komes. and aayluntB for orphan O';' dependent children for 1882-Continued. 
-d "Preae:ot inmates. Library. 
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1 1~ 16 1'7 18 19 ~0 ~1 Z:.l ~3 24 ~~ 26 2'7 ~8 ~9 30 31. 32 33 





~ g~~~~~~~~f~~g~:~It::::~::.::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~- "39" ~~ :::::: si ~ ~~ :::::::: ~~ ~~ ~g :::: .. 5. :::::::::::: 
4 Protestant Ol-phnn .Asylum................................ .......... $3,000 $3,000 25 23 4i3 .••••. 42 6 11 37 0 38 15 20 o 1 ........... . 
5 Qrpbnns' Home of the Synod of .Alabama*.................. .......... 3,187 2, 917 11 13 24 •••••• 22 2 10 13 1 16 11 12 .••. .••. 200 .••••• 
~ g~~~~~~h<>~~rp.re;~:~r:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~::: :.::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~::: :::: :::::: :::::·: 
8 Loa .A.n,rcles Orplum .Ae:vlnm*.. ••• •• ••• • • • ••• • •• • • •• ••• • . . $0 30, 097 29, 756 0 90 · 90 • • • • . . . . . . . • • . 22 65 a3 88 88 88 50 10 ..•....••••• 
9 LO.S .An~t-s Orphans' Rome*.............................. 0 2, 007 2, 721 13 18 31 0 22 9 3 20 a8 24 24 24 24 24 o o 
10 Latlies' .Mlief Society ........... :. ........................ 62, 000 6, 000 5, 500 .••. . .•..••....•••....•..••..••..• -•.•••. (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) •••••..••••• 
11 Sacrnmento Prot-N~tnnt Orphan .Asylum t . . . . ... . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 11, 240 9, 868 (98) 98 0 ................ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c300 •••••• 
12 Do.re' an<l Gil'ls'.A.id Socit>t:y....... .... ...•..........••...•. o 7,144 6, 265 52 8 50 1 7 53 9 23 2 57 25 40 ..•. 31 1, 400 300 
13 Chinese nud .Japnncao Mise1on of the M. E. Chnroh a . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 12, 565 10, 000 . • • . . • • . . . • . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . 40 . . • . uO 120 .•••.• 
14 Snn Frapoiac? Romnn Catholic Female Orphan A11yl.nm* . . 20, 000 88,559 36, 530 . . . . SO 880 .••••. 90 290 70 .,76 1134 380 350 soo ...... ~ ..•••...••••• 
16 Woronn a Un1on MiliSiou to Chinese Wom.cn and Childron 0 1, 000 1, 000 33 13 .•.....•••........•. 14 ..... ... 46 46 35 35 46 o . ..••.• 
10 Homo of Benevolence ... . .. .••••• •••.•••.••••.. •.••.. .••.. •••••• ..• . ~. 000 3, 500 16 22 311 0 38 . • •. 3 35 .... 38 29 20 20 o 50 .••••• 
17 St . .John's Ors;tnn Asylum................................ 0 8, 658 10,660 ..•. 60 30 30 30 30 1 29 4 34 20 25 .•.. 6 ........... . 
l: ~.Ji~~~<f"Srp~~7~~~~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::~ ::::·so·:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::~:: ::::::::: 
~ Snnta. Cruz,remalo Orpunn Asylum....................... . •...•.... 6, 521 6, 369 .... 70 70 •••••. 70 .... 10 22 .••. 70 70 70 so 27 ...... .••••• 
2~ ~o~1~:!t i'a~~r:~~~1o~~.!~i~~~:::: :::::: :::::::~:: ··-- i.· 232 · ··· 2i,· 757 · · .. 21.· 9so· · s3 · · 42· --j25 · .... o· · si ··44 · · 22 · iiia · .. o · ioo · · 6o · ·so· · ·-· · · · · · ··2·8·1· · · ·•• ·o· 
2.1 ~ 1\ ~ ·r ~ ~ '> ? ·••· •••· ~ roVa60rphon.As:vlum .. ............................. 0 9,185 8,9~ lL 0 11.. 0 ........ 13 97 e2 .••.•••.•••.• ••..•• . ••••• : •••••• 
2-\ HlgeP9rtProteatantbrvhanAsylum .................... 14,457 3,479 2,482 16 16 32 0 16 16 5 27 o 32 31 25 o o ····-······· 
25 llartronlOrpbauAsyltun .............. .................... 100,000 12,000 12,000 43 23 62 4 .................... (b) {b) (b) (b) (b) 500 50 
20. St. Cailtnt·ino'R Orpbnn .A11ylum .....••.•••.•••.••••••••••••••••.•..•..•..•......•............ ~ 30 0 28 2 6 8 1 25 25 25 20 25 200 .••..• 
27 MJtldl{)lto:t County Orphans' nome*........................ o 1, G99 1, 382 13 3 16 . ••. . . 10 6 1 15 o {b) {b) (b) ~) (b} o o 
U Uomo for tJ1o l!'rlentllo.qs•. .•.• ••..••.•••••• •••••• ...... •••. 2, ooo 3, 734 s, 385 ......•..•..••....••......•..•.......... (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .......... .. 
~!) Nt~w llnven Orpltnn .Att:vlum .•.• •• ••••••• ••••• ...... •••• •. 40, ooo 13,884 13, 629 71 60 113 8 G4 · 57 10 61 4 112 112 112 112 112 1, 000 .••••• 
llO St. ll'rnnoiK Otplum .As):lum t.... .. ...... ... ... ...... ...... o 7, ooo 7, 000 67 72 139 o 1134 5 61 78 0 114 114 114 114 11~ o · ••••• 



































Sl Home for Friendleea and Destitute Childront --·-···· ••••• (2, 000 4, 772 4, 756 36 24 60 0 • • • . • ••• 6 14 o 30 24 24 o o 350 .••••• 
3!! St.Peter'sFemrueOrphan.Asylumf;. ••••••• ·.~~---..._........ 0 ......................... 57 57 •••• : •..•..••. 57 .•...••. 45 45 35 .•...•...........•.• 
33 .AulfUstAOrpban.Asylum .•.•••••••••••••••• ~.u-·"•""""" g250,000 g105,662 g101,305 54 30 84 •••••• 75 9 15 69 .... 36 37 26 ........ 600 .•••.• 
3,! St. ~y's Orpb!Ul.Asylum .••....•••••••••••••• .;........... •••• •• . . • . 1, 000 . . . . ... . . . . •• . 21 21 .•• . . . . . . . . . . . 10 11 . . . . 19 19 19 ••.••• . .•.. .. .••••• 
35 Columbus Female Orphnn .As:ylumt. •••••. •••••• ••••••••••• 19, 500 1, 400 1, 400 . .. . 15 15 .•••.. 15 . . . . 11 4 . . . . 15 11 11 . . . . 1 · ...•...•..•• 
3Q 0I'}lbans' Home, North Georgia Conference*............... 0 4, 000 .••. .. ... .• 13 10 23 0 23 o 10 13 o 19 19 15 o o . _ ........•• 
37 .Applet~nChurcbHomo ..•••.......•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••.••••..... . 2,000 1 2~ 23 0 23 0 1S 5 .... 21 20 20 o o ..........•• 
as Orphans' Home, &>uth Georgia Conference ............. .-.. 600 4, SOO 2, OS5 16 19 35 .•••.. 35 . . . . 20 14 1 2S 20 15 . . . . 7 ..........•• 
39 Episcopal Orphans' Home* ...•.•...•••. -··•-···--·-····-· cl, 100 •••• .. . . . . c1, 800 0 22 22 0 22 . • • • 15 7 o 22 22 22 o o o ....•• 
40 Union Society, ~thesda. Orphan Homo .....••••••••••••••• ·-······· 7, 000 7, 000 3G . .•. 36 .•••.• 34 2 .•.......••. 34 30 24 ......•........•..•• 
41 German E>llllgelical. Lutheran Orphan Asylum........... •••••••••. 7, 332 6, 305 62 41 102 1 •••..... 33 70 .... 93 93 93 ....•.....••••.....• 
43 Orpbnos' Home of thellissouri Synod .•••••••••••••••••••..••••••••. , •••.•...•••••................•....•••••••.•.•...•........................••..•..•..••...••.• 
43 St . .Agnes Orpbnn .Asylum*................................ . ••• •••••• 1, 300 1, 300 22 18 40 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 22 17 1 22 22 22 .........•.....•.... 
44 Chicago Home for tho Friendless.......................... ••• • • • • • • . 21, 751 21, 713 45 20 64 1 25 40 25 35 6 40 30 50 25 65 . . . . . . 150 
45 Chicago Prot~tant Orphan .Asylum........................ .•••••• ••. 17,158 16, 693 120 50 168 2 . •• . . • • . 30 140 . . . . SO so 35 .........•.........• 
46 St. Josoph'a Orphan .Asylum*............................. 0 .•••......•••....... lOS 150 258 .••••• 246 12 30 95 ..•. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ... o 
47 Uhlich Orphan Asyhuu...... .•••.••••••••••••• •••••• •••••• S, 000 6, 000 6, QM 45 25 70 .•••.. 65 5 23 47 .•. . 54 40 30 20 15 80 
48 Gorman Catholic Orphan Asylumt......................... 0 32,062 31, Sal 50 46 96 o .••.•••• 16 so o 76 76 76 o o o 
49 lllinois Soldiers' Orpbl~ns' Home........................... 0 44, 6SS 50, 036 145 144 289 ..•... 269 20 55 234 ..•. 273 273 273 273 273 1, 722 
50 Home for the Friendless~.................................. 1, 100 200 7041 2 3 5 o 4 1 3 2 0 5 4 4 o o 100 100 
51 St...A.loysius Orphan Asylum.............................. .••••• .•.. .••••• .••. 3, 000 38 2-8. 64 .••••• 33 31 8 56 .••. 60 60 60 48 ••..•••••••••••• 
52 WoodlB?<l Home for Orph~s and Friendlesst .•••••••••••. .•.... .... .••••.. .. . .••••..... 4 6 10 .... .. . ... . . . . 4 5 .... 10 10 10 10 10 ...........• 
53 Evansnllo O~hnn Asylum ..••.• : •.•••••••••••••• u ••• • • • 2, 000 4, 832 4, 532 33 35 46 22 67 1 24 43 1 23 36 23 . . • . 23 . • . . . . . .••.. 
M Asylum for Fnondleas Colored Children*.................. 3, 000 ••••.••••. 3, 000 42 17 0 59 59 o 11 47 1 28 44 44 « o o. o 
~~ g~~~~~l~t!~e5Yri>h"~·A.Sji~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ·2s· ·26· ·--54· ··--o· :::: :::::::::::: --i·. ·42· :::: :~:: :::: ·42· :::::: :::::: 
57 Indianapolis Orphans' .Asylum*............................ hl9, 92.5 .••• .. • ••. 11, 138 159 86 •......••••. 241 4 23 203 19 150 150 150 150 150 o ..... . 
58 Jeffersonvillo Orphan AsylUIJI. .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••......•.........•........ 15 16 ll1 o • ••• . • . . 10 21 o (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) o o 
59 In(liana Soldiers' Orphans' Home.......................... 0 24, 000 24,000 98 56 154 ...•••.••..... 82 72 o 122 122 114 38 154 275 o 
60 St. Joseph's Orphans' Manual Labor School................ • ••• • • • . ... 7, 000 ,7, 000 100 . . . . 100 . •• • • • . . • . . . . . 40 60 .••. 100 100 70 .•.. 100 200 so 
61 Childr('n's Homo of Madison............................... .•••••.... .••••..••. ••••••.••. (23) •••....•••••......•..........••................................. 
62 Gibson Oeunty Orphans' Home . .•..•..••.••••• ; •.......••••••••••••..••.......•••••..... 16 8 24 ...••. 24 •••. 10 14 .••. (b) (b) {b) (b) (b) .••.....••••• 
63 St. Joseph's Orphnn Asylum and Manual Labor School.... ..•••••••. 2, 989 3, 032 2 40 42 .••... 42 ..•. !4 28 .•.. 35 28 21 ..•. 42 250 ..•••• 
: ~~~~; .. t:Ji~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: .... ~:~~~- .... ~:~~~. ~~~- :::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: 
66 Wernle Orpha.ns' Home .•.••..••••••••••••• ~............... ' 0 6, 000 6, 000 63 47 110 ...... 110 .... 60 50 .••. S4 ~ 65 : ••• 40 .......•..•• 
67 Rush County Children's Home* .•...••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••..••.•......•.•••.... 20 10 22 8 .................... 25 25 14 . . .. 25 .•....•••••• 
68 Henry County Children's Home. ···· ~····"······•········· .•.••••••............•••...... 19 14 29 4 33 . . . . . . . 18 .•. . 27 27 16 16 . . . . 100 .••••• 
09 St. .Arin's Female O~an Asylnru .•.•••.••••• ~ •• ,... •• • . • • . . •••• •• • . • . 5, 000 5, 009 .... 151 151 . .• • . . 96 • 55 93 58 o 124 54 124 . . • . 35 70 .•••.• 
~~ i5!:~~c~~~tt:~u~r~':.~'B:~~:~:::::::::::::::'::::::::·: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: -~~-~-~~- ---~~- :::::: :~:: :::: --~- -~~- --~- -~~- -~~. -~~- :::: -~~- :::::: :::::: 
72 Germo.n nnd English .Asylum for Orphans' and Destitute- 0 1, 900 1, 870 ...............•.... ; ••...........•......................•......•..••••• Children. t ,. 
~~ .~~:~~~~~!;~~·n~~~i~l:::~_r_.~~~~:.-?.~~1~~~: ::::~::::·: · ...• ~! .... :::::::::: ~ 1~ 1~ ~ ~~ - :::: -~~- -~~- --~- ~~~- ~~- ~~- ~~~- ~~- :~:~~- :::::: 
• From Report of the Commisaione; of Education for 1881. ct The central station of this mission, which is at Snn 
t From Repqrt of the Commissioner of.Educatipn.for 1880. Francisco, includes a mission school and an asylum 
a. Nnmber of destitute 9r abandoned children. for Chinese women ~d girls; there are branch sta-
b Children attend public school. tiona at San Jose, Oakland, Sacramento, and Chico. 
c Tn 1879. ~Number of-abandoned children. 
f Those statistics are from a return for the year 1881. 
~ f~c~:0~s valne of real estate. 
i Sex not reported. 
j$100 .per capita. fol' snpport and special appropriations 















































TADLE XXII.-PART 1.-Statistics of homes and asylum.<t for orphan or dependent child1·en for 188'2-Continuecl. 
] Present inmates. Library . .... 
.p . ----
m Sex Race Parent- Orphanage Instruction; number oo ~ 
~ • • a.ge. · taught- cD ..:S 
~ ~ cD • 
Nama. I e1> • 00 '0 ~ ~ 
Po e s:~ . . ~ s:~~ 
~ .a . ,g ~ . ~ - ~ "'"''0 
§ cP ~ cP - .t:J • ~ ~ fr ] b£ biJ 8 ~ . f3 ~,g 
s ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ·r ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ F-1 ~ P-1 ~ o Z P-1 0 IIl P-1 \ ~ ~~A~ Z ~ -----------------
Swed~ O>~bono' Homo ••• ~·-·······-----·-------·------~----~-~- ....... ~--- --.. ~--- ~~- ~~- -~~-- -~~-- ~~ ~~~~ I ~~- ~
6 
~~- ~~-: ~~~~~· ~ ~~~~-~~-
f~~l~!~~~r~~~dl_t:;i~·(s~~dl~h):::::::::::::::::::: ....... !~. ·--~~-~~~- ... ~·-~:~. :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::
1
:::. --~~~- ... -~~ 
St. Tlioruns Orphnn.Asyltun................................ . .. .. .. • .. 1, 500 1, 500 90 .. . . 90 .. .. .. SO . .. . 50 40 . .. . 50 30 30 . .. . 30 . 500 ..... . 
g~~~~~. ·l>~t~fn~t~~~r6~·~3lioDi6: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: g~ ·2o· ... 4i. :::::: :::::::: --3-~-32· :::::::: ::.: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: 
13nptis~ Orphnns' Hom~.................................... 30,000 6, 000 6, 000 10 23 33 0 33 0 10 23 0 15 15 15 o 1 500 ..... . 
GormnnBnptist0l'}lhnnliome............................. .......... 1,719 1,203 11 21 .................... 31 .......................... : ........... .. 
German P1·otestnnt OrJ>han As;vlum....................... 25, 671 9, 418 8, 464 40 44 84 0 0 84 44
1
40 0 68 68 68 50 68 85 35 
Mnsonio Widows' aud Orphans llome...... ... .. .... .. . • .. tl23, 5731 a26, 635 a21, {)87 72 b83 ............................................................... . 
Orphann~o of tho Good Shepherd.......................... 2, ooo 5, 051 4, 800 32 . .. . 32 ... .. . 26 6 14 15 . .. . 32 32 32 .. .. .. .. 400 ..... . 
St.Josopu'sGerman.OrphanAsylum....................... 25,000 6,000 5,500 53 44 97 o 88 9 48 48 1 .............................. .. 
Kentncky Femnlo Orphan SchooL......................... 120, 000 8, 099 9,~88 0 83 83 0 83 . • • . 20 55 . .. . .. . . .. .. 73 .. .. 51 675 30 
St. John's Asylum......................................... . . . .. .. .. . ... .. .. . . . .... .. . .. 1 29 30 0 30 0 19 11 0 30 30 30 30 30 150 15 
Clevelnnd Orphans' Institutiont ....... ........... .......... c75, 000 c5, 000 c3, 000 .. .. 2-6 26 . .. • .. 26 .. • . 16 10 .. .. 24 15 16 .................. .. 
Ol'Phn.us'liome Socjetyd ............................................................................................................ ____ ...................... .. 
Asylum for Destitnto Orphan 13oys. ... . . . •• • . ..... • .... .. . 100, 000 . .. • • .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. 54 o 54 o 30 24 30 24 o 54 M 54 o o 300 .... .. 
Jewish Widows' and Orpho.ns' Home...................... 21,091 25,307 29,792 62 53 115 ...... 20 95 34 81 .... 87 87 87 25 62 455 o 
Lonisiaoa Asylum* .......................................................................... 72 .................... 72 ........ 72 72 72 ................... . 
LouisinnaFrOOdman's13aptist Orphans' Home*...................... 400 500 4 5 0 9 9 .... 3 6 .... 4 4 4 .... ..•. 25 .... .. 
~~g:~~~1.:~~~~-?-~~~-~~=:~~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ""i,'i23' ...... 6ii9" :::: ~~~- .. :~. :::::: :::: .:::: ~~~- :::: :::: ~~~- ~~~- ~~~- :::: ::: : :::::: :::::: 
The Protostant Orphans' Home............................ 7, 000 10, ooo 8, 000 36 51 87 . .. • • • • .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . 64 64 64 ................... . 
Children's llomo ......................... ; . . .. . . . • .. .. . . .. . 42, 300 4, 500 4, 500 10' 26 36 .. .. • • .. .. .. .. 20 16 . .. . 30 26 .. .. o .. .. 400 o 
Asy.l.nmofOarLndyofLonrdos ......................................................... 112 118 .................... 9 .... ---- ~ 215 1200 170 .................... .. 
Fem!'le Orphrm As)·lunl of -Portland....................... 84, 000 4, 359 3,188 . . .. 34 33 1 24 16 6 20 . .. . 25 22 20 .................. .. 
:Bnltnnoro Ot·phan Asylum ......................... .......................................................... --·- ................. --·· ................ -·---- ..... . 
Boys' llomo:................. .. .. . .. ..... .... •• ••• ... . . .. .. 10, ooo 11, ooo 11, 875 84 .. .. 84 .. . . .. 40 44 24 .;o .. .. 84 84 84 .... . 
60 
1, 2og 2gg 
General GonnnnOrpbnn.As:vln~t- ...................................................... 50 311 (86} ........ 29 5~ g ~g 1 ~g ~ 60 
1 1
;





































~~~ j ~~0;f~~i~f1~,~~1~~b~~;~d-Gi~i;.;::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: -~~- g~ --~~~- .... ~. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~ ~~~- ~~~-~~~~ :::: :::: :::::: :::::: 
107 St . .J:nuO:i' Homo for Boys............ ...................... 6, 608 16, 1!)1 17,115 36 . . . . 36 +- ••••• 33 3 18 16 . . . . 36 nG 36 . • • . . • • . 612 113 
108 St. Mary's Iremolo Orphaliue School.... .................... 2, 500 8, 000 8, 000 . ••. 145 145 ...••..•...•.. 120 25 .. .. 145 145 145 . . . . 12 500 100 
109 St.Pnul'sOrpbanAsylum*.......................... ... .... . .... . .... 3,000 3,000 ..• . 25 25 .............. 5 19 1 23 23 ~3 •••• 10 ...•.. 25 
110 St.Yinc('nt's:MaloOrphan.A.sylum....... .. .... .. ..... ..... 0 .••••...•. 3,000 42 .... 42 .•••.• 42 .... 4£ .....••. 42 42 4~ ....... . 2,500 150 
111 Bnltiruoro:MauunlLal>orScboolforlndigentBo:-s.. ...... . . 75,000 ....... ... 4,000 46 .... 46 .•... .. ....... 4 20 .... 46 46 46 . . .. .... 100 ..... . 
112 llomo I'Ol' Friomllt ss Uhildron of the Diocese of Easton.... 6, 000 1, Hll 1, 046 0 19 19 . •• . . . 19 . . . . 1 18 . • • . 18 13 13 ......... ..•...•••.• 
113 Lonts l!'emale Orphan .Asylu.g1............. •••••.. .. . . . . . . . e17, 300 2, 500 2, 500 . . . . 9 9 . . . . . . 9 . . • . . . . . 9 . . . . 9 9 4 0 0 0 0 
114 Ral<lwiu Place Home for Little Wanderers. . .............. 57, 000 21, 000 21, 000 69 38 102 5 107 . . . . 53 54 0 107 60 50 ...... . ..•• • .. .••.. . 
115 BostonFemRloAsvlum .................................... 225,000 15,500 15,500 0 85 85 0 42 43 10 61 .•• 73 73 73 0 73 0 0 
116 Chihh-en'sFriondSoci£>ty*... ..•.. ....................•.•. 40,000 .•.........•........ 22 1 35 54 3 28 .••. 7 50 .• • . 30 30 30 30 30 .••....••••• 
117 Chihlron's Mission to the Children of tho Destitute in the /50, 000 10, 077 8, 713 (28) · 28 .......• .. .....•...•...•................. ..•...•••..•••••• 
City of Boston. I 
118 ChurchllomoforOrt>hnnn_udDestitnteChildrea ...•...... 75,000 10,002 10,000 50 50 100 .•.....• •..••. 33 67 .... (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) .••••••••••• 
119 Housooftbe.A.ugelGuardiau.................... ......... 0 32,15o 32,147 206 0 200 0 .....••. 58 100 .•.. 19tl198 1!!8 0 3 .... . . .••••• 
120 Dr.MartinLntberOrphans'IIomet ..••••....... ..•••• .•...... ....• . 4,000 6,000 21 12 32 1 .. .. ............ 0 31 31 31 31 31 150 .••••• 
121 St.Vincent's0rphan.A.sylum* ......................... ...... ......................... . . . ... l149 149 0 .... . .... ........... 135 120120 .... 3 ..•••..••••• 
122 HaverhillCbildron's.A.id Soc-ietyt... ... .. .... .... ......... 7,000 ...... .... .......... 7 6 13 .............. ........................................... . 
123 Protectory of Mary Immaculate........ .................. ....... ... 5, 300 5, 500 36 62 98 ...... 21 77 65 21 3 61 50 43 .... 60 .•••••.••••• 
~~~ ~~~Jc{~~~r:~rRt~~ift~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ...... 6oo· -~:. ··4· ····4· :::::: ··4· --~- ~ --~- 1~ .. :. 1f 1! 1~ ·::: :::: ·····: :::::: 
126 NewBcdford Orphunll'llome ............. . .......... ...... 78,369 4,127 3,778 12 16 28 .•••• . 22 6 4 14 .... 20 :w 16 ·20 20 :: : :: ..••••• 
127 Newton Ilomo fot· Or >hnn and Destitute Gil-ls............. 4, 000 2, 761 3, 000 .. . . 19 19 0 19 . . . . 2 13 3 19 8 8 4 .•.........••••• 
128 1\Iassnohusetts Stato ~rimary School.............. ........ 0 58, 486 58,485 315 156 438 33 .• •...•..••..••... . . 391 376 351 o 34 514 .••••• 
120 n_ome for Destitute Children .................... .......... .... ............... ... ... .............. .. .. .. ......... . ...... ..... ... ....... .......... ... ............ . 
130 Cit:rOrybnnAsylnm .......................... :··· ··········· 0 8,0~~ 8,000 42 4o1 83 0 52 31 57 26 0 65 48 48 0 0 .•.••..••••• 
131 Seamen s Orphan nnd Ch1ldron s Fr1end Socwty. ...•.•.•.. 40,000 5, 7oo 4, 214 1~ 46 56 2 .••...•..••. . ••..... (g) (g) {g) (g) {g) .••••••••••• 
132 Cbildrl.'n'sHomo* .......... .. ............ ... ............... h14,856 h7,341 h5,226 24 22 46 0 .... .. .. 6 14 0 (g) ( Ill) (g) (g) (g) ........... . 
133 Orphruu1' Home-. Children's Friend Society*... . ........... 16, 000 3, 205 3,197 16 14 30 0 30 0 2 28 0 25 25 15 ~5 25 165 41 
134 StatePnblioSchool ........ ..... .... ...................... 0 48,362 47,779 263 48 302 9 143 168 26 110 0 301 290 301 eo 25 1,100 300 
135 HomefortlleFriendless*. ................................ . 0 .................... 56 ..•. 56 ...... . ... .... ...... . .... ..... .. . ..... o o o ..... . 
136 St. Anthony's Malo Orphan Asylum..... ..... ....... ...... . • . . . .. . .. 4, 186 4, 242 94 .. .. 93 1 . . . . . . . . 58 36 . . . . 86 86 86 ...... _. 200 25 
137 St. Vincent's OrpbanAsylum.:.... .•.• . • ..•••• ••••••.••••. 0 8, 000 8, 000 26 132 158 0 i103 i29 81 77 0 100 50 30 .. .. 5 800 300 
138 Home for the Friendless.......... ......... .. ........ .. .... 1, 500 2, 413 2, 317 29 22 50 1 12 39 1 27 1 {g) {g) (g) (g) (g) ........... . 
13!! Cbiltlren'sHome .............. ............ : ••••••••• .'...... 0 ........................ 14 14 .......................... 14 14 14 o 0 0 0 
140 St.Joseph'sOrphan.A.sylum*. ..... •..••..• ••••••• •••••••. .•...•.... 2,000. 2,000 20 43 es .••••• 83 . ••. 10 53 ..•. 63 63 63 ..•...... •..•..•••.• 
141 St. Mary's Orpbun Asylum ..........•.. .••••••••••••••.•• ; .......... ... ........ ...... ...... . 12 12 .•.... 12 .... 1 10 .... 11 10 10 .........•••.••••••• 
142 St. Pau1's Protestnn t Orphan Asylum .•• • •. • ..•••• •. ••. ••. 11, 000 3, 000 3, 000 25 10 35 0 19 16 2 33 . . . . 30 30 30 ................... . 
t!! t"?i~~~~If~~~- ~~~~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ······ · ·o· ··· ·4: ooo· ····4: ooo · 41<33> o ···4i· ·· ··o· ·i2· ·29· ·27 · · i4. ··o ·37· ·37· ·37· .. o· ·i2· i;ooo· ····40 
145 St. Mary'sOrphnnAsylumt........ ....................... .......... 3,895 4,134 .••. 73 .•• •.• ·.•·•·• . . ...... 139 . 32 .... 67 67 63 68 25 .•.....•.••• 
146 Female Orphan School. ..... _ .... .......... .'... .. . . . . .•. • • . 10, 000 10, 000 10, 000 . . .. 85 85 . • • • • • . • • . . • • . 20 30 • • • . 85 85 85 . . .. 50 200 .•••• • 
147 Catholic Protectorate of St. Louis ........... ....••.• :..... 0 .•••....•........... 52 ... , 52 ...•.. 51 1 8 18 0 50 50 50 0 50 300 .••••• 
tl~ 1 ~o~~s~Fil:~¥~i~~dl~sastf.~1~~-?.r.~~~~-~~~~-~-::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ··9· t~ 1 ~ ····o· -~~- :::: :::: :::: .. : .. :~ .. :~. -~~- ~ --~-- - ~-····a·:::::: 
* From Report of tho Commissioner of Eu\lca tiou for 1881. cin 1879. g Children attend public sc~ool. . 
t From R eport of the Commissioner of Education for 1880. dlnstitution practically suspended since 1874; buildings h Includes report of the Sprmgfield Homo for Fr1endlesa 
aFar two yoara. in process of reconstruction. . . Women. 



















TAnLE XXII.-PART 1.-Statistics of homes and asylums for orphan or dependent .child·ren for 1882-CoD;tinued. 
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.s J•9 ,... _:':__ 22 2a 2" ,... 2& 2~ 2s "" ao a• a2 aa 
150 , Episcopnl Orpbnns' IIomet .••........•.....• :............. $20,000 $6,000 $6,000 20 130 50 0 .•..•••..••••.•...•. 20 20 20 .... .... 0 ..•••• 
~~~ 1 8~~~~ ~t'vi~o~~;~~sLo;h~~~nA~;f~t:::::: ::::;::::::::: ··· · s; ooo · ···io; ooo· ···· s; ooo · · 7i · ·55· ··i26· ···· o· i26. · · o · ·6o· ·66 · · ·o· i26. i26 · i26. i26 · · i2 · ··iao· ·····5 
l:•'l Uon>'~O ot tho Good ShCip;rorcl (Class of Preser~at10n) .•••••.•••.•....................•••.•••. 121 121 .••••. 30 91 63 43 .•.. 121 121 101 .... 121 .•••.••••••• 
i~~ j ~t Y~~~~g~~8c~~~~~f.r:,~~o~~:1~.::::::::::~::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: ~~~- --~~~- :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::j:::: :::: :::::: :::::: 
156 St.Josuph'sMaleOrpban.Asylnm* ................ ". •••••••. : ••••••••..•••...•.....•...... 250 ..•........••.•......... 30 220 .•.. 250 80 80 80 .... 0 .••••• 
157 CentrnlWosleynnOrphnn.Asylum ...••••••••••••••••••••• .••••••••. 2,679 2,783 18 14 32 0 1 31 19 13 .... 25 25 15 .........••....••••• 
J58 St. Loni!l Protestant Orphan .Asylum............................................................ 96 0 •........................................•.....•••.• 
J59 Smt.oOrphnns'Home ........................................................... a17,000 29 19 48 0 .••..... 5 43 0 48 47 44 o 0 760 30 
lflO Orphans Home• .••.•.•......•••••.•.•..• ~................ b1,500 2,326 2,156 9 17 26 .•••.......... 11 15 .... 24 16 16 ........ 250 .•••.. 
liH Nowllaml'c;hireOrphnns'Homo ..•.•.•... - ••••..•••••••.. 11,000 4,000 3,000 19 15 33 1 30 4 15 11 .... 24 16 22 .... 30 4~0 9 
162 Childtl'D'IIllomet .......•••••....... -....................... .••••••••. 1,903 1,730 8 10 18 .••••• 18 .... 0 18 0 (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) .••••••••••• 
ltiS CnmchmllomoforFrioncllessCbildren• .....•....•...•••.. .•........ 2,043 2,043 21 9 30 .••.....................•. 16 16 12 20 .......•....• .. • 
161 'Vt>.'lt.Jerse.vOr}>hnnageforDestitute Colored Children*.. b1,000 3,621 d3,283 10 6 .•...• 16 .................... 16 16 16 .••................. 
165 Cl>ildrou'sl!'rionclSeciotyt .........•....... .............. 0 ••• :...... 5,000 17 22 39 0 11 28 8 30 1 35 35 30 o o 575 20 
166 Union .Asaocilltion of tho Children's IIome of :Burlington 1, 000 2, 200 1, 577 18 6 24 0 24 o 5 19 o 17 15 16 o o 50 o 
Connty . .-. 
167 Nownrk Orphnn Asylum e .••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 •• ,. •• 49,940 
lOS Ornn~e Orphan Hornet .•••••.•••••...••••••••• :........... 2, 000 
169 Pmtl•st:tnt Orph:m .As~-Ium .Assoeintion• .••••• ~---.. .••• .. 22, 661 
170 St. Ynr)'s Or:phnn.Asylumt................................ 0 
171 .Albany Orphan Asyhu~ .•••.•.•.•••.••••••.••••.••••••.••. 90,000 
172 OrJ>hanR' Home of St. Potor'ti Church..................... 1,375 
173 f;t. Vinccnt'sl!'emnle Orphn.n.Asylum._ •••.••.••••••••.••..••....•.. 
17-l St. V1ncl'nt'RMnlo0rphnn .Asylum ....•••••....•••••.•••••.•........ 
17~ CC\yugn Asylum for Doatltnto 'Children.................... 23,000 
170 ~t. ~!11ry's Cntholio Orpl1nnngo• ···········:··············· .••....... 
1n Ru~quCihnnnt\Vn.11oyUomo................................ o 
l78 , llruoklyn Union fur Chrl.itlt\n '\Vork .•••••.••••••••••••• 4.. 6, 000 
16,555 9,700 I 56142 98 1••••·• 47 51 3j 61 .•.. 82 36 82 50 170 400 
a6, 208 a3, 399 18 23 39 2 . . . . .• . . 3 36 2 25 25 12 . . . . 18 260 
7,214 7,139 (64) .•... .,.. ............. ___ , .••..••......•.............. 850 250 
.• -- . - . - - . . --. - - . - - . 100 100 200 - . - - . - . - - . . - - . . - - . . - - . . - • . . - - . - • - ~ .. - . - • • . - • - . . -- .. - . -- . - -
29,280 28,247153 81 234 0 ········ 70164 .••. 218 170170 ........ 310 10 
1,735 1,295 0 17 17 ...•.. 13 4 10 7 . •.. 17 17 17 .....••..••... . ••••• 
23,542 22,790 .... 278 278 ...... 82196 81197 .... 232 165190 ······•· 30 ·•···· 
9, 834 9, 775 122 0 122 0 31 91 32 90 0 114 90 90 0 64 3115 37 
5, 880 6, 023 59 28 7g 8 .... ---. 11 56 0 70 50 54 30 70 330 ..•••• 
7,760 6,914 54 48 ...... ·••··· .................•.. . .............•..... ······ .••.•• 
9, 909 9, 909 78 16 87 7 94 0 12 38 1 85 85 70 . • • . - - .. - - - . - - .••••• 
























































Convent. of the Sisters of Merey* •••••••••••••• •••• •• ·-··· •••••• · • •· 70,233 64, 355 · · · · 297 ·•· · · · · ·•· · · · • • -~- • · · · · · · · ••· · •• · · · ··J· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · ··· ·· Home for Destitute Children/ .••..•..•..••••••••.••••.•••..•••....•. *g27, 000 *g27, 000 94 77 171 0 ..•...•. 24 76 ..•. 138 138 138 o 138 230 10 
Orpl1nn As:vlum Society of the City of Brooklyn.......... 159,250 45,594 32,659 198 112 310 o 102 208 49 261 .••. 279 182 279 279 310 ..........•. 
Orphan'\' Home Church of the Holy Trinity.............. 82,099 13,117 12,4.86 45 29 74 .••... 74 .... · 24 50 .... 69 f 69 69 ..•................. O~hnns' Honse on the Church Charity Fouutlation of 15, 000 . . . . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . . . 42 33 75 o 50 25 S7 38 o 75 j 50 50 . . . .. o 1, 700 300 
st. J~sJ!
1
~~~e·--·········' ······························ ••••••.•••.••••..••...••...••. ·630 .... 63o ...... 235 395 .........••. 46o 398 398 4ao 46o 375 10 
St. J~1:1eph'~ Femnle Orphan .Asylum*....................... .••• •• • • . . .. .. . . . . . ..••...... 0 .562 559 a ........ 125 357 .•.. 410 400 410 0 0 .••....•.••• 
St. Vmcent s Homo for liomeless and Destitute Beys...... 0 7, 727 7, 6119 43 . . . . 43 ..•••..•............... · ... 43 43 43 . .•. . .. . 0 ...•.• 
l}g~~~J~g~~~1u~·~-~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ··aa5."ooo· ···22;879· ---i5;954· ·53· ~ ---~~- .... ~. -~~- --~- --~- -~~- :::: -~~- .:~. -~~- :::: :::: :::::: :::::: 
Church Charity Foundation . • •• • . • . . • • • • . • . . • • . •• • • • •••••• 23, 000 8, ooo 6, 900 21 27 48 . . . . .. 45 3 24 24 . • • . 43 39 43 13 . . . . . . . .. . . .•... Evan~rlical Lutheran St. John's Orphan Home............ 0 8, 788 8, 832 38 36 74 0 22 52 47 27 _ . . . . 71 71 71 8 74 1, 000 50 
Gennan Romnn Catholic Orphan Aeylum. ••• • • • ••• • ••• ••• . 0 16, 853 16, 400 59 30 89 0 . • . . . . • 10 79 0 80 59 59 24 . • . . o ..•..• 
St. Vincent's Female Orphan A.sylum.. ••••• ••••••• ••••••• •••• •• . . • . 11,160 10, 330 . . . . 68 • • • • . . . ••• . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . ....• 
Ontario Orphan A.~~·lum* .••••• -~- •••••••••••••• ···•u ..•. 27,250 5, 484 4, 738 55 17 69 3 . • • . . •• . . • . . . •• . . • • . 58 72 72 0 0 120 •••••• 
St. Mary's Orphan .A.sylnm .................................................................................. _ ....••..•• _ ..•..••.. . _ ..........•......... _ .. _ ..•.. 
Orphnn House of the Holy Saviour .•••••••••••••••••• -... 0 4, 467 4, 456 38 53 90 1 91 0 12 76 3 70 49 49 .... 91 ...... ~5 
St, Mary'e Orphan Asylum and School..................... .••••• •••. 3, 987 3, 883 7 18 25 ..••.. 10 15 3 22 •.•. 25 18 18 18 3 256 ..... . 
St Mnla~by'e Home ... ··.· •• · ••.•• · •..•••• ••••• •• •••••••••. 0 13, 038 13, 038 78 71 149 0 27 122 13 98 0 116 98 98 13 4 &70 20 
Hudson Orpba.n_and Relief Association*................... 69,415 10,862 6, 939 44 23 67 . . .. .. 40 27 28 42 o (c) (o) (c) (c) (c) ........ · · · o Southern Tier Orphans' Home............................. 2, 800 I 4, 7351 4, 678124 161 38 213911 110 251 5 29 29 29 0 140 I 80 I 
Home of the Friendless ...... . . . . . . . . . • • • . •• • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • 600 4, 853 4, 519 (38) 35 3 30 8 1 31 {) 30 30 30 o o 
Wartburg Orphans' l!'arm School of tho Evangelical LntA· 0 6, 000 6, 000 32 1 27 59 . . • • . . o 5.!} 59 . . • . . . . . 59 59 '59. 59 59 .. soo · · · · · · · Cll'anChnrch. 





Colored Orphan Asylum . • • • • • • . •• • • • • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • . • . 161, 878 
Hebrew QTPban Asylnm ......... Y..:.. ••• ••• • •• • • ••• • • ••• • • • 200, 000 
Hebrew Sheltering Guardian Sooie11y* ..••••••••••....••.••••••• • •.•.. 
liomo for the Friendless, American Female Guardian So· 0 
ciet:r. 
Hospital of New York Society for the Relief of the Rupt· 
nred and Crippled. 
Tiowtn-d Mission and llomo for Little Wanderers i... ... .. 0 1~, O!i8 18,388 1 0 1 0 1 i'... 1 
1
•••• • • • • 1 1 1 . . . . ..........••. _ In~:~titution of Mercy*...................................... 0 20, 064 24, 847 ..•. 206 206 . .•• . . 68 138 271 15 0 166 100 160 50 2061 300 25 
Ln!liea' Debornh N~sery and. Child'~ Pro~ctory*: .• _. ••.••• 0 17, 580 17, 5~2 109 90 199 0 ... . .... 18 161 . ... {c) (c) (c) (c) (c) .......•••.. 
Ladies' Home MiSSlODary SoCiety (Five ];>omts MiSSIOn)... 0 28,659 17, 9t6 23 43 65 0 6 59 8 17 0 (j) (j) cl> (j) (j) ·2, 3QO 37 
Leake and Wn~ Orphan Honse ... _. ••. ·••·····.· .• ····-:·· ••••••••• ·•• · · · · · • · ·••• · ..... 89 58 147 . ••••• 98 49 147 .•...••. 139 127 125 15 147 !1, ooo .••••• 
dren. . 
h85, 676 
4, 055 36 19 49 0 24 125 2 28 0 30 30 43 0 49 . . . . . . .. .... 
25,903 175 118 .•. . . . 293 290 3 98 189 14 245 200 121 0 29'.:l 600 50 
~: ~~g 2~g l~g .. ~~~. :::::: ::::1:::: ::~. :::: :::: . ~~~~ . ~c! . . ~c!_ . ~~)- . :c!. :•_ ~~·~ .... _ ~~ 
h86, 978 86 78 164 .•••••.••..•....•. ·-.. 0 . • ~.. 90 90 72 -... 280 30 
41, 409 89 84 173 . •• • . . 44 1~9 . 19 46 1 • • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . 650 80 41,499 
Orphan Asylum Society of City of New York*.·--:· ..... ·••••••••• .......... -····· .... 101 65. 166 0 156 10 103 i3 .... 166 166 166 .... 1C6 ........... . 
Orphans' Home and Asylum of the Protestant Episcopal . •• • • • • • • . 17, 914 17, 038 67 74 141 0 .................... 100 85 70 o 141 58G 89 ~~ l 
New York Society for the PreventiOn of Cruelty to Chil- . 0 16, 615 16, 993 ..•..••...••••.••••. . .......•....••...•......... _... . ...... -~- •••.•.••••• 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
t From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1880. 
ain 1879. 
1 This home was erected by the Brooklyn Industrial h Includes report Qf 12 industrial schools and of a branch 
School Association and represents school No. 3 of . home at \)cea.n.port, N.J.; a new obapel has been 
that association. It is intended as a home for such built, the cost of which is included. 11In 1880. 
cChildren attend public schools. 
d :J:ncluding payment of mortgage of $2,400. 
~TheN ewark Orjjbnn Asylum .A.ssoc.iation l!ae several 
auxiliary societies. 
v.ery poor children as require a home as woll as a i The object of this mission is mainly to assist families 
schooL in their own homes. 
g This money is used for support of 6 industrial schools j Average attendance in day schooU30. 



















T,\l:r.E XXll.-PAnT 1.-Statistics of homes and asylums for orphans or a~pendent children for 1882-Continued. 
~ Present inmates. Library • .... 
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1 
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;; ex. · age. , o • taught'- S .S • 
8 d ~~ 
~ . "0 ~g 
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<j ~ r"'l ~ ~ R fs 8 ~ R 0 ~~~~~A~ lZi ~ 
·~ 16 ----;;-- 1S 19 20 --;;;:-- 22 2~i 24 25126 27 2S 29 30 I :u ~2 33 
I I 1---1---l-l-l--l--1-l-l-1-l-l-1-l-1-1-·--·--
!?ltl I Roman Cntbolio Qrphnn Asylum ........................ --~ $0 (a) (a) .... 3741 373 
!.!17 Rolllan Cntholic Orphan ARylum.. .. •. . ........ ...... ...... 0 b$104, 828 b$100, 933 425 0 425 
:.!18 I~omnu Cnlholic Orphan Aaylum.......... ...... ..... ... . . . 0 (a) (a) .... 155 155 
:.!19 ~t..Tnnw!i'lioUlc ........... . . ............................. .......... 6,640 4,355 3 53 
:t!O ~t .• To>:~t<ph't! .asylum in the City of New York............. 00,000 40,172 30,449 199 144 
:!:!1 St. Htepb!•u 'aliomo for Children . .. ... .................. .. ..... . . . . . 43,525 43, 525 239 2GG 
:.!!?:! 1 ~I. Yiuccut do Paul Orphan Asylum* . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. • . . .. .. . . . .. 15, 736 14, 239 , 51 97 






Thn Socit-ty for tho 11diof of Half Orphan and Destitute .............................. 110 76 
Uhiltlr1'll. I 
_:::; O!lwo~o OrlJlmu Asylunt ........... ...................................................... 19 13 
~.!~ ! I~omnu Cntholio prphnn Asylum........................... 0 (a) (a) 75 ... 
2:!1 lltlJUO fur the FncudleRs of Northorn New York........... 0 4, 311 3, 932 16 22 
:.!:.!8 \\'1.'/ltdtc!ltrr Tmupornrv Home for Protestant Obildren.... . ... .. .... 6, 741 4, 543 49 16 
~5~ ~~;~~{:ii:~~i~p~;~~h-!~~ir~~:o·a;;li iio~~-i~~-llie :F;ie~dioo8: :::::::::: ~: ~!~ ~: ~~~ ~~ ig ,. ~ · 4o·/-- .. o., .. 3 .,. 37 -~--3 ., . i7 ., .. 2 .,. 27 ·1· 22 ·1· 22 ., .. 4.1::: :1::::::1:::::: 
!:31 "ur.\f:l~~~-e": York llome for Homeless nnd Dependent .0 6,182 6,148 13 2 14 1 15 .... 2 5 8 15 15 s 8 .............. .. 
::J'.! Chmcl1 !Iotuo oft he Protestnut Episcopal Church......... 7,142 4 894 4 614 (43) 






...... . .. . 
~34 'Ro<•ht•Btel' OrJ,lhnn ABJlum.. .. . .. .. ............ ...... ...... 23,183 13,952 13,542 74 25 94 5 10 89 8 49 23 79 79 79 .... 79 930 · · 100 
~::~ ~t. ~0:-<l:P!l'R Gl•rman O~'l.tnn Asylum...................... ... ....... 22, 572 21,850 33 56 89 0 30 59 47 42 .... 60 50 44 .. .. 4 2, 110 114 - I· t. . fat~ .·" Otpltnu Boys Asylum.......................... .......... 9,132 9, 000 130 o 130 o 125 5 90 40 .... 100 100 180 50 100 ........... . 
~li St. I'at1 hlk' l!'omalo Orphan Asylum* ........................ , . .. .. .. 6, 359 6, 083 1 69 68 2 68 2 15 50 0 62 42 42 0 0 ........... . 
:.!:Jtl l t:hlllirPII'Rllomo........................................... 7,000 3,000 3,136 27 9 · 32 4 27 9 4 19 .... 34 24 30 ........ 250 ..... . 
!!3'J lhlou<l.•gll (.;ouut · Orpbnn Asylum......................... 57,000 15, ooo 13, ooo 93 48 133 8 91 50 25 80 1 120 120 120 10 2 352 24 ~l'l H!.. rTtr.Rl'}.lh's .A11ylum nnd llouso of Provlclenc. e............. .......... *10, 409 *10, 337 *81 •241 ...... ······ · · .......... · · ...... , ....... , ........ ----1····· ...... . 
!!H HI. Yiul)otJt tloPnul's Asylumaud School• ................. o ............ ...... ...... 101 101 ...... 27 74 76 25 ... !JS !>5 95 !J5 ... • ...... , .... .. 
21\! ~t. \'inccnl.'lll•'t•mnloO•·bnnAs:vlnm.............. ........ o 15,1!10 13,00! 0151 151 0147 4 28123 .... 133Ja5l:J5 0 1 200 o ~43 'l'wy (.;~thullo. Mull• Orpean Aey1um. ............ ...... .... 0 27, 7UO 27,130 2C..'7 o 266 1 GO 207 · 42 197 .... 2~0 1H3 \W6 0 lUi :ns 4 
1 1100 1274, 93 1281 , .... 1374 ,37413741 .... 110 0 178 247 105 320 0 400 309 350 .... 127 
0 16 139 76 79 0 140 140 140 
--~~r .... f ~~r 2~f~~~f ~~~- ::::~~~f~~~f~!~fl:~~: l ·~f --~~r':::::: 
"i59. :::::: ·4o· ii9·,--r,· ·95· .. o.b2· i42. i42. i42 159· .. 56(>1-- --so 


























75 . . . . . . 10 65 44 31 .. .. 50 50 50 . . .. !i3 230 0 
38 .... -. . .. . . . .. 7 30 0 28 22 7 0 0 . • . .. . .. .. .. 
54 11 ........ ........ --~· ............................... . 
42 2 
366 0 

















































































'l'roy0 :1lh :~ n Asylum---·································· 56,7931 14,352 13,620 54 50 103 1 153 51 11 04 .... 97 97 97 .... 97 .•••••.••••• 
Housl' ot tho <1oodl5h!>pherd............................... 9,000 4,149 4,124 20 19 39 0 26 13 4 19 0 13 12 13 o 22 ______ .••... 
Uticn. Or plmn .Asylum ...... . .................. . ........... 144,931 13,621 15,709 70 50 113 7 100 20 8 98 o no 53 53 ........ 069 o 
Thomas.Asylumt'orOrphnna.n<lDestituteindianChildren. .......... *9,580 *9,249 53 51 ...... c104 ........ 55 49 .... 102 98 84 .... 74 ........... . 
J oife• sonCountyOqJhan.Asylum ......................... *26,000 *6,000 *4,500 16 8 19 5 .... 9 ............ 20 24 24 .................. .. 
SocietyforReliefofDestiluteChildrenofSeamen ........ *50,000 *10,050 *11,148 68 35 103 ...... 47 56 16 75 .... 96 90 90 .... 103 ........... . 
St. Joseph's Male Orphan Asylum* ........................ ......... : 6, 232 5, 840 104 . .. . 103 1 ........ 21 66 3 87 70 70 15 7 72 .... .. 
Orphan ..Asylum........................................... 1,025 14,452 14,033 73 81 154 0 154 0 50 100 4 li't4 154 100 .... 154 200 50 
St. James' llom(Y•.......................................... o 1,200 850 40 45 85 o .................... 85 85 85 .... 85 300 .••.•• 
BolmontCount:vCbildrcn'sHome......................... .......... .......... 9,068 43 25 63 5 .... 4 .... 21 2 61 61 43 0 o 0 o 
Gorman Mcthooist Orphan .Asylum........................ 1, 000 6, 500 4, 400 20 18 38 ...... 37 1 21 17 .... 38 38 38 .... 38 425 50 
ThoChilclren'sHomo* ..................................... 3,607 13,156 13,156 i01 316 717 .............. 38 ...... . . (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) 400 ..... . 
Cincinnn.tiOrphnn.A sylnmt ............................... 100,000 10,000 10,000 88 68 156 .............. 22 70 0 d75 . ............... 200 30 
Class of Proson •ation, Convent of the Good Shepherd . . • • . 0 955 4, 887 0 50 50 0 7 43 10 35 0 45 45 45 0 0 320 0 
German Goncrnl Protestant Orphan Asylum............... 58, 851 25, 529 25, 479 46 51 97 0 1 96 62 35 0 75 75 60 60 0 0 0 
Now Orpbnn As:rlom for Colored Youtht.................. o 1, 200 .......... 13 9 ...... 22 22 .... 13 7 2 ............................... . 
St .. .AlovsinsOrphan.Asylum .............................. 35,000 17,000 15,000 1120 110 230 .••... 
1
2:?8 2 5Q 180 1
1
1 200 170 170 100 100 ........... . 
UloT"_e1and Protestant Orpbon As~lumt....... •• • • • • • • . • • .. e~o, ooo 9, 135 8, 910 (54) _ ................................................... el, ooo ..... . 
Jew1sh Orphan Asylum, L 0. B. .o....... .................. loO, 000 44,000 40,000 168 122 290 0 1259 31 52 238 0 290 290 290 120 8 800 50 
St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum .............................. . .................................. 109 109 0 109 .... 45 64 .... 89 60 60 ................... . 
St.:Mary'sOrpban.Asylum .................................................................. 102 102 0 102 ... ·. 30 72 .... 102 102 102 .................. .. 
St.V'incent's:MaleOrphanAsylum*....................... 9,127 17,770 9,287 216 .... 216 .............. 144 72 .... 200 90 100 ........ 1251 25 
Frnnklin County Children's Home......................... 0 23,374 21, 64v 101 36 f120 f16 135 2 15 70 4 107 72 107 ......... 150 
St.Josoph'sOrphan.Asylum............................... .......... .......... *9,000 72 o 72 0 50 22 ............ (d) (d) (d) (d) 12 3 ooo 
St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum.............................. 0 12, 000 12, 000 94 101 194 1 65 130 97 98. 0 175 130 no _ ... 195 '300 30 
St.Poter 'snndSt.Joseph'sOr.r.hanAsllum .......................... , .................... 200 150 350 0 ........ 100 j150 .... 300 250 j250 .... 6 300 .... .. 
MontgomoryCountyChildrensHome .................... .......... .......... 12,326 75 35 ............................................................. .. 
St.Josepb 's Orphan Home. ................................ 18,000 .................... 7 11 18 .............. 9 9 .... 15 15 12 .... .... o ..... . 
Ebenezer Orphan Asylum................................. 4, 000 G, 000 5, 725 36 24 60 ...... 55 5 20 40 .... 45 45 45 .• --~3 360 5 
Children's llome of Lawrence County ................................................... 21 6 27 ...... 27 .... 5 14 .... (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) .: .... ..... . 
Wo.rrenCountyO~han.AsylumandChildren'sHome .................................. 35 10 45 0 41 4 2 24 .... 30 30 30 o .... 150 ..... . 
Mor~an County Children's Home.......................... • .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .... ·8, 254 21 21 42 0 39 3 .. .. 28 .. • . 22 20 12 .................. .. 
Was in~t~n County Children's Home..................... 0 . .. . .. . . .. .... . • .. .. 52 27 72 7 79 .. .. 4 54 1 54 25 15 10 54 100 76 
Fairmount Children's Home............................... 0 11, 457 .U, 457 100 30 124 6 90 40 30 60 4 100 80 66 .. • . .. .. 325 10 
Home for Frienclless Children...... .... .. ... .. .. ... • .. .. • .. • ••• • • • • • • .. .. .. .. .. 1, 000 10 5 15 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. • . .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 
Scioto County Children's Home............................ .... .. ... . 6, 535 5, 401 34 30 64 0 43 21 27 37 0 50 20 50 .. . . 64 o o 
Clo.rkeCountyChHdren'sHome........................... .......... .......... 8,000 58 12 59 11 65 5 5 30 ,g35 50 50 40 .... 50 50 3 
CitizenHospitalandOrpbanAsylum...................... .......... *2,000 *2,000 80 98 1'i8 ...... 89 89 40 50 10 75 75 75 .... 3 .......... .. 
German Evangelical Lutheran Orphans' Asylum.......... 0 2,753 2, 383 23 16 39 0 14 25,28 11 o 30 30 25 o ' o 40 0 
ProtestantOrphans'Home................................ .......... 4,826 4,080 25 14 35 4 ........ [ o 24 .... (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) .......... .. 
KnoopChildrcn'sHome* ............................................ 11,530 11,336 42 36 61 17 78 0 6 53 0 60 66 51 0 o ..... 0 
Ohio Soldiers' a.nd Sailors' Orphans' Home................. 0 146, 251 132, 634 436 241 672 5
1
643 34 129 459 .... 625 625 625 0 625 1, 226 .... .. 
6~~i~e~~sl!fr<;;~~i(i,~~i~:,rR~l1elf~::~:i:ii*~:::::::::: :::::: ........ o· .... 4; o75·~---- 2~ oas· . :i4. -· 9 .... 23· -... o· :::: : :::~--o .. ·2 ... o. ·ia·1· ia· .. 6 .. i3 ... o .... 92- ..... o 
Homo for Colored Children (Women's Christian Associa- .......... 1, 595 1, 877 30 18 0 4~ ........ 15 29 4 20 12 12 .................. .. 
tion of Pittsburgh and Allegheny).* I 
* From Reportofthe CommissionerofEducation forl881. b These amounts are the total receipts and expenditures d Children attend public school. 
t From 11eportofthe Commissioner of Education for 1886. of the four institutions under the c_ontrol of tho board e. In 1878. 
a See Roman Catholic Orphan .Asylum numbered 217 of of managers of t.he Roman Cathohc Orphan Asylum f Rnco of lnot 1 eported. 
this tabl'3. in the City of New York. [} Nmube!' of abandoned chiluren. 
















































T.,t~u: XXII.-PART !.-Statistics of homes and asylums for orphan or dependent childTcn jm·1882-Continued. 
] Present inmates. Library • 
..... 
Nnmo. 
§ Se R Pnrent- 0 hana e Instruction; numb~r rt3 ~ ~'~ x. ace. a<Te rp g . taught- Q;l ~ = "'. - a Q;l • 
~ ~ ,.<:;; ~ 
4> • 0 -+" Q;l 
.e ~ ~ cri d .!: .s !": 
0 .... • ,<:l t>Jl :;3 • 0 g 
.... a) :a ~ . rd • ~ U) fr ;§ en biJ s ~ . ~ ;;,<:l 
§ a ~ Q3 -.; $ ~ ~ .~ j o ~ ~ .s ,t; -~ .~ 'S a3 ~ 
] g ~ 3~ ;a~ ~~fr~5~~1:~~.; ~ 
""j H 1"'1 .... ~ ~ o ~~oi-"4~.P:ip--<!lAt"l ~ H 
-------~ --------------------------~----
1 15 16 1'1 18 19 ~ 21 22 23 24 25 26 2'1 28 29 30 31 32 33 
I I j----J----J-J-I~~I--1--1--1-1--I-1--I-I-1-o-o--o--
lloufl.o of tho Good SbopllCTd . .............................. , $0 $12,000 
l'nl! l'~t:mt Orphan .Asylnm of Pittsburgh and .A.lloghcny.. 200,000 18,447 
:)t. -TO"~l'P h' !4 Orphnn Asylnrut ...•.. ..•. .. •..... ••.... •..... ..•. . ..... 8, 431 
$12,000 1·-··1100 
15,515 82 90 




0 1 80 120 110 1121••••!14112,121·· -·1··-- 1·· ····1··· ~--0 ..... ·~· . . . . ... . 0 145 82 82 28 172 400 20 
0 100 16 76 100 0 130 130 130 .... 2 •••••.•••••• St. Paul's 0l]'lbnn Roruo . .. .. . . .. . . . . ...•.. .•.•.. .•••••.•.. 500 6, 000 6,000 
35,000 White Hnll Soluirrs' Orphan School . ............................... .. ........ . 
Cht•>4h:t' Splin~;s Sol<lit•r>~' Orpllan School ...••.•••••• •••••· 0 ·••· ·•.· · · ·1· ··· ··· · · 
l >:t) tun Soluiet:!~'. 01·pl1nn School* . . . ••• . • •••••• •••• •• •••••. 15, 000 28, 500 28,500 
llonw for tl1e l! nonillcss .. .. . .. . ••. .. •.. . •. ••• . •. . . • . •••••. 5, 000 3, 815 3, 578 
St. ,Tnsrph'" Orpbnu .t\~ylnut . .•• .. . ...... .•. . .. .•.•.. ...... 0 6, 8.00 6, 060 
ias - ~ i04 ... 242· ::::::1:::: :: ::li2i. i2i ., .. o.j225 ·1200 · 2Do ·12oo · i50 · "45o· .... so 
135 63 188 0 ........ 125 63 •••• 18{) 180 180 160 170 1, 000 12 
90 92 182 0 182 0 75 1071 .•.. 1821182 1821182 182 350 0 
33 32 {)5 .. .. • • 50 1!i 15 50 .. . . 52 56 56 25 62 360 40 
45,75 119 1 1120 0 175 4.5 6, .............................. . 
55 22 77 . .. .. . 77 • • . . 28 49 . • .. 76 52 52 20 77 11, 080 30 Oq·haut~' Homo nntl As:Pnm for tho Aged and Infirm of 2!l, 664 all, 2GO 10, Ga5 
p~~1\!,"if~~~~i~~ ~1:W1;~Dll.?~~~~~:............ ........... ....... ... ...... .... 1,827 11 10 I 21 1 •••••. 1611-511 151 0 171717171 0 I 0 
llnrfonl SoldiC'l'!l: Oriltan School. ..•.••••....•••• ··-·--···· .••. ... ... 37,000 37,000 120 117 237 0 237 0 10 50 0 237 237 237 2.37 237 300 
llonw tor tho Fnenclltl!e.... .... . .. . . . ..... .. .....•. ....... 4, 000 1, 500 1, 500 0 b18 18 0 18 0 1 17 0 18 18 18 18 18 150 
0 
125 
Uuioutown,S_ol<lit:rs'O~p!tnnScbool*........................ .••. ... ... 25,000 25,000 102 S!J 187 4 191 ................ 191 191 191 191 .••.•••••. 
1 
..... . 
llocuo for }ncudll·ss Cbcltlrcn of tho C1ty and County of S, 000 11,4119 8, 494 ........................... . ........... .................. ·-· •••••••••••• 
I .. nnc·Mtrr. 
Tn->~~h·r Or]lhl\ns' llomo....................... ....... ... . . 0 12,000 12,000 86 51 
'MeA lu•tt'n-i\1•• Solcli!'n~' Orpbnn School................... . 0 27,000 27,000 135 104 
MnnRfidu Soh1icrs' Orpbnu Sdcool. ................................................... ... 114 81 
Mt•rct•t· Solclil'nl' Orpllau School......................... .. ..•. .. .... 40,000 40,000 176 115 
l:mnnl\Orphnn Uouso...................................... (c) 8,000 3,000 lG 13 
Mr..To.\ SOlui(\rs' Ot·phnn Sl'bool•.......................... .......... 45,000 .......... 168 l2i 
~hd<'l'S oftlm IIoly lluroilitv of Mnry...................... 0.. •••••••••• •••••• ... . 4 31 
Ullptillt 0r]llHIIHIJl;Ot. ..... • : ••. •••••. •••••• •••••• . •••••• •• • ••• •• .. • •• 3, '391 3, 663 10 8 
UttiH·tH1tl Chi1th-t:n's Chri11tian llomo .. . . . . . . . . . . •. •• •• . • . . 30, 000 9, 000 -9,000 75 70 
llunl Orphan A ,.yJum of St. Swphen's Cburch. •••• •• • •.• .. 400, 000 17,108 16,790 . . .. 00 
:.:hun•h Homu fur Chil•lren . . . .. • •• .••• •. • •. • . . .•• . •• • . . • . • ..• . .. .. .. dl4, 070 d12,£>4 (08) 
l'lh, 'Etlm·ntlonnlllmno.................................... 30,900 e35,699 e32,339 
1
220 I 0 













0 137 .•.. "... . • . . .. • . 137 137 137 137 137 800 
• - •••. 239 ..•. 119 120 0 239 239 239 .... 239 700 
•••... .... .••. .•.. .• . ••... .. .. . . .... ..... ... 4_00 
• • • • . . 201 . . . . 85 110 0 291 291 280 224 50 300 
.•.. . - 27 2 28 1 . . .. 28 23 23 . .. . . . . . 200 
200 
75 
4 292 .. . . . • . . . • . . . •• . 292 292 292 292 292 500 200 
0 18 17 . . .. . • . . . . • 30 28 28 0 2 3, 050 50 
0 13 5 1 17 . . . . 10 9 9 0 14 .... .. ..... . 
0 72 73 73 72 0 145 145 145 0 0 200 0 
:::::: :~~: :~~:~:~~ : -~- :::: : ~· :~ : :~~: :~~: :~~-~~~~~~- :::::: 
















































































Girnrd College for Orphans* •.•.•.....•••••••••••••••••••.• 9, 3S3, 437 867, 879 433, 383 SiS '·... 878 • •• . • • . • • . • • • . (878) ••• "I" ................... 7, 902 375 
Home for Destitute Colored Children t.... ••• • • ••••.. •• • • • . 29, 642 3, 222 3, 534 (30) . •. • • • 30 .••..••.••....•..••..••..•....•.....•••........•.•.• 
Jewish Foster Rome and Orphan Asylum................. .•••... •.. 10,233 10,200 32 16 .••••. .•••.. .••. •••. 5 41 .•.. 48 48 48 48 .••. 350 .••••• 
~~;~1~;~.s;t1dt~~~i·e-t"yt::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·--~~:~~~- e4~:~!~ e4~;~g 1gg :::: """22" :::::: :::::::::::: :::: ··o· :::::::: :::::::::::: 1' 50g ·····o 
Northern Rome for Friendless Children ..•••..•..•...•••....•..................•........ 124 12 .......•.....•••.••...•..•..••.. 136 136 89 89 136 1, 256 48 
Philadelphia Orphan Asylum.............................. 230,000 15, 500 14, 000 41 52 93 0 . . . . . . . . . • • . . •• . 0 85 85 85 . . . . . . . . 550 50 
Presbyterian Orphanarre in the State of Pennsylvania...... -600 7, 000 6, 000 30 30 60 0 46 14 . . . . . • • . 0 60 60 60 60 60 .•••••.••..• 
St, ~tnry Magdalen de 'i>azzi's Asylum for Italian Orphan .() • • • . •• •• • • ••• . . . . • • . . . • . 12 12 . ---.. • • • . 12 12 • • • . . • • . 12 12 12 .•....•..•.••.•••••• G•rls.• • 
"TIP.l Shelter" for Colored Orphans. . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . •• • • • • . . . S, 989 '7, 212 36 28 0 64 . • • . 0 . • • . • • • . 0 . • • . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . ••••......• 
Sol<liers'Orphans
1
Institute ...........••••• ____________ 0 ..•.....•.••••...... 168 131 2119 ..••.•.•••.•••.••••.••.•••. 299 299 299 9 299 2,765 123 
Soathorn Rome for Destitute Children·----··-·-···--··---·.... 14,794 1.4,794 .....•..••••...••.•...••.•••......•.. ·-·· ••...••......••. ·--· .••••..•.••.• 
WesternRomeforPoorChildren ..••.•• ____ ~----··u·· 15,000 4,100 5,054 45 ·ao 75 0 ··-··-·· 28 4-7 ·-·· 46 48 ~6 •••. ·--· '223 ·····-
St. Michael's Orphan ~um* •...•..••.••••••••• ----- ••.•. .... •• . •• . 4, 275 4, 751 14 6 20 .••• .• . •• . 20 1.3 7 . •• . 17 17 17 D 3 .•.... ---·-
Be.uevolont .A1!80Ciation .nome for Children* .••••• _.----· 0 749 753 .9 3 12 .0 4 8 1 8 • •• • (/) (f) {/) (f) (/) 250 •••••• 
St. Catherine's Female Orphan Asylum ....••.••••...•.•••. -········ ... ..................... 37 37 •••••• 21 1D 12 ·25 •••. 35 .35 35 . ••. :7 •••••••••••• 
Orphans' Rome of tlHI :Evangelical Lutheran Church •••••• •••••••••. ••••••• •• . . • • . •• ••• . 5 23 28 •••••• 18 10 '22 6 . -~. 19 '23 i6 •••.•••.. ·- ·-- -·-··· 
IIorueforFricndlesaWomonandChildren* •.•...•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••. ·····-···· 18 20 ~8 .••••• 7 31 '27 10 1 22 9 -9 ·--· ·-·· •••••• ···---
St.Patrick's Orphan .Asylum·-·····-·················-···--····--· .••..•••••••.•••.••. ~7 23 40 .••••. .••. .••. ;5 33 2 26 22 15 •••...•....•••..•.•.•••• 
St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum.............................. • ••• • •• • • . 163, 815 163, 763 86 80 •••••• • •• •• • • • • . • •• • 42 124 .••. 122 122 122 ···-. 2 . ____ .. _ ••••• AlleghenyCoun~!:J:ome* ••.•••••••••.••••••••••• _. ••••••.•••••••••. gi2,~ g72,057 1'7 5 22 .••••..•.......••......•...••..••...•..••............•...• 
Bethany Orphan ..a.ome ••••.• ...... .•••.•.•... .•.•••••••••. 0 6, 000 6, 000 32 23 55 0 5Q 5 10 45 0 .55 :5'5 .55 ·o .o 200 50 
Children'sHomeforBorough.andConntyofYork................... 4,52!) 3,606 30 16 46 0 43 3 10 36 0 46 40 40 ••.. 46 ..•.....•... 
Bristol llome for Destitute Chiluren................. •••••• 8, 75.0 675 675 4 2 6 0 6 1> .o 5 :1 4 4 4 '0 o 27.5 25 
St. Mary's Otphanaget.................... •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . • • • . 1, 297 1,136 .8 12 20 . • • • • • . .• . • •• . 4 '1 ·--. 1,0 10 10 .•...••.. ·- ••. ••.... ' 
Uhildren's b'rtend S'ociety •.• ....• .. .•..... ••.... •••..• .••. .•.. .. . . . . 11, o.no 11, ooo 35 56 91 ••••.••••.•••..••..••. _ ••. '76 45 5Q .••••.••.•••••• .•••••• 
ProvidenceAssociationfortbe:BenefttofColoredChildren. 20,575 3,84.6 3,7il0 10 21 .•.... 31 .•.. ··-· .•.. 1.3 •••• '27 2.0 ........ 27 ...... ---··· 
St. Aloysius Orphan Asylum* ...•.. .••.. •••••• •••• •• ....... 25,000 13, 000 12, 780 120 100 220 0 97 123 40 160 20 190 190 150 60 220 580 • .60 
Holy Communion Church Institutet .•••••. •••••••••••••••. 0 24,699 28,036 125k 0 125 .•••.. 125 ..•. 15 4'2 0 206 206 206 28 ...........••... 
Tllornwell Orphange ..•.•.•...•••••••••••••••••••••••• n.. 25,000 5,300 I 2, 900 14 20 34 •••••• {J4 .••. 21 13 .•.. 84 {J4 34 .... 34 8!)3 ·67 Cllurcl~ Olbans' Home.................................... 0 2, 200 1, 900 10 30 40 0 . . . . • ••. 3.2 8 . • . . 30 25 15 .•..•..... •......... Nashvtll~ rotcstant Orphan Asylum..................... ••••••.••. '*3, 583 *2,757 1-0 29 89 0 39 •••. 10 28 1 ............ . :.. o ........... . 
St. Marys Orphan A.sylo.mt. •••••.•.•••••••• ~.............. •••••••• •• .5, {1.00 5, 000 40 58 98 0 ··-· _ ••..••..••. __ •.. 75 50 60 15 50 .2.00 40 
Toxas (}hristia~ Orphan Home and School................. B, 000 •.•.•......••........•.......••....•••..•••.•••..... • .•..........•........•..•.....•....•... 
Hom? for Destitute Children.............................. 62, 000 i1.5, 898 i1.5, 898 40 24 · 62 2 •••• _... • • • . .• • • 0 42 25 28 o 34 •••....•••.• 
Provtdence Orphan Asylum............................... 0 5, 000 .5, 000 46 52 98 0 ·98 o 48 '50 . • • . .52 46 46 o 0 380 .26 
~~~1~fk 8;t;h;.~!i~1o~b;;; A.syi~iffi~.- :::::::::::::::::::: ·ji2o; ooo · ···i2; 5oo · · ···· isoo· .. ~. -~ .... ~~- .... ~- . :~ .. -~. :::: :::: :::: . ~: .. ~: .. ~: ... ~ .. -~. :::::: ::::: ~ 
Portsmouth Orphan Asylum .....• •.•••••••.•••. .••••• .••. 24,000 1, 700 1,600 7 4 11 .••..• 11 •••..... 11 .•.. 11 11 11 . ... .•. . 100 : 100 
Richmond Male Orphan .Asylumt........... •• • • ••• . . • . • • . . 50, 000 5, 500 4, 682 50 . . . . 50 •••. ; • . . • . • • . • 10 40 .. ., 45 40 37 ...................• St.Jose~h 'sOrphanAsylnm ..•.....•.••••••••.•••••..•••••.•••••••••••••••.••.••••.......... 67 67 ••••.. 63 4 60 7 .•.. 45 40 37 . .. ..... 235 .~·-··-· 
St. P :•nl.s Church Home................................... ••• • •• • • • • • • •• • • • •• . • • •. • • . . . . -6 '83 33 0 30 3 4 28 .o 22 ·22 22 . -e 0 0 0 
~~:~·~~st~:;>~~n1fls~•~.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: •••••• 682" · ··· ""66i · ~ 1 1~ 1~ ~ :: :~ .: ::: ::: · :::: ~: :: .:::: :::: :~:1:]:::: :::: :::::: :::::: 
Cndlc Home and Rospitalt. .. . .• ...• .. . .••• •• . ••• . . . . ••.••• ••••••• ••. ••••••.. •. . .•. .•.••• 1 j a 4 0 4 • ·-. • . . . 4 .... (/) (f) .(f) . .(f) (/) •••••••••••• 
"'From ReportoftbeCommissionerofEducationfor1881. c 500 arras of land. hAlso 81 day pupils. 
t From Report of the Commis.sioner of Education for 1880. dIn 1881. i'For two years. 
a Tbie does ll{}t include tlUl v.aluo of large quantities Gf e In 186(). j Lu 18<9. 
provisions and clothing donated in kind. j Children attend public school. Jr. From Howara Association. 


































T.t\.BLE XXII.-PART !.-Statistics of homes a11d asylums for orphan or dependent child1·enjo1· 1882-Continued. 
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::it, Jo_so}lh's Or-pbnu Asylum............................... . .•. .. . • . . 3, 53~ 3, 527 40 39 a72 a6 a5 a73 23 25 . •• . 63 63 63 .. _. 3 .••••....•.. 
St. Micbncl'R Mnlo Orpbnu Asylum .......... -............. . . . • . . . . • . "'1 , 44i.> *1, 189 54 . . . . 53 1 10 44 54 . • • . . . . . 54 35 34 14 •••.•••••••••.. _ 
i\IilwnnkooOrphnus' Asylum........................................ 6,059 4,789 32 20 52 •••••• 22 30 •••. 3 49 40 30 30 .•.. 52 300 I 12 
t.JoSOJ?h'ii.AsylnnL._. ......•.......•........•••...••... ~ $0 6,000 8,000 0 167 167 0 105 62 85 82 01157 150 150 0 2 50 
t. Roso s Orpbnn .As~luro .•••••....•. -·-· -- - .••••••••••• ) 
St. Cnsiurir Polish Boboroinu Orphan Asylum.............. 0 . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . 42 • . • . 42 •••• •• . . • . 42 42 ........•••..•..... _ ........ 2, 000 
TaylorOJ·phanAsyhllll .............••........•.••......... 148,488 10,206 8,963 23 15 38 o 7 31 9 28 1 29 21 21 o 29 205 5 
St. lEmili:m's Orpbnn Asylum ...... -...................... 4, 000 616 6, 873 104 . . . . 102 2 • • • . 6 2 96 6 91 70 91 40 ..•.......•••••• 
Wittenberg: Orpbnn Asylum (Norwegian) .. .............•..•••.........•.........................................••.........................•••............••••. 
GerronuOrpbanAsylnm .................................. 0 7,563 3,445 19 14 33 .-••....... 33 8 25 0 25 25 20 20 33 149 •••••• 
NationnlllorooforlJcstitutoColorcll WomonandChiltlren. 0 6,785 6,785 64 b4:& 0 112 112 0 36 67 3 74 53 53 74 74 .•••..•••••• 
St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum ...... .. .. .................................................. . 102 . .•. 102 .•••.. 12 90 50 52 .•.. 90 60 60 •••.•••.......•••••• 
St. Vincent'sFomnleOrpbnnAsylumt..................... .••.••.... 10,000 10,00() ·o 130 130 o 128 2 98 32 o 100 100 100 0 2 500 35 
WashingtouCityOrpbnuAsylum ...........•....•............................ 14, 875 69 71 140 o ..•...•.•••.••...••. 100 70 70 .••. 4 .....••••••• 
Cherokee Orphan Asylum................................. 19,000 19,000 14,000 72 76 .••....•...• 148 ..•. 143 5 .... 120 140 147 100 148 741 2 
~t~~:e~t~~:r~~o~!l(i.:fud~~f;i~i-:Ho~~·.:.:::::::::::::: :::::::::: .... ~·-~~~- :::::::::: 1~~ 1-~~- :::::: ·--~~- :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: -~~- .:~ .. :~. :::: :::: .. :~~- ::;;:: 
"':From Report-of the Commissioner of Education for 1880. 
t From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1881. 
a Race and parentage of 1 not reported. 
b Also 6 old women. 
































TABLE XXII.-PAHT 2.-Sfa.tistic8 of i·nja11t aS!Jl!tntB for 1882. 
Name. 
~ ci 0 
o:S ~ ~ 0 








0 ~~ ~ nurses and other S·"t:l s:l s:ls:l 
"§ employes. ..... p 
0 'S.;; 
~ ~Q) Q)O 
'0 ,.01':2 ..., S'iil 
p 
0 P"Cl 0 !=Ia:> ·sn <!i ~ -a.~ 
~ ~ @ ...... Q) Q) 00 
~ ~ R E·q; 
1 2 ~ 6 I ,. I s 9 -;-I~ 
I 1----------1 I 1-------------- i 1--·---
(512 1874 I 1874 1 ! I .ittlll :::;i>;t(lrs' InfautShelter* .•••••••...•••••••.•••. j Snn Francisco, Cal. Mrs. Jane Temple, matron .............. ! Non-sect ..•.•.•.. 6 
12 ~ 
1 
St. Jo:;C])ll's Infant Orpllan Asylum .••••••••••••••. 
3 Sis tors of thl' Uoly Family ..••••...•...•••••.•••••. 







Sau Francisco, Cal. (210 ............ J Sisters of Charity ..... .. 
H:1.yes st.). 
Sau Francis<"o, Cnl.. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .... 
Chicago, IlL (114 South 1872 1871 
Wood street). 
Chicago, Ill. (cor. Supe- ........... . 
rior and La. Salle streets). 
VmisYilll' , Ky.............. i868 ..... . 
New Orleans, La. (Maga. .. ......... . 
zine street). 
Balt!more, MiL (St-. ra,nl st.) . 1882 18~6 I R_ev. Mot.h~r \Vinifl'ide ..... . 
Baltm:ort>, Md. (cor. 'I' owns- 1857 18..>6 Su~ter Mana ........... . 
end and Division streets). 
BostO!l,l'lfafls. (201Northst.) 1867 1873 
Boston, :Mass. (3() N. Ben- ........... . 
net street). 
12 I Massaclmscttslnfant Asylumc ..................... Boston, Mass. (Boylston 1867 1867 
Station). 
13 IIousc of Providencct.......................... •• . .. Detroit, Mich. (187 Eliza. 1572 1869 Sister ~I. Ellen ...... 
beth street). 
14 Wom:m's llospital and Foumllings' Hornet ......... Dotroit, Mich . ......... -.... 1869 1869 Emily F. Wells, 1>1. D 
R.C ...•......... 
~-o~.;~ct:: 1· ·· · o ·1· ··28 ·1· ··3; 5iiii 
R.C ....•.•..•...•......•....•.•. 
RC .... l····1 13 780 n.c ............ 14 .............. 
R.C ....•..•••.. 2 200 
R. c...... 2 25 3,200 
2 a300 
b7 100 
Non·""·-~·-···-~ dlO a916 
n.c...... 1 n 1,118 
Non-sect ....•••..•.... 1,133 
15 1 Babies' Nursery* ......•.....................••••••. Albany, N.Y. (562 Clinton . ........... Mrs. E. A. Vine, matron. 
a.Yemte). 
16 The Brooklyn Nurl'cry .... ; .•.........•••.••..••••. Brookl~·n, N.Y. (188 Pros- (e) 1871 Mrs.Eugenie Warner, matron ··········1 Non-sect .. 
pect l>luce). -
0 121 1,054 
*From Tic port oftbe Commissioner ofEdneation for 1881. b Includes 3 Kind<'rg:Jrteu teachers. elncorporated in 1871 us the 11 Flatbush A venue Indus-
t From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 18SO. c There is a branch u~ylum at West Medford. trial Sehool :mtl N msery" ; in 1872 name cllanged to 



















TABLE XXII.-PART 2.-Statistics of infant asylums for 1882-Continued. 
Nnmo. Location. 
~ s:l .Sl 0 
e;d ~ ;... 
0 "' E' ·a 
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ci ..,ci Number of ,S.Sl 
i nurst's and =1e other S"" .s employeS'. .s s s ......... 
0 o,S 




~ g-g .Sl en <!5 «l .-<I> s c<S• ... =§ Cil -+'O<P 
~ 
<P O<> 
~ ~ 8~ 
-- - ---------
1 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 s 9 
I I 1--t--1 I ·--·--
17 1 Dny:NurMryoftho BrooklyuChihlron'sAidSocioty• 
18 IIo:no N ltr;;cry oft ho Indw;h·inl School Association• 
10 I Sh r.ltodn.~ 4\rmR Nnrnf'ry (Prot.ostnnt Episcopal 
(;ltun:h). 
:!0 llut\;llo Widows' and Infants' .A.sylllm ............ .. 
21 l 11'itd1 Cr~r.he ...................................... . 
2~ :;t, VinC'l'lii.'H Infant Orphan ARylnm ......... ..... . 
23 Tho DllY .!\ u rs~ry :mel llabios' Shelter .. .......... .. 
:!I Fomulliu~ A~;ylnm of tbt Sisters of Cb:nity ....... . 
2:> ' New York Infant A~:;ylnmc* ...................... . 
I 
26 :X111111'1')' nncl (.;hild'R IIospitnl of tho City of Now 
Ynrk.d 
27 Sht•ltcr ancl Dal1y NmRcries (American Fot'lalo 
(;n:mli:HI t;ol'ioty). g 
28 Yirginll\ llay Nursory ............................ .. 
.2o 1 n.~,· uumo .... .. ................................... . 
30 ~ 11:\) • :\lu"Sc ry for Chiltlrcn ........................ .. 
31 l l.om\,:mll:{ttod. Day Nurscrrt ..................... . 
:l:! !1-"otlhl'll\ Day Nnr>~ory . 
Brooklyn, N. Y. (139 Van 1881 
Br1mtst.). 
Brooklyn, N. Y. (Sterllng I 1855 I 1835 
Place uetween Flatbush 
antl Vamle1·bilt a.venues). 
Richard D. Dougla~i~J ...•••••••••.•••.••. I Non-sect .. , ...... 1 152 
:Mr:!r. Gertrude L. Vanderbilt, secretary .. 1 Non-sect .. , ...... , ...... , ....... . 
Brooklyn, N.Y. (157and1591187311870 Mrs . .T. B. Cooper, in charge ............. ! Non-sect .• 
Dean street). 
Buffalo. N.Y. (126 Edward 1852 1848 Sister M. Clarence Walker .............. R. C ..... . 
stroot). 
12 al, 250 0 
0 12 3, 926 
Butlhlo, ~- Y ................ , ...... , 1880 Mia& Caroline Sheppard, matron ........ , Non-sect .. 
1 
.... .. 
~~!a!y~~.1i: -y~---<243·-w: · ·issi· ·is7a· · sisie;·e:ai:h~;~-~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: ·i>::E· :::::: ::::::r··-iT---· z4a 
6 04.000 
Twenty-second street). 
New Yorl{, N.Y. (175 Sixty I 1869 I 1869 Sister M. Irene, superioress ............. 1 R. C ...... 1 ...... ~ · 21 14,125 
eighth st., bet. Third and 
Lexiu::::ton avenues). 
first st. an<l Tentha>enue). 
0 149 I, 865 N(\w York, N. Y. (Sirly-~186511871 I Mrs. Margaret-Ennever, matron ••••••••• t Non-sect .. 
New Yot·k, N.Y. (Lexing-t 1854 . . N!~~ i:x:k~llf~~~--~~~~ ~-t:~ -~~~~- ~~~:~~ Mrs. :U. A. Dn Bois, first directress ...... Non-sect .. ! elO & e54 1 j18, 912 
•••• •• •••• • • ••• •• • ........ ••••••l•••••-•••••-1••• • • •L••• • ••l· • · ·• ••• • 
N~w York, N.Y. (251 East ........... . 
llouRton street). 
Troy,N Y ................ .. 1862 1858 
Philadelphia, Pa. (2218 Lom- 1873 1863 
l.>ard street). 
Pbiladclphia, Pa.. (430Lom- 0 1878 
bard street). 
P~~*~~\lhb!~~e~~: (923 N ....... ·---· 
Mrs . .A. R. BroWn., superintendent New ~---··-----··~------~ 3~--------York City Mission. · 
Mrs. Sarah S.McConihe, president ...... · Non-sect.. ..•••. 3 2, 500 
Mrs. W.A. Ingham, directress .......... Non-sect ................ . ..... .. 
Mrs. M. J. Woods, matron. Non-sect. -•· ·--··· 3 230 

































83 I Philadelphia Home for Infants"' •••••••••••••••••••. 
Westminster avenue). 
Mary Spencer, matron .••••••••••.•••••• ! Non-sect .. 0 8 716 
St. Mary Street Home and. Day Nursery .•••••••••.•. 
351 St. Vincent's Home •. - ••••••• -~· •••••••••••••••• -. 
SG St. Vincent's Infant Asylmut ..•••••.••••••••••••••. 
37 St. Ann's Infant Asylum ..••• ...••••..••••••••.••• . 
Philadelphia, Pa. (4618118731, 18~3 
Philadelphia, Pa. (723 St. . ••••. -~­
Mary street). 





~Snaan Lesley ··-~··-···--····-····,-_::-········~-·····~-·-···•········ 
S1ster Mary Joseph, s1stcr serv:mt ............ C...... .••••. 11 
Ei~hteenthand Woodsts.). 
Milwaukee, Wis .................. 1877 
Washington, D. C. (2350 K I 1863 I 1860 
street). 
. S~ster Simeon, sis~r se~:vant .••.••••••.•. l R. C •••••. 
1 
..... . 
S1sterAgnes Relihan ...•..•.••.•••..... R. C...... 2 
*From Report of the Commissioner ofEducationfor 1881. b Up to close of year ending in February, 1882. eln 1878. 
1~ l""i;773 
t From I~I']>Ort vf tho Commissioner of Ed m:ntion for 1880. c Includes report of country home at Mt. Vernon. jN umber up to close· of year 1878. 
aAI!IO 2.1iU~ in tho "Day Nursery," while that depa.1·t· cHncludes country branch at West New 13righton, gReport included in thati ofthe Ame-ri:e'anFcm:}le-GuJ:· 


















TADLtt XXII.-PART 2.-Stalistics of infant asylums for 1882-Continued. 
Industries taught I Provision for chil<lren who have 
• r left the institution. 
Conditions of admission. 
How supported. N'ilUl('. 
.Age. Other conclitions . 
l I I I 1-----------
1 10 1.1 :t!l :ta :14 
I I i I I 1----------
Ltttlo Slstots' Infant Slwlt Adopted or returned w friends. 
:J 
bicngo Foundlings' llome .•••••.•••....•... 1 month Desertion .. ~ ...... -...... By vohmtary contributions ... ! .................... ! .Adopted in families. 
;, Infnnt . .A.svlnnl ................................................ .................................................................... .. 
ti St. Vincent's lof1lnt and Fotmdling Asylum* . .. • • • . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. • . .. ... • ... • • • . Charity .......................................... . 
7 St. Vinc<-nt's Infant Asylum ........................................................................................ ................ . 
S St. Eli:G<\both'llllomo for Colored Infants ....................................... .. Chiefly by contributions ........................ .. 
ll St. \incont "Inf1lnt ARylum ............................... ... ............. ...... Contributions, fairs, &c ...... , .................. .. 
lO Boston North End .hlis~ion (nursery depart- ~5 Foundlings or children Voluntary contributions .......................... 1 Returned to friends. 
Ul&ot), • needing care while 
mothers are at work 
or sick. 
ll I Dny N urtJcry t .............................. ·I 1~ I N eecl of care :While par-
ents are BlCk or at 
work. 
1~ I Mtlt>Snchusctts Infant Asylum a ............. , Under 9 I Destitution or desertion 
months. 
13 Ron!!O of Pro'\"idcncct .... .. .. .. . ...... .. .. .. . Under 5 
Private charity ...••.•.••••••• 1 Those of the Kin-
dergarten. 
Endowment, State appropria- .. • • • • • • • • • • .. • .. • • . Adopted or returned to friends. 
tion, and contributions. ,. 
Contributions ........................ ~ •••••••.•••. Adopted or transferred to St. Yin· 
cent's Orphan Asylum. 
Contributions and board of . • • .. • • • • • .. • • .. • • .. Adopted or returned to mothers. 
children. 
16 Tho 1lrooklyu Nursery 
15 1 Dab it'!\' Nur!lt'r~• ...................... .. . u ~do~ 3 ·I· p~~~;·tv: ·d~~tit;;ti.~~-•. ~~ .,. c~~tri'b~ti~;s -~;~i ~ity -~pp~~:. ::::::::::::::::::::I Bouud out to some trade, profes-
friendleSI\llliSS. priatious. sion, or employment, and super· 
vision maintained over tbem. 
11 llav 'Nmacry of tho Dtooklyn Children's Ahl 
Socioty." 
Under5 
18 I Homo Nul'Borl of tbe Industrial School 2-5 
I At~~ocintiou. ~9 Sh!'lterinp; Arms Nursery (Protestant Epis-~ Under 7 I Poverty or neglect ..•••• ou lnl Cburch). 20 \ Bu0{1lo Widows' an\1 InCants' Asylum ...................... ................... .. 
Contributions and small pay-
ments from the chilclren's 
-parents. 
Voluntary contributions ••.••• 




Contributions, collections, a.nd ................... . 































!!1 I Fitch Cr«)cbe . . . . •• . •. • •• .•••••. .• • •• • • • • . •• . . . • . • ... •. Need of ca.re while moth-1 Endowment, contributions, j· ................. .. 
era are at work. and children's fees. 
!!!! St. ' 7 in<'cnt's Infant Orphan .Asylum . ........................................................................... , .................. .. 
23 '£ho Day Nursery and Babies' Shelter . . . . . • . 1-6 . .. • • • • ••• .. . .• • .. .. • .. . . . Donations, board of children, 
I 
and appropriation. 
!!4 Foundling .Asylum of the Sisters of Charity. . • . . • . . . . . . • • • • • .... .. . • • • • • .. ... • • . Contributions and per capita I Those of the Kin-
1 
allowance from city. dergarten. 
!!5 1 Now York Infant Asylum * b .. • ... ••• .... .. . 2 yrs. & Foundlings and other Contributions and per capita ................... . 
under. infants needing care. allowance from city. 
26 Nur11ery and Child's Hospital of the City of \ 4 yrs. & I Freedom from conta- I By appropriations and con- I Sewing and house· 
Now York. c under. giousdiseaseandpay- tributions. work.. 
ment of board. 
27 Shrlt('r and Baby Nurseries (American Fe-
mnlo Guardian Society). a 
!!S , "Vir~inia Day Home . ... . ...................... ! Under 5 Children of poor imlus-
trious women whose 
work calls them from 
home. 
Private contributions ......... , ................... . 
!!9 I Day Ilome .................................. . S-15 c~~~~~~~ ~~:e~~fr ~~~- Contributions an.;! interest on bequests. 
30 I Day Nursery for Children . .................. ! Under 8 l Children of poor'indus- I Donations and subscriptions •• 
trious women whose 
work calls them from 
home. 
31 I Lombard Street Day Nurseryt ........ ., ••••. 1 ••••••.• • . 1 .................... . ..... 1 Contributions, subscriptions, 
r ents, and pay for care of 
children. 
32 I Northern D:~.y Nursery ...................... ! Under 8 I Children of working 
women. 
33 I Philadelphia. Horne for Infants* 2 yrs. & Need of protection ...... 
Sewing and domes-
tic work; the 
kitchen garden 
as given by Miss 
Huntington is 
carried on. 
Those of the Kin-
dergarten. 
Those of the 1\,in-
dergarten. 
35 , St. 'Tiocent's Home . . . .... . ...... ... . . .... .. .... ............. .. .................. ···~·-····· · ··················· 
under. 
34 I St. }.fary Street Home and Day Nursery ••• - -~ - .•..... .. 
36 ' St. Vincent's Infant Asylumt .. ........................ Homelessness ........... Donations and board of in- ................... . 
37 I St Ann'• Infunt Aoyl= .. ••••••••••••••.•••..••••••• J ........................ .I A;:'p",'~;-riation =d charity .• J .................. . 
Homes provided for them in the 
West and supervision Ipaintained 
over them. 
.Adopted or bound out or indent-
ured when of suitable age to 
some profession, tracle, or em-
ployment. 
Returned to friends, adopted, sent 
to other institutions, or to the 
West. 
Transferred to other homes, 
adopted, or returned to friends. 
*From Report of the Commissioner of E ducation for 
1881. 
a There is a branch asylum at W est Medford. 
b Includes report of country home at :Mt. Vernon. 
c Includes country branch at West New Brighton, 
Staten Island. 
t From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 
1880. 
d Report included in that of the .American Female 























"' .;; Parcn.t~ Sex. Race. Orphanage. ag@ .. :rnstnrcti~m ; nmnl'Jer tall·ght-
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tJ . ~t. \:~nc·l•nt:aln~nntnOtlFoundling.Asylum*........................ .......... 5,000 .... !20u . 200 0 .••. _ ... 10.0 40 60 ............................... . 
7 ~~ \ ttH'.I'I\I 'R Inlaut u~:~_ylum ...... .............. .......... .......... .......... .......... {200) -~---- ··~· ..................................................... . 
I< ~~ l!Jj,,,lu('t,h's l~onw for Colored Iufauts .... ........ ...... 0 1, 300 1, 300 7 1 11 ...... 18 18 0, . . .. . . .. 18 ............ _ ..... , ...... ...... . 
0 St. \ mcrnt R ln.lnnt .A~_ylum . .... .. ...... .................. ....... . .. 9, 000 9, 000 53 67 .......... 120 .... N,o 50 60 .............................. .. 
lll nn,..lul_l 1\t•rth ~utl Mist<iOU (nursery dopartmeut),. ......... 2, 500 8, 000 .......... 15 17 30 2 9 23 2' ~ 3 .... . ........... .. ............ .. 
l? ~~~:~~ .. ~.~i:;~;tt~ :it;;~,;i,'A'~~=t~o: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . -. 39;44i .... 22; o32 .... 2i; 986' .. (1.2'5') .. :::::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: ::::: : -~b: . . ~b!. -~b: . . ~b_>_ .~!. :::::: :::::: !·' ~~~~~~~~ u.t Pru,·i~h·ncet ........ ~ .... ,.. . .. . .. .. . . . ..... ...... 0 3, 800 3, 791 21 12 32 1 33 0 7 · 5 21 .... , ... _ .......... , ............ . ! Ol~lil~lR,Uo>~pl~\lundFonndlings IIomet................ 0 .................... 5 3 8 0 8 0 .... 4 1 ......... ....................... . 
~~ !~~~~~~1~~o~t~i\~~~~~nr8Qr); ::::::::-- ·· :::::: ::_:::: ::;::: :::::: ........ <>. 1~: ~~~ 1~: ~~~ 1~ i~ --·so· -· i. · ai· ··a- .. 2. · ·4· ·--·o· ::::.:::· :::: :::·: :::: :::::: :::::: 
lR Day Xuysr·ry ot tho Drooklyn_Cbildren's .. tbd ~o~1ety*..... o 578 578 7 7 14 o o 14 .... 3 ..................................... . 
~ 0 ~h~~~n~un•oryofthoindustna!Scbool.A;ssociation* .................................... 13 20 33. o 13 20 o 13 o ------· ··--···------·--··-------' ' ,. torm~r ArruR Nurse? (Protestant Episcopal Church).. d13, 000 *4, 902 *4, 527 S3 18 51 o ·-·· ---· .................... ____ ...................... .. 
20 Ruffalo Willows' and Infants' Asylum..................... 0 14,989 14, 9~ 50 10~ 151 o· ........ 100 51 o .... -.... -------· .............. .. 
~~ ~-:~~i~~:~. ~: inrn~·t· oipbnn Asyl~;;; :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: .... :·. ~~ .... _:·.:~~- - .~.~1
3_0} __ :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: ·: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :·: 
:l Tht'Dt\_yNureerynndnn.b\ee'Sholter ..................... 9,785 /5',914 /5,798 9 12 21 o ...... .. 2 16 ............................ ......... . 
·1 Fonutlhu~tARTlnmoftboSistereofCbo.rity ............. - ........... 245,951 254,121863:751:1,564. 50 ................ 1,614 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .......... .. 
3 Now York I-nfunt Allvlum" g........................................ 56,512 61,183 122 116 23Z 6 136 102 0 10 4 .......................... ------




































27 Shelter and :Baby Nurseries (American Female Guardian .•••••••••••••••.••. ·······~-· .•• :, •••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••.••••••.••.•••.•••..•..•••....••..••••• 
28 V~~~!_Y£~y Nursery ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ...... • • • • ••• • • • . 2, 500" ' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• · •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
29 Day Homo................................................. 35,000 3, 088 3, 084 112 134 240 6 30 216 0 76 0 (k) (k) (k) (k) (k) •••••••••••• 
30 DayNurseryforChildren ..••.••• ---······················ ••••••.•.. t2,328 fl,334 (tll9} •••... .•••. , .•••.•••.•.. -··· ••••.. (b) 'b). (b) (b) (b)- --~-- ••.•••• 
31 Lombard Street Day Nurseryt .................. •••••••••. 0 1, 949 1, 793 tl45} · 45 ' 0 ; •••. '··-· •••. ---· . 1 (b) (b.) (b) (b (b) •••••••••••• 
fi f~¥l~~~;~~r\))\\))~\~\)\\\~ \\\\\\\\\\ ~~Jii~ ~~~~~~;~: ::1;~~~{ ~:fJ: : i1~ tm lm ~t :~l: ~::~: t\\ m· t\\_ m- ~\~: m\l:1nm 
. . . I 
• From Report of the Commtssioner of Education for 1881. 
t From &p&rt of the Commistlioner of Education for 1880. 
,., Iul87\l. 
ll Kinder~rlen in.strnction given. 
c};~~~i\-~ ~~~ ~teu;.:J i!::;t~::lfo~d. 
eN lW>ber in the· institution, DecembeF, 1882. j Report included in that of the American Female Guar-
Jlncluding $1,352 for building- fund. dian Society, Part-1 o.f this table. 
glncludes report of country home at Mt. Vernon. k School studies are pursued and much attention paid to 
a Includes country b:J:an<}h a.t West Ne:w Brighto.n, Staten moral training. 
Isl::rnd. l.A.vera.ge daH:v attendance. 






























































I I I 1-- 1 1--·--·--
1 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 s 9 
I I 1--1 I 1--1--1 
40 1 I Sewing Sohool Union tor !Tome Workt ......... . . 
I 
:Bun Mission Industl'ial School ... .... . 
3 St Mnry'11 Train in!! St'lwol .................. .. .. . 
Ha:rtford, Conn .............. - ~ -- .. -- ~-- .. -- ~ ll.frs. W. n,acol? a:nd Miss M .. L. Collins! Non-sect .. 
1 
....... . 
Ch1cago, Ill. (2301 W entworth 1861 1867 Rev. \ V". C. W1llmg, ohaplam ........ Non-sect ... ... . .. . 
aveuue). 
1 
Des Plaines, ill . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. 1882 1863 Brother T eliow .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... . . R. C .... -- 5 
1 I 1,800 
0 412 
*27 I a*1, 800 4 Gi l'ls' Ind ustrinl St•l10ol ( Woruau 's Christian Home 
Mission). 
Peoria, ill ...... . ...... - . ... .. -I 1876 1875 Mrs. E. D. Ha.rdin, president ........ I Non-sect .. ....... . 
5 Busy Bee ...... ......................... ........ ... ·1 Richmond, Ind................ .. . . .. 1867 
G Mission Industrial School .. . .. .. . • . .. .. . . .. .. . • .. L exington, Ky....... ......... 1876 1875 
7 lion so of tbe Good Sbopherd . .. .. .. .... . . . .. .. . .. Near Newport, Ky .. ...... ... 1876 1866 
8 :Mnioo Industrial School fo1· Girls*................ llallowcll, Me........ ......... 1872 1875 
0 St. Lul<o's Sowing School . . .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. Portland, Me.. ................ 0 1!l64 
10 Industl·inl School for Color01l Girls*---- -- ~ ------ - .Annapolis, M(l .... ..... ... .......... 1878 
11 St . .Joseph's Honse of Iudustryt .. ................ Baltimore, Md ................ 1866 1866 
12 St. 2.fary's Industrial School for Boys* ....••.•••.. . Carroll, Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1866 1866 
13 Industrial School for Gills ...... .. .........•...•. Boston, Mass. (Dorchester dis- 185! 1854 
triot) . 
Martha Valentine .................. . 
Miss Mary E. Harrison .. .......... . 
Mother M. of St.Scholastioa,suporior 
E . Rowell, manager ........... . .... . 
H. V. W. Barrett .................. .. 
William Harwood ................. .. 
Sister .Josepha ...•••.•.•••••••••..•. 
Brother Alexius 
Mrs . .J. B. Clark ................... .. 
]'riends ... 1........ 22 
Non-sect .. . .. .. .. . 21 
R. c .... -- 0 16 
Non-sect__ 1 3 
P.E ....... I........ 10 
Non-sect.......... 2 
R.C.. .... ..... ... 9 
R.C .. .... 10 .•...... 








14 Iudustrinl Schools (Boston North End Mission)* .. Boston, Mass. (201 N'orth st.) .. 1865 1B67 R ev. Sa.mu el T. Frost ............... Bapt.ist . .. 0 14 ....... . 
15 North End Industrial Home* .......... ........... Boston,•ass.(39N. Bennetst.) 0 1879 Mrs. L. E. Caswell .................. Non-sect.. 5 9 c600 
l G Vacation Industrial S('hool' . . . .. .. .. .. • • .. . .. .. .. Brookline, Mass . . • . .. • . . • .. • . .. . . . . 1880 M r . Hildreth ._ ...................... .. .. . . .. . .. . 1 .. .. . . .. 60 
17 Detroit Industrial School'· ....... ................ Detroit, Mioh ................. 1859 1857 Mrs. C. Van Husan, president . ...... Non-sect.. ........ d3 ..••••.. 
18 Industrial Sohool... ... ........................... Kalamazoo, Mich ......................... _ ....... _. _ .. .. . .......... _ ............... • ....... . ...................... .. 
19 St. Paul's Intlustrial Sohoolfor Boys .. . .. . .. .. . .. Clon ta.rf, l\liun.......... ... . .. 0 1880 Brother B enedict, o. s. F ............. R. C .. .. .. 3 0 23 
20 Tho Southern Cbt·istim Iustituto of Mississippi.. Edwards Depot, Miss......... 1875 1881 .Tephthah Hobbs ..................... Disc. ofCb. 1 .............. .. 
21 Blind Girls' In<luat.rinlllome..................... St. Louis, Mo.................. 1878 . .. .. . Mrs . . F. 0. Sprnanoe ................. .. ................................. . 
22 Girls' IndnAt.rial Home............ .... ........... St;. Lou.is, Mo. (710 N. lOth st.) . 18j8 1854 Mrs . .JohnS. Thomson, president . ... Non-sect.. .... •• .. ........ 4, 000 
23 Iullnstrinl School (St . .Joseph's Convent of Mercy) St.. Lon is, :v1 o .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. 1857 1856 R ev. Mother Do Pazzi .............. R. C ...................... --- .. ---
24 Industrial Schools (Children's Friend Sooietv) .... Albany, N. Y . .. .. .. ... .. . .. . . 1863 1856 Agnes Pru:yn, treasurer............. N on-se<lt.. .. . .. . .. 4 5, 000 
25 Drooklyu Tnrlustrinl School Association and Home Brooklyn, N.Y. cSterling Place, 1854 1854 Gertrude L. Vanderbilt, cor. sec . • • . Non-sect . . • 11 
for Dostit.uw Children. hot,...-een l!~ln.tbush auil Van-
derbilt aYcnncs). 
26 I En11torn District Industrinl School. ............... Br·ooklyn, N.Y. (141 So:.~th 3d 1 185! I 1854 I Miss M:try E. Whittelsey ........... I Non-sect .. 
I sti·eot.). 





































27 lndnshi:\1 Schools (Children's Aid Society)* ..... 
28 St. Joseph's Academy and Industrial School* ...•. 
29 Children's Aid Sooiety Industrial Sohools ...... .. 
30 Five Points Honse of Indl18try .................. . 
31 Industrial Home of the Hebrew Orphan Asylum. 
82 Industrial School of St. Augustine's ChapeL ..••.. 
33 Indnshial Schools of the American Female Guar-
dian Society. 
34 St. Joseph's tndnstrial Hornet .................. .. 
35 St. Vincent's Industrial School 
36 
37 I Industrial School of the Sisters of Mercy ........ . 
38 1.'he Industrial School of Rochester ..••••••••••••. 
39 1 Rochester Home of Industry 
40 llonse of the Good Shepherd .................... .. 
41 Our Lady of the Wood!i Select School* ........... . 
Brooklyn, N.Y. (61 Poplar st.). 1866 1866 
Lockport, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1866 1866 
New York, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1855 1854-
New York, N.Y. (155 Worth 1854 1851 
street). 
R. D. Douglass ...................... , Non-sect .. , 0 1 
Sister Emel~e . .. . . . .. • • • • . •• • • • .. • • . R. C .............. . 
John W. Skmner ............... .... Non-sect.. (137) 








NewYork,N.Y · .............. 1860 1869 Dr.H.Baar ······.·••·•••·••····•···· Jewish .... l ........ 
1 
........ , ....... . 
New York, N.Y. (105, 107,109 ...... 1870 Rev. Arthur C. Kunber ............. P. E....... . .... ... 40 
East Houston street). 
New York, N.Y. (29 East 29th 1849 1854 Mrs. C. C. North, president .......... Non-sect .. , ....... . 
street). 
NewYork,N.Y.(EastSlstst.) 1858 1869 M.M.Gcrtrude ..................... R.C ........••..... 
New York, N.Y. (343 West42d 1856 1856 Siste1· Mary Helena ................. R. C....... 0 
street). 




:~Ihi:t~:: :::-(~~~-~~-~-a~~~~ . ~~~~ .. ~~~~ .. ~~~~s~~~!:~: ~-~~~~-~~·-~~~~~~~~. -~~-~--s~·c·t· ~: : ~ ~:: ~ ~: ..... -~ .\ .. ~~·-~~~ 
Rochester, N. Y............... 1857 1856 Mrs. Lewis H. Morgan, treasurer . . . Non-sect . -~ 0 3 \ ........ 
Rochester, N.Y .............. -~1872 1872 Mother Hieronymo . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . R. C....... 0 6\ 387 
Tomkins Cove, N.Y .......... 1870 1866 Rev. E. Gay,jr., president ............ P. E....... 1 1 350 
Near Carthage, Ohio • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . 1878 Mother M. of St. Joseph David, pro- R. C. . . . . . . 0 3 50 
vincial superior. 
2 Cleveland, Ohio............... 1865 1865 William Sampson ................... Non-sect .. , ....... . 42 1 Industrial School and Home (Children's Aid So-oiet ). 
43 St. Ln~e's Sewing School ......................... , :Marietta, Ohio ................ ,1871 I 1870 
4! Warren Street Sewing School, No.3 .............. Marietta, Ohio ................ 1876 , 1876 
45 Toledo IndustJ.i.aJ. Scliool ................... ; ••••. Toledo, Ohio .................. 1875 1874 
Miss S. McFarland ..•••••••••••••••. 
C. A. Ewing ........................ . 
Miss Mary C. Dickinson, president 
P.E ....... I ....... . 
Presb ........... .. 






46 Forest Grove Indian Trniniiig School ........... .. 
47 Training Soboolfor Indian Youth ............... . 
48 llouse of Industry Colored Sobool .............. .. 
49 Industrial llomo fo1· Girlsg ..................... . 
!iO Pennsylvania. Working Home for Blind Men .... . 
51 The Austin School ............................. .. 
52 Miller Manual Labor School h ................... . 
53 Miss Newton's School ................. ~ ......... . 
~ r:J~~~i:r~~!:s~h~~W':.~~~~~~::::::::::::::::: 
56 Roman Catholic Industrial School. .............. . 
Forest Grove, Oreg . • • • • • . . • • . 1880 1880 
Carlisle, Pa . .. .. .. . • • .. • .. .. .. .. • .. . 1879 
Philadelphia., Pa . . . . . . . . • . . . . . J 848 1848 
Philadelphia., Pa. (762 South 1859 1858 
board of managers. 
H. J. Minthorn ..................... . 
Lieut. R. H. Pratt, u.s. A ........... . 
JaneS. Street ...................... . 
Fanny H. Dickson, secretary ••••••.. 
Non-sect--~ 0 
Non-sect.. e9 
Friends ......... .. 








West Philadelphia, Pa. (3518 1874 18751 H. L. Hall. .......................... , Non-sect .. , .••••••. , •••••••. 
Lancaster avenue). 
Knoxville, Tenn .......................... Emma L.Austin .................... Non-sect .. 
Batesville,Va ................. 1874 1878 C. E. Vawter,M. 
Norfolk, Va. (Brambleton) .............. .. 
650 
111 
11 31 ......... 
8 ........ 126 
Milwaukee, Wis .............. 1878 1878 
Georgetown, D. C . . . . . . • • . . • • . 1872 1864 
Bernalillo, N. Mex ....................... . 
~~~~;~~i~:l::::::i:l"'"""' fl'""""~~~ 
R. C .............................. ~ 
*From Report of the Commissioner ofEducati6n for J881. 
t From Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1880. 
a Estimated. 
•cNumberof children; there have also been 200 men and women. 
din 1880. 
eincluding all departments. 
j Since the year 1876. 
g From a return for the year 1881. 
h Post office addresscha.nged to Crozet,Va. 
















TADLE XXII.-PART 3.-Statistics ojindust1·ialschoolsjor 1882-Coutinucd. 
Conditions of admission. 
N1Ut1o. 
.Ago. I Ot.h6r conditions. 
1 10 I 11 
11 SuwiDgSohool, 'Unionforllome Workt ··1---·········1·· 
2 I Durr :Mi~ion I:udustdnl School* .••.•••••••••••••••••••. Not eligibleforpublic : 
schools. . 
St. Mnry's Trn.ining School............... 8-~4 -··········· ············j 
How supported. 
12 





Sewing; tbe o1der girls receive 
instruction in housework and 
cookery. 
S~~t'ou~~.;;~!~~· crocheting, 
Carpentry, farming, ,ga1.-dening, 
shoemaking, and tailoring. 
Sewing and knitting 
: J :!1~11~-~t~~~~~!;~-~~~~:·~-~-~j~~- :15 -~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-~ OontrilmtiOllil ..•••••.••.•••• 1 NeedhlWork, knitting .••. ·-····· 
6 I MiBSion Industdnl.Sobool •••••. .- ••••.••. 
7 I Roi1Se of the Good Shepherd .••••••••••.. 
8 I l!11ine Industrial School for Girls* .••••••. 
8-15 
street. ! 
Must not beg on the~·· V dltmt.:J.ry contri'b.ations ..•. 
3-15 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• ! Conhibu.ti{}ns and labor of 
inmates. 
Stnte :a;p.p.1.·opriation and 
donations. 
Sew'ing, lir.e.~~;;;makin.a:, -and gen-
eral housework. un£ler the 
·••kitchen garden"' system. 
Sewing, embroidery, 'knitting, 
lace mnking, 'll!lld g.enecii 
housework. 
Housckee.Ping and sewing .••••• 7-15 J Friendlessnessorway-
wardness. 
9 St. Lu'ko's So~e;Scnool. --- ---·-·· ······ 6 and over .. ·······-····-···· · ····· 
10 I Industrial Soho~ for Colo1·eu Girls* ••••.. I 6 and over ...••••••••• · •• --· •••••••• 8:~t~~~=: -~ ~ b:S ~ ~-i·p: ·1··s~;~i~ii. · h";~~~~~;ir:-~~-~s·;·s-
tions, and proceeds of en- work, cuokiDg, and washing. 
tertainments and public 
11 I St. Jose.Ph's Houso of Jndustryt .•••.••••. 
12 I St. Mn.ry's Industrial School fvr Boys • •••• 
18 I Industrial School for Girls.- ••••••••••••. 
U I :Must be of hl8.meless 
-character. 
8-1'6 
school fund ofthe -State. 
By industry of inmates ..••. 
Appropriations, contribu-
tmns, labor -of .imnates, 
and endowment. 
. . donations. 
Dressmaking, tailoring, shirt 
mftldng, embroidery, J>iain 
seWing, and .millinery. 
Farming, ~ardening, printing, 
11hoemaki.ng, b1acksmithin!!:, 
carpentryb tailoring, basket . 
:~~ri!' . aking, .o.nd bottl-e ' 
Househol~ JVOrk ••••••••••• ~ •••• 
Provision for children 
who have left the in-
stitution. 
14 
A-dopted or placed in 
homes. 
Homes in families found 
or:r~turned to friends. 
Placed at servi-ce. 
Situations areprovided. 
Indentured, furnished 
homes, or .rsturned to 
friends. 
Placed at service. 6-10 j Of good character ··-·t Annual subscriptions and 
14 I T mlnR tMn 1 Schools (Boston North 'End I No limit . • • . Good behavior. • • • • • • . !DDn:ttions, .Prooeeds of fair, 
l.l.ission) .• .&.o. 


































lJ 1 North End Industrial IIom~" ..••.•.••••.. jl8months to j Need of employment 
70 years. and c&·e. 
10 I Vncntion ludnstrial School" •••••••••••••. 
17 Dctro1t Iuuustrial School ......•.••••.•••. 
12 
Subscriptions, collections, 
pti:v.ate charity, &c. 
By contributions ...•....... 
Dontribut:ous and donations 
There are 16 departments of 
work in the home, including 
laundry, -sewing I'OomlJ, th~ 
boys' workshop, printing 
office, cooking school, kitchen 
garden, &c. 
Carpentry ..................... . 
House duties, sewing, and knit- I 
"tin g. 
181 Indnstrinl School. ........................ !·············- ~ ·-·····················-1···----·····----··············j--····················-··········-' 19 St. P::ml's In<lusti·iul School for Boys . ..... 12 ...•.........•.•.•••••.. Self supporting ...• · ......... Farming and sb.oemaking •.••••. 
"20 The Southern Christian Institute of Mia- 6 Must be colored .•• • . . Donations from the North .. · 
si~sippi. 
21 Blind Gil-ls' Industriru Home ...••••.••••. , ••••••••••••.. Industry of inmates of State 
Institute for the Blind. 
Private donations ..•.•••..•. 
23 In<lustrial School (St. Joseph's Convent D- ......••..••• ·I Contributions 




24 Indu~tl'iY Schools (Children's Friend 4-14 !--·········· ............ j Voluntary contributions ... . 
Socioty). 
25 Brookl~u Industrial School .Association 
and :i.Iome for Destitute Children. 
Placed at service. 
Proviaed with situa-
tions. 
Girls are put out to 
service. 
2G Ens tern Dl8triet Inunstrial School. ••.•••. 
........... ···1 Poverty •••••••• ······1 Church contributions. ······1 Sowing and general housework. 
2-12 ·-······················ By charity .••••••••••••••••. Sewing .••.••••••.••••••••••••. 1 Suitable homes are 
found for them a.nd 
constant supervision 
271· In<lnstriR.l Schools (Children's .Aid So- Under 15 --·j Unable to attend pub- I Voluntary contributions .... 
ciety) .* lie school. 
28 St. Joseph's .Academy and Industrin.l .••••••••••••• 
School.* 
29 Children's .Aid SocietyindllStriaJ Schools ..••••••••••••• j Destitution ..••••••••. ! .A.ppr?priations and contri-
butions. 
By charity .......•.•.•.••••. 
bution. 
Sewing, knitting, and kitchen 
garden work. 
Fancy needlework and plain 
sewing. 
Hand and machine sewing, 
printing, crocheting, lace 
making, buttonhole making, 
cutting, darning, housework, 
kitchen and chamber work. 
There are kitchen garden 
classes. 
House duties and type setting. 
had over them. 
Placed in goed families. 
Homes pt'Ovided when 
possible, and -constant 
oversight given. 
SO Five Points House of Industry .•••.•. ·--~ 
31 Industrial Homo of the Hebrew Orphan 
.Asylum. 
2i-131...... •••••• •••••• •••• •. .Appropriation and contri-
····u•······· Desire to learn trades .Appropriation from Hebrew I Printing and shoemaking ...•••. !Situations found. 
Orphan .Asylum . 
···~·······-·· Must attend Sunday Church appro_priation .•.•••• 32 Industrial School of St. Augustine's 
Chapel. 
33 Industrial Schools of the .American Fe-
mrue Guardian Society. 





Destitute, homeless, .Appropriations from school 
or neglected. fund and contributions. 
:; I Destitution and good 
cbaracter. 
.Appropriations, contribu-
~~!:a. tuition fees, and 
Hand and machine sewing, em-
broidery, &c. 
Sewing and general house duties I Good homes are secured. 
House duties, knitting, sewing, 
and use of sewing machine. 














TABLE XXII.-PAR'l' 3.- Statistics ojindustl'ialschoolsjo1·1882-Continned. -
Conilitions of admission. 
Nnmo. How supported. Industries taught. 
.A~e. I Other conditions. 
10 I 11 1!1 13 
Provision for children 
who have left the in-
stitution. 
14 
86 "\Vilsun lndnstrinl School for Girls :md 5- Unable to attend pub- Private contributions.. ..... Sewing and kitchen garden work Provided with situa-
851 St. Vincont's Iodnstrial School ........• --~ 12- ~---··· .................. Self-supportin~---- ......... Domestic work and sewing .... . 
JUissiou. lie school. tions. 
37 IncloAtrhll School of tl1e Sis tors of Mercy ........................... ......................... ...... ...... ........... ........................... . 
38 Tho lntlustl'inl School of P..ochester. ...... 2-12 ........................ Board of children, contribu- General house duties ........... Adopted, put in homes, 
t.ions, and income. or returned to friends. 
12- . .. • .. . • •• • .. .. • .. .... • . Industry of inmates . . .. .. • . Dressmaking, tailoring, machine Places are procured for 
sewing, shoe fitting, millinery, them and control re· 
39 I Rochester llon1o of Industry .. 
crocheting, knitting, ombroill- tained over them. 
ery, and laundry work. 
Voluntary contributions .... , Housework aud farming ....... . 
By tuitiou fees .............. Domestic work, dressmaking, 41 Our Ln<ly of t-ho 1Voods Select School*. ... 5-15 Good moral character. 
40 J Houoe ofthe Good Shephe<d .••••••.•••.. , ............. -~· Destitution ......... .. 
.Aid Society). 
plain sewing, embroidery and 
fancywork. 
Vohmtary contributions .... 1 Farming and general house J Homes are found on 
duties. farms. 
Plain sewing. 
421 Industrial School and Home (Children's I 4-16 ...................... .. 
43 St .. Luke's Sowing School ................ . 61 Necessity ............ 1 Contributions ............ .. 
44 Warren Street Sewing School, No.3 ..... . 6-14 . .. • . • .... • • .... .. • ... • • Contributions and industry 
of inmates. 45 1 Toledo :tndustrial_Soh~ol:·~··· ............ , ...................................... , Volunta~y <?Ontributions ... . 
46 Forest Gro,Te Indian Trammg School..... 8-18 Good health • ••• ... .. • Appropnat10n ............ .. 
47 Training Schoolfor Indian Youth ........ 10-18 1 ........................ I Appropriation ............ .. 
48 I IIouse of Industry Colored School ....... . 6 Priva.'.:e contributions of 
friends. 
Sewing. 
·House duties ancl sewing. 
Blacksmithing, carpentry, joiner 
and cabinet work, wagon mak-
ing, farming, printing, house-
work, and sewing. 
Blacksmithing, baking, carpen-




Sewing ....................... .. 
491 ln<lustriol Home for Girls a .. ............. \ 10- , ........................ ! Voluntary contributions .... , Housework and sewing. 
60 l 'f'nusyl"•'n.lo. 'Vorldng Rome for Blind .............. Good character and Private contributions and Broom, brush, mattress, and 
Mou. blindness. State aid. carpet making and cane seat- , 
in.!!:. 







































The Austill Sobool. ••••••••••••••••••••••• J •••••••••••••• f Childrenofthecoloredl Contributions ..••••••••••••• , Carpentry, housework, se,ving, 
10-14 I Poverty and residence By a permanent endowment Printing, telegraphy, and three 
in the county. fund given by the late years in a machine shop. 
Samuel Miller, of Lynch-
burg, Va. 
Miller Manual Labor School. •••••.•••••• 
~ 
~ I ~~~~t ~~:P~~;~ ~~l~;t~ini schooi::::::::: 1· N ~·limit:::: I:::::::::::::::::::::::: 1· ii~~~d; · ·<i~x"t;ii~~~; · "t;;iti~~~ · · n~m~;iic d;;ti~~: j;i;;~-~~;1· i:;~~y-
industry of inmates. sewing, tailoring, and chair 
155 I Industrial Homo Sohool t .•.•••..•....•••. 
caning. 
6-14 I. .•.......•..•••.••••••.. J .A:ppropri.ation and lu.bor of G~neral domestic worlf, garden·j Placed in families. 
Inmates. mg, carpentry, sewmg, shoe-
mu.king, and tree-box making.l 
6G I Roman Catholic Industrial School. .•.•••. 1 •••••••••••••• 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• -~·-········ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
















T.\DLE XXII.-PAnT 3.-Statistics of industrial schools for 1882-Continued. 
..0 
I 
Present inmates. Library. ~ 
~ ----
+> I Parent- Instruction; number +> § Sex. Race. age. Orphanage. iJ "' ~ taught- a:> ~ 
~ s 
:5~ I E! ::l Namo. '- '0 G) p. eli "' p p., .... 
~ ~ 
a5 c5 .... ~ -
0 ,.0 b.C ~ 0 
·l""''d 
.... r::l l'i ,;, p. ~ be bil <D biJ ~ a:>o s:l eli cD 
$ ~ ;:l ~ 
;.:! 
~ ~ s 
;:l a:> ~~ ::l 8 § 'd ~ b.C ~ 0 't:l c5 .0 0 ~ p . ., ,.0 ;; ;:l ;a ~ ~ s ~ 8 p. ~ :E :.3 .... p. ::l c:" -~ ell ~ .... ~ M ~ ~ '0 ~ 0 .... 0 a:> ~ .... ::l Q ;>:1 f'r; 0 z ~ 0 I::Q f'r; ~ I ..q A ~ z ~ 
---;;-1-----;;-----;:;- ---;;--: 20 : 21 22 .23 24 2ii 26 !l'r 2S 29 30 31 32 13!1 
1 I s(~wiu. gSrbool,Unio. n for IIome Wotkt ......•.. ~---·· · ···· 1 a$18,004 1 a$14,347 =~;:;===========-3-;= 
2 l3un llH:lSion lnllustrial School* . ........... . ..... ..... ..... ... . 3, 070 67 59 . .............. .. .................................................. . 
:, St. Mary 's 'l'r:tiniug School . . .. . .... .. ...... $0 57,078 56, 8LO 128 0 .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... ...... ...... ..... .... .... 600 
~ ~~I~~f::~:f~~i~;;::~i:(~~~:~;;::~~:;;~:~~: ::::::::; .. :~·-::: .... :~;; -- ·;i :;; :;:; ;;;: ;;;; :J.::: ;:;::: :;;; ::;;:; ;;:;;; ;;;;;; ;;;: ;::: :;;;;:; ::::: 4 
1 1~ 
7 Honse of the Good Sh· phcr(l . ............... . 0 0 ...... . 0 81 ................ 63 18 .............................. ··----·1-----
8 Mnine bH1ush·ial School for Girls*.............. .. • • .. . .. . 7, 255 4, 835 . . . .. . .. 39 .. • . • ... . . .. .. . . . . .. ... • • . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. b700 b125 
il ~:~~-i~~~Ki1~i~~;t;~i::~:::::HW :::;;d --;~~;;;. :::~:Jl ·s;; ____ :~! ::~: m: ~~~-E :if:;;;~;:~~-+~~ mm ~~~~~ E E ·::b1 Jl 
14 l:.u.luRtrial Scboul>~ (Boston ~~·rth End Mission)* 0 alO, 631 aS, 986 . .. . . 100 .............. _ ................. _ .................................. . 
II iltlt[~;JJ~i~:;·;:~,,~:·I.~jp~~ ::~:_:;! ::~~l\1~: :-::!!:: .;;]·:1!1::~~- i~ll \ll~ :::: illl·lll: llllll :::: ~::::~ llllll ~\\\:~ :~1: :~:~ :-:_-:: ::::: M1•r(•yl. 
24 Jn1ln>~t rial Kehool., J~l•i l•l• -..m'.~ l· t h.wl ~ .. cietv).. *16. 000 *2, 3i'i6 *2, 615 (102) 
25 ll• nol;l~· ll 1mht >11 1 ial ::; lu>nl ~\ 1-!,.<H' iatiou and 22, 500 g27, 931 26, 600 (hl, 079) 
Jlultll' I'm· ll, •,.lit 11 t•• Chtl•l: f,u, I 
1\>III.Wll .l)lo.trkt. lrulnt<t tii tl S,·honL . . ...... .. .. 0 *12, 255 *10, 011 84 20 
75 





































l:!7 Induetrinl Schools (Children's Aid Society)*.. .. 0 3, 000 -a, 000 37b 328 .••..••. •••.••• -1-... 40 ..•....•...•••...••••... _. . . . . 200 
28 St. Joseph's .A.cndemy IUld Industrial School*. .. - 0 800 _ ....•. _. . . • . . . . . . 200 • • • . . • • . . • • . . ••. . . . . .••... . . . . . ••. • . .• •. .. ...... .••. . . • . 625 
29 Children's Aid Society Industrial Schools •••••• --~······ i86,489 86,489 9, 337 4,631 ..•.•••. . ••.••••.... ------ ....••••...•••••.•.•...... ..• : 2,811 
20 
10 
Sil FiYe Points House of Industry . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 65, 124 63, 904 340 208 . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . 6 89 . . • . . • . • . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • . 1, 000 
M ~:~:::l:t~~~~l0!rt~t~:~~:g~~c~:P~~~ : :::::::::: --·--·aao· ······aao· ··---~~- ····55o· -~~- :::: :::: :::::::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::.: :::::: :::: :::: :::::: : ::::: 
33 Industrial Schools of the Ame1·ioon .ll'emale .••• • . --.. {j) {j) (5, 521) .••..••..••... • .......•..... ... . _ ••... ·- ...••. •........ . k1, 460 .•••• Guardian Society. 
3-i St.Joseph'slndustrinlHomet ·· ···-···· ·-- ··· · · .•••••.••. 60,758 60,6~ 1!15 378 .••...•..•. • . . .. 30 150 . .....•....•••.•.••••. ____ . . • . .••.....•••• 
35 St.Vint:ent'sin<lustrinlSchool.... . ...... . .... . .•••.•• ••. .•• . •..... . ••• ...... . .. .. ••. *95 .... . .• . .•• . .... . . .. ..•... .. •. .•.... .•••.. ..••• . . . .. .•.. 917 ..... 
36 'Wilsonin<lustrinlSchoolforGirlsandMission. .. ••• • •• . . 9,000 9,000 .••.. .•. 350 ... . ..•..••.. ... 4 10 . •• . .•.... .•..•. . •••• . .... . ... 200 50 
37 Industtial School of the Sisters of Mercy . . •••.. . ••.•••••. . .•. . ...... •. . .. .. . . . . . ... . . .•. __ ... .. •.. ••...... .. - . • . . .... . . . •• . .••• . ...•••..•••.. -.... - -- .••• •• - -..•. 
38 Tho ln<luRtrinl School of Rochester... ......... . 20, 000 6, 000 6, 000 37 24 . •• . _... . • • . . • • . 4 26 . ••.. .•.....•••..•..•. . .•...• . .••. .. . _ .... 
3!1 I Roohestet· Homo of Industry.. . .. .. .. ........... 0 7, 830 7, 830 o 75 ... .... _ . . . . . . . . 8 23 .....••....•• • ...••••. _... . • • . 0 0 
40 HonsooftbeGoodShcpherd . . . ..... . . • . .•• . .••.••••• •• ... *12,422 *12,422 30 20 . .. . .•• . .•• . .•.. 35 15 ................... . .. . .. . ...... . . . . . --··· 
41 OurLndyofthoWoods SolectScbool*. ......... 0 2,500 2,500 0 24 ................ 2 . .... . ..•. ...... ...... ...... .••. .••. 100 25 
42 Industrinl School and llome (Children's Aid .•• .. .. .. . *9, 703 *7, 020 36 17 . . . . . . . . .. • . .. . . . • .. .•••• • . • •. . .... . .••• •• •••• •• . • • . . •• . 200 200 Society). 
~ ~~~~~~!~~~:!~~~~~~~:~~: : : ::::::::: ··- ---~~8' -- --~~ ~~g · - - ----~~ - : : : : : ~6 : ..... :~- :::: :::: :::: :::: ~~~ : :::::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::::: ::::: 
46 Forest Gro'\"o Indian Training SchooL. ......... 0 (Z) ••• •• • ___ . 90 60 ........ _ .•..... 10 15 .... ...... .••••. .••••. .. • . . .. . 150 50 
47 Tminiu~ Schoolfm· Indian Youth .. . . . • •• •••••• o .67, 365 67, 365 255 138 . • • . . .. . . . . . • • • . . .. . . .• . . . . . • . . •• • . . . •. . .. . . . • .. . • . . . . • . 605 385 
:g fu~~ss~~rw~:~rlo(&~r:~~~~~~~:::::: :::: : ::: :::::: : ::: ··--a;o82-··· ·a;oo7· · - ---~~ - h~~ :::: :: :: :::: :::: -~~- ---~~- :: : : :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::::: ::::: 
~0 l~onn~ylv~nia Working llome for Blind Men.. . . ... ...... 50,742 50, 9?6 66 . . . . .••. .... .•.. .••. .••. .•.. ...... . • •. .••••. ...••. .••••• .... . . • . 200 75 
1 TheA.ustln School.................... ... . ...... .... . .. .. . 1,426 1,426 (h480) .... . .................................................. . ...... . .... . 
53 Miller Manual Lnbor SchooL . .. ... . . . .. . ...... . 1, 200,000 65,000 n95, 000 100 0 .................. . ................................................ . 
53 llissNowton'sSchool . ....... ... .............. . . ... .. . .. .. . ..... . ....... . . .. .. .... .. . · ·· · · · ·· ·••· ···· ··•· .... · · ·- ·••· · · .... ·•·•· · ...... ·•••• • ·••· ·•• · ····--- •·••· 
54 Good Shepherd Industrial SchooL. ..... .... . ... 0 9,_795. 9, 715 0 97 .•• . .•• . .••..••. 40 45 .................................. . ..... . . 
55 Industria Home Schoolt . . . . .. . .. .. .. .... .. . • •. 0 5, 682 4, 402 51 30 . . • . . •• . . . • . ••• . a 49 .••..•••••...•••.•••••.••. 
1
.. .. 300 150 
56 Roman Catholic Industrial School . ..... . ...... .. ...... .. . . . --- · - -- ·r ··-- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · .. · · ·· · ·· .. · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · ·· ··· · · ·- · · · · · 
*From Report of the Commissioner of Education for e This amount was donated by Mr. Kooga.n, of Chicago, j Included in -report from this society, Part 1 of this 
1881. ill. table. 
t From Report of tho Commissioner of E ducation for f .Average daily attendance. · k In 1880. 
1880. g T llis does not include money raised for a new building. l $200 per capita per annum. 
a For nil departments of work. h Whole number for the year. m, From a return for the year 18H. 
b In 1879. i Amount used for industrial schools out of the the gen- n Much of this in buildings from accumulated income. 
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TABLE XXli.-List of homes and asylums fm· m-phan and dependent children, infant 
asytums, and industri!l schools j1·om 1vhich no information has been 1·eceived. 
Name. 
PART 1.-HOMES AND ASY· 
LUMS FOR ORPHAN OR DE· 
PENDENT CHILDREN. 
Location. 
Ladies' Protection and Relief San Francisco, Cal. 
Society. 
Pacific Hebrew Orphan Asy- San Francisco, Cal. 
lum and Home Society. 
St. Boniface Orphan Asy- San Francisco, Cal. 
lum. 
San Francisco Protestant San Francisco, Cal. 
Orphan Asylum. 
St. Vincent's Male Orphan San Rafael, Cal. 
Asylum. 
St. James' Asylum ......•.... 
Atlanta Benevolent Home .. . 
Methodist Orphans' Honie .. . 
St. Joseph's Orphanage ..... . 
White Bluff Female Orphan-
S;~dish Orphan Asylum ... .. 
Newsboys and Bootblacks' 
Home. 






White Bluff, Ga. 
Andover, Til. 
Chicago, Ill. (146 
Quincy street). 
Chicago, lll. (175 
Burling street). 
JacksonvHle, Til. Jacksonville Orphan Home 
(Lutheran). 
Protestant Deaconess's Jacksonville, Til. 
Orphan Home. 
Home for the :Friendless --... Springfield, Til. 
Colored Orphan .Asylum----. E~ansville, Ind. 
Ladies Auxiliary Orphan Asy- Evansville, Ind. 
lum Society. 
St. Viucent'd Male Orphan Vincennes, Ind. 
.Asylum. 
Kansas Orphan Asylum -... . L 1r:::n wo rtb, 
Protestant Orphan .Asylum-. Leavenworth, 
Kans. 
Pl'esbyteria.n Orphans' Home 
Society of Louisville. 
St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum 
ConvenE of the Good Shepherd 
Half Orphan .Asylum ....... . 
NewRboys' Lorlgin~ Home .. . 
Poydras Female Orphan Asy-
lum. 
St. Joseph's German Orphan 
.Asylum. 




New Orleans, La. 
.,. ew Orleans, La. 
New Orleans, La. 
New Orleans, La. 
New Orleans, La. 
(Josephine and 
Laurel streets). 
New Orleans, La. 
St. Mary's Catholic Orphan New Orleans, La. 
Boys' Asylum. 
Bath .Milit.a.ry and Nan.l Bath, Me. 
Orphan .Asylum. 
()rphans' Home . . . . . . . . . • • • . • Bath, Me. 
Christ Church Asylum . ...... Baltimore, Mel. 
H nryWatson Children's .Aid Baltimore, Md. 
ociety. 
Johns Hopkins Colored 
Orphan Asylum. 
Kelso Orphan Home .....•... 
.t. Anthony sA ;vlnm ...... . 
t . Jame 'HomeforHom less 
'hildren. 
Baltimore, M d. 





t. P t r 'a Asylum for F male Baltimore, M d. 
hildren. (252 Myrtle av). 
Prote tant Episcopal Orpl!.nn Frederick, Md. 
Asylum. 
Boston Asylum and Farm Boston, Mnsa. 
chool for Indi~cn Boys. 
H o of Pro~ den . . . . . . . . Holyoke, Mass. 
• 'haw's .Asylom for Mariners' Jamaica, Plain, 
bildr n. Mass. 
HomcforYoonrrWomenand Lo vell,Maas. 
N :~~ugf.~nd County Home I Winch ndon, Maas. 1 
for rpban nnd Homeles 
hildren. 
Name. 
PART 1.-HOMES AND ASY· 
LUMs, &c.-Continued. 
Ladies' Protestant Orphan 
Asylum. 
St. Vincent's Orphan Home . 
Jackson Home for the Friend-
l ess and Industrial School. 
German Orphan Asylum .... 
St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum 
Evangelical L u the r an 
Orphans' Home and Asy-
lum. 
Home for the Friendless .••. 
Mission Free School .....•.. 
St. Mary's Female Orphan 
Asylum. 
Southern Methodist Or-phan 
Home. 
Nevada Orphan Asylum ... . 
Orphan Asylum ............ . 
St. Mary's Female Orphan 
.Asylum. 
St. Michael's Orphan Asylum 
Home for the Friendless ... . 
St. Peter's .Asylum ........ .. 
St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum. 
Children's Home ........... . 
Davenport Female Orphan 
Institute. 
Brooklyn Howard Colored 
Orphan Asylum. 
Orpha.n Horne .... .......... . 
Catholic Home ............ .. 
St. Mary's Orphan Asylum .. 
St. John's Orphan Asylum .. 
St. Johnland .... ........ ... . 
Children's Home .. ......... . 
St. Vincent's Home for Home-
less Boys of all Occupations. 
Union Home and SchooL .. .. 
St. J ohn's ,Orphanage ...... . 
St. Margaret's Home ...•.... 
Home fortheFriendlessand 
Female Guardian Society. 
Bethel Union ...... ........ . 
Orphans' Home ............ . 
Children's Home of Butler 
County. 
Or:phan Home .. .......... .. 
St. Vincent's Orphan.Asylum 
Pittsburgh and Allegheny 
Home for the Friendless .. 
Church Home .......... .... . 
Home for the Friendless .. . . 





St. Paul, Minn. 
St. Paul, Minn. 
Des Peres, Mo. 
Hannibal, Mo. 




St. Louis, Mo. 
Virginia City,N ev. 
Manchester, N. H. 
Jersey City, N.J. 






Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brooklyn, N. Y . 
Bu1falo, N. Y. 
Canandaigua, N.Y. 
Greenbush, N.Y. 
Long Island, N. Y. 
Newburgb, N.Y. 
New York, N. Y. 
(53-55 Warren Rt.). 
New York, N.Y. 
Ogdensburg, N.Y. 














Union Temporary Home .... Philadelphia, Pa. 
(n. e. cor. ix-
teenth and Poplar 
streets). 
St. Paul Roman Catholic Pittsburgh, P a· 
Orphan Asylum. (Tannehill st.). 
Emlen Institution . . . . . . . . .. Warminster, Pa. 
HomeforFriendlessChildren Wilkes-Barr , Pa 
HomeforFriendlessChildren Williamaport, Pa. 
Orphans' Farm School...... Zelienopl , Pa. 
Horne for Friendless and Newport, R. L 
Destitute Cbil<lren. 
Charleston Orphan House .. . 
Hebrew Orphan ociety ... . 
Palmetto OrJ>han Home .... . 
Canfield Orphan Asylum ... . 
Leath Orphan Asylum .... . . 
St. P eters Orphan Asylum .. 
St. Jos pll'sOrplJan.Asylum 
Fredericksburg Female 
Orphan Asylum. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Charleston, C. 
Colnm bia, . C. 
Memphis, Tenn. 
Memphis, T nn. 
Memphis, Tenn. 
• an Antonio, T :r:. 
Frederick burg,Va. 
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TABLE XXII.-List of homes and asylums for mphan, ~c.-Continued. 
Name. 
PART 1.-HO.MEB AND ABY· 
LUMs, &c.-Continued. 
Lynchburg Female Orphan 
Asylum. 
Friends' Asylum for Colored 
Children. 
St. Vincent's Roman Catholic 
Orphan Asylum. 
St. Joseph's Orphan A~ylum . 
St. :Francis' Female Orphan 
Asylum. 
The Church Orphanage .••••. 
Chickasaw Orphan School ... 
pART 2.-INFANT ASYLUMS. 
Dav Nursery, Union for Home 
Work. 
Infant Foundling Asylum .... 
St. Mary's Infant Asylum .... 




dustrial Home, or Home 
for the Friendl~ss. 
In 





Fond du Lac, Wis. 
Sparta, Wis. 
Washin¥on, D. C. 
(525 wentieth 














Railroad Mission Industrial Chicago, Ill. 
School. 
Industrial School, House of New Orleans, La.. 
the Good Shepherd. 
Industrial School ........... New Orleans, La. 
St. Elizabeth's House of In- New Orleans, La. 
dustry. 
Boys' Industrial School ..... St. Paul, :Minn. 
Girls' Industrial School ..... St. Paul, :Minn. 
St.J oseph's Industrial School .A.lbany,N. Y. 
Industrial School of the Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Sisters of :Mercy. (Willoughby st. 
cor. Classon av.). 
St. Paul's Industrial School. Brooklyn,N. Y. 
(Congress and 
Clinton streets). 
St. :Mary's Academy and In· 
dustrial School. 
Buffalo, N. Y, 
Industrial School of the East East Liberty, Pa. 
Liberty Branch of the 
Youn~ Women's Christian 
AssoClation of Pittsburgh 
and Allegheny. 
Pennsylvania Indus trial Philade~hia, P a. 
Home for Blind Women. (3929 ocnst st.). 
West Philadelphia Indus- Philadelphia, Pa. 
trial School of the Immac- (Thirty-ninth and 
ulate Conception. Pine streets). 
Girls'Industrial Home ...... Knoxville, Tenn. 
School of the Good Shepherd Lawrencevillj} Va. 
St. Rose's Industrial School . Washington, . C. 
TABLE XXII.-Menw1·anda. 
Name. Location. 
ORPHAN HOMES AND ASYLUMS. 
Female Orphan Asylum .. • . . • • • • . . . • • • • . • • • . San Juan, CaL ....... . 
Holy 'Cross School........................... Santa Cruz, Cal ..... .. 
St. John's Orphan Asylum................... Covington, Ky ....... . 
Asylum of St. Casimir for Polish Children... Detroit, :Mich ........ . 
St. Vin~nt's :Male Orphan Asylum ......... . 
House of the Good Shepherd ............... . 
Detroit, :Mich ..••••••. 
B1·ooklyn, N.Y . .. , •.. 
Monteflero Widow and Orphan Benefit New York, N.Y .... .. 
Remarks. 
See St. John's Orphan Asylum; 
identical. 
See Santa Cruz Female Orphan 
Asylum; identical. 
Sco St. John's Asylum; identi-
cal. 
Incorporated as.Felician Sisters' 
Seminary (see Table VI). 
Not in existence. 




Morgan County Children's Home .......... .. McConnelsville, Ohio . See :Malta. 
J:!.'l>USTRIAL BCIIOOLS. 
Sugar Grove Normal and Industl'ial School .. Sugar Grove, TIL .••••• 
Industrial School of the United Relief New York, N.Y ...... 
Works of the Society for Ethical Unlture. 
Knoxville Industrial School ................. Knoxville, Tenn ---· ~ · 
See Sugar Grove School. (Table 
VI). 
Not an industrial school in the 
sense defined by the Office; i. 
e., a school for training boys 
and girls to some trade or 
hanc1icraft. · 
See The Austin School ; identi-
cal. 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of educational benefactions for 1882; j1·~ 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
1 3 4 
The Trustees of the John F. Incorporated under John F. Slater .••••••••••• Norwich, Conn-···· 
Sln.ter Fund. the laws of the 
State ofN ew York. 
UNIVERSITIES .A:SD COLLEGES. 
{
B. R Stone-----·-······- Fayettevill~~,.Ark ... 
Arkansas Industrial Uni-t D. Appleton & Co .....•.. Now York,~. Y ..•. 
versity. ~ Fayetteville, .A.r'k. ... 
University of Oalifornla..... Berkeley, Cal ...... . 
Dr. J. F. Simonds . . • . . • • . Fayetteville, Ark-.-
!
Mrs. Mark Hopkins...... San Francisco, Cal.-
H.D.Bacon ..•••••••••••. Oakland, CaL •••••• : 
{ 
~;;~~W.IH~~~b~~~~::::: -s~~i~ :s;~b~-r=~, ·c~i:: 
University of Southern Cal- l L .A. 1 c 1 
ifornia. ~ 08 nge es, a -• ·- D. M. Bony and others... Los Angeles, CaL. 'f. 
~~t;:~:i~~ ~~ b~n;~~~-:::: ~~~e~1~~~~ ~-~1.: ::: . va;·i~~s-p~~;~~;::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::. 
Trinity College • • • • . • • • . • • • . . Hartford, Conn . . • . . Charles H. Northam . • • • • . Hartford, Conn - .-- . 
(Tuthill King ...•••••••.. Chicago,m ......... . 
~
J.H.Cassedy ............ NewYork,N.Y .. .. 
Atln. t U · 't Atlanta Ga lion. William E. Dodge ....................... : 
n a mvorsi Y •••••••••• ' ......... Various persons ........... .................... , 
l· 
!
Various persons ............................. .. 
Rev. E. H. Gammon...... Chicago, Til ........ ! 
Clark University • • • •••••• •• . Atlanta, Ga ....... .. 
Bishop Warren and .••••••••••••••••••••. 
others. 
Mere r Univ~rsity... .. •• • • •• Macon, Gt. . • .. • • • • • . J. B. Hoyt _............... Stamford, Conn -... . 
Hedding College ............. Abingdon, Ill ....... Various persons .......... lllinois ........... .. 
Tilinois W esloyan University. Bloomington, Ill .. . . Vari(lus persons _ .......... _ ... _ ...... -....... .. 
Blackbttrn Univer ity _ ...... Carlinville, Ill ...... {Dr. Jnlius S. Tyler ..••••. Kankakee, TIL •••••. 
Eut b olle~& ........... .. . I Eureka, Ill._ ....... __ -~~~·- ~~--~~~~~:: :::::::: _ ?.~~~~~: :~:::::::::: 
{ 
ITon.John Evans .. ---··· Dem·er, Colo . ...... . 
Northw tern Univ rsity .... 
1 
Evanston, Ill . ....... '\Vil!imn Deerin~, esq .... Evanston, ill ...... . 
Knox Colle"e. .. . . . .... .. .... alesbur~, Til.. ...... -~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~-s- ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Lo_mb:ml niversity ..•••. .•. Gnlesbur~.nl. ... ... Various persons ............................... . 
llllnoJ Coil ~o ....... ....... Jac'ksonvill , Ill ............... ..... .. .............................. .. 
Lake Forest Univ rsity ...... 
1 
Lake Fore!!t, lll .......... ..................................... • • ·-- ·· 
cK nd Coli ~e .......... Lc·hauon, Ill ........ ·-·-··---·-----·--···· ----·- ..................... . 
,omnouthColl!! ..... ..... . :h!omoo?th, 111.. .... Various churches ...... .... . .................. .. 
orth\IO tern College .... -- .r.: upcrvill , lll ......... .............................................. . 
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repTies to inq~t-Mes by the United State8 Bttreau Qf Edtteation. 
Benefactions. 
~ gb§< ~ ~ s ' <l) ~- >=I ...... ,; "' O<l) ~"t:::rl ;artj ~"' ~ 





~~ ~ o·~ -~ ~ 
¢ ~,SA 0 ~~ ..:::> >=I ... 0 
~ E-i r:il c!l P1 ~ E-i --------------------·---
5 6 '1 s 9 10 11 12 
---------------------1----------------
$1, 000, 000 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • ••••••• 
} 75 {: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::: 
$25 ··••••·• •••••••· 
25 ·••·• ••· •••••••• 




1 80,285 { :::::::: ·;;: ;;; :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
t $535 .••••••••••••••• •••••• ...••••••• •••••• •• 
sg:~~~ ··---~·.:~~ ""5o;ooo :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: 
125,000 75, 000 .••••••. $50, 000 . •••••• •• •••••••••••••• . 
} { 
•••••••. ·••••••• •••••••• 5, 000 .••••••• •••••••• 
·••··••· .••••••• •••••••• 5, 000 ··•••••• •••••••• 
19, 045 • • • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5, 000 . • • • • • • • • ••••••• 
4, 045 ·••• •• ••••••••••.•••••••.••••••••••••••• 
! ........ 5,000 20,000 ••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
) 
( 6,000 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
41, 000 1........ 10, 000 .............................. .. 
1, 000 . •• •• • • ••. 1, 000 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
6, 000 6, 000 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . .•••••• 
20, 000 20, 000 • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . •...•.. 
J 30, 300 { : : : : : : : : :::::: :: : ::::: :: :: :: : ::: :::::: : : 30, ~~ 
1,200 ······•··• .••• •••••••••••.•••••••..••••••....••.. . 
} 1 
25,000 •••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••..•••••. 
100, 000 25, 000 . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . .•••• . 
50,000 •••••••..•••••...•••••••.••••••...•••.•• 
6, 000 ··•••••••· •••••••• ·•••·•· • ··•••••• .••••••....••.•. 
2, 000 ·••••••·•· .•••••••.•••••.•••••••••..•••••. •· •••••· 
4Q, 000 ..••••.•. .• ••• ••••.•• .....• •• : •••• ·••••••· .••.•... 
15, 000 9, 625 . • • • • • • . 5, 000 . • • . • • • . . • • • • • • . 375 
18
' i~t:::::::: :::::::: ::::::::1:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
The general object of this benefaction 
"is the uplifting of the lately eman-
cipated population of the Southern 
States, and their posterity, by con-
ferrin~ on them tho blessings of 
Christian education. 11 
For prize for best essay. 
For- prize for highest standing in four-
yror course in mathematics. 
For priz., for best reader in preparatory 
department. 
Gift of Leutze's painting-, "Washing-
ton at Monmouth, 11 valued at $20,000. 
$25,000 for an art amllibrary building, 
on condition thttt the State appropri-
ate $25,000 for the same purpose; also 
1,410 volumes of valuable books and 
works of art, valued at $34,750. 
For tho dental department. 
Gift of a collection of specimens from 
the South Sea Islands. 
Donation of a humh-ed volumes to the 
library. 
To vay lndebted•~$tl. 
For bHil<liugs And apparatus. 
$75,000 for general fund and $50,000 for 
profesf!orship. 
For tbe King scholarship fund. 
For tile Casse<ly scholarship fund. 
For tbo Dodgo scholarship fund. 
Donations for the college year 1881-'82, 
for general purposes and aid of in-
digent students. 
For ~eneral purposes and purchase of 
books. 
$20,000 for endowment of a professor-
ship in theology and $5,000 for a. 
building for tho theological depart. 
ment.. 
For a building for the theological de-
partment. 
For philosophical and chemical appa-
ratus. 
For payment of debt, on condition that 
tho trustees secme pledges for the 
total inclobtcdness. 
Fol' payment of debt. 
Gift of a. cabinet worth $30,000. 
Books worth $300. 
Purpose 110t specified. 
.For liquidation of debt. 
:For liquidation or uebt. 
For lirtuidation of <l Cibt. 
Purp e not SJ)Crifit'<l. 
PurpOi:!O not spccifie<l. 
Purpose not p cifierl. 
$:i,OOO for a 1 CtllrPship, $375 for librnrv 
fund, and $!l,G:!5 for scholarships and 
cunent expenses. 
Purpose not specified. 
Purpose not specified. 
PUI·poso not specified. 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of educational benefactions for 1882;jrom 1·eplie-




Chaddock College .......... .. 
Augustana College ........ .. 
Location. Name. Residence. 
3 
{
Mr. and Mrs. Howard J. Ad~ms, Ill ...... ... . 
Quincy, IlL········ M~i;:clMrs. Chas. Chad- Astoria, Ill---··---· 
dock. 
Tiock Island, Til . • • . Churches of Augustana, .......•.•....••.•.•.. 
Rwedish Luther:tn 
Synod. 
Shurt1eft' College............. ~per Alton, Ill.... Various persons ................. ........ -. ·--- · 
:;h~~~~ 8o1l~1:: ::::::::::: Wh~;~~~'ftl.~ :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Ron. W. C. DePauw .••. New Albany, Ind ... 
Indin.na Asbnry University .. 
I Various persons .............................. . 
Greencastle, Ind .... { 
I 
Union Cbri:~tinn College ...•. Merom, Ind ..••••••. V:trious persons ............................... . 
G • JdC 11 g Dav rti 5Theo.M.Davis .••...•... NewYork,N.Y ... . nswo o e e............ enpo , owa .••. l Miss c. L. Wolfe ......•. New York, N.Y ... . 
{
General F. M. Drake .••. Centerville, Iowa .. . 
Drake ni>ersity .•••.••.•••. Des Moines, Iowa.. Various persons ............................. .. 
Pal'8()nsColl ge:----: ........ Fail'fielll, Iowa ..... Various persons .............................. .. 
pperiowa Ill\ nnt.\· ...... Fatyotte, Iowa ..... . ...... .......................................... .. 
,'imp!IOn Cent nary College .. Indianola, Iowa. ..... Various persons .................... ·· ···· ···•·· 
fo~~~v.Sf!~~~. O'i~:~,:t;ity-:: ~t f.t:"~~i: i~:: :1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
'orn 11 College .............. I Mt. Vernon, Iowa .. Various persons ................................ , 
l
Mrs. Ed•h· ... ............ New York, N.Y .... , 
P nn olloge ................ 0 knloosn, Iowa..... l!'ra~cis White ........... :Baltimore, Md ····--
VarwnR perRons ............. -- .... -- .... •· .. .. 
~
H.<..:. Curtis ............. Atlantic, Iowa. .... .. 
Centro! ni~ ityoriowa. .. Poll."', Iowa ......... E. q.narker ............ . Winterset, Iowa ... . 
Vanous others ..................... - · ···•·· ·•· · 
Tubor Co!J ge. .... . . .. . . .. . .. Tabor, Iowa........ Various persons .................... · · .... ·• · ·--
t rn College............. Toledo, Iowa. ....... { W. R: Morley.--......... nrush Cre~~-~~~~:: 
Otber>! .............................. . 
ll3kl)r Uni~trsity ............ :Baldwin City, Kans. 5 Collections from churches ...... ---····:::::::: :, 
I l
l Other sourcel:l----· ................. .. 
W IJuurn 'ollogo.. ... .... . . '.£opeli , Runs ....................... .,.. ......... New Englllnd ..... --1 
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to 'i.11([Ui1·ies1>]J tlze 'United States Bureau of Edzwation-Continued. 
l3enefactions. 
~ <tiP. ~ ~ s bll~ o3 bll. c:; om ~ <U 
~~ ~rd ..o:t<l> ..., 
~ !=l<ll ~~ a.i ~·~ F=l Object of benefaction and remarks • !~ ~ 
~l=l< . ;~ .0 
a) 111'0 '0 F=l~ ]'fJ 't:IF=l F=l ;... . j:l<U <P,:l. mE~ ~ ..... '0 ell e ..... g 
~.e. ~ ~o3 '0 ·~ .p '0 ~ 
F=li=l<'l 111 o[jj ::J;...~ ~ ~~ 
'2 ~ 
0 'g 8.e l=l< 0 0 .0 ~ 
~ E-f f'z:"l c!:l ~ R E-f 
-----------------------1---------------
1~ j) 6 ,. s 9 10 11 
------'--------1----------
} 
$20, ooo. I.-- .. --. $10, 000 ................................. . 
/l'. ...... 10,000 •••••••••• •••••• •••••••.•••••••• 
15,1901 $15,190 •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4, oooJ 4, ooo ..••••••..••.•• .! ..•.........••......•••. 
~: ~~g ~ --- .. s:ooo :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
Gift of a :fine improved farm near Quin· 
cy, valued at $10,000. · 
For additional buildings. 
For maintenance of an institution giv-
ing general Christian culture, and 
specially for :fitting young men to be 
useful as Lutheran ministers. 
For general purposes. 
Purpose not specified. 
( 
For general fund; $3,000 in land and 
$5,000 in cash. 
300, 000 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • On condition that the citil'.ens of Put-
313,876 
I 
1 ....... . 2,460 ••• ••••• $220 
nam County shall furnish the neces-
sary grounds and the friends of the 
institution $150,000, Hon. W. C. De 
Pauw has agreed to give now to the 
university $300,000, and provides in 
his plans for a future expenditure to 
aggregate $1,000,000 • . 
$350 $10,84,6 Of the $2,460, $1,000 is the value of a 
piano given by Mrs. Clem Stude-
baker, $1,000 were from Hon. W. C. 
De Pauw for completion of chemical 
and philosophical laboratories, and 
$460 the value of furniture and appa-
ratus donated; $220 were for prizes; 
$350 for needy students; $10,000 for 
general endowment fun<i. of library, 
an<l $846 value of' various books for 
library and money for museum ; the 
whole of these donations belong to the 
year 1881-'82, and there were besides 
t 
various gifts of' books, specimens, 
apy,arl!'tus .• &c., of which no money 
3, 800 •••• •• . ••• . • •• .••• 3, 800 ........................ E;~o~~:;;~fbiblical cbaii·. 





{ 20, OOO ........ •••••••• ........................ F~ ~:n:~:A.endowment, interest only 
5, 000 ........................................ F~~ ~!~re~. ~ndowment, interest only 
5, 950 5, 950 ........................................ For general endowment. 
5, 000 5, 000 ....................................... For endowment fund. 
3, 278 3, 278 . . .. . . . . . • • .. . .. . • • . • • • . . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • . For payment of debt. 
600 ........................................ ~. • • • • • • • • Purpose not specii.led. 
18, ggg :::::::::: ··is," ooci:: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~:y,~s3Jfu~ "E~~~~~-
} { 
550~ --- ..... •••••••· •••••••• ···~---· •••••••• For permanent endowment. 
3, 050 .• ...... 500 •••••••••••••••• ···~···· •••••••• For enlarging college campus. 
2, 000 ........................ ··-~·-·· •••••••• For temporary endowment. 
} 56,000 56, ooo
1 
................................ - •••••••••• { F~rofe~~fessorsbips and general pnr-
J 
} 
6, 118 {6, 118) •••••••.•• - •••••••• ~-~ •••••••••• 
8, 000 ~ ..... --·1 2. 600 ·····--· ..... --· . --~ - --- .••••••• 
~ ..•.. . .. 5,400 ................ ···--- -- •••••••• 
8, 2501 { ~: ~~, : ::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::: ==~:: :::::::: 
16, 000 10, 000 ......................................... . 
For endowment, current expenses, and 
erection of a ball. 
For main building. 
For main building. 
For general support. 
For payment of debts and improvement 
of school property. 
For enuowment fund. 
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TABLE XXiii,....:...Statistics of educational benefactions for 1882; f1'om ?'eplies 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
1 3 4 
UNIVERSITIES, &c.- Cont'd. 
Berea College •••••••••••••••. Berea, Ky •••••••••. Many friends ..••••.••••....•••••••••••••••••••. 
Central University .•••••••••. 
Straight University •••••••••• 
Tulane University .•••••••••• 
University of Louisiana •••••• 
Bowdoin College ............. . 
Bates College ................ . 
:Mt. St. Mary's College ••••••• 
Boston College ............. .. 
Boston University ••••••••••. 
{ 
S. P. Walters . . .. . . . .. . . . Richmond, Ky .•••.. 
Richmond, Ky...... ~~!: N'~~:dc~ansd~~~r~r- -~~~~~:~·-~::::::::: 
(deceased). 
New Orleans, La.... Various pex·sons .............................. .. 
New Orleans, La.... Paul Tulane .. • • • • . • • . • • .. Princeton, N. J ... .. 
{
Louis Bush .................................. .. 
New Orleans, La..... Mrs. Dr. J. F. Borde -and -~ .................. .. 
others. 
{
Rev. Dr. Field ........... Bangor, Me ....... .. 
Brtmsw'ck Me Rev. Dr. D. R. Goodw1n .. Philadelphia, Pa .. .. 1 ' .. ·.. Mrs. John C. Dodge...... Boston, Mass ..... .. 
John Patton ............. Bath, Me ..•••...••. 
Lewiston, Me ....... Various persons .............................. .. 
{
Cardinal McCloskey .......................... . 
Rev.EdwardMartin ..... Brantford,Conn ... . 
J. J. Turner............. Baltimore Md ...... . 
Emmittsbutg, Md .. Chevalier J.D. Keiley ... Brooklyn, N.Y ..•.. 
Gen. James M. Coale. .... Liberty, Md ...... .. 
~a~;a!ther~: :::::::::::: : :~ ::::::::::::::::::: 
Boston, Mass ••• • • • • Robert Morris .. . • .• • • • .. Boston, Mass ...... . 
Boston, Mass ....................................................... .. 
EdwardRussell .............................. .. 
Administrator of Miss .................... .. 
Martha C. Derby. 
Anonymous friend ............................ . 




Executors ofChas. Sum- ············u······--
ner. 
I 
Alexander AgassiZ ........................... . 
t~,tf.j~:i~:.~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~~ ~: ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~:: ~~~~: 
H.P.Kidder .... ............................. .. 
i:~vl~~i~-~::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
. Rvvnrd University~·····~ Cambridge, Mass .•• 
Memn61' of the bar ........................... . 
¥!~~u~t~:~:o~;a·::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
~i.'ft.~-t> ~ ~ ~: ~ ~~::: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: 
1 Various persons ............................. .. 
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t6 inquiries b!J the Un·ited States Bu1·eau of Education-Continued. 
Benefactions. 
~ .,;p_ ~ ~ l <:) t.Oc;s t.O, l'l Qo5 'd~ ;a'd ,t:l~ ~ :g~ Q.~ p ~"' rn "'"' cD. s o:so ,g. P< t:Woo 
~~ ,t:l aJ'd ......... ,., c) ~ 'd~ <Dp. .,.._a~ ... ,g.~ ~<D § 
~~ ~ ~.,.. 
..... ,., 
p., "'tj ...... ~ ,., 
.; §E:S ~;:l. ~ 0<1) <2:l .8:El -~ ... 
~ 
"0 o::::oS 0 4J<ll ,.0 l'l ....... P< ... 0 
~ ~ f:i1 c!l P; 1'>1 ~ 
Object of benefaction and remark& 
---------~- -
~ 6 , s 9 10 11 12 
~ ----
$18,374 $18,374 ................................ ' ........ 1 $12,034 for en!lo"wment fund and $6,!MO 
for curr·ent expenses. 
} { 
26, 000 . • • • .. • • . .. ... .. • .. • .. .. • • •• • • .. . . • . For endowment fund. 
35, 0001 . • .. . . . .. ............. , • •• .. ••. . • • .. • .. $5, 000 Value of library of 3,000 volumes. 
4, 000 . • • .. • .. . • • • • • .. .. • .. • • • .. .. • • .. . .. .. • .. For entlowment fund. 
l 
2, 000 .......................... , • ... .. .. $2, 000 .. • .. • .. For aid to students and furnishing 
buildings. 
To fonnu the university. 
Medal for composition in French. 
Many books. 
} a, ooo . . . . . • . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .... .. 1, 500 ~ 500 { $!~,'~~,:~• lib""Y and $1,500 to aid otu. 
20,000 .................................................. Purpose not specified. 
1 J T ~~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: } 
f 
38, 782 1, 000 .. .. • • .. • • • • • • • • . • • .. • .. .. .. • • • • .. • • • • .. For liquidation of debt. 
t 
1,000 ....................................... . 
.......... . ... ~~:-~~~ :::::::: :::::::~ :::::::: :::::::: :~:::::: A library of 1,000 volumes. 
7 140 Purpose not specified. 
' --:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ..... i25 :::::::: :::::::: To inoreasetheacholarshipfounded by 
343,603 
him. 
.. • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . 5, 000 •••• •• •• • • ••• • .. To found a scholarship. 
.. •• •• • • • • • • • .. • $90, 000 • ••••• •• • • • •• • • • • •• • • • .. F~~~0few professorship in the law 
• • • • • •• • $20, 000 • ••• •• •• •• •••••• • ••••• •• 20, 000 $20,000 to be added to the Massachu-
setts fund for the botanic garden, 
r:!!!o~g~~~~~l~~~~\1~~~~8 tf!et~ 
time be applied to the purchase of 
books for the library, and the other 
one-quarter be added yearly to the 
prinCJpal." 
17 A :tln~l payment on the ~umner book 
fund; also a deed of an undivided 
half interest in one hundred and 
sixty acres of land in Wit~consin. 
1, 000 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • • • • For the botanic garden fund. 
I 
:::::::: 1, 000 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. For the botanic garden fund. 
........ 5,000 ................................ l 
5, 000 • •• • • • ........ • · .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • · For tho endowment of a physicallab-
1
........ 2,000 ................................ J orntory. 
•••••••• 2,000 ............................... . 
........ 8, 000 •••• •••• ....................... . 
1, 622 ......... • • ...... •••• ... . ........ ... ... .. For endowment of divinit.y school. 
•••••• •• •• ...... .••••• •• •••••••• .... .... 5, 000 } To establish a fntld of which til in-
···..... • • • •• • • • . • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • •• • .. .. 5, 000 come shall be used for the purchase 
. ••• • • .. • .. • • • . . .. • • •• • • . • • ••• .. • ... • • • • 16, 230 of books for the law ac!Jool. 
510 ........................................ , For tllH cndowmcut of the dental 
scllool. 
........ 135, OCO ................................ For an w building for the law school. 
• • .. • • .. .. • .. .. .. • • • ... 160
1
........ . . . . . . . . For a prize in p Jitical science. 
........ ........ ........ ........ ........ 200
1 
For book for tho liln-ary. 
I 
3, 330 ........................................ F~~~;.currentoxpensos of the obscrv. 
450 ........................................ To aiil in publishing the Uni;ersity 
Bulletin. 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of educational benefactions for 1882; from 
Organizn,tion to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
1 3 
UNIVERSITIES, &c.-Cont'<l. 
Harvard University-Cont'd. Cambridge, Mass •.. ·I Anonymous friend ........................... .. 
R. H. McDonald ............................. .. I 
Dante Society ............................... .. 
I. Various persons .............................. . Through Wm.Gray,treas ..................... .. 
I 
Frederick L. Ames • • . .. . .. .................. .. 
Various persons ............................. .. 
John Hargreaves ........ Liverpool, Eng .••.. 
Committee of arrange- .................... .. 
menta for the Greek 
play. . 
Williams College ........... J Williamstown, Mass. Various persons ............................. .. 
{ 
Hon. E. D. Morgan ............................ . 
Albion College............... Albion, Mich ........................................................ . 
University of Michigan ..... : Ann Arbor, Mich... Dr. J. U. Eckel .......... San Francisco, Cal .. 
Grand Traverse College . • • • . Benzonia, 'Mich • • • • . L. Bailey and wife • • • • . . . Benzonia, Mich •.••. 
llillsdale College . .. ......... Hillsdale, Mich ..... Various persons .............................. . 
Hope College................ Holland, Mich .. • .. . A friend................. New York, N. Y ... . { 
Garret Kouwenboven... Newtown, N. Y .... . 
Various others ............................... .. 
Kalnmazoo College .......... Kalamazoo, Mich... VariouBpersons .............................. . 
(Mrs. E. S. Bartlett . . . . . .. Slatersville, R. I ... . 
l 
Rev. J. Whitney ( dec'd) .. Newton, Mass .... .. 
. Dav~d Whitcomb ........ Worcester, Mass .. .. 
Vanous persons . ........ Dorchester, Mass .. . 
Carleton Coll Northfield Minn 1E. W. Bryant .. : ......... St. Louis, Mo ..... .. ege. ·........ ... • .. • · Ezra Farnsworth .. • • • • •. Boston, Mass ..... .. 
T. Hudson and wife ...... KalamazooiiMich .. . 
Mrs. E. W. Blatchford. .. Cbi<:.'l.!!O, I ........ . 
Rev. E. M. Williams .. • .. Minnea.polis, Minn .. 
Various persons ......................... ... . .. 
Ml issippi College .......... Clinton, Miss....... Various persons .............................. . 
Southwest .Baptist ollcge ... Bolivar Mo S D. T. Young ................................. .. 
' . ....... . ~ A.J.Runter . ................................ .. 
C ntrnl College.............. Fayette, Mo.. ...... Robert A. Barnes........ St. Louis, Mo ....... . 
L wis College .............. . 
La Grange College .......•••. 
Washington Univel'f!ity ...... 
Drury College.-............ . 
(Mrs. E. Lewis............ St. Lonis,Xo ... .... . 
Glasgow Mo < R. E. Lewis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t. Louis, Mo .••.••.. 
' ........ I ~~ete~~-ecco. and An- St.Lonis,Mo ...... .. 
La. Grange, Mo ...................................................... . 
st. Louis, Mo ........ S G. Con1.elmann. ... .. .. .. St. Lou~s.Mo ...... .. 
l Rnlph Sellew ............ St. Loms,Mo ...... .. 
(John C. Whitin .......... Whltinsville,Mass .. 
{ 
b'. B. Knowle .. ........ . Worcester, .Muss ... . 
G. Henry Whitcomb ..... Worce ter,.Mn .. .. 
Springfield, M.o .. • .. batlos Fairbanks....... London_. :En~ .. .... .. 
C. . Greeley . .. .. .. .. .. . t. LoutS, .Mo ...... .. 
8. M. Edgell............. . t. Louis,Mo ...... .. 
Many others ................................. ·· 
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Benefactions. 
Object of benefaction and remarks. 
1
.... .. . . .. .... .. $500 •••••••••••••••••••••••. , To increase the salary of the professor 
of entomology. 
. .. .. .. • .. .. • • .. .. • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $50 For the purchase of books on Dante. 
1 
........................................ , 20 For the purchase of books for the 
French department. 
$1, 499 • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • ••• • • .. • • • • .. •.. . • • • • • .. Subscriptions for C.h!Jlest~ instruction. 
I 
300 ........................................ For lectures on J?Ol~t1Cal economy .. 
.. .. .. .. $10, 000 .. • .. • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . .. • .. • .. For the new bmldmg for the med1cal 
school. 
I
........ 5, 600 .. • • • • • • .. .. • • .. .. • • • • .. .. • • • • • • For the new building for the medical 
school. 
.. .. .. . . . • .. .. .. .. • • • • • . • •• • .. . • . . • • • • • . .. • •• • • • A picture by "Old Crome," framed in 
I 
oak from a tree associated with the 
English ancestors of the Boston 
,........ .. .... .. .•• .. • •• •• •••••• .••••• •. .. •••••• A ~:~~~
1
~iano. 
J l 1 { ........ 90,000 ............................... . J 4ilSG, 000 59, 837 .. • • .. . . 36, 163 ...................... .. 
4,0~~1:::::::::: ---~~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... 5o 
Gift of a dormitory valued at $90,000. 
$17,250 for general fund, $36,103 for 
Garfield professorship, and $42,587 
for various purposes. 
To erect an astronomical observatory. 
For the homreopatbic medical coli ego ; 
annual contribution to the Eckel mu-
seum . 
...... .... .......... .. ...... ........ .••••• •• ........ •••••••• A gift of 80 acres of land, to be dis· 
posed of at the discretion of the sec-
rotary. 
1,878 1,878 ........................................ To increase permanent endowment; 
income alone to be expended. 
} 1 
13, 000 ........................................ } Of these amounts, $12,102 are for en· 37, 350 10, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .... • • • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. dowment fond, $22,250 to pay a debt, 
14,1150 ...... .. .. ...... ........ ..... ... ..... ... and $2,998 for current expenses. 
1 
3,430 ;:~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: }Forcon:entexpenses. 
I 
3, ~25 ........ -- ............. • ..... ·-- .. • .. ·.. For general purposes. 
oOO ...................................... .. 
125 ...................................... .. r 2-! 796 1........ . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 500 Books valued at $500. 
J . ~:~m~:~ nwm:HHHHHH~ }F"·'·""'hall. 
700 700 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . For salaries of teachers. 
2, 000 .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. Purpose not Rpeci.fl.cd. 
20, 000 . . • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • . 20, 000 ............. ~.. .. .. • • .. 'l'o endow tbe Mary Evans Barnes 
chair of English. 
} 10,000 ........ .. 10, 000 .. • • • • .. .. • .. .. . .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. For the purchase of new buildings. 
School build· 3,500 .................................................. Porpos not specified. 
} 20, 
0001
....... . .. . 20, 000 .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. { F~g~anual Training 
1 r ~: ~~~ ::: ::: :: :::::: :: :: :: : : : : : :·:: :: :: ::::: : : : l 
J
} l8,51Gil 2, ~~~t :::: :: :::::::: :::::: :: :::::::: :::::: :: j For general purpo ea. 
500 ...................................... .. 
9,246, ....................... . .............. .. 
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Central Wesleyan College ... 
Doane College ............. .. 
Location. Nllme. Residence. 
3 
Warrenton, Mo..... Mrs. E. Dreyer.......... Wyandotte, Kans . .. 
{
G. Nieclringbaus •...•.... St. Louis, Mo ..•.••. 
Albert Hausmann. . . . . . . St. Lo t1is, Mo . ...••. 
Various persons .............................. . 
Crete, Nebr ......... 5 'I'homas J?oane .. ......... Charlestown, Mass .. 
~Other persons ............................... .. 
N:ft~ska Wesleyan Univer-} F11llerton, Nebr..... Various persons .............................. . 
Dartmouth College.......... Hanover, N.H...... Various persons . ............................ . 
{ 
Society for Promoting Re- ........... .......... . 
ligion o,nd Leamin~ in 
St. Stephen's College ........ Annandale, N.y... the State of ~ew York. 
~~~~i-~' ~~-~~~!~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
W elle Colle~e- ... .. ...... • • . . Aurora, N. Y... .... Edwin B. Mor~an ........... ......... ... ...... . 
H;obart College ......... , .. • . Geneva, N. Y .. .. .. • Mrs. Amelia Cuthbert. .. Geneva, N.Y ....••. 
Cornell University ........... lthll{)a, N.Y........ Hon. H. W. Sage ......... Ithaca, N.Y ...... .. 
J~~~${;~[~~~~~ = :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: !Dgham University, ..... , ... LeRoy, N.Y....... T. Foreman ..... .............................. . 
1 C. F. Prentice .......... . .................... .. 
l ~~v~~!~~~e~;;:: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Columb41o0ollege ••• , •••••••• NewYork,N.Y .... F . .A.. Schermerhorn ..... ;N'ewYork, N.Y .. .. 
University of Rochester ••••. 
Syracuse Untversity ........ . 
haw University .......... .. 
:Buchtel College ............. . 
St. Xavier College ....• .•.... 
Ad lbPrt Coli g ... of WP - > 
eru lte ar.·e 11iYe1 iLy. $ 
{
Charles Pratt ................................. . 
Rochester, N.y..... Col. :Wm. H. Harris ........................... . 
Var1onspereons ................... , ......... .. 
{
John Rlaybnck .. ......... New York, N.Y .. .. 
Syracuse, N.Y...... Mrs. W . P . .Al>l>ott ....... N~>w York, N.Y ... . 
0. H. P. Archer .......... N~:~w York, N.Y ... . 
Raleigh, N. C ....... Various persons in the ..................... . 
North. 
( J. R. Buchtel ....... ..... Akron, Ohio .....•.. 
1 
Louisa E. Forbes . .. • .. .. Port Washington, 
Akron, Ohio . . • .. . .. Ohio. 
l 
Charlott Robson . . .. .. . • . Newport, Ky ..... . . 
amoel Grandin . . . . . . . . . Tidioute, Pa. ..•.•••. l A. B. and A. E. Johnson .. Mingo, Ohio ........ 
Cincinnati, Ohio .... --~~~~~~-~~~-~~~8• ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
( 
Ama a tone ............ Cl veland, Ohio ... .. 
l•v land, Ohio ..•.. 
11 
It George Mygatt ..•••... .. Cleveland, Ohio ..... 
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Object of benefaction and remarks. 
---------------------1---------------
I 
6 s 9 10 l.l 
{
: ::::::: ::: ::::~ :::::::: :::::::: $l~L ::::::: } Aid to theological students. 
$300 ·--..... $105 . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . • • . . • . . . • • • • • • . For a sc~opticon and astronomical. Ian• 
tern shdes. 
. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • • . .. • .. . . . .. .. . • • . Gifts amounting to $70 and donations 
to the library a~d musetrn;J.. 
7 131 5 $6, 000
1 
........................................ For endowment. 
' ~ 1, 131 . • • . .. • . .. • .. • .. . • • .. • .. • • ... • .. .. • • • • .. llor endowment. 
{ 
For buildings and endowme.nt on. con. 
9, 000 (9, 000) ........ , .. • • • • .. • • • • • • .. .. .. .. .. dition that the univers~ty be looa,ted 
at Fullerton. 
} 
35, ooo { ..... o,'soo :::::::: .!~~:~~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: to :(ound the Webster proJee~>Qreh~:V· 
12,000 ~~~ ~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~F~i;~nual expenses a.nd scholar• 
100, 000 ..... :·. ~~~: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: JPurpose not specified. 
4, 480 4, 480 .. • • • • .. • • • • • • .. .. • • • .. . .. • • • . .. • • • • • .. • For jl;eneral endowment :f\lnd ; $480 in 
cash and a house and lot valued at 
2, 000 
$4,000. 





5 To liquidate indebtedness and pur-
<20• 000) .. • • • • .. .. -- ...... • • • .. • .... • ·.. { chA.se residence for president. 
J 
5, 0001' ......... 5, 000 • .. • • .. . .. • .. • .. . .. .. • .. .. • .. .. • For furnishing models, drawings, &c., 
I 
for depa.rtment of architecture. ) I ( $10,000 on subscription; purpose not 
J 
14, 079 j ··-~:~~~ ~:::::~: :::::::: ::~::::: ~:::::: : ::~::::: O~Ps~~~~d~cc~unt. 
I 
1, 000 2t9. .... ... $300 ................ $1,000 for var1ous purposes; $279 for 
I 
grading expenses, i\Od $300 for Town-
send prize. 
~ { 
. .. .. • • . .. .. .. • . 20, 000 .. • • • • .. .. • • .. . . . • .. .. • . { To endow a professor!lbip of Greek 
40,000 ................ , JO, 0( 0 .... .. .. ........ ........ and etbi:cs, to be called the Wm. 
...... .. ........ io, 000 ...... .. ........ .. •••••• Penn Abbott professorship. 
15, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. ... .. Purpose not specified. 
I ( 1, 500 ........ ,.. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. • .. F~rt ~~~~~ent fund ; real estate valued 
i, 
13~ 11 :;;1:,;0·,., --__ :_:_;_;_:_:~_; _;_;_; __ :.: __ : ;;;;;I;;;.-; ;;;;;; ~~~iii~ii~J~~i 
·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . For genernl f'ndowment fund. 
nil' ... ...... ,. .•.•••. . ••.••. • 50
1
. .... .. . . ... . .. Gold medals, valued at $50. 
l ( rnr the rf'moval of "\Vestern Reserve 
I I 
! 
(;ollt·ge fmm Uud~on t(l Clevelan<l, 
I I Ohio, un condition that tbe uame lJe 
I 
dHmg1·d to ~delb rt Collage of 
l.J'I 11 , \Vcstf'rn ReH rve University, and ,I !til.. .. . .. ..... . .. ........ thnt tho dtizens of Cleveland give 
l Go , o,1 J I a. suitable Hite for buill lin!!; $150,000 ( 1 to be expc>ndeu m buildings and 






I I . . ..  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 ooo { F~-e~fl ftu(ri~PTie~~~1Zf:r~i~b blo~~: ' I fOl' tb librar.v in the d partment ot J German language and literature). 
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Organization to which intrusted. :Benefactor. 
· Name. Location.· Name. ·Residence. 
3 
UNIVERSITIES, &c.-Cont'd. . 
Capital University .....•••.. ColumbusJ.. Ohio ................................. , .•••••• •••••......... . 
KenyonCollege .............. Gambier, uhio ...•.. Mrs. Bliss .... ........... . . Columbus, Ohio .... . 
M · tt c ll Marietta, Ohio . ••... ~Tru!DanHillyer ......... Columbus,Ohio ... .. ane a o ege............. (VariOus persons .............................. . 
Mount Union College........ Mount Union, Ohio . Citizens of Alliance and .•••...••............ . 
Mount Union. 
Rio Grande College.......... Rio Grande, Ohio . . . Mrs. P. Wood............. Rio Grande, Ohio ... 
Otterbein University .••.•••. Westerville, Ohio . .. Varions persons ............................... . 
Wilberforce University...... Wilberforce, Ohio... Bishop .r. P. Campbell . . . . Philadelphia, Pa .. . . 
Wilmin~on College ........ . 
U ni vers1ty of Oregon ....... . 
Pacific University o.nd Tua- ~ 
latin Academy. 5 
McMinnville College ...... .. 
Wilmingt?n, Ohio. . . Various persons ............................... . 
Eugene C1ty, Oreg.. Henry Villard . • • ......... New York, N.Y .. •. 
Forest Grove, Oreg. { :::::: :::.:;: :::::::::::::: :::::_: ~:: :_::::: ::::::: .r. C. Wh1tm .. . . • ••• . • . . . '\Vh1tmville, Mass .. 
McMinnville, Oreg.. Many persons ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••. 
W;illamette University •••••• Salem, Oreg .••••••.. Various persons .............................. .. 
• {E . .Jonathan Deininger, Reading, Pa .••.•.•.. 
Muhlenberg College . • • • • • • • . Allentown, Pa .•••• - v !ri%us persons .••.•....•..••••••••••••• •.•••. 
L-"'"' ette Colleg Easton, p... ~ Trustees of college ...... ..................... . ....... y e............ .. .......... l Other friends ................................ .. 
. . Samuel.J. andAbbieBeck .................... .. 
.John Bacher .................................. . j 
Rev.G.W.Uritchlow, :r.r. A ...................... . 
Thiel College................ Greenville, Pa. ...... 
1 
Rev . .r. Ash and D. Welty .•.•••••••....•..•.... 
gr;:tiib~tt,~~ss fr-~ ~- :::::::::::::::::::::: 
churches. 
University at Lewisburg •• . . Lewisburg, Pa. .• . . . . William Bucknell . . . . . • . . Philadelphia, Pa ... . 
Lincoln University .......... Lincoln University, Reuben .J.Flick, esq .......................... .. 
Pa. 
Westminster Coll~e ........ NewWilmingi;on,Pa ............ .... ................................. . 
C~~~lit. College o the Holy Pittsburgh, Pa...... .J. E. Downing ••• • • • •••••• Allegheny, Pa. ...•.. 
Swarthmore College •.••.•••. Swarthmore, Fa ..... Samuel Willetts ..•.••••.. New York, N.Y .••. 
Wa hington and .Jefferson Washington, Pa .••. Prof. Samuel .Jones ••••••• Washington, Pa. .... 
College. 
Erskine Colle~e . ............ Due We~t, S. C ..•.. Rev . .John Wilson .•••••.. Monticello, Ark ... . 
Claflin Univer ity .. .. . . .. . .. Oran!!:eburg, S.C .................................... ................. . 
.Ad,.,er o1lege .............. . 
IDng Colleg ............... . 
Hiw:u. e ollo .... ..... . { 
outbwestern Baptist. Uni-
>el'8itT. 
Uni~erlllty of Tenne r;e : 
T nn('saee .1.\.gricnltural 
Coli ge. 
:Sctbel Coil c:e ......... ..... . 
llaryvHl Coil ge ..... ...... . 
iJ'~fo\~ou'nc.:::::~ ~::~:::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::~~ : 
Hiwassee College, ) Dr. L. T. Watson......... ~pringfield, Mo . .. .. 
Tenn. l Ron. D. M. and S. A. Key. Chattanooga, 'J nn . 
.Jackson, Tenn ... ... ... .............................................. . 
Knoxvi.ll , Tenn ... . ................................................ .. 
McKc~zie, T nn.... Vnrjons persons ......................... ·. • • · ·• 
rsvlllf!, Tenn ..... ................................................. , 
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Benefactions. 
= g>~§< ;!, ~ ~ 0 "' !>.() ~ ~~ 't:!rti ;a't:! ll) .p <t:l 
l:l~ ~§ ..; 
o -~ l:l ~ 
czo rl)~ ~..; s .9< _A ...,f:' ,0 "''t:! .......... 't:1 l:l;:l 0- ~ :a~ 't:!~ l=l Q.IA oo~] ~ ~ 
sll) «< 
~~ ~~ "' ~ ~.!""!~ 't:1 j §Ec ~ .g~ ~ 0• .... ·a ~ 
~e~ 0 
.-.,a 
:S 0 l=l ~ 'qsrn 0 
E-1 fil C!:l P-i F:! E-1 ~ --------------------
:i 6 7 s 9 10 11 
--------------
$10,000 $10,000 ....................................... . 
10,000 .......................................... ....... . 
~ 1,150 ~ ....... 0 ........ $625 ....................... . s l 525 ....................................... . 
18, 500 ......... 0 $18, 500 ............... 0 ....... 0 ...... .. 
1, 000 1, 000 ...................................... .. 
24, 300 24, 300 ...................................... .. 
1, 000 ....... .. 0 0 .. .. • • • 1, 000 ....................... . 
Object of benefaction and remarks . 
1~ 
For general purposes. 
Pttl])ose not specified. 
.Additional for professorship. 
For general purposes. 
For removing indebt~dness incurred in 
the erection of a boarding hall. 
For current ex.fenses. 
For payment o ·debt. 
For the beginnil1g of endowment of a. 
theological chair. 
5~: ~~~ ..... ~·- ~~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~~~:~~~t :~~~ifi':d: 
} 
J $1 314 For tho Benedict scholarship fund. 
12,211) :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::. :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~~~~~:: ~ft~~~~:t~!$~~~~e!~t speci-
l fied . 
.......... ..... ~ ............................................ Contributions from many persons for a. 
college building. 
10, 000 10, 000 . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .... .. .. ... • .. For endowment for support of teachers. 
} { 
.. .. .. .. .. • .. • • . 2, 000 .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. For endowment of the German pl'O· 
2 000 fe.ss~rsh!P· . . • .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... ... ........ . .. .. • .. .. ••• • .. Contnbuttons to the hbrary and mm• 
: eralogical cabinet. 
} 16 6001 { 12, 000 . .. .. • .. .. • • • • • • .. • • • • .. .. .. • • .. .. .. • • .. For current expenses. 
l ' { .. -~'. ~~~:: :::::: :::::::: ..... soo :::::::: :::::::: }For current expenses. ...... . . ........ ........ 500 ........ •••••••• ........ ........ ........ 500 ............... . 
f 
9, 800 .. • • • .. • • • • .. • .. .. .. .. .. 500 .. • .. • .. .. .. • • .. To found scholarships. 
........ ........ ........ 500 .............. .. 
........ ........ ........ 7,300 ............... . 
9, 000 .~.... .... ........ ........ 9, 000 ................ For free scholarships. 
20, 000 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. ... • .. Purpose not specified. 
12·~~ .... ~~~-~~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: .... $ioo ~:Jfse!::~u~J~lib:~:Y. 
45, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. ... • .. .. 25, 000 .............. .. 
4, 720j.......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • 4, 720 ............... . 
----·a; o7i :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
525 ................................................ .. 
500 .......... 500 ............................... . 
$25,000 forfive scholarships, and $20,000, 
purpose· not specified; the $20,000 is 
a fifth part of a bequest of $100,000 to 
be paid in a.nnual instalments. 
Eighty shares of P ennsylvania Railroad 
stock, valued at $4,720 to endow two 
prizes, one classical andonein physics 
and chemistry; interest only io be 
used . 
.A gift of 350 acres of land in .Arkan11aa. 
$2,000 from Freedmen's .Aid Society 
anu $1, 671 from various other persons ; 
purpose of benefactions not specified. 
Purpose of gift not specified. 
For repairs. 





. .. . .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. •• .. • .. • .. For endowment. 
For the laboratory of the dental depart-
ment. 
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l. 4 
UNIVERSITIES, &c.-Cont'd. 
Southwestern University.... Georgetown Tex John '.Snyder.......... Georgetown, Tex .. · 
. {Dndle.t H. Snyder . • ••• • • Georgetown, Tex ... 
' .. · Thos. S. Snyder.......... Georgetown, Tex ... 
Various others........... Georgetown, Tex .. . 
Trinity University........... T,ehuacana, Tex .................................................... .. 
Waco University ........... . 
University of Vermont and( 
State .Agricultm-al College. 5 
Middlebury College .••••••••• 
Waco, Tex .......................................................... . 
!
John N. Pomeroy........ l3nrlington, Vt ..... . 
t£~~~l~P.W~1a~a ·.::::::: · st;: ·i ahD's'b~i-Y-. ·v-i·:: 
Burlington, Vt ...... l John H. Converse ........ Philadelphia, Pa. .••. 
J
Rev. Thos . .A. Merrill, ..................... . 
D. D. 
Middlebury, Vt.. ... l 
Various persons . . • • .. • • . . .................... . 
Hampden Sidney College . • • . Hampden sidney Prof. Walter Blair . . . . . . . Hnmpdon Sidney 
{
Rev. Dr. R. Mcilwaine ............•............ 
College v College, Va. 
Richmond College .......... . 
Roanoke College ............ . 
Lawrence University ....... . 
:Beloit College .............. .. 
Universitv of Wisconsin .•... 
Milton Co1le~e ............. . 
Columbian University ..... .. 
Howard University .••••••••. 
University of Washington 
Terrirory. 
8CBOOL8 OJ' BCIElrCE (mining, 
engimering, agricullure, &c.). 
S te Sehool ofMinc8 ....... . 
torre.Agpcultoral hool... 
Sheffield Scientific chool of 
Yale College. 
State Coli g of j!Ticulture 
and M chanic rts. 
Ma sachtl8& In titute of 
Technology. 
Wol'Ce8terCountyFr Inatl-( 
i tute of Industrial Selence. 5 
>en · Insti nte of Tech-
nology, 
' a. Capt. H. S. Reynolds..... Norfolk, Va ....... .. 
~!r::ov~· .:.~ :::::: ·v:a;i;~8 ·p~~~~~~-:::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Appleton, Wis ...... Various personf! in Wis- ..................... . 
consiu. 
Beloit Wls ~Mrs. J . S. Renick........ Madison, Wis ...... . 
' ·•••••••· ~Many persons ..................... .. .. ....... .. 
Madison, Wis ....... C. C. Washlmrn ... ........ L:\Crosse, Wis ..... . 
Milton, "\Vis ...................................... -....... ·. · · · · · · .. .. 
Washington, D.C... W. W. Corcoran . .. .. .. .. . Washington, D. C .. 
{
Executors ofF. B. Schoals .................... · · 
Washington, D. c... Hn.nnah S. Toland ..... . .. Germantown, Pa. .••• 
Seattle, Wash....... Mr. Henry Villard .....•.. New York, N.Y .... 
Golden, Colo ....... · ............................. · - · · .. - · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · 
Man tlold, Conn . . . . .Augustus Storrs ..... .. .. . Ne'v York, N. Y · · •· 
New Raven, Conn .. Josoph E. hcflield (doo'd.) .............. · · · .... · 
Orono, Me ... ....... Ron. .Abner Coburn ..... .. Skowhegan, Me .... · 
Bo ton, Mnsa ........................ • ........ -. ·-- .. · · .... · · • · • ·-- · · · 
w te M $Ron. St pben Salisbury.. Worces r, Mass .... 
orces ;r, as · .. · ~ P. L. Moen, esq .... ... .. . Worce ter, M · .. · 
Hobok n, N. J ... ... Various persona ........................... •• .. -· 
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~ 6 '1 s 9 10 11. 1~ 
-------- ·------
} 
$5,506 { :::::::: $~; ~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: .} To erect B·college chapel. 
•••••••. 500 .............................. .. 
........ 1, 500 ....................... ....... .. 
5, 000 . • .. .. • . • . . • • .. .. . . .. .. • • • • • • .. • • . • • • .. • • . . • .. • • .. Purpose pot specified; in notes pay. 
able annually for ten years. 
20, 000 $20, 000 . .. • • .. . . . • .. • • . • • .. • .. . . .. • • • • . . .. .. • • . For endowment. 
I J 
................ $20,000 ........................ Tocndowaprofessorshipof chemistry. 
. .. • .. .. .. • • .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. • .. . .. . .. .. $1, 000 To increase the library fond. 
.... .. . . ... .. .. . .. • .. • •• .. ... • • • $1, 000 ... ... .. A scholarship, the income of which is 
23,000 ren¥:_Y the tuition of indigent stu-
1 
... . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . 1, 000 . • • .. • • . A scholarship, the income of which is 
to pay the tuition of indigent stu-
l dents. 
} {
........ . .. • • • .. . .. • • .. . $1, 500 ... • •• •. ......... A lej,facy of $1,500, the income to ba 
div1ded among four members of the 
3, 430 ~fJ>:.omore class for prizes in elocu· 
................................................ Donations to the amount of $1,930; 
purpose not specified. 
{
This amount paid in 1882 towards the 
} { 
salary of a chair of En~lish langua.,~:ee 
· • .. • .. · · •• .. ·.. 100 · • • • • • .. • • •• •• • · • •• •••.. and literature for wh1ch Dr. Mcll· 
650 .. • • •• • · .... .. .. 50 • •• • .... • •••• • • • • •• • ··.. waine and Professor Blair have un-
dertaken to pay $100 each annually 
........ · •• • ... · 500 .. • • • • • • .. •• •· .. ··••• •.. for five years, and Captain Reynolds 
$1.000 per annum for the same term. 
30, 000 . .. .. .. .. . 80, 000 ••• ... .. . • • .. • .. ........ . .. ..... Mostly for building. 
4, 000 4, 000 ........................................ For current expenses. 
3, 774 3, 774 ...... •• ........ ........ •••••• •• •••••••• For current expenses. 
t 25 000 f........ 13,000 . ....................... ·••••••· 
5 ' ~ 10, 000 . .. • • • .. . • • • .. .. 2, 000 . • • • • • .. .. ...... 
} ::: =t~~~:~ ::~~~: ~!!!!!:: :~!!!!~~ ~~~f~m ~!!!~!:! 
3,000 ................................................ .. 
For an ooservatorv. 
$2,000 for scholarships and $10,000 for 
general purposes. 
For an observatory. 
For endowment. 
For purchase of property. 
A bequest of$6,000; purpose not speei· 
fled. 
The interest to be given to students in 
the theological department, belong~ 
ing to the Presbyterian denomina· 
tion. 
Purpose not specified. 
For apparatus. 
Purpose not specified. 
Approximate amount which this schnol 
receives for endowment by the will of 
its founder. 
300 ...... •••. ........ ........ ........ ........ 300 For library. 
600 ..... ........................................ ~ .. · - Donor n.nd purpose not specified. 
··' 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of educational benefactions jo1· 1682; from 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
l. 3 
SCHOOI,S OF SCIENCE -Cont'd. 
Vassar Brothers' Institute . .. Poughkeepsie, N.Y. Mr. T. J. Vassar ................................ . 
Spring Garden Institute..... Philadelphia, Pa.. .• . Various persons ........... .' .................. .. 
Wagner Free Institute of Philadelphia, Pa ........................................ ~ ........... . 
Science. 
Hamj)ton Normal and .A.gri-} H v · cultural Institute. ampton, Va. ··-··· anous persons ................................. . 
SCHOOLS OF TllROLOGY, 
.A.labamaBaptistNonnala.nd Solma, Ala .•••••• ~ •. American Baptist Home 'New York, N.Y .... 
Theological School. Mission Society. 
Institute for 'J.'raining Cor- Tuscaloosa, .Ala ••.. Edmund H. Payton ....... Jersey City, N.J ... 
ored Ministers. 
Pacific Theological SeminA.ry. 
Theological Seminary of Con-
necticut. 
Chicago Theological Semi- } 
nary. 
Presbyterian Theologioall 
Seminary of the North-
west. 
Garrett Biblical Institute .•• . 
Wartburg eminary ...•..... 
Bapti~t Union Theological 
Semmary. 
College of tho Bible .. . .....• . 
Ban)ZorTheologis:al minary 
ewton Theolog~.callnstitute 
German Theoloj!:ical chool 
of Newark, N. J. 
5 Moses Hopkins.......... San Francisco, Cal .. 
Oakland, CaL ....... {Mrs. Whitin....... ...... Whitinsville, Mass . 
{
X~f.!~as~:~t~~s_::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
} Harlfo~ Conn.... :::~~-~~=~.:~ ::::::=:::: :::; :::::1 
Chicago ill ~ J. W. Scoville ........... Chicago, ill ....... .. 
' ·········~Various persons .... . ......................... . 
{
Ron. Cyrus H. McC'or- Chicago, Ill ........ . 
Chi m mick. co go, ·•••••••· Mrs. Sarah .A.. Collins Chicago, Ill ..... ·- .. 
(deceased). 
Evanston, ill ........................................... ...... -- .. ---- · · 
Mendota, Ill........ G. M. Spillmeyer . .. • . .. • . Lostant, Ill ..... -- .. 
Morgan Park, Ill .................................................... -
Lexington, Ky,. •••• Various persons ... • •• . • • . Kentucky ........ .. 
Bangor, Me......... Various persons .. ...... ....... - .... -.. -- .. -- .. . 
Newton, Mass...... Ron. J. Warren Morrill... Cambridge, Mass-.-
Bloomfield, N.J ..................................................... . 
Theological eminary of the New Brunswick, Gardner .A.. Sage ........... New York, N.Y .. .. 
Reformed (Dnt h) Chnr h N. J. 
in merica. 
Tbcologicnl eminary of tb 
.Pre byterian Church, 
(
Mrs. Isabella Brown ... .. 
George S. Green ........ . 
A member of Rev. Dr. 
Paxton's church. J Princeton, N.J.~.. A friend ................ . 
J obn H. cribner ....... . 
First Church in Philadel-
phia.. 
Through Rev. JOhJl De 
l Witt, D, • 
Baltimore, Md .... .. 
Trenton, N.J ...... . 
New York, N.Y ... . 
New York, ""· Y .. .. 
New York. N.Y ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa. -.. 
Philadelphia, Pa .-.. 
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Object of benefaction and remnrks. 
---------------------1--------------
6 s 9 10 11 1~ 
---------------1----!----1---------------
$40,000 .•••••.••. $40,000 ................................ A. building and site valued at $35,000 
and $5,000 as a repair fund. 
5, 200 .................................................. Purpose not specified. 
········-- ---··· ..... -----.. . ••• •• •. •••••• •. ........ •••••••• Numerousspecimensofnat.uralhistory. 
. $2i,' 436 :::::::: :::::::: .!:~·-~~~ :::::::: :::::::: 
..... · ' · ........ .••••••. ........ $2,848 ...... .. 
4, 461 ....... . 
91,330 '''2,'325 :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
...... .. 6, 720 ............................... . 
250 ....................................... . 
, ..... 929 :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: •••• !~~~ 
l 284 ................................ •••••••• 
For annual scholarships . 
For general purposes. 
For beneficiary fund for colo:u.ed stu-
dents. 
For beneficiary fund for Indian stu-
dents. 
$34,911 for specific purposes. 
For endowment. 
For Indian girls' building. 
For new workshop fund. 
l!'or .A:rmstron~ library fund. 
j~~ n~~\~~·~::o~l~· . 
I, 200 1, ?DO .... .... • ....... •••••••• •••••••• ........ For teacher's salary. 
100 100 ........................................ Forgeneralpurposes. 
} 56 00 
{ 50• 000 ........ ·••·•••· ·••••••· ................ lFor endowment; toward a fund of 
, 0 5, 000 ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ $100,000. . 
1, 000 ...................................... .. 
For 5 scholarships or for the ~eneral 
fund; to be· called "the William 
Thompson memorial fund." 
!11, 008 { :-:::::: :::::::: ·::::::: __ :::_ :~ :::::::· :::::~ 
5 42, 938 {: ::::::: :::::::: . !~~·- ~~~,: ::::·::: :::::::: :::::::: 
First contribution to the "William 
Thompson Fellowship.'' 
For the alumni alcove in tho seminary 
library. 
]'or professorshiP, of elocution. 
Purpose of$32,938 not 1·eported. 
For professorships. 
} 
76,700 f........ ........ 75,000 ...................... .. 
7, 360 ~:::: ::~: :~~:: ::: : ~~::~~: .•• ~~-~~ :~~::~~: ::::~:~: ::::::::r;::::se not specified. 
371 371 ................................ ---···-- For endowment. 
27,000 27,000 . ....................................... For endowment. 
•:: ;;;I .. ": : !;;;;;;;: ; ;;::::: ;;;::::: :;;:;;;: ;;;:;;;: 
o, ouj o, 544 ........ 2, ooo soo ............... . 
GO, 000 .......... ........ GO, 000 ...................... .. 
1 
'
........ 300 ........................ -······ 
........ ...... .. ........ 12,000 ............... . 
f
' ........ .... .. .. ........ ........ 2,500 ...... .. 
lG, 000
1
,........ ........ ........ ........ 350 ...... .. 
........ ........ ........ ........ 300 ...... .. 
........ ........ ........ ........ ........ 200 
J t ...... .. 350J ........................ ,_._···~·· 
For endowment, that young men may 
be educated for the ministry. 
Small balances from former bequest.'!. 
To pay for a. course of lectures. 
For payment of debt, profeseorship, and 
scholarship; there were also contri· 
butions for current expenses. 
For professorship. 
For painting and repairing Brown Hall. 
To found the George S. Green Hebrew 
fellowship. 
To purchase books for the library. 
To procure. new and repair old furni· 
ture. 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of edUcational benefactions for 1882; jr()'{H, 
Organization to which intrusted. l3enefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
1 3 4 
ScHOOLS OF THEOLOGY-Cont. 
Auburn Theological Semi- Auburn, N.Y .......................................................... . . 
nary. 
General Theologicnl Semi-} 
nary of the L>rotestant 
Episcopal Church. 
Union Theological Semina~. 
Rochester Theological Sellll· 
dfri~tian ntblieal Institute .• 
Lane Theolo~ical Semina 'Y •• 
Heidelberg Theological Semi-
T~gical Seminary of the 
·. United Presbyterian 
1Church. 
New York, N.Y •••• {ii;~:c:·w:ii~kiti;~~c:· ·:B~tim:~;e;M:d :::::: 
tor St. Luke's Church. 
~:: i~;~; ~: i:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Stanfordville, N. Y.. Various persons .............................. • • 
Cincinnati, Ohio .................................... -· .............. .. 
Tiffin, Ohio .................... · ..................................... .. 
Allegheny, Pa • ..,. ••• J. Purdy.................. Mansfield, Ohio ... .. 
Meadville Theological SchooL Meadville, Pa .••••• Various persons ................ ~············ ·· 
Union Theological Seminary. HColY:;:, ~~~ney ............................ •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Misll1.on ]Jouse .... ...... ..... Franklin, Wis •••••• Church contributions ........ ......... , ........ . 
Nashotah House .............. Na'!lhotah, Wis .•••• Rev. Josia.4 P. Tustin, Cambridge, Mass .. . 
8. T. D. ' 
SCHOOL OF LAW. 
{
Callaghan & Co ........ } 
Union College of Law of the} 
Chicago a.nd Northwest- Chicago, Til.--...... 0. H. Horton . •• • • • . • .. Chicago, Ill.. ••••• •• 
ern Univex·sitie . 
SCHOOLS OF 7t!EDlCIN"E, DR~· 
T18TRY, AND PHAUMACY. 
Faculty of Law College 
Cooper Medical College...... San Francisco, Cal • Prof. Levi Cooper Lane... San Ftancaoo, Cal.. 
College of Physicians and Chicago Ill fT. J. Hutton .••••••••••• Fergus Falls, Minn. 
Surgeons of Chicago. ' ·•••••••• ~ T. R. Cruse .............. W~~~ger's Falla, 
Minnesota College Hospital .. lfinlleapolis, Minn.. A. C. Rond ............ Minneapolia,lfinn .. 
{
Hon. E. S . .Jones--~···} 
Harvey Brown ..••..••. 
Corsey & Co ......... .. 
VariouR persons .. ... .. 
Leonard odical School • •• • . Raleigh, N. C .. .. ,.. The Leonard family .. .. .. Hampden, Mass ·-- · 
Medk:o-Chirnrgi al College f Wm. Wood & Co New York, N.Y ... . 
of Phil.adelphla. Philadelphia, Pa .... (Lentz & Co ...... :::::::: Philadelphia, Pa ... . 
Ui TITUTt<mS F'Olt SUt'ERlOR 
J 'STllUCTIO • OF WOHE.'i. 
Mills Seminary ......... ..... Mills minary, Cal. Mrs. Wm. E. Dodge .••••• New Y.ork, N.Y .. .. 
(Citizens ..... ............ Athens, Ga ....... .. 
Lncy Cobb Institute ..... ... . Athens, Ga ......... <Gen. n. R. .Jackson ..... Sa>nnnab, Oa ...... . 
l George L Seney .. ....... New York, N. Y · -.. 
Georgia.Bapti<1t miDD.ry ···1 ainesville, Ga ....................................... ............... . 
We 1 :-111 Femal ' 11 ,.e ... M:tcon, Ga .......... George 1. Sen y .......... Now York, N.Y .. .. 
Romelcmale College .... ... . Rome, Ga.·-- ·······]--··----------·--···--··---- ..................... . 
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Object of benefaction and remarks. 
-------------------1----1--------------
6 9 10 11 
--------------- ----1---1-----__,:_ _______ _ 
$31,733 $1, 032 .. • • • • .. $29, 718 $983 ·------· ······-· 
For p;eneral purposes, professorship, 
and scholarship. 
l 5 ........ $18,000 .............................. .. 
5 20,5001 { ........ ...... •. ........ 2, 500 ............... . 
For building. 
To endow the Bishop Whittingham 
scholarship . 
100,000 .......................................... •••••••• 
100, 000 95, 000 .. • •• • .. .. .. .. .. 5, 000 .............. .. 
. Purpose not specified. 
For general pnrposos and scholarships. 
~: ~gg :::::~':~~~ :~~~:~~· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
For current expenses. 
For new buildings and furnishings. 
Donor and purpose not specified. 
5, 000 .. .. • • .. • . .. .. • .. • .. • .. • • . 5, 000 .. • .. • .. .. • .. • • • For two scholarships. 
6, 000 5, 000 . ... • •• • .. • ... •• • .... ... ........ ... .. ... For endowment, beneficiary fund, and 
• books for library. 
25, 000 .. • • • • • .. . .. • .. • • • • .. • .. .. 25, 000 .. • .. • • . .. • • .. .. For scholarships. 
5, 287 5, 287 . .. .. • • • • .. .. • .. . .. .. .. . . • • .. • • . . • .. .. .. For general purposes . 
.... • ·.... . • .. .. • .. . . • • .. .. . .. .. . .. . . • • .. • • . . • • .. .. . .. • .. • .. Gift of 850 -volumes to library. 
{ 
...................... .. 
175 ...................... .. 
.......... ········ ·-···--· 
100 .... 0 ...... 0.... Annual prize for best scholarship in 
senior class. 
50 ....... 0 • • • .. .. • Annual prize for best thesis in senior 
class. 
25 ................ .Annual prize for best scholarship in 
junior class. 
{
.Building and lot to be used as a college 
of medicine forever. If diverted 
100, 000 .......... 100, 000 ........................ · ...... · from such purpose, to become prop· 
erty of tho city. 
125 { .. .. .. • . • .. . .. • . . .. .. .. . 25 . • •• .. • . • • •• .. • • Anatomical pl'ize. 
5 ................ 
1
. ....... WO ................ Annual prize for best examination. 
5, oco 5, 000 ................................... , • .. • Chiefiy for hospital support. 
20, 000 20, 000 . .. .. .. . . • .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. • .. . .. • .. • .. For tho medical education of the col· 
orecl race. 
.. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. Anatomical plates. 
. .. • .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . • • • . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. Aspirator. 
2, 5001 • • • 2 [1()0 For scholarship. 
} 
l8, ooo l ·{-~ ~~: ~ ~~: : ~~:: ~~: ~ ~ ~~~~~: : ~~ :':::: : ~~::::: ::::~~~: ;~~;~~g{~i~·t:r:::unno~:~e:fi:too 
.. ............ ............ ..... . ................ Purpose of gifts amounting to $14,000 
not speci fied . 
.... .. .. · .,.. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .... .. ..... .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . • . m~ll uouo.tions to help educate orph:m 
· g1rls. 
125, ~001 ($125,000) ................ ..... ;., .. .. .. .... Buil~in~, endow~ nt, _ antl oqnipme~t. 
1, aOO . ••••• ·--·1· ....... ... ..... ........ $1, GOO ........ , To a1<l m otlucntJOn of a dnughter of a 
Pi'esbyterian minister. 
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TAnLE XXIII.- Statist-ics of educational benejactioi1s jm· 18tl2; fran~ 
Organization to --vhich intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. 
1 
INSTITUTIONS FOR SUPERIOR 
lNSTRUCTION OF WOMEN-
Continued. 
Location. Nrune. Residence. 
3 4 
Shorter College.............. Rome, Ga........... Alfrecl Shorter............ Rome, Ga .......... . 
Highlo.nd Hall College for 
Women. 
St. Mary's School. .......... . 
Rockford Seminary ....•..... 
DePauw College for Young~ 
Women. 5 
.Mansfield Female College .••. 
Maine Wesleyan Seminary } 
and Female College. 
Abbot Academy ............ . 
The Swain Free School .••••• 
Highland Park, Ill.. Elishn. Gray •••••••••.•.•. Highland Park, Ill .. 
Knoxville, Ill ........................................................ . 
Rockford, Ill. ... .... ...... .... ..... ............ . ..................... . 
New Albany, Ind ... 5 :V· C. J?t? Pauw •.• ~ ..•• . ~ew Albr.ny, IlH} ... 
{F. A. ]rtedloy ... ....... . Now Alba-cy, Iuu . . . 
Mansfield, La ....... Various persons ..... . ... .. ................... .. 
Kent's llill, Mo .. ... ~ ~- R ~earce (deceased) . . Lewiston, Mo .. .. .. . 
'yAmm1 S. Lormg ......... Yarmouth, Me .... .. 
Andover, Mass . . . . . arious persons ...... .... ............ ·;· ...... . 
New Bodfo,d, JI!Mo.
1 
William W. Swain (<loo'd) New BedfO>d, Jll"'· 
Smith College , ••••••••••. ... Nortbn.mpton, Mn.ss. ·······••••••••••••••••• •••..••••••••.•••••••••••. 
Mt. Holyoke Female Semi- South Hadley, Mass .. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••.••••••••••••••.••. 
nary. 
Howard Female College .. . • . Fayette, Mo ........ Moses W. Payne ......... Hamburg, Iowa ..•.. 
Synodical Female College .... Fultotl, Mo .•••••••• ·Rev. B. H. Charles (presi- Fulton, Mo ....... .. 
dent). 
New Hampshire Conference} 
Seminary and Femn.le Col-
lege. 
St. Joseph's .A.cndemy ..•.... 
Cincinnati Wesleyan College. 
{
Irah E. Chase, M.D ... ••. Haverhillt...Mass .... 
Tilton, N. H . .. . • • • . Mrs. Sarah M. Currier North .1:1n.verhlll, 
(deceased). Moss. 
Lockport, N. Y ..................................................... .. 
Cincinnati, Ohio .... 5 Dr. 9· G. Hussey........ Pittsl>nrgb, Pa .... . 
l Vanous persoDB ...................... .. ...... . 
{
Jared Murray ........... Concord, Ohio .... .. 
Lake Erie Female Seminary· Painesville, Ohio.... ClasRes of 1878 aml 1880 ..................... . 
and members of other 
classes. 
St. James Hall .............. . Bolivar, Tenn ....... l Various persons .......... Boston, New York, 
and Philadelphia. 
Morf:roosboro' Female Insti- Murfree boro', Tenn James M. Haynes . ..... .. Murfreesboro', Tenn 
tute. I 
t. Cecilia's A~ ~y ... .... Nashv:ill , Tenn .... ~r~,· Lucie Bedford ....... Nashville, Tenn .... 
Young Ladi bool of Georgetown, Tex .. ·r C1t1zens .................. Georgetown, Tex ... 
Southwestern Uruversity. 
{
G. B. Davis .. ............ lndopencl nee, 'l.'ex · 
B11ylor Female College . ...... . Independence, Tex.. C~~;pt. T. C. Clay · · · · • • · · · Indepeudence, 'l'ex · 
I 
Mt~s E. C. Moore........ Independence, Tex · 
Coli ctionR by agents ......................... . 
Vennon .Methorli ml- M ntp lier, Vt ..... Various persons .............................. .. 
nary and Femal oll g . 
arion lt'cmnle • 11 ge ...... Marion, Va ......... Various persons . .............................. . 
Wi con~in l:'emalo College... Fox L kc, Wis ..... 5' I:r. Robl'r.t .. · .. · .. ·· ••• Pittsburgh, Pa. · .. · · . l Mrs. A . K1ugman .... .... Boston, -;Mn.ss ..... .. 
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Object of benefaction and remarks. 
--------------------
li 6 '7 s 9 10 11 
------------------___ , ____ .:_.__ _______ _ 
$45,000 .................................. $45,000 ........ $40,000 in stocks and bonds, $5,000 in 
cash; to pay teachers and educate 
800 ................................................ .. 
5, ooo\ ........•• 
1 
15, oool .....••.........•.•.........•.•. 
,:: ~~~ r::i~: :.~ ... :; :::.:. ;: :::::: ;: ;::_;:;~ ::;·==~: 
935 • • • .. • • .. • 135 $215 $585 .. • .. • • • . ••••••. 
48,000 3, 000 30, 000 •••••••• 5, 000 • • • .. • • . $10, 000 
7, 065 ............ ~ ............. •••••••· 7, 000 ...... .. 
2,300 .••••••••. 2,300 ............................... . 
2, 000 ........ .. 2,000 .............................. .. 
poor girls. 
Purpose not specified. 
For atone chapel. 
Donor and purpose not specified. 
For general purposes. 
To furnish supplies and for general 
expenses. · 
Purpose not specified. 
~For endowment; also donations to 
S library. 
For building, chair of literaturE~, and 
to complete a scholarship of $1,000. 
W. W. Swain, of New Bedford, Mass., 
left bis homestead, land, nnu personal 
securities under his will for founding 
f:~~l~!~i~~! ~orr;;: ~~dol~tv~h~~ 
discretion for pnrpose named. 
$3,000 were for music department, 
$30,000 for art building, $10,000 for 
art collections, and $5,000 for schol-
arship fund. 
$7,000 for "education fund" and pur· 
pose of $65 not specified. 
Value of house and lot adjoining col· 
lege, given to enlarge building nnd 
grounas. 
For improvements and apparatus. 
~ 5 100 ........ •••••••· ....................... . 5 1, 100 l .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1, 000 .. • • • • .. • ••••••• 
For endowment. 
Scholarship to aid indigent students. 
500 .. . ... . .......................................... . Donor and purpose not specified. 
} 75 000 { 10, 300 ....................................... . 
} 
' { .... ~~·.:~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ...... (5oo) ..... . 
~For li9uidation of indebtedness and 
5 repaus. · 
To b" a<lded to fund for education 
of noedy students and increase of 
library and apparatus. 
} 
700 .................. •••••••• ........ ........ 200 Pictures, books, and furniture from 
classes and individuals. 
For general purposes. 1, 5001 1, 500 ....................................... . 
5001 500 .. • .. • .. .. • • • • • . • • • .. • .. • .. .. • • • • • • .. • • • Money value of the use of property al· lowed tho school by the owner. 
2, ooo, ......... . 
600 ......... . 
2, 000 . • .. .. • . . .. . . .. . . .. .. • • . • • • • • • • . For new building. 
600 .. • • • .. . . .. • • .. . .. • • • . .. • • • • • • .. To impro>o the buildings. 
5, ooo (5, OOO) • • • • .. .. • • • • • • .. .. • • • • .. • • • • • .. • { Cf~;~~db0u~~~x;ft~ and land and cash 
3, 0001 3, 000 ........................................ Pledg cl for endowment fund; about 
on .fifth paid. 
3, 000 . . • • • • • • • . 3, 000
1
........ . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . For build tag. 
25015 • • • • .. · · · • ..... · • -.... · • · • .. • · • · • · · .... · .. .. . • • . Pr.nrpose of gif~ of $250 not specified. 
~ • •• .. • • . . • • .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • .. • . .. .. . • • . • • • . • • • . 1o0 books for library. 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of educational benefactions jOt' 1882; ft·om 
Organization to which. intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. 
1 
PBRP ARATORY SCHOOLS. 
St. Helena Academy ..••••••. 
Phillips Academy .•••••••••. 
Cushing Academy., •••••.••. 
Monson Academy ......... .. 
St. P41oul's School •••••••••••• 
Colby Academy ••••••••••••. 
Pwctie Institute .•••••••••••. 
Cazenovia Seminary .•• ••••• . 
Cook Acartemr, ..•.•••••••••. 
Fairview Inst1tute .•••••••••. 
Wilkes-Barre Academy .••••. 
Manchester College ..•..••••. 
Wayland Univex·sity •.•••••. 
Location. Name. Residence. 
3 4 
~t. Helena, Cal..... John Allyn .. ,. ............................... .. 
{
John Lewelling .••..•••..•..•••••••••.••••••.••. 
Mrs. H . .F.':. Nmnborger ........................ . 
Various others ............... . ............... .. 
Andover Mass puckley-Mathew-Flem-
{ 
Lady Elizabeth Sumner London, Eng ...... .. 
' ' · · · mg, deceased. 
Anonymous ................................... . 
Ashburnham, Mass . 
{
Joseph I•'airbanks ....... Fitchburg, Mass .. .. 
.A.. T. Lowe, :r.r. D.......... Boston, Mass ...... . 
Monson, MaRs ...................................................... .. 
Concord, N. H ...... ...................... ........................... . 
New London, N.H ... ~am.cs P. Colgate .•••••.. Yonkers, N.Y .... .. 
Var1ous others ....... ................. ....... .. 
Hightstown, N. J . • . on. William Bucknell . • . Philadelphia, Pa ... . 
Cazenovia, N. Y ... .. . .............................................. .. 
Havo.na, N.Y .. ...................... · ............................... .. 
Saru.toga Springs, J. B. Erhardt ...... ....... Now York, N.Y ... . 
N.Y. 
{
J. W. Hollenback ..••.. } 
W. L. Conyngham ..... 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa... H. B. Hillman.......... Wilkes· Barre, Pa ... 
E. P .. Darling ......... . 
J. H. Swa.yer .......... . 
Manchester, Tenn .................................................. .. 
Beaver Dam, Wis .............................................. • ••• · .. 
Concordillo College . •• .. • ..... Milwaukee, Wis .... Ev. Lutheran congrega- ID., Minn., Wis., & 
tiona. Dak. 
Markllam Aca~o:my ......... Milwaukee, Wis .••. John C. Spencer .•••••.••. Wilwaukee, Wis .•• . 
University of N"ew Mexico.. Santa F6, N.Mex ..... .............................................. .. 
IN81'1TUTIO '8 FOR SECONDADY 
I 'STROCTlON. 
Groene prings School. .... .. 
Mt. Union emina.l'y ....... .. 
Talladega. College ............. . 
Southland College ......... . . 
Prairie Grove Academy ..... . 
Hopkin Acad my ... ...... .. 
Greene Springs, AL'1. Joel E. Mathews.......... Dallas County, Ala. .. 
Mt. Union, .Ala. ...................................................... .. 
{
Benjamin De Forest..... Hartford, Conn .. · · · 
Talladega, .Ala....... R. ~-Graves ..... ........ Morristown, N.J .. . 
¥r~i~:·ct~~~.·x;k:: l ·c~:~~:~:~~~~~~:s::~::~:::: :~:;~i~~:~~~~.:i;~:: 
Onklnnd, CaL. ..... . Moses Hopkins ........... San Franc1sco, Cnl .. 
l:>t. Joe ph's Academy.. ... ... a cram nto, Cal.... Mrs. Murrav ................ .................. .. 
{
.Ml'S. J. . Ta~or ......... San }ranci co, Cal.. 
St. :Matthew' Jinll . . .. . • • .. . an :Mateo, Cal...... :Mrs. Georg c. Pe1·kins ............ . .......... . 
. J. L. :h-li.IJer............... Alpena, Mich .. ... .. 
n Joaquin Valley College . Woodlmdg , Cal.... .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . ... .. .. .. 
Wolf H 11 .................. Denver, Colo ...... . . { ~i:: g;~~~~~o ~-.::~-~~~: ~~~v0;,:,, r '. ;·. :::: : : 
{
ltoY. G. ,J. 'l'illot. on ...... Wo h 1 fid!l, onn. 
Tillot.son Academy .. .. .. .. .. Trin idnd Colo .. .. .. ~ :uious P rsun~ .. .. : ·-- .... : .. .. .. .. .. ·- · .. · 
' tw \Vol'lt Educ:~.hot.t ChiCO"O, 111 . ....... . 
I I Uommi sion. 1 " 
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repli,e,s to inquiries by the Uni~d States Bureau of Education-Continued. 
}Jenefactions. 
Object of benefaction nnd remarks. 
-----------------1------------
9 10 11 
------------_________ , _______ ____... _____ _ 
} 
( $600 .........••••••. ·•••·• •..••••••• •••••• •. } 
l 2, ~~~:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: emy. , 
$4, 520 ' · · · · · · · · $1, 0001. ·- •• •. · · · ·- • • • · . • ••• -.. • • • • • • • . To establish and maintain the acad· 
} 
( ·••··•• · ................ $1,000 .••• _. •• •••••••· }TI> pn.y tuition; income only to .be 
20, ooo, ~ us d. The $25,000 subject to annuity 
l
l, ...... , ................ 25,000--~····· .••••••. · atpresent. 
} 
r
. ....... 325 .••••• •• •••••• •• ........ •••••• •. For telescope and books for library; 
also from various :perli!oJlS of Ash· 
400 < bumham contl'ibutiontt to mu~eum 
I and library. 
l .......................... ····~· .. .. ...... $75 
~0 200 •••••••• •••••••• 20 •••• , ••••••••••• For general J?Urposesand scholarships. 
5, 000 5, ooo
1 
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••. For general tund. 
12 ooo (12 OOO) ~ House for president and money for 
' ' · · ••• · •• · · • •· · • •· · •••• •• · ·••• •• · · )!. payment of debt. 
5 &~~ · · · · · 5 · 000 · · • • •• • • •••••• • • • •• • •• .......... •• 400 F~~ ~~d~~tri~~~~ures, &c • 





S F9r general fund; notes at 6 per cent. 
20, 000 · • ... • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• •• • • • • ·• • • · •••• • • • · ~ payp.ble in cash within ftve years. 
7o,~ ····7o;iioo :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~;d:~!~~~s~~~~tj;;~~eg~quest 
of $50,000 here included 1s not yet 
available. 
14, 000 . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • .. • • •• • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Pu'fl'OSe not specified. 
20 .••••••••. .••••••• •••••••• 20 •••••••••••••••• ValueofagoldmedalcalledthoSpencer 
prize in declamation. 
lQ, 400 (10, 400) ••••• ., . • • .. . • • . • • • . • • • . • •• .. • • • For buildings and general uses of the 
univeraity. 
A flue telescope. 
To p~y teacher's salli-J'Y· 
Purpose of gift of $21,000 not speciiled. 
For scuolnrsbip!<. 
For scholarships. 
Donor.anrl purpose not specified. 
For builiHng. 
For liquidation of debt, $20,u. 1, and 
general endowment $30,000; condi· 
tionetl on the raising of a like amount 
for the Pacific Theological Seminaty, 
which institution is und r tho same 
board of trustees. Tho oondition 
wa!l complied with. 
20: ••••••.••. ·••·•••· ·••••••• ·••··•·· ........ ·••••••· ~~?f,~~ 11~~e~~j~ifl·~~- deyortment ~md 
2, ; : FI.~::: :: :i~~ : .. ~ .. :: ~:~~: ~:o i:iii·.: : :~:; ·: i fi~3~~~~~::vo y. 
1,700/ r:;:i~ l .... ~~ .t::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~~::::.:;:::::· 
I. I 
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TA.l3LE XXIII.-Statistics of educational benefactions fm· 1882; from 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
l. 3 4 
INSTITUTIONS FORSECONDAltY 
INSTRUC'flON -Continued. 
M~i!~~i!,ft~~t~~~e~sh and Mystic Bridge, Conn G. A. Slack............... Boston, Mass ..... .. 
Gildersleeve High SchooL ... Portland, Conn ..... Sylvester Gildersleeve .................... ,. .. .. 
St . .John's School for Boys ... Faulkland, Del .... . .................................................. . 
Cookmanlnstitute .. .... ..... Jacksonville, Fla. ... Varionspersons ................................ . 
Mulberry Grove Academy... Antioch, Ga........ Various persons........... Antioch, Ga ...... .. 





.tu .. t·e· .· •· .•·. Columbus, Ga....... .John McCarthy (deceased) Columbus, Ga ..... .. 
d : Cuthbert, Ga . .. • .. . American Missionary As- .................... .. 
sociation . 
.Jennings Seminary and Au- Aurora, ill ..... ~·--· Various persons ............................... . 
rora llormal School. 
ChicagoAthenreum .......... Chicago, Til. ................... .. . ................ ................... . 
German-American Academy. Chicago, Ill . • • . • . . • . School Association of the Chicago, ill ........ . 
German-American 
Academy. 
St. Mary's Training School Des Plaines, ill .................................................... · .. 
for Boys. 
Elgin Academy...... . .. .. • .. Elgin, TIL........... Mrs. J. A. Carpenter ........................ • · .. 
German-English College..... Galena, Til. ......................................................... .. 
~~~~~~~~~;~~-~::: ~~=~~~~e; Ill :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Bloomingdale A.cademy ...... Bloomingdrule Ind .. Friends'QuarterlyMeeting Bloomingdale, Ind .. 
Central Academy ...... ·---- Plainfield, Ind...... Various persons ...................... ·-··· .. · .. 
Union High School. ......... Westfield, Ind ...... Various persons .............................. .. 
Albion Seminary............. Albion, Iowa....... Various persons • • ........ Marshall Co., Iowa .. 
Birmingha.m Academy •••.••. 
Coe College ................. . 
Denmark Academy ........ .. 
Danish High School. ..•..•.. 
Lenox Collegiate In titute ... 
llnmboldt Academy anu 
T ormal chool. 
Birmingham, Iowa .. .James CmTy and others ... ..................... . 
{
Mrs. T. M. Sinclair and Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. citizens . 
.John Sinclair ............ New York, N.Y .. .. 
{
Mrs. C. W. Perkins...... Hartford, Conn ... -· 
Denmark, Iowa..... .r. W. Field.............. Boston, Mass ..... ·· 
Henry Fairbanks........ St . .Johnsbury, Vt ... 
Elk Horn, Iowa ................................................ -·-- · .. 
Hopkinton, Iowa.... Mrs. Sinclair.............. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.. 
Humboldt, Iowa •••. Citizens .................. Humboldt, Iowa .. .. 
· · { Le Grand, Iowa..- . . Friends' A.cademy. .. . . • • . • • . Le Grand, Iowa..... Citizens .••..••.•••..•••. · Marsluilltown, Iow& 
Cedar Vall y emioary ...... Osage, Iowa ........ Various persons ............. ................. .. 
~~~~~~~~~~:~~i M·a Th .. ·: f:~mt~i :::::: · A~eric~ · na}lii~i· ii~me · · :N6~ · :y;,;:k,--Nurt .. _. ·-y: · 
lo!!icat'In titute. Mission Soc1ety. (Temple Co. J· 
J flalninoF malelnstitute .. ..:~icholasvill , Ky ... Citizens .................. {.rH~=~~,'xf:: 
. Louis 'Ville, Ky ... .. 
Princeton Collegiate Institute Princeton, Ky ....•. Vnnons persons • ......... Owensboro Ky ... . 
Princeton, Ky .... . 
A<'tul ruy of St. Catharine of Springfield, Ky .. . .. Various persons .... - ............. • •• • .... •• · 
'iADM. 
t. Hyacinth's onv nt ...... onroe, La. ......... Young Catholic Friends' Monroe, La. ....... .. 
Society. 
Evange-lical Lutheran Pro- _.'"ow Orleans, La .... Congre~ationsoftheSouth- Missouri, Ohio, and I 
gymna ium. rn Dis'rictoftheEvan- other Stat s. 
gelical Luthe1·an Synod. 
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replieB to inqui1·ies by the United States Burean o.f Education-Continued. 
Benefactions. 
~ .,.-P. ~ ~ s ~ ~~ ~tri bll. ~ :::$ <!) 
'Om ~"0 ~;rs ""' rn ~~ ~§ l1i ;E·~j ~ s Object of benefaction and remarks. oliO .S< p. (1). 
~~ 
,0 al"' -~!5 -o o) ~ ]'§ "0~ ~ <Dp. .,.._& ~ ... ~<!) Cl! •.-<"0 s_ ~ ~.; ~ 
~ 
!!=oil ]·a~ -o 
~~ ::P-• >,; <8 .s~ -~ ~ 
0 o~'~<l! 0 ~ l'l ......... p. ... Q)rn 0 
~ ~ ~ il-l ~ ~ H 
---- - --- --- --- ------
6 9 10 ll. 
----------------·1---..,.....---------
$100 .-..... ••• .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. ••••• •• • ••••• ••• • ••••••• $100 Books for library. 
15, 000 $15,000 .. -- •• - •• -- ........................ - .... ·.- .. To found an academy. 
••• .. 2,"" t~f :::::::::: ""$2,"" ~~g- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
A gift of books for library . 
To aid in erecting building. 
For repairing and enlarging 
academy. 
the 
....... fiii' :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
Books for library . 
Donor and purpose not specified. 
Purpose not specified. 700 
so ........ ao· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: For teachers' salaries. 
1, 500 1, 500 . • ••••••••••••••• ~-. •.• •.• •• • • • • • • For reroofing, renovating, and refur. 
nishing the school building. 
2, 335 Purpose not specified. 











300 ............................... . 
............... ' ......................... ................. ......... .. 
............. ·-· ......................................................... . 
.......... ··--iao· :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
400 ........ •••••••· ----~··· 70 
2, 000 • • . .. .. . . .. • - .... -- .. -.--.. .. ••• - •• - - - ... .. 
2,000 -............................... .. 
225 ••••••••••••• ...,.. •••••••• •••••••• ••••••.. 
Purpose not specified. 
For reseatiug school rooms. 
Purpose not specified. 
Purpose 11ot specified. 
Purpose not specified. 
For repairing building. 
$400 for building aml $70 for library and 
apparatus. 
"For general endowment. 
For erection of a boarding ball on con-
dition that $1,500 be raised and build-
ing erected within one year. Condi-
tions were met. 
To relieve distress from fire. 
} 20,000 (20, 000) For building and endowment. 
l 300 ................................................... Purpose not specified; to be used as trustees find necessary. 
522 522 ........................................ Forliquidationofdebt. 
160 Purpose not specified. 




a, soo 500 ........ •••••••· ....... .. 500 
For geneml purposes. 
$3,000 for liquidation of debt, $500 for 
building, $500 for apparatus and 
libmry, and $500 for endowment. 
Purpose not specified. 








9 OOO) and for endowment; income of por-
, ........ •••••••· •••••••· ........ tionforendowmontistobeusedonly 
for professors' salaries. 





For education of indigent children. 
To educate scholars as clergymen an<l 
teachers. 
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TABLE XXIII.-Statistics of educational benjactionsjor 1882; from 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. 
1 
INSTITUTIONS FOR SECONDARY 
INSTRUCTION- Continued. 
Location. Name. Residence. 
3 4 
Peabody Normal Seminary. • . New Orleans, La.... Various persons ....................... •••••• •.••• 
Corinna Union Academy .•••. 
~e~~fi if::si::r·~~(i s;i:. 
entifl.c Academy. 
Lincoln Academy ........... . 
Thayer .Academy ........... . 
Nichols Academy ........... . 
Bromfield School ............ . 
Tabor Academy ............ . 
Corinna, Me •••••••• A. M. Burton, principal, .-................... . 
students of academy. 
Fryeburg, Me ...... Mrs. Valeria G. Stone • .:.. Malde!lt. Mass ...... . 
~ H 11 11 M ~r. Clapp . . . . . • .. .. . .. • . Bath, .Me ......... . 5 a owe • e .. • • · Miss S. A. Parsons ••• • • • Hallowell, Me ...... . 
Newcastle!. ¥e...... ·sa Hattie S. Dixon...... Damariscotta, Me .. 
Braintree, Mass..... Pupils and friends ............................. . 
Dudley, Mass....... • • • • .. • .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. • • . Pawtucket, R. I ... . 
Harvard, Mass ....................................................... . 
Marion, Mass ....... Mrs. Elizabeth Tabor ..... Marion, Mass ••••••• 
Wesleyan .Aieademy ~... ..... Wilbraham, Mass •.••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••· 
Minnesota Academy .••.•.••. 
Hauge College and Seminary. 
Gustavus Adolphus College .. 
Wesleyan Methodist Semi-
nary. 
Cooper Institute ............ . 
Owatonna, Minn ..................................................... . 
Red Wing, Minn.... Citizens . .. .. • . .. • • • • .. .. . Red Wing, Minn .. .. 
St. P~~r, M!IJn • .. .. J. P: Thelander and others .................... .. 
WaslOJa, Minn...... Vanous persons .................................. . 
Daleville, Miss ...... Various sonrc.es • ., ............................. . 
CooU$pringe Academy...... . Molino, Mise ...... . 
{
W. A. Robertson ·-··· •• Molino, Miss ...... .. 
Various others ............................... .. 
Avalon College .............. Avalon, Mo ......... Various persons .......... NorthweatMissonri 
and elsewhere. 
Butler Academy............. Butler, Mo.......... Citizens...... . •• .. • . • . • .. Butler, Mo ......... . 
Bellevue Colleg1ate Institute. Caledonia, Mo...... Members of Methodist Caledonia, Mo _ .. .. 
churches and citizens. 
Wentworth Male Academy.. Lexington, M?.~... S. G. Wentworth ......... Lexington, Mo ..... . 
Marionville Collegiate Insti· Marionville, Mo •• .. Various persons .............................. .. 
tute. 
Morrisville Male and Female Morrisville, Mo ..... Various persons ............................... . 
Collegiate Institute. 
Lutheran High School. ..... . 
Salem Academ:y ............ . 
Nebraska Bapt1 t Seminary .. 
N ebra ka Conference Semi-
St. Louis, Mo ........................................................ . 
alem, Mo .......................................................... .. 
Gibbon, Nebr ....................................................... .. 
York, Nebr ......... Various persons ............................... . 
nary. 
Proctor Academy....... ..... .Andover, N.H ...................................................... .. 
Gilmanton Academy .. .,....... Gilmanton, N. H . .. Obadiah Wheelock .. • • • • . Philadelphia, Pa. ... . 
School foT Boys.............. Holderness, N. H ... Various persona ............................... . 
Ne'! Hampton Literary In· { ·ewHampton, N.H. S H~n. G. G. Fogg ......... Concor.6!~ N. H ..... . 
shtnto. 5 l Oliver Chase............. Sandw10n, N.H .... . 
Now llaropsbire onfere_Qce Tilton, N.H ......................................................... . 
minary and Fern le Col-
leg . 
The lmonds Free High 
hool. 
t {Hon.JohnFoster .• •••••• Boston,Mnss .. - .. . 
5 Warner, N.H..... Citizens . .. .. .. .. .. ..... . Warner, N. H ...... . Pnpils of school.......... Warner, N.H . .... .. 
Blair Pr byterial Academy . Blairstown, N. J .... Ron. John L Blair ........... .................. . 
South Jersey lnlltitute.. ... •. Bridget<>n, N. J ••••. Ron. Wm. Bucknell ...... Philadelphia, Pa .••. 
. . {George I. Seney .......... New York, N.Y ... . 
C n en~ CollegJAte Insh· { Bjckettstown. N.J. Geo_!'ge r!· Ferry ............................. .. 
tute. 5 M. H. Gillette ................................ .. 
Various :persons ............................. .. 
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replie8 to inquiries by the United Sta.tes Btweau of Education-Continued. 
Benefactions. 
~ rtiP, s:. _g ~ ctl bll~ ~-bll, ~'d . 0 ~ «< ,.Qo;j ... ~ rg~ :a~ o ..... ~ ~ ~0 "' «<f.< ~$ s ~~ ]' 
~~=~< 
Object of benefaction and remarks. 
,c 
~ "''d 'd 





3 §'a~ ~~ 
'd t't 
.g~ ~ ·~ ~ oEl~ .s;a f-1 0 ~ 0 ~ ~-o'+-11=1< · f-1 Q'l«< 0 
E-1 ~ c!l ~ ~ E-1 H --------------------
:i 6 7' 8 9 10 11 
--------------- ---1----~------....----
$1, 500 $1, 500 .. •• • .. • .. • .. • •.. .. • • . • .. .. • .. • .. .. • ... .. From local contributions for general 
support; also $3,200 from Peabody 
fund. 
20 • .. • .. .. .. . .. .. • .. . • . • • • .. . • • .. • • . . .. . • .. . $20 In books for libracy. 
10, 000 ................. : • .. .. .. . . .. . .. • . . • • .. .. . . .. • . .. . Purpose not specified. 
3, ~00 f 3, OOO .. • .... • .. • • .. • • .. • .. • ...... • .. • .. .. .. .. ~ For general purposes. 
l 400 ......................................... } 
............................................................ Webster's Unabri1lged Dictionary. 
..... 6; ~~~ ::::::: :~: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: : ~ ~~·~ ~~~ 
2, 500 1, 650 $850 ............................... . 
4, 800 ................................................. . 
350 ................................................ .. 
~: ~g~ :::::::::: ... ~~ ~~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
a, ooo 3, ooo ....................................... . 
A gift of piano from 1mpils and fnends . 
For observatory and library. 
For best good ofthe school. 
$1,650 for support of school and piano 
valued at $850. 
$4,000 QD condition of six per cent. an-
nuity during life of donors. 
Purpose not specifted. 
For erection of new hall. 
Purpose not specified. 
For endowment. 
.... •• .... . .. .. .. • .. . .. . • • .. .. ... .. . .. • • • • .. ..... .. . . ....... Books for library. 
} { 
{
Value of grounds, buildings, and fur-
nishings su plied byW. A. Robert-
.. • ·.... 1, 500 .. • .. • .... • • • • .. • .... • .. · • • .. ·.. son to founK a. school for the beneftt 
1, 650 of the public . 
.. .. • • .. .. .. . • .. .. • .. • : .......... ~...... . .. • • • .. { $1~ll~~nated by merchants of Louis-
8, 000 8, 000 .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. • .. . . .. • .. .. . .. • .. • . For endowment; interest only to be 
used. 
250 . • • .. .. • .. 250 .. .. • • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. . .. . • • .. .. .. For apparatus. 
900 . • • • .. .. .. 900 . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. • . . • .. .. .. For building and improvements. 
2,500 ........ .. 
2,000 ........ .. 
2, 500 ........................ ·~...... For erection of building for boarding 
department. 
2, 000 . .. • • • .. . • .. . • • . • .. .. • .. .. .. • .. . For payment of debt on building. 
300 300 . .. . .. .. . .... • .. • • .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... • .. To aid faculty. 
500 . . • . .. . .. . . . .. . • • . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Donor and purpose not st>ecifled. 
A rlonation of 25 volumes to library . ..... s: 000 ..... a: oiio :::· :::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: For endowment and general expenses. 
3, 000 3, 000 . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. . For endowment. · 
1, 200 . . . . .. . . . . 1, 200 . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . • • .. • .. .. .. .. .. For completion of boarding hall. 
75 .. • .. .. • .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. •75 . .. .. • .. .. .. • .. . For prizes; the interest to be used af· 
ter ftve years. 
11, 000 .. • . .. . . .. . • .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. • • . . • • .. .. . . .. .. • .. Purp~e not specifted. 
J 2, 0001 2, 000 · .. ·.... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . For g neral purposes. 
32,000 . . .. ...... . ....... .. .. .... . ...... . $1,000 ........ $1,000 to nid in eli gent females1 and pur-pose of' remainiler not epoo1fied. 
l 325 { :::::::: ~~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: l For chemical and physical npparatus. 5 ........ 7fi ................................ 5 
15, OOOI Hi, OuO ••••••• ·1·....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . $7~~ ~e;:~ai;~rt;o~~~oipal; remainder 
} 
100 { .... is."ooJ :::::::I:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ..... :~~~ }Forlibrary. 
36, 000 4• 000 .. • .. · .. · ...... · .. · • ...... · .. • .. · .. · .. · · For payment of debt. 
-1~: : .::::::::.::::::: :r:::: :~:: :: =~:::: :::::::: 
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TABLE XXIII.-Stati8tics of educational benefactions jo1· lt!82; j1·om 
Or~anization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. 
1 








to.Awmn e.Arl~caadnelll;yle·m· ·e·n·t·: Moorestown, N.J .................................................... .. 
El Newark, N.J ....... Various persons ............................... . 
ary and High Grammar 
School. 
{
:Rev. S. :Bourne........... Paterson, N. J ..... . 
Paterson Seminary ........... Paterson, N.J...... Miss S. W. Doremus ......................... .. 
.A. :B. Wiggin ................................ . . 
Albany :Boys' .Academy...... .Albany, N. Y ....... Varions persons ...... .... .Albany, N.Y ...... . 
Union .Academy of :Belleville. :Belleville, N.Y..... Various residents.... ... . :Belleville, N. Y .... . 
.Adelphi .Academy .. .. • • • .. .. :Brooklyn, N. Y .. • • . John Gibb ·• •• • .. • .. • • • • • .. :Brooklyn, N. Y .... . 
Delaware .Acooemy ..•••••••. 
Clinton Liberal Institute .•.. 
Ten Broeck Free Academy .. 
Hudson Academy .••••••.••. 
Macedon .Academy ........•. 
St.John's Military School. .. . 
Mil. brook .Academy ........ . 
Peekskill .Academy .•••••.•• . 
i~:~etl:Sc;:~:lmlch~oi::::::: 
Dellii N y 5 H.K. Thurber ........... New York, N.Y ... . 
• ' · ......... ~Citizens ................. Delhi, N. Y: ....... . 
Fort Plain, N. y .... ~Mia~ Gage ... • .. • • .... • .. Hudson, N.Y ..... .. 
Vanous persons .............................. . 
Franklinville, N. Y . arious persons .............................. .. 
Hudson, N. Y . . • . . . • Trustees of .Academy..... Hudson, N.Y ...... . 
Macedon,N. Y ...... {Fre~ . .A. White ....... ~ •. Marion, N.Y ..... .. 
Manlins, N.Y ....... --~~:~~~~-~~~~~~~.::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Millbrook N y 5E. W.Lane .............. PoughkeepRie,N. Y. 
' ' .. ·.. ~ N. G. Swift .. • • • • .. • •• • .. Mill>rook, N. Y ... . 
Peekskill, N. Y ........................................... ....... .... . 
Pompey,N. Y ....... Citizens ..... ~ ............ Pompey, N.Y ..... . 
Shushan, N.Y...... James Law ................................... .. 
Southold .Academy ••• • ... .. . Sonthold, N.Y...... Citizens • • • • .. • • •• ........ Southold, N. Y .... . 
Bing~am SchooL ............ Binghnm, N.C...... Val'ions persons ....... ... Boston, Mass ..... .. 
Scotia Seminary .. • • • • • ...... Concord, N. C....... S E. A· Graves · .... • • • •• ·.. Morristown, N. J · · · l Vanous persons .............................. . 
Bennett Seminary .... :-;.. .... Greensboro', N.C .................................................... . 
l3 Se · T - 1·ceet·nr, N.c ..•.•. { ~eedmen's .Aid Society . .................... .. rown mlD8ry............. ......., "' l3 h w 
New Garden :Boarding School New Garden, N.C ...... 
1
~--~~---~~~ ::::::~::: ::::::::::::::::::~: :: 
.Albany Enterprise .Academy. 
.Acadomy of Central College. 
Hartford.Academicinatitute. 
Poland Union minary .... . 
Now Lyme lnstitnt~ ... .... .. 
Indian IndostrilllScbool. ... . 
Elderaridge Classical and 
ormnl.Acad my. 
English and Cla 1cal School . 
Friends' cbool. ............ . 
~cal ar:lsci::lt~:f;;ubtt!: 
F1iends' Sel ct School ...... . 
.Albany, Ohio........ Various persona ............................... . 
Central College, Ohio 5 .Al~n Wright ........... Columbus, Ohio .. .. 
l Vanoue persons .............................. . 
Hartfor!h Ohio ...... Citizens ..... ....... ...... Hartford, Ohio . ... .. 
Poland, vhio.. ..... . GeorgeP. Miller (deceased) Poland, Ohio ...... .. 
So.NewLyme,Ohio. Judge Wm. S.Deming .... So. Now Lyme, Ohio . 
Carliele1 Pa......... Various persons .............................. .. Elderandge, Pa ..... Dr. James McCann....... Pittsburgh, Pa .... . 
Johnetow~ Pa ...... Cambria Iron Company .. . Johnston , Pa ...... . 
London Grove, Pa .. Fri _nde' Yearly Meeting .. Philadelphia, Pn .. .. 
M.t. Pleasant, Pa.... Vanous persona ............................... . 
Oxford Pa 5 Friends' Yearly Meeting. Philadelphia, Pn .. . . 
' ·········· ~Friends' Yearly Meeting. Baltimore, Md ..... . 
Westtown &ardlng boo!.. W lto'l'l'll, Pa ................... , ................................. .. 
:Fri nde' ewEnglandl3oard- Providence, .I .... Mrs.HannahJ.Bailey •• _ .. ~ Winthrop, Me ..... . 
lng School. 
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.§<ll ::l"'"' ~ O'"' -~ d o:=«: -.<:l ... 
0 ~ ....... ~ 0 ~~ 0 :e ... E-4 f;l:1 c!:l ~ 8 . H 
Object of benefaction and remarks. 
--------------------
~ 6 ,. s 9 10 11 1~ 
-----------------------
$150 . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . Purpose not specified. 
280 . • • • • . • • • . $280 . • • • • • • . . • • • • • .. . • • • • • . . .. • • • • . . For payme~t of mortgage. 
{ 
Gifts of books to be awarded by teach· 
$34 • • • • . . .. . . • • • • .. ers and a committee, and library 
books to be J?roperty of the school. 
To fit up chemwal work room for stu· 
dents. 
For n. "Garfield memorial fund." 
34 ........... .............. . 
1,072 .......... 1,072 .............................. .. 
500 $500 ....................................... . 
1, 000 ' • • • • • • .. • 1, 000 ............................... . A Steinway grand piano, valued at $1,000. Also various additions to the 
library and museum. 
2 150 
f . . . .. . . . I, 000 . . • .. • . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . } For improvement of academy and 
' t . . . . . . . . 1, 150 . • • .. • • . . • • . . .. . . . . .. .. . . • .. .. . . grounds. 
4, 000 { 1, 000 · ...... · .. • · · .. · .. • .. · .. · • .......... · .. · } For general purposes and gymnasium. 
150 .. :::::::: ... ~·-~~0 :::::::::::::::::::::::: ""$i5o Forbooksnndapparatus. · 
100 . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. • • .. .. • .. • .. .. . .. .. 100 For books for library. 
~ 250 f .. .. .. .. 100 · .. · · • .................... · .... · ~For desks in school room. s t ........ 150 ................................ s . 
50, 000 .. .. • • • • • . .. .. • • .. . .. . . • • . . .. . • • .. . • .. .. .. . . • .. .. . Purpose not specified. 
} 20 . • . . . . . . . . 20 .........••..... .•.. •...... ~... . Cash and gymnasium apparatus. 
35 . .. . • .. . .. .. • .. . .. .. • • .. .. .. • .. . To purchase arms. 35 ......... . 
500 .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. • • .. • .. .. • • • .. .. . For rt•pairs on building. 
.......... .......... . .. .. .. . . .... .. . . .. ... .. ........ ..... ... Use of building, together with fuel for 
use of school. ·· 
500 ........ .. 
275 200 25 ....................... . 50 For genora.l purposest books for the librarv and gymnastiC apparatus. , 
1, 700 . • .. • .. • .. .. .. . • .. .. • .. . .. .. . .. .. . $1, 700 .. .. • .. . To be loaned to indigent students to 
pay board, especially such as expect 
to teach; such students must fur. 





To aid indigent students and for fur. 
nituro. 
~~~::: ::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: } For teacher's salary. 
(22, 000) .... ...... , . .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • • • For endowment and improvement of 
building. 
200 . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . • .. . . .. .. .. 200 .. .. . .. . To aid indigent students. 
f 
· {For young ladies' boarding hall, on 
1, 500 :: .... ·. ·. · .. · 1, ~00 · .. · · .. · ........ · .. · .. · · .. • .. ·.. condition that amount necessary to 
500 · .. · .... · · .. · .. · .. · .... · .. • .... · finish it be raised. 
100 100 . .. • . .. . .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. • .. . • .. . . .. • • .. . To pay teacher. 
6, 000 6, 000 . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. Real estate valued at $6,000 for endow-
ment. 
5, 500 1', 500 .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . $1,100 per annum for five years to pay 
teach~rs' salaries. 
7, 243 . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. • . .. • . For various purposes. 
• .. . • .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. • . .. .. . .. . 30 volumes to the library. 
7, 243 
300 ...................... ... ... ... .......... ........ . 
75 .......... 75 ..... .. .......... ...... . ....... . 
} ~:~I f_:::'·:~'··.::;~ •••• :::: ::::•••• .::::··· :::::::: 
1, 0001 1, 000 ....... •!• ....... , ....................... . 
52E 
Purpose not specified. 
For text books and apparatus. 
~'urnishing rooms, books, and oash. 
} To purchase apparatus. 
Porposo not specified. 
For engravings, buRts and pboto-
gmphs of works of oid masters in 
carbon, for instruction. ' 
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TABLE XXIII.- StatisUcs of educat-ional benefacti0'11lB fm• 1882; from 
Organization to which instrusted. :Benefactor. 
Name. 
1 
lNS't'ITUTIONS FOR BECONDAltY 
INSTRUCTION- Cont-iuued. 
Location. Name. Residence. 
3 4 
:Benedict Institute........... Columbia, S.C ••.••. Mrs. B. A. :Benedict .••••• . Pa:wtnckot, R.I .... 
Penn School .. -~ ••••••••••••• 
Milligan College ....••....... 
West Tennessee Semina1·y ... 
Lynchburg Normal. ........ . 
{
Mrs. J. H. Towne . . . . . . . . Boston, Mass .••••.. 
F S C Misses Towne and Mur- .................... .. rogmore, . .. . . .. ray. 
Mr~. R. C. Lincoln .... • •.. Boston, Ma&S ...... . 
Cave Spriug-, Tenn.. Various persons .............................. .. 
Hollow Rock, Tenn ............................................ · .. · .. · 
Lynchburg, Tenn. .. J. Motlon (deceased)...... Lynchburg, Tenn ... 
L a d l I tit t R'ple. T ~John Y. Barber .............................. .. au or a e ns u e... . ..... 1 J' enn ....... ~ Vo.rious persons ................... .......... .. 
New Hope Academy......... Alto, Tex........... D. W. Tidwell (principal). Alto, Tex .......... . 
Jones Male and Femnle In-
stitute.. 
Houston Seminary ........•.. 
:Bishop Baptist College .•••••. 
Wiley University ........... . 
Golio.<l, Tex ......... ~Capt. A. C. Jones ......... Beeville, Tex ...••.• 
~Mrs. A. C. Jones .. •• ..... :Beeville, Te.x;: ..... .. 
Houilton, Tex ....•.. Texas M. E. Conference ....................... .. 
Marshall, Tex ....... 5 Mrs: C. C. Bishop ........ New York, N.Y .•.. 
~ Vanous persons ........................... · .. · 
Marshall, Tex ....... Freedmen's Aid Society ··········--··~·····-­
of M. E. Chnrch. 
Rhea's Mill Academy ........ Rhea's Mill, Tex .... W. Miller ..................................... .. 
{ 
Proceerls of school fair ............. ......... · · · 
German-English School. ..... San .Antonio, Tex... The Yolksfcst commit- ....... ............. .. 
tee. 
Coronal Institnte . ........... ~an M::1.rcos, Tex ................................ San Marcos, Tex .. .. 
Goddard Seminal'y........... Bo.n·o, Vt . ... ... .. • . Stevens C11lef (deceased).. Providence, It. I .. .. 
Julius J. Estey ........................... · · .. · · 
VermontAcndemy. ... • •• ..... Saxton's River, Vt.. Jacob Estey ................................. .. 
{
Lawrence :Barnes ............................ .. 
L E>vi K. Fnller ............................... .. 
Dr. Alva Woods ......... Providence, R.I. .. . 
Leland and Gray Seminary.. Townshentl , Vt.. .• . Various p r;;ons .............................. .. 
Stonewall Jackson Institute. Abingdon, Va ....... D. Appleton & Co ......... New York, N.Y .. . . 
Stor rColiege........ ... .. . .. Harper's Forry, W. Free ·wm :Bapti t Home Harper'& I<'erry, W. 
Va. Mission and Woman's Va. 
Mission. 
Lake Geneva, Seminary...... Geneva, Wis........ Various persons .............................. .. 
:Roche ter Seminary ......... Rochester, Wis . .... From stnrlents ................................. · 
Lewis CoUegillte Iuati4ute ... Lewiston, Idaho .... Various pursons .......... Lewi. ton, Idaho .. .. 
Harrell lot rnational Insti-
tute. 
Albuquerque Academy .•.••. 
School of the Good 'b ph rd. 
OgdPn Aead my . .......... .. 
:BrigLam Youn Academy .. . 
Rowland HalL ............ .. 
t. Mark's hooL ......... .. 
t Lake Academy ........ .. 
Muscogee, Ind. Ter ........................................... • • .... · · 
N .Alb { N w W st Education Chicago, Ill ........ . 
cw nquerque, Commission. 
N. MeL I Citb: ns ............ .. ... Albuqn rqne,N. x 
Ogd n, Utah. ....... V;\rions persons in tb .................... .. 
East. 
g<l n, Utnh . ....... a.rions p rsono .................. . ............ . 
Pro,•o City, tab... Elder braham 0. moot.. Provo, tall · · • · · · · · 
SaltLakeCilt.Y', Utah ...... . .... . .................................... .. 
lt Lake City, tah Various persons ............................... . 
Salt Lake City, Utah .................................... • .. · .. • • • · • .. · 
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'f'eplits to inquiriifs by tlw ' United Statea Bm·cau of Educalion...:...Cont:\n.ued. 
:Benefactions. 
Object of benefaction and remarks. 
~-------------- ----1----1-~------------
6 .9 10 11. 12 
--------- -----------------------..,....----
$25, 000 .................. , . .. . • . . .. . . .. . . . ... .. • . . • .. .. • . Purpose not specifie!l; interest only to 
be used. 
,, L::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: :· ·'~:- :::::::: !~}~¥.~€~i11~if:.~:~::~:: 
2
• :~g :::::::::: $2, :~~: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~~~ !:~~e~~ent of property. . . 
250 • .. • •• .. • . 250 . • • .. • .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . • .. • • .. .A lot valued at; $250 for. school buildmg. 
{ 
lfor building on condition that the in-
5, 000 f .·.·.--.. · ·. ·. ·. 1• 000 ........ · • .. • .. · ............ •·.. stitute be untier the charge of the 
l 4, 000 · · • .. · .. · • .. · .. · .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Southern M. E. Church. 
149 . .. ... . • . . 149 . .. • • • .. ..... ... ........ ........ $49 cash al)Jllumber, nails, &c., worth 
$100, for building. 
115 · .... • .. · .. · · .. · · • • ·.... .. .. .. .. l For boarding hall. 
10 ..... ... ................ .. ...... 5 
} 
} 
125 f ....... . 
l ........ . 
442 ........ .. 442 . • .. . . .. .. .. .. • . .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. Fitting up building. 
5, 000 · · · .... ' .... • • .. •• ... • .... • .. ·.. ~For a girls' boardlng ball. 
5,000 ................................ ~ 
1, 700 ................................ ·For building, repairs, amfpayment of 
} 10,000 { :::::::: 
3, 523 $1, 823 
30 .......... 30 ............................... . 
1, 914 f 1, 414 ...................................... .. 
l 500 ....................................... . 
1, 250 .. .. .. .. .. 1, 250 ............................... . 
} 
1, 000 {:::~:~~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
"·: :::::~; ii)~i~ iiiiii:: :~H~i :::::::: ; :Hi! 
..... 2: 5oo ..... 2; 5oo ::::::: · :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :·: :::::: 
............................................................ 
30 ...... .. .. so ............................... . 
5, 000 (5 IJOO) 
8,200 ......... . 8,200 ............................... . 
teachers . 
.A. clock valued at $30. 
J For general purposes. 
For addition to building. 
For permanent endowment. 
Purpose of gift of $3,00Q not specified. 
Purpose of gift of $3,000 not speci11ed. 
Purpose of gift of$3,000 not specified~ 
Purpose of gift of $3,000 not specified. 
Purpose of gift of $1,000 not specified. 
ro~J.~llb~~ ~~0~~ 
For payment of teachers. 
The Higley Herbarium, consisting of 
1,200 specimens, and the Wells C. 
Lake collection from D. J. Lake, of 
Lake Forest, TIL, consisting of about 
3,000 specimens of coin, fossils1 min-erals, &c., and small additlons ro the 
museum from other sources were re-
ceived during the year. 
For improvements and repairs. 
For erection of building nnd mnint.ain-
~g the school. .A. large part of the 
gitts was in lnnd. 
To erect school building on condition 
that $10,000 be raised. 
l,SilO ....................... .. $1, 800 . • .. • .. . .. .. .. • . For teacher's salaries and scholarships. 
1, 500 .. •• ••• ... . .. .. .. . • ..... • • 1, 500 ....... ... ..... . 
500 .......... 500 .............................. .. 
2, 500 .. .. .. .. .. 2, 500 .............................. .. 
12,000 ................................................ .. 
6, 363 .. • .. • .. • • • • . .. • .. • • • .. ..... . 6, 363 ............... .. 
12, 100 .. .. ••• • .. . 12, 100 .............................. .. 
Given clliefiy by a system of scholar-
ships of $40 each. 
For buiJ!ling. 
For building. Tho academy was also 
boi.ven an organ by the Hchool board. 
Purpose not specified. 
In scholarships. 
For building. 
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TAB_LE XXIII.-Statistics of educational benefactions for 1882; from 
Organization to which intrusted. Benefactor. 
Name. Location. Name. Residence. 
----------·----------1--------------·l---------3---------t--------4------l 
INSTITUTIONS FOR SECONDARY 
Il\STRUCTION- Continued. 
Salt Lake Collegiate Institute Salt Lake City, Utah Home Mission Board ........................... . 
Salt Lake Seminary .......•.. 
Tooolo Seminary ...... . ..... . 
Benj. P. Chenoy .Academy ... . 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE DEAF 
.ANIJ DUMH AND TIIR nLJND. 
American Asylnm for the 
Etlncation of the Deaf and 
Dum h. 
Maryland Institution for} 
ln!ltruction of the Blind. 
New England Industrial 
School for Deaf-Mutes. 
{ 
Missionary Society . . . . . . . .................... . 
Salt Lake City, Uta.h Woman's Home :Mission- ................... , .. 
ary Society. 
Tooele, Utah........ :M. E. Missio:tt............. Tooele, Utah ....... . 
Cheney, Wash. Ter. 13. P. Cheney.............. Boston, Mass 00 ... .. 
Hartford, Conn .. .............................. ... .................. .. 
{
Estate of Thomas Arm- .................... .. 
Baltimore, Md . . . . . . stron~. 
Estate of Henry Watson . .................... .. 
Beverly, MMs ...... Vaiious persons .............................. .. 
Horace :Mann School for l Boston Mass........ Sir¥ose~~ontei1ore .... London,~ng ...... .. 
{
Prof. and Mrs. A. G. BelL Washington, D. C . .. 
the Deaf. .) Vanous f.nend:i ....... oo •• 00 .................. . 
rn:!~\~~gut~~i~e~~~~~:~ New York, N.Y .................................................... .. 
New York In11titution for ( 
the Blind. 5 
TUAINniG SCIIOOLS FOR 
NURSES. 
Connecticut Training. chool 
iorNnr!ICI\. 
llJinois Training clJool for 
Nur11ea. 
Oran~ f cmorial BoCJpital 
Troining chool for nr r11. 
:MtmntSiuni Training hool 
for 'urs 11. 
New York Trainin'! Hrl1ol'll 
for ~'urile. (Bellcvn · os-
pital) . 
~~n . Trninin~ . cbool of( 
tho \Voman·s Hosvit.al. 5 
TN, TIT TIO • FOn FEEBLF.-
[
Simeon Abraba.ms, de- .................... .. 
ceased. 
New York, N.Y.... Caroline Goff, decellscd ...................... .. 
I Catherine P. J'olmson, .................... .. 
l deceaijed. 
New Haven, Conn ........................................ ........... . 
Chicago, lli . ........ Various persons.......... Chicago, Ill .. 00 .... . 
Orange, N. J' ........ Vaiious persons ... ....... 00 ......... ...... .... . 
... Tew York,N. Y .... Varions persons .. ........... 00 ............... .. 
Tew York, N.Y.... Various persons .............................. 00 
Philadelphia, Pa .... ~ Vari~us ~orfll>ns ......... 00 .. • .. • ........... .. l Ann, T . • cott. ............. 00 ......... ....... .. 
W."IJEI> lllLORE... I 
TIIinoi11 AY)Jm for F ·ble· LinrCiln, Jll ..................................... 00 ......... . ......... . 
. 1:otlC'II 'h:tdrcn. I 
.·Idi'::;lr~"~;:{ Frr.b~;:>~i~d~{ . outh Bo>~U>n. 11111 .,1{1 ~H~~:~iRi·h~~;i·c:· :::::::::::::::::::::~ 
·1 Tonth. 5 ir ~o. 1•. :\fontr:liorP, by .................... .. 
.A. .A. :Uarcns. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 821 
replies to inqui1'ies by. the United States Burea·M of Education-Continued. 
Benefactions. 
Object of benefaction u.nd remarks. 
$1, GOO $1, 500 . . • .. • • . . • • .. .. . . • .. .. .. .. .. .... .. • ... .. For current expenses. 
{
$5,000in cash from the Woman's Home 
9 
000 
~ 4, 000 .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. Missionary Society for buildi~g, and 
' l ....... . $5,000 ........ . ....... ........ ........ the whole amount of $9,000 g~ven to 
establish college. 
225 .......... . .. . . . .. .. .. . ... . . .... • . .. ...... ..... • .. Yearly appropriation from tho society. 
12, 000 . ......... 12, 000 . • • .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . ••• • ........ Buildings, grounds, and equipment. 
1, 000 .. .. .. .. .. 1, 000 . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. • .. . • • .. • • . To provide illustrations for books and 
school rooms. 
l 1, 215 { ::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :: ~::::: } Used for general expenses. 
3, 000 ....... . .. 3, 000 .......... ...................... For shop fund. 
} { 
. . .. • • . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . • • • .. .. • ... • • .. .. • • .. .. Purpose of gift of $350 not specified. 
390 · · · .. · · · -....... .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . ... .. .. . •• • .. .. Purpose of gift of £5 not specified. 
.. • . . • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . • . • . • . • • • .. .. . .. • • • .. Purpose of gifts amounting to $16 not 
specified. 
8, 638 ........................................ , • .. • • .. .. Donor and purpose not specified. 
} 
r·--····· ...................................... .. 
6, "'1 :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
Purpose of $2,249 received during the 
year from estate of Simeon Abi·a-
hams is not specified. 
Legacy of $4,16:.! from estate of Caro-
line Gotf. 
Legacy of $530 from estate of Cather· 
ine P. Johnson. 
13, 000 .. . .. . . . .. 13, 000 .. .. .. .. . • .. • .. . .. •• .. • . .. •• .. .. For nurses' home. 
1, 020 (1, 020) • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • • • . .. • .. • .. Donations of money to support the 
school and build nurses' home. 
800 .. • • •• .. .. . • .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. • .. .. . . .. .. • . Purpose not specified. 
3, 951 ... • • .. • .. . • .. .. .. . • • . . . • . .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • . . • .. • • . . Purpose not specified. 
·-~~ ! ... ·::;:1.;;._;:; .::;;;:. :::::: ;;;::;:• ;;;;;;; 
]'or general purposes. 
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TA:nL~ XX1V.-Pub7icrctirlll r1ucationn1, historical, g·o., for 1882; conopiled fl'ortt publishers' announoentents by tl!e Unitul States Bu1·eau of Educativn. 
Ntnuo of book nnd nnt110r. Name of publisher. PlAce of publication. 
l 2 3 
AUCif)!>OLOGY, FINE ARTS, AND Mt:SIC. 
Sol,ool Sow~" (w'ith IDU!IiC), No.1. rrimar.v. 13y H. w. Fa.irl.lank. •.. •• •••• •. s. R Winchell & Co .. ·••••.••. Chicago, Til .•.•••.•••. 
Gm:'ll(\ni<'r'a rleMnnt Sont!s for Ploasnnt l'lacos .............................. Normal Publishing House .... Danville, Ind ••••••••• 
History of .A.rcbircoture 'in ntl Couub:ics, from the Earliest Times to the S S. E. Cnssino & Co . •.. • • .••••• Boslon, Maos .....•• ( 
:raaent Dl\,~-- . By Jnmes Forgus!lon. Jllnstruted. 2 vols. { Dodd, Mead & Co ....•...••... New York, N.Y .••. 5 
The Uii<t<n·.r of Wootl-Enj!raviu~ iu America. B~W. J. Linton. illustrated. Eatea & Lauriat ......•.•••... Boston, Mass .••...•. . 
Rillts fM·l'npil<! in Dt'tl.wing nna Pninting. By Helen M. Knowlton ......... Houghton, Mifflin & Co ............. do···-··· ....• . •. 
Aulllu~h-nttxl Dictionnry ofW'onla Used in Artnnd.A.rchroology. ByJ. W ....... do ............................. do .............. . 
MoUott. lllm•tY-atod. 
OTt)Jophouy; or, Vocnl Culture. Founded upon Dr. James Rnsll's "Philoso- ...... do ............................. do 
pltv of tho Rwunn Voice." Compiled and edited by IV. and Rev. Fran(l.is 
T. RnAsoll. ·New edition. lllnsu·ated. 
Arl!s~io Sint!lng. By_ Sal.lrinn ll. Dow---- ...........•........•.•••••.••..•.. Lee & Sbep:J.rd ................ , .•••.. do 
rnnsi!Ul .t.\rt aud Artists. By Henry Bacon. lliustratecl .•••.••••••••.•••.• James R. Os.good & Co .••••••.•••••• do 






\~alter Smith's Drnwiug fot· l'ublio Schools: 
~:~~~i~~:l~~~~~ 1~g~t r :~g i.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ~-:~;E~ ~~= ~~: ::::::::::::::: ::::: :i~ ::: = =: ==: :::: = :1::: = = = ::::: == :
1 
. ... - ... - .... 
Art n.nd Nnture m Itnly. By Engono Benson .............•.....•...•......•. j Roberts Bros .•••••..••••••.•. ··"···do ............... 16mo... . .... 188 I 
Tho Gnt.phio Arta: Treatise on tho Varieties ofDmwin~, Pninting-, and En- j •••••• do ....................... ··-·--do ............... Sq.12mo .... 20+508 
gn\'ling iu CotUpalison with Each Other and with Nature. By Philip Gil-
bert Hamorton. 
HopcsnutlFearsfor-4-rt. ByWil.linm ~!orris-···----·····:··········--:··· ...... do_ ....................... l· ...... do ··••••••••··••· 
ln:M~!\W!~r)~~:S~~~d~Drn.wlngandPamt.ing: Solf-Inetruct1ve. By Manon S. W. Tilton & Co ..••••••••••..•••.. do .............. . 
Fac-Similes ofExnmples in Deli11eation, Selected from tbeMastersforthe Use Moses King .................. Cambridge, Mass ... .. 
of Student11 in Drawing. ll.r C. H. Moore. Portfolio, including text, and I 
16 qunrto plntos. 
Philo~ltyofLn.udscapoP~_tinting. ByWm.M. Bryant . .................... St.Louis News Co ............ St.Lonis,Mo,:········· 
S~ng . ave. lly H.~- Pork~us, H. J. Danforth, an(l E. V. De Graff ...... _··.·:·· D. ~ppleton _&Co~ ...•••..•••• New York, N.Y .... .. 
'.the Ii1>1tory of Art 1U AnCient Egypt. By Georges Perrot and C. Chtp1ez. A. U. Armattong & Son ..•••••.••••. do ..••••••••••••. 
Tran!llnted nncledited by Walter Armstrong, B. A. 2 vols. illustrated. 
Dnmna' Art Annual: lllnstl'atecl Record of tbe Exhibitions of the World, ( 
1882. 250 ol'igiual drnwings reproduced in fac-simile. 5 .T. W. Bouton ........... •••••• •••••. do .............. . 
United States At:t Diroctory a.n<l Ye.•\r-Book. Compiled by S. R . Koehler ... Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co ...••••. do ............. .. 
J:>alutiu~ on China.. By Ja. C. Board. A handbooK of practical instruct.ion Dick & Fitzgerald .................. do ...••••.••.•••. 
in tlw fl(IO<>fi\t.ion of l.lnt'li porcelAin. 4 colored illustrations. 
T~{ft~st~~t~~o an<ll.'imoa. By J.A. Crowe and G. B. Cavalonselle. 2 vols. Dodd, Mead & Co .••••• : ...... •••••• do .••••••.••.•••. 
A Gronp_ oi'Etoborll; with Toxt. By S. G. W. Benjamin ........................... do ............................. do ···············J Folio ........ 1 ........... . All C oi Gotbio Al·cl.tltectm-o. Dy J'. H. Ptl.rkor ..•••••••••• ··-·-··········· E. P. Dutton&. Co ••••••••••••.•.••. uo ............... 4to ..•..•.••. t 2G5 
Price. 
6 






























































The ArohUectural History of the City of Rome. By J. H. Parker. Abridged .•.••• do .•••••.•••••••••••••••..••••. do .•••••.•••••••. 
from Parker's "Archreology of Rome," for the use of stutlents. 
History of Ancient Art. By F. von Reber. illustrated . .................... Harper & Bros .••••••••••••••...•••. do .•••••••••••••. 
A History of Wood-Engraving. By G. E. Woodberry. Tilustra.tcll. ......•••.••... do .....................•..•..•. do .••.••.•••.•••. 
A Guide to Collodio-Etching. By B. Hartley. lllustrated. 6 plates .••.•••. Industrinl Publishing Co .....•••••• do 
Curtis' Keynote and Music Drill. Parts L 2, and 3 .•••••••••••.•••...••.•••. Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor&Co ..••••• do 
Model and Object Drawing-Book A. By G. G. White .•••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••• do .....•..••.......•..••....•.. do 
Model and Object Drawing-Book B. B.v G. G. White .•••••••••••.••..•••.....•.••. do .....•..••..•••..•...•..•••. do 
Object and Dosigt! DrawinfiBook 11. B~ G. G. White .•.•••..•••••.•...•.••..••••. do ....••..••...•.•••..•...••... do 
~J~!~~~rca~~r~=g·B;o~~- -#Kite·.~:-~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~ 
Pro~ss1ve Music Lessons. By G. :B. Loomis. Book 4 .•••••••••••••••.••••.•••••• do .....•..•••.••............... do 
'White's Teacher's Guide to Drawing: 
~:~; 2<!'n~us~~ra~~~~j ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ 
Row to Paint in Water Colors. By Lavinia Steele Kellogg ..•...••..••..••••• E. L. Kellogg & Co ..•...•........•.. do 
Tho Graphic Arts. By Philip Gilbert H:unerton ..........•..••.•••..•...••. Macmillan & Co .••......•••........ do 
A Primer of Art. By John Collier. Illustrated . ........................••••..••.. do ............................. do .............. . 
Iland-UookNo. 2 to Bartholomew's National System of Industrial Drawing. } . { New York, N. Y ··t 
B William N. Bartholomew. . 
~o nccompunr drawing-books 5 to 13 inclusive aml supplementary books Potter, Ainsworth & Co····· Chicago, Ill . ..... . 
A, B, and C. New edition. Tilustrnte<l. J 
A.rt Hand-Books. Edite<l by Susan N. Carter: 
vn. Sketching in Water Colors. By T. Hatton ....................... G. P. Putnam's Sons ......... . 
VIU. Drawing in Black and White. By Susllll N. Carter. Illustrated ..•.... do .. - .. · · · · ·- · · · ·· · · · · · · ·1·- ···.do 
Tho Art ofVoic_o PrOd~otion. By A.A. Patton ................... ....... .... ....... do ............................. do 
A B C of Goth1o Aroh1tecture. By J. H. Parker. 200 woo(l cuts........ ... Sonbner & Welford ........••..••... do . 
The~rohitectuml H~story of tho City ?f~ome. By J. H. Parke~._ Tilustrated .•..... clo ..•...•.••••......•.......... do . 
Arcluteotme: ClnsslC and Early ChrlStian. By T. Roger Sm1th and John .•••.• do ..••••••••••••••..•••........ do ..••••••••. 
Slater. lllu11trnted. 
Art Text-Booktl. A new series of illustratecl text books of art education. 
Edited by .E. J. Poynter, R. A.: 
1. Painting . .............••........•.••....••....••.•••••..••.•••.••••••••••.. do 
2. Painting: English and American. By H. W. Buxton ........•..•••••.•••.. do. 
8 . .Architecture: Classic and Early Christian. By T. R. Smith ..•..••.•.••••. do 
•· Architecture: Gothic and Renaissance. By T. R. Smith .....•.•.••..••••• do 
5. Sculpture: .Antique, Eg:'{l?tian, and Greek. B:v G. Redford ............•••. do 
Elementary History of Art, Aroh1tecture, Sculpture, Painting, and Music ..•••.. do 
By N. d'Anvers. Second edition. Illustrated. 
Every-D&y Art .. ByL.Forcma~ J?ay. Illnstrate~············.·-·.············ •••••. clo ..•••.•••••.••••..••.•. , ..•... clo 
Florence: It-a H1story, the Medicl,Scholars,Arch1teoture, Pamtmg, Sculpt- •••••. do ..•••••.••.••••••.••••....... do 
urt>, &c. Bv Charles Yriarte. 
Handbooks of Practical Art: 
No. 1. Art Work in Earthenware. By H. B. Wheatley and P. H. Dela.- ..••.. do ..•..•.••••••••••.•.•...•••.. do 
motte. 64 illustrations. 
No.2 • .Art Work in Gold and Silver: Me<lireval. By H. B. Wheatley .••••. do ....••••••.••••••.••••..•.... do 
and P. H. Delamotte. 40 illustrations. 
The History of Antiquity. By Prof. Max Duncker. 6 vols ....••.. · .•......•...•.•.. do ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do ..•••••••••.••. 
Ja:E;:s~e;~s 1~~~f:!:j~re, Art, and Art Mannfaotures. By Christopher .••... do ••••.••••••••• ~ ••••••••.••••. do .••••••.••••••. 
The Principles of Gothic Ecclesiastical Architecture. By M. H. Bloxam. • ••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• do ••••••••••••••. 
illustrations. 3 vols. 
12mo .••.•.•. 251 
3-303 
Svo ·········~·-··········~· 8'1'0 ••••••••. 467 
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TADLE X..'UV.-Publications, rducatiouaT, llistcn·ical, 9·c., for 1882, !f·c.-.Continue<l. 
Name of book nnd author. Name of publisher. Place of publication. I Size of book. I Number of pages. 
1 lJ 3 4 ;'i 
ARCU.V.OI.OG\"1 FU\'E ARTS, AND MUSIC-Continued. 
PrnJ!;ro~t~h·o Lcl'l~oua io Dmwiug By .Bol\i. H. Coo. Complete in 54 studies. 
:>4 pllltl'll. 
John Wiley& Sons ........... j Now Y9rk, N. Y ...... 1 16mo .......... .......... . 
.•.... do. l<'t'l')[tt~!lou'tl History of Architoctnre in all Countries from the Earliest 
'1'inll'll to tlto l'rt'el'nt I>ny. Illnstrnted. 2 ;ols. 
i~1~a ?~~~~~~ 0l ~::~~!~~~~"!It~1~·~;~~i3~~~~erf~~ ~~~~~ 
Ht•:thn of Stln~. Dy G.'F.l~oot .......................... . 
Jo'n1hrh!m·'s l<'ir!lt School Yenr in Drawing .••......•.••••• 
<Wl~•'!l Little Songs for Little SillJ!Ot'R ............... ........................ . 
};"plmtltion ftnd Application of Elements and Rnles of Perspective. By 
'htlstiun Sullivnn. Specially atl11.ptotl for class instruction. Illustrated. 
R. Worthington 
BIDLIOORAPI1Y ANU LITERATURE. 
A Rntinnal Classification of Literature for Shelvin~ :m(l CatnloguingBooks 
in 11 I.itu,\ry. By Frederic Beecher Perkins. Revised edition. 
Th!' 'l'u~thl'l·s' and Students' Library. By G. Dallas Lind and others .•...•.. , T. S. Denison ................. , Chicago, TIL .••..•.•.. 
Litt•rntltr•' lrhnuals: 
1 
.En~:lish Literature. By Stopforcl Brooke. American edition, rensed Fairbanks, Palmer & Co ...•........ do 
by 'Frnuk Gilbert . 
.American Literature. By Frank Gilbert ....• ........•..•...... .. ...... ~ ---···do ....•...•••.••••••••••• , ...... do 
D<JI'tlopmont of En~lish Literature antl Language. By rrof. Alfred H. l s c Gr1·grrs & Co d ""t•lsh, M. A. Two vola. S • • "' ••• • •• • •• • • • • ···.. 0 
Johu Grrouloaf Whittier: Iris Life, Genius, and Writings. By W. Sloane 1 S. E. Cassino ......••..••..••. Boston, Mass ...•••••. 
Krnuo<lv. 
rcbl•IOR. Pearls, and Gems of the Orient. Compiled by C. D. B. Mills .. .... . 
Hn!l~nu'sComplotoShakospoaro. The people's edition. Edited by Rev. H. N. 
Utul~on 1 A.M. Six ;ols. , . . . Mncauh\y 1:1 Complete ·works. The peoples odihon. SIX vols. lllns- ! ...... do ..•....•..•••..•....••• l. ..... do 
tnllcd. 
Ame1irRn Clnsf'ios for Srhools: 
Selections from Hawthorne's Works. llluRtratod ...................... Houghton, Miffiin & Co ............. do 
SelectionsfromLongft~llow's Works. Illnstrnted ............ ...•........... do .••.••.....•..•••.••.•....... do .•••••....•••.. 
.Ametirnn Men of Lottors. Edite~l by Cl1•nles Dudley Warner: 
Yol. 11. Noah Webster. By H. E. Scudder ................................. do ............................. do 
Vol. UI. Henry D. Thoreau. By F. B. Snnl,orn ............................. do ............................. do 
Vol. IY. Geor~eRipley. By 0. B. Frothill~bam .•.....................••... do ..•...•••.•..•.••••.......... do 
Yol. V. Jl\meftF<mimoro Cooper. By Prof. T. R. Lounsbury .............. do ............................. do 
.Anwtictlu l,rose: llR.wthoruo, Irving, Longfellow, 'Vhittier, Holme:~, Lowell, ...... do ....................... 
1 
...... do 
Thoreau, EmerRnn. With iutrodnctionR Rud notes by the editor of "Ameri-
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American Statesmnn. Edited by John T. Morse. jr.: 
Yo!. 1. John Qninoy Adams. By John T. Morse, jr .....•.......•....••... do .••.•••••.••.••••••••••.••••. do ••••••••••••••• 
Vol. JI . ..A.Jox:mder Hamilton. By Henry Cabot Lodge .••....•.••.••..••••. do .••.•••••.••.•••.••.••.•••••. do ..•••••••.••••• 
Vnl. TI r. John C. Calhoun. By Dr. H. von Holst ...........••••..•••...••... do ............................. do ...•••.••.••••• 
Vol. IV". Amlrew Jaokson. By Prof. Wm. Graham Sumner ................. do ............................. do 
Yo!. V. John Randolph. By Henry A<lams ................................ do ............................. do 
A'<pects ot Poetry. By J. Campbe)l Shairp. Lectures delivered at Oxforu ........ do ............................. do 
Modern Clnssics: 
No. 22. The Seasons. ByJameaThomson. lllustratod ..................... do 
No. 23. The Pleasures of Hope and Favorite Poems, by Thomas l ...... do ....................... l ...... do 
Campbell; The Pleasures of Memory, by Samuel Rogers. 
Dlustrsted. · 
No. 24. Shakespeare's Songs and Sonnets: Fa>oritePoems, ByLeigh l •••••• do 
Hunt. lllustratecl. 
No. 25. Favorite Poems. By George Herbert, William Collins, John 
Dryden, Andrew Mar>oll and Robert Herrick. illustrated. 
No. 27. Favorite Poems. By Charies Kingsley, Owen Meredith, and l ...... do ....................... 1 ...... do 
Edmund Clarence Stedman. Illustrated. 
No. 29. Oli>or Cromwell. By Thomas Carlyle; A. Virtuoso's Col- ...... do ............................. do ............. .. 
lection and Legends of the Province House. By Na.thaniel 
Hawthome. 
No. 30. The Story of Iris, and Favorite Poems. By Oliver Wendell l. ..... do ....................... l ...... do .............. . 
Holmes; Health: Five Sermons to Working People. By 
John Brown, M.D. 
Tho "Poets and Poetry ofEnrope. By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. New ...... do ........................ 1 ...... do ............. .. 
Nlition, revised and enlarged. 
Whlttior Leaflets. Compiled by Josephine E. Hodgdon ........................... do . . • • . . . . • . • . . ... • • • • • • .. .... do 
A{!O ofl!~nblo: or, Beauties of Mythology. By Thomas Bullfinch. New en- Lee & Shepanl ~ ................... do 
Hu·ge<l and illustrated edition. By E. E. lla'i.e. 
llnmnn Life in Shakespeare. By Henry Giles. With introduction by J ....... do ............................. do 
Boyle O'Reilly. New edition. 
On the Classification of Books. By Lloyd P. Smith. A. paper read before Library Bureau ..................... do 
the American Library Association. · 
Familiar Qootations. By J. Russell Bartlett. Eighth edition ............... . 
Shn.kespenre's Complete Works. Edited, with a. critical biography, by ·wm. 
Michael Rossetti. Dlnstrated. 
An IJ1dex to Periodical Literature. By ·w. F. Poole, LL.D. Third edit.ion ---~ James R. Osgood & Co ........ 1 ...... do 
Round-Table Series of Literature L essons. By Kate Sanborn. 25 authors ........ do ............................. do 
Short Sayings of Great Men. By S. Arthur Bent. With historical and ex- ...... do ............................. do 
-planatory notes. 
Tho Great Epics of Modireval Germany: An Outline of their Contents aud 
.Ilistory. By Prof. George Theodore Difpold. 
Tho Art of Oratory; System of Delsarte. From the French of M. L'A.bbe I Edgar S. Werner 
· Delnumosne, by Frances A. Shaw. Illustrated. 
Considerations on the Cat1ses of the GrandC\ur n.nd Decadence of tbe Romans. D. Appleton & Co ............ 1 New York, N. Y .... .. 
By Baron Chas. de S. 1\'[ontesquieu. New translatiou, with introduction 
and notes, by Jehu Baker. I . 
Tho Rhymester; or, The Rules of Rhyme. By Tom· Hootl. Edited, with ...... do ............................. do ............. . 
additions, by Arthur Penn. 
The England of Sha.kespeare. By Edwin Goa.tlby .. .. • • . .. • • . • .. • . . . . . . . . • • . Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co ... I ...... do . . ............ . 
................. j ...... do 
Albany, N.Y ....... .. 
16mo .••..••. 6+315 1 25 
l,6mo .••••••. . ............... 1 2!) 
16mo ........ ·····------- 1 25 
16mo ....... , 6+402 1 25 
16rno ........ .... -....... ---- 1 25 
16mo ........ 10+401 1 50 
16mo ........ 78+102+ 75 
88+94 
16mo ........ 92+94+94 75 
16mo ........ 94+104+110 75 
16mo ........ 110+92+94 75 
16mo ........ 94+108+96 75 
00 
16mo ........ 112+108+ 75 1--3 
109 > 
~ 
16mo ........ \I08+102+94 75 w 
~ ,_ 
Svo ......... I 22+921 · 5 00 Q ~ ... 
12mo .................... 60 
t'l 
8vo ......... 472 2 50 ~ 




Svo ......... 70 1 25 tr.j 
12mo ........ 3 00 
V.J 
. ..................... 
Svo ......... 126+1008 3 50 
Roy.Svo .••. 27+1442 15 00 
.............................. ..... ------ ..... Each, 25 
8vo ......... 610 3 00 
16mo ........ 26+323 1 50 
12mo ........ 20+170 2 00 
12mo ........ 526 2 00 
16mo ........ 208 1 00 
192 \ 
00 
32mo .....••. 50 ~ 
C1 
TADI.E XXIV.-Pttblicatiotts, edueational, historical, tfc., jo1• 1882, <fc.- Continued. 
l\Jimo of book nmlauthor. Namo of publisher. Place of publication. 
1 ~ 3 
Drnt.TOURAl'UY A.'\D LITBRATt'l!E-Continuod. 
.•.•.. do 
:En~!;liah~houlClRa~icsforCin~<sosinEuglisbLitcmturo, :Roading,Grammar, I Clark &Maynnrd ..••••••••••• j New York,N. Y .•••.. 
&.c. Jt;tlit«'il by emiuont Eu~Ush sol1olart'!. 
Jinu<l.Book of MYtholo~:r: 'l'ho Myths and Lege~ds of Ancient Greece and ...... c1o 
l~omo. B>· E. M. Berens. Dlustrnted from ant1qne sculptures. 
School E11it10n!! nf Sha kespol\re'a Plays. By Brainerd Kellogg, A.M. With 
notc11, ,Jxmuiuntlon;utl_lel'B, am1 pl!\u of pt·cp~raticm : 
l!orehnnt of \ en1co, Jnltus Cresnr, Kin~!; Lea.r, Macbeth, Hnmlot, l ...... do .•••••••••••. ········-- ~·- ···.do 
'l'empost . 
.. ~ T<l't~Book on E.n~lish Literature. By Brainerd Kellog/!, A. :r.r. •••••••••••••••••. _do ............................. do . 
~bo rhilusophy o! Style. By Horhort Spencer. Also, Tho Mother Tongue, J. Fitzgerald & Co .••.••.......... do 
by .Alox. linin. 
Englis~t Men of Let tor~. E<litccl bY: John Morley: 
,hnrles Lnmb. By .Alfrecl.A.m§er ... . •. .••••••.•••••••••••••••.••••••. Harper &Bros---············+·····do 
i~~!~~~Bt~~;11g;~f~m~~~~~~j~j~~~jj~:~H~~m~:: ~~~~~ 1~ ~ :~~~~~ ~:~~~~jjj~ ~j~j:j ~Hm 
'l'homnaBabingtou :Mnonula.y. By Ja. Cotter Morrison ...•.••••••••••..•••.. do ............................. do 
Tho Making ofh'uglnnd. By J. R. Green. With maps ...................... , ...... do ............................. do 
A MRDnal of Historical Literature. By Cbas. Kendall Adams ...•.•......••.•••••. do ..•••••••••••••••••••••..•... do 
Old Greek Education. BIJ.P.Mahafty ... ....................................... do ..••••••••••••••••••••..•••.. do ...•.•••••••••• 
Sl~·~i:K~ru:o's Playa. E ited, with notes, by William J. Rolfo, .A.M. Illus-
Con•edy of Men sure for Meaanre ............................................. do .•••••••••.•••••••••••..••••. do ..••.••..•..••• 
Cou1e<l:y of the MetT.V Wi>es of Windsor ..................................... do .••••••.••.••••••••••••.•.•.. do 
~fi&i\Sitft~~~; ~~ ;~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ =~~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ J~ ~: ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~ : ~~ ~ ~ :ll 





12mo ....... . 




8vo ........ . 
























1Iistory of King Henry the Sixth. Parts 1, 2, and 3 ••••••••••••••• , •••. j •••••• do ..••.•••••.•••••••••••. j ...... do ...•••••••••••• ! Sq. 16mo . ••. l 5-183 
5-172 
Henry Holt & Co ..••••••••••• , .••••. do .•••••••••••••. , ......................... . 
~:i~~~ldt:.::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::::: ~:~~:::::::: 6gg 
Brink's Early Eng1lsh Literature ........................................... . 
Prose and Pootry of Europe nnd America .....•.••..•..•.•••••.••.••.••.....• 
The Books of .All Timo: A Guide for the Purohnse of Books. Compiled by 
F. Le:rpoldt and Lynds E. Jones. 
Dnnto Gnuricl Rossetti: A Reco1u and Study. ByW. Sha.rpe .••••••••••.•••• l Macmillan & Co ··············j······do ................ ,12mo .••••• ~-~8+432+17 
Sacred Books of tlle East. Edited by :f. Max Miifler: 
'Vol. XlV. Sncrecl Laws of theAryaa. Tranelated by Georg Buhler .•••••. do ............................. d{) .••••••••••••• : Svo ••••••••. 4:H-3GO 































































Vol. XVITI. Pnhl1tvi Texts. Translated by E. W. West. Part 2 .••••.••••• do .•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• do ••••••••••••••. Bvo .•••••••• 
Short Historl of French Literntare. By Geo. Sa.intabury .•• -- •••.••••••••••...•••• do .•••..••••••••••••••••••••••• do • •• •••• •• • •• • •• 12mo •••••••• 
Shakespeare s Plo.ys. Edited, with notes, by William J. Rolfe. illustrated. George :Mnnro •••••••••••••••..••••• do ••••••••••••••• Sq.16mo .••. 




Little Gems of ;Literature for ~omorizinl?\ .......... ····:··· .. ·.--: .••.•••.•••. Potter, Ains~orth & Go ••••••.••••. do .•••••••••••••. 16mo .•••••.. 
The Best Roadlllg. Second Senes. A. pnced and nlasslfied b1bliography of G. P. Putnam s Sons ••••••••••.••••• do . . • • . •••••••• •. 12mo .•••••.. 
103 
4+119 
the more important English and American publications for the five years 
endlllg Decemller, 1881. Edited by Lynds E. Jones. 
Of English Lit.ernturein the Reign of Victoria, witha.Glanee at the Past. By ! .••••. do ············-····•···-'······do 
Henry Morley. 
History of English Prose Fiction from Sir Thomas :Malroy to George Eliot. 
By Bayard Tuckerman. 





Studi_es in Early Engli_sh Literature .. By Emelrn W. Was~bu;~e ....... .......... do··.·····;··············· .. ~ ••. do .•••..••••••••. ,Svo ••••••••. , 225 
Thomas Carlyle: A H1story of the First Forty Years of H1s Lil'e, 179~1835. Chas. Scnbner s Sons ............... do ............... Svo ......... 22+353-j-402 
By Jn. Ant\10ny Fronde, M.A. 2 vola. in one. 
Chnn_cer for Children. By Mrs. H. R. Haw!lis .. _. ................ :··--·:······ Scribner & Welford ................. do . ••••••.••.•••. 
Euglu<b Catalogue of Books. An alphabetical hst of works published m the ...... do ............................. do .............. . 
United .Itingdom a.nfl of the principal works published in America. Vol. 3, 
1872-1880. By SRDlpson Low. 
The English Cutale~1e of Books for 1881 .......... ................................. do ............................. do 
Familiar Studies of l'lfen and Books. By Robert L. Ste•enson ..................... do ............................. do .......... .. 
German Culture and Christianity. Bv James Gostwick .................... .' ....... do ............................. do 
GtH~an Life and ~itel'll;turo. By A. H. Japp ......... ........... ................... do ............................. do 
A Htstory ofEughsb Literature. By Dr. J. Scherr ................................ do ..•...•••••.•••••.••••..•••.. do 
'l'he Mythology of the Aryan Nations. By Sir George W. Cox ..................... do ............................. do 
Skizzen zur vtl~cltirhte der deutscben Literatur, neost einer Einleitung zur E. Steiger & Co ..................... do 
Googmphie und Geschicbte des deutschen Reichs. 
China. By Robert K. Douglas. An account of Chinese life, customs, and E. & J. B. Young & Co .•••.••...•••. do. 
:rovernment. Illustrated. 
ERsa.y~ on Etlucatio_nal Reformers. By Robert Herbert Quick............... C. W. Bardeen •••••• •••• •• • •• . Syracuse, N.Y ...... .. 
Question-Book ofL1temture. By Albert P. Southwick ............................ do ............................. do 
Question-llookof1.1vthology. By Albert P. Southwick ............................ do ..•.•.•.•••••••••...••..••... do 
Qnestion-Book of Rhet<1ric. By Albert P. Southwick ............................. do ............................. do ............. .. 
Studif's in English Literature. By M. W. Smith. Including selections from Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co .•. Cincinnati, Ohio ..... . 
the fise gt·ent cla,<>sic!l, Clmucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, Bacon, a-nd Milton, 
and a histor.v of English literature from the earliest tinles to the death of 
Drnlen in 170\J. 
The ~Iaya. Chronicles. Editt>d by Daniel G. Brinton, M. D ................... . 
Manual of English Literature. By N. K. Royse. For use of schools of ad-
•anccd l!l'itdes. 
The Legendary HistoTy of Rome. Translated n·om the original text of 
Liv.v. By George Baker, A.M. illustrated. 
Dictiof!~ry of.M.~·t.l10logy . . ......... ·.· ..................................... ···I :J. B. Lippincott & Co ..•••.••. , .••••. do 
An Epttome of Modern European Ltteratw·e. By Mrs. Frances C. Render- .••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••..••••. do 
son. &>coml e<liti<~n. 
Svo .................... . 
12mo........ 397 
Svo ......... 16+503 
Svo .................... . 
12mo ........ --··--······1 
Svo .................... . 
16mo........ 1+39 
12mo ..•.. : .. 
12mo ...... .. 
16mo ....... . 
16mo ...... .. 
16mo ...... .. 











Folio .•••••. , ........... . 
~~:~:::::::: , ........ 4i5. 
ForciJ!11 Clns.'3ics for Eugli11h Readers. Edited by Mrs. M. 0. W. Oliphant: 
::;chiller. llvJamt>s Simo,liLA .......................................... \ .••••. do ·······················1······do ............... \ 16mo ........ \ 8+214 




















































TAULF. XXIV.-J>ublicatio118, educational, ldst01·ical, g·c., for 1882, g·c.-Contiunell. 
Nnmo of book. and nnthor. Name of publisher. Place of publication. ! Si:.~o of book. I Num1er of pages .. 
1 2 3 4 
BmLIOORA.l'llY AND LlTF.R.\ TUnE- Con tinned. 
lutroduotion to tho Stut1y of English Literature nntl L. iterary Criticism. By I .John E. Potter & Co ..••••.... , P hiladelphia, Pa ...... ,12mo ...... . 
.Tnmcs Bnldwiu. 
"Cnlnia-Mornl6," or Fifty Yonrs' Gleanings in the Sea of Readings. By W. .J. W. Randolph & English.... Richmond, Va . . • .• . • . 12mo ..•..... 
R. Wesson. · 




.\. Dictionary of the ..t~nonymous nnd Pseudonymous Literature of Great 
Britnin. ~y Sttmnellinlkett and Rev . .John Laing. Vol. 1. 
Lockwood, Brooks & Co ...... 1 Boston, Mass ......... 1 8vo ..••..... 1 870 
llonslelgh Wedgwood's Contested Etymologies in the Dictionary of Rev. 
W. \V.Skent. 
.A. DictionaTy of English Synonymcs and Synonymous or Parallel Expressions. 
By Riohnrd Soule. 
~ngli~h nn<l Chinese Dictionary. By Rev. I. M. Condit ......... ....• . . ..... • 
'l'lJe Orthot•pist. By Alft-ed A.yres. Twelfth edition, revised and enlarged. 
School odttion. 
1\:fotcntf & De Gnrmo's Dictionary ·work for Schools ........•••••. •• •••.••••. 
.Tames R. Osgood & Co ........ , •••••• do. 
Soule &Bugbee ..................... do ..••..••••• 
12mo ....•••. 
12mo .... : ••. 
.American Tract Society ..•... New York ••••••.••... 12mo ....... . 
D . ..Appleton &Co ................... do ............... 16mo .. ...••. 
.A. S . .Barnes & Co . .. .... . ........... do .••••••.•...• ." .............. . 
Carleton's Classical Diot.ionary ............... ................... ... ..... ... . . 
'l'ho Enoyolopredio Dictionary. By Robert Hunter. Vol. I. illustrated.-. 
Coll.ier's Cyalopredia of Commercii! and Socinl Information and Treasury of 
George W.Carleton & Co .. ......... do .....•......... ·············-~············ 
Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co ........ do . .............. 4to. ...... . .. 4+384 
P.F. Collier .... ................. . ... do ..•••••.••..... 1 4to ......... . l 650 
sefulnnu Entertaining Knowledge. By Nugent l~obinson. 
American Additions to Chambers' Enoyclopredi:t. In 4 volumes ..•••••.••••. ! S. W. Green's Son ............. l ...... do 
Librnry of Universal Knowledge; A reprint of the last (1880) Edinburgh ...... do ............. . ............... do 
an<l !.ondon edition of Chambers' Encyoloprcdia. In 15 volumes. 
Enoyclopredia Britannica. Ninth edition. Vol. XIV. Kas to Lon . .• . • . . . . . Samuel L. HalL ..................... do . .••.••••••.••. 
A Cvnc!se Et.ymolo~ic:tl Di_ctionat·y. By Wnlter Skeat····.·: .. .............. Harper & Bros ...................... do 
Do~ncstto C~·oloptO<ha. By r. S. Go?uhofme: New ohenp edition. Illustrated ~em:v Holt & Co . .................. do 
Unl\·ersnl :Se-1!-In!ltruotor: .An Epttome of Forms and Mannarof General I.Kelly .. . ........................ . do 
Reference. Jllusttnle<l. 





8>0 ······--· 800 
8vo ......... 868 
12mo ........ ................ _ ... 
8vo ...•..... 652 
4to .......... 750 
;bambcrs' Cyclop;cdin of English Literature. 2 vols ....................... . 
Anglo-St\xon Dictionary. Bnse<l ou the MSS. collection of the late Jos. 
Bosworth. Ecliteu and enlarged by'£. Nortboote Tollier. Part 1, A-Fir. I Macmillan & Co ---·····------~·-····do· 
Pttrt. 2, Fir-H wi. 
ompen.tlious ~\ctionnry of tbe French language. By Gnsta.ve Masson ....... do ............................. do 
Amcl·tcn11 t)cl!ttou. 
Au Etymolo~tcnl Dictionnry of the English Language. By Rev. Walter "\V • ...... do ........................... .. do 
Skeat, ~l. A. l'111·t 4. Oxford, Clarendon Pross. 
8vo ......... 1400 
4to .......... { 8+288 289-576 















} 10 00 












































Tl10 Pcoplo'!~CycloptNlin of Universal Knowle<lgo. By W. H. DePuy, D. D. I Phillips & Hunt •••.••••.••••• ( .••••. do 
In!} '\'Ol:l. Yol. :!. 
Dictionary of Dates. By Joseph H1\ydn. 17th edition ....•..••.....•••.• . ... 
Dictionary of Bo\)ks re!a.ting t o ..A.morica. By .Tos. Sabin. Parts 81 a.nd 82. 
(Parkmnn to Peuns:vlvnnia.) 
Enli'lish Dictionnn·. B~· .Tames Stormonth. New edition ..... ........ .. .... . 
S}wn's Em•yrlovn;dia ot' the Industrial..A.rts, Manufactures, and Commercial 
P1·oduots. Editll<t by Chns. G. W. Look. Division 5; from photography 
to woolen m:1nnmctnros. 
!J ..~crntanmHl Engl.i:d~ Vocabulary £or Con,·ersational Exercises ... ...•..•...•. E. ~toig~r & Co .......• · -····-~·-····do 
Ihe Clarendon Dtctwnarv. By W. llnnd Browne and S. S. Haldeman ....... Umverstty Pub. Co ................. do . 
Uhtlmbors' Etymolo:.,ric:\1. biction:ny of the English Language. Edited by ..A.n- R. Worthington .••..••...•••..•.•.. do . 
drew Findlator. Xew edition thoroughly revised. 
Tho Grt>a t Inti ex of Biog[l\phical Reference. By Lawrence B. Phillips. Sec- ...... do ............................. do 
oud edition. 
A Pronouucin~ Dictionary of the English Language, and CyoloprediaofUse- ...... do ...... do 
Svo ....... .. 1,100 
~;~ :::::::::1--·-2oi~o2· 
12mo ....... . 
Svo ........ . 
12mo . ...... . 
16mo ......•. 
12mo ...... .. 





12mo .................... . 
ful Iufonuntiou. Edited by Charles 11. Craig, LL. D. 
Tho American .Phono::n-upnic Dictionar;r. By Elias Longley. Containing the Robert Clarke & Co .......... 1 Cincinnati, Ohio ...... I 12mo ...... .. 
correct an<ln.ctuul shortb:\tHl forms for nll the useful words in the English · 
16+368 ·• 
lan~un)l:e, also many foroi~ terms an<l two thousand geo"'raphical names. 
Tiepottet·'s Shortlllmtl Dictlonnr.v. By Elias Longley. C'ontaining bla.nk ! ...... do ....................... ! .••••. do ............... l12mo ....... . 
lines opposite all worlls in tho English language, enabling writers of all 
systems of shorthand to put on record the peculiar word forms they em-
4+368 
plov. 
T~ea~nry~fGenera.l Knowledge. By Celia Do.e~'ller. _Parts 1 ~d 2 .. •...... ! V an ..A..nt'~Yerp, Bragg & Co : .. 1·--·:·do ·-- :--··--···--•·--·----·----· ~ --------·-- · 
L1ppmcot, s GazetteE'r of the World. New editwn, w1th a senos of supple-~.r. B.L1ppmcott & Co . ........ Ph1hdelph1a, Pa ...... l8vo ......... 2680 
mcntary ta.bl~s1 based llJIOn the most recent census returns. . 
Supplement to L1p inoott s Gazetteer of tho World. .. .... do ............................. do ............... 8vo ......... 200 
Tho Pocket Manuaf; or+.Onr"\Vriter:~' ancl Tra.vellers'ReadyReferenceBook W. B. Stewart & Co ......... J ..... do ............... 32mo ...... ..l 3-160 
for .Eve1·y Day Use. J!jdited by Rev . .r. M. Heron. 
EDUCATIOX. 
Eclectic Shorthand. By.T. G. Cross. Third edition, revised and completed . . S.C. Griggs & Co ..•••.••••••. Chicago, ill .... · ....... 12mo .•••.••. 
~J:~:hi~t~;~~?.~~~ ~oJ.~l~~~~!~~~~~~~~~:: ~~:~·:?: :~~~~ ~::::::::: · ~~1i;::~~ii:~~:- :::::::::: :~~;~~~.:~~:: ::::::: ~ :::::::::::::: :::: ~::::::: 
l'hilosophic Elocution. By .ra . .r. Vance . ..A. treatise on t'he structure, de- Cushings & Bailey ............ Baltimore, Md ........ 12mo........ 12 t-242 
>elopment, and cultivation of the voice. 
Pantomimes; or Wordless Poems. For elocution and calisthenic classes. .r. S. Cushing & Co............ Boston, Mass . . . •. . . . . Sq. 16mo . ... SO 
:Cy Mary T . Magill. Tilustratcd. · 
Ru}1p1ementary Reading for Primary Schools. By Francis W. Parker and R. S. Davis & Co .................... do_ .............. 12mo. ....... 8+128 
Louis IT. MarYel. First book, revised edition. 
Supplementary Re.'l.ding for Primary Schools. By Francis W. Parker and ...... do ............................. do ............... 12mo........ 128 
Louis ll. Marvel. Second book, revised edition. - . 
Monoyer's Sigbt Test. (Mounted) ........................................... Ginn, Heath & Co .................. do. 
Same. (Unmounted) ............. ....... .. ............. ......... ............... do . ............................ do 
First Principles of Household Management ancl Cookery. By Maria Parloa. Houghton, Miffiin & Co ............. do 
..A. text-book for schools and families. New enlarged edition. 
Convorsation; its Faults and its Graces. Compiled by Andrew P. Peabody, Lee & Shepard ..................... do ............... 1 32mo ........ l 152 
D. D., I.L. D. New eilition. llinstl'ated. 
6 50 
9 00 











































TilLE XXIV.-.Publications, educational, 11isto1·icaZ, ~·c., for 188~, ~-c.-Continued. 
NM1e of book and :\utbor. Name of publisher. Place of publication. Size of book. I Numberof pages. 
1 ~ 3 4 
EDUCATION -Continued. 
Grnucd Sllp]llomontary Renders. By Prof. B. F. Twee<l: 
First~OIW, No.7 ........ ............ . .................................... Lee & Shepnrd ................ l Boston, Mass ........ . 
~fl'\~ y~~·~~~i>~.~:::::~:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ 
ll!llld-Bov'k of t.iqllt Gymnastics .. BY Ln_cy B. Hm1t. Il1ustrat7d ·:· ........ ...•.. do ............................. do 
Hints nnd Helps to Those who Wr1te, Pnnt, or Read. By BeDJamln Drow ..... ,.do ............................. do 
New O<tition. , 
The Premium Speaker. By Goorp:e :M. Bnkor ............................. ......... do 
Tho Rending Club lUld Handy Speaker. Edited by George :M. Baker: 
No.lO ........................................................................ do--------·---------·---- ...... do 
...... do 
No.11 ........................................................................ do ............................. do 
No.l2 ....... _ ............................................................... do ............................. do 
Y!Jtlllg Folks' Sp~a.kcr. Compiled by C:u:rio ~delaicle Coo~e. l!lustrl!-ted .. . D. Lothrop & Co .................... do 
:Billy :Blew-A..wny s .A.lphabotlcul, Orthographtcal, and Philologwa.l P10ture- James R. Osgood .................... do 
:Book for Learners. 
Familiar .Alluaions. Handbook of Miscellaneous Information. By C. G. and J. R. Osgooll & Co ................... do ............... ! 12mo ..... .. 
W . .A. Wheeler. • 
The Art of Knitting. By Lucretia. P. Hale. Dlustratod .................... . 
The Intermo<lia.te Speaker. Edited by J. H. Gilmore ....................... . 
Outlines of Educational Doctrine. By W. H. Payne ........................ .. 
American College Directory and Universal Catalogue. Edited by C. H. 
S. W. Tilton & Co ............. 1 ...... do ............... ISvo · ...... .. 
H. A. Young & Co .................. do ............... 16mo ....... . 
Chas.Humphrey .............. Adrian, Mich ......... 8vo ........ . 
























Paper, 1 00 
Evans. Vol. 4, 1882. 
Ap\)leton's Students' Library, 84 volumes on subjects in Science, History, I D. Appleton & Co ............ 1 New York, N. Y ...... l Ea.18mo .... j ...... ' ...... j Per set, 20 00 
L1tcrature and Biography. Sold in set.s only. 
Tho :Modern Stenographer .• Bv George H. Thornton. 1 vol ............ ;.---- ...... do ............................. do . .............. 12mo ........ 
1 
.......... .. 
Text-:Book of Phonograph). By .Mr. and :Mrs. D. L. Scott-Browne. New D. L. Scott-Browne .................. do ............... 12mo........ 8+88 
pr"6sentntlon of Pitman's system, with additions by the best stenographers. 
1 25 
1 00 
In 2 pnrts. Part 1. 
Bornz' Phonio Shorthand for Schools, Business Writing and Reporting. By I Bnrnz & Co ................... 1 ...... do ............... 112mo ....... . 
Elit.a. B. Burnz. 
Pro and Con of ~pelliug Refo~. By 0:~· Vaile. Edi~e?- by Eliza. B. Burnz ....... do.···········-····----·· ...... do ............... 12mo .....••. 




the Book, with a Simplified System of Verbatim Reporting. By Rev. W. E. 
Scovil. lOth American edition, edited and revised by W. E. Scovil, jr. 
Popular Readings. _Mrs. Anna. Randall Diehl. Second series ...... ········-·! G. W. Carleton & Co:-········1--····do ............... 112mo ........ 
1 
.......... ;,. 
TheSbak!lpereReadmgBook. Sevonteenplnysa.bri~~edfortheuseofschools Cassell, Petter, Galpm & Co ........ do ............... 8vo ......... 43., 
and public rendiu~s. By H. Courthope "Bowen. J.Unatl'a.ted. 
Yonng Catholic Ser1es: 
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Ind11x of tho B~st ]{endings a.nd Recitations. :By J. E. Frobisher............ Colle~ of Oratory and .A.oting ....... do 
Tho Trniniug of Children. B_,. H. ll . .........•...........•...•...••..••.•••• Christian Union ........... -··r······do 
:Perfeetion School Spl'nker ------ . •• --- .••••. ---- •• 0 •• - ••••••••••• 0 •••••• oUo•• .A.. T. tl. De "Witt .....•. - •. 0 ••••••••• do 
Rooi~tions aml lt~'ltlings, No.14. Edited by W. B. Dick •.....•.•••.••..••••. Dick & Fitzgerald ..•.••.••......•.. do 
OuthnNI for tbl' L1ttlo Ones to Color. By B. T. Pym ... .. ..........•..••..... E. P. Dutton & Co .••••..•••...••••. do 
.A. \Yord tothe\Viso: llintsonCurrcutimproprietiaa ofExprtlSsionin Writ- ...•.. do ....•.•.•••••••••••.......•.. do 
in.e: anti Speaking. By Parry GWJilllfl. 17th thousan.d., t·evised . 
.A.n lntrortuction to the }listory of Euucational Theories . .By Oscar Browning Harper & Dros .••.••.•........•••••• do 
Householtl .Economy. Published by tho Kitchen Gartlon Association. .A. Ivison, .Blakeman, Taylor &Co .• • ••• do 
mtumal for use in schoQls. · 
~~~:~:: Wc~~~rco~;~li~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ 
New Spooceriau Compentlium of Pcnmanllhip. Part 7 ....•••••••••••••••••....... do ......•.••••••••••••••..•.... do. 
Mornllty in Publio Schools. By Rev. J. :M. Wilson .......... ,. ......••••..... Macmillan & Co .•••••.•••.•...•..•. do. 
.A.llilitnry Sy_skm of G:rmnasti.o Exorcises and a System of Swimming. By .Metropolitan Pub. Co .....•.•..•.... do 
Ethnml S. Farrow. For tho use of cadets of tho United States Military 
A:c?dom:y and, military cone;:;~s- Illustrated. " ' 
Bo:p1 and Girls Telll:peranoe Text-Boo~. :By H.~- Reade. Tilnstiated ... ~-- Nat. Temp. Soc. &Pub. House ...... uo ..•••••••...•.. 11Gmo .•••.••. , 3-64 
:Readin11;s anti Recitatione, No.4. Eilitcd by l.lisa L. Penney. :Fo1: uso m .•••• ,uo ..•••••.•••...•.•..•••..•.••. do ..•••.•.•••.... 12mo........ 120 
MhOO~ . 
Mnciutosh's White Sunlight of Potent Words ············•••H•••······••··· New York School of Elocu- .••••• do ..••..•.•••..•...••••.••••. 
tion and Oratory. 
Practical Elocution ......................................................... , ..•.... do - .................•...•...... do 
IGnder~~li<'n Homes for Orphans and other Destitute Children: .A. new way The Oahspe Pub. Assoc .....••.•••.. uo ....•••.•• · .••• , 
to ulbmately 1Uspnnse with prisons and poor-houses. The plans of Mrs. 
Eli1.nhoth Thompson. ' 
Nin~t.y-Ni..ueChoicoRonc1i..ugsandRecitations,No.3. Compile~by.T.S.Ogilvie J.S.Ogilvie &Co •..•••••••••.......• do ..•••••.••••••. 14to .••.••.••. l 30 
Ninety-Nine Choicn RearuugsMdRecitationa, No.5. Compiled by_J. S. Ogilvie .••••. clo •.•••••.••••••••••.••••.•••.• do ..•••••.•• . •••. 
Popular Proso Readings. :Hy Kate Thorn.,.."'"" •..•..••.••••••••••••••••••..••••• do •••••.••.••••• _ ••••••••..•.... do .•••••••••..•.. 
Elgal!' Now Sedes English Readers: 
~~~~=~~:;~~i~ ~~ ~ ~~: ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ :~ :~~: ::: :~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~: : ~:~:r~;t ~~~ =~~~: ~ ~;~ ~ ~: ~ :: Ji : ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~: ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ =~~~ ~~ 
The First llo~k of ~?wledgo. By F. ?"uthrie -···········.·······;·········· G.P: Pu~na~'s S?ns ....•••••••••••. do .•••.•••••.•••. lGmo........ 130 
.A.BookofBuefEvolJ·DayTopics. BJ ;r. G. Holland. Firstsenes. New Charles:ScnbnersSons .••••••...... do ..••••••••..••• 16mo........ 12+367 
edition . 
.A. :Book of Brief Every-Day Topics. By J. G. Holland. SeCQnd series ...•••..••••• do ............................. do .•••••••••••••. 
~~:1~~~ ~ ~0~.~~~d~l~:rJc~~~~Jie~d~;:~nin England. By Fra11ois Adams .• Scribnor & Welford .••..•••••.••... do 
E\~i.Et ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~ : r~~~!I :~~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ·~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~~ 
Fifth Reatler .................................. -.........•••••.....•.......... do .....•.•••••••.•••.••.••..•.•. rlo 
Daa ofi'entliche Schulwesen der Stadt Neu York. By Dr. Hartwig Gercke., E. Steiger & Co ................•.•.. do 
HiJr"ius ' Franklin Composition and Exercise Blanks .. -............••••...... Taintor Bros .. , Merrill & Co .•••••••• do .• ·•·· ••• ···---~·-···· ·······-~············ 
lnlt~Jdnctory Treatise an Elocution. By M. BaHoy. New edition ..•••••.......... do . -·.- ...••..•.............•.. do_..... . ........ 12mo.. .••••• 4+60 
W:r,att's School Register ..........•......•.•••••.•••....•.•.....•.••••••.... ;. University Publishiug Co ........... do .... . ....••••••.•••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
13ailey's ClaRs Record aut! Note-Book ....•••....••.•••••.••..•••••••••••••.•.. C. W.Bardeon ..•..•.•••••..•. Syracnse, N.Y ..•.•••.••••••.••••••. ••••••••••• : 
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TABLE XXIV.-Pnblioations, eduoatio11al, historical, ~c., fm· 1882, 9'·c.-Continned. 
Nnmo of book nnu an thor. Name of publisher. 
1 ~ 
EnucA'l'TON- Continued. 
Place of publication. 
3 
Size of book.\ Numberof 
pages. 
4 ~ 
l'lmnryllelps: No.1 of n Now Sories of:Kindorgn.rton Manuals. By W. N . . C. W.Bardeen .•••••.••••••••. Syracuse, N. Y ........ ,S\"o ......... , 29 
Unilmonu. 15 lntos. 
gn('l<tion Book of'¥ucory and I'rn.otico of Teaching. By AlbertP. Southwick .. ..... do ............................. do . .... •. .. . ... .. 16mo........ 32 
Scholtlr's T>itu·y. Ih· E. 1!'. Strong ............................... ................... do ............................. do 
School HulloliuPubhcntious: 
1C!lnc:nion ns n.Depnrtmcntof Go>ernment. By Warner Miller .... ......... do ............................. do ....•... · •...... \12mo ......•. \ 12 
imitl:l of Ot•nl 'l'cnobing. By J. W. Dickinson ........... ........ ...... ...... do ............................. clo 
rtor<'mntic Pl<lnt Record for tho use of Classes in Botany. By Lucien ...... do ............................. do 
·:u. Untlerwooll. 
omo PrncticnlAspects ofindustrinlEd\l.Cation .............................. do ............................. do . .............. 12mo........ 12 
School-Room Clnssics: 
ThoN€1wEtlncntion. ByJ.M.D.Meiklejohn ............ .................... do .............................. do ............... 16mo. . ...... 35 
A Stunll Trnotnte of EducAtion. By John Milton ............................ do ............................. do ............... 16mo.. ...... 26 
Winuo't!Rf.'«onts'ExntuinationRecord . ............................................ do .. ........................... do ....................................... .. 
J.t:olcct io Mnnnnl of I>bouo)!raJ.lby. By Elias Longley. .A. complete guide to Robert Clarke & Co........... Cincinnati, Ohio ... .. . 12mo.. ... • .. 141 
thoncquisitionofPituum's "Phonetic Shorthand" without or with a teacher. 
Now null ro,·ised edition. 
!i~~~~~~~~~r$~~~bJ·;;.~~~~;t;]~~~~:ll~~~~~:!H== :~r::fnS\~~E~J~"~=~-l:=· ]~ H:H~:HJ:llmm=:ll: ~l~lll;~~l~~ 
A<ltuu's .Ath·anccd Spelling-Book............................................. J. H. Butler................... Philadelphia, Pa ..... . 
'\Yon·ost!!r's Spelling-.Books: 
~~~~~;~~~mm~~m~~: :::-~~:~~l~mm~~~m:ml~m- :l=~:~!~ _ m~~mmm~m~~~! :::~:m 
Buainl•ss Stnu<lnrd Copy-Books: 
Primary Course. 3 numbers . .......................................... Cowport.bwait & Co ................. do. 
Comn1on School Cou.rso. 4 num bars ............................ -......... -... do ............................. do . 
A M:~~~~l~~s~i!g~~~~ ·;u(1:P:~~l1~~~ · '13i E<i;;t1;;.d'iiro~k~::::::: ::::::::::::: 'lit~i~~d0ga·&-ii;o· ::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ :::::::::::::: :1· i2~~::: ::::: ~----- · .. 438. 
Priwnty Plwuograplw. By Itlt~ '-'· Crnd<lock. Introduction to Pitman's J.B. Lippincott & Co ............... do ............... 12mo.. ...... 2+86 
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Best Things from llest.A.utbors. Vols.1, 2, 
RNCYCLOP JED lAS. 
(Soo Dictionaries.) 
FINE ARTS. 
(See Archroology, Fine Arts, and Music.) 
GE.'\ERAL SCIE:iCE. 
..•••. do 
Astronomy. By William H. Christie. .Ameli can edition, revised by Prof. I Fairbanks, Palmer & Co ••••• ·j Chicago, ill ..•••••••. ·I 
Colbert. 
Tables for the Determination, Description, and Classification of Minerals. .Taru~en, McClurg & Co .••••••..•••.. do 
By .Ta. C. Foye. Second edition, rev1sed. 
Studies in Science and Religion. By C. ~1:ederic Wright ..•.••..•..•........ 
Student's Guide in Quantitati~e Analysis. By H. Carrington Bolton, PH. D •• 
Chrmistry of Cooking and Cleanin~. Ellen H. Richards ..•..•..••.........•. 
The Stars and the Earth. Withanmtro(loction by Thomas Hill, D. D., LL.D .•• 
.Adolph Strecker's Short Text-Book of Organic Chemistry. By Dr. Johannes 
Wisliccnus. Translated and edited, with extensive additiOns, by W. H. 
Hod~kinson, l'H. D .• and A . .r. Greenaway, F. I. c. 
Essan on the Floating Matrer in the Air, in Relation to Putrefaction and .••••. do ............................. do 
Infection. By .Tohn Tyndall, 1!'. n. s. 
LoConte's E~ements of Geology. Rev~se«; and en!arged editi?n. :;nust.rated. • ••••• do ............................. do 
Myth and Sc1ence. (lnternahonal SCientific Sones.) By Tito V1gnoh .•••..•••••• do ..•••••••••.••••••••••..•.•.. do 
Popular Science Monthly. Bound volumes XX and :XXI .......................... do ..••••••••. '.' ................. do 
Sci!:~ce ~nd Culture,_ and other Essa~ by Prof. T. H. Huxley ...................... do ............................. do .............. . 
A Tieatt11e on Chem1str.v. By H. E. oscoe, F.R.s., and C. Schorlemmer, F. .. •••• do ............................. do . ............ .. 
n. s. Vol. III. The Chemistry of tho Hydrocarbons and their Derivatives, 
or Organic Chemistry. Part T. _ 
Tho ·world's :Foundations, or Geology for Beginners. By Agnes Giberne. 
lll us tra to<l. 
MoiH' S and Geology. By Samuel Kinns, PH. D., F.R.s. illustrated . ............ Cassell, P otter, Galpin & Co ....••••• do ..••••••••..••. 
The E..-olutioni~:~t at Large. By Grant Allen . ... .... ......................... .r. Fitzgerald & Co ..••••.••••..••••. do .............. . 
Geological Sketches at Home and .Abroad. By Archibald Goikie .................. do ............................. do ............. .. 
Lectures on E\·olution, witban.A.ppendixon theStudyofBiology. By Thomas •••••• do ............................. do .............. . 
H.llnxlo.\·. 
Six Lectures on Light. By .Tohn Tyndall. lllustrated ............................ do ..••..••..•.••.••.••••••••••. do •.••..•••••.••. 
'Popular Astronomy. By ::>imon Newcomb. l<~omthedition, revised. With Harper & Bros ..................... do .............. . 
i maps anu illustrations. 
lSmo .••••••• l 140 I 
12mo ........ , 85 
12mo.... .... 16+390 
12mo .................... 
16mo ..•..••. 10+90 
24mo ........ 88 
8vo ......... 790 
12mo .••..••. 18+338 
8vo ...•••••. ····-······-12mo ........ 10+330 
. -· ................. ................. 
12mo ....•••. -··· ........ 
8vo ......... ............... 
12mo .•••.••. 8+326 
8vo ......... 500 
8vo ......... 50 
8vo ..••••••. 52 
8vo ......... 48 
8vo ......... 50 
8vo ......... _ 16+578 
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TABLE XXlV.-P!tblications, ed1wational, historical, tJo., for 1882, q-c.-Continued. 
Name of book and author. Name of1>nblisher. Place of publication. 
1 ~ 3 
G ENEltAL SCl£..."\CH -Continued. 
Tho Chomlshyof tbo Fl\rm. 'R)' R. Warington ...... -·-···~··········----·--
Asll·onomy Corroutoll. lh• H. B. Pl1ilbrook ..... ---------- __ -----.---- __ .... 
Astronomy for tbe Use of !::ohools !Uld Academies. By J. A. Gillet and W. J. 
Rolfo. Colored }>ln.tos and illustrations. 
Ollnvtf'r'l on Evolution. A Populro: Ili!ltory of Dn.rwiuism and Allied Theo- G. P. Putnam's Sons .......... ! ...... do .............. . 
1·iet.S of De,·olOl)ment. D .i Andrew Wilson, PB. D. 300 plates. 
Ells\' Shu· Lossous. Bv Riobarcl A. Proctor. lllustrntions and star nurps ........ do 
Schi10lAtlas of .Asrrmiomr. By .Alex. Keith Johnston. A oompl:ete series ...... do 
of illmrtrn1ions of the hen.;enly bodies compTised in 21 plates. New en-
hrgc\1 Nlition witb an olcnlf'ntary survey of the bea>ens, by Rob. Grant. . 
Tho Orilor of the Scionoos. By Charles W. Shields, D.D .................. --· C. Scribner's Sons ............. , ...... do .............. . 
Motlorn Aptllkn.tion~ of :Electricity. Dy E.llospitalier. Translated and en- Scribner & Welford ........... ______ do 
lnrg:cd by Julius .h!Rier. lllnstmted. 
The Aotnal Lntornl Pressmc of En.rth Work. By B. Baker. illustrated. 
Van Nostrann's Sci('UCO Series, No. 56. 
Mnuunl of Blowpipe Ann.lysis, Qualitative n,nd Qnn,ntitn.tive; with a Complete~---- .. do 
Syst em of Determinative Mineralogy. By If. B. Cornwall. Illustrated. 
Scwor0R-'Ics: TheirNatureand Origin, nnd How to Protect our Dwellings. ,_ ..... do ....................... !. ..... do 
By Atlolfo <lo \'"nroun, M.D. Second edition, revised and enlarged. lllus-
trntNl. Vnn Noslr'lln•l 's Science Series, No. 55. 
A:~tro.nomy, Spbe1:icalnnd Physical. By Prof. W. A. Norton. New edition, 
ro\'ir;e\1 anll roruodolletl (1882). 
!ir~t. Socoud, ~ud '.rhircl ~ppeno~~esto Dn.na.'~ Sys.t.em oHiinemlogy ··---·-· ...... do ............................. do 
:rlunl ~\.p~ntlL'\: to tbe F1lth Ed1t10n of Dnnas Mineralogy. 'By Prof. E. S ....... do .. -----------------·--· ...... do 
Dnun.. 
Qlllmtilati'I'O .Analysis. Tl1e Student's Guido to "Fresenius' Quantitative ...... do ............................. do 
A nn.ly11is." l~y H. C. Bo1ton. 
'1'l1e 'Stn•ctnl'('l of Cotton Fibre in its llelations to Teclmica1App1ications. 'By ...... do . .. • . • • • .. • .. . • • .. • .. .. . ..... do 
l:'. R. n,rwtoAn. Plates. 
Eloctricuy. ny Rob. M. 'Fer~'11.SOU. New Otlition, revised by J. :Blytb. R. Worthington ............ _, . ...... do 
Illut~tmtoo . 
Jl'n111ili.u· ~uil'll<'l\ Sh1•lil'K. Dy R. A. rroctor. Illustrated ..... -·----·- ............ do .. ·-· ......... - .. ··-· ........ do . ·--· ... ·-····· 
l\liutcl'l\1 Alllllylli~. Uy Geo1·:.,'"0 G. Gru1f, A. M., M.D. Sucond ellition .... ------ Science ana Hoaltb Publish- Lewisburg, Pa. ______ _ 
ing Company. 
Size of book. I Number of 
pages. 
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Fncts nn1l Fancies in Modern Science. By J". W. Dawson. illustrated. 
Crozor JActnrea for 1881. 
Introduction t<> tho Practice of Commercial Organic Analysis. By Alfre\l 
H. Allen. 2 ;ole. 
.American Baptist Publishing I Philadelphia, Pa •••••• ,12mo •••••••• 
Society. 
P. Blakiston, Son & Co .••.••••.••••• do ............... 8vo .•••••••• 
Syat..-matie Band-Book ofVolumctrio Analysis. By Francis Sutton. llius- .••••• do ••••..••••••••••••••••••••••. do ••••••••••••••. 8vo .•••••••• 
trotoo. Fourth edition. 
238 
360 j 561 
471 
;r. H . .Applcton.'s QllA!ltita.tive Analysis ......•.•..........••........••••••••• Cowperthwait & Co ••••••••••....•• do ••••••••..•••••......•••.• ' ••..•••••.•...• 
A.atronomx for Schools and General Rea.ders. By Prof. Isaac Sharpless and J". B. Lippincott & Co ..••.....•••••• du... •. ••••••.• •. 12mo... .• ••• 303 
Prof. G.~- Philips. Dlostrated. 








Griffin's Chemistry ........................................................... Sower, Potts & Co .................. do ........................................ . 
BiO!rCD; a Spt•ctllation on tho Ori.!tin and Nature of Life. By Elliott Cones. Judd & Detweiler .••..•. ·····I Washington, D.C..... 8vo .. . • .. ... 2.7 I Paper, 
A bridgt•d from a pnpor on tho "Possibilities of Protoplasm." 
75 
10 
Snnmlay Lectures, dcli"v·ered under the auspices of the Anthropological and 
lliologicn.l Societies of 'Vnsbington: 
liitroductorv Address. Byhla.i.J". W.Powell. ............................... do .•••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••. do ...................................................... . 
Scttmtitlo and Popull\l' Views ox Nature Contrasted. By Prof. T. GilL ....... do ..••••••••••••••.••••••.•.•.. do . . • • .. •• • . • • • • . 8vo • • • • .. • • • 24 Paper, 10 
What is Antln'Opology 1 By Prof. Otis T. Mason ............................ do ............................. do ...................................................... . 
Contrasts of the .Appalachian Mountains. By J. W. Chickering, jr ..•..••••. do ............................. do ••• •. ••••••.••. 8vo • . . • • . • .. 16 Paper, 10 
O!ltlinl'sofSociology. By1t!{\j.J.W.Pow_elL .................... :----······do ............................. do ............... 8vo......... 25 Paper, 10 
Little-KnownFacts.AboutWell-KnownA.mmals. ByProf.C.V.Riley ..••... do .•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••. do ............... 8vo......... 32 Paper, 10 
Paul Jh·oo• t\Dll the French Sebool of Anthropology. By Dr. Robert ...... do ............................. do •.••.•••••••••• 8vo. •••.•••. 32 Paper, 10 
Fletcher. . 
R~~~; ~~10:yti~~·swB~ ~~~~~if·.~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ~!~ :::::::::.::::::::::::::1::::: :!~ ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 
Same. In 1 ;ol ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••. ! {D. Lothrop & C<> •••••••••••• Boston, Mass •.••.••• .!~ 8vo ------1 4+1-85 I Paper, 75 
GEOGRAPHY. 
Rand, McNAlly & Co.'s Indexed .Atlas of tho World. Sb..-th edition. Maps Rand, McNally & Co .••..••••. Chicago, Til ..••••••••• 
1\Ild diagrams. 
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Map of .Alabama .•••••• do ••••.•••••••••..•••.••....... do .•••••••••••••• 
Folded map. 
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Map of Iowa ..••••. do ............................. do .•••••••••••••• 
Folded map. 
Rand, McNally & Co.;s Indexed County Map ofl.ouis~ana. Folded map .......... ·.do ....................... ·-···-do .............. . 
:Rand, McNally & Co. s Indexed County and Townsh1p Map of New York .•••••• do ............................. do .•••••••••••••. 
Folded map. 
Rand, McNally &. Co.'s Indexed County and Township Map of Oregon. . ••••. do •.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••.. do .............. .. 
Folded map. 
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Map of Pennsylvania ..••••• do .•••.••••••••••••••••••...•.. do .•••••••••••••• 
]folded m:\p. 
Rand, .MrNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Map of Texas ..••••. do ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••. do .•••••••••••••• 
Folded map. 
Rand, McNally & Co.'s New Enlarged Scale Railroad and County Map of .••••. do .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do •.••••••••••• "' 
Texas. Folded map. 
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Indexed County Map of Washington Territory .•••••. do .••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••• do .•••••••••••••• 
Folded map. 
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Indexed Map of British Columbia. Folded map ........... tlo ............................. do .•••••••••••••• 
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TADLE XXIV.-Publications, educatiot~al, historical, q·c., jm· 1882, cfc.-Continued. 
Nnmo of book and author. Name of publisher. Place of publication. Size of book. I Number of pages. 
1 ~ 3 4 a 
G.EOOJtAt'lll:-Continuod. 
Motbo<l in Oeof.'(rl\lllty. Dy C. S.IIoward ..................................... J Amorican School Book Com· St. Louis, Mo ........ . . .......... , ........... . 
G eo~·nphionl Rood or. Compiled nnd edited by James Johonnot. lllnstrated. 
Mo!SI\lfJ's System of Q(.'o_gmplly for Schools. Rovised ?Y James Monteith 
~md S. T. Frost, including }'rost's "Geography Outs1de of Text-Books." 
pany. 
~: tP:Q!~~oe~ ~ g~ 





Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & •••••. do ..••..••.••.•.. 8vo ......... 4+116 
Co. 
Geo.P.Patnam'sSons .••......••••. do ••••••.••...... 16mo ... :.... 67 
Maps nnd illustrations. 
S"l\-inton's Introcluotory Geogmphy ......................................... . 
Introductory Geography in Readings anll Recitations. By William Swinton. 
Illush'lltious and maps. 
Soienco Llldclers: No. 1. Fonns of Land IUld \Vater. An illustrated goo-
gt'npbionl rea <lor. By N. D'.A.nvct s. 
Scribner's Geogt·n.pllical Roo<ler and Primer. lllust.ratod .•••••••••••••..••• -~ Cha.s. Scribner's Sons ..••..••. , ...... do •••••••••...••. 
Pb!l~ps: Tin. nd.)• Atlas of the Coon~es of England .••..•••••••••••••••••.•••.. Scribner & Welford .••••..•...••••. do ••••••••.••••.. 
Philtps Randy Atlas of the Counties of Ireland ..••.. ········••··••··••··••· .••... do··················· ····~······do 
Philips' IInutly Atlas of tho Counties of Scotland. 82 maps ..••••••••••••••....•.. do ...•.•..•...•.•••...•...•.•.. do 
Philips' lln.otly A tlns of the Counties of Wales .................................... do ............................. do 
Stanlord's 9ompondium ofGe~graph_y and Tra>el: Asia. By H. Keane ..... , .... :.do:········.--·.··········· .••••. do .............. . 
Ma.p Drawm~r: From Maury s Rev1sed Manua.l of Geogra.phy. By M. F. Um>ersrtyPubhshmg Co ......••... do .••.•••.••••••• 
.Manry smd :Miss C. E. Bush. .Also, Diagrams for drawjng the whole earth. 
By Miss C. E. Bnsh. 
Maury's New Geographical Series: 
Elementary Geography. By .M. F. Maury. illustrated ..•.. _. ...••.•••. , ...... do .....••.••.••••••••.••. , •••... do .•••••.•••...•. 
Mannl\lof-Geography. By.M.F.Maury. Illustrated. ReVIsed ............. do ............................. do ..••..••.••..•. 
:New Indexed Family atlas of the United States, with Maps of the World ..•. Gaylord Watson .••••••••..•..•••••. do •••••••••...... 
HISTORY. 
History of tho Pacific States of North Amorica. By Hubert Howe Bancroft.. 
Vol. I: Central .America, 1501-1550. Mn.ps n.nd illustrations. 
The ·world: HistoricnJ. and Aotunl. By ~'rank Gilbert. With charts and 
reference tables of history, finance, commerce, and literature, from B. C. 
1500 to t.be present time. Dlnstrnted. 
Tho History of Louisilllla from the Earliest Poriod. By Fran9ois Xavier 
Martin. To which is appende(l "Annals of Louisiana. from the close of 
Martin's 'History,' 1815, to the Commencement of the Ciru War, 1861" 
by J. F. Condor. 
The Uistory of Mexico from the Earliest .A.geR to the Present Time. By 
John Frost. lllush·atod. 
The Gornmnic Ol'igln of Now England Towns. By llerbert B. Adams ...•.•. 
A. L. Bancroft & Co ..•...••••• 
Fairbanks, Palmer & Co .••••• 
James .A.. Gresham ..••••.••••. ! Ne'v Orleans, La ..••.. l Svo ......••. 
.Armand Hawkins .••••• ······~·····-do ..••..••••••••. ,8vo .•••..••. 
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.An Introduction to American Institutional History. By E . .A. Freeman. r ...... do ...... do 
}~llited by Herbert R. ..AdamR. 
Hi8tory of Anoit-nt Egypt. By George Rawlinson, M • .A. With maps and 
illustrations. 2 vola. 
Boston, Mass ..•..••• . 
CaYerly's Indiun Wars of New England ..................................... J. H. Earle ......................... . do 
Home's History of England. The-noston edition. 6 vols. in 3 . ............ . Estes & Lauriat .................... do 
Palestine, Historic~\~ and Descriptive. D.v Rev. \V. L. Gage. illustrated .......... do ............................. do 
The Queens of En~land. By A~n~es Strickland. Ahrid~ed and adapted ...... do ............................. do 
from Strickland's • Queens of Eno-land," by Rosalie Kamman. Dlustratod. 
Young Folks' History of Mexico. By F. A. Obers. Map and illustration ...... .... do ............................. do 
Yon~; Folks' Hist.or.v of the Netherlands. By Alexander Young. Illustrated ..... .. do ............................. do .............. . 
'rhe .ttea<ler's Guide t() }:nglisb History. By Wm. Francis Allen .. . . . . . .. . .. Ginn, Heath & Co .... .............. do ............. .. 
History of tbe Egyptian Religion. By Dr. C. P. Tiele, of Loy den. Trans- Houghton, Mi.lllin & Co ............. do ............. .. 
late<l from the Dutch by James Ballingal. 
Hist<>ry of the Papacy during the Reformation. By Rev. M. Creighton, 2 ...... do 
YO!s. 
Lifo of Peter the Great ...•.••• .....• do 
Through Siberia. By Henry Lansdell. Maps and illustrations. 2 vols ..... l ...... do 
Snme. Cbeover eclition ................................................... . 
Young Folks History of tho United States. By T. Wentworth Higginson. 
New edition. Illustrated. 
Autiquities of tbe Jews. By Flavius Josephus. Translated by W. \Vhis-~ D. Lothrop & Co .....••.•..... l ....•. do 
ton. Illustrated. 
·wars of the J~we. By Flavius Josephus. Translated by W. Whishm. D- ...... do ............... .. 
lustrn.ted. 
Works of Flavius Josephus. Translatecl by William Whiston. lliustrated .. l ...... do ....................... 1 ...... do 
Hist<>ry of Presbyterianism in Now England. By Alex. Blaikie . ............ Alex. Moore ........................ do 
lovelancl's History of Dowdoiu College...................................... James R. Osgood & Co .............. do 
Jewish aml Christian History. 3 vol1:1. Dlustratod ................................ do ............................. do 
Memorial History of Boston, iucluiling Suffolk County, Massachusetts,1630- l ..••.. do 
1880. Edited by Jus tin Winsor. In 4 vols. Yols 3 and 4. With maps and 
ill us tra.tion e. 
...... do 
Max and Maurice: A Juvenile History in Seven Books. By William Busch. Roberts Bros ..•.•••••••.•••••.•••... do 
Svo ........ . 
8"1'0 ••••••••• 
18ruo ..... :::15 
8vo ...... { 
16mo ...... .. 









Svo ......... I 4+535-858 
8vo ........ . 
12mo ...... .. 
6+858 
512 
12mo ........ l 5 390; 339; 
{ 302 
Svo ........ . 
12mo ....... . 
New edition. Colored illustrations. 
Stories of Discovery tGld by Discoverers. By E. E. liale ..........•••••••.••...... . do ............................. Jo ............... 116mo .. ······1 4+290 
Russia, Past and Present. By H. v. Lankenau and L. v.d. Oelnitz ........... H. A. Young &Co .................. do ........................................ . 
Historical Reader. By H. E. Shepherd. For use in academies, illgh and D. Appleton & Co ............. New York, N.Y .•.•.. 12mo. ..••••• 14+345 
grammar schools. 
The llistory of England in the Eighteenth Century. By W. E. H. Lecky ..••••. do .••••••••••.•••••.••.•.....•. do 
Vols. Sand 4. 
12mo ........ 
History of France. By Charlotte M. Yonge. With maps ......................... do ..•••.•••.••••••..••••••••••. do 
History of France. By Jules Micbelet. New edition. 2 vols .................... do ............................. do 
History of the Formation of the Constitution of the United States. By .••••. do .•.•.•••••••••••.•••••••••••. do 
George Bancroft. 2 vole. 
The History of the French Revolution. By Louis Adolphe Thiers. New .•••.. do ............................. do .••••••.••.•••. ISvo ·········•··········--
edition, in 4 vols. 
History of the World from the Earliest R.ooords to the Fall of the Western ...... do ............................. do ............... Svo ......... , ........... . 
Emp1re. By Philip Smith, B. A. Ne.w edition. 3 vole. 
GMta Christi; or, a History of Humane Progress under Christianity. By A. C. Armstrong & Son ..••••••••••. do ............... Svo .••..•••. 
C. L. Brace. · Second edition. 1 vol. 
l8mo ...... .. 
8vo ........ . 




















































TAllLE XXIV.-Publications, educational, histo1'i.cal, 9-c., jo1·1882, g·c.-Contiuued. 
Nnrno of book l\ncl author. Name of publisher. Place of publica~ion. Sizeofbook.l Number of pages. Price. 
.1. !J 3 4 :5 6 
lltb·ron:v- Continued. 
IIn11llmnt\t1Mny's Con!.ltitutionnlliistory ofEnglnnd, 1485 to 1871. Each I A.C.Armstrong&. Son ...•... ! NowYork,N.Y ...... , .......... ____ , ........... . 
work in 2 rols. Complcto in 4 ~ols. 
IIi!'ltOr\" cr tho '\Vnr in tho Poninsnla and in tho South of France, from 1807 ...... do ...... do 
to ltli·l. Dy G enernl Nni>icr (u:om ili6 author'sl~t roTised edition). Maps, 
iuue;~.;, &t·. 5 ,·ol!l. 
A Cum:io Uiah• .:·v of the UDitc<1 Statl•s. 'ByLirtnc:ston Hopkins. New edition.~ Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co .. 1 ...... do 
on!'!. timtiooalllistory and Politicnl Development of the United States. By ...... do .•.•.••••..•••..••..••..••... do 
Siwon Sterne. 
Egypt, Doscriptivo, Historict\l~nd Picturesque. By George Ebers. From ••.••. do ..••.•••..••••••..•..•...•••. do 
tho Gt>rmnuby Clarn Dell. with il1tro<luction and notes by S. Birch. ll· 
htstratcd. 
Tiistory of the llug-onots. Dy Go stave Masson .......................•••••••..•... do ·······················j·····-do 
'l'ho Russinn Em i.ro: Its Origin and Devolopmont. By S. B. Boulton ............. do ............................. do 
IIistory of tbe "\~ol'ld from tho Earliest Period to the Present Time. By Catholic Publication Society .••... do .............. . 
.John .MncCnrthy. l!'or schools and colll$cs. Co. 
J. J . ..tiuderson'a NoW' Manual of 6-enornl.uistory: 
Pl\rt 2. Medimvnl and Modern ...........•.•..••••••••••.•••••••••.••••• Clark & Maynard .•••••••.••. -~·-····do ...•..••.•••• ··•······ •••••••. 
Abbott't! llino-uoms of Continental Europe: 
Italy. By .JohnS. C. Abbott ...•••.•..••••.••••..•••.••••••••••••••••. Dodd, Mead & Co ...•..••.•••..•••.. do ...•.•••••••••. 
i~~~. li~~~1~g~~~~~~~::~:::m~~~~~~H~~~~mm~m: ~m Hi ~:H~mHmmw~~~~H~ ::::::::::::::: 
Freeman'~ History of tho Norman Conquest. In 6 vola ..•••••••..•••..•..••...•... do ....•••..•.•••..••.•••. ~ .•... do .•.•••••••••..•. 
Rn.wlinson's Monarchies: 
The Sixth Monarchy (Partllia). With maps and illustrations ..........••... do 
The SoYe11th Monarchy (The Snssanjan or New Persian Empire). 2 .•.••. do 
vols. "\Villi maps aml illustrations. 
The History of .rl.nciout Eg;ypt. 2 vols. Illustrated ...... --~ ................ do ...................... ·J···· .. do ..••• ···-······· 
Tunis: Tho Lnmland the l'eople. By the Chevalier de Hesse-Wartegg .•••••. do ............................. do 
Illustrnted. 
Wars: The lfinor Wars of the United States: 
1. Tho Wnr of ll:H2. l~y Rossiter Johnson. Illnstratec1 .. - ·-··········-~·-··--do · ·····················-~-----.do 
2. Tho Olcl French Wat'. J3y Rossiter Johnson. Illustrated ..•..••••...••.. do .............••.•..•••..•.... rlo 
Tho Origin of Nations. Dy G. Rawlinson ....•....•••..•..••..•••.•..••••..•. .J. Fitil;~erald & Co ..•••••••.....•... do 
Amc~ica: .A History. :B:y Rob. Mackonzie . .............. ··:···. ·:·· ......••. Harper & Bros ..•..•..••...•..••... do 
A. BnefTIH1tor~ of tlto Kmg(lom of IroJrmtl; from tho Earliest Times to the .••••. do .•••.•••.•••••••••••••....... do 
niou with Groat Britain. Dy Chas. G. Walpole. Mapa. 
224 
10+323 

































































Tho Constitutional History of Englnnd, from 1760 tO' 1860. By C. Duke .••••. do ····--·················r····--do .............. . 
Yonge. 
Erns and Cha:act~rs o! History. By Rev. Wm. R. Williams ....................... do ......... ··~· ................ do ..•..•••.•••••• 
E~ypt under 1ts Khedives; or, The Old House of Bondage under New Mas- ...... do ............................. do ......••.•••••• 
4to ......... . 
l2mo ...... .. 
4to ......... . 
ters. B:v Edwin De Leon. Dlustrated. 
Fronoh H'istory for En~lish Children. By Sarah Brook. Revised and ed- ...... do ...... do ............... ! l<imo ....... . 
ited by G. Cary Eggleston. With maps and illustrations. 
Groat Movements and Those who Achieved Them. By H. J. Nicoll .............. clo 
Outlines of .Ancient History t.from the Earliest Times to the Fall of the West- ..•... do 
ern Roman Empire, 476. .ny P. V. N. ~yers. 
Go~many, Present and. Past.. By S. Barmg-Gould ............................ Henry Holt & Co ........ . .......... do ............ . 
Gtude to Modern English BlBtorr. By Wm. Cory. Part II. 1830 to 1835 ......... do . . ..........•................ do 
Chronolo;?cal Tables of Greek E.lstory. By Carl Peter. From the German, Macmillan & Co .•••••.••..••.. , •••. do 
by G. Cuawner. 
L~O:d'i~;~~mofn:V~~~la.Rufus l\nd the Accession of Henry I. By Ed- J .... do ............................. do .............. . 
Mnuunl of Greek Historical Inscriptions. By C. L. Hicks ......................... do .••••••.••.•••.••••.•••...••.. do .............. . 
Voltaire's "Histoiro du Siecle deLouisXlV." WithnotesbyGustave Mas- ...... do ............................. do .............. . 
son and G. W. Protbers. Chapters 25-36. 
:Bonap:nte and His Times: 1769-1799. By T. Jung. Translated by Mary GeorgeMunro ...................... do 
Neal Sherwood. Part I. 
Child's HistO!J: of ::f!:n~land. By Charles Dieke?s ................................ :do .......... "' ...... : .......... do 
Twenty-One llist~nc Landmarks. By B. W. RIChardson, 111. D ............... Nat10nnl Temperance Somoty ...... do 
and Publishing Rouse. 
The RussianEmpir~ Historical and Descripti>o. By John Geddie, F. n. G. s. Thos. Nelson & Sons ................ do ••••••••••.••.. 
Maps. 
W 11.rs of the Roses. Chautauqua, Library of English History and Literature. I Phillips & Hunt ............. -~- ..... do ........... . 
Vol. 3. . 
A History ofthe Naval War of 1812. By Theodore Roosevelt ............... G. P. Putnam_'s Sons ................. do 
History of the Negro Race in America :{rom 1619 to 1880. By G. W. Will- ...... do .............................. do 
iama. 2 vola. · 
The Beginnings of History, according to tho Bible and the Traditions of 
Oriental Peoples. By Fran~ois Lenorroant. From the second French edi-
tion, with a.n introduction by Francia Brown. 
Campaigns of the Army of the Potomac. By 'Villiam Swinton. New and I •••••• do 
revisen editio:a, with additions. 
Campaigns of the Civil Wnr: 
6. Chancollorsville and Gettyaburg. By Abner Doubleday, B\·t. Gen. 
U.S. A. 
7. The Army of the Cumberland. By Henry M. Cist, Bvt. Brig. Gen. 
u.s.A. 
8. The Mississippi. By F. V. Greene, Lieut. of Engineers, u.s. A.····-~···-- .do 
9. Atlanta. By Bon. Jacob D. Cox .......................................... do 
10. The March to the Sea-Franklin and N"ashville. By Hon. Jacob D. .. .... do 
Cox. 
Corea: Tho Hermit Nation. ByWm. Elliot Griffis. Its history, past and .•..•. do ........ v ............. 1. ..... do 
present. Maps and illustrations. I 
Epochs of Modern History : . 
Edward the Third. By Rev. W. Warburton, lit. A. With maps .............. do ............................. do 
The Epochs of Reform, 1830-1850. By Justin McCarthy ..................... do ....................... J ...... do 
Historical Outline of the English Constitution, for Beginners. By Da>dd .••••• d-o ............................. do 
Watson Rannio. 
4to ........ .. 
12mo ........ l. 
12mo ...... .. 
8vo ........ . 
8vo ........ . 
8vo ........ . 
12mo ........ 
8vo ........ . 
12mo ........ 
12mo .•...... 
12mo ....... . 
12mo ....... . 
12J;Jl0 ...... .. 
Svo ....... .. 
16mo ...... .. 
16mo ...... .. 
12mo ....... . 
115 Paper, 215 
3+286 1 50 
44 Paper, 20 
10+327 1 00 
3-477 1 50 
16-f-484 1 75 
4+492 3 50 
9+587 3 50 
12+142 3 00 
43+624; } 
27+732 8 00 
28+372 2 75 
15+264 75 
00 
43 Paper, 20 8 
~ 
70 Paper, 20 d 
24 10 00 
~ 
2-528 2 00 1-4 c 
140 so- 1>-~ 
498 2 50 8 481 7 00 1>-












20+2931 1 00 
Hi+2l5 1 00 00 
R+ISO 1 00 ~ 
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Nnmo of book nntlnuthor. Name of publisher. 
1 z 
liJSTOHY- Continurd. 
Place of publication. 
3 
Size of book. I Kumber of 
pag·cs. 
4 5 
Bio!rrnphy nutl T~ pogtnphr or Will ::\m Ctn.. ton. Englnml's First rl"intcr. Sorilmer & Wolford ..•.•.•.••. I Now York, N.Y ...... 1 12mo ... .... . 12+387 
By ''' il\inu1 Dlntlt•s. Sccootl edition. IllnstrntNl. 
Briuf lli~ton of tho Inllinn PcO}Ilt•. lh· " ' · "~- lltmtrr . ......................... do. 
:rN~CO, l'ic•ftn·inl, Dcllctipli\"'1), null llis:oric:tl. liy liishop \'i'"ordsworth ....... do ........ 
Now ctlit!ou, rtWi!<rtl by ll. F. To1or. 
Tinlf:Tiulll'll of Engli~h Itisttll'y. J~y C. J\t1i1!ltt :m<l Mrs. Valentino. 4 T"Ols ........ do ............................. do 
'l'ho llii!IOtT of Eu!!lntul. 1830-18";4. Hy W. N. Molesworth. 3 Yols ............... do ............................. do. 
lii !> tor·s of Frnnco from tho Em·licst 'l'imcs to l!l4fl. 11y :M. Guizot. 8 Yols ........ do ............................. do 
A Tiiston· of OtLr Owu Timrs. llT" Jnstiu :McCarthy. 4 Yols ...................... do ............................. do 
lfist{)ry of Romo. ByW.lbuo. '5vols ......................... ................... do ............................. do 
TI!s totJ of tbo ?bur~h of ~u~lnntl. By W. ;N'· Molesworth ._.;--:· ··-- ---· ··· .... _..do.·:···---···:···: ............ do 
H1s tononl Epochs, "ith S:, stem of Mnomolllcs. By E . .A.. F1tz-Srmon .•....•. Tamtor Bros., Merrill & Co ...... ... do 
Now United Stntes History. By C. F. llolmes ............................... University Pub. Co ................. do. 
llistor; of th~ En~lish_Poople. By J. R. Green. V:ol !------- ............... Usefnl_Knowledge Pub. Co ......... do 
Ecclesu~ .Anghcnnn: D1s. tory of thQ Church of Chnst m England from the T. Whittaker ..... ..••. -------~---- .. do 
Enrliest to tho Presont Times. By Rev . .A.. C. Jennings. 
Ri!ttory of Pnlestino from the Pntrinrohal .Ago to the Present Time. By R. Worthington ..••..••••••......•.. do 
.fobn Kitto. 
Liv:y's Ll'gendnry llistory of Rome. From the fonndiog of the city by ...... do ............................. do 
Romulus to 390 B. C. Translated from the original te~-t by George Baker, 
. ..... do 
.. .... do 
.A.M. Illnstratc<l. 
Suetonhts' ''Lives of tho Twelvo Cres:rrs." Translation of Alexander Thom· 
aon. M. n., revised nntl corrected. Dlnstmted. 
TIJo neformntion of the Church of England; its History, Principles, and 
Result!'!. By Re>. John II. Blnnt. Vol. 2. 1547-1662. 
nnssi:t, ra!'t aml Prescot. By n. v. Lnnkenau and L. T'. d. Oelnitz . .Adapted I E. & J.B. Young & Co ..... .. l ...... do 
f1·om tho Oormnu by IIcnrietta :M. Chester. 1\Inp and ilht~:~trations. 
Fixiu~ tho Facts of .American History. By II. C. N'ortham. With colored 
charts. 
Qut !ltion-Eoolc in United States History anti Ci>il Government. By .Albert ~-····-do 
1'. Southwick. 
Qncs!iou-13ook ofGClloral Tiisfor.r. 13y .AlucrL P. Southwick ...................... do ........... ............ , ...... do.-............. . 
Schr;ol UistorY of North C:trolinn, from 1G8-l to the present time. By John .Alfred Williams & Co ......... Raleigh, N.C ....... .. 
,Y. 1\Ioore. ·Second edition, l'IIYi!<ctl nucl enlaT"gcd. 
Choice I>assn~cs from. tho Worl<s of '\Vm. R Prescott. Compiled by Jose-
phine E. Uod~clon. With l>io~rapbical skf'teh. 
P1·ts~ ot t's 'Vorks. New l>ovulnr edition. Etlited by J. Foster Kirk: 
i~~ g~~~~::i ~~ ¥:1~-co2 '\~ls0~~::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::\::::::~~: ::::::::::::::: :::::::\::::::~~ • 
12mo .. ..... . 
Svo ........ . 
18mo ...... .. 
12mo ....... . 
12mo -------
Folio . . 
} 8YO ....... 
8Yo -----···· 
12mo. · ...... 
16mo .. ...... 
16mo ...... .. 
16mo ...... .. 
12mo ....... . 












































































Tlw Roi.scn of ChnrlN! V. 3 vols ..•................................... . , ... . .. do -----------········--··]······do 
Smnl~or !li!->tm·~ of tho :Unitod Stat&~. By Jol>in_h W. Leeds . ..... ---- ..•••••....... do ...•..••••...•.•..••....••.•• do 
Stud1es m .Mcduuvnl History. By Charles J. Snlle, LL.D.. .. ................ . ..... do ...•••.•••.......••.... ! ...••. do 
LANGUAGE • 
.A Prncticnl German Grammar. By Wesley C. Sawyer. For high schools 
C:~t~~i~~l~~~tii. :Reco,!nlovit Luoianus Mueller 
Homer's llind. Edidit Guilielmus Dindorf ... .. .. . •. ..••....•.•.• ...•••.. . •.. 
Ely's Latin in the Public Schools ... ... .. ••....•.•.•••••.••.....•.••••••••.... 
W. ll. Richardson's Graded Language Exercises. Parts 1 ancl 2 
Grammatical Dia~rnms and ..Analyses ........•....•.....••................... 
.A'Di~rrst of lufinitiYOS, Part-iciples, and Abridgment, and a Complete Ontlh1e 
of Mntl10maticnl, Physicru, and Political Geography and English Grammar. 
By Alfred .A. Crosier. 
Cicero's Cato Mnjor, de SE'nectute; Lrelins, de.Amicitia. With introduction 
and notes by Fr:mcis W. Kelsey. 
Holllrooko's Selections from Pliny ....................••................... .. . 
'l'ho Meistt>rsclmft System of Practical Lin~stry. By Dr. Richard S. 
Ros~nthal. Each s_vstem. 15 pamphlets, sold in sets only. 
.An Etymolog_v,of Latin an~ Greek. By C. S. Halsey ............ ··:· ... . .... Ginn, Heath & Co ...•••. ···---~------<10 
Grammar of .Modern Spnmsh Language. By Wru. t. Knapp. Destgned for ...... uo . ....• ........•••••.......... do 
eolle~e use. 
The Greater Poems of Virgil. Edited byJ. B. Greenou~~- Vol. 1, contain- ...... do .. . .... ...................... do .............. . 
ing the Pastoral Poems and Six ~ooks of the 1Eneid. illustrated. 
Not~s to tho Proparatory :Book of German Prose. By Hermann :B. BoisPn ... ..... do 
Piodar's Selected Odes. Greek text. With notes and introduction by T. D. . .••.. do 
Seymour. 
Pt·eb1e's Exercises for Translating into Latin .....•.. • ...... ..•. ............ . ..•• •.. do . 
Preparatory Book of Gerruan Prose. By Herman B. Boisen. With copious . ••••. do 
...... do 
.•.•.. do 
. ..... do 
...... do 
notes. 
Selections from the Latin Poets CatnUus, Lucretius, Tibnllus, Propertius, .•.... do 
Ovid, and Lucan. Edited by E. P. Crowell. Latin text. 
Linguistic Essay~. _By Ca~l.A.lJel, :M. D . -.---- ---- ................... ----:·· •• Houghton, Mifflin & Co. ······J······do 
The Works of Vrrgil. Edited by J . .Addmgton Symonds. Translated mto L ee & Shepard .....• .. ....... . .... . do 
English Prose b~ .f. Coniu~~:ton. 
The ..Apology and Ur~to of Plato ...... .... ...... ...... ... .. ... ........... ... . . Roberts :Bros 
How to Tell tbePa.rtsof Speech. By Rev. EdwiuA.Abbott, D. D. American ...... do 
edition. Re-vised and enlarged by John G. R. McElroy, A.M. (Dr. Ab-
bott's text-books). 
~~:~~e~~~; ~~~~~ -~tb.-c~pi~~; N ~~~: · ·:n-y G~~~g~ si~~-;~~-- · ·x p~~~ti~~i ·I· E~ t~~~~ri~~ ·r;;bii~hi~i ii~~;s"e: 1· M:;~ct'e~t~~; M:i~i; ::: : 
method of learning, the German language. Fifth American edition, revised 
and enlarged. 




Witter's New German Second Reader. Revised . ...•••... .... ••.... . .....•• . .•.... do .•.....••••••.....•.•.. 
;m,:~:: ~:: ~:~~: ~:~~f~~~·r. R:R~~~~ci ~ :: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::~ ::::::~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::1: ::: ::~~ ... .. _ .. _ ... _ ..
1 
... _ ......... . 
The 1Eneid of Virgil, with Notes and Dictionary. By HenryS. Frieze .. . .•. D. Appleton & Co .•••••.••... New York, N . Y .•.... 12mo ....... . 
D emosthenes. By S. H. :Butcher. 6th vol. of "Ulassical Writers." Edited •.•••. do ..•..•.•••••••••••••.•....... do .......•••..... 16mo ..•.•••. 
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pages. 
4 :i 
Dio Annl\·li~o. A Gt>rmnn play hy Tionunu TI('rsob. With translation aud D. Appleton & Co ..•••••••••• j New York, N.Y .•.... ! 12mo ..•..• •. 
dil'l'Otinus fur lt"'.ll'ninJ! to n·ml (~~1·mnn. By C. F. Kreob, A.lr. 
Enoril iu tlHi Usu of l~ngHsb. By W . .B. IIotfgson, LJ,. D. American revised .... .. do ...... do 
f'llitin~l-
Gmtll•tl lnstt·uotinn in En~li)!h. 1~~- OrYmo T. Bri~ht. Fnr use oftoaobers ........ do 
.A LntiH (1t-tllumnt· fo1· aolwolaa:nd colll'gcs. By .All>el't llnrkuess. l{eyised ...... do 
...... do 
............. J •••••• do 
f'dllion. 
Now .1\Il;thotl of I-rnmi11g tho French Lm1gnago. By F. Berger . ........•..•....... do ............................. do 
Solt>('litlliS fl'Ulll 1ho Poorus of o,·icl, with notes. l3s J. L. Lincoln, LL. n ............ do ............................. do 
~v~~~rli.'l~·:l)'fc~ffn~l'Y~Y~Y lfr~:-~kS.e:!J\~i~6:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ 
l!'h·st ~'t·onch lloolc, nt'ter tho Nnturnl or Pestalozzian Method. By Ja. H. .A. S.Barnes & Co ................... do 
'W'onuan. l•'or school nntlllomo instruction. Illustrated. 
~mr,~:;:~~~~~~i:~l~G~~~~u~~a~~~: ::::::::::: :·::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·n~~~fu<>g~~- B'r'~~ ::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ 
Stories from Homer. Bv Prof. Alfi ed J. Church. lllust.rated ................ Dodd, Mead & Co ................... do 
Stories fl'om the Greek 1£rn~otli:uls. By Prof. Alfred J. Church. Illustrated. 
1 
...... do ... ........................ .. do 
S. torios.from Virgil. ByProf.A..lft·e<lJ.Ch.nrch. lllustl'ated ....................... do . .... ........................ do 
On the Stmly of Words. By R. Clleno~ix Trench, D. D .................... . .. J. Fitz:rerald & 0o .............. ~ ... do 
'Ilte:hh'\istorachnft System. German, in 15 parts, each containing 3lessons. Funk & Wagnalls .• ••.•.•• : ........ do 
By R S. Rosenthal. 
A Prnctiral Met bo<l for Lenrnin!!' S11r~nisb. By .A. Ramns Dinz de Villegas ... 
Cicero's de muibus bonorum et mulo1·uw, Libri quinque; D. Io. Nicolaus Ma-
<lrigmis l'ecoo>:it et enarrnvit. 
lhndll progres::.ivo doh~ langue frangnise. By Simon M. Stern and Baptiste 





Germnu l1y Pmctice. By L. ~-::S:.l emm. Edited by W.D. Whitney .......... 1 ...... do ....................... 1 ...... do ............... , 12mo ....•.•. , 12+305 
German Mnuual. B_v Fred<'nck Rnonzler .................................. ........ do ............................. do ................. .... ................... . 
Los premiers pas tlans l 'etude du fr~mQais par la. m6thode naturelle. By C . ...... do ............................. do .... ......... .. 197 
Montonnier. Illustrated. 
Rocueil cle yo6sies. .By Mlle. Camille de Janon. Al'usage do l<1> jeunesse 
am6ricaine. 
Stndieu un<l Plandereien. By Prof. S. ¥.Stern. Second series . .................... do ......•.•••••.•••••.......... do 
Vol. IV. of Students' ClasRic Frenob Plays: · · 
L'.Avare. l3y Moliere. Edited, With notes, by Prof. E. S. Joynes ............. do ....... ------ ................ do 
Shol"t Sllnteucos for Praot-ioe in ·writing Latin. By Moses Grant Daniell. Ivisan, Blakeman, 'l'aylor&Co: ...... do 
:5eco1H1 edition, enlarged, 'vith not<'s. 
.Anglo-Saxon Prinwr. By Uoury Sweet. With grammar, notes, and glossary . Macmillan & Co .................... do 
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Cl\'t-'1'<''>~ Orntiou on Rt~birins. With notes, introduction, anu appendices, by ..•••• do •••••••••.••••••••.•••..••••. do .•••..••.•••••• ! 8vo ........ . 8+130 
\\'. R Ht•itltuul, 1.L A. 
Coud,.,t.~.Tti .. lt G!:llllllHU'. Dy Ernst Windisch. From tho German, by Nor- ...... do ...................... : ...... do 
rmtll Moort',M.D. 
('orul'illl•·~ Hornt't'. F.·iitNl with introduction and notes, by G. Saintebury .......... .(lo ............................. do 
Dt•IIHH•lhoue~· ".Arlnorsua .Androtion and Timocra.t.ca." With introductions ...... do ............................. do ........... .. 
ttllu l•;nJ!li~<lt notes by w·arte. · 
Endpirlt•11' lil"·ulm. Re"\"i!!ed t-ext, with notes and introdnotion by Rev. J ....... do ............................. do ...••.•••••.••. 
:Uo1ul Rml.Artkur s. \Vnlfnle. 
Eoripitll'l1' Il<'lcnn. Euitec with introduction, notes, and critical ap'pend:ixfor .••••. do ............................. do 
upper· HrHllowor form!!, by C. S. Jerram. 
Excl'('ists in Latin Syntax :md Idiom. Tiv Edwin D. England ...................... do ............................. dQ 
Gmuontat· of tfte Homeric Dialect. By D. B. Mom·o ............... .. ................ do ............................. do 
Lh·y. llnoks II nud Ill. Editeu with introduction and notes, by Rev. H. M. .. .... do ............................. do 
Steplwnl'on. 
Lyt~ht• Oratiuni.'S XVI. With analssis, notes, and indices, by Evelyn S. 
::-5huckbnrgh. 
Yolicl'e's Le Ml!=!anthrope. ComMie en cinq actes. Bv G. E. Fasnacht ............ do····--··-·············· .•••.. do .•....•••••.••. 











Satire~ of Ju"'ennl. Translate<l by H. A. Strong. LL.D., and Alex. Leeper .......... do ............................. do 
I!omcr'" Stories Simllly Tol~l. By yha.rles Henry Hanson. ;1n~trated...... Th?S: Nelson & Sons ................ do 
18mo .••.•.•. l 116 
............. J 12mo ..... -.. 4+132 
12mo .................. .. 
I repnratory Greek Course m Englrsh. By Wm. Cleaver Wilkinson. lllns- Phillips & Hunt .................... do .............. . 
trntt>d. 
12mo........ 4+294 
Lectures on tl1o English Language. ByRon. Geo. P. Marsh ................. Chas. Scribner's Sons --······-~·-----do 
Ori~in nud llistory of. tho English Language. By Ron. Geo. P. Marsh ............. do ............................. d. o ............ . 
Horat·e. Tmm;lafed into English verse by Sit· Theodore Martin. 2 volumes. Scribner & Welford ................ do 
Storil•s from Lh·y. By Re>. A. J. Church. 1fl illustrations ......................... do ............................. do 
I>nttet·!lon's El'ements of Grammar with Exercises ...•.•.••..•••••.•••.••..••. Sheldon & Co ....................... do 
Alm-Henn's Latin l::ierics: 
Key to F1rst, Second, and Thi.!'d Latin Books ............. . ............ E. Steiger & Co ..................... do 
¥r~~tt~C:A s~~o~dst:ti~in~d~~~-a 1~-<>~6-~<>i~;.;~::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ · 
New Latin ~!annal. First course ............................................ do ............................. do 
New Latin Manual. Seconcl course .......................................... do ...................... : ...... do 
New Latin Manual. Tllird course ........................................... do ............................. do. 
Second Latin Reader ........ ...... ................. .......................... do ............................. do 
Gf'rman and English Vocabulary for Conversational Exercises. By C. A ....... do ............................. do 
Schlegel. 
Crosnr's Civil War. By B. Perrin. Ph. D . .................................... University Publishing Co ......... do 
Gilder~:~l11evo's Fifth Tiook ofCrosar. (Gallic War) ................................. do ............................. do 
Gildersleeve's New Latin Primer ...... .. ... ........................................ do ................... ,. ......... do 
.A Comparative Gcnnan Prinrer. By C. T.Eben ........................... :. B. Westermann & Co ............... do 
]'irst Lines of English Grammar. By Goold Brown. New revised edition; Wm. Wood & Co ..••••••••••.•••••. do. 
armnged to form a series of language lessons, by Henry Kiddle. 
Institutes of English Grammar. By Goold Brown. New revised edition; ...... do ............................. do 345 
with exercises in unalysis, parsing, and construction, by Henry Kiddle. 





First Latin Lessons. By frene Holbrook .................................... Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co ... Cincinnati, Ohio ...... 12mo. .... .•. 81 
1\lickleho,ron~h. and Long's Language Exercises. Parts 1 and 2 .................... do ............................. do ........................................ . 
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Cowperthwait & Co .......... , Philnrlclphia, Pa ................... . 
·· · · ·· ., · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·::: :::::::im J~ •. ~:: •••• :• i ~: ~ · !!~~ ::: ·: i J ·· · · · · · !l! · 
...•. . do 
...... do 
.A Ctnopendium of Amrril~Rn Criminal La,w. By Robert Dusty.... ...... .. . . S. Whitney & Co . . . . . . • • . . . . . San Francisco, Cal ... . 
.An E~s:\y on the (:h'uwth of Law. Hy MonisM. Cohn . .. .. . . .. . .... .. .... .. Callar,han & Co .. ............. Chicago, ill 
'l'roatise ou tho Lnw of Damagrs. By J. G. Sutherland. Vol. li .. ................ do .................. . .......... do 
~uus~ions fu\· Ln"· :5tntlents ~n Bispham's Equit.v. By \ Vm. \V. Farwell .... TheChicagoLeg-alNews Co . ........ do 
lit~' ~tutlc1.tt s_L~i!al.Annl_ysts. B.r Mell>ourno H. Fo~t1 - :---- ... . _. ....... .. E. B: 'Meyers~ Co ................. . tlo_ .............. . 
Outhu!.'s ot Cnmmnl Lo.w, for Use of Students. By Emlin McClam ......... Emlm McClam .............. Iowa. C1ty, Iowa .... .. 
l!'rnn<lnlont Conveyances: Troat.ise upon Con>eyancos made by Debtors to Cnshings & Bailey .....•...... Baltimore, Md ....... . 
Dt•f'mnd Creditors. By Orlando Fmnklin Bump. Third edition. 
our.;e of Business Tntinin~ in Commercial Law. By A.. H. Eaton .. .. .... . . 
Pleallin.!! and Practice in vourts of Common Law. By J. Prentiss Poo. 
Vol. II: Practice. 
A Tre!ltise on the Law of Mortgages of Real Property. By L eonard A.. 
Jones. 2 vols . . 
Amorican Law Studies ; or, Self-Preparation for Practice in the United 
Stntcs. By Jolm C. R~cd. 
Commrntn.ri<>s on tbe Law of Ag!.'ncy as 11 Branch of Commercial and .Mari- l ...... do ....................... l ...... clo 
ti me Jurisprutle11ce. Bv Jos. Story. Ninth edition, re>ised, with addi· 
tious by C. P. Greenong'h. · 
Elomoutnry Law. By \Vm. C. Robinson .......................................... do .. ........................... clo .............. . 
Introduction to American La.w. By '.rimotby Walker, LL.D. Designed as ...... do , ............................ do 
a first book fm· students. Eighth edition, r evised by M. Frederic Force. 
On tho Law of Insurance. B y John Wilder .May. Second edition ................ (10 ............................. do 
On tho Law of Libel and Slnndor . . By William Blake Odgers. First ...... do ............................. do 
Am!'rican edition, with note::~ by MelviUo M. Bigelow. 
Treatise A<lRllted to tho La.w antl Practice of the Superior and Inferior ...... do ............................. do 
Coul'til in <.;riminal Cases. Dy Fl'llukliu Fiske Heard. Second edition, 
rovit~od. 
g:~::::::::l········ii9' 
16mo . ....... l 25 t713 
12mo ........ 9+181 
8vo ......... 59+661 
16mo ........ 75 
16mo ........ 19+255 
8vo ......... 8+1Hi 
8vo .••...... 69+705 
12mo ........ 11+183 
8vo ......... 33 +898 
8vo ......... Each, 250 
8vo ......... 47+763 
8vo ......... 47+674 
12mo ........ 34+379 
8\0 ..••..••. 24+816 
8TO ......... .................... 
8vo ......... . .................... 
































































~ont~so on t11o J-:1w of}-;stoppcl. lly M;~lv. illo M. Bigelow. Third edition .. l ...... rlo ..••..••••••••.•••••• --~······do ···············18vo ...•••••• ,. ···•••·· ·· · 
~ront1so on tho Law of HuRbl~nclaud 'V1fe. lly Jam€'s St:houlor .................. do ..••.•••....•.•.••...•..•••.• clo •.••.•••.•••••. Svo ••••••.•. 68+659 
Trt'nti;.e on tho Ln.w of Private Corporations. By Victor Morawetz ............... do ............................. do ••••..••.•••••. Svo ................... .. 
A Tn,ntiso nn the L'\W of the Domestic Relat10ns. lly James S<:lwuler. . •••.. do .••••.•••••..•••••••••••••••. do . • •• . •. •• .••••• Svo . . • . • . ••. 76+727 
Third edition. 
Treatise on the Law of Trusts nucl Trustees. By Jairus 'iVare Perry.~ 
Tllirtl edition, with notes and references to recent cases, by G. F. Choat-e. l ...... do ....................... l •••••. do 
2v~L • 
Commenta.ries for the Use of Students at Law and the General Reader. By 
Sir W. Blnokstone. Obsolete and unimportant matter being eliminated, 
~ 135+579 ~ 8vo · • · · · • ···1 ~ 14+707 S 
16mo........ 12+611 
by Marshall D. Ewell. 
A Concise '£reatise on the Principles of Equity Pleading, with Precedents. • •.... do ............................. do .•••..••••••••. 8vo ....... .. 
:B~ l!'ranklin Fiske Heard. 
A Treatise on the Law of SubroJ?;ation. By H. N. Sheldon .••..•.•••••.•••••••..•. do ............................. do ............... 8vo ........ . 
Law of Conveyancing. By W. B. Martindale................................ Wm. H. Stevenson............ St. Louis, Mo......... 8vo ........ . 
A Treatise on the Organization, Custody, and Conduct of Juries, including ...... do ............................. do ............... Svo ........ . 
Grnnd Juries. By Seymour D. Thompson and Edwin G. Merriam. 
Tho Law ofUsn~es and Customs. By J.D. Lawson ......................... F. H. Thomas & Co ................. do ............... 8vo ........ . 








General Index to Wait's "Actions and Defences"............................ W. Gould & Son.............. Albany, N. Y .. ••• •• .. 8vo ......... , 550 
On Infancy and Coverture. By Ransom H. Tyler. Second edition ............... _ clo _ ............................ do . . . . . . •• • •• • .. . 8vo ................. - .. . 
The Business Man's Commercial Law and Business Forms Combined. By J. J. C. Bryant........ . • ........ Buffalo, N.Y.......... S.vo .. .. ... • • 263 
C. RL·yant, ::II. D. Edited by G. ,V, Clinton. 
L L. L.; or-~. Fifty Law Lessons, Embracing all the Technical Points of D. A.ppletor:. & Co ............ New York, N.Y •••••• 12mo ....... . 
Business Law. By Arthur B. Clark. 1 I 
The Principles of the Law: An Examination of the Law of Personal Rights, ...... do ............................. do ............... 8vo .•••.•••. 
to discover the Principles of the Law, as ascertained from the Practical 
Rules of tho Law, and harmonized with the Nature of Social Relations. 
6+201 
429 
By A.. J. Willard. I . 
The Laws authorizing the Incorporation of Clubs, Societies, and Associa- Baker, Voorhis & Co .••••••••• l ...... do .............................. ............ . 
tiona for Literary, Library, Social, Recreative, and Sporting Purposes; 
also, the Statutes Applicable to Voluntary Unincorporated Associations, 
Clubs, &c. Compiled by W. L. Snyder. 
Treatise on the Law and Practice of Voluntary Assignments for the Benefit l .••••. do ••••••••••••••••••••••• l ...... do ............... ! 8vo ........ . 
of Creditors. By Alexander M. Burrill. Fourth edition, revised and 
47+825 
enlarged by G. L. Sterling. . 
Treatise on tbeLawofNegotiableinstruments. By John W. Daniell. New ...... do ............................. do ............... ! 8vo ......... 1 990; 980 
revised edition. 2 volumes. 
A Text-Boo?: on Comme~cial Law. B:y; SalterS. Clark ...................... Cla:r~ &Maynard ................... do ............... 112mo ....... . 
Laws Relnbng to Religious Corporatwns. By Rev. Sandford Hunt. Re- PhillLps & Hunt .................... do . . • •• •••• •• . . . . 12mo ....... . 
vised edition. 




States. By Theodore D. Woolsey, D. D., LL.D. Second odition, revised. 
Der Geist unserer Gesetze. By Cha.s. Wehle .-.. ............................ . 
Commissioners' and Conveyancers' Manual. By Charles Hall Adams ...... . 
Students' Guides to "Williams on the Law of Real Propert.y," "Williams 
on theLawofPersonalProperty," "Smith on the Law of Contracts." By 
H. W. Purkis. 3 vola. 
E. Steiger & Co ............... , ...... do ............. .. . J l2mo ........ \ 2+40 
G. W. Ball . . . . . . • . . . .. • • . .. • • • Sax:atoga SJ?rings, N. Yl 8vo .. . .. .. . . 538 
T. & J. W. Johnson & Co...... Philadelphia, Pa...... Each, 12mo .. 120.i 128; 108 
A Commentary on the Law of Contracts. By Francis Wharton. 2 volumes., Kay & Bro .••••• ··············!···---do ............ ···18vo ........ . 





















































TADU; L"tiV .-Pl,blications, educational, histo1'iaal, 9·c., for 1882, ~)·a.-Continued. 
Nrune of book nnd nntbor. Name of publisher. Place of publica.tion. 
1 2 3 
LAW- COJtUnued. 
}tl(lmt'ntfl of t11e Ln'\'1"8. :By T. L. Smith. New re1'ised edition, designed as J. B. Lippincott & Co......... Philadelphia, Pa .••••. 
n h1xt book. 
A 'l.'r·tJatiRe un the Lnw of Stocll: Brokers. By Artlmr nnd George Biddle .......... do . ............................ do 
.Ad,ju{l~ell \Vor'(l& nn<l Phri\-~S: Collection of Adjudicated Definitions of W. F. Murphy's Sons ............... do. 
'l't-rms mw'l in the Law with Reference to Autlloriti~ :By C. H. WinfieTd. 
In.stitutt>e of Common nnd Statute L.'\w. lly John B. Minor. Third edition, l J w Ra dol h & E al' h R' h. d v 
1·evi~ed smd corrected. Zvolllllloa. .S • • n P n., lS •••• 1c mon , a .. •·•••.· 
LlT.EllATUJll'. 
(See Dibliogrnplty and Literature.) 
LOGIC. 
(See PbiloS>Opby and Logic.) 
)!A Til RMATICB. 




Svo ..•...•.. , 445 
l~mo........ 104 
~ 48+731 Svo .••••..•. ! ~ 47+1185 
:Bagot's Manunl of Plane S\ll'"T'eying .......... u••···············-······ .. ··· NOi'lllal Publishing Hoose •••. Danville, Ind .•••••••.•••••••••••••...••••••••••• 
Greenleaf's Mathematical Series: 
Brief Course in .A.rithn"letic, Oral and Written ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~. R. S. Davis & Co .............. Boston, Mass......... ••••••••••• ••• 4+188 
!.~ll~i~~~~~I~!~~;;;~~H~i~~~:~~;;:~~~~ ;f:~~~~;~~~;]::::::~~i~i ~~~:: f~ ::~:::~:::::::: ::~::::i::: ::::;~~~1: 
Five-;P~e Logt\rithmi~ ~d Tt~~onoraetri_c :rabies. By G . .A.. Wentworth ........ do .............................. do ............... 4to........ .. 71 
Multiplication andDina10n Ta0!'8. Contal.lllllg the Products of Numbers be· ...... do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. do ••••••••••••••• SVo ......... 8 
tween 1 and 100. By Leonard Waldo. Second e.diti.on. 
Plaue.anllSolid Goomutry and. Trigo11ometry. By G. A. Wentworth ............... do ............................. do ........................................ . 
Plane and Spherical Trigonometry. By G. A.. Wentworth_ •••••• _. .• : .............. do ·u················--··· ...... do ................................... "'···• 
Plane and Spl1ericnl Trigonomotrv. Vith Tables. By G. A. Wentworth ........... do ............................. do •.•••••••••••• , ........ "'""'" ~-~"'··· •• 
~~: i~ti:::~~-. ~lh ~atio;~e~;v?t:t.t w~~tb.:: ::::::::::::::::: ::::: =~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ ::::::::::::::: -~~~:::: :::: ......... ~~. 
A Practical A.t·itlnnetio. B:v G. A. ·wentworth and Rev. T.lllll ................... do .......................... ~ .. do ••••••••••••••. 12mo.. •••••• 16+351 
l-Io!\orvey's Book-Keeping, SingleEntrSb; .... ---·--····~-·-················· Thompson, Brown &.Co .......... "'do ............... 12mo........ 100 
~~:~~~~;~ ~1~e\~~~- ~~0~':!'~vn~ -~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: . :w:J~l'~-&; c~~: ::::::::::: =~: ~=-=:: =~: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::,::::::::: 




























































Bnrn<'EI' Now Mnthomatics: . 
Zf:~~:!.~!:~~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: : ~= ~:rr~;:: ~ ~~ :·:::::: :::::: : ~~~~·;~: :~::~:::: :: ::::::::::::::I::::::::.::: 
Elements. of .A.I~br~ J3y Jos. Ficklin. For grammar and high scho~ls, ••••.. do .•••.•••••••••••••••• ..,. •••••. do ................ 16mo........ 296 
acad.om100, &c. 
Nnmbe-r Lessons after G:rnbe Method . ..............................•...•. ••· ...•.. dt> - .........•..•. ·· .••••..••••• do .••••••••••••.•.........••••• , ........... . 
Illostrnted Table-Book and First Lessons in Numbers. New edition ••••••.. Catholic Publication Society .••••. do ..••••••••••••. 16mo........ 3-102 
Co. 
Complet~ Gmclod A.ritbmetio. By J. B. Thomson. Oral and ~itten .....•.. Clark & Maynard ..•••••••••...••••. dt> ..•••••••••••.. 




N~~~~~::: §~~~~~n~~~ni~1~W~~~~~io~: ~=: =~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~3~ ~ ~~~~:::: :::::::::::: :::: ::~~ ::::::::::::::: 12m0 ..•..... 
Elements ofGI'ometry. By ~rof. S~on Newcomb ......... ;················· Henry Holt & Co ...•.••••••.•.••.•. do .••••••.•••.•..........•..••. 
1 
........... . 
Elements of Plane anil f'1lhencal Trigonometry. By Prof. Sunon Newcomb ....•••. do ..••.••••••••••••••••••••.•.. do .•••••••••••... Svo .. .•. . •.. 6+164 
Elements of Plano and Spberiofl>l Trigonometry. By Prof. Simon Newcomb ..••••. do ..••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• do .•••••••••••... Svo ..•••..••. 6+104 
With lo~aritbmic and other mathematical tables. 
Elements of Plano Geometry and Trigonometry. By Prof. Simon Newcomb. . ••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.. do .•••••• •••••• •. 12mo .••.•••. 
Willi four·J)lace logarithmic and trigonometric tables. 
Graphic Al~ebrn; or, Geomotricallnterpretation of the Theory of Equations .•••.. d-o .••...•••••••••••.••••....... do .•••••••••••••. 8vo ..••..••. 
8+335 
156 
ofOue Unknown Quantity. By A. W .. Phillips and W. Beebe. lllustr:a:tcd. 
Key to A.l~elJra for Scho.ols. By Prof. Smwn Newcom.b ....•........•••..••••.••••. do .•.•.•••••••••••••••••..•.•.. do ..•••••.•••.... 12lllo ..•..... , .••.•••...•. 
Key to Newcomb's College Algebra. By Prof. Simon Newcomb .....•.•..••....••. do ...•..••• _ .•••.....••..•.••••. do ...•••. "' ••••.. 12mo..... .•. , 283 
Lo)ffirithmic and other :Mathematical Tables. By Prof. Simon Newcomb .....•.•.. do .....••••••••••.••••••....... do •••••••••.••........•.....••.......•. .... 
.A School Algebra. By Prof. Simon Newcomb .••........................•......... do .........•••••••••••••....•.. do .•••••.••••••.. 12mo........ 7+279 
Eloruent~lry 'l'reati~e on Conic ~actions. B:y Char. los Smith ..•..•••••..••.••. Macmillan & Co .••••••.•.•....••... do ..•••••••••••.. 12mo. ·······1 10+339 
Geometr~cal Ex~rCise..'l for Begmners. By Samu~l Con~!K'l>ble ......•...........•... do ..•....•.••••••••.••••••..... do ....•..••••••.. , 16ruo.... ..•. 2+142 
Great Gumt Ar1tbmos: A :Most Elementary AnthruetlC. By Mary Stead- ...... do ...•••••••••••••••••••..••... do . . ••• •• . ••••• .. 16mo .. ·... •• . 216 
man Aldis. Illustrated. 
Mathematical Papers. By ,V. Kingdon Clill'ord. Edited by Rob. Tucker, .•.••. dt> .•••.••••••••••••••••••••••.. do ..•••••••••••.. 8vo ...•.•••. 
with introduction by ll. J. Stephen Smith. 
On the Theor.> of Determinants. By Thomas Muir .........•••..•••••..•.....•.... dt> .••.•••••••••••••.•••...•.••. do . .•• ••• ••••••.. 16mo ....... . 
'l'reatiso on Elementary Trigonometry. By Rev. J. B. Lock .........•..........•.•. do ..•.••••••••••••••••••..••... do .••••••••••••.. 16mo ....... . 
Treatise on Maline Surveying. By Rev. J. L. llobinson. For the use of ..•... do··-~············· .••••..••••. do ..•••••••••••.. 16mo .••..••. 
younger naval officers. 
Prncticru .Arithmetic. By Malcolm Mac Vicar ..............••••••••••••••..•. 






Price's Plnne and Spherical Trigonometry ....... ............................ . 
First-Year Arithmetic: Teachers' :M:umal and First-Year Text Book. By 
J. H. Hoose. Based upon Postalozzi's System of Teaching Elementary 
Tainter Bros., Merrill & Co ... 1 .••••. do ..•• : •••••••••. 112mo .••..•.. 
Jas. H. Barhyte ..••.•...••.... l:lchenectady, N.Y •.•............... , ........... .'' 
C. W. Bardeen. ••• . •••. ••.• •• . Syracuse, N.Y........ 16mo ..•..•.. · 61+156 
Numbers. 
First-Year Text Book of Primary .Arithmetic: for Pupils in the First Grade, .•••.• do ·······················1--····do ••••••••••••••. ! 16mo ..•..... 
First Year of Public Scl10ols. By J. H. Hoose. Based upon Pestalozzi's 
System of Tencbing Elementary Numbers. Pupils' edition. l 
A Manual of Mensuration for Common and High Schools. By Henry H . .••••. do_ ..••.••••••••••••••••••.••••. do ••••••.••.•••.. ,16mo .••..••. 
Hutton. . , 






Elementary Ari~hmetic. By Wm. J. Milne .....•.... i;l.".:..... .. • .• . . . . . .. . . . Jones Bros ............... _· .... ·1 Cincinnati, Ohio . .•.•• -~ -12mo .••..••. 
Worked Examination Questions in Plane Geom~trical Drawings. By F. E. Henry Carey Baird & Co .••.. Philadelphia, Pa •••••• 8vo ..•...••.••••••••••••• 
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TaBLE XXlV.-Publications, educational, hist01•ical, 9·o., for 1882, 9'·o.-Continueu. 
Namo of book tmd o.uthor. Name of publisher. Place of publication. 
1 ~ 3 
:M.\Tlllnt.\'l'I<.:s-Oontinued. 
Bntlor'E.~ Elumonts ofPlnuo Geometry··-- -· .................................. E. H. Butler & Co ..••••••.••.. 1 Philadelphia, Pa .••••. 
Sol\vor & \Ynlton's l!'rlUlkliu .Al'itbmctics: . 
t~:?f~\~~~~~t~~)~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ :f~:~~~u~~~~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~i~ · 
Wnlto~f;~~i&~\~~~~ii ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~~~ Wnlton's Ko~· to Aritb01otical Tnble. Parts 1 nnd 2 ............................... do ............................. do 
;~ti~~:: f~fcil~~~t!I~~\~?~~~~tio. ~~~~:: ~ ~ ~ ~:::: :::::::::: ~~=: :::::::::::::::: ~::: :j~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::~~ 
'Ynltou's Pntctioal.Arithmotio . . _ .. __ .. _ ........................................... rlo ..••••......•.•••••.•.. -·-··.do 
:;~~~:: {~~~t;~l~£~:-i.~~~~~~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~i~ 
IVnlton's ",.ritten Arithmetic. __ ..... .................................... ...... .... do _ .•.•...•••••.............•.. do 
~:li~~:: t~{l'r~ ~~~~~~n-~~i-t~1~_t!~:: ~: ~ ~ :.-~::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::: :~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ 
\Y'n.lton & Cogswell 's .Arithmetical Problems ....................................... do ............................. do 
Wniton & Cogswell's Arithmetical Problems. With key .......................... do ............................. do 
Walton & CogiHYell's .At·ithmetical Charts. _____ . __ .. ....... ........................ do ..... ........................ do 
Aritlnneticnl Charts. By F. W. I'arl,er. 50 numbers ... . . .................. Cowperthwait & Co······-··· ...... do. 
The Critroudon Commercial.Ari tbmetic aud Business Manual. By .J. Groes- Eldredge & Bro .... ... .............. do 
bC'ck. New revised and enlarged edition. 
.A.uswers to Counting-House Arithmetic. By IV. H. Sadler .•.•••.••••.•••••• 
MECIIANICS AND PUYSICS. 
Elements of Physics. By .Alfrod P. Gage. For high schools and academies. 
Illnstratctl. 
Concepts nn!l Theories of :hfo<lorn Physics. By .J. B. Stallo- ....... --.- .... -~ D . .Appleton & Co ............ . 
The Modt'l'U .Applications of Electricity. By E. Hospitalier. Translated ...... do ...... 
nnd eular~rod by Julius Maier. lllnstratod. 
Introdnctory Course of Natural Philosophy. For use of h_i..gh schools and .A. S. Barnes & Co ..........•.. 1 ...... dG 
n<'n<lomil•s. E1liL('(l from Gnnot's "Popul~tr Phy!iics," by \v J!hnm G. Peck. 
lt~·.,.-isell by L<n'i S. Burbank awl Ja. I. Hanson. Revised edition. Illus-
trnted. 
Au lntrollllctlnn to Nnfnml PhilO!';Oph:r. nvnrniROU Olms(od and E. s. Snoll. l Collins&. Bro ..•.•••.•••••..•. l ..•... clo. 
'.fllird ro1·i:Hl\l odition, by Rotlut•y G. Killluall. Illustrated. 
Size of book. 1 Number of 
pages. Price. 
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Enf!iucorR' nncl Mcobnnics' Pol}ket Book. By C. H. Haswell. Forty-first edi- Harper & Bros .••.•••..•••.••. ! •••••• do ..••••••••.•••. 1 12mo .•.••••• , .••••••.•••. 
t ton , r!'visNl nntl enlargeu. 
llnntl-Book of tho Pol:wi:;cope and its Practical Al)plication. By H. Landolt. 
Adnpt~d from the German lly D. C. Robl> and V. H. Yoley, with appendix: 
\lv I. ~toiner. DlnstrRtt>d. 
Macmillan & Co .•••.•••.••••. ! •••••• do ............... ! Svo ... ----~-
I'it:it Book m Natural Philosophy. By J . .A.. Gillet and "\V. J. Rolfe. Tilns- Potter, A1Dswo1 th & Co ..•••..•.... do 






~ u.n.iplRnnl·.JPnomntics ol ~olids an(l Fluids. By G. M. Mi. 'nchin .•...•. ······· ...... do··.······: ·············- ~ ·-····do 
RmlimNtts of Civil Engineoring. By ll. Law and G. R. Burnell .............. Scribner & Welford ....••••••.•.•.. do . 
Ou tha Economical uso of Gas Engines for the Production of Electricity. E. & F.·N. Spon ...••.•••.•••••.••... do ~~~~::::::::I· ...... -- i5 
By \V. E. Ayrton. 
Ex1)erimontnY Researches into the Propel'ties and Motions of Fluids, with ...... do 
'fbeoretical Deductions Therefrom. By \V. Ford Stanley. Illustrated. 
:Pocket Book of Useful Formulro and !lit!moranda for Civil and Mechanical .•.•.. do ...... do 
Svo ..••..... 
32mo .••••••• 
En)!ineers. By Guilford L. Molesworth. Twenty-first edition, revised and 
cnlarp:~:~d. 
Simple llydraulio Formnlre. -By T. W. Stone. With 9 plates ...................... do .•.•••• ···············- ~ ·-···-do ..•.•••••••.••. Svo .....•••. 
The _Storage of Eleotrio_ity. By Sil"V'anu~ P. Thompson .............................. do ..•.•••••••••.••..•••••.••••. do ..••••••••.•••. Svo ..•••••.. 
Useful Tables for Engmeers and Architects. Compiled by J. E. Hilton ..•.... do ....•••.•.......••••••..•.... do ..••••••••••••. Svo ..•.••••• 
No.1: Scantlings ofBeams. 
The Elements of Fielcl Fortifications. By J. B. Wheeler. For the use of D. Van Nostrand .••••••.•••••.••••.. do ..•••••••••.••. 12mo .•.••••. 
cadets of the United States Military Academy. Illust.rnted. I 
Elements of Wave Motion Relating to Sound and Light. By P. S. Michie ..•••.. do ..•••••.•••••••••••.••..••••. do ..••••••••••••. Svo ........ . 
Illnstrnted. For use of cadets of the Unitod States .Military Academy. 
The ~heoryofthe Gas Engine. By Dugald Clerk. VanNostrand's Science ...... do ............................. <lo ········-······ 24Ino ...••••• 







Supplement and Key to Elementary Mechanics. By Prof. De Volson Wood. 
Southwick's Nntura'i Philosophy ... ................ . ....................... . 
llit:ttory of the Water Supply of the World. By T. J. Bell .••••••••••••••••• 
John Wiley & Sons ........... , ....•. do ........••.•••. , .12mo ...•.••• 
C. W. Bardeen ................ S:yracuse, N.Y .....••............•.. 
1 
........... . 
P. G. Thomson ................ Cmcinnati, Ohio .••••• Svo. ....•.•. 134 
!llEDICINE, SURGERY, AND SANIT.A.RY SCIENCE. 
The Diseases of the Pancreas. By A. R. Thomas. J. C. :Morgan, and others .. Duncan Bros. ················1 Chicago, lli .......... . 
'l'he Oplttlla.bnoscope: Its Theory and Practical Uses. By C. H. Vilas, M.D •••••••• do ..•.....•...•••.•..••.....•.. do .......•.••.••. 
TextBook of the Diseases of Cltil(lron. By T. C. Duncan, M.D. Third edition .....•. do .•••.•..•.•...•..••..•..•••.. do 
Physiology of Children. By S. P. Hedges, 111. D ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fairbanks, Palmer & Co .•••••...... do 
Physiology of "\Vomen. By Mrs. Sarah H . Stevenson,llf. D ......................... do. ······················1--···-do 
An Index: of Coruparati"V"e Therapeutics. By SamuelO. L. Potter,lii. D. Sec- Gross & Delbridge ...•••••••••.•..•. do 
ond edition. 
Tl'oatise on Antiseptic Medication; or, Declat's Method. 
Francis Uooke. 
Essentials of Vaccination. By W. A. Hardaway ..................... : ...... . 
Report to County Superintendents, School Boards, and Teachers on Vaccina-
tion of School Children. By J. H. Rauch, M.D. 
J'F~~r~~~i~f !~t:fst~a?n:~~~~~~;~ ~~~~r ~f~Ji:d<'f~~:· with appendix. Loring, Short & Harmon ..... . 
The Domain of Physiology; or, Nature in Thought and Language. By T. S. E. Cassino ..•••••• ; ••••••••. 
Sterry Hunt. Second 1 evised edition. 
llow to Make the Best of Life. ~y J'. M~rtim~r _Granville,llf. ~ ................... do ..... :. ·;···· .. ········1···- .. do 
Currents and Counter Currents m MediCal SCience. By Ohver Wendell Houghton, Mifllm & Co ............. do ............. . 
Hohnes. 111. D. "\Vith other addresses and essays. · 
~;~~~~ :::: :::,····-- "ii'Jo· 
8\'0 ..• -..... 1, 006 
12mo........ 182 
12mo ........ l• 230 
12mo........ 270 
12mo . ....... 120 
12mo .•...... 2+1~ 5 
8YO ••••••••• ............ 
32mo ........ 55 
12mo ..••.•.. 2+28 1 Pn.per, 
16mo ........ 96 

















































TABLR XXIV.-Pnblications, educational, historical, 9'·c., for 1882, g·c.-Continueu. 
Numo of book null nuthor. Name of publisher. Place of publication. 
l. fJ 3 
M F.ntCI:\E ANU SUHGKHY-Contiuuod. 
I'ercu!ISionOutliuos. lly E. G. Cutler, !1!. D.,n.ud G. M. GurlanJ, M.D. With I Houghton, Miftlin & Co ....... [ Boston, Muss ........ .. 
lllntc!'!. 
Twu Hnl\l Cllst·~: Skotchrs from a Physician's Po1·tfolio. By W. W. God- .•••.. do ...... do 
tlillj!,M. D. 
Alil'ro:~cupknl Din:,:uosis. By Dr. Chnrles ll. nnd Louiaan. Stmvell. 9 pl:ttes 
nn•l il ' u,.tntlioml. 
Tlw Yt:bt I•ot:k ot Anntou1ist. By C. IT. Leonard, M. D. Ele-venth ro-vised 
odition. 
PookutTbornft'ltt.ics nml DosoBook. By Morse Stewart, ?I£. D. Thirdedi-
tion, ro,· i:~-.:t nnd onlarl!'t'll. 
Laws of Houlth, for tbe Uso of Schools nucl Self.Jnstrndion. B .v B. C. 
Faust. M. D. Edited\. y S. Wolfberg. Translntetl and 1wpro•ed by Rer-
mnun1Copp. 
Tho Brnin o,ntl its Fnnctions. By J. Luys, 11!. D. With illustrations. Inter-
national Scil'ntitic So1·ies. 
...... do ............. .. 
...... do .............. . 
Brooklyn, N. Y ..... .. 
Now York, N.Y .••••. 
Disenscs of l\lemOl'Y· By Th. Ribot. Trnnalntcd from the French by ...... do . 
William IImltmdon Smith. Internationnl Scientific Series. 
.. .... do 
Tho Nen-"'ult System. Ninth -volume of "Health Primers" ....... _ ........ . ...... do ....................... 1 ...... do 
Physienl Educa.~ion; or, Thellealth Laws of Nature. B_,. FelixL. Oswald, M.D ....... do ............................. do . ............. . 
The ,:A.moric!Ul Romreopathlc Pharmncoproia. Compiled by Boericke & } Boe .1·cke & T--"el 5 .... :.do- .. :- ........ } Tate!. r <U' ........... ( Philadelphia·, Pa. ... . 
El t ···t · S B J 1 B ti D d 5 NewYork,N.Y .... } oc nc1 y 1n urgory. y o 1n n er, M. .. .............................. - ••• -. o . - ....• • • • • ·-- · ·-- • • · ( Philadel~ia, Pa. ... . 
The Unman Enr and its Diseases. By W. H. Winslow, M.D. lllustrated ......... do ..................... { ~:nalel~hl~P~::::} 
Insnnity nnd its Treatment. By Samuel Worcester, :u. D. Lectures on tile t d 5 New York, N.Y .•.. } 
treatment of insauit.y and kindred nervous diseases. S • • • • .. 0 • ·-- • •••••• • •• • • •• • •• ( Philadelphia, Pa. .... 
Ophthnlmio Thera'(>t-Utics. By GeorgeS. Norton, M. D. Second edition,~ d 5 New York, N.Y ..•. ~ 
rewritten nnd r evised, witll additions. Introduction by T. F. Allen, :r.r. D. S .... .. 0 -- ••• •• ••• ... - • ••• • .. ( Philadelphia, Pa .... S 
Treatise on DiS<'O,St'S of the Eye. By Ilenry C. Angell, M.D. For use of~ d { New York, N.Y .••. ~ 
studonts a.nd 'ODeral practitioners. Si~thedition. S .. -- ·- 0 -- •• • • • · • .. • ·--- .. ·.. Philadelphia, Pa. .... S 
Tbe 'fhro~ttin ifs Rol:LtlOn to Sin~ing. Bv Whitfield Ward .................. Brenta.no'sLiteraryEmporiuru New York, N.Y ..... . 
The Simple Ailments of Horses. By W. F .. -............................... Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co ........ do 
Horoditnry Trnil:>i, n.nd other Essays. By R. A. Proctor ...................... J. Fitzgerald & Co .................. do 
For Girl;;: A Sp~>cinl Physiology. By M1·s. E. R. Shephord. illustrated .... Fowler & Wells .................... do 
lliuts nutl Reruotlios for tile Trenrment of Common Accident~; and Diseases. Macmillan & Co .................... do 
Compilt.'d bv Uawson ,V, Tnmer. Revised and enln.rged edition. 
'.l.'em]>Ut·uuce Physiology. By J. Gnth1·io, D. D •••••• National Temperance Society l ...... do 
and Pul>li<>hing House. 
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pages. 
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B,· Charles E. Bnckloy, M.D. 
ChioulcBrouc.·hitis: Its Forms and Treatment. By.T. Milner Fothoritill, M.D ..••••. do •.••••••••••••••••••••..•••.. do .•••••••••••••• 
lllu'>trnt~d. 
The E:q>Nim('ntnl Method in Medical Science. By .John C. Dalton, M.D ..••••. do ...••••••••••••••••.•...••... do ..•••••.••••••. 
St~ond course of tho Cartwright lectures of the Alumni Association of 
Phy><ici!Uls and Sur~eons, New York. 
First .dill to the Injured. By P. Shepherd. Revised and added to by Bow- .••... do ..•.•.•.••••••••..••••...•... do 
ditch Morton, M.D. lllustratnd. 
Manual of Diseases of the Skin. By L. Duncan Bulkley, ~r. D ................••••. do ..••••••••••••••••••••....... do ..••••••••.•••. 
Student's Aid Sories: .Aids to Rational Therapeutics. By.T. MilnerFother- .•.•.. do ..•••••.•••••.•••••.......... clo ....•••••.•••.. 
j!ill, M.D . 
.A. Treatise on tho Science and Practice of Medicine. By Alonzo B. Palmer, .••••. do ..••.•••••••••••••••....•••.. do ...•.•••••••••• 
M.D. 2 vola. 
Hand-Book of Hou:~e Sanitation. By .r. Bailey Denton. Enlarged and ro- E. & F. Spon •••••••••••••••••....... do ..••••••••••••• 
vised by Eardley F. Bailey Denton. 
Contributions to Pmclicnl Gynecology. lly S . .Tn. Donaldson, l'IL D. lllus- .r. H. Vail & Co •••••••••.•••........ do .•••••••••.•••. 
trato<l. 
MicroRco pical Morphokgy of tho Animal Body in Health and Disease. By .••••. do ...•.••••.••••.•••••••..•..•. do ..•••.••••••••. 
C. Heitzmnnn, M.D. 380 illustrations. . 
A Practical Treatise on Electro-Diagnosis in Diseases of the Nervous Sys- .••••• do •..•••••..••..••.•..•.....••. do •••.•.••.•••••. 
tem. By A. Hughes Bennett, M. D. Plates. 
On Asthma: Its Pathology and Treatment. By Henry Hyde Saltor, M.D., W. Wood & Co ..•••••.••••••...•... do .•••••••••••••. 
F.R.S. 
On Concussion of the Spine, Nervous Shock, and other Obscure Inj_uries of .••••. do .•••••••••• .-••••••••••...••.. do .•••••••••••••. 
tho Nervous System in their Clinkal and Medico-Legal Aspects. .Hy .John 
Eric El'ichsen, J..'. n. s. Now revised edition. 
Diseases of the Ear in Children. By Anton v. Troeltsch. Translated by .••••• do .••••••••.•••••.••••••..••••. do ••••••••••••••. 
J'. Orne Green. 
DiseasesoftheSpinal Cord. By Byron Bramwell, M.D., F. R. c. E. illustrated . •••••• do .•••••••••••••••••.•••..••••• do .•••••••••.•••. 
lllustrations of Disl!ections. By G. Viner Ellis, M.D., and G. H. Ford. Second .•••.• do .•••••••••••.•••.••••••.••••. do .•••••••••.•••. 
edition. 2 vola. 
The Incidental Effects of Drugs. By L. Lewin, M.D. Translated by W. T. . ••••. do •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••. do .•••••••••••••. 
Alexander, 1tr. D. Pharmacological and clinical hand-book. 
An Index of Surgery. By C. B. Keatley. For use of senior students and .•••.. do ••••.•••••••••••••••••..•.... do ••••••.•••••••. 
others. 
Indigest~on and BilioustlOS~. By .T. Milner F~ther~, M. D ·········:·· ..•.••.••••. do •.•••••••••••••••••••••.•.... do .•••••.••••.••. 
ln:f;_~~~~~a1V~ls~\c!:£arelr~ !ft~:~;t~t Ed1tcd y .r. Ashhurst, Jr., M.D. ·-···.do ••••••••••••••••.•••••..••.•. do .•••••.•••••••• 
Lectures on Diseases of Children. By Edward Henoch, ~r. D. A hand-book •••••. do ••••••••••••••••.•••••..•••.. do .•••••••••..••. 
for physicians and stmlents. 
:Materia Medica and Thera.peutics: Inorganic Substances. By C. D. F. Phil· •••••• do ..••••••••••••••••••••..••.•. do ••••••••••••••. 
lips, M.D., F. R. c. s. E. Edited and adapted to the United States Pharma-
ooproia by Lawrence .Johnson, A.M., M.D. Vol. 1. 
The Pharmacopceia. of the United States of America. Sixth decennial re- .••••. do ••••.•••••••••••..•••••.•.••. do ••••••...•..... 
vision. . 
Practical Laboratory Course in Medical Chemistry. By .John C. Draper, .••••. do····-·-········~······ .••... do······~ •••••••• 
M.D., LL.D. 
Practica-l Medical Anatomy. By Ambrose L. Ranney, A. ?ri., M.D .•.••.•...•.•.••••. do .••••••••••••••••••••••.••... do- ••.•••••••••••• 
Studiesin~atll~logicalAnatom_x. ByFrancispelafieid,li.D. Vol. I. 93plates .••••. do ..••••••.••••.••.••••••..•.•. do ••••••••••.•••. 
Sympathetic D1soases of tbe Eye. By Ludw1g Mauthner, :&f. D. From the .••••• do ··-·····••••u·····-··· ...... do···········~··· 
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Qlw!ition Hook of 'Phnioloe:y. By ..t\lbort P. Southwick ... ... . -- ........... C. W. Bardeen ..... -- .. -······ j Sy-rncnflf', N.Y .. ..... . ,16mo ..•...•. 
'linic•tll Lt•t•lnn•!l t\U DiSt'llSt'S of tllo Nol-vons Systoru. By Thomas Buzzard, P. Blakiston, Son & Co .. --- .. Pbilatlelphia, Pa. ..... 8•o ...... __ _ 
~~- 11. llln'<ln\tO<l. 
33 
16+466 
lmicllll.ct'tun•~ on Di<~cnsNI of tho Urinary 01'gnns. By Sir Henry '.rhomp- ...... do ..... 
aun, ''· n. Si\.th En)!lish edition. IlluRtl·nted. 
Ort lJhwn~t·R nntl IuJurie!l of tho Eye. By J. R. Wolfo, 111. D. WiU1 colored ...... do ........... . 
lllutNI nu<lt•n:.rt-a\"lUJ!:S. 
'l'lt" Di~l'll~t'R of " 'omt'n: Their Ptlthology, Diagnosis, and Trt:'atment. By ...... do 
Grnila,r lh•witt , M. n. Thil'tl etlition. JJlnstratocl. 
};kment~ of l>t•utnl Mntot in :l\fedio:t nnll Thorn pen tics, with Phanuacopceia. . ..... do 
lh '1'. Gn,lti(IR aml ,T . .t\ . Stockon. Fourt11 edttion. 
TI1uiti-Boolc of Opllthttlmio Practice. By Charles lliggins. Second edition .•... . do 
nwi!ICO. 
Trcnltb lfiuts from tlH• Bible. nv A. physicinn . --- .. ------ .. ----- .................. do 
Jlumnu o~ti!Olor,r- l~y Lnth!\1' Ifoldt>u. Sixth edition. Illustrated .. -- .. --- ..•... do ... -..••••. 
llluun~lnutl Adns of Medic~\ O]lhthalmoscopy. ByW. R. Gowors,u. D ....... do 
S,·!'OlHlNlition. \Yitb l'Olor<•d plates. 
M~~~~~tlot11Pti~tnlifi~~i~~JJ.lluman and Comparative . . By U. S. Tomes ....... do. 
A :\hmnn\ of DiseMrs of tho Ey(l. By C. Macnamara. Fourth eilition ....... do 
\'{ith rtllOl'O<l pliltes nnd woodcuts. 
A 1\rnnnnl of J)!ulwifery. Dy Alfred Meadows, M.D. '.rhird American odi- ...... do. 
tiou, wit.h additions from thtl fourth London edit-ion. Dlustrated. 
Our Homes. By lienry JJartshorne, ll!. D. .American Hoa.lth Primers .......•.•••.. do 
On O,·nrinn an<\ Uterine Tumors: Their DiA.gnosis and Treatment. By T ....... do 
Sprucer Wells, M.D. Illustl'nted. 
l')bysici:ms' Hllnll-Book Series: 
Sort~ Throat: Its Nnturo, Varieties, anll Tre:~.tmont. By Prosser l ...... do 
Jnmrs, M.D. Fourtlt edition, enlarged. Colored pla,tes and illustra-
tions. 
Pml'ti<'o of Midwifery. By D. Lloyd Roberts, !>f. D. 95 illustrations .•........ do 
Prnctionl Lessons in Gynmcology. By Heywood Smith, M.D. llins- ...... do 
trntions. 
The Pl1ysician's Prescription Book. By Jonathan Pereira, r.r. D. Sixteenth ...... do 
rclition. 
Prncti!'nl Exorcises in Physiology. By J. Burdon Sanderson, 11r. D. Illns- ..... do . 
tmtcd. 
A l'rncticnl Tren.ti!le in Oporntive Dentistry. By J. Ta.ft,M. n. Dlnstratetl. ...... do. 
ll'onrth cclition. rovisca . 
.... 
. ..... do 
. ..... do 
8\0 ........ . 
8vo ........ . 
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A rrncticnl Trl'lltlso 01\ tho DIRCRSPS of Children. 13y ;r. ForRyth Mcit;s, ( ..•... do .•••.•••••••••••••••••• ! ..•... do 
M.D .• RlHl w·. PepllCI", M.D. Sovcuth cuition, revised unu enlarged. 
Quiz Compen<l~ : 
No.1. Qnostions on IIumun Anatomy. :By Samuel 0. L. Potter, ~l. D., ...... do ..••••••••••••••••••••• , ...... do . 
63 illustrations. 
The Thront nnd the Voice. .By;J. Solis Cohen, M.D. New cheap edition. Il· ...•.. do ..•.•••.••..•••••••••••.•••.. do 
lustra ted. 
Treatise on Aural Surgery. 13y H. MncNaughton ;Jones, M.D. Second edi-
tion, rensed ancl enlarged. illustrated. 
An Inclox of Physiology. :By L. Ashley Faught ..•.......................... W. H. Hoskins .....•••••••••••.••••. do 
Discnscs of Women; including their Pathology, Causation, Symptoms, Diag- H. C. Lea's Son & Co ....•••••....... do ..•••.•••••.. 
nosi!l and Treatment. By Artbnr W. Ed is. 
A Guido to Thempentios and Materi:1. Medicn. By Robert Farquharson, ..•... do ..••..•••.•.•••••••••••.•••.. do 
M.D. Third edition, ro,•iscd by Frank \Voodbur.v, 111. D. 
A.MannalofObstetrics. :ByA.F.A.King,:U.D. Illustrated ...................... do ..••..•••••.••••••..••...••.. do ..••••••••...•. 
Mnnunl of Organic Materia Medica. By ;r. M. Maisch. For use of students, ...... do ..••.••••••....•••.•••..••... do ..•••••••••••.. 
tlrne:¢sts, pb:1.rmacists, and physicians. Illustrated. 
Prnctical Treatise on the Diseases of the Uterus, the Ovaries, and Fallopian .••••. do .•••.••••••.•••••••••••.•••.. do ..•••••.•.•.•.. 
Tuues. Bv A. Courty, :u. D. Translated from the third edition by his pupil, 
Agnes McLai·en, M.D., v.ith an introduction by Matthews Duncan, M. D. 
Illnstrated. 
The Principles and Practice of Surgery. 13y ;John Ashhurst, jr.,:r.r.D ..••••• do •••••.••••••••••••••.•..•.... do ..••••••••••••. 
'l'llird rensed edition. Illustrated. 
.A System of Human Anatomy. :By Harrison .Allen, M.D. Illustrated ............. do ............................. do .•••••••••••••. 
.A System of Surgery. :By S.D. Gross, u.D. Sixth edition. 2 vols ................. do .••••••••••.••••• : ........... do .•.•••.•••••••. 
'l'rtatiseonHuman'Pbysiology. ByJ.C.Dalton,lii.D. For use of students .••••• do ............................. do .............. . 
and practitioners of medicine. Seventh edition. Illustrated. 
'l'Tcatise on the Applications of Elect.ricit.v to M~~icine a?d Sn~Kery. By ...... do ............................. do .•••••••.•••••. 
Roberts Bartholow, :r.r. A., :r.r. D., LL.D. Second ed1tlon, revised. J.Uustrated. 
An .A~Jns o! Ski? Disease~. By Louis A. D~in~, 111. D .. 36 full-pa~e plates .. J.B. Lippincott &Co ............... <lo .............. . 
Practical Trent1se on Diseases of the Skin . ..t5yLoms .A.Duhrmg,M.D ....... do ............................. do .............. . 
Third, tboroughl.v revised, edition. illustrated. · 
.A. Treatise on the Physiological and Therapeutical Action of the Sulphate .•.••. do ............................. do .............. . 
r 'of Quinine. By Otis _F. y-anSOI}, M.D. . . . 
Ireatise on Therapeutics, Matena Med1ca, and Toxicology. 13y Horatio C. . ••••. do ............................. do ............. .. 
Wood, M.D. Fourth edition, revised and enlar"'ed. 
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Treatment of Diseases by the Hypodermatic Method. By Roberts 13ar- .•.•.. do ............................. do ............. .. 12mo ........ ! ............ 
tholow, M.A., M.D., LL.D. :Fourth e(lition, revised and enlarged. 
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Common Sea Shells of California. By ;Josiah Keep . illustrated............. ;Joseph .A. Hofman . ••••••• ••. San Francisco, Cal. ................ . 
Fems of the Pacific Coast, including .Arizona. By ;r, G. Lemmon--·····: ......... do ......... ...................... do ............ ~ .. 8-vo ....... .. 
.Animal Analysis, for Use in Schools and Colleges. 13y B. W. Evermann . .. . ;Jansen, McClm·g & Co .. •• . . . Chicago, TIL.......... 12mo ....... . 
Flowers of the Field and Fo1·est. lliusti·ations by Isaac Sprague. Text by S. E. Cassino & Co ••••• :. .. . . Boston, Mass .••••••. ·. 4to ........ .. 
Rev . .A. li. Hervey. . 
"I u H8 
Hand-Book of Invertebrate Zoology. By W. K. Brooks ....... · ................... do .••••••. ~:.: ••••••••••..••••• do ............... Svo ........ . 
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Syuopsis of tho No1·tb .A.mo1·ionn Liol1ens. Vol. I: Comprising the Parme-~ S. E. Cassino & Co .•••••••••. , :Boston, Mass .•••••••. 
lit\COi, Uladonie!, anu Crono oniei. By Prof. Edward 'l.'uckerman. 
\"o~otnulo Ristc,lol!.). By D.gp. Ponlu~llow -.--- .. ----.-- .. ---;· -.--.--- ......... --- .. do.--·--: ...................... do ............... 1,8vo ......... 
1 
...... ·--·:· 
The Couc8 Cbtlck L1st of North AnlOl'Jcan Bu<ls. Wrth a. D1ct10nary of the Estes & Launat ....... - ...... 1 ...... do ............... Roy. Svo.. .. 16o Etymolo~vi Orthogrnpby, nnd Ottholipy of the Scientific Names. Revised · 
'W cltttf', nm entirely rowntten. 






No. 7. w·orms and Crustacea. By Prof . .A.lpheus Hyatt. Dlustrated.. Gi.nll, Heath & Co-·--~----··· ...... do ••••••• ........ 16mo ...... .. 
Seaside Studice in Nnturnl History. By Elizn.beth C. and Alexander .A.gassiz. Houghton, Miftl.i.n & Co ............. do ............... 8vo ........ . 
68 j Paper, 35 
12+157 3 00 
New edition. DlustTnted. 
Field llotanv. By WRiter P . .Manton. Illnstrnted .......................... Lee & Shepard .......... ~ .......... do ............... 32mo ........ : 
'l.'a.;,id.ennr Without o. Teacher. By Walter P. Manton. Second edition, re- ...... do ............................. do ............... 24mo ...... .. 
vised and enlarged. Dlnstra.t~d. 
:Sjr<ls' -Nesting: A. linud-Book of Instruction in Gatherin~L and Preservi~,g G . .A.. :Bates .. .. . •• • •••• ••• • • • Salem, Mass .......... 12mo ...... .. 
tho Nesta and Eggs of Birds for Purposes of Study. :By JJJrnest Ingexsoll. 
IDustrntetl. 





Social Hymenoptera.. By Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M.P., F. n. s. 5 colored 
. plates and illnstmtions. International Scientific Series. 
Wild f1nimnls and ~iJ.-d~. By. Dr . .Andrew WP,son. TilustJ;a~d- ............ Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co ........ do . .............. 4to .......... 
1 
...... --~--· 
Troahse on the Cultivation, H18tory, and Family Cbaractenst10s, &c., of the Dodd, Mead & Co .................. do • . •• ••• ........ 16mo........ 2+w93 
Rose. Bv II. B. Ellwanger. 
Facts and Fiction of Zoology. ::Br An~rew Wilson ................ : ...... :... J. Fi~p:erald .& Co ................. do............... 8vo ........ . 
:Botany: Morphological auo PhySiological. By Jnhus Sachs. Edited, mth Macmillan & Co .................... do ............... 8vo ....... .. 
Rppendix, by Sidney H. Vines. Second edition. Illustrated. 
Colors of Flowers, as Illustrated in the British Flora. By Grant .A.llen. TI- ...... do ............................. do ............... 16mo ....... . 
lustra. ted. 
A Dictiounry of Economic Plants. By John Smith ................................ do ............................. do • ...... ........ 8vo ........ . 







Rand-Book of Vertebrate Dissection. :By H. Newell Martin, D. sc., M. D., ...... do ............................. do . ••••• •• . ...... 12mo ................... . 
M.A.., and Wm. A. Moale, M.D. Part 2: How to Dissect a Bird. 
Nature nnd Natural History in the Frozen Zone. Illustrated................ Thos. Nelson&:. Sons ................ do . ...... ........ 12mo ................ -.--
Natnre and Natnral Hist~ry in the Temperute Zones. illustrated ..••..•.......... do ............................. do ............... 16mo........ 3-249 
Injurious Insects of tho Fnrm and Garden. By Mrs. Mary Treat. illustrated. The Orange .Judd Co ............... do • ........ .... • • 12mo... .• • .. 288 
Science Lnd<ler·s. By N. d'Anvers: 
No. S. V(lget.a.ble Life: .A.n lllustrated Natural History Reader ........ G. P. Putnam'.s Son& ................ d~ ............... 16mo........ 6+78 
No.5. Lowest Forms ofWnterA.nimals. TILustrated ........................ do ............................. do ............... Sq. 16mo .............. .. 
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........... . 
guestwu 'Book of 'Botany. By AU~ert P. Southwick .........•..•.•.••...•••• C. W. Bm·deen ....•••.•••.••. S:yra~use, _N. ~ •.••••. 16mo. .•.. .• . 40 
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G. Groff, .A. l'r., :\C. D. FiJth ed1tion, reVlsed and enlarged. mg Co. 
Unhouncl, per hundred blanks ...•.•...•••.••.•......•...•...•••••....•..•.... do ..............••••••••....... do ............................ . 
Text-Book of Botany. B~ K. Prantl ........................................ J. B. Lippincott & Co ..•••••. Philadelphia, Pa ..••.. Bvo ..••••••. 
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........... . 
"oiilo~ical Sketches: A Contribution to the Out-Door Study of Natural His- ...... do .......•••••••.••••••••.••••. do .......•.•••••. 8vo. •••••••. 3-266 
tory. By Felix L. Oswald. illustrated by Hermmm Faller. 
PHILOSOPIIY .AND LOGIC. 
Kant's Critique of Pure Reason. 'By G. S. Morris .•..••.••.••..•••••••••••••. 
'l'he System of Mental Philosophy. By Asn. :Mahan, D. D., LL. D 
Seelye's Ment-al Sci once ..............•..•.......•••••.••••• 
Hobart's Analysis of Butler's .Anulo!!y ..................................... . 
Tho Human Mintl: .A. Treatise on Mental Philosophy. By Ed. J. Hamil-
ton, n. D. 
Metaphysic!'!: .A. Study in First Principles. By Borden P. Bowne ........... Harper & Bros ...... ··········~······do 
Aristotle's Psychology. Greek and English. Wit.h introduction by Edwin Macmillan & Co .................... do 
Wallace. 
Essays in Jurisprudence and Ethics. By Frederick Pollock ....••••••••••••..••••. do ..•.••.....••..•••••••..••••. do 
Prohlem of Philosophy at tlle Present Time. By Edward Caird ..••..•••.••....... do ..............•.••••••....•.. do 
The Science of Ethics. By Leslie Stephen .................................. G. P. Putnam's Sons ....••••••...... do 
Criterin, of Diverse Kinds of Truth as Opposed to Agnosticism. By James Chas. Scribner's Sons .••••••••.••••. do 






Philosophical Classics for Euglisn Readers. Edited by Wm. Knight, LL.D.: _ 
Empirical an<l Rational PsycholOfY· By A. Schuyler ...................•••• -~ Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co.... Cincinnati, Ohio .•.... 1 12mo ...•••.. 
No.5. Kant. · JJy William \Vallaco ..••••..•••.••.••••••.••••••••••••••. J. B. Lippincott & Co .•••••••• Philadelphia, Pa. ..... .l12mo ........ , .•••••••••.• 
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(See Mechanics and Physics.) 
POLITICAL .AND SOCIAL SCIEXCE. 
Factors of Civilization, Ren1 and .Assumed. In 3 vols. Vol. II ............ . 
Cyclopredia of Political Science, Political Economy, and of the Political 
History of the United States. By the best American and English writers. 
E<lite<l by J. J. Lalor. In 3 vola. Vol. I: Abdication-Duty. 
The Mind of Mcncius; or, Political Economy Founded upon Moral Philoso-
phy. The original text, cl~sified :md translated, with notes and explana-
tions, by Rev. E. ~'aber. From the German, with notes and emendations 
by Rev. Arthur B. Hutchinson. 
Ja. P. Hanison & Co ••••.••••• l At~ant.a, Ga ..... ······112mo ....... ·I 3!19 
Rand, McNally & Co .•••••.••. Chicago, lil........... .............. 900 
Houghton, Mifflin & Co .•••••• ! Boston, Mass ......... 1 8vo ......... 1 . 16+293 
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The Historical, Political, aml Diplomatic Writings of Niccolo Machiavelli. ~ 
From the Italian, by Cl!ristian E. Detmold. 4 vols. S James R. 03good & Co .............. do 
5 41+420; l~ 
8vo ........ ·1 ( 464; 4~~~ 5 
The Social Law of LalJor. B.v William B. 'Veeden .... ...... ................ . Roberts Bros ....... ................. do 12mo........ 8+3lo 
The Relation of Political Economy to the Labor Question. By Carroll D. 
Wright. 
Capital and Popnlation. By Frederick B. Hawley .......................... . 
16mo........ 53 .A.. Williams & Co ..•••••••.••..••••. do . 
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Sndnl CtllHlitiun of Sn,·n~t·s . n_,. H:r Jtthu Lnuboc'k, Bart., :r.r. P., F.R.s. 
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.Peter~. 
nil;tory of Amrticnn Politi~s. By Akx.Jolmston. Second etlition, rensed Henry Holt & Co ............. l ...... do ............. .. 
Jt1~:\~~~1rf1t1i1. By Alex. Bnin ................................................. do ............................. do. 
l.foney. n.v G.:?..{. -nristou .... .... .... ------ ...... ...................... -·- .•. B. Romans .......................... do 
1'1io Uro\>th of Englisll Industry and Commorco. By W. Cunningham. Macmillan & Co .................... do 
With t•hnrts. 
The Stnloin Relation to Labor. B.v W. StanlevJevons ...................... 
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Currenc>·; or, The J!'undamentnl Principles of Monetary Science Postulated, G. P. Putnam's Sons ................ do 
Es:rlntDed, and Appliotl. By Hugh Bowlby Willson. 
Tbe Development of Constitutional Liberty in the English Colonies of ...... do ............................. do ..••••••••.•••. 
.A morka. By Eben G. Scott .. 
Economic Trnct-9. Publications of the Society for Political Education: 
No.5. Political Economy in One Lesson. By Alphonse Courtois ....... do ............................. do 
'l'rnusln.ted by w·ashington C. Ford. 
No. 6. Money nud its Substitutes. By Horace White ...•••.•••.• ------ ---- .. do ............................. do 
Tbe Library of Po1mc~~.l Euucntion. Second series: 
I. History of Political Economy in Europe. By J6r6me Adolphe ...... do ............................. do. 
Blnnqui. Translated by Emily J. Leonara. 
II. :Money nml the Mechanism of Exchange. lly W. Stanley Jevons .... ..... do ............................. do 
III. On Liberty. By John Stuart Mill ......................................... do ............................. do 
A Hand-Book to tho Indnstriea. of the British Isles and the United States. Scribner & Welford ................ do . ------ ...... --
13\' G. Phillips Be'\an. 
Tho Political Tiihtory of Englnnu to 1881. By A. H. D. Ackland and C. Ran- ...... do ............................. do 
some. Cln'Oll(llogicnUy nrran~oo. 
TheElcnttmtaoftho.A.rtnn<lSci~ncoofWnr. ByJ.B.Wheeler. Acourse D.VnnNostrand .. ................. do. 
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Elements of Political Economy, with Especial Reference to the Inilushial I POI tcr & Coates 
Hist~ry of Nations. :Bv Rob. Ellis Thompson. • 
J>olittcnl Economy. :By Rob. Ellis Thompson ..................................... . do 
THEOLOGY. 
The :Book Opened; or, An Analysis of the :Bible. :By .Alfred Nevin, D. D .... 
The :Book of Enoch. :By Rev. G. H. Schodde. Translated from the Ethiopie. 
With introduction and notes. 
The Light of Prophecy; or, The Religion of the Future. By Edwin .A. Hol-
brook. 
Geometry and Faith: A Sup"lcment to the Ninth Bridgewater Treatise. :By I Lee & Shepanl 
Rev. Thos. Hill. Third ed1tion, enlarged. 
Events a.nll Epochs in Religions History. :By Rev . .James Freeman Clarke. 
lllustrated. 
On the Imitation of Christ. :By Thomas a Kempis. Revised translation, ...... do 
wit~over 300 illustrations. 
Natural Reli~~on. :By .John R. Seeley ........................................ Roberts :Bros 
Our Liberal Movement in Theology. :By ,Joseph H . .Allen. Cou-rse of leet- ...... tlo 
ures given in the Harvard Divinity School. 
School Sermons Preached to the Boys at Adams Academy, Quincy, Mass ...•••. do 
:By William Everett. 
The History of the Religion of Israel. By Crawford H. Toy 
Treatise on the Atonement. By Rev. Rosen. :Ballou. With an introduction 
...... <lo. 
by .A. A. Miner. Fourth editiOn. 
The Life of Christ. By Rev~ Wm. Hanna. Now edition ..................... American Tract Society .•.•.• New York, N.Y ..... . 
The.A.ctsofthe..A.postres. Withnotes. :ByHenryUowles,D.D ............ D . .Appleton&Co .................. do. 
The Prophets of Israel, and their Place in History, to the Close of the Eighth ...••. do .' .•.•••..•.....•............. do . 
Centur;v: B. c. :By W. Robertson Smith, :u. A., LL. D. 
Students Concordance to the Revised Version of the New Testament ...•.••...•••. do ..•••••••••.•.••..••••....... c1o 
Studies in the Life ofChiist. :By the Rev . .A.. M. Fairbairn, D. D .................. do ............................. do 
.Apologetics: .A Course of Lectures. By H. :B. Smith, D. D., LL.D. Edited by .A. C. Armstrong & Son .••••..•.•. . do .............. . 
W. S. Karr, D. D. · 
Three Hundred Outlines of Sermons on the New Testament. By eminent .••..• do ............................. do. 
English and .American clergymen. Third edition. 
History of the English Bible. :By Blackford Condit.......................... A. S. Barnes & Co ..•••••••••....... do 
Sacred Rhetoric; or, The Art of Rhetoric as .Applied to the Preaching of the Benziger Bros ....•..• . •.•..•....... do 
Word of God. 
Columbian Oxford Double Testament. Translated out of the original Greek. :Sible Revision Association... . .... do 
Marginal rendings
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notes, chronology, &c., with history of the committee 
of revision and history of the three great authorities, by Daniel Curry, 
D. D. 
Moses and the Prophets. :By W. H. Green, D. D............................. Robt. Carter & :Bros ................ do 
The Early Days of Christianity. By F. W. Farrar, D. D., F. R. s. Author's Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co ... ~ .... do 
edition . 
.Analytical Concordance to the :Bible. By Robert Young, LL.D. Students' Dodd, Mead & Co ................... do 
edition, revised and improved, with ap:pendix. 
Homiletics. By .J. M. Hoppin. New ed1tion ...................................... do ............................. do 
The One Religion; Truth, Holiness, and Peace Desired by the Nations and E. P. Dutton & Co .................. do .............. . 
Revealed by .Jesus Christ. By .John Wordsworth. Bampton Lectures for 
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...... do 
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1 ...... do 
CXYIII. 
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Now 'l'<'stnruent. Compnrnth•e edition, embracinJ!; the ori.;pnal Greek version ...... do ............................. do 
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Greek Testament. Revised >ersion. By F. U. A. Scrivener ...................... do ............................. do 
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The PArallel New Testament .. -......... . ..................................... T. Nelaon & Sons ................... do 
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G. Dibbnrd, n. u. 
The Lifo of Christ. By J. L. Hurlbut ............................................. do ............................. do 
The Creation and tho Scriftnre. By Gilbert Chichester Monell, M.D ........ G. P. Putnam's Sons ................ do 
ectnre,.. ou tho Origin n.ut Growth of Religion, asDlustrated bysomePoints ...... do ............................. do 
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Jorominh Lamentations, and Ezekiel; Vol. X: Da.niel and Minor Prophets. 
Chas. Scribner's Sons ••••••••• l •••••• d~t .••••••••••.••. 1 8vo ..•..•••. The Diblo, nccor.<ling_!o the authorized version 1611. Edited T>y F. C. Cook. 
New Testament. v ol.IV: IIobrews-The Revelation of St. John. 
F~iths of the Worl~l .. The St, Giles Leotn.r~s ..............•....... ·::.-··.··I· ... · .do ..•••••.••• •• ••••• ·.···!······do 
ll1storr of tho Chnst1a11 Churo4. By Philip Schaff, D. D. New edition, re- .••••. do ..•.•.•..••.•.•••••......•••• do 
Yisotl and enlarged. Vol. I: Apostolie Christianity, A. D.1-100. 
12mo .....••. 
8vo ........• 
ln•lex: tu Lango's Commentary on the Old Testament. By Rev. Bernhard 
Pick, r11. 11. 1: He brow. 2: Topical. 
International Rension Commentary on the New Testament. Edited by 
I>hilip Schaff. D. D. Based upo11 tho roYisod >ersion of 1881: 
Vol. I. Tho Gospel of Matthew. By Philip Schaff.._D.D ...••••....•••..•••. do ·······················j······do ..•••••.••.•••. 16mo ..•...•. 
Vol. III. The Gospel of Luke. B:v Matthew B.l1iddte .............•........ do .•.••.•..•..•••.••......••... do . •••• •• .• ••• • • . 16mo ....... . 
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}.[c>n nn<l Book11; or, Stndi<>s in Homiletics. By Prof. Austin Phelps, D. D .••••••••• do •...•••.•..••..••••..•.•••••. do ..••••••••.•••. 8vo ....••••. 
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........... . 
National Reli:.6ons and Universal Religions. By Abraha.m Kuenen, D. D., .•••.. do ..•••••..•....••••.•••. ! •••••• do ..•••••.••..••. 12mo........ 12+365 
Lt.. n. The Hibbert L<'ctnres for 1882. 
Ontlinos of Primitive Beliefs among the Indo-European Races. By Chas. 12mo ..••.•.. 22+534 
l!' . Keary, M.A. 
Popnlnr Commentary on tho Now Testament. By English and American 1 .••••. do .••... do ..••..•••••.••. I. 8vo ..••.•••• 8+628 
scl10lars of various evangeli<'al denominations. ~dited by Philip Schaff, 
D. v. In 4 vols. Vol. ill: The Epistles of Paul. Map ancllllustrations. 
l>rineiplcs of Church Polity. 13y G. T. Ladd,~D. D. Southworth Lectures, de- ..•••. do. ...•..••••••••••••.•••. r .••••. do ..••••••••••••. 1 8\'o .•••••••. 
lh·er ctl at Andover Theolo~ical Seminary. 
24+433 
Clark"R Foreign Theological Library: _. 
S) stem of Christian Doctrine. By J. A. Dorner. Vols. ill and IV .... Scribner & Welford·········~ ...•.. do •.••••••••••••• , ..•••••••••••. 
Social Ethics. 13yH.Ma.rten~en .....•.. ~······························ -·~---do ..•.••••••.•••••••••••..••••• -do ••••••••••••••• 8vo ..••.•••. 
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.....••••••• 
Biblical Theology of tho New Testament. By B. Weiss. Vol. I ............ de ............................. do ••••••••••••••. 1 8vo ....•....•••••••••••. 
Moyer's Uommentari~a. New vols.: 
t i:t~~:~~~~~~~-~::::~~:-~: :::;:::::::~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::i~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :!~ ::::::::::::::: 
4. James n}ld John ................................................••••....... do .•••..•••.•••••••••••••.••••• do ..••..••.•••••• 
CommC!ntnry on the Bible. By Matthew Henrv. 6 v.o.ls. illustrated ..•..•.. N. "nbbals & ·Son ..••••••••••..••••. do .••••••.••.••.. 
The N ewer Criticism and the Analogy of the Faith. ByRobt. Watts, D. D. Thomas Whittaker ..••..••••.•••••• do .•••••.•••.•••. 
A reply to lectures by W. Robertson Smith, M.. •·• on the Old Testament 
in the Jewish Church. Third edition. 
The Social Law of God: Sermons on the Ten Commandments. By E. A. 
8vo ...•......•••••••...• 
8vo .••...••..•••••...... 
8vo. •••.. .. . 495 
8vo ...•......•...•...... 
Roy. 8yo.... 700 
12mo........ 24+326 
12mo ..•...•. 228 
'\VIlshburn, D. D. Fifth edition. 
Studies in the History of th_e Pr~yer Book. By RerbE!+.t Mortimer Luckock _ .••••• do .••••.•••.••.•••..•••........ do .••.••••••..... ,12mo ....... . 
Thoughts on Great Mvstenes, Selected from the Wntmgs of F. W. Faber, .•••.. do ..•••.••••••••••••••••....... do ..••.••••.••••. 12mo ......•. 
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The New Testament Critically Emphasized. By J. B. Rother ham. New .fohn Wiley & Sons ••••••..•...•.••. do 12mo .....••.•.•.•••.•.••• 
cheap edition. 
C~~~~t'ti~~-Bible Illustrations. With introduction by R. Newton, D. D. R. Worthington ..••..••..••••...••.• do 
New Testament. Translated out. of the Greek; bein~ the version set forth American :Baptist Publishing Philadelphia, Pa. •••••• 1 24mo .••.•••. 
1611, compared with the most ancient authorities, ann revised 1881. .A.meri- Society. 
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' l'ADLR XXIV.-Publications, educational, llisto1'ical, <jc., f<rr 1882, g·c.-Contiuue<l. 
Nnmo of !.look nut! nntllor. Name of publisher. 
1 2 
TnF.OLOOY -Continued. 
Place of publication. 
3 





'l'ho GO!'Jlt•1 ncconliu~ to St. Mat k. Comparative edition. Mn.ps and illus-
tmtit•ol!. Union. 
Am eric an Sunday School I Philadelphia, Pa .•••• • I 12mo. _ ...••. 9!) I Paper, $0 06 
.••••. do . •••.••...••••••.••••.•.•.... do I'it rut·inl Cummou tary ou tho Gospol.A.coor<ling to Mark. With tho texts of 
th~~ 1\tHhllt i.:nlnnd ro,·i~;ctl versions, edited by :Rev. Edwin W. :Rice. With 
Htllflll nutl illustr;ttions. 
o•nmt•tttat·y ou lho Epistle to tho Romans. Dy Chas. Hodge, D. D. New H. B. Garner •••••••••••••••••..•••.. do 
l·t1ition, rt•dsNl. 
12mo .....•.. 21!) 
Svo . ••••••• . 716 
Tho Apt•t•r·yphnl No'v Tostamont. 1 vol. Dlustratcd ................. ... . .. Gebbia & Co .. .. .. .................. do 
)\ell' 'l'c!:ltamcot. T1·nnslnted ont of the original Greek. Comparative edi- Porter & Coates ••••••.••......••••. do 
tion. New edition. 
:Roy. svo . · ·l · · · · · · · iico · 12mo ....... . 
;,;mpl<lto ~nnlysis of tho Dibl~. By J. T. Wheeler. illustrated .••••••••••• Thayer, Merriam & Co .............. do ........... . .... , Svo ....... .. 
llol'£estamoutEthics. DyRev. W . .A..Jnrrel ........•••••••••••••••••••••••. Rev.W.A.Jarrel .......... ... Greenville,Tex .... ... 12mo ....••.. 
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TABLE XXV.-Irnp1·ovements in RChool.fn1·nitnre, appamtus, ventilation, goc., patented in 
the United States in the yem· 1882. 
Name of patentee. 
1 
"\Vnllis, C.I ............... . 
:Burgess, H .............. .. 
Courter, H. F ............. . 
Jackson, P. II ............. . 
Shattuck, A., and C. J. 
Thorn. 
Merrill, A.H ............. . 
Jopson, G. W ............. . 
Eades,J.A ............... . 
Residence. 
Memphis, Ala ...•.. 
llerkeley, CaL ..... ~ 
Gilroy, Cal .......•. 
San :Francisco, CaL. 
Santa Rosa, CaL .... 
Cromwell, Conn ... . 
Meriden, Conn ..... . 












Title of patent. 
4 
Device for holding the fingers ill writing. 
Pencil sharpener. 





Attachment for raising and lowering 
desks. 
8chevenell, L....... ..... .. Athens, Ga.......... 258,254 
llartholomew, M. M........ Belleville, Til .... .. . 255, 910 
Pen holder. 
Stenographic machine. 




Erliug, P. R .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . Chicago, IlL........ 263, 776 
McDonough, T ............ Chicago, TIL........ 268,512 
Jl,fcDonough, T ............ Chicago, Ill ... ,..... 254,229 
McLane, G. A ............. 
1 
Chicago, Ill......... 253,538 Map rack. 
Woodruff, L. B .. .. .. .. .. .. Chicago, ill. ....... -~ 252, 410 
Henderson, G. 'N . .......... Decat.ur
1
.lli. ...... .. 2!i., 603 
Fiske, B. A .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. N aperviue, Ill .. .. .. 255, 272 
Plumb, F .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. Streator, Ill......... 256, 591 






Stockman, G. W........... Indianapolis~,.Ind . . . 260, 060 
Moore, ,V. E ............... Thorntown, Jntl.... 254,360 
All' cooling apparatus. 
Ventilator. 
Clark, A. L . .... .. .... .. ... Dubuque, Iowa..... 206, 098 
De Roberts, C . . . • . . . . . • . • . :R.ed Oak, Iowa . . . . . 26G, 111 
Cassner, P...... .. .. .. .. .. . Gould, Kans .. .. .. .. 268, 183 
Protector for the edges of book covers. 
Inkstand. 
Ventilator. 
Hensley, G. W ............. Lawrence, Knns .... 259,390 
McKinley, F. F ............ Wellington, Kaus... 263, 55R 
Writer's band support. 




Fischer, J. G.............. Flemingsburg, Ky.. 255, 270 
Bouchet, M.......... .. .. .. Louisnlle, Ky...... 251, 823 
McCrary, T. M. and J. R... Sulphur Lick, Ky... 264, 548 
Wentworth, E. P ... ·. ...... Cape Elizabeth, Me. ~;;7, 117 Writing tablet. 
Robinson, E. B . ............ Deering, Me........ 254, !iio9 
Jennison, G. H ............. l•'oxcroft, Me....... 26!l, 425 
Music leaf turner. 
Prot-ection for the corner!\ of book fl . 
nook rest attachment for school and o·the.r Dutton, J ...... ............ Norway, Me......... 254,940 
llergenroeder, C. W ....••. 
Jennings, R. S ............ . 
Murray, W. 1,V .......... .. 
Spicer, J ................. . 
Shumway, B. M .......•••.. 
Lothrop, C. M ............ . 
Putnam, F. E ............. . 
Whitney, A. D. F ......... . 
Warfield, 0. D ........... .. 
Clark, E.E .............. .. 
Martora, J . J ............. . 
Stacy, S.C ............... .. 
nraastad, J. G ............ . 
Dinsmoor, G .............. . 
~:~;, ii ::::::::::::::::: 
~V'i~!:.~ :::::::::::::::: 
Goetz, A ................ .. 
Heeseder, W ... .......... . 
Dougherty, G. H . ......... . 
Knox, G.L ............... . 
Foerster, H ... ........... .. 
Powell, G.M ............. . 
Maxstadt, l!'. W .......... . 
Brown, M. \-V ...••••••••••• 
Brownell, W. H .......... .. 
Gardhnm, J .. ............ .. 
Lamb, W.F ............... . 
Lipman, C. C ............ .. 
Peard,J .................. . 
Saunders, J ..... .......... . 
'ruith , E. C .............. .. 
Whitman, S ............. .. 
Cut! r, A ................ .. 
Drake,T.J ...... ....... .. 
desks. 
B lt . Md 5 263, 904 Adding machine. a ·lmore, · · · · · · ) 20;;, 602 :Music leaf turner. 
Baltimore, Md...... 254, 981 Air cooling apparatus. 
Baltimore, 1Yld...... 259, 837 Book :mpport. 
TaJlor's Island, :Md. 263,236 Tellnrian. . 
Chicopee Falls, Mass 263, G02 Calipers and dividers. 
East ·walpole, Mass. 254, 094 :Blackboa1·d eraser. 
Lowell, Mass....... 251, 942 Sheet music bolder. 
Milton, Mass....... 257, 630 Alphabet blocks. 
Springfield, Mass... 267, 290 Calipers. 
'\Vorcest or, Mass . .. 256,402 Ellipsograpb. 
Albion, Mich . . . . . . . 255, 004 Cyclometer. 
Tecumseh, Mich.... 263, 613 '\Vriting tablet. 
St. Paul, Minn .. .. . 265, 7.J.4 Pantograph. 
Kirbville~.,._¥o...... 25 , 721 School dc8k. 
Chatham, ~- J.. .. .. 262, 221 Arithmetical frame. 
Egg Harbor, N.J... 265, 44:~ Autom:ttic Hi phon. 
Elizabeth, N. J . . . . . 268, 431 Com bine<l p en cle!o.ner and paper weight. 
Elizabeth, N.J..... 262, 1!11 Device for tt~aching arithmetic. 
Hoboken, N.J...... 257, 315 Lea{l and_crayon holder. 
Hoboken, N.J...... 251-, 215 Gymnastic apparatus. 
J t~rsey City, N. J . . . 269, 778 Lead pencil. 
J ersey City, N.J... 261,729 Parallel ruler. 
Newark, N.J....... 258,225 Calipers. 
Vineland, N.J...... 268, 432 Polyscope. 
Albany, N.Y....... 257, $25 Siphon. 
Brooklyn, N.Y..... 254, 984- Writing tablet. 
~ 257,285 .Artist's box. 
Brooklyn, N. y · · · · · l 257, 653 EaseL 
Brooklyn, N.Y..... 260,473 Surveying instrument. 
Brooklyn, N.Y..... 261, 000 A.djustable easel. 
Brooklyn, N.Y..... 266, 169 Letter copying book. 
llrooklyu, T. Y..... 268,275 School desk. 
llrooklyn, N.Y .... . 264, 1!l7 Siphon. 
llmoklyn, .... Y... .. 256, 002 Calipers. 
Brooklyn, . Y . • • . . 264, 0 1 Air cooling and purifying apparatnfl. 
Bnflitlo, N. Y . . . . . . . 262, 009 lnkstauu hracket. 
Ga11port, N. Y . . • . . . 260, 056 I Compass alida.do. 
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TABLE XXV.-Imp1·ovemen,ts in schoolftwnitw·c, appa1·atus, 9·c.-Continued. 
Name of patentee. 
l. 
Birch, J'. S .••••.•.••••.••.• 
~~:~:.·c~ w ::::::::::::::: 
Bus call, C ................. . 
it~~:~'Gr:-w:::: ::::::::::: 
Hasbrouck, F. S .......... . 
~~~~:t.:::::::::::::::: 
~~~!~.%~~:::::::: :::::::: 
Liddell, W ............... .. 
Pitt, W . .A. ............... .. 
Reckendorfer, J' .•••.•..•.. 
Schwenniger, .A.. B ..•.•••.. 
Senn,J' ................... . 
Snelling, W C ............ . 
Stafford, :M. B. ............ . 
Townsend, T. C .......... .. 
Van Kirk, .A.. E .......... .. 
Hill,G.W ............... .. 
Faber, E .................. . 
Schrag, P ................. . 
Roblins, De G ........ w ... . 
Campbell, C. D ............ . 
Wheatley, H. D .......... .. 
Doubleday, A ............. . 
Holland, j' ............... .. 
Livingston, H. S ......... .. 
Smith, J'. G ............... . 
~~~~.~::F::::::::::::::: 
Silcott, 0. F ............... . 
Henkel, G. H ............ .. 
Smead,LD ............... . 
Smith, W.E ............. .. 
Wetmore,J'. W .......... .. 
Patterson, .A. .......... ... .. 
Miller, G. C .............. .. 
Brown,E ................ .. 
LeBar,J' ................ .. 
:Mallatt, F. W ............. . 
Rappold, .A.., and E. Leith .. 
Cross, .A.. T ............... . 
Blackwell, E. D ........... . 
Galloway, W. L., and G. V. 
Woo<'L 
Klistermann. G .......... .. 
Stedwell,M .............. .. 
Rogers,S ................. . 
Gib on, E. T .............. . 
O'Connor, J'. L ............ . 
Residence. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y ... . 
NewYork,N.Y ... . 
NewYork,N. Y ... . 
NewYork,N. Y ... . 
Englewood, N. J' ... . 
New Yotk, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New· York, N.Y .•.. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y ... . 
New York, N.Y .••. 
:N'ew York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, :r. Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y ... . 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
New York, N.Y .. .. 
NewYork,N. Y .. .. 
New YorJ.s.N. Y .. .. 
Olean,N. x ........ . 
Port Richmond, N. Y 
Port Richmond, N. Y 
Rochester, N.Y ... .. 
BellefOlttaine, Ohio .. 
Centreville, Ohio .••. 
Cincinnati, Ohio .... 
Cincinnati, Ohio .••. 
Cincinnati, Ohio .••. 
Clevel:1nd, Ohio .••.. 
Columbus, Ohio .... . 
Columbus, Ohio ... .. 
Felicity, Ohio .....•. 
Middletown, Ohio ... 
Toledo, Ohio .••..... 
Berwick, Pa ...... .. 
Erie, Pa ...... .... .. 
Idle wood, Pa .. .... .. 
Johnstown, Pa .... .. 
Philadelphia, Pa. ... . 
Slatington, Pa ..... . 
• latinj!ton, Pa .... .. 
Titusville, Pa ...... . 
Providence, R I .•.. 
Montpelier, Vt ...... 
mithville, Va ...••• 
Green Bay, Wis ... .. 
·watertown, Dak ... . 
Dayton, Wash .... .. 
Fort Washakie, Wyo 
Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada. 
Kullrich, F. F......... ..... :BI'rlio, Germany .... 
::::~::~.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ :~~:::~~:~~::~-
rJa, G rtn:tny. 

















































1'itle of patent. 
4 
Lead and crayon holder. 
Parallel ruler. 




Music leaf turner. 
I,i.Jad and crayon holder. 
Rotaty blotter. 
Penholder. 
Music leaf turner. 
Ventilatiop.. 
Lead pencil. 
Apparatus for teaching arithmetic. 




Combined artist's caAe and easel. 
Surveying insttunmnt. 
Penholder. 
Combined pehCil sharp-ener and holder. 
Ventilator. 
~Js'fci~a~0~ukrner. 















School slate . 
Setting retorts for heating sulphurlo 
acid. 
Lead and crayon holder. 
i!k~~len. 
256, 223 Lead and crayon holder. 
255, 545 Clip for boldl.lig book!! Opbn. 
256, 742 Writing impleooent-
253, 368 Tracing desk. · 
266,180 Copying book. 
254, 986 Pencil sharpener. 
256, 802 Lead and crayon holtler. 
267, 940 Tellnrian. 
256, 245 priilg baok for books. 
INDEX. 
NOTE.-Tho roarler is respectfully invited to consult the prefatory note on page 3, from which it will 
be seen that the arrangeme:g_t of the report is such as to obviate the necessity for many entries which 
would otherwise find place in this index. 
A. 
Academies. See Secondary instruction. 
Adrian, Mich., schools of, l27. 
.Agricultural and Mechanical College of Missis; 
sippi, 143. 
Agric~~r~ral ·and Mechanical College of Texas, 
Agricultural education, cclxxxiv. 
Agriculture, colleges of. See Science, schools of. 
educwtion in, clii-clv. 
in ichools of Ireland, ccxxviii. 
.Akers, .John W., term of or1ice of, 78. 
Akron, Ohio, schools of, 201. 
Alabama, summary of educational condition, xl. 
abstract, 4-9. 
.Alaska, summary of educational condition, xlv, 
xlvi. 
civil government for, xlv, xlvi, note. 
abstract 278-282. 
Albany, N.Y., schools of, 176,177. 
Albany Normal School, remarks on training in, 
xcvii, xcviii. 
Albion College, 129. 
Alcorn A~ricul.tural and Mechanical College, 143. 
Alexan,lna, Va., schools of, 260, 261. 
.Allegheny, Pa. flchools of, 219 . 
.Allen, William Henry, obituary notice, 230. 
Allentown, Pa., schools of, 219. 
.A.lsace-Lon-aine, overwork in secondary schools 
of, cxxiii, cxxiv. 
educational condition of, ccxvii, ccxvtii. 
Altoona, Pa., schools of, 219. 
.Alvord, Henry S., on agricultural education, 
cliii. 
American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, 312. 
American Asylum for the Education of the Deaf 
and Dumb, 34. 
.American Insti tnte of Instruction, 308-310. 
.American Instrnctors of the IJeaf anu Dumb, 313. 
American Medical Association, 311. 
.A.meriran Philological Association, 313, 314 . 
.American ::)ocial Science Association, 314. 
.Amh rst Colltge, 117. 
Anhalt. educational condition of, ccxviii. 
.Ann Arbor, Mich., ;ochools of, 127. 
.Annapolis, academy at. See United States Naval 
A('aclemy. 
.A:pj!ar, Ellis A., t erm of office of, 173. 
Appl ton , Wis., schools of, 271. 
.App1 entices hip, disappearance of, eli, civil. 
.Arbor day in schools of Cincinnati, 202. 
Argentine Republic, educational condition of, 
cclviii-cclxv. 
.A.rkan'!as, summary of educational condition, xli. 
nbstrn t, 10-14. 
.Ar~ansatl Indnstrial University, 12, 13. 
.Ar1zono, compulsory attendance in, xxxv. 
summary of !!ducational condition, xlv, xlvi. 
abstract, 283, 284. 
Armstrong, H. Clay, term of office of, !). 
.Armstrong, S.C., iD.d.ian work in charge of, 296, 
297. 
Art, instruction in, in Colorado, 26. 
in lllin<1il!, 58. 
in Louit;iana, 93. 
Art, instruction in, in Maryland, 106. 
in New York, 185, 186. 
in Ohio, 210. 
in Pennsylvania, 226. 
in Hhode Island, 234 . 
in District of Columbia, 292. 
Arts and trades, training in, in Massachusetts, 
120. 
Association for Proruotin,&: the Higher Education 
of Women in New xork, resolutions of the, 
cxxix. 
.Associations and conventions, educational, aos-
314 . 
See, also, the heading Educational Conven. 
tions, under the respective States. 
.Atchison, Kans., schools of, 80. 
Atherton, George W., on agricultural education, 
clii. 
Athletics in American colleges, cxlv. 
Atlanta, Ga., schools of, 45, 46. 
Atlee, Dr . .J. L., on improvement in medical 
ethics. clxv. 
..A ttleborough, Mass., schools of, 110, 111. 
Aulmrn, Me., schools of, 95, 96. 
.Auburn, N. Y., schools of, 176. 177. 
.Augusta, Ga., schools of, 45, 46. 
Augusta, Me., schools of, 95, 96 . 
.Austin, Tex., schools of, 249, 250. 
Austria-Hungary, compulsory attendance in, 
xxxvi. 
provision for higher education of women in, 
cxxxiii. 
educational condition of, ccxiii-ccxv. 
AuthorR' days in schools of Cincinnati, 202 • 
Average attendance, public school, in the United 
States, xiv, xv. 
comparison of, for ten years, xxiii. 
B. 
Baden, overwot'k in secondary schools of, cxxiii • 
educational condition of, ccxviii . 
Bagiusky, Adolf, on school hygiene, XXX. 
Baker, B. M., se,;retary of the State board of edtl.· 
cation of Texas, 252 . 
Baltimore, Md., schools of, 101, 102. 
Bangor, Me., schools of, 95, 96 . 
Barker, .Judge D. R., gift of library to Fredonia, 
N.Y., clxxxvii. 
Bartholow, Dr. Roberts, on recent medical schools, 
cl:xix. 
Bates College, 97 • 
Bath, Me., schools of, 95, 96 • 
Bavaria, educational coudition of, Mxviii. 
Beach, H. N., on the Venezuelan school system, 
cclxv . 
Bradle, W. H. H., term of office of, 281. 
Belgium, compulsory attendance in, xxxvi . 
provisi~~ for h~gher education of women in, 
CXX.."'O.l1 1 CXXX:lV. 
educational conuition of, ccxv, ccxvi. 
Bell, .A. Graham, remarks by, on instruction Q/ 
deaf-mutes, cxcii, cxciii . 
Bellaire, Ohio, schools of, 201. 
Belleville, Til., schools of 62, 63. 
Benefactions, e1lncationa\, summary of atatisti<ls 
of, ccix-ccxi. 
statistics of, 790-821. 
863 
864 INDEX. 
Bethany College, 267. · 
Beverly, Mass., schools of, 110, 111. 
Biddeford, Me., schools of, 95, 96. 
Billings, Frederick, gift of, to the University of 
Vermont, clxxxvii. 
Billings, John S., on higher medical training, 
clxx. 
on ''Heating and ventilation of a school build-
ing," 310. 
Binghamton, N.Y., sehools of, 176, 177. 
Birney, Benjr.~miu, school superintendent of the 
Chickasaws, 297. 
Blind, schools for the, of the colored race, Iii. 
summary of statistics of schools for the, cxciv. 
methods of instructing the, cxciv-excviii. 
taulo of statistics of institutions for the, 710-
713. 
See, also, the heading Special Inatruction, un-
der the respective States. 
Bloomington, Ill., schools of, 52, 53. 
Bloss, John M., term of office of, 70. 
Bonn, circular on University of, v. 
Boston, Mass., truancy in schools of, lxxvii. 
examinations in schools of, lxx:x. 
general condition of schools of, 110, 111. 
Boston College, 117. 
Boston University, 117, 118, 119. 
Bowdoin College, 97. 
Bradford, Pa., schools of, 219. 
Bremen, educational condition of, ccxviii, ccxix. 
Brewster, J. L., romarks of, on compulsory school 
law in"M:assaclmsetts, lx:<cxii. 
Brewster, 0. H., president of the board of educa-
tion of the Cherokees, 297. 
Bridge, Norman, remarks of, on Chicago high 
schools, cx:Tiii, cxix. 
Bridgeport, Conn., schools of, 30, 31. 
Bridgeton, N. J., schools of, 169. 
Briggs, W. R., on suburban school-houses, xxx. 
British Columbia, educational condition of, cclii. 
Brockton, Mass., schools of, 110, 111. 
Brockway, Z. R., on industrial training in reform 
schools, cciv. 
Brookline, Mass., schoois of, 110, 111. 
Brooklyn, N.Y., schools of, 170, 177. 
Brown, LeRoy D., State commissioner of common 
schools of Ohio, 211. 
Brown, Sylvester, remarks off on promotions in 
Quincy (Mass.) schools, xxxi, lxxxii. 
remarks of, on tho teaching of arithmetic, 
lxxxii, lxxxiii. 
J~rown University, 234. 
Brunswick, educational condition of, ccxix. 
Buchanan, John, sale of medlcal diplomas by, 
clxviti. 
Bnffalo, N. Y., schools of, 176, 177,178. 
Bur au of Education, library of, vii-xi. 
Burlington, Vt., schools of, 254, 255. 
Business colleges. ce Commercial and business 
coli gas. 
Butcher, B: L., term of office of, 268. 
Butler, Noble, obituary notice, 89. 
c. 
California, comJ.>nl!!ory attendance in, xn:, xxx:i. 
ummary of edu tional condition, :xliv. 
ab tract, 1&-21. 
'ali'lth nics in school~J of M mphis, Tenn., 243. 
ambriclg , ~a s., schools of, 110,111. 
Cambridge_ (Eng.) xaruinationa for women, cxxx, 
CXX:\1. 
amrlen, .. '". J., schools of, 169. 
ampb II, F. J., on t (Jbing the blind, cxcv. 
nmpb 11, Frcdc·rick M .. term of office of, 21. 
' anada, O<lul! tion in, cclii-ecliv. 
'autoo, bir1, cbools ot', 201, 202. 
Cap of :iOod Hop , educational condition of, ccli, 
cdli. 
arbondal , Pa. , ·hool.s of, 210,220. 
c rlovitz, John, u~_rary anll Dltl11E:um of, at Milton, 
Fla ., c-lxxx,·u. 
C ar Rapid , Iowa, bool of, 72, 73. 
• b J•ln, William, on duration or tb blind , X vii. 
hapman, H. L ., n tb d v lopm ntofth pupil's 
baracter by 1 he eacbn, 00. 
C
'hharl • ou, •. ., hool11uf, !!37, 238. 
auooga, T nn. , cbwl of, 242, 243. 
Chelsea, Mass., schools of, 110, 111. 
Chester, Pa., schools of, 219, 220. 
Chicago, lll., schools of, 52, 53. 
Chicago Manual Training School, ctd, 59. 
Chicopee, Mass., schools of, 110, 111. 
Chillieothe, Ohio, schools of, 201,202. 
China, educational condition of, ccxlviii. 
Chinese, education of the, ill California, 20. • 
Cincinnati, Ohio, schools .of, lxxvii, 201, 202. 
Circulars of information and bulletins, list of, rmO. 
lished in 1882-'83, v, vi. 
Cities, summary of school statistics of, lviii-lxx.i. 
expenses p~>r capita of average attendance in, 
lxxii,lxxiii. 
condition of public schools in, lxxiv-lxxx.>i. 
table of school statistics of, 324-379. 
City and Guilds of London Institute, cclxx.:d, 
cclxx},ii. 
Claflin University, 239. 
Clark, T. M., circular of, on rural school architeet-
ure, xxx. 
Cleveland, Ohio, schools of, 201, 202. 
Cleveland Educational Bureau, 209. 
Clinton, Iowa, schools of, 72, 73. 
Clinton, Mass., schools of, 110, 112. 
Cloud, Thomas, superintendent of schools for tho 
Seminoles, 297. 
Cochin China., educational conclinion of, ccx1ix:. 
Cochran, Varnum B., term of office of, 134. 
Coeducation iu Bavaria, ccxviii. 
Coeducation of the sexes, circular on, v. 
Uohoes, N.Y., schools of, 176, 178. 
Colby University, 97. 
Coleman, W. E., State superintendent of publio 
schools of Missouri, 151. 
College of Medical Practitioners, 150. 
College of New Jersey, 171,172. 
Uollege of the Holy Cross, 117 •. 
Colleges. See Universities and colleges. 
Colorado, summary of educational condition, xliv. 
abstract, 22-27. 
Colorado Agricultural College, mechanical train· 
ingin, clv. 
Colorado State Industrial School, ccii. 
Colored race, comparative statistics of education 
in the South for the, xlviii-lvi. 
' medical schools for the, clxxiv-clx:lEVi. 
changes respecting schools for the, in Ken-
tucky, 85. 
Columbia, District of. See District of Columbh. 
Uolumbia, Pa .. schools of. 219, 220. 
Columbia College, petition for admit~sion ol 
women to, cxxix. 
Columbian University, 289,290. 
Colnm bus, Ga., schools of, 45, 40. 
Columbus, Ohio, schools of, 201,202,203. 
Commercial and business colleges, statistical 
sun1mary of, cii, ciii. 
remarks on, civ. 
table of statistics of, 399-415. 
Compulsory attendance, school laws in tho United 
• tates ancl abroad r specting, xxx-xxxYi. 
in -various American cit1es, lxxYll, lxx>lli. 
in Bavaria, ccxviii. 
in Arka11sas, 14. 
in Connecticut, 29, 30. 
in Kansas, 80. 
in Illinois, 52. 
in Maine, 94, 95. 
in Mas acbusetts, 109. 
in ~ • ev::ula., 159. 
iu ... cw llampshire, 161, 1G2. 
in New York, 175. 
in bio, 200. 
in Vermont, 254. 
in Wisconsin, 270. 
in Wyoming, 300. 
Con orcl, N. H., schools of, 162, 163. 
Conn cticot, compul ory attendance in, xxxi. 
summa~,y of ducational condition, xxx>ii, 
X .XX'I'UJ. 
ab. tract, 28-36. 
onn cticut • tate R form School, ccii. 
'on tin nt, education of artisans on the, ccl.xxi . 
Contract labor in r form chools, cev, ccvi. 
Conv ntions and a. sociations, dn ationnl. t~o 
As. ociations and conv •ntion , edu ·atiounl. 
Cook, eorge F. T., sup rin nd nt of col rod 
schools in the District of Columbia, 292. 
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Coo~ery, education in, in London, ocx:x:v. 
m Massachusetts, 120. 
in Pennsylvania, 230. 
in District of Columbin., 291, 292. 
Cooper Union for the Ad van cement of Science and 
Art, 186. 
Cornell, Leonidas S., term of office of, 27. 
Cornell University, Sibley College training shops 
at, clvi. · 
Corporal punishment, in schools of New .Jersey, 
168. 
in schools of New York City, 179. 
Correspondence of the Office, v. 
Correspondents of the Office, number of, for eleven 
years, vi. 
Council Bluffs, Iowa, e.chools of, 72, 73. · 
County superintendents. See the heading State 
School System, under the respective ::Hates. 
County supervision, remarks on, xxviii. 
Course of study, proposed uniform, for Colorado 
schools, 26, 27. 
Covington, Ky., schools of, 85. 
Cowar~. Asbury, State superintendent of educa-
tiOn of South Carolina, 240. 
Cramer, M . .J., on education in Switzerland, ccxlvi. 
Crawford, G. S. W., State superintendent of pub-
lic schools of Tennessee, 247. 
Crittenden, T. T., on manual training, clvii. 
Curry, .J. L. M., work ot~ as ageut of the Peabody 
education fund, I vii. 
D. 
Dakota, compulsory attendance in, xxxv. 
summary of educational condition, xlvi. 
abstract, 285-287. 
Danbury, Conn., schools of, 30. 
Danville, Pa., schools of, 219, 220. 
Danville, Va., schools of, 260,261. 
Dartmouth College, 164, 165. 
Dartt, .Justus, tc1·m of office of, 258. 
Dave11port, Iowa, schools of, 72, 73. 
Dayton, Ohio, schools of, 201, 203. 
Deaf and dumb, schools for the, of the colored 
race, Iii. 
summary of statistics of institutions for the, 
cxc, cxci. 
methods of instruction for, cxcii, cxciii. 
education of, in London, ccxxv. 
education of, in New Zealand, cclxvii. 
table of statistics ofinstitutions for the, 704-709. 
See, also, the headin~~: Special Instruction, un-
der the respective States. 
Decatur, IlL, schools of, 52, 53. 
Degrees conferred in the Unitecl States, statistical 
summary of, clxxx-clxx:xiv. 
table of statistics of institutions conferring, 
674-693. . 
Delaware, summary of educational condition, 
xxxix. 
abstract, 37-40. 
Delaware Association for the Education of Col-
. ored People, 38. 
Delaware Collerre 39. 
Denmark, compulsory attendance in, xxxvi. 
provision for higher education of women in, 
cxxxvi. 
educational condition of, ecxvi. 
D entistry, summary of statistics of schools of, 
clxiv, clxv. 
table of Rtatistics of schools of, 66~, 665, 671, 672. 
See, also, the headin~ Prof<•ssional Instruc-
tion, uncler tb r sperth· tates. 
Denton, .J. L., obituary notice, 14. 
Denver, Colo., schools of, 23, 24. 
D partment of uperinteudonce, annual meeting 
of, 310. 
D rby, Conn , schools of. 30. 
Detroit, tich., truan<·y in schools of, lxxviii. 
bi~b chool contro\· rsy in, cxx. 
~ren ·ral conc1ition of dtool of, 12i. 
De ·wolf, D. F., t rm of ofii "or. 211. 
Dickinson, .John \'f., term of office of, 124. 
District ot' Volum!Jin, compulsory attendance in, 
XXXV. 
summary of 1lu ational condition, :xlvi, xlvii. 
abstract, 2.. 2 2. 
District othr rs. .'r the h~>n11in 11: ~t11t boo I 
'y . tem, unc1rr tb r . ptlCtiT • 't t !!. 
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Doak, W. S., obituary notice, 246. 
Dover, N.H., schools of, 162, 163. 
Draper, Henry, obituary notice, 190, 191. 
Draper, .John W., obituary notice, 189, 190. 
. Drawing and modelling, cclxxvi, cclxxvii. 
Dubuque, Iowa, schools of, 72, 73. 
E. 
Early, Samuel S., on the fonnding of Rose Poly-
technic Institute, clviii. 
Easton, Pa.., schools of, 219, 220. 
Ea.st Saginaw, Mich., schools of, 127. 
Electives, remarks of ::M. 'E. Gates on, cxliii. 
Electrical engineerin~;, tr:liining for, clvii. 
Elementary mstruct10n. See the heaclinp: State 
School System, under the respective titai.e:;. 
Elgin, Ill., schools of, 52, 53. 
Eliot, Charles W., remarks of, on admission toN ew 
England colleges, cxliii. 
Eliot, William G., on manual training, clvii. 
Elizabeth, N . .J., schools of, 169. 
Elmira,N. Y., schools of, 176,178. 
Engineering, electrical, courses in, clvii. 
England and Wales, compulsory attendance in, 
xxxvi. 
educational condition of, ccxxii-ccxxv. 
Enrolment, public school, in the Unitecl States, 
xiv,xv. 
comparison of, for ten years, xxii, xxiii. 
Erie, Pa., schools of, 219,220. 
Europe, general educational condition of, ccxiii-
ccxlvi. 
technical instruction in, ccl.x:viii-cclxxxvii. 
Evansville, Ind., schools of, 63. 
Evening schools in New .Jersey, 168. 
Examimttions, discussed by New England Associa-
tion of School Superintendents, 3l0, 311. 
Examiners, State boards of. See the beading 
State School System, under tho respective 
States. 
Expenditure for public schools, xi:x-xxii. 
comparison of, for ten yea,rs, xxiv. 
F. 
Fall River, Mass., schools of, 110, 112. 
Farr, JUchard R., term of office of, 26!!. 
Fay, Edwarrl A., definitions of methods of deaf-
mute instmction by, cxcii. 
Fay, .Edwin H., term of office of, 93. 
Feeble-minded, summ~ry of statistics of schools 
for the, cxcviii, cxcix. 
table of statistics of schools and asylums for 
the, 714, 715. 
Finland, provision for higher education of women 
in, cxxxvi. 
educational condition of, ccxvi, ccxvii. 
Fitchburg, Mass., schools of, 110, 112. 
:Flint, Mich., schools of 127. 
Florida, summar.v of eJucational condition, xl. 
abstract, 41-43 • 
Fond duLac, Wis., schools of, 271. 
Forestry, instruction in, ccxc. 
course in, in Univen.ity of Michigan, 129. 
Fort Wa~. Ind., schools of, 63. 
Foster, E. K., term of office of, 43. 
Frauce, circular on materna.l schools in, v. 
circular on technical instruction ill, v. 
compulsory attendance in, xxxvi. 
provision for higher education of women in, 
cxxxiv. 
technical schools established in, cclxix-cclxxi. 
Francis, .John M., on education in Portugal, 
ccxxxvii-ccxxxix. 
Freeport, Ill., schools of, 52, 53. 
.l!'remont, Ohio, schools of, 201,203. 
Fuudt~, school. ee the hca(ling State School tiys· 
t m, under the respective States. 
Furniture, summary of pntents for improT"ements 
in school, ccx1i, ccxiii. 
ta3l~. of patented impro>oruents in school, 861, 
G. 
Gn!l·cRton, Tex., schools of, 249,250. 
Gal's, II '"<'h 1 R., "tltte Ruverintrndent of puulic 
in truct.ion in Michigan, 134. 
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General Society of Mecl1anics and Tradesmen of 
the City of New York, 187. 
Georgetown College, 289. 
Georgia, summary of educational condition, xl. 
abstract, 44--49. 
German in schools of Colorado, 23. 
of Indiana, 62. 
of New York City,17!l. 
of Ohio, 200. 
of Oregon, 213. 
Germany, compulsory ::tttondance in, xxxvi. 
overwork in secondary schools of, cxxii-cxxv. 
provision for higher education of womQu in, 
cxxxiii. 
educutional condition of, ccxvii-ccxxii. 
Gihon, A. L., paper by, at the American Medical 
Association, 311. 
Gilman, D. C., remarks of, on the qualifications of 
college professors, cxlvi. 
Gilmour, N oil, term of office of, 101. 
Gloucester, M.aRs., schools of, 110, 112. 
Gonzaga College, 200. 
Graham, Hobert, rem::trks of, on Wisconsin high 
schools, cxx, cxxi. 
term of office of, 277. 
Grand Rapicls, Mich., schools of, 127. 
Great .Britain, statistics aud l'emarks respecting 
secondary education in, cxxi, oxxii. 
educational condition of, cO"Xxii-ccxxix. 
technical instruction in, cclxviii-cclxxxvii. 
Greece, compulsory attendance in, xxxvi. 
educational condition of, ccxxix, ccxxx. 
Green Bay, Wis., schools of, 271. 
Greenwich, Conn., schools of, 30, 31. 
Groves, J~trues IT., term of office of, 40. 
Gu::tteJ..Uab, cducaiional condition of, ccliv-ccll'i. 
II. 
ITambnrg, e<lucationnl condition of, ccxix. 
Hamilton, Ohio, schools of, 201, :103. 
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, cliv, 
clv, 261,262,203. 
Handwork, training in, clvi, clvii. 
llannibal, Mo., schools of, 146. 
llards, W. T., ::ttl dress of, "Do the public schools 
educate children beyond the position which 
they must occnpy in life 7" 35. 
Harrisb1ug, Pa., schools of, 219, 220. 
Hartford, Conn., schools of, 30, 31. 
llarvar<1 College, admission to, cxlii, cxliii. 
original research nt. cxliv. 
regulation of athletics at, cxlv. 
llarvard Medical School building, new, clxxv-
clJC"ix. . 
llarvawl Univ rsity, rlx::d, 115, 116, 117, 118, ll!J. 
Haverhill, Mass., school~ of, 110, 112. 
Hawaii, educational condition of, cch.-v, cclxvi. 
llelena, Mont., schools of, 209. 
IIcsse, overwork in sccon<larv schools of, cxxili. 
lligl1ee, E. E., term of oflice o'f, 230. 
High 11chools. See 'ccondary instruction; alRO, 
the hE'ading condary Instruction, un<lor 
th r •spective ."tates. 
IIine, Cha1·les •. , secretary of the State board of 
<lncatiou ~f Connecticut, 36. 
Hohok n, ~·. J., sc·hools of, lG!l. 
llolcombo, ,John W., ."tate iiuperinten<lont of pub. 
lir. in true! ion in In<li:ma, 70. 
Tollin<•swotlh, 0 ... ·., t ·rm of office of, 252. 
Uolruc , Dr. 0. "'·· on endowment of medical 
I!Chuol. 1 clx. ii. 
Jfol~·ok~>,. ln.· ... c:hools of, 110, 112. 
Hrn ton, W. H., t ·rm of office of, 2 . 
llouclc, H ·nt1•, cleput. · snp tinten~lent of public 
In t1 Uf'tiun of I' •nn>~yh·an!., 230. 
Jfou. ton, Tc 'C., chooltJ or, 240, 250. 
Ho ·, rcl niv 1 in·, 2!10. 
llow I G tH.! .E., on hop work in r Conn SC110ols 
CCI\'. ' 
llo , . G., on t acbinrr the blln1l, cxcv. 
llo cy, l' II., tl;nn of t•fti of, 3 . 
lind n, ••. Y ,11rbool. of,l7G, 17 • 
Hnn r ·, edncationnl comlition of, cr. iv, cr.xv. 
luntoonl B. B., on h:.in1lcr~arten trainlll"' for tho 
liud,cxcvi 
L 
tionnl condi ion, xlvii 
Illinois, compulsory attendance in, xxxi. 
summary of educational condition, xlii, xliii. 
abstract, 50-60. 
Illinois IndustrialUniversity, clv, 55, 56. 
Illiteracy in Denmark, ccxvi. 
in Indiana, 62, 63. 
Imbeciles. See Feeble-minded, schools for tho. 
Income for public schools, xix, xx:. 
comparison of, for ten years, xxiv. 
remarks on, xxvi. 
India, educational condition of, ccxlvi-ccxlviii: 
Indiana, summary of educational couditiou, xlii. 
abstract. 61-70. 
Indiana University, 65. 
lndianapolJs, Incl., schools of, 63. 
Indian Territory, summary of educational condi· 
tion, xlvii. 
Indians, education of, in New York,175. 
in Oregon, 215. 
in Peunsylvanb, 230. 
in Alaska, 278-282. 
abstract, 295-207. 
Industrial art, circular on, v. 
Philadelphia school for instruction in, 
cclxxx>ii. 
effect of cong~:csses and exhibitions on, 
cclxxxviii. 
museums of, cclxxvii, cclxxviii. 
Imlustrial arts, prepa.ration fur, cl-clii. 
Industrial drawing inpublicschoolsofNewYork, 
175. 
Industrial education, clix. 
in London, CCXXV. 
in Sweden, ccxliii. 
in the United States, special report on, vi, clU. 
in Alaska, 280. 
meeting of the department of, in the National 
Educational .A.isociation, 308, 30!). 
Industrial schools, summar.r of statistics of, ccviii. 
table of statistics of, 780-7139. 
In<lustrial training, establishment of publill 
schools for, in New Jorsey,1G8. 
in schools of Philadelphia,, 221. 
~tmong tho Indians, 2H6, 297. 
See, also, the heading Special Instruction, nu-
der the reRpective ''tates. 
Infant asylums, summary of statistics of, cvii, 
cviii. 
table of statistics of, 773-779, 788, 780. 
Iufants, provision for, in English schools, ccxxiii. 
InstituteR, teachers', progrcsl'! of, c. 
See, also, tho beading>\ Traiuin~r of Teachers 
and Educational Conventions, under the 
reApective States. 
Iowa, summary of educational contlition1 xliii. 
abstract, 71-78. 
Iowa A~rricultural Colle~e, 75. 
Iowa College, de!ltmctiou of buil<lin~s of, cxlii. 
Ireland, educational condition of, C•'Xxdi-ccx.~ix. 
· tcchnic:~tl in~tl'llction in, cdxxxii. 
Ironton, Ohio, schools of, 201-203. 
Italy, compubmry attondanc in, xxxvi. 
provision for higher education of women in, 
cxxxiv, cxxxv. 
educational11tatisticll of, ccxxx-ccxxxiv. 
Ithaca, . Y., schools of,17G, 178. 
J. 
Jackson, l!el<lon, work of, in .Alaska, xlv, :xlvi, 
r.ote. 
letter of, concerning education in Alaska, 
278-281. 
Jacksonville, Fla., sclJOols of, 42. 
Jamaica, educational CfJUclition of, cclrt. 
Jnn villi', \\'ill., school!! of, 271. 
Japan, ompulf!ory att n.lancc in, xxx i. 
du ·ational nntliticm nf, cc. lix-ccli. 
Jasp 1, ,John, l' ·fllarks of, on truancy in schooL'! o.f 
..c· •w York City, lx viii. 
Jeffi rsonvillu, l11Cl., iwh ol. of, r..1. 
Jer,.ev t.:ity, 4-. J., s ·lwol nf, HiO. 
Jolm ·c. GrN·n ."dtool nf <:cif'TH'e, 172. 
Jobn11 llOJlkinfl Univ(:r ity, 103, 104, 10~. 
Johnstown, Pa., schools of, 210,220. 
Jon ·11, I~<rnd C .. on r fonn ·ho 1 in trnotion, r.ci. 
Jones, \V. \V. \V., tenn of oltic of, 157. 
Journal . rlucntinual. • 'I" the ht· lin~ Training 
of Toachcrs, under the r llectiy tat s. 
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Kalamazoo, Mich., schools of, 127. 
Kansas, compulsory attendance in, xxxi. 
summary of educational condition, xli. 
abstract, 79-83. 
Kansas Agricultural College, 82. 
Kansas City, :1fo., schools of, 146, 147. 
Kedzie, Robert F., obituary notice, 144. 
Kentucky, summa.ry of educational condition, xli. 
abstract, 84-89. 
Keokuk, Iowa, schools of, 72, 73. 
Key \Vest, Fla., schools of, 42. 
Riehle, D. L., term of office of, 139. 
Kindergarten, summary of statistics of, and re-
marks respecting, cv-cvii. 
in connection with public schools, cvii, cviii. 
a French view of American, cviii, cix. 
training in, for the blind, cxcvi. 
as part of the public school system inN evada, 
158, 159. . 
table of statistics of, 41~61. 
See, also, the heading St:tte School System, 
under the respective St.ates. 
Kingston). N.Y., schools of, 17G, 178. 
Kitcllen uanlen Association, 186. · 
Knabenhort, Der, in German)~, ccxxi, ccxxii. 
Knitting in reform schools, cciv. 
Knoxville, Tenn., schools of, 242, 243. 
Ko Kun-Hua, obituary notice, 124. 
L. 
La Crosse, Wis., schools of. 271. 
La Fayette, Ind., schools of, 63. 
Lake and Hyde Park, Ill., schools of, 53. 
Lancaster, Pa., schools of, 219, 220. 
Law, schools of, for the colored race, Iii. 
statistical summary of schools of, clxi, clxii. 
t:tLle of statistics of schools of, 655-659. 
See, also, the heading Scientific and. Profes-
sional Instruction, under the I·espcctive 
Stutes. 
Lawrence, Kans., schools of, 80. 
Lawrenoo, M>tss., schools of, lxxxii, 110, 112. 
Lc:ul>ille, Colo., schools of, 23, 24. . 
Leavenworth, Kans., schools of, 80. 
LelJ:tnon, Pa., schools of, 219, 220,221. 
Lcg:>.l school ages in the States and Territories, xvi. 
remarks on, xxv. 
I.el:tnd, Charles G., circular of, on industrial art, 
v, cl. 
paper by, on !wnd work as a part of all educa-
tion, o5. . 
Lewis College, 256, 257. 
Lewiston, Me., schools of, 95, 9G. 
Lexington, Ky., schools of, 85. 
Libra.ries, summary of statistics of additional 
public, clxxxv. 
remarks resl?ecting, clxxxvi-clxxxviii. 
table of statistics of additional, 694-009. 
Librar.v of the Office, vii-xi. 
Lima, Ohio, schools of, 201,203. 
Lincoln, Nebr., schools of, 153,154. 
Lincoln, R.I., schools of, 232,233. 
Little Rock, Ark., schools of, 11. 
Lockport, N.Y., schools of, 176-178. 
Logansport, Ind., schools of, 63, 6,1,, 
Loizillon, Mlle. Marie, report ot; on American 
schools, lxx:xiv. 
remarks of, on American normal schools, xcix. 
views of, as to American Kinu01·garten in-
struction, cviii, cix. 
London educatim1 in, ccxxiv, ccx:..--v. 
Longfellow, Henry \V., obituary notice, 123. 
Long Island City, N.Y. schools of, 176-178. 
Lord, Mrs. Asa b., on blind instruction, cxcvii. 
Loo; Angeles, Cal., schools of, 17. 
LouiAiana, summary of educational condition :x1. 
abstract, 90-03. ' 
Loui iana University and Agricultural and Me· 
chanica! College, 92, 03. · 
IA>uisville, Ky., schools of, 85, 86. 
Lowell, Mas&., schools of, 110, 112. 
Luce, N . .A.., term of oilice of, 00. 
Liibeck, oducntionnl condition of, ccxix. 
Lynch, Mar.v Atkins, obitnnr.v notice, 21. 
Lynchbur~r, Va., sehools of, 200, 261. 
Lynn, Mass., schools of, 110,112. 
:M'. 
McCurtin, Edmund, school superintendent of the 
Choctn.ws, 297. 
McLellan, Dr., remarks of, on American normal 
schools, xcvi-xcix. 
McDonald, A. A., on knitting in reform schools, 
cciv. 
McDonogh Institute, 106. 
McElroy, E. B., term of office of, 216. 
Mcintosh, John, school superintendent of the 
Creeks, 297. 
McKeesport, Pa., schools of, 219, 221. 
Macon, Ga., schools of, 45, 46. 
Madison, Ind., schools of, 63, 64. 
Madison, Wis., schools of, 271. 
Maine compulsory attendance in, xxxi. 
su~mary of educationa1 condition, xxxvi. 
abstract, 94-99. 
Maine State College of Agriculture and the Me-
chanic Arts, 98. 
Malden, Mass., schools of, 110, 113. 
Malta and Gozo, educational condition of~ cd!s:x:xiv, 
CCXXXV. 
Manchester1 N.H., scbools of, 162, 163. 
Mansfield, Ohio, schools of; 201, 203. 
Manual training in schools, clvi, clvii. 
Manual Training School of Washington Univer-
sity, 149, 150. 
Manual work, importance of, cclxxix. 
Marble, A. p;, remarks of, on grading, lxxxiii, 
lxxxiv. 
Marlborough, Mass., schools of, 110, 113. 
Marsh, George P., library of, clxxxvii. 
obituary notice of, 258. 
Maryland, summary of educational condition, 
xxxix. 
abstract, 100-107. 
Maryland Agt·icultural College1 104. 
Massachusetts, compulsory attendance in, xxxi, 
:xxxii. 
summary of educational condition, xxxvii. 
abstract, 108-124. 
lfa.ssachusetts Institute of Technology, 118. 
Massachusetts Society for the University Educa-
tion of Women, cx:xix, cx:xx. 
Maternal schools in France, circular on, v. 
Mather, William, report ou industrial education, 
eli, cclii. 
report of, on technical trainillg in America, 
cclxxii. 
Meadville, Pa., schools of, 219, 221. 
MechanicR, instruction iu practical, clv-clvii. 
training in, in Pennsylvania, 226, 227. 
:Mecklenqurg-Schwerin, educational condition of, 
CCXIX. ' 
Meckl:~~~~g-Strelitz, educational condition of, 
Medford, Mass., schools of, 110, 113. 
M.edicine, statistical summary of schools of, clxii-
clxv. . 
progress of education in, clxv-clx:xix. 
::)tate legislation conceming the practice of in 
Geor.~:ia, 48. ' 
regu!ations respecting the practice of, in Illi-
nois, 57. 
table of statistics of schools of, 6()0-664 666-
670, 672. , 
See, also, the heading Scientific and Profes-
~\~~~- Instruction, under the resrlective 
Meharry Medical College, clxxiv-clxxvi. 
Memphis, Tenn., schools of, 242, ::!41!. 
Meriden, Conn., schools of, DO, 31. 
Merx:m. George_ C., obitun·.v notice, 123. 
M~XI?O, educat10nal condition of, cclvi, cclvii. 
Mich1gan, compulsory attendance in, xxxii. 
summaJ'y of eiiucational contlitiuu, xliii. 
abstract, 125-134. 
Michigan State Agl'icultural College 130 
Middlebury College, 256. ' · 
Middletown, Conn., schools of, 30, 31. 
Milford, Mass., schools of 110 113. 
Military .Acaflcmy, Unit~d States. See United 
States Military Academy. 
Miller Manual Labor School 263. 
Millville, N.J., schools of, l69. 
Milwa!~ecv1Yr·· public Kindergarten system of, 
schools of, 271, 272. 
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Minneapolis, Minn., schools of, 136. 
Minnesota, summary of educational conditiun,xliii. 
abstract, 135-139. 
Mississippi, summary of educa.tional condition, xl. 
abstract., 140-144. 
Mississippi College, 143. 
Missouri, summary of cuucn.tional condition, xli. 
abstract, 145-151. 
Montana, summary of educational condition, xlvii. 
abstract, 298-aoo. 
Montgomery, Ala., schools cf, 5, 6. 
Moon, Dr. William, and his work among the 
bHnd, cxcvii, cxcviii. 
Moulder, A . .J. , remarks on commercial course in 
San Francisco Righ School, cxviii. 
1\[unich, education of poor chiluren in, ccxxi. 
Music, training in, in Massachusetts, 119, 120. 
in New York, 186. 
in Ohio, 210. 
in PennsylYania, 227. 
in Rhode Islantl, 235. 
:iiJ. District of Columbia, 292. 
Muskegon, Mich., schools of, ] 27. 
Mussey, William H., obituary notice, 211. 
N. 
Nairne, Charles Murray, obituary notice, 190. 
Nashua, N.H., schools of, 162, 163. 
Nashville, Tenn., schools of, 242,243. 
Natick, Mass., schools of, 110, 113. 
National Acauemy of Sciences, 311. 
National aid to education, action concerning, in 
Arkansas, 14. 
in Iowa, 77. 
in Minnesota, 139. 
in Tennessee, 246. 
in Wisconsin, 276, 277. 
by National Educational Association and 
American Institute of Instruction, 308. 
by tho Department of Superintendence, 310. 
by tho National Education Assembly, 312, 313. 
by tho American Social Science Association, 
314. 
National Association for Sanitary and Rural Im-
provement 311, 312. 
National CouDClii of Education, 309,310. 
National Deaf-Mute College, 290. 
National Education Assembly, 312. 
National Educational Association, v, 308-~llO. 
Nautical School of the Port of New York, 186. 
Naval Academy, United States. See United States 
Naval Academy. 
N obra ka, summary of educational condition, xlill, 
xliv. 
abstract, 152-157. 
Necrology. Se individual entries in this index; 
also, the heading Obituary Record, under 
tho respective tat s. 
... ?cthellands, provision for higher education of 
womrn in th , cxxxv, xxxvi. 
educational condition of, ccxxxv, ccxxxvi. 
Ne>nda, compulsory attendance in, mii 
summary of educational condition, xliv, 
abstract, 158-160. 
-· w .Albany, Incl., schools of, 63, 04. 
.1'mvark, .... •. J ., schools of, 169,170. 
.... • \\ark, Ohio, schools of, 201,203. 
.... ·, w H,.rlford,. In ., schools of, 110,113. 
' \7 J!ritain, 'onn.,. chool~ of, 30 . 
.... • · v },lllu>4wi<·k, Niur.n ional ondition of. cclii. 
·, w Dl'lln. 'ick, . .J. , chool. of, 16!1, .t70. 
• ·r. ~ hur:!h, .. •. '.,schools of, 176. 
• ' ,·hnrypott, ass.,. :hool~ of, 110,113. 
• • • Cr. lit·, Pa., bool of, 219, 22t. 
• '••w 11. r. A., t 1m of ofllc or, 107. 
• ·,' f.n!!land A o iation of ~chool Sopcrint nd· 
• nt . 310,311. · · ~~m. hire, comxml ory attend an ·oin, xxxii, 
nmma~· or educational condition, xxxvi, 
XX VII. 
nl trac JGt-1 6. 
· 11 lllll hit oil ;! of Ant·i ulturo nd tbe 
I ._. uml , 1G4, lG;;. 
ll v••n, ,oon., imi,roved teach inc- in ·hool 
toC Jx x. lx xli. ., 
u 1 oaditum or ·l•ool of, 30, 31. • 
New .Jersey, compulsorr !tttemlance in, xxxiii. 
smnma'ry of educatiOnal condition, xxxviii. 
austract, 1U7-173. 
New London, Conn., schools of, 30. 
Xew Mexico, summary of educational condition, 
xlvii. 
abstract, 301. 
New Orleans, La., schools of, 91. 
Newport, Ky., schools of, 85, 86. 
Newport, R.I., schools of, 232, 233. 
New South Wales, educational condition of, 
cclxvi. 
Newton, Mass., schools of,lJO, J 1~. 
New York, compulsory atteutlanco in, xxxiii, 
xxxiv. 
summary of eilncational condit.ion, xxxYiii. 
abstract,174-1!Jl. 
New York City, schools of, lxxviii, 170, 178, 179. 
public libraries of, clxxxvii. 
N ew York Trade School, J86. 
New Zealand, eclucational conrHtion of, cch:vii. 
Norfolk, Va., schools of, 260, 20]. 
Normal schools, for the colored race, xlix, l. 
summary of statistics of, l:xxxvi-xcv. 
remarks respecting, xcvi-cii. 
meeting of the department of, in the National 
Education!tl Association, 309. 
table of statistics of, 380-398. 
See, also, the heading Training of 'I.'eachers, 
under the respecti '' e States. 
Norristown, Pa., schools of, 219, 221. 
North Adams, Mass., schools of, 110, J13. 
Northampton, Mass., Rchools of, 110, 113. 
North C:1rolina, summary of educational concli-
tion, xxxix. 
austract. 192-198. 
Northrop, ~irdsey G., educational work of, in Con. 
nectiCut, :JIJ. 
term of office of, 36. 
Norwalk, Conn .. schools of, 30. 
Norway, compulso:r:r attendance in, xxxvi. 
provision for h1gher educatit,n of women in, 
cx:xxvi. 
educational condition of, ccxxxvi, cc:JJ..;.:xvii. 
Norwich, Conn., schools of, 30, 31. 
Nova Scotia, educational condition of, cclii, ccliii. 
Nurses, schools for training, summary of eta tis tics 
of, clxxxviii, clxxxix. 
in Connecticut, 34. 
in illinois, 58. 
in Indiana, 68. 
in Massachusetts, 120. 
in District of Columbia, 291. 
table of statistics of, 700-703. 
Nuttall, L . .John, term of office of, 303. 
o. 
Oakland, Cal., schools of, 17. 
O'Connor, .Joseph, remarks of, on truancy in San 
Francisco schools, lxxv:iii . 
remarks of, on examinations in schools of San 
Francisco, lxxx, lxxxi. 
O'Fallon Polytechnic Institute of Washington 
University, 149. 
Officers, school. ce the lteadin~s State School 
ystem and Chief State School Oflicer, nnde;r 
tl•e respective 'tates . 
Ogdensburg, N.Y., schools of, 176 . 
OJiio, compulsory attendanc in, :xxxiY. 
summary of clncational conclition, xJii. 
abstract, 199-211. 
Ohio R form chool, ceiL 
Ohio 'tate University, 200,207 . 
Ohio University, 207 . 
Omaha, N br., bools of, 153,154 . 
Om1 rdonk, .Jam s L., term of o!lice of 204. 
Ontario, ducational condition of, Iiil, ccliv . 
Orang , N . .J., ~<cbools of, 160, 170. 
Orntorv, training in, in Mus nchu · tt l 10,120. 
in P nnsylvania, ~!27. 
Or gon, summary of educational omlition, liv. 
abstra t, 212-216. 
Orphan or d p •nd ut rhildr n, RUnnnnr • ~f Rl:t!!~· 
tire of l10m . null a. ylnm for, <·c,·u, C>lll. 
tahl of st. II tiel! of l1om . and a!lylum fur, 
730-772,7 J 7 . 
·c·, al. o, th ht•ar~inJr .' Jll' ·ial Iu . !mctiou, 
und r tbo r1· . Jl d1\' • t·tt · . 
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Orr, Gustavus J., term of office of, 49. 
Oshkosh, Wis., schools of, 271, 272. 
Oswego, N.Y., schools of, 176,179,180. 
Ottawa, Ill., schools of, 52, 53. 
Ottumwa, Iowa, schools of, 72, 73. 
Oxford examinations for women, cxxxi, cxxxii. 
P. 
Paducal1, Ky., schools of, 85, 86. · 
Paine, Thomas H., term of office of, 247. 
Parish, Ariel, superintendency of, 31. 
Parsons, Theophilus, obituary notice, 123. 
Paterson, N.J., schools of, 169, 170. 
Patten, Otis, on industrial training of the blind, 
cxcvi. 
Patterson, James W., term of office of, 166. 
Pawtucket, R.I., schools of, 232, 233. 
Peabody, Mass., schools of, 110, 113. 
Peabody fund, disbursements of, 1868 to 1882, I vi, 
lvii, 185. 
aid from the, in Alabama, 5. 
in Arkansas, xli, 11, 12. 
in Florida, 42. 
in Georgia, 45, 46. 
in Louisiana, 91. 
in Mississippi, 141. 
in South Carolina., 237. 
in Tennessee, 242, 243. 
in 'l'exas, 249. 
in Virginia. 260, 261. 
in West Virginia, 265,266. 
Peaslee, J. B., rein arks of, on truancy in Cincinnati 
schools, lxxvii. 
Pennsylvania, oompulsory attendance in, xxxiv. 
summary of educational condition, xxxviii. 
abstract, 217-230. 
Pennsylvania State College, 225. 
Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for 
the Blind, 120, 121. 
Petersburg, Va., schools of, 260, 261. 
Petroft; Ivan, letter of, concerning education in 
AlaRka, 281, 282. 
Pharmacy, summary of statistics of schools of, 
clxiv, cb::v. 
table of statistics of schools of, 665, 671, 672. 
Philadelphia, Pa., schools of, 219, 221. 
Philadelphia House of Refuge, cciii. 
Pickett, Joseph Desha, term of office of, 89. 
Pierce, John D., obituary notice, 133,134. 
Pingree, MissL. B., work of, in free Kindergarten, 
cvi, cvii. 
Pio, Professor, on school work in Greece, ccxxix, 
CCXXX. 
Pittsburgh, Pa., schools of, 219, 221, 222. 
Pittsfield, Mass., schools of, 110, 113. 
Plainfield, N.J., schools of, l 69, 170. 
Political science, study of, in American colleges, 
cxlv, 185. 
Pond, Enoch, obituary notice, 99. 
Poole, Dr. William F., Index to Periodical Litera-
ture of, viii, note. 
work of, mentioned, clxxxvii. 
Port Huron, Mich., schools of, 127. 
Portland, Me., schools of, 95, 96. 
Portland, Oreg., schools of, 213. 
Portsmouth, N.H., schools of, 162, 163. 
]>ortsmouth, Ohio, schools of, 201, 203, 204. 
l'ortsmonth, Va., schools of, 260, 261. 
Portu~al, provision for higher education of women 
in, cxxxv. 
ducational condition of, ccxxxvii-ccxxxix:. 
Pottsvill , Pa., schools of, 219, 222. 
Pougbkcepsie1 N.Y., a boola of, 176,180. Pratt, John, ooituary notice, 211. 
Pratt, R.ll., Indian work in charge of, 296,297. 
l'n:paratory schools, summary of statistics of, 
cxii-c!:iv. 
table of statistics of, 567-579. 
Primary instruction, "new methods" in, in New 
Haven, 31. 
new methods in, in Boston, 111. 
Kinder~arten m thods in, recommended in 
school of BrookJyn, N.Y. , 177. 
"new methods" in, in Ithaca, N.Y., 178. 
Prine Edward Island, educational condition of, 
ccliv. 
Providence, R.I., schools of, 232, 233. 
Prussia, overwork in secondary schools of, cxxii 
cxxiii. 
educational condition of, ccxix, ccxx. 
Publications, educational, su=ary ·of statistics 
of, ccxi. -
table of educational, 822-860. 
Public Industrial Art School of the City of Phila-
delphia, cclxxxvii, cclxxxviii.. . 
Public school MTerage attendance m the Umted 
States, xiv, xv. ... 
comparison of, for ten :years, xx11~. 
Public school enrolment 1n the Umted States, 
xiv,xv. .. ... 
comparison of, for ten years, ~xu, xx~n. 
Public school income and expenditure, x1x, xx. 
compa.rison of, for ten years, xxiv. 
remarks on, xxvi. . . .. 
Public school superviSion, remarks on, xxvu, 
xxviii. 
Public school teachers, circular on licensing of, 
in the United States, v. 
number and pay of, xvii, xviii. ... 
comparison of number of, for ten years, xxm, 
xxiv. 
remarks on, xxvi-xxviii, xxix.. ..· 
training of, in Scotland, ccxxv1, ccxxvu. 
sex not to be considered in fixing pay of, 159. 
Public school terms in the United States, xiv, xv. 
remarks on, xxv, xxvi. 
Pullman, Ill., public library, founded by G. M. 
Pullman, clxxxvii. 
Purdue University, clv, clvi, 66. 
Q. 
Quebec, educational condition of, ccliv. 
Quincy, Ill., schools of, 52, !53· . .. 
Quincy, Mass., schools of, lxxx1, lxxxn, 110, 113, 
114. 
R. 
Raab Henry, State superintendent of public in· 
'struction in Illinois, 60. 
Racine, Wis., schools of, 271,272. 
Reading, Pa., schools of, 219, 222. 
Recesses in public schools in .A~ba?Jy, N.Y., 1_~7. 
Recommendations of the CoJUmJSswner, ccxcn. 
Reformatory education in Bavaria, ccxxi. 
Reform schools, statistical summ~ry of, cc, cci. 
condition of instruction in, cc1, ccd. 
contract labor in, object-ionable, ccv, ccvi. 
table of statistics of, 716-729. 
See, also, the hea~ing Special Instruction, un-
der tho respective Srates. 
Reynolrls, Mortimer F., propose~~ gift of library 
to Rochester, N.Y., clxxxvn. . . 
Rhode Island, compulsory attend~~ce m, x:\x1v. 
summary of educat~onal con<htwn, xxvn. 
abstract, 231-235. 
Richmond, Ind., schools of, 63, tH. 
Richmond, Va., schools of, 260, 261. 
Rochest-er, N.Y., public library for, clxxxvii. 
schools of, 176, 180. 
Rockford, Ill., schools of, 52, 53, M. 
Rock Island, lll., schools of, 52, 54. 
Rockland, Me., schools of, 95, 96. 
Rogers, 'Villiam B., obitua.ry notice, 124. 
Rome, N. Y., schools ot; 176, 180. 
Rose Polytechnic Institute, clviii. 
Rothrock, J. T., lectures on tree culture,&c., ccxci. 
Ronmania, provision Jor higher education of WO· 
men in, cxxxvi. 
educational condition of, ccxxxix. 
Roumelia, compulsory attendance in, xxxvi. 
Ruggles, William B., State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction in New York, 191. 
Rural schools, _gradeu courses of study in, xxix. 
Russell, A. J., State superintendent of public in-
struction in Florida, 43. 
Russia, provision for higher education of women 
in, cxxxvi. 
educational condition of, ccxxx-ix, ccxl. 
Rutgers College, 171,172. 
Rutgers Se<ientific School, 172. 
Rutlwi, :Vt., schools of, 254, 255. 
s. 
Sa.cramentq, Cal., schools of, 17. 
aginaw, Mich., sobools of, 127. 
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St . .Joseph, Mo., schools of, 146,147. 
St. Louis, Mo., schools of, 146, 147. 
St. Paul, Minn., schools of, 136. 
Salem, Mass., schools of, 110-114. 
San Antonio, Tex., schools of, 249. 
Sanborn, ,J. W., on agricultural education, cli:ii, 
cliv. 
Sandusky, Ohio, schools of, 201, 204. 
San Francisco, Cal., truancy in schools of, lxxviii. 
examinations in schools of, lxxx, lxxxi. 
commercial course in l1igh school of, cxviii. 
general condition of schools of, 17. 
San Jose, Cal., schools of, 17. 
Savannah, Ga., schools of, 45, 46. 
Saxony, overwork in secondary schools of, cxxiii. 
educational condition of, ccxx. 
Scarborough, .John C., term of office of, 198. 
'Schenect:~dy, N.Y .. schools of, 176. 
School ages in the United States, x>i 
School furniture. See Furniture. 
School-houses and apparatus, remarks on, xxx. 
School officers. See the beadings State School 
System and Chief State School Officer, under 
the respective States. · 
School population of the United States, xiv, xv. 
comparison of, for ten years, xxi. 
Science, statistical summary of schools of, cxlvi-
cxlix. 
condition and progress of instruction in, 
cl-clix. 
table of statistics of schools of, 632-643. 
See, also, the heading Scientific and Profes. 
sional Instruction, under the respective 
States. 
Science and Art Department, En"lisb, statistics of, 
ccxxix. 
Scotland, compulsory attendance in, xxxvi. 
educational conclition of, ccxxvi, ccxxvii. 
Scranton, Pa., schools of, 219 222. 
Seamanship, training for, in New York, 180. 
Sears, .J. Montgomery, gift of, to :Boston Public 
Library, clxxxvi. · 
Seaver, E. P., remarks of, on truancy in :Boston 
schools, lxxvii. 
Secondary instruction. for the colored race, 1, li. 
statistical smnmary of, cix-cxiv. 
remarks respecting, cxv-cxxi. 
in Great Britain, cxxi, cxxii. 
overwork in German secondary schools, cxxii-
cxxv. 
table of stati tics of institutions for, 462-566. 
See, also, Secondary Instruction, under the 
respective States. 
Sedalia, Mo., schools of, 146, 147. 
Selma, Ala., schools of, 5, 6. 
Servia, provision for higher education of women 
in, cxxxvi. 
educational condition of, ccxl, cc:s:li. 
Shamokin, Pa., schools of, 219, 222. 
Shannon, Richard D., term of office of, 151. 
Shattuck, .Joseph C., term of offic£• of, 27. 
Sheboygan, Wis., school of, 271,272. 
heffield, .r. E., obituary notice, a5, 36. 
Slwffield cientlflc chool, 33. 
Shenandoah, Pa., schools of, 219, 222. 
Sill, .J. M. B., r~:marks of, on truancy in Detroit 
school , lxxviii. 
Sitka, Alaska chools of, 279, 2 0. 
Slade, .James P., term of otlice of, 60. 
lade, Mr . M. B. ., obituary noti , 124. 
Slater, .John F., benefaction of, for colored educa-
tion, I vi. 
• lan~lltcr, .John, term of office of/307. 
ml h, .J. r_gyl . term or office 0 ' H-4. 
i11t~· for Etbi al Culture, Workioamen's 
'cbool of, l 6,1'7. 
·i ty forth Encoura;r men of omeStndy,l19. 
m rville, a ., chool. of, llO, 114. 
· utb~1~iif-f!f.tlve tati tics or education in the, 
~·oath Bend, nt]., l'bools of, 63, . 
• uth ' rollna, urumary o! ducatlonal condition 
xxxlx. ' 
bl rae • 236-~10. 
o tb 'arolln oil " of d the 
cbanio Ar i3!l. 
'palo, pr vi lou for bi •h r ucation of wom!l'n 
In, cxxx •• 
du Uo coodi on of, c:cxli-ccxJUi. 
Speer, H. C., term of office of, 83. 
Spelling Reform .Association, 314. 
Springfield, Ill., schools of, 52, 54. 
Springfield, Mass., schools of, 110, 114. 
Springfield, Ohio, schools of, 201, 204. 
Stamford, Conn., schools of, 30. 
State .Agricultural and Mechanical College of Ala-
bama, 8. 
State .Agricultural and Mechanical College of 
Kentucky, 87. 
State boards of education. See the beading State 
School System, under the respective States. 
State boards of examiners. See the heading State 
School System, under the respective States. 
State Public School for Dependent Children, 132, 
133. 
State reports. See the beading State School Sys-
tem, under the respective States. 
State superintendents. See the headings State 
School System and Chief State Scliool Offi· 
cer, under the respective States. 
State University of Iowa, 73, 74, 75. 
States an<i T erritories, summary of school sta-
tistics of, xiv, xv. 
school statistics of, 316-323. 
Statistics, educational, collection of, xii-xiv. 
Steubenville, Ohio, schools of, 201, 204. 
Stevens Institute of Technology, 1'72. 
Stillwater, Minn., schools of, 136. 
Stockton, Cal., schools of, 17. 
Stockwell, Thomas :B., term of office of, 235. 
Storrs .Agricultural School, cliv. 
Sturtevant, .John Merchant, obituary notice, 246, 
247. 
Superintendence, annual meeting of the Depart· 
ment of, 310. 
county, in Illinois, 51, 52. 
in N e oraska, 153. 
Superior instruction. See Universities and col-
leges; also, the heading Superior Instruc· 
tion, under the respective States. 
Superior instruction of women. See Women; 
also, the heading Superior Instruction, un· 
dcr the respective States. 
Supervision of public schools, remarks on, x.xvii, 
xxviii. 
Sweden, compulsory attendance in, xxxvi. 
provision for higher education of women in, 
cxxxvi. 
educational condition of, ccxliii-ccxlv. 
Swedish female high schools, bnlletin on, vi. 
Switzerland, compulsory attendance in, xxxvi. 
provision for higher education of women in, 
cxxxv. 
educational condition of, ccxlv, ccxlvl. 
Syracuse, N.Y., schools of, 176, 180. 
T. 
Taunton, Mass., schools of, 110 114. 
Teachers in public schools. Se Public school 
teachers; also, the beadin~ Training of 
Teachers, under the resJ?ective States. 
Teachers' institute. See Inst1tutes. 
Teachers' School of Science in Boston, free lect-
m·es in, 115, note. 
Technical instruction, circular on, in France
1 
v. 
report of British commissioners on, cclxvrii-
cclx:xxvii. 
Temperance, teaching of, in public schools in 
Indiana, 69. 
Tennessee, summary of educational condition, 
xli,xlii. 
abstract, 241-247. 
Terre Haute, Ind., schools of, 63, 64. 
Texas, summar.v of educational condition, :xL 
abstract, 248-252. 
Texas Agricultural College, clvi. 
Text books, in California,16, 21. 
in Illinois, 51. 
in Kansas, SO, 83. 
in :Maine, 95. 
in 1Uassachusett , 109. 
~n Sta:te n rmal schools of New York, 18L 
JD nzona., 284. 
Thcolo#o/, . hools of, for the color d race, li, Iii. 
stahst1cal sum mar,\' of R hools of, clix-clxi. 
table of statistics of chools of, 644-6;;4. 
INDEX. 871-
Theology. See, also, the beading Scientific and 
Professionu.l Instruction, under the respec-
tive States. 
Thompson, Charles 0., remarks of, on the founding 
of Rose Polytechnic Institute, clviii. 
Thompson, Hugh S., term of office of, 240. 
'fhompson, W. E., term of office of, 14. 
Thurston, Robert H., on schools for industrial 
training, clix. 
Tiffin, Ohio, schools of, 201, 204. 
Titusville, Pa., schools of, 219, 222. 
Tokio, Japan, University of, eel. 
Toledo, Ohio, schools of, 201, 204. 
1 Toledo House of Refuge, cciv. 
Toner, Dr. J. M., gift of, to the Library ofCo~ress, 
clxxxvi. 
Topeka, Kans., schools of, 80, 81. 
Tougaloo University, 142. 
Trees, shade, for school sites, law respecting, in 
Iowa, 72, 78. 
Trenton, N.J., schools of, 1~9, 170. 
Trinity College, 33. 
Troy, N.Y., schools of, 176. 
Truancy in various American c:ities, lxxvii, lxxviii. 
Truesdel, Zelotes, obituary notice, 134. 
Tucson, Ariz., schools of, ::!84. 
Tufts College, 117. 
Tulane, Paul, beuefaction of, to education in New 
Orleans, lvi. 
u. 
United States Military Academy, 184, 673. 
United States Nava.l Academy, i04, 673. 
United States of Colombia, compulsory attend-
ance in, :xxxvi. . 
Universities, stat.istics ofPrussian, ccxx. 
Universities and colleges, for the colored race, li. 
pedagogics in, ci. 
summary of statistics of, cxxxvi-c:xli. 
classical and scientific, preparatory training 
for and by, cxl. 
remarks on instruction in and government of, 
c:xli-cxlvi. 
association of, in Ohio, cxliii. 
elective studies in, cxliii-cxlv. 
athletic exercises in, cxlv. 
graduate studies and degrees in, cxh·, cxlvi. 
professors in, cxlvi. 
t:tble of statistics of, 596-631. 
See, also, the headin~ Superior Instruction, 
under the respective States. 
University Convocation, meeting of, 188. 
University of Alabama, 7, 8. 
University of California, 19. 
University of Cincinnati, 206, 207. 
University of Coloraclo, 24-, 25, 26. 
University of Dalcota, 287. 
University of Dcscret, 303. 
University of Georgia, 47. 
University of Kansas, 81, 82. 
University of Louisiana, 92, 93. 
University of Michigan, 128, 129,130,131. 
UniverRity of Minnesota, 137, 138. 
University of Mississippi, 142, 143. 
University of Missouri, 147, 148,149. 
Univers:ty of Nashville, 243. 
University ofNcbraRk::t, 155,156. 
University of ~ow York, c, ci, 183. 
niversity of North Carolina, 195.196. 
nivet·sity of Oregon, 214. 
University of Pennsylvania, clx:xi, 224,225,226. 
nh·erf!ity of 'l'cnnessee, 244, 215. 
University of Texas, cxlii. 
University of Tokio, eel. 
Uni\'orsity of Vermont and State Agricultural 
College, 256. 
University of Virginia, 262,263. 
nivorsity of \Vasbington Tenitory, 305. 
University of\Visconsin, 274,275. 
Utah, summary of educational condition, xlvii. 
abstract, 302, 303. 
Utica,.~: . Y., schools of, 17 180. 
v. 
Von zuela, eflucntional conrliiion of, cclxv. 
Vermont, corupnl. ory atten~ance in, xxxiv. 
summary of educational condition, xxxvii. 
abstract, 253-258. 
Vicksburg, Miss., schools of, 141. 
Victoria, educational condition of, cclxvii. 
Vincennes, Ind., schnols of, 63, 64. 
Virginia, summary of educational condition,xxxix. 
abstract, 259-263. 
Virginia C~ty, Nev., schools of,159, 160. 
w. 
Waltham, Mass., schools of, 110, 114. 
Warwick, R. I., schools of, 232, 233. 
Washington, D.C., school system of, lxxxv, lxxxvi. 
course in high school of, c:xix. 
general condition of public schools of, 289. 
Washington Normal School, course of study in, 
xcix. 
Washington Territory, compulsory attendance in, 
XXXV. 
summary of educational condition, xlvii. 
abstract, 304, 305. 
Washington University, 148. 
Washington University Training School, clvi, 
clvii. 
Waterbury, Conn., schools of, 30. 
Watertown, lf. Y., schools of, 176. 
Watertown, Wis., schools of, 271,272. 
Welcker, William T., State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction in California, 21. 
Wentworth, DanielS., obituary notice, 59. 
Werner, Karl
1 
on Leland's circular, cl, note. 
Wesleyan Umversity, 33. 
West Des Moines, Iowa, schools of, 72, 73. 
Westfield, Mass., schools of, 110,114. 
West Point Academy. See United States Military 
Academy. 
West Virginia, summary of educational condition, 
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